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Modern Coal-Boat Unloading

of unloading

favorable c o n d
tions,

coal from
ships
is

and

quite

Holds

different

from loading coal
At
into vessels.

a

vessel's

1.

unload

500

or at this

hold

in

larger

em-

The Hulett unloader has

been used in taking out iron ore
from Great Lake vessels for a num-

can

ber of years with great success.

The

present installation at Fort William
is,

however, the

first

instance where

HuLETT Coal Unloadbr

units than have hitherto been

ployed.

Cars or Stock Piles

B]i /. F. Springer

Fig. 3.

in

to

6,000-ton

Fort William, Ontario, the Canadian Pacific Railroad is operating
a new plant which is dealing with

coal

i-

to-

gether are able to
Apparatus In Use on the Great Lakes for Handling Coal from Vessels'

barges

PiG.

both

Fig.

2.

in

a

vessel
released

or 12 hours after actual un-

11

loading
ably

be

tons,

rate

the

begins.

best

These are probresults

so

far

at-

Unloader and Trestle

Rehanuling and Stock-Piling Bridge at Fort William, Ont.

apparatus has been applied to
unloading coal. At this plant each
this

of the two machines in service has
a capacity of 8 tons per operation,

and

in

one hour, under ordinary

COPritlOHTIO •Y INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY.

with any single piece of
At Fort
apparatus.
unloading
William, the two unloading units
can be put simultaneously to work.
The capacity of the plant is then
tained

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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perhaps in excess of any other in the
Two hundred carloads, of
world.
40 to 45 tons each, per day of 10
hours is the capacity of a very re-

which extends

Larry

cars

s|)ectable loading pier.

trestle

tracks.

The Hulett unloader has two
members similar to the halves of a

liver

clam-shell grab bucket; these seize
and close upon the coal in the hold.

However, the arrangements above

Fic. 4.

the "bucket" are very different from
what they are in ordinary grab-

There is a large
and stiff vertical tulie, Figs. 1 and 2,
above the bucket pieces, m which an

form

in single-track

for perhaps 1,200 feet along the side
of a space devoted to the stock pile.

operated

are

They

on

the
coal

receive

from the Hulett unloaders and deit

either

to

pockets or bins

arranged over the positions which
the waiting road cars occupy or else
to the stock pile. The steel pockets

Coal Handling Bridges at Superior, Wis.

They empty

border of the stock pile. There is a
big bridge whose broad track runs

along parallel with the trestlework
covering the 1,200 feet before mentioned and the space alongside the
In fact, the
double-track trestle.
total
length of
a
bridge runway has

Waiek

have a capacity of 40 tons each and
are 30 in number.

at the time of unloading the vessel,
they proceed out on to the singletrack trestle which runs along one

into

E.nu

something over half a mile.

This

bridge, 475 feet in length, overhangs

track on either side.

The

movable chutes which discharge directly into the cars if they are open
ones. If box cars are in waiting, a
special type of apparatus is em-

its

feet, respectively.

The longer arm,

able to control the place and extent

ployed

when

is

of the grabbing operation.

them.

bucket practice.

operator

is

located.

ore practice

man

This

is

In iron

has been found pos-

it

up the hold

sible to clean

to

transfer

the

coal

If the larry cars are

into

not to

deliver their contents to railway cars

At Fort William coal comes in by
and leaves by land.
The
actual water frontage of the dock is
600 feet but this is sufificient to

of

railway

on either track, may be

Overhead

is

It is

supported, on the trestle

of the tower along

Thirty
in

a trestle

trestle.

suitable wheel trucks.

cars

cars, 15

waitinfc here.

loads.

double-track

alongside the

overhangs the
This bridge

framework of V shape.
At the other end, the support is a
shear leg. These two supports, or
towers, are in turn supported by

;

their

station,

end, by a

accommtidate the largest of the lake
coal boat.s. Along the edge of the
dock there is a double track for the
for

bridge

railway-car

pile.

water

waiting

the

be used to load the cars when
coal is to be taken from the storage

extent of 97 per cent, of the load.

accommodation

cantilever extensions are 100 and 90

may

ths

to

rails

are 285 feet apart, and the bridge

Fig. 5.

Grab Bucket and Operating Cab

its

The motion
runway may

be at a rate as high as 75 feet per
minute. The lower part of the truss
arrangement is provided with a
track running lengthwise of the

August, 1914
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A trolley bucket operates
on the track at a maximum speed of
The
about 800 feet per minute.
bucket may be hoisted at the rate of
The
about 175 feet per minute.
truss work is high enough to enable
the bridge to clear a stock pile 40
The bucket is a
feet in height.
two-part excavating bucket, having
a capacity of about 9 tons. It was

bridge.

thing

is

electrically

the

operated,

The

raised

is

vertical

leg

is

pivoted at one end of the beam; at
the other is an operating cab where

an operator

stationed

is

who

con-

movements of the walking

trols the

The arrangements

beam.

are such
always vertical and that this leg may be rotated
on a vertical axis. This last move-

that the hanging leg

Fig. 6.

thought that the bridge should have
a maximum handling capacity of
Everyabout 600 tons per hour.

unloading bucket

ries the

and lowered.

is

to

man-

accordance with

age the bucket
varying requirements as seen by him
in

in the hold of the vessel.

Further,

may be

operator being located in a cab on

the halves of the buckets

the trolley.

variously extended to meet varying
conditions of the diminishing coal

The unloaders have

runway

their

just as is the case with the bridge.

pile in the boat.

The

In addition to the Hulett unloader
there are several others, for instance
the immense grab bucket sht)wn in

length

total

of

the

track

This arrangement

1,985 feet.

is

per-

mits the unloaders to be independently shifted along the water face
of the dock or to be

moved

out of

mines of Pennsylvania to send

cite

large shipments

and

by

rail to

Buffalo,

at that port to transfer the coal

to lake steamers

which carry

northern lake ports.

it

to

In Figs. 4 and

6 are shown the Philadelphia &)
Reading Coal and Iron Co.'s two

Land End

Coal Handling Bridge, Superior, Wis.

ment permits the operator

As transportation by water costs
much less than by rail it is customary in summer for the anthra-

Fig. 5, which has a capacity of 10
tons and hangs from a trolley truck
running on probably the largest

coal handling bridges, at Superior,

Wis.

Each span of these bridges

2373/2

feet,

is

but the bridges can be

lengthened by means of a gantry
and track which is shown raised on
the bridge to the left and lowered
on the bridge to the right. The
trolley bucket has a capacity of 6
tons and is worked by an operator
Both bridges
in the moving cab.
are arranged so that -coal from the
ships

may

stocked in

be loaded- into cars or
The bridges being

piles.

arranged to travel with

movable the various sizes of coal
can be piled separately, but before
the coal is loaded from the stock
piles into cars it is screened because
of the degradation which occurs in
handling. In the foreground. Fig. 6,

way.
This carriage supports the
walking beam by whose see-saw

the bucket, so that he can place the
bucket exactly where he wishes,

has accumulated during the course

motion the vertical tube which Gar-

lioth

the way.

The unloaders

are carried

on a long base which in turn is supported by wheels on the runway
track.
There is a carriage which

coal handling bridge in the world,

may

of 710

be shifted lengthwise of this

base, that

is,

transversely to the run-

as

the

span

towers and
feet.

the right

is

it

is

551

feet

between

has a length over

The

all

operator's cab to

when loading and discharging.

is

shown a

of time.

pile of fine coal

which
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When

open on the
Great Lakes the iron and copper
mines of Michigan receive sufficient
coal

at

navigation

the

nearest

is

lake

ports

to

carry them through the winter and
until navigation

ing spring.

opens in the followsmaller concerns

The

Such boats have a carrying
of from 4,000 to 10,000
They usually go
tons of freight.
north with coal freight and return
Heyl &
with iron ore or grain.

and Baltimore.

would

deck.

delphia,

capacity

appear from this list that Galveston
and New Orleans should load more
bunker coal than Boston, Philadel-

Pittsburg,

Patterson,

structed the Philadelphia

Pa.,

&

con-

phia

and that coal

Baltimore,

or

It

operators should cultivate this trade.

Reading

^

35

Centralia Mining School

C ommencement
On

June

19,

the Lehigh Valley

Coal Co.'s school at Centralia held
closing exercises.

its

of

awarding

prizes.

Wood,

instructor,

The program

and
Mr. George R.

music,

consisted

speeches,

read the annual

report of the school which had 137

The

sessions.

instructors are thor-

oughly in earnest, as may be judged
from their offering two prizes for
the best attendance.

The

first

prize

was won by Francis Yost, who

at-

tended 127 out of the 137 sessions.

He

taking a mechanical course.

is

The second

prize was given to
James Burns, who attended 94 out
of 96 sessions. Mr. Burns is taking
the mining course.

The
Fic.

7.

so

Movable Towbr, Island Creek Coal Dock. Duluth, Minn.

school at Centralia has been

and has aroused so

successful

much enthusiasm
and

inhabitants

of

cities

store coal in this manner, for

cannot

which

reason large coal companies in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania store
coal during the

summer which they

deal out in the winter. Figs. 7 and
8 show the two 6-ton trolley bridges
of the Island Creek Coal Dock Co.,
at Duluth, Minn. These have towers at each end which rest on
tracks along which they are propelled by their own machinery at the
rate of from 50 to 70 feet per minute.

Usually cars can be loaded at either
end of the bridge, the towers being
supplied with hoppers so that the
coal can be chuted into the cars and
their loading controlled irrespective
of the bucket.

loads, and thus avoids the extra
labor of cleaning up tracks. In Fig.

These braces are covered over when
the ship is loaded and form the

J.

Western Fuel

company, volunteered to give a gold
medal to the pupil making the highest average. This was won by J. F.
Rowan, a student in mapping and

Co.'s bridges at Su-

perior, Wis., also the C. Reiss Coal

Co.'s at

Island

Manitowoc, Wis., and the
Creek bridges at Duluth,

Minn.

a

former employe of the

surveying.

The addresses were made by
Alexander H. Tiley, of Ashland;
The

relative

importance of the

various cities in the eastern part of

Edward Williams,

of Centralia; E.

B. Wilson, of Scranton.

Superin-

J

^iglfPillPllil ?:^

1

Fig. 8.

/

//

:^2r

m

named

New

:

New

^L^

Island Creek Coal Dock, Duluth,

the United States as seaports

the order
veston.

V /^

^^^B t

8

to the right the hull braces of one
of the lake steamers are shown.

Edward

Flynn,

This arrangement

saves considerable spilling of coal
by overtopping cars with the bucket

that

Coal and Iron Co.'s and the North

is

in

York, Gal-

Orleans, Boston, Phila-

tendent H.
B. S.

Mi

J.

Daddow,

Heflfner presided,

and

assistant superintend-

ent, delivered the prizes.
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Mine Roof Supports

support

the

stratum

overlying

bed

is

'

a

coal

the

coal

When

itself.

And

Possible Substitutes for the Ordinary

Rock and Masonry

removed,

Pillars

Wood Props— Various Forms

of

a

and Steel Supports

the

coalhasbeen

By H.

I.

and an
Penn-

college

academy

in

sylvania

giving

5i7i«A*

courses in forestry.

has been the practice to
to support the
roof.
Pillars of coal take most of
the weight and the wooden supports
it

wooden props

use

purchase of land
exceeding $5
per acre. There are
not

by cracking noises
to allow the

in plenty of time

workmen

to escape with

their tools.

These conditions, howhave been passing by degrees,
so that few operators are able to
send their timbermen to the woods
surrounding their mine openings for
props, and no longer can they select
ever,

H. S. Graves, the United States
Forester, gives full information of
the work done by the United States
Forest Service in his report of 1912.

a certain kind of wood or obtain
the class of posts that they formerly

used except at high prices.
The problems confronting

mining man today

I

the

in

regard to the

increase in the cost of

mining opera-

tions due to the increasing cost of

Fig.

Timber That Has Stood 23 Years

I.

timber require considerable thought.
The mining engineer is trying to

Fig. 3.

solve the timber problem in the fol-

only keep that portion of the rock

them from bulging
downwards and falling. In many
over

directly

places

the

is

it

practice

pillars of coal as the

leave

to

permanent supHowever,

port to the roof strata.

due to the economic values of these
supports,

it

districts to

is

the practice in

remove these

many

pillars so

far as possible.

operators could often purchase posts
delivered at prices below what it
to

employ labor

to cut

own ground, and
pay the cost of transportation, which
was nominal, thus making wood the

the timber on their

cheapest material available.
a practical standpoint, wood
cut to

fit

five

Reducing loss by decay.
3.
Timber economy in mines.
4.
Adopting methods of mining
which reduce the timber consump-

maximum

recovery of coal.

Substitutes for wood.

5.

—

To appreciate
being done in this line, I
have taken some figures from the
1

Reforestation.

.

is

address of Henry Dinker, President
of the American Forestry Association

as

printed

in

the

American

March, 1912.
Pennsylvania has a
State Department of Forestry and
the second largest State Forest Reserve in the United States (about
Forester,

The

report states that

private

2.

tion for

The

ways:

Reforestation.

1.

what

Until recent years, no form of
mine support has been in general
use except wood which could be
obtained on the hills in close proximity to the mine opening.
The

Would cost

lowing

state of

1,000,000 acres), with provisions for

Bad Timbering

interests

among

engaged

the

the

in

practice

of forestry in 1911, were
10 coal companies with acreage 'is-

tributed as

acres;

follows:

Indiana,

100

Ohio, 34,510
acres;

New

York, 10,000 acres; and Pennsylvania, 43,308 acres; a total of

87,918

Another company having
both coal and railroad interests has

acres.

100,000 acres in addition to above;
this

has no doubt been increased in

the last 3 years.*

—

Reducing Loss by Decay. The
of Agriculture states
that 45 per cent, of the timber which
is taken into the mines decays, and to
2.

Department

reduce this large percentage several

methods have been adopted; the
most simple being the peeling of the
timber and using judgment when the
timber is to be cut.
Timber cut
during the summer -months decays

From
may be

more rapidly than

varying conditions in the

that cut during

the winter.

mine without other than ordinary
labor equipped with a saw or hand

Loblolly pine cut during
the summer has been observed to

The wood could be obtained

show the first evidence of decay
within 6 to 8 weeks.f Timber after
reaching the mine has been given

ax.

strong for the purpose

sufficiently

for

which

it

was required, and when

the bru sh treatment with whitewash,

loaded beyond its capacity it would
usually give warning of its rupture

'The

St. Bernard Mining Co. and Stearns
Lumber Co. also have forestry reserve*
Kentucky.
See "Forestry Related to Min^^- ^^'"^ C- ^- Vol. 33, p. 511.
^^
'"*ir,
tPennsylvania Mine Inspector's Report. 1912
r
,
•

Coal and

'."

•Abstract from a paper read at Monongahela
meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of America,
June, 1914.
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cheap

creosote,

paint,

or

carbo-

Tim-

lineum. with effective results.

the irritating effect of

retard decay.
The Department of
Agriculture reports that slabbing a
prop tends to increase its unit

Some

strength, probably the effect of im-

European experimenters claim that
only a few drops, when burned in a

however,
on dressed timber is
more than on undressed. Conclu-

ground that they increase the

ber has also been treated with creo-

case of

sote and zinc chloride at a cost of

the

fire

smoke

room,

make

will

great.

in

proving

the

respiration impos-

However,

sible.

;

very

is

in-

wood again

flammability* of the

I

am

advised by

plant of one of the railroads that

or 3 months,

it

becomes

2

split

difficult to

Economy

Timber

3.

in

Rock r

20 and

12 per cent,

Several

spectively.

broken or otherwise worthless tim-

I

increase,

large

mining companies have found

re-

coal

ment of timber for use in mines.*
Treated timber would be in more

more

if

readily

by mining companies for

nec-

beam

same area

;

likewise,

purpose of sawing up broken timbers and odd lengths into caps, lag-

is less

than when a

sawed to the same area but

is

proportioned in height to breadth to
give the best unit strength design.

Under

dressing the timber.

Portable saw mills have been

installed
it

essary to instal plants for the treat-

general use

By

ber. (2)

(1)

post of the

used for beams

Mines.

may

be attempted (1) By the
use of a portable saw mill to utilize
Pic. 4.

;

the unit strength of round timbers

ignite.

This

straightness

sive results could be obtained only
by comparing materials cut in the
same area. The unit strength of a
round post is more than that of a

the superintendent of a preservation

after treated timber has stood for

its

freight

favorable

conditions

may

roof and floor, props

be

of

made

more serviceable by sharpening one
end to the form of a wedge or to a
point so that the prop will yield
somewhat before the elastic limit
has been reached.* The results of

such wood could be
in the open

some

bought

tests

published by Emil Stens,

in Gliickauf, April 29,

market, thus eliminating the cost
necessary for individual plants. The

Table

1911, are in

1

preserved timber could be used to
Pressure Compression

advantage where permanent timbers
are desired or where timber is to be
left

standing for

1

year.

1.

If treated

by one of the above methods

li.

this

may

be considered as the life of
timber in any except the best of
atmospheric conditions.
This life

may seem

rather short but one would
seldom reuse a timber after its being

use

in

timber

has

1

year underground.

may

still

The

look strong but

it

lost a great deal of its vitality.

Fig.

1

shows timber that has stood
These appeared to be

for 25 years.

in excellent state of
preservation,
not a single prop had fallen,
but
upon careful examination it was

found

that

a

buried to the

penknife

hilt

with

little

could

be

pressure.

These

props had been split from the
center of white oak trees
and contained little or no sap wood.

Mani-

festly there

was no weight on these

timbers, the roof being
supported by
the adjacent pillars.

The

use of mine timber
preserved
with creosote or other oils
has frequoitly been condemned
on the

Tons

in

Percent.

K'-

ti.

Fig. 5.

Masonry Pillar

4.

ging, and even lumber.

One company using a portable saw mill re-

Props fastened at upper
and lower end
Prop with a4-inch wedgeshaped cap on top
Props with 4-inch wedge
on both ends
Prop with a 4-inch wedgeshaped cap on top
and beveled at bottom;
length of bevel 1.5
times the diameter.
bevel 3 times
,

5.

Same with

15.1

.31

16.3

5.20

14.1

S.70

16.8

17.50

15.3

18.20

ported a large reduction in cost of

wood.

If

one company makes a

report of this nature, the

amount of

Table

The props

1.

straight

pine

consisted

10 centimeters

of

(3.94

broken timber and odd lengths being
covered up daily in the many mines
of our country is a very appreciable
item.

In large mines, the saw mill may
be underground so that the
timber
can be cut inside the mine,
thus
avoiding the necessity of hauling
the
lumber out of the mine and
then

back

in again.

Dressing timber.
Decrease
timber may be accomplished by removing the
bark as
soon as cut and allowing the
timber
to air dry, an
operation that will
afford the timber a
better oppor-

inches) in diameter and 1.4 meters
(or 55.12 inches) long. Five

tunity^ to season,

were used for each

(2)

in the cost of

add strength, and

•Mikes and Minerals, Vol.

30. p. 428.

Fig.

6.

Concrete Mike Portals

props

En^Si'

test.

probably refers to longwall

mining.—

^e (gffiery Engineer

August, 1914

The

results

of these tests

show

that the yielding capacity of props

can be increased from .3 per cent, to
18.2 per cent, without decreasing the
carrying capacity of the timber.
On account of the varying grain in
the wood, it is always best to toe the
bottom of the prop into the ground

Fig. 2.
This same effect is produced in a minor way by placing
the wooden prop on a pile of soft
dirt, but this does not seem so prac-

4.

Adopting Methods of Mining
the Timber Consumpfor Maximum Recovery of Coal.

Which Reduce
tion

The timbering problem

is

so closely

mining methods that this
phase must be considered sooner or

compression at first
is very rapid at low pressure and
then quickly changes to a very slow

later.

rate of compression.

often no attempt

ticable since the

related to

In the room-and-pillar method

mSBli^J^''^

.

^^Srf?-^^

is

made

to recover

-"ft.

.

a'

After an Explosion

Fig. 7.

by

or 2 inches.

1

are obtained

The

best results

by using a cap

This being

with some sap wood.
soft,

so

allows the prop to adjust
the

that

more

piece

itself

come on

pressures

it

W. H.

who was

Hepplewhite,

the

first to try

out the pointed

or tapered prop, conducted a test on

props 6 feet long and 6 inches in
diameter with a 15-inch taper. ^ At
IS tons, the prop began to broom at
the bottom and at a pressure of 34
tons the prop began to buckle in the

This allowed a roof depres-

middle.

sion of 15 inches without

damage

to

the bulk of the prop whereas a prop

with square ends would have broken

and become useless when the roof
had come down about 2 inches. The
former prop could have been redrawn and reset, the latter could not.

Men

using axes to cut their props

instead of sawing, can taper a prop

within

or 2 minutes of the same

1

time that

is

required to cut off an

end.

The use
timbers

of pointed props for gob-

worth considering where

is

the floor

is

Houfton, President of the
of Mining Engineers,
page 196, Vol. 43, of the Transactions, gives the following interestJ.

P.

Institution

medium

hard, especially

where the roof

in

places

A

roof of this kind

is

is

a

comparison between

He hapsteel and tapered props.
pened to have one colliery where
they were using nothing but tapered
timber props, and another colliery
where steel props were exclusively
At the former colliery, the
in use.
cost of timber was from 6 to 7 cents
per ton of coal produced, and at the
colliery where steel props were in
after
use, the cost of the props

—

some-

is

In hydraulic

fill-

ing, the first excavations are filled or
filled

which

in

with

loose

material,

time acts as a roof support

while the pillars of coal are being

This method will support

removed.

the roof and stop squeezes where

known methods have

other

The

all

failed.

writer has observed pillars being

extracted with the use of very

little

timber where a squeeze _heaved the
bottom of the old entry up tight
against the roof and almost entirely

supported the roof while the coal

was being removed.

tion over 2 cents per ton.

to call attention to

Wood. I wish
what has been

done

substitutes

—

In the

mine where the tapered props were
used, he could not remember > of a
single fatal accident having ocOver 2^ million tons of
curred.
coal had been brought out without
a life being lost at the coal face, and
that, he thought, might perhaps be

5.

Substitutes for

in

securing

—

for

timber.

Hydraulic
able

means

filling

has been a valu-

for recovering pillar coal

and preventing annoying surface
movements. The use of hydraulic
filling is

such a large topic that
it to your attention.

I

attributed largely to the fact that

shall but call

Fig. 3
tapered props were used.
shows an ideal place for the use of

Another substitute for wood is
hand stowing of waste materials
from the mine along the main
passages, in the working places and
as pack walls in longwall work, see

pointed or yielding props.*
•And an

in

large part of the timber

times recovered.

allowing 25 per cent, for depreciacame to a very minute fraction

firm.

shown

Pack Wall

timber; with the longwall method a

partly

ing instance.

He drew

evenly.

among

Fig. 8.

-Editor.

ideal

example of poor timbering.

August, 1914
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Fig. 8, showing a pack wall in an
Illinois

A

mine.*

third substitute

is

the building

of rock pillars without the use of
cementing material. Fig. 4 is such
a pillar and

30 per

cent,

when compressed about
has a resistance to load

about equal to what coal will stand
A pillar of this kind
in the pillar.
serviceable

is

and costs about $1.25

per cubic yard for construction.
fourth substitute is the use of

A

Steel sets are frequently used

A

on

the permanent haulage roads of airways as mine roof supports in place

wood

sixth substitute for

mine

is

in a

the use of steel dr iron props

This practice

at the face.

is

possible

Discussion on this phase

only where the props can be recov-

of timbering has been thoroughly
covered in papers read before this

ered or in that portion of a mine

and elsewhere by
Woodworth, of the Carnegie Steel
Co., in which he keeps this impor-

props

of wood.

R.

Institute

B.

tant topic up to date and constantly
before the attention of mining men.*

The

first

of

cost

steel

supports

where

possible to recover the

is

it

before

they

become

have

overstrained to such an extent that

they must be straightened, repaired,
or sold for scrap.

Rigid props

fail

upon a compression of a very small
per cent.

;

they are used to keep the

well-constructed concrete, brick, or

roof in place and prevent

some masonry used alone or in comwith steel or wooden
bination

be illustrated by referring to a tender shale

beams.

Fig. 5

shows a stone

pillar

at the junction of a butt entry air-

as

above a
the prop

roof coal,

flexible
is

from

it

may

starting to give,

where
up

to hold the roof coal

against the shale; another use

course and the face entry. Support?
of masonry must be considered as

is

to

support the roof where the roof or
floor as a whole are unyielding.

perfectly rigid and are used to pre-

vent

the roof from bending and
subsequently falling. After a weight
greater than its compressive strength

Steel props can be made yielding by
combination with wood or by allow-

has been applied to a support of this
kind it is of no more valucf
Concrete or masonry arches and

cavity filled with peat or other loose

ing a part of the prop to rest in a

The yielding steel prop
probably used in Germany more
than any other country.

material.
is

concrete or masonry walls with steel
beams are gradually eliminating

The

timber sets with lagging, as mine
portals, shaft bottoms, underground

pump

stables,

similar

work

is

and other
where permanent
places
important.
In one mine

is

houses,

Fig. 9.

Steel Prop

erected

is

usually

two

to three times

that of wood, but the cost is usually

and brick lined entry. Fig. 6
shows the use of concrete for mine
portals, steel ties imbedded in a
concrete floor and a steel tipple.
This is one of the places where sub-

warranted by the increased life and
by the expense sometimes necessary
to clean up a fall and renew timbers

is

approximately

1

crete

stitutes for

wood have been found

advisable.

A

along the haulageway to support
the cross-beams acts both as posts

and lagging and should a trip of
cars become badly wrecked there is
no danger of the end supports of
the cross-beams becoming dislodged
and allowing the roof to fall.

Where

concrete or brick walls for

the end supports of beams are built
they should be solid up to the top
of the car and then pillars for the

beams may be
•Mian

that

have

Another impor-

failed.

tant item for consideration in this

matter of cost

is

the reduced output

caused by blocking a haulageway

concrete or masonry wall built

on top of

built

wall.

KiKEiAU, Vol, Ig, p. 552; Vol.
^'*! V**"- ^' W- 289, 388; Vol. 27,

it«D

"• tf- '.?:
^"^
^f- ^21,
fc "i.
T«« CoLLiMT^h.
EnciHut,
$35. 5J7, 598.

385, 538, 641, 751.
Vol. 33, pp. 99. 219 '

tMmu AHD MinnikLf,
"Mine Svppan TaM*."

"^

Vol.

31,

by unexpected failures that must be
cleaned up during the day shift.
Fig. 7 shows what often happens
where wood is used and what one
could have expected here had the
entry

been

with reinThis picture was
taken in the Bruceton experimental
mine after an explosion. Comparative tests between steel I beams,
steel rails, white oak, chestnut, and
white pine, by A. W. Hess, of the
Consolidation Coal Co., show that
a 4-inch I beam will do the work of
an 8-inch round timber.
not

lined

forced concrete.

'

p.

749

This has been tried in

the pipe.

when great

region

anthracite

the

power was necessary.
The pipe was cut to length and a
flange placed on both ends to insupporting

mile of con-

there

prop giving the best

steel

design from a structural standpoint

'HiKEl AHD MlHKRALS, Vol.
563, 664; Vol. 32, p. 215.

31, pp. 387, 516,

crease the bearing surface.

Scrap

pipes from old culm lines have been

used in underground stables and
such places by filling the interior of

The most

the pipe with concrete.

economical design of steel to withstand compression is the H-section
beam where the radius of gyration
is
more nearly equal about both
axes. This design has been used in

England since about 1890 and

now

common.

quite

found a market
district

chief

H

to

a

drawback

section

is

in

limited
in

It

the

has

is

also

anthracite

extent.

The

both the pipe and

the inability to readily

change the length to suit conditions.
This has been overcome in several
different
ways.
The screw-jack
head shown in Fig. 9 was used in a
bituminous mine of Pennsylvania
about 1906. These props were made
to protect a coal conveyer in longwall work but they would also be of

—
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advantage in many mines as temporary props under draw slate for
protection in taking down bad roof.
Another- form of adjustable prop
consists of a channel bar with a T

Lackawanna Valley the miners did

beam

not possess the advantages available

telescoping into the channel,

the lower end of the
slightly wedge-shaped.

T beam is
The T beam

which contains horizontal
raised

is

proper height then

the

to

slots

forced against the roof by iron
wedges being driven into the slots
in the T beam and resting on the
band on top of the channel bar. A
wooden wedge is then driven in between a movable ring and the
wedge-shaped end of T beam. The
iron wedges through the T beam are
then removed and used at the next
post.

An

oval-shaped bolt

pro-

is

vided for use on the back side from
the wedge, and

when

remove the prop

it is

desired to

this bolt is

given

one-quarter turn which turns

it

a

to

flat side, loosening the wooden
wedge and allowing the prop to

the

The compression

collapse.

This prop has found
both Germany and Belgium.

for the wedge.

The Mannesmann

weldless

props consists of two pipes, one

steel
tele-

scoping into the other so that they
can be adjusted to the proper height.

They

are held in position by a clamp
which is attached on the outside of
the prop in such a manner that it
cannot slide down.
It is claimed
that the clamp can be screwed to a
force

resisting

of

15

BuJohn Hak*

In the early mining of coal in the

Their duty besides that of
mining coal consisted of numerous
other things. For instance, we had
to go to the timber yard and cut our
own props, load them on cars, and
stay with them till they reached our
working places. Ties and mine rails
today.

demanded similar attention.
The slope at the Bellevue mine
was sunk to the Diamond seam in
1852. A little later it was extended
on a 15-degree pitch to the Rock
seam which lies 28 feet below.
The machinery for this work was
manufactured by Weiss, Lippincott
& Miner, at Mauch Chunk, and
hauled over the mountains to Scranton by mules. The engines not only
did the hoisting but they operated

pump
The rod for

a Cornish

of the

wedge allows the props to yield at
a load of 15 tons which is regulated
somewhat by the kind of wood used
use in

Reminiscences of Early
Anthracite Mining

tons,

after

one side of the slope on

pump

was 10 inches or 12
it
had a
stroke of about 4 feet. The column
pipe was 8 inches in diameter. The
mine cars were hoisted up the slope
by a "barney" or pusher.
The breaker at this time was
probably the first
employed toothed

own

paid

per

slightly
in

and

oil

medicine

to

regular

&

B.

regions

keg and

When

corps in the

continued

their

took degrees, and are
practicing

physicians.

now
P.

The

price

contained

tons,

was

$.50 in winter.

be clean and

,

all

$.55

The
fine

material was thrown into the gob.
Each miner was obliged to have a

men

in the first aid

anthracite
studies,

first

break the

which

car,

summer and

knowledge of

that over a dozen

tools.

more than 2

rake, the teeth of

their

region that

rolls to

As to wages, company miners in
1856 were paid $1 per day, laborers
$.75 per day and then had to find

2 inches apart.
got

in the

coal.

coal had

It is stated

The

rollers.

diameter and

in

first waste conjointly with tapered
props. These props, as the ones

who

of

cylinder

inches

their

distance.

pump was

8" X 8" timber and was carried. down

which time the telescoping will proceed as that weight is being applied.
Good results have been obtained by
using these at gate ends and to the

above, can be easily removed from a

as well.
this

oil

which were about

Powder was $3 per

was $1.25 per gallon.
came to Scranton in

I first

the year 1856, few railroad locomotives burned anything except wood.

About 2 years

later

some us of were

ordered to send out the very best
Scranton, Pa.

See Editorial.

and cleanest coal. It had to be all
lump coal and we loaded it with our
hands. It was tried out on the locomotives and soon all the miners
were ordered to load the very best
coal in separate cars and were paid
5 cents bonus on each car for so
doing.

At that time there was but little
demand for the smaller sizes. Stove
coal was the smallest size prepared
and before the breakers with roller
teeth were introduced the coal was
broken with hammers and picks
and forced through large holes in
cast-iron plates; the holes were
about 4 inches square. These plates
were placed at the bottom of the
grate bars so that

all

of the coal

go through the grate
bars landed on those large plates.
The plates were 3 or 4 feet square
and about 4 inches thick. Until a
breaker was built several years
later, the screens were driven by
mules and loading was done by hand
that did not

shovels.

One

chambers I had
feet from the
slope bottom.
It really was the
gangway that had been driven from
the slope but had encountered a
sharp rise, so it was stopped as a
gangway.
About 4 feet of the
bottom had been taken up, .and as
the bottom bench of the coal was 8
feet thick, it made a height of chamber of 12 feet and it was usually
full of gas each morning.
There
were no fans, furnaces, parallel
to

of the

first

work was about 300

entries or fire bosses at that time,

so we had to do the best we could.
One morning the gas filled the

chamber from roof to bottom. I
took my old coat and brushed until
I was tired but could not move it,
there being no air to carry it away.
The face was about 75 feet beyond
the last opening, so I gave it up in
disgust.
I then went out and reported the conditions to the mine

He scratched his head
smoothed his whiskers, then
said he would fix it all right, so he
sent his handy man down with some
wooden rails and a load of boards
foreman.

and

with instructions to begin work at
the branch and put up a roof about

6
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from the rail so as to divide
the gang^vay horizontally and to
feet

cause the air to return over this
roof. Of course I was very anxious
to

the

see

several days
roof.

this

After working

result.

we managed to put up
The next morning the

"boss" fully expected to find it all
but instead we found both

clear,

After brushing

stories full of gas.

and whacking away
exhausted

I

until

motive power was supplied entirely
by mules, steam locomotives being
first used about the mines about

found the gas still there. "What
can we do now?" was the next
question for the mine foreman. He
finally decided to get a small fan
and place it as near the face as
possible and yet be safe

from the
blasting, with a small boy to turn
it
This the boy did when he felt
like it. We had to be on the lookout for fear he would turn the fan
when we were not aware of it and
blow the gas on our lamps. Such

1875.

day's time.

Rails were of 3 by 5 scanTee rails were first used for
gangways and rooms in 1865. Ventilation was entirely of a makeshift
order, and it was in 1869 that I

drove the

first

parallel

airway

in the

mine.

The
ment

most
in

and

haulage

improve-

noticeable

are those in

recent years

methods.

ventilation

Until parallel airways were driven

marked improvement
condition of the mine atmosThe roads were at first very

there was no
in the

phere.

poor and crooked, being driven at
water level. These were improved

would permit,
from the ribs to

insofar as the pillars

skips being taken

modify the curves.
Some years ago when
cided to sink a

new

it

was

de-

shaft directly

underneath the breaker So that the
coal could be hoisted direct to the

After battling in this way for some
time I was ordered to raise the road
up on the bottom, but the gas was

dump, the question arose "How can
be -managed without interfering
with the working of the breaker?"
I was the mine foreman at that time
and the officials told me to use any
scheme I might have.

safety

still

there and

down

many

to the rails.

times

Still

found it
with all the
I

danger we escaped any serious explosion. We had naught to do save
battle with it or go home.
After
desired

down
7

driving
length

the

chamber the

we began

the top coal which

feet thick.

to

take

was about
after we

One morning

had blasted a fall of this top coal
down, the hole was as full of gas as
an egg is of meat. The little fan in
the meantime had been taken away.
Now we were up against it again,
and could not send out our coal, and
again the question

"What could be
After explaining the condition to the foreman he concluded
to put up a stage or high platform
done?"

which was made by the mine carpenter and have a man to brush the
gas out as best he could. We kept
him there for 3 or 4 months, when

we had made a larger hole and the
gas diminished.
must be borne in mind that
was no system whatever to
mining in those days. Coal
was
It

there

taken

out

indiscriminately.

The

timbering,

tling.

compelled us to use
lamps most of the time.

conditions

the

finished

broke through the surface above,
connected the guides, and coal was
hoisted without the breaker losing a

we were

took a safety lamp and

we

then

it

The

first

During my experience with miI found them to be a hard
working class of men, working
harder than most men, and spending
their money more freely than any
other class. I also found them to be
venturesome and courageous, always
ready to give aid at a moment's notice when anything was wrong.
No
ners

men are surrounded with so
much danger as are the miners and
class of

none are so reckless

in the

of personal safety as these

And

today.

yet

there

matter

men

are

are

more

laws on the statute books of this
state for the health

and safety of the

miners and laborers than for the
workers of all other trades combined.

my

In

34 years as mine foreman

of the Bellevue shaft mine of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad Co., we mined about
5,000,000 tons of coal with a loss in
life

of but fourteen, including mi-

ners, laborers,

and company men.

thing I did was to plumb

the tower of the breaker

point where the sheaves

and then took

my

By-Product Coke Plants

from the
would be

In the "Mineral Resources," for

transit to

1912, the production of gas, coke, tar,

locate the angles of the shaft.
I
then had a bore hole driven to the

and ammonia from by-product ovens
shows an enormous increase since

located,

Diamond seam which was 28
below.

We

feet

erected temporary en-

gines and put the rope through this
bore hole and then drilled another
for a signal wire.

my

transit

After setting up
under the first bore hole

I located the comers of the shaft and
then started to sink a small shaft to

the Rock seam 30 feet below. The
rock was hoisted in buckets by a
windlass and gobbed away in the old

workings. My reason for sinking
such a small shaft to the Rock seam
being the ease with which the rock
could

be handled when it was
widened by letting it fall to the seam
below and then carry it away.
When the total depth of 257 feet
from the surface was reached we

encountered the bottom

seam and

1903.

In 1912, 34 by-product coke

works produced 11,115,164 tons of
coke, worth $3.84 per ton. The surplus gas from the ovens amounted
to 54,491,248,000 feet, and its value
was estimated at 8>^ cents per thousand

feet.

The reason

for the de-

from 15 cents in 1911,
because the steel works producing

cline in price
is

by-product gas sell it to another department at a nominal figure, but
when it is sold outside, the gas
brings from 15 to 30 and even 90
cents per thousand cubic feet, according to locality and its nearness
to natural gas.
In 1912 there was
94,306,583 gallons of tar produced

from

distilling coal in by-product
ovens, and sold for 2.8 cents per gallon, or about 28 cents per ton of coal.
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NEAR
town

the

Melcher,

Ma

The

of

i

Modern

the

The mine
Rock

is

Chicago,

Bs

reached

Island

&

company con-

place the

5,000 acres of coal land, and

has erected a steel tipple over the
elliptical

shaft

which

lined with

is

IVllllam Z. Price

imbedded

are

1.

New

is

the one described as

The Colliery

Engineer on page 31 of Vol. 34.
The arrangement of the structural
steel

work

of the shaft

the principal
vertically

members

instead

of

is

such that
placed

are

horizontally.

In each section there are eight 7-inch
I

beams of

15 feet in length placed

concrete.

i

s

hed

by

the

Webster Mfg.

Co., is similar to that

seen in other

modern

screenings

tipples.

The

through the bar
screen into a Webster conveyer, 140
fall

This was begun in October,
and
put in from the bottom to
1912,
the top by clamping short form
done.

feet long on a pitch of 17 degrees,
leading to the screenings or slack

panels to the inside flange of the

tipple machinery, a

inches thick and

shaft

de-

is

screen-

Mining Town of Electra, Iowa

upright

The

the

steel

concrete from the top to the bottom,

the Dallas shaft in

in

work was completed,
the concrete work was yet to be
After the

200

feet.

n

the angle irons; these subsequently

Fig.

this

The

sired.

ing equipment, fur-

Pacific Railway.

At

run-of-

mine coal

Consolidated Indiana Coal Co.

has put
into operation one of the finest mines

trols

Iowa Coal Mine Operated by the

Central

Coal Co.

in the state.

or

sized

Description of a

Indiana

idated

by

a two-way gate according to whether

Mine

in

on

County,
Iowa, the Consolr

Electra

11

I

2 months.

beams.

The

wall

is

7

was completed in
The outside lagging was

left in place,

with openings at inter-

Three motors are used for the
20 horsepower
for the shaking screens, a 15 for the
conveyer, and a 10 for the picking
bin.

table,

The

modern in every refrom the mine
the hopper and after

tipple is

spect.

The

dumps

into

coal

passing over a 1^-inch by screen
drops into a weigh basket which has

of

General Electric Co.

The second opening

vals to permit the concrete to tie

firmly to the surrounding rock.

all

manufacture.
is

to the

mine

a combination airway and man-

way.

It consists of a slope driven
16 feet wide, with 4-inch concrete
walls on either side and a partition

of the

same

thickness,

airway and the

making the

manway 8

feet and
Both are

vertically, four near the outside cor-

7 feet wide, respectively.

ners of the cages, two in the middle

on a 17-degree pitch, the manway
being 555 feet long.
The airway
continues 385 feet to an 8' x 8' shaft,
extending 45 feet down to the coal.

at either side, and

two on the ends

where the guides are fastened. The
I beams are fastened together on
bolted to the flanges of the beams.

The method of mining the rooms is
shown in Fig. 2. A 5-ton Morgan-

2-inch

These are spaced 5 feet apart and
lumber lagging is used to

Gardner gathering electric locomotive is used and an 8-ton Goodman

prevent the caving of the material.
Quarter-inch iron rods run through

ment

the outside witli curved angle irons

for haulage purposes.
Fig. 2.

Method of Mining

at the

The arrange-

bottom of the shaft

is

August, 1914
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shown

in

Fig. 3; 6-inch Carnegie

beams are used on both sides
of the shaft, and Carnegie steel
mine ties are used in some parts of
steel I

station for all future develop-

power
ments

by the company,
power
of
the
house has
side
the one
temporary
of
a
constructed
been
nature in order to provide for addi-

the mine.

New York as an Iron Center

in the region

The

Bureau

Industrial

of

the

Merchants' Association of New
York, in a pamphlet recently published, states that it has decided to
take advantage of the fundamental
changes affecting the development
of the iron and steel industry, and
transfer Pittsburg to New York.

Sound evidence of these intentions
is found in Witherbee, Sherman &
Co. having started to construct two
blast furnaces on New York harbor
which

together

how

to tell

The

hoisting engineer

is

in

the

in the engine house.

and not

tipple

tion to the

800

the iron and steel indus-

dependent upon the transportation costs for assembling raw

try

Shaft Bottom, Electra Mine

Fic. 3.

produce

will

The booklet goes on

tons pig iron.

equipment

if

it

becomes

is

material and distributing the finished

A New

products.

necessary.

A

York

location,

it

points out, can furnish the producer

mining town has been laid out
east of the shaft and promises to be
one of the most modern villages,

with a greater variety of iron ores

motor attached.

being

in

used with
winding.
The engine room of the power

making use of by-product ovens and

house contains besides the hoist a
750-kilowatt General Electric Curtis

mining camp. The houses are built
on the cottage plan with porches, all
of various design, and with their
attractive painting do not present
the box appearance of the ordinary

turbogenerator,

miner's

house.
They are fitted
with bath rooms, and have a water
supply derived from deep wells.

ores in Pittsburg

Arrangements are being made to
light them with
electricity.
By

City

The

300 horse-

electric hoist is of

power and made by the Ottumwa
Iron

Works with

a General Electric

Limit switches are
this to prevent over-

delivering

volts of alternating current,

100-kilowatt

2,300

and a

motor-generator

set,

delivering 250 volts of direct current

for

mining
tube

haulage motors and
machines.
Gary waterthe

boilers,

grate

with

stokers,

Illinois

and

a

chain-

Deane

quite

unlike

the

offering superior living

ordinary

accommodacom-

tions at reasonable rentals the

pany

expects

to

attract

the

best

at

lower costs than any other locality
the United States.
Then by

selling

trade

is

by-products,

the

will be a

For instance the
Lake Superior iron

concerned.

cost of placing

in

New York

is

$2.03 per ton,

to

is

The

$1.75 per ton.

average melting scrap in

A

Pittsburg

dead issue so far as eastern

New York

$2.80 less than in Pittsburg.

number of other items are given
show how New York is a natural

iron and steel center for production
as well as marketing, as

years

in

'

"^^

.

i1 Hk•

-i

I

"^-S^

^v^

''

^

J

-

-

^f

^Bi,'->'-''S^^^^K.
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West

Side OF Tipple, AT Elecuia

condenser comprise the power-room
equipment.
The ashes are blown
out on the bank through a pipe by

a

jet of steam.

Since

this

will

be

the

central

Fio. 5.

Nokiii Side of Tipple, at Electra

available practical miners to this
camp. One of the aims of the company has been to care for the safety
and comfort of their employes in
every possible manner.

Fig.

gone by.

6.

Hauling Rock to Dump

They do not advise
sell their homes

burgers to

Pitts-

for a

while, neither do they take into con-

sideration that "westward the Star
of

Empire takes

its

way."
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Maximum

of Mines in-

forms

us,

What

Shall

that probably one-

of

third

the

will the next 10, 20, or 50,

Surely,

if

no better by

the end of the last period of time,

there

Canon City
wall

cent, of the
is

is little

hope toward eliminat-

are the "most

modern and

approved methods of mining?"
Apparently they are like our warships modern today and obsolete a

—

year hence.

being accomplished in other

is

different

states.

districts

in

various

All are large producers of

with one or two exceptions,
and using what are presumed to be
modern methods of mining. It is
noticeable that the thin seams usually are overlaid with good roof;
and the per cent, of recovery high.
Also, but one operator expects the
ultimate recovery to fall below his
coal,

present percentage.
Colorado

Field.

— In

the

southern

Colorado field where the roof and
bottom conditions are favorable for
pillar drawing, no roof coal is left
for protection, and the recovery is
given as 80 to 90 per cent., working
the coal on the room-and-pillar
system.
It is claimed that in the

centage owing to improved condi-

This

recovered.

seam which meas-

would

they

as

difficult

the breaking of

southern Colorado
district are driven 16 to 18 feet wide
in the

notwithstanding the fact that

tions,

CO to 75 per

m

feet.

inasmuch

Rooms

cent, of the accidents

(Colorado) are due to

this state

bad roof conditions.
This company is now driving the
room entries to their boundaries and
the last rooms are worked first, thus

making

draw the

possible to

it

on the
Michigan

lars

pil-

retreat.
Field.

—In

the Michigan

field,

especially in the

trict,

the coal

in

is

Saginaw

dis-

pockets rather

The

on 45-foot centers, while in the Walsenburg district where the coal is
harder and less cover, rooms are
driven 35 to 40 feet wide, leaving
the same thickness in pillars, which
are recovered by machine and pick
work. Track is laid on each side of
the room and frequently one or two

about 3 feet and is of
poorer grade than the Ohio and
Pennsylvania fields, so its market is

cuts are taken off the side of the

somewhat

The bottom
is

than a continuous seam.

of the Colorado seams

which heaves when weight
onto the

pillars,

making

it

is

thrown

necessary

frequently to drive a skip along the
pillar in order to reach the

before beginning to draw

back end
'

it.

There are districts in this state
where both roof and bottom conditions are unfavorable and much
difficulty is

encountered in breaking

the overlying strata.
tions the recovery

is

In these secestimated to be

60 to 65 per cent. They lo^e perhaps
15 or 20 per cent, in roof coal because they cannot prop the strata
next overlying the coal.
With the conditions just given,

and most of these operations advancing under heavier cover, do you
believe the present

recoveries will

be maintained?

Another

company operating
same fields states

practically the

in
its

recovery runs 75 to 80 per cent, of
the entire

seam;

in

some

localities

The

sary to reach the coal.

coal

averages

The
block

usually slate of a soft character,

basin

most part in a low flat
country, and shafts about 200 feet,
in the Saginaw district, are necesfor the

lies

with a machine before begin-

ning pick work.

fields,

were sent out to different
sections of the United States. The
results are shown in a condensed
form by the accompanying table.
You will note on this table, the
wide variation of percentages given
inquiries

is

the overlying strata.

pillar

In order to get an idea of what

to ultimately recover a higher per-

100 per

and the intrusion of dykes

series,

erably,

ject.

where the long-

should affect pillar drawing consid-

make more

for

seam

In these

mines they expect

The coal in this section of the
country belongs to the Cretaceous

have placed the subject of this
paper in the form of a question,
since I do not feel capable of
answering it alone, but wish to
bring forth a general discussion
of this and a clause which so frequently appears in coal leases, and
is closely connected with this subI

HoK

used, that

is

in the thinner

ing these losses.

What

district

system

80

ably not exceed 75
per cent.

Bu A. W.

ures about 3

show ?

over

runs

others, owing to
bad roof, will prob-

of

bi-

per cent.

What

it

per cent, while in

Be Considered Maximum Recovery with Modern Methods
Mining Bituminous Coal?

tuminous coal now
being mined is left underground by
our present-day methods. In other
words, the average recovery in bituminous fields is only about 67

years

Coal Recovery

in

Bulletin No. 47,

its

13

limited.

top in these mines

fireclay

is

usually

while one mine has a

slate,

making it necessary
Yet rooms are

roof,

to leave roof coal.

driven 40 feet wide with track along

each

rib.

The rooms

are driven 150

and the miner pushes
cars from the working place to

feet in length,

his

the entry.

With

given,

percentage of

the

the" conditions just

recovery

between 80 and 90. The
65 per cent, recovery given in the
table (Item 4) represents the result
claimed

is

of leaving pillars for surface protection within the city limits.

is

—

Going into central
where the No. 6 seam

Illinois Field.

Illinois fields

operated extensively,

we

learn of

adverse public feelings and unsettled
industrial
and
labor
conditions
which materially affect the percentSurface costing
age of recovery.
$100 to $250 per acre costs the operator two or three times these

values in cases of subsidences,

if

the

mining rights do not clearly cover
the property.

Besides these factors,

the companies operating in the Glen

..

u

^e (gfiieryEngineer
the past 3 years have been under

Carbon, Mt. Olive, and Divernon
fields state that, owing to very thick

their plant and town.

The bottom

clay under the coal or great

soft

soft

seams of

inferior

recovery

coal above or below the Nos. 5 and

6 seams

are

now

movements by

leav-

ing sufficient pillars.

In the Sherrard
the recovery

of Illinois,

field,

reported as 90 per

is

Here the top and bottom are
good and conditions propitious for
drawing pillars. The seam of coal
is only 3 feet 6 inches thick, with
clay veins running through

which evidently must
to

some

it,

affect recovery

—An

inquiry

sent

In this same

the results ob-

field,

tained in the "Big Vein" or Pitts-

burg seam, show 88 per cent. Considerable
propping is necessary,
owing to the draw slate just above
the main body of coal and the wild
coal just above this.
The systems
of mining the coal in this field have
changed from time to time until

now headings

are driven 9 feet wide,

rooms only 13 feet wide and the
distance between room centers main100

thus providing

feet,

Under

squeezes.

this

process, 90 per cent, extraction

figures.

expected.

are worked, the recovery

given as
94.75 per cent, of the entire seam.
Here, they have excellent roof and
bottom conditions, and I understand

some parts of West Virginia, no
tempt is made to draw pillars at

room headings are driven to
the limit before any rooms are
driven at all. Then, the rooms are
started at the rear and pillars drawn
as soon as rooms finish.

of

that

Here, 10 inches of roof
allowed to remain on account
slate,

reported

is

Over in Somerset County, Pa.,
where coals of the Allegheny series

per cent.
of draw

fall

operating the Sewickly

as 97 per cent, of the entire seam.

against

sylvania shows a recovery of 72.5
is

ma-

a

over that which has

field in

tained at

into the southwest section of Penn-

coal

seam, only the recovery

expects the ultimate recovery to

below these

extent.

Pennsylvania.

Creek

The

The company reporting from
Westmoreland County, Pa., where
conditions seem favorable, both in
the steam coal and gas coal fields,
shows a recovery of from 82 to 86
per cent, of the entire seam; and

cent.

many

show

—

Maryland Field. Practically the
same conditions exist in the George's

fire-

been given.

receiving consid-

this reason they are trying

to prevent roof

expected to

is

terial increase

erable thought as to future values,

and for

is

rooms are driven from both sides of
on 60-foot centers and
entries
widened to 21 feet, leaving 39-foot
pillars to be drawn by machine and
By this method, the
pick work.

they claim better results, since the
cover is about 110 feet thick and all
slightly

mine

in this

clay of rather soft character.

overburden (300 feet to 400 feet),
they do not recover more than 50
In the southern fields
per cent.

The
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and the operations for

is

all

Ohio Field.

Rooms

—In

is

Ohio, as well as
atall.

are driven 25 feet wide with

8- to 12-foot pillars between.

In one
mines of Belmont
County, rooms were driven from
both sides of the headings and it
was no infrequent occurrence to
have a territory squeeze shut, leavthe

largest

Tablb of Puncipal Factors Governing Rbcovbry or Coal in Different Districts

Opcntios

Period
of OperRecovery! Recovery
tion
Comitaaed
Entire
to Present
Years
Se4„

District

mndSute

I

;

Average
Height
of

Seam

Roof Coal
Carried

Clay

Nature of

Nature of Top

Bottom

System of
Mining

Are

Pillars

Drawn?

Soothmi Colorado.

80-90

Same

6to30

8i'

24"

(other districU)..
Colomio
^londo (other dutricu)

QO-65

Same

6to30

8i'

18"-24"

75-80

Better

10-35

3'-7'

Sacbiaw Dutrict,
Michigan

65
80-90

Better

16

3'

Mines,
lof 10

SO

Same

20

8'

None

Slate

Very

soft

Soft slate

Room and

Soft slate

Room and

(

Canttal UUooia

Soatbem Illinoi*

Swimfidd

...

C5-70

Same

20

8'

55-75

Increase*

20-25

6'-7'

Pnaldin, Williamoo, and Saline
oonntica.

111.

ShcnanlKeld.IU...
Bxtxvme southwest
section.

U
U
u
14

U
u
n
w
30
n
2S

Increase*

IS

fi*'

90

Same

20

3' 8*'

72 i

Better

3

84

Below

25-35

95

Same

8

Belmont

County

F st s u
i

places

Yes

Some

Some

places

places

Nooe

Pennsyl-

moreland County.
Femsylvania, Soinenct Field
Manrland. Gcorm
Creek Field
Maryland, GeoiBes
Creek Field

tison

IS

65-75

vania
Pennsylvania, West-

Ohio,

Few

.

U"

10"

top
Fireclay

Room and
pillar

^ate, clod, and
limestone

allowed

Fireclay

Panel

Sandy

shale

Hard

system
Panel
system

Fireclay

Room and

Where

pillar

allowed

Fireclay

Room and

Where

pillar

allowed

Fireclay

Hard

shale

shale

Blue rock and
cap rock

sand rock

18"-3'

Soft

Draw

Slate

slate

and

fireclay

Limestone

3'

None

9'

18"

60

Same

Same
Same

60

ye'

None

3' 8"-5'

None
Some places

8'

Room and
pillar

Room

and

|

dark shale

pillar

Room and

Sand rock
Sand rock
Gray shale, coal, Hard gray
j

shale

pillar

Room and
pillar

Room and
pillar

Room and
Slate

and shale

10" firm

!

Fireclay

pillar

Room and
slate

Varies

Fireclay
Fireclay

extent

None

Length of room

None

Advocates retreat mining

None

No. 6 seam
Adjustment of

None

150 feet

labor
ation

situ-

Projected

work

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

None

pillar

Room and
Hard black slate

12

pillar

None
To some

None

94

None

shale

Fireclay

Same

None

Black slate

Slate

Same

Dykes

Yes
Yes
Where

None

88

90
.

3'

8"

97

70-76

WestViriinia
Alabama, no reply ..
Ten ni ssiit . no reply
Kentucky, no reply
Kansas, no reply
Iowa, no reply

6'

pillar

Yes

Room and

{

Ohio, Mar.

County

7.48'

pillar

as

Same

Sandstone, poor

Diatiict,

lUiooia

Remarks

tered

!

Cohmdo

Veins

Encoun-

pillar

Room and
pillar

Yes

None

Yes

Very few

Yes

Yes

Yes

None

None

None

None

None

Yes

Yea

adhered to
Sewickley

@e ^(fierg Engineer
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blocks

considerable

ing

of

coal

between the ends of unfinished
rooms. In this mine, 50 per cent,
would more nearly reach their recovery. In Harrison County, Ohio,

limiting

is

is

reported as 70 to 75 per cent., but

burden.

driving of

1.

the

rooms both ways from the same
The Ohio Mining Commis-

entry.

sion found in

its

recent investiga-

and as high as 50
of coal is being left under-

Roof and bottom conditions.
Weight and character of over-

3.

5.

are

The

which

in

some

ratio

to

the

overlying

roof and bottom conit

necessary to recover

market con-

as quickly as possible,

in

at least

so poor

is

with the balance of
the product would simply throw the
coal

2.

may

have

instance, I

mind an operation

mix

adjoining

quality of the coal

For

affect this.

even

or

region,

mines.

18 inches of the top coal

Where
ditions make

—There

being done in some other section

or state, or on the average of the

that to

in

any one

in

recovery naturally varies inversely

per cent,

Field.

is

recovery

not allow breaking of surface, the

weight.

in that state.

owners for quick

hardly to be based on what

is

same

Labor conditions.
Market value of the coal.
Where the mining rights do

tions that 30, 40,

ground as pillars
West Virginia

Maximum

feel-

mine

2.

Belmont County,

(3) Impatience of
returns.

Mining rights and public

1.

4.

excepting perhaps

in

ing.

the same conditions exist in this section as given for

recovery

possible

these fields; namely:

The recovery

nearly as bad.

it

the

16

it

from that mine

market,

off the

yet right in the adjoining property

the coal

is

taken on the

mining

first

to the full height of seam.

Besides

having the much inferior top coal,
mine has also poor roof. In
such a case should the recovery
be based on the full height of
seam or only on the portion that is

mines in West Virginia which show
recovery from 85.6 to 99.8 per cent.,
the highest percentage resulting

ditions will affect recovery; for pil-

work was
These figures were presented by Mr. W. A. Grady, of the
Pocahontas Coal and Coke Co., at
the last meeting of this Institute at
Charleston, W. Va.
The average

burden requires systematic mining
and competent supervision.
4.
It is a matter of what is next
best when unions insist on conditions which increase both cost of
operating and loss of coal.
5.
The market value of the coal
dictates how far any of us can go
toward recovery of coal.
The points are mentioned because

Suppose that a body of coal was
such that the market demanded it
only during seasons of scarcity,
other times the mine ran one-half or

we

making

from the

fact that all the

in the solid.

result of the figures presented

for

10 mines showed about 92.6 per cent.

From

the foregoing figures,

seen what

time what

is
is

is

it

same

possible, at the

actually, presumably,

being accomplished.

we

Shall

as-

work of this kind will not wait.
3.
Weight and character of over-

lar

compare straight

are so apt to

figures of recovery without taking

the

conditions

sume

into

more, of the coal in which they are
operating, that this should be accomplished in the districts of Colo-

under which they are derived. The
Ohio Mining Commission, for instance, uses the mines and operations at Gary for an example of
what Ohio should follow. Condi-

that because the United States
Coal and Coke Co., at Gary, W. Va.,
are recovering 95 per cent, and

showing only 60

rado,
cent.

65

to

per

consideration

tions,

however, are so different in

these two localities, that to expect

?

None

of

us,

I

am

sure,

would

the

same

results

several

in

recovery will
changes.

radical

accept an average of the percentages

require

here given as a fair maximum, nor
even an average of the same field.

Generally the roof in Ohio

It is

unfair to compare

ultimate re-

covery of mines now drawing to a
close with those mines at the best of
their

No

production.

doubt,

the

under which they were
inaugurated were considered modern. The most of us know that they
would not be considered so now.
systems

Also, conditions

now make

it

prohibitive to
this

abandoned

From

union scales require rooms entirely
too wide for economic pillar drawing,

the general labor situation

always more or

less unsettled,

is

and

the selling qualities of the coal are
inferior to the

Pocahontas seam at

This mine
which disinte-

one-third of the time.

has

a

top

fireclay

by contact with

grates

it

air, thus
both dangerous and ex-

Owing

pensive.

to

the

inferior

management placed

conditions, the

here, both outside

and

inside, is not

the highest priced, consequently not

The system of
mining is that generally followed
throughout this particular field.
the most efficient.
"

What per cent, of recovery could
be considered the maximum? Is an
operator required to conserve his
commodity

at

prohibitive costs of

Must he follow the

production?

general system of the region, even

though his recovery may be much
lower

than

the

general

average,

production

much

Many mines have advanced

a con-.

and

his

cost

of

higher ?
siderable distance in their develop-

ment, but few are provided with

at that time

There are always conditions which
affect good pillar recovery, three of
which were given by Mr. H. V.

impossible or

Hesse, in his paper read before this

serves

after the

most of

coal.

reports sent

poor,

salable?

Gary.

made

either

go

is

this

in,

it

is

ap-

parent that there are five factors

Institute

at

Charleston,

W.

Va.,

December 1, 1908; namely, (1) Insufficient or incompetent engineering.

(2) Incompetent

management.

sufficiently

large

barrier

pillars

along the main headings to give
for the final mining."

re-

The

most of us know that the extraction
of heading stumps on one side and
a barrier pillar of 100 or 150 feet on
the other side

is

a slow process with
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Waste Heat

small output, and I have wondered
what effect the recovery of these
barrier pillars will have on the ulti-

recovery

mate

in

a

good

present high

recoveries cannot be

maintained to the end. Nature does
not yield to us without effort on our

on the increase while the capacities remain
practically the same. There will be
a period in the life of many mines
and our

efforts are

operations must

when

Economy Shown by Direct Use of Fuel and Waste Heat from
Coke Ovens Under the Same Boilers

Personally, I feel that the

mines.

part,

Relative

many

Coal Under Boilers

vs.

move

rapidly

C. Edwards*

Bu ]

o

of the greatest industries

^NE

Western Pennsylvania

in

is

the manufacture of coke for

metallurgical

purposes.

carried on

is

it

As

now

the most wasteful

enterprise in the world, as about 35

500 horsepower each. Boilers Nos.
5, 6, and 7 are equipped with the

underfeed stokers; boiler
equipped with the Babcock

Jones
No. 4

&

is

stoker,

Wilcox chain-grate

and

coal screenings are used under the

four boilers. Boilers Nos. 1, 2, and
3 are attached to the Kearns waste
heat system and are also equipped

with the Green chain-grate stoker,
so the fuel can be used under these
boilers during periods that it is impossible to secure the necessary

washed coal

for coking purposes in

the waste-heat ovens. Boilers Nos.
5, 6, and 7 have forced draft, an
8-foot fan with a speed of 350 revolutions per minute installed in the
boiler house floor being used for the

Boilers Nos.

purpose.

1,

2,

and 3

have stack draft only. From the
above description of the boilerhouse plant, a comparison between

and fuel costs of boilers
and 7 and the waste-heat
costs of boilers Nos. 1, 2, and 3
should be convincing, and the reader
would be justified probably in acthe labor

Nos.

5, 6,

such comparisons as def-

cepting
inite.

In propositions of this kind the
only absolute comparison would be
one in which waste heat and fuel

Fic.

were used under the same boilers,
and this is precisely the comparison

Plan ahd Section of Coke Ovens and Waste-Heat Connections

1.

made
to keep

down

costs of production.

Naturally, the quickest methods will

be adopted and

need not say what

I

they will be.

To

tell

what the maximum recov-

ery should be under modern methods
of mining appears premature,
certainly

there

are

many

but

factors

which should be considered when a
question such as the subject of this

paper
I

arises.

desire to express

those

who have

so

my

thanks to

willingly

an-

swered the inquiries which went to
making up this paper.

A

per cent, of the heat units in the coal
are

and

lost

all

the

by-products.

Here and there attempts have been
made to save the waste heat by
using it under boilers, and in this
article the results obtained from this
practice are compared with coal
firing

at

the

boiler

plant

of

the

Marianna mine of the PittsburgBuffalo Coal Co. This comparison
furnishes data of actual practice and
no assumptions need be entertained.

The

boiler

plant

at

Marianna,

consists of seven Stirling boilers of
•Alliion, Payette

County, Pa.

in this article.

short time ago coal

was used in
1, 2, and

the waste-heat boilers Nos.
3

for

This
a period of 1 week.
an opportunity of ascer-

afforded

amount of coal consumed
by these three boilers, under everyday working conditions. The
amount consumed was 49 tons daily,
and during this time an accurate
account was kept of the labor and
taining the

fuel

cost in operating these three

boilers.

makes

It
it

is

this

possible

to

account

that

compare the

difference in cost between waste heat

and

fuel.

.
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Daily Cost of Operating Boilbrs Nos.
AND 3 With Fuel

1, 2,

2 water tenders at $3 per 12-hour day
% 6.00
3.00
1 repairman at $3 per 10-hour day
1 larryman (coal and ashes) at $2.25 per
2.26
10-hour day
2.25
1 man feeding stokers at $2.25 per 10-hour day
6.00
3 firemen at $2 per 8-hour day
4.50
2 ashmen at $2.25 per 10-hour day
49.00
49 tons of coal at $1 per ton
$73.00

Total

Daily Cost of Operating Boilers Nos.
AND 3 with Waste Heat

2,

1.

2 water tenders at $3 per 12-hour day
$ 6.00
3.00
1 repairman at $3 per 10-hour day
2.50
1 man removing dampers from ovens at $2.50
Total
Daily cost with fuel
Daily cost with waste heat

$11.50
$73.00
$1 1.50

Daily savings in the use of waste heat

.

.

$61.50

.

conduit,

where

it

17

mingles with the

the

saving

is in

labor

in

$3,750, the saving in

immediate connec-

tion, so that

through

continues

conduit

the

to

three

main

the

waste-heat

boilers.

The point in the main conduit
where the waste heat enters from
the oven is 6 inches higher than
the point where it leaves the trunnel
head. The main conduit maintains
this

relative position

throughout
in the

to

the ovens

The

length.

its

point

main conduit where the waste

at

operation,

when

is

this flue

from the oven.

place by an

in

the

flue.

flue,

brick laid

flat.

On

tions

accomplished

of oven.

Connellsville

ing of $12.50 per boiler horsepower,

oven
is

used

in

is

posi-

on each side so as to form an
shown on plan

On

this

rest the 2-inch

tile

waste heat represents a yearly savevery

top of this
alternate

in

which form the bottom proper.
A 4"x4" opening for cold air is
left in the oven wall and a passage
of this size is built so as to split and
pass around each side of the trunnel
head and join again at a point di-

are

concrete facts that the utilization of

that

the

irregular space, as

compelled to acknowledge the possibilities when confronted with the

waste-heat system

of

longitudinal

shows

waste-heat

It seems that some do not realize
what an immense saving could be

and

The

the main conduit,
and coke oven. Fig.
1 shows the method of construction
in detail. The bottom of the wasteheat flue rests on two layers of

trifle

all

band on the

iron

and construction

size

placed firebrick

the

trun-

The cross-section^-5 shows

center.

waste-heat system.

in

The

nel-head damper consists of courses
of firebrick, laid on edge, and held

section

cost of installing the

region by this means, but

the trunnel-head

removed, during the time
of drawing and charging the oven,
a 2-inch tile damper can be placed
in this slot, thereby shutting off
cover

waste-heat

to $14,700, or a total yearly saving

more than the

a slot formed for a

and

amounts to
fuel amounts

of $18,450, which represents a

is

this

damper

In a year of 300 working days,
that the boiler plant

There

head.

heat from the balance of the ovens

a

rectly

the

equivalent to

underneath the 2-inch

waste-heat

tile

From

flue.

of

this

20 horsepower or a yearly saving

point the course of the cold air

of $246.

baffled

is

by the brick upon which the

The waste-heat system at Marianna consists of 75 beehive coke
ovens, 12 feet 6 inches in diameter

heat enters the boiler house

connected to a conduit, parallel with

inches lower than the point

the oven battery by waste-heat flues.

diately below the boiler tubes,

so

the brick in the trunnel head and

The

that the waste heat throughout the

waste-heat flue so they will not fuse.
The inside course of the main con-

boiler plant is directly opposite

The

the upper end of the conduit.

ovens in this battery are used to
manufacture 48-hour coke, and under

normal

conditions

men

the

draw coke from the ovens
and by 5 a. m. all the
ovens are charged with coal. The

start to

at 7 p. M.,

charges are a
usual

little

heavier than the

48-hour charge for beehive

ovens, which increases the yield of

Section thro

A8

tile

Lower Ea^ofConceit

Fig. 2

whole system
and its course

is
is

is

10

imme-

continually rising
natural.

The

of heat to the three boilers

is

flow

regu-

by the stack dampers.
In Figs. 1 and 2 the waste-heat
flues and coke oven are shown in
lated entirely

plan and section.

rest.

Its

In the construc-

tion of the oven, the trunnel

head

is

continued up until height has been
attained for the waste-heat flue. It
constructed in the form of a semi-

which

it

passes to the free

duit

is

brick.

them from cold and from stormy
shows the construction of
from the main conduit
to the boiler.
The heat from the
conduit passes through the off-take
Fig. 2

the off-take

to

boiler tubes.

After leaving the
trunnel head, the heat is conducted
through a 15-inch flue to the main
the air

is

used.

the entrance to the waste-heat

flue.

In Fig. 2 section A-B shows the
construction at the connection of
the

waste-heat

flue

and

trunnel

red

weather.

wall

interfered with, and only that heat
which would otherwise escape into

common

covered over with clay to protect

so that the process of coking

on the side toward the oven
and on the side toward the
conduit is constructed so as to form

The

to cool

All the waste-heat flues are

circle

not

air.
is

constructed of firebrick and

the outside course of

is

is

deflected to

is

object of the cold-air Jlue

In this system the heat is
taken direct from the trunnel head,

coke.

course

the base of the small air stack up

a

point

directly

beneath

The opening

the

at this

point is throttled to a width of from
4 to 5 inches. The tubes are isolated
from the firebox of the boiler by a

brick wall, care being taken that
this wall is practically air-tight.
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The

off-take to the boiler

is

con-

structed so that, in case of necessity,

the boiler can be cut out in a few
minutes. In Fig. 2 where the small
pilasters are formed, there are

two

which form a receptacle for
These
two cold-water dampers.
dampers are constructed water-tight
and coupled so as to be easily con-

slots,

water

to

thereby prohibiting a sacrifice in
the quality of coke manufactured.

No.

When

in use.

damper

removed from

is

that would pass around the edges of
the first damper would escape into

By

using

second

the

damper the flow of heat
entirely from the boiler.

is

being to cool the boiler

shut off

The idea
down as

soon as possible.

—

eminently fair

test,

especially as

it

was made

at the same time and
during a period when the whole

plant

was

in

operation.

was made from 10

a.

The

coking,

of

In this test the stack dampers,
regulating the volume of heat used,

Marianna.
Chemist's Report.

—During the

test

three boilers were on coal and three

The
a

F.

1,840°

24-hour tests showed
temperature of 2,060°

series of

minimum

temperature

of

and an average for 24

F.

The temperatures were taken
the breech of the flues, and

will

it

charging period.
outside temperatures ranged

from 38°

to 50°

to

10

p.

it

opera-

From

this

seen that the qual-

it is

coke is not sacrificed by
pulling too hard on the volume of
waste heat. In fact the coke manufactured in the waste-heat ovens
ity of the

is

the best produced at this plant.

F. and the night

rained from 8

m.

p.

M. with the temperature

ranging from 55° to 50° F.
time for the

in

an average temperature of 1,997° F.
or practically 2,000° F. was main-

at

be noticed that the temperature was
lowest during the watering and

of the test

is

dampers were only half
open, and during the same period
tion), the

tained.

hours of 1,946° F.

The

were closed between 5 p. m. and
A. M., opened between 2 a. m. and
7 A. M. and during the period from
7 A. M. to 5 p. M. (which covers the

2

time when the plant

maximum

a

No. 4 boiler being

heat.

test, five

At

the

ovens were out

for repairs, leaving only 70 ovens
in service.

Waste Heat. ^To determine the efficiency of waste heat
for boilers, the writer conducted an
evaporation test in boilers Nos. 1
and 4, respectively. Fuel is used
in No. 4 boiler and waste heat in
No. 1 boiler and as both boilers
have stack draft only, it was an
Efficiency of

process

the

is

through

is

during

attained in the waste-heat boilers at

circulate

it

in itself is sufficient to

establish the fact that efficiency

the trunnel head, so that any heat

air.

which

repaired.

found necessary to cut off the
boiler from the waste-heat system,
the two water dampers are coupled
to the water line with a hose connection and dropped in place, then

the

2,

on waste

is

the cap or

hour test of the waste-heat boiler

to allow

them when placed in the slots.
Between these slots is a trunnel
head with a damper placed over it
while the boiler

otherwise escape to the atmosphere,

line,

nected to the water
cold

Under date of January 27, 1913,
the company chemist made a 24-

The whole

plant

operation from 7 A. m. to 4

p.

was in
m. and

was 3,040 tons of coal.
The writer is working on a control
for these ovens and expects by his
method to give the boilers more
heat and not pull too hard on the
the day's run

ovens.

Proper Use of Waste Heat.

—The

secret of efficiency, in the utilization

of waste heat, consists in using only
that volume of heat,

which would

The

labor situation in the anthra-

cite fields is quiet,

though there have

been a few "button" strikes here
and there, and complaints are heard

from many of the operators about
up trouble
among the mine workers who are
agitators trying to stir

glad of the increase in the number
of working days during the summer

months.
From 1892 to 1901, the
average time worked in the anthracite region was 179 days.
Since the
summer discounts went into effect
in 1902, in only one year, 1906, when
there was a long suspension, has the
number of days worked fallen below
200. In 1913 it was 257.

test

m. to 10.15

and the evaporation of water,
measured on the water gauge of the
fuel-fired boiler was used as a basis
for comparison.
A few minutes
before 10 a. m. the water supply was
shut off from both boilers and at

TwKNTY-FouR-HouR TEST IN Waste-Heat BoasR No.

2

A. M.

10 A. M. the height of the water

gauge glasses was marked by
At
10.08 A. M. No. 4 boiler had evaporated 1 inch of water, and at 10.15
A. M. 2 inches had been evaporated.
During the same period of time,
boiler No. 1 had evaporated 2)^
in the

tying a string around the glass.

inches of water.

Time
8 p.m.
9 p. M.
10

M.
11 p. M.
12 H.
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

p.

A.M.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
A.M.
a.m.
A.M.
a.m.
a.m.

10 A. M.
11

a.m.

12 m.
1 p.

2

3

M.

p. B4.
p. M.

4 p.m.
5 p. M.
6 p. H.
7 p.m.

Temperature
1,900
1,890
1,840
1,860
1,860
1,880
1,900
1,940
1.995
2,000
2,000
2,020
2.060
2,040
2,020
2,000
1,990
1.99S
1,985
1,960
1,900
1,940
1,920
1,940

COx
15.4
19.2
13.0
11.4
12.0
12.4
11.2
11.8
10.2
9.4
9.6
10.4
10.0
9.6
9.8
10.6
10.8
11.0
11.2
11.4
12.2

o.
.8
1.3
1.0

CO

.62

6.0
4.0
4.0
3.8
3.8
4.4
4.2
2.4
5.0
2.8

2.00
1.50
2.22
2.20
1.90
1.70
1.76
2.20
4.24
4.00
2.18
3.80
3.50
3.80
3.00
2.10
2.00
3.30
2.80
1.95
2.90
2.80

1.6

.98

.8
.6

2.6
1.6
.6

1.8
.4
.2

.4
.2
.3

11.6

.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2

12.0
12.8

1.0
1.2

Stack

Pounds

.6

8.1
4.2
6.2
5.0
4.2

4.8

Air
Excess
Excess
Excess
Excess
Excess
Excess
Excess
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Draft

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.5
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.6
.3
.3
.3

Temper-

Steam

ature

Pressure

560
550
545
545
545
545
630
580
580
590
590
600
615
615
610
680
590
680
580
680
680
680
675
675

120
135
125
130
136
110
100

14»
140
115
130
160
140
140
140
140
1.W
150
140
135
130
125
130
120

Direction of

Damper

Wind
s.

w.

South
South
S.

E.

South
North
North
s.
S.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.

W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
W.
w.
w.
w.
W.

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Closet

Closed
Closed

-
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perhaps

Eastern Montana Coal Fields

miles east

Mountain

Notes on the Tertiary Coal Fields

field

have
been unfavorable
to the formation of coal within a
Then at
workable depth limit.

ally

seem

Montana

fires

it,

and

rapidly

about Forsyth, the seat of Rosebud
County, one reaches the great eastern Montana fields. From Forsyth

LcroD A. Palmer*

some

been

has

it

is

residents of the

who have had some smatknowledge of prospecting
have insisted that it is an igneous

fre-

assigned

quently

Often

cooled.

vesicular and

prairie

that have sub-

sequently ignited

to

Bu

by

or

coal

starting

— Possible Method

of Utilizing Lignites

gener-

conditions

of Eastern

of

ignition

direct

the

Bull

the

of

19

as a cause, but the writer

is

inclined

spontaneouscombusThis theory has been advanced

to the theory of

country

tion.

tering

as to the oxidation of the pyrite in

the coal, but most of this coal

is

free

;'-\"
•^^V '^B» •'^wHPP^

^'^4-5tvs^'>
'
^rr^Sirr;•

Fig,

1.

East Sn>E Mine, ktu

±^^

>Vj1V,

Fic. 2.

IVlUitl

and

have

rock

about 125 miles, it is scarcely an
exaggeration to say that the entire
country is underlaid by coal. The
writer drove up Tongue River, from

searching for lodes in

the

mouth

Wyoming

Miles

at

City,

to

the

A

of beds are

tion of the coal itself.

coal stores poorly

much

speculation

sight.

early settler stated that the

frequently

area

affects

the

Frequently

the

and the reduction

in

The

hillsides are abundantly strewn
with "clinker" or slag, usually black,
caused by the fusing of the over-

This
marked resemblance
to a lava that has been erupted thin
sands

or

One
Crow

pile of coal sufficient to incite

taneous

spon-

combustion would gather

found back from the outcrop, as it
usually the thicker beds that burn.
The general average of the coal
of eastern Montana is far below that
of the Carbon County and Bull
Mountain fields, although in some
portions it is similar to them. This
is noticeable along the -upper end of
the Tongue River and its tributaries,
which territory is adjacent to the
Sheridan field of Wyoming and
where the coals are similar to those

volume has caused the roof to cave
and break down of its own weight.

lying

many.

indication that a thick bed will be

coal has burned out over a consid-

erable

for

and had practiced the custom, after the hunt, of burning the
range to drive the game out and
thus remove that inducement to hosOther fires
tile tribes coming in.
have been started in recent years by
carelessness, but it is evidefit from
the immense area burned over, and

usually indicated by

needle.

responsible

their fall hunting in that particular

iron in the overlying strata, a conthat

fires.

is

seam caused by the reduction of the
dition

these

outcrops.

a bright red color to the roof of the

compass

of

when exposed to
appear plausible that the outcrops
would slack to such a degree that a

along them.
In general the evidence of burning is considered as an

currence in this part of the state

is

been

origin

agencies have undoubtedly

All of this

and slacks readily
the air, so it would

done

notable feature of the coal octhe

the

to

it

the ignition to spontaneous combus-

proper atmospheric conditions, sending up a thin column of smoke.

There has been

eye, so

burning
under

Human

along

naked

still

as

burning
The burning

to the

appears more reasonable to attribute

a mile in which outcrops of coal or
indications of burning were not in

the

from pyrite

vicinity.

of 125 miles, and there was scarcely

A

time

its

in this locality, occasionally,

a distance in excess

line,

number

some

spent

east to the state line, a distance of

Montana Coal Outcrop and Bukned Crop Line

sandstones.

clinker bears a

"Mining Engineer, San Francisco,

Calif.

Indians

had,

in

times

past,

locality

from such facts as that slag pebbles
have been found in formations of an
age antedating the present, and that
there are numerous cases where a
gulch has been eroded through the
hard, burned, outcrop, showing the
unburned coal back of it, that much
of the burning was before the age of
man and, consequently, was due to
natural causes. Lightning, either by

is

of the latter.

An

analysis

from

this

part of the field taken from a 12-foot

seam on Canon Creek was as
lows:

Moisture,

11.30

fol-

per cent.;

volatile matter, 38.05 per cent.

;

fixed

carbon, 46.75 per cent. ; ash, 3.90 per

;

August, 1914
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cent.; sulphur, .31 per cent.

U., 10,700.

The similarity of the sample from
Canon Creek and the others mentioned

at once

is

apparent, but

it

should also be noted that it is much
lower in sulphur and ash.
In general, however, the coals of
this field are not up to the above, as

In general the coals of this region
are in the Fort Union proper or at
the contact of the Fort

and only seams of a thickness

more being consid-

Union and

ered except in the Baker field where

In certain

the

formations.

the Lance

feet,

of 30 inches or

minimum

thickness

however,
portions
notably the Little Sheep Mountain,
Baker, and Terry fields, the Lance
formation contains a large tonnage

ally seen

of workable coal, nearly two-thirds

into consideration.

of

the

district,

Baker

occur-

was

36

inches.

This estimate

considered con-

is

servative, as only lignite beds actu-

and measured were taken

must be made for

Due allowance

loss in mining, but

shown by the following average of
six air-dried samples from various

of the coal in the

Moisture, 16.98
parts of
33.77 per
matter,
volatile
per cent.;
cent.
per
39.25
carbon,
fixed
cent.

coals have a tendency to lenticular

there

shape and are not so persistent as
those of the Fort Union.

be that even this large allowance for

the field:

;

The Fort Union shows many beds

coal

a typ-

is

subbituminous, while most of

the others are typical lignites. They
are often brown and of a very pro-

nounced woody structure, showing
knots and the grain of the wood.
Even where found glossy black, a
little search will reveal pieces showAll of

ing the grain.

A

of workable thickness.

B. T. U., 8,552.

The Caiion Creek
ical

The Lance

ring in this formation.

ash, 10 per cent.; sulphur, .87 per
cent.

them

store

many of them
when dug out of

very poorly and

air

slack audibly

the

field

980-foot

shows 49
through 11

section in the Sidney field
feet of lignite distributed

whose

beds

average

thickness

is

from 2 feet 4 inches to 9 feet 1 inch
and only two of which have an
On
average of less than 3 feet.
Burns Creek one of these beds attains a thickness of approximately
25

feet.

So

far

definite

little

survey work

66%

even placing this at

per cent,

a recoverable tonnage of

is

nearly 9,000,000,000 tons.

may

It

loss in mining is low because, as
mentioned before, conditions as to
roof and floor are generally poor,

and, except

rare

in

the

instances,

beds are too deep for stripping and
open pit work. But even allowing
for the heaviest mining loss, the tonnage is stupendous.
Moreover,
mining will not stand still in the
future any more than it has in the
past, and it is safe to say that if
these coals are ever needed for in-

way

has been carried on in connection

dustrial

which they are found.

with the coals of eastern Montana.

found to win them.

In connection with the geology of
it is interesting to note

Only six fields east of the Bull
Mountains and south of the Missouri
River have ever been studied in detail and these comprise only a very

As to what will become of this
immense amount of lignite it is hard

bank

in

this region,

that a few miles west of Glendive a

northwest-southeast

anticline

has

exposed the Cretaceous Pierre shale
and conditions are so favorable to
the accumulation of oil that one of
the large western oil companies is
putting

down

wells to prospect this

formation.

A

feature of the topography of

"bad lands" which
are to be found along most of the
larger streams throughout the eastem part of the state and cover a
large area back from the Missouri
River.
The steep banks of these
bad lands afford favorable opportunity to study the stratigraphy and
they expose many outcrops of coal
this region is the

seams.

No

mines which are really worthy

of the

name

are operated

in

the

small portion of the great coal bearing region.

equipment as the Bull Mountain and
Carbon County fields.

the vast area south

of the Yellowstone less than 3,000

square miles, the Baker and Terry
fields,
have been surveyed and
mapped. These figures are taken
from the reports of the United

States Geological Survey,

done

which has

of the work undertaken in
The Survey has been prosecuting the work during the past seaall

detail.

son,

but the reports have not yet

Some

idea of the

immense quan-

tity of lignite in this

part of the state

can be gained from the reports of
the Survey which has estimated the
tonnage of three of the fields as
in

Table

1,

the depth limit being 500
Table

Field

Short Tons

Miles

Little Sheep Mountain
Baker
Sidney

800

will

hydroelectric age

transmission

be

is

are

lines

spanning gaps considered impossible
decade back, millions of horsepower that have been running wild
in the mountains are being brought
under control and one might almost
a

venture the prediction that before
these

deposits

are

more

than

scratched they will be abandoned for

power except for the use
which they are now put, to serve
the nearby ranchman seeking his
the cheaper
to

winter's fuel.

the other hand this portion of

the state

far

is

hydroelectric

from the seat of

development,

streams have slight

the

and there
are many natural resources which
could

fall

developed

be

power.

It

may

with cheap
be that the solution

manufacture of briquets.
On account of the low grade of these coals

and the
1.450
1,300

a

of the problem will be found in the
generation of producer gas and the

I

Area
Square

The

say.

advancing,

On

been made public.

eastern part of the state. There are
several small properties of limited

output worked in a more or less
desultory manner, but nothing calling for such extensive operation and

Of

to

progress

1.189,832,820
1,596,054,000
9** "iOQ

U'in nnt\

poorly,

fact

it is

that

they

stock

so

evident that resort must

be had to some such methods.

So
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far the only work of .this kind has
been of a purely experimental nature on the North Dakota lignites,
the results of which may be accepted

Montana lignites
two are of almost

In order to make a practical comparison of the lignite with standard
coals, a test
select lot of

as applying to the

ous,

as well, as the

ent forms

identical

composition,

as

analyses

show. Inasmuch as these experiments furnish the only data

will

available

on the possibly extensive

uses of this fuel they are abstracted

from the published reports.*
average analysis
approximate
An
of a large number of samples of dry
coal used in connection with these
experiments showed volatile matter,
40 per cent.; fixed carbon, 52 per
cent.; ash, 8 per cent.
A reduction of the average analysis given above for eastern Montana lignites to dry coal shows
freely

21

was made with it and a
Youghiogheny bitumin-

by burning the

from mine,

yield of tar

was

1

to 2 per cent.

;

of ammonia, as sulphate, 14.5 to 15

pounds per ton of dried

lignite

;

and

of retort residue 1,236 pounds.

The gas

lignite in differ-

(small lumps, air dried,

large lumps direct

The

gives a light about equal

to that of ordinary city gas but is

etc.)

lower in heat value, the average of

designed stove and

the ordinary city gas being taken as

under the same conditions as the
bituminous, the measure of effitiency
being the practical heating value of

in

a

specially

effect

on

room and

the

600 B. T. U. per cubic foot.
In
practice it was found that the purification of the gas was not necessary
and that scrubbing with water
alone would suffice and that the ex-

amount of water evaporated. The
bituminous coal selected had a mois-

pense of purifying was not justified
by the increased heat value of the

ture content of 1.4 per cent, and
analyzed (dry coal) volatile matter,
31 per cent.; fixed carbon, 61 per

gas.

the fuel as gauged

by

the temperature of the

cent.

By

its

ash, 8 per cent.

;

these tests the efficiency of the

The next

step of the experimen-

was to utilize the retort residue
which was found to have a calorific
value of from 10,500 to 11,500
ters

lignite

tion of gas the retort is discharged,

considered to be about equal (dry

on a basis of 100 per cent,
is 40 per cent, for
large lumps freshly mined, 50 per
cent, for egg size, and 65 to 75 per
cent, for t%% size dried.
These
figures will be of interest later in

B. T. U.

for the bituminous

coal) to 60 per cent, of that of Poca-

connection with the tests of briquets.

is sprayed to quench it
and then ground to pass a 10-mesh
screen.
The experiments showed
that the best results were obtained
by briquetting the coal hot so after

volatile matter, 40.7 per cent.

;

fixed

carbon, 47.3 per cent.; ash, 12 per
cent.

The

calorific value of the coals is

The

hontas and 65 per cent, of Hocking
Valley, but

it

must be remembered

that the heat value of the freshly

mined lignite is greatly decreased
by the excessive moisture (25 to 35
per cent.) which not only detracts
from its heating qualities but causes

briquetting of lignite appears

logically to

go hand

in

hand with

the generation of gas therefrom for
the reason that this

fuel

has two

essential constituents, a considerable

Subsequent to the genera-

the residue

;

the residue

is

crushed

it is

rotary cylinder in which

by a
to

fire

sent to a

it is

heated

of slack coal and sent hot

the briquetting press which, in

this

case,

of

is

the

rotary

type.

driven off at

Four horsepower are required to

making

low temperature and a residue
which burns slowly at a high tem-

necessary the shipment of from 500

perature, so that in the interests of

produce 1 ton of briquets per hour.
Experiments toward producing
briquets without a binder were not
successful and experiments with
different kinds of binders finally
demonstrated the suitability of pitch
mixed with small amounts of other
substances such as flour, starch,

excessive

to

slacking besides

700 pounds dead weight

in

every

Consequently, experi-

ton of coal.

ments were made to determine the

quantity of gas that

a

economy it is advisable to separate
the two and burn each under the
conditions best suited to

of part of this moisture.

In these

was found that, by
breaking the lignite to lumps that
would pass a 3-inch ring and thus
experiments

it

increasing the evaporative area, the

slacking

was

materially

checked.

Further tests were conducted in air
drying and it was found that simple
exposure to the atmosphere for a
period of two weeks resulted in a
reduction of moisture from 33.5 to
12.5 per cent, with a

increase

and

in

the

corresponding

other

constituents

calorific value.

•Babcock, E. J., "Investigations of Lignite
Coal Relative to the Production • of Gas and
Briquets," University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, N. Dak.

35-1-^

it.

The experiments toward

possibility of increasing the heating

value of the coal by the elimination

is

eration of gas were

first

the gen-

carried on

on a laboratory scale and later in a
larger plant such as would form a
working unit on a commercial basis.
The lignite is carbonized at from

gypsum,

1,200° F. to 1,400° F., and tar,
ammonical liquors, ett., are removed, the gas scrubbed and puri-

from grain. A ton of dried lignite
furnishes, on an average, IJ/2 per
cent, of pitch which is equal to about

The

etc.,

the most satisfactory

results being obtained with a binder

of 5 to 6 per cent, pitch and

1

to

2

per cent, of fine ground screenings

residue high in fixed carbon, tar of
prospective commercial value, and

2y2 per cent, of the retort residue,
so that it would be necessary to add
about 3 per cent, pitch from other

ammonia. An average of three runs
showed a yield per ton of dried coal

the lignite pitch has certain qualities

fied.

products

are

gas,

a

11,257 cubic feet of unpurified
gas having a heat value of 402.2
B. T. U. per cubic foot and equivaof

lent to 9,095 cubic feet of purified

gas with heat value of 497.6

B

T. U.

sources, but

it

through which

has been found, that
it

may

possibly be

sold at a price that will equal the

expense of supplying a cheaper pitch
that will be equally satisfactory.
The briquets so made were subjected

August, 1914
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briquets can
1 ton of briquets, the
be sold near the point of manufacture at a price considerably lower

would compare with
the handling they would receive in
shipping and use, and it was found

to such tests as

bituminous
coal and that they can be shipped a
considerable distance and compete

that they

ous coal.

Eastern

of

that

than

in

withstood such
about the same manner as bitumintests

Of course the object of briquetting
is to increase the heat value which
has been done according to the fol-

with anthracite.

lowing determinations:
Lignite as mined, 7,500 B. T. U.
retort residue, 11,000 B. T. U.; lig-

a plant located at the pit

The

process would appear to be through

some

analyses

Moisture

w

mined
lignite
lignite briqoeta.

Fixed

Matter

Carbon

to6
3.88

The

was

anthracite

analysis

is

More

market

a

be noted that its
almost identical with an
it

will

average of the

and shipped

34.67

6.21

2-8

76-86

10-14

5.26

80.61

10.56

however, is a
comparative tests with

Possibly this

looking too far

is

are going to

hardly seems

it

immense deposits

that these

likely

lie idle

when

for long,

the midst of a country which,

while

during the past 5 years, has received
such an influx of settlers as has
~"

60

theoretical heat value of the anthra-

~- -<

y^

cite is

!i-

/

Sj.

.-II

}

^

^

1

contained

bumed

43.5

combustible

per

cent,

matter

un-

while

that of the lignite contained only
3.6 per cent.

While the above discussed experiments have demonstrated on a fairly
large

scale

the

feasibility

of the

N

/
Var

/

Du 'ai

int

•pe all. rffS

fC

O/l ast

allowing that 2 tons of lignite as
mined will be required to produce

is

as follows:
°-2

Total
Miners'

i^f

Output
Tons

Working
Days

8°(S

in

III

Z
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

'

1

1

1

i

1

37.804
36,392
36,823
39,848
42,078
41,801
43,035
44,340
44,675
43,651
45,324
44,696

0U

Of

'oo/

195
116
211

213
208
206
227
211
205
212
234
220

7,371,780
4,221,472
7,769.653
8,487,624
8.752,224
8,611,006
9,768,945
9,355,740
9,158,375
9,254,012
10,605,816
9,833,120

Thus the miners

much

59,905.951
36,911,549
67,171,951
65,709,258
70,220,554
64,410,277
76,836,082
74.592,181
71,628,422
74,717,852
81,176.050
84,426,869

are

!

i

1

\

1

i

8.13
8.74
8.64
7.74
8.02
7.48
7.85
7.97
7.82
8.07
7.65
8.58

producing

coal per

man

per

Owing to the suspension in
summer of 1912 the number of
working days that year was less

t

s

^^

\\

/rei

s,

than in the previous year.

In spite

of this, and the fact that fewer mi-

ners were employed, the production
s

IS

/e

Time in Hours

SI

la
"•

""""

S4
'"•"'«

Fig. 3

mining
boom, where natural resources are
great and cheap power would be an
rarely occurred outside of a

invaluable aid to their development.
It is

reasonable to suppose that with

more developed,
power is felt
methods of mining this

the country a

little

so that the need for

cost

conclusions as could be arrived at
as to costs make it appear that,

O/f

rei)

the

Such

mines by the product of the number
of miners employed and the number
of breaker days. The result of this
calculation, based on the figures in
the last Report of the Bureau of

the

>

more keenly,
Hgnite and using

commercially.

an

easier.

\

y,

% \
v

manufacture of gas and briquets, no
attempt has yet been made to apply
process

to arrive at

day as they were a decade ago when
the beds were larger and the mining

% S^ —

(
'\ He

^;

"*;'

\f!i

/

when the ash was analyzed and it
was found that that of the anthracite

way

estimate of their earning capacity
is to divide the annual output of the

nearly as

the

about 6 per cent, higher than
that of the briquets, in a practical
test the briquets have a heat value
of 21 per cent, greater, based on
evaporation, and 26 per cent, greater
based on room temperature.
The
cause of this difference was evident

useless for the miners to

cut coal, so the

of the state and the East.

in

that,

the breakers are not runis

it

with the other coals

in competition

between the raw lignite and the
bituminous coal. These tests, one
of which is illustrated graphically

show

When
ning

^t.

consider that they are situated

3,

of coal they produce.

h

we

Fig.

ing capacity to the miners as they
are paid according to the amount

s&

anthracite similar to those described

in

With the coming of industrial
peace in the anthracite region of
Pennsylvania has come greater earn-

Mines,

Ash

25.11

into the future, but

lignite briquets.

interesting,

of

series

Volatile

35.01

Antliiscite

the retort

electric energy,

form of

chemical

residue to be briquetted

sample and

the

from which would be used,
either direct or through the medium
of electricity, to furnish power for
the mining operations and briquetting; any surplus to be sold in the

U.; anthracite, 12,000 to 13,000 B.
are

mouth

gas

nite briquets, 11,500 to 12,000 B. T.

T. U.
Following

the

of

application

ideal

Anthracite Miners'
Earnings

will

be

it

lines discussed,

the country.

from 81,176,050

to

84,-

by nearly a

ton.

This implies an

increase in efficiency of over 40,000

tons a day, and is a strong argument in favor of industrial peace
which benefits employer and em-

ploye

alike.-

—P. & B.

at a reasonable

perfected,

probably

and that
Montana will take a place as one of
the great coal producing states of

along the

increased

426,869 tons, and the average production per miner per day increased

Mining engineers have calculated
the property of the Lingan

that

Coal Co., in Nova Scotia, comprising
9 square fniles, contains 40,000,000
tons of minable coal.
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much he
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can

one
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a Boiler

in

How

Wastes

May Be

in a Boiler Plant

Detected By Use of Apparatus

Analyzing the Flue Gases

tell

for the percentage of

CO

Maton

C. /.

COo, 0, and

ments used for making analyses of

the performance of a steam boiler.

boiler-furnace

are

some unseen

wastes that continue year after year,
getting greater instead of
if

they were discovered

less,

much

;

but in most cases only that for

CO2 is
One

Fig.

necessary.
of the small portable instru-

gases

shown

is

The working

1.

in

parts are pro-

by a metal case having hinged

tected

while

g

rises to the top of B, thus forcing

measured flue gas sample
through the potash solution in E

The
is absorbed.
then lowered, allowing
the water level to lower in B and
the unabsorbed gas in E to flow back
where the CO2

C

bottle

into B.

is

The cock F

potash

is

solution

when

closed

the

to

rises

B and C

that the water in

same

The

plants realize the uncertainty of the

the

old-fashioned

then be measured

and
guess-work methods, and they have
adopted the mental-activity plan
which depends on scientific tests and

raised un-

proper height in E, and the leveling
bottle C is held at such a height

of the

of up-to-date boiler

C

is

the

and

the

the

loss could be prevented.

The operators

The

the water level

til

simply by looking at it.
What the fireman thinks his boilers
are doing is likely not correct. It is
easy to be fooled when guessing on
there

flow

it.

opened
bottle

W. Bradu and

flu F.

in

efficiency

Generally,

may

stop-cock F

for

any

interested

the gases

in

that
though

the operation of a steam boiler
its

CO2

Room

level.

stands at

gas in

B

will

at atmospheric
pressure as before, and the reading

rule-of-thumb

1

of the scale on

£

daily records that result in saving

and giving
greater plant economy.
For this
reason there have been numerous
coal, increasing capacity,

j|

1

B

gives the percent-

The
age of CO2 in the sample.
testing of a sample requires but a
few moments.
Table 1 which is
furnished with the analyzer gives
the percentages of fuel losses, air

B

inventions of apparatus intended to

excesses, and preventable losses for

indicate

the different percentages of

One

boiler-furnace

efficiency.

of the most useful and prac-

I

of these is the gas analyzer
which shows the amount of coal
wasted in the gases that go up the
stack.
The instrument is arranged
so that any fireman can use it
quickly and thus save both coal and

doors

front

opened

to

labor.

the instrument

tical

It

is

well

known by mechanical

engineers that with perfect combustion

of

the

fuel

used the carbon

dioxide gas (CO2) formed

is

21 per

cent, of the gases flowing into the

stack, the remainder being nitrogen

(A)

that

comes from the

air

used to

burn the

coal. With imperfect combustion the flue gases contain, in
addition to the CO^ and A'^, more or

carbon monoxide {CO'), which
carbon incompletely burned, and

less
is

As

the

gases from a boiler furnace cannot
be seen, it is impossible to know

composition without making
an analysis. This analysis is made
their

The hand

use.

A

is

has a long rubber
attached to a 4-foot

length of 14-inch gas pipe, the latter

being inserted into the gas

By means of the bulb
A the gas sample is pumped into the
tall
glass tube B.
The leveling
bottle

C

is filled

in

Air Excess
Entering
Furnace.
Per Cent.

15
14
13
12
11
10

in

with water and con-

1

Fuel

9
8
7

5
4
3
2

T.OSS.

Preventable
Loss of Fuel.
Per Cent.

38.0
47.8
S9.2
72.5
88.1
107.0
130.0
158.7
195.7
245.0
314.0
417.0
590.0
935.0

I)

flue

of the boiler.

12
13

1

44

2

15
16
18

3

20
23
26
30
36
40
60
90

4
6
8
11
14
18

24
33
48
78

1,970.0'

1

As an example showing

the im-

nected to the lower end of the tube

portant

5

made

the cock

analyzer, the following actual

by a rubber tube. After closing
D to which the gas supply
tube from A is attached, the bottle
C is lifted from the case and raised

until the

of heat.

is in

COt

Furnace
Gases

and back which are
admit plenty of light when

tube which

zero

will cause a loss

of

Flue-Gas Analyzer

1.

operated bulb

and either too much

air or too little

Tablb
Per Cent,

Fig.

some oxygen (0).
It
takes air for the combustion of coal,

generally

CO2

the furnace gases.

B.

B

and C stands
the gas sample in
in

atmospheric

E

fireman,

"Hello,

B

the boilers?"

is

pressure.

the water

same level,
measured at

is

filled

The

glass

ex-

With a gas
analyzer under one arm we .sauntered into the boiler room of the
S. and H. Asylum and greeted the

at the

When

may be

few minutes with a gas

is

with a solution of
which
will absorb any
caustic potash
tube

in a

perience

water level stands at the

mark on

discoveries .that

related:

CharHe,

how

are

"Fine as culm," he replied.
"Ever have any trouble keeping
up steam?" we inquired, casually
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glancing about the boiler room and
mentally taking in its general condition.

"we

"No," he continued affably,
use two boilers, the steam blowers
make plenty of draft, and we burn
less coal than we did a year ago

when we had
grates.

I

the

old

played-out

guess we're getting

out of the plant there's in

all

it."

In about 2 minutes another
sample was tested and 9 per cent.
CO2 found. This was better and
the improvement was due to the coal

quickly detected by the use of the

gas analyzer.
After the fire was put in better
shape by covering the entire grate,

The tests were continued for a few
minutes and the percentages of CO2
plotted on the chart from .^ to S as
in Fig. 3.

The average

6.2 per cent.,

reducing the drafts from

water to

inch of

fuel

on the chart. Fig. 3,
average
per cent. This means that

test are plotted

nearly 16 per cent, and that the fur-

from

nace has about 245 per cent, excess

of 10.5

5

to

C and show an

item to discover in "a boiler plant

by more careful firing the preventable loss was reduced from 16 per

was as good as they could

cent, to 5 per cent., the excess air

Surely, this

air.

that

make

he believed what he
said, and the outward condition of
the plant did seem to verify his
statement.
Everything looked better than the average boiler plant.
The steam gauges on the two 150horsepower water-tube boilers stood
at 110 pounds, no leaks were visible
and the correct operation was indicated. Just then the fireman opened
a furnace door and teased the fire,
remarking that the firing was pretty
steady work with washery culm
and that the job would not be so
hard if he did not have to shovel so
much coal and ashes.
We drove a small nail into the

.3

and making the

test

is

of

Evidently

inch,

.1

bed solid and level, a second
was made with the analyzer.
The percentages of CO2 from this

of

which means

according to the table that there
a preventable loss of fuel of

Pic. 2.

air

had been going on for many
months, and which was easily and

the fourth 8 per cent., the fifth 4J4
per cent., and the sixth 3 per cent.

is

of

furnace and car-

rying the heat to the stack, a waste

becoming incandescent. A
third sample showed Ayi per cent.,

CO2

large excess

off the

that

last fired

shown

The

fittings.

was cooling

A

was

quite an

being reduced about 145 per cent.

it."

Had

close inspection of the boiler

furnace showed the following facts

The

fire was about 6 inches thick.
There were several large holes
through the fire at the back end of

the grate.
holes

was

The presence
either not

of these

air

boiler

fittings

and
been

CO2 could have been

obtained, which

is

considered good

practice.

One

suspected or

additional

the

stopped up, probably as high as 15

of the greatest mistakes a

fireman makes

is in supposing that
no harm is caused by uncovered
spots on the grate and by large air
holes through the fire. The excess
air which flows through these open-

%

Some

of

per cent, of

were considered of no importance.
Then the surface of the fuel bed
was very irregular and it was riddled
with holes by the strong blast from
the steam blower.
The furnace
doors were warped and open
inch or more around the top and
sides.

the leaks around the doors

other

causes immense heat losses.
Firemen more generally err in reguings

leaks

lating the furnace air supply than

were found around the minor boiler

in

any other way.

If the grate is

14-r

wall of the boiler setting near the
flue
it.

13

and hung the gas analyzer on

Then we attached a

4-foot length

of ^-inch gas pipe to the rubber
tube and passed the free end of the
pipe through the peep hole, as at

12

'

II

'

/

A, Fig. 2, into the path of the hot
gases passing to the flue. In a few
seconds a sample of the waste heat
gases flowing to the chimney was
pumped into the analyzer and the

CO2 found to be only 6
By referring to the table

« 7
«

fee!

A

\1

1^

per cent.
it

will

be

seen that the presence of 6 per cent.
of CO2 in the flue gases means a

preventable loss of 18 per cent, of
the fuel.
there

The

table also

shows that

245 per cent, excess of air
going through the furnace, which
is

indicates the cause of the trouble.

30

Minutea
Fig.

3.

36

\

c

I
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make

so long or wide as to

firing

back wall difficult or impossible, rather than leave it uncovto

the

ered with fuel

it

is

better to cover

this part of the grate with bricks

and a thick bed of ashes.

A

little

figuring

32 square

is

The

known

3

No.

as

coal used

buckwheat,

is

or

washery culm, and costs $1.15 per
ton delivered. It contains about 7
per cent, of moisture.
the gas analyzer

The

test

with

showed that by the

ordinary method of firing, handling
the drafts, dampers, etc., there was
a preventable loss of fuel of 16 per
cent.

= 960

This amounts to 6,000 x. 16

pounds of

coal, or

All firemen should be

how

with

less coal

how

to

make

to fire a boiler

per day, and

shown

if

the tests with a gas

analyzer, they will not likely depart

fb^X1.15

= 55 cents per day, $16.50 per

practice.
Likewise the
pays the bills should be
willing to arrange the equipment so

man who

as to increase his profits.

feet.

Three tons, or 6,000 pounds of coal
were burned in 24 hours, or an
average of 250 pounds per hour,
approximately 8 pounds per square
foot per hour.

fire.

willing to learn

from good

show the

will

fuel loss in this plant caused by
allowing the firemen to guess at the
furnace conditions. The grate sur-

face of each boiler

through

25

month,

or $198 per year that might be saved

Air Receiver Fires and
Explosions
Bif

The

Frank Rtchard^

following

may

satisfactorily

answer the questions on "Oil in Air
Receivers" asked in your Letter Box
not possible with few words

to dispose of all the matters sug-

One

gested by the inquiry.

of the

and most persistent of aircompression troubles is that resulting from the use of lubricating oil
in the cylinders.
This oil cannot
remain where it is functionally emearliest

ployed, but

is

carried

away a

little

mately $500. Besides the extra labor of handling the excess coal,

by the compressed air, and
it
naturally accumulates in the
receiver and the pipes.
Drawing off, or blowing off, the
water in the receiver and often
there is very little water accumu-

extra ashes had to be handled.

lating there

on each boiler. As three boilers
were used during the winter months,
the annual loss amounts to approxi-

It

would seem, therefore, that a little
scientific
testing would make it
possible to save a large amount of
muscular eflfort in this plant. The
same condition has been found in
nearly every plant tested.
It is

common knowledge

that leav-

ing the furnace door open cools

ofif

the furnace and lowers the steam
pressure.

But keeping the doors

closed does not always insure, as

shown by the

tests above, that no
going through the furnace. The gas analyzer is sure to
detect the loss and a search will

excess air

is

at a time

If

the draft be allowed to blow holes

while to keep a record of them.
It is encouraging to note that
while the number of compressed-

plants

air

has

computation,

cases

of

air-

and explosions are
much less numerous

fires

apparently
than,

beyond

increased

the

a

say,

score

of

years

ago,

which shows that our practice has
vastly improved, the pertinent de-

of which practice

tails

as

may

appear

we go along.
As to what can cause

the ignition
of the oily deposit in the air receiver

may seem
there are

quite puzzling at

ways

first,

to account for

it.

but
It

may

be thought, for instance, that
the actual temperature reached in
the single act of compression

building of the "new" Croton aqueduct, a little over a quarter of a

This oil has been exposed to high
temperature in the act of compression and generally all of it which
could be volatilized at the highest
temperature reached has been carried along by the air, and what
remains is semisolid, black, and

century ago, were often worked up
to 100-pound gauge, and" the re-

to,

sticky.

The only way

to get rid of

it

when

once deposited must be by mechanical means such as actual scraping

but

a high-draft pressure is demanded,
then the fire must be thicker than
with a less draft. In no case should

become quite thick, and then it becomes only a question of time as to
when it will take fire. Such fires
have been so frequent, and cases of
air receivers becoming red hot, or
nearly so, have been so numerous,
that no one has thought it worth

and

which clings

It is important that a draft only
strong enough to burn the grade of

and to keep the pressure

if

cakes on, the bottom and sides of
the receiver and all along the pipes.

—does not generally get

rid of the oil,

then show the location of the defect.

fuel used,

and

is not
cause it but it certainly
comes quite near it in some cases.
Single-stage compressors
in
the
olden time, say in the time of the

—

of the surfaces, so that air receivers
would seem to require manholes

of steam uniform, be employed.

used

if oil is

nothing else is done about it, the
accumulation of this gummy and
highly combustible material may

receiver

in July;
It is

In the course of time,

"liberally" in the cylinders,

rather

more than steam

boilers do,

not generally the fashion to
provide them. By the way, if any

one

it is

is

to enter

an air receiver for

sufficient to

;

ceiver fires were frequent.

Published tables assume, for conthe temperature of the
intake air to be 60° F., and the temperature of the air when compressed
venience,

to 100 pounds is 485 degrees. As a
matter of fact, the air.is heated more
or less in entering the cylinder, so

that

when compression

begins, even
nominally at 60
degrees, the actual temperature of
the air at the beginning of the compression is probably not less than
100 degrees, and then the terminal
temperature after the compression

with

intake

air

the purpose of scraping and cleaning it, the respirable condition of

would be 550 degrees.

the air within should be assured.

sonal

•Editor of Compressri

AW.

In a case of which

knowledge,

engine-driven

air

a

I

had

full

per-

portable

oil-

compressor was
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working in the hot sun in the last
week in June, entirely without shade
or protection, and the receiver took
The
fire internally and exploded.
interior of the receiver after the
explosion (which was a simple pressure explosion, due to the fact that

when

the receiver

so heated

was

not

strong enough to stand the regular
working pressure) showed the oil

burnt

entirely

the

oflf

every indication that

it

head,

with

had been red

hot.

assume
hot to begin with and

In this case
that the air,

heated

it

safe to

is

more in passing into the
was above 120 degrees at

cylinder,

beginning of the compression
stroke, and that the temperature
the

after the compression

was

at least

Certain oils will take

650 degrees.

spontaneously, and without the

fire

assistance of any igniting flame, at

such temperatures as

this, as is

seen

time-honored process of tempering steel springs by "blazing off"
in the

in oil.

have been unable to find any

I

authoritative tabulated statement of

temperatures

the

ignition

for

although

it

the

of

spontaneous

different

oils,

away, and in half a day if neglected
they would begin to smoke, while if
left undisturbed for a whole work-

Some astonishing records have been
made of minimum consumption of
lubricating oil at Panama and else-

ing day and then stirred up they
would show actual fire within, some-

where, and air-receiver

Other

flame.

bursting into

times

illustrations in this line will readily

have

There are
two very different types of explosions, and one definition of the word
does not satisfactorily cover them
both. There is the explosion which
air-receiver explosions.

suggest themselves.

We are not always

quite as careful

—often quite the
—about screening and guard-

we should be

as

fires

been unknown where these conditions have prevailed.
This is not all of the story about

reverse

ing the air intake, and dust

often

is

carried by the air in such quantities

takes place

as to form a considerable aggregate.

present

This dust collects and mingles more
or less with oil which accumulates in
the receiver and, not being disturbed
when once deposited, the combina-

sure,

when

the only pressure

gauge pres-

the regular

is

perhaps slightly increased for

the time, but due entirely to the
mechanical compression of the air,

to

and when the receiver or the piping
is at the moment not strong enough
to withstand this pressure; and then

cause ignition independently of the
To
heat due to the compression.

explosion caused by a sudden and

tion, if of the right materials,

generate

easily

heat

ignite the oil surface

may

sufficient

it

only nec-

is

glow and then
single
point
to have the
flame
at
a
a
fire immediately spread rapidly and
burn fiercely if the compressor is
running.
Such fire must soon
essary to have a

smother

itself

firey

compressor

the

if

there

a

is

much more

enormous
increase
of
pressure
caused by the ignition of an explosive mixture of some volatile conof

stituents

The

the

sions

of

character

this

the explosions

the

here suggested

the

air.

are

com-

parable with those resulting from

air.

If the conditions

with

oil

pressures resulting from explo-

ceases to supply and circulate fresh

would be a compara-

destructive

severe.

of

are

results
It

is

gunpowder, and
correspondingly

especially

for

the

experi-

are permitted to exist, as leading to

avoidance of explosions of this type

mentally obtain the necessary data.

these ignitions of the oily deposit,

that

We

have the flash points and the
burning points, but not the point

the receiver should be strong

here called

when

matter

simple

tively

to

for.

to stand the

enough

working pressure even

it

is

recommended

that the oil

used shall have as high a flash point
as possible, which

means

that the

thus heated by sudden internal

more

volatile constituents of the oil

may

shall

have been already eliminated.

spontaneous ignitions of oil can
do occur in the open
atmosphere at temperatures which

combustion, and

are reached or closely approximated

source are quite infrequent, as com-

be destructively explosive, the pro-

compres-

pared with the numbers of internal

portions of air and of

If

occur and

in

adiabatic

sion,

it

is

single-stage

safe to expect that such

fires

wise,

of fresh

of

air,

fire

is

intimately mixed with other

ma-

terials.
I have seen the sweepings
of a machine-shop floor collected in
heaps to be picked up and carried

from

this

a receiver

by the sudden

discovered,

is

heating of the

receiver

or

other-

the compressor should be
stopped at once to check the supply

are informed of the con-

ditions causing or preceding these
air-receiver fires

a

simple

Stage

It

is

that, to

a

fortunate

circumstance

form a mixture which
oil

shall

vapor must

be within certain quite narrow limits.

Thus

in gasoline engine practice it
has been found that the explosive
range of mixture is between 2 and
5 per cent, of gasoline

vapor and 98

to 95 per cent, of air.

air.

When we

constituent, at every point of contact

with the oily deposit.
It is proper here also to suggest
the
possibilities
of
spontaneous
ignition, at much lower temperatures than here spoken of, where oil

When

that occur.

and six or eight
times the quantity of its oxygen

quantity

be said that

that pressure explosions

should occur at lower
temperatures when the compression
concentrates six or eight times the
ignitions

it

generally air receivers are so strong

it

would seem to be

matter

compression

to

avoid

should

them.

be

in-

Nevertheless,
such explosive mixtures do form in
compressed-air receivers, or more
frequently in the pipes leading from
them, and such mixtures are sometimes ignited with explosive effect.

sisted upon, with efficient intercool-

The

ing and aftercooling.

receiver

ignition

may come from

the

This would
make the high temperatures impossible and would at the same time

carried along with the air until a

reduce the lubricant requirements.

point

taking

fire

as

previously

explained and then the flames being
is

reached where the explosion
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How-

and

seems to be quite certain that
if due precautions are taken to prevent accumulations of oily residue

are

proportions of mixture exist.
ever,

it

and

dirt,

if

avoided

economy
fires

in

high temperatures
compression, as

would

itself

27

dictate, neither

The

The

electric safety

sign of which

nor explosions will occur.

Lamp.

Turquand-Kingsway
Turquand-Kingsway

possesses

the

miners'

lamp, the general de-

shown

is

Fig. 2,

in

following

essential

features

Approved

Electric Safety

Lamps

A

1.

battery case of steel, alumi-

num, or alimiinum

A

Detailed Description of a

Approved

THE

Number

for

Use

in

types of approved electric

Lamps That Have Been

of Electric

English Coal Mines

tight

with the cover by means of washers
of india rubber or other suitable

miners are specified in a recent

material.

lowing particulars of those
approved for general use

now

3.

The

by four

outer glass

steel pillars

is

protected

carrying a steel

crown.
4.

An

electrical

cover of

aluminum

safety lamps for English coal

order issued by the Home Secretary.
The Colliery Guardian gives the fol-

A

2.

accumulator, so

alloy,

connection

case by

alloy.

steel

aluminum, or

making
with

the

a

flame-

battery

means of a washer of

india

rubber or other suitable material,
and secured to the battery case by

means of

(o) a T-section steel stud

engaging a slot in the cover lined
with a steel bearing plate, (b) a lock
of one of the types described in
fimTbgofCelJ

Fig.

TheB.A.
miners'

C.

Lamp.—The

electric

1,

possesses

B. A. C.

lamp,

safety

general design of which
Fig.

is

the

the

shown

A

battery

with

steel,

a

the liquid, whatever the position of

in

the lamp, whilst allowing the escape

of gas generated by chemical action.

securely

stamped
welded or

of

form a bayonet

joint

with the

the type

There

A cover of stamped steel, with

a vertical flanged rim, secured to
the battery case by a bayonet joint
and forming a flame-tight connection
with the case.

The cover

is fitted

with an inter-

nal plate of vulcanized fiber, or other
suitable insulating material, held in

position by a brass screw ring.

The

plate carries the contacts, the bulb

and

reflector,

tecting glass.

and the outer pro-

The

outer protecting

glass forms a flame-tight connection

efficient

shown

in Fig. 1, so

magnet.

cover.
2.

An

magnetic lock of
arranged
that the bolt can be withdrawn only
by means of a powerful electro5.

case

soldered steel or brass ring, slotted
to

constructed as to prevent escape of

following

essential features
1.

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

1

are

provisions

that

the

weight of the lamp^is not more
than Syi pounds; that the strength
of material and attachments
throughout the lamp is not less than
total

in

the

samples submitted for the

official tests; that

the lamp shall be

capable of maintaining a light of
not less than 1 candlepower all
round in a horizontal plane throughout a period of not less than 9 hours,
and also of giving light of not less

than 1.5 candlepower over an arc of
45 degrees in a horizontal plane.

Fig. 5

Fig. 4

paragraph (5) below, and (c) two
dowels entering holes in the cover.
3.
A brass screw switch plate
forming a flame-tight connection
with the cover, and engaging a hollow screw lampholder carrying an
insulated contact.

The

plate

protecting glass,

carries

the

brass switch

which is kept in- position by a lip,
and forms a flame-tight joint with
the brass plate by means of a washer
of

india

rubber or other suitable

material.
4.
The protecting glass is supported at the top by a crown of steel,
aluminum, or aluminum alloy, of
one of the types shown in Fig. 2,

supported by four
eted to the crown,

steel pillars riv-

two at least of
which are secured to the case by
steel nuts on the inside of the cover,
with which they make flame-tight
connections.
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An

5.

locking device of

efficient

one of the types shown

in Fig. 2,

the

consisting of

A

screw hinged to the
battery case, provided with a millededge steel nut, perforated with holes
(o)

steel

corresponding with a hole in the
cover; the nut is locked by a lead
rivet when screwed home; or
(6) A steel pin secured to the
battery case and fitted with a key-

way.

The

pin passes through a hole

and

in the cover

key held

is

locked by a steel

in position

passing through
and cover.
The lamp, which

is

Fig.

possesses

is

within the lamp top carrying the

brass,

steel,

or

aluminum, provided with a securely
or

riveted

soldered

flanged

made

is

Joel-

gen-

shown

in

following

A cover consisting of a middle

3.

crown supported by four or more brass or
steel

threaded internally to take a brass
retaining

protecting glass

plate.

is

screw

A

stout

of gas generated by chemical action

forms flame-tight
connections with the crown and
retaining plate by washers of asbes-

in the accumulator.

tos or other suitable material.

the lamp, whilst allowing the escape

The

cast aluminum-alloy cover

glass retaining plate also carries the

forming the base of the lantern cage
and making a flame-tight connection
with the battery case; the cover is
secured to the case by means of a
bayonet joint and a riveted hasp and
sUple, and is locked by a lead rivet
lock or an efficient magnetic lock, of

shown in Fig. 3.
The cover is fitted with a screwed

the types

castellated glass ring holding a stout

the cover by

means of asbestos or
rubber washers.
detachable bulb holder secured by a
spring clip is mounted in the glass

A

A

flame-tight screw switch in

india rubber or other suitable

The

5.

a

is protected by
crown supported by

well glass

sheet-steel

An

locking device of
one or other of the following types,
securing the cover to the case:
(a)

shown
(b)

A

efficient

lead rivet lock of the type

An

electric

constructed as to prevent escape of
the liquid whatever the position of
the lamp, whilst allowing the escape

by chemical action,
with sHding spring ter-

of gas generated

and

fitted

minals.

The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 6^ pounds, is made at
works of the Varta Accumula-

Lamp No. ^.—The Wolf

JVolf

lamp No.

2, is

a modification

Wolf alkaline and lead lamps
1.
The general design of the
lamp is shown in Fig. 6.
2.
The case, of pressed steel,
of the

in Fig. 4.

may

A

tical ribs.

magnetic lock of the type

both ends.
accumulator so

five steel pillars riveted at

electric

4.

ma-

terial.

nection with the case.

3.

be furnished or not with ver-

An

alternative

lock

of

the

kind shown in Fig. 6 may be used,
in which a spring bolt is held in

The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 5 pounds 4 ounces, is
made at the works of J. H. Roth-

by a hinged cover secured
by a lead rivet.
The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 5^ pounds, is made at
the works of the Wolf Safety Lamp

well

Co.

the lock.

& Co.
Varta Miner's Lamp.
miner's electric safety

—The

ring.

a flame-tight connection
with the lamp top by a washer of

toren Gesellschaft.

drawn by applying the pole of an
electromagnet against the cover of

crown and

stout protecting well glass

the

crown supported by

pillars.

A

4.

lamp holder and an insulated elecProvided that
the cover forms a flame-tight con-

shown in Fig. 4, so constructed that
the locking bolt can only be with-

steel

secured to the cover by

trical contact piece.

protecting glass in position between
the cover and a cast aluminum-alloy
protecting glass forms flame-

is

forming

6.

The middle base ring
electrical accumulator, so

disk

on the disk.

base ring of brass or steel carrying

an aluminum or

glass

4.

and switch contacts.

a screw ring which bears on a flange

An

india

disk of insulating material

bing brass contacts; the construction of the accumulator being such

steel pillars.

tight joints between the

A

3.

weigh not

the liquid whatever the position of

The

flame-tight bayonet joint, and locked

brass

of

A cast aluminum-alloy battery

A

is

screwed locking ring.
An electrical accumulator, the
2.

A

1.

case

constructed as to prevent escape of

3.

top which

The

case.
2.

steel

bulb, reflector,

essential features:
1.

stamped

spiral or other springs carrying rub-

—The

the

A

2.

secured to the cylindrical case by a

by a magnetic lock so constructed
that the bolt can be withdrawn only
by applying the pole of an electromagnet to the face of the lock.

the following essential features:

whatever the position of the lamp,
whilst allowing the escape of gas
generated by chemical action.

design of which

outside.

electric

safety lamp, the general design of
which is shown in Fig. 4, possesses

of the General Electric

5^

one piece,

is

terminals of which are fitted with

electric safety lamp, the

3,

Thomson-Rothwell miners'

stamped out
galvanized or enameled

seamless case which
in

as to prevent escape of the liquid,

The Joel-Fors Lamp.
eral

Sons.

at

pounds,

Co.

Fors

&

Lamp —T h e

sheet-steel,

cylindrical,

rivet

in

to

works of John Mills

Thomson-Rothwell

A

1.

the key

by a lead

holes

more than
the works

The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 4}4 pounds, is made at

Varta

lamp,

the

position

ELECTRIC LAMPS FOR OFFICIALS

The following

are electric safety

the cover which can be brought into
operation only when the cover is in

general design of which is shown in
Fig.
5,
possesses the following

the closed position.

lamps that have been approved for
use by officials, or for special pur-

essential features:

poses only

^e QffiergEngineer
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The

The

Joel-Fors

Joel-Fors

Inspectors

Lamp.

inspection

electric

lamp, the general design of which is
shown in' Fig. 7, possesses the fol-

lowing essential features:
1.
A tinned or galvanized sheetiron battery case with securely
soldered or riveted joints, enameled
internally and externally; fitted on
the front with a tube through which
passes the connection between the
battery and the bulb. The tube en-

29

more than 2^ pounds, is made at
the works of John Mills & Sons.
The Joel-Fors Hand Lamp. The
Joel-Fors electric hand lamp, the
general design of which is shown in

Varta

Fig.

eral

—

possesses

8,

the

following

essential features:

—

electric safety lamp, the

design of which

Fig.

A cast aluminum-alloy

1.

The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 4j4 pounds, is made at
the works of John Mills & Sons.
Varta Inspectors Lam p. T h e

battery

the

gen-

shown

in

following

essential features

case.

A

1.

An

possesses

9,

is

sheet-steel case

stamped out

accumulator, so

of one piece, enameled outside; the

constructed as to prevent escape of
the liquid whatever the position of

tains the bulb, being of steel securely

2.

electrical

front projecting piece, which con-

Pkm cf Xp 1^ Cell

Ud Remvd
Fig. 8

Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Fig. »

Fic. 10

allowing the

nection with the case, and secured

welded to the case, which has a
steel lid hinged at the back and
locked in front by a lever catch and
a lead rivet lock. The lid forms a
flame-tight connection with the case
by the use of a washer of india rub-

escape of gas generated by chemical

thereto by a riveted hasp and staple,

ber or other suitable material.

action in the accumulator.

locked by a lead rivet lock.

2.
An electric accumulator so
constructed as to prevent escape of
the liquid whatever the position of
the lamp, whilst allowing the escape

ters, and is securely soldered
cup containing the bulb.

An

2.

to,

the

electrical accumulator, so

the lamp, whilst allowing the escape

of gas generated by chemical action

A

3.

of the liquid whatever the position

cover,

of

lamp,

the

3.

A

whilst

sheet-iron cap with

fitted

securely soldered or riveted joints

forming

a

flame-tight

connection

with the case and tube, and secured

accumulator.

in the

constructed as to prevent the escape

cast aluminum-alloy hinged
forming a flame-tight con-

A

bulb secured by a screw to
a reflector which is attached to the
mouth of a cup-shaped recess on the
4.

front of the battery case and with

to the case

which

staple,

nection

by a riveted hasp and
and locked by a lead rivet

lock.
4.

A

bulb secured by a screw to
is

attached to and

forms a flame-tight joint with a
cup, and encloses the
lamp contacts the cup is securely

cylindrical

;

soldered or riveted to the battery

The bulb

is protected by a
and holder, secured
the cup by a screw, and locked by

stout optical lens
to

A

flame-tight screw switch in

the cover, of one or other of the

types

shown

and 8.
to weigh not

in Figs. 7

The lamp, which

the

enclosing
is

lamp

is

of the gas generated by chemical
action.

con-

protected by a

and holder secured to the
case
by screws. battery
wire guard in front of
steel
5.
stout glass

A

3.

A

block of insulating material

within the case tO which are fixed
the

with

contacts
the

making

battery

connection

terminals.

The

front of the block carries the bulb

the protecting glass, secured to the
battery case by screws and locked

and a

by a lead rivet lock. The wire
guard covers the screws securing

tecting and

stout protecting glass.

the protecting glass holder, so that
in order to remove the glass and

secured by a screw at the top,
which is covered by a projection on

holder the wire guard must

a lead rivet lock.
5.

forms a flame-tight con-

The bulb

tacts.

a reflector which

case.

it

first

be

6.

A

flame-tight screw switch in

cover,

shown

reflector.

A

brass-hinged

shield

pro-

holding in position a

The

shield

is

the locking lever, thus preventing
the screw from being tampered with

removed.
the

4.

of either

in Fig. 8.

of

the types

when the lamp is locked.
The protecting glass forms

a
flame-tight connection with the case
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by means of a washer of india rubber or other suitable material.
5.
A flame-tight screw switch on
the front of the lamp

held in posi-

by a plate riveted to the case.
The lamp, which is to weigh not

tion

more than
the works

7^

pounds,

made

is

at

of the Varta Accumula-

power it corresponds to a supplementary yield of 10 horsepower for
each 100 horsepower of the
responding gas motor.

Another more recent
ment consists in applying

cor-

improveto a

to continuous current

dyna-

works of Roechling
at Voelklingen-sur-Saar the normal
yield was brought from 1,318 to
at the steel

;

2,140 kilowatts.
If boilers

on the exhaust pipe of

of four-cycle gas engines the prin-

the gas engines are combined with

removal of the product

the removal process applied to these

ciple of the

of the combustion, before introduc-

The Wdj Rescue Lamp No. z.
This lamp is a modification of the
Wolf electric lamp No. 2, and is

ing in the cylinder the

it in all but the following respects:
The bulb and reflector are contained in a hooded shield of the

mos

group

toren Gesellschaft.

identical with

motion

new exploding

mixture, in accordance with one of

fundamental principles of the

the

Through

motors.

two-cycle

this

removal process the average pressure in the cylinder does not exceed
the maximum of 5 kilograms per

same motors, as the steam generated
amply sufficient to work air and

is

gas compressing turbines, it is
reasonable to figure on an increase
of about 10 per cent, on the

produced by a ton of

power

coal.

Explosion

type shown in Fig. 10, furnished
with a stout protecting glass held
in position by a screw ring locked

the

important advantages are gained in

explosion of coal dust occurred
at the Minister Achenbach colliery

by a screw inserted from the

the point of view of the

near Dortmund, December

yield,

in

account of the cooling water not

three temporarily deprived of their
reason, while 12 others developed

inside

of the cover.

The lamp, which is to weigh not
more than 5jl4 pounds, has been
made at the works of the Wolf
Safety

Lamp

Co.

square centimeter, the security of

work

and

largely increased

is

thermic
on account of the improvement of the combustion and also on
losing so

much

heat, since the cylin-

der's sides are less heated.

Experi-

ments made by Ehrhardt & Sehmer,
in
the
shops at Skinninggrove

Motors Using Gases from
Coke Ovens*
The use
coke ovens

of the gases

from the

gas engines is today
general, and experiments are being
conducted to increase the economy
in

of their use.

As

the

engine

gases

cylinder

escape

from the

temperatures
varying between 450° and 600° C.
at

seems logical to try to recuperate
this
heat by forcing the gases
through a steam boiler placed on
the exhaust pipe, thus furnishing
hot water for the heating of the
shops or for the use of the boilers,
or producing directly steam under
pressure used to put in motion the
accessory machinery.
it

Several

manufacturers,

Nurnberg

Cockerill,

hardt
special

&

Sehmer,
types

of

purpose, making

etc.

namely
(Man), Ehrhave devised

boilers
it

for

this

possible to ob-

(England),

showed

that

a

four-

motor, yielding

cycle, double-action

8 kilograms
a turbine

railing 7 kilograms per

horse-

It

happened

in the

HI

section of the No.

western

level of the

southern field worked from shafts
Nos. 1 and 11. The greatest damage

was done at the lower end of the inwhich led from No. 11 level to
a lower one and was being extended

at its lower end.

as first made, that the explosion

The assumption

and as
many as 2,000 horsepower under

caused by a shot irregularly fired to

special conditions;

loosen

conditions

the increase of

power of the motor was, therefore,
38.5 per cent.
The apparatus to
apply the removal process has been

some gob

stuff

was

which was

being removed from the vicinity of
the incline, appeared to be contra-

by the facts that at a point
further to the west the body of a
dicted

put up by Ehrhardt & Sehmer in
connection with the five gas motors

blast

of their plant having a total of 5,300

fuses

horsepower.

about him in position for firing, and
that a blast had evidently just been

tion

since

has been in opera-

It

February

1,

1912,

other

important appliances
course of construction.

and

are

in

fired

master was found with the
and other apparatus hung

by him when the explosion
The dynamite in his pos-

occurred.

It is to

be noted that the motors
Skinninggrove are using a gas of

session

1,200 to 1,300 calories per cubic
meter, obtained by adding to gases

(Neu-Nobelit 1) was of a
non-dangerous kind, and
it remains a matter for conjecture
whether he had used too large a

from

quantity,

at

the

furnaces of 900
from the coke oven

blast

calories, gases

steam

at a pressure of

soning.

under

normal

and

mild cases of carbon monoxide poi-

could give by applying the removal
process 1,800 effective horsepower

through Theisen's purifier.
This
can be done easily without the use

this steam is used in

18, 1912,

killed

cline

of

if

which 49 men were

1,300 effective horsepower regularly,

Uin from

the gas motor, for each
horsepower hour, .8 kilogram of

An

4,500

calories

of gasometers.
turers

have

before

passing

The same manufac-

applied

the removal
process to two motors using gases
from the blast furnaces and giving

relatively

or

irregularity

whether some
had occurred.

other

The

dynamite was subsequently tested in
the experimenting section at Derne,
where quantities up to 1.54 pounds
were found not to explode coal dust
and quantities up to 1.21 pounds
were safe in inflammable gas. A. R.
L. in Trans.

I.

M.

E.
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HE

follow-

ing

descrip-

tion

IS

Pembina Coal

81
sandstones of the

Co., Ltd.

Paskapoo sedies.
Two seams only

inter-

A New

esting because the

and Modernly Equipped Coal Mine Operating
in Alberta,

Pembina Coal Co.

in

a Virgin Field

Be

RoherU*

1.

o ns of
other seams at greater depth.
i

methods of mining, and mine development in a virgin field.
It has been necessary to expend
money on experimenting, for no
method of working has as yet been

established,

E.

and the labor for mining

The holdings comprise

5,000 acres

marked

are

there

modern

at

although

present,

has endeavored to

adopt

proved

are

Canada

n d

i

c a

t

i

in the eastern portion and 6,000
acres in the western portion, both
surface and coal rights being held

section

by the company.

broken with sulphur bands in addi-

Fig. 1.

SuKTACB Works, Pembina Coal Co.

It

proposed to work only 3

is

The No.
22

tion

seam, approximately

1

6 inches

feet

Fig.

shown

is

in

considerably

is

clay

the

to

thick,

2,

The

partings.

has to be trained.

square miles of the western portion

analysis of the lower 6 feet 6 inches,

Extra costs have therefore arisen
even in prospecting work, and judgment has had to be shown in the

This sec-

tion

which was considered the only
workable section of the seam, is,

choice of machinery and processes.

crosses from west to east 140 feet

matter, 27.67 per cent.

above the No. 2 seam of coal, and
about 200 feet below the mine site.

47.23 per cent.

The
strata

physical

conditions

of

the

and seams were determined,

and with these data the management
decided to adopt the method of
working the plant equipment here

company

composed of
English capitalists, with H. M. E.
Evans, of Edmonton, president, and
M. L. Hyde, general manager.

The property

is

about

is

is

divided into the

and west sections by the Pembina River, which flows in a deep
gorge some 240 feet below the level
of the railroads. It is 60 miles west
of Edmonton on the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway, and 70 miles west
on the Canadian Northern Railway.
east

•Evansburgh, Alberta.

shafts.

very rolling and to the north
mile

1

the

Lobstick

River

moisture,

by the river

receding to a deeper bed.

mine is on
ground
where
comparatively
the
miners'
for
town
room
sufficient
plant
development
is
future
for
and
The Canadian Northern
found.
Railway passes the mine 400 feet to
the north, and the Grand Trunk
level

Pacific

Railway, 1,800 feet to the

from

east to

west.

The
series

coal seams occur in the upper

of the

Edmonton formation

which is of the Cretaceous period,
and are overlaid with shale beds and

roof and
sions.
2,

;

volatile

fixed carbon,

10 per cent.

ash,

;

The No. 2 seam
the upper

cent.;

B. T. U., 9,504.
is

seam and

ter quality.

location of the

south, both crossing

15.10 per

total, 100.

In this river's course, several plateaus have been formed

The

described.

The

from the present

is

The

It is

free

39 feet below
of

is

much

bet-

harder, has better

from sulphur

section

and the analysis

intru-

shown in Fig.
shows moisture,

is

9.10 per cent.; volatile matter, 30.20

per cent.

;

fixed carbon, 50 per cent.

ash, 10.70 per cent.; total, 100.

T

B.

.U., 10,900.

Both coals are non-coking and are
eminently suitable for domestic purposes,
although the expense of
cleaning and mining of the No. 1

seam

is

profitable

time.

too
to

great

work

to
at

render
the

it

present

August, 1914
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The

prospecting,

commenced on
Pembina River,

the east side of the
consisted of drilling four holes at
different places on the property.

holes,

seam was found in all bore
and the No. 2 seam in one

only,

the

No.

1

On

holes

other

past the No.

1

not

being

seam.

the western portion, prospectcommenced in May, 1910,

of a spiral conveyer,

into a flight conveyer taking the coal

permanent head-gear was
on a 2-foot shaft collar,
around the temporary shaft sinking
head-frame, and when completed
the temporary structure was dismantled. The head-gear is of the

to the boiler bins.

The

erected

usual

wooden

structure, 6-leg type

ing was

o-o"

and a 6' X 8' shaft sunk to the No. 1
seam near the Lobstick River. The
nature of the overlying strata and
of the coal seam was determined
thereby, and from these data reports
were made to the
Included

in

ffrotfn S/jo/a

cars or passes into combining chutes

Broffn C/ety

so arranged that different varieties
of product can be mixed.
These

j"'

for developing

the field, among which was the suggestion of the opening by a long
slope, using the prospect shaft as an
air-shaft but this was abandoned in
favor of the present shafts, owing to
the extreme length of outside haul,

—

SofTt anc/ Coa/

picking tables are of the bar-scraper
type and are driven by two lO-horse-

Bona ana/Coa/

power

-C/ay
Coa/

Coaf/ anaf C/ay

^-

Cocf/

expense of keeping the slope clear

Each shaft

is

containing

two

12

ft.

The

x 18

ft.

outside

hoisting shaft,

compartments and one pipe compartment,
reaches the No. 1 seam at a depth of
221 feet and the No. 2 seam at a
depth of 310 feet.

The

hoisting

which has one air
compartment and one manway, is
320 feet deep to the No. 2 seam.
Both shafts are securely lined the
whole depth with 10" x 10" timbers
and have water rings placed at the
air-shaft,

springs.

During shaft sinking, surface conwas rushed along and the
machine shop and boilers were availstruction

entirely

is

f^/'re

C/ay

The

separate.

capacity of this tipple

Cocrf

in winter,

motors controlled by

The tipple is built of British Columbia fir and is tied into the headframe; the shaker frame, however,

Cocr/

2-IO

electric

the picking table foreman.

;

of the timbers.

by the shaker, and after pick-

ing, the coal is loaded into separate

/-J

until completion.

apron
conveyer,
shaker
and spiral conveyer are
driven by a 40-horsepower electric
motor, and the flight conveyer by a
lO-horsepower direct-current motor
set over the bins, both motors being
controlled by the topman.
The lump, egg, and nut coal are
tables

these reports were

and the necessity of crossing the C. N. Railway for shipping
on the Grand Trunk Pacific.
Until March, 1912, nothing was
done outside of some further prospecting and topographical work.
Supplies, however, were shipped in
after March, 1912, for development
work and preparations made for
shaft sinking, which was commenced
in September of the same year.
The hoisting shaft was sunk a
distance of 80 feet before the airshaft was started; after this both
shafts were sunk simultaneously

The

screen,

delivered to their respective picking

directors.

several suggestions

which delivers

able for use shortly after the coal

was reached.

is

rated

1,000 tons

8 hours.

in

Lump

^ec/io/7 of/i/a / 'Sec/77

Cho"

Grary S/ta/t

/-6

Coa/ a/7c/fforT€

coal is loaded into box cars
with a Christy box-car loader and
the other sizes are loaded by hand.
All cars passing through the
tipple

are

retarders

controlled

used

on

by Fairmont
each

separate

Gooc/Cocrf

track.

/Yre

^scfio/J cfA/o.

The railroad yards are so arranged that empty cars from both

Cfay

railways may be stored, and run into
the storage yard on separate tracks.

2 3*ar/n

nt oowtw D

Fic. 2.

Sbctions of Nos.

1

and

2

Seams

having two engine braces as shown
in Fig. 1.
It is built up of 4"x 10"
planking with 4" x 10" braces and
10" x 10" side

braces.

It

is

sur-

mounted by two 6-foot

diameter
sheave wheels set at a height of 65
feet above the top of shaft collar.

The 1^-ton

cars used here are

hoisted on

two self-dumping cages,
from which the cars discharge into

a hopper feeding to a short length
of 5-foot wide apron conveyer,

which in turn feeds a 35-foot unbalanced shaker screen. The coal is
sized into

tions;
tions,

lump over 4-inch perfora-

^gg over li/^-inch perforaand nut over J/^-inch to ^-inch

slotted patent lip screen.
is

The

slack

taken from the shaker by means

A

run-around track for passage of
locomotives from both railways is
also provided. The cars run under
the

tipple

by gravity, so that no

auxiliary haulage

is necessary except in severe winter weather.
All of the surface buildings are of

wood, this being used during the
experimental stage of the mine or
until

market conditions are proved.

The engine room shown

in Fig. 4,
contains a Litchfield 18" x 36" hoisting engine, equipped with a Welch

overwinding device and two 6-foot
drums keyed to the shaft. Pneumatic and electric signals are in use.
That part of the engine room shown
Fig. 3 is equipped with a 200kilowatt Allis-Chalmers turbogenerator and a 65-kilowatt Ideal engine
in

^e ^ftieryEngineer
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and belt-driven dynamo. Both are
on a 250-volt circuit, having the necswitchboards

essary

for

electrical

33

out forced draft. The coal bins are
of sufficient capacity for two days'

acres of ground and

supply and the ashes are removed

the line of the railroad yards, and a

The

material yard covers about 5
is

situated along

control and distribution to the mine,

in a steel car

waterworks, surface, and townsite.
The exhaust steam from these engines is used for heating the building
and for heating boiler feedwater.

the boilers.

necessary

Adjoining the boiler house is a
wash room, comfortably equipped
with benches, six shower baths,

supplies to the mine.

situated

wash troughs, and 100 hooks and

at all times to issue to miners,

chains with locks for hanging mi-

they are placed also in such a position that in the event of the maga-

The machine shop
with

hammer,

equipped
blacksmith

pipe-threading

machine,

trip

forges,

FiG. 3.

is

punch, and shear.

power ma-

All

chines are driven through line shaft-

ing

a 10-horsepower electric
Cupboards, benches, and

by

shelves are supplied for the use of

machinists,

and

blacksmiths,

elec-

The wash room

ner's clothes.

Partitioned off from machine shop
the warehouse, which

care of the keeper

with keeper's

office,

storage platforms,

bins,
all

etc.,

who

sleeps

on the

small narrow-gauge track with the
flat

zine exploding a

around and notices posted warning
persons from entering buildings or

into a 12,000-gallon tank, set

A

20-foot trestle.

per

200-gallon

trifugal

on a

pump

minute

20

stocked

explosion

is

The mine

doors.

It

is

a

14-foot

&

tor's portion of the office is equipped
with sanitary appliances, ambulance,
and first-aid equipment.

stopping the fan.

of the mine

which are now installed. They
are each 150 horsepower and of the

Over the manway side of the No.
2 shaft, a 25-foot wooden head-gear

600

horse-

is

fan, capable of deliver-

erected and this side of the shaft
equipped with a small cage for

boilers, so that the fine coal

An
hoisting men and materials.
8" X 12" second-motion hoisting engine is set in the hoisting house

tipple can be used,

with

present time this

nals, etc.

power

is

also in the boiler house.

Extra large grates are under the

from the
and up to the
has been done with-

all

it

drafting are done here and the doc-

ciently large for four boilers, three

for

at present

is

etc.,

pump

placed just out-

and

back from the airand equipped with

ing 75,000 cubic feet of air against
a 4-inch water gauge. Doors are so

is

office is

side of this fence

used for both the officials and the
mine doctor.
Engineering and

set

feet

fenced

used for this

is

work.

The fan

is

yard.

three-stage cen-

arranged that the direction of aircurrent can be reversed without

and

minimum amount

damage will be done.
The whole surface plant

McCrimmon

heater

and

Water for the mine and townsite
is pumped from the Pembina
River through a 4-inch wooden pipe

use

shaft

feedwater

ready

Hoisting Engines, Pembina Coal Co.

diameter, direct-driven, Crawford

A

houses are so

that explosives are

and fittings, supplies being issued
through a small sliding door in the
partition, and only upon receipt of
written orders from the foremen.
The boiler house is built suffi-

tubular type.

used for taking

Thaw and powder

with a complete line of repair parts

return

is

of

shelves,

of

cars

premises.

equipped

is

is in

Fig. 4.

electric-driven

tricians.

is

in front of

Turbogenerator, Pembina Coal Co.

power-driven hacksaw, lathe, emery
wheel and grindstones, circular saw,

motor.

on a track

necessary

indicators,

sig-

"Safety-First"

signs

are

suitably

placed and directions to employes
posted.

The

required nqtices, plans,

under the Mines Apt are conspicuously posted in frames outside

At

office.

the top of the shaft a check-

board

is

placed and topmen are in-

structed to see that no unauthorized

person enters the mine, or that no
employe enters or leaves without
placing on or taking off his check
from the check-board.
The whole surface is properly
lighted

with

electric

clusters

at
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n^ht, and

fire

ready

stored

watchman

fighting equipment

for

makes

A

night

periodic

visits

use.

during the night.
The shaft bottom in the No. 1
seam was turned in a westerly direction, and the sump continued for 15

below No. 1 seam. The storage
shaft bottom is 360 feet long
the
at
and 20 feet wide. It is timbered
feet

bottom is under
way, and the No. 1 shaft is being
extended down to the No. 2 seam, it
tion of No. 2 shaft

being the intention of the company
to work the No. 2 seam exclusively.

Here 14 rooms are ready for working, the coal from which has hitherto been hoisted up a narrow prospecting tunnel, which had been
driven to prove the quality of the

loading and tamping the hole and
fire boss doing the firing with

the

an electric battery. One fire boss
handles this section at present.
The miners are paid on the levelcar basis for shooting, cleaning,

full

and tracklaying

loading, timbering,

rooms.

the

in

They

supply

also

their own powder and caps. Carbide
lights are used in rooms and safety
lamps are used by the fire boss and
the men driving entries. The rooms

timbered

are

with

systematically

three rows of posts and cap pieces,

not farther apart in any direction

set

than 6 feet, and the track is laid
near one rib to facilitate the drawing of pillars; the waste

thrown

is

in the opposite direction.
It is

ment

the intention of the

open a section

to

manage-

in the

near

future to try longwall working, as
indications

all

show

this

seam

to

be

a good proposition for this system.
The roof has hitherto proven rather

tough and
Fio. 6.

10" X 10"

with

center lines,

is

Miners Houses, Pembina Coal Co.

timbers on 4-foot
lagged on three sides

Immediately at
breaking away, the opening is bev-

and whitewashed.
eled

off,

so that 30-foot lengths of

can enter the seam.

rails

pound

steel rails are laid

Sixty-

throughout

This naturally confines the
the present to a small
output, as the cars are hoisted by an
electric hoist and the storage at both
seam.

work

for

top and bottom
slope

bottom

is

is

not large.

The

fed by a Jeffrey

6-ton gathering locomotive, and a

this storage

Goodman

over

the output from the top of the slope

and a diamond crossmidway between the
shaft bottom and branches to main
is

placed

The grades are such that
mechanical feeders can be installed

entries.

to pull the cars to the cages and so

feed the cages that the empties are

pushed off and travel the run-around
by gravity, where they are hauled

up

to their previous level

by another

Electric locomotives are
used for delivering coal to this shaft
bottom, each backing its trip to the
feeder.

feeders.
It was the intention of the management to drive the main entries in
the No. 1 seam to bisect the property in a north and south direction,
but since the abandonment of this

seam, this plan has been changed,
and the No. 2 seam will be developed along these lines. At present
entry

work

for the connecting of

haulageways and for the construc-

5-ton locomotive handles

into the No.

1

solid,

owing

to

19

the

inches of coal and bone which

shaft bottom.

The panel being worked

is

All

most

the

of

switches,

stations,

room necks are

and

electrically lighted

Water from both
the

important

crossings,

and manholes are placed
age way for safety.
to

divided

is

and so far as the workings
have gone there has been no signs
of the bottom heaving.
up,

left

in the haul-

shafts

pumped

is

with a three-stage

surface

centrifugal, electrically driven

pump,
pump.

rooms driven on 50-foot cenThe rooms 20 feet wide are to
ters.
be driven for a distance of 300 feet
all cars are hauled from the face
with a crab on the locomotive.
The coal is undercut 6 feet by
Sullivan and Jeffrey shortwall machines, each machine cutting on an
average six places per 8-hour shift,
including entries and cross-cuts.
Breakthroughs are driven every 60
feet, and where necessary brattices

a

extended to the face.

Haulageways are equipped with 30pound steel rails laid on 5-inch ties,
and rooms have 25-pound steel rails
on 4-inch ties; all trackwork being

into

power

Electric

drills

were

at first

used for boring the coal, but owing
to the time lost in setting up and
handling, the miners
drills of the

now

post type.

use hand

When

holes

are drilled, the fire boss examines

and

issues

detonators,

the

miner

duplicate

of

the

river

Steam pumps are also installed as
The workings are

auxiliaries.

drained with a small portable electric

pump mounted on

a truck.

The

majority of the places, however, are
dry.

Fifty steel cars are in use that

have solid wheels and axles turning
in bronze bearings.
Twenty-five
wooden cars are being replaced by
steel

cars

as

rapidly

as

possible.

securely fishplated.

Entries are driven on 50-foot cen-

and with the machine an advance of 6 feet per shift per entry

ters
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has been attained, this includes laying track and three-stick timbering

on 5-foot

centers.

Telephonic communication is established between the mine office
and the most important places on
the surface and underground, so
that

are

officials

times with

the

touch

in

at

all

workmen and the
The pneu-

35

Sales agents are appointed at the

most important centers in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and British Columbia, and traveling agents keep the
mine thoroughly in touch with the

As

coal market.
climatic

coal,

this is a

domestic
cause

conditions

a

great deal of fluctuation between the

summer and

winter months, so that

working of the mine.

for a large portion of the year the

matic signals also afford a further
means of communication between
the hoisting engineer, topman, and

mine does not run

Two Leyner-IngersoU drills were
used on a 7-foot horizontal bar and
a third kept in reserve. One "Butterfly" stoper and one Jackhamer
were used for trimming and ditch
work.

Water was supplied to the drills
by a direct acting Cameron pump
operated by air and shown in Fig. 1.
This pumped the water from the

to its full output.

drainage ditch into the tank shown

on the right and air was turned on
to keep it at an even pressure at the

"Safety-First" signs, instructions

making clay has been
found within a mile of the mine and
the company is now considering the
erection of a brick plant to consume

for resuscitation after electric shock,

the majority of the small sizes of

and for fighting fires are posted in
the most conspicuous places under-

the coal and insure a

cagers.

Good

brick

minimum

loss

from waste.

ground.

On

the townsite there are 24 four-

roomed bungalows of the distinctive
design shown in Fig. 5, each being
painted differently and of slightly
These houses are
different shape.
plastered

inside

Electric

cosy.

Tunnel
B}f Stephen

W.

Si/mona

and are generally

Although presenting a problem
not dissimilar to any number bf

are supplied

other such tunnels, the "entry tun-

lights

nominal figure and water

at a

Driving Weston Colliery

is

was recently driven for

nel" which

supplied to hydrants for every two

the Locust Mountain Coal Co., of

Each house is situated on
its own lot and the company plows
up and furnishes seed for the plant-

Shenandoah, Pa., and the methods
by which the work was prosecuted,
are of interest to coal operators and
tunnel contractors by reason of the
remarkably consistent and fast
progress which prevailed.

houses.

Several six-room

ing of gardens.

houses will be built this year, and
also a hotel, store, and men's club

house will be constructed in the near
future.

At present one of the old conused as a
equipped with
tables, reading

struction log buildings

club

house.

billiard

tables
chair,

It

is

is

and pool
and reading matter, barber
and one of the rooms was

used during the winter for classes,
the management teaching elementary mining, mathematics,

and draw-

and the doctor teaching

ing,

first

The

size of tunnel

was 7

ft.

x 12

ft.

with a drainage ditch 4 ft. x 2 ft.
It
was
at the right-hand side.
driven through a hard conglomerate,
with

exception

the

of

450

feet

through red shale carrying a small
quantity of water.
length was

3,689

The
feet,

total driven

3 feet

less

than the estimated distance.

Two
belted

Imperial
to

supplied

General
the

air

air

compressors
motors

Electric

for

the

drills.

of

These machines compress 560 cubic
feet of air to 110 pounds at the receiver, giving 105 pounds at the
drills only one machine was in use
at a time. An attempt was made to

ployes.

lower the pressure in order to reduce
the strain on the drills, but this was
abandoned owing to complaints

aid.

Another construction building

is

used for the company's store, which
is usually stocked with a complete

dry goods, groceries, and
hardware. A coupon system is in
vogue for the convenience of emline

A

general office

is

able distance of the
sales,

shipments, pay

office

work

is

within reason-

mine and all
and head

roll,

handled there.

;

from the drill runners who noticed
the change immediately and claimed,
that owing to the hardness of the
rock, the drilling speed was reduced.

drills.

was sharpened by an
Leyner sharpener. The
blacksmith shop equipment included
a coke forge.
Ventilation was furnished by a
pressure fan driven by a General
Electric motor. This was placed at
the entrance to the tunnel and the
air forced through a 20-inch galAll

steel

air-driven

vanized iron pipe.

Air for the

drills

was carried through a 3-inch pipe
ending

in a manifold.

For handling the muck, six 1-yard
side-dump cars were used, drawn
by an

electric storage-battery loco-

Track of 24-inch gauge
was used and a false track kept well
up to the face.
Three shifts per day were employed.
Each crew averaged 6
hours at the face, from the time the
crew entered until the round was
motive.

completely drilled.

Each

consisted ef

shift

1

shift

machine men, 6 muckers, 1
motor man, 1 brakeman, 1 ditch and
floor walker, and 1 man to dump the
muck.
The three-shift method of driving
was found feasible by employing
boss, 4

high-speed

hammer

drills

type,

of the self-rotating

and by the adoption

a comparatively shallow cut,
approximately 5^ feet per shot,
although the drill holes averaged 6
of

feet deep.

most

This

modern

is

in line with the

in
tunnel
being found that a slight
decrease in depth of cut with a
larger number of comparatively

driving,

small

practice

it

holes,

carefully

placed,

per-

employing more shifts in a
given time and a considerable inmits

crease in speed of driving.

Though
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was made

attempt

no

record

at

breaking, a remarkably uniform yet
fast speed was maintained over the

The
whole period of driving.
average rate accomplished was 15.66
feet per day.

Considering the extreme hardness
of the rock, this compares very
favorably with such tunnels as the
Laramie Poudre, the Montreal, and

Loetschberg

the

Fig.

1.

(the

two

last

to

30 minutes the muck

pile

was

sufficiently reduced to allow operating the drills from the top set-up.
Here the advantages of the tunnel

bar over the usual column is clearly
All holes but the three
shown.
lifters were drilled from the upper
set-up of the bar and as a rule the

heading was completely mucked out

soft

limestone).
best

month's progress was

during October, 1913, when 513
feet were driven in 28 working days.
The drilling round varied considerably, being changed according to
the nature of the ground. In gen-

system followed was that
known as the "Leyner cut," shown
in Fig. 2, in which 18 to 24 holes
were drilled. The average time for
drilling the round was 5 hours, Hereral, the

by the time the drilling crew were
ready to put in the lifters. The bar
was then changed to the lower
set-up and the three
this operation

30

minutes.

was

hole

form the

lift

holes drilled,

taking between 15 and
The right-hand lift

ditch.

The

writer

personally indebted

is

Dolan, of Dolan Bros.,
of Pottsville, Pa., for the data herein
contained and for assistance in procuring photographs.

to

Mr.

Hugh

The Leyner Cut

Timber Preservation in 1913
The most notable progress yet
recorded in the chemical treatment
of timber to prevent decay was made
1913, according to a report re-

in

cently issued

by the American

Wood

Preservers' Association in coopera-

The commendatory

tion with the Forest Service of the

was the

and
mucking operations with the minprosecution

of

drilling

the

of time

loss

1,000 to 2,000 tons daily.

deep and low to

drilled

feature about the system

imum

is to be mined
from the tunnel and the overlying
veins by open cut and stripping
methods. In all, the Locust Mountain Coal Co. expects to produce

Buck Mountain bed

Fig. 2.

Weston Cou-HRY TuNNEt, Looking Towards Porhl

named were driven through

The

from the compressors immeIn from 15
diately after shooting.
sure

for both

drill

runners and muckers.

Department of Agriculture.

The

report states that 93

wood

preserving plants in 1913 consumed

over 108 million gallons of creosote
oil, 26 million pounds of dry zinc

which

The

77,975 pounds of 60 per cent, and

design

3,150 pounds of 50 per cent, with a

which entirely eliminated the dust,
the heading being remarkably clear
except for a slight fog from the drill

With

exhaust.

1912.

per cent, more than in
The output from additional

plants

unrecorded

cules

blasting

gelatine

of

small quantity of 40 per cent, and

100 per cent, was used.

were

fired

by

fuse,

The

cut

to

lengths that the holes would

shots

such

the
feet

first

to break.

of

Crescent

A total of
fuse,

164,250

as the

The

to enter the tunnel 15 minutes after

possible

by

system of ventilation
assisted by turning on full air presthe

efficient

tunnel

was

finished with ditch

work progressed.
use of a tunnel through the

mountain places all the
which is known as
Buck Mountain, above
and allows economical

chloride,

and nearly

four

million

gallons of other liquid preservatives.
these the plants treated over

153 million cubic feet of timber, or

about 23

would

increase

the totals given.

Real progress in the United States
when the Kyaniz-

dates from 1832,

coal in the vein,

ing process, using bichlorides of
mercury, was developed. In 1837,

the

two other processes were introduced,

side of the

In general, the muckers were able

made

a

taken up and road to line and grade

and 20,023

No. 8 caps was used.

shooting; this was

The

fire in

the order desired, the cut holes being

used embodied in their
water feed attachment,

drills

Little

water level

transportation to the breaker as well
as

efficient

drainage.

The

Little

the

Burnett

chloride,

and

process
the

using zinc
process

Bethel

using coal tar creosote.

L
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A Surfeit of Mine Legislation?

Because the labor agitators, who say they repwould oppose them because they could
not make political capital out of such legislation and
consequently would lose prestige in the eyes of their

Why?

resent the miners,

IS a well-known fact that the prevailing belief in
circles, is that there is a surfeit of mining

ITmining

legislation and that if the various state legislatures
would ignore mines and mining for several years, something tangible might be ultimately accomplished.
At the recent banquet of the State Mine Inspectors
at. Pittsburg, Mr. W. H. Fohl, a mining engineer, in
speaking of this sentiment said it was a mistaken idea
in so far as it pertained to the business of mining coal.
He suggested a method of eradicating present evils by
a combination of ideas, that is by the enactment of a
standard mine law representing the most advanced
methods, from a standpoint of safety and economy now

existing in the various states.

The suggestion is highly praiseworthy, and no group
men would endorse such a law more heartily than the
mine operators affected, who would look forward to

constituents.

The

operators would not oppose the code for they

are strictly in line with the "Safety First" movement,
and most operators today are exceeding the regulations

mine laws by adopting measures
safety of the mine workers.
Recently it was suggested by Chief Roderick, of the
Pennsylvania Department of Mines, that the companies
employ inspectors to be on the watch throughout the
mine during working hours, as a means to decrease
accidents, yet some miners threatened to strike if they
were not removed. In another place the men are demanding the removal of Safety-First signs calling attenspecified in the present

tend

that

greater

to

of

tion to danger.

such a condition of affairs as a veritable Utopia.
Still we do not believe a uniform law could bring
about this condition because natural advantages enter

adhered

into the cost of production than safety measures,
but neglecting this difference of opinion there are excellent reasons why a uniform mine law should exist in all

more

Mr. Fohl stated that the present mine laws were
tri-party agreements between mine owners, miners, and
state mine inspectors, that there were too many laws and
We thoroughly
yet not enough of the right sort.
agree in this statement, as must others who notice the
numerous changes made in the various state laws, with
representatives of the miners introducing bills entirely
at variance with the object of mine laws, and representatives of the operators opposing them, while the
inspectors must stand to one side, since their positions
in most instances depend on their passivity in matters
of this kind. The first mine safety laws in this country
were enacted not on the demands of the miners or the
operators, but by the people, who were aroused into action
by the Avondale disaster. We have had coal mine legislation and inspectors since 1870, yet a mine code satisstates.

When

are police regulations to preserve
the health, lives, and limbs of miners, for anything
injurious to them is against public policy. A committee
appointed by the American Mining Congress formulated

The Mining and Metallurgical
a uniform mine code.
Society of America has also drawn up a similar code,
to
yet it is doubtful if any one state could be induced
adopt them
35-1—5

although they are fair to all sides concerned.

is

strictly

to, there will be no objections offered to their

passage by the operators, but when class legislation such
as scale and wage issues is attempted they must necessarily protest.

Lawyers in the
mine law because

legislatures
it

would

would oppose a uniform
and precise

state in clear

terms its object and not be clouded with indefinite
It is
verbiage affording opportunities for lawsuits.
only recently that Chief Roderick had to request the
legal department to render a decision on what a passage
in the

We

new bituminous law

really did

mean.

are of the opinion that "police laws," that

safety laws enacted for the health and safety of

workers will not prove to be factors
production, but

we know

the socialistic kinds
ticularly

like

the

is

when

that

in the cost of coal

class legislation of

passed in any of the

recent

Ohio law,

is,

mine

it

states, par-

will

not only

increase the cost, but cause dissatisfaction and constant

bickering, and a resume of past experiences
havff

had enough of that brand of
jR

factory to all has not been enacted because the intent
of the law is made a side issue to things mercantile.

Our mine laws

primal object of mine laws

the

jR

Company Mine

FOR
operators

quite a

number

shows we

politic?.

Inspectors

of years

some bituminous coal

in various parts of the

country have hired

in

company inspectors in the hope of reducing accidents
mines. As a rule the system has been a success, and

it

is

so

urged by the Inspectors of

many mine workers
The men employed

Illinois that for

every

there shall be a "face boss."

in mines where there are company inspectors should use every endeavor to aid them
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in bringing about the

accidents, because the system
it is

decrease in mining
not only expensive but

much hoped-for
is

for the mutual benefit of the

men and company.

obtained by making use of company
inspectors have been so satisfying in other states that
Chief of Pennsylvania Bureau of Mines, James E.
Roderick, suggested to the anthracite operators that

The

results

Manager of

they adopt the system. Colonel Phillips,
the Coal Department of the D., L. Si. W. Co., has been
trying it out with the following result, that a strike was
threatened

if

the "patrol system" as the miners call

it

was not removed.
This inspection causes a large voluntary additional
expense to the company and in no locality on earth is it
more needed than in the anthracite districts, because of
the large number of men killed and a greater number
maimed or broken for life. A good miner will produce
1,500 tons of coal in a year; but in 1911 there were 626

underground and if all were miners it means a
loss of 2,817,000 tons, which would supply a large community and keep them in comfort during the winter,
thus society was a loser.
Most of this number of men were married and left
wives and children who must get along as best they can,
and here again society was the loser. A large number
of lawsuits originated from these accidents and here the
company loses. No matter how capable a miner may be,
he is not permitted to work in an anthracite mine without
working 2 years as a laborer. To the anthracite companies this means that if a laborer commences work
when a miner is killed there is a loss of production,
based on 1911 figures, of 5,634,000 tons of coal. From
an economic standpoint, prevention of accidents in mines
is as important to society as to the coal companies and
in no way can this be brought about better than by
company inspectors. Chief Roderick states in his 1912

killed

report that 64.66 per cent, of the fatal

accidents

He came

his eighty-second birthday.

to this country in

1857 secured employment as a miner at the
Bellevue colliery, still in operation by the Lackawanna
Coal Co. On March 15, 1869, he was promoted to the
1856, and

in

position of

mine foreman

position

this

pension, being the
D., L.

& W.

at the

first

same mine, and he

when he was

1903,

until

man

retired

put on the pension

list

filled

on a
by the

Co.

a personal experience of 46 years
mining and for the past 11 years has kept
himself informed in mining progress, the editor asked
him to give some brief reminiscences of early anthracite
mining. This he has done, and his article appears on
another page of this issue. It will be found very interesting to both old and young readers.
Besides his skill as a miner and his remarkably
successful record as foreman of a great anthracite mine,
Mr. Hale has won distinction as the inventor or maker
of no less than sixteen instruments of precision, all of
which, including a mining transit, he has made with his
own hands, and he also designed and constructed the
machinery with which he made them, including a gradu-

As Mr. Hale had

in anthracite

ating machine of great accuracy.

In his attractive and comfortable home on South
Main Avenue, Scranton, he has installed a work room
well worth a visit, in which, when the spirit moves him,

he .indulges in his taste for fine mechanics and scientific
Aside from his mining work, he never

experiments.

gave much attention

Many

to other business.

of his inventions are not patented, but these,

as well as those he patented,

embody

original valuable

which commend them to many users. If Mr. Hale
was a younger man and was so situated financially as to
require his exerting himself in business, he would have
an excellent opportunity for success through his
ideas

inventions.

in

anthracite mines were due to carelessness of the killed;
28.91 per cent, were unavoidable.

Recently a mine inspector stated that

if

a

man was

discharged for carelessness or infraction of the rules, the
miners would strike at that colliery. If such conditions
as these prevail

them

to strike

it is

more than

likely that society

wants

and stay struck forever.

Buncombe

Political

6.43 per cent, due to the carelessness of others; and

THERE

are

three

prominent candidates for the

position of United States Senator from Pennsylvania, viz.: Boies Penrose, Mitchell Palmer,

Gifford Pinchot.

journal

is,

and

In the triangular political contest, this

as should be the case with a purely technical

publication, entirely independent.

It

does not support

or oppose the platforms of any of the three parties, but

always has and always will denounce statements made

it

Early Anthracite Mining

by

THE
in

mining and preparation of anthracite was done
a very primitive manner, until shortly before the

outbreak of the

civil

war,

when some few

slightly

improved methods came in vogue. Just about the time
improvements began John Hale, a young man of superior natural

intelligence,

of English parentage, but

raised in the coal fields of Wales,
settled in

Hyde Park, now

came

to

America and

the western portion of the

Mr. Hale, a remarkably well-preserved
man, both mentally and physically, recently celebrated

city of Scranton.

political officials or candidates,

own

ends,

directly

or

indirectly

who to further their
make misstatements

During the past month,
campaign tour through the

regarding the coal industry.

Mr. Pinchot,

Wyoming

in

making

a

Valley of Pennsylvania, in at least one of his

speeches said:

"Eighty-seven per cent, of
country

is

owned or

all

of the coal in this

controlled by about 40 rich men,

and they are able to regulate the prices charged for it,
making you pay just what they please for it. Listen:
what do you miners get per ton for mining coal?"

August, 1914
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"Fifty-nine cents," Called back

some one

in the

crowd.

"Fifty-nine cents, and you have to pay your laborer

And what do you

out of that.

householders have to pay

for a ton of coal?"

Various answers came back;
cepted $4.25 a ton
coal,

and went

—

Pinchot

hauled— as the

$4.75

finally

ac-

price for stove

on.

"You miners get 59 cents for mining that ton of coal
and you householders pay $4.75 when you purchase it.
Who gets the difference? I'll tell you. These rich
corporations

they are the ones

;

who

are getting four or

on coal. Here is what we intend to do. The
Washington Party proposes to get right at the heart of
the question and cut down the price of coal to the conIt proposes further, to see that the miner is
sumer.
paid more and that his labor is safer."
Whether in making this statement Mr. Pinchot was
five profits

Attacks on "Big Business"
It doesn't matter what the business is, or how honorably and carefully it is conducted, if it is "big

business"

it

the target for abuse

is

and misrepresentation from a class
of writers who have in the past fewyears caused greater monetary loss
to the United States than the amount
expended by the nation during the
Spanish-American war.
That some large combinations of
capital have transgressed the law is
admitted, but

they

all

do, as

as unjust to say

is

it

to

it is

blame

all

men

connected with labor organizations
for the acts of those of the officials
of

the

Workers

Iron

Structural

Union who were

recently convicted

39

guilty of refraining

—

—

United States Senate.
If, on the other hand, Mr. Pinchot knows better, then
he is guilty of cheap demagoguery, and his attack on the
industry should be resented by every intelligent man
state in the

either directly or indirectly connected with

Du

Pont Powder Co., in a page
article, by a publication of facts,
refutes

every inference or conclu-

sion reflecting on his

Buckner's statement

company.
is

Mr.

clear, concise

and backed up by records, dates, and
references that cannot be disputed.

In his
ence at

articles,
least,

Mr. Post, by

infer-

Du

Pont

accused the

Those who
know the history of the company
and of the United States know that
there never was a more patriotic

company

of

treason.

institution than the Du
Pont company, and its products were
on many occasions of more than
ordinary value and service to the
Government.

business

of dynamite outrages.

But,

"envy

and

shining mark" and
ities in

malice

when

love

a

those qual-

a writer are encouraged by

Cinderella Mine Fire
The following information is

fur-

a few dollars, paid by a periodical,
no corporation or industry is im-

nished by George S. Patterson, secretary of the Sycamore Coal Co., of

mune from

West

attacks.

Harper's Weekly, usually conservand clean, recently published a

ative

couple of articles by Charles John-

Du

Virginia,

whose mine

derella recently caught

at Cin-

fire.

is located about 4 miles
in Mingo County,
Williamson,
from

The mine

W.

statements

Va. At this colliery there are
two beds of coal, the Winifrede
seam, which is about 500 feet above
creek level and the Coalburg seam,
which is about 55 feet above the
The Winifrede bed is
Winifrede.
from 4 to Syi feet thick and the

refute
them.
In the issue of
Harper's Weekly for June 27, Mr. E.

Coalburg bed is about 4}^ feet.
Five openings are on the line of the
Winifrede seam. No. 1 opening be-

son

Powder Co.
dealings

Pont
connection with its
the United States

attacking the

Post,

in

with

Government. When the officials of
the Du Pont Company called the
attention of the editor to the mis-

made, opportunity was
quickly given for the company to

whole truth, and

telling the

minds of some of the workingmen in the anthracite
regions who do not, or who will not, understand all the
items that enter into mining costs, as well as in the minds
of uninformed citizens in other sections of the state, or
whether it was simply a display of gross ignorance, we
do not know.
We do know, however, that if the remarks were made
through ignorance, the author of them is certainly not
well enough versed in Pennsylvania's greatest industry
coal mining to make him a safe man to represent the

Buckner, vice-president of the

G.

from

thereby creating an outrageously false impression in the

it.

ing driven through the mountain,
distance

opening

a'

This
700 feet.
supplied with one blow-

of about
is

ing fan which furnishes air to this
entry and also to No.
the upper seam.

The

1

air

entry into

being car-

through a wooden
air box 6 feet square, by 100 feet
long'.
The fan is driven by an
ried to the latter

motor.

electric

No.

1

opening in the upper seam is
No. 1 opening in the

directly over

lower seam and was also driven
through the hill, having two openings on the farther side. The coal
from the upper seam is let down to
the lower by tram roads.

On

the night of the accident three

machine men and two shot firers
were working in the upper seam.
The mine night boss and machine
boss visited them; one of the men
came out for oil and returned to the
other men. The night boss passed
close to the fan, in going from the
mine to the mine office, and in less
than 10 minutes afterwards he saw
a blaze coming out of the wooden
air box and immediately tried to
get into the fan house and stop the
fan.
Being unable to do this he
tried to go into the mine, but the
smoke was so thick, it waS impossible for him to proceed.
The five

men mentioned, who
were working

lost their lives,

in the

When

return

air.

to the

mouths of the

mine on the

the rescuers got
drifts,

it

was

impossible to get into the mines on

August, 1914
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account of the smoke which they

found

A

there.

small disc fan was then

from another place and

set

up

moved
one

in

of the drifts to drive the air out of
the mines in the hope that possibly

some way they could get

in

men

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
department All communicato express their views on mining subjects in this
writer— not necessarily
tions must be accompanied by the name and address of the
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

to the

inside.

In addition to this a point was located on the outcrop of the seam

and a large number of men put to
work to drive a hole through to the
This hole was
face of the entry.
started about 4:30 a. m. and the
opening was made about 2:00 p. m.
when a party entered the mine and
found all the men dead. They did
not appear to have moved from their
places of work and evidently had
been overcome soon after the fire
.started.

—

On

June 13, the Old Freibergers
in America met in New York City,
in honor of Dr. Friedrich Kolbeck,
Rektor of the Freiberg BergakaDoctor
demie, Saxony, Germany.
Kolbeck came to this country to
represent the Royal Mining School
fiftieth

book

We

"Examination Questions for
Certificates of Competency in Coal

entitled

•

"Draw a geological section from
north to south through an anthracite
field at any point with which you

by

are familiar."

splits,

insert in

have the formula

anniversary of

the

Pittston

'"^""^ks

Xp = pressure potential
^ = coefficient of friction;
5 = length of the airway multiplied

Mining" reads as follows:

Would you kindly

the

tentials with respect to pressure.

perimeter.

its

Now

your

k

so

constant

is

it

For the

may

split

for

the

all

be neglected

A,

next issue such a section through

Old Freibergers

at

First calculate the respective po-

Geological Section
Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Sir: Question 234 in the

36

?

^'=^N2(6+6rX5.000=-'''

Old Reader

For

B,

split

Plainfield, Pa.

^-W2-(5+6)k500 =
Simply draw a columnar section
showing the seams of the northern
field from Nanticoke to Carbondale
which, reading down, are as follows
Snake Island, Abbott, Bowkley or
or
Five-Foot
Hillnian,
Lance,
Checker, Upper Baltimore or
Cooper, Lower Baltimore or Bennett, Marcy or Skidmore, Ross or
Clarke, and Red Ash.

For

-'''

split C,

42

Xi

-'^^22(6+7) X4,000;=.845
/

Or,

the

sum

of

the

potentials

:

School of Mines, of Columbia University, New York City. Dr. R. W.
Raymond made an excellent address
Mr. Franklin Guiterin German.

man and Mr.
the

F. G. Corning gave

members a great treat when
upon to give a toast, and Dr.

= 2.017.

The volume
is

A =_X75,000 = 23,203

SpHt
cubic

feet.

called

P.

J.

told

Oettinger

many

(Freiberg,

interesting reminiscences.

Ventilation

interesting.

an
answer to the following problem
A given power circulates 75,000
cubic feet of air per minute through
Sir:

recalled

Freiberg

some of the men
who have advanced

the arts of mining and metallurgy

and

known

world over.
Among those mentioned by Doctor
Kolbeck were Dr. R. W. Raymond,
Dr. S. F. Emmons, John Hays
are

Hammond,

the

F. G. Corning, Franklin

Guiterman, Dr. Edward Peters, and
Prof. Waldemar Lindgren. Doctor

Kolbeck said that he hoped to
a number of former students
Freiberg back to celebrate the
hundred fiftieth anniversary of
Bergakademie in 1916.

see

of

one

.548

a

—We

certain

would

airway,

current, and

it

is

appreciate

in

a continuous

decided to divide

the air into three splits as follows

:

Split A, 6

ft.

X6

ft.

ft.

X 6

ft.

X 5,000
X 4,500

ft.

Split B, 5

ft.

long.

6

ft.

X 7

ft.

X 4,000

ft.

long.

Split C,

long.

Calculate the quantity of air that
will pass in

each

split,

X 75,000 = 20,377

cubic feet.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

He

=

2.017

Doctor Kolbeck's speech was very

of

B

Split

1865)

of air for each split

then in proportion

assuming that

Split

cubic

C =

.845

2.017

X 75,000 = 31, 420
75,000

feet.

Oily Waste in Air Receivers
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

Sir: Replying to the question of
Compressor Engineer relative to oily
waste in air receivers, in your June
issue, would state that "oily waste,"
that is, cotton waste used in wiping

machinery, does not accumulate in
What does accumuthe receiver.
dust and dirt and there

the power on the air remains un-

late is

changed.

be fibrous material

Fred Vinton

the

Heilwood, Pa.

among

not in gobs or masses.
ries dust,

most of

it

it,

may
but

All air car-

generally invis-

August, 1914

but

ible,

JSe (gffieryEngineer

when

this dust is collected

and mixed with the

the

oil deposit,

accumulation is considerable. It is
of course understood that the air
should be taken as clean as possible,
but absolutely clean air rarely goes
If
through an air compressor.
there

not

is

the dust

it

much sticky oil to catch
may mostly go through

and not be heard

upon the same founda-

stantially

Private

tion.

Mechanical Engineer

two ways, that is to say, by taxation, and by the right of eminent
domain. These are rights which the
people collectively retain over the
property of individuals, to resume

such portions of

it

made when

Sir

:

—Seeing

your

in

be nec-

Compensation

private property

Money

issue

of

Taxation takes it for public
use and the tax payer receives, or
is supposed to receive, his just compensation

the

in

which

protection

life,

the right of acquiring and possessing

property, and having

increase of

his

Constitution," will say that

protected,

it

is

one of the natural, inherent, and
rights

inalienable

have a sense of property
essary

is

it

;

subsistence,

their

to

Men

man.

of

nec-

and

correspondent to their natural wants

was one of
the objects that induced them to
unite society.
No man would become a member of a community, in
which he could not enjoy the fruits
of his honest labor and industry.
and

desires

The

;

its

security

the value

of

in

much

therefore to be

latter case,

made

in the

because government

is

a

debtor for the property taken.

Had

force been used to confiscate

anthracite

mines

Pennsyl-

of

its

president,

the mine owners would have been

compensation for
If there

for

had

been no special compensation paid
them for this unwarranted usurpation of private property rights, we

would have an instance of the constitution

of our country

being

set

lature divest one citizen of his estate

aside by our Chief Magistrate.

and vest

with or with-

my

would be

in-

a very dangerous precedent, unless

principles

of

out compensation.

with

It

the

reason, justice, and moral rectitude;
it

is

incompatible with the comfort,

and happiness of mankind

peace,
it

contrary to the principles of

is

social alliance in every free

ment

;

and

to the letter

and

right

of

taxation,

powers

parative

required

to

compull

bearing wheels as compared
to solid-hub wheels is taken from a
roller

test

made

of the

"Whitney Wonder"

bearing wheels, of our make,

compared to solid hub wheels.
These figures show a saving of
power of 58 per cent, and of time of
haulage of 49 per cent. These savings, however, do not affect the cost
of the mine car itself per ton of
coal.
There are, however, a good
many other points that I would like
to consider with your correspondent.

The

largest

single

item

of

the

we
a la

In

opinion, Mr. Roosevelt has set

going to adopt Socialism
Edward Bellamy, and let the

are

government

confiscate

all

of

the

property both personal and real.
The question deserves the consid-

annum

payment.
We in turn
then agree to keep up the wheels,
replace any worn-out parts, and also
as

a

lease

furnish lubricant for them.
This
agreement means that by leasing the
wheels the wheel cost can be reduced
to about one-third the figures given
by your correspondent. The total
cost of trucks and lubricant on this
table is $93.10 for 3^ years. This
correspondent can lease from us
with a guaranteed cost of not over

$30 to $35 for 3i/j years depending,
on the size of the wheel and axle.
Furthermore, we sell our Whitney

Wonder

roller

bearing wheel with

a 5-year guarantee attached to every

spirit of

country whether they be coal miners
or not. It fundamentally is a ques-

part of the wheel and roller bearing
guaranteeing against wear or breakage.
This makes the life of the

and the

tion of whether the government will
usurp property rights and set aside

truck necessarily 5 years instead of
year as given in this table.
1
If

govern-

our constitution.

The

$2.73 per 100 tons.

one-third the selling price per

Special compen-

his share.

is

so

a supposed public use.

consistent

is

table in the article of

with Mr. Roosevelt as

sation

but as

and personal, for the good of the
community, without receiving a
recompense in value. This would be
laying a burden upon the individual,
which ought to be sustained by

in another,

The

vania by the Federal Government,

beyond

burden,

the taking of private property

it

ap-

article

mine car cost is 2^ pairs of trucks
at $24 per truck or $60 for 3^ years
total service.
I do not know what
make of wheel your correspondent
has used.
I wish to say that we
have a number of roller bearing
trucks leased in Pennsylvania on a
basis of the company paying us

public

a

entitled to special

the legis-

interesting

you prove that the cost for mine

as

:

— An

car up-keep

the owner's share of contribution to

or sacrifice his whole property, real

Nor can

Sir:

pears in your July issue regarding
the cost of mine cars. In this article

the

right of eminent domain, special
compensation is made for the following reasons
It is not taken as

properly be called upon to surrender

society at large.

Mine Car Economy
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

roller

sessions, by the use to which the
government applies the money raised
by the tax.
When private property is taken by

the

is

Strauss L. Lloyd, E. M.

lib-

pos-

one
primary object of the social compact, and it is by the constitution
made a fundamental law. But still,
every person ought to contribute his
proportion to the public burden to
public purposes, though no one can
preservation of property

fathers.

prop-

is

government affords to his
erty,
and property; and

vs.

is

;

July, 1914, your editorial on "Force

The

may

as

erty.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

the grand old constitution of our

in

is

of Property

be

constitutionally taken for public use

taken in either way.

The Right

may

property

essary for public use.

of.

41

right of eminent domain, rest sub-

eration

of

all

the

people

of

this

mining

are

wheels

made

from

scientifically

analysis

chemical

a

annealed

and properly
no excuse for the short life
of 1 year which is given as average
By
service by your correspondent.
wheel
car
good
using
a
item
of
this
standpoint

there

is

the cost per mine car per ton

He

reduced to 1.54 cents.

is

speaks

of the foundryman adhering to a
suitable iron mixture for mine car

wheels after it has once been disThis is not a practical
proposition from the foundryman's

covered.

standpoint, for no two carloads of

pig iron are of the same analysis
and each car of pig iron is a new

problem unto
ture

made

is

itself

strictly

and

chemical

a

some of the
are old fashioned and "sot" in their
ways. They need some young blood,
some enterprise, some interest in
that

officials

Many

improvements.

of these su-

perintendents of the old school seem

any
account except those things they had
think

to

when
Of

nothing

that

is

of

boys.
course,

does

writer

the

not

wish to be understood as classing
all

superintendents in the anthracite

fields as
is

a

opposed to innovations, but

fact, that

many

while in

in-

stances the anthracite collieries are

equipped with up-to-date machinery,
there are

who

are

men

in

positions

official

so slow

in

value of really good

realizing

new

the

ideas, that

they never adopt them until long
after their neighbors have been enjoying their benefits.

Two

annum, by simply improving

or three years ago the writer

mine-car truck.

The

old gentleman didn't want to

any truck. Wouldn't give me a
sample order. Wasn't interested. I
then asked him a question or two.
What is the average life of your
present wheels? How often do you
grease them? Is your service any
try

He

His

service

treatment

of

salesmen.

was to sell him a
"Whitney" roller bearing
truck.
I had been about his mines
and had seen his heavy hard runobject

sample

four

men

it

to shove,

was

"All right, dear

tical.

more

no

took three or

knew how

an-

sir, if

that

him what a good car wheel was and
"Well, give

I said,

me your

specifi-

cations for a truck and I will present

your company with a truck that is
yours for nothing." When he said
he didn't believe he cared to try it
just at that time, I got mad and told
him it was no wonder that his
wheels wore out every year and that
his car equipment was the poorest
and most antiquated in the entire
United States and cost the most

money

to maintain.

the old

I told

gentleman that he never would learn
anything if he didn't try and that I
had no patience with any such
attitude and that it was extremely
discouraging to the enterprising
manufacturer to run up against such
conditions as this.

This

is

some of

the trouble with

is

be very pleased to
send you a sample truck and I will
make the invoice on 12 months
approval and you can examine the
truck at the end of 12 months and if

the anthracite mines of Pennsylva-

worn out you needn't pay

some young blood and
and enterprise.
I
venture to say that the cost of mine
cars in West Virginia averages less

the case

it

is

it.

In

I

will

other words,

if

my

for

truck

under the same service that wears
out your other wheels completely
shows any wear at all you needn't
pay for it."
Wasn't that a fair
enough proposition?
Do you see

how

the old gentleman could lose

by accepting it? Wasn't he absolutely guaranteed a profitable investment? Furthermore, I told him one
man could shove the mine car that it
formerly took three to push and he
needn't grease the wheels but once
in 4 months.
All this talk bored
him.
He didn't believe that our
wheel would last longer than a year
and didn't want to believe it and
wouldn't believe

it.

"Well,"

I

"in that case I lose, not you."

his

his

ning old cars that

His

wheel lasted 12 months.
oiled his wheels every day or

proposition that

My

named?

I

average

very

in

that of a neigh-

more severe than
boring company

manager
of a large anthracite company. The
manager was a man of about 60,
rather brusque in manner and not
tried to sell a truck to the

cordial

his

from

this is particularly noticeable in

is

much

I

severe than that of the other company. In fact it was almost iden-

the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania,

could save his company
more than his salary per

a chance

two.

great trouble at some mines,

The

tiquated his running gear was, and
knew that if he would give me half

unless the mix-

standpoint.

it
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said,

He

hated to argue against such persistence.

Mind

No,

he

wasn't

interested.

you, he wasn't interested in a

was worth more to
company than his entire salary.
"Well," I said, "make me any kind
of a proposition that you want to on
a sample truck, write out your

proposition and

I

will

accept

own
it."

"No," he didn't believe he cared to
do it right now. This made me more
stubborn and determined to show

This

nia.

fashioned

attitude

of

the

superintendent

old-

the
cause of the mine car costing 27Z
cents per ton of coal mined. What
is

needed

a

little

than

is

hustle

cents per ton of coal mined.

Xy-i

One

is

of the biggest causes of the

mine car going

dumping

to

pieces

operation.

By

is

the

catching

the wheels of the car the entire car
is

strained and racked each time

is

dumped.

it

The dumping operation

not only tends to pull the truck ofT
but also strains every bolt and plank
It was never intended
designing a mine car that the
dumping strains should be put on
the truck bolts. It is not a correct

in the car.

in

mechanical principle. In fact, it is
altogether wrong.
By taking this
strain of the
it

mine car

off the truck

will last one-third longer at least,

and

this other item of cost

greatly reduced.

is

thus

This can readily

be done by installing a "Bumpa"
cross-over dump which
catches the car on the bumper in

automatic

The bumper is the
strongest point of the car and the

dumping.
car

can

be

caught

here

without

the truck or very

much

rack to any part of the car.

This

strain

dump

to

is

entirely automatic in action
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the

Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions

There are lots of ways of saving
this wasted 1 cent or two a ton for
mine-car expense if the mine superintendent would only give the subject a careful consideration and
cooperate with the manufacturer

every conceivable reagent are given

Suit for Breach of Mineral Lease.
(Louisiana) In Brown vs. Pro-

and be willing to at least try the
new improvements that are put on

Nearly

the market.

room-and-pillar

and

is

dump

as efficient as
built.

solve this problem.

Hugh W. Sanford

covered are included. The book

in alphabetical order.

breach of a mineral lease was pre-

analyses.

sented.

Longwall Mining
all

many

of the

latest

Co.,

New

La

L.

T.

illustrated.

200 pages,

York.

Price $2

the development of the twoand a new system
goniometer
circle
can be read diwhich
of symbols
a motive
projection,
from
the
rectly
English
in
the
book
this
writing
for

With

is

The

treatise

unusually clear and simple and

most engineers when they

recall

how

they .were taught crystallography by
lectures and by a fervid use of

imagination will appreciate a book
like this of Professor Walker's.

From

a beginning relative to the

on
through their formation and chemical and physical properties, up to
general

properties

of

crystals,

the irregularities of crystal surfaces,

meanwhile discussing

in

detail

all

systems encountered, it comprises an admirable presentation of
the

the subject.

Chemical Reagents, by E.
Merck. Translated from the German by Henry Schenck. 190 pages.
Published by D. Van
$1 net.
Nostrand Co.
This is the second edition of this
work and is not essentially different
from the former one save that some

new

of

The longwall

it.

thin seams,

nor

is

neither un-

appreciated

The only

this

in

is

in

field

northern Illinois in

Grundy, and Bureau counties.
Bulletin 5, Coal Mining Practice
in District I (Longwall), by S. O.
Andros, issued by the Illinois Coal
Mining Investigations, describes in
Salle,

detail this

method of mining. Long-

wall mines in this district produce

over 5,000,000 tons of coal annually,

net.

language originated.

mined by the
system or some
is

Will, Woodford, Putnam, Marshall,

Walker, of the University of ToPublished by McGraw-Hill
ronto.

Book

granted to the Producers' Oil Co.

able tonnage

books

by

Crystallography,

of the coal produced in

where longwall mining produces any consider-

related subjects

uses for chemicals recently dis-

plaintiffs, for a consid-

eration of $20 and certain royalties,

the United States

to

The

in Illinois.

method of mining, so well adapted

BOOK REVIEW

Supreme

ducers' Oil Co., Louisiana

mining engineer who makes frequent

country.

A review

an inval-

Court, the question of damages for

derstood

on Minice and

It is

uable treatise for any chemist or

modification

Sanford-Day Iron Works
Knoxville, Tenn.

is

embodiment of completeness and
the nature and method of testing for

which amount

is

about 9 per cent,

The

of the production of Illinois.

production of this

tonnage

is

at-

the exclusive right of exploiting for
coal, oil,

and gas, upon 66 acres of

land which they

owned

One

in fee.

of the provisions of the lease was,
that the oil company obligated itself

begin drilling within a certain
time and to continue the work of
to

drilling with

diligence to

its

com-

pletion.

In

case

company

of

failure

obligated

to

drill,

the

pay
to plaintiffs as liquidated damages,
the sum of $20, and the lease was to
become null and void. Upon the
failure of the

to

itself

company

to drill as

specified in the contract, the plaintiffs brought this suit to recover
$80,000 damages for their failure.
The company tendered them $20
which they claimed was in full of

all

damages according

to the terms

tended by 24.5 per cent, of the non-

of the lease or contract.

mines in the
state.
The per capita production
per employe is only 2.1 tons as compared with 4.5 tons for the state as

held

assessed the damages at $4,250. In
a lease of valuable oil and mineral
lands, the

sum

a whole.

liquidated

damages

fatal accidents in coal

The

court

and a jury

for the plaintiffs

of $20, stipulated as

The longwall method of mining
makes an almost complete extrac-

for a breach of
contract on the part of the lessee,
will not be treated as 'a serious con-

and pro-

sideration for the termination of the

tion of the coal in the bed

duces about 15 per cent, more lump
coal over 1^ inches than is pro-

duced

in

Illinois

room-and-pillar

mines.

lease.

Every mineral
implied
will

use

lease contains the

condition

that

reasonable

the

lessee

diligence

in

by 25
sketches and flash-light photographs
which show, every 'phase of this
method of mining coal. Copies may
be obtained upon request from the
Illinois Coal Mining Investigations,

operating the premises after they
have been developed. Brozvn vs.
Producers' Oil Co: 64 S. 6^4.

Urbana,

States not covered by a valid sub-

The

bulletin

is

illustrated

111.

—

Entry Upon Mineral Lands. (CaliWhile any one may enter
upon mineral lands of the United
fornia)

sisting location,

though

it

may

be

in the actual possession of another,
It is

probable that the coal miners

in the United States have excavated

one year that has
Panama Canal

more material

in

been excavated

in the

zone

in 11 years.

such entry must be peaceable-and

good

faith,

initiates

and a bad

no

Consolidated

rights.

Oil

ijp Pac. 802.

Co.

faith
Little

vs.

in

entry

Sespe

Bacigalupi.

Arcwall Coal Cutters

from

my

Bu N. D. Lnin*

chine

I

"Why

should one pay $3,200 for
overcutting machine when he

an
can purchase a breast machine for
$1,100, or a shortvvall machine for
$1,750?"

It

is

my

object to reply

to this question in a convincing
ner.

The arguments which

sent

will

manpre-

I

the

to

Arcwai.l MAUiiNii Beginning Cut

1.

The machine

cut

will

more

coal than any undercutting machine
in a

given time, because

it

stays on

the track while cutting, and no time
lost

in

unloading,

moving

the

machine to the face, and loading up
after cutting, and very little time is
lost in setting jacks.

For entry work,

it is

place an anchor in the face for

sump-

This is the only delay before
the machine can be started.
It is,
of course, impossible to guarantee
just how much work a machine will
do, as it depends largely upon the
crew that is running the machine,
ing.

and the conditions

in the

mine, but

TTiii paprr was presented before the sales
conTCntion of the Jeffrey Mfg. Co. and is of so
practical a nature it is well worth an operator's
reading.

safe to say that

Fig. 2.

producing
I

think

same

the
it

is

coal

output.

safe to say that

it

would take three breast machines or
two shortwall machines to do the
same amount of work as an Arcwall
machine.
3.

pairs

and up-keep of the latter
machine would be only one-third of
what it would be if breast machines
were used.
repairs

4.

One

of

the

argu-

strongest

favor of an overcutting

ments in
machine is that
as

much

it

cuts three times

coal as the breast machine,

and, this being the case, the wages

Arcwall Machine, Cut Finished

two crews are saved. How much
amounts to depends, of course,
upon the local scale of mining, but
in any event, it seems as though a
man should earn $500 to $800 per
year, which, for four men, would

of

this

sum

cost of up-keep and re-

mean

nearly equal to the original cost of

much

than that of an

less

not cost

it would be safe to
one Arcwall machine will

more

to keep up,

and may

be not as much, as would a breast

machine, due to the fact that the madesigned with large wearing

is

and the parts are much
stronger than in the breast machine.
The fact that the machine cuts the
coal without causing twisting strain
surfaces

machine, saves in the cost of

repairs.

As

there

machines

would be three

for

a saving per year of a

the machine.
5.

Another strong argument

favor of overcutting machines

believe that

state that

breast

evident that the cost of

an installation of over-

undercutting machine.

in the

it is

for

will be

chine

machine

The

cutting machines for a given output

I

necessary to

is

it

greater than that necessary where
undercutting machines are used for

Fic.

Arcwall machine although
they will in the majority of cases
apply equally as well to any overcutting machine.

think

one place to another.
The investment made in an
2.
overcutting machine will not be

especially

1.

experience with the ma-

under ordinary conditions & place
can be cut in 20 minutes. This will
include any ordinary moving from

refer

Jeflfery

is
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one

Arcwall

ability to cut out dirt bands.

week

I

went

to

is

in

the

Last

the mines of the

Mineral Fuel Co., at Fleming, Ky.
Consolidated Coal Co., of
Fairmont, W. Va., have some mines

The

close to Fleming,

and large

installa-

tions at Jenkins, about 5 miles distant.

They have

a dirt seam 6 feet

6 inches above the floor, and another

seam about half way between
seam and the floor. They
use an Arcwall machine for cutting
There is
the upper dirt seam.
dirt

the upper

August, 1914
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about 12 inches of coal on top of

seam which

this

When
seam

a place

is

roof.

cut the upper dirt

cleaned out

is

for

left

is

then shots are

;

charges

bring

to

evident

is

cut

placed on top of the lower seam.

the bed, half of
time.

and

this seam,

from

nicely

loaded out; then

is

the lower dirt seam

is

the bottom coal shot.

removed and
In this man-

when

that

down,

coal

coal.

the

It

coal

it can be shot at a
Smaller shots would do the
and the coal will come in

work,

When

larger lumps.

on top

the coal

cut

is

seems to be shot easier

it

able coal with a large percentage of

than when undercut. I believe the
reason is that in the case of under-

lump

way,

cut

If

down and

ner they get a good, clean, market-

in

very

a

considering

was not

convenient

the

impurities.

it

for the top cutting machine,

do not see how this coal could be
mined and marketed.
profitably
Jenkins is located at the headwaters
of the Big Sandy River, and Fleming is located at the headwaters of
the Kentucky River, and therefore
neither of these places have sufficient water supply to wash the coal
in fact, they have barely sufficient
water supply for steam and other
purposes.
It would be possible to
I

washeries

build

rivers, but

down

farther

of rehandling and washing the coal

would be prohibitive.
If I judge the situation correctly,
were it not for overcutting machine,
it would be difficult to operate these
properties on a paying basis.
I believe there are mines where
coal washeries could be done away
with if overcutting machines were
introduced, although I cannot name
particular mines at the present time.

the

If

impurities

through the
essary to
ties

are

coal,

wash
in

it,

are

it

but

layers

scattered

would be necif

the impuri-

they

can

removed by the machine.
would be an enormous

be

There
saving

effected in eliminating the washeries.
I

further

places

believe

where

there

the

many

are

quality

of

coal

could be improved both by keeping
out impurities and making larger
coal, to

bring a

such an extent that

it

would

l^etter price.

The

machine
makes a larger percentage of lump
6.

overcutting

but

the

it

it

shot
often

does

forces
lies

not

the

lift

coal

there broken
fall

out.

overcut, the action of the shots

is

brings

it

down

again,

pro-

It is

evident that

the coal

if

is

cut

on the top, and the shots placed at
the bottom of the seam, the force of
the shot will not affect the roof

energy

in the shot is

used

in

;

the

break-

ing and lifting the coal, whereas, if
undercut and shots are placed at the
the

force of the shot comes
on the roof. If the seam is
cut in the middle it will be necessary
to place some shots near the roof,
top,

fully

much

If

but the charge can be

to

and will not affect the roof as much
as would be the case if the coal were

the coal, and then the action of

gravity

so

The operator

undercut.

smaller

will appre-

two forces acting on
the coal, and the coal will have a
tendency to slide out from the face.
7. The machine will drive straight

ciate this point, especially in terri-

entries providing the track

coal,

that there are

is

laid

straight because the machine stays
on the track, and the entry will be

driven exactly as the track

the

appears that the cost

it

up,

coal

The overcutting machine

9.

tects tender roofs.

is

somewhere near the center of

The upper

coal parts

the

which would break up the

45

8.

Less manual labor

is

is laid.

required,

and the miners prefer to operate the
Arcwall machine.
The shortwall
machine was quite an improvement
in this respect

over the breast ma-

machine is
About the only

chines, but the Arcwall

now

in

the lead.

labor that amounts to anything

is

placing an anchor in the face for the

sumping cut in the case of cutting
entries or narrow places.
There is
no slack shoveling, no digging of
holes in the roof for setting jacks

—the only jack needed

is

to pull the

machine back in cutting narrow
places and for that purpose a plain
pipe is used, the lower end of which
is ordinarily set on top of a tie, and
the cable eye hooked on top of it
next to the roof.
it

The

helper holds

in this position until the strain is

on the rope. There is no need of
using a heavy jack for this purpose,
as the pull is very light. There are
large convenient places provided for
both men to ride on the machine.
The machine is equipped with automatic

reel,

and with a trolley pole

where timber

tories

He
if

the roof

as

it

is

it

will

down

the

damaged

keep on

in

mining the

falling,

break

and be a
constant source of danger, and that
a saving can be effected by keeping
the roof intact, which in some cases
amounts to an enormous sum.
10. The bottom is naturally maintained by using the top cutting machine, as the cut is made above the
bottom and the coal shot up.
11. Where the working places are
wet, the machine runner can cut the
place without working in the water
to the extent he would if using a
machine cutting on the bottom.
12.
It is claimed that many mine
explosions are caused by blown-out
shots, and this is undoubtedly true.
trolley

wire,

It is therefore of considerable importance that this point beconsidered

in

selecting a suitable coal cutting

machine.

It is

evident to anybody

cut in such a manner that small charges can be used,
that

if

there

the coal

is

less

is

danger of blown-out

shots.
13.
There is increased safety in
mining, using this machine.
The
slogan of the day seems to be

"Safety First."

When

I

was

-at

the

mines of the Mineral Fuel Co. the

so that the helper does not have to

officers of the

Mineral Fuel Co., if the coal was
undercut and shot down, the dirt
would not only be mi.xed in the coal,
but there would be required heavy

pull out and handle the cable when
going from one place to another.
There are no tools to be handled,

they

skids.

expensive.

will be a continuous expense,

coal, for instance in the case of the

and no laying of

is

will also appreciate the fact that

company

told

me

that

thought one of the biggest
advantages of this machine was the
safety to the men. They said they
could not see

how

it

was possible
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for a

man

to get hurt unless

he

deliberately shoved his head into the
cutter bar,

and

I

believe that they

the ^-inch feed rope

is

the weakest

part of the feed mechanism, and

same time the cheapest

also at the

and most

is

zero to 250 feet per minute without

using the starting box.
band
brake controls the speed down grade.
The reason for providing the
truck with an independent motor

28 disks.

safety device in probably 99 cases

and moving parts, as the
machines have to be guided with
skids or jacks, and the machine has
to be loaded and unloaded on to and
from the truck, and pulled along on
chain

During all these operathere is more or less danger of

the floor.
tions

men

the

getting

With

hurt.

the

A
the

The

feed.

feed-drum

which winds up the feed-rope

is

provided with a disk clutch having

The

clutch

acts

as

a

out of 100, but the one-hundredth
case

will

know

of

machine

by

disk friction clutch con-

another to get close to the cutter

16.

truck, self-propelled

an independent motor and a disk
clutch, allows a speed variation from

readily replaced.

have the right opinion, and have
properly judged the advantages of
the machine in this respect.
With
any kind of an undercutting machine, the men have to work around
it, and are bound at some time or

trols

The

18.

happen occasionally.
I
instance where the
runner had an inexperione

enced helper; they tried to feed the

machine around while the turntable
was locked, and the helper tightened
up the clutch as hard as he could

when

ma-

overcutting machine there are no

with his hands, but

such operations to go through, and
there are no moving parts with
which the men can come in contact
except the cutter chain which is
ordinarily about on the level with

chine did not start up, he found a

the

crowbar and put it into the hand
wheel and tightened it up still more,

Any ordinary
miner will soon learn that if the
machine does not start up when he
until the rope broke.

A

was to make it possible to propel the
machine with the cutter arm placed
in any position.
In cutting narrow
places, the machine is brought in
with the cutter arm toward the coal
face,
and into the rooms it is
brought with the cutter arm pointaway from the face. Another
reason was to provide a simple
device for raising and lowering the
machine by power.
ing

The

disk friction clutch for conthe

trolling

makes

it

speed

truck

the

of

possible for the machine

runner to go over bad tracks and

operation of the machine requires

is

him

wheel with his hands, there is something wrong, and therefore the disk
will even protect the weakest part

up the
There are more starting boxes burned up by propelling
a machine than by the cutting.
When the machine is on an entry
where there is a trolley wire, it can

of the machine, which

be run like a locomotive.

the face of the operator, and the

up the clutch hand

tightening

on the opposite side of the
machine from the cutter bar.
14.
This machine is more accessible than any mining machine I
know of. The main drive gearing
which has the hardest work, and
which naturally would wear out first,
can be replaced without disturbing
any other part of the machine. The
driving sprocket which probably
has to be renewed oftener than any-

some unusually hard material that
cannot be cut fast enough for the

thing

ordinary feed, the operator can

to be

else,

disturbing

can be taken

any

other

off

without

part.

same holds true with the

The

entire feed

mechanism. The only part of the
machine that is not readily accessible
is the chain and sprocket underneath the truck for raising and lowering the machine, but if a pit is
provided, these parts are accessible.

We

recommend that where
machines with power raising and
therefore

lowering device are installed, that
there be a pit made for examining
this part of the

machine occasion-

ally.

is

the rope,

short curves, without burning

starting box.

except on very rare occasions, as,
for instance,

such a case as men-

A

tioned above.

The

vantage;

if

the clutch
will

Sectionalized

the bits should encounter

slip,

let

and the cutter bar

be practically

stationary,

but

with pressure against the material
to be cut. In this manner it is often
possible to

go through places that

could not be cut with the ordinary
feed.
17.
It is essential that this machine be equipped with a feed that is
adjustable while the machine is
running. When the machine is cut-

Pumping

Engine

disk clutch has another ad-

C Schmidt
The severe service under which a
pump must operate in mines has
brought about a pumping engine
By Oicar

which

is

demand

durable

and

fulfils

for accessibility

changeability of parts.

pump

the

and interThis new

recently installed in the Pros-

Lehigh Valley
Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa., by the
Scranton Pump Co., of Scranton,
Pa., is one of the largest in the
pect colliery of the

Wyoming

Valley.

As shown
direct-acting,

in Fig. 3

it

duplex,

is

of the

compound

ting in a semicircular face, at the

condensing, semirotative steam-valve

beginning of the cut the cutter arm
is not deep in the coal and can be

pattern, with four single-acting cen-

an enormous
strain to swing the machine around
on the turntable with the cutter arm
in the coal, probably 10 feet away

of a cut until it is in to its full
depth. The rate of feed can.be re-

from the center of the machine, the
machine has been designed so that

trally packed water plungers built
under special specifications.
This
pump has over-all dimensions of 35
feet in length, 12 feet in width and
9 feet in height with a capacity for

duced from the highest to the lowest
while the machine is running.

under a head of 560

15.

As

it

takes

fed at a high rate.
into the coal

it

As

it

advances

has more and more

pumping 2,000 gallons per minute
feet.
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The high-pressure steam

cylinders

47

are 22 inches in diameter, the low

which they are bolted, insuring rigid alinement of water end.

pressure 42 inches, the plungers 14

The

having a stroke of 36
inches. The high- and low-pressure
steam cylinders are arranged tandem, with the high-pressure cylin-

ders on the same side of the pump
are connected by three steel tie-rods

inches,

ders

all

between the

low-pressure

cylinders and water end.

gear

The valve

of positive construction so

is

Oi^raroe

plate to

Orrrrn

F^^st^eo Trr^ l^Mm^
Jc^^VrrOr* f\jfrf Co,

Pig, 3.

that under

no working conditions

pump become

can the

centered or

One
is

of the features of this

the

tie-rod

construction.

pump
Each

steam end is connected to its respective water end by four cold rolled
steel

tie-rods

heavy tie-rod
turn secured

which are secured
flanges, which are
to

the

to
in

high-pressure

Automatic

a

similar

The pump has four interchangein.

on each
side of the pump.
The two sides
are connected by means of a base
in.,

provided

Two

arranged

in pairs

air

The condensing equipment used

with

alleviators

with this pumping engine

independent

valves are placed

12

in.

X 18

single

in.

x 18

a

10-inch

gives a

vacuum

on the discbarge stroke and automatically close on the suction stroke
to prevent air from reentering the

ditions.

cylinder,

fits

thus

facilitating

it

is

is

of the high-pressure

bolted a heavy tie-rod

This flange

is

counterbored,

on a turned projection on the

independent of the
steam cylinder head, and prevents
any spring in the joint on the high-

cylinder face,

is

pressure cylinder head

in

case

of

of the
kind,

double acting
condenser, which
in.,

.of

26 inches when

The water cylmder

pump
made

is

cylinder

working under normal con-

is

bronze

fitted,

of

the

air

the valves are

of soft rubber with an acid

resisting

To each end
flange.

able cast-iron water cylinders, 14

heads or pistons.

with

cylinder

in

to

high points on the water cylinThese allow the air to be
discharged from the water cylinders

connected

together

on the low-pressure cylinders, all
placed underneath so as to insure
complete drainage of condensation
or entrained water without danger

ders.

working barrels. The
and low-pressure steam cylinders are
manner.

the high-pressure cylinders and two

at the

starting.

X 36

being

vacuum chambers.

water

high-

valves

Sectionalized Pumping Engine

pipe

suction

cylinders at one end and at the other
to the

The admission and exhaust

are of the semirotative type, two on

Cno

are placed on the discharge pipe.

stopped.

tie-rod flanges.

respective pairs of water cylin-

which are secured to tie-rod bosses
cast on the stuffingboxes.
Both sides of the pump are connected by a cross-suction pipe with
single outlet, the dead ends of the

7^

excessive strain being placed on the

plate covering the

entire

valve.

All the other parts of the air

pump

are protected from the cor-,

roding qualities of the water which
it

must handle.

The

total

weight of the

pump

is

140,000 pounds, the weight of the

condensing
pounds.

apparatus

is

9,000
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Sullivan Ironclad Coal
Cutters
The latest model of an electric
chain

work

is

new

the

room-and-pillar

for

cutter

Sullivan Ironclad

continuous coal cutter.

average hardness, the machine requires 12 to 20 horsepower while
About 4 horsepower are
mining.
consumed when loading, unloading,

and moving from place to place.
The total maintenance charges

wound into a spiral form.
One end of this spring fits over the
outside of the hammer nozzle and

closely

hooks over a projection integral
with the nozzle. The other end is
wound to a smaller diameter. Sets

%-inch diameter are
formed with a coarse thread and are
simply screwed into place. Sets for
rivets %-inch diameter and smaller
are formed with a shoulder and are
for rivets over

slipped into the retainer while

from

detached

the

shoulder holding

it

it

is

hammer,

the

place.

The

in

device prevents the rivet set or piston

from being driven

when

Fic. 4.

To

RESti-i OK

OsE Shot After Undercutting at Furnace Run Mine, Kittanning,

operate the machine,

loaded from

its

it

is

un-

self-propelling car

Pa.

for one year, on ten Ironclads used
by a Pennsylvania coal mining com-

close to the wall or rib of the room,

are reported as $11.80 per
thousand tons mined, or .0118 cent
per ton.
This included the actual

and the machine drags

value of the replaced parts, and the

as close to the face as the track in
jack is set
the room will allow.

A

itself

across

pany,

the floor to the rib on the feed chain.

labor involved in replacing them.

The sumping or corner cut is made
in a way like that employed by the

chines, this cutter has the following

older "breast" machines

;

by means

of a starting pan or frame, which

When

secures a straight, true wall.

the cutter bar has been fed entirely

under the coal, this pan is removed
and the machine cuts its way across
the face to the other rib by gearing
and drive sprockets acting on a feed
chain, which is anchored by a jack-

When

pipe.

the face cut

is

com-

the machine is backed out
from under the coal, loaded onto
the truck, and is ready for the next
working place.

As compared
advantages
flexibility

:

with

breast

it

to

is

run

out,

even

free.

Other important improvements
have been embodied in the "I^ittle
David" riveter.
There is but a
single ground joint between handle
and barrel and these parts are securely held together by two bolts,
one on either side of the barrel.
This construction eliminates the
need of a vise in taking the tool
apart for inspection.

ma-

compactness

its

enable

hammer

the

and

work under

bad top with a far higher factor of
safety; it requires less labor, both
in handling and in loading coal
it
cuts more rapidly and uses less
power; it makes cleaner mining,
;

secures larger coal; follows rolling

bottom
works in' pitching beds
and the cost of maintenance is lower.
;

pleted,

The

labor involved in removing

and setting

posts

for

the

breast

Safety First in Riveting
Following
First"

drafting

machine, of barring it across from
one cut to the next, and in handling

among

avoided when the continuous cutter is employed.
This
machine performs all the operations

embody

jacks,

by

its

is

all

own power.

The power
the machine
coal

mined,

is

much

to

operate

per ton of
or per cubic inch of
less,

coal removed, than that needed for
many other machines. In coal of

safety

"Safety

recent

states are

appliance

the provisions of

in their

laws,

which are

hammers

requirements that riveting

construction devices

to prevent the accidental ejection of

the rivet set

hammer.

required

the

movement, several

from the nozzle of the
of the most novel

rivet-set retainers is that now put
out with the "Little David" pneu-

matic riveter, shown in Fig.

The

Fig. 5.

One

retainer

single piece of

consists

5.

of

heavy spring

but

a

steel.

"Little

"Little David" Riveter

David"

riveters are

manu-

factured by the Ingersoll-Rand Co.,
of New York. They are made with
either

outside

or

inside

types

of

triggers, in five regular sizes adapted
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kinds of riveting work.

In

addition there are two sizes of

jam

for

all

49

The design of

Carels engines.

the

short over-all length,

which have an exceptionally
making them

Nordberg-Carels Diesel engine is
under the direct supervision of Mr.
B. V. Nordberg, who has concen-

peculiarly well adapted for riveting

trated practically his entire attention

riveters

on the Diesel engine for

very cramped quarters.

in

several

years.

TRADE NOTICES
Rescue

"Proto"'

Apparatus.

—An-

The

Corporation,

Clinchfield

of

Dante, Va., has contracted with the
Roberts and Schaefer Co. for approximately $50,000 for a Marcus

nouncement is made by H. N. Elmer,
the North American agent for Seibe,
Gorman & Co., that the Proto mine

patent

rescue apparatus will be sold in the

their

East by the Aline Safety Appliances
Fourth Avenue, Pittsburg,
This company is owned and
Pa.

catalog recently issued by the H. K.
Porter Co., of Pittsburg, entitled

Co., 541

H. Deike and J. T.
Ryan, both of whom are mining men

controlled by G.

experience

of

formerly

connected

with the United States Bureau of

Mines

in

investigation

and rescue

work.

The SullivaH Machinery Co. announces that Mr. J. C. West, hitherto
local manager at San Francisco, has
been transferred to Chicago as general sales engineer.
Mr. Ray P.
McGrath, for several years associated with the Boston office of that
company, has been appointed to fill
the vacancy at San Francisco.
The General Electric Co. has re-

five-track

coal

steel

haul, to be electrically operated, at
at Hurricane,

Compressed

Air

Va.

Locomotives.

—

"Modern Compressed Air Locomotives,"

describes

locomotives

particularly

made by

the

pressed-air locomotive and a treatise
of the thermodynamic principles on
which the success of such locomotives depends.

The Link-Belt
awarded contract

has been

Co.

from

Red
Jacket Consolidated Coal and Coke
Co., Red Jacket, W. Va., for a comthe

plete shaking screen tipple, consist-

ing

of

screens,

picking

shaking

tables,

loading chutes,

etc.

The

Link-Belt Co. has also nearly com-

cently received orders for electrical

pleted the tipple equipment for the

The Asher

Main Island Creek Coal Co., at
Omar, W. Va. It is of steel con-

equipment as follows

:

Coal Mining Co., Pineville, Ky., a
435 kv-a. synchronous motor-generator set with an 8-kilowatt exciter

and switchboard and 8-ton and 6-ton
electric mining locomotives.
The
\'inton Colliery Co., Vintondale, Pa.,

mining locomotive.
The U. S. Coal and Oil Co., Holden,
VV. Va., eight 6-ton electric mining
locomotives. The Solvay Collieries
a 15-ton electric

Co.,

Springton,

W.

Va.,

a

12-ton

mining locomotive.
The
Alleghany River Mining Co., Kittanning, Pa., two 8-ton electric
mining locomotives.
Cards Diesel Engines. The Nordberg Mfg. Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,
electric

—

is

now

building Diesel engines of

having recently
entered into manufacturing arrangement with Usines Carels Freres, of
Belgium, builders of the celebrated
the

largest

sizes,

struction and equipped with a long
apron conveyer for bringing the
coal from the drift mouth to the
shaking screens at the foot of the
hill where it will be sized into lump,
egg, nut, and slack and their reThe lump and
spective mixtures.

&gg, respectively, will be delivered to
picking tables and loading booms to
insure its being delivered to the cars
with a minimum amount of breakage. By-passes are provided so that
run-of-mine coal can be loaded directly

into

railroad

cars

without

going over the screens.

The Link-Belt Co. has
the erection work of a

also started

large steel

tipple of the shaft type for the

River Co.,

at

Safety First
Bj)

Scrabru,

W.

Mew

Va., to

wooden tipple which was
burned down some time ago.

John McCrackcn*

When

you go down in this mine.
Always let your thoughts incline

To Safety

First.

There is danger anywhere,
For yourself and others care,
To shun duty never dare.

Remember

Safety's First.

If your work is on the slope.
Always look out for the rope,

Safety's

First.

There may be a broken bar.
Which may loosen every car.

Though the

trip

Remember

that company.

gives a history of the com-

It also

time.

tipple

with a 600 feet long inclined car

mine

The IVestinghouse strike at East
was called off by the
workmen on Thursday, July 9.
While the day set for return to work
was Monday, July 13, a large number of the men reported on the
Friday and Saturday preceding.
The works are now running full
Pittsburg

If

be near or far,
Safety's First.

you may be driving mules,
live up to the rules,

Always

Safety's First.
ITse your sprags in going down hill,
Or perhaps you'll cause a spill,

And

yourself and mule may kill.
Remember, Safety's First.

If you're working near a wire.
Your best judgment you require.

Safety's First.
it, slow or quick,
not use a drill or pick.
If you must then take a stick,
Remember, Safety's First.

Never touch

Do

When

you reach your working place,
for gas along the face,
Safety's First.
Examine well the top.
Make secure with board and prop,

Look

Or perhaps something may drop.
Remember Safety's First.
If

your place

is

making

gas.

Cause the

air to freely pass,
Safety's First.
Lead your brattice to the face,
Let the air the gas displace.
Careful be in every case.
Remember Safety's First.

There are dangers on the top,
In the engine room and shop.
Safety's First.

Couple cars both front and rear.
See that everything is clear.
Signal right the engineer.
Remember Safety's First.

When

in doubt just ask the boss.
you'll maybe suffer loss,
Remember Safety's First.
Life is very sweet and dear.

Or

To "Safety First" you must adhere.
Then you'll have no cause to fear.
Safety's First.

J. M. Roan, head of the Department of Mines with the Ohio Industrial Commission, has arranged to
the
state
mine inspectors
put

through a vigorous course of instruction in handling the new rescue
car, recently completed.

be taught

all

They

will

the phases of rescue

work and mine

fire fighting.

replace a

•Written for the Alabama Fuel, and Iron Co.
by John McCracken.
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THE

follow-

Coal Production

ing statistics

201,112
Statistics in

Days, Accidents

etc.,

The

efficiency

vey, except where otherwise noted.

fact that in 1907,

—The production of coal

Alabama

in

1913 amounted to

The

17,678,522 short tons.

increase

over 1912 was 1,577,922 tons, and

went principally

to

outside

points

The number

the state.

of

men em-

ployed in 1913, 24,552; the number
men killed, 124; the total time

was a gain of

500

a

total

of

$3,923,701.

making
worth

2,234,107

tons

Arkansas

semianthra-

has established a market

cite coal

the northwest,

in

in all

where

it

has to

some extent replaced West Virginia
smokeless. The number of men on
strike, for one cause or another, was
1,221, or a few more than one-fourth
the number of men employed at coal
mining. There were 12 fatal accidents, or

1

for each 350,137 tons

coal mined.

—

The production of coal
Colorado in 1913 was 9,232,510
tons valued at $14,035,000.
This
Colorado.

In

men working 261

it

aver-

1913, with

days, 255,626

were produced, the averages
being 511 tons for the year

man

and

1.95 tons a day.

—The

1,879,953

short

or

tons,

per

12.3

employed

in

the

coal

In spite of the adverse conditions

which prevailed

was
in better supply and the number of
working days made by the employes
was greater than in 1912. The total
number of employes in the coal
mines of Indiana increased from
in 1913, labor

1912, to 22,235

in

man

in

1913,

increased

from 706 to 772 tons, and the average daily production by each man
from 3.88 to 4.06 tons.

The
the

increased efficiency

product being mined

chines,

the

increase

in

was due
by ma-

that

item

prohibiting further leasing of con-

in 1913

increase,

or

1,270,387

tons.

The

production

of machine-mined coal
amounted to 9,634,146 short

victs to industrial enterprises

tons, or 56 per cent,

of the total,

the

compared with 54.7 per

cent, in 1912.

what

isolated
region where' the
mines are located were not at once

able

to

supply

free labor.

the

deficiency

by

The

Iowa

in

is

of

15,679.

quantity of coal shot off the

was 72 per cent, of the total.
There were 26 fatal accidents all
underground and 18 due to fall of
solid

roof.

—The coal miners of KanThis

1913, valued at $12,036,292.

which advanced more than 6 per
cent.

The production

in

1912 was

324,130.

contributing two-thirds of the total

expired, and operators in the some-

mine workers

coal

but

sulphur,

in

The number

fuel.

1,200,000 tons.

mines of Georgia consisted of convicts leased from the state government. An act of the legislature
caused
gradual withdrawal from the
coal mines of this labor as contracts

steam

fair

6,986,182 short tons, valued at $11,-

in part to the larger proportion of

labor

high

non-coking,

over 1912, it fell short of the
record output of 1910 by more than

cent.,

Colorado.

cipal

time they are irregular and faulted,

especially in the value of the output,

this

nual production per

to 1904 the prin-

Moines

was an increase of

Although

below 1912, and was due entirely to
labor agitators trying through foreign miners to make Americans join
their labor union.
There were 108
fatal accidents in the coal mines of

—Prior

Des

the

in

being 5 feet; at the same

was a substantial increase over 1912,

was a decrease

Georgia.

district

production of coal

and the average working time from
182 to 190 days. The average an-

tons

thickest

the

Indiana in 1913 was 17,165,671
short tons, valued at $19,001,881.

Indiana.
in

21,651

1,745,314

The

strike.

coal beds of the state are not thick,

Kansas.

in

of

over

sas produced 7,202,210 short tons in

133,288 tons in the output of coal in

Arkansas over 1912,

the principal

men working an

each working day.

lost

—There

is

when

age of 262 days to produce 362,401
tons, an average of 449 tons per man
for the year and of 1.71 tons for

per

Arkansas.

on the
shown by the

labor was performed by convicts,

tons

strikes, 27,041 days.

record

required 808

of

by

of the Different States

influence of free labor

tons

and is said to
be due to the Colo1912,

rado

by E. W. Parker, of

the United States Geological Sur-

Alabama.

Employes, Working

of

from

are

figures given

in

Number

Regard to the Output, Value,

coal in the United
States

was an increase of

regard to

in

the production of

This

$13,431,061.

1913

in

The number of fatal accidents
reported to the Bureau of Mines for
1913 was 66, compared with 40 in
1912.

Iowa.

— In

7,490,641

1913,

tons

of

Iowa produced
coal

valued

at

The only unfavorable

incidents

were occasional shut-downs

the

at

stripping operations because of high

water in the spring and some inconvenience during the drought in the

summer and

early

for the boilers

fall,

had

when water

to be hauled to

the mines.

Shooting from the solid continues
mines of
Kansas, although there was a slight
to be practiced in the coal

improvement

in that

The number

of

regard in 1913.

men employed

in

the coal mines of the state in 1913

was

12,479,

year.

and the average produc-

man was

577 tons for the

The number

of fatal accidents

tion per

reported to the Bureau of Mines in
.1913

was

28.

Kentucky.

—The production of coal

by Kentucky mines for 1913, as
given by C. J. Norwood, Chief Inspector of Mines, shows a gain of

more than 3,000,000 tons over
output for 1912.

was 19,421,288

The
tons.

total

the

output

This refers

only to commercial mines, and the
aggregates
are
made up from

monthly reports received from coal
companies throughout the year.

The output according

to districts.
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with figures for 1912 given for com-

was as follows

parison,

Montana.

1913

district
Southeastern district
Northeastern district

Total

7,705,904
5.182,829
3,345,171

8,436,155
6,061,626
4,923,507

16,323.904

19,421,288

The commercial output has almost
doubled within the

last 5 years,

the rate at which

it

shown by

and

has grown

is

to reports

amounted

Number

not entirely free from labor troubles

of men employed 3,630; days
worked 228; tons mined per man
employed 893; average daily output
per man employed 3.92 tons. Num-

were 857 men on
during the year, with an
average of 50 days each of lost time.
in 1913, as there

strike

number of men employed
was 11,263, and the average
production per man was 613 tons

ber of fatal accidents 20.

The

in 1913

1911,

13,924,811;

1912,

16,323,904;

being used for domestic purposes.
North Dakota.— In 1913, 495,320

to 1911 the annual production

tons of lignite were mined in North

of the western field exceeded that

Dakota, used chiefly for domestic

of the eastern one, but in that year

within another 5 years the output

purposes.
The Government owns
and works a coal mine at Williston
in connection with an irrigation
project.
The water is raised from
the Missouri River by means of
steam pumps and delivered to an
extensive system of canals and
ditches by which a large section of

of the eastern field alone will exceed

the Missouri

the total production for the entire

gated.

the output of the latter

field

passed

that of the former and the annual

grown

excess has

In 1912

rapidly.

the excess for the eastern

732,096 tons; and in

1913

The prospect

2,548,978 tons.

it

was
was

is

that

field

state for 1913.

There

Ohio.

now

approximately
32,000 persons employed at and in
the

are

coal

The number

mines.

so

Missouri.

—The production of coal

in Missouri

1913 was 4,318,125

in

short tons, valued at $7,468,308, a

decrease
20,731

compared
tons

in

with

quantity

$165,556 in value.

With

Ohio

The indemand came from coal

River valley

1912.

—The

in 1913

was mined by machine, an

Less than 4 per

and

of

shot off the solid.
Pennsylvania.

1913 was the largest in the history

long tons

was due primarily

to the

exceptionally mild weather in Feb-

ruary
those

and March, the output in
two months being nearly

135,000 tons less than in the cor-

responding

period

in

1912.

The

coal mining industry suffered some-

what from the drought during the
summer and at times water for
boiler use had to be hauled to the
mines. There was little interruption
to mining operations on account of

The number

of fatal accidents in

the coal mines of Missouri in 1913

was reduced

to just one-half of the

for the year.

The

—The

quantity of coal washed in

1913 was 707,773 tons, which yielded

624,426 tons

of

cleaned coal and

83,347 tons of refuse.
coal

washed

slack

is

Most of the
used in the

manufacture of coke.
The coal
mining fatalities in Tennessee in
1913, according to the Bureau of
Mines, were 35, compared with 18
in 1912.

The United

States census of 1840

that 558 short tons of coal

was produced
year.

By

in

Tennessee

in that

1860 the production had

increased to 165,300 tons, but after
that date development

by the

War.

Civil

production

of

was retarded

Since 1870 the

Tennessee

has

in-

creased rather regularly, but not so
rapidly as that of Alabama.

was

Texas.— In Texas, in 1913, 2,429,144 tons of coal wer£ mined.
It

production of

was nearly evenly divided between
Hgnite and bituminous coal, the

cent, of the coal

1913 was 81,718,680

valued

$195,181,127.

value of the fuel being $4,288,920.

Another record in addition to that
of tonnage was established in the

three geological periods. Carbonif-

at

anthracite region in 1913.

The

av-

erage working time for men, 257
days, exceeded anything in the history

of

the

industry,

the

nearest

approach being in 1911, when an
average of 246 working days was
recorded. In 1912 the average was
The average
231 working days.
number of men employed in 1913

was

175,745.

Reports to the Bureau of Mines
that there were 618 fatal accidents in the anthracite mines in 1913
compared with 584 fatalities in 1912.
The production of
Tennessee.

show

labor troubles.

in-

crease of 2,604,017 tons over 1912.

tion of 1912, however, the output in

tion in 1913

over

or 90.2 per cent, of Ohio's produc-

of

The decreased produc-

of

to 36,200,627

In 1913, 32,642,848 tons

anthracite for

of the state.

production

coal

amounted

The average value per ton

$1.10.

tion

total

states

1912

the excep-

irri-

is

tons, a gain of 1,671,900 tons

was

employed during 1913 was 29,335.

in

both quantity and value, compared
with 1912.
The coal mines of Tennessee were

is

crease in

Up

an increase

a record, being in excess of
the 1912 production by 192,478 tons.

This

14,720,011;

1913, 19,421,288.

is

$503,811, or nearly 7 per cent, in

1910,

figures:

This

to

1913

in

10,296,145;

the

6,-

production of 430,556 short tons and

1909,

following

was

903,784 short tons, valued at $7,883,714.

—The production of coal

Montana

coal in Tennessee in 1913

3,240,973 tons valued at $5,653,539.

in
Western

of the preceding year, or

fatalities

from 20 to 10, according
to the Bureau of Mines.

1912

51

—

The
erous,

coal beds in

Cretaceous,

The Carboniferous

Texas belong to
and

Tertiary.

coals are in the

north central part of the state. The
Cretaceous coals occur in the southern part of the state and extend into
Mexico, being mined extensively at
El Fenix, and

They
make a fair

Esperanzas.

are semibituminous and

grade of coke. This was once called
the Sabinas coal field.
Lignite beds extend from the
Sabine River in the northeast to the
Rio Grande River in the southwest.
Virginia.
This state broke all
previous
records
and produced

—

.
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52
of

tons

8,828,068

employed

per

man %3

tons for the year and 3.44 tons per

There were 24 fatal accidents.
Washington. For the first time in

day.

—

3 years the coal production of

Reports

at

men

of

1913 was 9,162, and the

in

production

average

valued

coal

The number

$8,952,653.

Wash-

the

to

United

—

1912 in quantity, but a decrease of

history a total of 70,-

$138,043 in value. The output from
Sweetwater County, which produces

time in

its

000,000 tons.

West Virginia became

over that of the preceding year.
1 he production in 1913 was 3,877,891
short tons, valued at $9,243,137, a

71,308,982 tons, showing a gain of

substantial increase over the output

4,522,295 short tons, or nearly 7 per

of 1912 amounting to 516,959 short

cent,

per

cent,

in

quan-

and $1,200,266 or nearly

tity,

per

cent,

Even this

value.

in

15

however, did not bring
output up to the record

increase,

the

made

in

1910,

when

the

maximum

states.

among the coal producing
The production in 1913 was

over the output of 1912 (66,-

786,687 short tons), up to that time
the record tonnage.

$71,872,165.

as

a

railroad

fuel.

and

manufacturing
The use of petroleum con-

tinues, but the increase in population

and improved business conditions
have furnished a better market for
Washington coal than was available
in 1911 and 1912.
The slightly

or

$9,079,931,

It indicates, nevertheless,

competition of California petroleum

increased

which showed an increase over 1912
of

The value

a recovery

The

production was accompanied by a
considerably larger gain in value,

product of 3,911,899 tons was mined.

from the depressed condition into
which coal mining in Washington
was forced in 1911 and 1912 by the

14.46

per

was

The average value

per
time in 10 years exceeded $1. The production increased
in 1913 in spite of the fact that the
ton for the

first

labor troubles in the Paint Creek
and Cabin Creek districts of the
Kanawha field, which began in the
early part of 1912, were not settled
until well into the spring of

1913,

lower average value per ton in 1913
—$2.38 as compared with $2.39 in
1912 was due rather to the ability
of operators to dispose of some of
the less desirable grades than to any

affected

actual decline in prices. In 1912 the
average value per ton was 10 cents
higher than in 1911, although demand was light and production
decreased over 200,000 tons, the fact
being that in 1912 such demand as

production from the two districts

was much below the normal

output.

The

was well

distributed, but three coun-

ties

increased

production

out of thirty showing decreases.

A

domestic consumption, which preferred higher grades of screened

workmen's compensation bill
in February, which
provided that 1 per cent, of the pay
rolls should be paid into the compensation fund, 90 per cent, by the
employers and 10 per cent, by the

coal and

employes.

existed

was

largely the

left

demand

for

the slack and lower

grades a drug on the market.

was

enacted

The

According to the Bureau of Mines,

The

into coke,

all

quantity of coal

made

from Pierce County,

increased from 76,741 tons to 118,698 tons. Most of the coke goes to
the smelter at Tacoma.

with

nearly 40 per cent, of the total,

derived
trolled

by the Union Pacific RailCounty a large

part of the production

made into Hot Springs
Big Horn ceasing to be a

Wyoming

continues

production

of

rate

to

maintain

man em-

per

The

number
1913 was

ployed.

of

men

employed in
8,331, who
worked an average of 232 days in
the production of 7,393,066 tons of
coal.
It

is

gratifying to record a de-

creased percentage in the production
of

"powder-mined"

coal.

In 1912,

3,180,067 tons, or over 40 per cent,
of the total,

was shot

1913

part

in

that

amounted

off the solid;

of

the

output

to 2,719,884 tons, or not

quite 37 per cent.

ing record

1913 was a

Another gratify-

made by Wyoming in
decrease in the number

of fatalities reported by the United
States Bureau of Mines.
In 1912
there were 34 deaths by accident and

were 26, due to falls of
haulageway acci-

roof, falls of coal,

an increase of nearly 10 per cent,

coal

idle.

County,
coal pro-

a high record for efficiency in the

was

men

Lincoln,

ducing county.

dents, etc.

of 43 days for 8,800

new county,

1912 a

In

was carved out of Uinta County,
and in 1913 the portion of Big Horn
County in which coal is mined was

number of fatal accidents in the
West Virginia showed
a decrease of 22, from 359 in 1912
to 337 in 1913, although there was

number of men employed.
Labor troubles caused the loss of
377,405 working days, or an average

also con-

is

by railroad interests, but in
Sheridan County the product is
chiefly commercial coal. Conditions
were generally satisfactory throughout the year, and not a single strike
or lockout was reported.
trolled

coal mines of

the

is

con-

road, and in Lincoln

the

in

mines

from

largely

in 1913 there

generally improved tone in the coal
mining business of the state in 1913
is shown by the fact that increased
production was made in every
county.

1913

in

tons,

cent.

of the output in 1913

and that the unprecedented floods in
the Ohio Valley in the spring reduced shipments to the West for a
time. A few of the mines that were
closed by the strike were not reopened during 1913, and the total

—

of

tion in 1913 exceeding for the first

rank

15

production

was 7,393,066 short

a spot value of $11,-This
production showed
510,045.
increase
of
24,942
short tons over
an

firmly established as the second in

or

—The

coal

ington in 1913 showed an increase

tons,

Wyoming.

States

Bureau of Mines show that there
were 22 fatalities among the 5,794
coal miners of Washington in 1913.
West Virginia. With a produc-

It

The

record for the year

free of gas or dust explosions.

is

said that every variety of

anthracite is found in
Northumberland and Durham coun-

save

England. History reveals the
astonishing fact that the fields there
ties in

have been worked at

least

700 years.

^e QUiery Engineer
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Asked at an Examination for Foreman and Assistant Foreman,
Held in Pottsville, Penna., May 25, 1914
^Concluded from July

QuES.

19.

—While

the fan

is

run-

ning at the same speed, will a larger
quantity of air pass through an airway 8 ft. X 10 ft. than through one

6

X 8

ft.

Explain why.

ft.

—A

quantity

larger

Ans.-

of

through the airway with
the larger cross-section because the

Assuming

friction is less.

the pres-

same

sure, length, etc., to be the

in

Further, at high velocities of

ity.

the air-current

is difiicult

it

a safety lamp.

explosion of coal dust. The gas
highly explosive, although rarely

QuES.

22.

—Describe

?

Ans.
is

—Methane,

known

or marsh gas,
when mixed with air

as firedamp.

ratioa^%r80^|:48^=119.2

less, tasteless,

:66.7=1.8:1.

specific gravity is .559.

8X10 = 80
6X8 = 48 square feet;

square feet and

and the perimeters are 2X(8-1-10)
= 36 feet and 2X(6-|-8) = 28 feet.
QuES. 20. If a fan should double
its speed and increase the ventilating
pressure fourfold, in what proportion would the quantity of air be

—

increased

—

Ans.

?

If the speed of the fan is

double, so will be the quantity of air

Likewise,

in circulation.

sure

is

increased

if

the pres-

fourfold,

the

quantity of air in circulation will be
increased in the ratio of the square
roots of the original
pressures, or as -^4
it

found

is

varies

as

fifth

and increased

= 2.

In practice
the quantity

that
root of the fourth

power of the speed, and the pressure
as the fifth root of the eighth
of the speed.

doubled,

the

Thus,

if

quantity

power

the speed
will

be

is

in-

creased 1.74 times, and the pressure
3 times.

QuES.

21.

—

Is

there a disadvan-

tage or loss in having the air travel
at

high speed?

Ans.

—Yes,

Why?
because the

friction

increases as the square of the veloc35-1—6

how

they produced; what are the
dangers attending the presence of
each, and how may each be de-

C//4, which,

the respective areas are

;

are

quantities in circulation will be in

foregoing,

the danger-

ous gases found in coal mines

tected

the

powders, but is chiefly formed by
the slow combustion of coal where
the ventilation

each airway, the variable quantities
being the area a and perimeter o, the

In

keep

to

open lights burning, and the flame
may be blown through the gauze of

air

will pass

issue)

and

It

colorless,

is

odor-

and

It is

its

given

from the pores of the coal and
was formed by the decomposition of
off

vegetable matter in the absence of

and

air
is

presence of water.

in the

highly explosive and

is

It

detected

by means of the safety lamp.
Carbon dioxide, or carbonic acid
gas, CO2, which, when mixed with
It is
air is known as blackdamp.
odorless and colorless and has a
Its specific gravity

sweetish taste.
is

1.529.

It

is

the product of the

combustion of vegetable matter and
is also produced by the breathing of
men and animals, the burning of
lamps,

etc.

It is

not explosive, but

in sufficient quantity

produces head-

and nausea, and eventually
It can be
death by suffocation.
detected by the dimming or extinache

guishing of lights

in its presence.

Carbon monoxide, or carbonic
CO, which when mixed with
It is
air is known as whitedamp.
odorless, colorless, and tasteless,
oxide,

and

its specific

gravity

is .967.

It is

product of imperfect combustion, that is, of burning without sufthe

It is
ficient oxygen to form CO^.
produced by the explosion of many

is poor as in gobs and
abandoned workings, and by the

is
if

ever present in sufiicient quantity to
be ignited. While it will show a cap

on the flame of a safety lamp, this
test is not available, as an amount
of gas sufiicient to produce a cap is
fatal instantly or in a few seconds.

A

quarter of

1

per cent,

if

breathed

for a few minutes, particularly while

working,
death.

causes

drowsiness

and

may

It

be detected by its
small birds or mice,

upon
which are much more sensitive to
the gas than men.
This gas acts upon the system by
combining with the red corpuscles
effect

of

.

blood to

the

the exclusion

of

oxygen.

Hydrogen

sulphide, or sulphuret-

hydrogen, H^S, which when
mixed with air is known as stinkdamp. It is colorless but has a very
strong smell similar to that of rotten
ted

eggs.

Its specific

sometimes
seams or by the
duced by the
organic matter
It

is

present.

It is

monoxide

in

gravity

and

rocks,

is

pro-

decomposition

where

of

sulphur

is

very similar to carbon
its

.explosive

poisonous properties.
not the only, test for
its

1.192.

is

given off by coal

The
its

and

best,

if

presence

is

distinctive smell.

QuES.

23.

—What

are the provi-

mine law regarding the
examination of old and new workings in a mine ?
Ans. If the abandoned parts of
the mine have been found to contain
explosive gas, they must be examined therefor at least once a week;
sions of the

—
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ing

dangerous accumulations as
may be found must be removed at
once; and the necessary report
such

made

thereof

or their working places until the
mine or the working place are re-

A

safe.

each

of

report

explosion.

QuES.

27.

is

gas may,

accumulating, pre-

going

ratio of its

the

Ans. ^An accumulation of
methane cannot stop the air-current,
nor can a large body of this gas
form where the ventilation is active.

intake

The

violent

at

is

of

face

the

places

all

The burning gas

rise.

forms a blue cap upon the flame.

QuES.

25.

—What

proportion

carburetted hydrogen

is

mixed with

when a cap begins

the air

to appear

on the safety lamp, and
proportion does

it

of

what

at

explode?

first

ular outflow of gas in a place where

sluggish, and in
from a sudden and
outburst of gas, where the
is

ventilation

QuES.

is

28.

causes of

generally good.

mines, and

in coal

what precautions should be taken to
guard against them?
Ans. Fires may be started by the
ignition of the firedamp through the
use of open lights, matches, fuse, or
squibs.
The burning methane may
ignite the timbers and even the coal.
Other sources of fire are the short-

—

circuiting

of

imperfectly

insulated

electric wires, carelessness in

of

the

Whence, volume of out-

air.

= ~^|±g X 150.000 = 152.-

308 cubic

feet.

QuES. 31.—A shaft 500 feet is to
be enlarged how would you proceed
to do the work having special regard
;

workmen?

to the safety of the

Ans.

—

the mine can be

If

down during

shut

the time the enlarging

going on the safest way to do the
is to fill the shaft with culm
or fine coal.
To do this, heavy
bulkheads are built around the foot

is

—What are the principal

fires

temperature

absolute

going air

the second case,

ing matches, old wicks,

—

arise

through the reg-

case,

and sign the report.
QuES. 24. At what points in a
mine would you expect firedamp to
be standing, and how does firedamp
appear in a safety lamp?
Ans. Firedamp will be found at
the highest points in the workings;
driven to the

may

conditions described

be increased in the
absolute temperature to

will

air

vent the air-current from passing?

—

the pressure of

volume of the out-

constant, the

Describe them.

the ventilation

—

—Assuming

the air as recorded by the barometer

body of carburetted

after

Either the foreman or his assistant may make the required examin-

—

these conditions

through the

workings ?

possible where a

in the

ation,

be forced
an

cause

Ans.

—Are

examination must be entered in the
mine record book.

that

to 68° F. in its passage

through the gauze and

regular

ported

may

is

the flame of the lamp

record book.

in the

dangerous, as

the volume of the air leaving the
mine if the temperature is increased

rapidly against an air-current

charged with gas

workings must be
examined every morning, breasts,
traveling roads, and all other parts
where men may go. The examination must be made with a safety
lamp not more than 3 hours before
time for beginning work, and the
workmen must not enter the mine

The

it

throw-

etc., in piles

work

of the shaft so as to close

Culm
more

to the workings.
in either dry, or,

flushing

is

all

access

then run

cheaply, by

with water in the ordiAfter the shaft is full,

in

it

nary way.

the culm forms a floor for the
to

shaft

As

men

stand upon
to

while blasting the
enlarged dimensions.

its

fast as the shaft is enlarged, the

culm

is

hoisted out and the timber-

Ans. The proportion of gas
which will show a cap upon the
flame depends upon the type of lamp
used, and the skill and experience
of the observer. Using the ordinary

of timber, chips,

Davy

lamp, the average skilled
notices

management of a mine?
Ans. An anemometer to determine the velocity of the air-currents,
a water gauge to determine the friction of the air, a compass to indicate the direction of the working

thick?

boss

barometer to measure the
pressure of the atmosphere, a safety
lamp to detect the presence of
methane, a watch to be used with

with heavy timbers set at right
angles to the pitch against which
the loose coal rests after it has been
shot down. These timbers compose
the battery and through an opening

a cap

when

the

contains about 2 per cent, or

1

fire

air

part

in 50 of this gas.
Special lamps
burning special oils or provided with

special devices, enable as little as
1

per cent, or

1

part in 100 to be

The explosive point is
reached when the mine air contains
detected.

from

5 to 5.5 per cent, of the gas,

or in the proportion of

1

to

20 to

1

to 18.

—

a

current

of

air

heavily

charged with explosive gas ? Why ?
Ans. The practice of swinging a
lamp in explosive mixtures or carry-

—

and, possibly,

spontaneous combustion.

Eliminate

the causes and fires will not occur.

QuES.

29.

—What

instruments are

necessary for a mine foreman in the

—

places, a

the

anemometer

in determining the

velocity of the air, a tape for

QuES. 26. Is it safe to swing a
safety lamp through an explosive
mixture of gas, or to carry it
against

etc.,

meas-

ing placed.

—

QuES. 32. What safe method
would you adopt to work breasts on
a pitch between 50 and 75 degrees,
the seam being from 5 feet to 7 feet

—

Ans. The ordinary method of
working with batteries will probably give as good results as any if
the details are properly carried out.

The bottom

in

them the coal

uring distance, and a slope or degree

loaded

level

gangway.

for ascertaining the slope of

pitching places.

QuES.

into

is

air

equal to 150,000

cubic feet per minute measured at a

temperature of 60° F.

What

will be

is

closed

from time

to time
standing on the
continuation of the
is

cars

A

battery timbers

30.— The volume of

entering a mine

of the breast

is

carried up both

where they are
planked to a height sufficient to presides of the breast

vent the coal rolling into a traveling

way

thus formed.

If the

seam

is

^e QffieryEngineer
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gaseous the planking referred to is
made continuous from roof to floor

and as

present head of the

PERSONALS

air-tight as possible, so that

may be forced
The miner stands

65

the ventilating current

up
upon the loose coal while at work,
and draws out enough from time to
to the face.

time through the battery, so that
he may always be within convenient distance from the face.

Steps

should be provided in one or both of
the traveling ways.

QuES.
gauge is

Z2>.

—When

an inch, what pres-

1.95 of

sure per square foot does

Ans.

— Each

water

the

it

indicate

inch of water gauge

indicates a pressure of 5.2

The

per square foot.

when

square foot
reads

?

pressure per

gauge

the water

inches

1.95

pounds

is

therefore

1.95x5.2 = 10.14 pounds.

—

Ans.—The

quantity of air in cir-

culation varies as the square roots of

the pressures as measured by the

water gauge. Hence the quantity of
air passing under the increased

gauge

water

proportion,

is

-\fi^

=

whence,

x

= 37,500

cubic

'

found

from

V2^ =

30,000

(30,000

X

.5)

the
-4-

:

x,
.4

feet.

—

QuES. 35. How many horsepower in 825,000 units of work?
Ans. A unit of work is the raising of 1 pound 1 foot high in 1
minute and 1 horsepower is equivHence,
alent to 33,000 such units.

—

825,000 units of work are equivalent
to 825,000 - 33,000 = 25 horsepower.

QuES.

36.

—An

yards long and
feet wide.

is

What

air-course

is

1,000

7 feet high and 9
is

the area, peri-

meter, and rubbing surface?

Ans.

—The area

is

7 x 9 = 63 square

The perimeter is 7 + 7 + 9 + 9
= 32 feet. As the length of the airway is 1,000 yards = 3,000 feet, the
feet.

rubbing surface
square feet.

A

is

3,000 x 32 = 96,000

seam of anthracite was
recently found 36 feet below the
surface at the Court House square
at Heber Springs, Ark.
4-foot

Railroad

stood, will devote his entire atten-

Harry M. White, who has been
an engineer for the Pittsburg Coal
Co., at Belle Vernon, Pa., was on
June 1, promoted to superintendent
of the Tremont and Arnold City
mines of the company, vice Superintendent George Harkess, who was
transferred

Crescent mine,

the

to

California, Pa.
J.

man

made

Co., has been

fore-

ing
J.

new properties in Iowa.
Edward Yoch, of the Interna-

tional Coal
ville, 111.,

and Mining

of the fifth and ninth districts of

W. K.

President

Smith,

for

a number of

mine of the Pittsburg Coal Co., has
been promoted to the position of
mine inspector.
D. A. Reese has been appointed
receiver of the Buffalo Coal and
Brick Co., owning coal land in Armstrong and Butler counties. Pa.
H. C. Hamilton, of Girard, 111.,
has been appointed receiver for the
Farmersville Coal Co., of FarmersThe liabilities are given
ville. 111.
'

sailed recently

Edward Husband, Erskine RamJ.

D.

Frank H. Hemmelright,

who

has been

in active

charge of

the collieries, has been elected vice-

president and general
president

He

panies.

the

of

will continue to

chief

operating

fore.

A.

'^..

manager and
com-

subsidiary
as

official,

be the
hereto-

Bingham, who has been

treasurer of the subsidiaries,

is

now

Temple'
Coal Co. and the underlying comsecretary-treasurer

panies,

while

of

the

Thomas Mead has

been elected auditor, an office which
he held under the old organization.
The directors are S. B. Thorne, F.

H. Hemmelright, George H. Frazer,
James Brown, and J. Norman Ball.
Harry N. Taylor has resigned the
and

is

Monon

Coal Co.,
succeeded by F. A. Delano,

presidency of the

S.

Kahn, and

Governor O'Neal, of Alabama, as
of the State Board of
Examiners.
Joseph Edward Stubbs, for 20

members

years president of the University of

Nevada, died at Reno, May 27, 1914.
A. G. Spillman, general superintendent of the St. Bernard Mining
Co., Earlington, Ky., has been appointed by Governor McCreary as
a member of the Board of Examiners, which under the new mine law
the

grants

of

delphia.

W.

Moore were appointed by

mine foremen.
C. M. Means,

Co., of Phila-

the

on the Imperator for

The Temple Coal Co. was organized the first week in July. The
president of the company is S. B.
Thorne, who is also head of the firm

&

of

a 6 weeks vacation in Europe.

as $30,000.

of Thorne, Neale

Field,

Pittsburg Coal Co., and his family,

say, J. E. Strong,

C.

Co., Belle-

has been reelected treasurer

of the Coal Operators' Association

mine of the

of the Carnegie

company.
R.

interests

Missouri and Indiana and to open-

in

Illinois.

charge of electric work at Forest
Hill and No. 5 mines of the Pitts-

burg Coal

mining

tion to his various

T. Clark, of Suterville, Pa., in

years superintendent of Forest Hill

QuES. 34. Suppose we have 30,000 cubic feet of air passing when
the water gauge is 1.6 inches; what
quantity will pass when the water
gauge is 2.5 inches?

Monon

and former receiver for the Wabash
Railroad. Mr. Taylor, it is under-

of

state

Pittsburg,

pointed
gineer

to

electrical engineer,

Pa.,

consulting

with

certificates

the

been

ap-

electrical

en-

has

United

States

Bureau of Mines.
J. R. Crowe, head of the Crowe
Coal Co., operating mines at Pittsburg, Kans., will leave shortly for a
tour of Europe and incidentally to
visit

some European mines.

Joseph Elwood, for several years
with the Pittsburg and Midway Coal
Co., at Pittsburg, Kans., has resigned to become general manager
of the P. R. Sinclair Coal Co., of
Aurora, Mo.
H. D. Mason, Jr., who has been in
charge of the government mine rescue car at Pittsburg, Kans., for the
past year, has been transferred tem-

porarily to Pittsburg, Pa., succceed-

W.

Paul, mining engineer,

ing

J.

who

will leave shortly for

tion tour of.

an inspec-

European mines.

—
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in Mine
Lehigh University was

Canton Automatic Trap Doors and

The Summer School work
Surveying

at

held this year at Hazleton, Pa.

men took

part.

Besides the un-

derground work, an opportunity was
had to visit breakers and open-pit

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
H. K. Porter Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Modem Compressed Air Locomotive,
80 pages.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
Fisher Building, Chicago,

ferred to the general offices at Chiin the capacity of general

15 pages.

cago,

who

Ray

engineer.

P.

McGrath,

for several years has been asso-

ciated with the
office

New England

sales

of this company, at Boston,

Link-Belt Co., Chicago,
tion

Ewart

Sprocket Wheels,

neer.

George Denny, of Peoria,

has

111.,

been appointed a member of the
State Mine Rescue Commission by
Governor Dunne, of that state, vice
Stephen Wolschlag, deceased.
Qtis Mouser has been elected vicepresident of the Stonega Coke and
Coal Co., in charge of sales and
traffic

matters.

Harry J. Marks, manager of the
New York office of the American
Engine and Electric Co., has been
advanced to the position of sales
manager of the company.
Alexander H. Tilley, of the Ashland Evening Telegram, delivered an
instructive and interesting address
at the closing exercises of the Le-

high

Valley

School

of

Mines

at

Centralia, Pa.

GEORGE

B.

MARKLE

George B. Markle, a well-known
anthracite operator and member of
the firm of G. B. Markle & Co.,
Hazleton, Pa., died recently from
the effects of an operation.

The

firm

& Co. was started
years ago by the father of the
deceased, at Jeddo, Pa.

of G. B. Markle

many

HI

Book

pages.

letin

Marion Steam Shovel
ion,

Stripping

Ohio.

Co.,

Economy
New York Cement Gun

Marwith

Coal

and Speed, 40 pages.

New

Co., 30

The
Church Street,
ProcApparatus,
Cement -Gun, The
ess, and Product, 106 pages.
William Graver Tank Works,
Chicago, 111. Bartlett-Graver Water
Softner and Purifier, 47 pages.
York.

No. 195, Link-Belt Newspaper Con-

West 13th

Pittsburg as a consulting engi-

Sec-

111.

Catalog 110, The Originfl
Detachable Link-Belt and

"A"

the vacancy.

in

"Giant"

Fuel Oil Engine Driven Compressors,

veyers, 39 pages.

A. Thomas, for several years
of the sales of mining
charge
in
Westinghouse
the
apparatus of
Electric and Mfg. Co., has resigned
his position, and has opened offices

111.

Fuel Oil and Gas Engines, 11 pages;
"Chicago Pneumatic" Gasoline and

has been appointed district manager at San Francisco office, to fill

W.

111.
BulNo. 34-N, Class "N" "Chicago
Pneumatic" Steam and Power Driven
Enclosed Compressors.

Fisher Building, Chicago,

workings.
West, hitherto local manJ. C.
ager at San Francisco for the Sullivan Machinery Co., has been trans-

sales

Signals, 56 pages.

The

work consisted in surveying a portion of the Wharton coal seam, and
16

Catalogs Received

L.

Wing Mfg.

J.

Street,

New

Co.,

352-362

York, N. Y.

Ma-

In the Josef seam at the Consor-

Park,

tium Ruben Pit, Neurode, which had
on several occasions been the scene
of outbursts of carbon dioxide, work

Air Handling and Power Plant
chinery, Bulletin 17.

B. F.

Sturtevant Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Hyde

Catalog 210, Sturte-

was conducted with

vant Steam Turbines, 46 pages.

Webster Mfg.

Co., Tiffin,

Accident With Breathing
Apparatus

Ohio.

blasts.

A

Webster Method, 72 pages.
John Davis & Son, (Derby) Ltd.,

of which

Derby, England. No. 113 A, Anemometers, 43 pages: No. 114 A,
Miners' Safety Lamps, 27 pages.

the

Mesta Machine
Pa.

Co.,

Pittsburg,

Air Compressors and

Vacuum

Pumps, 8 pages.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Bulletin No. 47401,
High Voltage Oil Break Switch for
Outdoor Service, 8 pages; PushButton Control, 15 pages.
Sullivan Machinery Co., Chicago, 111. Core Drilling by Contract,

electrically fired

series of these,

had gone

one only

had been

off,

on November 11, 1912, and,
lamps showing the
presence of carbon dioxide, two men
with breathing apparatus attempted
to reach the place of working.
When nearing the latter, one of
them began to reel, and had first to
be supported and afterwards to be
dragged along by his comrade,
fired

detector

whose

strength

ultimately

The

escape alone.

failed

make

him, so that he had to

his

man

prostrate

31 pages; Sullivan

was ultimately carried out, but did
Experiments were
recover.
made with the apparatus used, and

ings

professional opinions obtained as to

Rock Drill Mountand Accessories, 35 pages; The

Channeler in Engineering
Work, Bulletin 68 A, 15 pages;
Sullivan Ironclad Coal Cutters, Bulletin 63M, 35 pages.
Western Electric Co., 463 West
Street, New York, N. Y.
Western
Sullivan

not

the causes of

its

failure.

It

could

be surmised that the man,
although well acquainted with the
directions for using his breathing
apparatus, must have put it on in a
careless manner, not filled his nose

only

and Accessories,

properly with cotton wool, or had

48 pages; The Making of the Voice
Highways, 15 pages.

attempted to talk and thereby inhaled carbon dioxide. As a result

Electric Inter-Phones

Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Colirmbus, Ohio,

of the accident,

more

stringent rules

Circular, Jeffrey " Motorturret " Coal

for the ventilation of workings in

Cutters.

which

American Mine Door Co., Canton, Ohio.
Mine Ventilation with the

dioxide was to be expected were laid

down.

the

occurrence

of

A. R. L. in Trans.

I.

carbon

M.

E.
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THETruesdale
colliery

c a

t

e d

Hanover T o

The Truesdale

is lo-

which
near

The

A

Largest Shipper of Anthracite.

about eight
miles south of the
Wilkesof
city
Barre, Pa., along the Newport

Mine and

&

1.

Development

H. Dtoeri*

13-inch concrete wall

same
4'

X

purpose.

6'

is

Both

the

surface

that

prac-

tically divides this

used for the
walls have

blow-out panels placed 30 feet

property into two separate mining
basins, at least so far as economical

mining

is

concerned.

Trubsdalb Brbakeb, the Largest Electric Coal Breaker in the World

these mines was begun in 1903, at
which time the sinking of two recThe
tangular shafts was started.

apart,

which are closed by walls of

shafts are 14

one brick in thickness, their object
being to protect the main walls in
the event of an explosion of gas in

section,

the

ft. x 45 ft., inside, in
and 560 feet in depth to the
Ross beds. Both shafts are lined
and divided into four compartments.
Two 8' 4" compartments are for
hoisting; one 8 ft. 4 in. is a pumpway, and one 14 ft. x 18 ft. is an
airway. The two hoisting compartments in No. 1 shaft are separated
from the airway by a 13-inch brick
wall; in No. 2 shaft, however, a

•Assistant District Superintendent D., L.

appeared

on account of the
Warrior Run anticline,

B» P.

Hanover branch of the Lackawanna
The development of
Railroad.

Fig.

Its

History and Description of the

beds,

Ash

Red

Colliery

in

wn-

ship,

Coal Co.

Scran ton, Pa.

1914

& W.

mine workings.

In addition to

the shafts the Truesdale colliery has
three slopes from the surface and

two

7'

X 12'

rock

tunnel

openings

by the irregular
pitch of the beds, and for the quick
development of the mine. The Holland, or No. 1 tunnel, was driven
many years ago and abandoned after
some mining had been carried on in
the Forge, Twin, Top Ross, Bottom
Ross, Top, Middle, and Bottom

made

necessary

The

of

erection

Truesdale

the

breaker and washery was started in
1903; and the buildings completed

and placed
15, 1905.

November

in operation

The breaker

is

composed

of structural steel to the top of the

from there up it is of
wooden construction, but the management intends to change the wood
work to steel when repairs are
pockets,

needed, and then enclose the upper
structure

with

improvement

wired glass.

will

make

This

the Trues-

modern in every respect,
was the second anthracite
breaker which used electricity to

dale plant
in fact

COPYmOMT«D BY INTERNATIONAL TIXTBOOK COMMNY. ALL BIOHTS BISIRVID

it
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drive the machinery, the

being

belonging to

the Auchincloss

same company.

first

The

the

electric current

Fig. 2.

cycles, over high-tension lines, to a

substation

large

mines, where

it

at
is

the

colliery

passed through

volts, direct current, to

motives.

The

operate loco-

electric

current

is

conducted into the mine workings

Section on Line of No. 3 Tunnel. Truesdalb Colliery

is generated at the
second central electric power station

several 300-kilowatt oil-cooled trans-

at 4,150 volts, three-phase, 60-cycle,

formers and reduced to 440 volts,

alternating current,

used at coal mines in this country,

three-phase,

for this plant

about 3 miles from the Truesdale
mines and has recently been enlarged to meet the new demands

driven separately by 440-volt, alter-

by the use of
armored cables suspended in the
pump compartments in the shafts,
encased in 6-inch wrought pipe also
cables are suspended in 6-inch bore
holes, drilled from the surface at

nating-current motors of the induc-

convenient points.

made

The

the

being installed at Keyser

first

Valley, near Scranton, by the

company.

for

Loomis

The
at

The power

same

station

is

power by the sinking of

volts,

tion

to

machinery
in
the
Each machine, such as

the

breaker.
rolls,

current

elevators,

screens,

type,

of

various

etc.,

is

horsepower.

conducted

three-phase,

60

From

the shafts,

or bore holes, the current

is

con-

The power

passed from these machines at 250

fireproof concrete transformer room.

is

also equipped with

a motor-generator set.
is

;

ducted by the same kind of cables,
along the gangway roads, in a fiber
conduit encased in concrete, to a

substation

a 500-kilowatt rotary converter and

shafts.
electric current is

4,150

operate

60-cycle,

M>/o,

m wiutn iMiuti.
Fig. 3.

Plan of Truesdale Mine

:

^e ^//iery Engineer

September. 1914

This room

equipped with several
transform-

is

300-kilowatt

oil-cooled

ers, which step the voltage down to
440 alternating current, and at this

pressure
tions

manner

sent to various sec-

is

it

same
order to operate pumps,
The transformer room
mines,

the

of

in

hoists, etc.

Fig. 4.

in

the

operators, bought land in

Township
purposes.
Garrison,

in

5d

Hanover

1838 for coal mining

He bought
Sterling,

the John B.
and the Shoe-

maker

the

This was the

land ever

figure.

sold or bought in

employes
and the smoke from

in

ship for the purpose of coal mining.

case of

fire,

it

In

1840, -Holland

first

yard,

Hanover Townopened a 7

ft.

these

conducted

foot sections, and at the end of each

During the same year he had constructed a narrow-gauge railroad
from his mines to the old Dundee
basin on the Susquehanna River, 2.1
miles from his mines. At this basin
the coal was loaded into "arks" and

a concrete manhole

transported to Baltimore,

is

within the mine excavations by the

same methods, but

at various points

connected direct to the trolley
wires.
The cables are laid in 600it

is

is

provided, so

that all splices can be readily
at

these

trouble,

ground,

points,

such
etc.

in

the

event

short

a

as

made
of

circuit,

All cable splices have

wiped soldered connections.
Development.

—The

several

open-

ings were provided for the purpose
of rushing the development and to

concentrate the general scheme of

mining.

The Holland

tuimel

in

which is located No. 2 slope on the
Ross bed, is one of the oldest mine
openings in the

The

history

Wyoming

of

it

is

as

coal

field.

follows

Samuel Holland, one of the pioneer

The
way

narrow-gauge railroad on its
to the basin passed about 300 feet
west of the Dundee shaft, which is
being reopened and
present
at
.

widened in connection with the development of the New Loomis col-

The first criminal executed
Luzerne County was put to death
for the murder of the rock contractor at the portal of this Holland
liery.

.iii

All the coal beams which are

is

now

in Fig. 4.

coal

is

men

drawn out and
"company

called

but 4 feet thick between the top

bottom

Ross

and in
chambers are
worked by the yard full of coal, by
the rock-chute system, the workings
in each seam being* kept by the
means of careful surveys in the same
sections

seams,

the

vertical plane.

The coal measures are very much
broken by slip faults, one of which
drops the various seams, vertically
250 feet. Local synclinals and anticlinals frequently occur which necessitates a large -amount of tunnel
work as shown in the section, Fig. 2.
The tunnels in some instances pass
through one seam as many as thre^
times on grade.
The main slopes
are

all

system,

two

tunnel.

only

chambers

In some cases the dividing rock

ft.

Md.

coal

tlie

loaders."

of 45 degrees from the horizontal.

250-volt direct current

the

loaded by day

The

of a steel rope and pulleys.

12

are

reach their respective mining limits.

Then

and

X

sec-

the steep

and paid for by

surplus

the

many

all

the chambers

full

being loaded out until

X 1,000 ft. tunnel which
passed through the seams before referred to, all of them at an angle

can be sent direct to the up-cast
shaft, by the use of doors which can
be operated from the inlet by means

seams,

being worked

in

In

Chamber Adjoining the One Shown
Note Difference in Work

Fig. 5.

in

the

tions of the mines.

farming purposes that the owners
were glad to sell even at this low

has a direct outlet connection to the
protect

and Monob'el powder
pitching

Method op Timbering Horizontal Chambers,
TRfESDALE Mine

makes

imperative to use safety lamps

it

properties, at the rate of $25
per acre, the land being so poor for

main return airway of the mines
order to

gaseous, and this condition

developed on the four-entry
the advantage being that

inlets

and two return airways

are provided.

One

inlet is

used for

being developed vary in pitch from

haulage, and the other for a

horizontal to vertical. The coal is
all blasted from the solid and is very

way.
Air bridges of concrete construe-

man-

September, 1914
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passed over a

Coal Mining in Illinois
There are two districts in Illinois
where a combination of explosive
gas and coal dust in the mines render mining operations very danger-

20-inch angle pulley on the gangway
and around a 20-inch sheave wheel

ous unless proper precautions are
taken for the prevention of explo-

One

of these

produced by the following different

fastened to a prop located in the
center of the track at the face of

comprising

Saline

kinds of fans:

each

tion

are

across

erected

each

lift.

These gangways are located on the
The ventilaslope 350 feet apart.
tion is so arranged that any lift or
group can be provided for separately,
or the entire current can be concentrated to any desired point in case

The

of emergency.

Fig. 6.

ventilation

is

a 3-inch water gauge.
One 7' X 16' Jeffrey Guibal fan
which runs at 90 revolutions and
produces a 2.6-inch water gauge and
one 7' X 12' Jeffrey Guibal fan which
;

runs at a speed of 145 revolutions
per minute and produces a 2.S-inch

water gauge.

In addition to these

x 12' open running fans driven by 40-horsepower
motors equipped with silent-chain
fans there are two

5'

drives.

The other fans are driven by
steam engines of the Corliss and
slide-valve type.

The

coal

is

trans-

ported by the use of 13- to 15-ton

main

haul, 250-volt electric locomo-

tives,

and the gathering
locomotives

crab and

locomotive using
This rope
rope.

^-inch

a
is

The

chamber.

cars

Elbctkic Hoist, No. 4 Slope, Truesdale Mine

Two 25-foot diameter Vulcan
Guibal fans which are run at 75
revolutions per minute and produce

7-ton

but in all chambers when the grade
is greater than 8 degrees the mine
cars are hauled to the face by the

reel of the

done with
equipped with
is

General Electric

and Jeffrey makes. The mine car
weighs about 3,000 pounds empty
and is hauled to the face of all
chambers, except when the grade of
track exceeds 16 degrees.

On

grades

steel

when

Fig. 7.

sions.

Head of Xo.

3 slope,

and

which

in

counties,

^-inch ropes.
During the year 1913, the Truesdale colliery prepared and shipped
In
to market 1,089,610.11 tons.

Andros, issued by the

was

Bulletin

The

coal

It

has required 96 years of devel-

opment in the anthracite field, or
from 1807, the year in which the
first shipments of anthracite were
made by floating the 10-ton "arks"
down the Susquehanna River, until
1913, with our modern railroad facilities for

transporting the product

of the mines to tide water and inland

of 8 degrees or less the locomotive

cities, in

hauls the cars to the working faces.

as these.

order to obtain results such

is

32.1 for this

compared with 2.9 for the
Each employe
as a whole.

This remarkable
record gives to the Truesdale plant
the proud distinction of being the
prepare

Coal

discusses

per cent, of fatal accidents

district as

anthracite colliery to

Illinois

data on the mining methods there

was kept in the
breaker pockets for emergency use,
thus making the total preparation

first

Mining
by S. O.

safety measures that are considered

caused by explosions

and ship to market 1,000,000 tons or
over in any one year.

33

necessary in this district and gives

was consumed

1,129,983.18 tons.

5,

Investigations,

used.

for fuel, 500 tons

Coal

6,

Practice in District No.

prepared in the Truesdale breaker
for the Avondale mines, 36,000 tons
at the colliery plant

are

Truesdale Mine

mines.

addition to this, 4,373.07 tons

Gallatin

there

loaded are let down the chamber
grades by use of the locomotive and

Mining

No. 5

District

is

state

produces an average of
per

working

5.1

day

tons of

while

the

average daily production per employe for Illinois is 4.5 tons. This
high per capita production is due to
extensive

the

chines
of

;

the

use

of

mining ma-

90.2 per cent, of the tonnage
state

being mined by ma-

chines.

The

district is characterized

geo-

by an igneous dike which
penetrates the coal bed and in places
extends through the bed into the
logically

overlying strata.

Copies of the bulletin
tained

Coal
bana.

may

be ob-

upon request from the Illinois
Mining Investigations, Ur111.

September, 1914
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mines
COAL
are opened
coal

to

produce

as

econom-

Relative

Mining

Practical Coal
of

Working, Ventilation and Transportation
Coal Mining

in

Bituminous

Bu Thomas A. Mather*

possible).

if

A man's

and success is measured largely by the economic production and the preservation or
ability

welfare

future

the

of

property,

rather than by the quantity.
You can take a good mine, and

produce cheap coal for a time, by
all development v^^ork,
making no improvements and neglecting the general maintenance;
cutting off

then like the crops on the neglected
farm, the output will gradually dethe cost per ton increase
because of the decreased tonnage,
and it will take years to put the
crease,

mine back again

to the

same paying

basis.

Today a great many of the

larger

companies run their mines
from an engineering standpoint, and

coal

of course, also some of the smaller

The

concerns.

practical

men

of the

mines

today realize to a greater
extent their need of technical training, than do the technically trained
men realize the necessity of a thor-

knowledge of the art
of mining. After you have been in
the mining game a few years this
statement will come home to you
with much stronger force. Taking
up the subject of practical coal
mining I will first consider the advantages of working the coal on the
face cleats instead of on the end

ough

practical

defined and the face

are pronounced,
the

work

can be

it is

slips

possible to plan

so that a great efficiency

from the men's
labor.
Take for example two different sections of the same mine, in
one section the rooms are driven on
the end cleats, and in the other the
rooms are driven on the face cleats.
Those men working in the face
places will produce from 12 to 15
per cent, more coal with the same
amount of labor, than will the men
working places driven on the end
cleats. This means that the earning
power of the men has been increased
from 12 to 15 per cent, without inobtained

creasing the price paid per ton, car
or bushel, as the case

more

may

be, but*

methods of
mining.
By this means the daily
output is increased in the same proportion and the earning power of
the employes as well.
rather by

Now

may

it

efficient

be possible that this

increased tonnage can be

without

any

transportation,

additional

handled
cost

particularly

if

for

the

mine has modern improvements and
the coal is gathered by motors able
to take care of the increased ton-

Assuming, however, that it
requires more help to gather and
haul this coal from the face to the
shaft or to the tipple, yet even then
nage.

cleats.

The advantages

are as fol-

the cost for transportation will not

lows:

An

production

be greater than before. The company men such as the cagers, road
men, pump men, brattice men, rock
men, timber men, trappers, and in-

per

employe;

quired;

produced;

of

increase

better
less

less

explosives

re-

coal
marketable
timber required for

greater yield

side officials, the hoisting engineer,

increased production per em-

boss, car trimmers, blacksmith, car-

ploye can be accomplished by laying
out the system of mining so that
the greatest amount of work can be
obtained from the least amount of

penter, clerks, foremen, superinten-

seams

these different classes of labor will
be inversely as the increased tonnage

the removal of pillars

;

firemen,

of coal per acre.

An

labor

expended.

In

coal

where the cleavage planes are well
"Inspector
18th
Bituminous District, Pa.
Lecture delivered at the Pennsylvania State
College Mining Institute to the students.

35-2—3

dumpers,

topmen,

weigh

and outside officials, are needed
whether the tonnage is increased or
dent,

not.

Now

the cost per ton for all

be

stated

rooms driven

cent,

and end

the

on the face require
from 25 to 40 per

(and cheaper than
that

may

that

to

advantage,

second
it

Methods

possible

as

ically

61

explo-

less

same amount of
the top be smooth, a shot on

sives to blast the
coal.

If

each rib

down

bring

sufficient usually to

is

the

coal

the

across

entire

an end room, from 3
do the
same work. This is a saving, not
only in explosives, but in the time
that it takes to drill, tamp, and fire
place, while in

to

5 shots are required to

these additional shots.

can be understood that coal
is easily brought down, will
stand handling much better than
coal badly shattered by blasting and
that thus a better marketable coal
It

which

is

obtained.

In retreating with the pillars that
are worked on the face, the fall can

be made more frequent and the
weight removed from the place and
the standing timbers, besides a better

marketable coal not crushed by the
weight is obtained. It requires more
space to make falls in end-on places,
and with the cleats running parallel
to the rooms the falls usually extend down the roadways, breaking
the road and gob props, which necessitates more timbers to be set and
possibly to replace those broken.

The

advantage of working

last

face

on

coal

is

that a greater

is

amount of

obtained per acre.
For a
number of years a great deal has

been said about the conservation
of our coal resources and some very
ridiculous

made

in

statements
this

have

connection.

been
In

the
year of 1911 about 500,000,000 tons
of coal were mined, in the United
States; a statement was made and

widely circulated by a person of
national prominence that in producing this amount of coal some 500,000,000 tons were lost. Now with
the room-and-pillar system, which is
almost entirely used throughout
this country,

of the coal

from 45

is

produced by the greater efficiency
of the men working in places being

mining (that

driven face on.

pillars

to 55 per cent,
taken out in the first

is, in the rooms) and if
only 50 per cent, of the remaining

are

recovered

this

would

:

per cent, of the entire bed.

make 71

very low for some
bituminous coal
fields, and no doubt too low for the
general average of the state of

This estimate

is

the

of

sections

However, there

Pennsylvania.
too

much

is

coal lost in extracting the

and by far the greatest per-

pillars,

centage

is

lost in pillars retreating

As

stated,

make

it

falls in

more space

requires

the end places, with

the cleats running parallel with the
rooms. The falls, when made do not
off at the face of the pillar

break

but extend down the roadway of the
room, usually burying a portion of
the pillar and making it too danger-

ous to recover.

All this

is

avoided

in pillars retreating face on.

An

ideal

method of working

is

the

being
panel system, each
with
feet
square
about 1,000 to 1,200
method
This
face
on.
driven
rooms
panel

eliminates
i.

e.,

into the technical

go

subject, but

do

I

the

long productive entries,
entries

rooms are turned

from which the
off, which are

driven frequently 3,000 or 4,000 feet
Often in the double-entry
long.

room-and-pillar system by the time
the chain pillars are ready to be
pulled (and sometimes before) the

timbering has decayed and must be
replaced besides, entries are in such

know

will pass

that there

12

is

to produce a certain quantity of air
with a given water gauge and the

of

distribution

practical

the

through the working places

air

in the

mine.

is

seem
but

it

24 hours
This may

every

in

taken out in coal.

like a

very radical statement

nevertheless true.

is

mine

tuminous

laws

The

bi-

150

require

cubic feet of air per minute for each

person employed in the non-gaseous
mines and 200 cubic feet per minute
in

much more
mine inspector

gaseous mines, and as

in either case as the

may deem

requisite.
Let us take
200 cubic feet per minute per 24hour day as an example

200 X 60 X 24 X. 0766

„

the coal recovered

is

All of

worth.

equation q = a-^

~-

reduced to

q

the following proportion

is

^ and

.

\klo

= ci\h

27000

The average production

for each

employe inside the mine for 1911
was 935 tons, assuming they work
an average of only 200 days during
the year which is very low, it makes
the daily average of 4.6 tons which
divided into

---„-= 2.4 times the
4.6

weight of

air, to

Now

loaded.

Vlr^O'^'

Vfs

:

= 94,649.
But we have overlooked one very
if we were at
a mine where there was a volume of
air equal to 40,000 cubic feet and we
wish to increase it to between 90,000
and 100,000 cubic feet we might be
deluded into thinking that by enlarging the airway to twice the size
we would get the desired results. If
you made the change on this basis
you would not get what you expected, for if the mine is ventilated
by a fan you would be unable to
important factor, for

increase

„„

,
^11-03 tons.

;

wretched condition that it costs at
times more to keep them open than

in cross-sectional area

of

forced

is

than

ft.

derived:

you are aware that
in the average mine in Pennsylvania
from 2^ to 4 times more weight in
air

through an airway 8 ft. x
where
the pressure and the lengths of the
From the
airways are the same.

part of this

a great deal of difference between
calculating the size of fan required

How many

end on.
to
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speed to get the desired

its

because the engine driving

results,

is running at its capacity and
you could get no increased power
from it.

the fan

In order therefore to get 94,649
cubic feet of air through the 8' x
12' airway there must be greater
power, because the pressure per
square foot is the same in each case

the weight of coal

the law requires this

and power equals 5^^^., then

in the

this can be avoided with the panel

amount of

system, where the short entries are

face of the workings, but the aver-

driven up and the retreating completed before the entries get in bad

age amount of air effective at face
is not over 60 per cent, of the total

the second case

shape.

volume

practically

have been somewhat surprised
that there has not been a demand
before now for men who have
specialized along the lines of mine

opportunity for greater efficiency in

the

mine

ment of the airway a good, substantial gain was made; for example,
take the same problem except the
power remains the same, then the

I

ventilation.

their

Coming

events

shadows before, and

October, 1913, issue of

liery Engineer
appeared:

cast

in

the

The Col-

this advertisement

"Wanted mining

engi-

having expert knowledge of
mine ventilation, must be capable
of examining a mine and recommending the best system of ventilation, must be familiar with the
neer

common mine fan designs."
I do not know just how deep you

air to

be effective at the

.

fi

in circulation.

Here

is

.an

ventilation.

Many young engineers, and many
old practical miners as well, make
the mistake of taking one of the
natural laws governing the flow of

through mines, and expecting it
to fit some particular case they have
in mind without considering all of

air

the other factors

which also govern
the flow of air in mines.
For
instance take as an example 40,000
cubic feet of air per minute passing
through an airway 6 ft. x 8 ft. in
cross-sectional

gauge of

area

1.2 inches,

with

a

water

what quantity

first

case

1X40,000
we have -^^^„^and

m

1X94,649
^

is

,

,

,,

,

first

2^

nnn

,

,

.

.

which

.

times the power in

instance.

By

the enlarge-

quantity of air will be directly proportional to the area and inversely

proportional
.,-

the

to
.

•

40,000

:

a;

and

a;

root

48
then t==

—

the resisting surface
::

cube

of

96

,

:

7=

equals 71,032

cubic feet.

Now
which

let

us take another problem

will better illustrate the point

at issue.
feet of air

If there are 10,000 cubic

passing through a mine

^e (Qllierglfigineer
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one current, the resistance of the

in

same as

shafts at the time being the

what extra quan-

that of the mine,

pass by adding another air-

tity will

way

same dimension as the
power remaining the same?

of the

first,

The

work

units of

required to pass

63

the resistance of the mine with the

fore

same volume of

the 16-foot orifice?

through
this area as passes through the mine
at the same pressure that is producing the ventilation.
As every
fan has an equivalent orifice, a comparison

air passing

made of the

is

results ob-

what quantity

20
quantity formula
:

T,,
The

pressure

pounds,

and one airway are expressed by the
formula

the same fan.

inches.

.00000001X48.000X10,000'

ks(f

= 10,288

units

work.

of

making two airways of
dimensions as the
shaft

the

in

ity

that

of

the

sure

or

units

same

the

the velocity of the fan equals

work

available

%

for

cubic feet.
point I wish to bring out

is

you must always

fan

the

P

equals

or

pound and pressure of the mine
or

1.5^

2.25

—

pounds.

The

X—100
—=

„- _
69.2

2.25
--—eiEciency equals
rr-

.

1

-

2.25-1-1

At the other mine the

per cent.

equivalent orifice of the fan

square

X36

= 11,692

the

feet,

equivalent

is

30

orifice

of the mine

is

the

of air through the
mine equals 1.875, then

velocity

orifice of the

16 square feet and

P

the pressure for fan equals

or

1,

consider the shaft resistance as an

and the pressure for the mine equals

your calculations.
Assume the first problem
applies to a drift mine, although the
problem is not practical since there

1.875^

in

are nearly 100,000 cubic feet of air
in all probability there

would be

four to five splits or separate aircurrents to consider. It is not practhe

made

have these

splits

ventilator

and usually the

volume of

air is carried in

right

one cur-

made, then

this length of

airway acts just like a shaft, and to
double the quantity it takes four
times the pressure and eight times
the power for this single airway, and
whenever changes are made with the
power remaining constant the shaft
resistance plays an important part.

Why

does not a ventilating fan

when changed from one mine

to

another give the same volume of air
with the same water gauge? Every

mine has what
alent

orifice,

equals an area

is

known

the

as an equiv-

area

made

in

the resistance of which

of

which

a thin plate,
is

equal to

The

or 3.51.

.

,

From

efficiency

___

3.51X100

fan equals -«

^iXi^"

of

'^^

and adequate supply of
pure air to render harmless the
noxious gases being given off, and
to keep the mine in a healthy and
constant

sanitary condition.

The theory
essential as

case gave 80,000 cubic feet of

air per minute, with a 3-inch water
^,

gauge, then

3

X

5.2

„_ ^
X 80,000 = 37.8

33^^^^

horsepower.

made

in the

tity

of air one can determine the

quantity and the horsepower
it

will require to maintain

it.

TRANSPORTATION

The

transportation of coal from

the working face to the tipple

is

the

largest single item of expense that

the operator has to- stand,

except
of course, the price paid the miner
for loading and mining the coal;

and as this is usually agreed upon
by representatives of the operators
and miners it is not under the con-

is

16 square feet

now

mine.

The

20
be in the ratio of —^ or 1.25

scale;

lb

and since the pressure varies as the
square of the velocity, then

1.25^

equals 1.56 inches water gauge and
3 X 1.56 equals 4.68 inches water

= 59

produce

size of the fan necessary to

mines

gauge,

system of ventilation;

and from the moments of resistance
that, a mine offers for a given quan-

for 80,000 cubic feet of air the velocity will

is

trol of the practical officials at the

If in the second case the equiv-

alent orifiee

mine ventilation

enables one to calcu-

beforehand the results that
should be obtained from any change

that

volume, in water gauge, and
power is found, because if the
volume is the same the water gauge
is
much higher, and the power
greater. Assume that the fan in the

of

it

late

these data quite a difference

in

first

as possible to insure at all times a

that

in air

rent for 1,000 to 1,500 feet before
splits are

working that
good substantial air stop-

sure

ih^'-i^.00000001X24,000

at

the effective ventila-

vary

will

8,230.4

tical to

all it is

pings, elimination of doors as far

and quantity of air that will pass
through a shaft with these units is

and

After

tion at the face of the

1.5 since the pressure varies as the
square of the velocity then the pres-

work

factor

83.2 per cent.

pres-

of the total 10,288 or 8,230.4 units,

important

or

80,000

double

The

equals

practice

66.560X100
is

be

the units of

in

the second case

will

P

that

3.6

counts,

for resistance of the shaft, equal

The

and

1

is

the velocity of the mine air equals

1

2^,

the water guage

efficiency of the fan in

the veloc-

as the square of the velocity, then
:

e.,

The

^^^

first,

airways.
of

After

i.

feet.

18.72

or

^^^^

is

equivalent orifice of the fan

one mine equals 30 square feet
and the equivalent orifice of the
mine equals 20 square feet. Now if

" 80,000

1,248,000

.

tained at two different mines, with

The

16

^7f^-'l/f5

X and x equals 66,560 cubic

10,000 cubic feet through the shafts

at

through
Applying the

will pass

.
^^
therefore

4.98X5.2X80,000

^^^

the railroad engineer can
determine beforehand what grade
he is going to have on a piece of
road before it is built, but the inclination of the coal

seam

In comparing efficiency the power
in each case, there-

fixes the

grade for a mining engineer and
usually that grade is very irregular.
A system that may be ideal for part
of the distance in the

horsepower.

must be the same

transportation of coal in the
is
railroading on a small

mine some-

times cannot be used at

remainder of the mine.

all

in the

;
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Mine

the mines are using eleccompressed-air, and gasoline

Today
tric,

The

motors.

electric

the motor to go to the face of the
working places for the loaded cars
is
in other instances the locomotive

equipped with a drum, operated by
a separate electric motor on which
about
is coiled a small steel rope
y^ inch in diameter.

A

locomotive

with this equipment stays on the
entry while the brakeman takes the
rope to the face of the working
place and attaches it to the loaded
steel

car which is then pulled out by operating the drum on the locomotive.
This last system is hard work for
the brakeman, especially

low seam of

if

it

is

a

The electric locomotive has advantages over the other locomotives

doubt

little

offi-

mine

and the manufacturers of
mining machinery, a mine beneath
the floor of the Palace of Mines and
Metallurgy at the Panama-Pacific

The entrance to the mine will be
through the Bureau of Mines space,
and visitors will be attracted to it
by being given portable mine lamps,
and by being lowered in a very
slowly moving cage while a panoramic effect of the strata lining a
mine shaft will pass by them so
rapidly as to produce the illusion of
descending to a considerable depth.

dustry

Exposition.

and operative sucmine is assured through
exhibits promised as shown below
whereby typical metal and coal
mining operations will be produced
by full size working places in which
mining machinery will be installed
and operated. The walls of the mine

The

financial

cess of the

will

be covered with either ore or

mine illustrated.
Copper Queen
Consolidated, of Arizona; Bunker

coal typical of the

the

others,

Hill Sullivan Co., of Idaho;

Home-

apparatus,

rescue

hibits.

Nevada Consolidated Co.
iron

can be used on level roads,
on roads with a small pitch, or on
roads where grades alternate and

gation Co., of the anthracite field of

relatively high pitches occur.

One

cannot imagine any ordinary conditions existing in a mine on which a
main and tail-rope system cannot be

Of course

installed.
tric

hoists

there are elec-

for pulling out

of

dip

Consolidated Mines Co.,
Nevada Jones and Laughlin Co.,
of Michigan Lehigh Coal and Navi-

Pennsylvania; Pocahontas Fuel Co.,
West Virginia; Consolidation
Coal Co., of Kentucky, and Pacific
of

Coast Coal Co., of Washington, have
each agreed to reproduce one of

working places or stopes and

their

to contribute the

sum necessary

workings and electrically driven en-

the installation and operation.

gines for operating main and

tative

tail-

rope haulage, but this is the old
system with a new power applied.
It is essential that a good road bed

be kept in a mine, well drained, and
above all sufficiently large pillars
must be left to protect the main
haulage roads. The greatest mistake in mining has been due to leaving pillars of insufficient size for the
protection of the main haulage roads

and airways.

promises

In

May

Logan Qjunty, W.

Va.,

shipped 530,000 tons of coal, thus
for the first time passing the half-

mark.
Fifty-four colwere involved in these ship-

million-ton
lieries

ments.

action

appliances have been promised, including a mine cage and cars by the

Joshua Hendy Co.; a cage, hoist,
and motor, by the Denver Engineer-

Works;

by the
and Mfg.

locomotives

Westinghouse
Co.;

the Guyandotte River col-

of

similar

have been received from the Rock
Peabody Coal Co.,
and Pittsburg Coal Co.
Various mining machinery and

Electric

pumps by Byron Jackson;

compressor,
lieries

of

to

Ten-

Island Coal Co.,

ing

diggings

at

;

;

drills,

drill

air

sharpener,

and winze hoist, by the Compressed
Air Machinery Co.; drills and coal
by the Ingersoll-Rand Co.
and the Sullivan Machinery Co.;
lamps by the Justrite Mfg. Co. and
the Koehler Mfg. Co. enamel signs
by Stonehouse Enamel Sign Co.
cutters

;

may

In case of crowds, these

enter

by a slope.
There will be a motion-picture
room which visitors will pass in
going from mine to mine. In it will
be shown such great open workings
as are not illustrated by the underground mines, such as those of the
Utah Copper Co. and those of the

of

stake Mining Co., of South Dakota;

switches,

track, etc., will be received as ex-

Goldfield

it

other

such as safety lamps, portable electric lamps, fan, mine telephones,

mentioned. The main and the tailrope haulage is the most flexible
and economic system of haulage;
since

that

the United States Bureau of
Mines has undertaken to construct,
in cooperation with the mining incials,

Among

coal.

and the exposition

operators

is

necessary machinery and appliances

At the request of various mine

locomotives

are also equipped for handling the
car in the rooms, some being
equipped with a cable which if attached to the trolley wire permits

There

Panama-Pacific
Exposition

at

at Ely, the

Hibbing, Minn.,
mining, and the

hydraulic gold
quarrying of building stone.

Twice each day there will be an
imaginary explosion or fire in some
portion of the mine announced by
telephone to the superintendent's
office in the Bureau of Mines space
on the surface, and rescue men wear-

ing breathing apparatus will enter
the mine and bring out

who

victims

supposed

be given first-aid
treatment in the surface emergency
will

hospital.

In the Bureau of Mines space on
the floor of the
will be,

in

main building there

addition to the radium

booths, exhibits of carnotite, pitchblende, and other radium ores, their
alloys

gency

and concentrates, an emermine hospital and smoke

room

for rescue training, exhibits of

fuel

efficiency,

smoke

abatement,

mine welfare work, etc.
The prime purpose of the mines

explosives,

will be that of educating the invest-

ing public,

stockholders,

members

of legislatures and the uninformed
relative to the importance of the
mining industry, its extent, variety,
and the cost of operation.
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miles
Two
south

The

of

The

K. Dering Coal Co.

J.

on 35-foot centers
and a recovery of
about 80 per cent.

Clinton, Ind.,

A Description

on the Chicago &
Ea s t e rn Illinois
Railroad,

new No.

is

t

it

New

Operation of That

is

banded,

has good cubical cleavage and an
fracture.
In hardness.

bituminous coals
of Indiana occupies a medium position among soft or bituminous
this coal like other

United

States.

analysis of the coal at this mine
available,

No
was

but an ultimate analysis

of average Indiana coal shows as

Carbon,
oxygen, 18;

follows
5.5;

:

61

;

hydrogen,

nitrogen,

1.1;

sulphur, 3; ash, 11.4.

The

shaft

is

1,

William Z. Price

227 feet deep, pass-

ing through the old

Oak

Hill work-

ings of the No. 5 seam 57 feet be-

The

expected.

coal

is

undercut by

low the surface.

Sullivan continuous coal cutters.

shaft

interesting

The bottom of the
on a small anticlinal
and it was necessary to take up 18
feet of rock at the shaft bottom
when grading for the cage room and
main entries.
is

situated

Outside Features at Mine No.

the

Mine No.

is

Bu

1

irregular

of

at

Near Clinton, Indiana

structure of the coal

coals

Company

h e

mine of
the J. K. Bering Coal Co. The seam
worked at this mine is the No. 3,
and measures 6 feet in thickness.

The

of the

rooms are

driven 22 feet wide

The
the

coal' is

worked

room-and-pillar

1,

of

the

An

under-

ground workings is the extensive
use of concrete by the company. In
the plan of workings near the shaft
bottom shown on page 68, some parts

Dering Coal Co.

in panels

system.

by

The

panels measure 300 ft. x 675 ft. with
150-foot rooms. Entries are driven

within 50 feet of the next crossis then worked out

entry, the coal

on both sides and the entries abandoned before they require extensive
This system eliminates the
expense of keeping up numerous
long roads. After entries are abanrepairs.

doned they are walled up with conalong the -nain haulageway.

crete

feature

completed and others nearing completion, the cross-hatched area indi-

cates

that

part

The average
ways shows

concreted, to

date.

section of these road-

vertical walls 4^2 feet
high on either side and 9 feet apart.
The roof is arched to these walls,
its

feet

highest point being about 8j4
above the roadway.

Several exceptions, however, exto this general section.
Along

ist

the roadway approaching the shaft,
for a distance of 300 feet the walls
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the car starts to one side from
it strikes a lever which

16 feet apart, continuing this
width to the other side of the shaft

When

and up the empty car haul, where it
widens out to 20 feet for a short

lights an electric

are

2,240 cubic yards of con-

distance.

Side and

Crete gravel (natural mixture)

were

used with one barrel of cement per
cubic yard of gravel.
No timbering is allowed on any of
the main entries, the

company thus

the kick-back

bottom; as

it

lamp

at the shaft

rounds the curve to

the empty car storage track

End Elevation

another

of Tipple at

lever

Mine Ko.

which

it

1,

trips

extinguishes

Thus, in case the bottom
man notes the light being on too
long he knows that the car is off the

somewhere

between

those

following the same idea as the Steel

points and will send the following

Corporation at their Gary mines.

cars to the track

Poor roof

This plan eliminates several extra
men. It is the present plan of the

1

is

avoided by leaving up

foot of top coal.

When

on the other

electric

install

to

contact

switches on the empty car storage
tracks so that a light will indicate

when

the trip of cars reaches a cer-

and then the future cars

tain length

Dering Coal Co.

the lamp.

track

company

side.

can be sent to the track on the other
side.

The

tipple

steel

is

of

Allen

&

Garcia Co. patented design, and the
shaking screens and conveyer are
electrically driven by small motors.

The following
type

of

description

tipple

given

is

of

this

by

Mr.

Garcia.

the empty cars leave the

Instead of putting columns at the

cage at the foot of the shaft they
run on to an empty car haul or
endless-chain
drag which takes
them to the top of a short incline,
from which point they run to a
kick-back and are then shunted
right or left as desired.

corners of the shaft, two main col-

The method

umns

are placed in the middle of

the concrete curbing at each end of
the shaft just back of the guides,
the guides themselves being carried
directly by, or bracketed from, these

columns.

The

center guides are also

in either direction at this point is

between them,

this

column directly
column being

The points of
the latches are connected by an iron

hung from the main

structure, so as

rod which extends on either side of

bracketed at several points so as to

carried by a vertical

of sending the cars

highly interesting.

the track to electromagnets.

not

in

the

direction

desired.

on the buntons, and

rest

have ample

These

magnets are operated by a man at
the shaft bottom.
He throws an
electric switch right or left and the
magnets pull the points of the
latches

to

lateral

and longitudinal

When

adapted to an end
hoist tower, the sheaves are carried
directly on a frame of the same
width as the column, the forward
stiffness.

Drag Handling Empty Cars

leg of

which

is

carried

down

to the

September, 1914
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ground

in a line outside of the re-

sultant

of

the

cable

columns are made

All

stress.

of such width as

will insure sufficient lateral rigidity

when supported throughout
and to

length,

carry

their

journal

the

bearings of the sheaves.

The main

structure, carrying the

or corrosion.

The weight and

main tower, in
and

of the

strength

great

cost

left

is

entirely

devise

to

very

a

operating mechanism

spite of its

much

rigidity,

than the time-honored eccentric, so

is

scarcely two-thirds that of a propThe
erly designed A-frame tower.

shaft

was possible

it

clear

at

the

bottom of the tower, so that rails
and other material can be easily

better

was

bell-crank

a

substituted,

and

operated by driving rods from two
large flywheels which perfectly balance the two sides of the screen.

The power

factor

thus

is

made

so

constant that the motor or engine

can be direct-connected to this shaft,

and as the whole mechanism is selfcontained, the resulting vibration is
very small. The driving rods have
journal bearings arranged for thorough lubrication, and the ratio of

arms is such that the forces
reduced to one-quarter before
reaching the driving rods and the

lever

are

flywheels.

other features outside com-

The

and the fan.
Every machine about the plant is
The power is
electrically driven.
supplied by the Terre Haute, Inprise the electric hoist

& Eastern Traction Co.
metered current charge (with a

dianapolis
at a

power company

sliding scale), the

being guaranteed a

The
mine

Plan of Wokkings Neak Shaft Bottom

minimum

bill.

received

current as

at

the

three-phase alternating cur-

is

which is stepped
by three 300kilowatt Westinghouse transformers
for the electric hoist and the motorrent at 22,000 volts,

weigh house and screens,

built

is

over the tracks at right angles to the
hoisting frame and designed so as

tions are

to give the greatest possible rigidity

ture of

to the tower

of

and to carry the shock

dumping directly to the ground.
With this construction it is an

easy matter to design a screen structure so

stiff

that the vibration of the

screen will have

little

or no effect

upon it, and the screens can then be
hung on properly journaled, rigid
hangers, so as to operate with only

a fraction of the friction and wear
bearings.

The

eccentrics or other operating

mech-

incident

to

roller

The foundacheapened and cut down

loaded on the cages.
in

number, also a screening strucsufficient

stiffness

built

is

and rigidly connected to the main
structure.

Finally

the

guides

are

attached direct to the tower columns

and form a stiff rigid slide for the
cages from the shaft collar to dumping point, all at a less cost than
former style of construction.
In working out the details of this
tipple, it became necessary to make
a careful analysis of the action and
operation of the screens.

The first

re-

quirement was to design the screens

anism for the screens, may then

so

be supported on cross-members so

balanced as possible under the varying conditions of load.
This can

that any vibration from

them

be absorbed before being

will

commu-

nicated to the main structure.

The advantages
tion

are

as

of this construc-

follows:

The main

tower is composed of three heavy
and substantial members which can
be encased in concrete so as to protect

them

entirely against accident

that

they

would be

as

usually be accomplished by
the upper section of the

nearly

making
screen,

which receives the coal directly
from the weigh pan, somewhat
shorter and lighter than the lower
section.
Then, in studying the forces
acting upon the screen through the
driving rods, it became evident that

down

to 2,200 volts

generator

product of

and has a

The hoist is a
the Ottumwa Iron Works
5-foot cylindrical drum
set.

it
is driven by a 300-horsepower
General Electric induction motor.

A

10-foot Jeffrey fan

at the mine.

It

is

installed

has a capacity of

100,000 cubic feet per minute and is
geared to a 40-horsepower General
Electric two-speed motor. The motor has an adjustable base in order

on larger pinions to increase
Noiseless running is a
result of using rawhide pinions.
The motor-generator set is of General Electric design and converts
to put

the speed.

the

alternating current

250

at

cipally

As

volts,

which

into

direct

utilized prin-

by the coal cutting machines.

the workings

set will

enlarge,

another

be installed for furnishing

power for
This

is

is

electric locomotives.

the

first

all

electrically

operated coal mine in Indiana.

:
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HE High
mine of the
At

Coal

Steubenville

Mining

and

The High

coal

Shaft

—One

Ohio

Steubenville,

tains 320,590,000

Mine

Shaft

coal; 189,890,000
of the

Oldest Shaft Mines

in the State

but Operated

tons

by Modern Methods

Co.,

Bii

shaft

oldest

coal mines in the state, having been

of

heart

near the

in 1857, is located

opened

County,

Jefferson

Steubenville,

of

section

business

the

There are no railroad con-

Ohio.

sulphur,

Wi&ar Crttku Barrouglu^

000 tons of Finley

while the average in the

coal above the bottom

usually less than

1

member

per cent.

A

parting of slate generally separates

member from

the bottom

the

main

portion of the seam above, so that

being delivered from the tipple into
wagons, chiefly for local use. The
coal mined lies 225 feet beneath the

the upper and purer portion of this

Exactly what name to give
this coal seam has been rather an

the lower bench that the variation

open question, some geologists and
mining men holding that it is the
Upper Freeport seam of the Allegheny series Pennsylvanian system,

At the Steubenville Coal and
Mining Co.'s mine, a section of the
Lower Freeport coal seam is as

while others maintain that it is the
Lower Freeport seam. The findings

Shale

surface.

L

of

C. White, State Geologist of

West

Virginia,

by that

stated

as

geologist to the writer, are as fol"I would say that our Survey determinations of the age of the
Steubenville Shaft coal agree with

lows:

those of the late Professor Orton
(State Geologist of Ohio)
that

it

;

that

far

in thickness of the

seam

coal,

has been traced by the

drill

south

as

as

coal

mined

is

vicinity

of

"Where

follows:

by

shafts

Brilliant,

in

Upper bench

of coal
of coal

2 inches
7 to 14 inches

Slate parting

Lower bench

A

sample analysis of Lower Freeport coal, in general, is given in the
County Report of the West Virginia Geological Survey, by G. P.
Grimsley, as follows:

the

14 inches in thickness,

and

when mined,
•Oberlin, Ohio.

is

separated

frequently
since

it

often re-

is

high

in

ft.

1.05

36.00
54.86
8.09

Ash

For 72

is
ft.

and 225

downwards

feet

from the surface, the shaft passes
clay, which is soft and
runny, ground water continually

through
keeping

it

condition;

this

in

the

shaft, however, next passes into firm

shale

and sandstone, which form

walls

stand

that

require

well,

any timbering, and with
which no trouble has ever been exscarcely

The portion of the shaft passing
through the soft clay originally was
timbered, but as concrete lining

deemed more

100.00

was put down in
The shaft
timbers could not be removed from
bottom upwards, as once rethe shaft would have caved

moved
in.

Therefore, sections of concrete,

75.27
5.56

Carbon

8.23
1.18
1.67
8.09

Asli

Calorimeter B. T.
Calorimeter B. T.

U
U

The

sulphur

comes

under the concrete

T.

Griswold

has

about 30

the

old shaft

timbers, which having, been accom-

the

concrete

sink 30 inches,

by

when

shaft

would
would be

shell
it

timbers

as

yet

This operation was
repeated throughout the entire 72
feet to the solid- bed rock.
By this
method the sides of the shaft were
everywhere reenfo,rced, and all danger of caving was prevented.
untouched.

In mining, the room-and-pillar
system is used, with double entries,
9 feet wide and 6 feet high, sepa-

13,819
13,820

rated by a 30-foot pillar of coal,

principally

estimated

quadrangle
that
(including the areas in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio), conSteubenville

shell

of

vertically

100.00

from the coal of the lower bench.
"the

6 feet high, were placed at

a time, and sunk by removing from

stopped
tntimate Analysis
Per Cent.

was

a concrete

lining 2 feet thick

plished,
2.6
.008

Sulphur.'per cent
Phosphorus, per cent

desirable,

the following manner:

inches

W.

inside dimensions,

feet deep.

5 feet to

Steubenville,

and other points above Wheeling,

X 14

the
Proximate Analysis
Per Cent.

this

the bottom portion of the bed, 8 to
jected,

found."

40 to SO feet
15 to 20 feet
42 inches

to disappear

Ohio
River everywhere between Wheeling and the Pennsylvania state line."
W. T. Griswold, in the Coimty
Report of the West Virginia Geological Survey, describes this Lower
Freeport coal seam for the region in

At the mine of the Steubenville
Coal and Mining Co. the coal
reached by a hoisting shaft, 7

perienced.

Sandstone
Shale

as a workable bed along the

general,

is

The

Wheeling.

Upper Freeport seems

It is in

follows

Lower Freethe Ohio Valley,

Lower Freeport

represents the
as

dent of the basal division.

represents the

port or 'Rogers' of

it

mined indepen-

is,

and not the Upper Freeport as the
late Professor Newberry thought it
did.
I do not think there can be
any doubt that the bed in question
since

coal can be readily

a total of 527,954,000 tons."

coal,

is

thin

with the tipple, the coal

nections

Rogers

of

(Lower Freeport)
coal; and 17,474,-

said to be one of

the

Pittsburg

of

tons

driven approximately on the face
and butt cleats.
The main haulage entry runs
north and south from the bottom of
the hoisting shaft. Butt entries are
turned east and west every 500 feet.

From

the butt entries face entries
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are

turned every 250

feet,

which

electric

fan.

force

X 16

The

air-shaft,

180 feet deep, with

arms for holding the car on
and the tipping arrangement is the same as that of the
floor,

the cage,

makes the face entries nin north
and south, The rooms turned, gen-

8

from the butt
entries, have a north and south direcThey are 22 feet wide, 6 feet
tion.
high, 250 feet long, and have 42-foot
centers, which leaves a 20-foot pillar
of coal between the rooms. Breakthroughs are made every 60 feet

north of the hoisting shaft. In the
mine, door regulators, and some

larger cages.

overcasts are used.

steel

erally

full

width,

ft.

stairway,

ft.,

is

three-fourths of a mile

Not much water accumulates
the mine,

power

and a Deming

electric

pump,

in

5-horse-

suffices to

keep

Above
as

the hoisting shaft rises a

head-frame and steel tipple,
shown, designed by Geo. S.

Baton & Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.,
and erected during the winter of
In the design the idea

1913-1914.

the workings dry.

TMI COUJCHT CNOINHK

Elevations of Tippis at High Shaft Minb

between the entries, and every 60
feet between the rooms, but in the
latter case are staggered.

The coal is mined by four Morgan-Gardner electrically operated
mining machines.
All haulage in the mine is done
by electricity. The heaviest grade is
between 2j/^ per cent, and 3 per cent,
against the loaded trip. For haulage, there is one Morgan-Gardner
7y^-ton electric mine locomotive,
and one General Electric electric
mine locomotive.
The

accomplished
by means of a 12-foot steam exhaust
fan ; and in the mine near the working face, one Robinson 42-inch
ventilation

is

The

coal in the loaded trip on

main
shaft is hoisted from the mine on a
self-dumping cage which is considreaching the bottom

of

the

to be one of the smallest
self-dumping cages ever installed in

ered

this region.

This cage,

which was

followed throughout was to arrange
bins and

screens so as to deliver

three grades of coal to the

wagons

with the least possible expense of
operation.

At the tipping floor the coal is
dumped into a concentrating chute,

manufactured by the Connellsville
Mfg. and Mine Supply Co., is 4 feet
y2 inch face to face of cage guides,
and operates on the 8-inch face of
the guide timber.
The length of
the platform of the cage is 5 feet 7
inches. The cage is fitted complete
with safety dogs and safety chains

and then passed over a lj4-inch bar

of the same design as the larger
cages manufactured by the same

from the nut, each being conducted
by chutes into the upper slack bin
and upper nut bin. From the upper

company, and a general

detail of the

lump being discharged
from the weigh basket, into which
it was delivered, through chutes into
the main lump bin. The slack and
nut that passed through the IJ^-inch
screen, the

bar screen are passed over a J^-inch
screen which separates the slack
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upper nut bin the
conveyed to the lower slack
bin and lower nut bin by vertical
bin and

slack

coal

Bentley Colliery

is

From

'

coal

fed into

is

A

these lower bins the

chutes.

wagons for

71

Description of the Conditions and Methods of

Area

distri-

of Yorkshire,

Working

in the

Doncaster

England

bution, the slack being discharged

from the bins by a

lump
the

The nut and

coal are discharged through

rescreens

rescreen

it

bin

over

wagons

into

By

below.

the

of

sides

made

small

stationed

The

when

clean

loaded into the wagons
delivery.

small

passing the coal over the
is

By Samuel Dean

bin slide in

flat

the bottom of the bin.

for

BENTLEY

one of the large
Doncaster area of Yorkshire.
The
famous "Barnsley" bed is worked,
the depth of the shafts being 1,950

new

is

collieries in the

The seam averages

feet.

5 feet in

local

slack coal from the

not necessary.

The method

age on the main roads

of haul-

is

endless

and on the secondary roads
main rope by small compressed-air
rope,

engines;

horses

are

also

used.

Accompanying sketches show the
method of operation at the face,
showing the gateway (two tracks),

conducted by a
chute to a drag conveyer situated on

packs, props, and face tracks.

the surface of the ground beneath

the props being spaced 5 feet apart,

rescreen

The drag conveyer

the tipple.
livers

is

Systematic timbering

de-

elevator which

lifts

and delivers

The

it

the face to line of props

into the slack bin.

The

general layout

is

arranged so

a track at the elevation of the top
of the lower bins for taking the
three grades of coal to a storage

thi

couiUT

unitu

LoNGWALL Mining

; the car receiving the slack and
nut coal from a slide in the bottom
of the upper bins, and the lump coal

pile

over

a by-pass in the screening
equipment. The car is to run at the
end of the tipple on a steel trestle
brick building

is

the face, and all back props are
withdrawn by means of the Sylvester machine. This is a hard and fast
rule, as the mine is subject to gob
fires and gives off much gas, a bad
combination and timbers left in the
goaf aid in starting a gob fire. All
props are tapered at the bottom to

reduce the diameter to about half
the original diameter.

located

the power plant which consists of

This lengthens the
THE coLLiirr

two

150-horsepower
Erie
Iron
Works boilers with Murphy automatic stokers and in another room,
;

separated

from the

boilers

by a

brick wall, is a Skinner automatic
engine driving a 100-kilowatt Morgan-Gardner generator which suffices for

and

thickness

is

equipment. The hoisting
is accomplished by means of a pair
of Crawford & McCrimmon, 18"
X 32" direct acting steam hoisting
electrical

have recently been

worked longwall

The output averages
advancing.
4,000 tons per day, one shaft, lA-yi
hours hoisting. The following is an
average section and shows the na-

For the greater part of the

Blue shale
Soft shale
Top coal
p,
Soft shale with coal streaks
Soft coal
f
Soft friable slate
hjj)..
g-o «
The Barnsley Seam;
••
Hard coal
\ gji't; >
cngj ..
Soft coal
S"J ..
I
Dirt

infor-

mation contained in this article regarding the Steubenville Coal and
Mining Co.'s High Shaft property,
the writer is indebted to Ebenezer
Jones,
superintendent;
and
for
drawings and additional information
to Geo. S. Baton & Co., Pittsburg.

Inches

20
2
1

2

On

in the

settles

falls

The

roof

bends

the face on to the packs,

seldom occur at the

face.

possible to, travel round one

a distance of 5,940

feet.

writer traveled several hundred
falls.

One

of the most interesting pieces of inare from 120 to 150
and the cross-gates 360

The gateways
feet.

weight

yards of face and saw no

slate floor

feet apart,

is

The

6
6
2

the

wastes.

line of face

6

2

as

down from
It

3
4

from breaking

wide, the goaf packs 6 feet wide with

and
6

it

and
brooms the pointed end. The packs
are kept up as near the face as possible. The gateside packs are 9 feet
middle,

14-foot

ture of the roof:

Hard

installed.

and prevents

Feet

of the prop

life

(HC»I[«

Opening Longwall Face

the operation of the mine's

engines which

5 feet.

;

that has not as yet been placed.

new

is

props are set when
necessary. The timbering is in line
and kept straight with the face.
Only three lines of props are kept at

Temporary

that a car can be installed to run on

In a

employed,

both ways, with good cap pieces.
greatest distance allowed from

slack coal to a bucket

this

is

account of the tender na-

ture of the roof the roads have to be
frequently brushed and the packs

The pressure of
are soon buried.
the roof at the face makes the coal
very easy to dig and shot firing

is

formation which he received from
the managers

was that an

1,800-foot

considered a short one, and
that they would have difficulty in
face

is

working a face of this length. They
have much difficulty in holding the
roof
face.

when they

And

are starting out a
not until they have a

;
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face 2,000 feet long with a goaf of
300 feet behind them do they get
free

from roof troubles

They prepare

at the face.

for the dreaded "first

weight" by close packing, and after
they get further away they can take

is

from

From

falls

this

it

back from the face.
will be seen that the

price

of

average for
run-of-mine
last year
a
ton
was
$2.50
all grades
is not surprising, therefore, that
dividends of 20 per cent, and 30 per
cent, on the common stock are usual
it

track at the face
ton.

selling

coal, or the

miners dig the coal, timber the roof,
do their own brushing and packing,

and lay their own
for 48 cents a long

The

each other.

The average

As is well
South Yorkshire.
known, coal mining is far more
profitable in Europe than it is in
the United States, and although the
unions are strong on the other side
in

Atlantic

the

of

there

is

less

an-

what is
Lloyd George
"capital."
called
keeps up his attacks on the dukes
and landlords, but corporations are

shown toward

tagonism

certainly not being attacked as se-

verely as they have been attacked

United States, and strong
laws prevent the press from
printing malicious untruths. After
the

in

libel

an absence from the country of a
few years, one notices an increase in
the cost of living, and Lloyd George
is receiving the blame for this.
Double-gauze Marsaut type safety
lamps are used at Bentley, and Ceag
and Oldham electric lamps are also
used. As yet, electric lamps are far
from being perfect, and the life of
the battery is not more than 4
months, but the future will doubtless see great improvements. There

Bentley Colliery

with the roof. The
first weight travels
back over the narrow work for 200

more

liberties

crush

of

or 300

feet.

the

The gauge

of

the

track

is

inches, the weight of the rails

26
on

main roads 28 pounds to the yard,
and in gateways and on the face 18
pounds

to the yard.

The

cars stand

3 feet 4 inches above the

rail

and

hold

14^ hundredweights

It is

strange that the car capacity

per shift for
face

is

all

5 tons

men employed

—

this includes

at the

miners

and their laborers, showing that the
miners are averaging close to $3 a
day for 8 hours. In this connection
it must be remembered that the roof
weight acts as a lever at the face
and makes the coal very easy to dig.
Great slabs of coal are j)ried off the
face by means of long iron bars,

is

some

talk of the

new type

of oil

of coal.

has not been increased in the north
of England, and the Midlands. The
general equipment of the
lieries is

but there

new

col-

magnificent in every way,
is

no reason why larger
and compressed-

cars, heavier rails,

air locomotives should not be intro-

duced.

There are three miners and

—

..

—

^.

men to each
120 feet of face. The miners are
paid a hewing or tonnage rate of
48 cents a long ton and pay their
three

own

laborers

six

laborers a day

for 8 hours.

wage

They do

1,

':i:z

^I^BMT

.t^diHife

own brushing in the gateways and
pack the rock—all included in the

When they are paid
18 cents a car for unloading rock it

^Sbw'

-M

n

T"^^n!

own

for unloading each car of rock sent
into the face. The miners do their

_M,^A.
"5,.

\

of $2.04

their

•

^JL

.^%A Ih;

k

\

Pi

packing, this being included in the
48-cent rate, and are paid 18 cents

48-cent rate.

^..^

.,^

Undermanager's House. Bentley Colliery (Position Equivalent to Mine Foreman)
in fact

it

may

nearly digs
at

be said that the coal
itself.
The face is kept

an angle of about 45 degrees with

safety lamp,

proved

lamp

which gives a much im-

light, displacing the electric

at the face.

nearly

All the haulageways, returns, and

half-end and face.
The faces are
never allowed to get in advance of

gateways, are stone dusted to pre-

the line of cleavage,

or

is

vent explosions of coal dust.

The
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is ground in a new Robey
from the soft shale above the

There is not much dust deposited
on the haulage roads because the
endless rope travels slowly, and the
cars, being of steel, without end

shale dust
mill

Shale of a soft light color
used and care taken that no
shale containing crystalline silica is

top coal.
only

is

The

included.

down

dust

shale

is

first

coal

The roadway

the pit in cars.

to be dusted

doors, are dust tight; further, the

sent

is

is

not loaded above the top of

the cars.

cleaned up by

The management

the

dust

off

the

of this

and

colliery considers the roads

turns to be in a thoroughly

floor.

is then thrown by shovelon to the sides and roof until
they have a white appearance about
100 pounds of shale dust to the
linear yard of roadway is used as

re-

safe

Shale dust

condition with the average percent-

fuls

age of ash in the fine dust between
50 and 60 per cent., or just over
one of coal dust to one of stone dust.
The writer sees no reason, however,

;

the

first

ing

The

dressing.

why

cost of sort-

and grinding the

shale

dust,

about $1 per ton. The cost of
transporting and applying the shale
is

Bentley are provided with beautiful

the percentage of stone dust

homes

as the

graphs

will

J.

information in this article and for
courtesies

compiled by Mr. R. Clive,
idea of the quantity and

Table

give here a statement

The Northern Colorado Coal

Wyoming

sued by the Federal Government for

containing 50 per cent, of ash, prop-

acres of land in Colorado.

agation of an explosion could not be
obtained with a starting explosion of

poration

640 acres of government land under

coal dust in a zone 100 feet long, but

the Federal statutes.

the coal dust zone

was length-

cancelation

which

Ounces Per
Cubic Foot Area

Percentage
of

Ash

6.5
3.5
5.0

sieve

47.6
46.4
47.8
46.9
43.7

5.26
1.65
.44
.28
.40

2

Average Percentage of Dust
Passing Through a 90mesh Sieve

Average Percentage of Ash
in Dust Passing Through
a 90-me8h Sieve

District

districts

by

1,280

A

cor-

permitted only to patent

Sides

Roof

Floor

Sides

Roof

Floor

Sides

Roof

104

101

2S

25.84

33.33

47.43

64.00

71.53

65.30

w'lole mine (total of 233
Percentage of ash in dust passing through a gO-mesh sieve: average for the
samples), 67.46.

it

Then they

trans-

to the corporation, accord-

ing to the charges

of'

the Federal

authorities.

The deeds by which the land was
conveyed to the coal company have
been introduced as evidence in the
case, and several of the original patentees have been placed on the stand.
The

Floor

and procured the land from

the Government.

coal

that
faith,

AU

patents

holds

1

65.2
20.5

Prom

the

A number of persons acted as
dummies for the coal company, it is
ferred

Table

is

of

company

the

alleged,

Passing through 30/60 mesh sieve

Co.,

corporation with head-

a

Fineness
Per Cent.

No. of Samples Taken

his visit to

by Mr. Geo. S. Rice, who has found
at Bruceton that with a mixed dust

when

quality of dust at the face.

Through 200 mesh

shown during

the colliery.

quarters at Tyrone, Pa., has been

It is well to

some

Description

accompanying photo-

show.
The writer is under obligations to
W. Fryer, general manager, for

shelves.

than has probably been done at any
other colliery.
1,

though not issuing from the portal.
The officials and workmen at

a

about $2.30 per ton. The
sampling of the dust has been done
very systematically, in fact more so

Table

propagation continued
through a mixed dust zone 800 feet
long, containing 50 per cent, ash, the
flame going about 150 feet beyond,

should not be higher, even than
Table 2 shows, and this could be
maintained by the introduction of

is

gives

so that the pressure

feet,

high,

-

including depreciation of the plant,

dust

ened to 300

was

Manager's House, {Position Equivalent to Mine Superintendent)

Miners' Houses, Bentley Colliery

shoveling

73

company

enters the defense

purchased the land in good
and that it made no agreement

it

with the holders before the patents

were issued.
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DURING
last

few

years

more

History of Their Development

of

score

a

than

in

Use

occurring

In determining
amount to be
the
plan
under this
the questions
case
given
any
paid in
whether the victim knew of the dan-

anarchistic assault

dustrial accidents.

ger and therefore assumed the
chances of being injured, or whether
through his carelessness he contributed to the cause of the accident, or
if it were the result of the unexpected act of some fellow employe,
not taken into consideration. All
of these questions which, in most
is

under former practice,
constituted grounds for successful
instances

In

eliminated.

are

defense,

these enactments or, in these conas their acceptance
tracts for laws

all

—

with a few exceptions is optional
both with employer and employe
the employer without question

—

agrees to pay and the employe to

a

amount

specified

satisfaction of

in

full

claims for dam-

all

The only

ages.

questions that

may

cause controversy relate to the time
lost on account of accident, nature
of the injury whether real or pretended, or

if

received in the line of

or arising out of the employment.
While American experience with
these matters

is

limited,

some com-

plicated cases involving these issues

have been passed upon by the courts
or by state commission where that
agency of adjustment is provided.
In this, like all new industrial legis-

Various States

to

employes was regarded as the

his

latest

upon the rights

of property and of the principles of

This complaint

a free government.

was by no means confined to the
industrial interests whose agents in
most cases had no time to reason out
philosophy, but found potent
its
expression from judges and lawyers,
the galleries of whose minds were
clogged and cobwebbed with the
musty precedents in the past. We
had become so accustomed to the
waste of time and money in litigation

over

workmen

the
that

claims
the

injured

of

proposition

of

without the sanction of the constitution, could be held to a financial
accountability without fault on his

part to respond in

damages

for

an

'Abitract of an addreit by David Ross,
repreKnting the Department of Publicity of the
Aetna Life Insurance Co., deliTered before the
csaion of the Illinois Mining Institute at
Peoria.

Uay

16, 1914.

re-

sponsible

de-

for

by

erty caused

fire

and for

injuries

regardless of negli-

to passengers,

gence or fault; also laws holding
landlords

liable

for

losses

result-

ing from intoxication caused by sale

These
and many other like enactments
have from time to time been considered and approved by the highest
of liquor by their lessees.

courts of the country.
of

state

workmen's

In the matter
compensation

laws, the questions of their constitutionality

by

have been passed upon
supreme courts, and

five different

with one exception all sustained.
Thirty-two years ago the Federal
Congress passed a compensation

dent struck

many as being preposand impossible.
I do not
wish to be understood as asserting
that any considerable number of
employers or members of the legal

covers accidents and diseases and

terous

for a limited period provides full
payment. This was the first specific

profession assumed this attitude

other disabilities occurring to those

the contrary,

many

whose incomes are

;

on

able attorneys

by this
new plan of settlement, and numerous broad-minded employers of
labor were among the most enthusiastic in their efforts to have equitable
affected

compensation laws enacted.
Contrary to common belief, the
principle of compensation for industrial

accidents

revolutionary.

is

neither

Among

new nor
the

early

and disabled seamen, regardless of
the fact whether or not the master
or owner making payments had any
sick or disabled seamen to take
advantage of such funds.
Whilst
this policy would seem to run counter to the "due process" clause, no
one has ever questioned the power
of Congress under the constitution

ultimate purpose.

corporations

law

a fixed

its

statutes
ng railroad

the Life Saving Service.

for compensation revolutionary with

idea that an employer with or

i

the event and in advance of an acci-

are inclined to consider the agitation

The

d

agreeing to the sums to be paid in

employing or property holding class

lation, certain representatives of the

1

prin-

affirmed

is

struction of prop-

one of

American Congress was
one requiring the owners of vessels
in the United States to pay into a
fund, controlled by the government,

confiscation as

ho

By David Ron*

accident

accept

and Disadv antages of the

of

lieu

legal procedure the principle of compensation in all cases involving in-

legal

in

ciple
in the

— Advantages

Different Plans in

American states
have by law substituted

The same

Compensation Laws

the

acts of the

sum

for the benefit of sick

to pass such laws.

limit.ed

to certain

employes

The

in

act

act recognizing the responsibility of

the United States for accidents and

employed

the

in

public

service.

Since then laws have been enacted
extending the protection of such

workmen engaged

legislation to

other departments

ment

service.

of

in

the govern-

Fully one hundred

thousand, or one-fourth of the number employed in the Federal service,

way taken care of, and
now pending in Congress a

are in this
there

is

measure designed to cover and protect every one of Uncle Sam's employes.
This measure was drafted
and recommended for passage by
the American Association for Labor
Legislation,
stitute

citizenship.

we

whose members

con-

an important part of our
In enacting such laws

are but following the example

European countries, some of
which began these reforms threeof

quarters of a century ago.

It

is

remarkable coirlcidence
that the year after the famous decision of the English Lord Abinger,
in the case of Priestly vs. Fowler,
rather

a

September, 1914
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1837, which for the first time announced the doctrines of assumed
risk and fellow servant and which
became a part of American common

kingdom

the

law,

Prussia

of

amended its law of negligence. This
was the beginning of the new legislation relating to employers' liabil-

and as a result every European

ity,

tax from the industry, based on the

any judgments that may be ren-

pay

dered against them.

each plant, paid into a
general fund and administered by
roll of

agreeing to accept

tion laws, only a

between 90 and 95 per cent, of all
industrial workers are now in receipt of its benefits and, with the
certainty
of
payments provided
under the plan in force in that state,

compensafew are compulsory, operating mainly under the
indirect method, and there is nothing
in

the

experience

compensation for that of negligence.
In our own country the work of
modifying employers' liability acts
and rulings dates as far back as
1855, when Georgia passed a law

ranting

fellow-servant

de-

fense as applying to railroads.

This
was followed by similar action on

some of
employments

the twenty-three

of

those

states

continuance or waradoption by other states.

its

its

consideration of

em-

ployers rejecting the act are required

be noted that for a long while the
American people were getting ready

action either

to

notice to

file

declining

accept
It

to

those

that effect,

insuring liability in

quite

difficult

under such

elec-

tive

and compulsory, or the direct

of an injury surrender their right to

and

indirect.

negligence and which explains the

apparent hasty and general acceptance of the compensation plan.

There are now

in operation sev-

eral different kinds of

compensation

laws in the United States
In the

tion the difference

than

first classifica-

sue for damages, every precaution

more apparent

should be taken to

a refusal to accept the

real, as

elective

is

—the

law

with

carries

the

it

main defenses, which
in a measure makes it compulsory.
Practically the same purpose is
accomplished in a different, and in
losses of the

my

opinion, in a better way.

The

employer who is obliged to exercise
a choice and who from conviction
agrees to pay compensation rather
than take chances with the law, becomes a convert to the plan and his
cooperation in
liable

his

its

Under

success

is

thereby

system he is
for and agrees to indemnify

assured.

injured

certain

this

workmen

specific

direct

for a

amount, which

in

turn has the effect of increasing his
interest

and

efforts in the

accident prevention,

way

of

thus reducing

his financial obligations, admittedly

superior to the indirect plan which
consists in collecting a

premium or

make

certain the

payment of the amount of compensation due them and this cannot be
done under any law where the
method of election furnishes a
record only of the class of employers rejecting

compensation;

of

third,

some company

authorized to do an insurance business in the state and fourth, to make
some other provisions to assure the
;

payment of compensation.
These requirements are common
to the elective laws of
states, the difficulty

many

being in

other
states,,

like our own, where the law brings
everybody in except those filing

notices to the contrary, to locate the

employers subject to the law, as
is no way to list or check them
except through the receipt of the
there

report of accidents to their work-

men,

duty

a

neglected.

come

that

is

frequently

This obstacle

is

in the administration

Michigan law which, as

it.

(a),

the filing

first,

of a statement with the industrial
board indicating financial ability to
pay; second, furnishing security,
indemnity or bond guaranteeing the

payment

are presumed to

26

Illinois Act, Section

provides four plans;

way

it.

is

METHODS OF INSURANCE
The

do so or taking no

procedure to ascertain who are really
under the law and impossible to
determine whether those thus automatically brought within its scope
are responsible, and financially able
to discharge the obligations which it
imposes. If workmen in the event

law as expressed in the rule of

better protected

commissions are charged with that
work, very much depends upon the
form in which the option is expressed.
Unfortunately in most
states operating under the direct

them extending to all
and including a repeal of the defense
of assumed risk. From this it will

mon

much

are

than they could be under a compulsory act, and this brings us to a

elective plan, only that class of

com-

workmen

provisions,

its

In the administration of compensation laws, particularly where state

the part of several states,

to repudiate the theory of the

In the state of

Michigan where the law, unlike ours,
requires a written notice from all

states thus far adopting

justifying

the

Of

state officials.

country has substituted the law of

abolishing

76

overof the

stated, re-

compulsory laws
base their contention on the assumption that to give to employers and
employes an option whether they

quires a written notice in advance

will accept or not defeats the pur-

to

pose of uniform operation which is
the object of all sound legislation,

payment of compensation.
The
Michigan act provides four plans:

Advocates

of

besides in a competitive

some

advantage

an

way

over

gives

others.

Theoretically, this would seem to be
true,
facts.

but

is

it

The

not sustained by the

optional act of this state

from
terms.

employers accepting its
This supplies the necessary

register

and enables the commission

all

make

provision -for insuring the

corresponding with
one of the provisions of our law,
insurance with the state, or in. stock
and mutual companies. Employers
can select which of these differself-insurance,

has been accepted by fully 95 per
employers to whom it

ent

methods

cent, of the

will

adopt.

the remaining 5 per cent,
representing principally large employers who are quite able to meet

ence last month at Lansing at
which were members of commissions
from various states having compen-

applies,

of
I

insurance

attended

they

a confer-

September. 1914
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and what most impressed every one was the general
indorsement given the Michigan

tions as a rule are lodged not against

acter of the institution, the experi-

the rate but the quality of the goods,
and competent service always has

ence of each individual plant, expert

includes every interest in

command an adequate
These fundamentals are forgotten by our legislative visionaries
whose theories seek to force the
state into fields which it is not

accident record, thus furnishing the

laws,

sation

plan.

It

any way

by its operation.
This testimony came from the goveffected

ernor, the officials of the State Fedof Labor, the officers of

eration

manufacturing associations, insurance agents of every company doing
business there, and even lawyers,
some of whom had lost business on
account of

any

for

It is

it.

a rare occurrence
act

legislative

receive

to

such unanimous approval and a
matter of regret that we have not
had the same active and enthusiastic
cooperation in

all

other compensa-

will

price.

The

equipped to occupy.

adventures of this kind

broken

story

of

history of
is

failure

an unand the

is that there are still to be
found men who are ready to trifle
with our common sense in further
experimentations. There is no one
so well fitted to discharge a duty

wonder

as he

This

who makes
is

a business of

especially true of the

it.

Regarding

the

much

discussed

question of insurance, the law there

has placed the state in open competition with private companies for
business. It has not, however, as in
some of the states, notably Washington and Ohio, attempted a monopoly; but leaves the

field free to

competitors, and in fact rather

Since

been

compensation

enacted,

have

laws

new methods have

become necessary, and progressive
companies like the Aetna, which I
have the honor to represent, and
others of its class, have led the way
in

One

insurance reforms.

of the

objections to the state insur-

carrying his

it is made comand exclusive and which
applied under former practice to
insurance companies, is the charging
of a flat rate or premium based on
the pay roll of the insured. Under
such a plan there is absolutely no
inducement to prevent accidents as
the net cost is the same whether the
number of accidents in any given

tion.

establishment be

workmen who

him or the company

liability for compensaAlthough a number of smaller
and a few of the larger employers
have taken out insurance with the
state under the Michigan plan, they

represent but a small per cent, of

the total insurance written in that
state,

And

most of

it

by stock companies.

this brings us to the question

why, with the inducement of lower
rates, more insurance is not taken
out under the state plan or other
forms where "cheapness" is considered the chief attraction.

reason and in this case

There's a
it

found

is

ance plan, where

many

justification of the liability

for this practice

of

juries

The
company

or few.

was that the verdict

under the

common law
much for the

procedure varied so
same kind of injuries that any other
plan would be uncertain and difficult to enforce, but,

with the enact-

is

the

Objec-

and

by

thus

way commendable and

every

in

officials

responsible for

its

the

introduc-

tion are entitled to great credit

and

deserving of our unqualified encour-

agement.

The

part,

might say the impor-

I

superior

its

is

The Aetna,

service.

the author of the method, employs

who

are selected solely on account

and

of their ability

such work.
of

these

I

qualification for

read a report of one

inspectors

relating

to

a

where the time required
The
for inspection was 7 days.
single plant

covered

twenty-four typepages and contained four
hundred recommendations for improvements, and the inspector informed me that the disposition now
among employers was to comply
immediately with the inspector's
recommendations.
Inspectors employed by this company alone made
last year more than one hundred
thousand recommendations, all proreport

written

viding for increased safety in the
operation of our industries.

No

one

will contend that the state has the

time or the force or

is

money necessary

vote the

willing to
to conduct

inspections of this character and no
one should question the stupidity of
legislation that would discourage or

prohibit

these

life-saving

agencies

near Scranton, Pa., posted notices

In fixing

now

no longer a guess but a matter of
mathematical computation. This is
determined by a study of the char-

which to business men

inspectors

keeping the plant up to or above
standard reduces not only the number
of accidents, but also the insurance
charges. This form of insurance is

the merit-rating system.

an equitable premium

important consideration.

pany's

engaged.

in the fact that the state is either

service

the

com-

ment of laws limiting and specifying
damages, it was possible to introduce a more scientific method, and
that has been done by the Aetna
company through what is known as

unable or unwilling to furnish the
all

accept

to

a large force of competent inspectors

pulsory

to

employer

safety recommendations of the

insured

best fitted to do the work.

sense of fairness.

must look

actual

its

tant part, of the merit-rating plan

many

concern the injured

and

work of insurance and with
its corps of experienced officials and
trained agents, the stock company is

encourages an impartial test to
determine which is the better plan;
a policy that appeals to every one's
It ought to be the privilege of
every employer to select the kind of
insurance he thinks best, and as to
the question of cost he has to pay,
a matter which does not primarily

service,

strongest possible inducement to the

com-

plicated

tion states.

all

and

inspection

rate,

it is

from carrying out the high purposes
of the work in which they are

Recently the Archbald Coal Co.,

mine saying that any man
would be discharged if he did not
at their

report

for

work

the

Every man was on the

next
job.

day.

—
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Washing Western Kentucky Coal

nearby

the re-

might include coking trials
on the washed

which

Results Obtained by the Use of Bumping Tables by the St.
prompted the first
washing of westCo., Earlington, Ky.
ern Kentucky coals
Bu Nmclt a AlforJ*
was the desire to
manufacture a commercial coke
substitute for the small anthracite
from slack wasted at the mines,
sizes.
As might be supposed, the
through the preparation of the coal
waste slack passing through a

tjiat

search

Bernard Mining

•

for the market.

In

the

early

j4-iiich

period

of

Kentucky's coal mining,

Fig.

1.

its

western

market

Washery

hence

the

casting

of

the

screenings into discard.

Mr.

J.

B. Atkinson, the late presi-

dent of the St. Bernard Mining Co.,

was the man who first solved the
problem of recovering western Kentucky's waste slack on a commercial
scale, that would be at the same time
practical and profit yielding.
Since the seams which yielded
the output were classified as coking
coals, Mr. Atkinson resolved to produce a coke which when crushed to
small sizes egg and chestnut
would find a domestic market as a

—

Assistant Chief Engineer,
Co.. Earlington, Ky.

35-2—4

St.

fireclay,

Bernard Mining

and sulphur; and
was developed that a

slate,

thus the fact

of St. Bernard Coal Co..

called almost entirely for the larger
sizes,

screen contained the usual

E,\xi.iN'.ri>N,

Kv.

slack.

With

this type
washer, difficulty was encountered in keeping the
water feed and the coal delivery

of

adapted to each other.

Many

small

particles of coal contained (and

still

contain) thin sheets of pyrites, and
these particles were floated with the

Part of .\bandoned Washery at the Left.

washer must be adopted which
would materially decrease the per-

clean
the

coal,

washed

passing off with
slack

it

to

This

storage.

centage of impurities in the result-

process required the use of an ex-

ant washed slack.

cessive

Thus, under the auspices of the
St. Bernard Mining Co., western
Kentucky coal washing was insti-

operation.

amount of water

for

its

Hopkins

A jig washer was then installed to
rewash the slack coming from the
sluice.
It
was evident that this

County, as early as 1882, while the

process was too slow, the jig refus-

tuted

Earlington,

at

in

embryonic stage.
A trough, or sluice, washer was
built 30 feet long, 2 feet wide, and
1
foot deep with an inclination of

field

was

yet in

its

114 inches to the foot.
tion

with

sluice

the

beehive .ovens*,
Mentioned on
Norwood's Report

paue
of

In connec-

washer

two

were

constructed

192

Chief

of

Kentucky Mines

Inspector

for 1895.

ing to clean the coal except

was fed

in small quantities

when

it

from the

sluice to the machinery.
Even then
notwithstanding the exercise (Jf special

care in operation the pulverized

pyrites filtered through the

ism and passed

mechan-

with the clean
coal, thus failing to accomplish the
purpose intended.
off
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The

performance of this
combination of washers sacrificed
Ayi per cent, of the coal with the
refuse, while the average operation
discarded approximately 20 per cent.
best

September, 1914

Campbell concentrator, or bumping
table, would not only remove the
well-defined pyrites, but the slime
charged with fireclay and sulphur

The curved

described,

such

as well.

surface

is

then covered

with galvanized sheet iron.
The bottom of the table, as just
as

is
&35,

overlayed with strips
the

of

cross-sections

Genera/ J/£/t S/efa/to/j
ietati/t^ Bertfe

Fig. 2.

of

tonnage

the

washery
pacity

for

of this

brought

treatment.

to

The

the
ca-

preparing plant in

Longitudinal Sectiok Through Washery

The

surface of the table, which

30 inches wide and 8 feet long,

is

which are trapezoidal.

is

tooth

thus

The saw-

constructed

is

supported by a keel extending from

next covered by narrow strips of

As shown

No. 10 galvanized sheet iron, which
project slightly beyond the edges of

1889 was 100 tons per day, the coke

end to end.

oven installation at this time being
on a commercial scale. The process
used approximately 1,250 gallons of
water per ton of raw slack.
Following this, slack from the No.
9 and No. 11 seams (it was Mr.
Atkinson's purpose to utilize these
in equal portions) was shipped to
Birmingham and Pittsburg, where
test washings were conducted in
other types of jigs. Although the
test washings on these machines removed a large percentage of im-

longitudinal section of the table, the

purities, they did not

surface

in Fig. 3, a

bottom presents an irregular curve,
which was developed by Professor
Campbell, through experiment, as
being of the most efficient curvature.

wooden
The sides

the

which are

apparatus
.^1

Dfvg'CmtVf'Of

-F8-

of the table, the tops of

parallel to the

bottom of

the keel, extend from the bottom up-

ward and
/faifCoo/

strips or riffle boards.

act as containers
is

in

action.

exception of the strips

made

h^^,

when
With

the

the

which are

of poplar, the table

is

con-

structed throughout of solid white

oak.

When
E

show a saving

in operation, the

cam-shaft

revolves clockwise, simultaneously

revolving the cam, which through

beam F on

of coal commensurate with their dirt

the action of the

removing properties.

rocker G, controls the direction of

In the meantime, September, 1891,
Prof. A. C. Campbell, of Nashville,
Tenn., came to Earlington with a

and transmits power to the table. A
reciprocating motion is thus conveyed to the table.
The raw slack is fed upon the
table through the hopper / which is
below a scraper conveyer, running
transversely above the battery of
tables. The lower end of the hopper

model of his ore concentrating table,
a machine of the impact type. Arrangements were immediately made
for testing out the properties of this
machine, and it was found that the

Pig. 3.

Operating End of Campbell Table

the

^e (g/fieryEngineer
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When certain of these
heavier particles, in the course of

is in the form of a chute, as /, from
which the slack is sluiced upon the
table by a 1^-inch water line.
Water is also fed upon the table at
the refuse end Q by a second 1^inch water line through a spray

bottom.

nozzle.

shelter under the galvanized strips.

Fig. 4.

The raw
it

slack

being

deposited

upon the surface of the
is submerged in 4 inches of
according to the vari-

water or

less,

come

to rest

momentary

vertically along the sides of the bins.

of the table, through the

suspension

of

motion,

they

of

gravities,

particles

the

specific

then

seek

coal, necessitating

these particles along the bottom of

washed slack storage.

Thus

the refuse to

move on the

table bot-

ing to the bottom, the clean coal
rising to the upper stratum.

of the clean coal at the front end.

At the beginning and during the
part of the rotation, the cam,
through the action of the beam on
the rocker, generates a slow backward movement in the table toward
the face of the bumping block H.
first

As

the end

Q

approaches the bump-

ing block, the velocity of the table
accelerates swiftly, being suddenly

tom

in but

From

their

respective points

rotation of the

properties and in addition to this

charged with much

heavier

a

coal,

less

required

therefore

inclination

to

is

the

deposit

the floor of the washery building.

in similar

From

mixture are conveyed by

is

water than

mixture in

temporary bin below

its

the temporary collecting bin

gravity in slightly sloping troughs

the refuse

to their particular bins.

averaging 1^ tons, into a wire-rope
tram bucket. A single bucket, running on a 1 54-inch cast-steel rope,
propelled by a ^-inch diameter
continuous cast-steel wire rope and
a 60-horsepower link-motion engine,
conveys the refuse from the washery

It

the

is

estimated that one-fifth of

water

passes

off

supplied

to

the

tables

with the refuse, while the

to the

brings a

is

dumped,

summit

.of

in quantities

an ascent about

75 feet above the washery floor

sharp reverse motion
the speed being impeded in successive degrees until the completion of
in the table,

At

line.

an automatic tripper
deposits the contents of the bucket
in a hopper, which in turn empties
the refuse into a mule-drawn dump-

the reverse stroke, whence the cycle
of

other hand, since the
although extremely wet is
possessed of distinctive adhesive
the

associated with water and the refuse

The continued

cam then

On

refuse,

the
of

but a slight fall
conveying troughs to the

the

in

discharge from the table the coal

and momentarily brought to rest
through impact with the block, thus
ending the stroke.

Tablk and Feed End

5.

end of the table, with the washed

one direction. The reverse motion disburdens the table

their positions, the impurities sink-

released at the lower

the table is thrust away from
bumping block H, these strips
prevent the backward movement of

this function of the strips, permits

relative

is

the

By

the

obvious, the larger portion

When

the table whence they came.

of

is

of the water

Fig.

ation in curvature of the bottom.
virtue

As

seek

Showing Bottom of Campbell Taule

regularly
table,

table Q,

the

flushes

four-fifths

on the bottom

progress toward the end

their

remaining

washed coal into the storage bins.
Here the water gradually drains off
in perforated wooden boxes located

movements begins anew.

this point

The refuse is then dising car.
carded on the gigantic waste heap.

The impact of the table with the
bumper block diverts the heavier

From

substances toward the rear of the

the recent investigation of

table or refuse end, discharging the

the writer the determinations given

refuse at Q.
This action

the performance of the battery of

in

on the part of the

denser substance is augmented by
the saw-tooth character of the table

Table

five
Fic. 6.

Cam Shaft for Battbrt of Tables

1

tables

are derived concerning

now

Earlington plant.

in

service

at

the

.
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The

present

Twelve horse-

per to the washery.

con-

installation,

structed

power

superseded the previous plant con-

maintained taut by a
tension take-up pulley, located immediately below the head-pulley and

structed in 1898.

resting on the return belt.

under the supervision of
the writer, was completed slightly
over a year ago, at which time it

From

The

belt is

Rawhide

lacing at the joint in the belt has

drop-bottom railroad
the slack passes through a

cars,

required for this operation.

is

the

very

proved

with a capacity of 46,750 gallons,

from which there

washery building.

WiRB RoPB Tramway for Conveying Coal

hopper,

below the track, upon a

20-inch belt conveyer furnished by

The carrying

the Link Belt Co.

of the belt, covered with a

side

i/'j^-inch

Fig. 8.

attention which this installation has
its

daily operation

rubber cover, is
supported
by
troughing rollers. This conveyer is

since June

214

per end of the belt, the coal falls

6 inches, from center of
foot pulley to center of head pulley,
and when operating at a speed of
350 feet per minute on its vertical
angle of 16 degrees 30 minutes, will
elevate pea and slack coal at the rate
of 100 tons per hour from the hopfeet

Table
Identification of

Sample

Moisture

1.

Upon

its

1,

1913.

discharge from the up-

from whence it
by a bucket elevator and
dumped upon the drag conveyer.
The drag conveyer, as before stated,
passes transversely above the battery of bumping tables and serves
into a storage bin,
lifted

is

With but one exception, the

Fixed

Matter

Carbon

Ash

k
*^;»S.^HB

lIK^'—— -_'-

Bernard Mining Co. is the only orwhich has thus far
attempted washing western Kentucky coal. In 1895, the Ohio Valley Coal and Mining ^o., at De
Koven, Ky., was operating a plant
equipped with two Campbell bumping tables. This plant treated slack
from the No. 9 seam only. Coal
washing has since been abandoned
at this operation.

Coal in Missouri
Sulphur

B. T. U.

Dry

B.

T.U.

The occurrence

as

Received

Equal portions of No. 9
and No. 11 raw slack
coal

St.

ganization

Comparative Analyses

VolatUe

Approximately

Head-Frame and Refuse Hopper for Wire Rope Tramway

quent renewal of lacing and refilling
of oil cups is absolutely the only

demanded during

fall

coal.

Pte
Fic. 7.

a vertical

300 gallons of water are required
for the treatment of 1 ton of raw

Infre-

satisfactory.

is

of Z7 feet to the roof line of the

4.81

3.5..-55

40.77

19.07

4.18

11,019

10,489

15.80

32.84

42.39

8.97

2.82

12,755

10,739

9.92

23.49

20.08

46.51

8.80

4.744

4.273

of coal in Missouri

known
when according

appears to have been

as early

as

to

1806,

"An

account of expeditions to the sources
etc., by Zebulon
M. Pike; it was noted on the banks
of the Ohio River.
The coal at-

of the Mississippi,"
Above miztuFe washed.

.

.

Refuse

tracted
NoT«.

—Specific gravity of refuse

in this case

was

OPESATIHC data
Size of coal from tipple, passes ]-inch screen.
Size of coal as washed, passes }-inch screen.
Speed of cam-shaft, 67 revolutions per minute.
Raw coal accepted per day, 900 tons.
Wa«k>d roi.1 I Amount yielded byprocess.758 tons.
<=«"'• of •»" coa' accepted, 84
d«v ^

S
•^

P"

°*'

I

per cent.

Amount

yielded by process, 144 tons.
cent, of raw coal accepted, 16 per
1
^^dav'
cent.
I
Percentage of good coal lost in refuse, 1.80.
Percentage of reduction. 52.90.
» .
"•" /I Percentage removed, 60.51.
<!„i„>,.,_ / Percentage of reduction, 32.53.
^'P*""\ Percentage removed, 43.54.
Water consumption, 300 gallons per ton of raw

Refuse oer

coal.

f

^"

them with raw coal.
washer room shafting and
20-inch belt conveyer are propelled
by a 60-horsepower slide-valve ensupply

to

The

gine.

The succeeding stage is that of
washing, hereinbefore described.
is

the attention

of

the

early

and numerous small local
mines are reported to have been
opened by them. No record is exsettlers

2.03.

The water supply for the process
pumped to a concrete reservoir,

tant of the quantity of coal produced
in

those early days in Missouri, and

the

first
statement regarding the
quantity mined in the state is contained in the report of the United
States Census for 1840, in which

year a production of 9,972 tons
recorded.

is
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utiliza-

The

was

turbines

first

rendered prac-

Steam— Economies That May Be
The Design of a Condensing Plant

Utilization of Exhaust

who found

sons,

ing

vacuum he was

obtain

to

by exhaust-

that

high

a

into

enabled

considerable

a

amount of power economically.
The subject lay dormant for
some time, until Prof. A. Rateau
introduced his system for the utilization of exhaust steam in connection with the exhaust-steam turbine

and

heat

his

accumulator,

which

consisted of a large steam receiver

containing water, or, as an alternative, iron rails or metal to absorb

By adopting an apparatus

heat.

where

kind,

this

exhaust steam

supply

the

and where
I)Ossible

of

tinuous

when

and

it

utilizing

of the consumpsteam required by mixed-

of

pressure turbines per kilowatt, the
following figures taken from speci-

which the writer has received,
show the consumptions
which may be expected both upon
fications

high-pressure

and

steam at

three-quarters,

full,

low-pressure

and

half load, and at varying vacua.

such a source, to provide for the
periods when the engines may be
stopped or when they are running

This

condition

met by adopting what

is

known

is

with dry saturated
steam at a pressure of 70 pounds

above that of the atmosphere, the
consumption per kilowatt
hour
would be:
Vacuum
26 Inches 27 Inches 28 Inches

25.0
26.0
28 3

consumption of steam per
kilowatt hour would be:

as
Vacuum
26 Inches 27 Inches 28 Inches

.

...

Three-quarters load
Half load

39.3
41.0
44.2

35.5
37.1

31.7
33.1
35.7

40.0

pressure or exhaust-steam end, this

pounds

slightly over

1

absolute

pressure.

for

turbine

necessary

to

economical
purposes,

is,

pound above atmos-

pheric
a

— that

of

In

specifications

kind,

this

it

is

the most
For general

consider

vacuum.

some advocate a vacuum

of 27y2 inches of mercury with the

barometer at 30 inches. Of course,
with higher vacua a lower steam
consumption can be obtained, but
this requires a greater quantity of

cooling water, and more power to

It

that

must, however, be remembered
in all installations where ex-

haust steam

steam"

is

is

not

superheating

used "dry saturated
obtained
the

except

exhaust

The steam always

by

steam.

some

contains

moisture, and, therefore, in making
calculations as to the amount of

the writer

obtained

In one of other papers by
is included information

relative

to

the

consump-

tion of steam per shaft horsepower,

in

results varied considerably

accordance

engine.

By

with

the

class

of

horsepower is
meant the actual horsepower required for hoisting, assuming that
it

is

shaft

continuous.

For- instance, at a

250 tons per hour

from a depth of 1,800 feet, the shaft
horsepower would be 250 tons per
hour = say, 9,300 pounds per minute.
Therefore

9.300

lb.

X 1 jOOJt.

imately 50 pounds of steam per shaft
horsepower hour, assuming the
steam pressure to be 150 pounds per
square inch and superheated to
100° F. This consumption depends
upon the construction and class of
engine and also upon whether it has

been

correctly

designed

for

its

work but the consumption of steam
given is practically what has been
guaranteed in some recent installations.

To show how
exists,

owing

to

great a variation
the difference

in

kind of hoisting engine, and also to
the steam pressufe, the writer gives
the figures of estimated steam con-

In

sumptions per shaft horsepower
compiled from the data contained in
the paper cited.
Notwithstanding
the high consumptions in nearly all

cases for turbines of, say, 750

cases, the ultimate cost of hoisting

kilowatts, he has assumed an allaround figure of 40 pounds of ex-

by steam was considerably- lower
than the hoisting by electricity. For
the ordinary run of the earlier hoist-

exhaust steam required, the writer
allows at least 1.^ per cent, upon the

makers'

many

guaranteed

steam

per

figures.

kilowatt

at

drive the condensing machinery.

haust

Abstract of a paper read before the North of
England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

pounds absolute pressure and
27>4 inches of vacuum.

Engineers.

working.

;

;

16

pressure turbogenerators constitute
an extremely economical system of

compound) would consume approx-

with

sure, the

Full load

exhausting

exhaust

"mixed-pressure" type of turbine.
Mixed-pressure turbines are
also designed for working with any

designed usually for a pressure

engines

receivers

16 pounds absolute pres-

working

at

low

at

33,000
= 510 shaft horsepower.
Such an
engine of modern construction (not

When
steam

26.8
27.8
30.3

30.S
29.5
32.2

Three-quarters load
Half load....

im-

obtain

from which the exhaust steam is utilized in mixedinto

colliery hoisting

the

ordinary pressure on the high-pressure end, and also with superheated
steam
but, as regards the low-

modern

class

and the

When working

Full load

it is

to

rates, the high-

As an example
tion

results

becomes necessary,
exhaust steam from

intermittently.

C. Mountain

intermittent, very

is

and economical

satisfactory

of

can be obtained.
Hoisting operations at a colliery
are in many cases practically con-

is

Attained

that

electricity

By W.

Par-

Charles

Sir

be-

for
heavy hoisting,

by the Hon.

tical

writer

lieves

steam

liaust

by

of

The

Exhaust Steam Turbines

ex-

of

tion

81

16

v/ith

.

ing engines

it

may

safely be

assumed

that the consumption of steam per

;

:

shaft horsepower hour

is

about 100

where there is a conamount of endless-rope

electrically, or

sure, or vice versa, at practically a

siderable

constant speed.

pounds. As a rule, the figures may
be obtained from the actual con-

haulage, a

simiption of coal for the hoisting

is,

themselves.

engines

of

case

the

therefore,

Assuming,
a mine

equipped with two hoisting engines
and utilizing, say 100 pounds of
exhaust steam per shaft horsepowchour, it will be recognized that there
a very substantial asset in this

is

steam,

if

properly used.

AssiuTiing

engine

each

that

re-

quires 25,000 pounds of steam per

hour, and a fan engine consumes
10,000 pounds of steam per hour, or

a total of 60,000 pounds of steam
then after deducting 15 per cent, for
condensation losses, there will be
available at least 50,000 pounds of

steam.

If this

steam be used

in

an

exhaust pressure turbogenerator,
and assuming, so as to be on the safe
side, that 40 pounds of steam are
required per kilowatt at 16 pounds
will

much

better load factor

of course, obtained than at col-

where

lieries

power

the

used

is

largely for coal cutting,

main and

work of

that kind.

tail-haulage, or

But with a reasonably good load the
load factor varies between 30 and 40

haulage,

the

coal

possibly the pumping.

and
This power

cutting,

readily calculated.

The foregoing

figures (which are,

when

working

under

reasonably

would be obtained without putting
any excessive back pressure on the

the design of a turbogenerator, one

hoisting engines or increasing the

of the most important points

consumption.

clearance, both axially

The

load factor must next be con-

sidered,

great

and

this,

of course, has a

upon

bearing

ultimate

the

cost of producing the current per
unit.

In Table

1,

therefore,

are

given the kilowatt outputs from a
500-, 750-,

and 1,000-kilowatt

plant,

with load factors varying from 100
to 10 per cent.
Tabls

1.

Load Factor
Per Cent.

100

M
80
70
60
60
40
8S
80
26
30

U
10

When

Kn.owATTS Produced at Varyinq
Load Factoks
600-Kilo-

wattSet
Kaowatt*

4,400M0
4,000.000
3.500.000
3.100,000
2,6SOX>00
2,200,000

1.76OM0
1,540,000
1.330.000
1,100.000

890,000
660,000
440,000

there

is

760-Kflowatt Set

1.000-Kilowatt Set

Kilowatts

KUowatts

6,600,000
6,000.000
5,300,000
4.600.000
4,000,000
3,300,000
2,660.000
2,300,000
2.000,000
1.660.000
1.330,000
1,000,000
660,000

a colliery, and the fan

is

In considering

suitable conditions.

because when there

and

is

the

radially,

too

clearance, blade stripping

is

is

fine

a

likely

to occur.

Another matter of importance is
which there is
not too great a length between the
to select a design in

bearings.
is

bound

sag,

and

With a long

shaft there

to be a certain

amount of

this is the

reason

why

the

present makers of the Parsons turbine have nearly always adopted the

or impulse wheel for the
high-pressure machine, in order to
reduce the length. It is also essenCurtis

8.800,000
8,000,000
7,000,000
6,200.000
5,300,000
4,400,000
3,520.000
3.080.000
2,660,000
2,200,000
1.780,000
1,320,000

tial that the combination of turbine
and generator should be mounted
upon a massive bedplate.
It
is
imperative that the governor should
be accurate, and of a type that will

880,000

under varying conditions of load,
but will respond promptly to any

heavy piunping at
driven

it

causes a deposit on the

type of jet condenser.

been substantiated in practice) show
how remarkably economical a mixedpressure turbogenerating plant is

quite sufficient to drive the whole

either dirty, or in such a

is

supplement the exhaust steam by
passing a certain amount of live or
high-pressure steam into the turbine,
or even by running on high-pressure
steam alone. In such circumstances,
an addition to the running cost must
be provided for the coal consumed
and the stokers' and ashmen's
wages, but this can be easily done,
and the cost of the current generated

be obtained, which would be

1,250

water

state that

tubes of the surface condensers

cent.,

of course, open to criticism but have

pressure,

In considering the design of condensing plant, the class of water
available for cooling purposes must
be taken into account. The writer
has found that at some mines the

although in many cases it
has fallen to 20 or 25 per cent., or
even lower.
Occasionally, it is necessary to
per

kilowatts

absolute

of

September, 1914
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not

only maintain

constant

speed

sudden change of load, or change
over from high pressure to low pres-

therefore,

where

;

and

not essential

is

it

have condensed water for boiler

to

feeding,

it is

better to use the simple

This

made

is

in various types, including (1)

the

which no

air

ejector condenser, in

pump

is

;

which a dry

jet, in

as

essary,

pump;
in

necessary
well

air

as

pump
a

is

nec-

circulating

Le Blanc condenser,

(3) the

which a dry

pump

(2) the low-level

air

pump and

a cir-

and (4)
the barometric condenser, which
has much to recommend it, on
account of its simplicity and the
culating

are required

;

fact that when being used it is
almost impossible to flood the tur-

With any

bine.
it

injection condenser

also necessary to provide

is

cient

vacuum breakers

to

effi-

prevent

risk of flooding.

In connection with turbogenera-

which may be supplied, one or
two points to note are the following
1.
The machine should be of
ample size, so as to work without
undue heating, and preferably one
tors

that will carry full load for 6 hours

with a temperature rise in no part
exceeding the temperature of the

surrounding atmosphere by more
than 70° F. The machine should be
able to withstand an overload of 25
per cent, for 2 hours without undue
heating, and a momentary overload
of not less than 50 per cent.

The rotors must be well made,
order to secure accurate balance,
preferably rotors made from solid
2.

in

forging, with slots in which to carry
the conductors, secured by wedges
of brass or suitable material, and

with steel end covers.

They should

also be so designed as to admit of
free ventilation and thorough cleaning,

and the air ducts through the
and the stators should be

rotors

kept clean.
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Report on Coal-Dust Explosion Test

at

vanes
the

the Bruceton

distant

At the Experimental Mine

experimental mine

the

in the presence of

members of

Mine

t

h

Mine

Bs Ceotgt

from various
States and
Canada, as well as some operators
and miners. The most important
purpose of the experiment was to
United

the

Bureau of Mines, Bruceton.

Inspectors' Institute of America,

Inspectors'

of

of the

June

11,

Pa.,

Before

S. Rice

1914

At the end

and L. M. Jona

of this zone on the

entry there was installed a Rice concentrated

barrier

loaded with 2j4

The

tons of rock dust.

principal

features of the barrier are as fol-

determine the efficiency of various
forms of rock-dust barriers in stopping the propagation of a dust ex-

lows:

plosion; another feature of interest
was the employment of a strong

of the entry.

It

7

ft.

has
X 7

ft.

movement is reversed by
and chain and a pull transmitted by wire to a trigger which
a pulley

system of levers, causing the
dropping of the angle irons supporting one end of each platform. Altertrips a

two

hinged

X

1 ft.

deep, near the roof

inches, as

The

floor planks of the

ing on the length of chains fastened

platforms,

platforms are not attached to the

nate planks then

shown

fall

about 9 or 18
depend-

in Fig. 2,

them and an overhead timber or
frame of each

to

to the roof, the side

the time the explosion was started.
entry, Fig. 1, was the in-

platform, however, being

and the air-coursed the return.
The loading of coal dust in the two
entries was made as nearly alike as
possible and since the igniting shot
was fired in an offset at the middle
of the inmost breakthrough, the
conditions in the two entries were
take,

flame

line inRock dust stoppfn^

—The explosion

J3E550
\

\

J"efrenel barrier

of the 1,250 cut-through, equidistant

offset

entries.

and 1,250 cut-through

were loaded with coal dust not
mixed with other dust. The distance from the cannon through the

was about 50

From

opposite

feet.

the

1,250

when

it

causing the operation of the bar-

At the end of the mixed-dust zone
on the air-course were installed a set
of six Rice box barriers, spaced 10
feet center to center, each containing
600 to 700 pounds of crushed shale
dust. These boxes are 7 feet long,
21 inches wide inside and 9 inches
deep. The boxes are* built so that
two bottom boards rest upon narrow bottom strips fastened to the'

the roof.

cut-

When

reaches the box,

through, both entries were loaded
on the side and cross-shelves with a

mixture of 60 per cent, coal dust and
40 per cent, shale dust at a rate of
The amount
3^3 pounds per foot.
of coal dust per foot of entryway
was 2 pounds which is equivalent to
about one-half ounce per cubic foot
This loading exof entry space.

explosion

box frame. The box frame is supported by four eye bars, the eyes
resting on hooks, projecting from

cut-through to the center of either
entry

the

riers.
Rice concentrated
barrier

was caused by a blown-out shot of
4 pounds of FFF black powder,
tamped with 3 pounds of clay, discharged from a cannon at the face
of a 20-foot offset, on the north side

The

of

Should the advance vane operating arrangement
fail, another vane near the barrier,
by means of a hinged bumping block
attached to it, pushes the trigger,

dicates the path of the flame.

from the two

held

reaches the barrier.

identical, except for the direction of

Conditions of Test.

still

up in position. On release, the dust,
which had been placed on the platform, falls from the planks in a
shower in the entry blanketing the

The main

The zigzag

and

swing, the

ventilating current prior to and at

the air-current.

100 feet

inby

outby the barrier,
so arranged that
when an explosion
wave causes one to

e

Institute of America,

parts

hung from

roof

to

swing

the explosion
it

wave

causes the latter

in the direction the explo-

wave is traveling- until the side
of the box knocks two hanging bars
off the hooks, whereupon the frame
falls, as shown in Fig. 3, pivoting
about the supporting hooks, on the
sion

Fig.

1.

Plan of Experimental Mink

tended for 550 feet from the cutthrough. The mixture had an ash
percentage of about 38 to 40 per

side boards which are fastened to
timber cross-bars but are hinged at
one end to the cross-bar of a timber
set, placed between the platforms.
The other ends of the planks of each
platform are supported by an angle
iron, which in turn is held up by one

cent.

of a system of levers.

There are

other side of the box, to which the
other two eye bars are still attached.

The bottom boards do not

fall

with

box frame but drop a few inches
when they are caught by supporting
chains. More or less of the dust on
the

^e ^f/ieryEngineer
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these shelves either falls off as they
swing or is blown off by the explo-

September, 1914

the effect of the high velocity air-

current traveling with and against

This velocity gave a

chronograph.
When the flame
reached it, about 4 seconds later,
there had been sufficient time to

With a light prelimsion wave.
inary wave, considerable dust may
remain on the shelves which is a

per

minute.

permit the rock dust to settle, so
that the flame passed over head and

measure of protection against a
lowing explosion wave.

fol-

The mine was wet throughout.
The bottom was muddy in places

ignited the coal dust beyond, with

Outby both the concentrated barrier and the box barriers, were
placed 200-foot zones of unmixed

while the packed clay floor through-

strong inflammation at the head of

the explosion.

volume of 46,000 cubic

out was slightly sticky.

feet

The

roof

placed Taffanel barriers to check the
explosion should the coal dust be-

had beads of moisture on it.
Recording pressure manometers
were placed in stations E-1150, 750,
Flame
550, A-1150, 750, and 550.
circuit-breakers were placed at all
stations in the mixed-dust zone and
Wires
others at intervals outby.
were connected to the stopping devices, terminating the mixed-dust

come

zones, to determine the relation be-

coal dust to furnish fuel for con-

tinued propagation of the explosion,

should

get through the stopping

it

words to determine
At the
if the latter were efficient.
were
zones
coal-dust
end of these
devices, in other

ignited.

Across the mouth of the

first

right

was built a rock-dust
stopping which consisted of board
sides with a compartment between

butt

entry

them, 18 inches wide,
tons of shale dust.

filled

The

with

sides

2^

much

additional

Coal dust was placed for
inby the stopping to test its

strength.

100 feet

efficiency.

In the

first

entries,

15

course,

were

tected

arid

feet

in

built

ventilating

second

left

butt

from the

air-

pro-

rock-dust
doors.

These

had compartments at each
side and above them containing" rock
dust.
The door frame held the
boards of the compartments in place.
When an explosion wave struck the
door, the frame not being strongly
braced would tend to become displaced and the rock dust would be
launched into the entry. The door
in No. 2 butt entry opened outward
while that one in No. 1 opened inward. Unmixed coal dust was distributed in both entries to determine
doors

the efficiency of the
vices.

To

stopping de-

obtain symmetrical con-

ditions in the air-course

and entry,

Matches and

guncotton tufts were installed every
25 feet throughout the mine to register the

were

braced just sufficiently to withstand
the pressure of the dust filling, but
not enough to give

tween the time of their operation and
the passage of flame.

passage of flame.

Results

Explosion.

of

igniting shot

was

fired

—When

the

by the press-

ing of a button in the observatory,

were noticed at
main entry and air-course accompanied by a very muffled report.
Shortly afterward more dust came
from entrances, particularly the aircourse entrance and issued for some
moments. Externally the explosion
was very mild. When the ventilating current was turned on after a
cloud of rock dust had been expelled, the afterdamp accompanied
by an extensive cloud of black
smoke attested that there had been

a

the butt entries, sufficient to break
the track and throw

down

shelving.

This indicated that the door frame
had not been put up sufficiently
strong, since for the proper operation

of

rock-dust

the

device

the

frame should not have been thrown
down until reached by the main explosion. This was the case with the
first left butt ventilating door probably because this door opened inward.
The barrier surrounding
this first left butt door was thrown
down apparently by the main explosion although it is not perfectly
clear from the time records wjiether
it may not have been thrown down
by the explosion which came around
from the second butt. In either case

was apparently

dust launched into the air to quench

a considerable explosion in the interior of the mine.

The

flame of the explosion ex-

the strong explosion

rock

sufficient

coming out of

the butts.

The

pressures as recorded by the

manometers showed that
was a very light one,
partly due to the dust being mixed,
and perhaps also due to the very wet
condition of the mine.
The maximum pressures at E-1150 was
2.4 pounds at E-750, 5 pounds and
different

the explosion

;

;

The pressures at
E-750 and 550 show the effect of the

at

E-550, zero.

concentrated barrier in extinguishing the flame. In the air-course the

tended in the main entry and in the

pressure at A-1150 was 1.4 pounds

air-course

and A-750,

to

the

respective

rock-

dust barriers, which were placed at
points 550 feet

from the outside of
from the origin

the mine or 700 feet
in

each case.

cases

The

barriers in both

operated and flame was not

communicated

to the pure coal-dust

barriers.

about 850 feet per minute.
It was thought that the symmetrical
loading on entry and air-course
would permit a good comparison of

quite

there

zones situated beyond or outby the

air-current traveled with a ve-

was

there

the

no door or curtain was placed across

An

that

result

slight puffs of dust

the air-course between the butts.
locity of

the

The ventilating door in the second
shown in Fig. 5, was evidently
thrown down by the shock wave

butt,

from the cannon as indicated by the
time as recorded on the

elapsed

1

pound.

This

latter

pressure in view of the considerable

development of force
the butt entries

is

at the

head of

rather surprising,

and indicates the ventilating door
barriers in the butt entries

if they
did not stop the explosion on enter-

on the return wave. At
the box barrier the
pressure was zero.
The velocity of the explosion was
one of the slowest that has been reing, did so

A-550, outby

corded.

It

required 3.2 seconds to

traverse a distance from the origin
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o

E-1150

to the station at

RccK Dust Bakrier Afte

85

ExM.o~.nN

;

on the intake
been an

in the entry,

that

and 2.9

may have

side.

While

this

of the entry, only one being

damaged

750 in the entry and
seconds to reach the correspond-

the explosion was such a slow one.
light

any great extent. The bottom
boards were all suspended from the
chains and only one had been broken. All of the dust had fallen from
the boards which were supported in
a tilting position. The boxes oper-

ing station in the air-course. The
average velocity of flame between

the concentrated barrier in the entry

ated at period 4.9 seconds, while the

on the return air-course, 182

shelves had dropped until the supporting chains were taut and about
80 per cent, of the dust had fallen
from them, the remaining 20 per
cent, being still retained on the

a distance of 150

onds

to

feet,

A-1150

station

in

sec-

the air-

tilating conditions,

course, also 150 feet from the origin.

more

The explosion

any

required 6.5 seconds

to reach station
5.1

stations
feet

per second, was greater than

the average velocity of flame between stations on the intake entry,
131 feet per second.
It

would

not

appear

pressure and velocity

from

the

records that

the high velocity of the air-current

had much influence on the development of the explosion. About the
only variation in the development of
the explosion in the two entries was
that the velocity of flame on the return side was somewhat greater than

Fig. 4.

effect of the ven-

effect

As
was

was probably
from

it

a matter of chance than

of the air-current, since

the explosion

was very

not broken up or injured.

planks.

The

The

barrier operated 5.44

seconds after the shot was fired
while the flame reached it about 7
seconds after the shot the rock dust
;

that sifted

down apparently made

sufficient dust curtain to

a

extinguish

riers

Rock Dt st Stopping After Explosion

flame

reached

period

5.5.

good

the

boxes

about

The rock dust showed

distribution

along

the

air-

that

the

course.

The

record

indicated

shown

4
had been blown down, at least partially, when struck by the shock
wave from the igniting shot at a
rock-dust stopping

in Fig.

The
period .473 after the shot.
stopping was probably built unnechad operated
light.
.It
essarily
effectively since flame did not pene-

the flame.

The box frames

to

of the

box bar-

were found lying on the floor

Pig.

Ventii.at:N(:

trate inby the stopping.

The rock

dust protected door in

Door with Rock DtsT

B.\rrier After Explosion

Seftembeb. i914

XSetgttieryBigineer
No. 2 butt had been thrown down by
the shock wave at period .429, while

Handling Coal

flame reached this point it is estimated after a period of about 4
seconds. The dust compartment of
1 left door fell, according to the
time of rupture of the wires, after a
period of 4.9 seconds, the flame
reaching this point possibly a little

Arrangements Provided fot Unloading from Ships, Storing, and Loading Into

Other Ships

No.

before.

probable that the flame
is
It
passed into No. 2 butt over the dust
possibly

which had fallen
enough in advance so that much of
the dust in the air had settled. The
flame may or may not have passed
through No. 1 butt barrier.
The woodwork of both doors had
been broken to fragments by the
return wave from the butts and the
fragments thrown out to the aircourse and both outby and a short
distance inby on it.
The failure of No. 2 butt door is
undoubtedly due to the frame being
pile

It should not
braced too lightly.
have gone out with the shock wave.

hang some
of the boards from the roof by
chains as in the case of the box
barriers in order that some of the
dust might be retained for delayed

Also

it

would be

better to

flame.

All but one shelf of the Taffanel

was
in the main entry
thrown down by the explosion. All
barrier

shelves of the Taffanel barrier in

Bu J.

THERE
reasons

be a number of
for the maintenance of
large coaling facilities in connection with the Panama Canal. In
the operating machinery of the canal itself will require
a large supply of coal readily accesThen coal must be kept in
sible.
storage ready for naval use. In addithe

place,

first

have to be
These
emergencies.
for
hand
kept on
It
requirements.
governmental
are
tion a large quantity will

is estimated that the storage facilities
necessary to meet these needs will

for a total capacity of half a

call

If

million tons.

we add

the storage

needed to take care
of the requirements of private persons and companies, the grand total
capacity will probably amoimt to
will be

which

1,000,000 tons.

Two
one

plants are to be provided,

at either

end of the canal. These

That

will not be of equal capacity.

terminus will be
much the larger. The explanation
of this is probably found in the fact
that the bulk of the coal will doubtthe

at

less

be shipped from Atlantic and

Taffanel barriers were not brought

lantic side

into action.

Pacific side.

was

still

on the shelves.

Owing

to

the concentrated barrier and the box

Conclusions.

—^The

results are val-

The

and Pacific coal on the

great coal plant at Cristobal

uable as showing the effectiveness

with

of the concentrated barrier and the

maintain

box

1,700 or 2,000 feet long

barrier

in

a

weak

explosion.

Their method of operation permits
a surer and more effective scattering
of the dust than does the open shelf
type of barrier in which the amount

300

its

feet

enormous
a

wide,
at

feet.

be under water.
be largely that

number

ing system, and various other items.
It will cost about $1,300,000 and be
completed some time in 1915.
There will be two water fronts to
the storage pile. At the one wharf
coal vessels will be discharged; at

the other, vessels of all descriptions
will take

coal.

The government

for different individuals
panies.

When

coal

is

and comoff from

taken

it may be put into the storage pile at any point desired, or
transferred to the conveying system
or to cars. By means of the convey-

vessels,

ing system and reloaders, coal may
be quickly transshipped from a vessel

alongside the one wharf to anvessel alongside the other

other

wharf.

The unloading towers

are a not-

able part of the equipment.

a

tall

steel

Each

is

structure broad at the

bottom and tapering almost to a
point at the top.

At

the bottom,

the tower rests on four four-wheeled

which run on two parallel
Within the
narrow-gauge tracks.
tower is propelling mechanism by
means of which the entire structure
may be moved forward or backward
The track
on its duplex track.
parallels the edge of the wharf, so
that the unloading tower may vary
trucks

position relatively to the vessel

its

storage

Suspended from the
peak of the skeleton structure of
the tower by means of a system of
supporting ropes is a long horizontal bridge on which is arranged
a track for the movement back and
forth along the length of the bridge
of a carriage which supports a large
grab bucket. This bridge extends
through the open body of the tower,
overhanging the vessel at the wharf
on the one side and reaching the

and 250 or

having
least

height

a

part

The low
The wet

its

coal will

too small to effectively quench the

emergency dry

flame.

mit elevation 10 feet higher.

reserved

of

half will

for

the

top of the dry part of

the pile will be about 21 feet above
level.

on

will be prepared to store separately

pile

mean

sea

of stocking and reclaiming

bridges, several reloaders, a convey-

will

of dust blown off the shelves depends upon the strength of the
air-current.
In a weak explosion,
the amount blown off might be

The

will

capacity

gigantic

—throughout
area — of 40
navy.

The mechanical apparatus

consist of four unloading towers, a

Atlantic

barrier having stopped the flame the

air<ourse were still up and
about two-thirds of the rock dust

F. Springer

will

Gulf ports. And coal ships going
through the canal would have a
round-trip toll charge that would
enhance the price considerably. So
it is likely that it will be Atlantic
coal that will be stored on the At-

the

Panama Canal

at

However, the
have a sum-

pile will

alongside.

^e (gffieiylftgineer
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On

storage pile on the other.

the

shore side between the tower and
the storage pile is a trestle work

and

vertical position or to deposit

coal at any location.

Beneath

the

reloaders have the duty of re-

said that it permits two vessels to
unload coal destined for the same

the tower

is

a hopper having a ca-

be
understood from what has already
been set forth that coal may be
pacity of 50 tons of coal.

It will

by the grab bucket

taken

system.
is

Their

individual

hour.

The

bridge and constructed as part of

coal from the conveying
system and then making delivery of

ceiving

it

puts the pile in connection with un-

rated at 1,000 tons per

veying
capacity

considerable.

bridge^

loaders and reloaders. Further, the
conveying system puts the wharf
bunkers into touch with the storage
pile and the unloaders, and it is

supporting a double track; so that

very

The

are served by and deliver to the con-

the inshore reach of the bridge

is

87

As

to vessels.

the latter will vary

part of the storage pile at the

same

time.

On

the loading wharf a steel-and-

either

from the vessel being unloaded or
from the stock
this

into

pile

and deposited

The hopper

hopper.

is

constructed of J^-inch steel plates.
It delivers through a chute to rail-

way
is

cars standing on a track which

straddled by the lower part of the

tower; or else to the conveying system operating on the trestle work
already mentioned which

is

located

between the tower and storage pile.
There is an apron on the water side
of the tower which facilitates delivery through the hatchways of vessels.
This may be folded up against
the side where it is out of the way.
The grab bucket has a capacity of
100 cubic feet. The hopper is 12
feet wide and 30 feet long.
This
hopper performs the function of a

a

reservoir in that

the location of hatches,

it

acts as a place

Cableways To Be Used for Ha.vdlinc Coal at Paxama Canal

good deal

and

concrete bunker will be constructed

neces-

having a capacity of 1,500 tons.
There are three compartments of
equal size, each provided with two

in respect to size
it

is

of temporary storage for coal com-

sary that the reloadingarrangements

ing ashore or going to ships.

shall

It is

be

Consequently,
provided with a

flexible.

unloader

not absolutely correct to call the

the

tower and its equipment an unloader.
It accomplishes more than that, as it
will be used to load as well as unload

hopper which receives coal from the
general conveying system, and an
conveying system by
individual
coal is taken from
which
means of
discharge end of
the
hopper
to
the
where
an adjustable
reloader,
the

vessels.

The

stocking

and

reclaiming

bridges are the usual long trusses

moving

broadside on, backward
and forward, on two widely separated tracks.
Each unit will have
two grab buckets of 200 cubic feet
capacity.
These are operated to
and fro lengthwise of the bridge
and may, if desired, perform at the
same time their hoisting movements.
These bridges will be movable along

is

boom controls
By means of

these

the unloader

able to take care of

is

a

telescopic

chute.

arrangements,

big ships and others not so big, and
to deal with their individual peculiarities.

The

reloaders operate on

The

valves.

which

may

delivery

openings

thus be brought

into

service have a cross-sectional area

of 6 square feet.

The

floors of the

individual bins are tilted at an angle

of 45 degrees, which

is sufficient

provide a good rate of flow.
openings through which coal

to

The
is

de-

from the bins are 28 feet
above the wharf. By means of a
folding chute, deUvery may be made
at a level 7 feet "below it.
This is
livered

the

lowest

delivery

point

of

the

where they
may be moved back and forth on
These marails provided for them.

chute.

their tracks at 50 feet per minute.

chines have a rated capacity of 500

They

tons per hour.

which delivers coal at a constant
level of 5 feet above the wharf.
The wharf bunker provides for the
coaling of barges, tugs, and such

are

self-contained

and

propelled, electricity being the

self-

mo-

the

reloading

The

general

wharf,

conveying

system

Its

highest

is

14 feet higher

In addition to these arrangements, each bin has a second chute
up.

tive

provides for the local transportation

vessels.

trucks.

will be

of coal to and from various points
within the plant. It connects differ-

able to reach coal in any horizontal

ent parts of the storage pile and

the coal plant will be not so large as

power employed, and they are
mounted on eight four-wheeled

The bridge buckets

At Balboa, on

the Pacific

side,

;
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companion. There will be unloading towers and other apparatus
similar to that which is to be inits

stalled

at

the

larger

But

plant.

instead of employing specially designed and constructed bridges for

and
stockings it, the cableways which
have been employed at Miraflores in
the purpose of reclaiming coal

concrete construction, will be modified

and brought

As

into service.

unit

towers

the

Fur-

operation,

of

capable

ther,

independent

are

If the
conveying system.
for any reason, out of
commission, the towers are compe-

of

the

latter

tent,

is,

without

assistance, to load

its

from the storage pile and to
unload vessels and deposit the coal
on the pile. Indeed, coal may be
transferred from one vessel to another by means of the tower alone.
vessels

boom

these originally cost about $300,000,

The outboard portion

the incentive to their utilization will

has a reach of 61 feet, so that a coal
barge and a ship may be abreast

be readily understood.
Coal handling plants no doubt fall
into several general classes in each
of which certain elements or features are

more or

less fixed.

And

on the other hand, nearly all
situations, or at least very many,

yet,

for

call

special

arrangements

to

meet the special conditions. Panama
Here the
has been no exception.
perhaps not unusual requirement
that the several units be mutually

independent has been transcended.
What had to be taken into account

was not merely the vicissitudes to
which an ordinary commercial plant
might be expected to be subject, but
in addition the eventualities of war.

Cristobal and Balboa are going to

be great naval coaling stations. It
is proposed not simply to have coal

on hand in storage, come what may
but to have a loading and unloading
plant which should be on hand ready
So, for one
to perform its duties.
thing, the towers are not to be
operated by electricity from a central station.
Such an arrangement
would result, in the event of a hostile

capture of the station, in putting

siderable size, as

from some

may

quadrangular space in the
tower just below the big hopper,
will get their steam from a boiler
equipment situated in this same
space.

ir,

There will always be coal. So
at Balboa for example, three

towers should be demolished or captured, there would still be a fourth

be gathered
All

six will have a height of

150 feet

above the rails, which means the
elevation above the concrete floor, as
the rails will be sunk so as to have
their heads flush with the general
The inboard reach of the
surface.
boom from the framework of the
tower will be 71 feet. The outboard
already said, will be 61

reach,

as

feet.

The boom

be 79

will

feet

above the rails. The four-wheeled
trucks which support the entire load
will run on two tracks, either of
which will have a gauge (center to
center) of 3 feet.

work

Survey's

of the Geological

may

given

be

public,
promptly to the
Mineral
the
on
the annual report
Resources of the United States will
be pubHshed in chapters, each chapter to be issued as soon as the statistics for it have been published.
The following chapters have been

interested

published for 1913:

From

truck track

South Dakota and Wyoming;
chromic iron ore; recovery of secondary metals; mica; fuel briquetin

ting; sand-lime brick; sulphur, py-

and

rite,

paints

;

sulphuric

slate

potash

;

acid;

mineral

salt

Fuller's

;

cement; feldspar; talc and
silica
abrabarytes
soapstone
sand and
phosphate rock
sives
earth;

;

;

;

;

;

gravel.

On
title

the completion of the volumes

pages, tables of contents, and

indexes will be issued and will be

furnished to those

who wish

to as-

semble and bind the chapters.
Librarians and others should preserve these chapters as they will not
be supplied again in the form of

complete volumes.

to truck track, center to center, will

be 34>4

Two
track,

feet.

of the trucks, one
will

will trail.

drive,

on either

while the others

The transmission

will

a

machine.
nected.

power units

to each tower.

is

the

double-cylinder

hoisting
18" x 24"

This engine is direct conThe engine which effects

movement

of the trol-

ley is of 12 in. x 14 in. size,

and

is

also of the double-cylinder reversing
variety.

A

Coal Mining in
Indiana

Some knowledge

Altogether, there are to be four
different

Earliest

be

by worm gearing.

the traversing

large

in this

of their dimensions.

a self-contained unit

engines, located in the

results

the

Bauxite and aluminum; manga-

wharf

unit,

The

that

nese; gold, silver, copper, and lead

to the

commission.
The six towers therefore are to
be operated by steam. Each will be
power.

—

announced by the United

is

making it possible to reach hatchways in both.
The towers are structures of con-

up

The main engine

respect to

of the

It

States Geological Survey, in order

way

close

the handling plant entirely out of

in

Mineral Resources of the
United States

10" x 12" geared
performs the duty when necessary of raising and lowering the
boom and of effecting the propulsion
of the driving trucks.
A 6" x 8"
third engine,

unit,

double-cylinder engine operates the
42-inch conveying belt.

of the coal re-

sources of Indiana was obtained as
early as 1804,

when

the public-land

surveys showed a number of outcrops.

The

report of the Geological

Survey of Indiana published in 1872
states that in 1811 coal was dug at
Fulton, in Perry County, and taken
by
Robert Fulton
aboard the
steamer Orleans on its first trip
down Ohio River. There is good
reason to believe that coal continued

mined for local consumption
between 1811 and 1837, when the
first attempt at commercial mining
was made, but there is no record of
the quantity mined during that interval.
The first commercial coal

to be

September^ 1914
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in Indiana,

according to E.

The

United States
Geological Survey, was done by the
American Cannel Coal Co., at Cannelton, Perry County, in 1837. The
coal was mined on the bluffs along
the Ohio and Wabash rivers and for
the first 10 years of the company's
Parker,

operations

of

the

was loaded

Enormous Daily Productions in Southern Illinois -The Organization That
Turns Out the Coal
Bu

NEAR
Chicago

Gillespie,

directly into

boats for shipment to points

down

subsidiary

reported that the production of coal

Indiana in that year was 9,682
tons. The industry developed slowly
in

when

was ascertained
that the block coal mined in the
Brazil and Terre Haute districts
1865,

fuel in its

it

satisfactory

raw

blast-furnace

condition.

At about

that time the construction of rail-

roads through the state gave an
impetus to the coal mining industry,
which has shown steady progress
except

when

affected

by periods of

depression and labor disaffections.

of

mines, Nos.

Fig.

a

1.

in

1,

that
2,

railroad.

and

Surface Plakt, No.

3

;

has 90 entries being
rooms. No. 2 has 88
rooms. No. 3 has 86
rooms and they have

the production for 1913

3,

The

tons,

are similar

and 250
and 250
produced 4,530
and 5,116 tons a
entries

day, respectively.

The

nearly every particular and began

operation in the order named.

The method

5,133 tons,

driven and 230
entries

Mine. S'Jperior Coal Co.

of mining

is

coal

with a

wide on 50-foot centers, entries are
driven 21 feet wide on 60-foot centers for main and haulage roads and
50 feet apart on the butt entries.
The seam mined is No. 6 and averNo. 1
ages 7y2 feet in thickness.
mine employs 600 men, No. 2 and
No. 3 each employ 675. No. 1 mine
Gen'l Sup't, C.

&

N.

107

in

mined out by shortand punching machines,

is

wall, breast,

two-entry system and by room and
Rooms are driven 30 feet
pillar.

The record for production was
made in 1910, when it was 18,389,815
tons

on the
111.,
Northwestern

mines of the Superior Coal Co., a

In 1840, the United States Census

made

&

William Z. Price

Railway, are located the three

the Ohio.

until

Superior Coal Co.

all,

of

Jeffrey,

Ingersoll-

Rand, Sullivan, and Harrison types.
Jeffrey and Goodman jslectric locomotives are used for haulage.
Near each shaft bottom is located
a switchboard with four switches,
one for the machines, and one for
the locomotives, on each side of the

The feed-wire

shaft.

chines

is

for the

ma-

on the main roads with a

separate switch for each entry.
W. Ry.

Coal Properties

was
Superintendent Superior Coal Co.

17,165,671 tons.
Asst. Supt.

The West Virginia

oil

output

in

was valued at nearly $29,While no pool was developed during the year, drilling was
more active than ever.

Mine Mgrs.

1913

Top Foreman

Asst.

Store Keeper

Mine Mgr.

Chief Engineer

Chief Electrician

Asst. Chief Electr.

Master Mechanic

Electricians

000,000.

Night Foreman

Division

Diagram of ORCANtzATiON

Asst. Chief Entrr.

Engineering Corps.
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The production

of

these

mines

The cage

loaded car.

is

self-dump-

platform

ranks them as the largest in Illinois
and when it is considered that the
plants were designed for but 3,000

ing and the
provided with an automatic lock.
When the wings holding the loaded

tons capacity, the natural inference
is that an admirable organization

car on the track near the foot of the

tilting

The

tively.

coal

drops from the

cages into 5-ton steel hoppers sus-

is

pended from the scale beams where
The hoppers have a
it is weighed.
steam gate at the bottom which is
operated from the scale house.

shaft are released, those in the rear

1
i

4

/^
f

,

t

.fc^

Pm
HlP'lUlllilli.^'^'"^

!

1

K^ 11
1

Fig. 2.

11

^HH

No. 2 Power House and Tipple, Superior Coal Co.

Fig. 3.

Surface Plant, No. 2 Mine, Superior Coal Co.

Through

must be in control. This is shown
by the diagram of organization.

spring up and engage the car fol-

This feature is strongly in evidence,
and the shaft is never kept idle
waiting for the coal, and when it

the shaft the rear wings are released

sizing

and the car moves forward until it is
caught by the wings next to the
shaft.
The empty cars are also
handled automatically. They run by
gravity to the base of a steam car
lift where they trip a lever which
acts as a throttle and the rails, which

to the washer.

arrives at the foot of the shaft

it is

hoisted with amazing rapidity.

At

the time the record of 5,133 tons

was made

No. 2 mine, the hoisting engine lost but 9 minutes in
motion in the entire 8 hours. They
use the Herzler & Henninger automatic caging device. Through an
arrangement of the levers at the
shaft bottom, as shown in Fig. 5,
at

Fig. 4.

lowing.

When

the cage starts up

are hinged at the top of the incline,
raise

until

gravity.

As

the
it

car

runs

leaves the

off

lift it

by

trips

another lever which shuts off the
steam and the rails return to their

Washery. Superior Coal Co.

Largest

in

United States

is

accomplished.

The empty

released from the cage

is

is

car being

forced off

by the loaded car and the catch
which has been tripped to release
the empty is then free to engage the

The cars then run
on to a kickback and are shunted to
the right or left according to the
demand.
The shafts at the three mines are
346, 320, and 384 feet deep, respecoriginal position.

made.

The

No

on

further

slack coal goes

The latter was built by the
American Washer Co. and is the
largest washer in the United States.
It

has eight jigs of the Stewart type.
screenings are unloaded by a

The

combination spiral drag and bucketelevator system into bins over the
jigs.

The

coal

is

into reloading bins

washed, elevated
and loaded at the

opposite end of the building. The
washer has a capacity of 2,500 tons
a day but has produced 1,400 tons
with only one side in operation.

The

refuse

from 6
the automatic caging of the cars

this gate the coal runs

to a 3/2-inch bar screen.

to

<

removed

amounts

to

per cent. of the total

volume.

Each mine
power plant
200-kilowatt

is

equipped

consisting

Westinghouse

with
of

a

two

direct-

current generators, direct connected
to single engines;

and also a Litch-

;;

September. 1914
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n

field duplex hoisting engine with a
double conical drum, 7 and 8 feet
diameters. A machine shop at No.
3 mine acts as a clearing house for

work from all the operations.
The Chicago and Northwestern

repair

Next

Railway takes all the coal produced
and also the ashes from the boiler
houses. Fairmont car retarders are
used to

Written for

The company

is

among

those fore-

is

printed on the due bills the follow-

men

ing pay day and the

Ladies and lassies, all dainty and sweet.
Shrink from his path as he passes them by;
Even the men that he chances to meet.
Fling him a withering glance of the eye.
Homeward he plods in his rags and his dirt.
Slighted by mortals no better than he.

are thus

cautioned against a repetition of the
accident.

Nursing

Explosion at the Lothringen
Colliery, Westphalia
The explosion which occurred
the morning shift of August

and

at I

colliery in the

8,

dis-

was the most serious disaster
that had befallen the German mining
industry since the Radbod catastrophe of the autumn of 1908. No
outright,

and of the 23 injured sur-

vivors,

seven

subsequently

be.

How

can he walk with a confident stride.
Dressed in apparel befitting a tramp?
How can he foster a spirit of pride,
Squalid and smutty and sodden with damp?
If you would check his career to the dogs.
Fill him with energy, courage, and hope.
Give him a building for changing his togs.
Furnish him plenty of water and soap.

107 persons were killed

than

wrath and his hurt.
God meant him to

than

for whose wealth he is risking his life,
Treat him as more than a digging machine
Let him go home to his kids and his wife.
Bodily, mentally, morally clean.
Give him the means for a bath, to renew
Vigor destroyed by the shovel and pick;
Then all the liquors that helldom can brew
Cannot induce him to sample their kick.

trict,

less

man

You

in

1912,

Northern Bocum

in secret his

Less of a

Lothringen

II pits of the

,

Thus through

In case of a severe accident at the
mines, a reminder of the same

R. 1 Slrohm

Coal dust besmirches his features with jet
the streets of the city he fares,
Reeking with odors and clammy with sweat.

work.

in the state in welfare

b]t

Out of the chambers where day is as night.
Trudges the mine worker fresh from his work.
Grimy and stained are the garments he wears

coal on the railroad cars.

most

to Godliness

Colliery Engirteer

Up from the cavernous depths to the light.
Up from the region of shadows and murk.

loading of the

facilitate the

The

suc-

cumbed.

The four seams worked here were
worked through four haulage shafts
and four separate levels; they lie in
flat syncline belonging to
the bituminous coal group, and are
covered by an average thickness of
a fairly

525 feet of marl.
of the colliery

and yet

it

evolution of

1

ever

is

district

especially marked,

hardy ever has attained

the percentage
of

The

gas in the northwestern

pit

in a split air-current

per cent, methane.

Still,

new workings were

when-

started, a

notable evolution of gas (chiefly in

was recorded,

the form of blowers)

and on this account shifts were often
suspended for weeks on end; but,
concurrently with the establishment
of airways and the progress of fore-

winning, the evolution of gas gradually diminished. The coal seams are
is

the

with

Mining

Bu-

Two

As

a consequence of this

had previously

much damage had been done by

been made still
than heretofore.
The circumstances connected with

In the course followed by the
it is noted that the depo-

the mine and the conditions found
after the explosion are quite similar

explosions

occurred

them.

at

the

colliery,

but

not

explosion

sition of "coke"

sive;

whence

was not very exten-

it is

shot

more

firing

haVe

stringent

to those at Eccles,

W. Va., explosion.

inferred that coal

dust can hardly have played a predominant part in the initiation and

propagation of the explosion.
There appears to be no doubt that

nevertheless,

regularly carried on in

which had not been reported as free

;

from gas.

disaster, the regulations in regard to

reau's ordinances.

unauthorized shot firing with dynamite had taken place in a cross-cut,

not especially dusty

spraying

accordance

Under conditions more difficult,
of West Virginia

the coal miners

have excavated 542,949,446 cubic
yards of coal, while the Panama
toilers in open air excavated 295,323,000 cubic yards of material.
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Mine Telephoning Without
Wires
Bu J.

a remark-

Germany has produced

No

mines.

On

employed.

is

wires

the other hand,

in

in

the closed

create similar vibrations of

are
it

is

diaphragm in the receiver at the
Marconi wireless and
other end.
the

other systems use a stream of electric waves instead of an ordinary

No

for this.

conductor

We may

necessary

is

deal with this

What we need

So

it

is

is

stream of electric

current or a

with the

two

stations.

new system.

which

utilizes a current

it

It

has been

found possible to create underground, but apparently not on the

There

surface.

term.

by conductors, which are the rails and
pipes already placed in the mine for
Electric currents are carried

far different duties.

In telegraphing and telephoning

means of wire conby means of electric
"waves," there is a fundamental
fact which it will be well to have
clearly before us.
The message is
transmitted by first creating fluctuations in electric activity under conby

or

of

a

person

sending

the

at

station,

and by producing

in

second

place

similar

precisely

a

the

series of electric fluctuations at the

receiving

station.

In the case of

ordinary wire telegraphy, the cur-

ruptions at the receiving point.

The

latter

interruptions

these into clicks

and

are

translated

movements and
by means of making

mechanical
destroying

magnets.

In

tel-

once.

at

The

current nec-

may

essary to operate this system

be furnished by an ordinary battery.

The instruments are both fi.xed
One type of portable

and portable.

only

weighs

20

about

Set up temporarily at any

pounds.

point convenient to the rail or pipe

systems,

it

can be used to

call

up any

station or ordinary instrument then

on the
still

line.

Likewise,

may

it

be

A

up by any instrument.

called

smaller affair can be used in

pretty

much

that

cannot be called.

it

the

same way. except
This

is

a

that

having a high pressure. It is then
possible to send the high-pressure
current through the system of rails

persons connected with the manage-

or pipes

surface

the mine.

in

It

is

here

where the difference between underground
distribution
of
electric
charges from surface distribution is
taken advantage of by the inventor,
Herr Reineke. It is said that under
no conditions will a spark be produced, and that other currents in
the neighborhood neither affect nor
are affected by this telephone current. These nearby currents may be
direct or alternating; they

may

heavy power currents or weak signaling currents; it makes no difference.
Nor do the ordinary wireless
waves interfere with it.

The telephone
very

similar

instruments

insofar

as

a telephone

may

may be

ment.

If the

instrument

is

of a size

readily carried out

mine

is

a pit, a fixed

and

be installed on the
connected with the

^
SB^B

^^H

^HE^k^^

-^

^H
^M

^K

are

II
Sgi

outward

^J^gtS?-.!'*'','-"--

be installed either

Telephone on Cags

may

made

be especially tuned to respond
individual signal.

m

[Mr
Mr

I^HT
ff^^K'fi

hoisting cable or with the

its

"^^^^1

i 1

permanently or temporarily. A bell
is used to call attention.
This is
arranged with a special relay, which
only to

by

may

be

where along the conducting system

inter-

it

ordinary current employed into one

sending

and produces the same

important matter in the mines, as

enables a warning to be sent every-

pocket instrument and

the

station

All stations may be spoken
once by using a suitable signal to
This is an
call universal attention.
at

the sending point which converts the

appearance goes; but the transformer is an added feature. Any-

interrupted

into

a transformer at-

mechan-

ically

at

is

is

rent in a closed circuit

hook, just as with ordinary instru-

apparatus

activity connecting the

trol

For
only

ments.

from the foregoing that fundamenwire transmission and wireless
a

ductors

it is

necessary to take the receiver off the

where

are very similar.

whether

the message to be received,

stream similarly to the way we deal
with the current in ordinary telegraphy and telephony and thus produce wireless telegraphy and wireIt will be gathered
less telephony.
tally

that

pressed at

is

the receiving stations will ring.

current.

of

the button

vibrations

through the current
circuit

not a wireless system in the ordi-

acceptation

when

wise,

a transmitting point, the bells of all

is

for use in coal

especially adapted

metal

somewhat
up
a diaphragm which

matter

the

similar, only there the voice sets

L. Sfirtngtr

able system of telephony which

and

ephony,

Other-

system.

Arrangements

jjermitting this

piping

may

be

telephone to

communicate with the underground

®e QUieryEngineer
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The

telephone in general; but it is said
to be more convenient for its mes-

the jurisdiction of the mine foremen

sages to be repeated from a

to

up

tele-

bottom of the
phone set
In a metal mine arrangeshaft.
ments may be made to connect the
various levels. The ore bodies do
at the

not interfere with operation.

By

safety inspectors are under

whom

ing

The

they report.

abstract

from

follow-

book

the

of

"Don'ts" defines the duties of an
spector,

merous

He

the

in-

which are sufficiently nuhim employed.

to keep

make

who make

with dynamite;

dynamite with a

holes in

or spike in or-

file

der to insert the cap; also miners

who crimp

caps on fuse with their
and who disregard the rule

teeth,

prohibiting the use of black powder

and dynamite in the same

hole.

daily reports stat-

Inspectors are to explain to the

use of certain accessories, communi-

ing the places inspected and what

may be arranged for between
man operating the hoisting en-

has been done to secure the safety of
the employes. He is to test for gas

miners that they must keep their
powder in a box, and not leave it

He

every time he enters a working face,

can throw the telephone in or out by
a slight movement which does not
require him to take his hands off the

and also test the roof, ribs, and face.
Every condition that may lead to
an accident he is to report to the
foreman, and also note when the

cation

the

gine and the cage in the shaft.

levers.

Further,

it

is

possible

to

arrange in a simple manner for communication between the cage and
the bottom of the saft.

This system of telephony has been
2 years or more in the coal
mine Carolinengliick Hiitte in the
Westphalian district in Prussia,
in use for

is

to

conditions are remedied.

on examination he

If

a

Among

the

interesting

features

connected with this miovement was

appointment of safety inspecwhose duty it is to travel
through and inspect certain portions
of the mine with the object of ascertaining anything that may lead to an
the

tors,

accident and have

it

corrected.

The

chief duty of the inspector, however,

miners and
to educate them to care for themis

to teach carefulness to

selves.

35-2—

all

needle.

They

are not to allow miners to

leave wires attached to a blasting

warn them

nect after the shot

is fired

to discon;

and they

comthe foreman

use a blasting barrel instead of a
It has been proven a dangerfuse.

He

ous practice for miners to insert a
cap in the barrel and then explode
it with a squib.
Miners are not to leave safety
lamps at the tool box, but must

delay, and see that orders are

plied with, then report to

or assistant foreman immediately.
to travel along

Among

safety.

employes in June, 1913, and at the
end of 12 months the results were
remarkably encouraging to the officers of the company. Among other
means to forward the movement,
Manager Robert A. Quin had
printed, July 1, small books of "Instructions and Safety Regulations
for the Guidance and Protection of
Employes."
Every employe who
receives this book acknowledges its
receipt through a numbered return
blank corresponding to the number
of the book, and it is requested that
he take it home and study the
"Don'ts" it contains.

that

also

are to report any violation of this

ditions that need correcting for sure

The Susquehanna Coal Co. started
safety-first movement among its

road,

ing in a dangerous condition he is to
instruct miners to set timber without

is

Safety First

the

tamping is to be done with wooden
bars and not with iron, steel, or a

battery, but

finds timber-

roadways and examine the roof and the timbers, and
report at once any dangerous con-

Germany.

alongside

other duties he

is

to

have them

safety devices at the top

The

of shafts and slopes and report at
once to the. foreman or his assistant

sons

examine

if

all

repairs are needed.

He

is

also to report all

abandoned

workings and entrances to dangerous places that should be fenced off
and the sign "Danger, Keep Out"
thereon

placed

a

in

conspicuous

place.

Another of
cautioning

his duties is to

miners

to

be

keep

careful

while trimming the face after firing
a blast and to report any person who
neglects to notify
diate vicinity
fire

men

when he

in the
is

imme-

about to

at

inspector

their
is

working

face.

not to permit per-

when placing

relief

timber to

remove the old set before the new is
inserted and must be sure they lag
and also sprag where necessary.
Persons are not to leave lumber,
boards, or timbers with projecting
nails in any place and the inspector
is

to see that this rule is lived

The

inspector

that

do not have safety

all

is

up

to.

to report all slopes

holes,

and

doors, frames, and other struc-

tures erected too close to the

rail.

unguarded trolley wires that
men pass under are to be reported,
and all frogs and' switches not propAll

erly blocked.

a blast.

who

rule as well as report all miners

Some

of the inspec-

Inspector? are to impress on miners the importance of sounding

tor's duties are to, see that all pas-

the roof and testing for gas in the
morning before commencing work

structions; to caution

and before and after firing each
blast during the day. Miners are to
be reported
ative

to

who break

explosions

the rules rel-

such as firing

sageways are kept free from obworkmen and
others not to stand between rails and
attempt to board moving locomotives or cars; and to report all persons who ride on cars unless their
duties require

two shots at the same time; who
carry dynamite and caps at the same
time except when taking them to

cipal

the face to be used who leave fuse,
caps, and explodc-s in the same box

into

;

it.

One

of the prin-

duties of the inspector

is

to

caution employes of dangerous practices,

such as carrying a naked lamp
where locked safety

districts

lamps are used or naked lights are

M
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prohibited.

It

is

management through

OBITUARY

the help of the

inspectors to educate the employes

by personal attention and instruc-

ARCHIBALD

tion to care for themselves and to

thorough and efficient
examinations and inspections before
accidents gives better results than
where the same work is done after
that

teach

were sold to the Temple Iron Co. in
1889, he was made secretary of that
Shortly afterwards he
company.
was appointed treasurer and
later was made vice-president and

the hope of the

LAW

F.

Archibald F. Law, former vicepresident of the Temple Iron Co.,
Scranton,

died at his residence in

on July I'S.
Mr. Law was born June

in Pittston, Pa.

He was

21, 1856,

a grandson

of Archibald Law, a Scotch mining

Explosion

at

Neumuhl

Colliery
exploited by
is
field
and 2 and four levels. The
Beckstadt seam, in which the accident occurred on August 20, 1912,
dips slightly from the south to north
and is worked from the fourth level.
It is from 37 to 40 inches thick and

The

shafts

coal

1

who came to America in
and who was very prominent
in the early development of the
Northern Anthracite Field, and who
introduced many of the ideas and
general systems still used in mining

good

ventilation,

is

tional

1830,

portant corporations.

before

American

member

present,

gas was

work there had
two of them had

started

at

way

filled

out, while the third

three

men

on their
had hung

AKt;HiHALi) F.

Law

his ienzine

in that field.

On

his maternal side

he was descended from the Atwater

tools with the intention of following.

family, one of the colonial families

What

of

then followed rests on con-

The water from the feeder
probably gave place to gas,
which ascended to the lamp and
became ignited. The gas would, at
burn without explosion, but
first,

Northeastern

New

England.

He was

educated

and was pre-

will of all

contact,

with

whom

he came

in life or

whether they were busi-

pared for college by private tutors,

ness or social associates.

but instead of taking a collegiate

knew him appreciated

employ of the
Lehigh Valley Railroad Co. as a
weighmaster and held that position
for 6 years.
In the year 1879 he went to

character in "Archie"

would be quickly communi-

somewhat further away, where the
proportions of air that favored explosion were present.
Two explosions occurred, and the three

men

were suffocated by the afterdamp.
Considerable damage was also done
to the timbering, ventilating appli-

ances,

and roadway.

Trans.

I.

M. E.

A. R. L.

in

course, he entered the

Bufifalo,

N. Y., as cashier for the

Canada Southern Railway and remained there till 1885, when he
became associated with Simpson &
Watkins, coal operators, of Scranton, Pa., as cashier and confidential
agent.

He

later acquired

in the firm,

and when

an interest
holdings

its

was

affectionately

men.
His

in

regardless of their station

in the public schools

fire

Pennsyl-

He was a member of the Green
and
Ridge Presbyterian Church
belonged to the various Masonic
bodies, up to and including the
thirty-second degree Ancient and
Accepted Scottish Rite. Mr. Law's
pleasing personality, and most courteous manners won him the good-

hole

cated to collections of gas at spots

was a

Socially he

of the Scranton Club, the

jecture.

the

of

;

a car, and

lamp on the timbering
under the roof just above a feeder
of water, and was collecting the

Society

vania.

and a notice board declaring

The

the

of

of Mining Engi-

Engineers'

of

.Society

the place to be "gas free" was ac-

cordingly hung up.

member

Country Club of Scranton, the
Green Ridge Club of Scranton, the
Westmoreland Club, of WilkesBarre, Pa., and the New England

The obserofficials.
made had shown that no
of

Institute

France.

Paris,

in

by two of the

quantity

a

Northeastern Pennsylvania, and of
the Society of Social Insurance of

plaints of its wetness, been inspected

considerable

also

the

neers,

which three men lost their lives, the
working had, on account of com-

vations

also

Scranton, and was a member of the
Advisory Board of the Hahnemann

He was

occa-

explosion,

the

He was

a director of the Pennsylvania Oral
School for the Deaf, located in

Hospital.

sionally given off in large quantities.

Shortly

Bank, and several other im-

engineer

consists of coal rich in gas which,

despite

was a director of the Title
Guaranty and Surety Co., the Scranton Trust Co., the County Savings
Bank of Scranton, the Peckville Nadale, Pa.,

Pa.,

an accident.

manager.
Mr. Law was also president of the
Cross-Engineering Co., of Carbon-

illness

All

who

this trait of

Law

known

as

to

he

most

was of comparatively

long duration, and was unquestionably aggravated by the sad death of
his

daughter Grace and her hus-

band, Frank B. Rutter, in the

New

Haven Railroad

Sep-

tember.

He

is

disaster

survived

last

by

his

widow, who was Miss Eva G. Brenton, of West Pittston, and one son,
Frank F. Law, of Scranton.

^e ^ffiergEngineer
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HE author
states

that

French

iron

The Modern Manufacture
Compounds Formed

manufacturers

in

Coking— Removal

of By-Products

Coke

—Coke

It is to

that

French iron manu-

In order to become independent
sources,

some

iron

manufacturers have invested in Belgian coal companies that work the
new basin of the Campine, and
are

others

Bu

pounds

planning to

from the German

coke coal

collieries

When

continues,

poorer

gases

the

hydrocarbons

in

not saturated, and the formation of
graphite begins.

At

1,472°

F. the

C//4 diminishes gradually and

is re-

by

hydrogen and carbon,
which are the extreme terms of the

placed

dissociation.

Finally

from

at

1,742°

1,832° F. the volatile matter

F.
is

to

elim-

The

physical

homogeneity,

coal

is

carbons that are formed at the be-

ginning of the heating.
Therefore, it is profitable to increase this, dissociation by raising
the temperature quickly in order not
their

stop

to

932° F.

is

932° F.
At 752° F.

They

are

the

tars

are

heating

a good quality of coke
necessary to heat the ovens

To produce
is

very strongly in order to increase

IKE COUiLt)

Horizontal
AND Vertical Flues
FiG.

1.

Flues
OF Solvay Ovens

the distillation of the hydrocarbons.
To carbonize crushed coal contain-

Fig. 2.

inated and the fixed elements remaining are united together by the
deposits of carbon from the dissociation of the hydrocarbons and the
-

ashes from the treated coal, in short,
this constitutes the coke.
far as the nitrogen of the coal
concerned, it is but slightly modified before 732° F. to 832° F. is

As

is

mixed with gases produced

before

A quick

also favorable to the output of

it

freed.

distillation

reached.

a better quality.

place.

compounds.
The formation of
chemical water and tar compounds,
which are heavy hydrocarbons, rich
in
carbon, becomes very active
around 572° F. and it continues until
842° F., but is entirely completed at

coke,

stance, near the walls

decomposition of the

First, the disappearance of the
hygroscopic water is noticed, then
around 392° F. the decomposition of
carbon hydrates and of the ulmic

of

and com-

and ammonia. For inwhere heat is
transmitted promptly, the coke is of

heated

organic matter occurs and the formation of complex and multiple

compounds takes

qualities

hardness,

are obviously connected
with the dissociation of the hydro-

gas, benzol,
If

complex

less

pactness,

is

air,

one on

compounds.

the temperature rises, this

dissociation

more or

thus forming

the East.

away from

first,

temperatures,

ous
anthracene,

coking plants that will be built in

—

at

incipient

state, react

xylene, toluene, cumene, etc.

in the

basin, as they are interested in

Carbonisation.

the

at

Charles Jitnt^

Naphthaline,

:

become

facturing.

outside

be noted
products

the other at vari-

about two-fifths of
the coke they use, or about 2,400,000
This quantity will soon be
tons.
increased on account of the extensive increase in

all

obtained,

Oven

countries

foreign

Ruhr

of

Construction

have to buy from

from
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that

temperature

ing from 8 to 12 per cent, water it is
also necessary to increase the homogeneity and density of the mass in
such a way that the union of the
particles of

coke be made easy on

account of their being close.

For

obvious

that

these

reasons

is

it

should

tamping

still*

better

the

quality of the coke.

However,

it

is

to

be noted that

reached,

but

by the dissociation (at 932° F.) of

ammonia

begins to appear,

its

the chemical composition of the coal

hydrocarbons that are
formed with acetylene C^H^, ethylene Cj//,, and some higher terms
of these series not saturated and
also with a methane C//^ product of
a more advanced dissociation, which
appears under the form of a deposit

formation active between 932° F.
and 1,292° F., is continued beyond

must be favorable to this dissociaFor example, dry coal, being
tion.
richer in oxygen than the coking

of carbon.

nia,

time, at about 842° F.,
hydrocarbons, not saturated,
polymerize and condense, originating
the aromatic series.
Then conden-

able to

certain

At the same

the

sation and polymerization cause the

appearance of a new series of com-

1,616° F.
it

and

but from 1,112° F. part of

is decomposed.
Dampness" and slow heating

creases

its

production.

its

formation.

temperature coke

Also at high

fixes nitrogen.

Sulphur is eliminated in various
ways, according to the nature of the
ashes, nearly 30 per cent, of it is
eliminated as volatile matter under

hydrogen sulphide,
dioxide, and carbon di-

form

sulphur
sulphide.

of

promotes to the detriment of
hydrocarbon distillation, the
formation of CO^ and- CO and also
of tars containing oxygen, and large
quantities of phenol, which escape
promptly at the beginning of the
heating because of their being more
volatile than the heavy hydrocarcoal,

in-

Cyanogen is derived from ammoand high temperature is favor-

the
Bulletin
de I'Association des Ing£nieurs de
rinstitut Industriel du Nord de la France. July, 1913.
Translated from Revue de Metallurgie by A. Courtin. B. A. and B. Sc.

;

at

the

bons.

•

Besides,

the

violent

disen-

gagement of the gases that occur at
the start makes the coke spongy
and friable.
Removal of the By-Products. The

—

required

conditions

for

obtaining
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on account of the short distance the
flame travels, and as the two sides

tems adopted in controlling the admission of the gas, of the air, and

only; for

of the pier are joined with bricks

of their mixture.

above that temperature ammonia is
decomposed and generation of the
Therefore,
hydrocarbons occurs.
heating must be moderate at the top
of the oven where all these gaseous
products collect, and it is necessary

forming the walls of the flues the
section and the rigidity of
full
the mass is such as to increase the

brought near center of
in each flue most
of the time by means of canals made
of fireproof masonry, the holes in
which are calculated in such a way
that each of them furnishes an

good coke are therefore favorable

to

the formation of by-products, except

but up to 932°

tar,

F.

solidity.

The

vertical flues of

numerous and

short,

an oven being
have a

parallel,

The gas

is

the combustion

.-'-^.?>----,

%, i

fc^

mm, y/Mmw/m

\

(

Kj^^ge^gmss^jm^^^m^
1

W/////Aw//////////////^^^^^^^^

Reversing with Bells

Fig. 3.

to

Fig. 4.

remove them from the oven by

exhaustion.
General Distribution of the Heat.

In an experiment made on a battery
of ovens to ascertain the heat lost,
the author obtained the

following

results in connection with the distri-

bution of the heat furnished by a
kilogram of coal (1,400 calories in
the gas for each kilogram of coal)

Reversing with Coupled Dampers

Fig. 5.

Reversing with Butterfly Valves

amount of

large equivalent section and require

equal

only a slight atmospheric depression

the kind of oven, these holes have a

to produce the draft.

Therefore, the

from the

direct passage of the gas
retort

chamber through the

joints of

is less to be feared.
This
arrangement increases the output of
the by-products; besides, the chimney does not need to be so high.
From the comparison between the

section

gas.

constant

or

variable

Per Cent, of
Total Loss

The admission
erally regulated

of the air

by the

246

17.60

136
180
99
739

9.7
12.09
7.1

COKE OVEN CONSTRUCTION
and

—

Flues.

^At

the

Vertical

present

Heating

time,

the

ovens with horizontal flues seem to
be superseded by the ovens with

15

transmission

of

the

By

by
number of flues to be
fed from one chamber and by means
flues,

is

it

possible

to distribute the draft equally

the flues in the

same

among

pier.

The mixture to produce flame is
accomplished by the proper dispo-

35
20

sition of the pipes

horizontal and vertical flues, it appears that the required qualities of a
good heating chamber are solidity,

proper

gen-

limiting the

air

Horizontal

is

draft.

varying the section of the

all
Loss on account of radiation
Loss in the coke, red temperature

heat,

conducting the

and gas. This can be

done
in ovens without regenerators, by
means of a Bunsen burner of large
easily

dimensions, the admission of cold
air being regulated by means of a

simplicity, affording little resistance

butterfly valve (Otto's oven) or

of

to the passing gases, tightness, the

means of a

which are shown in Fig. 1. The
former can be watched more easily,

watching and regulating,
and uniform temperature during the
coking process.

oven)

vertical

flues,

sketch

sections

but the flues not being reenforced
with cross-pieces are liable to collapse easily; further

regulate

it is

difficult to

the

consumption of the
heating gas, and finally the horizontal flues of a pier being long

and
have a small
equivalent section and therefore a
"placed

in

series"

strong vacuum pressure
to produce the draft.

is

So

necessary
far as the

facility of

In this connection

it is

that to obtain at the

to be noted

same time the

and the proper transmission
of the gases, through walls not very
thick, Solvay divided the piers as
shown in Fig. 2 into two heating
sections by means of a strong wall
placed in the middle, on the sides of
which light horizontal flues are consolidity

vertical flues are concerned, if the

nected.

combustion

The burners used for this purpose
are different according to the sys-

is

more

trol, it is easier to

difficult to

have

it

con-

regular

be

regulated at will.

of individual valves,
Per Cent, of
Total Calories

Calories

from

may

one point to another, or

the bricks

•

According to

little

by

conduit (Coppee's

In the ovens with regenerators,
bricks of a complicated form allow
the mixture of gas and air.

The heat in the flues between the
oven walls is regulated by means of
an independent damper or a gas
cock, which opens the communication with the main canal that carries
waste heat to the boilers or to the
regenerators.

Regenerators are intermittent except in the Solvay system, in which
the regenerator is continuous. The
use of the intermittent regenerators

,
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necessitates the periodical reversing

by the addition of grains of

For this purpose
various devices shown in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5, are used. It is also necessary
in most of the systems to modify

in the pug.

the

of

draft.

apertures

the

admitting

the

gas.

These are often double, therefore
be
closed and the others open immediately afterwards.

To perform

provided with

time, each aperture

is

a cock, the lever of

which

fixed to

is

round

endless cable, that goes

an

one

this operation at

the battery of ovens and is wound
on a windlass. Some ovens having
only one set of burners, do not re-

quire this reversal for the admission

some others

of the gas (Simplex), in
the

work

of the regulators and the

cocks can be produced by one operation only (Still).

To

dangerous deformations, the oven
ends are supported by two substantial abutments, made of masonry,
and connections between them are

by means of

(c)

Fusibility.

tie-rods

;

in the

«ame

It is

obtained by

—The

proportion

the

minimum

point of fusibility,

may

be divided into three classes
(a)
Pier and heating flue bricks,

up

to two-thirds of the height of the

oven, are to withstand temperatures
as high as 3,182° F.

only one oven, are subject to abnor-

mal

raise in temperature that

may

cause the melting of the masonry.
This is remedied by creating a circulation of air between the pier and

made

.the abutment through flues

for

that purpose.

Refractory

materials

conditions

three

:

must

fill

expansion, hard-

rttss, infusibility.

alumina bricks containing
90 per cent, of silica, the
remainder being mostly alumina
with very small quantities of lime,
iron, and magnesia, are generally
Silica

from 80

to

used.*

Expansion

(a)

more than

per cent.

— In
country
coke ovens.

•Note.
used in

.75
this

should
;

not

be

caused

it is

Bricks for the floor flues of

(b)

silica

bricks are

York.

Metallurgy of Copper, by H.

sachusetts Institute of Technology.

The aim

of this

book according

to

Hofman

Professor

discussion

the

for

top

of the

Finally,

of

the

piecemeal. The book contains
9"x6" pages and 548 illustrations.
Published by the McGraw-

imum

is

Publishing

less,

and

allowance,

as a

max-

faces

and

edges must be perfectly straight.

Co.,

New

York.

Price $5.

Hydro-Electric Power Plants.

bricks must be exact at from 1.5 to

2 per cent, more or

essential

is

and textbooks, but in
such a manner that it becomes useful to a greater extent than where

Hill

dimensions

the

text

tific societies,

556

Bricks

to

compiled in the
main from material that has appeared in technical journals, scien-

it

ovens, 3,002° F.

confined

is

The

points.

of 3,074° F.

Stone

&

Webster, Constructing Enof Boston, Mass., have
printed an album showing various
gineers,

hydro-electric

power

plants,

also

giving the data in connection there-

The book will be of interest
most engineers even if not in this
particular line of hydraulic and elecwith.

BOOK REVIEW
A

review of the

on MiDiD£ and

latest

to

books

related subjects

tric

Igneous Rocks and Their Origin, by R. A. Daly, Sturgis-Hooper
Professor of Geology,
versity.

three

This book

parts.

Howard Uniis

divided

Classification

of

in

Ig-

neous Rocks, Cosmical Aspects, and
It represents a very large
Clans.
amount of original work, but, necessarily, as it is based on the supposition that

geology

is

an exact

ence, the results of others

sci-

are in-

cluded in the text to meet every
possible contention of the skeptic.

From

the

this

reader

will

tigations

gin of Petroleum, although the title
of the book is rather suggestive in

The book

of these men, and Prof.

Ira H. Woolson, there

is on an average no diff'erence in the corrosion

of iron and steel pipe.

The

illus-

by the authors is
in No. IOC, National Bulletin, which
can be had of the National Tube Co.,
Pittsburg, Pa., on application.
All
trated discussion

interested in pipe should send for a

copy.

under-

trying to unload on an unsuspecting
public, as did some one on the Ori-

illustrations,

engineering.

The Relative Corrosion of
Iron and Steel Pipe as Found in
Service, by W. H. Walker, Ph. D.,
and F. N. Speller. From the inves-

Society Meetings

stand that Professor Daly has not
preconceived an idea which he is

that line.

96+

New

O. Hofman, E. M.. Met. E., Ph. D.,
Professor of Metallurgy in the Mas-

the oven are to stand a temperature

thus avoided.
extremities of the battery, heating

Co.,

Price $4.

meet the demands of the metallurgist of today, and to this end the

—

;

the contrary, the piers at the

published by the

is

Required Guarantee for the RefracBricks, considering

tory Materials.

meter thick sudden coolings, that
might cause cracks in the piers, are

On

It

has been to furnish a treatise on copper which will

silica

way, braces are fixed to the end of
each pier.
In order to reduce the loss of heat
by radiation, the arch is lined with a
masonry work of red bricks, about
1

references.

McGraw-Hill Book

SiO^ and alumina Al^O^
gives the wanted fusibility.
of

(c)

preserve the rigidity and avoid

—

silica

having a homogeneous pug, with
fine grains, and by introducing the
silica in the form of silicious sand
previously cooked then crushed.

of these apertures are to

half

Hardness.

iV)

97

contains 205

numerous tables and

-

The American Mine Safety Assoits annual meeting
York, September 7-10, inclusive,
at
the
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, 32d St. and Fifth Ave. On
September 12 the Association will

ciation will hold
in

New

hold

its

annual

field contest in

con-

:
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Indiana,

of

Association

Operators'

Coal

the

with

nection

at

Terre

Exercises will begin at

Haute, Ind.
10 A. M.

The

Mining

Coal

Institute

of

meeting
in Pittsburg, Pa., December 8 and 9.
Headquarters will be at the Fort

America

will hold its winter

work on

correctness.

At another window the assistant
timekeeper, or pay-roll clerk, was
busy making explanations in about

away with some money. Far from
the mark. The worst they can do to
you, Mr. Mine Owner, Manager, or
Superintendent, is to sow seeds of

this wise:

discord, distrust, and dislike for your

"Cap'n, dis here statement got me
docked fo' slate. I sho didn't load

The

Point of

Human

Contact
Bv a

Southerner

religion of the

the rule and

It is

son to fear that a

Get on out of the

The

negro, of necessity, goes to

the pay window, cherishing a grudge

because the timekeeper didn't show
him that he did load slate and explain all the facts in connection with

must be the first to salute the man
on a donkey the man on a camel
must speak first to the man on a

the dockage.

horse.

he knew his name.

;

Need we argue

that this

is

a splen-

Does it not keep
did rule of life?
one from unconsciously adopting an
attitude

superiority

of

insisting that he

men and be

the

by merely

must speak

first

to

all

to address those

of lower rank, thus adding courtesy
and kindness to his mode of life?

Such a

rule of greeting

is

a fine

leveller of a lot of class distinctions.

What about

human

the point of

contact in mining operations

?

How

much trouble might have been and
may be saved by a study to discover
the point or place where the operator and the operative touch or come
in contact and of how this contact
may be made more pleasant and lead
to better, truer understanding?

As
most

to

how

made
memory of

this contact is

instances,

the

in

a

conversation overheard in the time
office of

a Southern coal mine con-

cern

typical

is

of

far

too

many

more: It was pay day; the statements carrying full detail of earnings and stoppages were being given
out to the miners, most of whom
were negroes.
To detail a pay statement for a
negro who can barely read and write
is

to invite requests for a full ex-

planation of

all

the figures on

Give him a statement of

it.

total earn-

The timekeeper

ad-

dressed him as "nigger," although

That

didn't do

any good, either.
No. 2 comes along
I

doan

I

de white folks'

lives in

yard."

"Well, you're cut for the doctor;
don't care

where you

many

cases

or no ex-

little

is given and the men go
away feeling it is all wrong. The
manner and tone of address on the

planation

of

the timekeeper

directly

is

contrary to the religion of the

hammedan.
cilious when

It

is

curt and

Mo-

super-

should be courteous

it

and explanatory

in the true sense of

explaining things.
It

is

true

nearly

of

mine that the time

every coal

office

is

the

human contact.
Here the men who work for themselves come in contact with the men
who work for the company and who
must, to the men themselves, be repchiefest

place

resentative of
spirit.

Most

of

its

on

Southern negro is
is no doubt that
what is called "talking back" to the
white man is really the effort on his
far as the

concerned, there

part to present his

own

side of the

He

question in any way.

dressed as "nigger"

when

is

ad-

him
a kindly manto call

by name or even in
ner as "old man," will in ninety-nine
cases out of a hundred gain his contrust.

the negro miner

is

concerned,

rapidly becoming

largest factor.
His treatment
and well being are receiving the best
of attention from those concerns

the

who are
To gain

in

the

least

his confidence

progressive.

by

fair

and

seem

to

by whatever training'
toward improving his

his well being

possible

is

conception of the value of a dollar,
protect him as far as possible
from loan sharks and those who
would prey on his ignorance; to

to

afford

living

better

conditions,

schools, and church facilities,

is

the

purpose and practice of every live
concern. This is especially true of

who can betthrough good times and
bad to carry on expensive welfare
and betterment work.
But whether the man who works
the larger companies
ter afiford

for

you

there

is

is

black or white, remember

a point of

human

contact

and make it a policy of your management to see that your men are
treated like

men

side of things

management and

companies

is

considerate treatment; to look after

live."

During the course of the pay,
probably 20 or 30 men come up
seeking explanation of something
they can't clearly understand, and in
far too

spirit

be attributed

they have been treated at

As%far as the South

(Meaning in the zone of treatment
by company doctor.)
sir,

bad

the time-office window.

"

"Well, don't you live in the limits?"

"No

way

lot of

men can

fidence instead of arousing his dis-

"Cap'n, I'se cut for doctor.

need no

part

to the

As

way."

the

to

is

the roll and get

will bear fruit in
lower efficiency, complaints, and
even in strikes. There is good rea-

the part of the

superior

that

men" on

"Well, the slate report said you did.
You got more money now than you

must always speak first to the inferior in rank or station. The man
riding must be the first to greet a
man walking; a man on horseback

Mohammedans

put "straw

none."

usually draw.

them

a timekeeper can do to

methods which

"What do you want, nigger?"

Pitt Hotel.

the principle that the worst

stoppages, and balance
due, and he will be tickled to death
to trust to "de w'ite folks" for its
total

ings,

to

is

so far as the

human

concerned.

Apply the Mohammedan's religion
your foremen and timekeepers
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and have it understood that whenever and wherever they come in
touch with the men, they must speak
You'll be
first and speak kindly.
glad you did it.

about a new order of things, whereby mine accidents can be reduced to

Cunningham

for failing to prop the

face of their

working places as

minimum, and
from be decreased.

quired by law.

the

suffering there-

Rescue Station Examination.

—The

State Civil Service Commission of
Illinois will hold

Notes on Mines and Mining
ILLINOIS

—The

Superior Coal Co.'s Record.
three mines of the Superior

Coal

Co. in Macoupin County, 111., in the
central part of the state, produced
for the year ending June 30, 1914,

worked 222
and a fraction days, and averaged

2,534,312 tons of coal,
11,383 tons per day.

produced 754,993
tons, hoisting 2l7}i days, and averaging 3,565 tons per day.
Mine No. 2, produced 887,863
tons, hoisting 2253^ days, and aver-

Mine

No.

1,

aging 3,944 tons per day.
Mine No. 3, produced 891,457
hoisting

tons,

224i%6

and

days,

Mine Rescue

the

an examination at
Station,

Spring-

on September 5, 1914, to provide an eligible list of persons qualifield,

fied to act in the position of Assist-

record for production

is

Frick Coke Co.,

LaSalle,

and Benton. The salary
limits are $75 to $100 a month, and
the age limits are 21 to 50 years.
The examination, which will be
mostly oral, will take up the training and experience of the applicant
and will include questions and practical tests on the use of mine rescue
apparatus, mine fire fighting, helmet work, first aid to the injured,
and methods of preventing mine
fires and accidents, and will include
Springfield,

a very rigid physical examination.

PENNSYLVANIA

not

in

company

for at

20 years, held its annual picnic
on July 23, at Idlewild Park, in the
Connellsville, Pa., coke field. It was
estimated that almost 2,000 people
attended.

at

C.

least

ciation are

located

state,

H.

who have been

the service of the

of

this

Association,

consisting of officials of the

ant at the three mine rescue stations

averaging 3,961 tons per day.

The

The Frick Veterans'

re-

The

officers of the asso-

W.

A. Todd, of Scott-

president;

dale,

P.

J.

Tormay, of
and C.

Connellsville, vice-president;

Franks,

B.

of

Leisenring

No.

1,

secretary.

TENNESSEE

The Chattanooga Manufacturers'
Association recognized its tenth anniversary by presenting the secre-

Oscar L. Bunn, with a 1915
model seven-passenger automobile.
The association owns its own house
and has 155 exhibits of the city's
products on hand for the inspection
of visitors. Among the most intertary,

esting exhibits, although the product

—

High Price for Coal Land. W. H.
Warner, of Cleveland, Ohio, recently

permits very

which

purchased 262 acres of coal land in
Washington County, Pa., about 6
miles from the town of Charleroi,

Coal and Iron Co., Sewanee Fuel
and Iron Co., and Chattanooga Iron
and Coal Co. They are eloquent of

caused the loss of 30 or more days'

along the Monongahela River, and

the mineral resources of the Chatta-

the only thing to

mines
fatal

;

commend

at these

for instance, there were three

and 23 non-fatal accidents for

the year, the non-fatal accidents con-

sidered

time.
fatal
in

were

only

those

No. 2 mine has not had a
accident for nearly 2 years, and

that

time

has produced nearly

2,000,000 tons of coal.

The production per

fatal accident

for the year just closed, for these
mines was 844,820 tons, as compared
with 782,591 for the year 1913. The
average for the whole state for 1913
showed 352,407 tons mined for each
life lost.
The production per nonfatal accident for these mines in
1913 was 110,194, and the average
for the state

was 60,338

tons.

These mines have made a very
good record since they were opened,
and it would not be surprising if the

within

reach

of'

the

Monongahela

road.

Mining

For one farm of 187 acres, Mr.
Warner paid $1,100 per acre for the
surface and the Pittsburg coal seam,
and for the other 75 acres he paid

also

year 1915 surpassed the record of
1914.

each fined $28

John
ant,

at

P.

Reese, general superin-

and John Ross,

his assist-

Gillespie, are active

in

the

"Safety First" movement, and are
sincere

in

their

efforts

to

bring

in

a justice's court

for violating the state

mining law.

They were prosecuted by Mine
Foreman Charles Olsen and Assistant Mine Foreman Royal Shaffer,
under direction of Mine Inspector

elaboration, are

Durham

where 20,000 tons of
mined daily. The Nixon

district,

coal are

ton No. 3 mine of the Quemahoning
Coal Co., near Somerset, Pa., were

tendent,

nooga

division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

$900 per acre for the underlying
Pittsburg seam without the surface
In both tracts the Freeport
right.
seam was reserved by the sellers.
On July •28, Alexander Babbo,
John Sado, Frank Conwal, Nick
Kondar, Andy Kondar, Peter Bedik,
Joe Sabato, Mike Sabato, and Mike
Spelich, miners employed at Ralph-

little

those of the Etna Coal Co.,

Drill

has

of Chattanooga,

Co.,

varied

a

exhibit

of

high-grade mining appliances.
IV. Va. Pays Compensation.

the

—As

rapidly as proofs of claim are filed
the workmen's compensation division of the Public Service
sion

is

Commis-

paying the claims growing

out of the explosion of the Eccles

mine of the
Co.,

New

•

River Collieries

when 180 men lost
Thus far 61 of the cases

April 28,

their lives.

have been completed and the dependents are being paid.
Up to
August 1, pensions to the amount of
$4,224.55 had been paid to those dependent on victims of the disaster,
and the payment of pension claims
each month now amounts to
$1,545.86.

The

compensation

di-

vision paid out $4,224.55 in funeral

expenses following the accident.

:
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WE

meet men who know all about
That is, they think they do. Such

coal mining.

with President Wilson's reThe most he
his subject.
knows
mark that "No student
he does not
things
the
out
how
to
find
knows is tvhere and
knows
"who
man
the
course
it."
Of
regard
to
knoii' with
certainly
he
and
student,
called
a
being
it all" resents

men

CHIEF

Inspector of Mines of Pennsylvania, James
E. Roderick, made the suggestion that the anthrahis state appoint company
collieries of
cite

will not agree

in the

mining

results

—never

They eagerly absorb

useful

But the men who "get there"
isn't one.
men who produce great
the
industry

—

cease

Safety First

SOMETIMES

being

students.

knowledge from every available source, and then apply

it.

This
inspectors in order to reduce the fatality rate.
the
by
operation
in
put
was
inspection
of
method
in June, 1913, and after 1 year's
of fatalities in the pronumber
the
reduced
has
trial
portion of from 8 to 1 reckoned by the tonnage produced

Susquehanna Coal Co.

per fatal accident.

On

another page

is

given an abstract of the duties of
Manager Robert A. Quin,

the inspectors as decided on by

and

it

believed that those

is

who read this article will
who opposed a similar

opening of the Cape Cod canal on July 29,
confers a great benefit on shipping plying between
Atlantic coast ports and those of a large part of
the New England coast. While the draft limit of the
canal is now only 15 feet, it will be increased by dredging

agree with us that the miners

to 25 feet. In the meantime steamers and barges drawing 15 feet or less can pass through. By the elimination
of the route around Cape Cod, time and fuel will be

United Mine Workers, they promptly and effectively
disapproved of a threatened strike on the question.

THE

saved and vessels using the canal will escape at least
50 per cent, of the bad weather so often encountered in
The freight tonnage that
sailing around the cape.
heretofore

around

went

resents the coal tonnage.

tons rep-

who

level

one

locks.

produced 17,678,522 tons of coal, valued
J'\^ at the mines at about $20,000,000, during the
year 1913. Her coal resources have made her an
important industrial state, and she enjoys twice the
prosperity she would have if she had no coal. Notwithstanding this fact, she provides no funds to pay for the

The

way

Mine

Inspector's Report.

which the Report can be published
is by a private printing house agreeing to publish it,
provided "we can secure enough advertising matter and
subscriptions from the various coal and iron operators
to justify the expense, and we earnestly request that you
aid us in the matter by contributing whatever amount
your best judgment dictates."
only

The foregoing

in

quotation

circular letter sent out

is

a verbatim extract

by the

printers,

who

from a

are to be

commended for their enterprise. But, what excuse can
be made for the state of Alabama? A sovereign state
posing

as

Alabama's ?

a

pauper!

Southern

pride

Political Inconsistency

THE
who

/ALABAMA

printing of the State

officially to the attention of the district officials of the

over

aggregates

Of this, 11,000,000
The canal is a sea

19,000,000 tons per year.

and therefore requires no

cape

the

system of "patrol" instituted by Colonel Phillips, manager of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Coal Co.,
were most unreasonable. In fact, when the matter came

—where

is

inconsistency of the politicians at Washington,

pose as representatives of

all

the people, but

trim their actions to cater to the prejudices
of elements whose votes they want, is evidenced by the
following press dispatch to the New York Times, from

Topeka, Kans., under date of July 18
"Kansas farmers will hold back 100,000,000 of their
193,000,000 bushels of wheat this year, according to W.
H. Mitchell, national vice-president of the Farmers'
Society of Equity.

"Mr. Mitchell is organizing the farmers of Kansas and
urging them to hold their immense crop for higher
prices. Sixty-cent wheat in Kansas has become the rule,
and has turned the thoughts of the farmer to the possibility of

in a

holding his grain.

community they

When

the organizers arrive

find little opposition to the idea of

organized holding, according to Mr. Mitchell.
" T do not believe that more than one-fourth
the wheat

grown

this

of

year will be sold at once,' said

Mr. Mitchell.
"The Farmers' Society of Equity is campaigning for
dollar wheat, but the Kansas members will sell their
grain for less than that figure, it is generally believed.
Most of them are preparing to hold for a higher price
than the 60 odd cents now offered."
This action of the "honest farmers" is the natural
result of recent legislation by Congress, when in passing

•

;
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to the prosecution of certain classes of organizations,

and with this version we agree, because during the last
3 or 4 years such coal companies as have gone into the
hands of receivers have been large operations which, on
the rocky edge of disaster, have been underselling other
operators in the hope of tiding over their troubles by

including farmers.

ready cash.

the

bill

of the

"Sherman Law" providing

for the abolition of

associations formed for restraint of trade,

it

was ordered

that no portion of the appropriation should be applicable

According

the present United States law,

to

The

is

it

history of the Pittsburg coal trade

shows that

criminal for the owners of coal mines, as well as other

the small operator

business interests, to organize with the object of over-

able to withstand financial stress,

coming ruinous competition and to fix a reasonable
price for their products, whereby they can afford reasonable wages to employes and secure a fair profit on their

treatment by railroads, than the large coal operators,
and that the only possible way of getting rid of him is

but

invested capital,

it

is

entirely

righteous

for

the

farmers to organize a trust in wheat which will force
the price of flour to a figure that will be

burdensome

to

who works

a drift mine

better

is

when accorded

fair

buy his property. Those large corporations that have
attempted to put him out of business by underselling
have found that plan abortive and expensive; for he is
to

able to mine cheaply, and

when

coal reaches a price

every wage earner in the country, and which will entail
suffering on the poorer classes.

which

remarkable for its rarity
among the majority of the politicians at Washington.

have antagonized and interfered so much with some operators that they have met
with financial disaster, and as this was done in the
interests of railroad officials connected with competing
mines there has been grave injustice done. This state
of affairs will be rectified speedily, for in July the

Consistency

is

a jewel that

is

Coal Mine Regulation

HAS

been stated that the present development of
bituminous coal mines in the United States would,

IT

unprofitable he ceases production and again

is

starts to

mine when the price

is

profitable.

In some cases

in the past, railroad officials

Commerce Commission recommended

Interstate

that the

railroads in Illinois should separate their private

from

worked to full capacity, produce twice the quantity
of coal the market demands.
If this premise be true,

public business, and should be prohibited from furnish-

one need not

and that railroad officials should be enjoined
from extending or using company credit for the benefit
of the private individual or coal company. The report
also gives a long list of railroads owning bonds and

if

feel

astonished that overproduction causes

How-

decline in prices through destructive competition.

it may, some of the suggestions advanced
overcome the situation are astonishing, as they vary
from the governmental confiscation of coal property to
allowing only large corporations to mine coal.

ever, be that as
to

A member

of the Illinois Coal Operators' Association

German system should be applied by our
Government, whith is, "that no new mine should be
opened unless the Government sees a need for it." In
believes the

opposition to this, the

Commission

is

West Virginia Public

Service

hearing complaints from northern West

Virginia coal land owners,

Buckhannon

who

assert,

among

other

&

Northern Railroad Co.
is conspiring to prevent the opening of mines by the
small operators along its recently constructed line,
and the Commission is asked to interpose its authority and to permit coal developments to be free and

things, that the

ing,

directly or indirectly, capital or loans to private

industries,

stocks in Illinois coal companies.

Another common suggestion advanced

is

that coal

operators be allowed to combine, and by this means
reasonably curtail production and steady the market.

Those who made the suggestion, admitted that the plan
would be illegal under present laws, but that the laws
could be modified so that the amount of restriction and
prices asked could be regulated by a competent government commission.
Some years ago an agreement was entered into between Pennsylvania and West Virginia coal operators not
to sell coal below a stated price. A projninent Wall street
banker was instrumental in consummating this agreement, but he neglected to have the officers of a

company

which he was interested sign with the others.

When

unrestrained.

in

While this is in progress we are informed that the
Coal and Coke Railroad Operators' Association, in West
Virginia, has taken steps to compel the railroads to
furnish a fair number of cars to haul coal to market;
to furnish adequate switching facilities, and to make a
tariff that will be just to the operator and consumer.
One writer states that "the only method of approach-

opened
the bids for supplying coal to that railroad, they found
one company could supply them with 350,000 tons of
coal at a less price than the other companies, and the
contract was awarded to the banker's company.- To
make an efficient combination, all coal operators must
be included, but we are not quite so near the millenium

ing efficiency in dealing with competition is through
large operating companies who cannot as a rule afford

mining

below cost."

Although the paragraph is as
the writer means that
the large operating companies should not sell below cost
to

sell

definite as a lawyer's,

we presume

the

New York & New Haven

While

as that.

it

Railroad

will take time^

we

officials

believe that coal

be placed eventually in a position where each
operation will have an open chance to compete in its
will

natural market with every other operation, and that the
fittest will

survive.

:
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found by multiplying the pounds per

yard by ^.

THE LETTER BOX

number

—

by

of joints,

you are

to the

right.

Data on Grease Accumulation
Air Receivers
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
All communicato express their views on mining subjects in this department.
not necessarily
tions must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed

In regard

{2)

correspondents.

Sir:

—^An

reader

who

made

inquiry
signs

himself

in

by

a

"Com-

pressor Engineer," on page 768, of
the July issue, leads the writer to
reply thereto as follows

Carbide and Dust

know what

at the examination.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—In

June there occurred at

the Crescent mine, Bevier, Ky., a
dust disturbance that stopped a part
It
of the mine for about 2 hours.

was not shooting time and no shots
were fired, and the dust was on the
last of the air, which had traveled
about 1 mile and furnished 200 men
with air on the continuous current
system.
On investigation it was
learned that a miner passing from
one entry to another with a keg of
powder had upset his keg where he
set it down, and that some of his
powder spilled out. He threw a
little

dust over

it

and

left

it.

would like to know if carbide
were emptied from a lamp on top
of this and wetted, would it have
produced enough heat to set the
powder oflF.
I

Percentages Attained in Examinations
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Boards

in

do the Examining

Pennsylvania get

subject

think

it

has been customary to notify those
who have passed and those who
have not and give their percentages.

The Board

in the 19th District refused to give out a young man's
percentage mark, and an inspector

staled that a

coming

man

a

hear others'

like to

Moody,
Mine Foreman

Asst.

Penn

has no business

to the examination unless he

can make 10 per cent. When a man
pays his dollar to take the examination he is, in my belief, entitled to

compressor requires lubri-

air

cation in

its air

oil into

In the

B.

the interior.

first

place nearly

pressor runners feed too
into the air cylinders.

Station, Pa.

how much you
the air cylinder

Examination Question Correction

same

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir

:

—In

answer to examination

question 27, page 709, June issue,

I

figure as follows

3,000

(1)

feet

of roadway

= 6,000 feet or 2,000 yards.
yd. X 20 = 40,000 lb. rail or

@

$41.50

is

$830.

I

— comes

where the

x 2

do not see

^^

would be 300

pairs of

+ 2 would be 302 pairs

in-

given in the answer.
With these
changes the total cost would be
$1,322.80 instead of $1,194.73.

David,

St.

One

(1)

and

lb.

ton of rails weighs 2,240

v;?^ = 17-86

tons.

2,240

factor

-

One
of

rail.

is

The

It doesn't

takes

that

take a great deal of

oil

how

small the amount used the heat gen-

compression vaporizes
which passes into the air
receiver and pipe lines.
This oily
vapor accompanies the compressed
air, moisture, and particles of dust
that have been drawn in through

by
it

the intake.
It

customary for most com-

is

pressor runners to set their steam
lubricators

air

times

the

pressor

is

Some-

alike.

on
working when the speed of the comgovernor.

lubricator

keeps

reduced, with a throttling

The amount

of oil poured
would be just the
same when the compressor made

mile of road has 3,520 yards
of rail weighing

fifty
it

revolutions per minute, as

made one hundred and

urally
1

not subject to the

action

into the cylinder

obtained as follows:

One yard

is

for any cylinder, but no matter

and

C. E. C.

111.

oil

matter

still feed it too much oil.
If every
compressor runner was to shut off
50 per cent, of the oil he uses, he
would still be feeding too much.

erated

in.

No

place in the steam cylinders, they

2,000

20 tons

com-

all

much

explain to them that

scouring

some of

(2)

cylinders as well as

steam cylinders, and both are
provided with lubricators for feedin its

ing

W.

their

aminations their percentage marks?
There is nothing in the law that says
they shall notify them and nothing
I

would

I

is

views on.

authority to refuse applicants at ex-

that says they shall not.

have no axe
it

The

is

stead of 151 pairs, and the price
would be $78.52 or double what is

Qeaton, Ky.

—Where

I

mark

to grind in this matter, but

splices,

OsTEL Bullock

Sir:

his percentage

pound per yard=

ton.

3520

2240

fifty.

when
Nat-

the passage of air through

the pipe lines

is

more rapid

in linear

of tons in a mile of

minute than it is through
the receiver.
Hence, the speed of
the air is less in the receiver, and
furthermore the temperature begins
to decrease by the time the air has
reached the receiver, and still fur-

rail

ther, as the air is

yards will weigh 3520

feet per

=^^2^
X-—
2240
2240

=

11
tons.

Consequently the number

track of any
given in pounds per yard can be

drawn

off for use.

.
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gauge

the pressure

there are times

Thus

fluctuates.

when

the air

is less

dense in the receiver than at others.
These three items of less heat, less

and

speed,

less

Part of this

oil

be-

comes sticky and viscous on account
of

quantity of

the

dust

that

gathered in the oily vapor.

has
This

adheres to the interior of the reand pipe lines, and is

ceiver shell

frequently the cause of receiver explosions.

Temperatures of compression frequently run from 400 to 450 degrees above the temperature of the
intakes.
These temperatures will
generate more or less oil gas, and
in poorer grades of oil will ignite
it.
Sometimes they form carbon
particles which become ignited and
are passed through the air passage
as sparks of
It is

of

full

oil

if

the receiver

is

gas an explosion is likely
It must be borne in mind

no such thing as "carbon free oil," and to prove this statement if you will take any of these
oils and set them afire, they will
make a smoke while burning, which
is evidence that there is carbon in
that there

the

is

Therefore, the greatest care

oil.

enough

If

grease that

this

would not be necessary, for once
is oiled it would stay oiled.

The

inquirer also asks

must be taken not

burn the

to

the compression of

cumulation of this oily mass can be
prevented in the receiver. It cannot
be prevented, but it can be reduced
by the proper construction of the
In the

air receiver.

first

place every,

have a manhole
in it so that it may be opened and
cleaned with soap and lye water
after being scraped as clean as it
can be.
air receiver should

Warning

Gasoline,

!

benzine,

naphtha, alcohol, and such materials
should never be used in cleaning air
receivers, as they

form gases more

oil in

air.

if

they are tapped with a half-inch

This should be at the bottom,

age.

and a straight down

the

volume of

air

in

the cylinder

with the piston traveling at the rate
of 150 revolutions per minute, or

undoubtedly cools the metal
walls of the cylinder, and thereby
keeps the thin film of lubricating oil
between the piston and the cylinder
much cooler than the air in the cenless.

It

A

inside the shell.

bushing should

then be screwed upon the nipple to
bring

it

up

evident that any excess of

fed into the cylinder
ized

and passed

off.

oil

must be vaporIt is also true

no matter how
little, must also be vaporized and
passed into the receiver, and be rethat the necessary

oil,

On

to 4 or 5 inches.

this

bushing should then be screwed a
6-inch length of 4-inch pipe, and

it

should again be reduced to a ^-inch
pipe fitted with a suitable cock for
draining. This arrangement acts as

No

matmain-

is

same

pres-

Therefore
sure exists in the trap.
the flow of moisture and oil is into
When the
the trap at all times.

open the pressure of
the receiver immediately blows out
drain cock

is

Without
oil, greasl, and water.
the trap below the receiver it will be
found that the air pressure will
simply blow a hole through the
the

viscous

without

mass of grease and dust
giving

the

slow

moving

to drain off.

ter of the cylinder.
It is

half-

the hole but not allowed to protrude

it

the air cylinder, it would probably
have no effect whatever in cooling

A

hole.

inch nipple should be screwed into

cold the water might be around

manifest that no matter

opened

How-

if

it

compressor runner must
that even this will not
oily vapors from sticking to the top and sides of the shell,
becoming caked with dust, and still
more being precipitated on top of
that. This coating in receivers that
are not properly attended to will frequently get a half inch or an inch

and

thick,

it

must be borne

in

that this coating maintains

properties

making an

for

mind

all
oil

the

gas

when sufficient heat is applied. If
the gas in suspension should become
ignited at any time the heat

will

ated from the coating of the receiver.

oil.

Considerable labor can be saved
in the work of cleaning air receivers

how

is

is

or once a week.

difference

once a day
ever, every
understand
prevent the

and
will

it

cating

and

offices of the

make no

precipitated

is

cause

tained in the receiver the

one of the

to hold all the moisture

dangerous than those of the lubri-

water-jacket on the air compressor,

is

the ac-

if

a trap below the receiver.
ter at what pressure the air

This

it

hole at their lowest point for drain-

fire.

evident that

to follow.

oil from the lubricator.
was not so the lubricator

placed by

tend to

oil, and dust
and the bottom of the

sides

receiver.

air

all

moisture,

precipitate

upon the

density

103

coating a chance
There is no objection to opening
this blow-off from the bottom of the
trap every hour if desired, or any
way two or three times a day as it
to do so. At
is very little trouble

the

same time

if

the

trap

is

big

still

The

further gas to be gener-

violence

of

the

explosion

which follows will not be relieved
by any safety valve that may be installed in the receiver.

The

safety

valves in air receivers are merely
indicators that the pressure is too
high, and are installed upon the

same theory that they were used
upon steam boilers, and are of very
little benefit, if any, upon an air
receiver, particularly if the compressor

is

It is

equipped with an unloader.

interesting to note that the

manufacturers
will

specify

of

lubricating

the flashing point

their lubricant,

oils

of

and further guaran-

tee the oils to be safe for'compressor

However,

well-known
upon
the top of a mountain where the air
is very rare, it will burn with a weak
use.

it

is

fact that if a candle

a

is

ignited

if the same candle is
taken into a caisson where a pressure
of two atmospheres is maintained it

flame, while

burn with a bright flame and
very rapidly.
In other words the
will

is
more rapid, under
than in ordinary atmosIt would be interesting to

oxidization

pressure
pheres.

know what

the flashing points of

lubricating oils would be under 100

pounds pressure. It is quite evident
that the combustion and oxidization
would be more rapid and violent
under pressure than when the oils
are tested in open vats.
L. Balliet, E. M. and C. E.

September^ 1914
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1

Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Asked at the Examination for First-Class Mine Managers

Held

QuES.

—What

1.

at Springfield, Illinois, April 20, 1914

are the laws in

coming before
the Board for certificates of com-

do not weigh

feet

ton or 2,000

1

weigh 2,126 pounds.

reference to persons

pounds,

petency ?

Using 27 cubic feet to the ton, there
in the seam under the tract
8,888,100-27 = 329,200 tons, very

Ans.

—Candidates

must

produce

satisfactory evidence that they are

24 years
old, that they have had not less than
4 years practical experience in mining, and that they are temperate
and of good reputation.
QuES. 2. Commencing at the
southwest corner of a piece of land
and running a line 1,720 feet north,
thence east 2,650 feet, what will be
the length of the remaining side and

American

how many acres will it contain?
How many tons of coal are there
above piece of land, coal 6
feet thick, allowing 27 cubic feet
per ton and the specific gravity of
coal 1.26, pillars and waste being

Ans.

—The

QuES.

3.

of

face

—The

rubbing surairway being

total

square

a

-=-2

(1,720x2,650)

is

= 2,279,000 cubic feet.

in acres

is

2,279,000

-f

The

area

43,560= 52.31

Ans.

way

—The

perimeter of the air-

Since the airway
sides
is

32

is

square, the four

have the same length, and each
4 = 8 feet long.

-=-

The area
=

The number
the

coal

seam

cubic

of

equal

is

feet

in

to

its

feet.

160,000 -=-5,000 = 32

is

64 square

of the airway
feet,

the air-current

is

8x8

and the velocity of
80,000 -r 64 = 1,250

is

feet per minute.
4.

— How many cubic yards

are there in a rectangular shaft 360

yard?
Axs.
the

is

6.5 feet

at

$1.93

per

cubic

—The

volume of material in
be (360x12x6.5)
28,080 - 27 = 1,040 cubic

=

will

yards.
cost of extracting this will

be 1,040x1.93 = $2,007.20.

QuEs.

5.

—What

horsepower

will

area in square feet, multiplied by
its
thickness, or 2,279,000x6

be expended in circulating 20,000

-

pressure of 1.75 pounds per square
foot?

13,674,000 cubic

per cent, of this
lars,

is

feet.

Since 35

lost in the pil-

the net volume of coal will be

cubic

feet

of

air

against

a

mine

100 - 35 = 65 per cent, of the original,

If the quantity is increased to
30,000 cubic feet, what will be the

and 13,674,000 x .65 = 8,888,100. Attention must be called to an error

horsepower ?
Ans. In the

in

the

question.

gravity of the coal

the

specific

is 1.26,

27 cubic

If

—

H. P.

1.06Xp^^^«y

is

=

3.58 horse-

\20,000/

power.

—

QuES. 6. In what time can an
engine of 40 effective horsepower

pump

4,000 cubic feet of water from

430 feet?
Ans. Assuming a cubic foot of
water to weigh 62.5 pounds, the
a depth of

—

work required

in

pumping

will

be

4,000 x 62.5 x 430 = 107,500,000 foot-

the total cost for remov-

same

shaft

+ 27

and

feet

pounds.

The

acres.

will cir-

same mine, then the power varies as
the cube of the quantities, and the
power necessary to pass 30,000 cubic

the velocity of the

is

air-current in feet per minute?

ing the

of the sides, and

required

minute; what

Vl.720=-f-2,650^ = 3,159.25 feet.
The area of the tract, in square

equal to one-half the product

if it is

horsepower that

culate the increased quantity in the

What

feet, is

the other hand

of air passing, 80,000 cubic feet per

equal to

is

On

to find the

wide?

hypotenuse.

the

20,000 for q in the foregoing formula, and is 1.59 horsepower.

160,000 square feet; the length of

remaining side

is

same

the airway 5,000 feet; the quantity

feet deep, 12 feet long,

length of this side

to circulate 30,000 instead of 20,000

nearly.

a right-angled triangle, of which the

The

part of the question

horsepower necessary

water gauge of 1.75 inches, this may
be found by using 30,000 in place of

QuES.
tract is in the shape of

last

cubic feet of air against the

in the

35 per cent?

If the

refers to the

are,

citizens, at least

—

but

qp
33,000

first

case

20,000X1.75
-

33,000

= 1.06.

In one minute 40 horsepower do
33,000 x 40 = 1,320,000 foot-pounds
of work.
Hence, it will take the

engine

107,500,000^-1,320,000 = 81.4

minutes,

nearly, or about 1
20 minutes to clear the sump.

hour

QuES. 7.—What is the breaking
and safe working load of a
good steel hoisting rope, \}i inches
strain

in

diameter?

Ans.
tables,

—From
the

the

ultimate

manufacturers'
strength

cast-steel rope of the size

of a

named

is

found to be 56 tons or 112,000
pounds. The safe working load will
depend upon the factor of safety
selected, which will vary from 5 to
10.
Using the lower value in accordance with the common American practice, the safe working load

I

; ;

;

^e QUieryEngineer
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would be 1 12,000^-5 = 22,400 pounds.
While it is advisable to rely on
the rope makers' tables, any one of
numerous formulas may be used for
calculating the safe working load of

Thus

a hoisting rope.

L

if

loads

working
pounds

= proper

d = diameter of hoisting rope,

in

in

inches

D = diameter

rope

of

drum,

in

inches,

L = 20,000^2- 757,600 ~
If

drum be
84 inches, we

the diameter of the

assumed

to be 7 feet =

have,

L = 20,000 X

-

„.„
757,600

X

(s,

84
= 37,812-17,050 = 20,762 pounds.
Another formula quite generally

used

L =

is,

L and

68,000 y, in which

d have the meanings given

before and / is a factor of safety,
commonly taken as 5. Substituting
in this last formula,

/iiy

L=68,000X ^4^ =25,710 pounds.
5

The foregoing formula
ordinary

is

only

cast-steel

applicable

to

ropes;

extra strong rope, the

for

coefficient
steel

it is

is

78,000,

and for plow

88,000.

of

way do

coal

dust

—

Ans. (a) Mine explosions may
from the ignition of either
methane or coal dust which have
been allowed to accumulate in the

mine workings. Methane will accumulate where the air-current is
insufficient to dilute the gas below
the explosive point and then remove
it; where working places have been
driven ahead of the air; and when
some accident has stopped the fan.
The gas may be ignited by an open
lamp, by the flame from a blownout shot, from a mine fire, or by the
produced

circuiting

of

through the shortan electric current.

Which conditions cause the greatest
number of gas explosions depends
upon

altogether

ignition of large quantities of finely

powdered and dry
kinds.

tain

Dry

surrounded by an
envelope of burning gas, the mine
dust as a whole acts very similarly
to exploding methane.
Dusts of
coals low in volatile matter, as anthracites, or high in moisture and

coal

dust

will

many lignites, are not exploded under conditions prevailing
in the mine.
QuES. 9.

suming the crushing load per square
is 5,300 pounds?
Ans. As this prop is short in

inch

—

proportion to the area of
section,

it

bend and

upon the manufacturers' tables
which are based upon many years'
experience with ropes that have
been used under all possible con-

and

is

it

is

ignited in

as methane,

probable that blown-out

shots are responsible for the vast
majority of coal-dust explosions
that occur.
{h)

Readily ignitable coal dusts
effect of a local gas or

extend the

powder explosion through the
tillation

dis-

and burnirg of their con-

strength

its

Total
inch

is

it

will

directly

is

That

area.

its

cross-

its

will crush before

proportional to

is,

strength = 10 x 10 x 5,300
5,300 pounds.

As the prop is
or moving loads,

not subject to live
a factor of safety

of 3 should be ample, and 530,000
-^ 3 =
176,666 pounds = 88i^ tons,

may

be considered a safe working

load.

QuES. 10.—A current of 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute

is

passing

through a regulator, the difference
in pressure on the two sides of the
regulator is equal to .7 inch of wa-

open

way

—Explain how you would

determine the safe working load for
a seasoned hemlock mine prop, 10
inches square and 7 feet long, as-

ter gauge.

Coal dust

is

ash, as

any conditions, but particularly
where the air-currents are large and
of high velocity, where the coal is
soft and friable, where the coal is
shot from the solid, where excessive
charges of black powder are used in
poorly placed holes, where overloaded and open-jointed mine cars
are used, where the entries and
rooms are not regularly washed
down \Vith water, and where the
dust is not loaded out from the
working places and the roadways
exactly the same

—

coal dusts of cer-

minute

As each

gases.

particle of dust

accumulate in the workings under

kept clean.

QuES. 8. (a) State the conditions under which mine explosions
are most frequently produced?

tained

conditions.

local

Probably a majority of gas explosions are caused through general
poor ventilation of the mines, with
working places driven beyond the
air, in which the accumulated gas
has been ignited by the flame of a
poorly placed, improperly charged,
blown-out shot.
Dust explosions arise through the

load of a wire rope, but rather to

ditions of service.

the

arise

Still other formulas are available
which will give different values for
the working load.
As the proper
working load depends not only upon
the material of which the rope is
made but also and very particularly
upon the size of drum, sheaves, etc.,
and as in all cases a large factor of
safety is used to guard against unknown strains, it is obvious that the
most sensible course is not to attempt to use formulas to calculate
either the total strength or working

rely

the various

influence

character of an explosion?

arc

^iiV

In what

(6)

kinds

105

How

if it is

1

far

the shutter

is

foot in depth?

Ans.— If
a = opening in regulator, in square
feet;

Q

= quantity of air passing, in cubic feet per minute = 9,000;
= water gauge, in inches =

i

Q

.7

9,000

a = .00038-p=.00038X-T- =4.088
square feet.
Since the opening is
its

4

1

foot deep,

width must be 4.088

feet

1

feet,

or

inch, about.

—

QuES. 11. In a mine ventilated
by a fan, the total quantity of air
being 130,000 cubic feet per mijiute,
with the fan running at 70 revolutions

per

minute,

gauge 2.5 inches,
would the fan have
late

and the water
at what speed
to run to circu-

150,000 cubic feet of air per

minute, and what would the water
gauge then be ?

—

;
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the speed of the fan be
taken as proportional to the quantity
of air in circulation, x -.70 = 150,000
120,000, from which x = the speed

Ans.— If

:

necessary to circulate 150,000 cubic
feet of air = 87.5 revolutions per
minute.
It
tity

should be noted that the quanof air circulated is always a

little less

than the speed of the fan
Actually,

indicates.

would require

it

some 90 to 95 revolutions of the fan
to produce the larger quantity, but

methane in the
and presumably

when

plosion

and

air,

burn

will

the percentage

Two

ex-

dust

a

start

per cent,

is

as

very

low as
dangerous when the coal dust is
inflammable, and the best modern
practice demands that the methane
5.5.

main return air-current be

the

in

is

kept under 1 per cent., the determinations being made by chemical
analysis.

The most explosive point is
when the methane in the

(f)

reached

than the calculated number of revolutions answers all practical pur-

amounts to 9.38 per cent.
QuES. 14.—The grade of an incline is 7 per cent, and its length is
If the rope weighs
2,000 feet.
4,000 pounds and the loaded car
1,800 pounds, how many cars must

poses.

there be in a trip to

For the same airway the water
gauge varies as the square of the

self-acting?

the calculation involves the use of
fourth and fifth powers, and the

simpler ratio used above with an
allowance of 5 to 10 per cent, more

quantity,
150,000^

:

or

A-

2.5

= 3.32

:

x

:

130.000='

:

inches

=

water

air

Ans.-

car

QuES.

12.

—

If the ventilating

ma-

chine was permanently disabled by

an explosion of firedamp, what temporary means would you employ to
restore ventilation?

—

Ans. If the
shows a tendency to escape
through one of the shafts, a pipe
through which steam is allowed to
air, after

the explo-

—The

sumed

weight of the empty
may be assay, 1,200 pounds.
If

at,

assumed as one-fortieth

of the weights moved, the follow-

ing formula

may

be used,

N=

=

number of cars that

will bal-

ance on both sides of plane;

y = angle of inclination of plane
= 40 degrees;

If a small fan, such as is
used in blacksmiths' shops, is on
hand, it may be used, or a wind
shield or cowl of canvas may be

weight of rope = 4,000
pounds
L = weight of loaded car =1,800
pounds
C = weight of empty car =1,200
pounds, assumed.

employed to

The angle

escape,

be

lowered into that

and thus stimulate the circu-

shaft,
lation.

currents

deflect the surface air-

down

QuES.

7?

= total

of inclination

the shaft.

—What

plane

is

found from tan

y=

of the
7
=
^

.07,

whence y = 4 degrees, very

(b) to readily explode, (c) to be at

N = [(40 X .06976 + .99756) X 4,000]

most explosive point?
Axs. (a) About 2 per cent, of
methane is about the least amount
that can be detected by the ordinary

-H[(40X.06976-.99756)Xl,800-(40
X.06976 + .99756)X1,200]

fireboss under ordinary conditions.

Since

The proportion depends upon

incline

its

skill

the

of the observer, the kind of
oil used, upon whether

lamp and
coal

dust or inert gases are also

present in the
(b)

when

air, etc.

Firedamp
there

is

will readily

7.14

per

explode
cent,

of

nearly.

Substituting in the formula

15, 151 .84^

^

result

is

negative,

From

75 pounds.

is

rethis,

the gravity pull of the load 41.856

pounds,

only about one-half the

is

of

resistance

frictional

the

cars,

whence, it follows that the cars will
not even start from a state of rest.
QuES. 15. A sinking bucket is

—

4 feet 6 inches deep, 3 feet 3 inches
in diameter at the top, and 2 feet
9 inches at the bottom. What is
the cubical contents of the bucket,

and what weight of water will it
hold?
Ans. The mean diameter of the
bucket is (3 feet 3 inches + 2 feet
9 inches) ^2 = 3 feet. Since its
depth is 4 feet 6 inches = 4.5 feet, its

—

contents

(.7854 x 3^) x 4.5

are

= 31.8087 cubic feet.

Taking water to weigh 62.5
pounds per cubic foot, the bucket
31.81 X 62.5 = 1,988.04

hold
or

practically,

of

ton

1

water.

QuES.

16.

—A

3%

a dip of

drift is driven with

inches to the yard a

distance of 455 yards into a

hill,

the

which rise 5^ inches to the
yard. What would be the depth of
a vertical shaft to the end of the
drift, and how far up the hill would
sides of

it

require to be?

Ans.

— F.xamining

boards should

not give grades in such antiquated
terms as inches per yard, as it need-

The

lessly complicates the problem.
is

entirely English

and

is

as

slow and cumbersome as English
currency.

It

is

assumed that the

yards are measured horizontally and
Since the
the inches, vertically.
drift dips at the rate of

and the

3^

inches

the rate of 5}i
inches, the depth below the surface
hill rises at

increases 9j^ inches for each yard

3,227.112-4,545.552"
the

sistance

frictional

their

one-fortieth,

method

percentage of
firedamp, when mixed with air, is
necessary (a) to show a faint cap,
13.

at

pounds,

(40 sin y — cos y)L — (40 sin y-f-cos y)C
In this formula
A''

weigh 3,000 pounds, and

together,

will

y)R

(40 sin y-{-cos

sion,

may

the plane

not given, but

is

friction be

gauge.

make

degrees = 41.856 pounds acts vertically, that is, does any work at all.
The loaded and empty cars, taken

the

cannot be made self-acting,
and an engine plane must be used.
The same result may be arrived
at by remembering that the net load
available in overcoming the various
resistances is but 1,800-1,200 = 600
pounds, and of this but 600 sin 4

the drift advances.

A

shaft to reach

the coal at 455 yards from the drift
will have to be (455x9j/$)
36 = 120.07 yards deep. It will be
455 yards from the drift mouth

mouth
•f

measured horizontally up the

hill to

the location for the shaft, as stated
in the question itself.

!
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QuES. 17. What is the difference
between an angle and a triangle?
Ans. An angle is the difference
in direction of two straight lines
which intersect. A triangle is a
plane figure bounded by three

American Mine Safety

—

temperature of

If the

done?
Ans. Ten cubic
weigh 10 X .078 =
will be

—

foot-pounds

feet of air will

.78

pound.

If

work are

of

re-

quired to raise the temperature of
1

pound of

air 1° F., to raise this

weight of air through 580° - 60°
= 520°,

.78x130x520

require,

will

= 52,728 foot-pounds.

QuES.

19.

—

the diameter of a

If

squared in feet or inches,

circle is

what do^s the product represent ?
Ans. The product resulting from

—

squaring the diameter of a circle
represents the area of a square

whose

side

is

equal in length to the

diameter of the

QuES.

20.

circle.

—How many pounds

of

carbon would be required to burn

up 100 pounds of oxygen into carbonic acid gas. or carbon monoxide ?
Ans. Burning carbon to carbonic

—

we have: C

acid gas or CO^,

Using

= CO^.

atomic
12 :32

:.r

:

C

and

100,

0^
approximate

the

weights,
:

The following

Association for

the

New York

City

program of
its meeing in
the Waldorf

the

is

at

= 12,
.r

=

16,

O2 = 4atomic weights,
:

:

Using

100.

24

:

32 =

;r

the
:

100,

whence x = amount of carbon that
will be consumed in burning 100
pounds of oxygen to carbon monoxide = 75 pounds.

mine

who was

driving a balky

mule

and howling between
up thar circumstances,"
was asked why he gave the mule
that name.
He replied "didn't you
strikes "git

hyar

eber

of

circumstances

which we has no
Yah Yah !"
!

control

?

ober

Yah

This notification should

of Safety in Engineering Societies'

neers held an elaborate meeting in

ants are employed.

Anthracite Section
A. I. M. E.
The Anthracite

Section

Institute of

of

the

Mining Engi-

Building.

Pottsville

September 10. All-day excursion
around Manhattan Island with visit
to New York Edison Co. at 38th St.
Station, and that of the United
Electric Light and Power Co., at

W.

Navigation Co., read a paper on
"Long Chute Mining Applied to
Thick Coal Beds." The paper de-

work

scribed the system applied to pillars

of the Public Commission in tun-

veloped several exceptionally valuable methods of guarding against

earlier miners in the
bed which varied in
thickness from 60 to 110 feet. The
system is an innovation in anthracite
mining, and has proved so satis-

shocks from currents of high volt-

factory in recovering pillars that

201st St. Station, also to the

neling the

Harlem River.

who

well repay those
electrical

work.

works

de-

will

trip

around

if

it

the

Lehigh

superin-

Coal

and

by the

left

is

to be tried in

To

mining the

it

Mam-

bed.

series

of chutes are driven in the

program
all

is

cases

and gentlemen.
Manhattan has

been substituted for the advertised
visit to 'the yacht race because that
race is deferred for a month, and it
questionable

of

which time

moth

the trips to points of interest will be
to both ladies

tendent

at

division

are interested

special

The

July,

Ladies will be

being prepared though in

open

in

Whildin,

G.

Mammoth

The Edison companies have

is

darky,

Haute, Ind.

American

will take place

The field meet will be held at
Terre Haute, Ind., on September 12,
at Central League Baseball Park.
In the evening, there will be a
smoker and social session. Dr. J. A.
director of the

Skidmore bed.

Bureau of

Holmes,
Mines; J. P. Reese, president of the
American Mine Safety Association;
Governor Ralston, Mayor Roberts,

reach the coal

moth

bed,

a

At a given height

cross-cuts are driven to the

and then long

Mam-

parallel

chutes are driven in the pillar at an

angle of about 35 degrees to the
strike.

From

these chutes at regu-

chutes are driven
with and up the pitch at

intervals,

lar

parallel

right angles to the strike.
lars

at that date.

A

either

come through the superintendent of
the company by whom the contest-

:

welcome and a

2C

notify

September 8. Morning: Business
Committee reports. Afternoon and evening: Excursion to
Coney Island by boat. Shore dinner.
September 9.
Morning:
Business session.
Committee reports.
Afternoon Closing business session
and adjournment. Visit to Museum

involved in the reaction are proporweights,

All squads desir-

should

Mine Safety Association, or the
Bureau of Mines, both at Pittsburg,
Pa., or Dr. August F. Knoefel,
Terre Haute Trust Building, Terre

session.

in

molecular

No

After-

tainment.

Since the weights of the substances
the

to be
admission

invited

present at the meet.

H. M. Wilson, secretary American

Address of welcome. Reading of minutes. Report
of executive committee.
Meetings
of subcommittees. Evening: Enter-

age, and a visit to their

to

interested in the

is

Sight

noon, 2 o'clock:

-\

= 37>4 pounds.

is

will be charged.

September 7.
Morning:
seeing and getting settled.

The formula when carbon is burned
to carbon monoxide is 2C+O2 = 2C0.

tional

Every one who
mining industry

ing to enter

10 cubic feet of air is raised from
60° to 580° F., what amount of work

130

speakers.

Astoria, September 7-10.

straight sides.
18.

and others are on the program as

Association

—

QuES.
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The

pil-

thus cut in sections are worked

from the top down the

slope,

as

geologists would say in "echelon,"

but what miners call steps.
is

All coal

carried to chutes driven in the

Skidmore bed and loaded into cars
on the Skidmoi^e levels.
The meeting was of great importance to "Big-bed miners," therefore
mine superintendents from the vari-
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ous mines and companies in the
Big-bed section who were not members of the Institute were invited
President Richards, of the
guests.

&

Reading Coal and
He opened
Iron Co., presided.
the exercises by requesting those
Philadelphia

Mr. Young was

district superintend-

number of years, succeeding the late John Von Bergen.
Previously he was mine foreman at

ent for a

the Pine Brook, Mt. Pleasant, and

Richmond

lowing promotions of officials of
Michael J. Doyle,
that company:
division

engineer

Division,

is

of

promoted

Tremont

the

to the position

superintendent

division

same

collieries.

of

Ephraim

divison.

the

of

Weimer,

J.

division engineer of the Minersville

so embarassed by

D. Cain, of Pineville, Ky., has
been appointed Assistant State Inspector of Mines for a four-year
term. He succeeds Perry V. Cole.
John O'Connor, of the Rochester
and Pittsburg Coal Co., has accepted

the checker-board chutes displayed

the position of auditor and assistant

of

that they were inclined to believe

treasurer of the Brush Creek Coal

same

Mr. Whildin needed looking
over, so it devolved upon Mr. Richards to start the questioning, and
in a few minutes inquiries came fast.
If permission is granted by the
Council of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, The Colliery
Engineer will print Mr. Whildin's
paper, and comment on it.

Co., at

present to eat.

They

did.

After

he requested them to stop
eating and listen to Mr. Whildin.
They did, but kept on smoking.
coffee

The audience was

that

PERSONALS

J.

W.

A.

Hesse, assistant chief en-

of

J.

manager for the La Follette
Coal, Iron and Railway Co., by
George M. Shoemaker, manager of
sales

operations

under

Neil

Robinson,

named comMr. Patzold's office will be
at La Follette mines in Tennessee.
H. S. Gay, president of the Gay
Coal and Coke Co., of Logan,
W. Va., has sailed for London,
Eng., where he has been invited to
appear before the Royal Society of
Engineers to read a paper demonstrating
some newly discovered
mathematical facts concerning
angles and their degrees.
Richard Ghent, of Harrisburg,
111., has been named general superintendent of the O'Gara Coal Co.'s
mines, succeeding Harry Thomas,
deceased. Mr. Ghent formerly was
one of the assistant superintendents
receiver for the above

pany.

The Scranton Coal
ton, Pa.,

Co., at Scran-

announces the appointment

of Daniel G. Young, district superintendent, as general superintendent
of

all

the company's operations.

succeeds
cently

W.

L. Allen,

who was

He
re-

appointed general manager.

superintendent

Coal

division engineer

Division,

is

B. Forrester, of Salt

J.

Lake

City,

Clair

St.

Clair

to the position

the

of

Lamont,

Division,

is

to the position of division

engineer

Louis

J.

Leslie D.

division.

promoted

Lewis,

superintendent

division

the

of

the St.

of

promoted

the

of

perintendent

Va.

Claude

division.

W.

Lorenz,

same

inside

colliery, is

division.

foreman,

at

promoted

to

the position of assistant inside suDistrict.

the

of

Shenandoah

All of the promoted

have been

offi-

in the service of the

has been appointed superintendent

cials

for the Panther Coal Co., at Carbon,

Philadelphia

Utah.

Iron Co. since early manhood, and

H.

formerly

Sanderson,
is

now

of

superintendent of

have

won

&

Reading Coal and
through

advancement

constant application and efficiency

the Hiawatha mine of the Consol-

in the various subordinate positions

idated Fuel Co., at Hiawatha, Utah.

they each

The

Coal Co., of
Utah, at its annual meeting at Evanston, Wyo., reelected its old board
of directors as follows

president;

E.

vice-president;

L.

J.

:

H. Mays,

Carpenter,

Moroni Heiner,

first

sec-

ond vice-president; J. E. Forrester,
secretary and treasurer.
F.

filled.

Castle Valley

H.

Emerson

has

pointed Boston District

been

ap-

Manager

of

the Bristol Co., with headquarters

Old South Building.
J. Walters, inside foreman at
the Hollenback No. 2 colliery of
the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal
in the

W.

Co., at Wilkes-Barre,

recently ten-

dered his resignation after serving
the company for over 47 years.

John Berkheiser,

Cause of Hillcrest Explosion
The

finding

of the jury

in

the

mine explosion, which occurred June 19, 1914, in Alberta,
Canada, and caused the death of 189
men, was that the disaster was
caused by an explosion of gas and
coal dust. The inquest lasted from
Hillcrest

June 20 to July 21.
The jury added that they did not
think the regulations of the Coal
Mines Act have been strictly adhered to and recommended that the
Government enforce an inspection at
intervals of not less than once a
month for matches and pipes of all
men employed in the mine. The

district superin-

jury further recommended that each

tendent of the Scranton Coal Co., at

company keep on hand as near the
mine mouth as possible safety ap-

Scranton, Pa., for
resigned.

of the organization.

same

Glendower

H.

Patzold has been appointed

promoted to the position

Co., at Fairmont, W. Va., has been
appointed manager of the Lincoln
Coal Corporation at Big Creek,

Colorado,

O.

Consolidation

the

of

is

division

transitman,

Aultman, Pa.

gineer

Division,

appointed

years, has

James W. Smith has been
his

as

Berkheiser will
the

many

company

in

successor.

continue

to

Mr.
serve

an advisory capacity.

W.

J. Richards, president of the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal and

Iron Co., in a circular letter under
date of July 28 announced the fol-

paratus for use in case of accident.

Owing

to

Government

investiga-

has been impossible to supply readers with an authentic account
of this explosion; however, The
tions,

it

Colliery Engineer
liable

information

is

will,

when

re-

released, give

an account of the accident.

I

—

^e Qlliery Engineer
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Aldrich Slush Pump
The Aldrich Pump Co., of Allentown, Pa., have supplied a 14" x 16"
triplex pump to the Lehigh Coal and

of the ball type, being

made

\m

of solid

bronze.

The pump has given exceptionaly
good

service,

up to

this

time none

Railway Co., of El Ore, Mexico, installed and said to be one of the
motor-driven

largest

ments

pump

equip-

unwatering a mine.

built for

Navigation Co., designed to pump
1,000 gallons per minute against a

head of 100
fine

coal,

feet at 3.2 revolutions

Slush

per minute.

slate,

is

composed of

sandstone,

pyrite,

and water, which makes a fluid mixture having a consistency that varies
from oyster stew, through pea soup
to custard pie, and any of these
grades

may

be delivered to the

pump

without warning. In this particular
case the slush averages 15 per cent,
solids to 85 per cent. liquids,

and

to

on the water

avoid abnormal wear
end the pump was designed to run

slow speed. The pump is electrically driven by means of a 50-

at

horsepower,

Fig.

three-phase motor, the power being

motor on a
transmitted from
barworking
above
the
base plate
means
plungers
by
pump
rels to the
the

plungers,

is

equipped with bronze

bronze lined

water end with cement.

pump

ment.

The

lined with

Pu.mp

imported ce-

valves of this

pump

are

The pump, shown
X 20

in.

500

of

in Eig. 2, is 6 in.
Goulds design with a capacity

Mine Pump for
High Head

Electric

accompanying illustration
shows an electric motor and mine
pump of the El Oro Mining and

The

per

gallons

minute.

The

such that the pump
was readily dismantled and lowered
down the shaft and when assembled

construction

stuffingbox

glands, and the entire water end of
the

The Aldrich Slush

of the valves has been changed, nor
has it been necessary to reline the

of herring-bone gears.

The pump

1.

25-cycle,

440-volt,

it

is

requires very

The pump

is

little

head room.

installed -on the bot-

and pumps against a head
The 300-horsepower
driving motor is supplied with a

tom

level

of 1,300 feet.

alternating

three-phase

current

at

440 volts, and operates at a speed
of 485 revolutions' per minute.
A Westinghouse motor is connected to the pump with a double
reduction gearing giving the

pump

crank-shaft a speed of 35 revolutions per minute and affording an
excellent illustration of the advan-

tages of the electric driven

mine

service.

pump

in

F. C. P.

Robinson Turbine Fan
The

Robinson

successors

to

J.

Ventilating

R.

Robinson,

Co.,

of

Pittsburg, have developed the venFiii. 2.

35-2—0

Goulds Electric .Mine Pump

;

September, 1914
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shown

tilator

Fig.

in

3,

termed a "turbine fan."

which

The

is

blades

maximum,

A

are curved, so that the air taken in
axially

fore

it

given a spiral motion beattains the right angle necesis

It will

sary for the discharge.

be

noted that the fan is divided in the
center so as to take air on each side
further, that

it

has no spider arms to

baffle the air as

it

goes to the blades.

predetermined

any

or

highly perfected starting un-

compres-

motor-driven

for

loader

which the motor current

sors, in

is

cut out or in to stop or start the

when

compressor

minimum

load

maximum

a

or

reached, has re-

is

cently been added to the field of air

controlling devices and
Fig.

valve, a check-valve, unloading piston,

point.

shown

is

in

and

The unloading action is obtained
by the velocity of the air pressure
passing through the chamber, and
the variation of the receiver pres-

is

generally placed

on the discharge port of the compressor cylinder, but

anywhere

may

be placed

in the discharge line near

the cylinder and efficient operation

be hindered.
in no way controls
starting and stopping of the

will not

The unloader
the

merely unloads the compressor and keeps it unloaded until
it is again started and up to required

motor,

4.

trigger.

The unloader

it

The

speed.

current

of

control

the motor

is

standard

controlling

sure.

one

The compressor is completely unloaded when speed is reduced about

switches and circuit-breakers.

the

of

some

by

accomplished

25 per cent, and by this action any
recoil

on the

last revolution experi-

enced when stopping against a load
is
Fig. 3.

Robinson Turbine Fan

"Threader"
Co., of

Saginaw,

Mich., have put out a patented meas-

obviated.

When

Metallic Tape
The Lufkin Rule

the

motor

starts the air is

uring tape attachment

known

as a

ventilation of mines has been

by-passed to the atmosphere until
the desired speed is obtained, at

"threader" which will hereafter be
furnished with their "Metallic" wo-

a hit and miss proposition for many
Certain sizes of fans have
years.

which point the by-pass valve closes
and the air passes to the receiver

ven tapes without extra charge.

The

been demanded from fan manufacturers by mine owners, without regard to the conditions of the mines
for which the fans were intended,
and the consequences have been disastrous to the ventilation.
It

is

an engineering problem to

properly ventilate a mine, as each

mine generally

presents

problems

that should be solved and suitable

fans applied to meet the conditions

This

of the mine.

reasonable

making the

and

is

predetermined pressure

until the

which current

Then

is

cut out

the by-pass

is

reached.

opened by the
the trigger,

via

pressure,

receiver

is

at

The
against the unloading piston.
with
the
comair
then,
intake
has
loaded,

pressor

practically

a

cooling

resultant

machine

in use,

from

it

drum

of the case

to

when

can yet be readily detached

and a new tape as readily

The

until

effect

the

stops.

and unload-

different loading

than

the speed of the machine and therefore entirely automatic.

When

the fan.

though securely fastened

free

ing operations are dependent upon

scientific

tape,

the winding

passage through the cylinder, with

much more

air-courses over to suit

The "threader" is a loop-and-stud
arrangement, by means of which the

the current

cut out

is

and

the compressor slows down, the by-

StartingUnloader for Motor-

Driven Compressors
To

When

maintain a uniform pressure

and pipe lines and to
prevent the engine or motor driving
the air compressor from stalling
through overload, it is essential that
the compressor, whether steam, gas,
or motor driven, be provided with

in the receiver

some device that
when the desired
is

attained,

and

unload

it,

receiver pressure

start

the air into

when the pressure
small amount below

the receiver again

has fallen but a

will

pass valve opens automatically and
unloads before the compressor stops.

current is cut in, comdoes not occur until the

the

pression

motor

has

obtained

the

speed.

attached,

The advantage
loader

Fig. 4.

is

in

the

of
fact

this

Unloader for Compressor

desired

new un-

that a

com-

no

case screw or
to

do

manipulation

drum being

of

the

required

this.

Woven

Such a compressor can therefore be driven by
a motor of much less power than

tapes are sometimes torn
by accident or through long use
often become soiled and worn in
such a way that they must be re-

f)rdinarily used.

placed while the case

pressor equipped with
less

power

to start

The operating

it

will require

it.

parts of this device

are simple and consist of a by-pass

fair condition.

The

is

yet in very

case not receiv-

ing the same hard use as the tape

September, 1914
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outwears it, and representing approximately half the value
line usually

of the outfit

it

of considerable

is

importance that it be a simple matter for any one to insert a new tape
in the old case as often as

and thus get the

fullest

necessary

measure of

use out of the case as well as the
tape.
Metallic tapes without cases

111

Owing

to the hoisting conditions,
necessary to reverse the direction of the drum, and therefore it
it

is

was necessary

equip

to

the

hoist

with reversing gears. Hoists of this
type have been used for a number of
years at small gold and silver mines,

where

if

steam

power was

used

ings

all

around

it

were burned to

the ground.

The

—

This year is the
anniversary
of
the

Bristol Co.

twenty-fifth

founding of The Bristol Co. plant.
This recording instrument company
has doubled its floor space every
years during the last 25 years

5

are quite generally stocked by hard-

ware houses,

and can always

etc.,

The

be easily obtained.
is

attaching

perfectly and easily accomplished

by means of the "threader."

Blackwood Colliery Gasoline Hoist
By

L. F. Mlllen

The Blackwood

colliery

of

the

Lehigh Valley Coal Co. is in an
isolated section where there is no
power of any sort, so it was decided
to install a gasoHne hoisting engine.
After going carefully into the cost
of installing a water plant and steam
hoist, or of

from the nearest source of electrical supply and operating the hoist
electrically, comparison of the relative costs were so far in favor of
the gasoline hoist that there was no
hesitancy in deciding on its installation, and the contract for its construction was given the Vulcan Iron
Works, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
line

Single-car

Fig. 5.

trips

are

handled on

the slope, the car and coal weighing

approximately 4,000 pounds.
The
slope, which is about 500 feet long,
has an inclination of 40 degrees

there would necessarily be an installation

very

of

which would be

boilers

expensive

in

ever the outfit

is

overflow

water

in-

pipes,

water circulating pump, and intake
and exhaust manifold.

When-

to be located a con-

from the source
power supply the cost of operation and upkeep would run somewhat higher than that of an electric hoist, the consumption being
siderable distance

of

1

gallon of gasoline

per horsepower per hour

when

op-

business
since

has
1908,

when President William H. Bristol
again took up the general manage-

Asbestos Roofing.

—The

illustrated

by the

Salem, Mass.,

fire,

is

fact that, in the

sparks and burn-

ing embers were literally showered
upon the roof of the Naumkeag

Steam Cotton

Co.'s storehouse, yet

was absolutely unharmed because protected by J-M
this

&

Co., Ltd., that Eimei^

of

New York

City,

&

Amend,

have been ap-

pointed eastern agents for the sale
gas analysis apparatus which

of

Gorman &. Co. manufacture
accordance with Doctor Haldane's
personal instructions.
Siebe,

in

Wood Bay, W. Va,
The Link-Belt Co., of Philadelphia,
has been awarded the contract for a
complete shaking screen tipple outfit
by the Warrior Coal and Coke Co.,
of War, W. Va. The plant wil'l consist of a hopper at the drift mouth,
into which the coal will be dumped
from the mine cars, and from which
it will be fed by a feeder to a long
apron conveyer, which makes delivery to the shaking screen tipple at
Co.,

efficiency

of asbestos roofing as a fire stop

—

Gas Analysts Apparatus. It is announced by H. N. Elmer, North
American agent for Siebe, Gorman

Fairbanks-Morse Co. are constructing a new tipple for .the Bailie- Wood

TRADE NOTICES

arranged to be readily transported
from one place to another, if occa-

and

this

large

sold.

be in favor of gasoline hoist.

in Fig. 5 the entire outfit is

with governor, magneto, battery,

of

especially

gasoline hoist, the comparison will

erating at full load.

take

been

ment of this company. To date, over
65,000 Bristol recorders have been

The cars are handled at a rope
speed of 200 feet per minute. As

sion demands.
The drum is loose
on the shaft, is driven by band friction clutch, and is controlled by the
usual band brakes operated by hand.
The driving engine, which has
four 5" X 6" cylinders, is equipped

places

The growth

or electrically driven hoists with the

approximately

it.

certain

both to install and keep in operation.
In comparing the first cost of steam

from the horizontal, hence the load
requires 2,571.2 pounds to balance

shown

VulcahJGasoline Hoist

running a transmission

building

asbestos roofing, v.hile other build-

:

^e ^ffiery Engineer

112
the foot of the
sized

and

Here

hill.

loaded

it

the

to

means of a loading boom.
The George D. U'hitcomb
Rochelle,

111.,

will be

cars

Co.,

in

Valves, 12 pages.

of

and accessories.

111.

connection

gasoline mine

Whitcomb
The storage battery
locomotives.
locomotive was developed for thin

with the

bedded coal, and its height is about
30 inches above the rail. Their use
has in a number of cases done away
with lifting the bottom and brushing the top to get head room. One
motor has gathered from 150 to 175
cars of coal a day, going to the room
face to get the loaded cars, but leaving the empty cars at the room neck.

The company

expects to develop a

system whereby heavy gasoline locomotives on main haulage can be
supplemented by lighter storage battery locomotives on cross-headings.
The Sullivan Machinery Co. an-

nounce the establishment of a new
Burt B.
office in Juneau, Alaska.
Brewster, formerly at the St. Louis
office of the company, will be the
manager, and a stock of rock drills,

hammer

drills,

etc., will

be kept on hand.

spare parts, supplies,

General Electric Co.

— Electrical ap-

paratus for coal mines has recently
been ordered from the General
Electric Co. as follows

The Davis Coal and Coke

Co.,

Baltimore, Md., induction motors
with starting compensators, one 200
horsepower, three 150 horsepower,

and four 100 horsepower capacity;
the Bailey-Wood Coal Co., McAlpin,
W. Va., for its mine at Wood Bay,

W.

Va.,

addi-

dered for Hurricane, W. Va., the
Clinchfield Coal Corporation has

awarded

to

Roberts

&

Schaefer Co.

Marcus coal

a contract for a

installation at Dante,

W.

100 pages.

Fort Wayne Electric Works,

or-

approximately $55,000. The latter
company also has sold the followNorth Fork Coal Co., of
ing:

Western

Chicago,

price $20,000

Coal

ley

Co.,

;

Brothers Val-

Macdonaldton,

Pa.,

a Marcus patent coal tipple.

Pipe and Mfg. Co., of
has purchased the

Illinois
111.,

entire plant of the Cardiff Coal Co.,

of Cardiff,

111.,

structural steel build-

ings and mine equipment, and offer
for sale in part or in whole.

it

Maple Creek, Fallowfield Township,
Washington County, Pa.

Catalogs Received

The Euclid Coal

Hardsocg Wonder Drill

Co.,

No.

Bulletin

50,

Automatic Bit Rotating, Stopping,
Drifting, and Sinking Drills; No.
51, Pneumatic Rock Drills for all
purposes; No. 52, Rock Drill Bits,
Drilled Hollow Steel, Hose, and

Hose Couplers, Hose Clamp Tool,
Bit Sharpening Tools, etc.

Stoping,

Drifting, and

;

No.

53,

Reciprocat-

ing Drills; No. 54, Self-Rotating
Plug Drill No. 65.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg

Co.,

Mil-

Bulletin No. 1085,
waukee, Wis.
Kerosene Engine Generating Sets,
12 pages; No. 1087, Polyphase Induction Motors, 20 pages.

The Lunkenheimer

in

The Charleroi Gas Coal Co., of
Pittsburg, will open a new mine on

ms^smssmmism^

Ottumwa, Iowa.

New

Development Notes

cago and Carterville Coal Co., Herrin, 111., complete coal mining plant
fire,

Co.,

Modern Methods

Traill Dispatching, 18 pages.

The

by

Electric

York, N. Y.

table screen, price $7,000; the Chi-

one recently destroyed

Wayne

Type "A," 20

Drill,

pages.

Cleveland, Ohio, a Marcus picking

to replace the

Fort

Ind.

Electric

tipple

Va., price

Wayne,
Rock

Fort

Co., Cincin-

coal

Co. will open a

mine on a 1,000-acre

tract of

land at Euclid Station, Pa.
It is stated that

200 acres of coal

land at Central City, Pa., will be

developed by the Bougher-Chrichton-Evans interests.
Enterprising citizens of Marissa,

propose
and form a

to

111.,

the

mining company,

be found.

in case coal

If

prospect for coal,

local

contemplated

tion of the Seneca Coal

of Buffalo,

is

reorganiza-

Mining

successful, a

Co.,

new mine

be opened in place of the Punxsutawney company's mine that was

will

relinquished.

The Wasson Coal
burg,

111.,

is

Co., of Harris-

driving. a

new

slope at

Newton Machine Tool Works,
23d and Vine Streets, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Catalog No. 48, Newton Machine Tools, 48 pages.

new operations in that section.
Power will be purchased from a cen-

Co., Bicknell,

Ind.,

1,280 kv-a. alternating-

generator

with

panel; the Stillwater Coal
Co.,

— In

American Coal

Va., a

current

Schaefcr Co.

mining plant recently

Geo. D. Whitcomb Co., Chicago,
Mechanical Methods of Mining,

a 220-kilowat, direct-cur-

one 20
horsepower, and two 5 horsepower
induction motors for its electric
drive equipment; the Fluhart Collieries Co., Whitehouse, Ky., a 150kilowatt motor-generator set; the
Consolidation Coal Co., Fairmont,

W.

&

Roberts

tion to the

(iale

mines in Southern Illinois.
The Middle Fork Mining Co., of

rent generator; the

Mining

Mounted Wedge

Bra.ss

with 5-kil«watt exciter, a 75-horsepower induction motor, switchboard,

has taken over the

them

Body

by

business of the C. R. Davis Mfg.
Co., of Detroit, Mich., covering electric storage battery motors, and will

manufacture

generator

alternating-current

watt

September, 1914

starting

Mining

Tippecanoe, Ohio, a 150-kilo-

nati,

Ohio.

Grinding, 16 pages.

The Esterline

its

Co., Indianapolis,

Benton,

111.,

is

sinking a shaft upon

tral station.

Graphic Efficiency
Instruments, Model E B Meters, 40
Ind.

Esterline

The washery

pages.

The

Hess-Bright

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mfg.

Co.,

Ball Bearings in

Machine Tools, 32 pages.

National Tube
Pa.

Co.,

of the

Lackawanna

Coal and Coke Co., at Wehrum, Pa.,
was destroyed by fire August 7,
entailing a loss of several thousand

Pittsburg,

Bulletin No. 13A, N. T. C. Iron

dollars

and throwing 300 men

temporarily.

idle

//>

Foij*

Mines^ Minerals
XXXV-No.
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AS THE price
2\_ of anthrato

cite

is

rising,

it

is

unbelievable

that

a

The

Discovery of a Coal Deposit
Installation to

dreamed

in a

Near-By Stream Leads

Supply a Large Power Station

Dredging

to a

Anthracite will

With Fuel

move

readily

in

flowing water, but
Bt

company

way to
mining costs. The

should discover a

making

coal been
of.

al-

most

free of

of getting out the

Dredging Anthracite

the

consumer

general

Scran ton, Pa.

1914

this discovery

get coal
credit of

and the

in-

and through
yards

F.

W.

its

Btadi.

E.
it

terminal switching

occupy

that

The water from

M.

several

acres.

the brook serves for

will

in

settle

slack water, such as that above a

dam.
Roaring Brook carries a
heavy burden of anthracite during

WBt n 1
mm
ygIS
WM rt.^
iI^^BmI

^B
^B

"^•^^^

Dam That Catches the Coal. Note Box Trough
Water From Car Loader

i

IPl fm
njLJK

-•-^-Si

Coal Dredge With

Discharging Waste

^H^M

,-^|fljHE

^^^^^^P-~

Mi mJ
1

j

^sr

Its LohfG

L^

i

Floati.ng DisaiARos Pipe

Delivering to Booster Pump on Shore

and

dredging

genuity in perfecting a system for
delivering the coal into the storage

condenser purposes, and the water

yard and bunkers of the power
tion

low the power station forms a cooling pond and a return circulation

served that in two days during a
freshet more coal had been brought
in

of Scranton, Pa.

during the low-water season. This
dam is an inheritance from a steel
company that formerly occupied the

sta-

belongs to George Esslinger,
chief engineer of the L. & W. V. Ry.,
locally known as the "Laurel Line,"
of Nature,

mate

credit

It is to

the forces

however, that the ultidue for conserving in

is

a peculiar manner a bounteous coal

held by a stone

dashing

Roaring Brook is a
mountain stream leading from the
Poconos to the Lackawanna River.
It drains a mining district of moderate size and parallels two of the
railroads that carry the coal to the
and then the
markets,
eastern

stream incidentally flows close by
the power station of the Laurel Line
corvRiaHTC

located just be-

site.

It was when cleaning out the pond
some 3 years ago by means of the

gates in the

supply.

dam

dam

provided for the

purpose that the engineer got a peep
The dam
at the coal impounded.
was literally filled to overflowing
with good coal.

It

had

in fact

been

filled for years and probably several
thousand tons of coal have over-

flowed, but the value of

had never

much

less

before

been

its

contents

suspected,

had any practical system

T»XT«OOK CO»P»NT.
.r mTERNATIONAL

ALL

R> OHTS

every
this

freshet,

pond

last

after

season,

it

was ob-

The

than had been taken out.

supply, therefore, seems likely to be

continuous

for

some

The

time.

source of the coal is the many culm
piles, operating breakers, and washeries

Also there

above the dam.

a continual loss of coal from

is

the

thousands of loaded cars that pass
along the banks of the stream on
their way to market.

The
coal

Coal

Recoz'ery

recovery

plant

Plant.

consists

—The
of

a

scow with dredging machinery, a
floating pipe line, a booster

pumping

on shore, a screen shaker
and coal loader, and a waste disstation

RCSERVCO
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The

posal.

plant

an experimental

is

one developed during the season of
1913, and constructed of secondhand machinery. The recovery last
year was over 30,000 tons of coal

low labor cost of about 14

at the

The

cents per ton.

plant as per-

ffi^\''

^^^
•

.,

»,

^.J-ltr-^a^

tator wheel

and one

at the windlass.

pump

The

and extend about 3 inches beyond
These six ends form the
its edge.
cutters for loosening up the coal

of water carrying about one-tenth

The agitator is
under the water.
mounted on a shaft extending the

riveted pipe to the shore centrifugal

centrifugal

and

solids

pump

delivers

pipe

floating

it

The

in series with-it.

a

spiral

floats

BoosTER Pumping Installation to Transmit Coal to Cleaner

length of the suction pipe and

full

than 100 tons per day, and the average for the entire season will exceed

supported

the top of the pipe.

50 tons per day.

locates the agitator close

"business end" of the system

consists of a float, 9

ft.

x 18

ft.,

which carries a 35-horsepower, 500volt, direct-current motor belted to
a 6-inch Morris centrifugal pump
of

passing

4-inch

solids.

Swinging wires furnish the current
from the street-car tracks where they
cross just above the pond. The intake of the

pump

in

bearings attached to

This method

up against

the end of the pipe, and as the agitator

is

revolved constantly

its

the type

commonly used

wheel on cars.
required on the

Two
float,

as a brake

operators are

one at the agi-

to the

pump by means

joint.

A

of a swivel

windlass with a half-inch

rope controls the outer end of the

may

suction pipe which

made

are

be lowered

of

Two

them.

strips of

the pipe.

A swivel joint at the shore

end permits the floating pipe to
swing freely over the pond.
The shore motor of 50 horsepower
is belted to a 6-inch Morris centrifugal

pump

Gandy

using a

The

pump

the

that

pond.

From

stream

is

to

the bcfoster

Considerable

was necessary

in

is

an elevation of 25

feet to the top

suction

experimenting

ered into the car.

order to develop

its

an agitator that would keep the pipe
up the coal and
suction.

The

ter

motor and the loader, making

four

men

operation

disk 18 inches in diameter, pierced

in all for the plant.
is

and the plant
Stock Pile and Conveyer System at

per-

The water with

load of dirt returns by gravity

are required to look after the boos-

agitator

its

The screen
mesh and re-

through an open box trough to the
spillway below the dam. Two men

used at present is operated by hand,
though it could be arranged for
power. It consists of a boiler-plate

with six 4-inch holes near

box shaker,

moves the sand and water from the
coal, and the cleaned coal is deliv-

the agitator

clear of debris, stir

allow free

the

and the loader.
sixteenth-inch

of

are
pier

driven about 100 feet and

screen,

is

belt the

on the float.
motor, pump, and accessories
set against and sheltered by the
of the highway bridge over
as

required.

located on the end of the

2" x 6" pine

barrels together and a support for

of the motor-operated

tures of the dredge

in

with a half-inch rod bolt at each
end form a clamp for holding the

12 feet or brought to the surface as

of the most important fea-

arranged

barrels

pairs with the pipe lying between

same

a 14-foot length

is

ec-

mounting carries some of the
debris away from the area of strongest suction.
The hand wheel is of
centric

of 6-inch spiral riveted pipe attached

pipe.

through

of 6-inch

line

*
^r

fected at present will handle better

One

a flood

lifts

'

Agitator on Dredge

capable

are

%.

1

The

steel

riveted across the face of the disk

-^

.

Three straps of

iphery.

Power House

winter

when

The

for 6 days per week,
is

ice

closed

down

bound.

in

mid-

;

:
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necessary to prime a centrif-

It is

ugal
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pump on

on the

starting.

Considerable ash is reclaimed
with the coal, so that the furnace
ash sometimes runs as high as 30

The pump

stopped frequently

flo^t is
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in

order to change the location of the
float or to clean the agitator.
The

per cent.

priming is made easy by the use of
a 1-horsepower pump. The priming

station

The

pump is automatic,
pump also aids in priming
the pump on the float.
One gratifying feature in the op-

is handled at the power
by means of an elaborate
and specially ingenious conveyer
system which has a capacity of 300
tons per 24 hours, and requires only
one man to look after it. The car
dumps through the bottom into a

eration of this plant has been the

track

of the booster

and

this

coal

A

pit.

spiral conveyer with

new line plugs

accurately set in them,

can be

set as

near the face as desired

by hanging weighted lines from the
two original plugs, and then the
foreman, standing back of the first
weighted line, having a man hold a
lamp back of the second line, to
illuminate

it,

can by closing one eye

man where

direct a second

to drill

holes for third and fourth plugs exactly in line with the

two weighted
from the original plugs. After

lines

One Source of River Cqal —^Train Wreck on Railroad

Cleaner axd Car Loader on Switch

absence of breakdowns.

its

none

moves the coal over to the conveyer tower. Here an arrangement

operation be driven in them exactly

of chutes diverts the stream as de-

in line.

There were
Only one
has occurred this year, and this one
caused a delay of 2 hours, and was
due to a hole wearing in the pump
at all the first year.

—The grade of
known
as "river
that called No. 2 barley —

Quality of the Coal.

least

locally

Its

it

is

of this

heating value averages

average

evaporation

is

The

writer has, on

vertical

having

chutes

The

furnace doors, and

is

on line.
one case an airway several
hundred yards long was to be driven
on line to meet an air-shaft already

coal

actly

through
hand-oper-

In

hand

fired.

sunk.

The

airway

per

Driving

,

The

Rooms on

Line

some mine foremen
getting rooms driven on line

difficulty

times.
inal

in the pitch

as follows

Fifty per cent, passes through a

set 8, 10, or 12 feet

coal

^Q-inch screen 25 per cent, passes
through %2-'nch screen; 123^2 per
cent, passes through %4-inch screen
7.5 per cent, passes through %2;

than these screens.

is

was

The surveyors

the line plugs set in the roof are too
close together. If the line plugs are

inch screen; 5 per cent,

.

in

coal

and

coarser

is

distance
ter)

when

apart (a greater

possible

is

still

bet-

there should be no trouble in

driving a room 200 or 300 yards on

If

more

line

As

the airway progressed, changes

made

use the original

it

lines.

impossible to

New

plugs

were set by the method described
above as often as necessary, and as

was

to

be expected the air-course

struck the bottom of the shaft as
accurately as would have been the

accurate lines.
the two

set the orig-

plugs about 10 feet apart, with

a transit.

made on dry

occa-

veyors in this manner and invariably

have in
most often due to the fact that

fineness test

many

extended lines set by the sur-

sions,

the seam changed in pitch several

pound of the river coal is 5.48
pounds of water, while that of the
fresh mined barley is 7.35 pounds.

The

by the same

kept the room or passageway ex-

Co. runs about 12,500 B. T. U.

The

are inserted in the.

holes, nails or spads can

through a long incline to the bunkers

ated gates on to tables before the

about 11,000 B. T. U., while the
fresh mined barley furnished by the
collieries of the Pennsylvania Coal

new plugs

the

or to the scraper conveyer delivering

over the boiler furnaces.
passes from the bunkers

at

7i per cent, of

grade.

angles to the

delivering to the open storage piles

the coal,
is

set at right

sired either to the scraper conveyer

casing.

coal,"

screw

track

plugs are 8 feet or

apart, and nails, or spads are

case had the
transit.

new

lines

been

set

by a

:

..
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CENTRIF-

ex-

(either

have

For Mine Ventilation

blowing)

haust or

—Calculating Dimensions—
With Respect

gen-

pretty

mine mouth or inWhat must
let B.

Daylight Furnaces

UGAL fans

be the height of the
Effect of Location of Furnace

or perhaps unobtain-

and also where repair shops are
away, for mines of moderate water
gauge, with no firedamp, and a cropping seam, there is yet demand for
able,

far

Bu Frank
ties,

size.

and

E. Brackttf*

reliable.

same

Better assimie too large a water

gauge than too small.
Let us assimie the total available
head (T. A. H.) necessary to circulate 30,000 cubic feet of air per minute
through the mine to be 1.86 pounds
per square foot, of which the stack

practically

not be considered.

In summer

readers,

T; A. H.

= HXwt.

1.86
-

there

is

much

possibility of

has upon

The writer
ever having met with

feasible or practicable.

does not recall

any attempt to elucidate the subject.
Let the accompanying Fig. 1 represent a portion of a mine with the
coal seam cropping as shown, and
from which a daily output of 1,000
is required, and at which
it is desired to erect a "daylight furnace" for the necessary ventilation.
Let 30,000 cubic feet of air per minute be allowed as sufficient for men,
tons of coal

horses, lights, gas,
bers, etc.,

wooden

and leaks

and rotten tim(for

we

all

B

or bflow
as fhe 009
may /#,

per sq.

ft.

mine drag f, thus, stack resistance
= .62 pound mine drag = 1 .24 pounds.
Total available head =1.86 pounds

the mine with smoke, delaying
work in the morning, and perhaps
setting the place on fire, unless the
same has been properly built? Many
serious fires have happened from the

per square foot.

neglect of the consideration of this

(or furnace) resistance takes \

and the

;

the

question.
Temper-

Assumed Temperatures

Winter-day atmosphere
Winter-night atmosphere
Winter average mine air.
Winter mine air at furnace
Summer-day atmosphere.
Summer-night atmosphere
Summer average mine air

ature

Weight Per
Cubic Foot

Degrees F.

Pound

48
56
82
72
58
66

.0864
.0864
.0782
.0770
.0733
.0747
.0767
.0755

325

0506

112

.0694

The

writer's experience has

that the stacks cool

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Summer mine air at furnace
Day temperature of hot gas
in stack

As the total available head is less in
summer, the furnace should be tested
for this season.

The summer minimum
T. A. H.

= 82

and

altered to suit

mines of the same or similar

the proposed furnace at A, Fig.

are

neglected as unneces-

and the above are weights of
dry air as given in " Box's Treatise on
Heat."
The temperatures may be
sary,

Case

First.

practically

any

locality or mine.

—^Assume the location of

on the same

1,

level as the

cu.

= 82

X

ft.

@
All corrections due to humidity

T. A. H. at

night

Night temperature of hot gas
in stack

been

down through the

night to about 112°.

.

should be compared with actual results (obtained by experiments) in

Md.

ft.

verse the ventilation during the night,

pressure

'Minitie Engineer, Cumberland,

cu.

@ 325°;

filling

attend to that).
It is a very difficult problem to calctdate what the water gauge of a proposed mine will be; such a calculation

locali-

high.

Winter favors the ventilation. Will
this mine furnace draw down, and re-

know

brattices will leak, the rats

gas

= 82 X .0864 - 82 X .0506
= 82 (.0864 - .0506)
= 82 X .0358 = 2.94 lb.

30/t atoYf

its

any such thing being

ft.

@0°-82ft.Xwt.

especially as

incredulity as to the

= 82

hot gas

ntimerous

which the location of the furnace,
inlet,

@ 82°
ft.

In winter (with this 82-foot stack)
H.=82 ft.Xwt. cu. ft. atmos.

dip workings that crop, and the effect

its safety,

cu.

T. A.

lowing method of calculating the dimensions of the furnace for rise and

and

atmos.

.0227

whose attention has been

efficiency,

ft.

wt.

cu.

— HX

H--

called to this subject, to note the fol-

with respect to the

(H being the stack

height)

way as to obviate all danger from fire.
yoiu-

the

level,

question of rise or dip workings need

These furnaces are

interest

inlet being

on the same

=H X .0733 - H X .0506
=H X (.0733 - .0506)
= H X .0227 = 1.86;

brick, or concrete passages, in such a

may

1.86 pounds?

The furnace and the

@ 325°;

not located in the coal seam, but built
outside in the daylight, and connected
with the return airway by stone,

It

=

H.
the

of practically

this simple structure, so cheaply run,

and so

the

flame bridge to give
the necessary T. A.

mine furnace
for ventilation; and very properly, as
they are much more powerfid and
efiScient; but in locations where sweet
water is expensive and difficult to get,
and in remote regions where skilled
the

is costly,

above

stack

to Inlet

superseded

erally

labor

:

:

wt. cu.

72°
ft.

(.0747

X

ft.

atmos.

-

82 ft.
hot gas

@

-

(.0053)

.0694)

=

X

wt.

112°;

=

82

.43 lb. per

sq. ft.

—

Case Second. ^Assume the location
of the proposed furnace at C, Fig. 1,
with the top of the flame bri ge
30 feet above the inlet B, with rise
workings.
What must be the height

3

:

.

October, 1914
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of the stack above the flame bridge to

give the necessary T. A. H. ?

In summer:

+

T.A.H. = (//

X
—

X

30)

@

atmos.

X

-

82°

wt. cu.
if

wt. cu.

ft.

30

mine

ft.

location could be a little lower.

stack to give the required ventila-

the ventilation at night?

tion?

air

H

@ 82°
+
@ 58°
-//ft. hot gas @ 325°;

@

(.0733

H=

1.86+.1020

86

=H X
+

1.86

.0227

=H

1.86

ft.

= 116 X

.0864

-86X
per sq.

-

X

30

.0506

=

T. A. H.

ventilation.

-

@ 72° mine air @ 58° hot gas @ 112°;
atmos.

.0747

X

86

per sq.

-

X

30

=

.0694

30

40

Winter favors

above

the

T.

A..

B,

rise

ft.
ft.
ft.

workings.

-

H. = 286 ft. atmos. 82° -

@

200

ft.

ft.

58°

-

86

hot gas ©325°;
= 286 X. 0733 - 200

X

.0767

mine

air

- 86X
per sq.

.0506

=

1.271b.

ft.

per sq.

ft.

ft.

@ - 200
air @ 48° - 86

atmos.

mine

0°

-

X

=

X

.0506;

4.72

=80

Winter favors the ventilation.
The result of the stimmer calculation shows this furnace, in this location would be a failure, for 1.86
T. A. H. is needed, and we have only

In winter:
T. A. H. = 80

= 24.71-15.64-4.32 =
lb.

per sq.

1.27 pounds.

—

Case Fourth. Suppose this mine
furnace to be located at C, Fig. 1,
its

3fi-a—

In winter:
T. A. H. = 200

flame bridge 30 feet below

ft.

mine

air

@

48°

-120 ft. atmos. @ 0°
-80 ft. hot gas @ 325°;

30
80

X

.0767

Summer favors this ventilation.
The result of the winter calcula-

.49 lb.

tion shows the fiuTiace to be a failure

30

=

.0694

we have only 1.22
pounds per square foot for T. A. H.

in this location, for

ft.

80

@ 58°
hot gas @ 325°

mine
ft.

X

80

air

.0767

-

80

.0506;

-

(.0767
lb.

ft.

80

From the foregoing it will readily
appear that it is dangerous to locate,
a mine furnace at any point with regard to the inlet level, without careful
attention to both summer and winter
conditions.

ft.

-

@

86

- 120 X .0733
X .0506 = 15.348.80 - 4.05;
= 15.34 - 12.85 = 2.49 lb. per

-

= 200 X. 0782 - 120 X .0864
- 4.05 = 15.64 - 10.39
-4.05 = 1.221b.persq.ft.

bridge 80 feet below the inlet B and
Would it give the
dip workings.

In simimer:
= 80

ft.

@ 325;

72°

—

325°;
hot gas
= 286 X. 0864 - 200 X .0782
ft.

with

and

Case Fifth. Suppose this mine furnace with its 80-foot stack to be located at C, Fig. 1, with its flame

T. A. H.

@ 58- 120
@ 82°-80

sq. ft.

-I-

X

atmos.

hot gas
= 200 X. 0767

.0782

+
@
@ 58° hot gas @ 112°;
80

give the necessary

= 200 ft. mine air
ft.

2.62 lb.

air

.0747

it

In summer:

ft.

necessary ventilation ?

In winter:
T. A. H. = 286

Would

ft.

atmos.

= 50 X

In summer:
T. A.

.0694;

per sq.

80

ventilation?

ft.

this ventilation.

mine

-

—

at night:

H. = 50

.0767

X

The summer minimtmi T. A. H.

lb.

X

= 80 X .0073 = 1 .58 lb.

reverse the ventilation at night?

mine furnace to have been located at
a point C", Fig. 1, 200 feet above the
inlet

X. 0506 =

Will this furnace draw down,

.0767

.

X

.0864 -f 30

80

per sq.

86

ft.

Third. —^Assume

Case

^'^^

^^-

atmos.

= 50 X

at

-

ft.

,^

^

,

hot gas

ft.

ings.
.

@ 0° -f 30
mine air @ 48° - 80
hot gas @ 325°;

=50 ft.

down and

The summer minimimi T. A. H.

= 116 X

,

ft.

Case Sixth. Suppose this furnace
with its 80-foot stack to be located at
C", Fig. 1, with its flame bridge 200
feet below the inlet B and dip work-

T. A. H.

night:

ft.

„.

@ 58° - 80
@ 112° = 80

=80 ft. mine air

In winter (with this 80-foot stack)

Will this furnace draw

= 116 ft.

H

=

(.0034)

-H .102;

1.86-.1020

reverse the ventilation at night?

T. A. H.

30

(say).

ft.

Winter favors the

H

-

.0733)

^="^r0227~" =

.0782

.0733

.0506) -f 30

H (.0227)

=

X

30

+

T. A. H.

air

.0767

-

(.0227)

„

3.321b.

-

X

30

(.0767

@
@
hot gas @ 325°;

mine

.0506;

(.0733

In winter (with this 86-foot stack)
0° - 30
= 116 ft. atmos.
48° - 86
ft. mine air

T. A. H.

atmos.

ft.

ft.

.0733

X

high.

ft.

30)

30

- .0506) + 30
- .0767) = 1.86.

Will

draw down and reverse

at night:

= (i/ -

T. A. H.

(.0733

this furnace

The summer minimum T. A. H,

In summer:

ft.

wt. hot gas
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the inlet B and dip workings.
What
would be the necessary height of

325°;

=

"

:

.0506)

per sq.

=

2.09

ft.

-

80

ft.

hot gas

@ 48°
@ 325°

=

80

X

.0276

=

2.21 lb.

ft.

mine

per sq.

air

ft.

The summer and winter T. A. H.
The outside temperature does not appear. Good air
The stack in this
all the year round.
practically alike.

It is

advantageous to locate the

mine furnace near the min^e mouth or
inlet, as being more convenient and
accessible, making the plant more
compact; it is also well situated for
deUvering coal to the furnace in mine
cars if necessary and for taking out

main pillars.
For easy inspection the above results are condensed in Table 1.
The smallest T. A. H. at night-was
finally the

.40

we

pound per square

foot.

Later

will find that for the daylight fur-

nace designed in this paper the ratio
of the stack resistance to the T. A.

H.

—

—

'

.
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be 29 per cent, instead of 33 per
29 per cent, of .40
= .116 pound, which leaves .284

will

cent, assumed.

pound

for the

mine drag.
Table

30.000 cu.

ft.

air per

=

minute

1

— Necessary T. A. H.

1.86 lb. per sq.

ft.

Rise workings: Mine furnace on level with inlet
Stack -82 ft. high
T. A. H. = 1.86 lb. in summer
T. A. H. = 2.94 lb. in winter
T. A. H. = .43 lb. min. summer at night
Rise workings: Mine furnace 30 feet above inlet
Stack = 86 ft. high
T. A. H. = 1.86 lb. in summer
T. A. H. = 3.32 lb. in winter
T. A. H. = .40 lb. min. summer at night
Rise workings: Mine furnace 200 feet above

October, 1914

1 pound of coal is to heat 500,000
cubic feet of air 1° F. (from experi-

of

ments at the famous Hetton colliery
in Great Britain), which seems to
have been generally accepted. From
experience in the Cumberland region,
Md., with the daylight furnaces, it
was found that 1 pound of coal would
heat 720,000 cubic feet of air 1° F.
The amount of heat utilized is 13,126

Assuming 15,800 B. T. U.

B. T. U.

per pound of coal, the efficiency

is

Amount

of coal

burned per hour

= 4.42X60 = 265 pounds
Amount

of Coal

Burned Per Square
The Hetton
pounds per square

Foot of Grate Surface.
colliery gives 7.5

foot

per hour.

grate surface

Morfa

13,126
^

15,800
inlet

Stack = 80 ft. high
summer
T. A. H. = 1.86 lb.
T. A. H. = 2.62 lb. in winter
=
summer
at night
.49
min.
T. A. H.
Dip workings: Mine furnace 80 feet below inlet
Stack = 80 ft. high
summer
T. A. H. = 2.09 lb.
T. A. H. = 2.21 lb. in winter
T. A. H. = .58 lb. min. summer at night
Dip workings: Mine furnace 200 feet below

m

m

inlet

foot grate surface per hour.

What amount

of air will circulate

= .40 pound?
^^284 = 1.1136

at night with T. A. H.

30,000

:

(3=

Vr24
:

:

^^ 30,000X.5330 ^

^^^^^

l.lloD

cubic feet air per min-

reversing.

We

will consider further Case First,

where the mine furnace with an 82-foot stack is practically level with the inlet B, circulating 30,000 cubic feet per minute,

rise workings,

with a T. A. H.

= 1.86 pounds

per

square foot, \ to stack resistance and
I to mine drag.
The Amount of Coal Burned Per

//owr.—" Useful Metals and Their
Alloys" state that the average effect

In 10 furnaces they run from 5 feet to
Assume 85 feet long. This
10 feet.

= 259°,or 7,770,000cubicfeet 1 degree.

with a patent shaking grate attachment would make a fine arrangement.
54

of coal

burned per minute

,„„

,

=10.8 pounds

^20;^^
Amount of coal burned per hour
= 10.8 X 60 = 648 pounds
In winter,

conditions

the

being

favorable, the gas in the stack

seems much

There

Width

of

of

bars = „--= 6.35,

grate

8.5

say 6.33 = 6^

Length of
stack:

If

=6
flue

ft.

4

in.

from flame bridge to

too long, heat

is lost

that

would serve better in the stack;

if

need not be so hot. To find what
temperature will give 1.86 = T. A. H.
needed we have
0° - §2 ft.
T. A. H. = 82 ft. atmos.
hot gas @a; = 82X.0864

too short, the proper admixture of the

-S2Xx;
T.A. H. = 1.86 = 7.0848-82X«;

case

-

gases does not take place.

The Cum-

berland region practice has been to
let this length equal the length of
grate bars

1

and flame bridge

8i-|-2 = 10j

feet).

A

(in this
rise

of

inch in 6 has given good results;

—

to 162°, or 106°, or 3,180,000 cubic

Dimensions of Structure.- What
dimensions must be given to this
structure to make the entire resistance of the air through the same
(from front of grate bars to top of
stack) equal to .62 poimd per square

feet 1 degree.

foot?

7.0848

%=-

1.86

.0637 lb.

82

= 162°.
In winter then the mine ftunace
heats 30,000 cubic feet air from 56°

Amount

of coal

burned per minute

3,180,000
=

720,000

4.42 pounds.

In these furnaces

all

the air goes

what draws
naturally through the bars and fuel.

over the

'"I CDlUttT

Fig. 2.

diversity

opinion as to the length of grate bars.

,f4

m MUHrr (Mrtlfl

= 54 square

12

consideration heats 30,000 cubic feet
of air per minute from 66° to 325°

@

ute.

Evidently enough to keep the air from

'

feet.

more

.5330;

=

which agrees with that found in
steam boiler plants (See Box)
In summer, the mine furnace under

7,770,000

failure in winter.

648

Area grate surface

per cent., a loss of 17 per

cent.,

Amount

Stack -80 ft. high
T. A. H. = 2.49 lb. in summer
T. A. H. - 1.22 lb. in winter

A

= 83

The

pounds per
square foot. The Cumberland region
with daylight furnaces show 6§, 7.14,
8, and 13.4 pounds per square foot.
We will assume 12 pounds per square
colliery gives 9.3

inlet

Stack-86ft. high
T. A. H. = 1.27 lb. in summer
T. A. H. = 4.72 lb. in winter
A failure in summer.
Dip workings: Mine furnace 30 feet below

—

Elevation of Furnace, AND CR0S.S-SeCT10N AT FiRE BoX

fire,

Concrete

except

;;

;

^e ^ftiery Engineer
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summer conditions being unsummer conditions should
The equation for chimney
obtain.
draft is (p. 287, Rankin's "Steam
Also

favorable,

Area over

fuel

Stack resistance

1 1.09
:

in hot gas

= 18.6;

(m

30,000

flue,

and stack

in

V

= velocity
to

=

mine
6.69;

air
v^

= 44.76).
/,

Assimie

ft.

X

Z=

10.50

ft.

2

ft.

=J

@

f t.
ft.

4

_ 40.10 _
25.33

30,000

of

cent,

= 30,000+14,820 = 44,820

m''

-

345.96
1

second;
feet per
^

:

area over fuel at grate-bar front
,

be

40.10
-

—

„„„.
=26.84 square

,

^

feet.

The
must

We can

149.4

now

construct the section at that

point (see Fig. 2).
The double arches go back to the
stack, the outer arch extends in front

beyond the grate bars and inner arch,
8 feet, forming, with its piers, the

"approach" whose velocity

is v.

/t

workings.

Mine
Mine

air (average)

= 45°.
= 56°.

air at furnace

Grate area

=

6

ft.

X

7

ft.

=

42

feet.

Quantity of

+

.0172

X

1.58

= .54

.62

pound

for stack

would seem that perhaps a slightly smaller stack might
answer (as perhaps a 6 ft. X 6 ft.)
but as the width of the grate bars is
it

6 feet 4 inches it
We now have,

is

better as

it is.

= 20,247

cubic feet

= 85

@ 32° -30
mine air @ 45° — 55
hot gas @ 380°;
ft.

atmos.

= 85 X .0807 - 30 X
- 55 X .0474 =
-2.358 - 2.607 =

J

@

air

per minute.

102.571

hot
325°= 10.672 X. 0506
pound per square foot.

As we allowed
resistance,

^This daylight

square foot.

.„

= 5.372(l+1.116)-.695
= 5.372X2.116-.695;
= l 1.367 -.695 =10.672 feet
gas

—

Outside temperature = 32°.

64.40'
;i

the value of u

1.

bridge.

44.76.

= 345.96.
To determine

inlet, rise

T. A. H.

64.40

= 18.6
u = ,„
„
60X40,10

:

furnace was situated 30 feet above

Stack resistance:

cubic feet

and the mine drag were de-

termined

Hot gas temperature = 380°.

Substituting these values in equa-

of hot gas.
'

diam-

tion (A)

per

sistance

3"

area

30,000 +4&i*u

this

of

now been determined.

Water gauge =-^?=. 779 pouid per

perimeter

per cent, increase

in.

cir-

= 85.25 - (5 +6.33)

.528

= 49-n7

dimensions

interior

Below are given actual experiments
taken at several daylight fxuTiaces by
the writer, showing how the stack re-

square

To determine m

1.069

hole

batter)

325° = 1.597
Vol.
.Vol.® 66° = 1069

_

wall at

circumference of
cle 6 ft.

73.92

The

structure have

Height stack = 55 feet above flame

square

— 4 in.

eter

102.57

cubic feet air per min-

the

the area of the air passage from the
the stack must increase in the same

is

ft.

center

4.98

total

ft.

(3

30,954
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Experiment No.

= flue length
2.67 ft. = thickness stack

10.50

structure,

proportion.

The

bars 8|+bridge

front of grate bars to the flue hole in

T^j7rs

ft.

feet.

= grate

u the

in order to keep

same throughout the whole

528

6J

ground

above

stack

of

82+1.25+2 = 85.25

:

and

I:

thick with |-inch batter.

65X63 = 40.10 square feet area.
To determine value of m In summer the mine air was raised from 66°
to 325°,

of

the assumed stack area, and
bottom side 5 feet above the
ground, and the stack walls 3 feet

height

m, and v cannot be known unless
the size of stack and approach is
Assimie a square stack,
known.
M,

To determine value

its

(i;

1.1136

ute

= 40.10,

of approach of

furnace

VL32 =

:

1.149

Q='30,000 Xj. 149 =

= 44.76.

the stack flue hole to be 6|

—

Vl":24

per

feet

^

second;

mean area
7—;
mean perimeter
,

500
= 6.69
f =.
60X74.79 "74.79
1)^

Q=

:

^

30,000

(empirical)

feet (102.57)

m=

:

74.79 square feet

/ = coefficient of friction hot gas

= length furnace,

viz.:

8.83X5 = 4415

= 345.96);
2 g = gra\-ity = 64.40

= .0172

1.24 pounds this larger head 1.32
pounds will bring an increase of air,

Area rectangle

u^

=06

As the assumed mine drag was

Area "approach"

stack,

.

^TrA.H.

= area semicircle d
= 8 ft. 10 in. = 30.64

@ 325°;

feet per second

= 1 .75 feet = 21 inches

6.33'

u = velocity hot gas in flue and

/

— —

(A)

Where,

= feet

T. A. H. = 1.86 pounds
Stack resistance
.54
J
=7-00=41 percent.
icrMine drag
1.32
Stack resistance
.54
„.
= 29 P^'-'^^'^t-

d

in.

= 15.75;
26.84-15.75 = 11.09;

»'(,+/J)-i^
2g\ mj 2g

Mine drag = 1 .32 pounds
Stack resistance = -54 pound

must be 26.84 square

Area semicircle 6 ft. 4

Engine").

;i
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feet.

•

„«

,

:

:

lb.

per sq.

ft.
ft.

.0786

6.860
1.895

ft.

Let

M. D. =mine

drag;

= stack resistance;
W. G. = water gauge;
S.

R.

PF= weight column atmospheric
air the height of stack;

1^1 = weight coliunn hot gas the

height of stack;
1^2 = weight

column atmosphere

equal to different level be-

tween furnace and

inlet;

Xffe QUierg Engineer
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—

W« = weight column mine air equal

Experiment No. 3.- This is a June
month experiment on the same furnace as in No. 2.
Outside temperature = 64°.

to different level between

furnace and

inlet.

Then,
M. D. =

Mine air (average) = 64°.
Mine air at fiu7iace = 66°.
Hot gas temperature = 245°.

(Ws-W3)+W. G. = 2.421
-2.358+.779 = .842 lb. per sq. ft.
= 44t% per cent, of T. A. H.
S. R. = (ly-Wi)-W. G. = 4.439
-2.607 -.779 = 1.053 lb. per sq.
ft. = 55-nr per cent, of T. A. H.
T. A. H. = 1.895 lb. per sq. ft. 100

2"
Water gauge = ^H = 1 -042

Quantity of
per minute.

2.

—This

Mine air (average) = 48°.
furnace = 56°.
Mine air
square

ft.

X

9

=

ft.

feet.

Hot gas

temperatiu-e = 180°.

Water gauge =

9"

— = 1.168

per minute.

T.A. H. = 111.8

ft.

-31.9
-79.9

atmos.
ft.

@

mine air

ft.

+10°

@ 48°
@

hot gas

180°;

'm. D.

-

+ 1.168 = 1.378 lb. per
= 68t% per cent, of T. A. H.
S. R. = (W - Wi) - W. G. = 6.76
- 4.95 - 1.168 = .642 lb. per
sq. ft. = 31A per cent, of T. A. H.
T. A. H. = 2.020 lb. per sq. ft.
2.49

sq. ft.

Notice the reduction of the stack
resistance,

this furnace being

more ample.

The amount

made

of coal

.

a steep

so the grate bars were

hillside,

and the
by a
arched masonry 40.66

placed in the stack

of

=

1.335 lb. per sq.

100

ft.

The stack resistance, 26tV per cent.,
was

small, as

and

place

might have been exno horizontal fire-

flue.

The amount

of coal bvtmed per

.9078X216X60

„ .„

,

= 720,000X25 -=^-^^P°^^^
The

writer once visited a large

mine fiunace built in the coal seam,
and within the "danger line," for the
mine had been on fire several times,
once seriously, from the ventilation reversing, although a good fire was kept
going day and night.
It seemed to
me very threatening. It did not seem
as though the people could have
understood the conditions, or they
would never have built the furnace

where it would be such a menace.

above inlet, rise workings.
Height stack = 62.81 feet.
Outside temperature = 65°.
air (average)
air at

Grate area
square

5

X

5

quets.

The naphthalene melts

=

ft.

25

feet.

Hot gas temperature = 280°.
2"

Water gauge = vtv = ^ 039 pounds
per square foot.

Quantity of air = 9,078 cubic feet

at 80°

is

stored

without

incon-

According to L' Echo Des
Mines, the employment of naphthalene for small motors is very economical, 375 grams of refined naphthalene producing a gross impulse
In
of one horsepower per hour.
small motors the consumption per
horsepower is higher in proportion than in motors of more power.
Naphthalene in this form costs
$1.80 for 220.5 pounds, or a

per minute.
T. A. H. = 103.47

ft.

@

atmos.

hour

56°-62.81ft.

ft.

mine

air

65°

@

hotgas@

280°;

= 103.47 X

.0757

mo-

C, and below this temperature it is
inert body which, in the form of
briquets,

= 56°.

ft.

constructed

venience.

furnace = 64°.

=

The French have

tors for the use of naphthalene bri-

an

feet

Mine
Mine

New Use for Naphthalene

itself,

stack connected with the mine

— 40.66

^31^^680X124X60
= 6.07 poimds.
720,000X54

2&-h per cent,

—

biuTied per square foot of grate per
is

keeps \

g^^^^^
^
270,000X54
Experiment No. 4: This daylight
ftuTiace was built to ventilate one side
of a small mine.
Its location was on

short length of

= 111.8 X .0846 - 31.9
X .0782 - 79.9 X .0620
= 9.46 - 2.49 - 4.95
= 2.02 lb. per sq. ft.
= (Wi - W,) + W. G. = 2.70

still

^2^,588X171X60^^

pounds

per square foot.
Quantity of air = 31.680 cubic feet

stack resistance

and mine drag f of the T. A. H.
The amount of coal burned per
square foot of grate svirface per hour

54

=

62.81

.3491b.

per cent.

2.42

R.

The

ft.

-1.039

=

=

T. A. H.

per sq.

lb.

100 per cent.

@

6

1.042

ft.

S.

Height stack = 79.9 feet.
Outside temperature = +10°.

=

=

1.042

= 67t^ per cent, of T. A. H.
= {W-Wi)-W. G. = 6.056
-4.498-1.042 = .516 lb. per sq.
ft. = 32t% per cent, of T. A. H.
T. A. H. = 1.558 lb. per sq. ft.

daylight

furnace was located 31.9 feet above
the inlet, rise workings.

Grate area

+

sq.

G.

square foot grate per hour

ft.

M. D. = {Wi-Wi)-^W. G. =
-2.42

.0536

pected, there being

per sq.

lb.

pounds.
13 ^

(.0757 -.0536)

T. A. H.

= 79.9 X. 0758 - 79.9 X. 0563
= 79.9 X .0195 = 1.558

burned per
hour was
per
of
grate
foot
square

Experiment No.

X

cubic feet

@

of coal

=
^iSf^'
720,000X42

= 27,588

245°;

It

= (W-Wi)-W.

R.

@
@

too contracted, evidently.

The amotmt

pounds

S.

per

air

X

62.81

= 7.833 - 3.131-3.367
= 1.335 lb. per sq. ft.
=
M. D.
{Wi-Wi)+W. G. = 40.66
X (.0757 -.0770) + 1.039 = .9861b.
per sq. ft. = 73A per cent, of
T. A. H.

64°
T.A. H. = 111.8 ft. atmos.
64°
-31.9 ft. mine air
-79.9 ft. hot gas

and it will be noticed that it takes
more head to pass the air through the
is

X.0770-

per square foot.

per cent.
This was one of the earlier furnaces,

furnace than through the mine.

October, 1914

-

40.66

little

more than J/2 per cent, per horsepower hour. As this is a coal-tar
product from by-product coke ovens,
it adds one more important product
to the coke industry.

October, 1914
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Storage-Battery Locomotives

paper

describe

to
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proper

—

What They Have Done Analysis of the
May Be Profitably

ery

mine locomotives,

Conditions Under

Which They

Installed

storage-battery

be profitably

Bu

locomotive
In

installed.

may
many

where the mine

is

1.

locomotive

level or

offers

de-

cided advantages over a cable-reel

locomotive

in the points of cost of

operation.

The

locomotive was shipped to the Pocahontas Collieries Co., Pocahontas,
Va., April 29, 1900.
The battery

consisted of 88 lead cells.

storage-battery

successful
is

the

result

pose of operating the

from the

trolley as well as

An

from the

attempt was also

made

charge the battery through a resistance while operating from the

of

trolley,

The

design of electric locomotives

trolley

service,

be

locomotive

battery.

designs distributed through
years of general development in the

many

mine

It will

noted that the locomotive carried a
trolley pole, which was for the pur-

to

mine locomotive

and a few

resist-

all

con-

As a

e r

bat-

y

proposition,

this locomotive failed to give satis-

factory service, the chief reasons
being that the battery was not suf-

Jeffrey Storage-Battery Locomotive With Trailer, Built in 1900

grades are favorable and where the
haul is not extremely long, a storage-battery

a
of

Sleuart S. Shitx*
t

Fiu.

places

charging
ditions.

analyze the conditions under which
a

value

ance under

to study their per-

formances, and to

of

difficulty

maintaining

for

but this was not successful.

chief obstacle to this

charging

is

method

of

the fluctuation of the

voltage with the load, and

rugged and the motor was

ficiently

too inefficient as a battery motor.

shows a locomotive with
box carried on a trailer
instead of being mounte'd on top of
a frame as in Fig. 2. This locomotive was shipped to the Red Jacket
Coal Co., December 12, 1900, but
was not a success, and was finally
Fig.

1

the battery

returned

in

July,

1902.

It

failed

also because of inadequate battery,

and

inefficient

motor.

These

first

attempts were not very encouraging,

bits of his-

and recent successes.
Fig. 2 shows one of the earliest
storage-battery locomotives built by
the Jeffrey Mfg. Co. The frame of

and although a more efficient motor
was designed and built, the, lack of
a sufficiently rugged battery to
stand the mechanical and electrical
abuses incidental to mine service,

of cast iron, with

retarded the progress of the storage-

tory will

show the reasons

for early

failures

this locomotive

is

battery locomotive.

box set on top. The
nominal weight was 4 tons. It was
36-inch gauge, had a 44-inch wheel
base, and was 52 inches high. This
the

battery

efficient

of locomotives were built for surface haulage.

Manager Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Abstract of a Paper read at the Illinois Mining
•District
Institute.

With a more

motor, however, a number

Fig. 2.

Early Storage-Battery Locohotivb

The operation of
was pronounced

tives

these

locomo-

successful, but

^e QIGetyEngineer
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it

was not

until the construction of

a rugged storage battery that the
locomotives could be applied to mine

October, 1914

hauling the loaded cars from the,
rooms to the double parting on the
panel entry.

The rooms, spaced on
worked 200
average number

haulage with any degree of assurRuggedness,
ance as to success.

35-foot centers, are

and ease of up-keep are

The

long.

feet

of

220 amperes were maintained for
only short intervals while the dis-

charge rate of 90 amperes was main-

when haulThe normal discharge

tained quite constantly

ing this

trip.

rooms on an entry

rate of 63

A-8 Edison

the factors of prime importance in

the

amperes, so

it

qualities

a storage battery, and with these
storageavailable,
the

about 400

battery locomotive applied to mine

tance

durability,

haulage promises a very interesting
development.
The two batteries

most extensively used for this purpose are the Edison, and the Ironclad Exide batteries.
The most recent storage-battery
locomotive for mine haulage is represented by the installation in the
Grant Coal Mining Co.'s mines at

New

Goshen, Ind.

locomotives

The

six

operation

in

5-ton

at

this

place are giving satisfactory service.

One

of

locomotives

these

is

equipped with two motors; one motor driving on each axle through a
four-lead steel worm meshing with
the

34-tooth

bronze

worm-wheel,

the whole being enclosed in a hous-

ing around the axle.

mounted
on the worm

Fig. 5 shows this motor

on the axle with the

lid

housing raised for lubricating the
worm-drive. Also the accessibility
of the brushes and large commutators are

The

shown

in this figure.

battery equipment consists of

63 A-8 Edison cells, which have an
average discharge of 75 volts at
normal discharge rate of 60 amperes.
The motors operating in
parallel and driving through gear

is about 24, and
average distance between the

first

and

working rooms

last
feet.

The average
first room to

is

above discharge rates are not excessive for the battery capacity of

the
from the
double parting on the panel entry is

these locomotives.

The cars are gathered
450 feet.
from the rooms and taken to the
double parting in trips averaging
about 14 cars each, and from this
double parting they are taken to the
shaft bottom by a trolley locomo-

has been in operation for more than

tive.

seam

The general
is

dip of the coal

eastward, and the average

grade does not exceed

The mine
level,

and

is
is

1

per cent.

what would be

called

ideal in this respect for

the installation of a storage-battery

The

weight of an
empty car is 1,600 pounds; the load
weighs 3,600 pounds, making the
total weight of a loaded car 5,200
pounds.
The average number of 14-car
trips made by each locomotive per
day of 8 hours, is 16, making 224
the average niunber of cars handled
per day for each locomotive.
Of
these 224 cars, there is an average
of 6 cars per day that are loaded
with dirt. On this basis, each locomotive hauls out 392 tons of coal per
day, making a total of six locomolocomotive.

tives

of 2,350 tons per day.

The

actual output over the tipple for the
is
is

about 2,200 tons
lower than the

four locomotives,

reduction 16-inch diameter wheels,

per day, which

calculated output, because the

work

miles per hour at normal discharge

of

some of the locomotives

prob-

The locomotive is equipped
with a series and parallel controller,

ably

so that on starting the motors

be connected in

series,

may

and under

60

is

dis-

gives the locomotive a speed of 4.3
rate.

cells

will be noted that the

lighter

assumed

is

than the average as
One locomotive

above.

will take care of

from 50

While hauling a

to 62

men.

trip of 16 cars to

The

oldest

a year.
for

cost

of these locomotives

During

this time, the only

repairs

has been for one

journal spring, a resistance grid, and

new wheel, parts which were
broken by the locomotive jumping
the track and ramming the rib. It
has also been necessary to replace a
few small insulating bushings on the
a

The

cells.

total

cost of these

pairs has not exceeded $5.

after a year of continuous

that

it

will

re-

only

It is

service

be necessary to replace

the electrolyte in the battery.
It is

necessary with this kind of

batteries to keep the tops free

from

incrustations of potash, and this

is

accomplished at this place by greasing the tops of the cans with a hard
oil.
This prevents the potash from
adhering to the can, and it may be
blown off with a jet of compressed
air.
By blowing it off every other
day, the tops of the cells are kept
perfectly clean.
the cells

must

The

electrolyte in

also be kept above the

tops of the plates, and this

is

accom-

plished by adding water every other
day, at the
of

the

same time that the tops

cans are cleaned with the

compressed-air

The

jet.

locomotive

storage-battery

must be given a little more attention
and intelligent care than the plain
trolley

locomotive

The

:

battery

must be charged every night and
although

there

are

automatic

de-

these conditions with twice the nor-

the shaft bottom, the current con-

vices for disconnecting the battery

mal discharge

sumed while operating on level track
was noted to be 90 amperes. The
current, when pulling this trip up a
grade of about 1 per cent., was
noted to be 160 amperes, and in
going around a curve which was up

from the charging

peres,

rate,

nearly 120 am-

the locomotive will exert a

tractive effort of 2,290 pounds.

The

brake mechanism is of the automatic screw locking type.
In the panel system of mining at
the Grant mine, the storage-battery
locomotives are used for distribut-

ing the empty cars to the rooms and

a grade of about

1^

per cent.,

it

was noted to be 220 amperes. The
discharge rates of 160 amperes and

fully

charged,

it

circuit
is

when

it is

nevertheless

necessary to investigate the condition of the battery at this time.

the

daily

work which

As

the battery

performs varies, its condition of discharge at the end of each day will
vary, and therefore, a different
amount of charge will be required

October, 1914

put

to

the
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battery

in

shape

for

service on the following day.

circuit breaker in the

charging cirand thus disconnect the battery.
At the Grant mine the locomo-

cuit,

There are two methods by which
the condition of the battery

One
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may

be

tives

equipped

are

with

a

volt-

an attendant

takes

by means of
the volt-ammeter which will indicate
the voltage across the battery at any

care of the battery while

particular rate of discharge.

on the instrument indicate that the

ascertained

:

is

Famil-

ing, cutting

out

it

when

iarity

with the electrical character-

istics

of the battery will enable the

from the indications
of the voltmeter and the ammeter
the conditions of discharge from the
battery, and the charge required to
tell

Pig. 4.

battery

is

fully charged.

5 hours.

shown the motor barn

is

mine.

taken out of the battery. When the
battery is in a fully charged condi-

box.

ampere-hour
meter stands at zero, and as the
battery is discharged, the hand ro-

is

To

over

pit

stands
the

the right

which

when

it

equipment

A

is

at the
is

the

Grant

shown

the

locomotive

desired to inspect

below

the

battery

chain hoist for handling

battery boxes and locomotive parts

indi-

The charging panel
back of the locomotive barn
is wired for charging two batteries,
which are connected in series with

cating on this scale the

number of
ampere hours taken out. For ex-

the resistance across the 250-volt line.
The double-pole knife switch at the

ample, the ampere-hour capacity of

bottom of the panel

tion the

tates

the

hand on

this

over the circular

A-8 Edison

cell,

is

scale,

300 ampere

hours, and so the operator
that

when

knows

the hand in the circular

also shown.

at the

switch.

The

is

the main-line

single-pole

double-

throw knife switch half way up connects the battery in series with the

approaches the 300 mark, the
charge in the battery is becoming
very nearly exhausted. When being

resistance across the line for charg-

charged, the hand moves backward
over the scale until it again stands

resistance across the battery terminals, so that the battery will dis-

at zero. These ampere-hour meters
may be provided with an electrical

By throwing
charge through it.
this switch down, the operator may

dial

contact at

zero

which

will

trip

a

ing when thrown up, and when
thrown down it connects this same

at

seen at the top of the instrument
board.
The small double-pole

double-throw knife switches at the
top of the board are instrument
switches which enable the operator

to use the instrument
tery.

.

on either bat-

In the center of the board

is

mounted a watt-hour meter which
registers the watt hours consumed
It is
charging both batteries.
to note that with the
constant charging voltage which ob-

in

In Fig. 7

and charging station

is

It requires

charge an Edison
battery at the normal rate, and it
will discharge at the normal rate, in

by means of
an ampere-hour meter which records
by a rotating hand on the circular
dial, the number of ampere hours
other method

battery terminal on the instrument,

Storage-Batterv Locomotive Hauling 16 Caks

7 hours to fully

fully recharge the battery.

The

charg-

it is

the readings

Pulling Car Through Room Neck

Fig. 3.

observer to

ammeter, and

battery by reading the ampere discharge rate and voltage across the

any time note the condition of the

interesting

tains at this place,

it is

not necessary

charging resistance from
the beginning of the charge to the
end of the charge, this being adjusted once for all to give a normal
charging rate, so that all that is
necessary to charge the battery is
to insert the charging plug in the
charging receptacle in the upper
left-hand corner of the battery box,
and close the switches on the chargto alter the

ing panel.

The charging resistance consists
merely of open coils of a suitable
At the entrance to
motor barn is another knife
switch with 200-ampere fuses in
resistance wire.

the

each charging

circuit.

The storage-battery locomotive
shown on the front cover of this
issue

is

the face.

taking a loaded car from

Note that the loaded car

stands on a couple of

wooden

used for the time being as

rails,

ties

and

:

:
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the locomotive stands on a couple
of rails thrown down for the time

bar

being with the web horizontal, so
that the flanges on the locomotive

the size of the battery.

wheels ride in the grove formed
between the top and bottom of the
rail.
From the end of these pieces

all efficiency

of

moves

the motor

rail,

itself

must be developed

pull

October, 1914

fur-

nishes a basis on which to estimate
cent,

may

If

60 per

be assumed as the average over-

we

of the locomotive,

write the following equation

(D.B.P.)X(M.P.H.)X5,280X746

and

_,.

In which D. B. P. represents the

the regular way. Attention

drawbar

to

this

is

here

show the great

to

pull,

M.

the miles per hour,

P.

H. represents

E

represents the

adaptability of the storage-battery

voltage across the battery, and / the

locomotive to run anywhere track

current discharge across the battery.

is

and sometimes where

laid,

not

it

is

E

Transposing

in this equation

and

laid.

is

In a regular

made by a

value obtained, and

ture indicates, but

the

maximum

the

if

pull is to be exerted

mentarily,

possible

is

it

mo-

select

to

such a battery that its normal discharge rate will be only one-fourth
or even one-fifth of the value obtained from the equation.
eral

In gen-

will be safe to so choose a

it

that

normal discharge

its

The next

which

step,

is

the calcu-

on the
by far the

lation of the size of battery

down the main
day's work this

kilowatt-hour basis,

is

more important, and is really the
way in which the size of the battery
in most cases will be determined,

trolley locomotive,

as the trolley wire
theless

tery current will be one-third of the

calculated.

Fig. 4 shows a locomotive haul-

haul

is to be exerted inthen the normal bat-

termittently

rate will be one-third of the value

ing a loaded car out through the
room neck to the entry.
ing a train of 16 cars

maximum

the

If

which the above value

pull

of current gives

battery

Fig. 3 shows the locomotive pull-

entry.

drawbar

drawbar

60 X 33,000 X. 60

the loaded car on to track laid in
called

preferably not less than this value

divided by Ij^.

shown in the picit shows never-

unless in order to develop the neces-

hauling

sary drawbar pull from the battery

such a trip in the absence of a trolley

determined in this way, the current
discharge from the battery will be

possibility

of

locomotive.
Fig. 8 shows three of the battery
locomotives in the brick tunnel at
the bottom of the shaft.
This

too greatly in excess of the normal

whitewashed tunnel, about 200 feet
long, is lighted by a system of

may

indirect illumination.

The

discharge

divided

Fig. 5
it

the

for

current

ob-

route over which the locomotive and
cars travel to an equivalent length

is

of haul for the locomotive and an

from the battery
/^3.32X<°-^-P-X^P"-^

equivalent haul for the train.

For convenience, the route of the

Knowing

the

maximum drawbar

locomotive in

desired, this equation gives the cur-

The

first

perform, and this depends on the
distance and the grades over which

rent discharge

from

the

double

necessary

that

a

Therefore
correct

it is

battery

equipment be determined for each
installation.

The

size of battery

with which

it

will be necessary to equip a loco-

motive

is derived from two separate
considerations, and the size of battery chosen will be a maximum

given

by either one.
First, the
speed at which the maximum draw•The condition of the cars, and roadbed are also
factors which the author includes later in the article.

means,

this

discharge

reducing, the following form
tained

amount of work the locomotive must

hauled.*

parts,

possible to reduce the entire

is

pull required

is

By

haul the locomotive.

store in a battery varies with the

the load

the battery

two

into

and that required to

train of cars,

tion

motives returning down the middle
track, only one is shown clearly.
Obviously the amount of electrical energy which it is required to

be

namely, that required to haul the

illustra-

shows a storage-battery locomotive coming in with a loaded trip
on each of the side tracks, and while
there are two storage-battery loco-

rate.

The power taken from

and the miles per hour
the battery at

its

work

of gathering

coal will be divided into three parts.

part

is

the distance

parting

on

L from
main

the

any given voltage. The value of E
will depend on the voltage available
for charging, upon the motor equipment of the locomotive, or upon
some special condition under which
the locomotive must operate, such
as a gaseous mine which makes it
desirable to have a low-voltage

room worked on the room entry.
The second part will be considered as the distance D on the room
entry from the first room worked to
the last room worked.
The third part of the route consists of the rooms in which the coal

equipment.

is

If the value of the cur-

entry or panel entry, to the

mined, and the

rent thus obtained will be required

of these

almost continuously, then a battery
should be selected whose normal
discharge rate is not less than half

As

of

the current

thus

obtained

and

power

rooms

a basis
is

will

to

maximum

first

length

be denoted by

work from,

determined that

is

d.

the

required

at the battery per ton of locomotive

weight to haul the locomotive alone

.
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and back on

of

erses each portion of the track only

track for various grades, and also

once in each direction for each trip,
and consequently the length of haul
for the locomotive for this portion

forth

1,000

feet

the power required at the battery

per ton of loaded train to haul a
train forth loaded and back empty

on

1,000 feet of track for various

Without going

grades.
tails

into the de-

of the calculation of these data,

an over-all efficiency of 60 per cent,
is assumed for the locomotive, a
rolling friction of 20 pounds per ton
for the locomotive, and 30 pounds
per ton for the cars. For each per
cent, of grade an additional tractive
effort of 20 pounds per ton is required for both locomotive and cars.
The ratio of the weight of an empty
car to the weight of a loaded car is
assumed to be .4, and is approximately constant for

weights of

all

of the route

On

these assumptions, the power

required under various conditions as
outlined have been calculated, and

between the

to apply these curves to a locomotive gathering coal in a mine,

it

train of « cars

//

-

-

-

-

J4

hauled as a unit

is

From

iZ

.1

a

as

dropped

but

unit,

from

is

is

not

cars

are

pushed into the rooms,
hauled out, and picked up in the
process of gathering. These operations may be reduced so far as
power consumption is concerned, to
an equivalent length of haul for the
locomotive, and an equivalent length
of haul for the complete train n cars.

Then
plied

off,

the curves

and

the

may

be readfly ap-

calculation

easily

made.

The data on

V
I

n
V
B

the

first

V&.

-

mA
MX

-

w

-

A7/
-t.^X.

koa-

^

to
is

handled, and obviously the equiv-

/7

Equivalent Length
of Haul

Part of Route

Parting to first room
One room entry in

L
front of

? a

9

/a
""«" """"

is

hauled

or

Since each car retiuns loaded

-.

over exactly the same track
erses empty,

may

curves

it

is

it

trav-

evident that the

be at once applied to

this part of the route in the

manner they are

same

to the first part.

Considering the third part of the
route, namely, that in the

rooms,

if

may

on this

data

value of

L was

given 450

.

are practically the

equivalent

then the average length of the rooms

locomotive for

tion

in

to

depth of rooms, however,
The average

all

parts

figure out each part separately

the route

Such a uniform varia-

it

same on

will not be necessary

from the curves,

be

the

feet,

given as 200 feet.
The locomotive weighs 5 tons,
and a trip of 14 loaded cars weighs
36.5 tons. Inasmuch as the grades

gradually decrease in length until
the last room is just being started,

d

the

D

of the route,

first

In

be checked.
installation,

was 400 feet, the value
of n was 14, and the value of d was
value of

room worked is of the
maximum length d, and the rooms
the

locomotives at

storage-battery

the Grant mine
the

2
d

work done by

Fig. 6

average distance each car

p

of the application

of these curves, the
the

.

nd

'

As an example

fo //
"'

fiHr Cenf 6raa^

Train

D

""rrl

s 6

haul

of

be summarized as follows:

In looms

j^

used

train.

lengths

equivalent

_,^^

2 3

/

"Tn
rH

1

'^'^\

t-f k1

The

is

of the route for

IxMomotive

j'-'VfT
f^'rl

-ff

^^Zs.

section

both locomotive and

^3-

*

->^
-/,ii^^

Lrf

-'-?

and to ap-

;

ply the curves the average grade and

-^13^

,y
Z^

does not actually exist.

L

is d.

The locomotive of course has
enter every room where a car

iirm
"

form, and the length of haul for
both locomotive and complete train

For the second part of the route,
namely, on the room entry between
the first and last room worked, it is
evident that the locomotive trav-

of the route

~

'At M^
aJ2

^

part of the

L.

the train of n cars then on this part

may

mttc

,\%M

_

-

?

nTTTn
j

"

^^^X

will

is

equivalent of length of haul for

for each

i^yv

route as outlined above and designated by L is already in the desired

of n cars

d.

The

the equivalent length of haul

Z

Xv

-

>-

I

~

room worked.

on the train

there

hauled

first

d,

same as the other parts

-H

i<2^

--

12

\
5
\

.JT
77

-

-

_

part of the route, however,

the parting to the

one car a distance of n

or a train of n cars a distance of

to hauling

motive on this part of the route is
w d. This part of the route is thus
reduced to equivalent lengths the

Curyes eiy/ngifr.HtHrs. fleifuirec/ at Bat/try
Per Ton of Locomafiye a/rcfFer Ton of
laacfea- Train fer/OOOnefafHou/
(/r7C/uc/mq/feti/rn Trip) ror Various
I
Gratcfes jr/f/j am/A^a/nifloaifea Cars /, 1

over which the complete train of

n cars

may

each room and the work per trip in
handling cars in rooms is equivalent

alent length of haul for the loco-

or panel, entry consists of n cars.

The only

distance over

be considered as being hauled on
this portion of the route will be the

will

be assumed that the train hauled to
and from the parting in the main,

rooms

last

which the entire

In order

6.

and

first

The

the results plotted in the form of

curves shown in Fig.

simply the distance

is

worked, or D.

«

cars.

K
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b"ut

length

may

all

the complete

of haul

for

three

parts

the
of

be taken, and also

the complete equivalent

length

of

haul for the train for all three parts
of the route

may

be taken.

The

equivalent length of haul then for

depth
to

is

and

in order

switching

opera-

greater than

cover

such

^,

tions as are necessary in the rooms,
the average depth of room is taken

equal to

d.

One

car

is

handled in

the locomotive will be L + Z? + «d
= 3,650 feet. The equivalent length
of haul for the train

+

rf

= 850 feet.

wiU be

L-f-

2
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It was stated that the average
grade would not exceed 1 per cent.
In some places this grade will be
against the load, and in some places
it

be in favor of the load.

will

order to be on the safe side,

be assumed that this grade

is

In
will

it

always

against the load.

Referring then to the curves in
Fig. 6 the

1-per-cent.

grade

is

Going

cated on the horizontal scale.

up

along

1-per-cent.

line

vertical

the

to

we read

curve labeled "locomotive,"

on the

lo-

the kilowatt

scale

hours required at the battery to haul
1 ton of locomotive weight 1,000 feet
forth and back on this grade.

This

value of kilowatt hours at the bat-

found to be .025.
For a
5-ton locomotive this value is multiplied by 5, and for the equivalent
tery

is

length of haul for the locomotive,

4-

further

is

it

by 3,650

multiplied

1,000 = 3.65.

The

hour

.456 kilowatt

result is that

is

required per

Refetring again to these curves,

and following the
until

1-per-cent.

"train

cars"

it

hour

is

grade against the loaded
is found that .032 kilowatt
required to haul

1

required

ton of

The

The

performance of the
battery locomotive is better than
this, for the locomotive handled 16
trips averaging 14 cars in a working
day of 8 hours. There are several
reasons for this, the chief of which
is probably that the cars instead of
being equipped with
ordinary
bushed journals as was assumed
when 30 pounds rolling friction per
ton was used in calculating these
curves, are equipped with roller
bearings which have a roller friction far less than 30 pounds per ton.
In the calculation the average grade

of haul

value

850

is

of

gives

36.5

the

hauling

the

for

cars,

of

hour required

values

obtained
locomotive and

gives

trip.

decreased

pacity

from the
which

.850,

haul the loaded cars.

Adding

hours per

and

kilowatt

per trip to

multiply this

feet,

obtained

.032

by
.993

loaded

weighs

train

and the equivalent length

36.5 tons,

curves

loaded

the

charging

faster

discharge

rate,

1.449

for

the

kilowatt

In order to allow

kilowatt-hour

ca-

when

dis-

battery

than

and

the

normal

to provide for

reasonable

emergencies
such as
switching on the entry, pulling cars
back on the track, excessive starting and stopping, running with
brakes set part of the time, etc.,
the
kilowatt-hour capacity
thus
obtained is multiplied by the factor
1.35

actual

was assumed
than

to

be

per

1

to give the kilowatt-hour ca-

cent,

track

bearings

pounds per ton

15

is

in-

stead of 30 pounds per ton assumed

bushed journals, then the
power consumed by loaded cars per
trip will be only .644 kilowatt hour
instead of .994, the total power consumed per trip after multiplying by
with

the factor 1.35 will be 1.485 kilowatt

hours, and the number of trips
which the locomotive will make on
a single charge would be 15 instead
of

with

obtained

as

11,

ordinary

bushed journals. This last result
comes nearer to the actual performance of the locomotive, and with
good track conditions the performance obtained is nothing more than

The import-

should be expected.

ance of roller bearing cars where
storage-battery

are

locomotives

used, cannot be overemphasized.

be found on comparison

will

It

that there

is

difference in the

little

cost of operation between storage-

and cable-reel

locomotives

battery

greater

locomotives.

in

motive,

is

In some cases the dif-

ference favors the cable-reel loco-

actually the case.

is

Again,

conditions

this

and

in

other

instances

it

mine are very good, the locomotives
are carefully operated and discharge
rates on the battery are not exces-

tive.

sively high, therefore the factor 1.35

a single panel entry, where the haul

probably greater than necessary
case.

would tend

per cent, against the load.

in

nor-

a single charge of the battery.

is

the

1.95.

mal kilowatt-hour capacity of 63
A-8 Edison cells is 22.5 kilowatt
hours and dividing this by 1.95 will
give 11 trips for the locomotive on

in this

1

the

required

loaded train forth and back over a

Since

thus

battery,

case becomes

this

distance of 1,000 feet with a grade

of

the

of

kilowatt-hour capacity

line

intersects the curve labeled

it

pacity at the normal discharge rate

against the load, which

trip to operate the locomotive.

October. 1914

All of these points

to raise the

of the locomotive above
culated.

The

performance

what

In general where the opera-

tion of the locomotive

is

confined to

is not long, and
where the territory worked is not
distant from the power house, the

of the locomotive

cal-

cost of operating a storage-battery

calculation, however,

locomotive will be somewhat greater
than the cost of operating a cable-

is

be accurate for average condi-

will

favors the storage-battery locomo-

where ordinary cars are used,
where track conditions are not extremely good, and where the locomotive is operated with some de-

considerable length, say 1,000

feet,

gree of carelessness.

and the

at a

tions

A

comparison between the calculated performances and actual performances shows that it pays to keep
equipment in first-class shape when
operating storage-battery locomotives, for the output of such a locomotive can be greatly increased by a
little attention to car wheels and
track

conditions.

Roller

bearing

locomotive.

reel

locomotive

however, the

If,

handles

the

output

several entries, and the haul

territory operated

considerable

power house, say a

is

mile, then

of

the

from

distance

of

is

it

will

be found that the cost of operating
a storage-battery locomotive will be
less

than that of operating a trolley

locomotive.

The

cost of operating a cable-reel

locomotive
three

may

charges.

be

divided

First,

the

into
fixed

wheels in themselves will effect a
considerable increase in the output

charges on the locomotive including
interest,

depreciation,

of the locomotive.

Second,

the

If,

assumed that the

it is

of

for example, in the above case

the

cars

roller friction

equipped

with

roller

fixed

and

charges

repairs.

of

the

bonding material, trolley supports,
trolley and accessories, these fixed
charges including interest, deprecia-

October, 1914
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and wages of linemen.

tion,

Third,

the fixed charges of feeders, includ-

and

depreciation,

ing interest,

re-

pairs.

The

upon the

depend

charges

fixed

first

and number of

size

loco-

The second fixed
charges depend upon the extent of

motives installed.

which these locomoand the third fixed

the territory
cover,

tives

Fig.

the

with

power house.
that

fore,

It

is

respect

the

to

evident, there-

more extensive the

the

territory over

which a given

loco-

motive operates, the greater will be
the fixed charges coming under the
second head, and the more remote
the

territory

is

from

the

power

house, the larger will be the feeder
required, and the larger will be the
fixed charges

coming under the

third

The

cost of operating a storage-

battery locomotive

two

may be
The

divided

power than would be the

case

if

storage-battery locomotives

were doing the same work, simply
because of poor voltage at the place

interest,

and

will

depreciation,

re-

and the wages of an attendant.
fixed

charges

of

a

storage-

An

often with the use of storage-battery

or

Pig. 8.

more miles per hour, makes

it

item which

locomotives,

motorman

the largest part of the time.

tive

Two

typical

sets

of

figures

on

comparative costs of operation of
cable-reel locomotives and storagebattery locomotives will serve to
illustrate what has been said in regard to the difference in cost depending upon the extent and location of
the territory in which the locomoThe first set of
tive is to operate.

an installation of four

locomotives operating very near the
bottom of the shaft and close to the

locomotives.

The second

set of fig-

ures covers four similar locomotives
operating at a distance of 4,000 feet

Each

from the power house.

be

noted that

both cases the cost of

operates.

omitted.

It will

loco-

In this
these entries is 1,000 feet.
instal
more
to
case it is necessary

bonding, more

tiolley supports, trol-

not given con-

is

these figures

in

that

is

Locomotives in^Brick Tunnel

necessary to operate on resistance

motive serves the output of three
panel entries, and the length of

it

of

of a cable-reel locomotive being 6

are obviously independent of either
tory in which

use

sideration

battery locomotive of given capacity
the extent or location of the terri-

the

where the locomotive is operating,
and because the full-load rates speed

it

to

is

possible for the

operate the

and handle the

cars,

locomowhereas

with the cable-reel locomotives
always necessary to have two

on the locomotive.

Thus,

man by

it is

it

is

men
often

wages of one

possible to save the

the installation of a storage-

battery locomotive.

Theory and practice point with
assurance

to

supplying

storage-battery

the

practicability

of

locomo-

to the gathering of coal in
mines under the proper conditions.
It must be understood that the aptives

The second charge

pairs,

is

by

effected

storage-battery locomotives.

will be satisfactory

The

power

$889

of

In this case the figures will indicate

will

result is that

the second example shows a saving

that an actual saving of $765 would
be effected by the use of cable-reel

repairs.

in

The

in the first case.

depreciation,

will be against the batteries

include

which were not necessary

feeders,

battery locomotive

interest,

in the first

also necessary to install

It is

operating in a single panel entry, the
length of which is not over 500 feet.

and under these fixed charges
included

and accessories, than

plication

of

first

the locomotive, without the battery,

and

of

ley

case.

power house, so that no feeders are
necessary, and each locomotive is

divisions.

these will be the fixed charges on

be

tion

figures covers

head.

into

say that cable-reel lo-

It is safe to

comotives are employed in a great
many cases with greater consump-

Locomotive Barn at Grant Mine

;

charges depend upon the location of
territory

127

is

not general, but where

conditions are favorable a storage-

may be applied
with positive assurance that its work

W.

and economical.

P. Kyle, writing from Calgary,

Alberta, Canada, says they have oil
wells in that country

pure gasoline.

He

which spout

considers that

the Calgary well product

is

better

than the Pennsylvania well product.
If Alberta keeps up with this sort
it will become the richest
mineral province in Canada.

of thing

:

:
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Origin of the Principle of
Stone Dusting
By W.

strata

and heavy

falls

Colliery owners in

some

injuriously

resulted.

coal fields believe watering a "rem-

E. Garfortl^

Until recent years there has been

edy worse than the disease."
July 18, 1908, a coal-dust
flame about 170 feet long was pro-

guish flame and prevent the production of poisonous gases resulting

duced

from a

periments.

colliery explosion, but in the

"Final Report of the Commission
on Accidents in Mines (1886)," certain precautions are recommended
and it concludes with the following

an experimental gallery

the same

manner

in

as in previous ex-

This gallery had been
specially lengthened to provide for
300 feet of stone-dust zone with the
dust placed on shelves in imitation
of an underground roadway, so that

came

into contact with the

miles per hour.

perimental

places

where coal dust

angular sand strewn over mine dust
appeared to have the effect of pre-

stone dust presented to the explo-

venting the communication of flame

of inert or cooling surface, and ex-

stone dust

may

from a blown-out shot to
most inflammable dusts,

2^

show how

the

be carried by an

dust settled in the

way

of ef-

at that time

under
deep obligations to the Messrs. Atkinson and to Prof. William Gallois

for their persistent reiteration

of the danger of coal dust.
to systematic water-

has

to

those in metalliferous mines, since

The whole mining world

experience

For example,

were placed on a main intake road
along which 90,000 cubic feet of air
was passing per minute. A jet of
compressed air was introduced into
the heap of stone dust to raise the

dust.

With regard

the mines.

air-current,

most dangerous dust was
the fine dust which was naturally
carried by the ventilator to the
upper part of the roadway, and it
was often noticed that when the
height of the roadway was increased
by ripping the gray stone, the latter
was soon covered by black coal

ing,

roof

the

This experimental gallery was JVz
feet in diameter and 895 feet long;
the detonation was heard for a distance of 4 miles.
At the present time there are
roads in coal mines quite as safe as

that the

way

on

tinguished the flame.

sand."

known

dust

worthy

removing or watering the
dust on haulage roads, the bottom
dust might be rendered uninflammable by an adulterant such as
well

the

timbers and in the intersections of

but the

fectually

was

stone dust laden air-current

is

Later in the same year. Dr. W. N.
Atkinson and Mr. J. B. Atkinson
published "Explosions in Coal
Mines," in which they recommended
efficient
watering;
that
haulage
roads be kept free from coal dust,
and that "In cases where there are

It

sive blast millions of superficial feet

The

distributed

all

of passing notice."

special difficulties in the

The

to

likely to

is

be deposited?

coal dust or a cloud in the air.

as the

explosion

the

Can stone dust be applied

2.

all

periments, that a thin layer of fine

same moment

raised at the

from 300 to 1,300
Hence, even if there

records

pulverized

was

The

would be stopped.

the flame

which

raise

were a layer of coal dust overlying
stone dust, the whole would be
raised by the "pioneering wave" of
an explosion, and judging by ex-

"The observation recently made in
Germany, in some preliminary ex-

dust

to

recorded rate of travel of violent ex-

statement

stone

necessary

stone dust and coal as a cloud.
plosions varies

On

a great deal of doubt as to when
inert dust was first used to extin-

in

air-current

the

repeatedly

proved that when water was applied
to the roof and sides of the underground roadways it affected the
*An abstract of a paper read before British Institution of Mining Engineers.

10 pounds or

more

have

distributed

been

pound of

of fine stone dust
for

every

coal dust resting on the

roadway and on the

sides

of

the

tops

of

the

much

in excess of the

timbers

—a

quantity

tons

dust in the air-current.
the lighter dust

first

of

dust

the

The
600

heavier

but

feet,

was carried

for a

distance of 2 miles, a larger propor-

on the roof than on the

tion settling
floor.

What

3.

is

the best kind of inert

mixture of 1
pound of stone dust with 1 pound
of coal dust, which experiments in
the gallery proved to be sufficient
to prevent an explosion.
To make the further experiments
conducted recently more explicit,

dust to use?

the following answers are submitted

Stone dust by reason of its light
gray color, readily shows any fresh

to hypothetical questions
Is an underground roadway
from an explosion if, after being stone dusted, it becomes again
1.

safe

covered with a layer of coal dust?
By experiment it was found that
it

required the velocity of the air to

be over

1,500

feet

per minute to

and that
was not disturbed until a
of 2,600 feet per minute was

The opinion expressed by most
experts and the results of microscopical tests

show

that the best

ma-

from a physiological stand-

terial,

point, is soft shale as free as possible

from

crystalline silica.

deposit

of

coal

dust.

Its

greater

weight and its binding qualities allow it to be thrown in such a way
as to displace coal dust from the
ledges on which it rests, which
lighter inert dusts are incapable of

doing.

raise coal dust in a cloud,

stone dust
velocity

reached.
is

Now

2,600 feet per minute

29.5 miles per hour.

perimental

gallery

the

Private Cars
The Pennsylvania Public

Service

In the ex-

Commission has decided that

lowest

roads cannot give

locity recorded as the speed at

ve-

which

an explosion traveled was 120 miles
per hour or four times faster than

coal
cars,

lower

rail-

rates

to

companies owning their own
than to shippers who use the

railroad cars.
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last

the

Lamps

Miner's Oil Safety

few

129
that

years the
Certain Qualities of

question as to the
advisability of installing

in

connection

with the three big mining disasters
of recent times, viz., Hulton, Whitehaven, and Senghenydd, no doubt

had a great influence in bringing the
lamp into prominence.
In the case of most comparatively

electric

has been cusrecent disasters
miner's lamp.
blame
the
tomary to
and
tests made,
observations
From
it

Bu

E. A. Hallwood.

M.

I.

And yet
were many other

in this

mine there
For

possible causes.

instance, about

the time of the recovery of the

pit,

prior to the explosion a smell

tobacco smoke was detected by
cials in the

workings

of

offi-

at the next pit

same

(Croft pit) belonging to the

company.
From an examination of the

dence of other accidents, the writer
is

article

upon which

to

The limited knowledge possessed by the average miinspector, coroner,
ner, manager,
and juries on the behavior of safety
lamps in the "midst of gas" gave to
all concerned an eafey and plausible
thing upon which to place the blame
in the event of there being nothing
else convenient; or no doubt it was
by some thought that by blaming
the "lamp" it to some extent involved the men as being connected
with the cause. There must obviously be some form of "light" in
order to work the coal mines, and
so long as there was no alternative

place the blame.

the coal owner could rest content

would get

off easily if the

blame could be saddled upon the

of opinion that the flame safety

lamp has on many occasions been
wrongly blamed. Excepting Scotland, bonnetted lamps have been in
use

almost

exclusively

writer

was present during the

explorations at the recovery of the

Whitehaven

colliery,

and had an

opportunity of examining in detail

every miner's lamp which was

re-

covered, and he has not the slight-

Great

Experts demonstrated years
ago that unbonnetted lamps would
only withstand low velocities of explosive mixtures, yet there have
been no very great disasters in Scot-

Britain.

stated above,

land, although, as

it

has been worked almost exclusively
with unbonnetted lamps or naked
lights.

occasions

many

when lamps have been

in

is

commonly supposed.

may

be red hot and still not pass flame,
I w!ill conduct an experiment by
taking an unbonnetted single-gauze

lamp and pass coal gas into it
through a Bunsen burner (forming
an explosive mixture), it will be

must

Director of Ackroyd

&

Best, Ltd., of

so fitted will

velocity of explosive gas which it
could conceivably meet with in a
mine. There are of course varying

of the margin of safety
according to the design of the lamp.

degrees

Some lamps will, even with single
gauze and bonnet, withstand 2,400
or more feet per minute of explosive
gas mixture, and the same lamps
with double gauze will easily withstand an explosive mixture even
when

traveling at 3,500 or

more

feet

per minute.

Many

of the experiments and tests

of miner's safety lamps, which are
referred to by experts at inquests or

travel at such a velocity as is

not usually available in a mine at a
place where such a large quantity
of gas

is

found;

it

will be

books on mining, have been conducted on an old Davy lamp or unbonnetted safety lamp, and under

happen in a pit. Had bonnetted
lamps been used, the writer is conto

that a gauze

probable cause of the disaster the
Managing

The lamp

then not only withstand any mixture
of gas but will also withstand any

conditions which are quite unlikely

than

and the gauze is red hot yet the gas
outside the lamp will not be ignited.
To get an outside ignition with a
bonnetted lamp the gas mixture

Morley. near Leeds, England. Abstracted from a
paper entitled "Miner's Oil Lamps vs. Miner's
electric Lamps," read at Mining Class of the
Cambuslang School, Scotland, July 4, 1914.

ity be present but
or no gas, then there would

must have a larger margin of safety

any overheating of any of the lamps
or damage to the lamps prior to the
explosion, and yet the jury, without
the slightest evidence, gave as the

faintest

safe;

the veloc-

in

noted that although the inside of
the lamp is filled with hot gas flame

was not the

if

the

com-

explosive mixtures of gas, and yet
no explosion has followed, so that
evidently even this type of lamp

indication of

est hesitation in saying that there

are

be no danger.
In this test I will
drop fine coal dust on to and inside the lamp and it will be seen
that even with gas and coal dust
there is no outside ignition of gas,
notwithstanding the fact that the
gauze is red hot. The bonnet or
hood now usually placed on safety
lamps is an enormous extra factor

In the safety lamp mines of

Scotland there must have been

To demonstrate

lamp.

in

little

of safety.
evi-

the lamp was looked upon as a very

The

lamps

little

.

matches were found on the top of
one of the corves, and some time

the writer cannot help but think that

convenient

at

then

paratively

M. £.*

"overheating of a lamp."

the gas be

velocity

again

discussions

that he

Preferable for

electric

lamps in the coal
mines of the United Kingdom has
been a very live one.

The

Modern Oil Lamps That Render Them
Ordinary Use in Coal Mines

if

present

obvious

vinced

that

the

results

obtained

would have been entirely different,
and much of the unnecessary excitement and nervousfiess avoided.
In some tests carried out a few
months ago by the writer in Pittsburg, U. S. A., he placed unbonnetted single-gauze safety lamps in
an explosive mixture of natural gas
and air and smashed the gauze of
the lamp by blows from a large
mallet, and in no single case was
there an outside ignition. In other
tests the glass of the lamp was shattered by blows from a long chisel
and yet there was no external igni-

^e (gUierg Engineer
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In

tion.

these tests the lamp

all

was

surrounded by an explosive mixture
and gas flame was blazing in the
gauze. In each case the shock of

October, 1914

the bulbs of portable 2-volt lamps

midst of a mixture of as low

in the

and coal

as 3 per cent, coal gas, air,

To illustrate my statement I will
now proceed to another experiment.
You will note that the lamp is the

think you will agree that
somewhat startling discovery.
The ordinary open light may
be moved about with impunity in a
mixture of 3 per cent, of gas and
air.
In the tests on the safety lamp
it was shown that 3 per cent, of gas,

new combustion

air,

movement

the blow or the

of the

mixture caused by the oncoming
blow put out the flame .in the lamp.

place

I will
I

it

tube miner's lamp.

in a

chamber

in

which

will produce a mixture of 6 per

and

coal gas

cent,

cloud of fine coal dust
then

will

spring

in

the

chamber, and
plunger of the pistol

side

the steel

external

will

of

the

this

plosible

glass.

The lamp

is

invariably com-

pletely extinguished

when

the per-

tric

such a commotion in the air
somewhat resemble a blown-

is

out shot
It

is

when fired into coal dust.
known that a blown-out
create an explosion when

well

shot will

and

fired into coal dust

The bulb
more likely

lamp is
get smashed in a

to

mine than is the glass in a safety
lamp, and the bursting of the bulb
might cause a rush inward of explosive gas or dust that would be
before

ignited

the

filament

could

cool.

not be got from a mixture above

electric

6^

moment of the bulb
being smashed, and as shown in the

In the event of a
right

We

have carried out experiments
on our ordinary miner's lamp, and
although we can keep the gas flame
burning in the gauze at 7 per cent,
we have not been able to get an
external explosion.
The shock of
striking a lamp, even with the

up

filament and

become

portable

now

by

electric

ordinary

miner's

lamp as

offered for use in the mines of

this country, I will

of

the

well-known

now

makes

take samples
of

electric

movement

of the air and gas in front

It is

lamp

smashed and so an
is

burn out

man

in the mine.

say

we have

got an explosion in

by the smashing of

A

reaps the benefit of his

The property contained

light."
in

the

ordinary flame safety lamp of easy
and quick detection of not only

methane but of carbon dioxide and
blackdamp is such as to alone make
one hesitate at scrapping such an
article.
Many attempts have been
to supplant this. device in testis

not

approach the miner's gauze
lamp for gas-detecting properties.
With the experience which is now
being gained by miners and officials
at the numerous mining classes in
the Kingdom, men are being trained
to read very low percentages of gas
can

ordinary

the

lamp.

safety

Hitherto the testing for gas has been
attended to by the

but

officials,

many miners know

now

as well or better

officials how to do this
work, and with a spread of this
knowledge there is no doubt that
miners will for their "life's sake" see
that in future mines are properly
ventilated, and this will no doubt be
one of the greatest factors in the

than the

reduction

explosions

disastrous

of

in the future.

At the Easington colliery, in Durham, a fatality recently occurred to
men using the electric lamps at the
same pit a few days afterwards a
;

similar

fatality

narrowly

was

avoided, and no doubt would have

happened

if

the

men

this time

lamps.

oil

had

safety

There have already been

several instances in other parts of

the coal fields of Great Britain of

men being

by jerks, and does not complain

at

using electric lamps.

to

had to deal with a pit where there
was so much blackdamp that even

occasional

loss

of

light

hand,

this type of test

lamps on the score of "loss of

care by scarcely ever losing his light

and same percentages of coal gas
and coal dust and the same springpistol arrangement will easily create
explosions by the .smashing of the

may

and easily relit, so
no need to reject oil

is

not been provided with

avoided.

a very rare occurrence for a

to

careful

it is

accidental stumbling.

I

very

the

of the fall seems to extinguish the

lamps, and using the same apparatus

electric bulbs in the mixture.

to

Not

ignited.

so with the flame lamp,

lamp before

that an explosion can be

light

long

sufficiently

is

outside ignition

produced

its

enable the gas to reach the red hot

extinguishes the lamp.

To show

of roof, an

retain

to the

this

tests

fall

lamp would

pick-like point of the spring pistol,

easily

appli-

lamps can

safely

that there

with

air only.

of an electric

centage of gas reaches 6J4 per cent.,
so that obviously an explosion canper cent.

now be

safety
oil

a single device on the market which

and the miner's oil lamp is that
the former is burning in a vacuum
and on the bursting of the bulb

is no
prove

extinguished

ing for gas, but so far there

I

the

mixture is actually exby an electric lamp.
I may say that we have tested this
combustion tube lamp in varying
percentages of coal gas from 6j4
per cent, downward, and have never
yet got an ignition from a broken
that

now; the

With modern

ances,

made

there

I

to

of

pick pointed

observe that there

been

not

zone.

possible explanation for the differ-

as to

explosion.

has

dust

make out up

able to

smash the glass of the lamp, and
will

and coal

ignited, so far as the writer has been

will completely

you

I

this is a

ent behavior between miner's elec-

created.

is

trigger

the

pull

pistol

which a

air in

dust.

compels him to get out of the danger

the

careless

On
man

owing

the other
is

justly

punished for his carelessness by
having more frequent extinguishments.

The other cause

of loss of

by "gas," and no reasonable
man will complain about his light
being out by this means, seeing it
light is

fatally

gassed

had difficulty
Firedamp was found in

candles

We
in

whilst
recently

burning.

this pit

and

the inspector ordered safety lamps

In a pit where candles
would only burn with difficulty it
was natural to suppose that difficulty would be experienced with
to be used.

October. 1914
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Eventually

lamps.

safety

electric

lamps were got, and so far as we are
aware the ventilation remains as it
was, irrespective of whether it will
eventually undermine the health of
the miners.

I

think that

if

the mi-

ners were looking after their
interests they

they

retained

mine

own

would have seen that
some check on the

air.

Whilst dealing with this subject
headache,

of

I

refer

will

to

the
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In the Iron and Coal Trades Review,

March

of

Doctor
Llewellyn, the eminent authority on
nystagmus, is reported as having
stated that "the one object of an
electric

light

The most

1914,

6,

was the good light.
was candle^

essential point

The Home-Office

power.

tions only stipulated

regula-

candlepower,

1

and there were very few electric
lamps capable of producing 1 candlepower for 9 hours. He had con-

nystagmus of which so much has
been heard during the last few years.

ducted

Any

measurements, but personally he
had never found one lamp which
produced 1 candlepower after it had
been in use 8 hours. He did not say
lamps did not exist which would

person who has been troubled
with aching eyes and aching head
will sympathize with a miner suffering from this painful sickness,
especially

stages of

continues

when during certain
development the miner

its

to

work

in

hot,

stuffy

workings and often in cramped positions, each swing of the pick vibrates through the throbbing head

man

until the

feels crazy; these are

the times when, as previously stated,

a man leaves undone the thing he
ought to have done, and jeopardizes

own

his

safety

fellow men.

caused such
desirable

and the safety of

To
men

thing,

his

alleviate the pain

should surely be a
if
in doing this

expenses can also be avoided, and
cleaner coal obtained,

should be
concerned to
it

worth the while of all
install in a pit a lamp that will do it.
Several
eminent doctors have
stated that an illumination of 1 candlepower will prevent nystagmus.
For some time it has been known
that

the

safety

ordinary

flame

lamp does not give such an

When,
statement was made
illumination.

give

miner's

lj/2

therefore, the
that

it

to 2 candlepower,

would
people

thought that nystagmus
would disappear, but unfortunately
it
was overlooked that 1 candlepower with an electric lamp is not

naturally

so useful to the eye as

1 candlepower
from a flame. The rays from an
electric lamp are cold, hard, and
piercing, and reflect back light from
the facets of the coal, and these are
uncomfortable to the eye. I think

time will show that 1 candlepower
with an electric lamp will not prevent nystagmus.

lamps,

many experiments on electric
and taken many photometric

agreed that a soft light
In the

government tests on
Home-Ofiice officials
reported that it gave a candlepower

I

propose to
be abso-

will

extinguished in 6}^ per cent,
of gas, that it will give a candlepower considerably in excess of any
lutely,

of 1.9 after being

and

1.75.

lamp which beats the electric lamp
for candlepower, convenience, safety,

reliability,

to the miner,
possesses true and accurate gas detecting properties.

Coal Mining and Coke

Making
In the Rossitz
feet

deep,

1856.

coal, the

before

the

flames

has

licked

the

glass and caused any danger.
I also

a

propose to show that it is
gas detector, and, as

first-class

stated in the first part of this paper,
it

has an astonishingly large margin

of safety in the presence of gas and
coal dust, even

when

and that

the outer glass

lamp fails
to ignite percentages of gas and coal
dust which are readily ignited by an
is

shattered,

this

electric lamp.

In conclusion, I might add that on

March

Doctor Llewellyn,
after testing one of the forms of the
combustion tube lamp, states that
the lamp gave a candlepower of 1.5,
and after burning 6 hours in the pit
the candlepower was 1.3, and the
light given by the lamp on the floor
so excellent that it gave a better
light than most of the electric lamps
at present on the market, and he
29,

1914,

has been worked since

most important of which

The

feet thick.

coal

is

is

got out

both by pillar-and-stall and by long-,
and shortwall work.
It is
hauled in cars, and also sent on by

being extinguished, but

go out

one mine,
and 2,086

contains three seams of

It

pressed

that position the light will

district,

1,154 feet above sea level,

conveying

in

in Austria

Bi Ed. Pantk

thrown over on to its side it may be
picked up in reasonable time without
left

cheapness, and what

more important

is

without being extinguished;

if

10 consecutive

The writer submits that the miner
can now be provided with a flame

wall

is

half an hour,

lit

of

hours' burning that the candlepower

21^

if it

the end

at

was

lamp on the market, namely,
from 1^ to over 2 candles, that it
stands a good deal of jerking about
electric

official

this lamp, the

fulfil this condition, but he had been
unfortunate so far in not discovering one."

At the tests today
show that this lamp

better for

is

the eyes of the miner.

belts

driven

by

Ventilation

air.

is

com-

obtained

by means of Capell and Guibal fans.
At another mine the coal is gotten
out by two stages, from longwall
and shortwall work, the lower bench
being the first removed. This mine
and another are served by 300- and
200-horsepower winding engines.

The

coal

Baum

is

cleaned at the mine by a

washer.

Coal

dust,

.

which

large quantities,

is

is

kept

present

in

down by wa-

ter spraying, 18,000 feet of pipes be-

ing required. Notwithstanding these
precautions,

mine

fires

there

have been

within the

due to the coal dust.

last

five

10 years,

There

is

a res-

cue station above ground; with a
staff of fourteen trained men.
In a

from the shaft
bottom is a safety chamber, 56 feet
long by 6 feet wide, fitted up with
compressed air tubes, cutting tools,
and a hermetically sealed store of
food and water.
cross-cut, 2,260 feet
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The mine manager

states that, as

the mines are to a certain extent dan-

men

Sixty-nine

work 10-hour

who

are employed,

watched.

carefully

The

is

official

regulations require the pro-

vision of 70 cubic feet of fresh air

per

man

per minute, or 35 cubic feet

per ton of coal raised per 24 hours.

The

training of the

men

at the res-

cue station consists not only in succoring the miners in case of accident, but also in repairing the walls
in

dangerous places, and in parts of

the mines walled off through risk of
able to

minutes

in

various postures

down, kneeling,

An

culty.

men

the

etc.,

—lying

without

The following

useful invention

is

abstracted from theApril issue of the
Lehigh Valley Coal Co.'s Employes'

important point

is

nites

careless use of small bars

This

the chief rescue station, and

is

serves the whole district.

The men

are paid according to the time that

they practice with the apparatus:
20 cents for an hour's work, 41 cents

1^

hours,

etc.

All are medi-

examined within 48 hours after
During the last 10
coming up.
cally

years the death rate in the district

d

Fig.

made

the

at

Packer No. 2

1.

Packing Hook

shop

of

colliery, Centralia

Di-

blacksmith

vision, is a suggestion that should

eliminate this unnecessary damage.

The hook

is

known

as a fish-pin

packing hook on account of the application and appearance of its point
being similar to an ordinary fishing
hook. To remove the packing the
point of the hook is pushed along the
plunger or piston rod into the packing and given a quarter twist. The

quired for coking was 30 to 35 hours.

The

another

A

added

in

1907, to serve these im-

portant mines.

The

coal yielded 78

per cent, of coke and the time retransportation of the coal to the

abundant,

illustration

of

the

many

in

contributing

power

heating

the

to

these

of

fuels.

of these coals contain lumps

are

that

resin

naked
CMUtR IIDHU

lig-

subbituminous coals,

in the

and emphasizes the part played by
the resin, which in some coals is very

of

hook thus lodges in the packing,
which is then easily pulled from the
stuffingbox.
This hook can be
made from a J/2" x %" spring-steel
rod in any desired length. It was
gotten up by George W. Gibson,
blacksmith at the colliery, and is

has been five per thousand.
by-product coking plant was

and

Most

that

deep for a few minutes in fresh air
before going into the danger zone.

Part E, the almost invariable

85,

and
files for withdrawing packing from
boxes has scratched and marred
many a plunger and piston rod.
The sketch Fig 1 of a packing hook

The

to

which it has been subjected. Doctor
White reports in United States Geological Survey Professional Paper
presence of resins in the brown

THI

using the breathing appa-

contained as

Magazine:

diffi-

ratus accustom themselves to breathe

for

A Fish-Pin Packing Hook

it

geologic processes

as the

well

One man thus employed was
work uninterruptedly for 75

fire.

heating value of coal depends

on the ingredients

gerous, ventilation in the working
places

Resins in Coal
The

shifts.

The

visible

the

to

mined in some
localities
contain abundant large
lumps of resin, some as large as walnuts.
In places the glistening amber-like resin forms a large part of
eye.

the coal.
sort are

coals

Beautiful samples of this
found in some of the coal

The

beds in the Philippine Islands.

amount of

resin in microscopic par-

ticles is vastly

lumps

greater than that in

visible to the

naked

eye.

How-

ever, all these coals of lignitic

and

subbituminous ranks, some of which
are not far removed or transformed

from the original peat

stage,

are

found in rocks that ?ire geologically
comparatively recent. On the other
hand, resins, especially lump resins,

have not definitely been known
the coals buried in the very

in

much

older rocks, such as high-grade bi-

tuminous, semibituminous, and anthracite coals,

and therefore

it

has

ovens and the coke to the cooling
towers is effected by electrically

handy and useful devices originated
by practical and thoughtful black-

been argued that resins were never
present in these coals and that they

driven engines, and similar power

smiths at mines.

owe

is

used for the tar separators and

ammonia washers. There

are 35 re-

generative by-product ovens,

For every pound of dry
coal fed into the ovens, .6 pound of
steam at a pressure of 140 pounds
boilers.

per square inch

is

production of gas

4^

is

obtained.

The

at the rate of

cubic feet per pound of coal.

The average value

of Pennsylvabituminous coal at the mines
advanced from $1.05 a ton in 1912
to $1.11 in 1913, according to the
United States Geological Survey.
The average in 1912 was the highest
obtained for bituminous coal in
Pennsylvania for a period of 30
years, with the exception of the
strike years, 1902 and 1903, when
because of a scarcity of all kinds of
fuel prices were abnormally inflated.
nia

marked

difference in qual-

correspondingly marked dif-

ferences

Bituminous Coal Price

each

having a capacity of 8 tons. The
gas generated has a heating value of
537 to 560 British thermal units per
cubic foot; from 40 to 45 per cent.
of this gas is used to heat the ovens,
and the remainder is fired under the

their

ity to

matter

in

ingredient

the

vegetal

which they were
formed, resin producing types having presumably been absent. This
rather

from

common

belief is totally with-

Mr. White has not only
found lumps of amber-like resin in

out basis.

the bituminous coal of the Paleozoic

age in Indiana,

Illinois,

but he also shows

that

singular and long ago
of vegetation that
cient

swamps

and Iowa,

many

grew

in the an-

contained this

ouslike substance.

of the

extinct types

resin-

:
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principal

Coal Mining

coal deposits

of the

Yukon

Yukon

ness.

Coal Co.), TwelveMile Creek, and

Bii Dr.

Coal Creek (Northern Light, Power
and Coal Co.)- There is a showing
of coal at the head of Ruby Creek,
back of Haystack Mountain, some

Henry M. Paym*

1, a photograph taken from
one of the White Pass steamers
descending the Yukon River. Were

in Fig.

not for the large amount of lime

it

Tantalus Mine. Yukon Territory

Fir,. 2.

40 miles southwest of Dawson, but
the seam is thickly laminated with
slate and analyzes 61.64 per cent.
ash, which eliminates it from con-

and iron

sideration.

this coal.

The Northern Navigation

Co. has

opened a semibituminous seam, 8
in thickness, on Coal Creek,
Alaska, between Circle and Eagle,
°
,.
but which under existing sfovern*,,
mental mining regulations in Alaska

it

,

.

,

,

is

'

.

.

.

,

A

ritory.

special washer
by the company

installed

as

pendent

are
the

therefore
three

de-

sources

nientioned.

is

analysis of five strip

Percent.
Fixed carbon
54,44
Moisuire ...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\\'.'.'.'.\'.'.'.'.'.\'.\'.'.'.y.'.
i;32
Volatile combustible matter
19.15
Limestone, ca co.
4.37
3.12
Ferric oxide, f« O,
:

Ash

17.60

i.'

t.

u.'

are located

100.00

by caSrimetei 11,949

Creek coal
Twelve-Mile
^^ows 7 miles of continuous out^^e seam being 6 feet thick
jj^^

the

coal

the

follows

is

by Dr. D. D. Cairnes, of
the Canadian Geological Survey, as
classified

to

Its analysis is as

5,^^^

Jura-Cretaceous

''."siai

Fixedcarbor

^

Sfst^T'.'"':''.''."'."!::

; : ; : ; : : : : ! : : ! i :

'sill

-^

^°°"°°

There are several seams separated only by a small thickness of
rock, and the present mine, opened
age.

produces a semibituminous
coking coal. All the seams are in a
conglomerate formation.
This mine is conveniently located
for shipping its product, as shown
in 1912,

65

Sr? ltfret*N^"Y^rk
35-3—4

* ^°"°*"
cit^°°^''^

^tv sm

P.

&

White

C. Co.

is

6-Inch-Clay Parting

in Sourdough
and 2, which are approximately 200 feet below the seam
formerly worked,

side

creek

the

of

seams Nos.

1

all

the seams

indications,

lie

the

lower

and the deeper they

No. 1 seam is approached by an incline 200 feet long
^r
a
on a 25-degree slope. At the point
coal produced.

'^

•

The mines of the Northern Light,
Power and Coal Co. are about 13
miles from the Yukon River on
Sourdough Fork of Coal Creek, Yukon Territory.
The coals are all pronounced lignites of the Tertiary formation, and
the various seam." are from 3 feet

i

i

,

,

.

i

.^

",

,

'^

,

where the slope intersects the coal,
the seam assumes prskctically the
same dip, gradually flattening out to
^^°^^ ^^ degrees, as shown in Fig.

^^

^^"""^

^^^^

4.

beyond the foot of

^^^ s'°P« ^ ^^^^^ ^"""^1 cross-cuts
^^°"&h ^^e 5 feet of intervening

gntty soapstone, providing entrance
and haulage for the No. 2 seam.
The mines in bofh seams are operated on the room-and-pillar plan,
rooms 50 feet, center to center, and
^^

lars.

to

^''^^' '^^^'"g 25-foot pilAir-courses are 35 feet, center

^^^*

•

•

in

1

are mined, the better the quality of

as follows:

^j^h four or five finger partings of

The Tantalus mines
on Lewes River, and

belonging

clean

*

well,

upon

being

Mine No.

the seam outcrop-

nite, full of resin, was abandoned
and a new mine opened on the north

From

The average
samples

is

to

&

ping on the south
side of the creek
caught fire in the season of 1911
and being of a very low-grade lig-

Seam, N. L.

would

contains, this coal

undeveloped.

Dawson, the capital of the Yukon
Territory, and the entire Klondyke
region

2

r.'o.

be the best grade found in the ter-

feet

,

feet

7 inches in thick-

~

talus (Five Fingers

1.

6 inches to 16

Territory

Description of the Tantalus Mines and those of Northern Light,
Power
Coal Co.— Quality of Coal and Extent of Development

Territory are Tan-

Fig.

in

133

center,

tries,

with accompanying en-

leaving 20-foot chain pillars

with breakthroughs every 50
Ventilation

is

feet,

produced by a 2 feet

9 inches Sirocco fan operated at
875 revolutions per minute, requiring 26 horsepower and giving
inch
(equals 3.9 pounds)
water

^

..
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gauge pressure.

At

full

speed this

fan furnishes 22,000 cubic feet of

Drainage water

is

capacity

removed by a
is 400 gallons

it

is

At the present time the output of

loaded into the

the mine

cars.

The

air per minute.

pump whose

out of which

mine

quality of the coal at the face

of the workings

is

being

practi-

100 tons per day.

Suffi-

however, to produce 500 tons per

superior to any

exposed,

previously

is

working places are developed,

cient

if a market is available.
After being dumped into the
,bunkers at the mine, the coal is
loaded into railroad cars and hauled

day,

13 miles over the company's

River, at which point

and

barges

into

it

rail-

Yukon

road to the bunkers at the

loaded

is

up

towed

to

Dawson.

The present service is performed
by a 14-ton Porter engine and five
10-ton cars.
The bunkers at the
river hold 600 tons.
The barge in
use carries 450 tons and is towed
by the company's steamer "Lightning."

A

test

conducted on this steamer,

with mixed coal, mine run, from

seams Nos. 1 and 2, evaporated 5.35
pounds of water per pound of coal,
at 180 pounds pressure, the temperature of feedwater being 190° F.

At the company's

nt CBimw HMirm.

Fic. 8.

boiler plant a

similar test evaporated 3.9 pounds

Plan of Northern Light, Power and Coal Co. Plant

of water per pound of coal, with

pressure 110 pounds, and feedwater
at 60° F.

The
coal

T/fipfe

The

la

specific gravity of the

No. 2

is 1.99.

analyses of three samples,

all

stripped at the face, are given in
r,'''3'f2'''

Table

The

1.

6-inch parting of clay in the

is shown in Fig. 2.
A
good general idea of the joints char-

No. 2 seam
acteristic

1M mUCn IHMKt.

Fig.

4.

Cross-Section of Workings

An
per minute, but whose ordinary duty
is

150 gallons per minute.

The mine

cars used are of wood,

hold Yi ton each, and are pushed to
the lieway by the individual mi-

from which point they are
hauled to the bunkers at the head
of the slope by a wire rope.
ners,

The maximum

dip of the coal near

cally free

from

resin

17 degrees or about 31 per cent., the
rooms are all driven on the pitch

and the coal as mined

slides

by

gravity to a chute at the room neck,

and resembling

coal

coal

is

obtained

figure.

interesting possibility for this

is its

use for producer-gas pur-

Assuming

a standard of 140

poses.

and regular structure.

U. per cubic foot of gas,
with coal costing $10 per ton at the
producer,
and labor
(Klondyke
basis) at 7h cents per hour, the cost
of 1,000 cubic feet of gas would be
about 13 cents delivered to the
compressor.

Reference
cross-section

develops

No.

1

the

seam

B.

to the accompanying
and the analyses given

is

fact

that

although

the easiest to clean

for the market. No. 2

seam shows

the highest calorific value.

outcrop being 34 degrees or
about 68 per cent, and the minimum

workings being

this

a true lignite, with clean fracture

the

at the face of the

of

from the same

Table

T.

1

Volatile

Fixed Carbon

Place

Moisture

Combustible

Ash

B. T.

a.

Matter

No. 1 seam (face of counter)
No. 2 seam (face of entry)
No. 2 seam (face of room)
.

.

38.26
39.90
42.90

18.91

19.80

19.60

28.80
26.90
30.00

14.03

7,877

13.40

9,760

7.S0

10,544

.
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wood of the grade
Dawson market is equiv-
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cord of

primary gas of which by-products

the

are

recovered

by

ordinary

the

alent to 1 .ton of the Coal Creek
Y. T. coal when gasified. Figuring
on a producer-gas plant efficiency
of 65 per cent., one cord of wood is

processes.

equivalent to 1.54 tons of this coal,

ondary gas richer. Steam necessary
for the gas generator and for the

when treated in the producer.
From the standard of original
therefore,

cost,

there

little

is

to

choose between wood as now used
for thawing and power purposes and

producer gas.

^

be used

This gas, which has a
calories, can
for heating Martin steel

furnaces

or

The by-products

of the gas pro-

sec-

ob-

is

means of the heat taken

by the secondary gas; it is of about
.7 kilogram for each kilogram of
coal. At the present time only small
of

these

gas

producers

In Table No.

built.

By-Products from Gas
Producers*

making the

for

recovery of the by-products
tained by

sizes

3e

power of 900

calorific

1

are

different gas

producers are compared.

The expenses
amount

lation

for the

first instal-

to $37,500 for five

gas

producers with rotary grates of a

being the most interesting on account of the high price that its
sulphate commands. The gas pro-

capacity of

ducers that allow a practical recovery of the by-products are the Mond

20 tons of coal each, and $75,000 for
five
gas producers with rotary

generators

with

grates of a capacity of 15 tons of

principle of the

Mond

and

similar

zones.

The

process

is

gas

that a large part of the

nitrogen of a gaseous fuel in a draft
saturated with steam
into

is

ammonia; 75 per

Mond

gas producers of a capacity of

These

coal each.

five

gas producers

which

are provided with a device by

they

are

used as

producers

The apparatuses

with

zones.

cent, of the

covery of the by-products are included in the. expenses of installation
for the last

for the re-

two producers.

transformed

The Mond gas producers furnish

the time of the

a cubic meter of gas at the lowest

part of the nitrogen

ammonia at
distillation.
The

tons of coal each.

transformed

nitrogen can thus be transformed.
In the gas producers with zones, a
into

15

cost reaches $140,000 for four

is

yield of

ammonia

comparison with the nitrogen is
from 25 to 30 per cent.
The Mond gas producer, on account of the low temperature at
which the fuel is converted into gas,
does not agglomerate the coal, and
in

ammonium sulphate and
from the thoroughness of the
chemical reaction which is 77 per
cent, while in the gas producers with
zones it is only 67 per cent.
in

also

Table

slagging of the ashes does not occur often one can see gas generators

1.

the installations in which the gas
used immediately at its exit from
the producer, the Mond producers
all
is

do not offer a decided advantage;
on the contrary, the other installations are the most profitable.
Thus an annual saving of $13,400
could be realized by reducing into
gas 60 tons of coal in each producer.
To this advantage the following
may be added:
1.
Continual work, for it is not
necessary

stop

to

in

a retort that

is

the gas generator.

vertically

The

above

heat neces-

Composition of the gas:
COt, per cent
CO, per cent
Hi, per cent
CHi, per cent
CtnHn. per cent

sheet-iron
less

conduits

by the heated gases that go through
the fuel. The mixture of the heating and distillation gases forms a

Calorific

B. S.

many

made

of

fireproof

times
in the

bricks

that are necessary in case of heated
5. The gas pressure at the
gases.

producer can be easily regulated.
These advantages cannot be reckoned in figures, but they have a
favorable influence on the work of
the producers.

The

gassification of tar

from the

gas also increases the calorific power
of the gas by combining the heat of
the gas and of the tar.

The production

of coal in TransSouth Africa, for the first 4
months of 1914, was 1,6^,306 tons,
vaal,

valued at the pit mouth at £370,630
sterling or $1,803,671.

Ordinary

Gu

Mond'a
Gas

Producer

Producers

1-2
.2

..

Tar and soot, grams per cubic meter
Ammoniac, grams per cubic meter
Vapor, grams per cubic meter

Amount

•"Recovery of the By-Products of the Gas from Gas
Producers."— S(aW and Eisen. XXXIII, 1221-)225.
1813.
Translated from Revue de Metallurgie for
The CoU-ierv Engineer by A. Courtin, B. A, and

is

than the loss occurring

conduits

4-6
25-28
10-12

.

is

clean the

Gas Prodacen with Zone

furnished

sary to the distillation

to

it

;

In the gas producers with zones,
the gassification of fuel takes place

it

happens with the
2. The temperature
heated gases.
of the exchangers does not vary.
3. The composition of the gas is
constant. 4. The loss in gas in the
as

Gas Producers Compared

from 3 meters to 3.5 meters in diameter treating 30 tons of fuel a day.
The low temperature explains also
the long life of these producers.

Martin

the

This comes from the high

price.

yield

with

connection

conduits

ducer are tar and ammonia, the latter

The

In

furnaces, and in a general way, with

12-14

14-16
10-13
22-27
2-3
.2

8-9
2.5-3.5

40-50

.

of gas for each kilogram of coal
in 1 cubic meter.

400-500

Primary

Secondary

Oas

Gas

10-13
3-4
15-20
10-13

28-30
10-14

.3-5

1.5

50
4-5
300-400

10

20-30

{normal

volume)

Temperature'of the gas at the producer, degrees C.
Combustible elements of the ashes, per cent
Degree of chemical action, per cent,
Consumption of steam per kilogram of coal, kilogram
Cooling water per ton of coal, cubic meters
coal, grams
Yield in sulphate per kilogram of
grams
Yield in tar per kilogram of coal,
calones
co»l,
of
kilogram
Free heat per
.

2.7

3.6

4.2

1,300

1.250

1.90b

1.200

800-900
8-12
68

450-500
30-40

100
8-12
67

700-800
8-12
67

.7

power (normal volume) calones per cubic

.3

6
6.180

77

.

1.7

55
35-40
35-40

11

11

16-18
30-40

16-18
30-40

5.230

4.820

4,820

•

The Firedamp Whistle
Bu Our

trained to remarkable sensitiveness
in the stillness prevailing

Berlin Correspondent

Marsh gas

(methane)

quite

is

volume in
the air of the mine remains below a
certain percentage, when however
this volume increases to 5)4 per
cent, the miner's life depends on
whether the explosive mixture has
an opportunity of igniting. This is
why the men in gassy mines should
be equipped with some apparatus to
detect any rise in the percentage of
methane in time to keep away from
his place of working any agent of
harmless, so long as

The most

suitable firedamp test so

far available

the flame of the mi-

is

lamp which shows, with

ner's safety

lowered wick, a cap that

more than

gas

is

1

in the case

per cent, of marsh

visible to the skilled eye

and

exhibits a striking increase in size

and distinctness as the explosive
mixture is approached.
While Davy's safety lamp is,
according to theory, entirely
damp proof, more than half

firedamp

explosions

fire-

the

occurring

in

Prussia are attributed to the gauze
This is why the use
safety lamp.
of portable electric lamps has been
prescribed

in

gassy

Davy

mines,

lamps being only allowed in such
mines as firedamp testers. There is
a growing tendency to entirely
banish any flame from such mines,
and to adopt such firedamp distinguishers as will preclude any
risk of accidental ignition.

Dr.

F.

Haber,

Emperor William
ical

his

director

of

Institute of

the

Phys-

Chemistry, gives an account of
attempts to produce an abso-

and reliable firedamp
Experiments were first
made, in conjunction with Doctor
Leiser, on a modified Rayleigh interferometer, which both as a stationary instrument and in a portable
form, has been adopted in German
testing galleries. However, this apparatus, based on variations in the
lutely

safe

gauge.

optical density of the atmosphere,

is

too delicate to be used by miners.

Doctor

The

composition of gases

gauge appealing

to the ear because that

member

is

is

by no means
an old class-

new one. In fact,
room experiment consists
a

in exhib-

iting before students the difference

sounds produced by
the same whistle, according as air
or lighting gas is used in blowing
it.
This phenomenon becomes
especially striking, when using simultaneously two wind instruments
tuned to the same note, but sounded
with air and a different gas, re-

marsh gas

the percentage of

number

the
idly,

idea of demonstrating to the

ear any difference in the chemical

trill

and on approaching toward the
a characteristic

any

readily

which

The

heard.

is

ear seizes most

acoustic

differences,

in the mine, in a straight gal-

are audible with perfect dis-

lery,

up

tinctness

to

more than 325

feet.

made in the laboratory, as
in German mines bear out

Tests
well as

usefulness

the

rises,

of beats increases rap-

limit of explosion,

in pitch of the

the

of

firedamp

whistle.

Barges Propelled by Producer-Gas Engines
In June, 1913, there was launched
New Orleans a self-propelled

spectively.

Doctor Haber's firedamp whistle
externally is a smooth, closed, metal
cylinder 10 inches long and 2%
inches in diameter.
This mainly
contains two coverfed whistles tuned
to give the same sound (when filled
with the same gas) and actuated by
the same gas current.
A peculiar feature of the apparatus is that the gas in the tube, on
the nature of which depends the
pitch of the sound given out by the
whistle, is closed by a very thin
mica plate against the gas used in
blowing it and accordingly remains

at

unaltered

of two 75-horsepower FairbanksMorse producer-gas engines and a
gas producer. There is a 9-horsepower oil engine for driving the
lighting dynamo, air compressor for

for

a

long time, unless

special nozzles are set working.

One of the whistles is filled above
ground with pure air unable to mix
with the mine atmosphere with
which it communicates through a
very long and narrow tube.
The
tube of the other whistle

is

filled

below ground with air from the
mine atmosphere, freed by a special
cleaning tube from any dust, moisture, and carbonic acid.
The apparatus is set working by pulling down
the jacket designed as a

pump, thus

drawing the mine air through the
cleanser and the gas whistle, into
the pump chamber. A vacuum piston
in the center of the apparatus draws
the plunger of the pump back on
releasing, and drives the sucked-in
gas through the pressure regulator
to the mouthpieces of the whistles.

Haber therefore turned

his attention to a

below the

surface.

its

ignition.

of

October, 1914
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If the
1

gas whistle contains, say,

per cent, of marsh gas, about two

beats per second are perceived.

As

barge

transporting

for

Alabama

New

to

coal

Orleans.

from

The

barge has a length of 220 feet, a
beam of 32 feet, and carries about
800 tons of coal. The hull is of
steel plate and the freight is carried
on deck. The space below decks is
given over entirely to the engines,
gas producers, auxiliary apparatus,
air-tight compartments and quarters
the

for

crew.

The

six

men who

operate the barge are supplied with
quarters at the

bow

while the stern

contains the power plant consisting

starting the large engines, and other

The producer gas made

machinery.

from coal is not good for engine
power unless the hydrocarbons are
removed previous to its entering the
engine,

therefore coke

breeze

has

been adopted in place of anthracite

manuwould seem from

or charcoal from which to
facture the gas.

the

sucessful

It

operation

of

these

barges that they should find application on rivers as well as canals.

The
full

cost of fuel

cargo

is

when running on

about

ing a ton 600 miles.

1

cent for carry-

The speed with

which they travel and the ease with
which they are handled would make
the trip from Charleston, W. Va.,
to

New

Orleans, about 1,200 miles,

a matter of 5 days each

way.

October, 1914
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TWENTYtwo years
ago

Of

yards, the motive

Sneyd Colliery, Burslem, England— Development from
to

Complete

Electric Operation

put

Eight years

SOO-kilowatt

50-kilowatt,

The Rateau

a

in

Westinghouse engine
generator set for power purposes,

turboalternator

with

haulage and a 20-horsepower

endless-rope

and a 30This was one of

haulage,

horsepower pump.

440-500-volt

three-phase system to collieries in

minute.

the

proved so successful

company decided

to convert all

the haulages in their mines, to electric drive.

The
two

plant installed consisted of

250-kilowatt,

speed

engines,

Howden

direct

high-

coupled

to

three-phase, 25-cycle, 440-volt alter-

nating-current generators, with exciters

separately

driven

by

small

steam engines, plenty of space being
left

for future extensions.

In

its

four years of service this

showed so many economies
and advantages that it was further
enlarged by the installation of a
plant

turboalternator,

with

direct-connected exciter, the set op-

erating

it

ng
motor, running at 475 revolutions
per minute, driving by ropes to the
haulage pulley, which transmits the

The

at

revolutions

1,500

current

is

power through a

s

1 i

p

-

r

friction clutch

i

and

Burslem, England

interposed, and drives a British
Westinghouse three-phase, 25-cycle,

the very earliest applications of the

England and

thermoaccumulator

a

i.i.iERY,

operating a 20-horsepower main and

set.

turbine is run on exhaust steam from the winding en-

gines,

440-

Colliert Engineer

volt,

three-phase,

tail

power being furnished
100by
horsepower,

WiitUn fot The

to light their offices.

they

a Lighting Plant

a

installed

in 3 for

1

a distance of 100

the

small electric plant
later

dient of

Equipment

Electrical

Sneyd Colliery Co.,
of Burslem, England,
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per

led to the various

helical gearing to the .drum, the
haulage ropes being of quarter-inch
steel wire.

The

control for this motor is efby means of an oil-immersed
reversible controller.
There are
fected

also the following haulage gears in

One 75-horsepower, singledrum gear drawing nine cars up an
incline of 1 in 4J^.
One 75-horse-

motors installed on the surface and
to the top of the shafts by underground cables, and thence down the

this pit:

shaft to substations.

power endless-rope plant and three
20-horsepower single-drum haulage

There are three shafts, known as
No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4; the electrical machinery in No. 2 comprising
11 motors, totaling about 380 horsepower, all engaged in haulage and
purnping work.
The main haulage to the pit bottom is by engine plane, capable of
dealing with six cars per wind, each
car carrying 12 hundredweights of
These are hauled up .a gracoal.

sets.

the

The
gears,

resistance

latter are

motor,

all

semiportable,

controller,

and

being fixed to the same

bedplate.

The sump water is- dealt with by
two three-stage pumps, each having
a lift of 750 feet driven by a 30horsepower squirrel-cage motor running at 710 revolutions per minute
connected by an 8-inch canvas belt.

October, 1914
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one being kept as a spare while the
other is in use. Three small pumps,
each driven by a 3-horsepower

The single drum or engine plane
haulage consists of a single drum
winding a single rope, and, there-

motor, act as auxiliaries.

must be steep
enough to allow the cars to draw the
rope back by gravity in the main
and tail-systems the main rope hauls
the full cars and the tail-rope takes
back the empties. In No. 4 mine
there are two of these haulages,
both driven by 7S-horsepower mo-

The

fore,

distribution switchboard sup-

plying these motors

is

situated

the pit bottom, and current

is

led

at

by

three single conductor cables to bus-

bars at the back of the distribution

The

board.

feeder

switches

totally enclosed, automatic,

i-k

and

are
oil

Motor, Drivinc; Emm
Sneyd Collilkv

the

gradient

;

The switch equipment

per hour.

colliery

the cars being affixed to the ropes

work, gas-tight, ironclad distribution board, from which the current
is
led to the various motors by
armored cables.
A three-stage ram pump having a
duty of 200 gallons per minute
against a head of 1,200 feet, is
driven by means of ropes from a

by clips. It will be seen that to
allow of the use of this haulage the

in

still

100-horsepovver slip-ring motor.

Riedler

pump

power motor

to
is

A

which a 75-horse-

attached

as a reserve, two other

is

provided

pumps

acting

1

in

4j/2

compressor, the air being used for
percussive drills, and two small

haulage winches.

M-I'i.rNGiiK Plm.'

bNL\u Colliery

Hydraulic rams are used to push

more

important

a

the full cars into the cage and at the

is passed two or three times
round a pulley, and then round a
guide wheel at each end of the road,

pillars,

on

each capable of dealing with 30

is mounted
and forms a
complete dustproof, waterproof, and

on two iron

cars

cars at an average speed of 5 miles

tors,

In the endless-rope haulage the

the switch.

four

Two 5-horsepower squirrel-cage
motors operate creepers, one raising
loaded cars and the other empty
cars, both working at the pit bottom.
One motor of 50 horsepower drives
by means of a belt a two-stage air

30-HoRSEpo\VER Motor, Drimnu

Haulage,

immersed, specially designed for
mining work, the necessary meters
being mounted within the casing of

with

gradient.

rope

road must be wide enough to allow
two cars to pass each other at any
point on the route. In this particular case,

a 20-horsepower squirrel-

cage motor drives the haulage pulley by ropes, thence by pinion and
spur wheel to the pulley.
The

and are operated by 2,000-horsepower steam engines working at 90
pounds steam pressure.

On

arriving at the surface, elec-

dis-

in the actual operation of screening.

and an oil-immersed

At the shaft collar there is a 20horsepower motor driving a creeper
by pinion and spur wheel, which is

as auxiliaries.

controller.

In No. 4 mine there are two methods of rope haulage, namely, main
and tail, and endless rope, which
differ from the single drum haulage
employed in No. 2 and No. 3.

mine are fitted with strong band
brakes. There are also two single-

All the haulages in the

drum haulages

are capable

again requisitioned to convey the coal to the screens and also

those used on the

tributing board,

The four-deck cages

of carrying 8 cars of coal per wind,

is

switch gear operating the motor
similar to

same time push the empties off, a
pump driven by a 10horsepower motor supplying the water pressure.
This is a most useful
device and saves a great amount of
time and labor in getting the coal to
the surface. Total horsepower of the
10 motors working in this pit is 300.
three-stage

in this mine, driven

by 20-horsepower slip-ring motors,
with tramway controllers that deal

tricity is

capable

of

wagons up the

pulling

the

loaded

incline to the screen,

into which the coal
power driven tipplers.

is

tipped

by

October, 1914
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screens are large, rectangular

which are placed on a slant
and shaken by eccentrics, the latter
being driven by a ISO-horsepower
sieves,

As

Turbine-Driven Centrifugal

Mining Pumps
Among

many

the

turbine-driven

motor.

drops through the
screens, it is conveyed to the chutes
on belts operated by five 5-horsepower motors the refuse, picked off
the

coal

139

now being

are
tant

uses to which

pumps

centrifugal

most impor-

put, the

the field of mining.

is

The

qualities peculiar to

outfits

pumping

of this kind are simplicity,

;

by boys,
conveyer

A

belt.

trols

is

away by a small
known as the refuse

carried

belt

10-horsepower motor con-

the hoisting gear for raising

the jib ends of the loading belt, to

minimize the breakage of coal

fall-

ing from the belt ends.

An

interesting

feature

of

the

screens

is the installation of Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt mercury
vapor lamps, the light from which
is

found to be admirably suited for

coal picking.

A fan driven by a 20-horsepower
motor extracts most of the dust and
delivers it in a "Maxaner" apparatus, where it is mixed with water
and allowed to settle, the sediment
being afterwards dried and burnt in
the boiler

and

compactness,

effi-

underground work and the very
dimensions of high-powered
centrifugal pumps would recom-

mend

many

their use in

instances

without very deep inquiry into their
other virtues.

To

those

unfamiliar

with

the

modern turbine and centrifugal
pump, the speed and power of these
machines is almost incredible.
For example, a five-stage centrifu-

pump

gal

direct-connected to a sin-

gle-stage

steam

turbine,

about 48 inches high and

is

stands
not over

10 feet in length, yet the combination has a capacity of 1,000 gallons

erage

discharge

pounds.

The

pressure

of

270

small size and simple

pump

20-horsepower

motor

drives

a

Electric motors are also used to

operate the blacksmith's shop and
the crane, the latter being worked

by two motors, a 20-horsepower
motor for hoisting and a 6-horsepower, 110-volt, direct-current motor for slewing the crane.

There are

at

present 53 motors

installed, totaling 1,440

horsepower,

construction

installation

output,

is

efficiency
eFectricity

this

would, of course, be reduced,
being general practice to carry up
to SO pounds with a single stage and
it

above that pressure to use the multi-

As there are no
whatever in this kind of
pump and the only moving element
stage

principle.

valves

is

the rotor, the depreciation

is

small

and furthermore the effectiveness of

pump is certain
pump itself.

the

to last as

long

For handling the water usually
in

mines the valveless fea-

ture of the centrifugal

pump makes

extremely valuable.
Nearly all
it
mine waters are impregnated either

conclusive proof of the

with saline or acid solutions or con-

with

a

and economy with which
meets the varied condi-

As

fills the bill as completely
as does
the small steam turbine.
Because
of its superior range of speed, it is

In simplicity the turbine rivals
the pump, there being a single row
of buckets on the rotor. This single-stage feature necessarily reduces
complications.
In order that the

speed shall not be abnormal, however, the steam in the course of

expansion

its

forced to traverse the
buckets several times, each time being
redirected
onto the wheel
is

through the return passage in the
casing until the entire energy is dissipated.
In this way the wheel receives the energy of the steam in
successive stages and therefore the
speeds are much lower

peripheral

than would be the case if the steam
impinged upon the wheel at once.
All the

moving parts are

stout, cast-iron casing

inside a

excepting the

made of very heavy .construction
and are carried close to the journal
and casing where there is but little
danger of their being dislodged. In

for the

1,000-kilowatt

plant from a small lighting set to an

the

little.

pump

found
this

to very

connections from the governor on
the end of the shaft to the governor
valve on the inlet pipe. These are

the screens.
of

character,

wear will
a means
of propulsion for centrifugals no
machine has yet been devised which

amount

same service is very
For smaller discharge
heads the number of stages of the

as the

extension

of

noticeable.

varying in size from a small 3-horsepower pump motor to a 150-horsepower motor that is used to drive

The gradual

this

usually the case where
to be subjected to use

by a reciprocating engine.

are
naturally of the utmost importance

operated, while in the carpenter shop

a

of

is
is

small

considerations

combination
compared with the complication and
great weight of the reciprocating

4-foot circular saw.

pump

in

Space

motor drives
line
shafting from which three
lathes, a radial drill and drilling machine, and a 6 ft. X 2 ft. planer are
squirrel-cage

the

possible to get a unit of very much
smaller diameter to do the same
work as a much larger pump driven

ciency.

of water per minute against an av-

fires.

In the machine shop a 3-horse-

power

durability,

bronze, as

tain

silt

any of which

or gravel,

agencies rapidly destroy the valves

plunger pump.

tions that are experienced in colliery

of

work.

trifugal's

a

rotor

is

If

the cen-

constructed

of

case of trouble, however, the design
provides for instant closing of the

governor valve.

For most underground mine work
pumps would of necessity be of
the multi-stage type and in a sufficiently deep mine it might be adthe

visable to set the

pumps themselves

in successive stages.

In either case,
the arguments for the steam turbine
as the means of propulsion are
equally fundamental, and the greatest

argument

in favor of

both maalmost impossible
to get them out of order should certainly prove conclusive for their emchines that

it

ployment

mining work.

in

is
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ALL
OFchanges

the

made by

new

Miners' Baths

the
Experience

in the

Construction and

Use

of Bath

House

at

the Collieries in

By H.

interest

than the proposal to provide facilities for miners to wash themselves
and to change and dry their clothes
This provision
at the pit head.

seems likely to be a benefit to the
miner in promoting not only his own
personal comfort and cleanliness,
but also that of his home, and in

Bubnan and W. B. WiUoH*

F.

shower bath affords a rapid, effective,
and pleasant method of
washing all over, and the water falling on the floor is removed by a
simple system of drainage; as the
pipes and rose are overhead they
occupy no floor space, and comparatively little room.
The bathing

household

present

1910, of 278
work, 42, employing
21,560 men underground, were provided with spray baths of modern
at

The workmen quickly

grasped the benefits which these
baths procured for them, and of
these 21,560 men, 16,650, or 77.3 per
voluntarily

cent.,

made

use of the

baths in 1909.
use of baths

is

experience

similar; and in West-

is

also voluntary, the

where the measure was made
compulsory at all collieries by a dephalia,

cree

dated

sumption of water
would be the case if each
shower were separately controlled.
The average daily consumption of
water at bathing establishments in
Westphalia, including the officials'
baths and the water used in cleaning

up the
man.

March

12,

1900,

it

is

though in some cases live
steam is employed. For mixing the
steam and water together, injectors
are sometimes employed, and in
place can be cleaned readily with a

some instances

stream from a hose.
The amount of water required for
each bather is comparatively small.

bringing

Mine Inspector Kuss
Belgium

collieries in

per

gallons
figures
lieries

man

states that for
it

averages

per

6^
The

bath.

given at some of the colvisited were higher.
At one

Belgium

were
Pas de
Calais allowed 8.8 gallons to each
man.
In Belgium and France each
shower is installed in a separate

water

booth, in order to insure privacy to
the bather, and in addition to the

main controlling taps there

feedwater

boiler

The heated water
the

desired

98° to 100°

to the

For

to

usually

by an admixture of
of storing

effect of the

heated

air.

a

sloping upwards to a central ven-

separate tap in each booth for the

running the whole length of
In cold weather th'ey
are heated by steam radiators to a
temperature of about 70° F.
Different forms of hangers are in

In

use of the bather.

men wash

all

together,

unusual to see one
another's

is

Germany
and

it is

the

not

man

scrubbing
The orderly and

balck.

way

tilator

the building.

in which a large shift of
some hundreds of men get through

use, the

remark-

radially

rapid

the business of bathing
able.

At some German

is

collieries the

three

[Fig.

most common consisting of
four hooks projecting
from a central vertical stem

or

1,

(a)], while another

aid of a piece of soap, can clean

the water supply

Minn, and Mecb. Engineers.

heated.

down

purpose the building is
spacious with side walls usually 20
feet to 30 feet in height, the roof

a

Inst.

often

cooled

temperature,

F.,

drying

center [Fig.

*Read N. B.

and

this

separate booths for each bather, and

The

'

is
is

The ordinary method

of the building, but there are not

minutes.

steam

and drying clothes is by suspending
them from hooks in the upper part
of the building, thus exposing them

8 feet above the floor. Under such
a shower the dirtiest man, with the
10

by

effected

cold water from a separate tap.

boys are housed

within

is

the

an old boiler or other simthe same way as

in

inches in diameter, placed 7 feet or

himself

this

together

ilar receptacle, in

7.7 gallons

allowed, while one in the

and approval of both employers and workmen.
The information embodied in the
present paper was gathered by the
authors in May, 1911, in Westphalia,
Belgium, and the north of France.
Washing Apparatus. The actual
washing arrangement always takes
the form of an overhead shower of
warm water from a rose about 7

—

is

gines,

carried out to the mutual satisfaction

was 33 gallons per

place,

one end of the building, so that one
can manage everything.
The water is generally heated by
exhaust steam from the colliery en-

colliery in

In the north of France, where the

this

attendant

strongly object to revert to the old

In Belgium, April,

and

placed near the controlling taps at

custom.

construction.

to-

The water heating apparatus

work.

There is no doubt but that many
miners dislike the idea, but experience in other countries shows that
when the miner becomes accustomed to changing his clothes and
washing at the mine he would

collieries

or

stoplped

be

all

than

womenfolk of much of

relieving his

running,

probably tends to
a greater con-

has attracted more

their

must

gether,

England and on the Continent

Act none, perhaps,
general

they

kept
all

Mines

Coal

October, 1914

attendant.

As

in a separate part

is

controlled by the

eight or ten of the

showers are controlled by one

tap,

is

in

the form of a stirrup opening in the
1 {b)].
In Westphalia
metal dish to hold a piece of
soap is added, usually fixed above

little

the hooks [Fig.

provides his

1

(c)].

Each man

own soap and

towel.

k

;

October, 1914
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there are separate bathing

booths, as in Belgium, the soap dish

To

placed in the booth.

is

hanger

attached

is

each

metal

a

plate

bearing a number, and every man
using the bathing establishment appropriates one

them, and thus

of

knows his hanger by its number.
As many hangers as there are men

141

the stud being passed under a catch
on the top of the box, which holds
it

The

safely.

may

pins

be made

with eyeholes at their outer ends, so
as to carry a padlock, and the boxes

superficial space is considered to be
20 inches to each hanger and it
should also be observed that the

—

hangers are not

same

all

suspended at the

just described are provided with a
similar arrangement.
In most es-

In addition, there are
vacant spaces around each set of
hangers, so that there is room for

tablishments

air-currents

very

few

padlocks

level.

play

to

about

the

bathe are provided. Each hanger
at the end of a small linked
chain, about 34 inch across, which
runs easily round small pulleys.
to
is

hung

At

the girders are fixed a series

beams 3 inches or 4

of light steel

inches wide, horizontally spaced at
1 foot 4 inches
and carrying small pulleys.
From each hanger the chain rises
to a pulley, around which it passes,

intervals of about

apart,

thence traveling to a second over-

head pulley, from which

it

descends,

to be tethered to a metal pin pro-

from a fixed stand on the
Each pin has
a metal plate bearing a number corresponding to the number of its
hanger. The length of chain must
be sufficient to extend from the pin
around the two overhead pulleys
down to the hanger when it is low-

jecting

floor of the building.

ered to allow the

When

clothes.

clothes

man

is

raised,

to get at his

bundle

the

which

is

of

effected

by pulling on the chain at the pin,
there is some length of loose chain
to dispose of, and there must also
be some means of fastening the
chain.
This is done by attaching
to the chain at the right point, say

8 feet from

its

end, or at whatever

height the hanger
ring which

is

is

to

put on to the pin, and

this holds the chain

with

in the desired position.

chain

be raised, a
its

hanger

The

loose

allowed to hatjg in folds
from the pin, which is fixed at a
height of 4 feet or 5 feet from the
is

while sometimes a lower row

floor,

of pins

is

provided, and -the loose

chain looped round the two.

The newest and
ment

neatest arrange-

consists of a metal box, about

10 inches high, 4 inches wide, and

2 inches in outside dimensions.
loose chain

and

is

is

The

lowered into this box

held by a circular stud fixed

to the chain at the required point,

Hangers

Fig. 2.

were

in

and none in some of

use,

them, showing that they were not

and that men may be
one would expect, not to
meddle with each other's clothes.*
The position of the hangers is de-

in

Bath House

clothes and to dry them.
rule that every

man must

necessary,

his clothes at the

trusted, as

thing that

termined by the position of the pin
stands, and of the overhead pulleys
where the stands are set against the
sides

of

the

building,

with

their

backs, so to speak, to the wall, the

must be all on one
seems better to place them
so that each stand has its set of
hangers extending from it on either
pins and hangers
side.

side.

It

Each adjacent chain

16 inches, or whatever

is

is

carried

the dis-

tance between the overhead

carrying

the

shorter than

pulleys,

its

beams

further

or

neighbor, so that the

bundles of clothes are spaced evenly.
The amount of vacant space around

each bundle depends upon the distances between the pulleys and the
relative

height to which they are

In Westphalia a
•In the United States

fair

men buy

allowance of
their

own

locks.

end.

behind is sent to
the boiler fires, and a thorough
cleansing of the whole building is
carried out during the week end. It
is, of course, open to, any man to
take

is

left

away any

of his clothes and

bring others whenever he likes.
In the design of the buildings the
chief points to be kept in mind are
light, and
and the inside
walls, to a height of 7 feet or so,
should be of some material that can
be easily washed clean by water
from a hose, and nothing is better

cleanliness,

The

room.

ventilation,

floor

for this purpose than glazed bricks

Crannies and corners where
can accumulate should be
avoided as much as possible, and in
the upper parts of the walls there
should be ample -window space for
or tiles.
dirt

light

and

designs

raised.

week

the
away
Any-

It is

take

ventilation.

In the best

upwards
from the side walls to a central
the

roof

slopes

raised structure of glass, with ven-

—

:
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running the whole length of

tilators

shown

the building as

in Fig.

3.*

this

ensuring thorough ventilation

and

light.

electricity

For

lighting,

artificial

of

is,

course,

the

best

medium.
At New Ickern colliery, not very
far from Dortmund, a bath house,

OCTOBEE, 1914

They each con-

length of 24 feet.

metal posts, 5 feet
high, to which are fastened metal
bars about 4 inches wide, one on
either side, to hold the pins. There
sist of five stout

a lower set of bars and pins, to

is

allow the loose chain to "be lapped

around the upper and lower pins

than to

rather

hang

The

folds.
also

in

posts

carry

projecting

brackets, on

which

fastened

are

wooden

planks,

width of the
branch pipe,
five short pipes, each about 2 feet in
length, project at right angles on
tion

that

to

shown

Fig. 2.*

The

85° F.

At

Rhein-Preussen colliery the
building is 180 ft. x 84 ft., including
the aisles, which are each about 12
wide.

feet

In the side aisles are

fixed 144 showers, arranged mostly
in

sets

To

of eight.

each set of

showers a foot-rest

eight

vided, about

1

is

pro-

foot in height and

A

covered

way

for

connects the

that the men are not exposed to the
weather until they have washed and
changed their clothes.
Adjoining
the bathing hall is a waiting room.

at

other by a short passage.

In

500

men

the

main building, which has an area

the

bathing hall

of

1,200

Ickern

it

is

made

square

of concrete.

yards,

there

are

twelve pin stands, placed parallel to
the width of the building, six on

each

side,

each stand occupying a

*Fig8. 2 and 3 are views of bath houses at
American coal mines, showing arrangements similar to

tho8« described.

Editor.

dressing,

The 80 bath

made

of painted sheet
in sets of ten,

and 41

feet high.

The hanger hooks

are fixed along the side walls, and
is room
Twelve wooden benches

considered that there

is

it

for 1,000.

are arranged about the hall.

Mr. Kuss gives the cost of

this

installation as follows

Washing

Dressing
Hall

Ground ....
.

.

.

.

.

This
first

357

* 357

5,200
1,415

5,120
3,510

10,320
4,925

*6,g72

J8,987

tl5.959

$

Buildings
Fittings

Total

Hall

total

sum

714

$

of $15,959

is

the

cost of this installation of 80

showers and 800 hangers, equal to
about $20 per hanger or per man
using the baths. Mr. Kuss considers that from $4 to $4.50 per hanger
is

the average cost of a

lation of

any importance

new
in

instal-

Belgium.

At one of the new collieries. Fosse
No. 13 of the Lens company, Pasde-Calais, there is a fine brick bath
house well lighted and ventilated
by large glass windows running
continuously along its two sides in
the upper half of the walls.
It is
78.7 feet long, 36 feet wide, and 21
feet high to the top of the wall, the
total height to the roof ridge being
0--0
0--0
0--0
0--0

0--0
0--0
0--0
0--0

O-pO
0--0
0--0
0--0

0-|-0

two buildings,

wood

but

showers.

and are grouped

iron,

At the Quesnoy pit, of the Bois
du Lac Co., Belgium, the bathing
one for washing and the other for

Rhein-Preussen;

the

one to each shower. The dressing
hall is 75 feet long, 46 feet wide,

i

6 feet in length, to assist the men in
washing. This foot-rest is made of
at

the

cabinets are

authors

building with the shaft collar, so

installation comprises

the

in

were informed that
there was accommodation for 4,000
men, divided over
Fig. 3. Showing Ventu-ating Construction
three shifts. This
for
provides
allows
for
the
future
development
completed,
2,500
just
of the colliery.
The total number
men. It is built mainly of concrete,
of underground workmen employed
and cost, without fittings, $15,000.
at present is 2,400, the greatest numThe water pipes and roses are
ber coming out in one shift being
placed in two side aisles, or wings,
running upon either side and the full
985, and the average daily output of
coal was 2,000 tons.
length of the building, each side
The actual
time occupied in washing and dressaisle or wing being separated from
ing was about 15 to 20 minutes per
the main central portion by a well
man, the time under the shower bewith numerous archways. The cening not more than 10 minutes.
tral portion is devoted to drying
and pressing purposes, and contains
The building is heated with steam
radiators to a temperature of about
the pin stands and the clothes
hangers.

to

From

either side, terminating in the roses

forming a seat on
either side, similar

parallel

building.

communicating with each

About

use the establishment, and
is

69 feet long,
23 feet high.

46 feet wide, and
There are 80 showers, arranged, as
shown in Fig. 4, in sets of ten, from
eight branch pipes, each pipe being
about 15 feet in length, and carried
out from the side walls in a direc-

TNI

COUIMT

0--0
0--0
o- -o

Il*l*tlt.

Fig. 4

33 feet. The building provides for
650 men in two shifts, there being
650 hangers and 56 showers; the
latter being placed around the walls

I

;

October, 1914

of
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building,

the

separate

a

witla

cabinet for each shower.

The bath rooms,

country

this

for a great

lined with white

what was

it

had been the custom
of years to have

number

called a "dry."

glazed bricks, are 39j^ feet wide,
5 feet long, and 6j4 feet high, with

Cornish mines, and

no separate compartment. The entrance to each room is provided with
a wooden door, arranged so as to
turn easily around its central vertical axis.
To one side of the door
are fixed four hooks for hanging
clothes, which can thus be turned
outside to avoid getting them wet
when the bather is washing, and inside when he wants them.
The

and, indeed, he thought

portion of the

central

building

is

used for changing the upper garments, and for keeping and drying
the clothes that are

left, in

ner already described.
that

number

the

of

the

It is

man-

evident

showers pro-

vided must depend upon the largest
of men coming out in one
and on the time which they

number
shift,

come

take to

out, as a

man

cannot

be expected to wait for his bath
very long. The number of hangers

must equal the

men using

total of

the establishment.

DISCUSSION
Professor Louis said that the authors mentioned that the washing

lead
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mines,

and

in

In

all

the

most of the

ironstone

mines,

all the mines
under the Metalliferous Mines Act,
a "dry" was provided in which the

man changed his clothing.
Mr. C. Herman Merivale

said one

of the difficulties was to ensure pri-

They would not
a crowd, they would want

vacy for the men.

wash

in

privacy, and that

meant

partitions.

made now with locking
very narrow, not more than

Tiles were
joints,

women, and,

for the

the miner, with very few exceptions had a longer expectation of
life

than any other workman, the

reason, he believed, being that he

had plenty of work, plenty of food,.
and plenty of washing. But he suffered more than others from bronchial troubles, and he believed that
that was very largely due to standing about after coming out of the
in a heated condition.

mine

The

president

One might wash

the water.

tile slung from wire rods, which
would occupy little space, and that
would overcome the difficulty of

could accomplish that with 6}^ or
even 8>^ gallons of limestone water

considerable extra expense in

in

Durham.

ma-

He had tried to
Middleton to adopt
the bath system, and had offered
them partitions, but they objected
to the whole thing.
Mr. J. H. Mericale indorsed what
Professor Louis had said. His experience of baths went back 40
years. In Belgium they did not use
the spray at all; each man had a
king partitions.

get the

men

at

The

Engineering and Goal Mining Journals
By

of general subjects that were of im-

portance

to all of the industries
within the borders of our state.
did not specialize on coal alone but
included able addresses on "Sanita-

We

was not the original form. At first,
in
Germany, plunge baths were
used, but it was found that con-

they were strictly commercial and

bition,"

might be his excuse for saying
he was the only man who approved
Looking in
of compulsory baths.
the direction in which things were

Sentiment,"

in

lieries

seats

made

In one or two col-

Westphalia,

there

were

of enameled cast iron or.

concrete in front of the sprays, so
that the

men

could

sit

down when

washing. Another point was in regard to very few padlocks being in
use. He had been told that they had
a

great

phalia

deal

owing

of
to

Westthieving going on,
trouble

in

so that they instituted a rule that

every chain must be padlocked, but
that each miner must provide his

own padlock and
would

like to

key.

draw

Finally, he

attention to the

fact that in all the metal

mines

in

separate bath.

last

time

he had to speak on this subject was
a

atmosphere,

different

where

that

was inclined to think
they would have to supply their

Nell Rotiruoii'

At our meeting in Charleston,
December last, the greater part of
our time was given to the discussion

in

Germany.

fairly

clean with 6y2 gallons of Newcastle
water, but he was doubtful if they

be interesting to point out that that

in

Par-

an inch wide, and there would be
no difficulty in making partitions in

little

eye, were communicated by this
means, and therefore the law made
the use of shower baths compulsory

W.

(Mr. M.

rington) said that one point which
struck him was as to the nature of

arrangement always took the form
of a fine shower or spray. It might

tagious diseases, particularly of the

again, they all

knew

"Panama

tion," the

the

illustrated

and

Alaska,

Canal," "Prohi-

"Creation

of

Public
views of

various^ other

topics

that were of such universal interest
that they were published in full in

trending, he

papers as far west as California and

that

Oregon, Canada

men with

baths

he thought,
thing

if

it

;

for

many

reasons,

would be an excellent

they did, and unless they

made such arrangements

as

had

been described they would have to
put baths in the workmen's houses.

His experience corresponded with
what the paper said as regards the
cost $20 to $25 per man employed
but he did not think they could
put baths into the existing houses

—

—

anything like that figure. There
were two other reasons which inclined him to be favorable to baths
one was that it made matters much
more comfortable and convenient
at

in

the North and

Maine in the East.
The present .session

is to be devoted exclusively to the consideration of every-day, practical, and

technical coal mining methods. Our
good secretary has arranged the formal program that fs before you and

has paved the
of

the

box.

field

A

way for an expansion
through the question

number of

our-

members

have expressed great pleasure in
having this opportunity to ask
questions and secure information

regard

to

•President
W. Va.

ton,

operating
W. V». Mining

details

in

with

Institute, Charles-

—
October, 1914
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Great

Belgium,

Germany,

which they are immediately con-

try,

cerned.

Britain, or far-away Australia.

Naturally, and logically, this has
brought to my mind the greatest

important.

box

question

the

in

world

—the

queries columns of the engineering
and mining journals of the country

through which every inquiry can be
answered, and information of inestimable value secured by any one

who

will seek

it.

value of the mining journal

The

mine foreemploye
ambitious
man, and every
and
amazing;
simply
of a mine is
superintendent,

the

to

of our Institute can
service to the
greater
perform no

members

the

represent

they

industry

—

encouraging

—the

ercing

than

by

may almost say comen under their direcI

tion to subscribe for

My

possible

it is very
urge with all
that
every
earnestness

member

of this Institute shall lend

message

brief but

is

me

Let

his best efforts to the dissemination

tion contained in the trade papers,

niting

that the men connected with the
mines in West Virginia may become
the best posted men in the mining

charge to be thoroughly tamped and
confined, and after lighting the
exposed end to allow the miner
ample time to get to a place of

world.

To

Mine-Car Bumper
Owing to
many mine

the destruction of

so

caused by their

cars

bumping together

the

frequently,

Connell Anthracite Mining Co., at

and read and
many good

of

new medicines and new

treat-

If

we apply

this test to the

men

are to pass upon points of law
and those who are to treat the ills of

who

an individual, how much more rigidly
should

we apply

it

to the

men who

are responsible for hundreds of lives
in the depths of the mines. No man

can keep abreast of the times who
fails to profit by the wonderful
stores of

Fig.

New

mining.

The

advertising columns,

stub

1.

sill

in the construction of its

The

stub

sill

4

in.

is

like the side

x 6

arrangement distributes the
shock through the block to the first
crosspiece, through the stub sill to
the second crosspiece and along the
length of the car through the side
sill.
The arrangement is shown in
Fig. 1, which is a plan of one car

new

Practice First Aid
George

Dr.
aid

work

of

the

profit

good journal will give us a
from cover to cover. The fine

periodicals

now

at our disposal will

carry to every mining village in our

knowledge of progresmethods wherever they may be
adopted, whether in our own counstate quick

sive

first-

Philadelphia

teams:

that a

chief

Halberstadt,

surgeon and in charge of the

equal to the literature in the body
truly say

the

whole

object, the fuse

time for the blaster to "take cover"

The

fuse

must extend to the collar so that the
tamping may be done thoroughly,
otherwise the whole of the explosive
power is not realized and money
value in explosive is thrown away.
cut the fuse attached

it

less,
is

it

a foot

is

then Hght the fuse, and

sputtering,

ram the

may, sometimes, throw

in

cart-

They
a

light

tamping, but their time is too short
to tamp the charge as the locality is
distinctly unhealthy for the time
being.

Why do they do it? To save fuse,
which costs from a third of a cent to
a cent a foot.
By using a foot of fuse instead of
2 or 4 feet they save from 1 to 3
cents worth of fuse, but they waste

much or more than this, because
from lack of proper tamping only a
part of the explosive power of the
dynamite is realized. In the open,
a foot of American fuse takes about

as

end corner.

Reading Coal and Iron

we can

sill

and the

in.

with illustrated descriptions of new
machinery, have a value almost
of the paper and

its

ridge into the hole, and run.

Minb-Car Bumper

Bernice, Pa., mine, adopted the

cars.

in the jour-

nals that specialize on coal and coal

allow

after lighting the fuse.

while

knowledge presented every

week and every month

to

is

must extend from the charge far
enough out of the drill hole to allow

long or

of the car

ments.

fulfil

Some miners

decisions
entrust a doctor with the care of our

never read a medical journal and
only had vague hearsay knowledge

explosives

to the cartridge so that

new laws and new
nor would we knowingly

advised that he

object of using fuse for ig-

safety before- the charge explodes.

kept in pace with

if

Disadvantages of Short Fuse
The

papers available.
We would not care to employ a
lawyer who knew it all and never

physical ailments

the adoption of
broad leather washers for use on
hand drills. These have prevented
many fingers from being crushed.

of the wonderful stores of informa-

study at least one of the

;

movement has been

Co.,

&

said

some of the
"Not one of you would

recently in addressing

down

30 seconds to burn, but in the bore
hole, even when tamped hurriedly

and incompletely,

it is

liable to

burn

faster.

What good

will

it

do the miner to

dinner

save a few cents a day on fuse while

under a loose ceiling that looked as
fall, and yet
if it were about to
some deliberately work for 5 hours

he is wasting several cents a day on
dynamite ?
This practice of using "short"

dream of

a

sitting

to

day under a loose roof

in

the

mines."

One
past

of the

year's

many

work

of

results

the

of the
first-aid

fuse

is

wasteful

of

explosives,

is

dangerous, and in the long run will
injure or kill the miner. Dupont

Magazine.

;

October, 1914
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follow-

Miners and Mining

an ab-

is

School

WtHUn fat The

May

gymnasium.
Mr. Rickard said:

versity, in the

"It

is

a

common

29,

—towers

mon ground

saying that agri-

and

racial

the

the

heritage

individualism

of

his

primordial state and began to develop the social instinct, he turned
to the soil, in order to win food for
his family.

He

paused

migragave root
to his rudimentary community; it
gave him the chance to enlarge his
energies.
His tracks became hightion, the soil

held him

in his

;

it

ways his rivers, avenues of trade
and as his traffic expanded, so his
;

imagination widened,
the crudities of

out of

until,

communal develop-

ment grew the complexities of

civ-

ilization.

"But the nomadic habit lingered;
the spirit of the hunter survived in

man

a wanderer and a wonderer he
stood beneath the starry dome of
;

knowing whether
he were the guest or a captive in the
domain of Nature. The hills beckoned; the seas called; the more
the forest arch not

venturesome

and
But the
Spaniard devasnot develop.
He

left

so far above the com-

man almost forgot
and claimed kinship

that

the tents of the

tribe in search of material

wherewith
to fashion their implements.
They
sought iron for weapons, copper for
tools, gold for ornament, and found

"The story of mineral exploration
of

Anglo-Celts.

It

is

peculiarly

is

our

people,

the

the motif that

runs through the drama of English
and American history, more particularly during the last hundred years.

Even

in its barest outlines

it

serves

suggest that the miner is the
pioneer of industry and the herald
of empire.
to

"The

first

social

organizations

around the shores of the Mediterranean sent their prospectors to the
hinterlands of Europe, Asia, and
Africa.
The gold of Ophir, the
copper of Sinai, the silver of Lau-

rium, were part of the
of

tated, he did
gathered the harvest that the patient
Indian has secured by the laborious
toil

of centuries.

zarro

migration

those, early

Mexico

of

ColUeru Engineer

with the stars.

and mining are the two basic
industries.
When man rose above

penetrating

Peru.

radiant with light and vibrant to the

sky

his lowly origin

culture

brutish

the

the treasure vaults

of

Eng., at the fiftieth anniversary of
the School of Mines, Columbia Uni1914.

over

nent,

Abstract of a Speech by T. A. Rickard at the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the
School of Mines, Columbia University

London,

Mines,

broke

American conti-

stract
of a
speech by Mr. T.
A. Rickard, of the

Royal
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web and woof
The

civilizations.

mines of Iberia gave Hannibal the
sinews of war against Rome, and
the gold of Davia strengthened the
resources of Rome under Trajan.
But the greatest adventure was that
of the Phoenicians
who passed
through the Pillars of Hercules into
the western ocean in order to reach

the far Cassitorides, the tin islands

were

Cortez and Piznot

ex-

pirates,

not

filibusters,

plorers;

they

miners.

The conquistadores were

not

pioneers

were
of

industry;

behind

them arose the smoke of ruin and
the dust of destruction.
Even the
great sea captains of Elizabeth were
but the sequel to an epoch of spoliation. After them, and in their wake,
across the sea, came the men who
from Cornwall and Devon, from
Saxony, and the Harz, brought the
technique of mining to the new
world, applying it peacefully to the
mineral development of Mexico,

Peru, and Chile,
previously

all along the regions
ravaged by European

freebooters.

"But the great era of mineral ex-

came with the discovery
of gold in California.
It was the
ploration

prelude to a world-wide migration,
an enormous expansion of trade, a
tremendous advance in the arts of
life, and the spread of industry to
the waste places of the earth.

"The color of energy began to tint
on the map. The
western half of the North American
the blank spaces
continent,

all
of Australia, the
southern half of Africa, the northern half of Asia, were invaded, pene-

cessfully

were to produce those
Cornishmen to whom the world is
one big mine. After Carthage and
Rome, in turn, had been overthrown,
the mining industries of the known
world were disorganized.
Desul-

the

tory

Hun-

was made by the piiner he called
upon his fellows to come and take a
hand in the good work. He was the

them

in various guise in the earth

under

their

To

miners.

feet.

those

They

who

became

delved suc-

came power. Throughout
ages the more energetic and

that in turn

operations persisted in

gary, Spain, and

trated, and explored by those in
search of gold, of other metals, and
as each successive mineral discovery

venturous broke from the plough
and forsook the cattle in order to
explore and
to
exploit.
They
brought the metals from which the
artificers fashioned engines of power
and machines of intelligence. They

Saxony, but the
Middle Ages to the miner were as
dark below ground as above. Even
the discovery of America, which
marked the beginning of a new

scout far ahead of an

world movement, was not connected

pick."

won

with a real advance in mineral exploitation, although associated with

Rickard" then told of
of gold in California
James W. Marshall on January
1848, and of the sudden rush of

the materials for a social struc-

and

ture that, based on stone
in iron

and copper, soared

storied

tracery

of steel

in

to

built

many

towers

the winning of gold and silver.
is true,

the

It

wave of Spanish conquest

opment.
is

true,

Mr.

finding

army of

Trade follows the

devel-

flag, it

but the flag follows

the

the

by
24,

the

;

gold seekers to the Pacific Coast

which

well

so

is

history

known
and

California

of

294,7(X) in

pectors in the development of the

which

countries they visited, he concluded

the

by saying:
"After the prospector has come the

gold in 1851, giving de-

of the subsequent history of

tails

speaking of the great work of pros-

the

in

resulted in the production of $81,-

Among

industry.

who

those

were first in those fields was E. H.
Hargraves, an Australian, who was
led by the analogy of geologic conditions to those in his
to
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own country

suspect the occurrence of gold

and he returned to his home
in New South Wales, where on
April 3, 1851, he announced the disthere,

covery of gold in Australia. The
rush to those gold fields was great
and in 1853 the gold production

was $54,882,000.
The first
diamond was found in South Africa,
he said, in March, 1869, by a Griqua

mining engineer.
The scout has
gone in advance of the captain of
industry.
Those of you that have

know

crossed the range in winter

how

ing

83^

who

sold the stone, weigh-

the rush to the banks of the Orange

The subsequent

River.

history of

De Beers and Kimberly mines,
and the advent and careers of Cecil
John Rhodes and Barney Barnato
were well told, and Mr. Rickard then
went on to tell of the finding of gold
in 1884 in the De Kaap region and
the

the subsequent discoveries in other

regions which led up to the exploitation

1886,

of

Rand, beginning

the

and the production

in the

in

next

25 years of more than $1,500,000,000
The
from the gold fields there.

—

West African fields the Gold Coast
—had, he said, averaged $1,750,000
per annum during the first half of
the

nineteenth

century,

but

real

mining there did not begin until
1880, when a Frenchman, Marie
Joseph Bonnat, who had been on the
Coast for a number of years, returned to Paris and formed a com-

pany which did not prosper, but
which resulted in the finding of tin
which has long been a thriving

footprints

which

into

industry there.

Then he

told

the

Yukon, beginning with
1880 and leading up to the rush to
the Klondyke in 1897. The output
story of the

from- that region, he said, in 1898

as well as engineers.

was $10,000,000, with a
to

date

"Have you known

the Great White silence, not
snow gemmed twig aquiver?
"Have you broken trail on snowshoes; mushed
your huskies up the river?
"Have you marked the map's void spaces,
a

of

total

$150,000,000.

output

After

the

savage

strength

of

brute

in

every

thew?

him who

Efficiency of Steam
By

discovery.

On

the trees at intervals

you have seen that the bark was
chipped. The trail has been 'blazed'
by the prospector, making it easy
for you and others to follow. That
is what the miner has done in a
larger

done

way
it

From

He

for civilization.

has

with geographical exuber-

and

ance

amplitude.

equatorial

'the stark

and sullen solitudes

that sentinel the Pole' to the 'steam-

ing stillness of the orchid-scented
glade' in the Tropics, he has left his

mark.

You know

that.

No

need for

the prospector to complain to you,

—
—

"Came

;

not by the

School

of

men

of the

Mines,

shared the prospector's

his blankets, his flapjacks,

beans.

You

belongs.

Colum-

who have
camp fire,
and

will give credit to

To

the

man

his

whom

with the

and the heart of a
viking, to the man who has tramped
and toiled until he heard 'the milefaith of a child

Wilxn

work

coal possesses with the useful

which steam engines exert, it will
be found that not one-tenth of them
can be utilized in the most modern
power plant. It is not intended to
go into any long discussion over
losses due to radiation, incomplete
combustion,

but to explain the

etc.,

from the resultant end.
assumed therefore that 1 pound

conditions

of coal contains 14,500 heat units
is, 1 pound of coal will raise
pound of water 14,500° F., or
14,500 pounds water 1° F.

that
1

As water
at 212°

F.,

is

converted into steam

14,500° F. should con-

vert 68.4 pounds water into steam

(14,500 - 212 = 68.4)
cellent
is

of

;

but an ex-

evaporation under a boiler

7 pounds of water per pound of

coal, or 7 X 100

H-

68.4 = 10.2 per cent,

what should occur.

The standard

boiler horsepower
United States is an evaporation of 30 pounds of water per hour
from a feedwater temperature of
100° F. into steam at 70 pounds
gauge pressure, or the consumption
in the

of

I know who'll take the credit: all the
clever chaps that followed
a dozen men together never knew my
desert fears;
"Tracked me by the camps I'd quitted, used
the water holes I'd hollowed.
"They'll go back and do the talking. They'll
be called the pioneers!

"Well

E. B.

comparing the heat units that

30

like Kipling's explorer:

"No

On

It is

"Again, I ask you to recall how
you threaded the pathless forest on
your way to examine a new mineral

it

to

his

and ease of their travel.
That is what the mineral explorer
has done for the mining engineer.
That is what the mining engineer
has done for those behind him.
Some of you have been prospectors

bia

;

blazed the trail."

to the safety

10

oxen, and a horse, and this led to

the pioneer of industry

followers tread, step by step, greatly

"Felt

carats for 500 sheep,

rivers

the leader breaks the trail by

leaving

there

shepherd

unimagined
mutterings
of
and beyond the nameless timber saw illimitable plains'; to the
miner who has crossed the last range
of all and lies in the only prospect
hole he could not dig; to the man
who was the herald of empire and
wide

— = 4.29

pounds coal per

horsepower hour.

boiler

If there is a loss

of 10 pounds pressure between the

and the engine from various
and steam is used at 70
pounds pressure, 14.2 per cent, more
coal is to be added to the 4.29
pounds to keep up the boiler horsepower (or .61+4.29 = 4.9 pounds).
boiler

causes

The various appurtenances about
and

loss

as feed

will vary, but

mated

to

a

pump, blower,
from leaks and radiation

boiler such

may

be roughly

consume 2 per

esti-

cent, of the

evaporation or (7 x .02) = .14 pound

.
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coal + 4.9 = 5.04 pounds

required

is

up to tliis point.
There is considerable coal consumed in banking the fires for 14
hours and in raising steam in the
morning, and this is probably onetenth of the coal consumed in regular running, or .504 pound per pound
water evaporated, a total of 5.54
pounds per horsepower hour. Assume that a lOO-horsepower engine

and that

to be driven

is

coal

in

From

pounds coal per day.
has

it

of h then brings

them

by Mining Machines

the upright position and the cross-

Bv

M. TuUet*

].

piece / prevents their swinging in
the other direction. To release the

During the past few years, undercutting mining machines have be-

which is attached to a
square portion of the shaft, is used

come almost indispensable

car, the lever,

down below the
The specification

to force the timbers
level of the axles.

mines, where labor

our

in

scarce and a

is

is required.
In mines
where the coal is undercut before
the miner is allowed to enter the

large tonnage

mines, they not only increase the
efficiency of the miners, but also

add

safety, as they practically eliminate

.8

all

chances of careless miners shoot-

ing coal off the solid.
as

At

various

the

plants

of

the

United States Coal and Coke Co.,
there are six different types of mining machines, all of which are giving very good service namely, the

these

deduced

been

Elimination of Accidents

to

125 x 10 = 6,925

5.54 x

calculations

-=-

represented

is

The weight

has an
then the

80 per cent.,
boiler horsepower must be 100
= 125 horsepower.

This

permitting the car to pass.

shaft,

it

efficiency of

follows:
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that only 6.5 per cent, of the heat

;

units in the coal are available in the

Low

is

Bed, 6-foot cutter
bar; Sullivan Standard, 6-foot cut-

generated, and the generator has an

ter bar; Sullivan, 8-foot cutter bar;

In case electric power

engine.

per cent,

efficiency of 85

(100^.85)

require

1.18

would

it

per

horsepower is equivalent to
1.34 steam horsepower, therefore
10,950 pounds of coal will be reReducing this to terms of
quired.
heat units it will be found that their
electric

per cent.; that

is,

if

power

is

Sullivan Iron Clad,

cent,

power in terms of coal or 8,171.5
pounds per 100 horsepower, but an

efficiency in electric

Sullivan

Safety Block

bar; and Jeffrey, 8-foot cutter bar,
of material for installing the device

on an
gauge

present

it

incline with a track of 3-foot
is

given in the table.

Specifications of Materials for Safety
Timber

2pieces6in.X Sin.X 4 ft. 4
1 piece Sin.X 10 i" - " ' 1

"
2

4.11

2

the heat units

from 82.2 pounds of coal could be
utilized without loss they would
furnish 100 kilowatt hours, where
at

i

2
2

*

1

piece
pieces
pieces
pieces
pieces
piece

8 in.X 8 iin.X 5
8 in.X 10 in.X
i
4
8 in.X 8 in.X 3
s
in.v s
8 in.X
8 in.y in
8 in.X Sin.X
8
5
5 in.X 6 in.X 1
i

i
i

Block

2 boxes 2i in.X 8 in.X 2

in.

ft. 1 in

bore

not happen by neglect to put the
stop-block in position, and no car

drawing

ing
the

State

York.
right

is

Mine Inspector of New
two almost up-

It consists of

timbers

a,

fastened

square shaft d by the straps

to
c.

until

pulled the lever.
little

more

It

the

attendant

would

cost a

to fix than the primitive

block and bolt, but would save

life.

the

The

turned in two places to fit
The bottoms of the
the boxes e.

shaft

descend

is

timbers o are bolted to a transverse
The hoisted car hits the
piece h.
timbers a, which revolve with the

feet

5

at

6

first

left

from right

to right,

to left,

known

as a

make

efficient

headway, and with the "safety of the
workmen in mind, it was decided to
use a longer cutter bar, as wider

of a car or skip that has been hoisted
to the top of an incline and detached,

could

We

mine coal with the Stand-

allow the miners to

the gauge of track, but with such
an appliance in use accidents could

accompanyrecommended by

face.

These machines would not undercut
coal so deep in narrow places as to

Safety Block for Inclines
To prevent the accidental return

in the

to

the

right-hand or a left-hand machine.

The above drawing and specification will require amendment to suit

shown

within

set

inches

of

machines.

will cut coal with

the props

or from

2 bolts
2 bolts
X
2 bolts
4 bolts
2 bolts
1 shaft IH in.X IH in.X4 ft. 4. in.
X piece 1 in.XU in.X.5 ft.
2 clamps for shaft

in electrical output.

shortwall

cutter bar, cutting

2 in.

ft.

in.
in.
i in.X 17 in.
28 in.
1 in.
}in.X34 in.
i in.X 10 in.
\ in.X 18 in.

from 10,950 pounds of coal. This
an efficiency of less than 1 per cent,

as

ard Sullivan machine with a 6-foot

Iron

takes the heat units

known

These machines

'

ft.
ft.
ft

all

started to

in.

ft.

4 bolts J in.X 20
2 bolts j in.X 14

is

the device

10-foot cutter

bar; Jeffrey Standard, 6-foot cutter

places might prove dangerous.

We

machine which
would cut either right handed or
left handed, by changing bits, would
be more efficient and less dangerous
than pulling a machine from one
also decided that a

side of a

room

to th^ other to start

what
Machinery
was wanted, the Sullivan
Co. built a machine after the type of
their Standard 6-foot machine with
an 8-foot cutter bar. This is a very
cutting,

so

after

explaining

The Leckie Collieries Co. and the
Dougher Mining Co., both con-

efficient

by William Leckie, will each
open a new mine near Williamson,
W. Va.

Co. built us six Jeffrey machines

trolled

machine, but will only cut
Next, the Jeffrey Mfg.

to the left.

Supt. No. 2 Plant United States Coal and Coke
W. Va., at the company's Booster Dinner.

Co., Gary,

;
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with 8-foot cutter bars that will cut
either to the right or

were

built with the

These

left.

same gearing as

The machine runner should go to
each place he has been instructed to
cut and see if his foreman has

banquet and pass our enthusiasm in
safety work on to our safety com-

men working

mittee and to our

at

the Jeffrey 6-foot bar and this would

marked the place O. K.

marked

the face so that at the end of 1914

not run the cutter chain fast enough
to clean the machine,

O. K., he should examine it thoroughly before unloading his ma-

a strain

chine and see that the condition of

we can be as enthusiastic over what
we have accomplished as tonight we
are over what we wish to accomplish.

and caused
on the machine and cable.

Then the manufacturers furnished
new gearing, which runs the cutter
chain much faster, causing it to cut
freer and faster. The 12-inch truck
wheels were also taken off and replaced by 18-inch truck wheels

which increased the efficiency of the
machine 50 per cent.

The next move was

the roof and face are

;

still

if

He

good.

should then unload his tools at their
proper places and unload his' machine.
He should put his tool box
or a small prop under the rear end

to supplant the miner's

of the truck to hold that up and
keep the front end down on the rail,

num

thus

making

it

much

either direction; these are very sat-

or machine.

and

machines,

isfactory

A

make

coal cutter of any

ma-

and generally speaking it is necessary to employ a battery which will
often get out of order, and possibly
fail at an unexpected moment.
In
other devices the well-known prin-

chine should look after the safety

ciple of the difference in rate of dif-

In

probably

the next order will be for 12-foot
cutter bars, for all mining machines.
is

a

making
the

eration,

safety the

first

man running

of himself, his fellow

consid-

the

workmen,

machine, and the safest

where the track is not properly
bonded; where the wires are not of

break and load the coal in safety.

sufficient

surpasses

to

furnish

the

it

proper current, where the wire is
grounded, or with dull bits or dead
lugs in the cutter chain, or without
or grease.
machine should be

A

oil

cleaned after each shift and not al-

lowed to accumulate
until

breaks

it

man comes

dirt

down and

in to clean

and dust

the repair-

it

the cause of the trouble.

of

as

to increase the efficiency and
assure the safety of the men running
the machine.
Mining machines

should be examined by the Safety
Committee on Machinery, to see that
they are well guarded and the cutting should be looked, after by the

Committee

Safety

make

on

Mining,

sure the coal cutting

formed

in the safest

way.

is

to

per-

safety

regulations,

its

and
and

like

all

scale

It

is

instrument

many

faith in

less

than

initiative

combined remove mountainous barriers and achieve the unheard of and miraculous. Set the
rightly

germ

of safety enthusiasm afloat in
your department; carry it in your
attitude and manner; it spreads like
contagion and influences every fiber
of your industry before you realize
it; it begets and inspires efforts you

dream of; it means increase
and decrease in loss of life
it means joy and pleasure and satisfaction to your workers; it means
life, real and virile; it means spon-

did not

in safety

taneous bed-rock results.

Then

let

us become well enthused

here tonight at this Safety Boosting

is

quickly lost

if

the

kept in the gases for
minutes, and the user would

scarcely

is

know when

it

was

in

work-

he failed to
keep the instrument under constant
ing order, especially

observation.

if

Either of these types

of instruments

would obviously be

unsuitable for a collier, would also
.

nothing more or
action.
Faith and

produced by comparing with

the standard air

ob-

stacles.

lose

as the difference in reading on the

and

an avalanche,

engulfs

however,

ing in the gases for a few minutes,

work

Single handed, the en-

object,

These,

their indicating properties after be-

spurns inaction, storms the citadel

overwhelms

Every

of cut-

miner can

and dominates,
where safety devices and rules
would scarcely raise a tremor of
interest. Safety enthusiasm tramples
over
prejudice
and
opposition,

very

than any other combination

employed.

convinces

thusiast

It is

mining machine
should be equipped with an electric
lamp, in good order, at all times, so
bits.

safeguards.

the

the

in

rules,

of

In the Pocahontas No. 4 seam

that

Enthusiasm

finds

a pick pointed bit in the middle and
on the top, and a chisel pointed bit
on the bottom, are found much more
efficient

so

coal,

and

important that the proper bits be
used for cutting different kinds of
coal.

ting

way

fusion of different gases has been

his

poor machine if not properly taken
care of. No machine will work well

size

black or sponge, or the like.
This will detect methane, but would
be useless for blackdamp.
The
platinum speedily gets out of order,

easier to reload

from the Sullivan Machinery Co.
four 10-foot cutter bar machines of
the Iron Clad type, made to cut in

the

made

gauze safety
lamp by devices employing plati-

machine.

After cutting sufficient coal, he should sprag it to keep
it
from falling out from the face
and perhaps striking either the men

purchase

to

Gas Testing Devices
Several attempts have been

be too expensive and delicate to
place under his control, and each

would no doubt fail at a moment
when it ought to give the miner unmistakable evidence that something
was wrong. His flame lamp would
certainly do this, as it would refuse
to burn when a certain percentage
of gas was reached and the miner
would be compelled to clear out. If
an odd oil lamp be hung at the
entrance to the working place this
would get neglected, and in any case
its failure to automatically compel
the miner using electric lamps to
vacate his place (seeing he has from
the electric lamps light enough to
continue with his work) makes this
system of odd oil lamps placed here
and there, open to many objections.

;
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the time
THIS beingcompetitions

when

the annual

take place, the

November

of the year

first-aid

descriptions of a

For

taken place have been held to appear with the

THE

the

JR

opposition to the use of steam shovels in

near the surface in certain sections of the country,
based on two "faults": (1) A steam shovel is not

eligible for

membership

and (2) notwithstanding

human

labor,

it

in the local labor organization,
its

THE
when

compared with

efficiency as

can't vote.

^

JR

world" was horror stricken
was wrecked
with the loss of about 1,900 human lives. A mine
disaster causing the death of 100 mine workers, no
matter how carefully the mine management may have

whole

"civilized

the great steamship "Titanic"

been in endeavoring to safeguard the employes, invariably and rightfully excites the pity of

all

classes for the

and often ununfortunate victims and their
the mine
expressions
against
justly excites condemnatory
their
nations
heads
plunge
management. When crowned
families,

in a great

war, causing the daily loss of

many thousands

of lives, the destruction of property of incalculable value,

the impoverishment of their subjects, and the

making

of

thousands of wives widows, and more thousands of
children orphans, it makes one doubt whether there is
such a thing as a "civilized world." These crowned
heads rightfully compel their subjects to settle their
That they do not settle

disputes peacefully in courts.
their

own

disputes by arbitrament, gives the lie to their
If God is not a God of

claims that they reign Dei gratia.

peace and justice, then the religion the same crowned

heads profess to believe

is false.

WiU the War Be

THE

Beneficial?

civilization of a nation

depends on

resources and the ability of

use of them.

During the

last

its

its

natural

people to

make

few weeks we have

been suffused with information relative to our great
opportunities to get the trade with the South American
republics which the great European maritime nations

had previous to the war
36.3—fi

in

said

if

exporters of other coal producing countries are
the

Bureau of Mines has issued a

bulletin

describing the various coals which are best available for

stripping comparatively Hght cover off coal seams

is

are in the position of the hungry

rest.

who

tramp,

inactive,

jR

we

that have

this reason the

number of important meets

lack shipping facilities and international banking

arrangements,

he had some ham and some eggs
and some matches he would have some ham and eggs.
With the view to aiding the coal operators of the
United States to expand their markets at a time when

Colliery Engineer will be a special first-aid
number and will contain reports and descriptions of the
principal contests of the season.

As we

149

which they are now engaged.

foreign shipment.

It is to

be hoped that our coal opera-

some way can take advantage of this situation,
but here comes the rub, the EngHsh and French oppose
our purchasing vessels for this or any other export
trade; ostensibly because the money would relieve Gertors in

man

exigencies, but as

we

see

it,

they fear that the

vessels in the hands of unscrupulous Americans would
furnish Austria and Germany with contraband of war.
A direct benefit from this war would accrue to the
United States if its citizens would now start in and build
a merchant marine would develop natural resources and
manufacture materials from them for which we are now
dependent on foreign nations; and also if they would
through suitable banking arrangements develop a system
of credits whereby our manufactured articles would be
bartered for the raw materials and food products of
South America.
That an expansion of trade was possible did not
require the European war to show however, some people
have to put their fingers on a buzz saw to see if it is
going around.
So far the war has greatly injured the United States,
because through short sightedness we are unable to take
advantage of the opportunities offered, and in addition
With due respect to
has interfered with industry.
Whipple, we are led on this occasion to paraphrase his
The voice of the statesman never made
words and say
neither
did the sword of the warrior or the
a steamship,
pen of the writer. If you would see the true need of a
merchant marine we would show you -the millions of
bushels of wheat and golden corn, the baks upon bales
of cotton that cannot reach those who need them most
and then we would show you the peaceful conditions in
our shipyards if there are any left, and explain to you
what might be accomplished in the way of givi;ig employment to the many now idle through no fault of
;

;

:

theirs.

we were independent of
we need. So
far, so good, but we cannot sell all we produce, and
without a merchant marine we are as bucolic as the
It

all

has been our boast that

nations and could produce anything

farmer 150 miles from the railroad with a truck farm.
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The

Transportation Problem

but

NATURALLY being more interested in coal mining
from the producing end, than in the transportation problem of the railroads, we have perhaps
been overcredulous in condemning the carriers for the
from the operators' side are
that during the spring and summer months the railroads
facts as presented

are able to furnish 100 per cent, car supply, while during
the fall and winter months they are able to furnish only

50 per cent, car service, based on the physical rating
We have then a condition where enormous

of the mines.

capital investment has

opened and maintained coal mines

with capacity rating from 150 to 200 per cent, greater
than the normal consumption. The carriers have contributed somewhat to this overproduction of mines by

new fields and making lower
moving coal beyond the economical

constructing lines into

on long hauls,

rates

zones and delivering

it

they were in the position to furnish 100 per cent,

would it not furnish a congested
and put a large number of
operators out of business? Believing that it would do
so, it seems as if it were fortunate for some coal operaall

times,

coal market, decrease prices,

tors that the railroads are unable to furnish this car

biennial difficulties that occur in the industry.

The

if

car service at

into already congested markets.

Not so long ago the operator was privileged to listen
to frank statements from railroad men who expressed
the opinion that the untoward conditions prevailing in
the mining industry were largely due to lack of management, and that if the same ability were applied to this as
to transportation the result would be more satisfactory.

The operator is satisfied that if the same business
and acumen were bestowed on transportation

ability

problems as are applied to mining, the car service would
be more satisfactory.

supply.

While it is policy for railroads to encourage the
opening of new mines, both for present and prospective
business, it is impolitic for them to supply 100 per cent,
car service 4 months in the year and allow 50 per cent, of
their rolling stock to remain idle 8 months of the year.
C. G. Hall, secretary of the International Railway
Fuel Association, Chicago, figures that to furnish 100
per cent, car supply in Ifidiana and Illinois, five of the
large coal carrying roads would have to purchase 250

new locomotives, and 30,000 cars, making a total investment of $30,750,000, the annual interest on which at 5
per cent, would amount to $1,537,500. This is only a
small part of the total expenditure these five roads would
have to make in order to handle the coal as the operators
now demand, because the cost of tracks and yard
facilities to

accommodate these cars would

the cost of the rolling stock.

The burden

far exceed

of the invest-

ment would be shifted, of course, to the consumer, and
no particular benefit be derived by the operator, because
of the ruinous competition that would ensue if there was
100 per cent, car supply. While fully aware that the
millenium is not here and that the railroad lion and the
lamblike operator are not ready to present the pastoral

If the reader is familiar with

Mark Twain's Huckle-

peacefulness which lying

down

together would suggest,

berry Finn and the illustration of the two tramps on

nevertheless the two industries are so closely allied that

the raft, he will be impressed by the similarity of these

and fair. In some
and have been treated unfairly in the
matter of car allotment, and this should be adjusted on
the other hand, the operators must find means whereby

differences of opinion to the inscription under that pic-

namely, "Jawing."

ture,

their relations should be amicable

cases, operators are

;

The

carriers

have received much

criticism, shall

we

say deservedly, for their inability to furnish 100 per
during the periods of abnormal demand,

cent, car service

Explosion and Fire
At

Laura
District, on

Grafin

the

Konigshiitte
15,

1911,

a

fire

were repaired, and channels
relieve

January

within were soon afterwards found

broke out in the

The

fire

watchmen

in

the

air-current.

smoke

noticed

They

went in search of the fire, but
were driven back by the fumes,
and it was decided to dam off the
section in question.

The doors in
dams were

four existing masonry

and work was begun on
two additional dams, which, however, were disturbed on the followclosed

ing day.

An

left to

Colliery,

Gerhard seam of the Grafin Laura
pit.

they can produce coal regularly during the year instead
of trying to mine and ship 300 days' sales in 175 days.

explosion of gas then

blew out several of the doors and
injured five of the men. The dams

to

the

pressure

be letting in

air,

ingly closed up.

of

the

gas

and were accordIn the following

June (1911), the section was found
to be gas free; the dams were
opened, and the work of removing
the coal and debris and repairing
the timbering damaged by the explosion was begun. Three weeks later,
however, before the seat of the fire
was reached, gas made its appearance, and the dams had to be closed
again. At intervals of 3 months, the
air-current was then twice sent
through the section. On the second
occasion, in June and July, 1912, the

work

was continued up

of clearance

to the seat of the

again

appearing,

once more shut
opened in 1912.

but on gas

fire,

the

section
to

off,

The

was

be finally

fire

was

at-

tributed to spontaneous combustion

of the roof coal, which was very

and broken.
It broke out
Sunday, so that no men were in the
section at the time.
A. R. L. in

rotten

Trans.

I.

M.

E.

The Summit
is

Hill,

Pa.,

mine

fire

estimated to have destroyed $26,-

000,000 worth of coal in 51 years,

and to have cost about $2,000,000
in the attempts made to quench it.

I
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burg bed coal will
coke in byproduct ovens on

Virginia Coals

not

caption of this

article and

manded
write

to

To

de-

that

By-Product Coking— No Appalachian Coal Should be Declared

such

a

ing coal that sticks
By
flattering,

is

seem

there

to

be

interesting angles to the sub-

me at
To

least, than those he
determine whether a
coal will coke, the Max A. Pishel
advocated, which simply
is
test
ject,

to

suggests.

amounts to pulverizing fresh coal in
an agate mortar with an agate
adheres

coal

the

If

pestle.

strongly to the tools that
cult to

good

remove

-coke;

strongly
of coke,

it,

if

all

is diffi-

make

it

will not coke.

probably hold true for

where the intention

is

to

coke them in beehive ovens; however, since many coals will coke in
by-product ovens that fail to coke
well in beehive

be narrowed.

metallurgical fuel, but unfortunately

ovens, or burns to graphitic carbon,

being 20

becoming overdone at one place and
underdone in another. The Connellsville coal has been coked successfully in by-product ovens and is,
we understand, being coked at South
Bethlehem, Pa., at the present time
in an inferior oven, known as the
"Dider-March."
This coal, a West Virginia product, from the Elkins Coal and Coke
Co., is mined by our Mr. J. B.
Hanford.

and under in
hydrocarbons, they coke in the beehive oven at the expense of their

ovens, the test

must

It is self-evident that

coke in a beehive
when
coke
in a by-product
it
will
also
oven
oven, but at this date no Appalachian coal can be declared a nona coal will

per cent,

fixed carbon.
On the other hand,
semibituminous coal furnishes more
coke when carbonized in by-product
ovens than bituminous coal higher
in hydrocarbons; however, it does
not furnish such large quantities of

by-products as coal containing more
than 20 per cent, in hydrocarbons.f

By making use

does not adhere

makes a medium grade
and if it does not adhere to

test will

coals

so

it

the mortar or pestle

This

it

the coal will

it

E. B. WiIk,^

to the sides of the

manner

nevertheless

more

of the analyses of

and Pocahontas coals,
to calculate the amount of coke
which should be obtained from
them, and then comparing results
obtained from practice in beehive
and by-product ovens, some interConnellsville

esting data are obtained.
Connellsville coal should, accord-

ing to chemical analyses and calcu-

per cent, coke
ovens it furnishes

lations, furnish 68.38
in

the beehive

64 per cent, coke; in by-product
ovens 72 per cent.
An analysis of Pocahontas coal
suggests its theoretical coking yield

coking coal without a test. To test
the coking quality of any coal a
good sized sample should be sent to
an oven plant and treated on a com-

per cent.

mercial scale.

yield has reached 85 per cent.

In
be 79.41 per cent, in coke.
beehive practice a good yield is 62
to

in

;

by-product practice the

West

The impression has gained ground

Virginia are the Pocahontas beds of
the Tug River district, the Sewell

that semibituminous coal swells so

The

best coking

coals

the

Upper

in

New

River
Freeport bed

and Beckley beds of the
district,

worked by the Elkins Coal and Coke
Richard mine, 4 miles northeast of Morgantown, and the Pittsburg bed in northern West Virginia
which turns into the Georges Creek
bed in the Potomac district to the
east of Fairmont. At the Elk Garden No. 6 mine, this coal is semibituminous, while at Morgantown
and Fairmont the same bed, if the
Co., at

correlation
It

is

is

correct,

probable

bituminous

account of its being an easily melt-

Of

it.

course to be picked
in

Non Coking

Without an Oven Test

I

is

that

coals will

bituminous.
all

semi-

much

in

coking

to manipulate.

difficult

higher volatile coal, when properly
heated in by-product ovens.
It

a

has been customary, in fact is
plan, to mix one-fifth of high

good

carried

on by

intelligent

matter what the coal or mixture
of coals may be that are charged in

by-product ovens, there must be a
of skill attached to the

degree

process

that

not

is

necessary

Frequently chemists

on coal and

call

the

remains after driving

make

off the volatile

matter by heat "coke."- We have
known office engineers and geologists to

make

statements from such

analyses that the coal was a coking

when

might be
non-coking
variety of coal that had no more
cohesion than sand. If the coal is
not semibituminousj the surest way
of determining its value as a coking
proposition is to send a carload to
some coke plant and have it tested
in the ovens, provided there is any
adhesion to the particles after
one,

from

the

anthracite

residue

or

a

coals will produce' coke,

It

has been stated that the Pitts-

p. 390.

W. Va. Coal Mining

Inst..

1910,

reports

residue that

carbonization.

by-products.

in

beehive ovens.

hydrocarbons and by this
means obtaining a gas richer in

cent,

heaters.

No

four-fifths of
coal with
volatile
semibituminous coal for the purpose
of getting a mixture carrying 25 per

tProceedings

*Read at the Cumberland Meeting, W. Va.

becomes

not hold true; in fact this kind of
coal does not swell so much as

coke and make
Inst.

it

This, however, does

It will be noticed that the best
coking coals in the United States
are, according to certain kinds of
pessimists, not suited to by-product
coking, when as a matter of fact
they are coked and can be coked in
suitable ovens when the process is

Most any of the West Virginia
and some
which are not considered good coking coals will furnish excellent coke
in by-product ovens when crushed
and properly heated.

;

October, 1914
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The by-product oven opens a way,
make some coals more

therefore, to

valuable than they are at present.
For instance, Illinois has a vast field
of coal in

southern part which

its

evident from the sample that
were mixed with an easier melting coal the two would make a coke
that would rate as high as any. Mr.
Leo Gliick, of the Pittsburg Coal
It is

if it

Co., once put the question:

When

does a coal cease to become a coking

answer

The

become a gas coal?

coal and
is

:

When

the volatile hy-

drocarbons are in such proportion
that carbonization does not furnish
Fig.

1

A

plant of beehive ovens
erected near Harrisburg, Saline

IlHnois.

was

County, another at Ziegler, Franklin
County, and perhaps others, but the
coke produced was not satisfactory.
That mined and used at Ziegler is
Illinois

No.

and when

it is

Muddy

or Big

6,

material

sufficient

is not coked, in fact very few, if any,
ovens are coking native coal in

coal,

crushed and coked in

profit

to

produce

a

over that which could have

been obtained by selling the coal
raw.

As an

illustration,

assume coal

to

be worth $1 per ton and coke $2;
also that one coal contains 25 per

hydrocarbons and another 35
per cent. then if the cost of making
coke and putting it on the car is 60
cents, the 25 per cent, hydrocarbon
;

the

results

An

analysis of

Moisture, 9.90

;

It has been
proved that the only way to obtain
coke from dry coal, such as the
Illinois No. 6 and the Indiana block,
which may contain as much as 32
per cent, hydrocarbons, is to crush
it and make use of the by-product
oven. It is probable that West Virginia contains no coals that cannot
be made to coke either alone or by
mixing with known coking coals,
provided by-product ovens are

adopted.

One
high

that, if coked, the coal

excellent
St.

metallurgical

Bernard

evident

bed

Franklin County,

111.,

at

Sesser,

about 85 miles

southeast of St. Louis, in the Big
This particular piece
field.

Semet-Solvay oven
at Detroit, Mich., and is part of a
full charge that was coked in 16
The same coal has been
hours.
coked in Koppers by-product ovens
but Mr. N. deTaube, assistant to the
managers of the Big Muddy Syndicate, to

in a

whom

I

am

indebted for this

coke sample, did not consider it a
normal product and kindly sent
what he calls a normal product,

if

we compare

with our beehive which costs from

But

if

we

figure

we

it

out

are sur-

Another objection raised against

per cent, hydrocarbon coal requires

by-product ovens is the quality of
the coke. In the eyes of some, good
coke must be silvery, a color only

1.53 tons of coal for

ton of coke

obtained by watering coke inside the

would then be

This objection is answered
by asking: Who ever smelted iron
with silvery color? Any one who

coal requires 1.33 tons coal for

of coke and costs $1.33.

1

1

ton

Thirty-five

oven.

and costs $1.53.

The

cost of coke

$1.93 and $2.13 per ton, consequently
35-per-cent. hydrocarbon coal
becomes gas coal. This argument
refers to coking the coal in beehive
ovens, for by-product ovens would
return a profit from such coals, as

the

the by-products are

has

made

ity is

coke,

knows

that

its

qual-

not injured by being watered

outside the oven even although

it

is

turned black.

more valuable

than any dollar coal coked, besides
an increase in coke which varies
from 200 to 500 pounds over the
beehive ovens would convert the socalled gas coal into a coking coal.

Fatty coals high in hydrocarbons,
while prolific in by-product ma-

perature, and, as

you coke men can
an excellent piece of coke,
sound, and comparatively bright.

terials,

see,

good metallurgical coke as coals
which contain about 25 per cent.

is

When
costing

product oven."
Fig. 3

conditions of high tem-

made under

frightens us

oven

prised at the low cost of the by-

Muddy

was coked

it

an

of

I

idea

Co.,

made coke from

located

speaks

$300 to $500.

in

mine,

in

going to be one of the

in cost per ton of coke,

was made from 100 per cent. Big
Muddy, Illinois coal, taken from the
Keller

"This bythe United

The

beehive ovens, but in
Illinois the operation has not been
This sample of coke
successful.
this

it

would make
fuel.

Mr.

4

of the cost of these ovens.

volatile

and Coke

Coal
Ky.,

Earlington,

is

their

this,

we have an exaggerated

think

$5,000
it

quoted

raised
is'

great things in the near future.

ash, 7.74; sulphur, .48.

analysis

is

business
is

ovens

In answer to

Frank Haas

one

this

generally

by-product

cost.

matter, 28.67; fixed carbon, 53.69;

From

objection

against

States

from Bulletin 290,
coal
United States Geological Survey, is
:

inside remains uncoked.

product

Ziegler

as follows

of coal will coke while the

piece

cent,

are

by-product ovens,
quite satisfactory.

hydrocarbons. This is due to the
slower and imperfect distillation of
the hydrocarbons.
In fact if they
are not crushed fine, the outside of a

do not as a rule furnish as

Fig. 4

Another objection raised

is

that

by-product coke is spongy and absorbs more water than beehive coke.
This is true in a measure, if ContW. Va. Coal Mining

Inst. Trans.. 1910, p. 395.

—
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and Pocahontas cokes are
the basis for comparison; but even
then much depends on the kind of
oven and the treatment given the
coal during the coking period.
It
seems logical to argue that the
nellsville

water

absorption

other

considerations,

is

overruled

by

because

of

the large concerns increasing their

by-product oven capacities and
using yearly more of this kind of
coke; however, with Connellsville
beehive coke, containing 2.5 per

water and some by-product
cokes containing 7.5 per cent, of
cent, of

water, the furnace

man

receives in

1 ton of coke 50 pounds of water in
one case and 150 pounds in the other

Several factors enter into
watering conditions that may accase.

163

hours, thus showing the slow con-

and coke as a conductor of heat, and the checks to
coking which must inevitably occur
when one-half the oven has the required temperature to advance the
coking and the other half is at a
standstill.
Aside from affecting the
quality of the coke by causing
cracks, this constant change of temperature in the oven walls seriously
injures the brickwork and it is said
that on this account regenerative
ovens of this kind have a shorter
life

and require more repairs than

To

avoid the loss of

gob and

Another feature in construction
which it is believed caused several
engaged in the by-product oven

in

rail

Hesse, of the

To
fer

the

Manager H. V.
Maryland Division of

in the mine.

the Consolidation Coal Co., has
sued the following circular:

is-

mine foremen: Please reEngineer Walter's circular

all

to

letter

of December 16, 1913, regard-

T

ing monthly

rail report.

Please be advised that, in this con-

you

nection,

worn-out

will

no

will get

rail

measured.
rail as

waste-heat ovens.

Way

Counts Either

It

ductivity of coal

that

We

has

consider

credit for

been
worn-out

not

having a scrap value which
pay for moving it

generally

from the mine

to the outside.

The Engineering Department has

present most in evidence, heat half
of the oven directly and half indi-

middle or division wall will have

being necessary

the bulk of the hot gases, leaving a

measurements
the same
as rail lost or new rail.
If our
measurements do not check with
your report on worn-out rail, it will
be reported as having been lost and
charged accordingly.
All worn-out rail is to be brought
outside and placed on the scrap pile,
where the measurements will be
checked by the Engineering Depart-

where regenerative stoves are in use
comply with the oven's construc-

smaller quantity for the flues nearer

ment.

the ends of the oven, and this

can not be carried out, it is your
duty to bring the matter to our attention, so that necessary checking

count for part of the water in byproduct coke, but probably the main
factor is due to oven construction,
and the changes in temperature
which occur- in coking. With the
exception of the Semet-Solvay and

Mueller,

by-product

the

rectly,- alternation

ovens

at

to

tion.

This

is

graphically illustrated

business
ville

coal

to

declare

that

Connells-

would not coke

product ovens,

in

by-

the distance the

is

gases have to travel in the oven, as
will be noted from Figs. 1 and 3.

Naturally the gases will take the
shortest route to the chimney, consequently

the

flues

nearest

the

the strongest draft and will carry

makes

the ovens hottest near the division

Fig.
where cross-hatching
1,
shows one end of the oven heated
direct and the blank space shows the
oven heated by the products of combustion.
Every 20 or 30 minutes

To

the heat

out an oven, each flue must be pro-

in

is

reversed so that period-

which can be visually
observed and which demands great
wall, a fact

and gas, and the temperature must
be held constant and not allowed to

reading
at

made

Gary, Ind.,§

of
it

fluctuate.

Indirect firing will

nish good coke at

a,

Fig. 4,

if

fur-

prop-

erly fired, as less fluctuations occur

also

furnish

requires 10 hours to raise the tem-

in

perature in the center of the oven
charge from 200° F. to 380° P., 10

overdone and burned coke if the
heater is not careful to keep the
heat down, in which case coking in
other parts of the oven say b will
be slow and, as is ever the case with
slow coking, a spongy product will
Interesting and instructive
result.

hours to raise the temperature of
the charge on the sides of the oven
from 200° F. to 1,220° F. and 10

hours to raise the temperature of
way between the two
points from 225° F. to 420° F. To
the charge half

this

zone.

deductions

It

will

have been drawn by
Parr in the Bulletin

heat the charge to a uniform tem-

Professor

perature throughout, required 163^

which he wrote for the University
of Illinois on "Coking Coal at Low

ij. R. Campbell, Vol. X, p. SO. Eighth
national Congress of Applied Chemistry.

Inter-

In

case

rail just

these

instructions,

can be done in the mine.

Carbon Blast-Furnace

provide a uniform heat through-

perature amounting to 300° C. or
572° F., with attendant checks in
the progress of coking. According

thermometer
Koppers ovens

worn-out

vent the coal sticking to the sides.

vided with the same quantity of air

to

this

care on the part of the heater to pre-

tem-

ically there are fluctuations of

instructions to check

on

Temperatures."

Hearths
In

Brymbo Iron and

Steel Co.'s

which has been in blast
years (the whole time on basic

furnace,
5]/i

iron)

the

hearth

has

never

been

more than 18 inches below the tap
hole.
The carbon block hearth is
now within an inch or two of its
original level, as the tap hole was
laid out 12 inches

above the carbon
Sometimes a

hearth to start with.
firebrick

more

hearth

loses

very

much

week or two than
the carbon hearth has done in more
than a year. Judging by the fact
in the first

that the carbon Jiearth in Bolckon

Vaughn & Co.'s (England) furnace
has not worn at all during the last
three months, it gives promise of a
long life. Cleveland Inst. Eng., Eng.
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man and
in

"Mr. X., the road

said:

our room

so bad

is

He

pairing."

it

needs re-

"Rather

replied:

than use iron rails in that room I
prefer to take the whole business
"Well,"

out."
Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
All communicato express their views on mining subjects in this department.
not necessarily
tions must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer

—

for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed

Doors
Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Frequently my attention
Sir
:

—

has been called to explosions of gas
in anthracite mines and gas and dust
in bituminous coal mines where the
cause is attributed to leaving a door

open and short-circuiting the

air-

should like to ask your readers
there is any reason why a dooi

I
if

again went in search of the foreman and said: "Mr. X., the top in
I

well

as

"No,

current.

by correspondents.

and the crevices are so large that I
am afraid to work under it." "Set
The
some props," he answered.
next day, after loading two wagons,

my room

requires

some

No

cross-bars,

He

props."

as

sir.

answered,

cross-bars

used; you can hold

it

be

will

with props."

should be placed on an entry, espehaulage entry? Aside from
the expense connected with its con-

and attendance,

it

is

being
open,

short-circuited,

doors

That being the

etc.

case,

left

why

have doors and in addition to accidents pay about $365 a year for attendance and repair?

A

Worried Mine Forem.\n

Responsibility

—Anotiier Side

Sir:

—

I

have read several

but

responsibility

articles

does

not

always rest on the miner,
lowing actual occurrence will show.
Recently, while working as a miner I noticed the top in my room
becoming dangerous. I sought the
foreman and said
"Mr. X., the top
in my room has become so heavy
as the fol-

:

the track,

in

by

roads,

fixing

topping

and repairing
consisting

of

lumps being thrown to the floor and
breaking into slack, and by the
topping.

rebuilding

of
this,

the

When

the foreman gave us rooms

was driven about
40 feet, and No. 19 was stopped on
account of bad roof. I enclose the
18 and 19, No. 18

Fig.

1

My

coworker and I went home, remained out 2 days, and requested a
committee to investigate the conditions.
A committee, or rather one
man, visited the room, and he admitted that the top was bad, and to

make
bered

it

safe

with

it

should be well tim-

above

cross-bars

sketch to

show

that in this case the

work in the mine
was not only deficient as regards
safety, but was inefficient as to
proper mining methods.
An Experienced Miner from
the Model Mines of France
direction of the

the
Retreating Mining

The

on the line of "Responsibility"
which appeared in a recent issue of
The Colliery Engineer. There
is no doubt that article expressed a
truth,

Our earnings were decreased by
time lost in lifting -derailed cars on

road.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

there; he's paid

loss of 41 days.

probable

said to be lost through air-currents

is

it."

painful injuries that resulted in a

into the causes for accidents

during the past year

for

danger was increased, and finally when a car
jumped the track, my coworker had
his foot caught between the rail and
the rear bumper, and he received

it

that over 200 lives will have been

"the old rails

replied to this, "Well, I told

Besides

seems to be a menace to life in more
ways than one, and individually no
single example occurs to my mind
which makes its use more than temporarily imperative and then not on
main haulage roads. If one were to

examine

He

you the jackman

necessity

cially a

struction, repair,

I said,

and the cars get off the
"Let them get off," he retrack."
plied, "the jackman is there, and the
tracklayer, too." I told him that the
driver asked us to hold back the
cars, to retard acceleration, and in
spite of our doing this, they occasionally jumped the track.
break,

assistant

and told us

foreman then came

to clean

already fallen,

some

This we

with props.

of the top

and to hold the top
But

did.

it

providential that neither of us

was
was hurt or killed. The assistant
foreman assured us that the top
would never fall, and that he could
give us no better room. Nevertheless, in just 2 months the top did
fall.

From

this place I

rooms 18 and
time later

I

went

to

work

19, see Fig. 1.

in

Some

again went to the fore-

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

Sir: I am interested in the
problem of the best plan of retreating, mining to be used in working
out a seam of coal 4j/$ feet in thickness, covered with 35 to 40 feet of
soft shale and slate, with an occasional ledge of limestone

1

to 3 feet

thick running through same.

Above

this portion of the cover lies a 9-foot

seam of coal which has been worked
out by the usual advancing roomand-pillar work, and over this seam
lies

100 to 140 feet of soft shale,

—
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and

slate,
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with an occasional

clay,

ledge of lime rock.

The process

of mining the upper

seam has produced a great number of surface cave-ins, and the
nature

the

of

roof

such

is

that

may

the same trouble

be expected
to an even

lower seam
greater degree than in the upper, on
account of the increased depth, as
the

in

well

the

as

liability

would be natural when working
from the face back toward the hoist-

as

Were

the old workings above,

suggest

longwall

we would

retreating,

cogs explain

is

1.

I

they kindly

if

will.

think the mine that

is

con-

uirt

ddui,,,
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roof breaks and caves, squeezes are
as a general thing practically un-

l=r

known. The floor under the lower
seam consists of one or two feet of

.

C=)

000000

QODDnODDj"

ODODqa

times approaching the

at

this

but
about 40 feet only of cover
besides danger of the pillars punchthere

—

I am but a small cog in
mass of human machinery, but
there are things which interest me
that I would like to have larger

Sir:

there no pillars standing in

such that
heavy falls of roof reaching to the
surface are of frequent occurrence.
Owing to the ease with which the

fireclay,

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

pillars

of

of the cover

Conditions in Mines

ing shaft.

from the upper seam punching
through into the workings below.

The nature

155
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texture of soft shale, and below this
ruT,

comes a sandy limestone or pure
sandstone for 5 or 6 feet, underneath which the shales are again

DQDOOLuu,
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.uujdDODQ
,

n
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lar

found.

occurs to

It

me

that the

DQDODDnP'
no
sosr/
QDRnn

most prac-

method might be to drive
boundary and use the
room and pillar retreating system,

ticable

entries to the

pulling

Ample

the

work

will

D

a

DO

uaauaaonaacnnicicicicjociaoaciL
'^
'
or

as rapidly as the

all pillars

progress of

/f^orA-ingf'S

allow.

will,

THE COLLIERY ENeiRCER.

of course, have to be

Pic. 2

provided.
It

should be stated that the work-

ing through to the lower seam.

Un-

upper seam for the
greater part have not been handled

der these circumstances about the

such a manner as to allow of
keeping the pillars in the lower

ment,

of

the

in

seam

on Th/s 3/a^ of Ma/n Cnfry

provisions for taking care of

drainage

ings

Q
D
D

'TOO

D

in

alinement with those of the

old workings above.

The

greater

part of the workings in the upper

seam are many years old and were
driven in the day when it was not
considered necessary to survey and
map the workings in an accurate
manner.
Fig. 2

a plan

we have had

mind which consists
retreating room and

in

essentially of
pillar

method

to follow, in our judg-

8 feet wide
and
take
up about
to the boundary
sandbottom
to
the
of
1 to 2 feet
is

to drive entries

stone.

This will give head room, but
the top is bad it may be necessary to leave about 1 foot of coal.
if

In laying out the small panels the
rooms might be driven 15 feet wide

on 50-foot centers and by so doing
hold the pillars in the upper seam

G. E. L.

is

best

work.

The

furthest panel is shown entirely
worked out and the pillars drawn;
the other panels and entries back
toward the shaft are shown in a

diminishing stage of development,

while robbing progresses.
of the small

rooms the work

concentrated and should
rapidly and uniformly.

There

is

will

be

progress

make the dangers common
mines secure. I consider the
firey mine with its rules and regulations to guard against explosions
safer than one which gives off but
a small volume of gas and in which
open lamps are used because a rock
fall may send gas from worked-out
places into the livt workings, where
it may be ignited.
I am opposed to
given to
to all

;

mixed

lights in a mine, for a fall in

may

penjiit an extra
exude from the
coal, or roof of old workings and
thus furnish an explosive mixture

the barometer

volume of gas

to

of sufficient quantity to at least ig-

As gas may exude from
any part of an excavation, it may
happen that a place in which no gas

Editor.

has been detected

some one to exwould act
pressure
how roof

in this case.

the most dangerous
enough attention is

is

not

for

a good opportunity in

this question

plain

By means

sidered safe

because

nite dust.

may

suddenly give

:
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off sufficient

pyrite partings in the section given.

and

long-flame

From

entries should not be placed too far

If

light.

gas to be ignited by a
or an open
there is any gas in a
explosive,

no mixed lights
should be used, and then there will
be fewer mines exploded.

mine,

therefore,

2.

a

think that the air needed in

I

mine should be determined by the

analysis of the return air near the

discharge, and that enough should

be coursed through the mine to furnish from 19 to 20 per cent, oxygen.

There may be more air passing
through the mine than the law demands, but unless it is distributed
properly, complaints will be heard

of bad

air.

we have a firewhen wet bewe place the big

In our

3.

district

clay bottom which

comes soft, and so
end of the prop down. I would like
to hear from some one relative to
this method of prop setting under
this condition.

O. L. Bullock
Cleaton, Ky.

Longwall Method for Ohio
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—

It

is

my

belief that

more

and better coal can be recovered
in eastern Ohio if longwall is practiced.
At Glencoe, in Belmont
County, the No. 8 Ohio, or the Pittsburg coal bed of western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, is from 55
to 100 feet or more below the surface.
The rocks above the coal are
shales, sandy shales, limy shales,
thin limestones and sandstones and
the No. 8a, Pomeroy, or Redstone,
coal bed.
This coal bed is of no
coal

account, since

is

it

impure, varies

from 4 inches to 15 inches in thickness, and when it attains the latter
thickness becomes slaty.
The thickness of the No. 8 coal
with

its

Above
slate,

partings

the coal

is 5

is

feet

6^

inches.

10 inches of

draw

soapstone, and above that

1

foot of coal.

The

three benches of coal below

the soapstone
coal" 2 feet

4^

are

termed "breast

inches thick; bear-

ing in coal 3 inches thick;
"brick" and bottom coals 2

and
feet

1134 inches thick. No. 8 bed is not
clean coal, in fact there are six

the

draw

slate to the "brick"

falls

out under pressure.

coal there are four pyrite partings

apart, so that

making 3J4 inches

easily cut off

in

In the

all.

"brick" and bottom coal there are

two pyrite streaks
thus

3^

totalling J4 inch,

inches of the bed

is

sulphur

band.
In machine mining, about
4 inches of coal is left on the bottom so as to cut in between the
sulphur bands which are 4 inches

The

apart.

coal

is

excellent

room roads could be

by new butt

they progress.

It is

and gob close

this

Butt

entries, as

cheaper to do

to the coal face,

than to allow it to hang back and
have to load in trucks afterwards. I

am

in

hopes the longwall system will
trial in the near future.

be given a

John Shepherd

when

Glencoe, Ohio

and I believe if mined longwould be gotten in larger
lumps and less mixed with dirt.
cleaned,

wall

Permissible Electric

it

In longwall mining, after develop-

ment has reached a point where the
roof begins to bear down, the
squeeze helps the miner to break
down the coal by cracking it. The
soapstone also works loose and requires little work on the part of the
miner to remove it, and therefore is
safer than in machine mining as now
practiced, where the posts must be
kept some distance back from the
face.
The soapstone would always
be ahead of the fall and is valuable
for building roadways and cogs.
Having seen the longwall method
practiced under nearly similar conditions

in

Lochgelly

Fife, Scotland, I

am

splint

convinced

coal,
it

is

method of obtaining the
maximum output of lump and clean
coal in eastern Ohio from No. 8 bed.
the proper

In longwall mining,

all

cribbing

must be kept as close to the face as
possible and properly packed from
bottom to top. This is the most
economical method of procedure
and it pays to do it right, for the
future of the method depends on this
work being well done, particularly
face entries, through which the coal
must be handled so long as the mine

Mine Lamps

The following communication has
been received from a manufacturer
of electric

mine lamps

"Why

should the Bureau of Mines
issue a new schedule on portable

lamps in which they advise
and suggest certain mechanical
changes which must meet the ideas
of the engineers in the Bureau of
Mines, many of which have nothing
whatever to do with the safety
features of the lamp?
"It is up to the Government Bureau
of Mines to test lamps for safety
and not permit any lamp that is not
safe in the mine. It is not up to the
Bureau of Mines to suggest or insist
upon certain methods of construcelectric

—certain

requirements

tion

ing the

life

regard-

of the lamp bulbs or the

and shape of the reflector. It
up to the various manufacturers of portable lamps to produce their own ideas and submit
same to the Bureau of Mines for
test, and the Bureau in turn should
size
is

entirely

test

the outfits for safety.

Bureau of Mines
progress
electric

of

If the

interferes with the

the manufacturers

of

lamps, they will place the

industry in jeopardy, due to the fact
that the manufacturers will at no

lasts.

time have a standardized

Face entries should be driven
ahead of the work and butt entries
are merely a continuation of the
longwall, cutting off worked-out
faces and branching to new.
Old
railroad ties would make the best
kind of cribbing at branching off
roads, for there wooden cribs must
be used to start an entry, because no
kind of rock has been found suitable for sharp corners, but crumbles

the operators in turn will hesitate

about

when

placing

orders

outfit,

for

lamps,

the type of construction

be changed any moment.

and

may

Further-

it would be a hardship for a
manufacturer to keep on changing
the construction of his outfit every
year or so, compelling him to keep
on manufacturing supply parts for
all the outfits which are at present
being used. Later on, this will no

more,

:
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sion and annoyance with the opera-

lamp shall meet its requirements,
and if the manufacturer thinks it is

due to these continual changes.

necessary for the success of his lamp

doubt cause a great deal of confutors,

We

that

all realize

we

are living in

a competitive world, where one com-

have it dubbed "permissible" he
must change its construction.
to

petes with another, each one endeav-

Editor
Relative

Rubbing Surfaces

area since 1858, the shaft recently

the greatest extent."

third

—Three

feet long

circular,

one

rectangular,

x

5

One

and a

square,

is

What

15.

are the respective rubbing surfaces?

the

Bureau

of

F. C.

in regard to portable electric

miners' lamps

is

CURVIN

Cleveland, Ala.

given on page 12
First find the various perimeters

the "Bureau considers that a safe

The^area of a

lamp is really a safety dewhose universal adoption in
connection with a proper number of
vice

safety lamps for gas testing, will

oil

make

mining conditions safer
by reducing the fire and explosion
hazards and by making easier the
detection of bad roof." "The Bureau
is

tion of light.

The next

The perimeter

a

of

= 23ri?

circle

V942.48 = 30.70

= 27rJ^^= V3007r=
feet.

Rubbing surface = length x

peri-

meter.
= 6,000 x 30.70

= 184,200 square feet.

The

of

area of a square

is

the square

Therefore, one side = -^75 =8.66.
Perimeter = 4 sides = 4 x 8.66

the cost of operation.
is

interested in elec-

lamps along lines of safety and
efficiency, because lamps have been
offered on the market which were
unsafe and under claims so far from
the facts that there was danger of
this excellent device being retarded
tric

Rubbing surface

= 6,000 x 34.64

in its application

because of failure,

not only in regard to safety, but also
in regard to efficiency.

writer of the article

we know

would make any change that would
improve the lamp he represents, and
as the lamp he represents has been
passed by the Bureau as a permissible electric lamp, we do not
as he does in the matter.

If

the Bureau has the right to declare

a lamp permissible,

has the right
to declare that the construction of a
it

or 40

feet,

then,

rubbing surface

6,000x40 = 240,000 square

feet.

mined

since

the

property

passed

hands of the Dominion Coal
Co. Up to 1907, naked lights were
used, the workings being b.ut shallow, and it is worthy of record that

no serious disaster has visited the
mine at any time.
Dominion No. 17 colliery, formerly known as the Victoria mine,
was recently pumped out and was in
a position to give up to 700 tons
daily output, but owing to the de-

The Rumford Medal

gations conclusively disproved the
fluid theory of heat which was then

commonly

held.

Royal

Britain.

ment has been discontinued. The
mine will be kept unwatered, but
permanent construction is indefi-"

The general lethargy

In 1799 he founded

Institution

in

manufac-

turing, particularly as affecting the

has

now

seriously af-

Nova

fected the production of the

of

of the coal trade are of course very

uncertain because of
the

tlfe

war.

All

Nova

Scotian collieries are operating on short time.
For the 8

months ending August the aggregate output of the mines of the Do-

Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford) was born in Woburn, Mass.,
March 26, 1753, and died at'Auteuil,
He was made a
France, in 1814.
Count in Bavaria, where his investi-

the

in

Scotia collieries, and the products

The perimeter of the rectangular
airway is the sum of the four sides
=

sunk

produced about 5,380,000 tons of
coal, of which 66 per cent, has been

steel industry,

= 207,840 square feet.

The third is
The Bureau

been

in its lifetime has

nitely delayed.

of any side'= 75 square feet.

the

having

The mine

1863.

pression in trade, further develop-

Rubbing surface

= 34.64 feet.

the weight

is

lamp.

feel

= iri?^ = 76, R

=V'

coal

velopment of portable electric lamps
by analyzing the qualities that such
lamps should possess and suggesting what these qualities should be."
The first requisite is the produc-

The

circle

'75

at present seeking to aid the de-

abandoned

into the

of Technical Paper No. 75; where
electric

of producing col-

have the same cross-sec-

factured lamps will be installed to

Sir:

list

what was probably the oldest

colliery in Nova Scotia.
Coal has
been mined from the International

is

of

(Dominion No. 8 mine), which

liery

airways each 6,000

tional area of 75 square feet.

policy

The Dominion Coal Co., in July,
down the International col-

closed

lieries

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

up to the manufacturers of these
lamps to build their outfits in the
best possible manner, and it is natural to suppose that the best manu-

The

NOVA SCOTIA

takes from the

oring to turn out a better outfit than
the other. Therefore, it is entirely

Mines

Notes on Mines and Mining

Great

The American Academy

of

minion Coal Co. totals 3,300,000
tons, showing a falling off as compared with last year of 80,000 tons.

Under the depressed conditions this
must be regarded as a satisfactory
showing.
Shipments to Montreal and the St.
Lawrence are unaffected by the war,
the British Admiralty having established an effective cruiser patrol.

Some

slight reduction in the

work-

Arts and Sciences awards the Rumford Medal to those who discover,
invent, or make improvements that

ing force'has been occasioned by the
calling of French and Belgian re-

are of great merit to society.

tion

servists, together

of

the

with the mobiliza-

local

militia

and the

'

— —

—
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British forces, but

owing

to the con-

gested state of the labor market, the
loss is not serious.

The Nova

Scotia government has

offered to the

British government

death of 180 miners,

air-course

relined,

patrolling the Atlantic.

and a pipe

"Mauretania"
which slipped into Halifax after the
declaration of war by England, was
coaled by the Dominion Coal Co.
and reached Liverpool safely after
a record breaking run of 4^ days
from Halifax.

The
quiet,

labor
to

attribute

this

to

many

neglected for these.

The Lehigh

P.

districts is

& B.

&

Wilkes-Barre Coal
Co. shipped 1,000 tons of egg coal
to San Francisco through the Panama Canal. This is the first anthracite by this route, although it
has been shipped to San Francisco

by boat as ballast going by way of
Cape Horn. It is estimated that it
will take the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
shipment 30 days to reach
nation.

P.

its desti-

& B.

No

exodus of reservists of the
warring and interested nations is reported, although many of the mine
workers are natives of them. Russians, including Poles, Lithuanians,

and Slavonians, predominate, and
next come Italians, Irish, Austrians,

and Hungarians Welshmen, Germans, and Englishmen in the foregoing order. P. & B.
,

WEST VIRGINIA

The Jenkins Coal
Mabie,

W.

all

Co., operating

all

Annales

Taffanel,

/.

P- 5-

Claims on the National

dust

accumulations
system laid to all

line

Forests
In

watering down dust after the mine
resumes operations.
Only safety
lamps will be permitted in the mine.

Henry

The operating company
have a long

claims to

of applicants for

list

work and expects

to

with a

start

a very short time.

the

Coal-Dust Explosion
The behavior

discussion

a

claims

sion depends primarily on

its initial

cause and on the degree of agitation

during

its first moments, as well as
on the composition of the dust layer
and the form of working in which it

place.
Accordingly as the
clouds of dust encountered are more
or less favorable to propagation, and

takes

more or

the walls cause a

less

eddy-

ing of the air-current, a generalized
explosion will, or will not, ensue at
the outset and be

more or

less vio-

The behavior may

lent.

also

be

of

is

various

under which

within the forests

for

1912,

is

devoted to
kinds of

title

to

land

sought. Near-

thousand
homesteads were
up under a special act

a

which

provides

for

opening

to

settlement land suitable for agriculture.

of a coal-dust explo-

report

Chief Forester of

partment, a large part

taken

Factors in the Process of a

annual

S. Graves,

the United States Agricultural De-

ly

that

The report states, however,
some old homestead claims

were instituted for the purpose of
securing timber, and the same is still
true of some mining claims.
"As attempted frauds under the
mining laws are usually resorted to

by

interests

in

no way associated

with mining, similarly the vast ma-

homestead frauds are not
chargeable to practical farming ; but
the appeal to popular prejudice has
jority of

been made in the name of the mining industry and in the name of the

by what occurs in the
parts of the working to which, or
from .which, it proceeds. An explosion produced in the gallery of a

farmers of the country."

testing station constitutes, therefore,

and fraudulent mining claims are
initiated by men and interests having no connection whatever with the
mining industry." The mining laws,
for example, have been used to cover
townsite and timber claims, to secure farms, ranches, to secure min-

influenced

a special case, which does not re-

produce

all

the factors that

may

be

present in actual practice.

One

of the chief objects of the

experiments

Lievin

is

verify

to

and

theoretical deductions,

to deter-

"The mining

laws,"

Mr.

Graves

says, "afford the greatest cloak for

land frauds in the national forests,

mine the

coefficients corresponding
with the various circumstances that

eral springs, sites for saloons, water-

may

places.

be met with in mine working

and also the
ble

to

different laws applica-

them.

Every

may

element

of

complication that

nounces that the Eccles mine, in
Raleigh County, which was blown
up on April 28, resulting in the

foreseeing and preventing their ef-

Va.,

—

des Mines, Paris, 1912, S. 2, V. 2,

thoroughly

mine

the
of

have removed
from Elkins to
the above mentioned plant.
Earl Henry, Chief of Department
of Mines of West Virginia, anat

their general office

a sequence to the fourth series of

experiments.

parts of the mine for the purpose of

Billy

Sunday's campaign in the anthracite
regions of Pennsylvania last winter.
They tell of prayer meetings in the
machine shops at noon, and of cottage meetings at night, and state
that the saloon in

enlarged,

continues

situation

and some of the operators are

inclined

concrete,

full force in

PENNSYLVANIA

to

overcasts and stoppings rebuilt of

cleaned

liner

now ready

is

resume operations. The mine has
been repaired throughout. The shaft

100,000 tons of coal as a gift, to be
used to coal the warships which are

The Cunard

October, 1914

present

itself,

power

sites,

and

"It has often been asserted that the

national forests have operated as a

bar to legitimate mining developFigures collected in Colorado

such as a bend, branch, blind end,
obstruction, etc., should form the

ment.

subject of close study and investiga-

anything, there

tion, destined to furnish

fects

in

means

complicated cases.

investigations were taken in

for

Such
hand as

watering

stock

during the past year show that,
is

more

if

activity in

prospecting on the national forests
that outside.

The proper

relations

of the forest service with the mining

industry should be cooperative."

;
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Answers to Examination Questions
From Those Asked at an Examination for First and Second
Grade Mine Foreman and Fire Boss, Held in the Bituminous Regions

Questions Selected

May

of Pennsylvania,

—

QuES. 1. An airway, 7 ft. x 8 ft.
and 1,000 feet in length, is passing
20,000 cubic feet of air and gas a
minute, the proportions of the mixture being one of air and one of gas
the quantity of air one-

by reducing
half, what would then be the velocity, in feet per second, and what

5, 6, 7,

and

8,

through the mine workings; when
approaching or passing through a
fault or clay seam; by striking a
feeder of gas in the coal bed or in
the rocks enclosing

by a heavy

it;

of roof, or a squeeze; and, pos-

fall

1914

sudden outbursts of gas are
if but remotely so.

that

possible even

Under the conditions of the quesmines are now worked with
the portable electric lamos which
tion,

have been approved by the Bureau
of Mines, and safety lamps aro u ;ed

would be the result if a lighted
safety lamp was placed in the cur-

by a sudden and marked fall
of the barometer, particularly where
there is a large and open workedout area adjacent to the working

rent ?

places.

explosive

This part of the question is
not capable of a direct answer. The
amount of gas given off by a seam
increases from nothing or from a

should be added to dilute the mixture so as to show only a faint cap

—

Ans. The length of the airway
need not be considered in the answer
as the velocity

The

length.

is

independent of the

velocity

-(8x7)=

20,000

at

is

•>

56 = 357

As

the mix-

20,000

feet per minute, about.

first

sibly,

{b)

minimum
imum at

at the

outcrop to a max-

the most distant working
where the cover is heavy.

ture contains 10,000 cubic feet each

faces

of air and gas, after the quantity of
air is reduced one-half, the air-

Further, causes or conditions that

current will consist of 5,000 cubic
feet of air

and

10,000 cubic feet of

gas per minute, a total of 15,000
cubic feet. The velocity per minute
be 15,000
minute, or 268
will

-^

-r

56 = 268 feet per
60 = 4.47 feet per

As

possibly result in outbursts of
gas as explained in (a) may generally be anticipated and precau-

the mixture

66%

two
of gas and

will consist of

per cent,

one part, or 3354 P^r cent, of air, a
lighted safety lamp, when placed in
it, will be immediately extinguished.

—

QuES. 2. (a) In a mine that is
worked with open lights,
describe what conditions may be encountered that would require the use
being

given

off

much

greater than under ordinary
is

tilating
it

current
that

it

is

will

sufficient

natural

gas

or

oil

well

driven

On

the other hand

it

that to be absolutely safe

making a

light

to

so

not show a cap

of

a

so gradual

ample time is given for the
withdrawal of the men before the
explosive point is reached. Consequently universal custom sanctions
the use of open lights in those parts
of a gaseous mine where gas has
never been detected or were present
in such small amounts that the venthat

Give reasons for your answer.

—

much

on the safety lamp?
Ans. At its most explosive

—

is

evident

no means

which involves

the generation of sufficient heat to
ignite methane is permissible under-

ground whether the mine

is

partly

or entirely gaseous, for the reason

air

point,

firedamp contains 9.38 per cent, of
gas.
The above mixture would,
then, consist of 3,000 x .0938 = 281.4
cubic feet of gas and 3,000-281.4
= 2,718.6 cubic feet of air.

The percentage of gas that will
show a faint cap will depend upon
ability of the observer to detect

{b) Would you consider it
use open lights in any portion of a
mine generating explosive gas?

Ans. (a)
Gas in dangerous
amounts may be given off suddenly
or unexpectedly from the tapping of

how

many

them harmless,
amount of gas
by or caused by them is
the

on the safety-lamp flame.

safe to

point;

or else, while

dilute

of locked safety lamps.

QuES. 3.—A current of 3.0CO c.iand gas is at !i> mobt

bic feet of air

tions taken to render

conditions, the increase

second.
parts, or

may

merely for testing for gas.

things, chief of

which

is

the
it.

Assuming, however, that the ordinary skilled observer can distinguish
the cap produced by as little as
2 per cent, of methane, in order that
281.4 cubic feet of gas may constitute 2 per cent, of the mixture of
air and gas, the volume of the latter
must be 281.4-r .02 = 14,070 cubic
feet.
But the existing volume of
gas and air is 3,000 cubic feet.
Hence there must be added to it
14,070-3,000 = 11,070 cubic feet of
in order to reduce the proportion of gas to 2 per cent.
air,

QuES.

4.

— (a)

sible explosives?

make

tions

mine ?

'

(c)

What

are.

(fr)

What

permiscondi-

their use necessary in a

What charge

limit has

by the United
States Bureau of Mines for such
been

established

explosives?

tt

.

Ans.

— (a)

A

permissible explo-

chemsive is a mixture
icals used for blasting coal which
of different

has successfully passed a series of

made by the United States
Bureau of Mines. It is of the high
explosive type and contains compounds which burn with a very
short flame as compared with black
powder; in some cases ingredients
are present which reduce the temperature of the products of comtests

bustion.

The presence

(Jb)

particularly

dust,

explosive

of

if

methane

is

demands the use of explo-

present,

sives of this type.

They

are called

permissible explosives as their use
is

October, 1914
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allowable or permissible under the

the mine and not stowed in the gob

For

breakthroughs.

or

lighting,

use the portable electric storage battery lamps which have passed the

by the Bureau

safety tests provided

Provide an ample

of Mines.

carry

current,

where

faces

working
through

the

to

it

air-

necessary

and keep the
amount of methane in the return
airways below 1 per cent. Before
shot firing, wash down the working
places, roof, floor, and ribs, for from
60 to 80 feet back from the face.
Wash down the roof, floor, and ribs
proper

= 306

(about) minutes, or 5 hours
6 minutes.
QuES. 8. How should mine timber be set where the roof is strong

—

and the bottom of a soft fireclay
nature, and, also, where the bottom
is hard and the roof is tender with
frequent slips?

of the entries at such short intervals

muddy, yet

that while they are not

the road material

may

balls in the hands.

made

be

water

If

into

not

is

—Where

Ans.

splitting

the floor

is

soft, in

addition to the cap on top of the
the latter must be set on a

post,

foot-board

of

thickness

sufficient

and area to prevent its being broken
or pushed into the floor when the
weight comes on the post.
Where the bottom is hard the
foot-board

is

what

is

timbering

systematic

Where
known as

not required.

slips are frequent,

usually

is

described conditions which are those

available for this purpose or

where black powder cannot be used.
(c) The maximum amount of permissible powder that may be safely

found cheaper or otherwise desirworking places and entries
may be treated to a coating of finely

quired diameter are set at a fixed

used in a single shot

powdered shale dust in sufficient
amount to render the coal dust inert.
This shale dust may be used on

the place where the post

is

Ij^ pounds.

—

QuES. 5. If the rubbing surface
of an airway is 72,000 square feet
and its length 4,000 feet, what is its
perimeter ?

Ans.

—The perimeter

dividing

the

rubbing

found by

is

surface,

in

by the length of the
airway, or 72,000 -r 4,000= 18 feet.
This is the perimeter of an airway
3 feet high and 6 feet wide, having
an area of 6 x 3 = 18 square feet,
which is extremely small.
QuES. 6. In working a dusty
mine where marsh gas is given off,
what steps would you take to guard
against accidents from explosions?
square

feet,

—

Ans.— Prohibit

if it is

able, the

shelves along the entries to establish what are known as barriers.
Old and abandoned workings in
which dust and gas are apt to ac-

cumulate should be securely walled
off with air-tight stoppings. Where
electricity

down by

the

used,

is

rules

laid

the laws of the state and

7.

—A sump

60

is

feet long,

10 feet wide, and 8 feet deep, and
full

a

of water;

pump 6

how

long will

it

take

inches in diameter (water

sump

at a piston

speed of 100 feet per minute,
of

the

pump

if

the

80 per

is

cent. ?

—

any one

Ans. The volume of water in the
sump is 60 X 10 X 8 = 4,800 cubic feet.
The area of the water cylinder is

ing.

i

after the

men have

Clean up

all

bug

left

the mine.

dust, or

machine

at the face and carry it
from the mine. Use tight cars and
do not overload them. See that the
tracks are cleaned regularly and
that the road dirt is carried from

cuttings,

The

not.

is

TT

(i2

= .7854X6'' = 28.2744

square

feet apart, and have caps of more
than the usual length.
QuES. 9. The water gauge reads

6

—

2 inches, the velocity of the aircurrent

is

500 feet per minute and

the length of the air-course

read

Ans.
sure

—The

and the
was inper minute?

to 8,000 feet

of the airway and the velocity

p=

khov
.

a,

are the

proportion

P

lengths,

.1963 X 100 = 19.63 cubic feet of water

each minute.

This

is

the the-

oretical

amount pumped; the actual

amount

is

80 per

19.63 X. 80 =15.70

minute.
will

A pump

cent,

cubic

of this, or
feet

empty the sump

in 4,800

-f

15.70

^ =

-

=^,

and v and

V

which p

in

are the pressures,

/

and L the

the velocities.

Strictly speaking, p = 5.2;

= 5.2 /

(i

and

P

and / being the water-

gauge readings), but since

this

is

equivalent to multiplying both the
numerator and denominator of the

per

of this capacity

o,

and coefficient of friction k,
same in both airways, these
terms may be omitted and p varies
Using capital letters to deas Iv^.
note the longer airway, we have the
area

and

pump

the perimeter

Since

is

a

Since the piston travels
will

formula for the presof the dimensions

terms

in

square foot.

it

4,000

the length of the air-course

if

was extended

28.2744 - 144 = .1963

100 feet per minute,

is

what would the water gauge

feet;

or

inches,

set or

posts are set from 5 to

creased to 800 feet

QuES.

efficiency

hole, and use clay for tampSee that the shots are properly
balanced, that dependent shots are
not fired together, and that the firing
is
done by electricity, preferably

checker-board

fashion, whether a slip appears at

fully followed.

depth from 3 inches to 6 inches
more than the length of the longest
only,

distance apart,

velocity of the air-current

end) to empty this

Use permissible powders
not more than 1.5 pounds in

posts of the re-

this,

the Bureau of Mines should be care-

shooting off the
solid, and undercut the coal to a

shot hole.

In

adopted.

ratio

step

~ by
is

the same

number

5.2,

the

unnecessary and for p and

P

October, 1914
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we may use

the readings of the wa-

ter gauge.

Substituting the given

4;000X50 0'_1X5''_25

2X8*

P"" 8,000X800'

From

P

this 25

P=2x

128"

128 = 256, and

= 10.24 inches = increased water

gauge.

QuES.

10.

limits to

—What are the

many

taking

splits

found

is

paragraph.

as rapidly as
in velocity

due to the fact that all the air
through one opening and,
after passing through the several
splits, leaves the mine through the
one return. This congestion of the

last

formula

say 5.2 pounds per foot.
-;-

1

this,

inch.

in

the

ratio of the squares of the quantity

of air in circulation,

air greatly increases the resistance

both the intake and return, and,

the power being the same, reduces

mouth

of each

and, consequently, the velocity

and

to double

the quantity will increase the water
gauge reading 2^ = 4 times. Hence,

when

40,000 cubic feet of air are

moving, the water gauge will read
1 X 2^ = 4 inches.
QuES. 12.— If the ventilation of a
mine was- insufficient, and the ven-

power was working to its
what would you do

tilating

in each.

fullest capacity,

QuES. 11.—If 20,000 cubic feet of
per minute is passing through
an airway with 3.15 horsepower and

under such conditions to

increase

the ventilation?

the quantity

Ans. If the mining operations
have been properly conducted and
the fan installed at the outset does

increased to 40,000

the water

—

gauge?

Ans.
horsepower required to move
It is first necessary to find

the

the increased quantity of

formula

H. P.

=

--.

.

One

horsepower

the

for

air.

is

Since there are no

33,000 a'
in the dimensions of the

changes

airway, the only term not common
to both is q, whence it follows that
the horsepower varies as the cube of
the quantity

of air in circulation.

But the quantity of air is doubled
hence the
(40,000 ^ 20,000 = 2),
horsepower must be increased in the
proportion of 2^ =
3.15

8.

From

this,

if

horsepower moves 20,000 cubic

feet of air per minute,

3.15x8

= 25.20

it

will require

horsepower to move

—

to

splits

tified

in the fan that will cause

a larger fan
necessary as stated in the first

is

13.

—

running

40
producing
of air with a

fan

^A

cubic

100,000

feet

is

water gauge of 1 inch if the speed
of the fan is increased to 60 revo;

what would be

lutions per minute,

and

the quantity of air produced

height of water gauge, and what

would be the horsepower required?
Ans. It is generally assumed

—

that the quantity of air discharged

by a fan

is

ber

revolutions

of

proportional to the

On

minute.

it

num-

makes

per

this understanding, the

discharged at 60 revoluminute may be found from
the proportion, 40 60 = 100,000 x,

quantity

tions per

:

:

from which x

air

cubic feet per minute, what will be

more additional

or

carry air to poorly ventilated parts
of the mine. If, after the above un-

revolutions per minute

From

gauge = 5.2 5.2 =
The water gauge increases
the water

one

QuES.

^ 33,000X3.15 ,,.__
=^-^^^^'
^=—
2o:obF

is

is

suffi-

Using the

enters

split

be

sufficiently ventilated,

to one re-

This reduction

the pressure at the

may

ciently great to warrant the use of

by first finding the water gauge
corresponding to 3.15 horsepower.

it

combustion (powder and lamp
smoke, exhalations of men and animals) nor gases given off by the

in

more needed; and the

is

it

velocity of the current

and no changes can be made
it to draw
more air, the workings are still in-

reduced to such an
extent that neither the products of

formed.

pounds.
The water gauge reading

favorable conditions have been rec-

from one

away

where

= 20.79

when it requires 3.15 horsepower to
move 20,000 cubic feet.
The problem may also be solved

is

coal are carried

25J0

40,000 cubic feet of air per minute,

turn, the velocity of the air in the

several splits

X

40,000

split

carried

is

air

intake and delivering

a

may

split a greater quantity of air
be diverted through another

there are too

—

when

^

33,000

by dividing the pressure per square
foot by 5.2 or 20.79 -r 5.2 = 4 inches
= water gauge required to circulate

mine may be split ?
Ans. When splitting
is,

P =

33,000 XH. P.

duce the amount of air in the split
they connect to the return.
By
reducing the amount of air in one

a

efficient

which the ventilation of

too far, that

40,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
The pressure per square foot in

terms of the horsepower and quantity may be found from the formula

values

2

161

= 150,000 cubic feet

This ratio does not
and the actual
amount discharged by* the fan will
minute.

per

hold

in

practice

than

not produce sufficient air after the

be, say, 10 to 15 per cent, less

workings have advanced some distance from the drift mouth, the
quantity of air in circulation can be
increased only by putting a new and

the calculation gives.

circulation,

larger fan in operation.

-

Before buying a new fan, however, it would be well to go over the
workings in order to see that there

terms by 10,000, the proportion re15* ». 1 :.f, or 100 :225
duces to 10*

are no unfavorable conditions the
removal of which would add to the

=

minute.

Return airways
are too frequently allowed to choke

be

The water gauge

1

falls; if these

are cleaned up,

the friction will be reduced and the
quantity of air in circulation be increased.

vent a

Leaking brattices

full circulation

will pre-

of air to the

face, and leaking overcasts will re-

the

as

:

;ir.

or

By

100,000*

:

dividing the

150,000=

two

first

:

=

from which J: = 2.25 inches
water gauge at 60 revolutions per

1

:x,

The

capacity of the fan.

with

varies

squares of the quantities of air in

theoretical

found
formula

by

horsepower

substituting

may
the

in

_5-2XtXg^ 5.2X2.25X150,000
H P "*
33,000

33,000

.

= 53.2.
Strictly speaking, both the water

gauge and horsepower

will be less

^e QfGeryEngineer
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than obtained above, but the foregoing figures err on the side of
safety.

vided for in the accounts.
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In the

Comparative
Costs, these are classified and can
be applied to similar conditions anywhere. So on through the book the
second

on

chapter

author treats composite costs, wage

BOOK REVIEW
A

review of the latest

oa Minine and

scales, prices of

raw

material, con-

cluding with a chapter on descrip-

The

tion of prices.

books

account

last

particularly

interesting,

in

that

"Coal Mining
Practice in District II," by S. O.
Andros, published by the Illinois
Coal Mining Investigations, describes mining conditions in Bed 2
Owing to the
in Jackson County.
superiority of this coal it has been
in such constant demand that it has
Illinois.

Bulletin

7,

mined continuously for 40
and now only a small acreage

been
years,

This book, published by the Keystone Consolidated Publishing Co.,

rock

tory of the coal mining companies

United States and catalog

the

mining equipment manufactured.
Besides listing all the officials and
executives of companies,

"The Diname

rectory of Mines" contains the

and

ducing less than 1 per cent, of the
annual tonnage of Illinois. Mining

mine, including shipping point and

from that in districts
and northwestern Illi-

in northern

nois where

Bed 2

feature of the bed

is

also mined.

is its

A

division into

benches by gray laminated
shale, varying in thickness in some

two

from

mines

Where

y^ inch to 36 feet.
the parting is less than 4

two benches are
worked as one, and where the parting is thicker than 4 inches the
lower bench only is mined, and the
parting becomes the mine roof.
Arching the top coal in entries has
proved successful in reducing timinches

thick,

the

geological

seam mined, whether by
hand or machine, class and amount
of

of equipment at each mine, the actual

output for the last

fiscal year,

ber of coke ovens,

number

may

num-

any, and the

if

For the con-

of employes.

venience of machinery salesmen and
coal salesmen, this directory section
is

gotten up in pocket edition form,

4x6,

size

^-inch

thick,

flexible

The

cover, printed on India paper.

information

procured

contained

direct

companies

;

from

therein
the

is

mining

consequently

it

is

authentic.

Dominion Coal Co.

ber cost in the district.

individual

connections,

railroad

name

each

of

—We

XIV cover
methods, blast-

drills, drilling

and timbering. There
on Safety, Cost of
Tunnel Work, and Outline of Tunare

chapters

nel Data.

Mining World Index of Current Literature,
of 1914,

is

for the

Engineering World, ChiThis is an international
bibliography of mining and the
mining sciences compiled from the
index of current literature appearing
weekly in the Mining and Engineering World.

Iron Ores is the title of a book
by Edwin C. Eckel. The volume
has 430 pages, 6 in. x 9 in., is published by McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, and is sold for $4. The
material presented in this volume
has been worked over at intervals,
during

many

years of professional

and certain sections have
been published.
Mr. Eckel says
"The volume as it now stands rep-

activity,

resents an attempt to discuss iron

not merely in their geologic

and

technical relations, but in their

more general

by E. Horton Jones. Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New

York

scribing

Treatise on Iron Ores.

be ob-

tained from the Illinois Coal Mining
Investigations, Urbana,

111.

Smelter Construction Costs,
the

$2

150 pages, illustrated.

City.

received

the coal areas,

collieries,

railways, loading docks, discharging

net.

The book

is

one on "Unit Con-

plants,

and auxiliary operations of

Dominion Coal

to

Mr. Eckel is much too modest
occupy the Kaiser's throne, so

the last sentence

lows

divided

fusely illustrated with excellent half

ties.

tones.

World.

Ariz.

It

presents each

page as a "sheet" and divides the
book into six chapters. In the first,
on Unit Costs, are to be found the
most elementary total unit costs pro-

is

pro-

Modern Tunneling, by David
W. Brunton and John
pages, 6y2
tions.

in.

x 9

Price $3.50.

A. Davis, 450

in.,

80

illustra-

John Wiley

&

follows

is

:

fol-

an Economic

The book is
I, The

Part

Origin of Iron-Ore Deposits. Part
II, The Valuation of Iron Proper-

at Clifton,

it

as

edited as

is

The volume

:

the

Co.,

relations to industrial

conditions."

Costs" from the new
smelter of the Arizona Copper Co.,
struction

half

111.

an illustrated souvenir
booklet prepared for the Dominion's
Royal Commission which visited the
Dominion Coal Co., Ltd., in August,
1914. This souvenir was gotten up
by Mr. F. W. Gray and besides de-

Copies of the bulletin

first

Price $2, Min-

for sale.

ing and

cago,

ores,

have

on Ventila-

is

Chapters VIII to

ing, loading,

descriptions of the various types of

location

Chapter VI

work.

remains, the district at present pro-

practice differs

work.
Chapter IV deals
with the choice of power for tunnel

tion.

in

life, energy, and capital
would otherwise be expended in

saving

in

useless

of Pittsburg, Pa., contains a direc-

and make sug-

States, discuss them,

gestions that they hope will result

The Coal Field Directory.

7,

There

of tunneling methods in the United

it

way

York, publishers.

much of the material they contain is
now historical. The authors treat

that

each dollar was spent.

Coal Mine Bulletin No.

New

is

related subjects

gives a short description of the

Sons,

are few books on this subject and

Part

III,

The Iron Ores

of the

Part IV, Extent and Con-

The
trol of Iron Ore Reserves.
book covers a broad scope and the
subject is treated entirely from the
geologist's viewpoint.

^e QflieryEngineer
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PERSONALS
VVatkin

Geo.

Evans,

coal mining engineer,

consulting

who

recently

quotes

interesting

163

figures

from the 1913 report of the Chief
Mine Inspector for the United
Kingdom.
Frank Bache, president of the

tipple

steel

cross

to

the

river

Logansport to their Nicholson No.

at
1

mme.

^

5R

examined the Matanuska coal fields
of Alaska for the United States
Navy, is in Montana on professional

Co. of Kansas,
has been appointed receiver for the
Coronado Mammoth Vein, Prairie,
Hartford, Sebastian County, Den-

Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions

business.

man, Kali-Inla, and the Bache-Den-

owner of a mine which was leased

man

is

Prof. H. H. Stock, of the Uniof

versity

arrived

Illinois,

safely

from the war zone in September.
L. H. Underwood has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the by-product coke department at

the Gary, Ind., works of the United
Corporation.
Mr.
Steel
States

Underwood was with the National
Tube Works at Riverside near
Benwood, W. Va.

The

S.

for the Illinois Coal

O.

Mine

Investigation, are attractive and are

being

much

In the

discussed.

field

work he has been

assisted by J. J.
Rutledge, of the Bureau of Mines,

C.

M. Young, and R. Y. Williams,

The

completed plans for the proposed
experimental station for the United
States

Bureau

erected

in

of

Mines

Issuance of Store Orders by Mining

and

to

manager
of the Nant-Y-Glo Coal Mining Co.,
has moved from Cresson to EbensC. E. Sharpless, general

burg, Pa., in order to be in closer
touch with certain important parts
of his work.
George L. Miller, superintendent
of the Kettle Creek Coal Mining

Co.,

died recently at his home near Westport, Pa.

John

He was
Britt,

65 years of age.

chief

of

the

mine

clerks of the Pittsburg Coal Co.,
became auditor of the Berwind-

White Coal Mining Co.
Pa., on September 9.

The

directors of the

at

Windber,

Houle has been appointed

Professor of Metallurgy and T. G.

and manufacturing as the ones to

Chapman

be forbidden to issue orders for the
payment of labor not purporting to
be redeemable in money, as is done

Pa.,

cost $500,000.
J.

Assistant

Professor

of

Metallurgy in the Michigan College
of Mines, Houghton, Mich.

The Bureau

of

Mines

Car

in

charge of J. C. Roberts is making
an extended tour.
It will be at
Utah, October

November
November 8 to

Clear Creek,
turn on

10;

Castle

7; and reSalt

Lake

City, Utah.

Lane, Secretary of
the Interior, has been interviewed
by some one who took him for an

His replies
Economic Geologist.
he
showed
he had
such
that
were
been studying Mineral Resources of
the United States.
Prof. V.
College,

Monon

Coal

George G. Yeomans
as president, to succeed F. A. Delano, who became a member of the
newly organized Federal Reserve
Board.
In the Daily Circular and Trade
Report of August 25, Lorin A. La-

Co. Illegal.

by virtue of the Virginia statutes,
does not render such statute invalid
under the Federal Constitution, 14th

Amendment,

Dolmage, of Columbian

New

Westminster, British

Columbia, and J. D. MacKenzie, of
the Canadian Geological Surve/, are
reported to have been injured by an
explosion of gas while exploring an

directing

the

store"

scorer at the

which

will

Wash., an account of
appear in our November

question

and
Morgan,
Norman, chief engineer
of the Allegheny River Mining Co.,
have completed the design of a new

Dwight

Frederick

it

C.

president,

the

value

in error,

specified.

who were

was

unconstitutional,

in

interfered with the right to

and that it singled out
mining and manufacturing enterprises and required them to pay in
money, yet not placing any obligation on other industries. The United
States

issue.

to

plaintiffs in the lower court,
having a number of these orders in
their possession, brought suit to
compel the coke company to honor
the orders and pay them in money
in accordance with the law of Virginia requiring payment to be made
in money.
The contention of the
coke company was that the law in

contract

Seattle,

payment

the

Island, B. C.

in

to

The defendants

that

offiqial

the

bearer "in merchandise only from

abandoned coal prospect on Graham

C, was
First-Aid Meet

as class legislation de-

nying equal, protection of the laws
to all. The suit is one in which the
plaintiffs in error, the Keokee Consolidated Coke Co., issued orders on
itself

Franklin K.

E. Jacobs, of Victoria, B.

Co. have elected

—

(United States Supreme
Court) Singling out persons, firms,
or corporations engaged in mining

Pittsburg,

ber 24; Winterquarters, October 31

Metallurgy at the Mackay
School of Mines, Reno, Nev.

466.

be

Prof. Francis Church Lincoln,
formerly at the University of Illi-

and

knowing that plaintifif looked to
him for payment, made no objection.
Reynolds vs. Norman, 141 P.

to

Gate, October 17; Schofield, Octo-

Professor of Mining

The

or,

Henry Hornbostel has

Architect

Illinois.

now

— (Colorado)

strikers.

surface

Storrs,

is

Mine Owner for Labor

Material.

not liable to one who furnished
labor and materials which benefited
the mine, unless he encouraged it,

coal companies.

of the State Geological Survey of

nois,

Liability of

and

works of five of these companies
were destroyed in July by union

A.

up by

Bulletins gotten

Andros

Bache-Denman Coal

Supreme Court,

in

reviewing

the Virginia Court of Appeals, af-

firmed the holding of the Virginia
Court and said that the Virginia law
does not interfere with the right or

———

obligation of contracts,

and does not

create class distinction between
ferent industries.

a law

dif-

In passing such

the legislature took into con-

demands of
industries.
It had a
different
the
judgment
as to
exercise
its
right to
sideration the needs and

the different situations.
al.

Co.,

October, 1914
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et

—

vs.

—

/.

P. Kelly

Keokee Consolidated Coke

34 Sup.

856.

Ct.,

Mine Owner Cannot

Anticipate All

The SuAccidents.— {KtnXnck.y)
preme Court of Kentucky, in WalColumbia Coal Co., has held
owner cannot anticipate
possibilities
of accident and
all
where not at fault cannot be charged
in damages for an injury received by
lace vs.

that a mine

The

a miner.

facts of the case are

was employed

that the plaintiff

as a

driver to haul coal from the drift of

He had

lost his balance and, while

swinging

out over the car, came in contact
with it. Held, that the accident was
not one which could have been anticipated by a person of ordinary
prudence, but resulted entirely from
plaintiff's unexpected and unnatural

and that negligence was
shown. Wallace vs. Columbia
Coal Co., 166 S. W. 769.
The Value of a Miner's Leg. (Kentucky) An award of $1,000 in favor
of a miner whose leg was broken,
where he was confined for a month
by reason of the break and one leg
position,

not

—

accident,

as

he

ap-

proached the first switch going from
the tipple, he undertook to adjust it,
and in attempting to catch the lever
lost his balance and fell over the
side of the car.

While trying

to get

on the car, he passed a post about 25
feet from the switch, located 14
inches from the track, and, while
still

in the act of trying to regain

his balance, he

was caught between

the post and the car and thrown to

the ground, and received the injuries

complained of. While it was customary to adjust the switch while

was in motion, this was a
matter which the plaintiff did according to his own judgment. While
there was evidence that the levers
of the other switches were from 6
the car

8 inches longer than the one in
question, there was no proof that the
to

lever in question

the purpose for

was defective in any renor was it shown that the post

or that
spect,

was too short for
which it was used,

it

was so near the track

as to

make

it

dangerous for the driver while performing his duties in the customary
way; it appearing that it was dangerous only because plaintiff had

Harris

are that Johnson, the plaintiff, sued

Whited

from him a balon a contract by
which Whited and others bound
themselves to pay Johnson the sum
ance

to recover

of $5,356

of $10,000 for "all of the
coal, sulphur,

gas,

oil,

and other minerals

in

(Missouri)

not

A

coal

mine operator

is

not an insurer of the safety of the

out of the shaft, and the mere existence of a defect in the hoisting

the

of

Whited, in his defense admitted the
execution of the contract and pay-

is

Big Branch Coal Co. vs.
Sanders, 166 S. W. 813.
Mine Operator Not an Insurer.

employed about 18 months before
the accident, and had been over the
track and manipulated the switch
levers, while the cars were in motion about 50 times a day. At the
of

Court

excessive.

became shorter than the other,

miners while they are being hoisted

time

District

and under" a certain tract of land
in De Soto Parish, La., "that may be
found by drilling and mining operation which may hereafter be conducted on said land with the right
of ingress and egress at all times for
the purpose of drilling, mining, and

been

the mine to the tipple.

the

in

County, Texas, and was sent to the
higher court for review. The facts

cage

is

not sufficient to raise the in-

ference of negligence on his part,

without a showing of actual or constructive knowledge by the master
of the defect.

Ronchetto vs. North-

W

ern Central Coal Co., 166 S.

.

876.

The Duty Imposed Upon a Mine
Owner. (Kentucky) Kentucky statutes, requiring mine operators to
furnish props to miners, imposes on
the operator of a coal mine the
peremptory and non-delegable duty
of furnishing such props to miners

—

as are necessary to

make

the roof

working place safe
when request is made therefor, and
the miner, who is injured by the
operator's failure to perform such
duty, may recover damages for the
injury sustained, unless the danger
of the working place where he was
injured without the props was so
imminent and obvious that an ordinary prudent person would not
have continued to work. Continental
Coal Corporation vs. York, Adm., 167
of the miner's

operating

for

minerals."

said

ment made upon the same, but denied a further liability on the ground
that the plaintiff, by the contract,
sold to him all of the oil, gas, coal,
and sulphur contained on the property, which property as a matter of
fact was found to contain no minerals.
A further ground denying
liability on the part of Whited was
that the contract obligation had
been destroyed by his having failed
to dig for coal or sulphur, his opera-

having been confined to

tions

ing for

The Court
ing

the

Court

drill-

oil.

of Appeals, in affirm-

judgment of the

District

favor of Johnson, said that
the defendants were mistaken as to
in

the contents of the land which they

became

interested

They

in.

ex-

and were

pected to find minerals

disappointed. In view of their disto
appointment
they
attempted
breach the contract. This the trial
court very properly prevented them

from doing.
contract

of

The
sale

contention that a
of

and

gas,

oil,

other minerals contained under the
land

is

not valid for the reason that

they are not susceptible of indentiunreasonable.

As

S. VV. 131.

fication

The Sale of Mineral Rights.
(Texas) The law involving a question of the validity of a contract for

Whited's contention that the contract obligation had been destroyed
by his having failed to dig for coal

the sale of mineral rights,

or sulphur the court said

is

dis-

is

:

"A

to

con-

cussed to some extent by the Texas

tract for sale of all

Court of Civil Appeals, in Whited
Johnson, a case which originated

sulphur, and other minerals, in and
under a described tract of land, that

vs.

oil,

gas, coal,

—

—

October, 1914

may

be found by drilling and mining

on the land,"

may

be conducted

is valid.

a con-

It is

which the purchaser
may not destroy by failing to drill
Whited vs. Johnson, idy
or mine.
of

W.

S.

sale

812.

Injury
Roof.

Caused

by

Fall

— (Pennsylvania)

The

of

Mine

question

working

even go so far as to assert in his
testimony that he so relied. This is

places until supplied with the timber

a clear case of one with knowledge

needed";

and appreciation of danger taking a
chance and getting hurt."
Judgment for defendant. Peters vs.
Vesta Coal Co. go A. 65.
Excessive Damages for Injury.
(Missouri) Plaintiff, a miner, broke
his leg, split his knee, and injured
his rib, making it necessary for him
to remain in bed 2 months, and leaving him with a permanently disabled
leg, which was painful, a habit of
spitting blood from a permanent
injury to his rib, and inability to

workmen

vacate

to

shall be the

owner or operator

injury,

discussed

is

in

Peters vs. Vesta Coal Co., a case
recently adjudicated in the

Henry

Supreme

The

Court of Pennsylvania.

plain-

was injured by
the fall of the roof of a room in
which he was working in the detiff,

fendant

Peters,

company's

He

mine.

mine

the

of

all

improperly

of

said

company
room was

supported,

in

that

the

posts used were too short, and at
that time defendant promised plain-

have posts of the proper
length provided, and assured the
plaintiff it was safe to go on working until such time as proper length
posts were supplied, that plaintiff
relied upon said promise and assurance, and continued to work in said
room," and that his injuries were
"caused through the negligence of
tiff

to

the defendant

company

in failing to

supply the proper posts or supports
after promising to

The mine

do

so."

in question

was

subject

Bituminous Act of Pennsylvania (Pa. Laws 52) which provides

to the

of Article 6, that the
mine foreman shall see that all danin Section

1,

gerous roofs are "secured against

and that sufficient "props,
caps, and timber of suitable size"
are sent into the "working places of
the mine" when required for that
falling,"

purpose;

workman

in

Section

2,

that

every

want of props "shall
notify the mine foreman" at least
one day in advance, giving the
length and number required, "but
in cases of emergency the timbers
in

hand

at

at all times, a full supply

materials and supplies required

and safety of
mine
foreman and required by this act";

the employes as ordered by the

Section

in

2,

"The superintendent
mine foreman"

shall not obstruct the

Section

roof

"It

7,

to preserve the health

in

said

of Article

of the operator, to keep on

date of the accident he had "comthat

1,

duty of the superintend-

on behalf and at the expense

ent,

claimed that a short time prior to the
plained to the defendant

6,

foreman shall
to the removal of all dangers reported to him and shall direct that
each and every working place be
properly secured by props or timbers"; in Section

such

all

"The mine
give prompt attention

Section

in

of injury to a miner working in a
part of the mine

165

the mine foreman shall instruct the

coal mine and the liability on the
for

the fulfilment of his duties; in
of Article 20, the miner

1,

examine

shall

his

working

place

beginning work and take
down all dangerous slate, or otherwise make it safe by proper timbering the same before beginning to
before

dig or load coal, and he shall at

all

times be very careful to keep his

working

place

in

safe

condition

during -working hours," and Rule
13, of Article 20,

"Should he

at

any

time find his place becoming dangerous, either from gas or roof, he

working."

shall at once cease

The contention of the plaintiff
was that the evidence produced at
the trial of the case was sufficient to
bring the case within the authorities
which rule that, under certain conditions, where the defendant has
knowledge of the dangerous condition of a mine, and fails to remedy

ever again follow his occupation as
a miner.
He was 53 years old and

Two

married when injured.

phy-

sicians testified that the action of his

kneejoint was

gone, and that the
had loosened from its attach-

rib

ments, causing acute concussion of
the left lung and intense pain. Held,

him $12,000
was excessive and should be reduced
that a verdict allowing

Domineck

$7,000.

to

Coal and Mining Co.
Lease.

— (West

Virginia)

having the right

W.

^67.

Under Mining

of Lessee

Liability

Western

vs.

164 S.

A

person

go upon another's land "to bore and develop
said land for oil and gas, with the
necessary
usual
and convenient
rights"

therefor,

to

has the right to

when

build a road over the land,

necessary
material

haul

to
to

the

machinery

and

place selected

for

But if, after building the road, he abandons the contemplated exploration for oil and
drilling a well.

gas,

before

drilling

a

well,

liable for injuries to the land,

he

is

caused

company,
makes it

by the building of the road, notwithstanding the land owner has no interest in the oil and gas under his
land.
Coffindaffer ef a!, vs. Hope
Xatural Gas Co., 81 S. E. p66.

beyond any reasonable doubt,
morning of the accident
the plaintiff had full knowledge and
appreciation of the obvious and

Pennsylvania Department- of Mines

it,

he can be held liable in the event

of an accident.

The
the
said:

court, however, in holding for

mining

defendant

"The

testimony

plain,

that on the

imminent dangers of his position,
and did not rely on the supposed
superior judgment of the superin-

be orflered immediately ;" further, "If from any cause the timbers

tendent of the mine, or on the latter's promise to supply him with the

caimot be supplied when required,

he did not

may

.35-3—6

—

XS^ ^tUeryEngineer

operations which

tract

—

required timbers

;

in fact,

The

last

annual

report

of

the

states that there are in use at the

bituminous coal mines of Pennsylvania, 43,355 safety lamps of seven
different makes, all of which have
been approved by the department.

Of

the total, 34,109 are

Wolf lamps.

October, 1914
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Rope Retarding Conveyer
The Elkhorn Mining
at their

Corporation,

No. 301 mine, have installed

a retarding conveyer 372 feet long

The head-

on a slope of 26 degrees.

MG.

1.

in Fig.

a rope and button retarding

1

shown

conveyer

in

Fig.

2.

The

photograph for Fig. 2 was taken so
as to look down the chute from the
center of the vertical curve, and it

M ining

Retarding Conveyer at Mines of Elkhorn

shows

the

Fig. 2.

diameter

rope,

diameter

disks

Co. have

move

at

are arranged to grip the rope rather

than the disks, but they can accommodate the disk if occasion should

from 30-degree to 32-degree pitch.
On a pitch of 30 degrees and 372

warrant.

The

hopper

passed, by a reciprocating

feet long there would be a fall of
166 feet vertical, and this would furnish so great speed that coal would
be badly shattered and degraded by

feeder to the conveyer at the rate of

the time

spaced at regular intervals to

down

the coal

the chute at a speed

the rope travels.

Both the head- and

at the foot of the plane.

To

this

on steep pitches and

the

coal

mines 303, and 304, for the same
company, showing that this
system is satisfactory.

coal

foot-sheaves are of the flexible tooth

JR

type designed for this service and

is

coal from the tipple

250 tons per hour.
of

assistance

in

chinery, the pitch

While gravity is
driving the mais

not sufficiently

An

jR

Automatic Slate Picker
& Hudson Coal

The Delaware

Department has installed in its new
Marvine washery near Scranton,
Pa.,

a

slate

number

which attain an

prevent

to cause

Allen

Fig.

in

3,

98 per

cent, in cleaning the coal.

The

picker

attached to the dis-

is

moves

at

screen,

which

conveyers are about as useful as any
other method of lowering coal so

throw

At this particular plant
the Fairmont Mining Machinery Co.
have installed in the buildings shown

wide enough to

move uniformly

shown

efficiency of

pitches under 30 degrees, retarding

to

&

Mason

of

as

pickers,

charge end of a shaking screen and
supported by hangers from overhead beams. The picker naturally

reached the loading shed

it

Rope. and Button Conveyer

The Fairmont Mining Machinery
made similar instalments

1-inch

12-inch

stopped on a 28-degree slope, for
which reason it is advisable to use

the

much

equipment.

Co.

house at the top of the incline is
arranged with a cross-over dump
and kick-back, the mine cars being
discharged into a hopper. Coal will
not run well on a 26-degree slope, but
if it has a good start it will run over
iron on a 28-degree slope; however,
it does not start easily, when once

with

overcome the sliding fricless perform the other
work, consequently a 20-horsepower
motor is installed to drive the
steep to

tion,

on

sired.
Fig. 3.

Mason & Allen Slate Pickers

rate

usually

is

as

a

the

5-inch

at the rate of 155 revolutions

per minute.

far devised.

same

the

Its

The

picker

fit

separate

is

made

the screen deplates

are

8

inches in width and set at 7-inch

:

.
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which

centers,

allows

half-inch

a

overlap and underlap of the horizontal pipes at each edge.

Each pipe or cylinder has a separate and independent action aside
from the shaking motion. It is held
in place by a steel rod through its

The

entire length.

size of the rod

A

anthracite

and

is

ranged so that

design and

timber, and by

region,

strikingly simple in

its

The
A

with the pipes.

pipe

used with a %6-inch rod for

can be bolted to a

it

means of a cap which

comes with the hoist it can be
clamped to a drill column arm. The

operation.

"Little
new kind

Tugger" Hoist
of

hoist

being

is

marketed by the Ingersoll-Rand Co.,

^-inch

varies
is

the

in

167

adjustment

can

2\%
20^

made

be

The dimensions

of

quickly.
hoist

the

are

and the height is
16^
inches. The drum is 6 inches
X

in.

in.,

diameter with a space of 7 inches
between flanges. This will accomin

buckwheat coal, for pea, chestnut,
and stove sizes an inch pipe with a
^-inch rod, and for egg coal, a
1^-inch pipe and a %-inch rod.

modate a length of 700 feet of
^-inch rope or 450 feet of %(5-inch

The remaining space

either

in the pipe

rope.

The engine which operates with

is

with lead, but not enough to

filled

Should the rod ever
become fastened to the pipe, the
latter could still move owing to the
bind the rod.

The

start in any position.
The
drum mounted on an independent

will

swinging on the rod.
It is this
swinging that provides for an even
distribution and good separation.
Naturally

when

the picker

is

at rest

the opening between any pipe and
the

plate

directly

beneath

is

less

than at the end of the swing owing
to the eccentric pivoted pipe. These
openings vary according to the coal
being prepared by that particular

The maximum and min-

picker.

imum

openings

the

for

different

sizes are

Broadway,

11

ha^ a

New York

City.

It

up to half a
weighs under 300

lifting capacity

ton and,

as

it

pounds complete,

it

is

particularly

suitable for use as a portable hoist

for

mines,

power

houses,

is operated through the medium of a clutch and gears. Safety
is provided for by a powerful wormoperated band brake lined with

shaft

"Little TuuGiiR" Hoist

Fig. 4.

from

it

timber

"Raybestos."
Fig. 4

The

shows the

the engine

hoist,

lever

on the

When

ering materials

throttle

in

shallow shafts,

and for placing light machinery and
for numerous other purposes.
of the hoist

is

ar-

operates

lever

the
it

operator

fttoH

being heavier

power, and stops the hoist.
hoist

is

eration

the pipe at the upper edge of each

When

the picker makes

a

back stroke with the screen the pipe
swings forward, spreading out any
small piles of the refuse within
radius, then

its

on the forward stroke
f

the refuse naturally goes the opposite

direction

and

the

pipe

IcS*^

also

swings back, allowing the rock and
slate to pass through the opening

and

fall into

a chute below.

The machine was designed primarily for flat refuse, so common

the

returns automatically to

the central position, shuts off the

Fig. 5

than the coal, moves slower on the
picker and consequently falls near
plate.

brake.

releases

If the

used for haulage purposes

man

He

work.

can leave
the control lever andxarry the rope
to the car.
Hoists without this
feature require two men, inasmuch
as the rope has to be released under
power.

ft to ft

slate

and the

the

the release feature enables one

A to A
A to ft

The rock and

right.

controls the

hauling cars, for hoisting and low-

A to ft

Egg

left

right controls the machine

bottom

to handle the

.

on the

gears and clutch, the one on the

loch

Chestnut
Stove

Tugger"

"Little
is

yards, and shops.
It is used at
mines for raising and lowering timbers and miscellaneous material, for

The main base

Buckwheat
Pea

There

are no dead centers and the hoist

lead weights the

pipe, but does not prevent

steam has

air or

four impulses per revolution.

fact that the rod rests in bearings
at each end.

compressed

a reversible or square piston, giving

Fig.

5<

"Liiri-t iu-joi-K

^

^i

.Vv>h.ii

shows the machine
at

a

shaft,

in op-

where,

as

shown, it is fastened to one leg of
the headframe and operated by one
man.
There are no moving parts exposed on the hoist, except the drum,
all gears and shafts being covered.
This is an especially desirable
feature for underground operation
where owing to poor light there is
constant
danger
of
workmen's
clothes or bodies getting caught in

the machinery unless

covered.

it

is

carefully

October, 1914
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Woodward

BsL.F.

hand

and

Iron Co.'s
Electric Hoists

operated

brake.

drums, main gear, base

The

plate, and,

in fact, all parts are sectionalized for

Mitttn

Over a year ago the Vulcan Iron
Works, of Wilkes-Barre, built two
electric hoists, for hauling cars on
a mine slope having a total length

easy transportation and assembling
inside the mines.

The 700-horsepower
is

The motors

gears.

are connected

by means of
Each drum is
equipped with an extra heavy band
brake, one of the drums being operthe countershafts

to

flexible

couplings.

hoist. Fig. 6,

ated by a weighted steam cylinder.

geared for a rope speed of approx-

Auxiliary hand brakes are also pro-

The weighted brake

vided.

is

of the

which permits of

floating lever type,

the band being applied partially or

up

set

tight, as

may

be desired.

It

therefore possible to regulate the

is

pressure on the band, allowing .the

drum

to revolve as slowly as

This hoist

be desired.

is

may

equipped

with the usual safety devices, which
will

bring the hoist to a dead stop

should the operator pull into the danger limits.
In case of failure of

power supply, the

1«l

CSUI{»

Fig. 6.

One

of 3,300 feet.

horsepower

is

bolster of 500

placed

inside

the

mine, and pulls cars from the foot
of the slope to within a distance of

approximately 1,800 feet from the

mouth of the slope. The cars
then dumped and the material

are
re-

loaded into cars that are handled by
the 700-horsepower bolster, which

on the surface. The maximum
load as handled by the inside hoist
is 20 tons, the maximum pitch of
The
the slope being 30 degrees.
is

is geared for a rope speed of
500 feet per minute but is arranged
so this can be increased to 800 feet
per minute. It is driven by a 500-

drum

and
load on a

imately

1,800 feet per minute

handles

the

following

30-degree slope:

and

Weight of cars

also

auxiliaries

operated by power

are

which

All of the

supplied by
compressors located in the hoist house. This hoist
is
driven by a General Electric,
700-horsepower, 10-pole, 3,300-volt,

motor-driven

A 700-Horsepower Electric Hoist, Made by Vulcan Iron Works

would

full stop.

cylinders,

iRCIIiUI.

hoist

be brought to a

are

air

three-phase, 25-cycle induction

mo-

pounds; weight of
load, 33,600 pounds; diameter of
rope, 1J4 inches; weight of car,
30,000 pounds. This load, counterbalanced by a 45,000-pound weight,
is operated on two-part rope and
will therefore have a total travel of
about 900 feet. The two 10-footdiameter drums are grooved to coil

tor,

1,800 feet of l}^-inch wire rope in

a newly devised attachment for a

two

load, 63,600

layers.

At a

full

load speed

and

with liquid
rheostat and magnetically operated

oil

controlled

immersed contactors.

Automatic Car-Door
Opener
fill

C.

W.

The following

Stickler*

is

a description of

mine car door whereby

it is

unlatched

horsepower, eight-pole, 375-revolutions-per-minute,

phase,

The

motor.
liquid

3,300-volt,

three-

General Electric
control equipment is a

25-cycle,

rheostat

operated

with

oil-immersed

magnetically
contactors.

6 inches in diameter, is equipped with two asbestoslagged brakes, each brake being of
sufficient power to hold the load of
20 tons on the 30-degree slope. The
drum is driven by a Lane band frictional clutch, which is thrown in and
out by means of an air cylinder.
One brake is operated by hand,
while the other is a combination air

The drum, 7

feet

Fig. 8

Fig. 7

the motor

makes 290 revolutions per

automatically as the car dumps.

minute, and transmits power to the

experimental car has

drum

trips

shaft by

duction

means of

cast-steel,

single re-

herring-bone

from mine

*Lansford, Pa.

to

An

made over 100
dump and has

:
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never failed to do
pected of it.

The

all

that

Transformers

arrangement is so
would appear as if there
should be some mechanical arrangement to lift the latches; there is
none,

it

however,

the

latches

being

automatically worked by the movement of the door as the car is tilted

on the dump.

New Weston Instrument

was ex-

door

simple

169

Fig. 7

shows a

Instrument transformers should
be made with a much greater refinement than commercial lighting and

power transformers, and these new

car.
In the upper righthand corner there is a casting a
containing a slot which at the bottom two-thirds has a pitch of 60

tilted

as

latches are

may

shown

Of
rent

the two different portable cur-

transformers

listed,

one

has

The Fairmont Mining Machinery
Fairmont, W. Va., is installing for the Carbon Coal Co., Carbon, W. Va., a rope and button

The

incline

1,410 feet long

is

has a slope of 30°

and

At the headend is a picking table where the
refuse is removed before the coal
starts down the incline.
At the
loading shed, shaking screens and
loading booms are to be furnished

The

of the camelback con-

30'.

struction, but are not extended be-

by

yond the sides of the car. Fig. 9
shows construction of the car door
and the position of the hanger bar a
and the latches b.
The operation which causes the
gate to open is described as follows
When the car is tilted on the dump

a thoroughly up-to-date equipment.

trolled

Fig. 10.

Weston Portable Current
Transforuer

three self-contained primary windings, and the other is of the inserted
primary type, the ratio depending

is

upwards and this raises the
and next outwards so the
coal can slide into the chute from

upon the number of turns of the
are passed through

primary that
the aperture.

There

first

is

also a portable potential

made

latches,

transformer which

the car.

ous ranges.
The switchboard models vary in

is

In order to prevent the spread of
the car sides coming on the door

appearance with the

hanger there is a cross-bar b, Figs. 7
and 8, placed about 18 inches back
from the end of the car in such a

tential of the circuit.

position that

it

will be

impossible

for the upper part of the sides to

spread

and

thus

cause

the

door

is

also installing for

in vari-

ratio, the volt-

ampere capacity and with the po-

The manufacturer emphasizes

the

point that the ratios of transformation,

and the design and proporit is unnecessary

—

Coal Co., at Winnifrede, W. Va.
This consists of a pan conveyer for
carrying the coal from the mine to
river where it is loaded into
barges by a pan conveyer, loading

the

boom, and distributing chute, which
is an improvement over anything in
this line which has ever been installed.

be

roofing.

no transformers could be made that
would assure the degree of accuracy
for which a high-grade portable in-

needed.

strument

This feature
the

impression

is

is

of interest because

has

covered

prevailed

that

designed, unless special

with

J-M

asbestos

—

Combined Pocket and Level. The
Lufkin Rule Co., of Saginaw, Mich.,
is

introducing a

new

practical tool.

a 2-foot boxwood rule, simto the ordinary carpenter's rule,

This
ilar

without transformers.

—The

Eighth Coast Arhave an armory 375 ft.
X 600 ft., at Jerome Avenue and
Kingsbridge Road, New York. Its
roof arches will have the greatest
span in the world and the roof is to
Roofing.

tillery will

have instruments specially caHbrated with the transformers in
order to obtain the degree of accuracy to which high-grade instruments are guaranteed when used

hanger to bind in the slot.
After the car becomes empty and
the cradle returns toward the horizontal with the car, the gate drops,
the latches strike the catches, and
lever like raise and then fall into
their slots. The advantages of this
gate with its automatic arrangements of opening and closing are so
apparent no further description is

con-

Carbon Coal Co., a complete shakerequipment including picking tables and loading booms. It is
also installing an improved river
tipple equipment for the Winnifrede

tions are such that
to

is

by the same people as the

screen

and the momentum of its contents
forces the upper part of the gate to
move and with it the bar in the
45-degree pitch which is now paral-

The movement

company, thus completing

the Republic Coal Co., which

to the second, or 45-degree pitch of

to the chute.

this

The company

the casting, the car comes to a stop,

lel

|

retarding conveyer to have a capacity of 200 tons of coal per hour.

slide as the car
in Fig. 8.

|

Co., of

standards of excellence.

has a pitch of 45 degrees, so that
is

TRADE NOTICES

|

ments by the Weston company are

degrees to give a grip to the door
hanger; and at the upper one-third
the hanger rod

}

contributions to electrical measure-

side

view of the

precaution had been taken to calibrate a particular instrument with a
particular transformer.

is

but having a spirit level set into the

upper edge of the middle section,
where it is convenient for use and
securely protected by the two outer

when folded. Specially designed closing pins hold the rule in
sections

;

mansion was torn down

alinement, insuring a perfect bear-

brick

ing surface.

make room

—Announcement

Co.

Gcndds Mfg.

made

has just been

of the appoint-

ment of Mr. A. H. Whiteside as
and general sales
vice-president
Goulds Mfg. Co., of
of
the
manager
Y. Mr. Whiteside
N.
Falls,
Seneca
E. Davis, who has
Mr.
W.
succeeds
give
up some of his
to
obliged
been
injuries susto
due
duties
active
ago.
months
several
tained
New Officials. At a meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co., on
August 26, Mr. Henry D. Shute was
elected treasurer to succeed Mr. T.

—

W.
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Siemon, who recently resigned to

Union Switch and

treasurer of the

Signal

secretary-

of

position

the

accept

Mr.

Pa.

Swissvale,

Co.,

P. Gaylord, district manager of the Electric company, at

Truman

Chicago, was

acting

elected

vice-

president to succeed Mr. Shute.
Correction.

—In

the August issue

The Colliery Engineer, it
was stated on page 32 that a pair of
was
engines
hoisting
Litchfield
equipped with a Welch overwinding
device. This is wrong: the engines

of

are equipped with a device

known

Building.

—The

Threading Machine Co., of Toledo,

new

with

contract

a

has

Co.

to

factory.

Alle-

to erect a

from
Logansport, Pa., where a new mining town is being built on an exlarge tipple across the river

tension of the Pittsburg

& Shawmut

Railway from Kittaning to FreeThe coal will come from the
mine in trips of 30 to 40 cars, where
it will be dumped into hoppers and
by means of feeders delivered to two
inclined apron conveyers running
port.

parallel to each other, the top sec-

tion of the apron conveyer running

horizontal for a distance of 20 or 30

It

be

will

screens

it

and

sized,

will

go

from the
booms,

to loading

which

will deliver

cars.

The

it

to the railroad

entire outfit

steel construction,

is

to be of

and of the

latest

design.

C. Stine Co., Tyrone, Pa. The
C. Stine Patented Disc Fans, 24

J.

Robinson Ventilating Co., PittsPa. The Turbine Fan, 39

Class ER-1, 20 pages.

where

it

is

carried

up

second floor being

utilized

for office

welfare

room

room and

for

for a

The
men.
glass, and tile

the

pages.

Ruby
All-Steel

Lagonda Mfg.
Lagonda

the lot which contained the old Chief
Justice

Waite home;

in fact, the old

Ruby
for

Co.,

Nordberg Mfg.
Wis.

Bulletin

Steam

24,

Nordberg

23 pages; Bulletin
and Air Hoists,

Western Electric

Co., 463

of

ments and

Accessories,. 14

pages;

Bulletins of Switchboard Instruments

and Accessories
rent,

for Alternating Cur-

25 pages.

Harris-Stevens Co.,
tional

Bank

First

Na-

Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

Modem Mine Cars; Circular,

Mine Fan.
Sanford-Day Iron Works, KnoxCircular, Heavy Duty
ville, Tenn.
"Whitney Wonder" Roller Bearing
Wheels.

National Transit Co., Oil City,
Pa. Pumping Machinery, 15 pages.
Kennedy Valve Mfg. Co., E1mira, N. Y. Catalog and Price List,

Battery

Storage

Co.,

Chapel Street and Lister Avenue,
Newark, N. J. Titan Storage Batteries,

31 pages.

Co., Easton, Pa.

Catalog No. 508,

52 pages.

Precision Instrument Co., 102
Mich.
Detroit,
Street,
Bulletin G-3, Standard Apparatus
for Analyzing and Estimating the

Randolph

Heat Value of Solid

Fuels, 7 pages;

"Precision " Patent

Water Meter

4 pages; Bulletin 0, Wright's Improved Orsat Apparatus, 4 pages;
Precision Simmance-Abady Patent

Combustion Recorder, 16 pages; Preand Indicators, 23

cision Recorders

York, N. Y.

Wing Mfg.

L. J.

Co., 352

West

New

York, N. Y.
Bulletin No. 28, Fans, Motor, Turbine and Belted, 20 pages.
13th

Street,

West

Magnetic
Telephones and Supplies, 40 pages.
Industrial Instrument Co., Foxboro, Mass. Bvdletin No. 82, Liquid
Street,

Bulletins

J.

pages.

Co., Milwaukee,

No.

Electric Hoists,

New

Springfield,

Mviltiple Strainers,

No. 25,
30 pages.

located on

Ingersoll-

Buildings,

Sectional

be finished in mahogany,
the receiving and shipping departments down-stairs in oak. An interesting fact in connection with
it is

Broad-

Co., Jackson, Mich.

Catalog R-2, 20 pages.

this building is that

11

Railroad Purposes, 11 pages.
Ohio.

N.

Portable Alternating-Current Instru-

The

shop is built of steel,
and the front, or two-story portion
of the building, is carried up in
The
tapestry brick and concrete.
oiifkes will

Newark,

Co.,

Easton Car and Construction

pages.

saw-tooth roof construction, and one story high, except
stories, the

Weston Electrical Instrument

Titan

Rogler Valves for Air Compressing
Cylinders, 27 pages; Ingersoll-Rogler

two

111.

1914, 123 pages.

Catalogs Received

been designed to be especially comIt is about
fortable for the men.

in the front

Co.,

Ideal Power, 63 pages.

Centrifugal

Ingersoll-Rand Co.,
way, New York, N. Y.

ft.,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Circular,

delivered to shaking screens, where

N.T.C. Regrind-

1014 Fisher Building, Chicago,

Here the

coal will be

Co., Frick Build-

ing Valves, 7 pages.

ample picking surface

enable them to turn out their product
with the utmost efficiency, but has

X 160

National Tube
ing, Pittsburg, Pa.

for the men.

burg,

ft.

Recording Gauges for all Purposes,

31 pages.

feet to afford

Ohio, are just completing a factory
and office building that will not only

120

Level Gauges, 19 pages; Bulletin No.
88,

recently

the

gheny River Mining Co.

J.

Toledo Pipe

Link-Belt

closed

as

the Litchfield automatic stop.

New

The

for the

The Wasson Coal
risburg.

111.,

a concrete fan house.

and

is

Co., near

Har-

has a Giubal fan

fireproof.

It

in

looks neat

nt

A

NEVADA

mine - rescue
and first-aid
contest, which was

Exhibitions and Contests in Various Parts of the Country Showing the Extent
to

the

Which

Movement Has Developed

the

ffriffen

Mackay

/or The Colllert Englnea

Athletic Field of the University of

This car had been touring the state

Nevada, at Reno, Nev., on Labor

of

Nevada

was the

in

charge of

Day, September
first strictly

7, 1914.

It

metal mining contest to

be held in the United States.

1, and those
had trained 69 miners and 10 students of the Uni-

versity

of

since July
it

Nevada

in

mine-rescue

First-Aid Co.ntest at Reno, Nevada, Showing

The

contest

was held under the

auspices of the Engineering College,
with the cooperation of the United

Bureau of Mines, the American Red Cross Society, and the Nevada Industrial Safety Association.
States

The miners who

participated in this

had been trained by E.
Steidle, mining engineer, and George

meet

W.

Riggs,

first-aid

instructor

at-

tached to Mine-Rescue Car No. 5 of
the United States Bureau of Mines.

Model

be

with

closed

and

doors

dows

novel in several rewas held
spects,

on

was

First-Aid Contests, 1914

so

filled

it

wincould

with dan-

The

gerous gases.

model consisted of
80 feet of open
drift followed by 20 feet of drift
only 3 feet in height, in which a
hanging fall was supposed to have
taken place. Beyond this came 20
feet more of open drift, succeeded

iMine Drift

work; also 130 miners and 15 students in mine first-aid work, besides
holding lectures which were at-

by a gas and smoke chamber, which
was 40 feet in length and had an

tended by 4,400 Nevada miners.

the

which was employed in the mine-rescue maneuver
was designed by Mr. Steidle. It
was 260 feet in length and constructed of timber, laths, and tarred
paper with the side toward the
grandstand left open throughout its
length, save for one section which

The model

drift

TIXTBOOK COMPANY.
COPYBIOHTED BY INTIRNATIONAU

inclined obstacle in the middle.

further

side

of

the

smoke chamber were 20
followed by 200

drift

At.

gas and

open

feet of
feet,

repre-

senting a fall, in which there was a
3-foot opening above the fall, and
finally came 60 feet more of open
drift to the face.

The

participants

in

the

mine-

rescue maneuver were examined by

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

:

physicians, then tested and adjusted

and

Mining Department, comprising in
all 175 men.
The contest was under the direction of Dr. J. M. Wainwright, chief

a 3in a small test house

apparatus,

their

stood

minute trial
Each
filled with gas and smoke.
team in turn then entered the model
drift and rescued a miner, supposed
to have been overcome near the
face of the tunnel. A stretcher and
breathing apparatus were carried
into

November, 1914
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surgeon of the D., L.

man and

the team carried a
and took all the precautions
as suggested by the United States
Bureau of Mines.
Four teams competed, the first
prize being won by the Tonopah
Mining Co.
The problem in the first-aid contest was to apply first aid to a miner
found in a drift under a fall of rock,
and in contact with an electric wire.
The patient was supposed to be unconscious, to be suffering from an
electrical burn andnumerous injuries,
and the teams were given 25 minutes
in which to perform the work.
Seven teams competed, the first
prize being won by the team from
the McGill Concentrator of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Co.
Three teams of students from the

of

consisted

first

seven

events, covering the treatment of a

great variety of

injuries,

and the

work was uniformly of a very high
order.
The contesting teams were
arranged on the field in five rows
with a judge for each row, and of
the highest teams in each row the
following were chosen to contest in
the second round:
For the championship of the Mine
Department and the SuperintenCup, Central, Taylor, Bliss,
2, and Brisbin. The Cen-

dent's

Storrs No.

team, Joseph Taylor, captain,

tral

Broken Back

Splint,

Back View

was the winner, taking the Superintendent's cup from the Brisbin
team, which was the winner last
year.

championship of the
Department,
two
teams contested, the Foundry and
the Machine Shops. The Foundry
team, T. Harding, captain, was the
winner, holding the Championship
cup, presented by the R. R. Y. M.

For

amongst themselves.

the

Transportation

The

first
prizes were a silver
and a silver loving cup, presented by the Nevada Industrial
Safety Association to the winning
teams, while medals were presented

shield

members

of these

C.

teams by the American Mine Safety

The

which

round,

University of Nevada also contested

Association.

who

;

All the teams contested in the

life line

to the individual

Co.,

;

the mine for the use of the

injured

& W.

was aided by the following judges
Dr. W. A. Moore, Binghamton,
N. Y.; Dr. D. H. Keller, Bangor,
Pa. Dr. George M. Cady, Nichols,
N. Y.; Dr. H. F. Smith, Scranton,
Pa. Dr. D. H. Lake, Kingston, Pa.

other prizes dis-

to The Colliery Engineer and other technical papers,
contributed by the publishers, and
miners' lamps donated by the manu-

scriptions

consecutive

Smith, of Scranton, for handling a

with a broken back. A back
and a front view are shown herewith, and a description and drawings
showing construction are given on

&

another page.

Western

The

On August 22,
Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co.

ship

held their annual first-aid contest at

contest

third

President's

Delaware,

Sans Souci Park, near Wilkes-Barre.
teams were entered,
eight from the Transportation Department and twenty-six from the

third

man

facturers.

the

the

for

There were five events.
Between the second and third
rounds, there was an exhibition by
the Bellevue team of the use of a
special splint designed by Dr. H. F.

tributed at the meet included sub-

Delaware, Lackawanna

A.,

year.

of

round

Cup and

the

entire

was

for

the

the champion-

system.

This

was between the two winning teams: Central and Foundry,
and was won by the Foundry, who

Thirty-four

also

Broken Back

Splint,

Front View

last

won the cup in 1912, but lost
year to the Brisbin team.

it

^e ^(GeryEngineer
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Foundry Team,

The

D., L.

(i.NTRAL Team. D.. L.

& W.

No. 2 was

third round consisted of five

events, and of these Nos. 2 and 5

were

novelties.
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A

:

man

under a

is

number

lives and large expenmoney. At last accounts
was still raging.

of

piece of fallen rock 10 feet square.

ditures of

He

the

Prop up
has a broken back.
two props 3 feet

fire

& W.

piece of coal with

Man

high.

must
on

removed,

be

improvised

treated,

placed

stretcher

and carried 50

feet.

The piece of rock was represented
by a wooden frame and the problem
was interesting from its realism.
Man injured at top
No. 5 was
:

of

Lacerations

slope.

Lacerations of leg

and

knee

No

post.

down

scalp.

Unconscious.

ankle.

Dress, carry

of

midway between
slope and take to

by

stretcher, carrying all

hand.

The

interesting

of

feature

this

was the method of bringing the man
down the slope which had been
built in the grandstand and lined
with iron. Two methods employed
handling the patient are shown,
in one the patient being laid on the
back of one member of the team,
who serves as a sled while sliding
in

down the chute.
The contest was attended by
large

number of

officials

a

of the com-

pany,

among whom were

bey,

superintendent

C. E. To-

the

of

Coal

Department, and T. E. Clark, assistant to the president, who gave
the prizes to the winners.
On September 8, the

team went to

New York

attend the exhibit of the
Mine Safety Association.

The Midlothian

Central

City

to

American

colliery

fire,

in

in the early

Carkyinc a

Man Down

a

Chute

\irginia, which caught
part of the last century, has cost a

Carrying a

Man Down

a Chutb

^e (gfliery Engineer
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The

First-Aid and MineRescue Meet at Seattle
Bu

The

first

G.

W. Eoan^

state-wide mine-rescue

and first-aid meet was held on the
campus of the University of Washington, on July 22 and 23, at Seattle,
Wash. This contest was under the
United
States
the
auspices
of
Bureau of Mines with the cooperaof the State

tion

Mine Inspection

Department, the coal operators of

November, 1914

W. D. Ryan, of the United
Bureau of Mines, awarded
the prizes and with Hugh Wolflin,
of the same department, assisted

Coal Mining Co.'s mine at

the day.

perior

States

Issaquah, consisting of John Parker,

J. J.

Cory,

who

is

in local

charge of

Mine Rescue Station maintained
by the Bureau of Mines. James
Bagley, State Mine Inspector, rep-

the

resented
Botting,

his

department.

D.

C.

commissioner of the coal

operators of that state, represented
the

coal

companies.

Martin

J.

M. Crossley, F. Roell, A.
Thompson, and J. Jones. The third
prize was awarded the Roslyn team,

captain,

Walter

Snedden,

Shields,

Tony

John

nette,

Graham,

Flyzik, president of District No. 10,

United Mine

United Mine Workers of America,

No.

trict

10

of

the

Workers of America.
The meeting was

represented his organization and
successful

in

grandstand of the
campus was comfortably filled with
every

detail, the

spectators from Seattle and the sur-

rounding country, who, for the first
saw the methods employed in
mine-rescue work.
A model mine was laid out on the
campus with its main and cross-entries, and a chute was built on an
angle of 45 degrees. Also a smoke
house was built so that poisonous
gases could be generated within it.
The helmet men during their exhibition entered the building and
stayed there for a given period of
time,

time.

Thomas Graham, Chief
of

Mines

of

the

British Columbia,
•Seattle.

Wash.

Inspector

Province

of

was the judge of

it

through
good
mine workers took an active part in
the meet.
The secretary was Mr.
of
Vancouver,
B. C.
Jacbs,
There were eight first-aid teams
represented, one each from Cle
Elum, Franklin, Issaquah, Black
Diamond, Ravensdale, Beakmen,
and two from Roslyn. There were
five mine-rescue teams in which the
following mining camps were represented
Roslyn, Black Diamond,
Issaquah, Ravensdale, and Beakmen.
In the Mine-Rescue events the
first prize was awarded to the Roslyn Fuel Co.'s team consisting of
W. C. Shaw, captain, Thomas
Wallace, James McGraw, Harry
Taylor, and Ernest Taylor.
The
second prize was awarded to the
team from the Issaquah and Suhis

is

:

offices that the

Albert Bo-

and

James

Boose.
In

the

first-aid

Elum team took

work

the

the

first

Cle

prize in

the team event, the Franklin team

Teams akd Officials at

the state of Washington, and Dis-

Dan

captain,

Stanfel,

First-.\id

Meet. Helx)

took second prize in the two-man
event. The Issaquah team took two
prizes.

First prize in the

two-man

event, third prize in the team event.

The Roslyn team took

first

prize in

the four-man event and second prize

one-man event. The Black
Diamond team took second prize in
in the

the one-man event and

first

the three-man event.

The Roslyn

prize in

Fuel team took second prize in the

team event and second prize in the
four-man event.
The Ravensdale
team took second prize in the three-

man

event.

Mr.

Graham,

in

rendering

decisions stated that the

work

his

as a

whole was exceedingly good. He
special mention, however, of
the excellent work performed by the
team from the Roslyn Fuel Co.'s

made

mine.
It is

expected that this will be a

yearly occurrence and the various

lATTLE,
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teams are looking forward to the
meet of next year. The coal mine
operators of the state of Washing-

provise a stretcher and carry

ton

10 minutes.

deserve

great

interest they

credit

have taken

for

the

in this

very

important phase of mining.

Team Event. Time, 20
Simple fracture of right
thigh fifth and sixth ribs on left
side broken
compound fracture of
1.

;

;

—Chute Shown

in

right wrist with bright red bleeding,

and carry 50 feet.
No. 2. One-Man Event. Time,
7 minutes. Miner is overcome by
gas; remove 20 feet to fresh air
and perform artificial respiration
1

No.

minute.
3.

Two-Man

Event.

Time,

8 minutes. Simple fracture of right
forearm; right lower jaw broken.
No. 4. Four-Man Event. Time,
15 minutes.

Patient overcome by

right forearm broken; improvise stretcher and carry
100 feet.
No. 5. Three-Man Event. Time,
8 minutes. Head, face, neck, arms,

powder smoke;

and hands burned by gas ignition.
No. 6. Team Event. Time, 15
minutes.
Miner caught between
loaded car and rib, right shoulder
blade broken; left arm broken 6
inches
above elbow; left foot
crushed; lacerated right cheek; im35-4—3

Three-Man Event.

Time,
Right knee-cap injured
by fall of rock; left hand badly
mashed; improvise stretcher and
carry 50 feet.
Treat patient for
4.

Event. Time,
Flesh torn off back of

hand;

compound

fracture

of

right

injuries.

Team Event. Time, 20
Compound fracture of

8.

thigh

with

hemorrhage,

and

severe

ture of left forearm.

and carry 100

arterial

compound

frac-

Treat patient

feet.

Team Event. Time, 20
Miner caught by flying
coal from supposed missed shot.
No.

5.

minutes.

Right side of face badly cut; right
eye blown out; simple fracture of
right thigh three lower ribs on left
;

Background

treat

for

Two-Man

7.

minutes.

minutes.

Washington

No.
left

No.

10 minutes.

No.

First- Aid Contest, July 2j:

No.

100

feet.

right arm.

OF EVENTS

LIST

176

Mine-Rescue Contest:

Team
tain,

side broken.

of five men, including cap-

equipped with

artificial

breath-

Recovery work after mine exploby blown-out shot.
Miners rescued, carry to air; perform artificial respiration for 2
minutes; treat for burns on face,
hands, and back.
First- Aid Contest, July 23:
No. 1. Team Event. Time, 20
minutes. Explosion of keg of powder, burning miner severely on face,
neck, chest, back, and both arms;
improvise stretcher and carry 100
sion caused

No.

2.

One-Man Event.

Time, 8
Severe cut on forehead,

3.

Two-Man

8 minutes.
back across

from wire,

Man

Time,
found lying with

electric

ered in contest:

Two-Man
back into

Event.

Miner going

his chute too

soon after

overcome by powder smoke; remove. 20 feet to the
gangway, and perform artificial
firing a shot, is

respiration for 2 minutes.'

A

place to represent a chute

on the ground and

all

were expected to take part
event

if

was

teams
in this

called on.

Mine-Rescue Contest:

right hand mashed.

No.

6.

;

built

Treat patient.

minutes.

Team Event. Time, 20
Miner with severely injured spine; fracture of right upper
arm treat and carry through tunnel
and over obstruction.
Exhibition event not to be considNo.

minutes.

ing apparatus.

feet.

Treat and carry 100

feet.

Team

Event.
wire;

remove

treat for electric shock.

fire

in

Event. Mine fire. Seal off
and remove one of helmet men
distress; carry to fresh air and

revive.

:

:

Team
of

whom

Two Koehler mine
Second prize
and three subscriptions

men, one

will consist of five

:

safety lamps

shall be the captain.

FIRST-AID CONTESTS

LIST OF PRIZES

Team
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to Coal

prize

First

Age.
Five

Third prize:

EventsSilver

:

and

cup

scriptions

yearly

The Colliery En-

to

gineer.

team.

sented by the following

American Mine
Safety (bronze) medals, American
Second

Castle Gate, No.

2 Ti:am,

certificates, and one Johnson and Johnson first-aid cabinet.
Third prize:
Bauer and Black

first-aid cabinet.

One-Man Events:
Second

:

Two

Simpson, T. Barras, William Saul,
Fred Ashhurst, subject.
Franklin, No. 2, James Carson,
captain, Frank Zlinski, William Toman, Joe Stewart, Harry Irwin,
Roslyn, No.

"Justrite"

No.

Roslyn, No.
captain,

Albert

3,

John

4,

Percy V. Wright,

Dan

5,

Walter Snedden,

Tony

Shields,

1

Team, Second Prue Winners

Black Diamond, No.

6,

ald,

Winter.

Roslyn Fuel Co., No. 7 (Beakman), W. C. Shaw, captain, Thomas
Wallace, James McGraw, Harry
Taylor, Ernest Taylor.

Two-Man

say,

John Heathcock, Matt Mohar,
Ed Bowden, Jr., subject.

captain, P. J.

$5 cash.

Second prize:

Three "Justrite"

Issaquah,

No.

4,

M.

J.

Jones,

acetylene lamps.

tain,

Three-Man Events:
First prize: Three one-year sub-

Harris, subject, A. Neil, team

scriptions to Coal Age.

ager.

Second prize:

$6 cash.

Four-Man Events:
First prize:

Silver cup, to be re-

J.

Parker,

Elenor, F. Roell, A.

Crossley,

5, W. Sneddon, capD. Shields, M. Boose, Tony
Stanfel, John Graham, Albert Bo-

Roslyn, No.

netta, subject.

Black Diamond, No.
Upton, captain, M. A.

6,

J.

W.

Morgan,
Swanson,

James McDonald, Gust
James Murphy, subject, Henry De
Winter.

Roslyn Fuel Co., (Beakman) No.
Samuel McCulloch, captain, Robert Bell, Harry Taylor, Ernest Tay7,

8,

Dowd, Ed

T.

Kane,

J.

Seeley, Lau-

rence Desmenti, T. D. Williams.

The Utah
The

tain,

Second prize: $5 cash and Baldwin mine lamps.
Prizes to be awarded on averages
made in events for both days.
MINE-RESCUE CONTEST
First
prize:
Silver cup
and
American Mine Safety Association

Ravensdale, No.

G.

Thompson, H.
man-

tained by winning team.

medals.

cap-

Fred Ring,

M. A. Morgan, Joe McDonGust Swanson, Henry De

captain,

captain, S. R. Justham, A. G. Lind-

First prize:

Stanfel,

Graham,

John

Bonetta,

acetylene lamps.

Events:

Parker,
Roell, A.

F.

James Boose.

Castle Gate, No.

Charles Mills, subject.

$4 cash.

prize:

William Reay, E. E.

Winners of First Prize

Red Cross

First prize

merill, captain,

1,

men
Thomas Sum-

as

follows

M. Crossley,
Thompson, J. Jones.

teams were repre-

first-aid

Cle Elum, No.

prize:

MINE-RESCUE TEAMS
The mine-rescue teams were

captain,

first-aid teams

The

James McGraw, David Davis,

subject.

Issaquah,

American Mine Safety Association
(silver) and Red Cross medals cup
must be won at two consecutive
state-wide meets to be retained by
;

sub-

lor,

first

field

Fuel Co.

contest of first-aid

teams of the Utah Fuel Co., and
the first of its kind ever held in the
state of Utah, took place July 24 at
the Castle Gate in the Price River
Canon. July 24 is a legal holiday
in Utah, it being the anniversary of
the settlement of the

first

Mormons

Lake Valley.
With 2,000 spectators present,
18 6-man teams, one boys' team,
and two teams of young women
from Winter Quarters competed.

in the Salt
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The first prize was won by team
No. 17 from Castle Gate No. 2 mine
with 216% points out of a possible
220.

The award was

the silver lov-

ing cup to be contested for each

year until won three times by any
one team.
The members of the
winning team are: R. J. Henderson, captain, John Ramage, James
Wardell,
Wilson,
Albert
James
Lakin, and J. S. Hreimson.
Second prize was won by the
No. 7 team of the Castle Gate No. 1
The
mine with 210% points.
awards were pocket knives approThe team was
priately engraved.

Utah Fuel Co.

composed of Jacob Jones, captain,
H. Mather, John Yates, Frank
Levis, James Cowan, and Herbert
Walker.

Gold medals were awarded to the
winners of the separate events.

The

man

first

prize winner in the one-

event was E. H. Holland, of

Sunnyside team No. 2. J. Palmer,
of the No. 1 team won second prize.
The first prize winners of the twoman event were E. Lloyd and H.
Stubbs,

No.

members

of Sunnyside team

1.

The second

prize winners in the

two-man event were Valentine Aut-

Women's

Tl-am. V.i.niek

177

Quarters— Utah Flkl Co.

zok and Roman Etzell, of Winter
Quarters team No. 3.
The first prize winners of the
three-man event were John Haddow,
William Edwards, and Victor Bain,
Alex.
of Utah Mine team No. 1.
Curtis, Anton Michlog, and Guest
Jambelis, of Cedar Creek team No.
3, won the second prize.
The supervising judges were
Messrs. Roberts and Lanza, of the
Bureau of Mines. Dr. F. R. Slopanski, of the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad, Dr. James Dowd, Messrs.
A. W. Dennison, and W. H. Sanderson, of the Consolidated Fuel Co.^

;
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J. S. Thompson, of the Colorado
School of Mines, were the active

and

judges.

pilgrimage from every section of the
state for the purpose of witnessing

vidual operators, mining engineers,

the events and the pleasure of seeing

mine

old and

& Reading

Philadelphia
Field

On

Day

Saturday, September

19,

the

Philadelphia daily papers contained

an item which read something like
this
"On a special train which
:

making new acquaintances

politicians,

mokin, Shenandoah, Tremont, and
Pottsville and special trolley service
enlisted in the enormous undertaking
of gathering men from almost every
section of the Schuylkill region and

pany,

conveying them to East Mahanoy
Yet all this and more was

junction.

E. D. Stotesbury, president of the

necessary to carry out the program

Reading company and a large party
of Reading officials left the terminal
early in the morning for East Mahanoy Junction.
Among the party
were Theodore Voorhees, president
of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, B. J. Montgomery, W. G.
Brown, George Zeigler, and several

which had been arranged as a reward for the men who have given
their time to the study and practice
Aside
of first aid to the injured.
from the expense connected with
the affair, the mental and physical
labor involved in an undertaking of
ihis kind can hardly be comprehended and could have only been

The purpose

directors.

this trip

was

of

to attend the exercises

of the first-aid and rescue corps of

the

Philadelphia

&

Reading Coal

and Iron Co. and to witness the
games conducted by the employes
who were celebrating their annual
field

No

day."

mention

is

made

of the special

carried

out

successfully

by many

working along different
tending toward one
harmonious end. But system is one
thing which is preeminent in coal
mining operations, and there is no
industry that moves with the same
individuals
lines,

but

all

exactitude in

its

various

ramifica-

mine

inspectors,

superinten-

dents, ministers, priests,

nor of the special trains from Sha-

included the private car 'Reading,'

of the

dents of other coal companies, indi-

financiers,

pensioners of the com-

physicians

from

the

coal

school superintendents, news-

fields,

papermen. United States Bureau of
Mines representatives, lawyers, civilians,
and last year's winning
first-aid team from the Susquehanna
Coal Co. This aggregation made as
cosmopolitan a gathering as it would
seem possible to bring together.
That such men should leave their
affairs and attend a meeting of this
kind,

want

indicates

management
their

cause.

men and

the

concerns by

of these

encouragement
In no way is

they

that

clearly

to help both the

of
it

good

a

possible for

the officers of large corporations to

come in contact with men under
them except on occasions such as
where the various

this, particularly

parts

widely

of

corporation

the

separated

Philadelphia

&

as

those

are

so

of

the

Reading Coal and

Iron Co. and other large companies
in the anthracite fields.

train with three passenger cars con-

tions, nevertheless, all present

must

In outings of this kind, the con-

taining about 200 waiters and the

acknowledge the capability of the
men who had this meeting in charge
and whose names, it is believed,
would include most of the officials
of the Reading Coal and Iron Co.,
for they all joined in making the day

ventional cloak which business im-

necessary baggage cars to convey
table

food,

linen,

crockery,

and

eating utensils necessary to supply

the

wants

of

l.iSOO

individuals;

was anything said of the
200 or more prominent men being
invited guests and who made the
neither

enjoyable.

The

invited

guests

were

presi-

poses during working hours

'j«miT«ijRa:nR>

Bandaged for Burns, PHaADELPHtA

&

is

cast

by all, and it is believed that
this mixing is productive of much
benefit to officers and men alike,
because they come face to face and
form true opinions of each other,
which not so long ago were eraside

Reading Coal and Iron Co. Contest

;
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Bandaged

in

Final Event, Philadelphia

roneously formed by each from a

Bethlehem

distance.

witness

This was President Stotesbury's
initial

visit

a

to

contest,

first-aid

and he was intensely interested in
everything he saw, from the deft
and rapid bandaging to the rescue
corps wearing Draeger oxygen helmets in a smoke-filled room constructed for the purpose.

On

this

in

the

179

& Reading Coal and Iron

order as he stated "to

City Band, and the Elmore Band, of

advances

Shenandoah, they formed a regiment, and one could not but feel
that they and the 40,000 more first-

large corporations were

officers

making

of
in

showing their employes that they
were held in esteem as a vital part
of the concern in which all were
engaged for a common purpose."
This occasion was the tenth annual competitive drill of the Philadelphia

&

Co. Contest

Reading Coal and Iron

The

aid

men

in the coal

mining

districts

of the United States would be as
helpful in case this country was
plunged in war as the men who carried the guns.

In

preliminary

the

contests

in

occasion, President Richards, of the

Co.'s first-aid corps.

elimina-

the morning, Tunnel Ridge Inside

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and
Iron Co., left his private car and
guests in order that he might go
alone through the excursion trains,

tion contests in the various districts

came out ahead with a mark of 97
and Turkey Run Inside, Pottsville

meet the men individually, thank
them for their helpfulness in making
the day a success and for their endeavors in aiding him to help the

but about 1,500 first-aid

injured.

The men

appreciated

this,

company were held previously, so that the number of contesting teams in this contest was 16,
of

the

men were

work of their
When these men marched
rivals.
behind "Our
three divisions
in
Band," from Shamokin, the Tower

on hand

to witness the

and as they watched his face when
he greeted one after another they
knew he was not dissembling, but
was as loyal to them as one man
can be to another, and that he was
now visiting them as if they were

One

of the most interested

large

roped-off

men

surrounding the

portion

of

the

field

m. train

seven teams to compete in the
after

final

morning

In

dinner.

the

final

were
given of the pulmotor Schaefer and
Sylvester methods of artificial resevents,

exhibitions
;

men

The

problem which occurred
was dressing a crushed
foot, knee, leg, thigh, and hip with
spiral reverse figure 8 spica using
final

after jdinner

in

from South

and
This

ambulance.

Dr. Henry S. Drinker, president of
Lehigh University. Doctor Drinker
a.

Section),

-

which the contests took place was

took the 6

left

(Primrose

Hill Inside, tied at 96.

from the ground by individuals
two men lifting and carrying an injured man; and a four-man team
lifting a man from the ground and
placing him on a stretcher, carrying
him to and putting him inside an

in

gallery

Maple

piration; the lifting of injured

his neighbors.

the

colliery

ten 2'/2-inch bandages.
p.

&

R. C. ANi>

I.

Dinner

tions

governing

this

The

condi-

contest were:

time allowance, 25 minutes

and "in

;

the application of the spiral reverse

bandage % of the width of the
bandage was to be left exposed."
The three judges on the occasion
were Dr. T. C. Fegley, of Tremont,
and Drs. A. J. Bauer and L. M.
Knauber, of Pottsville. The work
was so good that these judges were
unable to come to a decision and

Draper Oinsms Corps,

P.

&

R. C.

were
Eventually, Draper Colliery Outside was
given first prize with a score of 98
per cent. Wadesville came second
with a score of 97, and Tunnel
Ridge third, with a score of 96.
After the awards were announced.
Judge Richard H. Koch, of Pottsadditional

five

called

into

made

ville,

physicians

consultation.

a

short

and

effective

which he congratulated
the winners and losers alike. President Richards then spoke briefly,
expressing the wish that the deep
interest shown in this work would
speech

in

continue so that next year
ners

may come

up.

new win-

The awarding

of the pennant and the prize ribbons

was a pretty ceremony, the latter
being pinned on the contestants by
several young ladies from Pottsville.
After the decision had been rendered,

the

audience

adjourned

to

witness the helmet crew's exercises.

For
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this purpose, a small

house had

been erected with glass sides so that
spectators outside could witness the

movements of the men inside, but
the smoke was so dense that the

men

could not see and could only

each other by groping.
The Philadelphia & Reading Coal
and Iron Co. have 1,740 men trained
in the use of rescue apparatus, and
find

while they have at present 97
aid teams they have very

Halberstadt
training

&

I.

men

many more

for

art.

first-aid

work

a

long time and he has reduced the
teaching to a science. One feature
which might be copied at similar

meetings to advantage was dressing
injuries by material furnished the

men

for the purpose; thus, covering

ground with first-aid kits and
material which was unnecessary for
Each
a
problem, was avoided.
team working out a problem was
handed the materials needed by an
assistant of Doctor Halberstadt and
after the problem had been finished
they were returned to the assistant.
the

To
sat

broken.

handle the 1,800 people who
to dinner, they were

It

from soup

The

to

In fact, no

no

dishes

was a course dinner
ice cream and coffee.

writer circulated

men, talking

came

and

spilled

to those

in contact

among

with

the

whom

he
without the formal-

an introduction. All his advances were received with courteous
ity of

D., L.

& W. Coal

Co.

remarks, so that he can truthfully
there was a feeling of
and peace among all gathered at this outing. There were to
have been field sports and water
that

state

good

will

sports, but outside of the base-ball

game and

a

little

singing at the sta-

was not time enough for
contests.
About 5 o'clock

tion there
athletic

gnests

the

entrained

and

left,

as

they came, without fuss, haste or

commotion, and thus ended an outing which will be long remembered
by those who had the pleasure of
being in attendance.

down

formed in fours and marched to the
oak grove, which has a slight slope.
Beneath the trees were step-like
rows of long tables with benches for
the diners' seats. The tables were
covered with snowy damask and the
service was all that could be desired.
As the men marched into the grove,
aids directed them to the tables in
the order in which they arrived, so
that the 1,800 were quickly seated.

The

was

soup

Taylor Team,

Co.

in a well-regu-

lated hotel dining room.

first-

Doctor
has been engaged in

than this trained in the

would have occurred

waiters

served

the

food

in

courses with no more disorder than

The Lehigh Valley
tonnage

led in anthra-

June with 1,325,982
tons; the Philadelphia & Reading
was second with 944,816 tons; and
cite

in

Lackawanna was third with
The Central Railroad

the

941,868 tons.
of

New

Jersey carried 839,514 tons,

the Erie 738,175 tons, the Delaware

& Hudson

661,248 tons, the Penn-

sylvania 470,652 tons, and the

York, Ontario
tons.

&

New

Western 207,931

:

..

.

:
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inter-

Tobey, general manager, D., L. &
Coal Co., F. H. Coughlin, secretary, Pennsylvania Coal Co.

company Red Cross first-aid contest
was held in Valley View Park,

those that have been adopted by the

W.

Contest
On

September 19 the annual

The

anthracite

companies.

'^V^ifi^HHHV^IKSV'V'
i

m,

--^il

-X

'"VAj*.

Jii^

fife.

.

-^

A,

prize sought

was the cup

pre-

sented by Mrs. John S. Muckle in
1909,

which

is

contested for yearly

discounting table
First-Aid Contest

Team No
Event No
1.
Not doing the most important thing
5..

first
2.

Failure of captain to

3.

Slowness

command

prop-

4.
5.
6.
7.

work and

lack

of

10.
11.
12.

4.
tention
Failure to entirely cover the wound
4..
or ignorance of location of injury..
Ineffective artificial respiration....... 10..
2..
Splints improperly padded or applied.
Tight, loose, or improperly applied

Unclean

first-aid

6.

5..
5..

material

Failure to have on hand sufficient and
proper material to complete dressing
Lack of neatness
Awkward handling of patient on
_.

stretcher
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

._

5..
2

.

5

.

.

5..
5..
5..
S..

Assistance lent by patient.
Tourniquet improperly applied
Failure to stop bleeding

Not treating shock

10.

Failure to be aseptic
Incorrect treatment

.

10..

95

Total discounts

Percentage

.

.

.

Judge.

until

it

rules

might

the

hope

that

generally

be

becomes the property of the

team winning it three times. There
were also Red Cross medals for the
members of the winning teams and

Red Cross

ers, etc.,

and

be allowed to

will not

leave, the patient to secure material.

it would be poscompare the work of teams

certificates for the

mem-

The judges were Dr. S. S. Shields,
chairman, Dr. M. L. Bailey, Dr. J.
W. Grant, Dr. J. G. Singer. The
managers were Dr. M. J. Shields,
of the American Red Cross, C. E.

triangular bandages will

but roller bandages

sible to

and equal credit

in different parts of the

For the convenience of
those interested, the rules and plan
of marking are given herewith
country.

RULES GOVERNING THE ANNUAL
INTER-COMPANY RED CROSS
CONTESTS
1.
A team will be composed of
six men, one of whom acts as capAny employe of a mining
tain.

company may be a member of a
contesting team, provided he

is

not

a physician or a nurse.
The captain will select one of
2.
his

team

to act as patient

and desig-

member or members of the
the problem.
work
team to
will control his
captain
The
3.
team in their work by giving audible
commands.
The captain may act as one
4.
of the members who will solve the

nate the

5.

The

captain or other

members

of the team will not prompt the person performing the problem unless

one of the performers. This
will not apply to full-team events.
he

is

6.

At

the

conclusion

of

any

event, the captain will raise his right

may

will

be used,
be given for

their proper use as with the triangular

bandages.

must be prepared
each event requiring

All splints

9.

on the

field for

their

use.

splints

Specially

may

designed

be used, but they must

be assembled during the time of
each event requiring their use.
10.
No practicing will be allowed
upon the field before the beginning
of the contest.

The teams

11.

will be numbered
beginning at No. 1,
will occupy their con-

consecutively,

and

they

secutive positions on the

field.

The judges will perform
their work progressively, judging
such number of teams in each event
12.

may determine and
announce before the- beginning of
as the judges

the contest.
13.

In events involving

resu.sci-

tation, the rescue of the patient

stretcher

problem.

bers of the three teams that tied for
third place.

The

8.

be the standard used in the contest,

adopted, as then

at-

bandages
Insecure or "granny" knot
9.

these

2..

erly
in

own first-aid materials, including
bandages, splints, blankets, stretch-

Lackawanna Outside, Winners Inter-Company Contest

expressed

contest,

competing

Problem
Judge's report

were

.<•

P

Judges and Officials at Inter-Companv Contest

The

contest

\-

-

'

the

-wi^vv:^.'.

m:^% if
*

of

American Mine Safety Association,
and Dr. M. J. Shields of the American Red Cross, chairman of this

Inkerman, Pa.
The 18 teams entered represented
10 different

rules

hand and announce his team number.
The team will remain at its
post until relieved by the judges.
7.
The teams will bring their

quire

the

drill,

the judges

may

and
re-

teams to perform sepa-

rately.

Each judge will mark the
14.
team number, event, and discount
for each team, sign his name and
deliver his record to the recorder of

the contest.

^e Qf/iery Engineer
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The

15.

recorder will foot up the

mark

Evan Davis;

Jones,

made by
each team in each event. The total
points will be divided by the num-

Simpkins.

ber of events and the quotient will

vania Coal Co.

discounts and

points

be the average for each team for the

whole

Time

16.

1909,

will not

unless the team or

be an elevnent

men performing

Law

as follows

Shaft, Avoca, Pennsyl-

Woodward

1910,

John

Colliery, D.,

L.

Brisbin Colliery, D., L.

1911,

&

97.0

Rendham, Pa.
Sterrick Creek Coal Co
Coray Slope, Old Forge, Avoca,
Pennsylvania Coal Co

Jermyn Coal

Ewen

Coal Co.

W. Coal

& W.

Brisbin Colliery, D., L.

Coal Co

The cup has been won

& W.

contest.

subject,

November, 1914

97.0

Co.,

Outside,

96.0

96.0

Pennsylvania

Coal Co. (This team

won

the

May Cup)

Co.

96.0

Storrs, No. 2, D., L.

& W.

Coal

Coal

and

Co

95.0

Mayfield,

Hillside

Iron Co
95.0
Old Forge Breaker, Pennsyl-

vania Coal

Co

95.0

& W.

Taylor, D., L.

Dunmore, No.
Coal Co

2,

Coal Co.. 94.0
Pennsylvania
.

94.0

and Iron Co.
Pennsylvania Coal Co.

Hillside Coal

The

eleventh annual first-aid com-

petition

between the winning teams

of the Forest City, Mayfield,

more, Avoca,

BwEM Breaker Team and Their

Instructors

fail to

1912, Pine

give treatment properly.

All events

ton Coal Co.

commence and be

finished at

run over the allotted time or
shall

the sounding of a gong.

The
events

;

of

four

and two teams, the Central,
& W. Co., and the

of the D., L.

Lackawanna Outside, of the Temple
Coal Co., each made a score of 100.

To

decide the winner of the cup.

another problem was given, with the
result
that
Lackawanna Outside
made a score of 99 and Central
98.5

;

therefore the cup was awarded

to the

Lackawanna team, who are

the fifth team to win

having won

it

it,

no team ever

twice.

The members

of the

two teams

are as follows

Lackawanna
tain,

:

Thomas

Harry Sax, capMaggs,
Thomas

Henry Oberts;
Steve Wargo and Leon

Shultz, Reese Sax,
subjects,

Williams.
Central

Perry

Joshua Taylor, captain.
Clark, Joseph Reed, Ivor
:

Colliery, Scran-

Old Forge Breaker, Penn-

1914,

Lackawanna

Outside,

Temple Coal Co.

The teams

entered and the per-

centages they were awarded follow

Lackawanna outside, Olyphant,
Temple Coal Co., first four
events, 100; tie event

Central, D., L.
first

four

& W.

events,

tie

98.5

Forty Fort Coal Co., Temple
Coal Co
98.5
Harry E. Colliery, Temple Coal

Co

98.5

Pine Brook Colliery, Scranton
Coal Co
98.5
Mt. Lookout Colliery, Wyo-

ming. Temple Coal Co
97.0
No. 9 Breaker, Pennsylvania
Coal Co
97.0

Co

& W.

Owing

proposition,

Coal

large

number

art.

of

it is

event.

Each year has shown an

increas-

ing interest in these exercises, and
visitors
this

97.0

to

this

customary to hold elimination contests in June, and then have
a field day when the two teams having the highest mark in each of the
six districts compete for the President's Cup. For the first time since
these contests have been held, the
company's mines were closed, to
allow the employes to attend the
teams

Coal Co.,
100,

company

and is still active in encouraging the
good work, as may be realized better when it is understood that there
are 90 teams at his collieries, which
is equivalent to 540 men, while still
others are taking lessons in the

99.0

event

Bliss Colliery, D., L.

North Pittston districts of the Hillside Coal and Iron Co. and the
Pennsylvania Coal Co. was held at
Valley View Park, Inkerman, Pa.,
September 11.
According to the data at command. Captain W. A. May, president of these two companies, was
the first to take up first aid to the
injured as a

sylvania Coal Co.

consisted

contest

1913,

Brook

Dun-

South Pittston, and

have increased

year, however,

perfect,

in

number;

the day being

there were twice as

many

November, 1914
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spectators as ever before at these

The meetings

grounds.

are becom-

ing both social and society events.

The

Nurses

Visiting

Pittston

won

individual events in their re-

spective districts in June, competed
in

one-man events for prizes worth

The

while.

men

six

Association furnished lunch; Leek

the following prizes

Cornet Band, of Pittston, furnished
music during the exercises and for
dancing in the evening. Under the

district,

direction

of

Dr.

F.

Arndt, of

F.

new teams had been

Scranton, 30

trained sufficiently in the past year

183

won

eligible

Thomas E. Ross, North Pittston
won the first prize, a How-

the hand, wrist, and forearm

It fitted

as

snugly

as most manufactured
would do, besides had a knot
hole into which the thumb could be
placed and the fingers clamped over
the end. It is customary to encourage first-aid men to improvise and
splints

ard gold watch.

invent

John O'Malley, Mayfield, won the
second prize, a gold watch chain
and charm.

articles

so as

to

make

use of the

nearest and best suited to

aid in dressing injuries to the in-

jured in mines.

to take part in the preliminary con-

and the Ewen breaker team, of
South Pittston, a new comer, annexed the cup, making in all three
teams who are said to have a leg
on the cup, whatever that means.
tests,

They

are the

Law

Shaft, the Fern-

wood, and the Ewen.
The committee in charge of the

was composed of the

affair

Superintendents

W.

District

R. Jennings, H.

T. McMillan, F. H. Coughlan, and

David Gewan.

The judges were Dr. W. G.
Dr.

Bishop, Dr.

Ful-

B.

B.

Wormser, and Dr. W. A. Peck,

of

ton,

F.

J.

Scranton.

The

members

the

of

Ewen

Breaker team, winners of the cup,
were William Davis, captain, William Scott, Henry Skinner, Joseph
Vanderberg, Tony Polls, Daniel
Mallery, subject.
Mark, 98. Old
Forge Breaker team, which last
year won the Red Cross Muckle
Cup, was second with 96 points,
although it was a strong favorite,
and the Erie Colliery team from
Mayfield, which was seventh in
1913, furnished another surprise by
taking third place with 93% points.
The other teams to compete finished
in the order following
No. 2 Shaft,
Dunmore; No. 9 Breaker, North
:

Pittston;

Coray

Shaft,

Avoca;

Forest City Breaker; No. 10 Shaft,

North Pittston; Leadville Shaft,
North Pittston No. 4 Shaft, Ewen,
South Pittston; Old Forge No. 1,
Avoca; Old Forge No. 2, Avoca;
Gypsy Grove, Dunmore No. 5 Shaft,
South Pittston No. 1 Shaft, No. 9,
North Pittston New County, Forest
;

;

;

;

Moses

Those who had the best average
attendance at the first-aid instruc-

and who

won

Avoca,

Ballentine,

Lehigh Coal and Navi-

third prize, a pair of gold cuff links.

Alexander Graham, South Pittston,

won

a safety razor as a fourth

prize.

William Gavigan, Dunmore, won
a silk umbrella.

fifth prize,

Burdick,

Delbert

won

a gold

For the

tie

City,

pin as sixth prize.

test the judges in
charge of events took the men singly
into a canvas booth erected on the
ground and gave them an oral exfinal

amination.

Thomas

E.

gold watch,
Lewis Heal,

Ross,

the

first

prize

1913, and who
Mr. Ross.

Dr.

J.

B.

who won

was

this

Mahon,

subject

the
of

winner in
year coached
of

Pittston,

standing on the left in the picture
of the winning team, former director
of

first-aid

delivered

work
the

for the companies,

presentation

gation Co.
The second annual outing

speech

Doctor
Mahon had in his possession an improvised splint, made by a first-aid
man from the bark of a mine prop.

of the

employes of the Lehigh Coal and
Navigation Co. was held at Lakeside, Pa., August 29. As on the year
previous,

Forest

that goes with the prizes.

City.

tion school in each district

Judges and OFPiaALS, Pennsylvania-Hillside Contest

first-aid

events

followed

by land and water athletic sports
comprised the program, and it was
carried through with a few exceptions, although the weather conditions were bad for sports of this
kind. Twenty-seven first-aid teams
were the first to contend for prizes.
Five of the 20 problems listed on
the program were drawn from a hat
and announced to the contestants,
judges, timekeepers, and spectators
through megaphones.
There was a one-man event, a
two-man event, and three full-team
events.

Some

idea of the efficiency

work can be imagined, for the
lowest was 88% per cent., and 12 of

of the

the teams were above 95 per cent.

The

first

and
was won by
Outside team

prize of $25 in gold

individual silver medals
the

Nesquehoning

with an average of 100 per cent.
of William

The team was composed

Adams, captain, Oscar Strohl,
Qarence McGorry, William Strohl,
and Samuel Azer.
The Electrical Department team

4.

made 100 per

cent.,

but in the

Nesquehoning

No.

Shaft

1,

5.

J.

Nesquehoning

No.

Shaft

2,

Summit,

Nesquehoning

J.

Haute

25.

Lansford Outside, A. Gibson,

Electrical

27.

captain.

Ramsay,

to be content with the
second prize, $15 in gold. The team

Lansford No. 4 Slope, Harry
8.
McElmoyle, captain.

lar

"^imiL

Washery,

Coaldale

26.

extra event to decide the better team,

was forced

2,

C.

Mul-

E.

Washery,

C.

Department,

H.

George, captain.

Forrest, captain.
7.

No.

Inside,

hearn, captain.

Lewis, captain.
6.

Tamaqua

24.

Erbe, captain.

F. Heffler, captain.

J.

also
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captain.

Immediately following the regufirst-aid contest there was a

\

.

^^^m
">

"\^ IP" ""*3I^H^H
\
"

li/tiQ]

\

-m^^m

Jfelil.

i

J

yX

^-x

Special Stretcher Used by Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. Teams

was composed of Harold Ramsay,
Thomas Whidin, George
Israel,
Harry Wheinmeyer, and
Warren Holmes.
The third prize of $10 in gold was
won by the Lansford Slope team
with 99% per cent. This team was
made up of D. J. Jones, captain,
George Boyle, David Morgans,
James Cunningham,, and Edward
Mimmick.
Three minutes were allowed for
each solution in the one-man and
two-man events, and 10 minutes for
captain,

the full-team problems.

W.

F. Ely,

W.

C. Scott,

and

Robert Kistler, of Lansford; J. E.
Beale, of Coaldale; W. H. Hinkle,
of Tamaqua; J. H. Behler, of Nesquehoning; and B. A. Erwin, of
Mauch Chunk.
Teams from the following collieries competed:
1.
Nesquehoning Outside, W. J.

Adams, captain.
2.
Nesquehoning Tunnel No.
3.

5

Lansford No.
Cunning, captain.

6

11.

12.

Nesquehoning Tunnel No.

Shaft,

S.

Shaft,

B.

Coaldale Outside,

W.

Calla-

1,

No.

Coaldale

8

Shaft,

J.

places.

At the

J.

Coaldale,

T.

Springdale,

Greenwood Outside, R. Wer-

ner, captain.

Inside,

William

Shaft,

James

Filer,

Fosters Tunnel, T. Thomas,

Lansford

Tamaqua

Tamaqua

the

of

Following

the

by

The

is

contest

first-aid

the

seen
limb,

firm against

and water

field

interspersed

is

injured

dinner

five districts

sports
at

1

compete

in the sports for the possession of

tested for until

won by any one disNo member of a

trict three times.

captain.

23.

shown the

is

the large silver cup annually con-

captain.

Bell, captain.

left

while the other limb

o'clock.

Greenwood

Sweeney, captain.

22.

position

came the

Whildin, captain.

21.

shown

particular

right hip, and at the right

the foot-rest.

20.

this

stretcher set for a dislocation of the

Coaldale No. 8 Slope, T.

Rahn

demonstration

stretcher

followed,

ser, captain.

19.

in

stretcher being adapted to pitching

Shops,

D.

Jones,

Outside, C. Gould,

captain.
2,

herewith

the

18.

A

device.

new mine

Evans, captain.
15.
Coaldale No. 9 Shaft, D. Mo-

17.

devices

team demonstrating the most

practical

of the

Boyle, captain.
14.

new

of

Prize $10 in gold was offered to
the

han, captain.
13.

demonstration

connection with first-aid work.

captain.

C. Keeney, captain.

P. Boner, captain.

Lansford No. 4 Shaft, A. Mc-

10.
Lansford No.
Hollenbach, captain.

16.

The judges were Doctors E. H.
Kistler, W. H. Kasten, M. H. Newmiller,

9.

Mullen, captain.

Inside,

No.

1,

O.

baseball team was allowed to compete

and

the

winning

positions

counted 5, 3, and 1 in points except
the water event No. 3, "Chasing the
Duck," in which the winner was
points, and field event
No. 8, "Tug of War," in which the
winner was awarded eight points.
The Lehigh Coal and Navigation

awarded two
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men may have family quarrels,
when the question of loyalty is

Co.'s

but

involved they

pull together for

all

company.

This feature demonstrates better than words that
good-will and comradeship prevail,
a condition which any sensible man
will admire, because a man does not
their

stay in a place for wages alone; in
fact,

congeniality has

much

do

to

and the contestants were not hindered in their work by spectators
crowding about, as often happens in
the open field.

utmost care was necessary on the
part of the judges to discriminate
rightly in the quality of

work done,

The first-aid
work of this company
direct

under the

is

management

M. W.

of

Price,

working under the

supervision

with contentment.

186

John

Lloyd,

of

effi-

ciency engineer of

Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

company.

the

Contest

an

After

The Lehigh Valley Coal

address

Co. has

of welcome by Mr.

a total of 537 men comprising 92
teams engaged in first-aid work and
of these, 78 teams were entered in

Lloyd, Charles F.

;

the

preliminary

contests

held

in

each division in the early part of

As

August.

the result of these con-

winning teams in each division were chosen to take part in
annual
first-aid
meet held
the
August 29, at Hazle Park, near
tests the

Johnson,

superin-

tendent of the Luzerne

County

In-

dustrial School for

Boys, made a short
address on theiphilanthropic
of

feature

first-aid

work.

The judges were

Walter

Judges at Lehigh Valley Coal Co. Contbsi

La-

Hazleton.

Dr.

The teams entered were, Westmoreland, of the Lackawanna Di-

thrope, superintendent of the State

Derringer,

vision;

of

Branch; Franklin, of

Coxe Bros.

Wyoming

Di-

Primrose, of Delano Divi-

vision;

and

sion;

Centralia,

of

and Shamokin Division.

Mahanoy

On

ac-

count of unfavorable weather, the

Hazleton;

Dr. L. M.
Thompson, Wilkes-Barre and Miss
Hospital at

;

A. M. Anderton, in charge of Social
Service
pital,

work of Wilkes-Barre Hos-

perhaps the

first

at a first-aid contest.

woman

judge

The program,

which consisted of three full-team

and in the final reckoning the
Westmoreland, Franklin, and Derringer teams tied for the first place,
with a score of 99, and the award
was given to Westmoreland on account of a slight advantage in time.
The names of the men on the
Westmoreland team are:
James
Morris, captain, Joseph Johnson,
Frank Lutz, Albert Larmuth, and
Ernest Space.

The percentages were
Westmoreland,

99, time,

as follows:

27 minutes

45 seconds; Derringer, 99, time, 29
minutes 16 seconds; Franklin, 99,
time, 34 minutes 5 seconds; Primrose, 98%, time, 28 minutes 10 seconds Centralia, 97, time, 33 minutes
22 seconds.
;

In the one-man contest the mark-

Simon Fellin,
Anthony Gluding,
Primrose,
John O'Neill,
99.25;
Franklin, 99; James Morris, Westmoreland, 99; John Wilson, Cening was as follows:
Derringer, 99.5

Westmorklakd Team, Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

was held on the stage of the
theater at the park, and while the
space for the teams was somewhat

events and a one-man contest, was
announced by Mr. John Lloyd. The
excellence of the work done by the

limited, the audience could see well.

different

contest

teams was such that the

;

tralia, 97.5.

The cup awarded

to the

winning

team, the Westmoreland, was

won

by Derringer and in 1912 by
Packer Na 5. It was announced
that the winning team and the capin 1913

;

^e Qftiery Engineer
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pany

Susquehanna First- Aid
Meet

teams would
by the com-

tains of all five of the

be sent to

New York

Mine Safety Asso-

The

in

the

was

on September 7 to 10.
At noon, a well-appreciated lunch
was served in the dancing pavilion

started

to all present.

tical

ciation

Vice-President and General

ager F. M. Chase

Man-

greatly inter-

is

movement

by a

first-aid

in

Schuylkill

Philistine,

that

County, Pa.,
is,

a

This was

roof.

igni,ted

and

"butty" was badly burned.

coal fields of the United States

to take part in the exhibition

of the American

November, 1914

person

deficient in culture, a prosaic prac-

man whose chief aim in life
seemed at that time) was to heap
contumely on anthracite operators
(it

his

After

removal to the surface, he was
4 miles from home and the
Philistine asked the outside boss if
he could do anything toward helping the man home. The boss willing
to do all he could replied that the
two-wheeled ash cart, the only conhis

still

venience at hand, could be taken.

The

injured miner

shade

of

a

was placed

neighboring

in the

tree,

oil

on his burned body and
blasting paper used to cover the
burns, as that was the best substipoured

tute available for picric acid gauze,

waxed

paper, cotton, and linen
bandages now found in first-aid kits.
Before the ash cart could be brought
into use, dinner time arrived and
then followed the jolting ride over
rough roads that caused excruciat-

ing pain.
In

another

accident

just

about

that time, a miner had a leg broken

Scott Colliery Outside Team

work of the
company and personally assisted in
ested in the first-aid

In a few

the conduct of the meet.

remarks before awarding the prize
winning team, he stated that
in the last year ending June 30, 1914,
there had been 53 lives lost in their
mines, which was 23 less than the
year previous, and that in the first
6 months of the current calendar
year there had been 25 lives lost, as
against 40 in the same period of last
year and that much of the saving
could be attributed not merely to the
to the

;

work but

efficacy of first-aid

increased

carefulness

to the

induced

by

the study of the subject.

The meeting was
by men prominent
business

of

the

these were A.

largely attended
in

the

mining

Among

region.

B. Jessup;

General

Bow Dougherty; Mine Inspectors A. B. Lamb and S. J. Jennings
Dr. J. Michaelis, of New York; J.

C.

M.

Humphrey,

mining

Thomas Thomas, mining

engineer;

in

public

and

engender

among mine workers

discord

in private.

In

other words, he was a labor agitator.

Of

course, the

ception of his

man had no

little

con-

acorn growing

into a sturdy oak whose branches
would cover the United States, yet
he planted it and the operators he
so maligned found the little tree,
nurtured it, and are now happy to
spend time and money to increase
its

growth.

The

history

of

this

man's humanity to man, so far as
the first-aid movement can be traced,
is found in the history of Schuylkill
County.
Before the passage of the Ambulance Act in May, 1881, injured mine
workers suffered greatly before
they could be gotten from their

working places to their homes
where proper medical attention and
nursing could be given them. On
one occasion that progressive miner

who was termed a

Philistine,

accom-

superin-

panied by his partner entered his

tendent, of the

Lehigh Valley Coal
and many others.

breast early in the

Co.,

gas had accumulated in a hole in the

morning where

and in the absence of any other
conveyance was tied to the back of
a mule and thus carried home. This
and similar occurrences caused the
Philistine to think that ambulances
should be kept in readiness at all
mines for the purpose of conveying
the injured to their homes.
The
miner commenced to agitate for this
reform, and the Ambulance Act was
passed,

requiring

the

anthracite

mines to have ambulances. G. M.
Williams, a mine inspector in Luzerne County at that time, stated in
his report for 1882 that the opera-

tors generally observed the

lance

Law

Ambu-

of 1881, and the writer

remembers how the office force of
Coxe Brothers & Co. examined the
first ambulance to arrive in Drifton.
Since that time, operators have
improved these ambulances, have
added city ideas to their own inventions, and adapted them to conditions about mining towns so that in
most instances ambulances are better constructed and equipped than

The remarkable
changes which have been made since
the law demands.

1881

in

caring for the injured at

anthracite mines have been due to
the operators encouraging their
to avoid accidents

men

through careless-
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ness, but finding this plan not altogether satisfactory they encouraged
the mine inspectors to frame a law

that would

make mine foremen a

sort of first-aid corps,

and

finally

187

Those from Minersville took

ville.

special

trolley

Among

the

cars

first

to

to

Pottsville.

arrive

at

the

Wilkes-Barre station was Mr. Ed-

who

gar,

not seeing the train was

they encouraged the mine workers
to take up first-aid work. This his-

resurrection

torical
introduction
brings
the
reader to an understanding of why
the
fifth
annual
inter-company

first up.
This mistake was natural
enough, for he was not aware that
R. D. N. Hall, editor, and C. L. Fay,

heard to remark that

aided in impressing the miners and
visitors that these companies were

doing nobly their part to decrease
accidents, and the results compared
with the accidents before the plan

was the

was

morn and he was the

men
One

inaugurated show that the
are doing their part as well.
of the mottoes was "Who suf-

fers

most when an accident happens ?

it

You

or the

company?"

Tee Susquehanna Coal Co. Firsi-Aid Meet

of the Susquehanna-Lytle
Coal Companies took place at Edgewood Park, Shamokin, September 26.

Mining Insticamped
in the private car that was to carry
the invited guests from Wilkes-

position to commence "the contest.
The grounds were arranged with

These two companies are in
charge of Morris Williams, president, and Robert A. Quin, manager.
The collieries of these companies
being widely separated, are for con-

Barre and at the time stood in the
The train started promptly
yard.

stretched in front of the grandstand

contest

venience

known

divisions
Wyoming Division,

classified

as the

in

tute of America,

had

earlier

on time and those guests who had
not been able to get breakfast were
On reaching Shafed on the car.
mokin, trolley cars were standing
ready to convey the excursionists to

movement.
In
were signs used to warn
of dangers, and illustrations to
show what had happened because

that took

men had

;

quired
left

in

part in this contest re-

three

the

special

early

trains,

morning

which
from

the park.

On

entering the park, there

was

an exhibit of the Safety Department
inaugurated one year ago to advance
the

"safety-first"

this exhibit

dangers
electric

In a short time after reaching the
park, the forty-four teams were in

four rows of white brattice cloth
so

others could witness the

besides

those

neglected

apparatus,

and

avoid

the

lamps,

pulmotors,

helmet
mottoes

specified.

lamps,

to

Safety

"Don't"

work

who were crowded

four deep about the rope enclosing
the teams.

Dr.

Superintendent
braker, of the

Luzerne County
Shamokin DiviNorthumberland County; William Penn colliery, Shenandoah,
Schuylkill County; Lykens Division
which is in Dauphin County, and
Lytle
Coal Co. of Minersville,
Schuylkill County.
To assemble the forty-four teams
sion,

I

treasurer of the Coal

J.

H. Hughes and
H. Kohl-

Francis

Wyoming

Division,

from Colliery
No. 5, three teams from No. 7, both
at Nanticoke, and five teams from
Colliery No. 6 at Glen Lyon.
Dr.
J. M. Maurer and Superintendent E.
A. Van Horn, entered two teams
from -William Penn Colliery, Shenandoah, and Superintendent W. R.
Remhardt two from Hickory Ridge,
two from Hickory Swamp, four
from Luke Fiddler, two from Scott,
entered

four teams

:
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from Cameron at Shamokin,
four from Richards colliery,
three from Pennsylvania colliery,
five

In these contests, the subjects are

also

teams
In
and, therefore, received prizes.
Full-Team
event,
which
was
for
the
the silver cup and gold-plated medals, the surgeon who has taught
the winning team receives a silver
medal in honor of the occasion. In
1913, Scott Colliery Outside team
composed of William Home, captain, George Lessig, Michael Rafferty, George Morse, Andrew Parker, Harper Stroup, subject, and
Dr. G. M. Stites, won the cup and
medals.
This year, Williamstown
No. 1 team won the cup and the

Mt. Carmel, one being a breaker
boys' team. Dr. G. M. Stites and
Superintendent William Auman, of
the Lykens Division, brought three

teams from Lykens and three from
Williamstown. Dr. B. C. Guldin and
Superintendent D. V. Randall, of
the Lytle Coal Co., brought two

from Minersville. These forty-four
teams worked four problems, the
first

row

command

starting to

work

at

the

of Doctor Maurer, and as

soon as they were well under way
he started the second row and so on.
This arrangement gave the judges.
J. B. Rodgers, of Pottsville, Dr.
D. H. Lake, of Kingston, and Dr. J.
W. Geist, of Wilkes-Barre, an opportunity to watch the work as it
progressed and to judge its completion.
These surgeons have served
3 years at this contest, have been

Dr.

teachers in this work for other coal
companies, and are efficient in finding defects without consultation.

Each surgeon marks

his

own

de-

merits and the clerks average the

marks so

knows who
mark until the
made by the secre-

that no one

receives the highest

announcement

is

tary.

The

French

Bronze

medals

prizes in the Onewent to Andrew Saduskie, of the Pennsylvania No. 1
No. 5 Slope team. The Red Ribbon
badge as second prize to William
Stevens, of Glen Lyon, No. 6 Tun-

awarded as

Man

first

event

nel team.

The

French

Bronze

medals

awarded for the Two-Man event
went to Andrew Saduskie and Ralph
Kendter, Pennsylvania No. 1 No. 5
Slope team, and second prizes to
Robert Monday and John Schrama,
Nanticoke No. 4 Slope team.
The French Bronze medals
awarded in the Three-Man event
went to Ernest Bleith, John Wadzinski, and David Edwards, Nanticoke No. 2 shaft team, and second
prizes to D. P. Burke, Jacob Hollister,
and Ralph Bickel, of the
Richards Outside team from Mt.
Carmel.

members

considered

From
made

medals.

team
Joseph

is

the

this

register,

up

Llewellyn,

the

of

as

follows

captain,

James

At the conclusion all first-aid men,
between 800 and 900, formed in four
divisions and with the superintendents and doctors from each division paraded around the ground and
stopped before the grandstand, in
front of which a speakers' platform
had been erected. Mr. Quin, with
love beams
sparkling from his
countenance, complimented the men
on the efficiency they displayed in
handling the problems and the improvement which the work showed
over the previous year. He characterized it as a noble work which is
being fostered by all industries of
country,

this

where had

but stated

He

Pennsylvania.

man, John Gittings, and Felix Samuels, subject. The second place went
to Richards Colliery Outside team
consisting of D. P. Burke, captain,
Hollister,
Charles
Dietz,
Jacob
Ralph Bickel, Harold Brokenshire,
and Charles Williams, subject.
The problem for the Cup event
was to dress a man with a broken

for the interest they

compound

left collar

bone,

fracture of the right

arm

and fracture of the pelvis.
The
teams went at the work with a snap
that showed determination to win.
When one team would complete the
problem, the subject was carried on
a stretcher around the field so all
could see the work.
When they were in front of the
grandstand, the breaker boys' team
stopped and up-ended their stretcher
to show that the broken-backed person was securely fastened to the
splint so that he could be handled at
any angle. Other teams at times
followed

suit.

When

forty-four

stretchers pass in review, one at a
time, while the excellently balanced

no-

tion as in the anthracite region of

Byerly, William Smith, H. Trout-

jaw, fracture of the

that

attained such perfec-

it

studying

happen

work

first-aid

alleviate

the

thanked them
had taken in

to their fellow

He

sibly save lives.

resented.

He

might

men and

pos-

thanked them

for their loyalty to the

and the company

in order to

that

injuries

management

whom

they rep-

referred to the large

men and women in the
who had come from
parts of the state and who

audience of

grandstand
distant

had

left

their

vocations

their admiration for the

show

to

men who

through kindness of heart were

will-

ing to devote time to the study and
practice of first-aid to the injured.

He hoped they would continue the
good work and that others would
take it up and thus demonstrate that
they were trying to save

life

while

the soldiers of Europe were trying
to destroy

additional

mining

After telling of the
dangers due to deeper

life.

he stated that
spending $50,000 a
year on special safety inspectors, or
as he termed them, a "first-aid corps
to the uninjured." This new corps
the

in late years,

company

is

Shamokin band softly plays "Abide
With Me," exercises of this kind

is

reach the climax in acting and were

of the company which have
reduced the loss of life considerably over past years.
The great
throng of upturned faces showed

they in a theater would bring tears
as

did

the

acting

hymn when sung

and

in the

this

same

death scene

in

addition

to

safety devices and

the

established

regular inspec-

tions

Here, however,
brought applause for good
work even though the audience was

marked

they

attention to Mr. Quin's remarks, and that they were appreciated was evident from the applause

serious.

he received from time to time.

of "Hazel Kirk."

^e ^ffieryEngineer
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President Morris Williams followed Mr. Quin and compared the
time when they carried injured miners from the mines on doors and
planks with the present conveniences for making the injured comfortable below ground before re-

moval

He

the surface.

to

industry which

the

that

take care of

its

men

is

stated

does not
not

fit

to

and he expressed the hope

exist,

that a just compensation law would

soon become a reality in this state.
"The happiest day in my life," he
exclaimed, "will be when the mine
workers get what is coming to
them." Mr. Williams was on the
commission which drew up a compensation

bill

At

one time it looked as if the bill
would be enacted, but politics and
greed intervened, and all the work
and time expended was useless.
President Williams was followed by
President

Richards,

of

the

Phila-

&

Reading Coal and Iron
in a few appropriate
words, presented the cup to the winning team. About this time, Mr.
Quin remembered to congratulate the

delphia

who,

Co.,

Pennsylvania colliery breaker boys'
team, who, dressed in white suits,
white stockings, and sneakers, competed on equal terms with the men.

The

eight nurses from the

kin Hospital,

who were

Shamo-

guests of

the company, were good judges of
this

kind of work and appeared to

take just a

little

more

interest

in

the breaker boys than the others.

There are two animals, the wolf and
hyena that attack their injured and
these were brought to mind when we
heard disappointed rooters from one
colliery criticising its team (who
were undoubtedly disappointed more
at losing the cup than the rooters
who had not worked a year practicing) and among the things said
were "you did not do as well as the
breaker boys."
That remark, although intended for sarcasm, probably

hurt

at

the

time; however,

there were thirty-nine teams in the
contest behind the breaker boys.
It is

those

their first-aid corps at any time that
one word of encouragement is worth
100 knocks to disappointed men.
Try it. The day was one of enjoy-

members

ment

comes the permanent property of
any team. So far the Crows Nest
team and the Arona "A" team have
been winners, and if the latter team

to

annual

all

present,

and the

fifth

contest

will

inter-company

be recorded as the most successful
held up to this time.

However, we

cannot prophesy that

will eclipse

it

Mr. Gloman
thinks up new schemes and with the
future
able

m^

for

events,

assistance

of

superinten-

the

-•^mmamH^vvi^npHMSH

S '^flnm
-r^S^ft^flK
^Bt —
"^

w ^^^HB TB
ii^^H^HP^UEp.'VT";
r
r

'

I

1

tJap'-'^

1

J
fl

suggested for the benefit of

who may need

the services of

nilIH

;

^^""^

Early Underground Hospital at Shamokin

dents, doctors,

and others, furnishes

new attractions each year.
At lunch time, the teams and
guests were marshaled by Gen. C.

Bow Dougherty and marched
fours

to

the

lunch

served

in

the

in

After the excellent lunch,

grove.

the exercises were renewed and at

the conclusion

the

and

spectators

teams were satisfied with the day's
outing.
The judges stated that
there was considerable improvement,
both in the neatness and technique
of the work over the previous year.

The broken back

splint described

by

Mr. Bert Lloyd, of Trinidad, Colo.,
in the August, 1913, issue of The
Colliery Engineer was made and
used in this contest by one team, and
Doctor Lake considers that

is

is

it

good.

able to retain

belong to them.

third annual contest between

teams from the collieries of the
Keystone Coal and Coke Co. was
held at Athletic Park, Greensburg,
Pa.,

September

exercises

the

5.

21

Prior

teams

to

thrice before

it

next year,

it

it

be-

will

In addition to the

cup, $60 in cash went to the winning

team whose members were: L. L.
Garlow, captain, James McMahon,
Robert McMahon, Light Seabury,
Hugh Leonard, and William Richthe contests, the team
drew numbers, the oddnumbered teams worked together at
one period and the even-numbered
teams at another period, all on the
same problem. Six problems were
demonstrated, and the work of the
teams was so close that fine points

captains

decided the contest; as it was, the
judges were compelled to declare a
draw between the four teams from

Greensburg No. 2, Hempfield No. 1,
Salern A, and Sewickley for second
place.

the

paraded

through the principal streets of the
business sections of the town, keeping step to the music of the Madison
and New Alexandria bands, whose

To

complicate matters fur-

Arona

Outside, Greensburg
and Greensburg No. 3, tied
for the $20 third prize, and finally
ther,

No.

1,

the judges, not being content, tied

Greensburg No.

4,

Crows Nest, and

Huron for the fourth prize of $10.
The judges were the experienced
National Guardsmen, Major Louis
P. McCormick, Tenth Regiment;
Major William Judd Crookston,
Fourteenth Regiment; Captain Edward M. Hand, Eighteenth Regiment; Captain Robert S. McKee,
Tenth Regiment; and Lieutenant
Frederick B. Shaffer, Tenth Regi-

ment.

Keystone Coal and Coke
Co. First- Aid Meet
The

won

Before

"ti

^^B k

has to be

''

m

1 Inrlhllllf'ir

are also employes of the
company.
The trophy cup, presented by Vice-President L. B. Huflf,

ard, subject.

Vx!

for the last legisla-

and has been reappointed.

ture,

189

cost

As we figure it,
company $180

the

these ties
additional

money; however, the officers
H. F. Bovard,
general superintendent, said: "Due
prize

were

satisfied, in fact

to the fact that such an elegant
showing was made throughout the
contest, it was deemed advisable to
award the full cash prize to each
team rather than have the ties
worked off."
The illustration of the winning
team also shows the second team

2
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from the same mine, and in the
foreground from left to right, Superintendent D. Fleming, Assistant
Superintendent Charles Daily, and

Mine Foreman George Wagner.
The accompanying chart is a

H. M. Wilson, secretary of the
Association, gave

some

interesting

Finally

entitled to a

almost

doubling

At present he

increased
its

to

number.

stated that 31 states,

by the scorers

Mexico, British Columbia, Alberta,
and Alaska, were represented in the

and is
can be used to
advantage at other companies' exat this contest,

besides, all

in iirst-aid

low

it

those engaged

work can study and

patient or subject of a first-aid team.

The membership has

as well as the District of Columbia,

published because

give a medal or certificate to the

facts in his report for the past year.

549,
re-

191

production of the tally sheet used

ercises;

:

Association,

as

compared with 21

was decided that he was
reward as well as the

it

rest of the team.

A

recommendation of the e.xecucommittee was that a "booster"
be employed by the Association to

tive

increase the membership, he to be
paid by a percentage of dues re-

states last year.

ceived.

The Association has donated 101
medals of gold, silver, and bronze
during the past year at field meets
held at Springfield, Gillespie, and
Harrisburg, 111.; Lexington, Ky.
Bluefield, W. Va. Pittsburg, Kans.
Somerset, Pa. TshSeattle, Wash.
Reno, Nev.
and
peming, Mich.

measure was passed, authorizthe executive committee to
award Association medals at contests where the Association is represented by a local. man, or where

fol-

as a guide for the benefit of

it

those operators and

teams

the

in

men who

Bureau

enter

Mines,

of

American Mine Safety Association,

Red

or

Cross, first-aid meetings.

In addition to the first-aid exerthere was a smoke-chamber
demonstration to show the use of
modern mine-rescue apparatus. It
was performed by William Nisbet.
cises

chief inspector. Keystone Coal and

Coke

Ralph Harrison, mine
Sewickley mine; Jacob
Kirtz, mine foreman. Crows Nest
Co.,

foreman,

mine; Martin Shopsky, mine foreman. Keystone shaft.

American Mine Safety
Association
The American Mine Safety Association held

its

third annual business

meeting in New York City, September 7, 8, and 9. There was no
business of importance transacted

owing

to the small attendance, the

feature being the demonstration of
first-aid

and rescue work by the

Lehigh Valley Coal

Co.'s prize win-

ning teams.

The
the

rescue squad after recovering

man found

unconscious in "bad

turned him over to the

air,"

first-aid

team from the Westmoreland

col-

;

;

;

;

;

Jackson, Calif.
After adjourning, the Lehigh Valley

men were taken

to

Coney Island

the expense of the
Meeting again at
Terre Haute, Ind., on the evening of
September 11, more business was

by steamer

at

Association.

A

ing

the city holding the centests bears
the expense of having an Association

done

member
to

Association

This

present.

was

a

member

of

the

being

present

at

all

insure

meets where their medals are
awarded.
John C. Davidson, of Paxton,
Ind.,
was voted .the first medal

awarded

by

transacted with a large attendance.

heroism.

He

Dr. A. F. Knoefel, chairman of the
first-aid committee, reported that his

others at Starkville, Colo., August

the patient with the pulmotor, the

team treated him for simple fracture

committee had decided the Schaefer

of the left thigh, crushed right foot,

method of respiration preferable to
This was adopted,
the Sylvester.
arrangement of
equitable
an
and
penalties was drawn up to take the

N. Mex.
The nominating committee then

liery,

the winners of the

first prize,

and the loving cup at the company's
meet on August 29. After reviving

and simple fracture of the

The work was highly
J.

skull.

praised by

P. Reese, president of the Asso-

and general superintendent
of the Chicago & Northwestern
Railway coal properties.
ciation

35-4

i

place of the present one.
There was considerable discussion
as to whether the Association

would

10,

1910,

the

Association

risked his

and again

life to

at

for

save

Dawson,

reported and announced their selection of officers for the

August

President, Dr.

Indiana;

First

F. Knoefel,

Vice-President,

seph Fletcher, Kansas
President, F.

coming year

W.

Jo-

Second ViceSperr, Michigan;
;

Third

Vice-President,

Green,

Ohio.

William

President John

P.

Reese cast the ballot electing the

new

November, 1914
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officers.

W. H.

New

Aldridge,

reelected a

member

committee

York, was

of the executive

and

Ralph F.
McHenry, of Pennsylvania, and Albert Birch, of Nevada, were elected
as new members.
Dr.

Eight teams representing six
companies took part in the minerescue contest. A long frame shed,
partly enclosed, acted as a mine; it
represented the roadway, and had
obstructions in it to test the teams

men over

carrying their injured

in

such traveling ways.
In the evening a smoker was held
at the Terre Haute House. Retiring

Coal Co., Heilwood, Pa., and again
year by the same team.

this

The

team scoring

prizes for the

the highest general average were as

follows

Grand Special Gold Prize. One
hundred dollars in gold, donated by
Indiana Coal Operators' Reciprocal
Organization, Terre Haute, Ind., to
the team showing the greatest efficiency in

all

in

lines

the first-aid

events.

The Colliery Engineer

A

lenge Cup.

silver

Chal-

cup known as

"The Colliery Engineer Cup"
by The Colliery Engineer to remain the property of
the team winning it until the next
donated

annual meet, when

it

will be con-

The team winning

tested for again.
this

cup at two consecutive meets

will

become the

sole

owner of

it.

This cup to go to the team scoring
the highest
five

won

A vote

Haute Meet

diana Coal Operators' Association
for its offer to defray the expenses

President J. P. Reese; William
Houston, of the United Mine Workers; Edgar A. Perkins, Chief Mine
Inspector for Indiana; and Carl

of the meet in Terre Haute.

Scholz, president of the

American

Mining Congress, made

brief

of thanks

was extended

to

the local committee and to the In-

The next
ber

12,

day, Saturday, Septem-

the field events took place,

the first-aid

work

in the forenoon,

accompanied by an explosion of coal
dust from seam No. 4 of the Vandalia No. 10 mine at Dugger, Ind.,
in the steel .tube shipped from Pitts-

Doctor Knoefel, the new president,
then took the stand and

awarded the following

The

first test,

FIRST-AID PRIZES
Special

with the permissible

sion

by the coal dust

The
charge of 3F
present.

A

Grand Resuscitation

Prize.

cup known as the "WestCup" donated by S. F. Hayward, the American agents for the
silver

phalia

and

second test, with a
black powder of equal strength as

Westphalia mine-rescue
gen reviving apparatus.

the "permissible," exploded the dust

is

with great violence.

methods of resuscitation and
remain in possession of the
team winning it until the date of the

In the first-aid contest, 29 teams

from 19 companies competed. Two
teams were from Pennsylvania, the
rest from Indiana and Illinois.
Six events were demonstrated, the
resulting percentages showing 14
ties which were worked off by additional simple problems.

all

was

the

Heilwood, Pa. This year the winner was the team from the Bunsen
Coal Co., Westville, 111., John
Krainock, captain, C. E. Newman,
DeBarber, Stephen Shaffer,
J.
Charles Elliott, and StuU Boots.
In addition to the above there
were six American Red Cross
bronze medals and six American

Mine Safety Association silver medals making one of each for every

member

of the highest team.

Second

prizes

It

prize:

American Mine

Safety Association bronze medals,

burg, Pa.
explosive, failed to cause an explo-

ad-

dresses.

of points in

year by the team reprePenn-Mary Coal Co.,

last

senting

First Aid at Terre

number

events of the contest.

oxyThis cup

presented to the team excelling in

the

will

next annual meet,
contested for again.

when
It

it

will

be

becomes the

property of the team winning

it

at

any two consecutive meets.
This prize was won in 1913 by the
team representing the Penn-Mary

American Red Cross certificates, and
Burroughs-Welcome tabloid firstaid case. Won by Penn-Mary team,
Heilwood, Pa.
Third prize: Medals donated by
Indiana Coal Operators; Afnerican
Red Cross certificates. Won by Oak
Hill team of J. K. Dering Coal Co.,
Clinton, Ind.

Fourth prize

:

Medals donated by

the Indiana Coal Operators.

Won

by No. 9 mine team, Vandalia Coal
Co., Linton, Ind.

Fifth prize:

Medals donated by

the Indiana Coal Operators.

Won

by Crown Hill team of Clinton Coal
Co., of Clinton, Ind.
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Sixth prize: Medals donated
by
the Indiana Coal Operators.
Won

SPECIAL PRIZES
For team displaying most
proficiency in improvising
materials
and dressing, six Baldwin
lamps
Won by Calora Coal Co. team.
Ja-

by Superior Coal Co. team, No. 2
mine, Gillespie,

111.

Seventh prize:
Medals donated
by the Indiana Coal Operators.
Won by No. 1 mine team, Superior
Coal Co., Gillespie, 111.

Eighth prize

MINE-RESCUE PRIZES
The Colliery En-

First prize:

gineer Challenge Cup. A
silver
cup known as "The
Colliery Engineer Cup" donated by The
Colliery Engineer. This cup
to go to
the team scoring the
highest

sonville, Ind.

num-

ber of points in

Medals donated by

:

the Indiana Coal Operators.

by Calora Coal Co. team,

events and to
remain in possession of
the team
wmning it until the date of the
next
annual meet, when it will
be con-

Won

Jasonville,

Ind.

Ninth prize: Medals donated by
the Indiana Coal Operators.
Won

tested for again.

The team winning
cup at two consecutive
meets
will become the owner
of it. This
cup was won in 1913 by
the team
this

by No. 3 mine team, Superior
Coal
Co., Gillespie,

111.

Tenth prize:

by No. 82 mine team, Vandalia
Coal

representing the Pittsburg
Coal Co.
this year was the
Oak
Hill team,
J. K. Bering Coal

Co., Terre Haute, Ind.

Clinton, Ind., Scott

Eleventh prize: Medals donated
by the Indiana Coal Operators.

Matthew

Medals donated by

the Indiana Coal Operators.

Thirteenth prize:
Medals donated by Indiana Coal Operators.
Won by No. 1 team, J. Wooley Coal
Co.

Fourteenth

One Hirsch

prize:

electric safety lamp.

Won

by No.

10 mine team, Vandalia Coal Co.,
Dugger, Ind.

Fifteenth prize:
safety lamp.

•tric

One Wico

Won
Won

Co.,

The Colliery E.vgineer Challlnce Cl

For the team
number of points

scoring

points

in

to

Engineering,

and

Won

by

Penn-Mary

team,

Lilly's liquid soap.

Lilly's

prize:

liquid soap.

Knox

nell, Ind.

erators,

of the Indiana coal opfive Justrite
lamps, one

lantern.
Won by Paxton
No. I team,
J. Wooley Coal Co.,
Paxton, Ind.
Third prize: Five subscriptions
to Coal Age. Won by
Paxton No. 2,
J. Wooley Coal Co., Paxton, Ind.
Fourth prize: Five subscriptions

Heil-

wood. Pa.

to Black Diamond. Won
by Superior
Coal Co., Gillespie, 111.

elec-

Fifth prize:

111.

Safety Lamp.
electric

Koehlfr Aluminum
U'on by Bunsen Coal

Co., Universal, Ind.

Sixth prize:

Won

Wolf

safety lamp.

by Mine No. 82 team, Vandalia

Coal Co., Terre Haute, Ind.
Dr. R. F. McHenry, surgeon
of
the Penn-May Coal Co. at
Heilwood,
Pa., whose team won
the Resuscitation cup again, caused a
sensation

carafe.

by declaring that he was opposed
to
the giving of prizes of any
sort.
novel feature of the meet was
the award of a prize to the

A

Six

Won

bottles

team

by Sugar

displaying the most proficiency
in
improvising material and dressings.
This, after all, is the prime

Valley Coal Co. team, West Terre
Haute, Ind.

Twentieth

Medals donated by

:

number

Justrite

event, one
Age, Safety
Black Diamond.

Bicknell, Ind.
prize:

Second prize
a

Coal

Won by team representing the Indian Creek Coal and Mining
Co.,
Nineteenth

Mine Safety Association medals.

two-man

subscription

by Monon

One

awarded five Baldwin hand lamps, and six
American

Coal Co. team, Harrisburg, 111.
For team scoring highest number

ton, Ind.

prize:

prize were also

highest

Coal Co. team, Cass, Ind.
Seventeenth prize: One Johnson
first-aid cabinet.
Won by No. 20
mine team, Vandalia Coal Co., Lin-

Eighteenth

first

i-

one-man event,
one Westinghouse electric fan and
two bicycle tires. Won by O'Gara

of

Amour, captain

Kerr,
George Waters'
Stanley Howell, George
Wilson.
To the above winners of the

in

by O'Gara

Coal Co. team, Harrisburg,
Sixteenth prize:
One
coffee percolator.

The winner

Won

Won by Cambria Steel Co. team,
Johnstown, Pa.
Twelfth prize: Medals donated
by the Indiana Coal Operators.
Won by Universal team, Bunsen
Coal Co., Universal, Ind.

of

all

Six

Won

requisite

bottles

the

in

by team

terial

Coal and Mining Co., BickIROKEN Back Bandaged Wuh 3 Picks — I'inn.
MAi,y Team

work—making

at hand.

It is interesting to

aid

use of ma-

work

in the

know

that

first-

Terre Haute section
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was inaugurated by John Sutton in
Mr. Sutton was
February, 1911.
fire boss for the National
Coal Co. The Coal Bluff Mining
Co. then took up the work, and
during the latter part of the same
year the Operators' Association
took interest.

then a

The winner

the

of

Wilkes-Barre

pennant was the Stanton Colliery Outside team, the members of
which were Frederick Harkins,
district

Anthony Monahan, John
Minnick, Martin Bubbie, John FlaThis colherty, and John Lavan.
captain,

liery

team won the pennant

last

year.
2, in which Plymouth
teams competed, the Parrish
Colliery Inside team won with a
mark of 99. This team won the
pennant last year wJth the same

In event No.

Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre
Field

The

Lehigh

Coal Co. held

Day
Wilkes-Barre
annual field

and
its

fifth

district

Litter Drill Team, Lehigh

day on August

Sans Souci

& Wilkes-Barre Coal

men on

first-aid

in

follows

near

31,

at

Nanticoke,

Pa.

The

teams were all dressed alike
uniforms of kaki, with white
sneakers and white neckties, a
feature which added neatness and,

like nurses' uniforms, effective tone

to the occasion.

Charles F. Huber,

vice-president of the company,

was

assuming from the
which he critically ex-

present

and,

manner

in

amined the dressing, it is probable
that he could qualify as a judge in
case of necessity.

All

the

teams

from

o£ the four districts

each

first

one

entered

between themselves, after which the winners of
the district competed in the finals.
into

competition

:

W.

J.

Jones,

captain,

William Morris, Joseph Nicholas,
Wade Maxwell, Edward Loughlin,
Samuel Davis.
Teams from the Ashley district
next competed, and Wanamie Colliery Outside won the pennant. Men
composing this team are Irvin Vandermark, captain, A. L. Engler,
Charles Womelsdorf, Oscar Spaide,
Theodore Womelsdorf, John E.
Burke.

The pennant-winning team of
Honey Brook division was

won

the

pennant, a remarkable feature be-

cause Captain Mader has three new

men on

this year's team.

The mem-

bers of the corps are T. O. Mader,
captain,

E.

E.

Stauffer,

Frederick

Roberts,
Philip
James
Lewis, George Schaar.
The bronze medal championship
event was won by Parrish Colliery
Inside team, so that the Nottingham
Outside team would like to know
what the Parrish Inside team know
about outside first-aid work?

Schaar,

Co.

the team with one exception,
Samuel Davis taking the place of
David Jones. The line-up was as

Park,

that the Audenried colliery

the
the

Audenried Colliery Outside corps.
This makes two consecutive years

Probably the event which created
was the
most enthusiasm
Breaker Boys' contest. Dr. J. W.
Geist has given much time to instructing the breaker youngsters in
the

first-aid work, and this year eight
teams from the various districts
competed. The men from the dif-

ferent collieries

"rooted" for their

some of whom had their
subjects bandaged until they looked
like real dollies.
The work was so
good that the judges, Drs. D. H.

own

boys,

and J. H.
of Kingston,
Hughes, of Nanticoke, had the
teams and the subjects parade
around the pavilion. The Wanamie
colliery
boys, Walter Shershing,
Lake,

captain,

John

Craig,

Thomas

November, 1914
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Stanley Shershing, Frank
and John Garvey won the pennant, by bandaging the fingers,
hands, wrists, elbows, arms, and
Crouse,
Stoj,

shoulders with 2-inch rollers, using
.

spiral reverse

and spica

;

and doing

a Barton bandage on the head.

Doctor Geist introduced a new
feature in the exhibition litter

which

consisted

in

handling

drill,

the

195

The affair was under the supervision of Prof. E. E. Bach, sociological superintendent of the

company,
and luncheon was served the guests.
While a company affair, the first-aid
exercises were under the auspices of
the American Red Cross Society,
that

is,

society

the rules adopted by that
governed the contest with

W.

Dr.

T.

Davis, of Washington,

stretchers and the subjects in vari-

D.

ous ways.

The first exercise on the program
was a visit to the public school,
where the children sang songs and

The

pavilion

was crowded, but

about 800 were able to take luncheon

as one of the judges.

C.,

listen to

the speeches.

A. K,

McClintock,

Esq.,

chief address,

and the Handel male
sang several

delivered

the

chorus of Plymouth

gave a

Ellsworth Collieries Co.
The third annual outing of the
Ellsworth Collieries Co., held at the
Ellsworth athletic grounds, September 22, was a gala day in which the

fire drill,

500 of them leaving

the

long lines of

afternoon,

children,

headed

by the

Ellsworth-Cokeburg Boys' Band,
marched to the grounds where the
exercises were held. They were accompanied by Boy Scouts, and
Camp Fire Girls, whose duty consisted in keeping order, carrying
messages, and serving lunch to the
children

ensconced

in

the

corps, the rescue corps, and

strated in their particular

demonlines.

Besides the citizens of Ellsworth
and Cokeburg, visitors and guests
arrived on special trains from Pitts-

burg and Cokeburg, also in automobiles, until it was estimated that
4,000 people were on the ground.

dem-

other

school children are being
taught the subject.
Because of the lateness of the
hour, only one mine-rescue event

was given.

In the explosion of an

experimental

mine the place was

with smoke and deadly gases

and a man was under a fall of slate.
Men equipped with oxygen helmets,
after experimenting with a canary

In

school

bands

first-aid

by six boys averaging
less than 11 years of age.
Their
work was exceedingly good, and it
is
probable that the team is the
youngest in the country although

unseemly haste.

grandstand and bleachers.
George Lindsay, with Alexander
McBurnie as assistant, had charge

worth-Cokeburg

was a

onstration

filled

public-school children, the first-aid
the Ells-

of the most interesting of the

the building in 1J4 minutes without

school

selections.

One

day's exercises

Wanamib Colliery Boys Team

Pakkish Colliery Inside Team

and

Thirty teams were entered and six
problems worked.

of the first-aid demonstration, the

judges being Dr. T. W. Davis,
Washington, D. C; Drs. L. W.
Hoon, G. K. Hays, and R. B. Stewart, of Monongahela and Dr. J. W.
;

Hunter, of Charle/oJ.

bird, entered the mine, recovered the

man,

and resuscitated him.
The
judges of this event were C. G.
Brehm, of the Oliver-Snyder Steel

and W. W. Fleming, of the ReThe exercises were
brought to a close when 200 men
who had entered the lists marched
past the commissary tent, where the
domestic science girls handed them
plates of dainties which they had
prepared. There was neither fudge
nor nabisco in the menu. Among
the guests and the audience were a
Co.,

public Iron Co.

number of ladies, who are yearly
taking more and more interest in
these affairs.
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Among

E.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., August

H.

Charles Enzian, mining engineer of

McCullough, Jr., Buffalo, president
and vice-president of the Lackawanna Steel Co., and W. A. Luce,

the United States Bureau of Mines,

prize

had complete charge of the contest.
Sixteen teams took part, most of
them being from D., L. & W. mines.
Two of them were boys' teams who
attracted much interest and won
admiration by their neat and effi-

lamp.

those present were:

A. S. Clark,

New York

general

assistant

City, C.

manager of the

Ellsworth Collieries Co., with their
Others present were:- Mr.
wives.

and Mrs. George

New York

City

;

W.

Burleigh, of

Chief Engineer

W.

cient

15, 1914.

work.

prize winning teams received a safety

lamp and each member of the firstteam received an acetylene

The

boys' events open to boys'

under 17 years of age, had
The Bethesda
team won first prize with 97 J4 per
cent., and the Truesdale team second. The prizes awarded were $15
and $10, respectively.
A special event open to the captains of the men's teams only, was
teams,

all

two entrants.

but

won by

Isadore Hochreiter, of the

Harry E. team John Cummings, of
the Shawneeite team, of the Lehigh
;

&

Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., won
Safety lamps were awarded
to both. Each averaged 99 per cent,
and the decision was made on time.
The judges were Dr. D. G. Robinsecond.

hold, Dr. Charles L. Shafer, Dr. J.
A. Smurl, Atherton Bowen, Bruce

Dimmick, and Jesse Henson.

First-Aid in Northeastern

Pennsylvania
AucHiNCLoss

D., L.

& W.

Seven of the largest anthracite
producing companies now hold an-

Team, Winners Woodward-Pettebone Contest

nual first-aid contests in the

A. James, of Buffalo, N. Y.

W.

;

Dean

R. Crane, of the State College

School of Mining; E. C. Roberts, of
New Bethlehem Coal Co. L. R.
Crumrine, county superintendent of
schools; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Calthe

;

verly, of Pittsburg; Director F.
Ball,
tion,

M.

School of Industrial EducaPittsburg; Mr. and Mrs. J. A.

Wylie, of Washington; Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Dravo, Mrs. Frank
Dravo, Betty Dravo, Mrs. Joseph

Todd, Mrs. James E. Brown, all of
Sewickley Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Patterson, of Pittsburg; and Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Sanford, of Carnegie.
;

Woodward-Pettebone Meet
The second annual

first-aid

con-

under the auspices of the
United First-Aid Corps of the
Woodward and Pettebone mines of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Westtest held

em

Railroad Coal Department, took

place

at

Harvey's

Lake,

near

There were three problems,

all

men's teams,
two problems for the boys and one
full-team

events

for

summer

have men trained
in the work. There is also an intercompany contest held under the

and

and

fall,

all

special event for the captains of the

Red Cross Society

teams.

Last year there were between 300

The first prize of $50 in cash was
won by the Auchincloss (D., L. &
W.) team, who averaged 98% per
cent.
This team was composed of
Timothy J. Condon, John H. KeatReese Jones, James H. Jenkins,
Thomas Chamberlain, and Gomer

ing,

Davis.

The

illustration

shows them

order given, beginning with H. H.
Hitchings, mine foreman, on the
in

and ending with H. G. Davis,
district superintendent, on the right.
The second prize of $25 was
awarded to the Harry E. team of the
Forty Fort Coal Co. with 98 per
cent. The third and fourth prizes of
$15 and $10 were won by the No. 1
Slope and the No. 6 Slope teams of
left,

and 400 teams entered

Dr. George H. Halberstadt,
directs the

ago

his

In

men

treated

first-aid

who

work,

a preventative
Several weeks

two cases of

heads crushed between mine cars.
Both of the victims were treated in
the Frackville Hospital, and Doctor

Halberstadt used the accidents for
the

text

workers.

of a talk to the mine
There have been no cases

of similar accidents in that locality
since.

No more

graphic description of

of first-aid men has
appeared than that written by H. I.

the actual
Silliman,

addition, each captain of the four

it

as well as a cure.

Journal.

winning the third prize on time.

Reading

making

believes in

the Truesdale colliery, respectively,

the former

in the various

contests.

each with 97^4 per

cent.,

of Pennsylvania.

work

editor

of

the

Pottsville

In brief sentences he ex-

plained why thousands of mine
workers have devoted their time,

^
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and the officials of the company
have devoted both time and money,
to the development of this first-aid
work.
"The mine hospital," he wrote, "is
located at the foot of the slope or
shaft.

formed of concrete or

It is

some fireproof material and whitewashed frequently. The equipment
consists of several cots covered with

army

blue

blankets, litters, and

first-

In one corner there

aid cases.

is

His men take their places
handle of the

litter.

'Lift,'

at

the

he com-

mands, and the litter is raised gently
from the ground. 'March,' is the
next command, and the

men swing

down

the narrow passageway with
military step, the captain marching
at the head of the injured

man.

"The man at the hospital has telephoned to the top to have the ambulance in readiness, and

it

is

waiting

There was a large crowd of spectators, including many mine operators
and miners from the surrounding
coal district.

The one-man event, miner overcome by gas and wounded, was won
by Victor

J.

Olsen, of

The two-man event was

When

teams.

Ralphton.

by

five

a second problem

was
two

tied

worked by these, there were still
tied and by another problem Messrs.

a

telephone which connects with vari-

ous parts of the mine. There is a
man constantly on duty at the hospital.

"The telephone

rings.

been injured by a

fall

or

A man

has

of coal in this

lift.
The hospital man
summons the first-aid corps,
members of which are working

that

quickly
the

in various parts of the mine.

"In

a

walls

recess

little

He

miner.

the

in

rocky

the crumpled form of a

lies

groaning

is

pitifully.

men take their posiEvery move is made with
tions.
military precision. The man's leg is
The

first-aid

crushed and fractured, and he

He

bleeding.

The

placed on a

is

trousers, shoes,

is

litter.

are cut off and a tourniquet applied.

"While the two men
two more are preparing, splints.
The men are working in the orange
glow from the little safety lamps
which the miners who have gathered
around are holding. From up in the
heading there comes the dull roar
are doing

The

of a blast.

man and nods

this,

captain looks at a

his head.

The man

nods in reply and hastens away. He
is going to tell the man in the heading that a

man

and that they

is

i;i

TiiESDA

Boys Team, Winners at Woodward-Petiebone

and stockings

when the cage reaches the surface.
The injured man is placed in the
ambulance.
The captain and one
other of the corps climbs in. At the
captain's command the horses are

David R. Spence and Clay Beynon,
of Meyersdale, showed their superiority over the Acosta men.

started at a gentle gait for the hos-

four remained after, the second, and
on the third trial the Meyersdale
team again won, Messrs. Elmer
Barnhart, David R. Spence, and
Clay Beynon, demonstrating.

Upon

pital.

their arrival there the

reports to the surgeon in
charge the result of his diagnosis
and what has been done. Returning
to the mine, he records the case in

captain

the hospital log."—P.

& B.

Shot

Somerset, Pa., First- Aid

"The setting of the fractured bone
and the dressing proceeds. Hardly

The

is

is

spoken.

What

strikes

one

the infinite tenderness of the men.

They are doing everything possible
to make the patient comfortable.

When

they do speak, which is inwords are those of

Meet
State

Association

has

organized,

lated,
first-aid

for

Christian

years

and

meets in both the anthracite

coal
fields.
A
and
meet was held by the committee

bituminous

cheer and encouragement.
"The injury has been dressed and

when

pare to

says he feels better. 'Pre-

lift,'

the captain commands.

stimu-

conducted

at Somerset, Pa., Saturday,

man

July 25,
men, actually employed
in the mines, gave a most creditable
demonstration of the methods of
54

treating

differen*^

firer

caught by flying coal,

right eye injured,, right collar bone

broken, cut on right, forearm; im-

Young Men's

frequently, their

the

As is natural, the greatest interest
was shown in the team competition.

The problems given were:

seriously injured

shall not shoot again

until told.

a word

In the three-man event, six teams
on the first problem. Of these,

tied

severe

accidents.

provise stretcher and carry.

Powder keg exploded, burning
miner severely on face, neck, chest,
back, and both arms; carry 50 feet
with improvised stretcher.
Man has a broken back from fall
of rqof improvise and treat.
In the average for these events
the teams stand as follows:
Somerset Smokeless, Boswell
1.
No. 2, 100.
'

;

;

XjSie ^ffiery
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Jenner-Quemahoning, Jerome
99%.
Consolidation Coal Co., Acos3.
ta No. 1, 99y3.
Jenner-Quemahoning, Jerome
4.
No. 2, 98%.
Somerset Smokeless, Boswell
5.
No. 1, 98>^.
Consolidation Coal Co., Acos6.
ta No. 2, 98%.
2.

No.

1,

Mey-

Consolidation Coal Co.,

7.

ersdale No.

97%.

1,
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men and

and of the

tered teams, were well pleased with

of motor

and the judges were
highly complimentary in their opin-

questions in this subject asked by

the

results,

ions of the

work of

the teams.

those coming up for certificate ex-

He

aminations.

Mr. Landis conducted the meet
with a local committee composed of
Samuel Steinbach, superintendent
Consolidation Coal Co., Somerset
Richard Maize, superintendent
United Coal Co., Boswell and F. W.
Cunningham, State Mine Inspector.
H. J. Hill, of the Johnstown Asso;

others,

declared that dem-

onstration of first-aid practice would

be made a part of the oral exam-

foreman and

ination for

and that

his

in

boss,

fire

opinion the next

State Legislature would pass laws

demanding an elementary knowledge of first aid by other classes of
miners.

At the

close of these addresses,

were given by Mr. Landis to
the accompaniment of noisy applause, and the miners dispersed,
promising a larger meet next year.
prizes

^

1^

'^..^.« fin

iiSS^n

V^

ml

f

J. S.

Wentz

On

September

& Co.'s Meet
5,

first-aid

teams

from the Upper Lehigh Coal

i H

I

Co.,

.^

ii

Co.,

.'
.

Co.,

&

Pa., J. S. Wentz
Brook, Pa., Maryd Coal

Upper Lehigh,
Hazle
Maryd,

Pa.,

and

Midvalley

Coal Co., Wilburton, Pa., held their
first annual competitive contest at
v^'^'^r:

^--^

--«---•

_UJL

Boswell No.

2

Team, Somerset Smokeless Coal Co.

Consolidation Coal Co., Mey-

7.

ersdale No. 2,

97%.

Quemahoning

8.

Coal Co.,

Ralphton, 94%.
Prizes were given in each event.

The American Mine Safety Association gave medals to the winning

The American Red Cross

team.

awarded
of a

certificates to

first

prize.

The

each winner
judges were

doctors approved by the American Red Cross.
The United States Bureau of

served as recorder. There
was an exhibition of rescue through
gases by means of the mouthbreathing type of oxygen apparatus.
A mine was constructed by using
brattice cloth tacked on to a rough
ciation,

frame
4

was

Harris,

who

oughly

in practical

W.

trained the teams thor-

methods, using
.as much as possible such material
as could be easily found at the face
of an ordinary mine.
Several unusual types of improvised stretchers
were used, and the treatment of
broken back taught by Mr. Harris
was not only extremely simple, but

most

officials

present,

many

ft.

new

entirely

of the coal companies

of

whom

had not en-

of

tunnel

a

feet long.

This

to the great

ma-

and 100

Virgil

Saylor,

district

attorney,

gave an eloquent address on "Conservation,"
resources,

applying
to

it

to

natural

individual health,

to

measures for reducing the number
of accidents, and to the prevention
of suffering, deformity, and death
by means of first aid. He touched
on the unselfishness, the sympathy,
the high sense of service required
by or developed through the practice

of

first

Mine Inspector

aid.

Cunningham spoke
tive requirements

effective.

The

shape

the

in

X 6

jority of those present.

all

Mines sent as instructor Mr. A.

ft.

in

of the legisla-

now

the mining code

knowledge of

first

incorporated

— demanding

a

aid on the part

Upper Lehigh. Fortunately, ideal
weather prevailed and the outing
was enjoyed by participants and
their guests.
These collieries belong to J. S. Wentz & Co., and as it
was the company's first affair of the
kind, it was the first time that the
seven teams entered had engaged in
a

competitive

contest.

The

prize

was a silver cup donated by D. B.
Wentz, president of the company,
that must be won three consecutive
times before it becomes the property
of any colliery team. This time it
was won by the Upper Lehigh Inside

team,

selected

five

questions

being

from fourteen by Everett

Drennen,
vice-president
of
the
Stonega Coal and Coke Co., Stonega,
Va. After careful scrutiny of the
of problems, the decision has
been reached that Mr. Drennen is
list

a "good picker."

All teams

made

a creditable show-

ing and received praise from Dr.

George Halberstadt, of Pottsville,
two weeks after the contest, which
means much.
Dr. H. M. Neale, of Upper Lehigh, Pa., was chairman of the meet,
and the following acted as judges:

November^ 1914
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Lathrope,

superintendent

State Hospital, Hazleton, Pa.; Doctor Biddle, superintendent Fountain

Springs Hospital, Ashland, Pa.;
Doctor Wainwright, of Moses Taylor Hospital, Scranton, Pa.; Doctor
Halberstadt, Pottsville, Pa.; Doctor

Mount

Montelius,

Hanlon,

Doctor

Carmel,

Pa.;

Hazleton,

Pa.;

clerk to judges, A. J. Kotch, Hazleton, Pa.

The

—

;

;

Co.,

Freeland,

Pa.;

199

Robert Klotz,

Hercules Powder Co., Hazleton, Pa.
William A. Turnbach, Hercules

Powder

George

Co., Hazleton, Pa.;

W. Wilmot, Wilmot Engineering
Co.,

Hazleton,

Pa.;

P.

J.

Powell,

M. S. Kemmerer
Sandy Run, Pa.

superintendent of
colliery,

After luncheon,

base-ball

teams

representing the four collieries held

1911, probably noticing that the gas
began to burn in their lamps, fled
hurriedly, but were too late to escape.
Their bodies were found in

positions

indicating

instant

death.

Conjecture and the condition of the
place after the accident went to
show that in the lower part of the
gallery the gas had merely burnt,
while at the upper part it had

instructors of the teams

comDoctor H. M. Neale,
Upper Lehigh teams; Doctor RedeHazle Brook teams; Doctor
lin,
Midvalley team; Doctor
Cairns,
peting were:

Maryd

Bord,

teams.

Messrs. Robert Klotz and

W.

A.

Turnbach, of Hazleton, Pa., acted
as official timekeepers and secretaries.

Immediately after the close of the
exercises,
luncheon was
served in the grove adjoining the

first-aid

park, where the contests
were held.
Addresses were made by Hon.
George D. McCreary, and Mr. D. B.
Wentz, of Philadelphia, Pa.
Among those present were the
baseball

following:

Upper Lbbigh Inside Team

D. B. Wentz, president Midvalley

Coal Co., Philadelphia; Hon. Geo.
D. McCreary, Philadelphia; Everett
Drennen,
Stonega
vice-president

M. S.
Kemmerer, Sandy Run, Pa.; T. M.
Righter,

vice-president

out of the glass of one of the benzine

off the highest

Coal Co., Mount Carmel, Pa.; T. E.
Snyder, general manager, J. S.
Wentz collieries, Hazleton, Pa.: T.
M. Dodson, Morea Coal Co., Bethlehem, Pa.; K. M. Smith, Alden,
Pa.; T. D. Jones, Mill Creek Coal
Co., Hazleton, Pa.; W. H. Davies,

superintendent Lehigh Valley Coal
Co., Hazleton, Pa.;

John Rohland,

superintendent Lehigh Valley Coal
Co.,

Hazleton,

Pa.;

A. M. Allen,
Lehigh Valley

master mechanic,
Coal Co.; D. J. Roderick, inspector
of mines, Hazleton, Pa.; John Curran, inspector of mines,

Pottsville,

Pa.; James O'Donnell, inspector of

mines,
Saricks,

Centralia,

Pa.;

superintendent

Explosion of Gas

Joseph

H.

Wolf Coal

At Westende

Colliery,

Duisburg

Beckstadt seam, which
here saddles down under the fifth
District, the

level, is

worked by two

from the

latter

inside shafts

to lower seams.

At

the place of the accident, the seam
was about 20 inches thick, and had

an inclination of about 2 degrees, the
roof and floor being of slate. Two
parallel roads were being driven into
the field. Ventilation was through
the two shafts, the air being coursed
so as to keep the

working places

supposed that the
had been lifted or the
pipes interrupted in some way,

supplied.

It

is

brattice cloths
air

so that the air could take a short
cut from shaft to shaft without pass-

The

ing the working
at the fac>- on September 11.
place.

men

was otherwise undamaged. It is supposed that the
defect had existed before the explosion and that the gas had been
ignited at this lamp.
Experiments
safety lamps, that

honors.

;

Midvalley

piece had been broken

exploded.

Hazle Brook carried

Coal and Coke Co., Stonega, Va.
Edwin Thomas, president Nescopec

Coal Co., Catasauqua, Pa.

A

a tournament, with the result that

five

made with safety
lamps of the pattern used showed
that even when these were swung
about in gas, no ill effects were produced.
When, however, gas was
blown against the lamps, the wire
gauze became heated and fused. A.
R. L. in Trans. I. M.-E.
subsequently

As

the leading coal producing
Pennsylvania sets a good example in the small tonnage that is
won by the powder without being
previously undercut or sheared. In
state,

1913, the quantity of coal reported

as

mined by the dangerous practice
was less

of "shooting off the solid"

than 3 per cent, of the total output.

; ;

;
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is charged in flat strips into
one end of the welding furnace and
drawn out of the other end and
through the welding bell.

metal

The

Penalty of Ignorance
Bu R.

The

T. Slrohm

shows the method of making lapwelded National pipe. The bending

and their courage unshaken,
Men have bravely been delving for coal,
While the grim reaper Death from their legions has taken
A vast and exorbitant toll.
Though the miners were skilled at their labor,
And they seldom attempted to shirk,
Yet they knew^ not the methods of saving a neighbor
Who chanced to be stricken at work.

With

It

their faith

into welding
and finishing rolls
scenes are followed by those of inspecting, threading, and the hydrostatic testing to 600 pounds internal

of

The motion

pictures are exceed-

ingly interesting to those

more

interesting to those

not.

The

twice,

The

tests

made

at Lievin in 1910-

1911, for ascertaining the conditions

under which clouds of coal dust
ignite and burn, are useful in several

respects.

They may

infection

is,

of their care
And their efforts no longer are futile
As they bandage the crushed and the burned.
For their methods have changed from the faulty and brutal
Because they have studied and learned.

flames, or sparks, igniting clouds of

dust produced accidentally, as in the
tipping of a coal car; they facilitate

the understanding of coal-dust explosions and, being

means and often

the

National

Tube Co. were shown and

explained.

motion

pictures

of

The

ore is next shown as it
being transferred from cars to
stock pile, then to furnace charging car, and its discharge into
is

the furnace with the flux and fuel.

The molten

iron

into ladle cars

is

shown running

which carry

it

to the

the different steps necessary in the

mixer, the Bessemer converters, and
open-hearth furnaces. The second

manufacture of pipe from prospect-

film

ing iron ore to testing the finished

the impurities, the soft steel being

product.

cast in ingot molds, the soaking pits,

These pictures

The

first

ih three films

show

shows the prosstripping and
drill;

film

pecting by
mining with steam shovels, loading
the ore on cars, transporting and
loading the 13,000-ton whaleback
steamers in 30 minutes, and unloading them in 4 hours.

serve to

up the question whether there
or is not, any risk of certain

clear

all

of the Engineers' Society of Northeastern Pennsylvania, the industrial

them

could enjoy seeing them a

Tests for Coal-Dust Inflammability

In the help of the injured, and scantness of learning
In treating the wounded and ill.

At the regular monthly meeting

who had

writer having seen

third time.

to the absence of skill

Northeastern Pennsylvania
Engineers' Society

who have

seen the process, and therefore were

There is many a sorrowing mother.
There is many a sister or wife.
Deeply mourning for son, or for husband, or brother
Who still should be buoyant with life
And the whole of their heartache and yearning

Will nullify

sizing rolls,

pressure.

All attempts to alleviate pain
But their ignorant efforts, instead of a blessing.
Too oft were a positive bane.
Oh, they tried to be soothing and tender.
And they meant to be gentle and kind.
But the succor and aid they endeavored to render
Was wofully, stupidly blind.

But no more does their work lack direction
As they bind up the gash and the tear.
And their cleanness insures that no dirt or

charging

sheets,

rolls,

was not that they thought of repressing

Can be traced

part of the third film

first

shows the converters oxidizing

reheaters, billet treatment,

and sheet

rolling.

Spellerizing, or

kneading the hot

metal to render it
corrosion is also shown, and then

less susceptible to

the two processes of

and lap-welded

pipe.

making buttThe butt-weld

made by simple

repeated, they per-

mit of increasing the number of
intercomparable proofs, while also
affording many samples for experiment.

Although

it

has long been

that a cloud of coal
ignited

known

dust can be

by mere contact with a flame,

the conditions required to bring this
about,

when

are

desired,

not

easy to realize.
The experiments that were

so

made

determining whether
a very rapid heating merely of
coal dust was capable of evolving
at Altofts for

an appreciable quantity of volatile
matter, showed that such was really
the case;

but the proportion was

judged to be too small to exert
much influence on inflammability of
a coal dust. /. Taffanel, Annales des

—

Mines, Paris, IQ12, S.

2,

V.

z, p. 80.
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Concrete City

City, the
Delaware,

A

Comfortable and Pleasant

Western's model
village near its big Truesdale col-

was

of

1913,

were
tral

started

the

in

summer

when 20 double houses

around
square 300 ft. x 410
constructed

a
ft.

which also lead
whole

There

molded in
one piece, after the idea of Thomas
A. Edison, but the houses were built
according to another man's patented
adaptation of Mr. Edison's idea.
tically of solid concrete,

ceilings,

stairways,

even sinks and wash basins, were
made in a mold with "poured" concrete.
The construction is such
that, on occasion, the furniture may
be removed and an entire house
thoroughly washed out with a hose.
Each house contains eight rooms,
has stationary wash tubs, a buttery,

and a good dry

cellar.

The

concrete

being slow to heat, the houses are
cool in summer and warm and dry
in winter.

been
Little

taken

Special precautions have
to

prevent

marquises

dampness.

supported

by

overhang the front steps
which have flower boxes each side.
A complete sewage system has been
installed, and the square is bounded
by shade trees and concrete walks
chains

in

of

city is

The

make an agreeable spot
The construction is prac-

walls,

doors

side

wire fence.

neys which

for

"The

she
chil-

dren are healthier

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western

house is
dry and
easy to keep clean."
here, the

perfectly

cen-

houses are two-story structures,
50 ft. X 25 ft., with flat roofs, dark
green trimmings and little red chim-

Floors,

Town

Company Mine Workers

Cement Houses

of color.

Pottsville,"
said.

Lackawanna &
liery,

201

is

to

the

the

front

houses.

and

surrounded by a stout

much

kindly humanity in

is

it

The man

in the best position to

judge of the value of this model
village is the foreman of the Truesdale colliery,

where the dwellers

in

Concrete City, Near Tkuesdalb Colliery, Pa.

forethought which was expended on the interior fittings of the
houses. Wooden strips are imbedded in the concrete floors so that
carpets may be tacked down.
Below the French windows, opening
outward, window boxes for flowers
are set in the walls. Window openings are generous, and there is
plenty of light.
The window and
door frames and the doors themselves are of wood. There is ample
space behind each house for a truck
garden, and space in the cellar to
keep a supply of coal.
The rent of these houses is $8 a
month for single houses, and $16
for the two halves, or a double
the

house.

and

cool,

The

After the cost of adminis-

upkeep, and improvements on the property such as sewers, grading, concrete walks, and
tration, taxes,

shade trees are paid, the
from it amounts to about

income

3^

per

Concrete City are employed. When
asked if he thought it was a good
investment, he replied:
"If all the people working at
Truesdale were like the people living in those houses it would be
much easier for me. Labor which
has to come here by an early morn-

ing

work train is much harder to
The houses attract the betclass of miners who live in them

handle.
ter

happily and contentedly.

We

them

financial

at cost so

but I wish

profit,

more of them."
When this was
low, white, pink,

were

blooming

in flower pots

rent,

had a hundred

written, red, yel-

and blue flowers
around the trim

and

in the first

too,

and

second story window boxes, when
in August two officials of the company awarded first, second, third,
and fourth cash prizes for the best
kept
and neatest gardens and

grounds.

wife:

prize

"I paid $12 a month for a house
not half as good as this over in

I

They were_ blooming,

houses.

on the investment. That the
mine workers are not unappreciative
is shown by the remark of a miner's
cent,

we make no

Evans received the first
$10, John Allen $5 for
second prize, John Martin $3 for
third prize, David J. Thomas $2
John

P.

of

:

^e (gllierg Engineer
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for

It

honorable

secured

was not the value of the

prizes

every householder in Con-

crete City enter the competition.

This

past

swimming

summer

pool

a

with

circular

constantly

flowing water was installed in one
corner of the big central square,

and on hot afternoons many of the
children, some in improvised swim-

in operation to the

of

"Safety first" is not merely a
phrase designed by mine

catchy

managers to mislead mine workers
and the general public. It is a significant phrase and means that the
personal safety of mine workers is
It
paramount to everything else.
means that the mine owners and
mine officials who have joined the

movement hold the
human life far above profits

"safety-first"

value of

mine owner and

increased earnings and comfort to

Safety First

mention.

as the value of the improvement to
their surroundings that made practically

The True Meaning

Benjamin

and

prize,

fourth

Isaac

November, 1914

the mine worker.

In the case of mine workers employed on day's wages, the carrying
out

through

precautions

of

their

labor does not affect their temporary
earnings in the least, but freedom
from accident and consequent death

or loss of time certainly increases
their earnings in the long run.

men working by

In the case of
contract,

cautions

the carrying out of pre-

may

temporary

result in a

diminution of some day or
several days' earnings, but in a
month's time the earnings will equal
slight

or exceed the average, because the

be laboring under
and with a feeling
of increased safety. In no instance

mine worker

will

better conditions

has the rational adoption of "safety
first" at coal mines cost the mine
worker a cent. In every instance
in which advanced safety methods
have been adopted the mine owners
have been called upon for more or
In
immediate expenditures.
less

many

instances

expenditures

the

have proved eventually

to be

good

investments by reducing the losses
SwiMMWG Pool at Concrete City

means

tning costumes and some with the

and the value of property.

alarming lack of them that characterizes New York newsboys when
they make a surreptitious dash into
the fountain in City Hall Park,
in
safely
shallow
disported
its

that everything will be sacrificed to

waters.

infinitely

There are between 80 and 90 children in Concrete City, and evidences
of their presence abound: For behind this house there is a child's
double-seated swing; in front of.
that a benignant collie prowls and
smiles upon the tumbling infants;
even all the rag dolls are not taken
in every night, hence with its flowers
and children, its freshly blossoming
shade trees and young girls. Con-

ignorance.

crete City presents a pretty sight.

—P.

& B.

The

^

Mexican

^

.

.

investors.

human

life.

The movement

management

has spread amazingly and has been,
in a measure, productive of good.

tion that the

That

worth the expenditures.

it

has not been productive of

may

It

mine

greater results

is

due to

or ignorance on the

part of mine workers.
It

is

in

To make

"safety first" rules and

appliances most successful requires

be ignorance on the part of

officials

feels

greater safety to employes has been

on the part of mine
and mine workers. Such

cooperation
officials

cooperation

ignorance on the part of

when they assume

is,

in

many

instances,

hard to obtain, owing to two causes

merely adopted to oppress him, or to

First, a vast proportion of coal mine
workers in this country are nonEnglish speaking men who do not
always understand the true motive
back of the movement; and second,
a few designing trouble makers, for
purposes of their own, play on the
ignorance of the non-English speaking men and mislead them into

reduce his earnings.

thinking the "safety-first" rules are

mine

officials

"safety first"

the

first

that

means that safety

is

consideration after largest

possible temporary production with
least cost.
It is ignorance on the part of the
mine worker who thinks rational
precautionary rules and methods are

.

Constitutionalists

have confiscated six coal mines near
Sabinas, Mex., owned by French and

American

save a

It

due to accidents, but in some cases
the expenditures have been additional cost. This, however, has not
been objected to, as aside from the
economical standpoint, the satisfac-

In truth "safety

first"

not only

means economy in human life, but
it also means in many cases economy

made

to either

tasks or

limit

oppressive and
crease

their

earning powers.

in-

their

November, 1914
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A

good way to overcome the opmine workers to rational
methods, and institutions
rules,
would be to extend the duties of the
members of the many excellent firstaid corps. These corps being made
up of the most intelligent mine

Elimination of Haulage

roads

so

Accidents

for a

man

position of

workers,

many

whom

of

speak an-

other language, as well as English,

should have each rule or method
fully explained to them, and they
should be enlisted in a campaign of

among their fellow workThey naturally have the con-

education

men.

fidence of their coworkers, and, as

membership
shows their

their

corps

in

the

interest

first-aid

in

the

welfare of the other mine workers,

they can in almost every case be
counted on as willing instruments to

spread the knowledge of the benefits
of the "safety-first" rules and meth-

among

ods

the men.

Another good plan would be to
have a competent man explain the
objects and benefits of the system to
the most intelligent of the foreignborn mine workers, and after showing them the advantages, have them
assist in

making

clear to the less

intelligent the fact that the "safety-

arrangements are really for

first"

their good.

In

many

cases

it

will

pay

to enlist

the cooperation of the clergy of the

churches to which the non-English
speaking men belong, and it should
not be hard to get their cooperation.
If they are not

such

give

enough

cooperation,

interested to

they

have

certainly missed their calling, as the

province of every Christian church
is

of

to

guard the safety of the bodies

its

members

as well as that of

when everything

pos-

done to insure safety and the
workmen as a whole are giving full
support and cooperation in the carrying out of the rules and methods, the great and important truth
must be kept continually in their
minds, that no matter how perfect
the rules and methods may be,
there will always be danger in
coal mining, and therefore eternal
vigilance must continue to be the
sible is

'

Bi)

We

A. N, Harris^ Superintendent*

work

of active
accidents,

campaign
learned

in the

prevention of

and since this
was started

safety-first

we

have

is

the

efficiency

that

synonym of safety hence, efficiency,
we say, is the longest step in accident
;

prevention.

By

the application Of

methods to the matter of
motor haulage we have practically
eliminated accidents from this department.
The first move toward
accident prevention in this line was
allowing more space between the
cars and rib; in other words, by
making the haulage headings uniformly wider.
The next was the
standardization of equipment and
the application of intelligent methods to handle the traffic, and these
efficient

reforms introduced many others,
even to grading and improving the
haulage roads, grading overhead
trolley

installing

wires,

electric

would be unnecessary
hand lamp, and

to carry a

Accidents have resulted
from the lack of such facilities, and to my mind there is nothing in this line that adds to the
efficiency and safeguards transportation in underground work like
plenty of light. With light we can
see ahead and detect danger; we
can see any foreign material that
has been carelessly left along the
road.
Another essential feature is
the care of haulage motors and foreFormerly we
seeing breakdowns.
remedied the trouble, temporarily,
arc lamps.
directly

breakdown occurred, but
and safety

after the

the principles of efficiency

have taught that
here to the old

is

is

maxim

easier to ad-

of an ounce

of prevention being worth a

pound

of cure, by preventing the break-

The

down.

greatest efficiency

in the ability to foresee, rather
to see

lies

than

and remedy afterwards. Then

the car equipment

is

another im-

and furnishing better lighting facilities on the
motors, all of which have increased
efficiency and decreased accidents.
It has got to the point that whenever a man is hurt or an accident of
any kind occurs in the transportation by motors, some one is directly
responsible for the occurrence, and

have experienced
more trouble and congestion from
the lack of a few coupling pins than
from any other thing in the haulage
system, and I might add, in the
transportation system of a coal mine.
If a dozen cars are without pins it
will delay transportation throughout the entire mine. It will start an

other

endless chain of detaching the pin

seemingly smaller details liable to

from the next car until your whole
equipment is ready for the shop.
By having a system of inspection,
these annoyances can be reduced to
such an extent that no trouble will

lights along the entries

by

placing

responsibility,

cause accidents

same

have received the

attention.

To have

a well-regulated traffic

system in a coal

mine there

is

noth-

ing more necessary than a clean,
Pieces of
unobstructed roadway.
timber, or other material
should not be allowed to accumulate
there any more than along the

portant matter.

I

a pin does break. Whenis in heed of repairs, no
matter how trivial or unimportant,
it should be repaired at once and in

occur

if

ever a car

this

way

the possibility of accidents

must be
ballasted, leveled, kept straight and
in as good condition as any surface
railroad. Men have been killed and
injured by falling over loose material left along the roads and by

and wrecks prevented.
Transportation by motors, like
any other work, requires the cooperation of every other department to
make it effiicient and free from acci-

wrecks due to poorly constructed
There should be plenty of
roads.
electric lights placed along haulage

the cars

streets in a city; the roads

•No. 4 mine of the United States Coal and Coke
W. Va. Read at the Safety Boosting

Co., Gary,

price of safety.

it

the motors should be equipped with

are beginning the fifth year

slate,

their souls.

Naturally

203

Banquet.

dents.

If the driver fails to

when

couple

delivered to the side

track or the tipple men fail to perform their required part of the

work, the system will be a victim of
inefficiency.

We

must become

in-

,

;
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germ of enthuwould
free ourselves
we

that

siasm

sufficient

if

from

responsibility

the

for

acci-

dents or reach the point where we
can claim the distinction of being

So

efficient.

germ

set the

of enthu-

if

the gas

and

is

harmless.

current

ventilating

the

oculated with the

is

properly controlled,

is

and carried away
Only some of the mines

diluted

foreign countries and a few of

in

those in the anthracite regions and

West

of this country are subject

siasm afloat in your efforts to attain
efficiency and prevent accidents in

the

your transportation department, as
well as other departments of your
work, and the year will bring just
what you strive to attain.

workings.

gas into the
such occur they
must be met by special methods.
Only a few years ago many pergreat

to

bursts

of

When

sons believed that coal dust would
not explode unless there was some

The Prevention

of Gas or
Dust Explosions

Coal dust

is

a source of danger

The dry

bituminous coal mines.

dust has such power to spread an

explosion that

it is

years in the explosives gallery of

Bureau of Mines station at
Pittsburg, and in the experimental
mine near Bruceton, Pa., can have
no doubt that a cloud of coal dust
the

BaJ. R. Booth, SapcrinknJcnl*

in

gas in the air with it, but those who
have seen the tests of the past few

more threatening

and deadly to the miner than firedamp.
Although many miners and mine

will

explode without the presence

it is badly broken, and much
dangerous dust is produced.

solid,"
fine,

Since coal

making

easily broken,

is

be stopped.

It

clear,

is

however,

ways of

that there are several

les-

sening the amount of fine coal and

To this end the coal should
always be undercut or sheared, and
if it cannot be wedged down and
blasting is needed, each shot hole
should be placed in the right spot
and should contain only enough explosive to do the work. Care should
also be taken in breaking lumps.
dust.

All

cuttings

coal

fine

or

"bug

dust" should be loaded into cars and
sent out of the

working places beThere are two

fore shots are fired.

why
To keep

reasons
(1)

this

should be done:

the coal dust from be-

ing ignited by a shot

of gas.

the

of dust at the face cannot

;

(2) to prevent

bituminous

the fine coal and dust becoming dan-

gerous by reason of a blown-out
shot or the ignition of a pocket of

tuminous coal would ignite from an

mines happen more often during the
cold months.
Cold air holds less
moisture than warm air. The nat-

explosion of firedamp, nearly

ural

operators

believe

the

dust

of

bi-

all

of

them contended that the dust in a
mine free from gas would not exConsequently,

plode.

mines

many

in

which no firedamp would

in

ordinarily be detected, miners paid
little

attention to accumulations of

coal dust, and

some

terrible explo-

sions have taken place.

Firedamp

carries its

—the "cap"

—but

lamp

in the safety

attention unless

present

in

cold

it

it

is

con-

currents.
If

by mischance a large body of

firedamp
explosion
is

is

ignited, the force of the

is

terrific,

but the effect

localized unless dry coal dust

is

Dust accumulates everywhere in a mine that is dry, while
gas commonly enters mine workings
by numerous small blowers or
feeders from the coal seam, the roof,
or the floor.
In most mines the

present.

quantities

that enter are

*No. 10 Mines

Coke

Co., Gary,
Boosting Banquet.

W.

so

small

United States Coal and
Va. Paper read at Safety

of the

this

air

gets

can absorb more water

floor, and any dust present, by taking
up the moisture and carrying it out

of the mine.

dust

almost impossible to prevent

being made

in

break to pieces easily.
thus formed
coal

is

seams

The

if

carry

little

some water soaks

down from above and appears
it

dust

apt to be dry, because

generally

Even

working
most coals

the

places of coal mines, for

working,

cases,

by means of the ventilation

raises the

therefore dries the walls, roofs,

very

exceptional

mine

As

winter.

in

warmer

water.

trollable

of a

temperature of the air that enters

Firedamp rarely
spreads through wide areas in a
mine, and, except in notable and
large quantities.

the

in

warmth

It is

own warning

coal dust, though visible, does not
attract

Explosions

in the

gathers here and there

"swamps," and as a
rule the larger part of a mine that
is not sprinkled or made wet in
some other way, is dry during fall,
winter, and spring.
Dust is made at the face in undercutting the coal, either by hand or
with machines. Breaking down the
coal after it is undercut makes more
dust.
If the coal is shot down,
dust is made by the shattering action
of the blast.
In breaking lumps
with sledges or picks, and even in
shoveling up the coal, some dust is
made. If the coal is "shot off the
in hollows, or

gas.

The chance
long-flame

of

a shot of

explosive,

powder or dynamite,
explosion

some
black

starting a dust

fearfully

is

like

increased

if

tamped with coal dust or
fine coal. Sometimes miners wet the
dust or machine cuttings used for
tamping in the belief that they can
thus keep it from being ignited.
There is little ground for this belief.
If the shot is blown out, its
the shot

is

heat instantly drives off the water,

and then sets
Experiments

at

shown

that

coal dust tamping

wet

gives a flame only a

it

shorter

if

than

fire

if

to the cuttings.

Pittsburg

dry.

When

have
is

little

2.5

pounds of black powder and 2.6
pounds of coal dust tamping were
used in a cannon the flame with dry
tamping was 64 feet long and with
wet tamping 50 feet long.
Sometimes miners use pieces of
coal of nut size for tamping in the
belief that they lessen the danger
in this way.
It is clear, however,
that ramming or tamping such
pieces will crush them, and that the
shot will break the pieces still finer
and perhaps ignite them.
The chance of a coal-dust explosion can be 'much reduced by using
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explosives that have passed certain
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There are two ways of keeping
dust from being dangerous.
One is to wet it the other is to mix

girdle and lever; then the lever is

under the conditions prescribed by
the bureau, there is little danger of

or cover

of the hands upwards.

their igniting dust.

it

tests

these

by the Bureau of Mines.
explosives

The presence

are

always

If

used

of a small or large

body of firedamp, the inflammation
of which is an important cause in

coal

;

sand.

it

with shale dust, clay, or

If the coal dust is

will not ignite; if there is

doors are responsible for the loss of
A bad error in most coal mines
in this country is the use of a single
ventilating door in places where
air.

double or triple doors would prevent
part of the loss of the ventilating
current.
It

is

evident that while

making

dust in coal mines cannot be stopped,
there are
quantity.

ways of keeping down the
It is also clear that

while

any bituminous coal mine that is
dry is liable to have a dust explosion, the chances of such an explosion can be greatly lessened.
entirely prevent dust explosions

To
is

arms

the

fastened

bar

is

The

cross-

then fixed in place, but the

it,

a

flame will not spread.

JR

515

Swedish

needed, but not enough reaches the

working places to sweep the face or
to keep the gob free from inflammable gas.
Leaky stoppings, overcasts, and

and

enough

unburnable dust, mixed with

dust explosions, can be prevented by

thorough ventilation.
At some
mines more air enters than is really

wet enough

lowered

loosely at the wrist with the palms

Artificial Respir-

ation Device
Bu

When
iated

F. C.

Ptrklm

a person has been asphyx-

by gas,

ter, artificial

electric shock, or

respiration

is

When

only means of resuscitation.
the

Sylvester

respiration

is

wa-

often the

method of

artificial

performed, the opera-

must work the arms for a long
period before the patient shows
signs of life.
This is most trying
work, and while the prone, or
Shaefer, method* is not as exhausttor

ing to the operator,

frequently

it

becomes very tiresome where one
works over a half hour on his knees.
The device to produce artificial
respiration, shown in Figs. 1 and 2,
has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Association of Swedish
Physicians and also by the lifesaving bureau.

The

consists of a lever,

a board, a girdle

over the patient's

diaphragm that is
tightened and

the

as

arms must not be stretched so that
is drawn upwards on the

the patient

board.

The chain

and hooked

is

then stretched

to the free ends of the

shown in Fig. 1.
The work of respiration

levers as

apparatus

loosened

Artificial Respiration Device

Fig. 2.

is begun
by bringing the lever as far backwards as possible (inspiration) and
then upwards and forwards toward

the

breast

patient's

The

ropes

lever

is

are

(expiration).

strained

when

the

standing at right angles to

board.

A

powerful

arms are raised
and lowered by the

the

lever.

it together in order to produce a powerful expiration.
The
movements are cajried on in time
with the operator's own breathing
or regularly about 16 times a minute.

presses

In adjusting the

apparatus

s

ho win

in Fig. 2' the lever
is

further

drawing forwards toward the breast

and

extended

the patient placed

on the board as in

Fic.

1.

Device in Operahoh

after

which

Fig.

1,

the

blocks

are

placed at the side
difficult, but they can be prevented by carrying out measures to
keep the dust from igniting and to

more

keep it in such condition that
cannot spread an explosion.

it

of the patient's breast and the girdle
over the diaphragm. The various

attachments are next

made

to

the

Elk have been found

in the

Uinta

national forest, Utah, for the

time in

many

years.

first

Since they are

not from shipments from the Jackson Hole country to neighboring forests,

the state and federal officials

are gratified

at

this

apparent

in-

crease in big game, as the result of
See The Colliery Engineer.
August. 1913.

Vol. 34. p. 53.

protection.
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How Mining Engineering
Eliminates Accidents
Bu J. R-

To
First,

a

ideal;

second,

clearly

defined

plan,

or

an organization to

carry out the plan, or ideal; third,
the equipment of men, money, and
materials to enable the organization
to carry out the plan.

Mining engineering work consists
mainly in laying out and supervising
Every one connected
the work.
with mining has a more or less welldefined plan, or ideal, though he may
not state

a large

in so

it

many

words.

number of mines,

In

this ideal

output at a low cost.
While this is necessary to the suca

is

large

any mine, the vastly more
important ideal in engineering work

cess of

is

mine there

that in the

shall be

no

accidents.

While the

many

fact

is

recognized that

accidents are seemingly un-

avoidable, in recent years, accidents

which were formerly in this class
have changed into the avoidable class, and we hope to see, by
new methods and new discoveries,
accidents which we now consider
unavoidable

partially

or

entirely

eliminated in the next few years.

The

first

way

in every

must be

matter the engineer un-

a mine,

efficient ventilation of

which

will not permit a

as independent as pos-

in the

way

interference

of

sible

A

cause.

from

any

fan of sufficient dimen-

sions to supply the necessary
of air with a large

margin of

a slate

To

not be blocked.
kind,

fall

safety,

crossings.

avoid trouble of

and return

the

superintendent

sideration.

The endeavor

must not be
to barely keep within the mining
law, but to have a mine which, by
in this

laying the track to these centers.

This eliminates the sideways motion
of the car, which throws off coal,

few doors, and to eliminate the dan-

will not

ger of a broken stopping or a

fall

in the air-course or a room heading
causing an air shortage over a large

section of the mine.

The haulageways must be

laid out

as straight as possible and on as

favorable grades as the conditions
warrant.

We

believe the safest

way

motor at
the front end of both the empty and
loaded trips, and all our sidetracks
is

to keep the

splits the ties,

spread

Man-

ways must.be provided so the men
have

to travel

A very important

haulageways.

point in the lay-

out of a mine for safety,
centration of the

work

is

the con-

in as small

an area as possible. From our recwe have found that the assistant
boss is one of the greatest factors in
keeping down accidents, and if we
can lay out a mine so this assistant
boss has less distance to travel for
the same number of men, the layout
will be more efficient, because it will
ords

are

make

the

have more time to
devote to each miner and will be
able to pay more attention to his
drivers and day men. There will be
less heading to watch and, by con-

make them uniform.
roof

bad and

is

down

Where

the

not practicable

it is

the assistant boss

He

cient.

more

effi-

will

good top is
work
must be provided but no posts or
wood are allowed on the haulage

centration, the coal will necessarily

roads.

ventilation

to take

it all

reached,

The

concrete

until

or

rails specified

steel

should be not

barely what you can scrape along
with, but heavy

enough

to give

you

eliminating accidents of every kind,

draw the attention of the law
makers and induce them to adopt
and make our principles the law to
govern other mines.

must have face
and thickness enough to prevent

Paper read at Safety Boosters Meeting, United
State* Coal and Coke Co., Gary, W. Va.

keep the track perfectly straight by
driving the headings on centers and

to pass a trip at all points.

a track that will not easily get out

will

in

to

split the air, in
such a manner that there will be

provided with runarounds for
motor so this can be done.
Where the grades are not uniform,
the headings should be graded to

of

most important point
work to avoid accidents is

at

where necessary to

intake

must have the necessary
data obtained from drill holes and
openings. He must then, with the
and mine boss, lay out a projection
covering as plainly and in as much
detail as possible the way the mine
is to be worked and must keep in
mind the ideal mine, the one in
which safety will be the first con-

The
track

provided

boards

and causes the rails to
and wreck cars.
It also
avoids wide places on the headings.
Providing the haulageways with
lights 150 or 200 feet apart will
show up crooked track so it may
be seen and straightened.
The haulage roads should be
driven wide enough to permit a man

the

dertakes in mining work is the
construction of a plan or projection
for the mine.
To do this intelli-

cooperation

to get

always must each consist of two
headings.
This will also permit
them to be driven with stoppings
between the two sets of headings,
not less than 500 feet apart. Stoppings on permanent airways must
be concrete or brick. Overcasts of
a permanent character must be built,

this

to haul coal

gently, he

man

when throwing

The wiring must be graded and
protection

the air will

of a car

the switch.

amount

must be provided.
The airways
must be laid out to be self-draining,
or headings must be driven to drain
them. The intake and return airways must have ample area, so that
in case of

spring switches must be provided,

must be made

the plan of ventilation

Booth. SulxHnlcnJrnl*

attain efficiency there

For
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of order.

their

The

splitting

ties

when

spikes

are

Curves must be
of large radius and well made to
avoid wrecks; plated frogs and
driven into them.

be mined quicker and not allow the
roof time to get bad as it does after

The

standing 6 months or a year.
ings

for concentrated

becomes

easier

to

work-

regulate,

there being fewer stoppings to get

out of order and no scattered workings in which the air-current

may

be neglected and gas collect. Another very important point in favor
of concentrating work is that the
fracture

kept

in

line

for

better

robbing can
shape.

with an irregular fracture

be

Robbing
line is a

«
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constant danger because

otherwise

roof,

unsafe.

safe,

A Broken-Back

causes

it

to

Some

become

time

prints of the workings

and projections of his section to each
assistant foreman and requiring him
to keep them marked up to date, we
try to keep before him the way the
places should be

worked so errors

will be lessened, our curve headings

driven better, and the robbing sections kept in better line.

—one

Splint

ago James Stewart,

superintendent of St. L. R.

.

By giving

207

M.

&

P.

mines at Van Houten, N. Mex.,
designed and built a splint which he
called a "broken-back splint," although its uses were not confined to
that one class of injury.
A most valuable feature was the
Co.'s

which the injured man
was placed on the splint, but in
reality the splint was placed under-

ease with

bandages
around the
caught up
about the

when

it is

bandage being
boards at the head, then
underneath and placed
patient's

tightened

head
it

so

that

will force his

head down into the cushions, as
shown in the photograph, page 172.
The padding of the board is made
with moss or hair and covered with
enameled cloth, which is water-

washed

and can be easily

proof

when

soiled.

TocA'e.^ o/? (/^/»er

^/iiT'e

«^^^r^^

-^acK

at-

htfod^

mr
i:

/^rm -Ooarda

Plan or Improved Brokbm-B ack Splint

must be driven
When, for any reason,

All places in mines

on

sights.

New

Coal Operations in

West

Virginia

a detailed' description of the splint

A

stopped until the engineers get

immediately met favor
with the Coal Department of the
D., L. & W. R. R. Co., where it is
being used in an improved form, the
improvements having been designed

opened

by Dr. H. F. Smith, of Scranton,

pany owns large tracts of land in
Boone County, and several mines
have been operated on lease on its

fall

in, to avoid crooked and
wide places. A list of the points
needed is made out by each assistant
mine foreman and given to the
mine foreman. He copies the entire

them put

list

and sends

office that

it

it

to the engineer's

may

be gone over with

the transitman so he
to

patient.
On page 32,
The Colliery Engineer,

the

Vol. 34,

out, the place

the sight points
is

neath

where he

is

may go

direct

needed when he goes

to the mine.

The time limit of 5 minutes does
not permit of enlarging or going
further details and makes it
necessary to leave out the sanitation
work or care of the men after they
into

leave the mine and of their families,

which

is

now one

of the important

points of the engineering work.

Canadian Pacific Railway
closed its coal mines at Hosmer,
B. C. They will probably be abandoned, as were their Morrissey
The
mines in the same district.

The

high cost of production
3S-4—

is

the reason.

is

given.

It

Pa.

Doctor Smith combined the two
comprising the splint, by
means of a block and two hinges at
the head. Instead of the side boards
which swing under the arms being
boards

hinged by straps he secured them
with four iron hinges. The upper
ends of these boards were curved in
order to fit the arm pits comfort-

new
in

coal

operation

is

being

Boone County on Beach

Creek, a tributary of the Little Coal
River, by the

Boone County Coal

Corporation, of which

J.

the Charleston manager.

C. Blair

is

This com-

holdings for several years.

expected that the 2 miles of

It is

track necessary to connect with the

Coal River branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad will be completed in about 5 weeks, and as soon
as completed work will be begun on
the tipple and the town.

No name

ably; by means of the hinges the
boards can be swung wide apart and

has yet been selected for the new
town. The mines will produce No. 2

placed on either side of the injured
man and then gently placed under-

neath without unnecessary jarring

gas coal, and the workmen will be
paid on the No. 2 gas scale.'
The Boone County Corporation

The accompanying

has leased 800 acres of coal land on

of the patient.

sketch gives all the details of this
new splint board. The patient is

shown in the photographs
accompanying the description of the
Lackawanna meet, by triangular
held, as

Creek to the Michigan &
This com-

Beech

West Virginia Coal Co.
pany

is

talists.

on the

composed of Detroit capimine will soon be opened

A

tract.

*

;
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A

Firedamp Indicator for
Miner's Electric

Lamp

The problem involved in indicating gas when portable electric lamps
are used in mines, has been attacked

Germany. The portable electric
lamp is of the usual form, with an
in

accumulator

in the case

forming the

The ignition arcool down.
rangement is an adaptation of a very
old one that has been invented sevto

times,

eral

platinum

a

viz.,

wire

passing through the vapor issuing
from the wick of the lamp, which is
heated to redness,

be

to

lamp

lighted.

when the lamp is
The incandescent

by a circular
most of the portable
lamps upon the market and

is

controlled

switch, as in
electric

;

in the case of this particular lamp,

the circular switch

is

made

to per-

pared

with

pounds

489,393,131

(244,696) short tons, for 1912.

This production is segregated as
Black powder, 194,146,747

follows

:

pounds; "high" explosives other
than permissible explosives, 241,682,364 pounds
and permissible
explosives, 27,685,770 pounds.
These figures represent a decrease of 36,146,622 pounds of black
powder and an increase of 7,212,872
pounds of high explosives and
pounds of permissible
3,055,500
;

form the two operations; of switching the current on to the incandescent lamp, and off; and switching
it on to the flame lamp.
In practice,
when the miner is going to test for

explosives.

gas, he first switches off the electric

The

incandescent lamp, turning the up-

used for the production of coal in
1913 was 209,352,938 pounds, of

per part of the apparatus round, in
the usual way, for the purpose.
is

recommended

He

In

1902,

11,300 pounds

was used

missible explosives

of

per-

in coal

mining, whereas in 1913 the quantity so

used was 21,804,285 pounds.

amount

total

which about 10 per

explosives

of

cent,

was of the

Lamp
a/r7B f/ofne
/^/ome f

to first switch off

/>.

the incandescent lamp entirely, before switching

on the flame lamp, so

the dark.

He

then turns the top of

the apparatus, and with

it

the circu-

k

Battery

that his eyes will get accustomed to

Ur

^Confact Smffch

lar switch, a little further; the cur-

Firet Posifioft

rent then passes through the plati-

num wire, and lights the wick.
When the wick is lighted, the current

Fig. 1

should

be

switched

off

ftl

the

kf

-\\\\

platinum wire again.
base of the lamp, and the incandescent lamp protected by a globe

on

top, as

new

shown

feature

is

in

the

Fig.

1.

addition

The
of

a

It

will

be noted that there are

cut off from the incandescent
lamp, and three positions also in

which it is cut off from the platinum
wire which lights the flame lamp

for the short time that the test for

also that there are

gas occupies. The diagrams show
the arrangement of the connections.
The flame lamp can be fed with
either one of the oils used in the
ordinary miner's lamp, or with one
of the spirits that have more recently
been introduced. The flame is protected by a gauze, just as with the
ordinary miner's lamp; and it is
only intended to be in use for a very
short time, so that there should be
no danger of the gauze becoming
heated, as it does where the miner
is depending for his light upon the

which there is no connection between the battery, the incandescent

At the slightest approach of
heat in the gauze, the flame can be
extinguished and the gauze allowed
flame.

an
Second Pos/tfon

is

the case, and arranged to be lighted

flame lamp, carried on the side of

ilx

three positions in which the current

two positions

f

ftl

1

1

r
I

r-^

I

r/7ird Position

lamp, or the platinum wire in the
flame lamp. The different connections are

k

HI

in

It]

made by simply moving

the base of the

lamp around.

k

-m

ilX
•Production of^Explosives
"The Production of Explosives

in

the United States during the Cal-

endar Year 1913" has just been published by the United States Bureau
of Mines.
The total production,
according

to

the

figures

received

from manufacturers, was 463,514,881
pounds (231,757 short tons), as com-

foor/t? Pos/^'i'fJ
TMC COUUCHT CNQINCtH.

Fig. 3

permissible class as compared with

8 per cent, in 1912.

The use

of per-

missible explosives in coal mining

has had gratifying results, and few,
if
any, serious accidents can be
attributed directly to their use.
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recent meeting of the Illinois Mining Institute,

Thomas Moses said: "Nothing pays
so WELL IN THE COAL MINING BUSINESS AS PREPresident

VENTION OF ACCIDENTS."

This sentence expresses an
important fact that should, equally with "Safety First,"
be always in the minds of mine officials. It is as true

from the commercial as

it is

from the humanitarian view

point.

209

if he was ever in position where he had authority
he would provide such attention to injured mine workers.

that

Some time later, as general manager of a larger company, he tried the experiment with a trained first-aid
corps at one of the collieries and finding its work productive of such excellent results, he established first-aid
corps at all the collieries of that company.
Almost
simultaneously with him, mine officials of other com-

numerous first-aid corps, and could
and true bravery of the various
rescue corps, they would speedily change their opinions.

work among their employes. Now
men at American collieries, if
gathered together, would form a good sized army. The
character of the work they do is evidenced by the oftrepeated remark of hospital superintendents:
"If we
could be positively certain that there was no danger of
infection, we would not undo the bandages of the first-aid
men because they are so well applied that we could not

Neither kaiser, emperor, king, or republic has better,

well improve on them, and in nearly every case the

panies started the
the

OUTSIDE of coal mining regions, the mine workers
are considered a rough, uncouth set of men.
the people
see the

work

who have

If

such opinions of them could

of the

realize the self-sacrifice

more

braver, or

armies.

waving
corps

men

self-sacrificing

their

in

warring

Soldiers are brave in the glory of uniforms,
flags,

men

and the noise of

are braver

still

battle,

trained

first-aid

wounds are found
the mine

men and

antiseptic."
officials

All honor to the first-aid

who encourage

them.

but the rescue

because they have none of the

war or martial enthusiasm to carry them
Their work is done in the dark confines of the mine,

trappings of
on.

where unseen dangers threaten them. Besides, they fight
the tremendous forces of nature to save lives, and not
to destroy.

Foolish Opposition to Safety Methods

A
the

LARGE
pany

and progressive anthracite mining com-

Pennsylvania having learned that another
company had secured excellent results in reducing

number

in

of accidents in

its

mines, recently adopted

worked so well. The plan was the
employment of a number of intelligent skilled men to
continuously patrol all the working places -and passageways in each mine and see that they were in a safe
the plan that had

Coal-Dust Explosions

THIS
occur.

is

the time of year
It,

when

coal-dust explosions

therefore, behooves

all

bituminous coal

mine managers to humidify the air entering the
mine, water dusty roads, use some simple means of
wetting the face before shot

firing,

use permissible

explosives, keep the road clean, and see that the airIn gassy mines, mixed
current circulates properly.
lights should not be used.

Birth of

tlie

First-Aid

Movement

OlOME years ago a prominent coal company executive,
1^

at the time the general superintendent of a large

anthracite mining company, was at a colliery when
an injured mine worker was brought to the surface.
The injuries the man had received were not necessarily

but during the time lapsing until he reached a
hospital and proper surgical aid, preventible complicafatal,

tions ensued

which caused

his death.

so convinced that with proper

The

official

was

attention at the proper

time the man's life could have been saved, he resolved

condition.

In addition they took steps to immediately

remedy dangerous conditions, and if the dangerous
conditions was through neglect due to reckless indifference or ignorance on the part of an employe, that
employe was directed and required to take proper precautions to save himself, and possibly fellow workmen,
from injury or death. In other words, as the foremen
and assistant foremen could not visit each -working place
more than once or twice a day, the company at considerable expense employed a corps of men at each mine
to supplement the efforts of the foreman in securing
greater safety for its mine workers. This action on the
part of the company's management was quickly used by
radical agitators of the I. W. W. stripe to stir up dissension among the organized mine workers, and a strike
of some 18,000 men was threatened. Fortunately, before
the strike occurred the more conservative intelligent
officials
it.

of the miners' organization effectually squelched
the true value of the patrol.

They recognized

:
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Recently another large anthracite company installed
many miles

First.

The

gangways and chambers.

Second. Have your properties frequently examined
by a competent mining engineer.
The necessity for a complete and accurate account of
the receipts and expenditures of a coal company is as
strong as for a merchant, and it is required by bankers

to safeguard the employes. By the checking system,
a mine worker did not come out of the mine at the
proper time, his absence would be noted and a searching
if

or rescue party could immediately be sent in to find him
if lost in the labyrinth of workings, or rescue him if in

when asked

danger or trouble. In addition, in case of accident the
check-board showed the number of men in the mine, and
there would be no chance of one or more being forgotten

was necessary

to call

them out

the

them from
the men, was

enough

value of the system, prevented a strike.

no

way

legal

But, in both

to suppress the trouble-breeding

prominent

Chicago

called the writer's attention to several

dations he would

make

operator

coal

recommen-

is,

well worth considering

tion of the

American Mining Con-

gress will be held at Phoenix, Ariz.,

December 7

to

which

11.

Among

the Congress

man

may

and the great smeltHayden and Ray.

attendance

large

mining men

is

whom

to

he has appealed for

of

knowledge that "a

Institute Meetings
The winter meeting of the Coal

the

metal

expected.

Mining

will

Welfare Conference
In

accord

vote of the

with

the

Pennsylvania In-

first

"Is the longwall

applicable

dustrial

Welfare and Efficiency
Conference held in Harrisburg last

bed?"

"What

is

to

Pittsburg

John Price Jackson, Commissioner of Labor and Industry, has

mines?"
"Do compensation

gram

issued a call for a second Conference

or

be held in the State Capitol, at
Harrisburg, on the 17th, 18th, and

mines?"

arbi-

tration.

hoped that at this congress
a thorough discussion by those who
favor and those who oppose such a
It is

to

19th of

ference

November,
is

1914.

This Con-

held under the auspices

law will at least be productive of

Department of
Labor and Industry and the Engi-

suggestions that will lead to a solu-

neers' Society of Pennsylvania.

of

this

vexing question

perhaps

may

result in bringing

ployer

and

employe

tion

into

and
em-

closer

of the Pennsylvania

purpose

of

the

Conference

The
is

to

decrease

increase
in

coal

"What are the advantages and
disadvantages in the use of portable
electric lights?"

T. L. Lewis and H. H. Stock will
deliver

the

after-dinner

The second day

addresses.

be devoted to
reading and discussing papers.
will

enable the employers and employes
to

work

out

together

the

great

The winter meeting

problems before them with reference

The program for the entertainment of the visiting delegates is

to increasing the welfare of the

be at Huntington,

ployes

cember 9 and

elaborate,

industries.

the

laws

accidents

understanding.

including a trip to

coal

a safe voltage for use in

year,

compulsory

the

method of mining

the

Another question which will
be given prominence on the prodiscussing

will

9, at

jects will take place:

unanimous

tions."

of

America

of

Institute

take place December 8 and

Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburg, Pa.
Discussions on the following sub-

is

of the convention will be that

stitch in

save nine."

ing operations at

A

an

conduct his operations.

the

be presented to
one that seems to be
affecting the western country particularly, and that is, "Opening to
Development the Mineral Known to
Exist in the Many Indian Reservatopics

Dam

Roosevelt

to

self-satisfaction in the

time

The seventeenth annual conven-

in

figuratively or literally, the result will be the same, that

to all operators, that are

American Mining Congress

good

pillars,

when noted

satisfaction when he knows that an outsider has "passed
on" the proposition.
Whether any coal operator takes these thoughts

Good Advice
a

etc.,

the

busybodies responsible for such occurrences.

RECENTLY

reserve

sufficient

But aside from the commercial view expressed by
first recommendation, is the effect of having some
competent consulting engineer pronounce the mines
in good condition.
Every loyal workman from the superintendent down
at each mine will do his best for the good of all concerned, and this the operator well knows, but still there
comes to him that comfortable feeling of security and

to realize the

was considerable unrest among the employes
and trouble for the mine officials. It is unfortunate that
is

mining,

in the eyes of the

money

cases there

there

Furthermore, conservation of

for loans.

in

engineer's report, give additional prestige to the operator

This precaution, also beneficial to
used as a cause for dissension by trouble breeders.
Fortunately, in this case, as well as in the other, conservative leaders, with intelligence

coal

haulage and drainage systems,

to protect

danger.

months by a

at least every 3

certified public accountant.

object

was

if it

Keep a modern system of accounting and

have your books audited

a checking system at a very large mine with
of underground

November, 1914

emand the prosperity of the

of the

West

Virginia Coal Mining Institute will

this will

10.

W.

It is

Va.,

on De-

expected that

be largely attended.

:

November, 1914
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men underground

the

near the face.

THE LETTER BOX

Sir:

—

fore, I think attention

rected to

following questions

to the

article in the

The

.

ground are caused by mine cars and
locomotives, and when the difference
in
the
number of underground
workers is compared with the number of men and boys engaged in the

premises in your

cars and locomotives as from falls
of roof and coal. Probably no sub-

October, 1914, issue of

Colliery

About

transportation of coal there are proportionally as many accidents from

lost

condense.

According

In a colliery with two shafts
each 1,000 feet deep and 15 feet in
diameter, the temperature of downcast = 60° F., barometer 30". Quan1.

should be di-

them sometimes.

in the

the engine but are

at

ex-

13 per cent, of the accidents under-

which are liberated under a boiler
all be converted into power

would be pleased to see
some of your readers answer the

opinion the

motormen

pose themselves to as much danger
as do the miners and laborers, there-

cannot

I

are employed

my

runners, drivers, and

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department.
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer— not necessarily
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

Ventilation
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

In

Engineer,

68.4

pounds

ject is

more important

to the opera-

tor than the transportation of coal.
It is

therefore essential that

men

of water should be converted into steam by 14,500 B. T. U.,
but they are not and I cannot find

charge of the haulage should be
masters in the business. The men

the ventilation being produced by a
furnace. Required the average tem-

that you say they are. One of your
contemporaries admits that water is
converted into steam at 212° F. and

most coal mines are assistant foremen, and to them, from experience,

perature of the upcast, and the total

then says your statement

horsepower

unintelligible

of air going

tity

down

the down-

cast 150,000 cubic feet per minute,

necessary

to

produce

is wholly
and as it reads the
wrong. To prove his

the ventilation, assuming that of the

calculation

workings minus the shafts to be
50 horsepower.
2.
Whilst examining for gas
near the roof, your safety lamp is
extinguished without giving any of

contention he injects into the discussion
steam
boiler
efficiency,

the characteristic indications of

damp.

What

fire-

inference would you

draw, and what would be the approximate composition of the gas?

which

is

is

entirely foreign to the sub-

he means to say that 53.8
per cent, of the heat units of coal
under a boiler appear as useful work
ject.

If

in the

steam engine, he should conmechanical engineer, and then

sult a

apologize to his readers.

in

charge of the transportation in

I make the suggestions following:
Be careful and always call the at-

tention of your men and boys to the
dangers that surround them. Caution the runners, drivers, and brakemen not to ride between the cars;
not to uncouple cars on the fly, and
not to ride on the head end of the
motor.
Caution
the
motorman
against jerking and bumping the
trips hard, as it damages the cars
and spills the coal advise the crews
always to carry plenty of sand and
also to carry a light on the head end
of their motor. Provide car runners
;

W.

A. C. D'Altroy

L. A.

Pittsburg, Pa.

—

water remains at
a constant temperature during boil-

Editor's Note. We noticed the
brain storm a certain editor was
having; however, he will recover

as the use of short sprags

after he reads the article in ques-

cause of

ing, a considerable quantity of heat

tion several times,

Efficiency of Steam

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

is

—Because

absorbed, the only effect of which

transform the body from a
liquid to a gaseous state.
This
is

to'

phenomenon

is

one of the most

ing to Reynault, 965.7 British ther-

dormant
steam, and no one can
why.
units

lie

in
tell

1

pound of
the reason

On the condensation of a pound
of steam into water at 212° F., 965.7
B. T. U. are released.

This

is

one of the reasons

the heat units that coal possesses and

system

in his haste

.

Sir:

Transportation Dangers

—

I

have read much in the
on "Safety First" and

last 3 years

"Prevention of Accidents."
But
judging from the text of the articles
the authors infer that only the men

employed

at the face are in danger.

true that the majority of the

accidents

occur

with sprags about 21 inches long,

many

fingers

is

the

and hands

being caught in wheels, besides
sometimes a spragger is thrown off
his balance and falls under the
wheels or is dragged by the cars
simply because his hand or fingers
are caught. Drivers and trip riders
should not wear loose clothing or
gloves with gauntlets, as these are
likely to catch on something and
cause the wearer to fall or be
dragged by the cars.
Examine and see that all head
-

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

It is

why

his

he overlooked.

in-

teresting in physics because, accord-

mal

absorbs the facts

and
which

all

in

at

the

face,

but

naturally so because the majority of

blocks, safety latches, signal wires,
etc.,

are

Numerous

in

good working

order.

accidents have happened

.:

therefore

a long haulage

if it's

road and the drivers have to ride
on the head end of the cars, provide
them with seats that can be detached. It is good practice to keep
roads clean and in good condition,
also to eliminate curves so far as

Use judgment

practicable.

in plac-

ing boys and mules so as to distribute the work evenly among the

men.
See also that the mules are harnessed properly; that the collar and
harness are of the proper size; that
the traces are of equal length; that
the breeching

as a mule

do not

like a

is

fit

not carried too low,

is

him he

gins to kick and

man, if his clothes
is uneasy and belikely to injure

is

the driver; above

all,

see that there

plenty of clearance between the rib

and the

car.

See that no props are

Where

stood close to the road.

it

necessary to use chains to pull
the cars to the face, see that the
is

chain

is

provide

kept in good condition, also
the

miner

with

wheel

a

Sir:

—Having read the

on

article

subject in the October Letter

this

Many accidents occur to boys and
mules because of the driver's light
going out, sometimes because the
miner has refused to give oil to the
driver.

my

I insist that all

drivers

shall

buy

runners

their

own

was removed and the
whole allowed to cave in. By slabbing, the whole pillar can be reslab of coal

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Box, and having some experience of
longwall and square work in coal
mines, I thought it might be useful
to G. E. L. to answer to the best of
my ability with the experience thus
gained.

do not think the fact of the
worked 35
or 40 feet above this 4^-foot coal
would have any appreciable effect on
True,
the workings underneath.
where pillars are overhead, coal
might be extracted easier underneath the pillars, as each particle
extracted is bearing its own overburden, although the roof and overburden are mostly soft shale; the
fact that ledges of limestone up to
3 feet thick are part of overburden
between those beds of coal would
I

moved with very

No

strengthen the strata.

has

ity of surface

the

roof

much

pressure

unequal-

effect until

brought

is

to

bear on the workings by extracting
the coal, and then

if

the place

is

gobbed and secured the
overburden will gradually rest on

the gob.

There are many shafts working
four and five beds of coal with a
distance of less than 35 feet between

them.

most

True,

of

are

those

of coal,

little loss

and narrow roadways could be secured against the cave-in coming so
far outward as to trouble the getting
away of the next slab of coal. Keeping the whole panel of pillars working at one time, regularity in the
extraction could be accomplished.

John Shepherd

9-foot bed of coal being

properly

block.

and

Retreating Mining

on the bumpers of

to drivers riding

cars and sliding their feet on the

is
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rail,

;

Glencoe, Ohio

Coal Washer Efficiency
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—

Is

it

practicable to obtain

the washer loss in a coal washer

from the proximate analysis of the
raw coal, the washed coal, and the
refuse; and is it practicable to obtain this same loss from the British
thermal units of the same materials ?
On page 80 of The Colliery
Engineer for September, Mr.
Newell G. Alford gives some data
covering the washer operation of
the St. Bernard Mining Co., at
Earlington, Ky., in which he gives
the washer loss as 16 per cent.,
which is considerably lower than
obtained by either the proximate
analysis or B. T. U. basis.
Mr. Alford gives the following
analysis of the Earlington materials

:

oil.

Finally, do not let the boys beat

the mules unnecessarily.

There

is

beating

the

mules.

Aside from the question of abuse,
beating

a

vicious and

who come

VolatUe

Fixed

Matter

Carbon

35.35
32.84
23.49

40.77
42.39
20.08

mule may make him
more dangerous to those

near him.

Mine foremen, it is your duty to
see that what I have said in my
be carried out. Provide
your assistant with what he wants,
as the car of coal is what counts;

Washed

4.81
15.80
9.92

coal

Refuse

worked on the longwall advancing
system which allows of a gradual
sinking of the whole surface to meet
the difference between what is extracted and gobbed by cribbing.
In the method of extracting pillars as

shown,

my

opinion

is

that a

great

be careful

roadways and large pillars should
simplify the drawing outward of
coal in pillars the process would be

man

whom

you

hire, place the

in the right place.

Superintendents, be careful

you

select to

;

whom

take charge of your

mines.

Richard Bowen

Sulphur

19.07
8.97
46.51

4.18
2.82
8.80

B. T. U.

Dry

in lifts or slabs of suitable size,

11.019
12,755
4,744

Changing the above analysis

to a

moisture free or dry analysis and
combining the volatile matter and
fixed carbon under the head of heat-

producing

units

the sulphur,

we

and

disregarding

obtain the following

analysis

amount of these pillars would
be lost by top overriding. Narrow

letter will

right

Ash

a

knack in handling mules just as in
doing other things, and the best
drivers get their work done without
continually

Moisture

Heat
Units

Raw coal
Washed
Refuse

.

.

coal

79.966

89J47
48.368

Ash

20.034
10.653
51.632

B. T. U.

Dry
11.019
12,755
4,744

each

Of

the 900 tons per day taken by

worked clear through to parallel
roadways so that rails and timber

the washer, 43.29 tons are moisture

could be taken out as soon as the

685.08 tons are heat units (fixed car-

;;

;

;

;

—
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bon and

Of

matter)

volatile

171.63

;

the above, part will go into the

and

coal

part

sum

refuse, but the

into

the

of the heat units

the difference or 45.15 per cent.

A

ciency,

the ash, but will not be true of the

separate the

moisture, on account of the addition
of water in washing; therefore, the

moisture free analysis will have to
be used:

washed
washed coal

Let a = heat units

coal

in

h =

ash in

X=

heat units in refuse

theoretically
is,

perfect

raw coal into heat producing units; i. e., washed coal and
ash; i. e., refuse.
Such a washer
would, of course, be an impossibility
on account of the inherent ash in
the coal, and the volatile matter and
fixed carbon in the slate and bone,

such

believe

I

efficiency

a

basis

would

for

give

an

comparison of different
washers under different conditions.
A. D. Macfarlane, E. M.
La Follette, Tenn.
equitable

x

a+

= 685.08 tons

b-\-y= 171.63 tons;

washed coal

a +b =

x + y = refuse in
From the analysis

in tons

The

tons.

a =590.097
= 94.983

6 = 70.359

tons;

The washed
the refuse

3-

coal
is

is

find

tons;

=101.271

tons.

660.456 tons and

196.254 tons; or, of

They

is

washed

coal and 22.91 per cent,

refuse, or

proximate
U. method.
Many difficult features surround the
washing and cleaning of this Western Kentucky coal, making its discussion necessarily complex, but it
is a very interesting one and we
should be pleased to have our
readers give their views on the matEditor.
ter.

is

22.91

per cent,

instead of 16 per cent, as stated.

For calculating the washer loss
from the B. T. U. of the dry coal:
washer
washed

= per cent,
loss

;

refuse or

of

100

-x = per

x

11.019

cent,

of

coal.

Then
(100 -

100

of an explosion."

Making
In

a

P.

& B.

a Primer Cartridge

recent

article

in

Concrete-

Cement Age, Arthur La Motte de-

new method of making a

scribes a

primer

which
from the objections to
methods now in use.
cartridge,

is

free

several

referred to by
Mr. Macfarlane were obtained directly from that particular portion
of the operation to which they relate.

X

endeavoring to protect the miners
and laborers against the possibility

pendent of the comparative analysis.

of the operation rather than deduc-

Let

This demonstrates that

The determinations

the washer 77.09 per cent,

is

lights.

managements of these mines are

with

the 856.71 tons of dry coal sent to

the washer loss

the

sulphur and ash, are entirely inde-

and solving we
tons;

open

the exception of the information on

3'=lj067;r.

Substituting

mines which liberate gas, the
managements have installed electric
of

figures given in the operating

data in Mr. Alford's article,

a = 8.387 b and

dents have been materially reduced.
"In addition to this, in a number

lamps, strictly prohibiting the use of

washer,

one with 100 per cent, effiwould be one that would

washer

Then

jr

that

but

= ash in refuse.

213

heat units in the raw coal; this
shows a negative efficiency of 13.86
per cent, in the washing of the coal
then the washer efficiency will be

washed coal and refuse will
be the same as the heat units in the
raw coal. The same will be true of
in the

3'

:

^e (gUiergEngineer

tons are ash.

washed

—

;

=

12,755

.jr) + 4,744 X.
X = 21.67 per
washer loss and washed coal
= 78.33 per cent., which is only 1.24
per cent, difference from the prox-

tions

are the practical results

either

by

analysis or the

the

B. T.

Fig.

FiG.3

I

Following are

F1C.3

the. instructions

With a sharp pointed- stick, punch
a hole from the center of the top
diagonally through the cartridge to

a point about 3 inches below the

Double over the

top.

electric blast-

ing cap wire about 18 inches from

cent,

the cap and push this doubled end

Welfare

Work

through the hole from the top and
out at the

effi-

Chief Henry has sent to each operator in West Virginia a letter

ciency of the washer, granted that
above figures are correct, and are

commenting on the fatality list for
July, in which he says in part:

jecting

be of interest to know
that, in an effort to reduce accidents,
many of the operators throughout

inch
top of the cartridge about
from the point at which the wires

imate calculation.

Furthermore,

what

is

the

the following efficiency calculations
correct

?

The washer has

eliminated 101.271

tons of ash from the raw coal containing 171.63 tons of ash, or shows

an

efficiency

of 59.01

per cent, in

separating the ash, but

thrown

it

has also

into the refuse 94.983 tons

of heat units of the 685.08 tons of

k

"It

may

the state are hiring extra men, to
be known as 'Safety Inspectors,'

whose duties in no way conflict with
the mine foremen's, but are additional protection, and where these
men have been employed the acci-

Make
ridge,

side.

a loop of the portion pro-

and pass it around the cartFig. 1, punch a hole in the

^

and insert the detonator,
Bring the wires tight and
the result is a primer which holds
perfectly, Fig. 3, and one in which
the wires do not cross each other
under tension as in the ordinary
method of taking a half-hitch with
enter
Fig.

2.
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& short circuit

used will to a large
accidents due to
faulty priming, such as priming in

misfire.

the side, etc.

around

the

cartridge.

the

wires

This

latter practice Js liable to

with

make

and lead to a possible
This method is not feasible

This device

A

fuse.

if

eliminate

extent

fatal blasting accident generally

costs in dollars a

an ordinary mine

Jones Anchor Cartridge
Many

some

mines and
quarries through misfires, and soThe
called premature explosions.
majority of these are due directly to
priming.

faulty

To

may

this

workman

Anchor

In view of the fact that the La
Motte method of priming is not
suitable with fuse, and at the present
time Jones Anchor Cartridge is not
to be had in every location, it is
suggested that the following hitch

be tied when using blasting caps and
of

"anchor"

this

priming device means a

trifling ex-

pense to manufacturers.

fuse:

Put a piece of strong string
around the cartridge with a half-

be

added the fatalities among farmers
using dynamite for agricultural purposes, which will soon equal in number those in mines and quarries
unless proper instructions and suitable means of priming are furnished
them. It seems incredible that for
so long a period the

that will keep

in explosives for

years.

The adoption

lives are lost in

sum

Half-Hitch Fuse

has

been supplied with dynamite in one
hand and an exploder in the other
without safe means of connecting

Coal and Iron Industries In
tiie

The
of

Fig.

scene of the earlier struggles

the

Europe

war now being waged
is

nt

War Area
in

the center of the coal and

iron industry in Belgium.

shown

hitch, as

Fig.

in

the other end long

nuim tattnit.

1

1,

enough

leaving
to put a

half-hitch around the fuse.

When

both half-hitches are pulled tight,

In 1913, the Belgian coal output

and the district in which
mined was as follows:

it

was

the strain on the fuse where the cap
enters the cartridge and

where the

fuse enters the cap should be re-

moved.
Tons

District

them.

The

method

safe

shown in Fig.

1

priming

of

Mons

OBITUARY

4 409,000
3,461.000
8.147.000
6,011,000
830,000

requires cartridges to

STEWART KENNEDY
22,858.000

Total

The Mons district has about 20
The Charleroi district
has about 20 operations. The Liege

collieries.

district

has approximately 40 com-

panies.

The Minette iron ore district of
Alsace-Lorraine which in 1912 produced 45,000,000 tons of iron ore is
zone as is Luxemburg
and that part of the district which
in the trouble
ml

Fig.

1.

extends into France.

be furnished by manufacturers with
forming the projecting loop b. A clove hitch is turned

.an "anchor"

on this loop, the exploder passed
through it, and the knot tightened

The

hole e

is

fields

of

Pennsylvania,

where he gained his early experience as a mining engineer, and in
several bituminous fields in Pennsylvania and other states, in which
he held important mining positions.
In recent years he was engaged in

without

regions.

his death he

On

Rocky Moun-

the morning of

informed his wife that

In 1912, Nancy produced 1,973,986

stead he went to the

tons of ore,

Longwy

2,452,655 tons,

and Briey 12,699,240
a

total

production

tary operations.

follow

tain

he was going to the mine, but

does not increase the diameter of
the primer, and where a cartridge
forcing.

anthracite

Briey as iron ore producing centers.

tons.

will

districts

France have Nancy, Longwy, and

in

punched to receive the exploder c,
which is inserted in cartridges as
shown.
The strain comes altogether on
the anchor. This kind of priming

this

well

the coal fields in the

The Meinthe and Moselle

goes

Mr. Kennedy was
and favorably known in the

early in October.

c*iui«T laswu*.

Anchor Cartridge

as illustrated at d.

Stewart Kennedy, president and
manager of the Model Coal Co., at
Sheridan, Mont., committed suicide

of

himself

through

17,125,881

causing

instant

coal district in

France is involved and the Saar
River district in Germany will be in
probability affected by the mili-

The Rheinish-Westphalia

left

breast,

Business

and the unwillingness of
advance
to
money to finance improvements
which he felt would increase the

is

eastern

stockholders

value of the Model Coal Co.'s property are given as the cause of his

coal dis-

up to this writing undisturbed by the enemy.
trict

the
death.

difficulties

The Valenciennes

all

cemetery, near Sheridan, and shot

making

tons,

in-

Mount Hope

self-destruction.
Mr. Kennedy was
born and raised in Pottsville, Pa., in
which town he acquired his early
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He began

education.

experience

in

partment

of

mining

his

the

engineering de-

the

Philadelphia

&

Reading Coal and Iron Co., and later
was connected with the Lehigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. in the Hazleton

safeguarding the lives and limbs of
those in our care, we are culpable.
Safety first to the efficient miner is
an ideal which should fire his imag-

and appeal to the best there
it means that he will

ination
is

in him, as

not think his place

field.

Bs W. W. Harding, SupertnlenJcnf

To

eliminate the

number

dents in loading coal

it is

a car; he will take

and

coal, rash,

of acci-

necessary

have the cooperation of the miner. Many mine workers are often
ignorant of dangerous conditions,
which makes it every one's duty to
to

slate,

He

it is.

set the required post

Loading Coal

but will

is safe,

by examination know

Elimination of Accidents in
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will

before loading

down

all

loose

and

in

doubt

if

at any time as to what to do to
keep himself safe he will give the

side

of

safety

the

benefit

of

the

Many no doubt

done has not been
done in safety, and work not done
in safety has not been done efficiently.
Speed is related to neither.

makes

it

The man

miners

who

loose coal, rash, or slate.

down

There

is

another class of miners that should
be dealt with severely, because

thoroughly

although

mining

with

the

rules,

and

laws,

acquainted

company

instructions, they wilfully

disobey them. These men not only
endanger their own lives, but also
those of their fellow workers, and
are a menace to the coal mining
occupation.

The

careless miner

that

no

That

it

man

o.wns

must be taught
his

own

life:

belongs to his wife, his children, or to some one besides himself.

It is

a duty every

man owes

himself to take care of his

life,

to
in

to

not

twin brothers.

Work

efficiently

taught

at

the

efficiency,

face

so

should

he

that

be

can

we

and we fail to enforce rules or
adopt every possible precaution for
read at the Safety Boosting Dinner of the
United States Coal and Coke Co., Gary, W. Va.

of

discipline

causes

a

accidents in coal mining, as there

way

is

way

is

do a thing, and that
the safe way.

only one

to

Eliminating Electrical

Accidents
Bu

Ell Ckmeia, Chltf Ekctrlclar^

mines.

Efficiency in electrical engineering

with a view to elimination of acci-

but that would be more efficiently
done and handled with less waste,
were the men who do it trained and
taught to make their hands and
brains work together. Put a spirit
of pride in men's hearts and make
good work a matter of discussion.

dents would mean to make plans
and specify equipment and material
that would permit the maximum

need

In a

is

the

in"

way

present-day

efficiency is the ratio of

actual service to capacity or ability
to

produce.

whose

A

miner at the face

daily output of coal averages

compared with another,
under the same conworking
who,
ditions, averages

seven cars per day,

is

it

is

no fault of his other than he

does not perform his work in an
efficient manner, although he works
as faithfully.

should be
taught in the schools, should be a
Safety and efficiency

topic

in

the

homes where wives,

mothers, and children
Paper

lapse

not a job around the mines,

a

There

upon the minds of every miner, then
there would be fewer accidents in
the mines and the careless miners
would retire from business.
Mr. Harris, superintendent, of Nos.
4 and 5 plants, said a year ago, "are
so,

should they not also be disciplined?

Education is needed in the mining
game. There are some who may say
that education of the miner is not

regarded by his foreman as being
an inefficient workman, and perhaps

not

when our
foremen also are known to have violated rules and instructions?
Who
should be the men to set the example
for the miner?
The mine foremen
and their assistants, then why,
ting things on the miner,

better living.

five cars, as

If

These men

should be considered safety specialists.
Why should we always be put-

from himself and society a

earn

order that the best interest of whomever it belongs to may be conserved.
If this could be indehbly impressed

our brother's keeper?"

in the loading of coal.

miner loading coal, and if mine foremen and assistants are permitted to
disobey the rules, why then should
the man at the face be censured for
disobeying?
Now, Messrs. Mine
Foremen and assistants, set the example and there will then be fewer

efficiency are

overlook dangers and

their

eliminating accidents

pression that efficiency has nothing

hazards of their work. Some miners, even though experienced and
realizing the dangers of the mine,
have a habit of putting off, which

put off setting posts or pulling

mine foremen and

in

large percentage of accidents to the

ligently instructed in regard to the

discipline

assistants,

are under the im-

see that the inexperienced are intel-

to

duties of the

The

doubt.

do with safety, but let me impress
upon your minds that safety and

necessary

Let us look at this question from
another angle, and consider the

in safety

campaign

may

take

discussions.

output with the least possible labor

and material for good construction
with the least
accidents.

To

possible

cause for

secure these results

we must have plans showing

the

layout of the mine or structure in

which electricity is to be used. We
must know in what capacity the
power is to be applied and the
amount and the vqltage, then with
the plans we can specify the material needed.
Nearly all of you
working for this company have instructions in blueprint form or in
letters

wire,

giving our standard size of
and other material

hangers,

used in the mine, as well as the
standard way of installing them,
will be unnecessary for me to
further on that subject.
anything
say

so

it

jfert

*Paper read at the Safety Boosting Dinner of the
United states Coal and Coke Co., Gary. W. Va.

—

In the last few year? the

demand

other defects arise, which seemingly

for greater safety, higher efficiency,

are so easily repaired that

simpler equipment has not
stopped at the mine office, but has
reached to the manufacturers, so
that they have practically redesigned

often are negligent

and

part of their products.

A

made

for

small

pumps and

motors for
These are

self-starting
fans.

call

was

on the market. Better section line
switches and insulators were called
These are now also in use.
for.
Better and safer motor-starting apparatus was in demand. They are

now
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being furnished.

Battery loco-

motives were desired; they are now
being adopted for gathering pur-

and a few more years will
them being used for hauling,
except, probably, on main headings
or on long tram roads with heavy
poses,

see

Following this

grades.

will

be the

battery motor for operating mining

These two developments
eliminate all wiring on room

men

cut

is

off,

proceed with a screwdriver,

make
many

or wrench to

or burns are

very

or careless

seeing that the power

pliers,

times the result

Track
bonding in a mine is probably the
most neglected piece of electric
work, and yet it is of the utmost
of these hasty movements.

The

importance.

earth

is

a con-

ductor of electricity of almost in-

and varying redepending on the contact

finite cross-section,

sistance,

fire

wood

for

crete

and con-

hazard.

and protective ap-

ing, controlling,

paratus

will

eliminate

sonal injuries.

matic

eliminating the

is

Fully enclosed start-

many

The manless

substation

is

auto-

receiving

Labor

engineer's attention.

per-

is

the

prob-

ably the most important item in the

any equipment, and
as much depends on the workmanship as on whether an equipment is
efficient or safe.
Connecting two
installation of

wires or cables

is

a simple opera-

least' resistance to

This

source.

may

cities

so

coal,

return to

be through

much

or both.

These small matters

in themselves

are very often neglected, with the
that cables burn in two.
Terminals also become unsoldered,
screws work loose, and numerous

result

In some

was experi-

trouble

through poor bonding and
insufficient copper for return that
voltages of from 20 to 25 were
recorded between return circuits and
enced

adjacent pipe

To

lines.

extent the same conditions
in

mines, and since

from 1^4

to

3

volts

detonating cap there

to

exist

set

off

a

a possibility

is

that with a bare spot

a certain

may

requires only

it

on the leading

wires, a difference of potential

may

between the cap and one of the
leads of the shooting cable, which
may come in contact with a rail or
pipe line that would explode the
cap.
All this may be due to poor
bonding in an adjacent section of
exist

carefully done.

attention.

sary for the roof where a foreman

make an

undertakes to

inspection

as to the safety or soundness of the
roof, it is his duty to exercise ordinary care to ascertain the true condition of the roof and inform the
miner of the facts. His making a

i68 S. W. 927.
Taxation of

its

must be carefully done
with screw and clamp connection,
and care must be taken to see that
all screws and nuts are tight.
The
forming and placing of wires in a
requires

in

path of

operating conditions,

space

room

working, and the employer's duty to furnish props necesis

Manufacturers Coal and Coke Co.

good as a solid wire or cable is
another proposition. The insulation

limited

is

the

vs.

the mine.

of a joint

safety of the roof of the

which he

it

after

controller, the current will take the

but to connect them so as to
be electrically and mechanically as
tion,

look

duty to

a miner's

such

below the

substitution of steel

ordinarily

of

will

The

Though

careless

the coal, or the substance above or

easily remedied.

Mine Roof.

Careless Inspection of

(Missouri)

and substance that the electric current encounters in completing the
If then there is poor bondcircuit:
ing in the track and you complete
the circuit through the motors and

machines.

headings, but with these new developments new dangers will no
doubt arise; however, they will be

Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions

in

and

Shocks

repairs.

—

—

of

view,

So from the
as

well

to see that the

safety point

from better

as
it

bonding

is
is

necessary
well and

As we have just started out in the
new year, and have taken many pre-

inspection

will

company operating

render the

the mine liable

any injury which the miner may

for

receive and which

may

(Minnesota)

Mineral

a

from the

Hall

Interest.

Where mineral

ests in real estate are

rately

be the result

inspection.

careless

inter-

owned sepa-

interests in the sur-

such mineral interests are land,
taxable as such, and should be taxed
face,

from the surface interWashburn vs. Gregory Co.,

separately
ests.

147 N.

W.

706.

The Negligence of Mine Operator
Questions

for

Jury.

— (Wyoming)

young man, without exwas employed
by defendant. After he and his coemploye had fired a shot to loosen
Plaintiff, a

perience as a miner,

coal, they discovered a large piece

partially loosened, with a crack in

the vein.
coal

Being unable

down with

a

bar,

to

pry the

they pro-

work, and the
and injured plaintiff. Experienced miners testified that experience and instruction
in
the
sounding test were necessary to enable a miner to determine whether
coal such as this was in danger of
falling. Held that, in view of plainceeded
piece

tiff's

with

their

fell

testimony that he believed the

cautions to prevent accidents hap-

place to be safe, he could not, as a

pening in the future similar to those

matter of law, be held to have asand hence the
sumed the risk

happened in the past, let us
from now on take safety precautions
to prevent accidents that never have
happened so that we may not have
to 'profit by the experience deduced
from a serious or fatal accident.
that

;

questions

whether

defendant

negligent in failing to instruct

was
him

and such negligence caused the inCarney Coal

jury were for the jury.

Co. vs. Benedict, 140 Pac. 1013.

:
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Answers to Examination Questions

i

Questions Selected From Those Asked at an Examination for Mine

Foreman, Held

—

QuES. 1. In a seam of coal undermined by hand, what are the
principal precautions you would insist on the miner taking?
Ans.—The

near

roof

face

the

in Price, Utah,

may now

be found.

The

length of the

ADC

may now be

(o) Perimeter.
circular portion

being done the breast of
mining
be supported by wooden
should
coal

=

_

106.267

360

_
~

31.416X106.267
360

The other

9.4 feet.

three sides of

the airway are each 8 feet long;
hence the total' perimeter is 9.4 -\-

3X8 = 33.4

feet.'

—^The

reckless disobedience of orders are,

however, the cause of more accidents than mere ignorance.

QuES.

4.

—Explain

how

Ans.

—The weight of

of water, that

is,

arrived

1

cubic foot

of a volume of

water whose base is 1 square foot
and whose height is 1 foot or 12
inches, is very nearly 62.4 pounds.
this,

the weight of a volume

of water whose base

portal to one of

the presis

at.

From

the miner. Before the coal is shot
down, the sprags or webs are re-

moved.
QuES. 2.
our mines
which the

1914

16,

sure constant 5.2 pounds

found

„
,_
'-^''^

sprags or by thin webs of coal so
that it will not fall upon and crush

The perimeter and area

106.267°.

should be properly supported before
undercutting is begun, and while the
is

September 15 and

foot, but

whose height

inch,

62.4

is

-=-

is

1

is 1

square

(not 12)

12 = 5.2 pounds.

In

a concrete arch, at
The
is measured.

other words, the constant 5.2 pounds,

arch is 10 feet high, 8 feet to the
spring line, and 8 feet wide. What
is the perimeter and area of this

square foot due to a column of water

intake ?

each inch on the water gauge represents a pressure of 5.2 pounds per

Ans.
airway

is

air

—The

of

cross-section

represents

this

be considered as made
up of two separate parts; a lower
square section 8 feet on each side,
and an upper section in the form of
a segment of a circle, the span of
is the width of the
which is

DB

portal or 8 feet and the rise

=

10-8 = 2 feet.
The radius must
In Fig.

lated.

A C

=

Z

feet,

A B \
^ = ^,
radius
0B'{R-2).
=

width

;

THI colucht kmoinkkn

The

upon

constant

a

of

is

{b) Area.

portion

may

area of the upper

The

square foot in the airways and is a
measure of the resistance of the
mine to the circulation of the air.
QuES. 5. Explain hov7 it is that a
prop (post) set vertical in an inclined seam will not carry as much
weight as one set perpendicular to

—

Fig. 1

be found from

A=^IR

the floor.

be calcuwidth
the
1, since
then one-half the
first

feet.

and

Let

K

R
=

i?

= the
;

and

_^(i?_PB)= ^(9.4X5)- |(5-2)
= 23.5 — 12 = 11.5 square feet. The
is a square
on the side and contains 64

lower part of the airway

8

feet

square

feet.

portal

is,

The

total area of the

11.5

hence,

+ 64 = 75.5

square

of a right triangle, or transposing,

the

K*= (i?-2)='-}-4'' = i?''-4/?-h4+16.
F? cancel, then, 0=.-4R+20, or
4i? = 20, /? = 5feet.
Angle AOZ? = angle whose sine is
i or .8000 = 53° 8'.

of accidents?
Ans. Carelessness on the part of

Angle subtended by the entire arc
AOC = 2 X 53° 8'= 106° 16' or

feet.

QuES 3.—What two
human mind

conditions of

are fruitful causes

—

those
the

who know and ignorance on

part

probably

of

the

uninformed,

responsible

for

the

are

ma-

It
of coal mine accidents.
would seem that v;arelessness and

jority

Ans.

—Props,

to

the

sustain

must be set so that
the pressure comes upon them in the

greatest weight,

direction of their lei^th.

coal

is

removed from

the roof, as a whole,

not

In the right triangle OAB, OA^
-OB'^-^AB'^, being the hypotenuse

is

inch high.

pressure

daily use in ventilation problems as

may

^C

1

the

fall vertically

"a

When

the

seam and

falls, it

does

unless the bed

is

horizontal, but falls in a direction
at right angles to the dip, that

is,

perpendicular to the floor. Hence,
to best resist this pressure at right
angles -to the dip, the props must be
If
set perpendicular to the floor.

they are set vertically in an inclined
seam, the weight upon them tends to
turn them over.

;
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—

QuES. 6. In opening a new mine,
with the expectation of developing
a large mine, what method would

you adopt

make

to

sanitary,

it

and

take care of the offensive droppings
of the

on one side of the mine are
These entries

entries

nearly worked out.

suddenly give

off large quantities of

blackdamp.

It

men?

turn,

—

and

the

sixth

Ans. If the mine is fairly wet
and pumping machinery is employed,

possible

is

it

provide

to

water closets at convenient points,
whence the deposits are conveyed
by the water to a special sump and
pumped thence to the surface. In
dry mines this is not possible, and
a room on each entry may be set
aside for the purpose in which are
the necessary number of galvanized
iron cans provided with covers.

These can be gathered up by a special driver and truck at the end of

impossible

is

to

carry off the CO^ through the reall

the workings are below

What

entry.

course

would you pursue?
Ans. Even if a little coal is lost
thereby, it might be the cheapest in
the end to abandon the six entries
where the gas is generated and seal
their mouths along the main entry

—

with air-tight concrete stoppings.

By driving
new workings

passage from the
into those generating
a

gas and by reversing the direction
of the air-currents, it might be possible to force the gas out either

monly taken

by the perimeter;

tiplied

=

IS, i

Another formula
(,

car

described

is

Mines and

in

make

—State

formulas are

in a coal mine.

use of timbers to resist the pressure

=

of

height

5 = av, in

which

u, qp,

and h

33,000'

work or power

on the

air, in foot-pounds per minh = horsepower required to pro-

;

duce

the

ventilation,

other

terms

having been defined.

With
las

the aid of these five formupractical

all

Ques.
bars, in
it

—

Ans. The placing of timbers in
its customary meaning refers to the

is

In these, u = units of

two causes that

necessary to place timbers

it

i

in cubic feet per minute; and o and
V have been defined.
Still other

ventilation

9.

= velocity

= quantity of the air in circulation,

conditions not stated.

Ques.

t^

the water gauge, in inches; and p
has the meaning given before.

Butte, Mont., a special toilet car

two
or three times daily, and the same
plan might be adopted at coal mines
although a place, always available,
would seem better. The Anaconda

which

in

^-^,

day, taken to the surface,
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected,
and returned before the run begins
next day. At the Anaconda mine,

driven through the workings

= rub-

and a = area of airway in square feet.
Another commonly used formula

ute

is

.s

of the air-current, in feet per minute

through what was originally the intake, or through a special drift or
shaft driven to tap the gaseous
The most economical
workings.
course would depend upon local

the

as .00000002;

bing surface of the airway, in square
feet, and is equal to the length mul-

may

—

problems

in

mine

be solved.

In putting up crosswhich legs are used, why is
11.

that the top of the legs are in-

clined toward the center, instead of

being placed vertically?

Ans.

—The

are

legs

commonly

Minerals (now The Colliery
Engineer) on page 410, of the

and

issue for February, 1910.

modified by details in the method of
their use.
Thus timbers are placed

pressure that comes upon them from

singly as props in rooms, as framed

an inclined direction by reason of
the roof settling unevenly upon the
cap. The framing is stiffer and less
liable to be shaken or forced out of
place under uneven strains if the
legs are given a slight batter.
To

and

lime

of

similar

Chloride

disinfectants

should be provided, and should be
applied to the droppings as often as
cans

the

are

used

and,

or

to prevent the falling of rock

coal

and the meaning

;

sets in entries, as cribs to resist a

further,

squeeze, as shaft timbers,

should be freely sprinkled on the

these are merely various

room

floor of the

in

which the cans

are placed.

Ques.

7.

—

at ordinary

sure weigh

1

strength

building

should be set vertically.

the current measures

for ties

cubic

13

feet

to

the

weigh 24,960,000
^ 13 = 1,920,000 pounds. This weight
is

will

equivalent

-960

to

1,920,000

=-

2,000

tons.

Ques.

8.

a 16-foot

—We have a large mine

seam of

coal.

The

first

in

six

etc.,

and

for directing the air-currents,

are laid.

At

overcasts,

brattices,

upon which the track

Ques.

rails

—Give the

formulas re-

lating to the ventilation of mines.

Ans.

—

It is

impossible to give

all

the formulas used in working out

problems

in

mine

The

ventilation.

fundamental formula

is

^=

Ques.

12.

—What

is

the specific

gravity of coal dust?

—The

specific gravity of coal

the same as that of the solid

dust

is

coal

from which it is derived.
vary from about 1.20 for

will

It
lig-

nites to 1.50 for anthracite.

Ques.

13.

—What

causes the par-

coke on timbers which we
find after an explosion?
Ans. These small particles of
coke are due to the coking of dust
ticles of

-

,

in

which p = pressure producing venpounds per square foot;
k = the coefficient of friction, com-

tilation, in

the

(which is not the only
stress they have to resist) the legs

Ans.
10.

in

maximum crushing

resist

Other reasons for using lumber
underground are the necessity of

—

this

all

thrown upon them

pressure.

Ans. In 8 hours there are 8x60
= 480 minutes. In 480 minutes there
will
pass
through the mine
480x52,000 = 24,960,000 cubic feet
pound,

and

to resist

is

temperature and prespound, how many tons

when

air.

;

—

the side or

If 13 cubic feet of air

52,000 cubic feet per minute?

of

and
ways of

etc.,

placing timber or timbering
are for the same purpose

of air pass through a mine in 8
hours,

not

is

given a slight pitch or batter to
better enable them to withstand any

—

originally

upon the timbers or of

^e ^fliery Enaineer
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upon them by the

that lodged

force

of the explosion. They are also due
to the coking of fine particles of
dust in suspension in the

air,

which

coked particles have united in
masses of larger size and lodged
upon the timbers. The coking of
the dust is due to the rapid distil-

best

by the heat of the explosion.

condition,

insulated

and

cables

com-

complete

conductors,

with good return connections should
be used to eliminate the danger of
shock.

QuES.

16.

—State

the volume, in

cubic feet per pound, of each of the

gases are oxygen,

allow

gases composing the at-

principal

A.NS.

pound of which

1

has a volume of 11.21 cubic feet;

QUES. 14. In arranging rules for
your fire bosses, what four points of
personal discipline would you require ?

feet

—The

boss should be in-

fire

volume

upon

at

duties;

his

may

be temperate,

to

be in condition to prop-

perform his duties; to be observing and faithful in making
reports of dangers noted and, while

erly

;

being
his

just, to

be

commands

strict in seeing that

are obeyed.

—

QuES. 15. (a) In undercutting
by mining machines, what are the
main causes of accident? (t) How
would you prevent these?
Ans. (a) The chief causes of

—

accident are the

moving

parts

of

the machine in which the runners

may

be caught; a fall of the breast
of coal being undercut upon the
helper who is shoveling back the

Air

of

cubic

12.39

has a

itself

feet

per

These volumes are measured
a temperature of 32° F., and un-

pound.

that he

1

per pound.

structed to be punctual in attendance

der a

barometric pressure

at

sea

level of 29.92 inches.

QuES.

17.

—What will be the read-

ing of the water gauge

when

the

20
pounds? Explain fully.
Ans. For practical purposes a
cubic foot of water may be taken to
But a cubic
weigh 62.4 pounds.
foot has an area of base of 1 square
foot and is 1 foot, or 12 inches,
per

pressure

square

foot

is

—

{b)

The moving

parts,

and par-

ticularly the chain, should be cov-

ered; the face should be held up by

sprags placed at regular intervals
as fast as the machine cuts out the
coal; if the roof is weak, timbers

which must be removed that the
machine may cut past them, should
before

removal

be

replaced

by

others supporting the roof opposite
that portion of the face which has

already been undercut.
is

If the

seam

gaseous, electricity as a motive

power may almost always be employed by using nothing but high
class gas-proof

motors kept

in the

lights

being taken into the gassy

Ans.

—

may

It

be assumed

the question that

is

it

from

the intention

management to permanently
abandon the worked-out and gaseous
of the

part of the mine.
will

be

In such a case

absolutely

impossible

it

for

unauthorized persons to enter the
gaseous workings if the connections

between these workings and the
main entry are permanently sealed
with

air-tight

Whether

the

concrete

stoppings.

sealed-off

workings

should be ventilated with a separate split of air, or whether this
should not be done, is a question
about which authorities differ.

QuES. 19.—What are the dangers
pertaining to a broken power wire,
or a poorly insulated wire in a coal

mine ?
Ans.

—

wire or with iron or steel objects
which the wire or wires are touch-

a

exerts

62.4

-r

this,

pressure

12 = 5.2 pounds.

equivalent

to

ing.

In the case of a broken power

When

in-

wire

if

larly

when

an

ners; electric

electricity is used.

detected,
what precautions
would you take to prevent open

a layer of water

From

high.

used for measuring the pressure of
the air in mine ventilation, a differ-

if

been

covering an area of 1 square foot
and 1 inch deep has a weight of or

slack; a fall of roof

gas,

and you decided to open up another
part of the mine to keep up your
output, in which no gas had ever

^In both cases there is danger of a shock and possible death to
those who come in contact with the

strument known

upon the runshock, and ignition of

erated freely,

principal atmospheric

pound of which has a
volume of 12.77 cubic feet; and a
small amount of carbon dioxide,
which has a volume of 8.15 cubic

Ans.

you were operating
was genand you were using

If

zone?

air.

—The

nitrogen,

—

—

locked safety lamps, the coal in the
gaseous zone becoming exhausted

voltage currents, and carefully

ticularly to there not being sufficient

to

18.

Low

mospheric

bustion.

QuES.

air-current

a mine in which firedamp

That the coal does not completely
burn is due partly to the very rapid
passage of the flame, but more paroxygen

the

being kept up to the face by the
necessary
curtains
or
brattices.

lation of the volatile matter in the

coal

of
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ence of

1

as a water

gauge

is

inch in the height of the

two legs, indicates a
water
pressure of 5.2 pounds per square
The formula for expressing
foot.
in

the

its

pressure

per

square

foot

in

terms of the height of the water
gauge,

in

inches,

is

Pt=c2' smce

is

an arc

formed, particu-

is

the voltage

is

high, there

great danger of a dust explosion.

In the case of a poorly insulated
wire the leakage of the current
lead
rails,

to

electrolysis

or to

fires

if

of

pipes

may
and

a short circuit

results.

QuES.
for a

20.

—When should you send

doctor,

or take the injured

person to a doctor?

Ans.

—Whether

"when"

refers to

equal to

the time the action should be taken

a pressure of 5.2 pounds per square
In the present problem, if
foot.

or to the conditions under which it
should be taken, prudence demands

p which is the pressure
in pounds per square foot, the reading of the water gauge i will be,

that the patient be turned over to a
competent physician as soon after
an accident as possible.
QuES. 21. Before entering a

each inch of water gauge

20 pounds

t

=

^=

b.i

is

3.86+inch-s.

is

—

mine, what observations and exam-

;

^e Q/fiery Engineer
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made by

inations should be

foreman

satisfy

to

the mine

the time of reversal, there can be no

Black,

himself of the

danger from such action. If men
are working with open lights at the

nearly a dozen miners

time the current

An unofficial statement as to the
cause of the disaster, published in

general condition of the mine?
Ans. He should examine the re-

—

port of the

fire

boss for the places

where gas and other dangerous conditions exist. This is the most important duty, as the

boss has

fire

just left the mine and has the latest
information on underground condi-

He

tions.

the fan

is

November, 1914

should further see that

running at

its

customary

reversed

is

possible that the gas

may

it

is

be blown

of a miner,

enough

of the explosion,

to

difficult to

where
air

is

it

while

ignite

the

dust.

imagine a state of

It

is

also, there is

men

are

at

work

no excuse for working

sary, according to experts, to cause

running properly, there is
nothing else to be learned on the

an explosion by coming in contact
with open lights ?
Ans. Experimental investigations by the Bureau of Mines showed
that .032 ounce of coal dust suspended in each cubic foot of air, or
1
pound in 500 cubic feet of air
could produce an explosion.
Taffanel produced ignition with so low
a weight as .023 ounce of coal dust
per cubic foot. Tarnow found that
the most violent explosions occurred
when there was between .31 ounce
and .5 ounce of dust to 1 cubic foot

tions of the mine.

—

QuES. 22. An entry dips V/z per
and makes 500 gallons of waThe
ter per minute at the face.
water is to be pumped from the face
by a turbine pump having a capacity
cent,

The
800 gallons per minute.
How would
is to be mined.
you arrange your work to have the
of

entry

least delay

Ans.

with water?
face should

—The

make

a

slight angle with the dip so that the

left-hand corner

is

pipe of the pump.

The sumping

the

of

—

air.

cut.

With

some

^

jR

Electric

Cap Lamps

as Life

Savers

A

gas explosion, causing the loss

of 16 lives and the injury of 15 other

men, occurred on October 5, at the
mine of the Woodward Iron Co., at
Mulga, Ala.
A coincidence that

placed a short dis-

the use of the Hirsch cap lamps on

is

tance beyond the other.
the coal

is

In this case

shot in two benches.

QuES. 23.— What is the greatest
danger you expect to encounter in a
dry, gaseous mine, when you find it
necessary to change the air-current ?
Axs. The change in the aircurrent probably refers to a change
in direction, that is, what is commonly called a reversal. If there
are no men or fires in the mine at

—

who was

prevented a greatly increased loss of

was that Norris W. Campbell,

life,

tric

Mine Lamp Co., was at
making a demonstration

mine,

the
of

the day of the explosion.

At 7
fitted

o'clock in the

out nine of the

morning he

workmen with

cap lamps, and the fortunate presence and use of these lamps is
credited with the saving of at least
eight and possibly

more lives. One
named Harry

of the men, a negro

Jackson,

who was equipped

of the lamps,

saved

the

is

near the scene

as follows:

short-circuit of air

door.

two foreign miners, disregarding a
danger sign, entered with open
lamps."

Two of the electric cap lamps
were worn by men who were caught
and injured by the explosion. They
were brought out with both lamps
still burning, and a bloody cap with
one of the electric lamps attached
and still burning was brought out
with the injured.
In a
October

signed
9, Ira C.

ant general

is

statement, dated
Dalrymple, assist-

superintendent

with one

credited with having

mine foreman, Thomas

of

the

Woodward

Iron Co., emphatically
commends the utility of the lamps,

and

states that their fortunate pres-

ence and use enabled the rescuers to

during

a representative of the Hirsch Elec-

suction pipe

based on the statement

all

portions of the

disturbed area of the mine.

mining machines the cut
can be made at any desired elevation
above the floor; when these are
used, it is only necessary to keep
one corner of the face where the
classes of

6,

speedily penetrate

cut

can then be made on the right, and
upon its completion the suction pipe
can be shifted over from the left
side and its end extended to the

bottom

—

the lower and the

water will gather there from whence
can be drawn with the suction
it

October

due to a broken
This short-circuiting caused
an accumulation of gas, into which

the

satisfactory and

surface affecting the general condi-

the Birmingham, Ala., Age-Herald,

"The explosion was caused by a

QuES. 24. What weight of coal
dust suspended in the air is neces-

is

in

affairs

that the exhaust air gives no evidence of a mine fire. If the report

the fan

safety

necessary to reverse the

a gaseous mine with open lights.

is

to

who were

imminent danger.

back upon some of them in sufficient
to
cause an explosion
which may or may not be violent

quantity

speed and drawing in the usual
volume of air at the intake, and

of the fire boss

and with taking

the

excitement

the

That
lamps

were subjected to very severe tests,
were in constant use for periods as
long as 16 hours, and they were
safely used in penetrating passages
filled

with explosive gas.

That dur-

60 hours of rescue and
repair work, the lamps were constantly used, and the only one that
gave any trouble was tampered with
by the user trying to examine the
inner workings of the reflector.
In appreciation of the work of the
negro workman, Harry Jackson,
"He was
Mr. Dalrymple says:
working in an entry, inby the entry
where the explosion occurred, and
he removed all the injured men. He
ing

the

then went to the scene of the explosion and removed four more men

who

could

not

have

lived

many

more minutes. He was also able to
remove the mine foreman from the
danger zone during the removal of
the injured."
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511-516, 136 Federal Street, Boston,
Mass. There his organization will
be better equipped to act as publicity and general advertising agents.

PERSONALS
M. Page, superintendent

J.
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Rex

of

No. 2 mine of the La FoUette Coal,
Iron and Railroad Co., has resigned
and been succeeded by George
Walters, superintendent of the
mine.

Gem

Frank P. Weiser, division engineer for the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co., in the Ashland district, has tendered his resignation and will live retired.
Mr.

Weiser served

Alfred Copeland Callen has been
appointed instructor in the Mining
Engineering Department of the Uni-

company

the

been

in that capacity for

He

for 25 years.

succeeded

by

has

William

Hallstead workings.
Anthony
Mayer and Robert H. Carson,

L.
as-

foremen at the National colthe former for 8 years and the
latter for 3 years, have been prosistant

liery,

moted to foremen at the same colliery where they will
have full
charge. John B. Owens, who has
been foreman at the National colliery for several years

assistants

achieved

and with

the

record

his

of

Seitzinger.

having the smallest number of accidents of any mine in the district for

Because T. A. Rickard, editor of
The Mining Magazine, was aged out

a period of 3 years, has been transferred to the Dodge mine to succeed

James B. Lewis, who goes to the
Bellevue shaft. David Beynon, assistant foreman at the Dodge, is

of the honorary

of the British Army, he sent his
automobile and driver to the front.
He is now more of an esteemed contemporary than ever.

was instructor in Physics at Lehigh University
1909-10, and was instructor in Mining Engineering at the same insti-

John W. Boileau, one of the best
known coal mining geologists in
Pittsburg, Pa., committed suicide on
October 7, by shooting himself

1910-11; since 1911, he has
been assistant manager and draftsman of the Pottstown Machine Co.,

through the head. It is considered
by many that Mr. Boileau's principal
schievement was his movement 3

of Pottstown, Pa.

years ago to secure coal and coke

superintendent
of
the
B ea v e r
Meadow and Morea mines of that

freight rate reductions between the

company, vice John Furnbach,

Pittsburg district and ports on the

signed

versity

from

of Illinois.

Lehigh

He

graduated

University

1909

in

with the degree of Engineer of
Mines, and received the degree of
Master of Science in Geology in
1911;

is

a

society of

member
Tau Beta

Pi

;

tution

J.

A. Richards has been appointed

District

Mine

Inspector

Calgary

district in

office at

Calgary.

for

the

Alberta with an

George P. Schubert has been appointed assistant professor of Civil

and Mining Engineering
Michigan College of Mines.

W.

L.

at

the

instituted

pro-

ceedings before the Interstate

Com-

other interests.

The

result

was a
by

ting advantages previously held

for the Bessemer Coal,
Iron and Land Co., of Birmingham,

West Virginia Shippers.
A number of changes

now general manager
Himyar Coal Corporation, at Him-

ecutive department of the D., L.

manager

of the

Ala., is

yar, Ky., succeeding J. B. Allen.

The Central Coal and Coke Co.
with headquarters at Kansas City,
Mo., announces that Harry N.
Taylor, of Chicago, has been made
vice-president of the company.

R. Y. Muir, state mine inspector

West Virposition and was

of the Eighth district of
ginia, resigned his

by John L.
Absolem, of Montgomery, W. Va.
The New River and Pocahontas
succeeded, October

1,

Coal Co. has anappointment of Mr.
Muir as an inspector with headquarters at Berwin.
Walter B. Snow announces the
Consolidated

nounced

the

removal of his

offices

to

Rooms

transferred to a similar position at
the Taylor mine, and Thomas Davis,
assistant at Taylor,

in the ex-

&

is

transferred to

Dodge as assistant foreman.
Truman M. Dodson, of the
C. M. Dodson Coal Co., anthracite
the

coal operators, has been appointed

re-

.

Hints on Coal Mine

merce Commission in conjunction
with the Pittsburg Coal Co. and
reduction of 10 cents a ton, offset-

formerly general

Carter,

He

Great Lakes.

.K.

Ventilation
Department of the Interior Bureau
of Mines has issued Miners Circular
No. 16, entitled "Hints on Coal Mine
Ventilation," by J. J. Rutledge.
Every mine foreman and miner
should write for this practical paper,

have been announced
by General Manager R. A. Phillips.
The men affected by the change are
all valued employes of the company,

ought to know, and if they do them
they will have a chance to learn
what an expert has to say on the

and the transfers are considered in
the light of advancement for effi-

obtain

W.

collieries

cient service.

M.

C. Casey, outside

as

it

some

contains

subject.

It

this

things

they

costs a postal card to

valuable

paper of 22

pages.

superintendent at the Storrs mine,
retired under the rules of the com-

is

governing long service, an
adequate pension being provided.

pany

G. W. Sampson, superintendent at
the Bellevue mine, takes Mr. Casey's
place at the Storrs F. A. Sampson
becomes superintendent of the Belle;

The great advantages

of the steam

pump

are

cost, of

up-

turbine-driven centrifugal

and low

small

first cost,

keep,

together with the fact that
very light foundations and

only

small- building spaces are required.

These advantages outweigh consid-

vue colliery, going there from the
Hallstead mine. Assistant Superin-

erably the somewhat lower duty ob-

Pyne

tained as compared with the triple

tendent James Doyle,
colliery,

assumes

at the

charge

of

the

expansion pump.
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A New Rotary

Air

Com-

pressor
The Wernicke-Hatcher Pump

Co.

are marketing a rotary air compressor which

looks as

a

if

new

de-

By

this rotary

November, 1914

scheme the heat of

practically eliminated

compression

is

at its source

by radiation.

All heavy

moving

parts are balanced and ro-

tate

uniform speed, and during

at

and is designed
up to 100 pounds.
The eight compressing pockets in
the actual machine make 3,200 compressions per minute at 400 revolutions per minute, which causes a
steady flow and even torque. The
compressor shown weighs 1,400
pounds without subbase, is 46 inches
long, 28 inches wide, and 35 inches
high, and has an approximate capacity of 75 cubic feet per minute
tor or belt driven,

for pressures

(actual

delivery

not displacement)

when operating at 100 pounds gauge
pressure. Under continuous operation at the

above speed and pressure

temperature is only
275° F. based on 60° F. intake temthe dfscharge

perature.

White

Star

"Y" Blow-Off

Valve
Of all the various steam valves
none are subjected to such severe
Fig.

parture was about to be

Xew Rotary

1.

made

Air Compressdr

demands

and gas
blowers,
is
able
compress
house
to
air to a stage where it may be used

compression the pressure
leading pocket is always greater
than in the one following, thus
pressing the vane against the wall of
the slot, preventing back leakage

for power.

and

in the

matter of air compressors, since
unlike

the

this,

Connersville

Fig. 2 shows both the rotor and
rotor case and the four pockets, each

provided with an intake and discharge valve which connect with the

in

permitting

The compressor

the

sealing.

effective

smooth running,
has low power consumption, and is
light and portable.
It can be directly connected to an electric mois

as the blow-off valve.

Valves heretofore designed for
this purpose have invariably leaked
badly after a few months' usage.
The William Powell Co., of Cincinnati, after a thorough study have
remedied the defects in other styles,
and produced a valve known as the
Powell "Y" blow-off valve.
In Fig. 3

A

S

is

the body or shell and

the yoke top secured by studs.

intake and discharge passages in the

hollow rotor shaft.

POCKET A

POCKET A

Both the rotor and the rotor case
revolve, one within the other, in the
same direction and at the same velocity.
Each revolves, however, on
its own axis in balance, and not as
an eccentric. The compressor has
in reality eight pockets,

but Fig. 2

shows the principle more clearly. It
shows the pocket A fully contracted
and has just discharged its volume
of air. B is expanding and sucking
in air, C is filled with air, and D is
compressing.

OlSCMARbf

VANE SUDCS IN SLOT
a IS PIVOTED TO SHOE

IN

CASE

*«:CTION-X-X

SECTION

Fig.

2.

Sections Through Compressor
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The packing

is secured and reguby the gland P, which is operated by the nut C above the yoke.
This construction enables the en-

Bates Rail

lated

The

cessful rail

up

gineer to adjust the pressure with a

D

as

Clamp

be noted that no excavation
in order to place the
clamp, as was necessary with the old
style of clamp. This makes it easier
It

features of a suc-

clamp

simplicity

may
in

summed

be

in the

milled to receive the
collar on the stem T. Spiral grooves
is

construction,

required

to put in place, while

it

is

fully as

effective.

Bates

rail clamp, as shown in
The clamp was invented by

Fig. 4.

will

is

ease in manipulation, and strength.
These features have been combined

monkeywrench, a feature which will
be appreciated by engineers. The
plunger

essential

The clamp is made in three
For 90-pound and 100-pound

sizes.
rails,

D

on the outer face of
receive
the steam pressure as the valve is
cast

opened and cause
nears the seat

it

to revolve as

when

closing,

it

thus

keeping both disk and seat clean.
The seat ring F is low to prevent the
rushing steam cutting it as the valve

The

opened.

is

disk

E

and

seat

bearing are constructed at an angle
to prevent sediment or scale lodging
between them, either while blowing

down

off or closing

To
wire

regrind

this

through the

the disk.
valve,

insert

R

hole

in

a

the

plunger, to lock the disk, and then
rotate back and forth with a little
fine brick dust

The

ing.

or sand on the bearseat ring F made of

Fig. 4.

W. H.

Bates, superintendent of the

steam shovel repairs on the Panama
Canal, and his patent was subse-

Powellium white steam bronze, has
two faces. When one is worn, it is
removed and reversible. The disk E
is not only regrinding and reversible

quently

is

strong in

but

it

will

it

is

also renewable.

It is cast

of

"Powellium," a white bronze,
which, in point of service and dura-

acquired by the Bucyrus
company. South Milwaukee.

The

simplicity of
its

construction

its

favor,

many

mines and coke
works to prevent cars running out
of the yard onto the main track.
The present system of an open

on the track.

back

if

it

is

The

on the main

line,

does not succeed in stop-

it

ping the

wheels on the truck,
in stopping the

first

would succeed
second, and that,
it

too,

The clamp

consists of

two

steel

castings hinged by a heavy pin, and
it

works

like

venience

is

and

The

valves

23/2-inch

made

size

in

with

screw or flanged ends, are tested to
250 pounds hydraulic pressure, and
guaranteed for severe service.
36-4—6

ice tongs.

movement

For conit

has

a

A

guaranteed to stand 2,000 de-

grees of heat.
2-inch

in

handle in one of the cast pieces.
steel wedge is driven in between the
handle and the top of the rail. This
makes it easy to put on and take off.

The
the

old
rail

neath

method

of fastening clamps to
by driving a wedge be-

for

long

been

steam

knotty

a

engineers.

much used

A

European
England and

in

countries, especially in

Germany, and known as the PyroPerolin process, cleans boilers from
incrusting scale quickly and thoroughly.

The cleaning

without de-

railing the car,

and

has

boilers

and

other disk metals

The complete removal of scale and
the successful maintenance of clean
problem

before

clamp should, therefore, prevent the

bility, will outlast

Pyro-Perolin
Process

switch, results in derailing a car and

car running out

"Y" Blow-Off Valve

The New

at -coal

in considerable trouble

shoved

Fig. 3.

it weighs 40 pounds; for 70-pound
and 80-pound rails, it weighs approximately the same; for 50-pound
and 60-pound rails, it weighs 37
pounds. These sizes can be handled
by one man readily.

and no doubt

be found serviceable in

instances

Rail Clamps

requires

from

1

to 3

days' time, according to the size of
the boiler and its condition. Briefly,
the system consists of an apparatus
which generates and combines gases
in

such proportions that when they

are ignited and the flame applied to
the scale which has been previously

comdecom-

treated with Perolin, the scale
pletely

disintegrates

and

leaving the metal bare.

A

way

poses,

is

liquid

protective,

film

then applied and as long as

the

illustration.

base

as

shown

in

the

Also on the Bates clamp

is

heat-conducting

this film is maintained, incrustation

;;
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of scale is impossible. The boilers
are cleaned by this process and the

gine shaft drives the valves, which

switching

are designed to stand the tempera-

The

and main-

ture of saturated as well as super-

reinforced

tained at a definite cost, guaranteed

heated steam, as they are actuated

capped with a heavy metallic

by a cam working on a

The box

protective

applied

film

in a contract

and bound by a surety

When

bond.

the valve

always

roller are

New Breaker Engine
The Kingston Coal

valve

Co. has in-

No. 4 colliery a crosscompound Hugo Lentz engine, the
stalled at their

is

no

is

is

but

disengaged,

is

roller.

cam
cam and

contact

made

insulating

is

box.

of heavy

material
lid.

bolted to the ties in the

center of the track close enough to-

gether that one will always be under

in contact until the

nor any limit to the

may

or
is

the

number of revolutions
valve gear

box

seated the

seated, consequently there

noise,

device

contact

at

which the

Suspended under

locomotive.

the

the locomotive

the shoe, similar

is

those used on third rails

to

that in this case

is

it

save
long enough

from one box to the other,
always permitting contact.
This
shoe conveys the current from the
tops of the boxes to the motors of
the locomotive in an uninterrupted

be speeded.

to reach

flow.

The boxes each contain a magby a
magnetic device carried on each locomotive so the only box in a live
condition is that one directly under
netic switch that is operated

the locomotive.

As

the latter passes

off the contact, the

switch within the

box

lifeless

rendered

is

animate.
water-,

The whole

and

device

and fool-proof.

is

The

in-

dust-,

tracks

can be laid anywhere with perfect
safety and unlike the overhead trolley or a third rail, the electric curFro.

first

Lbnti Ekgine, Kingston Coai.

5.

Although the

vania.

was

engine

first

built in 1899, at the present time

4,000,000 horsepower of these

ma-

chines have been installed in Ger-

many, a most

difficult

new

introduce anything

country to

steam

in the

engine line unless

it has superior
economical features. The Kingston
Coal Co.'s engine has so little vibra-

tion

that

E.

L.

Solomon, master

mechanic, stood a nickel on

its

on the cylinder, where

it

without toppling over.

The

edge,

:

pressure

Diameter

of

cylinder,

19J/4

32^

inches

elastic

or

;

the

ferring

travel

its

is

directly

to

inches

packing

is

The

lubrication

performed by the splash system, the
crank being cased and run in oil,
thus insuring ample lubrication at

Vincennes, Ind.

devised.

modern construction with

a

horizontal

shaft

connected by bevel gears to the en-

duction in the Illinois-Indiana dis-

At present they are opening
new mines at Harrisburg, 111., and
trict.

equipment.

These mines are of
full elec-

Coal
be cut
with chain machines. Electric loco-

trical

The Simplex

Surface

The

newest

haulage

The
system

is

first

thing

in

electric

the Simplex system.

in

its

safety.

pumping, and ventilating ma-

ing,

chinery will be used throughout the

principle of the Simplex

lies

will

motives used for haulage and gathering and electrically driven hoist-

Contact System

The

transmission wires are placed under-

required;

The Wasson Coal Co. is rapidly
becoming a big factor in coal pro-

times.
In the matter of steam
economy, the Lentz engine is stated
to be superior to the Corliss or any
other kind of steam engine so far
all

ground and enclosed in a conduit.
The manner of supplying current
to the moving locomotive from the
conduited cable is by means of a

is

etc.

TRADE NOTICES

is

seated poppet kind and as there

no rubbing surface, no lubrication

mitting locomotive repairs,

the

used; the valves are of the doubleis

rent can be cut off beneath the locomotive at any point along the line,
at any time that is desired, per-

steam eccentrics without intermediate connection.

high-

stroke, 21 inches

metallic

weight governor

princi-

diameter of the low-pressure cylin-

no

inertia

quick and sensitive in action, trans-

remained

pal features of this engine are as

follows

der,

The

one of the kind to be used in

the anthracite regions of Pennsyl-

Ca

Orders for 21 locomotives
have been placed with the MorganGardner Electric Co. This is one of
the largest orders for mine locomomine.

tives ever placed in Illinois.

The

recent

Philadelphia

award by the city of
for
two 20-million

November, 1914
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per day, steam turbinegeared centrifugal pumps,
operating against a total head of

gallons
driven,

330 feet, signalizes the radical
change now taking place in waterworks equipment. These pumps are
to be built by the De Laval Steam
Turbine Co., of Trenton, N. J., who
made a duty guarantee upon same
145-million
foot-pounds
per
of
1,000 pounds of steam.
Roberts and Schaefer Co., of Chicago, announce that after October 15
their Pittsburg representative, Mr.
Willis E. Holloway, will have headquarters at the

home

office,
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Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, N. Y.
"Little David" Pneumatic Drills, 35 pages; "Little Tugger" Hoist, 8 pages; "Little David"
Pneumatic Chipping, Calking, and
Scaling

Hammers, 12

pages.

Western Electric

Co., 463

West

New

York, N. Y.
Circular
household and
other devices made by the Western
Street,

describing

various

Electric Co.

;

Western Electric

Poles,

Dixon Crucible

Co., Jersey

City, N. J.
Circular describing the
Atlantic City steel-fence paint tests.

McCor-

mick Building, Chicago, 111.
The Gun-crete Co. has acquired all
the interests, titles, contracts, and

and has also absorbed the

construction department of the Gen-

Director believing that the unsani-

tion Co.,

eral

Cement-Gun Construc-

Cement-Gun

bined

business

Co.,

will

some of

and the com-

tary conditions existing in

be

the mines as well as mining towns

conducted

among

under the firm name of Cement Gun
Construction Co., with main office
In
at 914 South Michigan Avenue.
future they will do cement-gun construction work of all kinds, and sell
and lease complete cement-gun

are factors in the death rate

equipments.

the miners, been in perfect health.

the men.

It is

intimated that these

conditions not only cause the death
of miners through disease, but are

often

for

responsible

accidents

which might not have happened had

The bureau has organized what
known as the Mine Sanitation
Section, in charge of J. H. White,
is

Catalogs Received

engineer.

Draeger Oxygen Apparatus Co.,
422

First

Avenue,

Pittsburg,

Circular Letter from Mr.

Pa.

Bemhard

Draeger in Germany.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
Circular, "A Study in Contrasts."

National Tube

Bulletin 9C.

ing, Pittsburg.

Tests of

"Kewanee"

Some

Unions, 7 pages.

Engineers

Electrical

ment

Co., Frick Build-

Equip-

Co., 711-715 Meridian Street,

Chicago,

111.

Bulletin No. 101, Dis-

'try-out' method and the
gained by previous mistakes
do not exert their powerful influ-

the

profit

ence, so that the errors existing in

one house exist in all. Of course,
one could have learned from the
experience of other mining towns
already built, but this information
was perhaps not readily available

and

modify each

conditions

local

"The company ownership is the
most important factor entering into
housing conditions.
Every house
reflects
the standard which the
operator wishes to maintain.

Mine Sanitation Section
The United States Bureau of
Mines is to investigate the conditions under which miners work, the

rights of the

that the valuable lessons learned

case.

12 pages.
Jos.

is

by

The bureau hopes

to progress

by

appealing to the miner, the manager,

and the owner, showing that all
three can assist, and be benefited by
Illusgood sanitary conditions.
pictures,
and
moving
lectures,
trated
pictorial

circulars,

will

show how-

sickness and suffering are spread
careless habits,

by

and the importance

of personal and household cleanliness. The bureau will point out to

the managers glaring sanitary
aces,

men-

and show methods and costs

It is

stimulate personal pride

difficult to

among

the

rivalry

is

inhabitants

absent.

friendly

if

However, where

improvements are introduced they
are far reaching and the tone of the
entire town is raised.
"The necessity and importance of
a satisfactory water supply for the
people who were to get out the coal
was probably not given much consideration in the past by the ignorant, and in studying conditions
with a view of introducing a public
water supply into a town the cost
of improvements and the age of the
town must be carefully balanced.
"The inconveniences due to drawing water from wells may be eliminated by establishing bath houses
at the mine shaft where men may
wash upon coming outTjf the mine.
.

A

public laundry

nience for the

is

a great conve-

women

lugging in

;

several tubs of water, preliminary

doing a week's washing is a seburden.
Bath houses in or
near the schools, for the women and
to

vere

children, are almost necessary accessories to the perfect system.

some safe drinking water
to existence; its supply

is

is

Wholeessential

one of the

gravest responsibilities accompany-

connecting Switches, 16 pages; Bulletin No. 102, Cable End Bells, 24

of abatement.
bulletins

unsanitary

practices and
which follow in their
wake. It will submit sanitary rules
and regulations and show the best

ing

pages.

show the

evils

"There are few mining towns with
Such a
sanitary sewer systems.
system presupposes a public water
supply for flushing purposes. The
approximate location of a mining

Powell Steam Whistles and Whistle

methods for their enforcement.
Engineer White, in talking about
mining towns, said: "The mining
town does not grow but is built at

Valves, 14 pages.

a single stroke.

BuRD High Compression Ring
111.
"A Few Facts

Co., Rockford,

About Piston Rings, Their Relation
and Importance, "8 pages.

Wm. Powell Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

It

will

The

describe in

effect of this

company ownership.

town

is

determined

by

shaft and the topography

accepted as

it

is.

This

is

mine
must be

the

generally

rough and hilly, and a single gravity
system of sewers is next to im-

fixed

possible as the cost of leveling off

as

the hills and grading the streets

a suitable
stream to take the discharge of the
sewers might not be near at hand;
and the necessity of installing a
sewage disposal plant looms up.
"Mining towns possess many advantages, but the drawback

lies

by the

side of the roadway, at

a distance of 160 feet from the face

shown in Fig.
About 7:15 a.

is

Moreover,

prohibitive

ference on his part

The

may

unsanitary

m. four shots for

blowing down the roof had been
fired on the east level, about 45 feet
outby of the haulage engine, and
both ranges of air pipes were

60

120

ISO ZIOff.

of men
Wi 0/?om extent Of f/ame
•

give rise to

/nd/cates

conditions.

poj/r/or?

Fig.

exerted because the total

property

irresponsi-

inner portion of the level.

rights

breeds

bility and carelessness.
Many of
them are blissfully ignorant of the

the

Bedwas

colliery, in

Mon-

Annual Report
Department of Mines.
Twelve men were burned, three of
them subsequently dying from the
the

effects.

The mine was new, the development work being in the Black vein
at a depth of almost 2,400 feet and
the workings of limited extent. The
east level on which the explosion
occurred was driven for a distance
of 420 feet from the North Pit,
which was the upcast shaft. Save
for a small fan at the bottom of the
shaft,

the ventilation

was

natural.

At the time of the explosion, however, the fan was directed in another
heading.

The

inner portion of the

east level for a distance of 200 feet

was

ventilated

by compressed

air,

transmitted through 1-inch pipes.

A

small

haulage

worked by compressed
in

to clear

down by

engine,
air

also

conveyed

a separate range of pipes, was

when

tested after the acci-

was afterwards proved,
experimentally, that sparks from
this bell, when rung by a current at
11 J/2 volts, would ignite an explosive mixture of illuminating gas and
air; and the mixture was also fired
by sparks from signaling wires,
produced by a current of only 4
It

District

Mine Inspector de-

clared this explosion to be the

first

recorded case of a colliery explosion

the stone blown

colliery later in the year.

the shots, in order that the

air pipes

The

as reported in the

of

pressure

the same cause, occurred at another

away

might be repaired.
were exclusively
double-gauze,
bonneted
safety
lamps, which were all found to be
in good order when examined after

At

bat-

at the face of

The men working

conveniences rather than the dan-

mouthshire, an unusual explosion of
firedamp took place March 27, 1913,

The

the level were withdrawn, and set

on

A Signal-Bell Explosion

bell.

tery produced current at llJ/2 volts

caused by sparks from signaling apparatus; and it is curious that another non-fatal explosion, due to

dangers of unsanitary surroundings,
and when they protest it is the ingers that bestir them."

placed near the

cells

The

seldom
absence of
is

dust.

volts pressure.

1.

broken by the rock blown down.
This disabled the haulage engine,
and destroyed the ventilation of the

aggressiveness

damp and

rather

from coal

was worked by an induction coil
and a battery of eight Leclanche

residents have no official voice

unofficial

was

electric bell, of trembler type,

dent.

in

the government of the town, and

level

The

taining sanitary and clean conditions
throughout the mining town rests
entirely with the operator.
Indif-

deplorable

The

practically free

1.

the fact that the initiative in main-

in

November, 1914
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lights in use

Playgrounds for School
Children
The playgrounds committee

of

town council reported that the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and the Susquehanna coal companies were ready to
the Nanticoke, Pa.,

the explosion.

While the work of repairing the
pipes was in progress, firedamp ac-

cumulated at the face of the level,
and gradually worked back to the

execute papers with council, donat-

ing land for the playgrounds and

engine.

an electric
signal bell at the engine was heard
to ring, the explosion occurred, and
one of the injured men said he was
looking toward the bell at the moment and saw a flash of flame, after
which he was burned and could remember no more. The ringing of
the bell was not intentional, and was
probably caused by the signaling
wires being accidentally brought
into contact with each other by men
who were preparing places for
doors further out on the level.
The men who were burned were
all on the east level.
No great force
was developed by the explosion, but
indications of flame could be traced
for about a distance of 210 feet
along the roadway 60 feet inby and
50 feet outby, from the electric bell.
Immediately

after

that the companies

had been gen-

At No. 2 shaft of the
Susquehanna company. Superintendent Kohlbraker had granted more
erous.

land than had been asked for.

playground

second

land

pany's

will

on

this

The
com-

be near the old

power house, while the playgrounds
on D., L. & W. land will be on
Lincoln field and near Concrete City.

.

The Supreme Court

of Pennsyl-

vania has decided that the amount
of

damage

gence

wood

is

fire

not only the value of the

destroyed, but also the injury

to the property as a

the

on growing
through negli-

collectible

timber set on

destruction

growth.

of

whole through
the

young

1
mm

Mines ^^ Minerals

XXXV-No.

Vol.
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Pacific

The

Coal

Scran ton, Pa.
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briquet loading

Briquetting Plant

spur

Co., has been

operating

nous

Of the

bitimii-

coal

Pacific Coast Coal Co., at Briquetville near Renton,

Commercial Use of Asphalt

mines

a number of
years at Black
Diamond, Franklin,

for

Bd

southeast

and
These

of

dis-

and

Seattle,

&

are on branches of the Columbia

Puget Sound

M.

Lactt, S.

Washington

-First

which

nected

with the
Northern Pacific,
a quarter mile dis-

Binder

B*

tant.

Burnett,

Washington.
Newcastle,
mines are comparatively short
tances

Clancu

for

track

also direct-con-

is

The Black

Railroad.

.

fc^

way

tageous

to

market

coals

its

wovdd be to briquet them, and the
James Andersen, chief engineer,
was commissioned to investigate the
several operating plants in the United
States, and his report led to the
late

The plant is thus provided with two
and water transby way of the Lake
Washington canal to Puget Sound
and the Pacific ocean.
The plant includes ten buildings
railroad,

lines of

portation as well,

lai

i%iiiiii'iiiii

^^H^Bs§P^^ i-'iMK '^^H
Pm^^^^L^ "^Hii^HH
'

Ij^K^l^^^m
^^^HSBs^Bi^HHISdL i^^jil^^^^^^l
Pig.

1.

Diamond and Newcastle branches
this railroad converge at

of

Renton, on

the southern shore of Lake Washington, where coal bunkers have been
located for several years and where
the company owned land for further

development of

its

business and

for

principal problem before the

The
company was

to create

screenings

employment

a demand

resulting

for

from the

mining and handling of its coals.
The coal which crumbles easiest in
these mines is reported to come from
the purest portion of the beds.

For some time it has been the
thought of the Pacific Coast Coal
Co.'s managers that the most advan• Mining Engineer, Beaux Arta, Washington.

of

the

2.

Malcomson

Another View of Briquetting Plant

The

and three tanks.

Raw

bviildings are:

coal bin, 32 ft.X42

dryer

Briquet Engineering Co., Chicago,
to design, erect, and turn over in

building, 36

working order a briquetting plant of

ing,

given capacity.

ft.X24 ft.; boiler and kettle
house, 36 ft.X42 ft.; laboratory and
office, 18 ft.X28 ft.; briquet storage
bin, 20 ft.X32 ft.; demonstrating
station, 12 ft.X20 ft.; watdiman's
cottage, 22 ft.X28 ft.; and pump

The

original

specifications

called

and the use
as a binder, but experi-

mental results with asphalt led to
adoption,

and

that of

its

oil-burning

site

selected for the

plant

occupies for the most part a side hill
west of and below the main line of the
Columbia & Puget Sound Railroad,
between Renton and Newcastle, and
east of the Lake
is immediately
of the same road.
branch
Washington

The

COfYmOHTlD

plant

is

X 105

32 ft.X64

house.

furnaces.

The

ft.

ft.;

ft.;

ft.;

press build-

transformer sta-

tion, 12

for coal burning furnaces

of coal tar

storage purposes.

the

Fig.

Briqubtting Plant, Briquet\riLLE, Wash.

provided with a special

.r 1HT..NATIONAL T.XTK.OIC

COMMNT. ALL

shown

Most

In Fig. 2

tank

of these buildings are

and 2.
shown a wooden water

in Figs. 1

of

is

10,000

gallons

capacity.

Water is piunped 1,250 feet from Lake
Washington to this tank by a motordriven centrifugal ptmip, which has
a capacity of 500 gallons per minute,

and

is

RIOHT* HESSRVBD

controlled in the press building
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by an

At

electric switch.

tank,

and

to

there

the

Flight conveyers, in steel casings,

this receiv-

a steam pump
which, working \mder high pressure,
supplies water to all the pipe lines
ing

is

storage

50,000-gallon

a Williams
pulverizer, or to one or both of the
two dryers.
The system at this point in the

deliver the coal either to

by means

system of collectors, and is in a state
almost absolute dryness, it is
delivered by bucket elevators to the

of

regulating bin.

It is necessary that

the moisture be reduced to a negligible quantity that the mixing

may

tank 95 ieet above the press building

plant provides,

foundation.

and conveyers,

There is also a steel tank for oil
about 55 feet above the boiler house
which will hold 600 barrels. The
two latter tanks are not shown.

through the dryers and crusher in

be thorough and the fluxing uniform.
On the discharge platform of the

any order

or required, to

regulating bin an employe called the

the proper

"mixer," receives instructions, as to
the quantity of coal and binder to

put

of elevators

for putting the coal

desired,

the material

into

condition for mixing and fluxing.

shown in Fig. 3, are
and 65 feet long.
supplied to the dryers by the

80 feet high overall and contains two
coal compartments of 400 tons capac-

combustion of

shown attached to the

from the pressman by
means of bell signals. The mixer,
by gate control, regulates the amount
of coal carried by an apron conveyer
to the mixing conveyer, and, by a

ity each.

illustration

steam-jacketed

The
Fig.

shown

coal bin,
is

1,

The

to the left in

constructed entirely of

timbers bolted together.

stands

It

dryers,

feet in diameter

fir

Heat

is

oil

in the equipment,

introduce,

kettle

dryers.
This
shows the receiving end
of the dryers with platforms giving

buildings have structural steel frames

access to the regulation of the burners,

just after the coal enters the mixing

covered with corrugated galvanized

the system of mounting the furnaces

conveyer.

The

transformer, boiler,

iron sides

and

and

and

roofs; the dryer

press buildings are sided with galva-

nized iron and roofed with asbestos

covered corrugated iron.
The demonstrating station, briquet
storage bins, laboratory and office,
cottage,

of the

fans with silent-chain

two dryer

drive direct

concrete hopper.

A

Link-Belt recip-

This mixing conveyer is a horizonsteel shell with a rectangular

discharge of the apron conveyer of

casing that encloses the flight con-

the regulating bin 30 feet to the feeder

veyers and controls the dust.

at the fluxer.
Within the shell are
mounted, longitudinally, two shafts
upon which are paddles that mix the
coal and binder and at the same time
work it forward to the fluxer.
From the paddle mixer the coal and
binder are discharged into a feeder
which supplies the fluxer where the
final and most important stage in

The

dryers,

by means

of trans-

either boot of bucket elevators, one

of which returns the dry coal to the

Williams pulverizer, and the other
one lifts it to the regiilating bin just
in front and above the mixing conveyer.

The

dryers supported on rollers are

the

driven

by gears near the center con-

place.

tor of 100 tons capacity per hour.

nected to motors.

is

by a conveyer into the coal bin.
Regtdation of the quantity of the
coal used in the manufacture of a
briquet begins when the coal is drawn

amount

minute and the work of reducing the
moisture in the coal to J of 1 per cent,
is assisted by the 4-foot dryer fans,
driven by 15-horsepower motors,

preparation

takes

mix are perfected,
and the future physical properties of
the briquet are created.

The

fluxer consists of three super-

regulate

which direct the flow of heat through

of coal to be used in the

the dryers, and at the same time draw

the shaft are set arms, or paddles,

them and

which agitate the mix while superheated steam is being introduced
through double horizontal rows of
tuyeres on each side of the cylinder.
The function of this steam is to
maintain the asphalt in sufficiently
fluid condition to permit of its being
intimately mixed with the coal by

bin.

To

moisture-laden air from

and to insure a uniform mix and a
constant quantity, positive mechan-

through the cyclone dust
collectors which are to the right of
the coal storage bin and immediately

plunger feeders force the discharge from each of the compartments

ical

exhaust

it

its

over the end of the dryer building.
A General Electric centrifugal com-

respective horizontal flight conveyer.

pressor running at 3,600 revolutions

the

of

In this fluxer the binding

qualities of the

dryers revolve eight times each

briquet, to control the proportions,

of

process

imposed horizontal cylinders in a
single casting.
Within each cylinder
there is mounted a shaft, and upon

from the storage
the

The

car-

ried

and reaches from the

cross-section

the hopper and delivers it into the
buckets of a gravity discharge elevathe elevator the coal

of

tal

rocating feeder receives the coal from

From

flow

introduced

from the motor, and in the upper
may be seen the

verse screw conveyers, discharge into

coming from the Black
Diamond, Newcastle, and South
Prairie mines in hopper-bottom coal
cars is discharged into an iron-lined
coal

is

right-hand comer

and pump house are wooden

structiu-es.

The

and burners, one

the

valve,

asphalt binder which

coal

storage

bin on to

A

motor-driven shaft with chainbelt and sprocket connections operates the feeders. Eccentrics control
the stroke of the plunger and the

per minute supplies low pressure air

The compressor
by a 10-horsepower

for the oil burners.
is

directly driven

the

beating

From

motor.

action

of

the

the fluxer the material passes

sprockets regulate the speed. Each
feeder is designed for a capacity of

to sufficient fineness

to the feed-box of the press.

50 tons per hour.

returned

necessary, where asphalt

After the coal has been pulverized
to

it

and all the dust
from an elaborate

fluxer

paddles.

through two Schorr screw conveyers
is

It is

used for
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binder, to cool the fluxed material

before

it

enters the press,

and

this

is done by an air-exhaust
system
attached to the conveyers and also
to the press feed-box.
Essentially the Rutledge briquet-

ting press here used consists of three

parts

—two major shafts with punch

ram attachments and an

endless bed

The

with die-plate sections.

Fic. 3.

three

and

silent

and time them for the

die plates

punches. It is the pilot punches
which furnish the motive power for
die-plate bed.
So nicely is the work
of the press timed that only
of an
inch is allowed for clearance. Turn-

^

chain drive.

ing over at the rate of 10 revolutions

per minute the press produces 30 tons

per hour, or 1,000,000 briquets per
day.

are

Press punches are constructed with

shown in Fig. 5.
Each shaft is mounted with
12 punch rams and each ram has
14 pvmches, which are the short
cylindrical projections shown between
the main legs of the press above the
dies.
The rams are so hung that
they assume an exact vertical posi-

which not only proadjustment and
economical maintenance of the parts
receiving the greatest wear, but also

These

connections

and parts

bushings are of bronze alloy made
to withstand high pressures.
In the

all

lubricating system the oil

through

removable

vides

tips,

quick

for

for the change of the brand, or trade

mark which

is

impressed upon every

briquet.

This brand designates the

coal used

and serves as a guarantee

tion before they engage the die plates

to the consumer that he

which are shown in the press with
the round holes. A vertical pressure

the

exerted upon the material within
the die plates from both above and
below. Each pulsation of the press
is

produces 200 tons pressure, oi about
30,000 pounds upon each briquet.

is

getting

which he paying.
are made from forged and

quality

for

These tips
hardened nickel steel.
The. press weighs 80,000 pounds.

The

rollers are

of nickel steel, the

tracks of manganese

steel,

and springs of vai-adium

the cams

steel,

while

the

main

shafts

interior of the press

driven

is

the

to

and from there

works its way to the surface, properly
lubricating all parts

and preventing
the entrance of any dust or grit.

The

press

and

its

installation cost

about $50,000.

Fig. 4.

synchronized

friction clutch

Attached to the upper group of
are twelve arms, or pilot
punches, one corresponding to each
ram, which engage the corresponding

rams

Dryers

by proper gear
connections and in turn driven by a
75-horsepower motor connected by
are
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Cooling Conveyor

As

the briquets leave the press

down over a perforated
apron to the cooling belt, or conveyer,
shown in Fig. 4, loaded with briquets.
This belt is over 600 feet long and is
composed of 47,000 flat links giving
a large area for the free circulation
they slide

of air.

As the

briquets are carried

300 feet -and up to the
briquet storage bin they are subjected to a fine spray of cool water
which assists in reducing their temperature and in hardening them. They
forward

are discharged from the cooling belt

on to a cross-conveyer over the

bin,

transferred to a Adbrating baffle, then
to another baffle from which they fall

into the bin, from which they are

discharged

through

cars for shipment.
practically nil.

gates

to

coal

The breakage

is

^e (gffieryEngineer
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The

briquets weigh 10 ounces, are

pump and by

December, 1914

steam-jacketed pipe

and valves.

motors and 110 volts for the lighting
and enters the plant through
two main control boards from which
it is distributed throughout the works
by conductors placed in conduits.
Plant operation is divided into two

cylindrical in shape with a diameter

lines

of 2\ inches, height of 2J inches, with
The compara|-inch dished ends.

lines are insulated

tive hardness of the briquets stated

The asphalt feeding equipment has
a steam-heated, insulated, regulating
drum located within reach of the

groups, the dryer group

operator at the charging end of the

group.

in percentage of breakage under the

standard tumbling test employed by
States
Government
the United
10
to
12
per
cent, of
showed from
for the usual

breakage

commercial

All circulating pipe

with the JohnsManville Co. asbestos covering.

paddle mixer.

duty to see
maintained at a

It is his

that the asphalt

is

Briquetting Press

Fig. 5.

circuit,

and the press
Each group has its main

control board to permit of direct or
automatic regulation of each motor.

Fig. 6.

Asphalt Melting Kettles

and about 3 per cent,
breakage on the Pacific Coast Coal

uniform temperature and head, and
that there is a uniform flow through

Co.'s product.

the steam-jacketed valve into the

trolled

Provision is made for a
steam-heated overflow from the regulator to the kettles; thus the circu-

which

lation of the asphalt

haps the most important machine in
the process, the control of the whole

briquets,

Asphalts of the specified grades are
received in barrels on the

track from which there

oil

spur

a barrel
chute over which they slide to the
asphalt yard in the rear and on a

with the charging

is

mixer.

is

continuous

and the static head is maintained.
Temperature regulation of the bind-

or of each group as a unit.

dryer group

by an

The

automatically con-

is

electric tripping device

thrown by an overflow from

is

the regulating bin.

As the

press

is

the final and per-

kettle house.

er

There are two asphalt melting
kettles of 40 barrels capacity each.
The firing end of this equipment is

the coal and steam as well.

To

this

any group, or unit thereof
under the pressman by
means of complete bell, light, and

end automatic Bristol recorders

giv-

speaking-tube systems.

shown in Fig.
At present

in front of the operator in charge of
each movement dependent upon criti-

level

cars

6.

oil is

received in tank

same route as the

over the

asphalt and

is

on the

hill,

side

floor of the

it

flows

through an insvdated steam-heated
pipe line to the boiler house. Future
plans of the company, however, contemplate refining the crude oil at the
plant and so obtaining the grade of
asphalt required in the briquetting
process.

Fuel

oil

will

then be a

oil

maintained
Asphalt cirsecured through a rotary
circulation

by a pumping
culation

is

system.

is

directly

Every machine has an individual
motor drive, and where not directconnected,

is

equipped with a Link-

Belt silent-chain drive, of which there

cal temperatures.

Water for the system is heated and
by a feedwater heater under

filtered

are fifteen in the plant.

There

is

a machine shop with

drill

and other machine
provide for the ordinary and

thermostatic control.

presses,

Superheated steam for the fluxing
generated in the oil-fired furnace
shown in Fig. 6, which is capable of
raising 2,000 pounds of steam per
hour at 150 pounds pressure up to
566° F.

immediate repairs.
For a daily check upon all materials
used in the manufacture of briquets
there is a laboratory and a com-

is

tools to

lathes,

petent chemist.

As

this is the first

is

plant to use asphalt on a large scale

delivered at 2,300 volts, alternating
It is

it has required some careful experimental work and special study of the

to 440 volts for the

physical properties of the material

The

by-product.

Fuel

not only essential, but that of

ing 24-hour records are placed directly

stored in the steel tank

from which

is

plant, or

is

electric

power purchased

current, at the transfer station.

stepped

down

December, 1914
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Besides investigations

Bituminous Coal Storage

of the asphalt, complete analyses are

made every day

of the coal

and the

briquets.

Storing Coal on

For the purpose of determining
the value of the briquets for domestic
use a demonstrating station has been
equipped with a hot-air fiunace, a
heating stove, a range, a fireplace,

and a handling box, the function

of

the last being to give the briquets
such usage as they would naturally
receive between the bunkers

consumers' bins.
ciency
fuel is

the

of

The

and the

industrial

briquets
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Land-Loss of Heat Units-Means of Avoiding
SponCombustion— Methods of Handling

taneous

Wrltltn for The ColUtnj Engineer

THE

storage

of

bituminous

many

coal presents so

phases

from the two angles of wishing and realizing that it requires
careful deliberation before a plant
is constructed.

effi-

would

probably

be

compelled

store three-quarters of the coal

to

and

possibly would be obliged to make
concessions in any case, particularly
if other operators were
storing coal
on the same terms. This brings into

steam
being determined in the com-

pany's

and

stationary

as

locomotive

boilers.

Beneath the laboratory and

office

building, lockers, changing rooms,

and

shower baths are provided for the
comfort and convenience of all the
employes.

Automatic control and operation
have been given carefid consideration
in the design and arrangement of the
machinery. As a result, a. million
briquets can be manufactured every
9? hours, with a total of seventeen

ested

employes.

transportation

These operators are distributed as

FjG.

Of

1.

Coal Storage Plant at Bostic, N.

the three parties
the

operators

most interand railroad

officials

come

first,

building takes

the large consumers next, while the
general public comes last.

which are the pressman, maand dryerman;
outside there are two yardmen for

he must have capital or credit sufficient to pay for its mining and

The main

follows:

If the operator

five,

chinist, mixer, oiler,

would store

coal,

the

discussion

C.

the

subject

of

car

supply which in the summer months
is 100 per cent, available and which
falls in busy times to almost any
per cent, below SO.

According to one authority the
coal mines in the United States have
a capacity for producing coal that is

unloading coal, three for the asphalt
plant, one day and one night boiler
and kettle man, one man for load-

more or

If the

double the consumption; and provided 100 per cent, car supply was
available
one-half thd' operators

ing briquets, a watchman, an extra

storage of coal can be carried on

would be forced out of business

offers operators the

through
destructive
competition.
This makes another reason why a
company should not produce its full
output the year around unless it has

laborer,

chemist,

and

superinten-

transportation,

to

besides

less speculative

whether

this

successfully,

it

solve

the

question as

would pay.

advantage of steady output, which

dent.

The plant was
the direction of

J.

charges,

and

further lessen the cost of production

and

his departments of engineering, build-

and

fixed

will

of the Pacific Coast Coal Co.,

ing,

diminish

constructed under
C. Ford, president

mechanics,

represented

by N. D. Moore, D. C.
Brown, and D. O'Leary. Field conrespectively

by promoting

efficient

mining, con-

centration of work, and uniform ex-

Under these conditions
steady output would be feasible only
when there are steady daily shiptraction.

the coal were stored at

struction

ments, for

now

the mine and shipped in the cold
months when there is so great de-

was in direct charge of
Ralph Gait, briquet engineer, who is
superintendent of operation of

if

makes

his reports directly to Presi-

dent Ford.
35-5—3

sumers should be stored nearby the
market, during the spring aijd sum-

mer months, so as to be available for
quick distribution when the winter

demand

duction, according to the friability

prevail as now.

work and

screenings,

coal not shipped direct to con-

company

Briquetting is a distinct branch of
the coal company's organization, and
operating superintendent has com-

all

capable of producing 2,000 tons per
day to keep up such an output 12

mand

plete jurisdiction over the

it.

With the exception of

sets in and car shortage
During the spring and stimmer, screenings are in demand,
while- in the fall and winter domestic sizes are more marketable.
The screenings, which amount to
from 25 to 60 per cent, of the pro-

the plant.

its

contracts for

as to cause car shortage, prac-

same conditions would
It would be imcoal company
any
practicable for
tically

months

the

in the year, for the

begins.

of the coal and the way it is mined
and treated, will increase in the fall

and the winter months; and rather
than sacrifice them at an extremely
low price they should be stored at
the mine to be disposed of during
the spring and summer months. In
this
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way

will be possible to ob-

it

tain average prices
"^'^

profit?

?^^

which

will afford

?izes of coal.

A

number of experiments made
show the loss in heat

in the past to

Pocahontas run-of-mine coal quite
New River coal they found

similar to

units in stored coal have evidently

lost .4

matter in
coal with the fixed carbon. Accord-

1

up

mixed

the

volatile

ing to some authorities the loss of
heat units during storage in the

open

air

has

from

varied

12

to

100 per cent., which a moment's reflection will show cannot be true, at

per cent, of

its

heating value in

year at Panama, and there was

little

They

also

air

slacking of lumps.

found that Tertiary coal lost more
heat units in a given time (5.3 per
cent.)
than
Carboniferous
coal.
Prof. S. W. Parr and F. W. Kressman state in Bulletin 38 of the University of Illinois,

that

the

loss

heat

units

in

the

coals

of

similar

of

and Indiana averages from
Illinois

3 to 3j4 per cent.
during 12 months.

They

also

that

the

state

of

loss

heating value

is

1

per

cent,

first

week, but de-

creases

the

for

that

after

time until

it

totals

about 3 per cent,
in 12 months.

Among
the

to

coal

is

storage of

crumbl-

its

due

ing

other

raised

objections

to

air

but

slacking,

in

where lump

plants

and domestic coal
Fig. 2.

A

100.000-ToK Storage Plant, Gulf Smokeless Coal Co., Norfoli, Va.

Those operators who store coal
will have a market advantage over
those

who

do not, because of their

promptly in time
need,
feature
which appeals to
of
a
strikes
or
consumer
when
the
weather conditions have interrupted
the usual trend of affairs. Another
advantage is that during rush times
ability to deliver

when

there

is

a shortage of cars, the

from the mine, and take
vantage of the congestion at
market by delivering coal from
storage piles. These numerous
direct

vantages

prove

will

in

remunerative,

all

almost every case, so that little extra expense will be recorded from

the

of

their

along the line of coal deterioration
in the United States Bureau of

this feature.

Mines

storing coal

Technical

Paper

No.

16.

Their experiments verify the statements made by earlier investigators
that climate has much to do with

cent, in heat units.

At Norfolk, Va.,

ad-

the

same kind of

coal exposed for

the

loss of heat units; for

the same period lost .55 per cent.,
at Key West, Fla.,
They also showed

and

storage piles are located in market

some distance from the
source of coal supply, and the right
kind of arrangements for unloading,

centers

storing,

results

investigations

the

probability

provided

H. C. Porter and F. K. Ovitz give

the

ad-

and reloading are adopted.

be stored,

to

screening plants will be required in

example, at
Portsmouth, N. H., New River lowvolatile run-of-mine coal exposed in
the open air for 2 years lost .6 per

operator can ship his contract coal

are

Messrs.

least in the latter instance.

1.29 per cent.

that

small

J4-inch coal exposed in the open air

ably

same locality lost considermore heat units than run-of-

mine

coal.

in

the

The most

serious
is

objection

to

the danger of spon-

taneous ignition, due to oxidation.
According to observers, coals high
in
oxygen absorb more oxygen
readily, and therefore have a marked

tendency to heat until spontaneous
ignition takes place.

Where

coal

quantities
tions

is

under

there

spontaneous

is

stored

in

favorable

little

ignition;

danger
but

small
condi-

from

when

stored in large high piles particular
arrangements must be taken to
avoid and cope with fires.
Bulletin No. 46 of the University
of Illinois, prepared by Prof. S. W.
Parr and F. W. Kressman, enu-

:
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merates the preventive and precautionary measures to be considered
when storing coal, and covers the
situation

fully

so

that

to

refrain

from quoting them would be neglect-

They

ing this phase of the subject.

make the following statements
The first and prime essential is

any accumulation of heat and conthe

fine

oxidation

the

to

the

lower

On the contrary, the
proposition sometimes made to provide circulating passages for the
stages only.

transmission

of

air-currents

questionable value, since

avoidance of an external source of

283

it

is

of

may

re-

sult in the contribution of more
heat by the added accessibility of

may in any way contoward increasing the temperature of the mass of stored coal.
There must be an elimination of
This
coal dust and fine material.
heat which

tribute

will

reduce

the

feet high."

fore, preferable to store coal in
April and May, than in June and

July.

When practicable, it is also desirable to hold coal in cars or in small
6 weeks after mining to allow
through the "seasoning"
stage, after which it can be placed
in piles 15 to 20 feet deep with com-

piles
it

to pass

parative safety.

Spontaneous ignition is sometimes
due to slow oxidation of coal in an

oxidation

initial

lump and piled only 4 or 5
It would appear, there-

6-inch

air

supply insufficient to carry

processes of both the carbonaceous

the heat so fast as

matter and the iron pyrites. These
lower forms of oxidation are to be
looked upon as forces without which
it would be impossible for the more

When
Fic. 3.

Large Grab BucKtx at Bostic Plant

it

is

away

generated.

the accumulated heat reaches
a temperature of 200° F. the rate of
oxidation is increased, and if the

oxygen supply

is

adequate the coal
once the coal com-

and destructive activities to
become operative.
Dryness in storage and a continuation of the dry state, together with
an absence of finely divided material, would practically eliminate

oxygen than

the oxidation of the iron pyrites.

phere, but that the loss decreased

Porter and Ovitz, run-of-mine coal
piled so that a small supply of air
will enter the interior of the pile

treatment with specific
chemicals or solutions intended to
act as deterrents does not offer

gradually from this time on, probably owing to the fresh surfaces

oxidation.

great encouragement, though some
further

Apparently the friability of coals
and their susceptivity to air slack-

of a preliminary heat-

ing has more to do with their spontaneous ignition than the percentage

active

Artificial

results

seem

to

warrant

trial in this direction.

By means

ing the low or

be carried away by

movement of the air.
Professor Parr showed that there
was 1 per cent, loss of heat units in

the

the

first

posing

week

mining and exthe atmos-

after

Illinois coals to

becoming oxidized or "seasoned."

stages of oxi-

of

These sources

For

initial

dation are effected.

will

matter

volatile

instance,

they contain.
both the low volatile

of contributory heat being removed,

bituminous coals of the Carbonif-

the forms of destructive oxidation

erous period that are friable, and

are without the essential of a high

the high volatile coals of the Ter-

starting temperature, and are, there-

tiary

fore,

Whether

inoperative.

preliminary treatment

is

such

within the

realm of practical or industrial possibility
could not be determined
within

the

scope of their experi-

ments.

The submerging

of coal,

it is

very

evident, will eliminate all of the ele-

ments which contribute toward the
initial

temperatures.

Other processes may be suggested
by the formulation of the principles
involved. Such, for example, would
be the distribution throughout the
coal of cooling pipes through which
a liquid would circulate having a
lower temperature than the mass.
This would serve to carry away

period

that

are friable and

slack readily, are particularly subject to

spontaneous ignition.

Mr. C. G.

Hall, secretary of the

International Railway Fuel Association,

in

states

that

the

1914

Proceedings,

takes

fire.

When

mences

to glow the most satisfactory
of disposing of the fire is to
shovel it out. According to Messrs.

way

furnishes ideal conditions for slow

Because of demurrage charges it
hardly possible for the shipper to
keep coal in cars 6 weeks while it
is

seasons, but it is possible to stack
the coal at the mines for that period,
and then ship it to the market

storage

pile.

In order to unload Ihe coal and
stack it with least breakage, the

hopper-bottom coal cars should deliver into a pit beneath the track and
a scraper line deliver the coal either
to the pile or where a locomotive

crane with a clam-shell bucket can
reach and handle it to advantage.
The use of clam-shell buckets and

also

cranes for unloading or raising coal
from a pit for stacking is preferable

a factor which should not be overWith summer heat of
looked.

to the use of scraper lines, for the
reason that the crane and bucket

100° F. or greater prevailing for 6
weeks during the time coal is being
stored, and especially if the weather

simplifies

is dry during this period followed
by a shower, and then further dry
hot weather, it has been the experi-

that, in stacking, the coal

"Atmospheric tempera-

ture at the time of stocking

is

and

economizes

in piles so that

down

the

be placed
no large lumps run

sides,

as

such

stacking

which air for
oxidation can circulate, and thus

creates spaces through

6 weeks, even though

offers

be large

the

Messrs. Porter and Ovitz advise

ence of one railroad that coal will
fire spontaneously within a period of
it

in

work.

a

possible

opportunity

for

:

.

They also
spontaneous ignition.
quote examples in corroboration of
this statement.

Mr. W.

P. Tafns, Jr., president of

the Gulf Smokeless Coal Co., de-

have a storage plant

cided to

at

Norfolk, Va., and to this end enlisted the services of the Link-Belt

The

Co.'s engineers.

plant

capacity of the

and

100,(XX) tons

is

substantially

structed

is

it

con-

follows

as

There are two concrete pits, 25 ft.
X 30 ft. in area and 22 feet deep,
over which hopper-bottom coal cars

The

are run.

from these

coal

is

discharged

with a large clam-shell bucket,
the coal from the

it

and swinging
on the ground.

it

to arrange the

is difficult

first,
and this difficulty increases
where a number of different coals
are stocked and are proportioned to
make an oven charge. At one oven
plant where the coal is stocked 30
feet high, it has caught fire several
times on the edges of the pile but

The

from

Cost ok Unloading

Cents
2.5

Repairs

3

power

1.6

Total

4.4

Labor

1.4

Repairs

3

power

1.4

Total

3.1

the figure

8.

The

clam-shell bucket

used has a capacity of 3 tons. This
plant has an unloading capacity of
175 tons per hour, and a reloading
capacity of about 200 tons per hour.
The use of long-armed locomotive

cranes has proved

more

eco-

The

Clinchfield

Fuel

Co.

with

C,

headquarters at Spartansburg, S.

mine coal
Virginia,

shipped

over

south

Clinchfield

This coal

Dante.

at

At one plant which

carries about

20,000 tons in storage, the coal arrives in gondolas

and

is

unloaded

direct by the crane and bucket, except the small quantities that the
clam shell is too unwieldy to gather

&

Ohio

Railway,

to

Coking coal

is

more

friable than
is

more

readily air slacked, in which condiloses

its

coking properties

At by-product oven

plants

necessary to keep a stock pile
of sufficient size to last several days
in order to assure continuous operais

tion

of

the

ovens

in

case

there

should be a tie-up of transportation.
The circular type of crane is not
entirely satisfactory in such places

C,

prove of
contemplate

will

who

those

When

these data were furnished

commenced

reloading had not

for

the year.
is

the custom

to

ship

large

quantities of coal through the Great
Cost of Operating Coal Storage Plant at
Bostic, N. C.

Unloading Cost, June 24 to October

1912

No.

Pay roll

of

Cost
Per

Tons

Ton

$2,148.74

0172

373.14
594.50

0029
0047

plies, etc

ous railroads to interior and coast
of

4.

Repairs to plant, sup-

Spartansburg, and then over variL. S. Evans, vice-president

the company, kindly

Total

$3,116.38

125,696

0248

furnished

the data on the Bostic, N.

C, plant

Depreciation at 10 per
cent, per annum on
$71,000 toremonths.. $3,550.00
Interest at 5 per cent, for

.0282

1,775.00

.0141

$5,325.00

.0671

crane.

The
shown

plant,

a

in Fig. 1,

part

Total

which

of

is

has been operated
It has been

$8,441.38

3 years in succession.

found

months

useful

during

the

summer

Reloading Cost, October 8 to January 31, 1913

to provide a place for sur-

plus coal and thus help to keep the

maw.

other bituminous coals, also

it

to

ing with a "whirly" or locomotive

the latter.

it

interest

Carolina,

the

on

in time.

cost of operating the storage

is

and the cost of loading and unload-

tion

The

plant at Bostic, N.

in the Clinch Valley of

cities.

in its

C, where ships may be loaded

cents per ton.

nomical in first cost and in moving
coal than traveling cranes for temporary coal-storage plants, although

docks they are not so suitable as

In each of the piles

without delay.

It

Cost of loading and unloading 7.5

pits at a distance of 100 feet,

it.

is

coal storage.

Cost of Loading

motive-crane tracks encircle the two

which
is the radius of the crane arm, and
gives the crane tracks the form of

there

S.

Labor

Electric

also reloads

The company intends also to
build a storage plant at Charleston,

mately as follows:

seen from Fig. 2 the loco-

feet, puts the coal in piles by
means of a 2i4-ton grab bucket and

where the coal is unloaded
hopper cars, is approxi-

steel

Electric

16 feet wide and, with a reach of

60

when operating a circular,
Dodge coal storage

per ton

cost in cents

20-foot gauge.
crane,

150,000 tons, and so far there has
been no case of spontaneous ignition, although some of the coal has
been in storage 2 years.
The "whirly" operates on a track

a pipe penetrating to the
center, so that temperatures may be
regularly taken.

not in the interior.

lifts

pit,

around, deposits

As can be

because

coal so that the oldest can be raised

by opening the

cars,

doors of the hoppers, into the pits,
which hold about 100 tons each. A
locomotive crane of 100-foot radius,

it

December, 1914
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and
intact,
organization
during the season of heavy demand
for coal it has supplemented the
mine shipments and enabled the
company to fill orders with promptness. The coal is piled 35 feet high

PayroU

$1,797.62

.0138

727.44
646.70

.0056
.0050

Repairs to plant. sup-

mining

on each side of the

trestle

which

Total

$3,171.76

129,778

.0244

Depreciation at 10 per
cent, per annum on

$71,000for6months.

$3,550.00

.0274

1.775.00

.0137

$5,325.00

.0655

Interest at 5 per cent.

per

annum on

$71,000

is

about 800 feet long and upon which
the

railroad

cars

are

placed

for

dumping and also for reloading.
The piles at the latter end of the
season

may

attain

approximately

Total

$8,496.76

Total average cost for
13.26 cents per ton.

dumping and

reloading

.

December, 1914
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A Saw-Tooth Colliery

Unloading Cost

From May

1

235

to August 31, 1914, Inclusive. 2,703 Cars

it

Building
Cost

Number

Amount

of

Tons

The

Cents
Per

first

Wooley Coal Co. saw it
and now others may wonder

Ton

why

they did not think of the saw-

in

131,949

and

instalment,

J.

money

is

to

wreck a part

make room
in

all

for the

good

cases

locked up in the plant for

an indefinite time.
At the Paxton, Ind., plant of the

tooth construction for power house
$1,653.74

becomes necessary

of the building to

.0125

Repairs to plant, supFuel for crane, estimated
2i tons per day

Total

576.72

.0044

600.00

.0045

2,829.46

.0214

m

1

Depreciation at 10 per
cent, per annum on
$71,000 forOmonths..
Interest at 3 per cent.
per annum on $71,000

Total

3,550.00

.0269

1,775.00

.0135

$8,154.46

131,949

Some

of these storage plants and the

ma-

chinery and methods that are being employed in their operation

were

fully

Springer in

by J. F.
and
August,
the July
described

1914, issues of

The Colliery

iku.

E^7-

'^.Hi^H^HrtHIHH^MMJl
^-j^^^^^B^^^^^^^^BI^B^y

Fig.

purposes,

since

1.

it

Tipple and

furnishes

is

^

J.

shown

Fig.

in

1

and

in

detail

in

Fig. 2, that can be added to at any

time

demanded
so that in case extra power should
be needed the space would be there
Sometimes the
for the instalment.
actual

*-

Wooley Coal Co., Allen & Garcia
designed the saw-tooth power house

more

and can be constructed in sections as occasion demands.
Heretofore it has been customary
to build a power house larger than
the

*

Power House With Saw-Tooih Roof

light

space

GINEER.

'."'.

.0618

Lakes and place it in stock piles
which are drawn on during the winter months, in many instances the
year around. The ore mines near
the Great Lakes generally have their
own docks and storage piles, as also
do the railroads, but several large
coal companies have storage piles
from which they deal out coal for
the use of the general public.

-4M^.%

requirements

if

becomes necessary to inpower plant, and that too

it

crease the

without destroying the symmetry of
the building.

In addition to the side windows,

never needed, at other times

the short side of the tooth

and admits
interior,

feature.

is

glazed

light to all parts of the

making it a "Safety Fifst"
The slant to the tooth or

and the
end wall of
brick, and the other end of a temporary construction easy to remove
roof

is

constructed of

tile,

side walls of brick, one

in

case of

The

more room being

required.

section nearest the shaft con-

tains the hoisting engine

and dyna-

mos. The next section contains the
boilers, the following sections being
divided into machine shop, black-

smith shop, and supply room. It is
unnecessary to elaborate on the advantages of this combination of de'

partments under one roof, which are
from each other as if in
diffecent buildings, nor is it neces-

as separate

sary to explain that less capital expenditure is involved for buildings,

3cct-f on

Fig. 2.

— Looking

South

Showing Construction of Saw-Tooth Buildings

charges, taxes,

hence

less

and

of fireproof construction in-

if

interest

surance premiums.
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Coroner's Report on Mulga
Disaster
Condemning the action of the officials of the Mulga mines of the

Woodward

Iron Co. for not taking

proper precautionary measures to
safeguard the lives of the workmen
in the mines and making certain
recommendations, the jury impaneled by Coroner Spain to investigate
the Mulga mine explosion, which
occurred October 5, in which 16
lives were lost, made its report Oc-

tober

The jury was composed

15.

entirely of practical miners, all of

whom

have worked in and around
Pratt mines for the past 25 years.
They were impaneled on October
12, at Birmingham, Ala., and dur-

December, 1914

"We find that the trap door was
knocked down with a carload of ties
attached to an empty trip in charge
of Ed. Lee, colored, motorman, and
Jackson Rodgers, colored, trip rider.
This motorman, Lee, and trip rider,
Rodgers, were not the motorman
and rider who went into the eighth
right heading regularly, but were
only

placing

carload

the

which were for use

of

the door, but the trip

the distance as

we

to

him he was not

told

the door so not to

But said

said door.

have miscalculated
find that the car

of ties crashed into the door and

broke

the headings and rooms where the

fore

men were killed.
The report follows:

depriving the said eighth and ninth

down, frame and

it

all

the

short-circuiting

there-

;

Bob Dupion, Joe

in said

Malcoskie, Wilet

John Krativick, white;
Scott Garret, Warren Whatis, Hamp
Swanson, Cory Howard, W. M.
Pilcoski,

the gas which

heading.

the coroner of Jefferson County, on,

day of October,

inquire into the cause of

death of the above mentioned,

met

their death at the

who

Mulga mines,

Mulga, Ala., on October 5, 1914,
having diligently investigated said
cause, taking all the testimony obtainable

came

;

we agree

that the deceased

to their deaths

of gas at

by an explosion

Mulga mines, October

5,

by the trap door in the
eighth right heading being broken
down and not being replaced for a
1914, caused

approximately

period

of

The

was short

air

1

hour.

circuited, causing

an accumulation of gas in the eighth
and ninth right headings and rooms,
and as there were men working in
said headings and rooms with naked
lights, the gas accumulated, coming
in contact with these naked lights
caused the explosion, which resulted
in the death of aforesaid parties.

in

Mines

mine operators pay out

sylvania, the

nearly

$600,000

a

This

fresh water.

pumping over

is

year

1,000,000,000 tons, or

mine water, very litcan be used in the boilers.
Mine water is so charged with

quality of the
tle

of

it

sulphuric

acid

that

the

effect of the acidulated

off

and

the action of

not taking

officials for

measures

precautionary

to

safeguard the lives of the workmen
in said eighth and ninth headings by

them out from the danger
zone in said headings until such
time as the circulation of the air was

calling

restored
safe

to

would again make it
working in said

as

continue

eighth and ninth headings.

"Therefore

in

view of the forego-

ing verdict, we, as jurors, recom-

mend

that in all mines, generating

gas,

that

as

soon

as

overcasts be put in on

practicable
all

headings

and the use of the trap doors be

dis-

continued as far as possible.

We

also
is

recommend

that

when

the air

short-circuited, or the ventilation

of any mines be impaired so that
is

dangerous

to

human

life

it

and

be the duty of the

safety, that

it

management

to call the

men

in said

mines to a place of safety.

"We

also

disastrous

water on iron

necessitates the frequent renewal of

we condemn

company

pure

approximately 300,000,000,000 gallons of water a year out of the mines,
for on account of the destructive

recommend

that

new

all

mines generating gas the fire boss
examine the working places no more

pipe

early in April has been
July.

1,316,369,965

gallons of water last year for which
it

paid $109,494.76, and consumed

nearly

100,000,000

colliery.

The

gallons

at

one

total quantity of fresh

water bought by the anthracite coal
operators last year

is

calculated to

be 7,115,573,324 gallons and the cost

This is generally conveyed to the mines by pipe lines
from the springs and streams in the
mountains, but in times of drought
much of it has to be actually hauled
to the mines in tank cars from many
$591,863.56.

miles away.

Utah coal producers have asked
the Government to use coal for the
Pacific fleet

of Utah.

produced by the mines

The

fleet is

now

by the Virginia mines, but
be transferred there, it will

supplied
if it

can

mean an

increased production of 100,000 tons

from Utah.
in

A

miles of pipe in the mines.

known to be ruined by
One company bought

the

for

necessary, after

and ninth headings was cut

proper

12th

Water

In the anthracite regions of Penn-

line laid

colored.

the

County.

that as the ventilation of said eighth

impaired,

by

down

was being produced

"Therefore, in view of the forego-

Long, Joe Bragoon, Bert Webster,
Tom Mitchell, and Sam Chatman,
the jury duly impaneled

L. Spain, Coroner of Jefferson

C.

headings of the proper amount of

.

ventilation necessary to keep

wit,

and

air

"Inquest over the remains of Ed.
King, C. R. Combell, John Zalemski,

1914, to

Sam Brodie,
Joe Hoskins,
James Liddeli,.

at

open
rider, Rodgers,
going through
bother to open
Rodgers must

wanted

Shenlin,

J.

Wm. Muir,

the door on the eighth right heading

scene of the disaster and examined

to

M.

the eighth

in

ing their investigations visited the

"We,

John Guthrie,

ties,

The trapper boy

right heading.

than 3 hours before the working
goes to his place of work."

man

All

Utah producers,

in-

cluding the United States Smelting
Co., have asked the Navy Depart-

ment

to take

immediate action.

December, 1914
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A few of
INcoal
fields
the

work

Rock Work

of

Coal Mines

in

rock

rock

no

Conditions

Which Make

Necessary— Kinds

it

Holes

required,

is

tween
and soft

Drills— Methods of Placing

of

Break Rock

to

Written for The Colllert

of coal mines rock
is

carried on

in order to facilitate operations.

In thin

beds the roof or floor
in haulage entries, to

flat

brushed
head

is

room;

furnish

in

thick

flat

beds, rolls are blasted to furnish a

or no water or gas to contend with,
roof is brushed when it is easier to

and handle than the floor; but
the roof were hard compact sand-

is difficult

and

Section in Truesdale Colliery

1.

mines that the matter of "brushing"

there are plenty, but while the

inclined

times to

and

drill

anthracite

fields

and

so

necessary at

it

blast rock.

The

northeastern

in

Pennsylvania have been so folded
and contorted that it is frequently
necessary to drive rock tunnels in
order to work them efficiently. The

cussive drills, therefore post drills

soft

is

conditions

Where

required in

continually

so

turbed so

far

at

measure depend on
of the manager.

the floor "creeps"

as

slabs, is too

and rachet
latter

for post drills.

ing

down

When

.holes for blast-

number.

One

in

undis-

possible;

again,

over the center of the track and
parallel and one drilled each side of

is

lifted.

in

The

the roof are usually three

should

low coal are driven
higher coal for safety

ventilation.

bottom rock

is

lifted,

the

entry should be as wide as the car
and 3 feet additional each side, and

placed directly

is

the center at about the

shown by the auger

To

direction

in Fig. 5.

the left in this illustration

shown a

in

the rock

it

the coal to the entries, the floor

Entries

employed, the
is too hard

drills are

when

only

left

where thin beds of coal are worked
and scraper lines are used to convey

and for

is

it

be lifted and the roof

section in Fig.

Where head room

vary

to a great

which

1 shows a condition
mild compared with some
in the anthracite fields, but it illustrates why tunnels and rock slopes
are indispensable to economic coal
mining.

and shaly,

intelligence

wider than

is

roof in this instance

possibly

the

make

The

will be better to lift the floor, but

must

frequently

Fig. 6.

hard for breast augers,
but not so hard as to require per-

the anthracite fields of the East they
faulted as to

good for a short
and above

is

distance above the coal

coal beds are not so contorted as in

are

the roof

If

brushing,

compact the work

The method
in

West

to furnish

difficulty in

in

and slow.
of brushing followed
Arkansas coal mines* is shown in

stone or limestone the floor would

probably be cheaper to brush.

is

will

service-

Where rock

much

headway

fair

if

that

grade,

down

making

but where rock

"swags" are
head room.
Very few faults are found in the
coal fields east of Colorado; however in the mountain states of the
blasted

slabs, there is not

drill

Fig.

uniform

be found

Englmer

able.

some form

rock

ratchet drills

but in the majority
blasting in

auger
and in behard rock

is soft,

drills;

United

.

States

the
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is

breaking

props
placed 12 to 16 inches apart along
the entry and about 2 feet back from
the track. The roof breaks over the
track to this line on one side and
the rib on the other side after being
line

of

refuge

holes

made

if

If this rock was hard compact
sandstone there would be one or two

there

much

traveling on the road.

additional breaking posts in line and

is

in

the

rib

shot.

behind the one shown

if it

sidered advisable to

hold the top

down

rock from brushing the entry
is not to be carried out, the coal
must be removed so that it may be

ence can determine.

the

gobbed along the sides of the road.
In hard rock, machine drills or hand

thin coal

seams the decision as

whether the roof rock

to

shall be taken

or the floor rock taken up depends on the respective hardness of
rocks,

object

is

unless

desired.

some

particular

If there is little

If the

drills

and hammers are

used.; if the

rock, a matter

was con-

which only experi-

In taking up floor, the coal would
*A. A. steel,

Mines and Minerals, Vol.

32, p. 10.

be

first

removed as

in the case of

brushing the roof, and then the best
method of breaking the rock bench
to be investigated.

is

December, 1914
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It

may

be

necessary to put in center cut holes,

and after these are
holes

;

or

it

may

fired shoot side

be advisable to

drill

svk^ag is

down, and

beds,

and

finally

for permanently

from

the

surface

abrupt to blast

make arrangements

it

supporting the excavation

at

this

work

In rock
is

carried

under or over the main airway by

means of overcasts or undercasts.

for

are

sunk

same

the

purpose.

place.

In most coal mines air

shafts

of this description

hammer and

the hand

or the

drill

compressed air drill are used, the
auger drill being unable to penetrate
hard rock quickly. In tunnel driving the holes are arranged to break
the greatest quantity of rock with

number of

the fewest

plosives, while of course

Exan object of

holes.

economy, are not so costly as rock
drilling as a rule; further, the price

of explosives being based usually
on their strength, the cost may be
averaged by varying the strength of

As

the explosives used.
in

coal

small

the tunnels

mining are comparatively
they

not

are

worked

in

benches, and to obtain two free faces
cut holes are drilled in the face to

Convevbr Cakkting Coal

Fig. 2.

back holes and throw out the bench,

which as a usual proposition are

or again lifting holes,

made by

first firing

the

holes in the center and then those

may

larly

blasting out rock, particu-

in

flat

beds.

frequently

It

vary so

happens that in between two coal

widely that experimental drill holes
should be tried in different positions
and the best method of breaking
thus established.

beds there will be a bench of rock
which will vary from an inch to

each

In

side.

work

Conditions

of this kind the intelli-

gence of the miner will determine
the most efficient

method

to

be

fol-

lowed, as no rule will apply to more

than local conditions.
In many practically

several feet in thickness, but only in

much rock work
Where coal measures

the latter case will

be required.

are inclined and contorted as in the
anthracite

fields,

rock

work is a
Take for

necessary part of mining.

instance the section Fig.

1,

where

horizontal

tunnels are driven across the coal

coal beds there are found rock rolls

measures to intersect the various
beds, and where rock planes are
made necessary for ventilation and
haulage purposes.
In addition to
rock tunnels and slopes, underground
tunnels
are
frequently
driven above water level to cut coal

in the floor

and horses

in the roof,

which require blasting if the haulage roads are to be kept to a uniform grade. Even if the roof is
good and strong and holds back water,

it

may

be necessary when the

Fig. 3.

Showing Floor Taken Up

blow out a wedge-shaped piece of
rock.
These holes are 1 to 8 inclusive in Fig. 8, the arrangement
being termed the "square cut," or
American method. The side holes
c and d are drilled before the centercut holes are fired.

The

center holes

are charged with 70-per-cent. dyna-

mite and the side holes with from
40 to 60-per-cent. dynamite, the object being to break so much rock in
the center that the side holes, having

two

free faces to play on, will not

require such strong explosive.

number and

The

inclination of the holes

depend on the kind of rock; the

metamorphosed rock of the anthrabreak as readily as
the sand rock of the bituminous
field, while the "mountain limestone"
will not break so easily as either of
cite fields

the

above.

will

Sq

far

Pig. 4

as

drilling

is

December, 1914
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concerned, the order of progress will

be as follows: sandstone of the bimetamorphosed
fields,
tuminous
rock in the anthracite fields, and

"mountain limestone" of the central
and western fields.
This order of hardness for drilling and blasting is for compact rock
free from seams and fractures. The
size of rock tunnels in coal mining
is 8 ft. X r ft. although many are
driven 7 ft. x 7 ft. and 7 ft. x 6 ft.
While the American cut sometimes works poorly, better results
are often obtained by varying the
positions and direction of the holes.
The secret of a good break is in

239

2.
The machines are then
turned under the bar and side, holes
7 and 8 and cut holes 5 and 6 drilled,

country.

which the bar is moved to the
position B. The machines are set on

at

and

after

3,

The

three holes

1, 2,

and

Fig. 7, are drilled straight into

the face in line with one another and
distances of 5 inches center to

center.

Another hole 4

is

drilled

giving the cut holes sufficient pitch
and putting them in deep. In one
case the cut holes were put in as

shown by dotted
Fig.

9,

but

lines

X

and

experimental

E

in

work

finally established their positions as

shown by the

full line holes 1, 2, 5,

6, 7, and 8 which eliminated the four
holes X and E, so that 16 holes did

work of 20.
The "Leyner cut," shown in Fig.

the

10,

BECmNING AN ENTRY

furnishes a pyramidal center cut and
has increased the progress in tunnel

top to

driving in several instances.

tipped up so as to drill holes 3 and

While the positions of the holes
shown for hard rock they may

FiC. 6.

Four

drill

holes 13 and 14 and then

lifting holes 15, 16, 17,

4.

and 18

are

are next drilled and sometimes the

be modified; for instance in softer
and better breaking ground cut
and
holes 5 and 6 and relief holes

relievers

Y

and with

X

and one lifter and one plunger
might be left out. The holes are
drilled by machines placed on a
cross-bar at A. From the top of the
bar, the back holes 9, 10, 11, and 12
are drilled, after which the machines
are depressed so as to

drill

Fic. 5.

holes

1

X and

Y.

The Leyner

drill

uses water and the upper holes are
drilled

more

easily

by

less injury to

machine

this

the drill run-

ners' lungs, therefore this

system of

placing holes has received the

"Leyner

The

"Billy

White"

cut,

Cornwall,

has found

many advocates

High Coal

is

2,

in

and hole

5

drilled 12 inches to the left of 2.

The

holes

enough

are

given

just

pitch

to hold water, since the suc-

cess of the cut depends

on the holes

being in planes with one another
and in shooting them in rotation.
Four of the holes are loaded in the
usual manner. No. 2 hole, however,
is

not charged but

although
England,

in

m

LOW COAL

is

drilled to pro-

vide a space for hole No.

cut."

originated

Brushed Entry

name

IN

7 inches to the right of

1

to break

,,,^//////fM

this

Fic. 7.

Thb "BnXT White" Cut

^e ^f/ieryEngineer
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Tobin Bronze
The exact mixture composing
Tobin bronze, so largely used about

pump

mines for
cylinder

piston rods,

pump

condenser

tube

linings,

sheets, bushings, valve faces, valve

stems,

not published.

is

etc.,

It

is

impellers and lin-

suitable for the

ings of centrifugal pumps, where the

mine water

acid.

is

gravity of the metal

is

The
8.404

specific
;

a cubic

inch of the metal weighs .3036, and
its

melting point

is

1,600° F.

It is

practically acid proof but not grit

proof.

plates

will not strike fire,

It

therefore

is

and powder

larger than

a

minimum

and

used for powder press
1

Rods not

tools.

inch in diameter have

tensile strength of 62,-

000 pounds per square inch; when
Fig. 8.

The

to.

Thb Square Cut

fuses are cut in different

fire the holes in about the
following order:
1, 3, 4, and 5.

lengths to

After holes

and 3 have exploded,

1

made

the hole
vertically

by

is

about 12 inches

all the holes have been
about 12 in. x 12 in. The
hole breaks as big at the bottom as
at the collar and will break 6 feet
deep at the same time the cut takes
no more powder and often less. The
full bore of the tunnel is obtained by
placing holes that will break to this
it is

1

inch in diameter the

from tunnel work, not so
much in the method of drilling and

tensile strength is 60,000

placing holes, as in dealing with the

tion for rods not larger than 1-inch

water and in handling the rock after
it is broken.

diameter

5 inches horizontally,

but after
fired

larger than

differs

square inch.

and for

is

To

insure

good mine

ventilation

kept free from rock

and

A

25 per cent, in 2 inches,

rods larger than 1-inch
28 per cent, in 2 inches.
rod of Tobin bronze submerged
is

in one-third concentrated

acid for 5

falls.

The minimum elonga-

all

diameter
see that the airways are large

pounds per

months

sulphuric

lost .0025

per cent.

;

initial cut.

The

entering cut

which the

to

subsequent holes are to break need
not be in the center, in fact it is
often necessary to make a cut hole

^

to the side of the excavation both

for convenience

the

cleavages,

and

conform to

to

joints,

the

in

etc.,

I»l UO MlUlt.
IR» tH

rock.
Fig.

4 shows one method of

ing a side cut where there

ab

to

is

plac-

a slip

the right and advantage

taken of

it

to

make

is

the entering cut.

The

holes 1, 2, 4, and 5 are drilled
from one column and the holes 3, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 are drilled from
a second column. Holes 1 and 2 are
fired together, then 3, 4, and 5 consecutively.

In the third round, holes

and 8 are fired, and
round 9, 10, and 11.

6, 7,

in the final

In shaft sinking, the rock

work

Fig. 9.

Leynbr Cut

H'RtUlt.
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THE
"Mine

subject,

tors,"

Mine Motors

Mo-

is

The

too

With

circuits
Special Reference to Electric

Motors—The Various Types

Motors and Their
By

attention will

EocrtU Drcnncn, E.

from

differ

the

three-

method used
winding them.
While it is possible to use any of
the above systems for mining operations, the three-phase three-wire and
the single-phase two-wire for serieswound motors are the only practical
in the

M*

in

the operations.

ductors and used as

it

is

machine, that

is

to say, in a

An electric motor
means of converting

is

primarily a

electric

energy

into energy of motion for the accomplishment of work.
The property of an electric current to produce rotating motion
was Accidentally discovered by
Faraday as far back as 1821. He
was experimenting with a magnetic
field and accidentally suspended a
loop of wire and noticed the effect
of the field. He later deduced the
properties of a magnet to rotate
about a fixed current or about its

Thirty-five

blocks

years

later

con-

generated

and stops or com-

series of starts

plete reversals, such being called the

ones in operation.

alternating current.

motor

In the other by
introducing into the dynamo a device called the commutator, the current produced in the armature is, so

The six-phase

sometimes

is

used,

but

is

hardly practicable.

to say, straightened out or flows in

The purpose of high voltage
transmission of alternating current
is based entirely upon economical

one direction and there

construction

tained what

is

is

then ob-

called the continuous

current.

Today,

motors,

electric

or

re-

and

and

operation,

should conform where practical to
1,000 volts per mile of transmission.

While motors are rarely operated on
voltages higher than 6,600, trans-

mission

as the convenience

and direct-current circuits
and economy of
operation may suggest. It might be

of commercial electrical practice is
demonstrated in the fact that the

of

well to discuss briefly the various

nected equipment are

a

types of commercial motors in prac-

of the lowest commercial voltage in

shoe magnets and two coils of wire,
with string between the wires for

on

in the

through

transmitted

is

same construction as Gramme's machine, are operated on alternating-

About 10 years later he
constructed a motor by using horse-

wound

In one, however, the cur-

similar.

versed dynamos of essentially the

axis.

wood.

Commercial

phase motors only

rent

insulation,

of

Peculiarities

be given to results accomplished
than to the theoretical processes of

own

motors that
on these

operate

broad to be covered by one paper,
and to be practical,

more

241

current

lines

are

constructed

The

voltages up to 110,000.

for

nicety

voltages for the standard delta conall

multiples

philosopher by the name of Wilde
replaced the fixed horseshoe mag-

tical

nets by electromagnets and a few

with the direct application to these

divided into two classes, synchron-

service

mining

connection

in

operations

before

with

use.

Alternating-current

dealing

motors

and non-synchronous motors,

years later the one coil

was replaced

various operations.

ous

with a series of

by the man

motors for
single-phase, two-phase, and threephase circuits are used for mining
operations on practically all standard voltages, from 110 to 6,600.
The standard commercial voltages

the latter class of which

coils

Gramme, to whose credit the electric
dynamo is placed. This principle of
a dynamo upon which Gramme's
invention was based
influence

exerted

is

in

that magnetic
certain

lines,

Alternating-current

mag-

for alternating-current, three-phase,

be cut and the
by passing a closed loop of
wire through them. The current or
electromotive force set up in this
wire depends on the rapidity of

direct-motor operation are 110, 220,

radiating from the poles of the
net

may

energy

collected

revolution or passing the

strength

angle

at

field,

the

magnet, and the
which the wire passes

of

the

through the field. The current set
up by such action does not flow in
one direction, but consists of a series

440,

550,

1,100,

2,200,

and 6,600,

corresponding to the standard transmission voltages for delta connected
equipment. While motors may be
operated on the same circuits connected in Y, the voltage figures in
this case should

be multiplied by the

square root of 3 or 1.732.
Three-phase transmission at the

above

voltages

has

become

the

parallel with the generating unit in

the same manner as a
second generator would be made to
operate in parallel with this generaprecisely

tor;

practically a reversed genThis type of motor requires

it is

erator.

separate direct-curYent field excitation,

which

feature

in

is

often

aii

inconvenient

connection

operation under ground.

are

Abstract of a paper read before the Kentucky
Mining Institute.

three-phase four-wire transmissions.

is

rent and direct-current machines in

the

present-day

construction

to

It is

their

gen-

built

motor

subject

with

with revolving heads
composed of laminated steel cores
wound with insulated wire for the
erally

speak of the
of this
two-phase
two-wire,
single-phase
or
three-wire,
two-phase
four-wire,

to this point alternating-cur-

subdi-

squirrel-cage and w6und-rotor type,
and the single-phase series motor.
Synchronous motors operate in

direct-current excitation.

Up

is

vided into induction motors of the

recognized standard and it is hardly
consistent with a practical handling

of reversals in opposite directions.

are

The

non-synchronous induction
manufactured in two types,
the squirrel-cage and wound-rotor
The so-called squirrel cage
types.
is

practically

the same as a

self-

•

starting synchronous motor, except-

does not have

field coils

wound for direct-current
The fields on this type

excitation.

ing that

it

of motor

have only the squirrel-cage winding.

As

general

the

name "induction"

infers, this type of

motor requires

no sliding contacts. It is especially
adaptable wherever constant speed
required.

is

It

has three to four

times full load torque at starting.
construction

Its

is

extremely rigid

and the -motor is less aflfected by
dirt than any other known type.
The wound rotor induction motor
differs from the squirrel-cage type
rotating element only.

the

in
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In

place of the squirrel-cage winding,

which

simply a winding consistall connected at both ends by a copper
is

ing of straight copper bars

wire-wound

ring,

coils are

used in

the rotating element, and these are

to

1

mile for 250 volts and 4 miles

for 500 volts.

A

series-wound motor consists of

a revolving armature built of form-

wound, or hand-wound,
in

slots

This

coils placed

a laminated steel core.

in

keyed direct
to the shaft or held by a cast-iron
spider which is in turn keyed to the
shaft. The ends of the copper coils
in the armature winding are brought
out to one end or neck of the commutator bars and soldered.
This
makes two or more continuous circuits from any point on the commutator to any other point on it. The
field consists of form-wound copper
steel core is either

over laminated, or cast-

coils placed
steel,

pole pieces.

Two,

four, or six

the

name

implies, the fields are connected in

with the armature for the pur-

will vary in proportion to the load.
Thus, the series-wound motor is

to resistance.

adaptable
series-

rent,

series-wound motor, excepting

that resistance

is

usually placed be-

to

speed

variable

where a high starting torque
quired and the load

is

loads
re-

is

never less

due to the

above construction.
Direct-current motors are operated in connection with mining very
extensively. The practical range of
voltage for this class of

from 110

common

to

500,

work

is

while the most

voltage in use underground

today is 220 or 250. All direct-current motors are commutating motors
and the difficulties incumbent with
this

feature

above

stated.

limit

the

voltage

as

Direct-current trans-

mission which is more economical
at the same voltage than any form
of alternating-current transmission,
should be limited where practicable

compound motor

is in-

increasing

the

This motor is
adaptable for operating under fluctuating loads because the torque
varies, as mentioned, in proportion
torque at starting.

to the load.

All direct-current motors can be
built with auxiliary poles called "in-

terpoles,"

which

assist the

weakest

point in connection with the operation of direct-current motors,

the

commutating

pole

a

is

An

feature.

series

pole

coil

viz.,

inter-

placed on a

midway between

piece

This prevents the shifting of neutral
points on the commutator, thereby
providing for sparkless commutation at all loads in either direction

mining

shunt-wound motor is practically a
constant-speed motor with a con-

on an alternating-cur-

to

thereby

creased,

The shunt-wound motor has the
same general construction as the

very well, but a direct-current,
series-wound rotor is not so suitable
service

strength of a

of rotation.

direct-current

rent, single-phase circuit,

This feaadvantage in that
starting under heavy load the field

works out

than a fixed amount.

tween adjacent commutator segments to reduce the induced current
in the coils which are short-circuited
by the brushes. This motor can be
operated on a direct-current circuit

for

ing shunt-wound motor.
ture

two adjacent main poles or fields.
Interpoles are placed between each
two main fields.
The object of
these interpoles is to set up a flux
that is equal to and in opposition to
the flux set up by the armature.

As

about the armature.
series

alternating-current,

be

and these poles are placed equally

pose of producing excitation that

The

would

small

Carbon brushes
collect current from these rings and
in turn connect through a controller

wound, single-phase motor is practically the same as the direct-cur-

motor

pole motors are used in mine service

connected to collector rings on the
shaft of the motor.

pound-wound

greater than that of the correspond-

series-wound motor,
excepting that the fields are wound
with finer wire and connected directly

across

series

with

stant torque.

the
the

It is

line

and not

armature.

in

The

adaptable to uni-

The problem

It is customary
power-house voltage from
10 to 25 per cent, higher than the
voltage rating of the machines to be
operated.
A well-designed motor
will operate with good results with

chines at that point.
to carry

a

or

The compound-wound motor

is

a

combination of the series and shuntwound motor, having the same
armature construction and shunt
field coils with small series fields
superimposed.
For a motor of
given horsepower at a certain speed
a compound-wound motor would be
designed
speed

as

for

a

same full load
shunt-wound motor.
the

Thus, on light loads with a corresponding loss of effective field
strength by reason of the series field
carrying current only in proportion
to the load, the speed of the

com-

mechanical coal

face of the work the motive
power needed for operation of ma-

torque

not required.

in

to transmit or deliver to

the

form loads where excessive starting
is

is

voltage

per cent,

15

in

arrears

25 per cent, in excess of the

rated

voltage

designed.

for

which

it

was

It is, therefore, consistent

with good practice to maintain a
voltage at all times within these
limits.
It costs less to

terial

of No. 2 feeder line
cuit

and put

sufficient

ma-

thousand
and return

feet

buy

to construct a

cir-

this material in place,

than the average cost of repairing
one burned-out armature in a mining
machine motor.

The

great difficulty

when supply-

ing any kind of power to the face of
mine workings is that some stretch.
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of the transmission

A

thousand-foot

is

not

4-inch

sufficient.

extension

on a 1^-inch air line, or a thousandfoot 4/0 extension on the end of a
No. 2 copper wire will not produce
quite as

much

work

the

pressure at the face of

as there

junction, but this

produces more coal than any other
mechanical means used. The chain
mining machine is operated to some
extent with compressed air, but

more widely through the medium of
electric power.
The motor used on

is

at the point of

these machines

is

only a slightly

tremely

exaggerated example of some of the
malpractice under ground today. In
electric transmission the return is
equal in importance to the live part
of the circuit, and the

same

rule as

243

is

subjected to ex-

irregular

The

service.

machine

is designed for a regular
chain speed and regular mechanical

by which means man has made
the best provision in his power to
make the conditions for the motor
feed,

to the consistency in connecting the

favorable.

The temporary
manner in>which new operations are

under which the machine must operate .all seem to impose hardships
which are particularly effective on

circuit

maintains.

provided for power transmission is
often the cause for hanging small
wire,
this

and the expense of replacing
later

often

delays

the

work,

even indefinitely.

Another feature of transmission
power to the face of the work is
the transmitting of two different
varieties of power within the mine
in order to have available the power
suited to the best kind of motor
of

The

the motor.

tives; this, of course, is

that electric

In practically

all

dis-

machine is subjected to distorting
strains from the squeezing of roof
and pavement or from foreign substances in the bed of coal or slate
being cut, or from irregularities in
the slope or gradient of the seam.

A

binding frame loads the motor
without the work of cutting coal.

Of
the

the direct-current motors only

or compound-wound,
types are practical for mining machine duty. The compound winding
provides for more of an overload
than the shunt winding, but it does

not add to the rated horsepower of
the motor.

The nature

slight overload as a

sulted

but stands the abuse until the coils

from

tured, while for haulage the direct-

insulation and

current motor

cuit results,

is

preferable.

It

is

in overheating roast

not practical to operate a haulage

burned

motor on a three-phase circuit. It
would necessitate three overhead

Of

bare copper wires with a difference
between potential of each wire and

between potential of
each wire and the ground, or an
unbalanced circuit if one phase were
It would
connected to the track.

a

difference

cost nearly twice as

much

for such

more

construction and would take

head room for the wire so hung.

It

would also necessitate either placing
one or two of the wires out over the

men and

track or so low that

mals would be more
contact with them. It

apt to

ani-

come

in

and harden the

finally

a short cir-

and we say the motor

is

duction motor

practical as far as

is

the operation of the machine

of

work

is

con-

movable conand the extreme rigidity of

of this motor for severe service, and
particularly for service in damp

mines,

we might

case:

It is

cite the

following

recorded that motors of

on single-phase alternating current, because the voltage loss due to
inductance of line must be added to

water for several days, the only
necessary repairs before starting up
consisting in a partial drying of the

the loss due to resistance in

windings.

mined by various machines, the most important of which
is the chain machine, inasmuch as it
is

For

locomotive

class

have

in

to this

cost

The

motor

of

stallation

haulage

it

is

necessary to provide, either a storage
for

power or a transmission

wound motor,

excellent

Coal

the

service.

makes

instance of the adaptability

submerged

line.

motor and

induction

As an

given

tive

The

alternating-

shunt and compound-wound direct-

construction in the rotating element.

this

of

circuit

peak loads on the motor at any point
of the service.
In mine haulage
there is always a fixed minimum
load on the motor which condition

than any other design, due

service after having been

also rather

type

better suited for this class

this

impracticable to operate a locomo-

is

current

motor trouble

machinery.

of sufficient capacity to provide for

fact

to the absence of all
tacts

of

particular

In
is

considerable
this class of

squirrel-cage

only the squirrel-cage type of in-

motor

service

current motors are practical for this

out.

the alternating-current motors

cerned.

the

for the motor. In the past the tendency has been to sacrifice motor
sturdiness in favor of light weight
for the machine, and there has re-

A

motor does not lay down under
steam engine,

of

punching machine motors is such
that a compact, sturdy motor is
necessary.
The jar on the motor
connected end of the piston due to
the blow struck on each stroke is
only partly offset by the air cushion
between the two pistons.
The
horsepower requirements of this
motor are small, which necessarily
produces a more delicate structure

mining machines the
three-phase alternating-current motor is much the best type manufacall

presuming

is

shunt,

possible for the different machines.

For most

power

used for both
purposes under ground.

natural conditions

frame of the undercutting

tricts the

would necessitate a separate circuit
for mining machines and locomo-

principal objection

for this service is the

construction

of

plant

in-

and transmission, which

possible to use a series-

it

direct

either alternating or

current.

.Heavy

torque at low speed

and

is

is.

starting

also desirable

one of the features of a series-

wound motor.
The voltage

loss in single-phase

transmission is
such a consideration that this motor
alternating-current

not deemed practicable for mine
The simple single-phase
haulage.

is

motor without the split-phase connections

is

not capable of producing

a heavy starting torque, which is
disadvantage
for
this
another
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The

service.

series-wound
the practical

The

ment.

possible they should be motors

direct-current straight

and

motor is,
motor for

without sliding contacts. It is useless to try to keep dust away from
tipple motors, and the wear on

therefore,
this equip-

interpole feature

would

not add to the adaptability of this
motor, because of the small horse-

power and slow speed found

in

most

of the locomotive equipment.
For continuous chain, or rope, car

if

brushes and commutator on directcurrent motors

sparking

is

excessive and the

The

unusually heavy.

is

squirrel-cage, or

wound

rotor, alter-

motor

induction

nating-current

haul, the

very suitable for this class of

rect-current

if

shunt-wound interpole dimotor is satisfactory,
while if located outside the mine an
induction motor makes a very satisfactory drive if an alternating-current circuit

For

is

large

a

starting

torque and good
two requirements for the motor.
For large underground hoisting installations the wound-rotor type of
alternating-current induction motor

speed regulation are

with variable speed

giving excel-

is

power being carried

to

the motor at high voltage over the

surface to a bore hole at the site of
the hoist and

down

the bore hole in

This method of
and operating a large

lead-encased cable.

connecting

hoisting installation

alternating current

While not

particularly

is

A

fan
operation of the mine fan.
load may be considered generally as

and

uniform

Where

Constant speed

alternating-

adapted.

not required for

is

work and

circuit

other line will not affect

suited to the work.

best

Because of the initial cost of both
pump and motor and the proven
satisfactory

The

It also
reached their destination.
means slow operating speed with a

it

speed

its

opera-

not desirable to

is

of

the

fan,

the

squirrel-cage induction type of al-

motor
If

is

it is

best
thought

desirable to have a speed variation

order to operate more econom-

in

ically at night

time or on holidays,

to the

pump

crank-shaft.

If alternating current is not avail-

shunt or compound-wound

able, the

direct-current

motors

for this service.

pump be

vantageous to

install

excepting that speed variation would
be obtained only within very small

can scarcely be said yet that
the exception to find voltage in

It

it.

it is

the power plants proper dropping

more than 15 per
voltage,

are

cent,

below rated

but the up-to-date plants

designed

with

this

particular

provision in mind.

There

one important consideration in selecting motors to be used
in connection with the preparation
of coal.
Such motors are always
located in very dusty, dirty places,
is

would

direct-current

operate

satisfactorily,

and such variation would not
provide an economical use of power.
limits

It is

considered good practice to-

day to so ditch the underground
workings that water may be drained
to as few pumping sumps as possible.
This generally necessitates a
large

able

pump

located at a consider-

from the source of
For such an installation an

distance

power.

overland,

a separate gen-

pump-motor drive

a higher voltage alternating current.

and the motors are not affected by
voltage excepting as

the

if

more than a mile
from the source of power, the mine
voltage being 250, it would be adlocated

mo-

compound-wound

in

suitable

not available, a shunt or

current

Coal preparation takes place generally near the source of mine power
variations

are

In this event

carry the transmission lines
overland to a bore hole, whether the
circuit be 500 volts direct-current or

If alternating

of work.

tor

in-

tending to condemn this type.

and

very suitable drive.
is

The

numerable repair parts in the large
reciprocating pump and the comparatively great surface exposed to
the action of mine water, are facts

current induction motor would be a

the overload on the plant so affects

motor

slow-speed

best suited to starting under heavy
well adapted to this class

large reciprocat-

enormous chamber which usually
must be arched and supported with
steel.
It also means transporting
the pump to its location piece by
piece, and making the best fit possible with the pieces after they have

erating unit for

is

are gaining

pump underground means an

the wound-rotor type of alternating-

torque

pumps

throughout the country for

this service.

ing

high-

given,

service

speed centrifugal

the motor

of

this class

for

suitable

the operation.

connected through a train of gears

with suitable control, or the squirreltype

motor would be most

comparatively

power

reliable

ternating-current

is

In this case

the squirrel-cage type of induction

and motor possible should be used. There
should be an independent circuit
from the source of power to the
motor used for operating the fan, in
order that short circuits on any
most

the

motor,

of providing power.

the use of motor drive for fans, the

vary

induction

constant.

speed

the

conditions are favorable to

some distance from the power house.
For the small portable hoists the
direct-current series-wound motor
cage

is

dependent on the proper continuous

Where

current

safety of

men employed underground

the

tion.

the installation

if

The

encased cable to the pump motor, is
considered the most desirable means

in favor

available.

is

the production of coal, the mine fan
is the most important auxiliary fea-

is

advantageous

is

work

directly connected with

ture to be considered.

available.

hoisting,

lent service,

December^ 1914

three-phase,

alternating-

All shop drives impose a

more or

on motors, which
would eliminate both the alternating-current and direct-current serieswound motors for this service. As
in the case with motors used in conless variable load

nection

with

coal

preparation,

it

would be advisable to have all electric shop drives on an alternatingcurrent circuit independent of mine
operation, in which case the squirrelcage induction motor would be best
suited for the work.

current

is

If alternating

not available, the shunt,

current circuit at high tension, taken

or compound-wound, motors would

down

be satisfactory, and

the bore hole through lead-

we would

rec-
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ommend

the interpole motors where
horsepower does not exceed 15.
The motors recommended would
produce practically constant speed
under any load variation within the
limits of the capacity of the motor.
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economically in unlimited quantities
and at unlimited distances with a

minimum

loss in transmission. This
emphasizes another point mentioned

previously in this paper, that the
most important feature of mechan-

For deep-well pumps or river
pumps, where the motor can be

ically operated mines, lies in getting

above high-water
mark, it is only important that a
constant-speed motor be used.
It
would, however, be most consistent
with the economical operation of a

or to points where

located

safely

plant to use the alternating-current

induction motor

A

available.

would be

such power

if

shunt-wound

motor

suitable for direct-current

operation with interpole feature
the motor
for

is

is

if

within the limitations

Where high water is
make it necessary to move
pumping equipment it would be
such.

the power to the face of the

24-hour-day's run,
at

imum

loss

power
is

power plant when

at

not being used or

is

can

be

where the power
an advantage in

above.

sion.

larry

motors

may

be op-

with alternating-current,
single-phase, series-wound motors
or direct-current series-wound mo-

whichever

tors,

may

be most con-

The

may

it

not be affected by short

grounds on other lines,
and also in order that a similar accident on the lighting circuit will not
circuits or

affect the

Shaft

other operations.

points

to be applied

is

electric

is

transmis-

when storage tanks are
The few repair parts
necessary for electric motors makes
a comparatively cheap maintenance

The

practicability

and

general use of central power stations

and high-voltage transmission has
provided for a minimum excess of
peak loads over the average load.

or slope lights should be connected

on

an

independent

Alternating-current

circuit

also.

with step-down transformers with
110 volts secondary is best adapted
to incandescent lighting systems.

We

have avoided the comparison
power with other powers
used in mine service in order to keep
of electric

within the
subject.

limits

of the

assigned

There are some important

advantages in the

use

of

electric

power which might be touched upon
briefly.

The most important advantage
lies in

of

the fact that the transmission

electric

Pittsburg Meeting of
A. I. M. E.

transmission

power can be accom-

plished with the cheapest construction for such transmission of

power

In Pittsburg alone there are approximately 80 members of the
Institute, presumably 30 of these are
coal

and

miners,

rounding coal
it

is

when

fields

the

sur-

are canvassed

more mem-

probable that 30

bers would be found, yet there was
but one paper having direct bear-

ing on the Pittsburg coal district,
This was a
at the recent meeting.

disappointment to the visitors
terested

wondered
industry

produced

in
at,

of

descriptive to be of

seeking

much

value to

information

on the
methods of working which possibly
they could employ in their fields, or
at least discuss how they accomplished similar work, which would
be of advantage to the industry
everywhere.

The

rule-of-thumb

prevailed

the

in

fields as largely as in

and

mining

bituminous

has
coal

the anthracite,

only in recent years that
technical men have been able to put
it

is

advanced ideas in practice and since
most of those ideas trend toward
;

the conservation of coal, as well as

economy,

it is

very important to the

that they be explained and commented on.
George S. Rice, mining engineer
for the Bureau of Mines, gave an
interesting illustrated lecture on the
"Investigations of Coal Dust Explosions and the Rice Barriers."
On
Friday an excursion was made to

under

For mine haulage a constant supply
of power is to be had without delays

possible.

While Mr. H. A. Kuhn's paper
was interesting, it was too generally

apparatus and the

also an important feature.

is

mildly, almost proud

coal mining section of the institute

control

charged.

that

electric

to

of such apparatus

necessary

be independently connected to the
station switchboard, in order

carried

efficiency

The
power

it

it

of their coal mining achievements.

ease of control of elec-

trically operated

venient.

outside lighting circuit should

which

with

dispatch

motor of same type as mentioned

e d

when

being used for light loads only.

circuits

t

needed

This provides a min-

in use today.

the

Coke

is

Electric power units are operated
more economically on light loads
than any other generators of power

The

e r a

power

if

times during the 24 hours.

all

are, to put

those

Economical operation of power
plants must be considered for a full

liable to

advisable to use a light high-speed

work

used.

it is

tuminous coal in 1913, and the operators and engineers of the Pennsylvania bituminous coal district

in-

and
because the enormous

coal

and

western

I73,781,?17

coke,

Pennsylvania
tons

of

bi-

the Bruceton experimental mine,
where a practical demonstration of
both the Rice and Taffnel dust barriers was given.
A practical demonstration was given of"the "cement
gun" in covering with a layer of
cement some boards set to represent
an air stop in the mine. This gun
will be valuable to those who wish
to make tight air stops and joints
about doors. The gun also has been
used recently in mines to repair
breaks in concrete lining, and in this
respect it has been so useful at
Bruceton it was given a demonstration.
A report on the Rice and

Taffnel dust barriers will appear in
a subsequent issue of this journal.

Mr.

J.

W.

Paul, of the Bureau of

Mines, explained some moving pictures- to show how miners did their
subject was "Safety
Mining." One of the
three reels showed a miner with an
open light in his cap handling a

work.

Methods

The
in

:

,
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was so natural we
but remembered
where we were in time. Another
scene was where a fire boss entered
a room with an open light on his
head and a safety lamp in his hand

an increase in value. We can
no objection to this and certainly no community is the loser
provided taxes are levied on the increased value of the land. As an
illustration, suppose a certain dis-

to test for gas.

trict in

Mr. J. P. K. Miller had a paper on
the "Manufacture of Coke," but he
merely read extracts from it. After
he sat down, Mr. I. C. White asked
if there had been any attempt made
in this country to manufacture coal
tar dyes. Mr. W. H. Blauvelt, who
has been in the by-product oven

100,000 acres of coal land along a

powder keg.

business

knew

It

run,

to

started

many

of no

years, replied that he

reason

why

chemical

manufacturers had not reached after
the business except that they had
hardly got started, but no doubt

would do so in time.
Most of the information given in
G. S. Rice and H. H. Clark's paper
on "Shot Firing in Coal Mines by

From the Surface"
appeared in Mines and Minerals
in articles written by men who made
use of it, therefore those who conElectric Circuit

template

its

use are referred to the

following articles

"Shot Firing by Electricity," by
D. Harrington, Vol. 29, p. 38, August, 1908, with discussion on pages
174 and 216; "Prevention of Coal

Mine Accidents," by E.

C.

Coxe,

E. M., Vol. 30, p. 309, December,
1909; "Utah Fuel Co.'s Firing

Rules," by A. C. Watts, chief engineer. Vol. 30, p. 591,

May,

1910.

Dr. H. M. Chance not being present, his paper was read by title and

commented on by Mr. R. Van A.
Norris, whose preference is for a

jections

lands for an increased price, in other

West Virginia has

available

and some one holds 10,000
and pays one-tenth the taxes.
Again suppose 10,000 acres of coal
are mined from the 100,000 there
will be 90,000 left and the man holding the 10,000 must pay one-ninth
the total taxes which will probably
railroad,

acres,

grow

never

less

than the original
this cumulative

With

assessment.

we cannot understand how
one but the land holder is loser,
by the time the 90,000 tons
mined he is paying taxes
tax

any
for

are

on

acre

some

when

had

coal land can be

in

much

other locality for very

because of the increased tonnage tax and high land tax.
Mr. William Griffith stated that it
was not safe for an expert to declare on what he based his valuation
less

in the anthracite fields.

The

tions surrounding anthracite

condi-

mining

are peculiarly bad for the consumers.

Land

originally

was cheap, but

as

the population increased and towns

grew into cities the coal companies
owning surface land could not afford to pay the taxes on their valuation and therefore sold the surface
rights.

The surface land outside of cities
proportionally
in
has
increased
value and taxes have been raised
operators are taxed for surface land,

long as the land is kept
fallow there should be a tax based
on its unproductive value as well.

surface improvements, coal

today.

It

is

claimed that foreign

ments

country
that they do not develop, but hold
in coal lands in this

equitably adjusted.

Mr. H. N. Evenson presented a
paper containing a list of the gas
and dust explosions that have occurred in coal mines, and is the
most complete probably on record.
If one could take the list and comment on each disaster giving the
cause, it would prove a great
article provided men
charge of mines would try to
avoid the mistakes made by others.
Any one can obtain this paper or
any other of the papers here mentioned for 10 cents, by addressing
Bradley Stoughton, Secretary, A. I.
M. E., 29 W. 39th Street, New York

"safety-first"
in

City.

Friday afternoon was devoted to

naturally.

coal land owners have large invest-

is

excursions, and Friday evening to a

working operations are concerned,

cumulative so to speak, for it will
be more than the output tax of

words speculation provided taxation

$15 per acre, and furthermore no
one will probably pay him $150 per

if

system of taxation based on output.
agree with Mr. Norris, so far as

This naturally will increase as railroads make unimproved coal lands
available and the output tax will be

to

the original land cost

$1,500,000

We

but so

any one holding coal

for

see

banquet.

The papers read Saturday

morning

dealt with electricity

and
mining
subjects.
miscellaneous
S. S.
Rumsey and W. F. Schwedes prepared a paper on "A Test of Centrifugal Motor-DrivenMine Pumps."
O. P. Hood had a paper on "Gasoline Locomotives in Relation to the
Health of Miners." G. S. Rice and
H. H. Clark, "Shot Firing in Coal
Mines by Electric Circuit From the
Surface." There was a general discussion on the "Use of Electricity
in Mines," which was led by William
Kelley.

Saturday afternoon the members
for their homes, with the exception of those who took occasion to
visit the Bureau of Mines experimental station.
left

Under present conditions
in

the

Correction
The

article entitled

"How

Mining

ground, and a tonnage tax on coal

Engineering Eliminates Accidents,"

New

which appeared in the November
issue, was vmtten by H. W. Saunders,
division engineer, and not by Mr.
Booth. Mr. Saunders and Mr. Booth

shipped.

If

they store coal in

Jersey for winter distribution, they
are taxed for surface land and im-

provements and on the value of the
coal stored.
Of course interest on
investments, all taxes and some
profit must be had by increasing the
price to the consumer. As the very
same conditions must apply in other
coal fields, there should be no ob-

both contributed papers at the Safety
Boosting Banquet, at Gary, which
were published in the same issue, and
through an unfortunate mix-up the
authorship of the above-named paper
was wrongly given.
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Beehive Ovens

cloth or something
similar.

carefully

It

must be

tamped

provements in the The McMurray Coke Oven Door— Campbell's Plastic Door Clay—The Stauft
in the frame of the
Door Remover The Stauft Coke Extractor
equipment of beedoor and if possible,
hive and rectanguthe
door should be
AhOraOtd from The ConnelUvllk Courier
lar coke ovens that
allowed to dry out
have been developed during the past
and side walls, but there are other
before being placed in service. Howfew years are the McMurray door, the
methods that might be adopted.
ever, if ordinary precaution is used, it
Stauft coke extractor, and Campbell's
The door for hand and machine beemay be swung in place while "green."
plastic clay for filling and daubing
hive ovens is in two sections with
coke-oven doors. A nvmiber of difthe top one dropping back on a hinge
ferent kinds of coke-oven doors have
to
permit
leveling.
Doors
for
been developed, pf which the leading
machine leveling through the trunones are the Mitchell-McCreery,
nel may be cast in one piece.
McMurray, Knopf, Peters, HumThe McMurray door for machine
phries, Hay-Rule.
beehive ovens weighs between 500
It has been customary to line all
and 600 pounds with the lining. It
of these doors except the McMurray
can be installed for from $15 to $18
door with firebrick of special shapes.
complete with trolley arrangement
The door, developed by William
for handling.
The H. C. Frick Coke
McMurray, superintendent of the
Co. has about one dozen of these
Mount Pleasant Coke Co., is of solid doors with the trolley system of
cast iron with finger-like projections
handling at its Lemont No. 2 works,
on the inside, which serve as retaining
and the results are very encouraging.
points for a fireclay daubing mixture.
In developing the McMurray door,
Fig. 1 shows the inside of the
it was soon discovered that the usual
McMiuray door. The projections mortar made on the coke yard from
Fig. 2. The McMurray Door in Place
are cast with an upward angle, but
loam, clay, and ground brick bats,
a modification of the idea consists
give only a few months of service on
The heat from the oven bums the
in making use of the rivets which can
mixture into a solid brick without
account of its cracking and falling
be renewed if they are broken or burnt
cracking and a glaze appears on the
off the iron frame.
J. R. Campbell,
off.
inside which resists wear.
chief chemist for the H. C. Frick
Fig. 2 shows the door in place on
So far, no doors have actually been
Coke Co., became interested in the
lining
a machine front, arranged for mestdtable
for
D.
B.
through failure of the daubing
lost
matter of a
desirous
of
securing
was
from
a refractory standpoint, nor has
who
Stauft
McMurray
door
with
it
failed
to stick to the' projections on
a
the
trial
of
a
Mr. Cainpthe McMurray door. Careless handbetter daubing material.
ling or dropping a door on the yard
bell, after experimenting, developed
has sometimes knocked out a piece
a plastic clay daubing mixture which
of the lining here and there, but it
seems to have solved the problem for
may be repaired in a few minutes.
a door of this kind. On account of
This mixture is adaptable to other
the materials going into this daubing
mechanical doors after a few retainmixture and the careful preparation
ing points are provided. It has been
that is necessary, he thought it should
used on the Hiunphrits door, is much
be made at the brick yards and not
cheaper than a tile lining, and makes
at the coke-oven plant, where there
a good lining for by-product coke
are usually no facilities for such
oven doors. It can also be used
work.
shipped
open-hearth fiunaces and
therefore,
around
The mixture is,
where considerable
boiler
tempered
state
furnaces
in the plastic and

—

ready to be applied to the door.
Pig,

1,

Inside.,(jf

McMurray Door

chanical handling.

The McMurray

door for rectangular ovens

is

in four

on account of the size and
weight.
Hinges are set in the jambs
sections

35-5—4

In

case storage of this material is necessary on the plant for minor repairs, all
to bury

a pit
that is needed
should
be
It
damp.
it
and keep
with
water
occasionally
sprinkled
is

it

in

and kept covered wich a wet brattice

difficulty is experienced in using fire-

brick linings.
Fig. "3 illustrates the old

and new
way of sealing beehive-oven doors.
The Campbell mixture is manufactured and sold

by the Harbison-

Walker Refractories

Co., of Pittsburg.
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The Old and New Way of Sealikg Beehive Oven Doors

Fig. 3.

About 200 pounds

Pig. 4.

The Stauft Door Extractor

of Campbell's

Another advantage of the Campbell

necessary to line a

plastic clay in doors is that it pre-

which is shown in Fig. 5.
These improvements indicate that

McMurray door, which amounts to
about $1 per door, exclusive of freight
and labor of handling and tamping

vents air leaks through the door.

it is

The increased percentage of yield of
coke by using doors that are free from

oven operators to adopt mechanical
and labor-saving devices to enable
them to compete with the by-product
coke ovens, which now produce onethird of the coke made in the United
States and are gaining in percentage

clay

plastic

in

it

and

the

is

door.

Including

freight

labor, the lining should not ex-

ceed $1.25 per oven.
Experience shows that a lining will
last 1 year and it is expected that it
will last 2 or 3 yea;rs with fair handling,

and a few occasional minor

On this basis, the cost of
the clay lining per oven per day is
almost negligible, amounting to a
mill or two.
repairs.

Brick, blocks, or

tile

for coke

doors range in cost as follows:

oven
Rec-

air leaks is quite
It

an item

of saving.

prevents waste at the door and the

coke

is

of full height.

An

increased

which
than possible by use of an
jdeld of 1 per cent.,

door,

means 10 cents per oven, with

in Fig. 4.

This machine

is

of

the inven-

manager
the Taylor Coal and Coke Co.,

for inspection,

The door

extractor

Sirocco Fan Duty
The Pennsylvania Railway
nel, at

is

of the

the

for

tion of D. B. Stauft, general

In point of service,
sometimes last as long
as the Campbell clay mixture, but
its up-keep and repairs are more
extensive.

Co.,

Mr. R. H.
Harbison-Walker
illustrations in the

are indebted to

article.

on a truck, which nms ahead

may

We

Coke Co. to
remove the McMurray door, is shown
the Taylor Coal and

per door; hand beehive ovens, $2.75
per door; all exclusive of cost of labor
tile

each year.

Youngman,

Uniontown, Pa.

the

necessary for the beehive-coke

coke at $2 per ton.
The Stauft door extractor, used by

tangular ovens, $5 per door or $10 per
oven; machine beehive ovens, $3.50

for installation.

more

is

air-tight

extractor,

simply a jack
of the

coke machine, swings out the door

Baltimore,

is

tun-

4,963 feet long,

with a cross-sectional area of 432
square

It is ventilated

feet.

by two

on

Sirocco fans 12j4 feet in diameter
and 18 feet long. The tunnel re-

the supports at either side of the

quires 450,000 cubic feet of air per

oven-door jambs.
Another mechanical appliance developed by Mr. Stauft, is his coke

minute and the fan changes the air
in the tunnel once in about 4^

and then

places

it

minutes.

One

fan deals with this quantity

16% tons or
about as much as 5,000 bricks or
170 barrels of water holding AYz
of air which weighs

cubic

It

feet.

would require 107,000
by

barrels to hold the air delivered

the fan every minute.

If these bar-

were stood on end they would
occupy a space 600 ft. x 600 ft., an
area that is equal to about two city
blocks.
To discharge the air and
overcome frictional resistance of the
tunnel, the fan must make 104 revolutions per minute, which gives a
rels

speed at
miles
Fig. 5.

Stauft Coke Extractor

per

its

circumference of 46j^
and requires 190

hour

horsepower.
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School of Mines

collieries

has been taken
in the education of

the

men who

later

In South

Wales—;•Supported

Solely by the Colliery

Proprietors of the South

Wales and Monmouthshire Coal Fields

will

cupy

Bd Out

responsible

British

positions in the coal fields of the

and equipment, and a similar course
will

be interesting to refer
to an institution which has been recently founded and which is supit

will

be

adopted

at

other

in the coal field, for the

to

stu-

dents for studying
the most modern

CorraponJcnl

world,

tional facilities are

afforded

have to oc-

the

in

immediate neighborhood, e X c e p-

methods of

schools

hand.

purpose of

lege

affording similar facilities for those

actual

colliery practice at first

The students have the
of

seeing

privi-

made under

tests

working conditions, and, gen-

Chemical Laboratory. South Wales School of Mines

ported and maintained solely at the
expense of the colliery proprietors
of the South

Wales and MonmouthFor many years the

for

whom

the central institution

is

not readily available.

The

tory equipment, technical and prac-

and experience in the

tical training

instruction

of coal

matters with which they will subse-

in all its branches, for the
purposes of their business.
As a

the district formed a mining board

have to deal as colliery
and an important part of
the scheme is that arrangements
have been made whereby the stu-

for the coal field mentioned for the

dents are afforded opportunities of

purpose of establishing schools of
mines in South Wales and Mon-

visiting,

result, a

number

mouthshire.

of coal owners in

The new School

of

Mines, at Treforest, is the first instalment of their scheme, and will

no doubt form their central instituThis school of mines has been
provided with modern laboratories
tion.

quently

officers,

staff,

work

at

the

part of actual colliery management.

ing the technological and practical

mining

the

looked upon as an integral

This gives the students an unrivaled
opportunity of getting a good technical education while keeping in
touch with actual .working conditions.
Moreover, the school is open

coal owners were desirous of improv-

science

is

that the students

is

shall receive

the

speaking,

school

by means of the labora-

intention

shire coal field.

in

erally

under the control of the

the different collieries of the

associated coal owners and handling

on equal terms subpassing the entrance examin-

to all students
ject to

ation or an equivalent

The expense of

test.

the

scheme

is

borne by the coal owners by' means
of a tonnage levy of one-tenth of a
penny on their declared output for

The

under working conditions, the ma-

the previous year.

chinery and plant with which they
As
will subsequently have to deal.

supported by associated companies having a total output of approximately 20,000,000

the

work

of the school

associated with a large

is

directly

number of

at its start

tons.

The

institution

is

Uriiversity

College

of

^e QffieryEngineer
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South Wales and Monmouthshire is
and in
order to prevent any overlapping
a
joint
instruction,
working
in
scheme has been arranged. The 3
years' diploma course in mining
hitherto carried out at the Univer-

December, 1914

body of the School of
composed of two representatives from each constituent
Sir Clifford J. Cory,
company.

rector of mining is Prof. George
Knox, Fellow of the Geographical

tained.

and instead a joint diploma is given
by both institutions, the University

and member of Parliament, is
the first chairman of the board,
which comprises most of the principal colliery proprietors in South
The legal constitution of
Wales.
the School of Mines is under a deed

College, at Cardiff, giving that part

of trust.

at Cardiff, closely adjacent,

sity College, Cardiff, is discontinued,

•

the governing

Mines, and

is

Bart.,

Society, to
for

tail

whom we

information

the

are indebted

herein

con-

would be tedious to dethe courses which are given.
It

Generally speaking, however, in addition to a full time day mining
course, there are special courses for

mine mechanics, electricians, chemists, and surveyors, while there is

~ISI

'->

-^..ir^Brti

—
m

«P^J

f

w^m
Mm

.

4

H5r^,."*^
jM

1"!

^

ii

^

Mechanical Laboratory

Physical Laboratory
Gas Laboratory

Machine Shop

South Wales School of Minb

South Wales School of Mines

of the joint instruction comprising

pure science, while the School of

Mines attends

to that part dealing

with the technical application of the
science to coal mining.
A fourth
year,

or

post

diploma,

also put into operation
lege

for

who wish
in

is

col-

those promising students
to specialize scientifically

any one or more

joint authorities also

cates to

course

by the

subjects.

award

The

certifi-

mine surveyors who require

In addition to the usual

lecture

and drawing rooms there are gas
testing, geological, physical, chemical, heat, and mechanical laboratories, also electrical and mechanical
workshops equipped with modern
machinery for practical tests. These
include

lathes,

drilling

machines,

smithy, steam testing plant, an ex-

perimental

winding engine, a gas

producer, gas engine, water turbine

and

generator,

electric

motors,

a

recognition under the British Coal

150-ton testing machine and other

Mines Acts.

appliances.

The mining board

is

The

principal

and

di-

also

course

a

for

colliery

surface

foremen, and special courses for col-

managers,

liery

Among

the

surveyors,

subjects

treated

etc.

are

chemistry, particularly that of fuels,
colliery

practice,

ing, design of

colliery

engineer-

machinery, electrical

and electrotechnics, enmining
mathematics,
geology, mechanics and heat engines, methods of working, mineralogy and mining chemistry, physics,
mining valuation and mining law.
physics,

gineering,

The

illustrations

show

respectively

December, 1914
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the chemical laboratory, the physics
the mining laboratory,

laboratory,

the engineering drawing room, the

engineering

electrical

laboratory,

the mechanics laboratory, and part
of

mechanical

the

workshop.

work

addition to the

In

at the college
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Pyrite in Coal Measures
The coal beds on the property of
the Stearns Coal and Lumber Co.

deposit there

are in the Lee conglomerate,

cor-

unusual feature in the coal forma-

responding to

con-

tions

the

Pottsville

Here the Lee conglomapproximates more nearly the

glomerate.
erate

Several hundred feet above this
is a bed of massive

pyrite

is

6

in

tion

consists

the

collieries

visits

during

while

session,

although

to

students

There
ores

The part-time courses

tirely

Dr.

members

White

relates

kind of ore in West

into blast.

the

but

as

the

ore

never went

it

From

the point

of conservation as well as
a business proposition, coal

mine operators should examine their lands for

other British or Contiof

C

petered out

nental coal fields under the

guidance

I.

a

Virginia,

end of the session, visits
of inspection are arranged
to

known they

furnace was built
some years ago to smelt

en-

At

Pennsylvania,

called.

during a protracted

course of study.

and

in
Ohio they
were once used for Scotch
pig iron as the product was

this

work

band

Virginia,

they worked at this time,

cannot afford

give up their

black

although

arranged for students employed in or about colto

in

some

do not occur in direct contact with the coal, nor are

that

who

as

in

West

but so far as

art-

lieries,

well

are

in

Ohio,

themselves.

for

as

planes

coals.

provide such ex-

to

beds,

cleavage

students are not in a posi-

perience

pyrite galore is found
above or underneath some

coal

the

having a full-time mining
course have to obtain at
least 4 months 'practical
experience in the mine
during each summer. Faare provided for
cilities
this by the mining board
at one of the subscribing
collieries in cases where
tion

also an

is

and so far as the writer knows
not duplicated in other coal fields,

part of the instruc-

itself,

which

feet thick,

black

of

They cannot

ore.

well be misled, as

the staff, the students fur-

it is

too

thorough and sys-

pebbles in the anthracite fields of

heavy and differs in appearance from slate, leaves
a
dark
brown powder
when scratched with a
knife, and effervesces
when a drop of acid is placed on
it.
The Stearns black-band ore

tematic

attempt to equip colliery
with the highest possible means

northeastern Pennsylvania than any

contains

men

coal

nishing a
of

the

report

detailed

mines

and

other
Electrical

works

visited

their class
It is

Laboratory

Drawing Room

of

South W.^les School of Mines

work.

not often that

to record such a

of

part

as

technical

it

education

is

possible

apertaining

to their industry with the

minimum
The

of expense and inconvenience.
situation of the School of

Mines

is

Pottsville

with

formation

writer

rounded

its

(juartz

conglomerate

has seen.

The

coal

1.8

bi-

8.3 per cent, of

is

tuminous, and in places cannel and
soft coal are found in the same bed.

Above

the No. 2 coal bed there

is

black band carbonate of iron from
12 to 16 inches thick, which occurs

and with the establishment of

as

draw

La

Follette,

ther schools of this nature,

it

fur-

will be

seen that probably one of the completest

and

most

progressive

at-

and is shipped to
Tenn. Analysis of the

slate

roasted ore shows

it

to contain 61.6

iron with a total phos-

per cent,
phorus content of

.05.

As

the ore

tempts at the technical education of
colliery workers that has ever been
attempted will have been success-

usually falls as soon as the coal

fully accomplished.

mined.

L

is

brittle

it

per cent,

when roasted and
magnesium and cal-

silica

cium oxides.

a

one of the world's
most important coal mining areas,
in the center of

only a trace of sulphur,

the

makes a poor roof and
is

Gary^ Ind., although Indiana produces no coking coal, has the largest
by-product oven plant
It

consists

using

9,500

in

the world.

560 Koppers ovens

of

tons

of

coal

daily,

which produce 8,000 tons of coke,
and furnish 95,000,000 cubic feet of
gas, SO per cent, of which is used in
the steel mills and 50 per cent, in
heating the ovens.
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INsueA of the

recent

Washing

end,

Plant

Method

Description of the Arrangement of Apparatus and

of Operation of a

was given of
a new coal washery erected by the
Old Silkstone Collieries, Ltd., at

livers the dust as well as this coal

Barugh, near Barnsley, England. It
is a substantial ferroconcrete building housing equipment designed to

takes place.
into a pit G,

tically

handle 1,200 tons of coal in a 10-

fed

ically

hour day.

ing 41, into buckets of the eleva-

the

screenings are delivered to

plant

which

cars

in

by

run

the washer 26, the

and thence to the disintegrators 40, where the crushing
into chute 39

The crushed

coal falls

from which place it is
through an adjustable open-

tor 42,

which delivers

by way of

it

chute 43 and conveyer 44 into the

From

gravity over the scales to the eleva-

coking coal hopper H.

tor pit. A,

hopper the coal runs through chutes
into the compressing box of a combined coal charging and coke pushing machine 46, where it is compressed to a solid cake prior to
charging into the ovens. Two compressors travel on tracks on each
side of the hopper; they are electrically driven and automatic as
well, traveling to and fro and stamp-

where they are automatically dumped.
From the pit the
coal passes through an adjustable
slide into the bucket of the main

The

elevator 2.

latter

the

raises

coal to the classifying screen j, pro-

vided

^-inch

with
the

classifies

^

between
below y2

coal

This

mesh.
two

into

sizes,

inch and 2y2 inches and
inch.
The latter then

passes into a dust extractor 6 operating as follows

The

:

formly past a suction nozzle which

draws

off the coal

dust by means of

a vacuum produced by
The coal now free from
livered into the

the fan

dust

is

washer 11 through

the water spout 10.

The dust hav-

ing been drawn off settles to the

bottom of the dust extractor and is
then fed through spout I2 on to
conveyer 1$ and thence into screen
conveyer i/j. where it mixes with
the
washed fine coal prior to
crushing.

way

coal

passing

after

through the washer 11 is run
through the water spout jj into
sump B from which place it is
drained by two elevators 24> W^'
The
vided with hinged buckets.
elevators deliver the coal to chutes
it

passes to

two con-

veyers jd, which distribute
the various pockets

ton storage bunker.

F

it

into

of the 1,000-

Rotating feed-

ing tables 57, provided with regulating slides, draw the coal from the

bunker and discharge it on to two
belt conveyers 38, which lead to the
screw conveyer 14. The latter de-

is

also

made

for draw-

H

by

and for charging
the ovens from the top by means
of spouts 60

of larries.

Returning

to the treatment of that

above Yz inch in size, it is
passed from screen 5 into a water
chute 4 and on to a washer 5, where
it is cleaned
and then carried by
way of a water chute 15 to a double
coal

classifying

screen

16.

The

top

screen drains off the water which

way
sump

runs by
to the

classifies

The coking

55 whence

Provision

ing the coal from the hopper

p.

de-

this

ing the coal at the same time.

coal drops

pocket and by means of a
rotating cylinder 7 is conducted uniinto a

owing

%

of chutes 17 and 55
B.
The lower screen

the coal

to the

two

into

three sizes

different meshes,

inch and Ij^ inches, in the screen.

The

coal

then passes through the

spiral chutes 18 into the

hoppers C,

whence it is loaded into railroad
cars by means of the chutes ip.
The shale and other impurities
separated by the two washers 5 and
// are periodically

is

the

^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^

Plant at Barugh, England

tion

The

through

fed

rlescrin-

taileri

product

the

of the crushers

Guardian

liery

H

English Coal

is-

Col-

December, 1914

discharged

through the valves 20 into the two
screw conveyers 21 and delivered to
the crushers 24 by means of the elevator 22 and chute 23.
Here the
shale is crushed to separate any
clinging pieces of coal, which is then
recovered by rewashing.
To this

recovered overflows into the
water chute JJ and passes to the
coal

sump B.
The shale now

freed of

prac-

all

period-

recoverable
discharged through valves 2j
into the screw conveyer 28, thence
coal,

elevator

into

is

raised

29,

chute 50, through which

it

the

to

passes to

the shale hopper jz, from which

it

loaded at will through chute 32

is

dumping.

into cars for

The water

for the plant

is

reused

All losses due to evap-

repeatedly.

oration, absorption,

made

are

etc.,

good by the addition of fresh water

when

pump

4'j

necessary.

motor

electric

A

centrifugal

directly connected

takes

to

an

water

clean

and discharges it
from the sump
through the pipe 48 to the points
desired.

During

contact with the coal

its

the water becomes highly impreg-

nated with fine coal dust which
must be removed before using again.
For this purpose the water is made
overflow from the sump B
to
through the channels / and K into
the settling sump M, which ittraverses

slowly,

the

water

cltan

overflowing through the opening A^
into the

sump

During the prog-

0.

ress of the water
fine

through M, the

dust settles in the form of a

sludge which

is

drained off through

pipes 51 and 5^ into a
tank 5d. Here a new agency

the

and compressed

stituted

air

steel
is in-

forces

the sludge through the pipe line 57
into an intermediate tank discharg-

ing

into

However,

the bucket
if

at

mix

elevators

any time

it

is

34.

not

the sludge with the
can be forced through
the pipe 58 into the sump P which
overflows to the culm piles situated
in the fields below the washery.
The whole of the machinery is
driven by six electric motors totalling 425 horsepower, although but
350 horsepower are required when
working at full capacity. The wash-

desired to

coking

coal,

it

3S3

ery

is

of Meguire design as were

bunkers and
the combined coal charging and
coke pushing machines.
also
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the coking coal

kept within

and

in pick

or 6 feet of the face
mining within 3 feet of

5"/^

between the

As

the face.

Whenever props

are stood along

and the post on gob

rail

side of the track.
falling

top

the

is

greatest

source of danger in coal mines, the

more attention given to holding it
up by systematic timbering, the
fewer accidents will happen. The
"Safety-First" movement is one that
is filled with human sympathy and
brotherly love.

It

enobles and ele-

and workmen,
and brings them into closer and betvates both employer

ter relationship.

Berwind-Wliite

First- Aid

Meet
Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.'s
annual first-aid meet was held at
Windber, Pa., October 31, in Recreation Hall.

The manager

of events was Allan
Snyder, the instructor in first-aid

S.

and mine rescue work; the oflScial
announcer was Dr. J. W. Hawes; and
the

official recorder,

The judges were
Fig.

Systematic Timbkrinc

1.

Michael, Pa.; Dr. E. H. Lowe,

St.

Safety in Systematic
bering

Tim-

the

room

road, plenty of clearance

Systematic

must be allowed, as many
serious accidents have occurred by
cars knocking out props and causing
roof falls, and by men getting
squeezed between the car and the
prop. Two feet is none too much

timbering and proper attention to

space in such cases, as shown in

the details connected with

Fig.

for cars

B» W. P. Kearm*

Probably no other one of the
numerous items connected with
mining is so conducive to safety and
efficiency as timbering.

its

appli-

cation will prevent accidents from

roof

falls,

in addition to

bor and extra timbers.

saving

1,

although

in

double- room

timbering. Fig. 2, but 18 inches

is

Jack H. Burt,

Dr. E. P. Dickinson.

Seanor, Pa.; Dr. A. Basil, Windber,
Pa.;

Gomer H.

Johnstown,

Phillips,

Pa., instructor in first-aid

and mine

rescue work of the Cambria Steel Co.

RULES GOVERNING THE MEET
1.

A

first-aid

team

shall consist

of six persons.
2.

All types of dressings, band-

and stretchers, and all
methods of application which conages, splints,

la-

To accom-

plish this in our mines, props are

NoGobtobe piled here^

to be set close to the rib, 3 feet apart

Car Clearance Lme
_ _ _ _ L

with 6-foot cap pieces extending
over the road, and no posts are to be

'*>

—".i

to

_^..

s'C/earance
*=»
i

'__'*"

c\

from the rib and between the
and the track.
Gob posts are to be set from 4^/2
to 6 feet apart with 4-foot cap pieces
set out

rib

parallel with the

room length;

this

arrangement, however, will depend

on the roof and the
that in

joint planes so

some cases the cap

pieces

must be placed lengthwise of the
room. See Figs. 1 and 2.
Where machines are used for un-

shown; however, even

.dercutting the coal, props should be

attention

'Abstracted from a paper read at the Boosters'
Banquet United SUtes Coal and Coke Co.. Gary,
W. Va., by the superintendent of Nos. 7 and 8 mines.

is

Fig. 2.

is

side clear,

allowed

if

Double Room Timbering

particular

given to keeping the rib
2 feet is preferable and
in

this

particular

mine

form to the standards of

first-aid

practice will receive equal credit.
3.

men"

In the "two-men and threeevents the captain of the team

December, 1914
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which of their number
demonstrate these problems.
4.
At the soimd of the gong,
patient will take position on the
ground,
feet
toward spectators.
Second gong, team will advance and
shall designate

shall

treat

Two

injuries.

gongs,

patient back to station

take

and remove

bandages.
5.

The judges

shall use the dis-

count table as a guide in rrarking

times (at annual meets)
their absolute property.

it

255

becomes

8.
The cup shall be in the care of
the First-Aid Department until it

becomes the absolute property of a
team.
9.

The winning team

shall retain

was completed, all the judges went
over the entire work together and all
concurred in the marking of each
Each judge was assigned to
a different team after each event, in
team.

other words rotated after each event.
The result was that all persons concerned were satisfied that the mark-

and claim to the cup as
long as they maintain their organiza-

ing was uniform.

Should any members of said team leave, the remaining

is

their title

tion as a team.

a little more time but it
worth taking a little more time

It requires

Berwind-Wb iTE Coal Mining Co. First-Aid Meet

the work of the teams.
discount a team from

1

They may
per cent, to

the limit allowed for penalties specified.

The judges

each

event.

shall .rotate after

members

of the

team

shall

have the

privilege to substitute provided

retain at least three

members

they

of their

original team.

submit

One of the features of this meet was

their discount sheet to the recorder,

the absence of waste in the use of

After

judges

there shall be no changes
their marking,

made

and the recorder

in

shall

no report or discoimt except
from the judges. There shall be no
appeal from the decision of a judge.

receive

The team making the highest
6.
average in the contest will be declared
Should two or
to be the winner.
more teams be tied for highest honors,
the judges shall select a problem
which shall be used for demonstration
by the teams tied to determine which
shall

be the winner.

7.
A silver loving cup will be
awarded to the team making the
highest average, and the members
of the team shall have their names
engraved on said cup. When a
team wins the cup two successive

material.

While there was a sufficient

quantity of material, there was no
unnecessary amount used.

Another feature was a departure
from the old method of judging.
The system of judging in first-aid
contests has been very much criticized

and caused considerable

dis-

satisfaction because of the fact that
no two judges will penalize or dis-

count

alike.

In this meet, this objection was

overcome by the following method,
which met the hearty approval of all
contesting teams, spectators,

and

all

of

teams to which they
were assigned, and after the problem
their respective

the cup.

Team No. 6 from Eur^a No. 39
mine made an average of 99 per
cent., Team No. 7, Eureka No. 36
mine had an average of 98.8 per cent.,
while Team No. 1, Eureka No. 35
upper mine, made 97.8 per cent.
Seven teams were entered in this
contest.

others concerned.

The judges watched the work

give satisfaction. There is no
doubt but that meets of international
importance can profit by adopting a
similar method.
Team No. 3, Eurek"a No. 37 mine,
made 100 per cent, and was awarded
possession of the cup which will bft
contested for in 1915. This team,
composed of John R. Swanson, captain, Bernard Smith, patient, James
H. Lewis, Wm. H. Gearhart, Ralph
D. Schaffer, and Walter E. Reichelt,
will have their names engraved on
to

Great interest was shown by all
and the entire contest was

present,

highly successful in

all iis features.

:

WHILE

pressure

means

The

Two Mine

Design, Construction, and Cost of

New

Mine,

Bulkheads

at

Hibernia

skewbacks

Wix

Bti Slancu L.

a

Jersey

and Walter Strachc*

was

interest

were

filled,

fill

was de-

investigated, the fact

veloped that

these old workings

if

on

bulkhead

the

floor, this

form be-

comes an

invisible

arch

of allowing the old workings to

following points which
arose in the designing and placing
of two of these bulkheads may be of

in

the walls, roof, and

is

the

rarity,

cutting generr

ous

bulkheads to retain water under

no

By

mine

of

high

driving the wedge.

Mine Bulkheads

the

installation

by

December, 1914
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wedge feature tends

while
to

the

compress

the materials in the bulkhead, there-

by adding to

imperviousness.

its

Concrete was chosen as the ma-

the

Outside line of]
excavation
pressure side
of dam

I

3 enlargrement of reccsa
OQ all BideR of pressure
&jde of dam

SecdeUU
Eketch

5-3 pipes carrying

water through the

and

fitted witli

-'H

dam

Scully

blow-off valvea

3 t4

t:
3"pipc8

>

2'jlraiupipe | "Spipes

r

1

ELEVATION, PRESSURE SIDE OF

DAM

//l.^\^vyA\^^^^y.v^^<--^»^^«^<»..^^V/*^

°y
3 pipes

,

J.

,

3 pipes

/
-2"drainpipe

—

2o*^

REAR ELEVATION
LONGITUDINAL SECTION

THROUGH CENTER
Fig.

The Hibernia magnetite mine,
in the state of

is

This mine

per square inch would act on the

New

partly filled with water.
is

lo-

New

Jersey,

located on an ore lens, the out-

crop of which is over a mile long.
The ore has been mined from this
lens

from the surface

more than

1,500 feet.

Reinforced Concrete Blilkhbad for 16th Level

10th level would be subjected to a
water pressure of about 50 pounds
per square inch, and that 200 pounds

cated about 40 miles west of

York,

1.

to a depth of

was held

It

As

the bar-

were not deemed of

sufficient

bulkhead.

16th-level
riers

strength to permit of these pres-

As

the

new bulkheads.
16th-level

bulkhead was

200 pounds per square inch,

between
the new and old workings below
this
level; namely, a temporary
bulkhead on the 10th level and a rock
bulkhead of indeterminate thickness

on the 16th

level.

existed

When

the matter

construction of the forms, straight

forms were placed on both the front
and back of the dam; the arch in
this bulkhead is therefore an invisible one.

A

sented some difficulties.

it

pre-

careful

use led to the

in

adoption of a design of the form of

waterproofing compound.

York, N. Y. (Salt Lake Meeting, Am.
Mining Engineers, August, 19M.)

This fac-

the

ing was carried up with the concrete,

of

greater area than the back, so that

thus insuring a perfect bond. The
subsequent test proved the efficacy

the

of this facing.

a

truncated

pressure

wedge.

side

of

In

the

this,

dam

is

'New
Iiiit.

In order to
simplify the

pressure side with a 3-inch layer of

install

to design

former to

to the 850-foot level.

labor and

consideration of the various types of

became necessary

required to withstand a pressure of

places

the

mine dams now

and

it

ings from the new, and to allow the
fill

lessen

As ordinary concrete is by no
means impervious to water under the
head of 200 pounds per square inch,
waterproof this
it was decided to
bulkhead.
The most economic
method, consistent with good construction, was to face the entire

sures,

desirable to separate the old work-

Two weak

terial for construction.

resultant

action

is

similar

to

December, 1914

To
cies,
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provide for future contingen-

head will soon

involving

the old and the

a

possible

further

waterproofing of the pressure side,
it was decided to place a manway

new bulkhead

the space between

new dams and

will then

The

Atlas

be assuming

and a

details of the steel reinforce-

ment placed

in the

ture of concrete for this bulkhead.

the

the entire load.

through the dam, thus permitting
inspection or repairs.

fill

267

dam

are

shown

Portland
local sand,

cement was used,
carrying

less

than

3 per cent, of foreign matter,
obtained.
The broken stone

ployed was a gneiss.

was
emThis came

*X

No,10LeTelOrlft

m!UM.<MivAtimmiiiii^

Detail of Reinforcement Grill Built of 30-Pound

Fig. 2.

Mine Rails for 16th-Level Bulkhead.

Rails

Spaced at 2-Foot Centers

The

relative positions of the bulk-

heads on the 16th level are shown in
Fig. 1.
Attention is called to the
fact that

an old bulkhead leaked to

the extent of about 6 gallons per

and that five pipes pass
through it for the purpose of drain-,
ing the water in the old workings by
pumping it to the surface from the
16th level of the new workings after
it had passed through the old bulkhead.
The new bulkhead was deminute,

signed to continue this function of
drainage in case it should be so
desired,

and for

this

reason

pro-

longations of the pipes pass through
it.

Due

bulkhead

way

to the leak,
is

when

completed and

sealed, the

the
its

new
man-

water which passes

through crevices

in

the old

bulk-

SECTION ON LINEX-D
Bulkhead at 10th Level

Pig. 3.

in Fig. 2, the horizontal rails

being

curved to the radius of the invisible
arch. Great care was taken to thoroughly coat all metal surfaces with

The design of the manway
shown in detail in Fig. 4.
was decided

being used.

The

construction of the lOth-level

bulkhead presented no great

mortar.

It

from former ore dressing operations
and was screened and washed before

to use a

1

is

:2 :4 mix-

culties.

available on this level and

necessary

diffi-

Ample storage space was
materials

were

all

the

lowered

1
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After
and stored near the site.
thoroughly cleaning and washing

precautions necessary for their pro-

mushroom-shaped cavity, Fig. 3,
the forms were placed, and braced
from behind with 6-inch and 8-inch
round timbers. The inside of the

heavy blasting was not attempted.
A round of six holes was shot at a

the

tection during the shooting,

A

time.

and so

was
conform with the

third series of holes

drilled slanting to

The forms on the 16th level bulkhead were built of 2-inch undressed
lumber and 6 to 10-inch round posts
were used for studding and braces.
The forms were thoroughly braced
and were wired to stiffen them
The

further.

interior faces of the

forms were covered with a tar paper,
and the junction of the forms with
the rock

was plastered with a

1

:

cement mortar on all sides. The
pressure-side forms were carried to
the roof of the level at once, but did

not extend into the recess.

The

recess

was thoroughly cleaned

of loose rock and washed down, and
all

the reinforcing material, pipes,

and the manway were placed
Fig.

4.

Details of

forms was covered with tar paper,
and a 3-inch drain pipe, for possible
future use, was run through the
forms. This pipe was fitted with a
gate valve on the working side.
Two-thirds of a cubic yard comprised a batch of concrete, which
was mixed rather wet, so that after
a batch had been placed water rose
slightly above the level mass. Three
iron rails were placed across the

mouth

of the cavity for reinforce-

The

ment.

were placed

12

yards

of

concrete

Manway

deeper

portions

When

of
this

blasted,

the

recesses.

broke

series

evenly at the line of the 3-foot holes
first drilled

and the resultant recess

conformed

exactly

figure

upon,

almost
determined

excavation

total

agreed

holes 36 to 39 inches in length and

spaced

1

foot apart were drilled in

the sides, roof, and floor, at right

angles to the course of the

Stoping and hand

drills

drift.

were used

in

work and four men constituted
the gang in this as well as in the
subsequent work with column drills.
this

from the old bulkhead a series of holes 4 feet in length
and from 1 to lJ/2 feet apart were
placed slanting to conform approximately with the inclinations of the
skewbacks. These holes were only
burdened with about 1 foot of
Thirty-five feet

economically disposed of
nearby chute.

The materials required for the
work were unloaded and stored close
to the mouth of the shaft. Due to
the matter of lowering and deliver-

ing the required materials without

work was one

ground.
longer
drilled,

ing

Under ordinary conditions
would have been

holes

but the proximity of operat-

pumps

made

extraordinary

of

Eight to twelve men
were employed on the surface in
sacking sand and stone while the
excavation was in progress.
The
empty bags produced as the cement
was used augmented the 200 old
cement bags purchased for the
sacking. While enough sand could
be stored on the 16th level for this
entire bulkhead, there remained incountered.

room

for the storage of

the daily requirements of stone and

was found advantageous,
employ a small night
crew, who lowered much of the macement.

It

therefore, to

terial

required

for

the next day's

work.

The

ten curved rails were bent to

a 14-foot radius over a form in half

a day.
face.

made

of

one
and

four parts stone, these proportions
being determined by actual measurement.
batch of concrete contained
cubic yard. The sand was first
placed on the mixing platform and

The

muck was

sufficient

concrete was

the

with

interrupting the

dis-

The

part cement, two

the most troublesome obstacles en-

At a

with a 1:1 cement mortar before
placing the concrete.

the

vation would coincide in form and

dimensions to the design.

of the recess were plastered

the

to so point the holes that the exca-

tance of 25 feet from the old dam,

po-

was

to

the lack of space on the 16th level,

in lOj^ hours.

In drilling the recesses for the
16th-level bulkhead, care was taken

in

concreting

Furthermore, the floor and

started.

sides

the

and

original estimate of 60 yards.
in a

before

sition

This was done on the sur-

parts

sand,

A

%

the heaps flattened down. On this
was emptied the cement, and these
two materials were thoroughly
mixed and flattened out before receiving the stone. This mixing took
place about 12 feet from the front
form of the bulkhead. Enough water was used to make a wet mixture.
Two men did the first mixing and
turned the mass, then passed it on to

who again turned it,
passing the finished concrete to the
the next two,

last two men at the mixing board.
These men shoveled directly into
the form.
In this manner, while
each two men received a short rest
of a few minutes between batches,
fresh material was being placed on
the starting end of the mixing platform while the men nearest the form
were still disposing of the concrete
mixture. This also insured a thorough mixing. One man remained in
the form to level off each batch.

The

best day's

work consisted

in the

placing of 12 yards of concrete.

The waterproofing compound,
"Impervite," was carried up as a

.

1
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being kept

changed

those

the same as that of the concrete.
An even thickness of the water-

greatest

discharge

proof layer was maintained by the
use of three forms of %g-inch plate,
6 feet long by 6 inches wide, fitted
at the upper corner with 3-inch

to one pipe.

This, too,

and plugged.

The

3-inch facing,

spreading

its

level

These forms,
placed across the entire width of the
face, were raised 3 inches to 4 inches
at a time, and enough concrete was
then shoveled against them to keep
them in place. The almost semiliquid waterproofing compound was
mixed on the level and was carried
to the forms in buckets.
bolts.

sharp

Before
stones, about 100 pounds in weight,
leaving

at

night,

6 inches apart in
were
This made a
mass.
concrete
the
strong bond, and before concreting
the next day this rough surface was
set at least

freshly

plastered with a thin

1

roof was

reached,

false

forms were placed, and the work
was finally finished in tightly bonded
dovetailed blocks.

Throughout the work, the leakage from the old dam, 6 gallons per
minute, passed through the 2-inch
drain pipe of the bulkhead.

Seven 2-inch grout pipes, four on
the pressure side and three on the
opposite side, were placed in the

concrete as the

work neared com-

They were

all

located near

the roof and were directed to such
places as were

most

difficult to

fill

with concrete. As the work had to
be hurried, but a day and a half
elapsed after completion of the cement work before grouting was
begun.

The grout mixture was

finally limited

was

filled

day's grout-

first

and the following day all the pipes
were again tested. This time there
was no communication between the
pipes, and as little or no grout could
be forced into any one of the pipes
the grouting was considered most
satisfactory.

Three weeks were determined
upon as the period which should
elapse

before

this
left

new

the

bulkhead

During
time the 2-inch drain pipe was

should

receive

any

load.

open.

At the expiration of
tested

this time the

by pumping water up

and

new

bulkheads

2-inch drain pipe.
entirely

to the

through

The

satisfactory,

results

as

the

the

one skip.

handled,
which, in the case of the 16th-level
bulkhead, had to be lowered 1,350

Storage-Battery Loco-

motives
Stewart

the Jeffrey Mfg.

of

manager

S. Shive, district

Chicago,

Co.,

whose excellent paper on "Storage
Battery Locomotives" was printed
emphasizes

October,

in

cardinal points of

and

their application:

It is of

the utmost impor-

locomotives
First.

four

the

storage battery

tance that

of the experience

all

and

ard trolley locomotives should be
used in the design of storage-battery

With the strong me-

locomotives.

chanical construction of the battery
now available, the service which the

battery

locomotive

will

be

called

total

it will

completely.

A

receive will be equal to that
which any other piece of mining
machinery is subjected to, and it

must therefore incorporate the elements of mechanical design which

cheap class of labor was employed exclusively, the men receiving $2 per 10-hour shift.

have proved satisfactory in ordinary
trolley locomotives for mine service.
The mechanical design must be such

Following are tables showing the
cost of the work. The interference
caused by the necessity of keeping

that

two large pumps

the installation of the storage-battery
locomotive is contemplated, to give,
it more attention and intelligent care

in operation within

50 feet of the 16th-level bulkhead

was perhaps the greatest cause for

The

the apparent high cost.

labor

Summary of Costs
16th-Level loth-Level

Dam

all

parts are easily accessible

and replacement.
be^xpected when
must
It

for inspection

Second.

than

is

ordinarily accorded a trolley

locomotive.

Dam

This should not be con-

strued as meaning that there is an
added burden on the storage-battery

locomotive for attention and care
790.00
130.00
50.46
503.88

$134.00
30.00

$1,474.34

$205.73

$

Labor
Superintendence.
Transportation...
Materials

4.50
37.23

above

Totals

Costs Per Cubic Yard

Division

18th-Level

lOth-Level

Dam

Dam

Labor
Superintendence
Transportation.
Materials

$13.17
2.17

$11.15
2.50

Totals

.84

.37

8.38

3.10

$24.56

$17.12

what

for charging.

the

the grout was

through the other pipes indicated
that the greater voids were filled.
As the "gun" connections were

feet in

the

upon to perform and the abuse which

leakage subsequently stopped almost

Division

forced through the different pipes
the ejection of some of this material

for

were

seepage amounted to only J4 gallon
This small
per minute at first.

the several pipes by means of air
under the pressure of 85 pounds per

As

amounts

high

care exercised in the design of stand-

completed 16th-level bulkhead was

grout was forced successively into

inch.

was also

cost of lowering materials

ing was allowed to set over night,

a

mortar consisting of one and onehalf parts of sand to one part of
cement made fluid with water-disA mine-made
solved "Impervite."
grout "gun" was used, and the

square

the

plugged,

inch into the space between the old

the

pletion.

were

pressure of 160 pounds per square

:

mortar.

As

giving

pipes

and the discharge was

259

attention

attention

is

needed

simply means that
given the battery,

It

should be intelligently directed. For
example, the battery must be kept
clean, the electrolyte must be kept
above the tops of the plates, and the
battery should not be permitted to
soak on full normal valued charging
current after it has become comViolent gasing is
pletely charged.

detrimental to any battery. These
are just a few points to illustrate

:
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what

is

meant by

intelligent care of

In other words, the
lid on the battery box should not be
nailed down.
the battery.

The duty

Third.

December, 1914

the coal mine should be received with

arms supporting it.
When the
quantity of slate becomes excessive,

enthusiasm.

the cylindrical tin float

advent in

cable-reel locomotive, its

the fork

new

can

device produced by the Ameri-

Concentrator

Co.

reduces

the

matically

,

which a locomotive
suitable for gathering coal may be
expected to exert for any considerable length of time would lie between
1,000 and 1,600 pounds. A tractive
effort of 1,600 pounds represents as
tractive

quantity

of

Dynamo

Due

to

rotates the wheel,

its oscillations, it

causing the four-way valve to revolve
and discharge the slate.

When

the slate goes out the weight

presses

down on

contact

is

the float and the

resumed.

This sends the

current into the solenoid and thus

effort

large a battery as may be reasonably
used on this kind of locomotive, and
therefore, although the tractive effort
may momentarily exceed this value,
it should not be figured any higher
if it is

auto-

that

coal in the slate discharge of a jig

and the maximum

of the battery,

iron rod in the

engages the ratchet wheel.

a

locomotive does not exceed 4J miles
per hour at normal discharge rate

The

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation

maximum

it is desir-

and

solenoid then drops and the pawl

Co. have been experimenting with

speed at which

raised

Automatic Slate Control

must be
reasonable, both in point of speed and
The
in point of tractive effort.
operate a storage battery

is

pressed up, which breaks

the contact.

required of a

storage-battery locomotive

able to

is

The valve then
The weight is
determined by experiment, as it must
raises

pawl.

the

ceases to

revolve.

force the float through the coal so
will rest

on the

When

slate.

it

once

the weight

is determined no further
adjustment on that score is neces-

sary.

^

Solenoid

dynamo

The

enough current for

all

will

furnish

when

the jigs

equipped.

^

sustained for any considerable

This consideration practically
limits the appUcation of storagebattery gathering locomotives to

a?

time.

Cleaning a Centrifugal

Pump
At the Johann Deimelsberg mine,
in the Werden District, Germany, a
centrifugal mine pump, which had

places where the grades are not severe

and where the weight

of the loaded

train is not excessively great.

It is

be borne in mind that the
amount of energy stored in a battery
is
limited and that therefore, a
storage-battery locomotive cannot
ordinarily be counted on to render
economical service where the hauls

Fig.

Automatic Slate Control

1.

jig at the

to raise 6 cubic meters of water per
minute to a height of 520 meters,
worked under considerable disadvantage on account of mud clogging

Lansford,

the pump.

also to

below 2 per

cent.

This apparatus

has been in operation on a Joplin

Greenwood washery, near
Pa., for over a month
with marked success and will be at-

are of any considerable length, say
over 1,000 feet. A practically level

tached

mine, not too heavy

Before the device was adopted,
the jig runner was forced to watch
the discharge continually and put
his hand in the water to ascertain
the height of the slate.
This was

trips,

and short

hauls, then, are the ideal conditions
for

the

operation

a

of

storage-

battery locomotive.

The
not
that

fotirth point is

generally

the

one which

believed.

operation

battery locomotive
conditions, prove

of

will,

That

is
is,

a storageunder many

more economical

than the operation of a cable-reel
locomotive. It is generally granted
that a storage-battery locomotive,
because

of

the

simplicity

of

washery as

trying,

With

would expedite the work of
gathering coal, and this reason alone
is very often sufficient
to encourage its installation. If in addition
to this, it may be proved to be
actually more economical than a

other

jigs

the

in

well.

weather.
apparatus the action is

especially in cold
this

entirely

automatic.

The

solenoid

pump was drained and
water substituted; 1^ to 2
liters of mineral oil was added and
the pump put in motion and worked
in dead water for a few minutes.
lected in the

clear

Water and
all

were thus mixed and

oil

the internal parts of the

wetted with the oily water.

of the

inside the

The

jig.

action of the apparatus

follows:
a

From an
of 20

18-volt

is

as

dynamo

amperes goes to
the solenoid as shown.
The current going through the solenoid
holds up the iron rod to which is
attached the pawl hinged to the
current

was

adopted
After the centrifugal pump had
been stopped the slush which col-

and pawl. Fig. 1, are supported by
a pair of arms which are oscillated
by a shaft from the eccentric shaft

its

operation,

the

to

In order to prevent this

deposition, the following plan

the
oily

pump was

pump
After

stopped again, this

water was allowed to remain

pump

use again.

until

it

was put

in

Since this process has

been followed regularly, the clogging has ceased and the pump can
be used steadily and with very little
attrition.

At the sinking of a pump
the

iron-ore

mines,

shaft in

Biilten-Aden-

;

December, 1914
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of the Ilseder Smelting Works
(mine district Goslar), a three-stage
high-power centrifugal pump, which
can raise the water to a height of
75 meters, and in which each stage
corresponds with a height of water
of 25 meters, is used as a sinking
pump. In order that the height of
water conform to the progress of
the sinking, and to save power, at
first only one stage was put up;
with increasing depth the second,
and finally the third stage.
stedt,

Mine Mule Investigations

traces

261

ancestry direct to the wild

its

There seems to be considerable
owing of course to the

ignorance,

mate of the
the same
amount of grooming to keep him fit.
The author has determined from

horse;

mule

the

yet,

"without

is

pride of ancestry or hope of pos-

He

terity."

has ever been considered the humblest member of the
horse family the most patient, sure;

—

footed, and enduring the worst
cared for and most cruelly treated of

mule

is

he

more

is

docile,

more resigned;
feed

horse; that in
outpull

in

high beds

is

greatly inferior to

the horse.

The hybrid was

bred

first

intel-

ligently in the southern provinces of

France and

in

Spain in the Middle

The nobles were wont to impress into war service all horses and
The peasants
all able-bodied men.

Ages.

conceived the idea of breed-

ing an animal large enough to

it

takes

less

mule than a
a tug of war a mule

his

till

and ridiculous enough to
the
excite the contempt of their massoil

Hence the large mule.

ters.

horse

It

frequently asserted that

is

mule

lives to a

Mine

great age.

show a mortality

tistics

mules

costs to feed a 1,258-pound

it

costs to

mule 23.23 cents

feed a 1,274-pound

a day and a 1,535-pound horse 27.21
cents a day.

For purpose of comparison it is
customary in experiment stations to
reduce

figures

all

pounds of

1,000

to

the

ratio

live weight.

of

After

doing this one finds it costs to mainmule on hay and oats 21.2
cents a day and a horse 21.73 cents,
and to keep a mule on hay and corn
tain a

finally

weight in
flesh: that, his hide being tougher
than that of a horse, he can stand
more "cutting up" by ignorant
drivers than his thin-skinned halfbrother.
Of course any one who
advances this latter argument should
will

and distrustful. It is useful
in mines where there is very little
head room for a draft animal, but

patient and

a

oats are worth $1.25 a hundredweight, corn $1.03 a hundredweight, and hay $15.20 a ton, it

the prices given above,

It is

narrow chested, of
light barrel, high in the leg and
deficient in courage. It is an animal

usage; that

that

When

size considering its parentage.

ill

maintain

to

the reports of experiment stations
the cost of feeding mules and horses.

a 1,447-pound horse 31.45 cents a
day. On a feed of hay and corn at

more

the result of

requires

The average mule is an animal of
bad conformation, though of fair

slow of foot, slow in wit, nervous,

weight, a mule will accommore; that the obstinacy of a

ration as his stable

blood and

mule on
hay and oats 26.68 cents a day and

timid,

plish

same

full

the race.

and shortcomings of mules in the
economic world.'
A mule accords with the type of
the sire and with the size of the
dam. It is claimed he is less nervous
and less subject to a fright than a
horse; that he will thrive on poorer
fodder and is less subject to disease
equal

thirteen-hun-

of the draft mare, through selected
lines of pure blood to the Arabian

lack of statistics, as to the merits

that in competition with a horse of

The

out.

dred-pound half-caste cleans up the

and Africa, through
an unbroken line of pure blood, and

comparatively

G. E. Wetaworth*

served

is

asses of Asia

that

is

rate

tremendous.

a

sta-

among
The

Cotton Belt replenish

states of the

and a horse 17.71.
customary to feed both oats
and corn to working horses and
mules in about equal proportions.
Combining the above figures you
find that it would cost 19.71 cents to
feed a mule and 19.72 cents to feed
a horse, showing that the cost of
feed of the two under like condi18.23

It is

tions

is

almost exactly^ the same.
the experiments of the

Indeed,

Missouri Station, Bulletin 114, show
that there

ence

in

is

the

and

practically no differ-

cost

of

mules

the

keep of

same

at a rate that indicates that at least

horses

every 5 years their entire stock of
mules has been renewed. With the

weight.

one "cutting up."
At one time the life of a mule in
the mines was figured at 4 years, but
since skilled veterinarians have been

great breeding states added, it looks
as though 6 years is an average

work day and night without being
worn out." Even a donkey engine
needs rest. The same authority also

employed

that "mules live and thrive on less
food than horses." They exist on

himself be

made

the subject of at

least

drivers

to look after the livestock,

who

viciously

or

igno-

rantly injure their animals are subject to fine

the average

has

been

and other
life

of

penalties,

all

lengthened

and

work stock
by several

How

less

life

when

strength

is

get

they

The best mule is the product of
two pure breds of the jack, which

—

article in

Country Gentleman.

less.

Their

sapped like that of any
thing when there is

or nothing to eat.

pound,

it

takes as

working mule
to

the claim

living

other
little

for mules.

often one hears

Statistics

writer states that "Mules can

maintains that "Being light of limb
and heavy in body, their weight is
better disposed
loads."

will not agree

with this statement.

The breeder
begets

moving heavy

for

Breeders of draft horses

them

of

the

from

thoroughbred mares.

best

mules
and

standard

The breeder

that,

pound for
to keep a

of the best draft mules advertises

it does
balanced ration

that they are "out of the best draft

in condition as

keep a horse.

the

much

from mines show

years.

Abstracted from

working

One

of

A

or grade draft mares obtainable."
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seller of a mule points out to
you and becomes most enthusiastic
about the horselike quality of the
animal he is showing: "He's just
like a horse!"

The

December, 1914

;

17.13 parts, air 100 parts gives a
temperature of 3,812° F.; acetylene
1 volume, oxygen 1 volume gives a

temperature of 7,232° F.

Properties of Acetylene

Autogenous welding is another
example of the use of

dH^

a gas composed of
92.3 per cent, carbon and 7.7 per cent,
hydrogen. It is used in mining
almost entirely for illumination, reAcetylene

placing the

and

extent,

lamp to a large
obtained by adding

is

oil

The road from

the railroad sta-

mine of the Pond Creek
Coal Co., in Kentucky, is exceedingly rough, 6 miles long, the major
tion to the

portion of

it

being a creek bed. Bewas completed to

practical

fore the railroad

acetylene.

the mine, the machinery and equip-

Calcium carbide CaC^ from which
acetylene is derived is manufactured
by combining lime CaO and carbon C
in an electric furnace.
The equation

ment needed was, of

is

smoky

Exceptional Mine-Car
Service

acetylene 12 parts, air 100 parts gives
a temperature of 4,100° F. acetylene

representing the reaction

is

CaO+ZC=CaCi+CO

water in drops to calcium carbide

One pound of calcium carbide con21.64 cubic inches and will

necessity, trans-

ported over this road.

The mining company purchased
800 mine cars equipped with Hyatt
flexible roller bearings from the
Hockensmith Wheel and Mine Car

Cad, when the following reaction
takes place and liberates the acety-

tains

cars,

lene:

yield about 4.8 cubic feet of acetylene

had to

CaC2+2HiO = Ca{0H)2+CiHi
The gas when pure has greater light-

gas.

wheels, from the railroad station to
the mine.
Four-mule teams were

In the ordinary miner's lamp

1

2 hours, and at 10

The

Co.

ing power than any illuminating gas,
one authority saying it furnishes a

ounce

will last

cents a

pound

light 2.5 times brighter per unit of

for 8 hours of light.

One cubic foot
32° F. and 30 inches mer-

was

C2//2, at

When

cury, weighs .07346 pound, and in
burning produces 1,576 British ther-

given

and has a

surface

lighting

value

15 times that of coal gas. The
ordinary miner's carbide lamp gives
a candlepower, which varies between
10 and 15.

When

acetylene

the reaction

is

burned in

mal

is

CiH2+50=2COi+mO
Its heat

units, which,

of

According to M. P.

coal gas.

ViUard, acetylene becomes a liquid
under a pressure of 382.9 pounds per
square inch and a temperature of

value compared with carbon, in pounds, is 1.48 to 1, and compared with hydrogen, volume for

0°C.
One cubic

volume,

lene weighs 25

is

4.53 to

1.

The gas ignites

at lower temperature than any other
illuminating gas; viz., 800° F., and

decomposes into carbon and hydrogen when subjected to a temperature
1,436° F.

is stated by H. Le Chatelier
the temperature of acetylene de-

It

creases with the air furnished for
combustion, but when given pure

oxygen for combustion will furnish a
temperature 1,872° F. higher than
the oxyhydrogen flame.
Acetylene 7.74 parts, air 100 parts
gives a temperature of 4,388° F.;

foot of liquified acety-

pounds and

is

capable

of evolving 400 cubic feet of acetylene
gas.

The

it

of

reduced to work,

equivalent to about 2.75 cubic feet

is

air

cost the miner 2.5 cents

explosive force of acetylene

owing to the great heat evolved is
about the same as gun cotton or
atmospheres,
square inch.
5,280

38.8

tons

per

Explosive mixtures of air and acetylene gas range all the

way between

be

twenty-five of these
in

September,

hauled,

1912,

on their own

used to pull each car. At some few
points along the stream the water

and the cars floated.
they reached the mine opening they were placed on the tracks,
3 feet deep,

a little additional oil, and
without cleaning or removal of the
wheels, were put in service.
cars are

still

in service

and

in

These
good

condition, meeting all requirements
as to durability and saving of haul-

age power.

That mine car wheels equipped
with roller bearings are durable as
well as economical in power is
doubted by many mine managers,
notwithstanding shop tests have
proved this. These officials do not
doubt the results of shop tests, but
they say "yes, your shop test under
shop conditions prove your claims,
but what will be the result of actual
mine tests? When we can be assured of satisfactory results in mine

maximum explosive

we will be interested."
The above test of a nature never

when air is 7.8 per cent,
per cent, by volume more than

contemplated by car manufacturers
or the roller-bearing people, is. con-

4.7 per cent,

and 57 per

volume, while the

cent,

force occurs

to 12.8

first

shipped

in

tests

clusive evidence of the strength

acetylene.

and

durability of the roller bearings as
Comparison and Cost of Illuminants

Name

Stearine candles
P«iaffin candles
Carcil lamp, Colia oil.

Consumption
Per Hour

Light Evolved

Grains

Candle Hours

.

Kerosene, Aigand burner
Acetylene.

1

135
122

1.20
1.46

463

9.60
15.00
50.00

106
cubic foot

well as of the

Candle Hours
For Cost of 1 Cent

3.45
11.16
11.23
94.50
100.00

mine cars themselves.

The Ebensburg No. 1 mine of the
Ebensburg Coal Co., at Colver, Pa.,
established a

new record, the promonth of October

duction for the

being 102,700 net tons.
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done
by Sullivan, Goodthe lives of
man, and MorganExtent of the Disaster— Number of Men Killed— Methods Used in Rescue
one less than the
Gardner machines,
Work Probable Cause of the Explosion
number of men
and the haulage
killed in the exby Goodman, GentyriUtn/or The Collkrt Engineer
plosion at Ziegler,
eral Electric, and
inch, coal 2 feet, blue band yi inch,
April 3, 1905, and therefore the
Morgan-Gardner electric locomocoal 3 feet 10 inches. Thickness of
second most disastrous in the coal
tives, with a few mules, only one of
bed 11 feet 2 inches. The depth of
fields of southern Illinois, occurred
which was killed by the explosion.
the coal from the surface is 363 feet
at the North mine of the Franklin
Shot firers are employed by the
at the North shaft.
Coal and Coke Co., at Royalton, on
It is the praccompany to shoot down the coal, all
tice in the North mine to leave 3
Tuesday morning, October 27,
shooting being done after the men
feet of top coal for a roof, this being
Fif»y-two men were
7:25 A. M.
have left the mine.

which cost

practically all

Explosion

—

Tipple at Royalton Mine

.\fter thp: Accident,

the afterdamp following the explo-

down on the entries, and it
forms so strong a roof that no entry

sion.

timbers are needed.

by the explosion or by

killed either

Royalton

is

a

town of about 2,000

taken

is

population, in the southern end of

tionally strong,

Franklin County, near the Williamson County line. It is on the Iron
Mountain Railroad, about 85 miles

dom

There are

southeast of St. Louis.

but two mines in the town, both
being owned by the Franklin Coal
and Coke Co., these being known as

The

the North and South mines.

seam worked
Illinois series,

hood

it is

The

is

the No. 6 in the

and

from 10

coal

is

in this

neighbor-

to 12 feet thick.

so hard

it

is

possible

An analysis
it in 7 sizes.
furnished gives the following com-

to prepare

position

fixed

34.89;
11.14.

and

is

is

it

that a fall of roof

the coal

also excep-

is

very

sel-

found

in

the mine.
is worked on a panel
north, south, east, and
main
system,
driven from the
being
entries
west
cross-entries
from
and
bottom,
shaft
30-foot
driven
on
are
Rooms
these.
centers, the average width of the
rooms being about 25 feet. Entry

The mine

pillars of

from 100

to

carried to protect the

125 feet are

main

entries,

and smaller ones along the crossThe rooms driven from
entries.
parallel

entries

are

not

holed

through, a pillar of from 10 to 20

:

Moisture,

Above

a limestone which

4.60;

volatile

carbon,

Total, 100.

matter,

49.37;

Sulphur,

ash,

.94.

feet separating the

two panels.

The method of working is to open
five new rooms and work them as

section of the bed taken near
Ziegler about 4 miles distant by the
United States Bureau of Mines is as

usual with machines, then start five
new rooms and in the meantime rob

follows

the

A

•Coal 3 feet 2 inches, blue band
1

inch, coal 2 feet,
35-5—6

mother coal Yz

as

much
first

as possible of the coal in
five.

being worked
the

same

Thus 10 rooms are
same time from
The coal cutting is

at the

entry.

Royalton Mine

The coal field of Franklin and
Williamson counties is known as
the most gaseous in Illinois, and the
North mine, at Royalton, is rated as
a gaseous mine.
The ventilating
system at the mine is good, and at
no time has it been thought necessary to put the mine on safety
lamps, naked lights bein|f used in all
parts of the mine.

primarily
rocco,

20

blowing,
feet

in

The

fan

reversible

diameter,

is

a

Si-

with

blades 5 feet in width, guaranteed
to deliver 200,000 cubic feet of air

per

minute when running at 225

revolutions per minute.

The official data- relative to the
number of men in the" mine on the
morning of October 27, follows
The explosion occurred at 7:25
on morning of October 27, a particularly cold and windy morning;
357 went down between 6:30 and
7:25 o'clock, the majority between
7 :00 and 7

Of

:25.

the 52 dead, 43 were in north-

west and 9 at the bottom.
Of the 305 rescued, about 213
were in northeast and southeast and

did not
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know about

accident until

Mine Manager J. B. Brown, who
had reversed the air, went down and
told them. Thirty-eight knew about

Mr. Brown, who brought them out
by a short cut; 52 were at the bottom of the shaft when Mr. Brown
first went down, and were headed

the accident and were escaping; 60

know about

per cent, did not

the

accident until told.

Of the dead 30 were married, 21
were single, 1 doubtful, and 6 were
Americans, 3 were Scotch, and 1
Welsh, 28 Slavs, 14 Italians.
Of these 46 were miners, 2 were
machine men, 4 were shift men.
The injured numbered 19; three
went to Ziegler Hospital and three
to Herrin Hospital.
One has since
left Ziegler.

Only two were

They

seriously injured.

There
were 550 miners on the union roll,
and as many as 600 miners have
been on the company pay roll.
are in Herrin Hospital.

From this
men had

the

is

it

seen that not

all

entered the mine, 40 or

50 of them being on the surface and

many

of those in the mine were on

when

the entries

the explosion oc-

curred.

To

those on the surface, the only

and
smoke coming out of both the hoisting shaft and the fan shaft. In the
engine room the circuit breaker was
blown out. No damage was done in
either shaft, nor was the fan injured
in any manner. The mine manager,
James Brown, was in the engine
room at the time, and he immediindications were a cloud of dust

ately ordered the fan to be reversed.

While

in a great majority of cases

the reversal of the fan

which

cannot

strongly,

evidently

in

be

this

knew

is

an action

condemned
case Mr.
conditions

too

Brown
thor-

proved to be the one
thing to be done, and although 5 or
6 men at the most may have been
overcome by afterdamp through the
change in the direction of the aircurrent, it is probable that but very
few of the 305 men who escaped
would have done so if the fan had
been continued as a blower. General Manager Sine has an effective
oughly, and

Plan of Rovaltoh Mine.

the accident.

They were working

X

of the air-shaft.

Two

in

escaped that

way; the 36 were found

later

rescue and first-aid organization,
and many who had been overcome
were revived by the splendid expert

Shows Weebe Bodies Were Found

west, and rushed toward the bottom

by

toward the
them back.

Of

air-shaft,

when he

work
called

those in the mine, 14 per cent,

were killed

;

it

26 per cent, knew about

of the first-aid corps at the

surface.

After the reversal of the fan, the
the surface entered the

men on

mine as rapidly as they could do

so.

^e QffieryEngineer
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rescuing several

the shaft bottom and on

Main North entry, and at the
same time recovered the bodies of
some who had been killed outright.

the

The

rescuers found that the explo-

sion took place in the northwest section of the mine,

and that men

in

other sections were not only uninjured but were unaware that an ex-

Machine men
were found by their machines waiting for the power to come on again,
a drop in the powtr being a not infrequent occurrence.
In all, 297
men were brought out of the mine
safely, many of them having been
plosion had occurred.

interrupted in their regular work
by the rescuers.
Calls were immediately sent out
for help, and at about 10 a. m. a
crew of eight helmet men from the
Benton Mine Rescue Station, in
charge of James Towal, superintendent of the Benton Station, accompanied by Oscar Cartlidge,
manager of the Illinois Mine Rescue
Stations, arrived at the mine ready
for work. They were followed soon
by the rescue crew of the Madison
Coal Corporation, at Dewmaine, in
charge of John Lyons, and by helmet men from the Saline County
Coal Co. No. 3 mine, at Harrisburg,

with their equipment. As soon as
the news of the explosion reached
the surrounding mining communities

trained

men responded

to

the

and at no time during the recovery operations was there a shortcall,

L

RoYALToN Mine

age of

work

men
that

—Waiting

for the Bodies to Be Brought Out

ready to undertake any

might

be

assigned

to

them.

That such a body of men trained
oxygen helmet and
in mine rescue work could be assembled in so short a time is a
triumph for the organization and

management

of

the

Illinois

Mine

Rescue Station Commission, a line
of work in which Illinois has taken
the lead, and in which other states
might well follow.
At the last
meeting of the Commission, the
manager was authorized to form, at
each of the three stations, LaSalle,
Benton, and Springfield, a corps of
five

who
call,

any time.
The Benton corps
proved the value of such a course
when they responded to the call in
so short a time, even though this
involved an automobile trip of approximately 20 miles over very
rough roads.
at

in the use of the

men who were

tinual

hours training each week, and
were pledged to respond to any

training,

to

keep

taking

at

in conleast

2

Prior to the arrival of the helmet
men, the men from the mine had

succeeded in penetrating as far as

West

the fourth

and

entry,

in

off the

Main North

bringing out

all

bodies

Beyond there it was impossible for them to go without helmets, the air being fouled by the
found.

explosion to too great an extent.
When the helmet men entered the

mine, an investigation proved that
there

mine.

was no fire in any part of the
It was found also that all the

ventilating system inside the third
and fourth West entries had been
deranged and that if would be necessary to rebuild all the stoppings and
brattices in this section.

cast

One

over-

was completely torn out on the

west side of the shaft bottom.
addition to the

damage done

In

to the

ventilating system the haulage sys-

tem in the northwest part of the
mine was damaged, cars being destroyed and the trolley wire being
torn

down;

it

is

probable that the

whole damage done
House Used as Mokgue, Royalton Disaster

not exceed $1,000.

to the

mine wiD

:
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The

men

helmet

first

to enter the

mine were James Towal, superintendent

;

M.

J.

Carraher, assistant

superintendent; Walter Nichols, assuperintendent
William
sistant
Watson, James Thomson, Alex.
Walter AnderMarshall, captain
While
son, and Mungo Marshall.
they were making their inspection,
boards and canvas with the neces;

;

sary tools for the construction of

stoppings and brattice were being
sent into the mine, and the

work

of

conducting the air into the affected
sections was begun. On the reversal

After finishing the examination of
the rooms off the first and second
entries the rescuers proceeded

North

along the fourth West entry, replacing all the entry stoppings as they

At about 400 feet east of the
North is a parting on which

went.
third

going to

At the

all

sections of

inside of the part-

who saw

ing, for the cars
in

such a

is

the opinion of

conditions on the part-

way

were piled together

as evidently to have

ing on the shaft bottom, brattice

stopped the explosion in that direc-

was

third and fourth North
and rooms were next examined, and from the evidence found
there is little doubt but that the ex-

built so as to allow but a small

portion of the air-current to go to
the south, the most of
ried

directly

it

being car-

up the Main North

The brick stoppings along
Main North were found to be in
fairly good condition, and required
but little patching to make them

entry.

the

practically

Just beyond
entry a canvas

air-tight.

West

fourth

stopping was erected, to deflect
the air into the fourth West.

all

From

The

tion.

entries

plosion started near the face of the

Men

fourth North entry.
to this place

had been

found up

killed either

by the force of the explosion, or by
afterdamp, but the bodies recovered

from

this point

on had been burned

The

work

of

recovering

the

bodies and restoring the ventilation

and second
North entries, helmet men going
ahead and locating the bodies and
carrying them to fresh air, from
which point they were taken to the
foot of the shaft by the stretcher

was carried on through the third
and fourth North entries and then
the third and fourth South entries,
in all of which men were found who
had been badly burned.
In all, 36 bodies were recovered
by the use of the helmet, five bodies
were found in the work of cleaning
up the mine after the restoration of
the ventilation, and 11 bodies were
found near the shaft bottom by
those who entered the mine imme-

As

corps.

first

the helmet corps consist-

ing of Walter Nichols, John Lyons,
Dan Holly, Sylvester Hooper, and

Joseph Bell worked their way
through the rooms off the first
North and thence through the inside
cross-cut to the second North, examing each room, they found a man
alive in room No. 25 off the second
North, with his carbide light burning.

The man was somewhat

lirious,

being

but

still

given

p.

five bodies

hel-

on the

second West, three on the first and
second North, three on the first

de-

South, eight on the third and fourth

North, two on the third and fourth
West, eight on the third South, and

oxygen through

paratus, he revived

about 4 :30

met men found

The

conscious, and on

the

feed-pipe of one of the oxygen apto the surface.

diately after the explosion.

and was brought
found at

He was

m. about 9 hours after

seven on the fourth South.
In addition to the helmet

men

work

of recovering

the explosion, being the only live

the bodies and restoring the ventila-

man found

tion,

in the affected section.

were Joseph Dixon, Alex. Hud-

bodies,

Institutes.

Following an extended examinamine made by various
state and federal mining men, the
tion of the

following

official

statement

was

given
"It is the general opinion of the
undersigned that the gas explosion
which occurred at the Franklin Coal

North mine at RoyOctober 27, 1914, was
started by some one crossing the
mine examiner's 'Danger' mark and
igniting the gas in the third West
alton,

Co.'s

111.,

entry."

Signed

George

L.

Morgan,

State

In-

spector.
JoH-NT

McClintock,

State

In-

spector.

James

S.

Reid, State Inspector.

Edward Laughran, County

In-

spector.

John

Bohlander,

President

State Mining Board.
E. D. John, General Supt. of C.

and C. Coal Co.

James B. Brown, Mine Manager
Franklin Coal and Coke Co.
R. B. Mitchell, Supt. F. C. and
C. Co.

Charles

named, the other helmet men who
assisted in the

moving dead

and Coke

to a considerable extent.

here the air was coursed through
the rooms off the

and remet with ready

response from the men gathered
around the head of the shaft.
A great handicap in pushing forward the work with speed was the
scarcity of safety lamps, and requests for the loan of lamps were
sent
to
the surrounding mines.
Among those who furnished lamps
for the work were the Chicago, Wilmington & Vermilion Coal Co., the
Chicago & Carterville Coal Co., and
the Illinois Miners' and Mechanics'

was barely room for the men
to pass them, and considerable time
was required to make the place
That this trip of loaded
passable.
cars saved the part of the mine outthere

side of the parting

the mine.

calls

for volunteers to assist in building

the force of the explosion so that

all

naturally,

Milam.
During the work, frequent
brattice, carrying material

came the downcast, and the

air split

son, George Clayton, Frank Lauder,
John Lowes, George Talbot, W. G.
Taylor, Thomas Jenkins, Samuel
Jenkins, Joseph Goff, and William

stood from 20 to 25 loaded cars.
These cars were piled together by

of the fan, the hoisting shaft be-

the

:

Krallman,

General

Inspector Peabody Coal Co.
At the coroner's inquest it was
established that the mine examiner
marked a place as containing gas,
and that the place was entered in

December, 1914
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Helmet Team, Bentqn Mine Rescue Station

his report book, but that he did not
find

a sufficient quantity to cause

him

to withhold the miner's check.

showed that a tie
"gas" had been placed

— Helmets

whom there are two and a man
employed to attend to the firecheck system and hold back the
of

;

is

men whose

Investigations

checks of those

marked

have been marked "unsafe."
Two ways in which the gas may
have been ignited are advanced by

across the entry at this point.

To
the

prevent accidents of this kind

company takes

precautions

:

the

following

Two men go

into the

mine before starting time to make
safe the working places which have
been marked out by the examiners,

L

men

who'

tions,

and

investigated
it

is

the

places

condi-

a difficult matter to

establish the cause of the explosion

267

On
ignited

is

to the effect that the

gas was

a

naked

light;

indications of a blown-out shot, and
draws the conclusion that a blown-

out shot in the presence of a small

amount of methane ignited the coal
dust and exploded some powder in
the

kegs,

which

were

seen

left
.civ

right:
to
I.U .Hi"-

James
J"

Since the above was written, another supposition

Supt.; Walter Nichols. Asst. Supt.; William
J. Carraher^sst.
tCin. Marshall, Capt.; Walter Anderson; Mungo Marshall

Towal. Supt.; M.

near

badly burned bodies.
is

that a

Helmet Team. Benton Mine R-'SCUE Station— iI^i.Mi.ib Off
Reading from
mutuius
uum

the

the fourth North entry there were

except by one of these hypotheses.

One

by

other points out that at the face of

Watson; James Thomson:

miner

— —
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it

is

stated that

was blown

sistence of the miners that they are

of public interest, sufficient however

the

man

paid for but a part of the product of

to

The

offi-

the top coal of the entry

down

at

this

point and

buried beneath the

The Court

is based on the amount of
mined and passed over a Ij^inch screen, which amount is assumed to be 28 per cent. The in-

going to work stepped into an old
room just off the entry and his open
lamp ignited a body of gas. In corroboration of this

December, 1914

fall.

able and
coal

when

labor began

their

the

finer

statement reads, the "Explosion
supposed to have occurred in the
third Northwest entry, caused by

grades of coal became salable. The
plaintiff corporation, a large pro-

some person, unknown, crossing the
Mine Examiner's 'Danger' mark
placed there some time before
3 A. M. and igniting the gas."
With the exception of the de-

laborers, of

rangement of the ventilation and the

avoidable in the proper mining or

cial
is

ducer of coal and employer of mine

whom

there are

more

than 45,000 in Ohio, charges that
the act, in lodging in the Industrial

in disposing of the case

held that the act

was not unconstimining

tutional, that the business of

coal

affected with a slight degree

is

appropriate

justify

legislation

manner of paying
employes, where such regulations
regulating

the

among

will operate to allay discord

mine workers and conserve the coal
supply. The police power of a state
extends to the making of regulations promotive of domestic order,

and stoppings, no serious damage
was done to the mine, and work was
resumed about a week after the ex-

until

plosion.

percentage of fine coal allowable in

health, and safety, to the
removal of causes giving rise to
disputes between capital and labor,
to provision for the safety and
health of miners, and to the regulation of mines and mining and the
conservation of minerals. Rail and
River Coal Co. vs. Yaple. 214 Fed.

the output of the mine, unreason-

275-

and arbitrarily
deprives the operator, whose busi-

ance

for

necessity

rebuilding

Practically there

among dependents

brattices

was no

distress

of the dead, as

these wants were covered by state

and

local

Union

Commission the duty of determining
percentage

the

un-

loading of coal, and fixing, in case
of disagreement between the

operators

and

employes

his

mine
and

they subsequently agree, the

it is

alleged, is strictly private

and unaffected by any public interest, from contracting with his
employes for the production of coal

LegaljDecisions on Mining
Questions

containing more impurities or having a greater degree of purity than

Validity of Statute Regulating Coal

which the Commission has
and denies him the right to
reject, and requires him to accept
and to make payment for the total
contents of each mine car, without

— (Federal

An imCourt)
portant question involving the right
Mines.

of a state to regulate the weighing
of coal at mines in cases where miners are paid according to the quantity

of coal produced,

is

presented

with

Mines.

of

Section

—In

pursuof

7381,

Washington State Mining Law,
ative

to

the

ventilation

of

mines, the estate of William

The

fact that Righi, the fire boss,

deduction or diminution, so long as
the percentage of impurities fixed

the Northern District of Ohio.

morals, health, or safety of the pub-

The
act

further claim
is

is
is

not exceeded.

made

that the

not designed to protect the

the
rel-

coal

Brown

brought suit against the Pacific
Coast Coal Co. to recover for the
death of Brown caused by firedamp.

fixed,

by the Commission

The

Ventilation

that

and River Coal
Co. vs. Yaple, recently decided in
the United States District Court for
in the case of Rail

morals,

ably, unnecessarily,

ness,

benefits.

impurities

of

duty

record in the case disclosed the

it

was

to

make

whose

the daily in-

spection as required by the statute,

performed his
manner, failing
he should have
lessness on his

duty in a careless
to detect

done

so.

damp when
The care-

part was attributed

as the cause of Brown's death.

company claimed

that

it

The

could not

be charged with the death, as the
act was that of a fellow servant and
not that of a representative of the

outcome of a law passed
by the state of Ohio early this year
which provided for such weighing
at mines and gave to the State Industrial Commission the power to

tween the purposes attributed to it
and the means devised for attaining
such purposes, but has for its object

a

standard for compensation in

the regulation of the relations be-

sentative but not for those of a fel-

suit is the

fix the

lic

or mine employes, and has no

real

or substantial relation as be-

company, the rule of law being that
master is responsible for the
wrongful acts of his agent or repre-

cases where disputes arose between

twreen

miners and operators.

servants as are paid by weight of
coal mined or loaded and that it is

cuit,

therefore unconstitutional, in that

The motive

Ohio Legislature in formulating the law was to put an end to the
of the

engendered disputes and bitter feeling which arose between the United
Mine Workers and the mine operators of the state.

paying miners
nearly

The system

long

in

vogue

of
in

Ohio mines originated
when only lump coal was marketall

masters

and such of

their

low

servant.

The United

States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Cir-

decided the case in accordance

it

with the reasoning of the company's

deprives the plaintiff of liberty and

counsel, saying that Brown's fellow

without due process of
and of the equal protection
of the law as guaranteed by the
fourteenth amendment to the Federal Constitution and the Ohio Bill

servant was the cause of his death
and that his estate was precluded
from making any recovery from the
company which employed both
Brown and Righi. Pacific Coast
Coal Co. vs. Brown. 214 Fed. 255.

property
law,

of Rights.

December, 1914
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BY FAR

CoUiery Repair Shops

one of

the most im-

269

W.

What

Constitutes Complete Shops, Both Electrical and

Machin

-Practical

Examples From Different Mines

mine opera-

cessful

tion is the repair
Its

William Z. Price

value de-

inch

pends upon its equipment and ability
to cope with any contingency which

drilling, tapering,

may arise.

are the

In the machine shop, a certain
definite number of machines is im-

collieries.

Engine and precision lathes for
countersinking, etc.

common

Drills to

designs found at

per inch of diameter,
rule for large
less

be of any value for boring

give

adequate

service,

holes in iron

steel

must have a

grinding or leading point,
the cutting edge must have ample

but a complete shop should have a
lathe for large work and one for

central

a drill press, a
planer, a pipe threading machine, a
steam hammer, a hydraulic press,
These
and a traveling crane.

clearance

together with emery wheels, saws,

etc.

smaller purposes,

and

and there must be a suitable

shaiJi for gripping the

than 12 inches use the formula:
Diameter oj shaft
+.001 inch

Pa

The

following table

,

to shafts, it

is

commonly

is

used:
.Si«A in

Allowance for
Shrinkage

Inches

^0 inch
'J, inch

press for pressing gears, pinions,

necessary to use the

should

machinist.

key or

would complete a shop which
satisfy the most exacting

a satisfactory
for diameters

drill.

shrinking method unless it is desirable to fasten them to the shaft by a

etc.,

is

work but

Where shops do not have a hydraulic

shrinkage

of

1,000

Interior of Shop of Connell Anthracite Mining Co., Bernice

perative to

S.

his

.

Bli

shop.

Leonard
book on
"Machine Shop
Tools and Methods," says that
an allowance of 00
in

portant links
in the chain of suc-

1

.

.

, r

A

18 to 24 inches

55 to 65 inches

•.

, . .

setscrew.

LoccMiiTivE House, Kingston Coal

Co

uch
inch

inch
A
Stnch
A inch
A inch
A >nd]

December, 1914
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Left-Hand Side of Machine Shjp, Kingston Coal Co.

important to cool the envelop-

It is

Richt-Hanu Side of Machine Shop, Kingston Coal Co.

The foundry equipment

consists

X80

ft.

and

is

ing piece as soon as practical or keep

of a brass furnace, a 46-inch cupola

sash windows.

the shaft cool; otherwise the shaft

with

sists

may

and a core oven, with small

expand, which might stretch the

outer piece.

The company having one

of the

best examples of mine machine shop
practice

in

the

bituminous region

is

the Allegheny River Mining Co.

at

its

two Furnace Run mines near

Kittanning,

Pa.

three sections, as

From

271.

machine

The shop

right to left they are, the

shop,

the

foundry

wood working shop. The
named is equipped with a 10-ton
the

tric crane,

in

is

may be seen on page

and 16-inch engine lathes,
a 600-hundred pound air hammer, a

wheels,

The

three buildings are of

construction with

Hy-Rib

an 8-inch concrete

burg lathe

is

and

turning

new

bushings and in turning commutators

when renovating

Davis lathe

wall as a base.

used for boring out car

boring

is

motors.

The

used principally for

in the northeastern

turning piston heads, rods, and rings,

the machine

shop of the Bemice mine of the
Connell Anthracite Mining Co. This

motor and engine bearings, and
The Star lathe is
all heavy work.
used for any small work.

shop presents an excellent example
of equipment for an isolated mine.

radial drill is used for drilling rack

Near Bemice

All

is

the brass, as well as sprocket

A

Dresser

drill

press with a 3-foot

rails, latches, scrapers,

trough irons,

A planer 5 feet

wide and 14 feet long is used for
making switch points, and on valves,

A

a centering machine, a

engine in the center of the shop,

all

and

machine, and a post borer.

Davis engine lathe with a 24-inch
swing,

bought in the
rough and machined at the mine.
A single acting, 10"X16" steam

and

cutter

lathe with a 24-inch swing, a 14-foot

sprocket wheels, etc.

a

a pimch and shears combined,
with individual motor drives.
drill,

con-

8-foot Fitchburg engine

wheels, gears, pinions, pistons, piston-

drill,

milling machine, a 24-inch shaper

sensitive

an

and a 5-foot Star engine lathe
with a 14-inch swing. The Fitch-

first

elec-

tools.

of

steel

The wood working shop has a
20-inch wood lathe for pulley and
roller work, a 36-inch band saw, a
saw table, a swing saw, a wood boring

part of Pennsylvania

a pipe threading machine,

a 42-inch radial

necessary accoutrements,

and

36-inch

bulldozer,

the

by
The equipment

well lighted

tool grinder,

and an emery

grinder are driven from a line shaft.

rings, rods, etc., are

by overhead
The shop measures 55 ft.

drives all the machines
shafting.

Interior of Electric Repair Shop, Kingston Coal Co.

key seats for shafting, etc.
A steam hammer and a pipe threading machine complete the mechanical
equipment of the shop.

Exterior Electric Repair Shop, Kingston Coal Co.

Becember, 1914
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The feature of the shop
method of turning over the
they can be repaired.

means

done

It is

by-

an overhead 2-inch solid
shaft, 30 feet long.
Four drums

steel

of

are keyed: to the shaft, which

Three

driven.

the

of

18 inches long, each

hemp
end

the

is

cars so

is

belt

dnuns are

wound with

a

rope which has a hook on the

The

for gripping the car.

drum

271

permitting easy access to the under

Benjamin F. Daddow, of Ashland,
who for a number of years was

side of the engine.

Pa.,

At the No. 4 mine of the same company, a short distance away, there
is a modern electrical repair shop

chief clerk to the division superintendent of the Lehigh Valley Coal

which

at Centralia, Pa.,

decidedly interesting. It is
a concrete building, faced with brick,
is

with large steel window sashes,
and is fireproof in every particular.
fitted

Co.'s Schuylkill Division, with offices

has been promoted

to the position of chief clerk to

Gen-

eral

Superintendent Thomas, with
headquarters at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

fourth

36 inches long and holds the
rope used for pulling the cars up the
is

short inchne from the breaker into
the shop for repairs.

In one comer are two blacksmith
connected to one small fan.
All machines are belted to the shafting
forges,

by the loose-belt plan.
At the No. 2 mine of the Kingston
Coal Co., near Wilkes-Barre, Pa., is
shop that represents the

another

modem

most

and has the

practice,

minimum number

of machines for

the various contingencies that

arise,

showing high efficiency.
The shop took the place of four
other

distinct

shops,

The

equipment
a 27-Inch

The shop

(blacksmith,

machine, car repair, and carpenter).
It measures 60 feet wide by 105 feet
long and employs almost 50 men.
forges,

Shops of Allech.iny River Mining Co., Furnace

consists

of

six

a bolt

drill press,

is

mutators turned,
tric signal,
is

On November

the clearing house for

the electrical equipment about the
mine. Armatures are wound, comall

and

all

telephone, elec-

lighting repair

done in the shop, which

is

work

divided

president

&

supply room, and telephone exchange.
The latter part also is the office of

trict

threading and cutting machine (from
2j to 10 inches), a wood turning

the chief electrician.

Big Horn
Wyo.

lathe, besides

saws, etc.

A

emery

wheels, circular

single-acting

Atlas engine drives

13"X16"

the machines

all

by overhead shafting. The loosebelt and loose-pulley method are

principally

and

for

lathe

turning

the

is

room

consists of an 8-foot lathe with 24-inch

the Second District by Governor
Joseph M. Carey, to take the place
of

PERSONALS

rollers

Dr. David T. Day, the petroleum

expert of the United States Geolog-

mine timber.

ical

iron fence

shown

at the right

on page 270 partitions
two of the forges from the rest of the
shop. These are for drill sharpening,
and this part of the shop is always
free of access from the outside.
Adjoining the shop is a new locomotive house. Steam locomotives
are used about the mine and the rails
in the new house are laid on piers.
of the view

Collieries Co., at Crosby,

testing repaired motors.

used on the slopes.
These are turned from scrap ends of

An

No. 2 since February, 1911, has

resigned to take a position with the

George Akin, of Dietz, Wyo., has
been appointed mine inspector of

an armature winding back and
and switchboard used for
controller
a

used

pulleys

Sheridan, Wyo.,
inspector of Dis-

swing,

both used.

The wood turning

of the repair

F. B. Lockhart,

Sons Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.

W. E. Jones, of
who has been mine

into three sections, the repair room,

The equipment

1,

and general manager of

the Baltimore & Ohio Coal Co., became associated with J. H. Hillman

a 4-foot lathe with 14-inch
swing and a 7-foot lathe with a
24-inch swing, a shaper, a pipe
cutter,

R

Survey, has resigned, and the

work

of getting out

the statistics

and compiling the 1913 report has
been turned over to John D.
Northrop.
Fred Vinton,

W.

E. Jones, resigned.

Michigan College of Mines in
August conferred the degrees of
Engineer of Mines on the following
young men
Frederick A. Barkell,
:

Hubbell, Mich.

;

Harold K. Boysen,

Abraham Cohn, of Chicago Fredric
Gibbs, Elmer M. Haug, Angus J.
;

McDonald, Harold F. Mills, Wilfrid
C. Polkinghorne, Hancock; Charles
Paul E.
J. Rashleigh, of Houghton
Hinckley, Kalamazoo
Barney
Hirshberg, Ralph
A.
Loveland,
George F. Schreiber, Saginaw;
Lester N. MacDonald, Virginia,
Minn.; Philip A. Maverick, San
Antonio, Tex. Homer M. Northrup,
;

8 years mine
foreman for the Penn Mary Coal
Co., at Heilwood, Pa., has resigned
for

to become superintendent for the
Greenwich Coal and Coke Co., at
Saxman, Pa.

;

;

;

'

River Rouge Fius Pastorino, Flint
Robert M. Peterson, L'Ance; Jerod
R. Patron, Lima, Peru; Russell R.
Trengove, Lake Linden; Robert R.
;

Van Valkenburg, Wenatchee,
Wash.; Harry Vivian, Calumet;
Ralph R. Riggins, Indiana, Pa.;
Joseph R. Wilkinson, Alphena;
Richard G. Zimmer, Helena, Mont.
James Forrester, of Duquesne,
111.,

December, 1914
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member

a

of the Illinois State

Mining Board, has been appointed
superintendent of the Ziegler District Collieries Co.'s

Christopher,

properties near

111.

Mine Inspector William
Walters has moved his headquarters
from Midland to Frostburg, Md.
Andrew A. Bruch, manager of
sales of the S. Flory Mfg. Co., of
State

Bangor, Pa., died on October 20.
Mr. Bruch was connected with the
Flory company from its beginning
and was an important factor in the
His
development of its business.
ability and personality were such
that he was as highly regarded by
the customers with whom he was
thrown in contact, as he was by his

John Whelan,

M. A. Hanna

Jr.,

&

formerly with

Co., of Cleveland,

and general superintendent of the
Masillon Coal Mining Co., Masillon,
Ohio, has resigned his position with
those companies to become vicepresident and general manager of
the

Copen Creek Coal Co.

ter,

W.

at

Webs-

Va.
7,

while at the ship

Ram-

yards at Holt, Ala., Erskine

Conwas seriously injured. Mr. Ramsay was in the first
barge of the company which was
say, vice-president of the Pratt

solidated Coal Co.,

As the boat struck
the water the upward movement
threw Mr. Ramsay against a beam,
being launched.

He

concussion

.of

the

brain.

will recover.

of

the

Beaver

M. Dodson

(Chas.

&

B.

Pa.,

Brook store
Co.) and has

been appointed general superintendent of the mining operations of the

Dodson Coal Co., Morea, and of
Chas. M. Dodson & Co., at Beaver
Brook, under T. M. Dodson, vicepresident. William A. McGinley remains as superintendent of Morea
colliery, and William C. Roth has
been

appointed

superintendent

of

Beaver Brook.
P. J. Malloy has
been appointed purchasing agent of
the two companies.

&

F. J. Fobs, of the firm Fobs
Gardner, Tulsa, Okla., is in Wyo-

ming studying

the

oil

possibilities

for that state.

ager of the coal

Lackawanna,

interests

emphatically

the statement that he
to succeed

of

the

is

man-

of

the

denies

an applicant

James E. Roderick, Chief
Department of Mines of

Pennsylvania.

map

and out-

crop of the Upper Freeport coal, the
most important mineral horizon of
the area in question. The soil and

topographic

maps

will also

prove of

great value to every interest including

road improvement, water
Price, with case of
maps, delivery charges paid by the
Survey, $2, but for combination
agriculture,

resources,

etc.

publications, write

price with other

W.

review of the latest books
related subjects

The

Belger Dust-Laying
Fluid

a well-known fact that the gas
as it leaves the blast furnace usually
contains from 3 to 10 grains of dust
It is

per cubic foot of dry gas, and in case
of

any leak

this

percentage

is

at

times materially increased; this dust
it is

composed of particles of coke, limestone, and ore, has a bad effect in
hot-blast stoves as well as in boiler

condition

then

glue and calcium chloride
in solution, for laying coal dust, has
been tested on a commercial scale
at a Newcastle colliery, in England,
with,

The

liquid

end the book

is

is

due

used

placed in a specially

on wheels, and

is

mounted

applied in the form

of spray at a cost of about 50 cents

per yard per annum.

One

applica-

months. Besides
successfully accomplishing the primary purpose of laying dust, the
liquid acts also as a preservative of

Removal

and

The Colorado

Scientific Society

has

removed from 418 Boston Building,
the Colorado State Museum,
Fourteenth Avenue and Sherman
Street, Denver, Colo.

to

written

gives in interesting detail the

methods

is

100-gallon tank,

necessarily

composition of the gas, which
to the blast-furnace mixture.
it

affirmed, effective results.

it is

designed

that degree being dependent on the

various

composed essen-

tially of

requires a certain degree of cleaning,

It is to this

of a fluid

timber.

furnaces and in engine cylinders.

This

The use

tion suffices for 3

being of a gritty nature, since

and

Col. R. A. Phillips, general

Preston County, the geologic

on MiQiDf and

$2 net.

and

J.

the geologic formations exposed in

map, $1 each.

superintendent of the Morea,

has been announced that

tion to the detailed description of all

50 cents each; and of the Geologic

BOOK REVIEW

Connell has resigned his position as

It

accom-

a case of 3 maps covering the soils, topography, and geology
In addiof the country separately.
it is

Va. Geological Survey,
P. O. Box 448, Morgantown, W. Va.
Extra copies of the Topographic map

Cleaning op Blast Furnace
Gases, by Frederick H. Wagner,
M. E. Published by McGraw-Hill
Book Co. 160 pages, illustrated,

business associates.

figures in the text;

panying

to the

fi

A

and 10

gives the structural contours

On November

causing

illustrated with 49 half-tone plates

their

effectiveness.

West

Sur-

Virginia Geological
vey. — "Detailed Report on Preston

County," issued under date of September 1, 1914, contains 566 pages
-f-XIX of introductory matter, is

It is said that in 1786 Lord Dundonald had the gas from his coke
ovens burned at the end of a long
pipe for the purpose of amusing his
friends.

December, 1914
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WITH THE EDITORS
WHILE
nation,

as Americans, and citizens of a neutral

we have undoubted

right to sympathize
with such belHgerent nations of Europe as we

see fit, our nation is and
American rights are not

will

remain neutral as long as

infringed.

too

It is

much

to

expect Americans, as individuals, to refrain from discussing war matters, and incidentally expressing their

views as to the justice of the action of the several nations
As such discussion, however, is of no profit
to us as individuals, and may, if carried too far, be
involved.

troublesome to our national government

we must commend

policy,

the

spirit, if

in its neutrality

not the language

of the placard, displayed in a prominent
business house, which reads:
"If
If

New York

was, 38 men rushed to the bottom
of the air-shaft and
58 more were headed that way when he called

them
Mr. Brown's method was heroic, but
we can make
a guess that the results would have
been disastrous had
he been unable to enter the mine and
inform the men
of the conditions, as would probably
have been the case
had the explosion been due to dust.
back.

The method

of circulating the air, and the system
of
followed, undoubtedly had much to do
with preserving the lives of the majority of the men
in the mine

mming

at the time of accident, for the different
sections

were

practically separated

indi-

vidual air

and each supplied with

its

split.

Reviewing the more recent explosions, we find that
the Jed, the Bottom Creek, the Cincinnati, the Eccles,
the Mulga, and the Franklin, were credited with
being

you want to fight, go to Europe.
you want to talk war, go to H ."

—

exploded by naked

Royalton Explosion

ON

ANOTHER

page will be found an account of
mine explosion. The consensus
that it was a gas explosion originally,

the Royalton,

of opinion

is

111.,

lights, from which we draw the
inference that to have safety in bituminous mines below
water level, only safety lamps should be used. The
Eccles management took this common-sense view

of

the matter and
safety lamps.

now work

mines with electric and
This company's mines give off little gas,
their

and with that we agree; however, the percussion traveled
400 feet against the air-current and piled up a trip of
cars which are said to have prevented the explosion
extending in that direction. This would indicate that
it was more than a gas explosion, unless the fourth

but the management recognize that natural causes may
at any time convert a comparatively safe mine into
an
unsafe one, and the company has had all the experience

West entry contained gas or the force of the explosion
in that direction was increased by dust or by an explo-

follow whose mines are worked below water level.
Mr. Oscar Cartlidge, the manager of the Illinois Mine
Rescue Commission, is to be congratulated on the way
his Benton corps was handled.
Mr. Cartlidge did not

sion of powder, or both.
It

used to be said that an explosion of gas traveled
little thought

in the direction of the incoming air, but a

will show that unless there is something for the flame
of an explosion to feed on it must soon die out, therefore
if the explosion travels against the air there must be

either gas or dust to keep

it

we

This

is

it

desires.

a safe rule for every coal mining company to

wait to take the Rescue car at Benton, but moved his
automobile, thus saving valuable time; for, as

men by
shown

in this case, the

saving

is

time to do most effective

life

shortly after the explosion.

going.

Gas naturally is swept by the air-current into the
return, and the gas explosion will take that course and
be most severe in this direction, as in this case, because
the flame has something to feed on as it moves toward
the outlet. As the flame and force of the explosion
stopped near the shafts,

in that line

are again led to assume that

the mine was not a dusty one and that most of the
explosion and its effect were due to gas. This conclusion
is based on the findings, on the fact that the coal was
not friable, and because a watering car was used to keep
down what little dust was made in the haulage roads.

Mine Manager James Brown knew

his mine,

and directly
warn men

after reversing the fan he entered the mine to

that the ventilating current had been reversed.

As

it

Coal Land Litigation

AFTER
^

protracted negotiations, the Department of
Justice, with the concurrence of the Department
of the Interior, has come to an agreement with

the American Smelting and Refining Co. for the settlement of important litigation concerning coa4 land in
Colorado.
When the Interior Department discovered
that the patents had' been illegally obtained the 6-year

period of the statute of limitations applicable to suits to
cancel patents had expired, and the lands near Aguilar
had apparently been conveyed to a bona fide purchaser.

Nevertheless a suit in equity was begun to cancel the
patents covering the Cokedale lands and an action at

:
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law to recover the value of the Aguilar lands alleged to
be upward of $1,000,000. In both of these proceedings
the smelting company was made defendant.
"In the

first

case Judge Lewis, of the United States

District Court for Colorado, held that the cause of action

was barred by the
to the Circuit

statute of limitations.

Court of Appeals

this ruling

Upon

appeal

was reversed

on the ground that the period of limitation

in

such

cases does not begin to run until the cause of action has

been discovered by the plaintiff.
"The result of the agreement reached will be to restore
to the United States full title to all lands in controversy

of the agreement

220 acres at
Cokedale to support improvements worth many hundreds of thousands of dollars, consisting of coke ovens,
etc., which have been long erected thereon and which
are necessary in the industry of mining and coking coal
taken under a lease from adjacent lands owned by the
state of Colorado.
This small tract, however, will be
result

leaves

paid for by the company at its present value
mated by the Geological Survey.

"In fairness to the company
since the time

when

it

to be esti-

should be added that

the proposition of settlement was

first broached it has afforded to the agents of the Government full access to the properties in question and to
its records of mining operations."
The above was the statement made by the Department of Justice at Washington on November 1. By this
agreement the United States Government regained pos-

session of practically 3,494 acres of coal lands in Colo-

rado, and receives in addition about $100,000 in

payment
mined out on that property.
An unwarranted criticism of the Guggenheim interests will naturally arise on noting the fact that the
patents had been illegally obtained.
But all the companies to whom patents were granted were bona fide
corporations and were absorbed by the American Smelting and Refining Co. in a legitimate manner. The last
paragraph of the Department's statement shows how
willing the company was to have the tangled affair
straightened out, and it is with gratification we note the
Government acknowledging the courtesies of the defendant company.
for the coal

Care of Mine Timber

THE

1912, issue of Mines and Minerals,
INnow TheJuly,
Colliery Engineer, there was an article

on page 706, relative to the experimental work which
was being done by the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western Railroad Co. in timber treatment tests. In a
certain place in one of the Kingston mines where timbers
lasted only about 6 months, the pit timbers were replaced
with creosoted loblolly pine, and in between these timber
sets were placed others of the same kind of wood that
had been peeled and seasoned. In the same locality

1914-

loblolly pine sticks treated with lime

were placed so that
they would be subject to the same general conditions.
These timbers lasted for about 5 years and all seemed
to be sound.

At the end of the

sixth year, however, the

lime treated sticks were decayed to such an extent that
they were replaced with timber treated with creosote

and chloride of

zinc.

The simple lime treatment which

of the timber from 6

months to 6 years
shows how necessary it is to care for mine timber and
the economy of so doing, for the creosoted timbers are
practically sound after 7 years.
increased the

with the exception of about 220 acres of the Cokedale
lands and 320 acres of the tract near Aguilar.

"The

December,

life

The Locomotive

Centennial

THE

mining industry has been the incentive to the
the most useful inventions civilized nations enjoy.
The steam engine was invented by Watt to pumpout mines next it was improved to hoist mineral, and
then modified to haul coal. Dating from the time, 1814,
that George Stephenson made his first
locomotive,
writers have considered him the originator, and that
1914 was the centennial of the machine. According ta
Robert L. Galloway in his Annals of Coal Mining
"The early history of steam locomotion has been distorted in an extraordinary manner by the biographers
and partisans of different engineers. Notwithstanding
the extravagant claims which have been put forward on
behalf of Hedley and George Stephenson as inventors
of the locomotive, it may truly be stated that neither of
them contributed anything of note to the invention in
addition to what Trevithick (1802) and Blenkinsop
(1812) had done." The idea of attaching two cylinders
to one pair of wheels, by Robert Wilson, and the introduction of the steam blast in the smoke stack, by
Timothy Hackworth, in 1826, seem to have perfected
the locomotive and made it a success. It would seem,
therefore, that 1804 would be the locomotive's centennial,
as in February that year Trevithick's patent "iron cart
horse" on a wager of 500 guineas drew 10 tons of iron
and 70 men 9 miles. On the third journey it went off
the road and broke both axles. The difficulties attendant
on this kind of transportation were that the cast-iron
rails broke, the hooks between the wagons gave way
frequently, and bolts broke here and there. The distance
on the first trip, however, was negotiated in 4 hours
and 5 minutes, although several trees had to be cut down
and stones removed. John Blenkinsop obtained a patent
;

in 1811 for

using a rack-rail to prevent the locomotive

wheels slipping. He also employed two steam engines,
to produce a steady action without a flywheel, and a
wrought-iron boiler. His locomotive commenced work

running from Middleton colliery to Leeds in June, 1812.
The records of this locomotive state that it drew 27
wagons weighing 94 tons on a level at the rate of 3j^
miles per hour, but when lightly loaded could go 10 miles
Stephenson commenced work on his first
per hour.
locomotive in 1814, but he is said not to have beert
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successful until he adopted Wilson's and Hackworth's
ideas, with the multitubular boiler, which were applied
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being the object of this Government; further, from the
way politicians conduct governmental business we are
convinced that the public will have to pay more in the
end for any service rendered than it would if the same

to the "Rocket" after the year 1826.

service were carried on

the

Government Ownership

THE

National

Federation

Civic

hold

will

a

Again,

interests.

if

or a municipality,

state,

goes into manufacturing, mining, or the ownership of
public utilities, the army of employes, to keep their jobs,
would have to be subservient to the party in power, and

its

annual session at the Hotel Astor, Decemand
ber 4
5, at which time there will be a discussion
on "How Far Shall Government Effort Supplant Prififteenth

vate Enterprise?"

by private

national government,

a

political

would be

bureaucracy

difficult to

would be established which

change.

In recent years the idea that this
paternal institution seems to have

Again, under such circumstances there would be
strong likelihood of promotions being made on account

gained momentum until now proposals are being advanced to have the Government take over coal mines,
packing houses, flour mills, to purchase ships for trans-

of political influence instead of superior technical or
business ability, and in the end there would be a National

government

is

a

portation purposes, to establish depots to

people at cost;

to

construct municipal

sell

Tammany

Hall which would result in increased cost of
production, and less safety to the health and lives of
the workingmen. This condition of affairs would bring

food to the

dwellings;

to

program of road building and reclamaschemes
to
furnish employment for those out of
tion
In
addition
work.
to this a new stimulus has also been
given to those who advocate the Federal Government

enter into a large

on rebellion and, if not disruption, a mighty civil war.
The government is a corporation founded on a charter (Bill of Rights) with a Constitution, in which
nowhere will be found any clause permitting it to enter
into general business or manufacturing. It has the right
to regulate interstate business and has certain police
rights, but aside from these, its sole concern is to make
laws and administer the public business for the benefit
of the people as a whole. It has no right to confiscate
land or chattels, even for treason, let alone the coal
mines of Colorado, where miners receive over $4 per
diem and draw over 80 per cent, of it in cash. President.
Wilson is evidently trying to deal fairly with the miners
and operators, and while he sent troops to Colorado to
preserve peace, he hesitates to take charge of the Colorado mines, for he does not find that he has any legal
right to do so, particularly since the 10,0(X) miners at
work are satisfied and the people of Colorado are not

taking over the railroad, telegraph, and telephone systems, and municipalities taking over the gas, electric

and street railways.
Already government war

light,

accomplished

fact.

risk

marine insurance

is

an

Proposals for guaranteeing the price

of silver, cotton, wheat, tobacco, canned salmon, and

naval supplies, appeared suddenly in Congress.

Natur-

ally enough the apple growers' association also began

agitating for the Government to take care of the apple

—

"on account of the war." Mother Jones and
some others want the United States Government to work
the coal mines of Colorado, in order to help a couple of
thousand coal mine strikers get jobs from which they

crop

all

discharged themselves.
We are thoroughly opposed to paternalism,

Reading Scliools Open
The

first

meeting to organize the

1914-1915 classes of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.
schools

was held October

1.

The

textbooks, instruction and drawing

instruments for the classes in Pottsville will be furnished free of charge

by the company as in the past.
These classes are under the direction
of William H. Lesser, mechanical

who teaches the mining
and mechanical drawing and has an
engineer,

assistant

to

teach the shop

class.

Every man

in the class last year
received either a mine foreman's or

assistant

mine foreman's

from the

state.

certificate

it

not

suffering for fuel.

was
book
started in 1907.
"Shop Class Problems"
entitled
prepared by Mr.
especially
was

The

first

of

these

An

classes

instruction

under the supervision of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron
Co.

The

officials.

other

Lesser for the shop class. It deals
with the essentials without any

gion

frills, is couched in simple language,
and has been in successful use since
Mr. Lesser has also devised
1912.
a practical loose-leaf system that

lic

is

Shamokin, and

that at

school board.

ing ,the students to take the next
step up and increase both their usefulness

many

class.

teresting to note that the

Minersville,

at

and

Mahanoy
Shenandoah

City,

are

conducted with International Correspondence School textbooks, and

un-

This system of education, enabl-

lems given in many state examination papers for the use of the mining
schools

is

der the supervision of the local pub-

includes the elements of the prob-

The

Reading

school in the southern anthracite re-

and incomes, was one of the
movements sfarted by

helpful

President
class

in

W.

J.

Richards.

the anthracite

It is in-

first

mining

region of

Pennsylvania was started by Eckley
B. Coxe at Drifton, Pa., 34 years
B.
ago.—P.

&

;
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Answers to Examination Questions
an Examination for Mine
Foreman, Held in Price, Utah, September 15 and 16, 1914

Questions Selected

1.—What

QuES.

four

principal

things are bandages used for?
Ans. Bandages are used (a)

—

keep dressings in place;

(6)

—

to

to fix

broken limb.

QuES. 2. Name
of bandages generally used in first aid
to the injured work.
Ans. ^The bandages
available for first-aid

and cold; the internal, liquids

Heat is best applied through the
mediimi of hot water contained in an
ordinary hot-water bottle or, if such
is

the different kinds

—

are heat

at

of various kinds.

splints; (c) to stop bleeding; {d) as

slings to support a

From Those Asked

commonly
work are the

not to be had, in glass bottles or
When none of these are to had,

jars.

hot bricks or stones, wrapped in one
or more layers of cloth or paper so as
not to bum the patient, may be used.
In other cases, bandages soaked in

blankets or coats and keep him warm.
Stimulate externally by applying hot-

water bottles,

bricks,

plained before.

The

etc.,

as

ex-

and arms
may be rubbed upwards toward the
body to quicken circulation.
legs

—

QuES. 6. How wovdd you prevent
a simple fracture from becoming a
compound one?
Ans. ^A simple fractiure becomes a
compound one when the jagged edges
of the broken bone pierce the flesh
and protrude through the skin;
hence, all possible care must be taken

—

and the triangular, but these
may be combined to form a third
The roller
class of special bandages.

hot water are applied.

bandages are best adapted to placing
over a wovmd or to hold some liquid
The triangular bandages
dressing.
greater range of usefulmuch
have a

which was stopped or to strengthen
it if weak, by sprinkling cold water
on the face, chest, and abdomen.
Internal stimulants should be given

ness than the roller bandages, and
the special bandages are, as the name

hot,

indicates, used in the imusual cases

grain alcohol; the last three being

where the standard kinds are not

given in doses of two or three teaspoonftds after dilution with water to

and held in place by splints
and bandages. It is well not to
remove the clothing if the nature of

In

the injury can be determined without

is

ammonia in one-third of a glass of hot

doing; if the clothing must be
removed, cut it at the seams so that
it may be folded aside over the
broken bone. If there is shock, treat

water.

it

roller

suitable.

QuES.

3.

—Describe the Red Cross

first-aid outfit?

Ans.

—First-aid

outfits

come

in

various sizes and their contents naturThe outfit generally conally vary.
tains the following materials: absor-

bent lint, cotton, and gauze; cotton
and gauze roller bandages 2 inches
and 2\ inches wide; picric acid gauze;
adhesive plaster; triangular bandages
safety pins; carbolated vaseline; scissors;

tweezers;

etc.;

and a book

toiuiiiquet;

splints;

of

instructions.

Rarely, stimulants like aromatic spirits of

ammonia

are included in the

first-aid outfit.

—

QuES. 4. Name some stimulants
you would give and state how you
>
would use them.
Ans.

—Stimulants

,

|>

The use

of cold as a stimulant

is

generally limited to starting breathing

when

possible, and consist of tea
and wine, brandy, whisky, or

coffee,

one-half to two-thirds strength.

place of alcoholic stimulants

it

recommended to give from 20 drops
to 30 drops of aromatic spirits of

QuES.

When

5.

—

(a)

What is

does shock occur?

shock?
(c)

(6)

Describe

treatment of shock.

Ans.

—

Shock is a depression
of the nervous system of varying
degrees of intensity, and is commonly
accompanied by stupor or unconsciousness.
(6) Shock is due to a
severe injury arising from any cause
of accident aroimd the mines,
{c)
The patient should be placed on the
back with the head low. If able to
(a)

swallow, give

him

liquid stimulants

The patient should
be placed in a comfortable position,
the broken bone being supported on
each side of the break while he is
being moved. The bone should then
be set by drawing it into its natural
to prevent this.

position

so

as explained.

—

QuES. 7. How would you know
whether bleeding came from an artery,
a vein, or capillary?
Ans. ^When an artery is severed,
the blood is expelled in jets and is
bright red in color; blood from a
severed vein is dark blue and issues
as a steady flow in capillary bleeding,
the blood is a brick red and oozes
from the wound.

—

;

—

QuES. 8. How would you treat a
due to electricity?
Ans. Bums due to electricity are

bum

—

same way as those

applied in

as explained in the preceding ques-

treated in the

two general ways; externally and

whisky is used, give but one
large drink.
Cover the patient with

caused by fire, the nature of the treatment depending upon the depth pf

internally.

The

are

external stimulants

tion.

If
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treatment

First-aid

is

generally limited to excluding the air

with a thin paste made of bicarbonate

and water,

of soda, starch, or flour,

which

More

spread over the burned part.
of the paste is spread on a cloth
is

which
is

bum, and

applied to the

is

held in place

by a bandage.

bicarbonate of soda

is

If

not available,

vaseline, either plain or carbolated,

may

olive or castor oil or lard,

used.

the

If

may have
woimd;

bum

is

be

very deep

it

an open
some cases the treatment

to be treated like

in

for shock will be necessary.

—

QuES. 9. How would you treat a
person overcome with noxious gases?
Ans. Get the person into fresh

—

air,

loosen the clothing about the

chest and abdomen, perform

artificial

respiration, use the breathing appa-

ratus,

lants

if

necessary,

soon as the patient can

as

line

at the end of 3 seconds the vertical

pleted, the sprags of coal or timber

upon the lower ribs of the
patient is felt to be heavy enough to

overlying rock

pressure

compress the parts; then suddenly
your weight. Pressure and

release
release

QuES.

10.

—Describe

briefly

the

Schaefer methods of

artificial respiration.

—In the Sylvester method the

of

pressure

occupy

should

As soon

as

the patient begins to

the limbs may be well
rubbed upward toward the heart.
After regular breathing is restored he
may be put to bed and stimulated by
breathe,

the application of hot-water bottles,
and, internally, by hot drinks as soon
as in a condition to swallow.

—

QuES. 11. Name the different
kinds of openings of coal mines.
Ans.
crops

—When

it

may

the coal seam out-

be opened by a drift or
upon the coal; if it

slope, driven

it may be opened
a rock slope, driven
through the rock. In rare cases a
rock tunnel is driven into a hillside

does not outcrop,

by a

shaft, or

and across the measures to reach a

Clean

obstructions such as froth, saliva, or

mucus from the mouth.

Kneeling
just above the patient's head, catch
both his arms just below the elbow

upon the property.
QuES.

12.

—Describe

advancing;

longwall

briefly:
(6)

(a)

longwall

Ans.

—

(a)

In longwall advancing,

chest,

2

walls of rock along their sides.

down

till

the elbows press against the

and hold them so for about
Repeat these motions
about 15 times a minute, until the
seconds.

patient begins to breathe.

In the Schaefer method, the patient
is placed face down with his head
turned to one side so that his mouth
and nose do not touch the groimd.

Kneel astride of the patient's thighs,
Raise the clothing
so that the back is bare. Place the
outspread hands on the back, with
facing his head.

thumbs nearly
so that the

parallel to the fingers,

little finger curls

over the

end of the twelfth rib. Hold the arms
straight and bring your weight upon

down

the coal in large lumps.
In longwall retreating, one or
(6)
more main roads are driven from the

boundary

longwall face

is started.
As the face
of the workings begins at the property

line, it is apparent that it is not
necessary to maintain any roads in
the gob; all the roads are in solid

coal.
In other ways, the system
the same as longwall advancing.

is

—

QuES. 13. If you had charge of a
mine, the workings of which were
approaching an old mine to the rise,
full of water,

what precautions would

you adopt?

—

Ans. Have the survey of the
workings brought up to date and plat
them so that the thickness of the
pillar between the two mines is
known. If it is not necessary to tap
and drain the old workings, a barrier
pillar should be left between the two
mines. There are niunerous rules for
determining the thickness of this

One used

pillar.

in the bituminous

regions of Pennsylvania provides that

there shall be 1 foot of thickness of

retreating.

a pillar of coal is commonly left
around the foot of the shaft. Beyond
the shaft pillar the coal is opened out
on both sides in a continuous face.
As this face advances the roof is
allowed to fall behind, a main road or
roads being maintained through the
gob thus formed by building pack

and draw them outward and upward
gently and steadily as far as they will
go above the head, and hold them so
Bring the arms
for about 2 seconds.

of the

sufficient to bring

is

of the property, at which point the

pitching seam which does not outcrop

dage, rubber band, or clamp.

and the weight

foot of the shaft to the outer

placed on his back with a

is

rolled

are cut out,

Either method of treatment should
be continued for 2 hours or more.

up coat imder his shoulders.
The tongue is drawn forwards and
held clear of the mouth with a ban-

patient

cutting the face in one continuous
When the undercutting is com-

about 5 seconds.

a

Sylvester and

Ans.

the patient by bringing your body
and shoulders forward gradually until

and give stimu-

swallow.
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As

the face extends further from the
main road, diagonal roads making an
angle of about 45 degrees with the
main road and from 200 to 300 feet

make a shorter haul
from the face to the main entry.
From these diagonal roads are maintained rooms which are driven parallel
to the main road and are spaced
apart, are used to

from 25 to 50 feet apart.
of the diagonal roads

The

sides

and rooms

are,

like those of the main road, supported
by solidly built packwalls of rock.
The coal is brought down by under-

pillar for

each 1.25 feet of head of

In the anthracite regions of
the same state, the thickness of the
water.

seam is brought into the calculation,
and the thickness of the pillar is

made equal

to

(thickness

X

1

-\-

(thickness of coal

per cent,

of

head

X

of

of

coal

water)

5).

Assuming a seam 8 feet thick, and
a head of water of 375 feet, the first
nile calls for a pillar 375 4- 1.25
= 300 feet thick. .The second rule
indicates that the piMar should be
(8 X.Ol X 375) + (8 X 5) = 30 -f- 40
= 70 feet.
If it is desired to tap and drain the
old workings, the advanced workings
should be suspended except one place
which shoidd be narrowed down to
heading width. Bore holes should

be driven ahead in each comer of the
heading with flanking holes on each
which holes should extend
side,
20 feet or more into the

solid.

Fre-
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approach of the old

the

quently,

and be supported by it
manner similar to a beam fixed
pillar

workings will be indicated by the
seepage of water along the roof, floor,

wall.

joints, or cracks in the coal; or the

cate that, as a whole,

may

coal

begin to turn red or brown

owing to the deposit of iron oxide
from the water in the old mine.
QuES. 14.—When the fire-boss rehis

in

ports,

book,

record

certain

dangers that he has discovered during
his examination, what then do you
understand is your duty as foreman?
Ans. The removal of the dangers

—

should be ordered, and the foreman
should see that his instructions are
obeyed.

—

How

December, 1914

A drummy

in a

in a

rib does not indiit

is

unsafe,

may have

been made
at a place where, locally, a vertical
joint happens to be more or less
as the sounding

open, the pillar at other places being
It should be
noted that, if the rock which is detached from the main part of the
roof, is very thick, it will sound solid
when struck with a pick or hammer.
QuES. 16. What, in your opinion,

in a safe condition.

—

the

are

causes

principal

greatest

number

mines?

Give a

of

the

of fatalities in our

being undercut either by machine or
by hand. Falls of roof may be
lessened by watching the top rock
constantly, taking it down a^ soon
as any weakness is detected, or, if
not practicable, by inimesupporting it with timber.
Accidents from mine cars and motors
this

may be lessened by

with the necessary refuge holes at
frequent and regular intervals.

Gas

standpoint of the candidates personal

it

why?

experience.

—

(a)

In event of there being
weight upon the pillars,
there will commonly be a bowing
out of the coal on the sides, followed
by its dropping away from the' rib
and falling in the gutter beside the
track.
In event of the rib appearing

Ans.

(a)

excessive

good condition, it is well to soimd
it from place to place with a pick, a
dnunmy sound commonly indicating
in

roof

large, the order of the causes of

mine

and

coal;

accidents

is,

falls

of roof

mine cars and locomotives; gas and
coal-dust

explosions;

handling

ex-

mine fires; falling
and other causes. Of

plosives; electricity;

down

shafts;

these six causes of accident, falls of

roof and coal are responsible for very

nearly one-half of the deaths; haulage

and

must be

skill

is

exer-

than the

the

than one-quarter

of the deaths.

—

used in minimum quantities in wellbalanced holes after the seam is
undercut, etc. Explosives should be
in quantities

in holes of less

caused by the carelessness or ignor-

not be handled near an open light
and metal cannisters should not be
carried on the shoulder whUe walking

which run

Where the

face.

its

soundness

any undue weight com-

ance (chiefly the

first)

of

men them-

would seem that properly

cates that the rock at the point struck

has broken away from the main mass.
It does not follow, however, that the
unsafe, as the loose rock

may

be properly timbered at the time.
may not be an extensive

Also, the slip

the roof rock

loose portion will project

men and

the education of the igno-

would materially reduce the
of accidents from all causes.
While the mine foreman is supposed
to caution and instruct the men, he
cannot be with them constantly, and
his best course is to attempt to guard
rant,

it.

A hollow, drummy sound indi-

if

mine

have

—

enforced instructions to the careless

as well as for

carried into the

three-quarters of all the accidents are

slips

selves, it

and

treating

or

for

should be examined for

one,

and rooms or by
them with shale dust; by the
employment of permissible powder
of the headings

where the
and a careful

locate loose places

to

little less

places are timbered, the timbering

is

production of dust, removing such as
is made; watering the roof, and ribs

QuES. 17. State briefly, as foreman, how you would try to prevent
accidents under these six heads.
"Ans. Since between one-half and

generally relied

cracks, particularly those

place

to the face in sufficient quantity,

and by using safety or portable electric lamps.
Dust explosions may be
prevented by guarding against the

depth than that of the undercut, and
the holes should be properly balanced,
clay or shale dust being used for
tamping. The holes had better be
fired with a battery, preferably by

watch must be kept

(6)

be prevented by

They should be used

liable to fall,

ing upon

may

about a
care

parallel

In the United States at

explosions

properly splitting the air and carrying

total; the other three causes bringing

Sounding
is

—

should be supplied with the
necessary lights and warning signals.
trips

too great weight on the

is

cised in examining the roof

upon to

occur.

only sufficient for the day's work.

that there

sides.

them

spall off, and, consequently,

is

pillars.

More

of six causes, in

accidents and explosions cause about
an equal number of deaths and a
trifle more than one-quarter of the

that the coal at the place struck

about to

list

the order in which you have seen

Also,

unauthorized persons should not be
allowed on any moving trip, and all

question
may be
Ans. This
answered as a whole, and from the

15.

providing distinct

ways for the men, or, where
traveling on a motor road cannot be
avoided, by providing ample width
on one side between the rail and rib,
traveling

would you
proceed to examine the roof and
sides on the haulage roads, traveling
ways, and working faces? (6) Can
you always rely on the sound produced by tapping them? If not,
QuES.

is

diately

is

tough the

beyond the

number

the

own

men

against the results of their

carelessness.

Falls of coal

may

be prevented by

properly spragging the coal while

it is

regular shot firers and after the
left

the mine.

men

Powder should

near wires carrying an electric curHoles, which have missed fire,

rent.

should not be approached for five or
ten minutes, and no attempt should

be made to draw the charge from a
missed shot. Electric accidents may
be lessened by carrying any highvoltage feed-wires, which should be
carefully insulated, into the mine
through some other than a traveling
For use in motors and mining
machines, the voltage should be as
road.

;
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low as possible, and

all

and

wires

other parts carrying current should
be insulated and, where necessary,
properly grounded.
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THE LETTER BOX

Along the haul-

age road, the trolley wire should be
placed in an inverted wooden trough
Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department.
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
not tiecessarily
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

with sides at least 3 inches deep.
Mine fires may be lessened by loadout all slack and other carbonaceous

—

and hauling it from the
careful watch should be
kept upon the gob and abandoned
material

A

mine.

workings

evidences

for

of

combustion in its early
Accumulations of shavings,
stages.
paper, etc., should not be allowed
where they may be ignited from a
match, old lamp wick, etc. Electric
wires placed near or passing through
woodwork should be carefully insuAfter shot firing an examilated.
nation of each working place should
be made for evidences of fire. Accidents in shafts may be diminished by
having the proper gates at the head
taneous

and

of

foot

the shaft,

hoisting-rope inspection,

Geological

spon-

by proper
and by pro-

viding devices to prevent overwind-

d = diameter of bolts desired

D = diameter of shaft or outside diam-

Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Sir:

—

we
much

not peculiar that

Is it

should find massive pyrite as

as 6 feet thick, within 3,000 feet above

a deposit of an iron carbonate from
Is not this a
12 to 16 inches thick?
question for the geologists to discuss

and explain how

why

it

could occur?

these deposits are not

And

more

per-

sistent in other fields?
J.

Stearns,

E.

Butler

Shot Ignition by Electric Machine
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

a very comprehensive question, and a large volume might be

would like to ask a question to be answered through your

on the subject of mine
accidents and their prevention.

paper.

is

written

Cooperation of Colleges
accordance with the agreements for cooperation between the
Massachusetts Institute of TechIn

Sir:

—

the

instructing

staff

of

the

Mining Department of the Institute
this year. Their names and departHenry Lloyd
ments are as follows
Smyth, A. B., C. E., Professor of
Mining and Metallurgy; Edward
Dyer Peters, M. D., Gordon McKay
:

Professor

of

Metallurgy; Albert
Professor of Metal-

Sauveur, S. B.,
lurgy and Metallography; George
Sharpe Raymer, A. B., M. E., Assistant Professor of Mining; Charles

Henry White,

d=

h

r^
'

20^1 il eO.OOO- 20,736
16X14 ^\ 20X16X14
= V7T827 = 2.8 inches

diameter of bolts to be used.
Conversely,

is

tamped with black

powder and the needle is left in the
powder, is there any danger of the
shot igniting while an electric mining
machine is cutting the place and the
frame of the machine is charged with
C. B.

electricity?

Worden,

111.

if

the same formula by solving for «.

Size of Plpe^
Colliery Engineer:

Editor The
Sir:

—

ficulty

have had considerable

I

in

ascertaining

Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Please give me a safe rule for
Sir

and cannot

finding the diameter of bolts when
together,
shafts
coupling hollow

pipe to be used.

—

giving an example,

and obHge,
J. K. Riley

Pittsburg, Pa.

The

rule for determining the size

with

of the bolts for couplings varies

the kind of shaft used.
iPor solid shafts

d

A. M., Assistant
Mining and Metal-

dif-

proper

the

sized pipes for some of our water lines
at the different mines in this district,

Bolts for Shaft Couplings

:

the size of bolts has

already been decided upon, the number to be used can be calculated from

find a

reliable

formula

for determining the diameter of the

Superintendent
Welch,

W.

Va.

On page 148 of the Coal and Metal
Miners' Pocketbook are several good
formulas for determining the diamAnother one freeter of pipes.
quently used is by Merriman, and is

d = .4789j[(1.5i-h/0^*]^

=with

S. B.,

Professor of
lurgy; Louis Caryl Graton, S.
Professor of Mining Geology.
35-5—6

20 inches in outside and 12 inches in
inside diameter to be coupled with
16 bolts placed with their centers
14 inches from the axis of the shaft.

I

If a shot

nology and Harvard University, six
Harvard professors are to be added
to

from the axis of a shaft.
for example a hollow shaft

Take

To find the diameter of the bolts,

Ky.

ing, safety catches, etc.

This

eter of a hollow shaft;

= inside diameter of hollow shaft;
n = number of bolts to be used;
h = the distance of the center of a bolt

di

B.,

D'For hollow shafts

(i

= ^i

To show

D

nh

the use of these formulas,

find the diameter of a pipe delivering

500 gallons per second,

its

length

^e 0ttieryEngineer
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being 4,500 feet with a pressure equal
to a 24-foot head of water.

is

no other

efiiciency calculation that

Engineer. L'!nk-Belt Co.

in cubic feet per sec-

500

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

=66.84 cubic feet per second

assume the

friction factor

/= .02

or

66.84'1

(1.5d+.02X4,500)d=.4789{a.

24

but, for all practical purposes the d

on the right-hand
tion

side of the equa-

may be neglected, and

^^

^ygg/ .02X4,500X66.84^i

=3.35

feet.

Sir:

—Please

solve

Washery Efficiency
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—^Your

request for a discus-

sion of Mr. A. D. MacFarlane's paper
on "Washery EflSciency" received.
We have never gone into the matter of determining

washer

loss

from

the proximate analysis of the raw

washed

Sir:

The temperature
rent of a mine

is

of the intake cur-

35° F. at a point

along the airway where the anemometer gives a reading of 2,820 feet in
3 minutes. The airway at that point

and

correspondents.

feel that there is

any

do not

practical value

in such a determination, for the reason

that the separation of the coal and
in

specific

a washery

is

merely a

gravity separation.

It

so

happens that most of the material
which is tmdesirable in coal is heavier
than the coal and can be separated
in this way. There is considerable
matter in the so-called refuse which
contains heat tmits and there is
necessarily a greater percentage of
ash on the average in the washed coal
than there woidd be in a particular
piece of coal which was selected for
analysis.

upcast shaft if the temperature there
is 65° F., and the water gauge gives a
reading of 3.4 inches,

assume the

barometric pressure at the foot of the

downcast shaft

is

29.35 inches

and

the coal seam level?

C. T. Atkins

Mo.

of 2,820 feet in 3 minutes,

=940
-^
o

a velocity of

it

means

feet

per

how much

The volume

of air at

of

It is

has a

The

specific gravity of 7.8.

physical properties of steel naturally

depend upon

chemical composi-

its

tion as well as its

Carbon

method

is

of

manufac-

the one dominant

ultimate

Within

elongation.

centage of carbon present the greater

Blasting Frozen Bulk
Freight in Cars
Have you ever been perplexed

=

X

940

47.917

=

45,041.98

bulk freight and

and

ically

the airway at that point per minute.

sand, clay, rock ballast; ore, or

The barometer and water
(6)
gauge readings may be neglected, not
that pressure does not affect the
volume, but because there is no ven-

danger

The barometer

is

the same at both

Then, with the data given, the
its

absolute temperature.
absolute temperature at the
is 459°-|-35°

foot

thrown away in the refuse pile. There

= 524°

of
F.

the

upcast

is

459° -1-65°

expeditiously,

such

as

any
other such material? Dynamite in
small charges can be used to good
advantage in such work and without
if

handled correctly.

Use a slow-acting dynamite such
as

Red

strength,

voliune will increase according to

the original raw coal which would be

in

how to do it econom-

cubic feet per minute traveling along

The

a

reasonable limit, the greater the per-

trying to unload a carload of frozen

therefore,

=494° F.
The absolute temperature at the

unwashed,

up to 1.50 per cent.
malleable and temperable, and

any point

washed coal than

amount

carbon con-

steel varies in

tent from .10

= av.
a = the sectional area at that point;
= 8iX5f = 47.917 square feet;
V = the velocity = 940 feet per minute,

foot of the intake shaft

for the

Good

D. K.

elongation.

better price can be obtained for the

considering of cotirse the

J.
111.

the strength and the less the ultimate

minute.

volume

steel.

Centraha,

element in regard to strength and

the intake air has a speed

If

shafts.

to figure

This, of

course,

ture.

a laboratory specific gravity separation and the actual separation in the
washery itself. So far as determining the efficiency of a washery, the
is

carbon.

good

tilating pressure given at the intake.

way

much

part carbon plays in the formation of

The writer believes that the only
fair means of comparison is between

only fair

almost too

Assuming the mine to be ventilated by an exhaust fan, what
volume of air would be going up the

refuse,

I

beams were broken by the
weight of the roof. The fracture was
so dark that the steel seemed to have

passing into the mine per minute?

(a)

coal,

—Recently in one of our mines

three I

being 8| feet wide and 5f feet high.
What is the quantity of air
(a)

Marceline,

refuse

x

would mean nearly wrought
iron, which would bend.
Please give
me some information relative to the

of these three products, as suggested

by your

:

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

conditions:

nor
from the British thermal imit value
coal,

45,041.98

Steel

following

the

(6)

Sir:

::

524X45,041.98
= 51,500 (approxi459
mately) cubic feet per minute.

Ventilation

Then

ond.
q=

is

459 :524

L. S. Richards,

use the above formula for computing the diameter, h, I, and d are

and 5

Then:

appeals to the coal operator.

To

in feet

December, 1914

Cross Extra, 20 per cent,
in charges of from one-

fourth to one-half of an

1

J"X8"

cart-

Make

a hole in the material
with a crowbar or auger according to
the material to be loosened, but do
not have any part of the charge of
ridge.

explosive nearer the side or

bottom

of the car than 2 or 3 feet.

Tamp

hole

when loaded, and explode charge

with cap and fuse.

^€ QffieryEngineer
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Long-Distance Recording

System

A

new

electrical

long-distance

transmitting indicating and record-

ing system

is

being placed on the

281

where the pressure or temperature,
etc., is measured, and the receiving
recorder which is installed where it
is

desired to have the record pro-

duced.

instruments are

shown

connected by three wires, one of
which is connected to a source of

when equipped with

alternating current, as for instance,

Bards patent long-distance indue-

more from the
Although
not

is

this recording

untried

models have been

preliminary

as

in actual service

giving satisfactory results for more
than 4 years.

One

of the

ments was

a lighting circuit.

transmitter.

system is
being put on the market

now

only
it

The two

market by the Bristol Company,
Bristol recordWaterbury, Conn.
ing instruments

corder can be installed 40 miles or

first

of these instru-

installed at Peoria,

111.,

TO DISTANT
RECORDER
OR INDICATOR

m

rw

PilFl
Fig. 1

TO DISTANT
J

RECORDER

I

OAlNDICATOft

TO
Fig. 4

movements are capable

tion-balance
of

producing

automatic

and con-

tinuous records of pressure, liquid

mechanical
at long distances, even

levels,

temperatures,

motions,

etc.,

many miles from points at which
the transmitters are located.
Fig. 1 shows the transmitting indicator for installation at the point

A.C.

SUPPLV

Fig. 3

In this long-distance system there
are no sliding or make and break
contacts,

tion

of

and the

effects

temperature

or

to indicate at the central station the

of varia-

steam pressure at the end of the
steam heating main, and the super-

resistance

intendent

of the electrical departCentral Illinois Light
the
of

along the circuit are negligible. If
110 volts and No. 14 copper wires
are used, the recorder may be lo-

ment

cated 30 miles from the transmitter,
or if No. 12 wires are used the re-

regard

Go.

by

made

whom

this

was used has
"In
system

the following statement:
to

this

which has been

particular
in service

more than

two other systems were installed by us on the strength of the
success by the first, and all have
given very good service."

4

December, 1914
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years,

The fundamental

principle of the

and recording system

two

of

consists

that of the

is

The complete

balance.

induction
outfit

transmitting

long-distance

Bristol

mechanism, £, Fig. 2, which may
pressure
gauge,
water-level
be
relathe
etc.,
gauge, thermometer,
flowing
in
current
of
tive amounts
on
will
depend
B
and
solenoids A

a simple, and practically frictionless

their relative positions to the iron
due to the inductive
cores C and

cording

D

At

combinations

Various

of

trans-

mitting and receiving instruments of
either indicating or continuous re-

type

may

be

furnished.

Fig. 4 shows a combination outfit

including two transmitters and one

effect.

of

pairs

multiplying mechanism.

the receiving instrument, the

receiving indicator connected with a

switch so that
be obtained with the
indicator of the pressures, temperarotary

two-point
readings

may

tures, etc.,

from

either of the trans-

mitters.

A great variety of applications
this

for

apparatus will arise owing to

and extreme

flexibility

its

simplicity.

A Special Car for a

Sirocco

Fan
shows an unusual picture of
a Sirocco blower fan wheel which
was ordered shipped in one piece.
Fig. 5

The limit
15

Sirocco Fan on Special Car

Pig. 5.

of height for

a carload being

feet, it

was necessary to procure a

as in the transmitter.

responding solenoids of the receiver
If the angu-

which
project
to
wheel
would allow the
down through the floor of the car.
As shown, the bottom of the wheel
has been loaded to clear the top of
rails by only 6 inches, thus allowing
it to pass under bridges and through
tunnels on the railroads. This wheel

lar position of the solenoids at the

alone weighs nearly 6 tons

changed by the operating mechanism, thus moving one
of the solenoids off and the other
on to the iron cores, increasing the
inductance in one solenoid and di-

sheet-steel housing for it

specially constructed flat car

mechanically balanced solenoids ar-

ranged to swing horizontally back
and forth over the ends of soft-iron
cores and connected in parallel to an
alternating-current circuit.

pair of the solenoids

One

used for the

is

transmitting instrument, the other
pair

receiving

the

for

instrument.

Front view. Fig. 2, of the transmitter shows one pair of the solenoids
A and B on spools connected together and supported on a shaft, the
ends of which rest in jewel bearings
at G and F and swing back and
forth

cores

over

laminated

C and

The

D.

soft

top

view.

A

and B
section and by

Fig. 3, shows the solenoids

of the transmitter in

iron

solenoids

is

of

since

current will be the

transmitter

minishing
of

flow

of

in the cor-

is

it

in the other, the flow

be proportionately
one coil and diminished

current will

increased in
in

the

same

the

other.

The

variations

of

current at the distant receiver will

another carload.

and the

made up

The shipment was

consigned to the Henderson Coal Co.,
at

Hill

Station,

installed at a

Pa.

new

It

is

to

be

coal operation of

1,000 acres, with a daily capacity of
3,000 tons of coal and employing over
500 miners. The air leaves the pe-

riphery of the fan wheel at the veloc-

is

of solenoids of the receiver to seek

balanced

a position of balance which will be

sufficient for ten times the

also indicated.
pair

be the same as that of

will

transmitter,

the

an hour, being of
a velocity equal to a hurricane. There
will be 150,000 cubic feet of air forced
into the mine in 1 minute, which is

which the solenoids may swing
similar

which

correspond with the variations at
the transmitter, and cause the pair

the dotted outline the position to

A

other pair of solenoids being balanced take an angular position

placed in the receiving

the

same

as that of the solenoids of

ity of over 60 miles

men

number

of

that will be employed in the

the transmitter.

mine.

of the transmitter and receiver are

In the transmitter the operating
mechanism is linked directly to the

connected in parallel to an alternat-

balanced solenoids by means of an

In order to realize fully what this
quantity of air amovmts to, this fan,
running at its usual speed, could

ing-current circuit and the transmit-

recorder or indicator at the distant
point.

When

ter coils

certain

A

the solenoids

and

position

A

and

B

•

arm

are held in some

L. In the receiver the recording pen or the indicating pointer is

supply every hour to each of 90,000
people a chunk of air 1 foot square

by the operating

connected to a similar arm through

and 100

B

feet long.

December, 1914
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An Automatic

Car Coupler

"Safety first" has demanded that

minimum,
and the automatic car coupler is a
accidents be reduced to a

material aid to that end.

A mine car coupling must meet and
stand up under severe conditions.
It must have enough "stretch" in it
to permit the cars to round short
turns easily and to allow the trip to

momentum.

must be
short enough to permit the bumpers
to meet squarely when cars run together and to allow easy uncoupling
gather

at

Yet

it

283

mines of the PhiladelReading Coal and Iron Co.
are more than 800 miles long and
drifts in the

phia

&

there

is
in the Schuylkill region
alone a total of 2,000 miles of un-

derground traveling ways.
Most of the timber used in the
anthracite mines is yellow pine from
the South, and one of the large ancompanies, owing to the
demand and the impossibility

thracite

great
of

obtaining

such

timber

in

the

shown in the accom6, is composed of three
parts the coupler head, the links, and
the hook. At the front of the coupler
head is a trigger upon which the links

when

in position for coupling.

The links
by means

are attached to the head
of a slot

and are

Fig. 6

cars are coupled the action
is

The

simple.

large

on the trigger
causes the lower end of the latter
circular link resting

to project forward so that the face

hook on the other car

will

This action throws the
link forward onto the hook where it
hangs but does not find its seat in
it.

the hook until the trip

Then

it slides

At

is

started.

to the front part of the

this point it

may hang

in

any

position, but cainnot slide off,
owing to the sharp increase in the
width of the hook. To uncouple,
the bottom part of the link is held
forward and the link slid back out

of the hook.

is
his

has been

North,

Expensive

latest

report,

James E.

Roderick, Chief of the Pennsylvania

Department of Mines, shows that
two items in mining, timbering and
unwatering, are sources of no little
expense. Of this phase of mining,
the general public knows little, and
yet the timbered gangfways and

sending

its

own

South to expedite shipments.
According to a recent calculation
based on the material cost of a num-

cars

ber of large anthracite companies,

they purchase $2,593,280 worth of
mine timber and lagging a year and
nearly pay as much again for lumber. The operators have been using
methods of preservation in some
cases and are also substituting steel
for wooden timbers where the work
is to be permanent; concrete and
masonry are also adopted to some
extent.

When
ton

one

of coal

there are

Why Anthracite Mining
In

or

to 15 miners
during the irrigation season of about
5 months in each year. The average
output is 6 to 10 tons of lignite per
miner daily and the net average
earnings of the miners are from

the

by hand.

of the coupler

hook.

galleries

mine employs from 12

readily

When

necessary.

if

is thrown from the head it
on the hook and is locked there
so that the cars cannot be uncoupled

strike

The

workings are at an
depth of about 100 feet

ported to the crusher near the power
plant on cars hauled by mules and
is there broken to nut size.
The

falls

of the

bed.

flat

below the surface.
The average output at present is
100 tons a day, and the coal is trans-

big link

When

mine of the ReclamaN. Dak.,
of a series of drifts on a

lignite

average

:

except

The

tion Service, at Williston,

underground

coupler,

detachable

Government Lignite Mine
consists

panjdng Fig.

rest

per cent, of the value of the coal at
the mines.

9-foot

all times.

The

wages granted to labor that year
and the increased cost of materials,
and an advance of 10 cents a ton
this year to meet the expense of the
new Pennsylvania state tax of 2}^

reflects that for

raised

13^

to

the

every

surface

tons of water raised,

a slight idea of the influence that this
has on the cost of production can be
realized.

efficiency

sible" explosives at a slight

above

cost.

The mine

is

advance
run in

connection with an irrigation prothe fuel costing much more per

ject,

ton than at regular conducted mines.
As the gas-producer and internal-

combustion engines

come

into

in

large units

more general use

in the

West, as they are rapidly doing in
the East, the lignites of North Dakota will be recognized as possessing

great potentialities in the settlement

and economic development of the
state.
Experiments also show that
lignite can be successfully briquetted, after which it stands transportation well and its heat value is
increased 50 to 70 per cent.

It is only by increased
and the introduction of

mechanical labor-saving devices that
anthracite operators have been able

down to its present
The only changes in the

to keep the price
level.

$3.50 to $5 a day of 8 hours. The
miners are furnished with "permis-

wholesale price of anthracite since
1902 have been an pdvance in 1912
to offset the 10 per cent, increase in

Owing to the war closing the copper smelters in Utah, there has been
a great decrease in the production
of coal in that state.
that

the

will

increase

which

It is

anticipated

the

at present is

presumed

cold

weather
output
but half normal.
present

;
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The

Tenn.

TRADE NOTICES

&

Louisville,

—Probably the

greatest record of hoisting engine pro-

duction

made by any one concern

is

weighing

The

Henderson

Louis Railway Co. a 200-ton,

St.

Holmen type
Hoisting Machinery.

December, 1914

Illinois

with

plant

coaling

facilities,

Ky.

at Henderson,

Central Railroad Co. for

a large barge loading plant to be
built immediately at Harahan In-

New

A

that of the Lidgerwood Mfg. Co.,

cline,

New York, who have built more than

patent coal tipple for the Dilltown

and

Coal Co., Dilltown, Pa.
Catalogs Wanted.
The Department
of Mining Engineering, University of
Kansas, Lawrence, Kans., announces
that the department is revising its

steam

37,000

hoists

electric

during the 40 odd years that they

have been in business.
A comparison of the various
machines built by this company
today with those of 30 years ago, and
still in use, is very interesting from
an engineering standpoint and shows
the marked advance in the way of
time and labor saving improvements
that has been made in hoisting machinery practice.
"Central

Mines"

is

Station

the

title

(3078) just issued

house Electric

Power in Coal
of a pamphlet

by the Westing-

and Mfg. Co.

This

pamphlet deals with the subject of
electric

power for coal mines and

shows the advantages to be gained
by the operator from using power
from central station

plants.

A num-

ber of tables are given showing the
cost of operation; curves are also

Orleans.

Marcus

—

catalog

and getting them

files

ter, pictures, etc.,

1914, sustains the basic Conrad
patent of the Hess-Bright Mfg. Co.,

engines; hoists,

compressors,

drills,

mine cars, mill machinery, etc.
The department has a reading room
and a musetmi for the use of students
in mining, in which magazines, trade
publications, etc., are kept and minetc.;

The Hyatt Roller Bearing

Co., of

Radnor

Schroeder,

formerly

general

sales

of that

company.

His suc-

American Locomotive Co.,
York, announce that Mr. H.

C.

Hequembourg resigned as general
purchasing agent, on November 15.
It is

not the intention to appoint a
the

Until further

purchasing

and

store-

keeping departments will be under the
jiuisdiction of

Mr. Leigh Best,

etc.,

60 pages.

The Denver Engineering
Denver,

Colo.

Bulletin

Co.,

No. 1065,

Hoists, 4 pages; Bulletin
No. 1066, Electric Hoists, 11 pages.
American Fuel Saving Co.,
656 Leader-News Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio. Fuel Economy, 30 pages.
Lehigh Car, Wheel and Axle
Works, Catasauqua, Pa. Catalog
50, Fuller Quality Products, 63 pages.
Electric

New

vice-

president.

Metallic Packing and Mfg. Co.,
Circular, Take the
Ohio.
Brake Off Your Pump; Martell PackElyria,

Catalog G, 16 pages.

ings,

Thew Automatic Shovel

Rock

No.

Catalog

9,

Steam

Co.,

Shovels,

36 pages.

The Hill Clutch
Ohio.

Catalog No.

Co., Cleveland,

Power Trans-

accoimt of the mining
department, by Carl Scholz, manager.
The coal companies in which the

mission Machinery, 224 pages.

Rock

Street,

New

No.

Cuadros Commutadores Pe-

Island lines are interested are

given as follows:

Rock Island Coal Mining

Co.,

for installation at the

with five mines, at Hartshome, Okla.
Coal Valley Mining Co., with one

Nashville,

mine at Sherrard and another at

terminal,

Oxygen

nounce the resignation of Mr. John

teresting

new

Smoke

Co., Ltd.

Self-Contained

Breathing Apparatus, Resuscitating

States Court.

facilities,

Gorman &

Helmets,

Apparatus,

Island Coal Mines
The Rock Island Employes Magazine for November contains an in-

ing

H. N. Elmer, 1140 Monadnock
111., General Agent
for North America and Mexico, for
Block, Chicago,

Chicago, Detroit, and Newark, an-

overhang of the groove sides, however
slight, form the essence of the patent
and are so defined by the United

The Roberts and Schaefer Co. have
recently contracted to supply the
following equipment: The Louisville & Nashville Railway Co. a 1,000ton reinforced-concrete, Holmen type
locomotive coaling plant, with weigh-

tributing Transformers, 15 pages.

Siebe,

ing supplies displayed.

notice

namely, that covering the article,
not the one relating to a method.
The vminterrupted ball track or way,
however narrow such track, and the

Catalogs Received

machinery; boilers; steam, and heat

infringement.

one patent,

per year.

in

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Mil-

successor at present.

suit involved only

approxi-

waukee, Wis., Bulletin No. 1089,
Reversing
Motor Planer Drive,
11 pages; Bulletin No. 1088, Dis-

of Philadelphia, Pa., in its action for

The

containing

from manufacturers

dealers in mining supplies

cessor has not yet been appointed.

the United States Circviit Court of
Appeals handed down October 7,

acres,

and

and

manager

decision of

and owned coal lands aggregate

mately 250 million tons of unmined
coal.
The present output is 10,000
tons for each working day. About
2,500 men are on the coal companies
pay rolls, which exceed 1^2,000,000

and instructors, and would be pleased
to receive catalogs, descriptive mat-

in the mine.

—The

leased

44,500

shape to be of use to both students

given showing the day and night load
Patent Decision.

111.;
Consolidated Indiana Coal Co., with six mines in
Sulhvan County, Ind., one at Melcher, Iowa, and a large area of
undeveloped coal lands in Franklin
County, 111. The total areas of

Matherville,

11,

Western Electric
1,

Co., 463

York, N. Y.

West

Bulletin

quinos de Magneto. A bulletin on
Western Electric Switchboards, in
the Spanish language for Central and

South American trade, 16 pages.
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STRIP

Coal Stripping

coal with
shovels near

the outcrop

is

in the an-

thracite

region of

Pennsylvania,
to
in

Mining by Open Cuts

cus-

tomary

only

in

in

Kansas

able recovery.

Operation

or

By

but

the

district

The Cherokee seam,

in

the

working back
and forth is to shift the temporary
track after each trip for the machine to work on in returning.
the only necessity in

the only one

J. J.

thin layer of dirt remaining

The

on the coal

of value in Crawford County, lies
for the most part within 30 feet of
the surface and at some places is but

passed,

half that distance.

the tipple

At most of the operations the coal
stripped by steam shovels and

then mined by hand.

After the cut

is started, the mining is begun in a
follow-up style so that when the

shovel completes the

first cut, it

can

return on a parallel one, this time
depositing the overburden in the

hand

is

after

the

shovel

has

scraped and removed by

in order that the coal

may

going to

be as clean as pos-

In some cases it is carried to
the side where the shovel is dumping but more often to the rear of the
sible.

men who

are mining the coal.

of the J. J.
about a mile
Co.
Coal
Stephenson
operation at
the
Pittsburg,
north of

At

the

stripping

space from which the coal has been

present consists of stripping 34 feet
of cover with a Marion shovel to

There is more room for
operation on the second cut and

mine out 3 feet of coal. This is far
from a paying proposition, as 25

a revolving one,

feet is set as a safe limit for profit-

removed.

is

swamp

point

William Z. Price

^TEAM Shovel UtLivtuiNG on High Bank

since the shovel

for Raising the

at

and

this

the

holes drilled in the

neighborhood of Pittsburg, Kans.

is

The

seam makes a
slight depression

Coal from the Excavations

mine the greater part of the coal
any one region by the open cut is

seen

in

—Different Methods

Scranton, Pa.

1915

COrvmaHTCO .T IMTIUNATIONAI. T«XT«OOIt eOMPAKY.

seam for blasting
more or less wet.
piece of dynamite (about one-

are consequently

A

fourth of a stick)

is

hole and detonated.

Stephenson Coal

Co.'s

placed in the

This dries the

Marion Shovel

hole sufficiently for the charge of
About a quart of

black powder.

powder is used at each charge and
approximately 110 tons of coal is
loosened for each keg of the explosive consumed.
About 6 miles south of Pittsburg,
the, Ellsworth-Klaner Construction
Co. is stripping and mining the coal
for the Central Coal and Coke Co.
The latter company pays a fixed
price to the contractors for each ton
of coal on the railroad cars, so in
reahty conditions are such that it is
as if the contractors owned the coal

and had some one
them.

ALL KldHT. RKSKRVKD

else to sell

it

for

^e (gUierg Engineer
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Marion steam shovels, probably the

they are hauled by steam locomoThere are both
tives to the tipple.
advantages and disadvantages to

largest in use at the present time.

this

At

this

which

stripping,

will

eventually be over 200 acres, are two

They each have a 90-foot boom,
54-foot arm and a 5-yard dipper.
About 50 acres have been stripped
since operations

began 2 years ago.

The cover averages

16 to 25 feet

and the seam 42 inches in thickness.
All the coal is mined bv hand and

It is
kind of transportation.
advantageous in that it gives the
miners freedom in moving about
with no tracks to be laid and relaid
while it affords a permanent track
on firm even ground for the length

of

the

entire

cut.

On

the

other

hand, some contractors believe that

is reached without difficulty.
Six or seven 5-ton car bodies are in
the pit at one time and are lifted out
and returned when empty.
The

coal

mining
to

the

done in a similar manner

is

other

stripping

operations,

by hand. As many men
are employed as can work without
crowding and they are able easily tokeep up with the shovel as it unthat

is,

covers the coal.

'^^^
«**

Marion Steam Shovel Dipper
Capacity,

5

Yards

APFk

hauled by steam locomotives to the

the

base of an inclined trestle, up which

makes

it is

taken to the

tipple.

The

cut

is

increased
this

cost

of

a

derrick

manner of operation unan incline must be

profitable, but if

A

Method op Stripping Coal

serious

obstruction

mining of the coal

to

the

in this region is

encountered in the shape of "horsebacks." They consist of ridges of
shale and fireclay, and almost give

the coal out on

installed

a single track, so from five to eight

doubtful

branches are made in order to reach
all the coal uncovered.
Shaking
screens classify the coal, that going
over 2j^-inch screens is lump coal,
over the lj4-inch screens is nut, and
that going through is slack. About
500 tons of coal is shipped daily.
Adjacent to this operation is that
of Smith, Scott & White, also contractors for the Central Coal and
Coke Co. under a similar agreement.

ing on that score.

the appearance of dykes pushed

Thinking that there is too much
wear and tear on the cars in dropping them back on the track, another scheme has been adopted by
lifting the body of the car out from
its side arms while the truck remains
on the rails. This method was first
used by Mr. Edward Packard, of
the Packard-McWilliams Co., and

seam for its entire
height.
It is due to these horsebacks that the mining of the coal by
shovels is not more generally practiced. They form less of an obstacle
with the crane methods than with
any other system of mining.
At few points can any evidence of

too wide to load

all

Here a new phase of transportation
has been adopted. The cars after
being loaded with coal are not
hauled away but instead, are lifted
by means of a derrick out of the pit
which

to a track on the surface on

with
if

engine,

there

etc.,

it

is

would be any sav-

like the other eliminates

the track

in the pit

and mules for gathering

the cars.

The crane

in this case is

on the surface instead of down
in the pit and moved along by its
own power keeping abreast of the
set

miners below.

In this

way

all

the

through

up

the

be seen in the coal, the
overburden effectually protecting the coal from contamination
dirt stains

shale

by such impurity.
One pit has produced 5,600 tons
for an acre of coal, but it is obvious
that this will vary with the thick-

ness of the seam.

January, 1915
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recently
The scale of wages
'
°
adopted by the workmen and opera!-•
u i.1- i
r
r
tors IS so high that a fair amount of
coal must be mined each day and
considerable cover removed to make
•

«.

Thewagesare:

operation profitable.

The Camera

vs.

^team shovel engineer

$155.00
100.00
78.oo
63.00

Craneman
Fireman
Oiler

shot foreman

month
month
month
month

room

there over

here

offices,
little

is

found in use in engineering
taken as a whole very

is

known

Originally

of

From

this

many

into

maps

size, outline

workings

cover

came

reproduce, in

to

office

convenient pocket
the

possibilities.

its

camera

the

use in our
of

camera

the

the

our

of

mines.

has been extended to
kinds of work. At the

it

present time, in addition to the mine

the only permanent space

is

"yViZlt'^rl

.•••.::::::

Ho for 8 hou"

•.•..•..•;::::::

i^foJlhoSrl

photographic work.
All other equipment may be set up
in the drafting room from time to
time and stored when not in use.
Equipment. One standard camera
with long bellows, not smaller than

^%%^

the Pantograph

for

Maps

8x10

(11 X 14 preferred).

gested use, from the ground up, in

order to find out whether

it

than camera will take.

Three or more plate holders.

was

One
One

practicable or not.

In the following paragraphs an

show how

Two

the camera has superseded the panto-

One

attempt has been

graph

in

made

to

our drafting room.

has been written,

first

of

This

with some knowledge of photography who may wish to carry
out this work, but

it is

hoped

it

easel.

photographic arc lamps.

One

One

set (3) color filters.

Description

and, in fact, anything where a per-

others detail has been avoided by

maximum

manent record, graphic illustration,
or working model is required, as

reference

make
mine

interiors,

well as pictures for
vertising.

money

of

illustrations

The

saving,

all

ma-

kinds of ad-

time and

greatest

however,

has

oc-

For
comes in which
has valuable information on it, formerly the only way to make a record
of this information was to have a
draftsman copy it, requiring poscurred in the drafting room.
instance, a blueprint

sibly several days,

now

a negative

can be made in about 20 minutes
and the blueprint returned (the photographic reproduction of a blueprint was described briefly in The

Colliery

Engineer,

July,

1913,

page 689).
In carrying out this work and adding to the usefulness of the photographic studio in connection with
the engineering work, it was soon
found that there was a great lack of
anything written as to what other

workers

had accomplished along
these lines, and it was continually
necessary to

work out every sugCoal

Co.,

by H. G. Cargo.

Fairmont,

W. Va.

certain

publications

available to every one, without cost,

In the drafting office

it

often be-

comes necessary to place on one
map, or drawing, information taken
from several other maps, blueprints,
tracings, etc., all of which may be
on different scales. To accomplish
such work the usual method has
been to make enlargements or reductions, to a certain scale

by use of

is

No.

A

copying lens

scale can be carried out,

by use of

is

a lens giving a

fitted with an
diaphragm, but no shutter, a
lens cap being used instead of the
shutter as all exposures are comparatively
long timed there is,
however, no objection to having a
shutter if the lens is to be used for
other work where it is necessary.
Plate holders are purchased to fit
the make of camera.
Any ordinary table may be used
flat

field,

iris

—

a

for

stand,

the

strument, the reduction of enlarge-

or print to a larger or smaller

features being that

only
it

necessary

be firmly put

enough not to jar
and no casters in the feet.
The easel must be of sufficient

map to be
reproduced and also to take paper
size to take the largest

of sufficient size for the greatest en-

largement to be made. Its surface
must be absolutely true and it must
stand in a firm base.

A

drafting

the camera, in about 5 hours,

table fitted with hinges so that

Space Required. It is necessary
to have a photographic dark room

be

which must be long enough

giving an intense

—

to give

making the enOrdinarily a room 10

sufficient space for

largements.
^.u-

this

long in the clear is ample, but
j
j
j
iit.
r
dcpcnds
entirely on the kind of
i

i

•

en-

See foot-note

1.

easily

map

for

—The

make with

larging attachment.

together, heavy

ment of any extensive amount of
work by its use is a slow process
and therefore expensive in the
amount of labor involved.
The
whole operation of reproducing a

Equipment.

of

standard

the pantograph.
While the highgrade pantograph is an accurate in-

feet
•Con«olidation
iiituttations

to

attachment

enlarging

exteriors,

records,

chinery,

kinds of maps and

equipment,

camera.

will

be

dark-room

set

trays, etc.

for the

all,

man

stand for camera.

camera

all

lens with

capacity for plate one size larger

found of interest by all
workers along this line.
It has
been thought necessary to go largely
into detail at certain points, while at

maps, we copy

of course, available

One standard copying

Wllllanaon*

also

is,

other

all

—

and Engineering Records

WHILEcountry and

some cases 10 feet
The dark

in

not be necessary.

3.00 for S hours

Photographic Methods of Making Enlarged or Reduced Copies of

By H. A.

and

lens used

may

required, and

l^^^^ :-\\\V:.\v:.:V.
^I^^H ?„=Sne«-

per
per
per
per

it

can

makes a good easel.
photographic arc lamp is a lamp

tilted

A

light.
See footlamps are not used it
is necessary to have windows or
skylights so arranged as to give
ample lighting capacity.

note No.

1.

If

January, 1915
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surface evenly, and the back of the

ently placed at the back of the stand
near the top. Both of these methods

material cemented between glass and

camera must

are used to correct the rendering of

with the surface of the easel, for if
it does not, one side of the resulting
negative will be out of scale. This

are

parallelism of camera back and easel

on the easel by means of thumb-

colors such for instance as where it
is desired to reproduce red and blue

only necessary to have
three of these, although there are
lines.

It is

some

ten or

more

in a

complete

set.

See foot-note No. 2.
Numerous books are issued free
by photographic companies describ-

Fig.

—

The

a plane parallel

the one most important point in
the work,

it

may

be obtained by

having permanent points marked by
flat head nails driven flush with the
floor and heads centered, these cen-

Placing Caueka by Tacks

1.

ing ideal dark rooms and their
equipment and no attempt will be
made here to describe the dark
room.
Method of Procedure. Take for
example a topographic map such as
is issued by the United States Geological
Survey and with which
nearly every one is more or less familiar.

is

all

fall in

sheet includes

topographic features,

all

the

including

Fig. 2.

marks being originally laid out
with the utmost care; or the easel
be

set

up

at a fixed point

and

the camera stand set on steel track

with

steel

rack and pinion

movement

back and forward.

By

tograph an enlargement would have
be made on detail paper, this
-would probably take 3 to 4 days,
depending on the character of the
country and there would be the liato

bility

of

errors

of omission,

ping of bars, defects of eyesight,
etc. The camera and easel are set up
at a convenient place, the camera
being on

ments for

its

stand.

The

require-

this position are that if

daylight is used the easel must be so
placed that the light falls on its
35-6—3

Focus and Scale for Glass Negative.
all maps to be photographed a
scale of the character shown by

On

Fig. 3

placed.

is

If the scale cannot

map

permanently

it is

using

this,

the scale

curate regardless of

is

always ac-

what reduction

or enlargement

of the camera base and stand top
correspond), the back of the camera
will fall parallel to the easel surface.

color

By

cost very

it

the

plan the nails are placed

first

every 6 inches in the floor, in two
lines (one for each front leg of the
stand) vertical to the surface of the
easel, then

when

the front legs of

corresponding

nails

camera being screwed down

(the
to the

top of the stand so that the corners

the second method, the legs of

nary

Fig. 3

Scale

the base are fitted with brass shoes
which slide on a triangular track,

which

track is laid

tical to
rail is

on a plane

the easel surface.

ver--

The rack

placed between the track with

worm on

the bottom of the stand
by a chain running on
gears with a hand wheel convenia

operated

These

filter.

little

special

more than

plate, the difference

they are so

also

possible errors of scale due to slip-

tacks.

is made.
Returning to the topographic
sheet we have placed on the easel.
It is noted there are several colors
on the sheet, brown for contour
lines, blue for streams, green for
timber, and black for other information, and also a few red figures.
This being the case the sheet cannot
be satisfactorily photographed on
the ordinary dry plate and it is
necessary to use a special plate and

to carry

their

the pan-

fastened

is

may

same

With

sheet

put on in heavy pencil, at a convenient point and erased later. By

Say you want a map of

mile to the inch.

The topographic

il-

be placed on the

the stand are placed accurately on

1

1

ter

lines.

this

accompanying
and 2.

in the

Track-Opehated Enlakging Apparatus

Toads, streams, and contour

country but only showing roads and
streams and on a scale of one-fourth
mile to the inch, the original being

shown

lustrations. Figs.

made

correct

value

colors.

One

tory plates

to

being that

as to give a
all

plates

the ordi-

the

more

different

of the most satisfacfor

graphic sheets

is

reproducing topo-

known

as the "tri-

chromatic" and is
with a yellow or orange filter, depending on the vividness of the
(See foot-note No. 2.)
If
colors.
the object to be photographed is
black and white exclusively, or
used in connection

black and white with some red and
orange, the special plates are not
necessary and what is known as a
or process plate is used.
scale of our topographic sheet

contrast

The
is

1

mile to the inch, indicated by a

As we

described above.

as

scale

make an enlargement

are to

of this

to one-fourth mile to the inch

immaterial what the scale

X 14 plate

the color

is

filter

it

is

on the

is

Assuming

glass negative.
11
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that an

being used and that
has been placed in

camera is drawn from
and toward the easel until by using
the focusing cloth and examining
the image on the ground glass of the
camera, a point is reached where
the image is well within the limit of
the plate and sharply in focus with
the diaphragm open to its fullest
This being accomplished,
extent.
the diaphragm is stopped down to
position, the

about F16 or 32, according to the
type of lens being used, the cap is
placed over the lens and the light is
adjusted to fall evenly over the entire
surface of the topographic
sheet

;

if

arc lamps are used they are

placed slightly to the rear of the
front of the camera on each side of
it and moved about until the illumination is even if daylight is used
it is necessary to have curtains ar;

—

ranged to suit local conditions being so arranged as to control the
light and make it even; if possible
one should have a skylight, but it is

The

not absolutely necessary.

ex-

posure is then made and the plate
developed in a developer that will
produce sharp contrasty lines on a
black ground. Such developers are

recommended by the manufacturers on a slip which comes
within each box of plates, but if not

Developer

will be

found excellent:

Developer for Trichromatic Plates.
Water, 30 ounces; sulphite soda, 2

ounces C. P. desiccated; hydrochinon or edinol, 150 grains bromide
potassium, 100 grains C. P. crystals
sodium carbonate, 2 1/$ ounces C. P.
;

desiccated.

Use

full

strength,

minutes at 70° F.

any good acid

develop

Wash and

fixing bath.

10

fix in

Plates.

;

good acid fixing bath.
Both trichromatic and commercial
plates should be developed in abso-

Temperature of debe above

lute darkness.

velopers should never
70° F. or below 60° F.

In

above

the

it is

scale,

made

it

prints

desired

is

from

to

simply getting

to

make

it

larging camera and a large piece of
clean white paper

With

easel.

fastened on the

is

room darkened, the

the

enlarging lights on, and the cap removed from the lens, the image of
the negative

Move

is

thrown on the

easel.

the easel until a fairly clear

image is obtained, then measure the
scale image and move the easel (also

making

use, of course, of the focus-

arrangement on the camera)
until the scale image measures (in
the case of our topographic sheet
under discussion) exactly one-fourth
sing

mile to the inch.
scale

long

was

will

it

In other words,
originally

now

if

4 inches

be 16 inches long,

may be dethen placed on the

or such other scale as

The cap

sired.

is

and a piece of sensitized paper

lens

contact

an exposure made which will vary
according to the kind of paper used.

merely neces-

it is

light.

placed in the en-

is

plat-e.

this negative as well as

enlargement then

The negative

substituted for the plain paper and

well within the limit of the
If

of

to be noted

that the negative has been

no particular

working with only the red

the

description

making the negative

sary to measure the image of the

About the only satisfactory paper
for this kind of work is a very rapid

appears on the ground glass, and

bromide paper known as "Insurance
Bromide." It is thin, can be folded

move

when

scale

in

on the original sheet which

size.

when sharply

the camera until

focus this image

That

is

original sheet

the proper

the scale on the

if
is

is

1

mile to the inch

and

is represented by a line 4 inches
long (4 miles), and you wish your
negative to be 2 miles to the inch;

measure the image and move the
camera until the scale image is 2
inches long (still 4 miles) and the
resulting negative will be just as
correct as your eye can measure in
like manner any other scale can be
;

obtained.

Having

usually

available the formulas given below

Contrast

for

Water, 60 ounces; sulphite soda, 9
ounces C. P. desiccated; carbonate
soda, 6 ounces C. P. desiccated hydrochinon, j/2 ounce; bromide potassium, 34 ounce C. P. crystals.
Use one part developer to one part
water and add to this total Yz ounce
of 10 per cent, solution bromide potassium for each 8 ounces of ready
Develop 15 minto use developer.
utes at 70° F. Wash and fix in any

the Negative,

Enlargement.
is

set

to

Make

the

—The enlarging camera

up on the wall

in

the dark

room with the light outside the dark
room as per the directions given in
all the enlarging books published by
camera manufacturers. The easel is
set up in the dark room with the
same care in regard to parallelism
as has already been gone over with
reference

to

making

the

negative

—

and by the same methods in the
dark room nails are to be preferred
to

mark

liable

the distances as the track

to

be

is

stumbled over when

dry, without breaking;

also allow of writing
either pen or pencil,

upon
which

it
it

will

with

is very
with most photographic paThis paper is developed as

difficult

pers.

per instructions which come with

For

it.

development it is necessary to have rather large trays. A
good tray is one made of zinc-coated
steel that is painted with chemicalproof enamel. For enlargements to
40 inches square trays should be
about 3 inches deep and 42 inches
square; smaller trays can be used
this

for smaller prints in order to econ-

omize

developer.
There is very
shrinkage in this paper and
after a few trials, provided a good
little

lens

for

is

used and the requirements
are observed, the

parallelism

operator will find
routine to produce

it

is

a matter of

maps

exactly to

any scale desired.
The whole operation of reproducing a map to larger scale can be
carried out in about 5 hours (including the drying of the final paper
enlargement)
dried

.if

by giving

the glass negative
it

is

a bath in alcohol
f
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before an electric fan.

thorities

who

pho-

analysis of the ash, or determination

done

has

who

tographic work and

have considered that an

why two

coals

proximate

of apparently

analyses

give

when

will take

of the iron in the ash, or of the

different evaporation

the trouble to ask for the free books

sulphur in the coal, would furnish

der like conditions.

mentioned

the information desired.

in the foot-notes will be

un-

—

at

between the clinkering quality of a

well equipped, could carry out

coal and the sulphur or iron con-

its

Any
this

photographer

professional

work, although

it

might not be

done quite so accurately as
engineering
Foot-note

in the

i.

—The

Eastman Pro(Eastman Kodak

N. Y.,) fully dehead of "R. O. C."
View Camera and R. O. C. enlarging back, complete camera and enlarg'ing attachment for this work.
Co.,

Rochester,

scribes under the

In the same book
the Aristo
this

The
lent

Lamp

camera

a description of

is

built to

and

work with

enlarging

back.

three together make an excelcombination for this work and

many other uses.
The Eastman Kodak

can also be put to
Foot-note 2.
Co.,

—

Rochester, N. Y., and the G.

Cramer Dry Plate

Co.,

St.

Louis,

Mo., both put out excellent booklets
on color filters, or as they are sometimes called "ray screens," and also
complete descriptions and methods
of use of the various orthochromatic,
orthonon, trichromatic and pan-

chromatic plates.
lets

To show

that there

author has

tent, the

no relation

is

made an

inde-

All of these book-

advocates should inform the pubwhat to do with it after it is ob-

ash will fuse in an electric furnace,
but where are the boiler furnaces
that can be regulated so as to behave and not fuse coal ash, if the

show that no conclusions can- be
drawn from a chemical analysis. It
may be noted that some coals have

It is well

tions to be readily

By

no

the proportions of oxides are such

between the percentage of

as to slag at ordinary temperatures.

the various constituents of the ash

This being ascertained, provisions
may be made to add, if necessary,
material or coal having a more refractory ash to prevent slagging.
When Mr. Palmenberg states that

appear, therefore, that there
relation

is

and the fusing temperature. Hence
a chemical analysis is of no value
for arriving at a judgment as to the

The

clinkering quality of a coal.

fusion temperature of the ash ought,
therefore, in the future to displace

the sulphur determination in coals

used for steaming purposes and this

change will readily show the fallacy
of buying and selling coal on an
analysis basis, where specifications

of the most troublesome features in the combustion of coal is

due to the production of clinker.
This influences the rate of combustion and the cost of maintenance,
especially where automatic stokers

that

it

spective

common
cent, of

It

will give the

of the ash, that

practice

to

place
limit,

he flaunts the red flag of
anarchy in the face of long and well
established principles, which metallurgists and makers of refractory
materials use daily.
Editor.
ture,

m

Mines
realize how
when the present
Dundee district,

American miners can

The

in

evi-

3R

Hospitals in South African

conditions

is

show whether

is no relation between the percentage of the various constituents
of the ash and the fusing tempera-

and to penalize the seller as much as
4 cents per ton for every .25 per
cent, of sulphur above L5 per cent.
injustice of this practice

is,

there

has been

sulphur as a

may be made which
approximate fusibility

slag calculations

fortunate they are

South

in

the

Africa,, are

men

realized.

If

colored

clinker so

dent, as it often happens that coals
with a high sulphur content are extremely high in heating value, and

under certain conditions
becomes unfit for use, irre-

do not clinker readily. Since the
sulphur has no appreciable effect

is many hours "late.
Then a
long drive over rough roads must
be uridertaken.
Usually only one or two persons

A

are used.
readily

amount of sulphur.

L5 per

One

From

the chemical analysis of coal ash,

quite a

W. Palmcabag*

O.

fusible.

an ash of iron-like content and variable
fusion
temperature; others
have ash of like fusion temperature
and variable iron content. It would

teed

Clinkering of Coal

that any

constituents of the ash are in propor-

penalizing beyond a certain goiaran-

The

known

tained.

Analyses of the ash, together
with the fusing temperature determinations on a wide range of coals,

are used containing sulphur tables

are sent free on application.

lic

pendent investigation of the problem.

office.

fessional Catalog

of

coal

may

fuel

its

value.

It

is,

therefore, of the greatest importance
to

fired

Note. If there be merit in determining the temperature at which
coal ash fuses, it would seem as if

entirely able to carry out this work.

all

like

entirely

know whether

a coal will clinker

under the conditions for which

it is

upon the

metallic parts of the fur-

need not be considered in the
nace
selection of a coal for steaming purit

poses.

To

arrive at the value of a

required. The
clinkering properties of a coal, that
is, whether its ash will fuse at a

coal for this purpose

low temperature, has been carried
out in several ways; and many au-

If
the calorimetric determination.
these two determinations are made,

determination of the

» Mechanical Engineer, Vol. 33,

p., 194.

just as essential to
test of the

ash as

an explanation

is

it

is

make
it

is

therefore

the fusion

to to

make

readily found as to

are injured they have to

lie on the floor of some small building and await the ambulance which

often

are injured in an accident, and they

roughly

can be
the

room where

accommodated

in

the medicines are

kept, but if a dozen men were injured in an accident, the needless

suffering they

dergo

before

would be

would have
reaching

terrible.

a

to

un-

hospital

;

^e (gUiergEngineer
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UNDERGROUND
arching

t

Arching

sup-

port the

roof,

and floor in
the main roads of
colliery workings has long been a
problem difficult of satisfactory soarches stand well, but

others get squeezed into such awkward shapes that they require con-

Have

Be Contended With Underground
ments of a Durable Arch

to

M.

Robert G. Clark, A.

By

I.

C. £.,

M.

C.

/.,

in the

local

to the vari-

conditions, the

whole question resolves itself into a
case of trial and error, and this uncertainty

is

often a continual source

of expense, danger, and anxiety.

Though

it

unknown

any

refinement

measure of
both in intensity
and method of application, must be
determined. When arching under-

tion of this

any

with

designed

amount of the
be supported is more or less

instance, the

The arch

is

the

of

load

is

equally

indefinite.

Moreover, the direction of the load
may be anything but normal to the
arch,

owing

to the inclination of the

guided

From

this

it

may

be gathered that

calculations

in

is

experience.

With

it may be
how masonry

this fact in view,

permissible to inquire

and brick arches may prove unstable
under varying conditions, and in
Fig.

1

is

load

shown a segmental arch
of block stone.
The

evenly distributed over the

is

and the skewbacks are presumed to be immovable. Under
these conditions, provided the joints

are well made, the load tends to add
to the stability of the arch,

could

failure

strata.

factors to deal with,

only

take

and any
by

place

each stone actually crushing. All
the members in the arch are in a
state of compression,

and represent

the ideal and economic arch for
terials

ma-

such as stone or bricks under

these conditions.
If, however, one or both of the
abutments should move under the
application of the load, a new conFig. 2

the designer of arching has to face
three

unknown

factors; namely, the

of the load,

intensity

application,

and

its

its

point of

direction.

The only information given is
that so many feet of masonry or a

dition

of

shown

in Fig. 2

affairs

is

presented,

as

where the left-hand

The arch
abutment has yielded.
on
the lines
then becomes crippled
subjected
shown, and is
to tensile
compressive
one
side
and
stresses on

certain thickness of brick set in ce-

varying shapes
and forms can safely carry heavy
loads, and compared with the beam
in

its

more economical.
However, before an arch can be
deemed suitable for any given case,
it is

there are certain fundamental conditions attached to stone, brick, or

any arches made up of units with
adhesive Joints; and if these are
unsatisfied, then the arch

is

unre-

liable.
*Jaly, 1914, Proceedings South

of Sngvaeetu

by

but

problem will rely more
strengths,
comparative
very largely by practical

arch,

icMuaiiawiuL

arches.

the

pears that the point of application

be of interest to endeavor to
find some of the causes which contribute to their failure to support the

edied will add to the stability of the

on

constructed

may

This investigation will cover the
design and materials used in the
construction and also the abnormal
conditions that have to be contended with, and it may point to
some weak parts which when rem-

failure

impossible, and the successful solu-

a matter of guesswork. Further, as
the sides frequently collapse, it ap-

must be admitted that

load.

It is

of withstanding the oblique thrusts
of the arch. Before an arch can be

the loads on the arching as the result of a squeeze are enormous, yet
it

not

due to distortion.
obvious, however, that with

three

load to

Owing

the primary cause

arch must provide abutments capable

For

Fig. 1

Require-

is

designer of a brick or stone

The

definite information is available.

imtnuuimoKn,

—The

Cardiff*

ground there are several factors to
take into account, about which no

ations

this

if

crushing,

safety, the loads

stant renewal.

and

to be the case, then

Conditions That

sides,

Some

wanting
is found

be

not

in Collieries

o

permanently

lution.

]KIiUJiRY, 1915

ment mortar crushes under the

As

in the

of the arch

with
ible

is

so short compared

thickness,

its

load.

majority of cases the span

that

the arch

it

seems incredof hard

made

stone or bricks should

fail

ing pure and simple, and

open question whether

by crushit is an

if

may

other parts of the arch

are examined, other signs, such as
Wales Institute

IMWUI

on the reverse, so that it
This
is noticeable by the opening joints,
and when this happens the load carrying capacity of the arch becomes

Stresses

of the bricks or stones

crush, but

CMUtIf

Fio. 3

ally the case.

Some

IME

this is actu-

opening of joints or peeling,

may

acts in the nature of a beam.

;

January, 1915
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seriously reduced, even

if

the load

is

distributed evenly over the arch.

Going further, even if it is allowed that the abuments are immovable, yet if heavy loads are concentrated on one-half the arch, as
shown in Fig. 3 at W^, W^, and
Wt, the effect would be for these

very

It is

difficult to

293

accurately de-

termine where the curve of equilibrium will run in a stone or brick
arch, as all depends on the perfect
construction and the perfect filling
of the joints.

from

be realized

will

It

much

this that

stone or brick arch

is

material in a

wasted.

loads to cause the arch to deflect

In mine arching the loads to be

immediately under the loads, with a
corresponding rise of the reverse
In other words, the arch is
side.

supported are enormous compared
with the weight of the arch; so

much

so that for

all

poses the load due to the squeeze

up as well as compressive

the only load that

The

effect of this distortion

would

be to crush some of the stones or
bricks, and others again would open
at the joints.

work with

In the case of brick-

it is

is

necessary to

mortar may reach
30 per cent., and
even then it is impossible to fill up
In most cases the
all the voids.
mortar is coarse and a poor mixture, and what it lacks in quality it
makes up in quantity; but as the
crushing value of this mortar is so
much less than the crushing value

where the
is

and it is clear that
although some parts of the arch
show signs of crushing, it is not due

the rise increases, the line of thrust

the

so

failures;

much

to excessive pressure as to

the effect of distortion.

The

safe

load that can be carried on arches

loaded in this manner

by the

rise,

is

is

ratio of

span to

small, the resultant thrust

nearly in a horizontal line

;

but as

assumes a more vertical position, as
shown in Fig. 6. Railway companies rarely make segmental arches
less than one-fifth
with the rise
of the span S, see Fig. 5. This not

H

determined

span, and thickness of

the arch.

only affects the cost of the arch, but

be a matter of surprise.

in a greater degree the

result is this, that stone or

brick arches are admirably fitted for
such conditions as will insure the

various

members being

in a state of

compression, but any considerable
tensional stresses render the arch

In

other

equilibrium,

Fig. S

words,

the

curve

of

or neutral axis, must

as the

more

expensive

less

abutments,

vertical the thrust the

to

construct

the

Fig. 4

fall

within

the

middle

third,

as

the hatched portion in
Fig. 4, or the arch will be unstable.

shown by

cent, to

of the stone,

it

is

evident that the

governed by
This is
a very important point, as by increasing the strength of the mortar
the weaker component is rendered
strength of the arch

In masonry
should have chisel-dressed joints, so
that the mortar may be as thin as

arches

The

each

stone

is

the strength of the mortar.

stresses,

higher
of taking
both in compression and

tension.

It is

capable

ship in joint

evident that the ques-

making

and workmanis

of the utmost

importance.
In this matter of jojnts, concrete
blocks have proved an excellent
substitute for

abutment.

is

masonry or

brick.

It

true that the crushing value of

concrete

is

not equal to that of stone,

being about equal to the best brick
but as the joints can be made cor-

be norand the materials
for the joint should be cement and
Great care should be exersand.
cised in making the joint and only
sufficient mortar used to properly

joints can be

bed the adjacent stones.
This also applies to brick arches,

Briefly reviewing the foregoing, it
appears that masonry and brick

greater extent, as there

arches should have immovable abutments, and that even then their capacity for supporting uneven loads

mal

joints should

to the arch,

and

to a

are

many more

still

joints to deal with.

use ordinary bricks and throw
in a few culvert bricks at the discretion of the bricklayer, or to make
fat joints here and there in order to

To
tW MUIUT u«auL

of

from 10 per

tion of the materials

possible.

unsuitable.

proportion

more

Taking a combination of the conand 3; namely,
yielding abutments and concentrated
loads, it is apparent that any stone
or brick arch that could stand would

ditions of Figs. 2

The

mor-

In some cases the

Quite apart from the question of
be considered the thrust of the arch. In flat
distortion, there has to

the rise

there

at all large quantities of

tar are required.

arches,

rings,

may

stones being so irregular that to bed

them

consider.

be evidence of peeling, and this,
no doubt, is a contributory cause to

concentric

Fig. 6

practical pur-

distorted and tensile stresses are set
stresses.

If the arch is constructed in rubble
masonry, the result is more or less
a trial and error problem; the

get the bricks to the curve, is not

good

practice.

rectly and economically, there is no
doubt that for equal thicknesses con-

made of suitable mawould be much stronger, as

crete blocks
terials

is

made

less in

number.

very limited; and last, but not
should be made

least, that all joints

with care and with strong materials.
If it is to be assumed that the
worst conditions have to be faced.

January, 1915
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inasmuch as the squeeze may come
on from any direction, it is obvious
that the support must be continuous,

and so on.

or in other words, a closed figure.

walls, as in Fig. 7,

load

transferred to the next ring,

is

is

upon vertical
and a squeeze

built

comes on in the direction of the
arrow 6", it can be seen that neither
the wall nor the arch can offer any
substantial resistance, and deformation on the dotted lines is bound to
.

Af// 4///

Moreover, one-half of the

occur.

may

roadway creeping, as

Much depends on

owing

but

;

loaded, and

square, rectangle, or any figure

it

result
offers

is

widened

necessary should be

if

in

the footing of

should not be over-

it

order

to

spread

the

not econom-

it might
have a tendency to rack at the joints,
and as it is impossible to have any

ical

to the fact that

cross diagonals in the
struts, the angles

way

in Fig. 8.

compressing it allows the
abutments to move. In this way, on
the application of the load, the arch

owing

to the spreading effect

of the abutments yielding.

Having

been
proposed that the abutments should
be made as shown in full lines.
Fig. 7, and the spaces behind the
arches between these abutments
should be filled.
If the arching is a four-center one

shown in Fig. 8, then each abutment forms a double skewback, with
each face formed and shaped to the
as

time

it

would

still

principle of those

fall

in

same

with the

who adhere

to the

ashes packing.
In opposition to this plan, others

curved figure such as a two-, three,
or four-center arch, something after

shown

it

ashes

the junctions giving, and at the

to be

made enormously strong. In this
way the curves appeal to the mind,
and when this is realized the circle at
once commends itself, or some other

the shape

principle

proper angle. This is necessary, as
each arch would then be capable of
taking its load without any fear of

of ties or

would have

this

be right to a certain degree, yet
cannot be denied that by the

this in view, the suggestion has

the wall

having straight sides

and although

may

represented by the footing of the

the least resistance.

A

The ashes produce a cushioning
effect,

flattens

wall X, and this pressure

Fig. 7

distributed load.

load on the arch y is transferred and
concentrated on to the small area

in the

con-

less

verting a concentrated load into a

arch

If the

from shock, and more or

consider that the arch

should

packed

as

tightly

to

space as possible.

Com-

leave
It

be

little

would be ad-

binations of the curve, such as an

roof and a straight invert
or three parts of a circle for the
elliptical

upper portion and a segmental invert might possibly meet the case
also.

In the case where the arching

made up

is

Fic.

8.

Mottled

Portion

Represents Ashes

Packing

weight and reduce the pressure per
To this end the vertical

square foot.

two or more segments

side walls should be designed like a

of circles, the construction at the
junctions to the right angle requires

retaining wall, with the base thicker
than the top, the proportion to be
determined by the nature of the

of

carefulness,

backs,
structed,

will

has taken its
In Fig. 8

they act as skew-

as

and,

if

fail

improperly

con-

before the arch

full load.

are

it

is

advis-

able to have these shaped in one

More particularly does it
apply when the arches are made of
brickwork in concentric rings; otherwise as each ring may be imperpiece.

fectly bedded, so that as the load

applied, instead of the

In practical arching in mines there

two systems of construction
based on opposing theories. Some
hold that a wide annular space
should be left between the arch and
are

shown properly

shaped skewbacks, and

ground.

is

whole arch

taking the load simultaneously, each
ring takes it until it fails, and the

the

walls

of the excavation

cially in the roof.

espe-

After the arch

has been completed, the space referred to

is filled

or other soft

in with ashes, sand,

filling

material

;

the

any squeeze would
gradually compress and consolidate
idea being that

visable to use concrete for this, as

the ashes, thus protecting the arch

would set hard and not be
by the water.

it

affected

.

^e ^fHery Engineer
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Both of these theories evidently
aim at the protection of the arch
proper, and this course seems desira-

when

ble

the arches are constructed

of material with adhesive joints.

the principle

If

the result of

is

movement and more

or less propor-

then the ashes, by

thereto,

tional

accepted that

is

the load or squeeze

compressing, give latitude for the
the surrounding strata to move, and

any ordinary

filling will also

press a

as

fill

It

adhesive joint between two bricks
or blocks of stone.

As

concrete

is

capable of standing

something between 2,000 to 4,000
pounds per square inch in compression, it is obvious that only about
one-sixth of its compressive strength
would be developed when it would
fail in tension; and to remedy this
steel beams have in one instance
been enveloped in the concrete 2 to

The

3 feet in thickness.

it

appears desirable to arrest any

number of years [Fig. 9 (a) and (Jb) ]
However, it will be seen that the

little

impossible to

is

it

space so tightly as

in its original state.

movement quickly and

has been

it

suggested this might be done by
leaving the space back' of the arch-

ing small and filling

with con-

it

This would then render all
solid and prevent undue distortion
of the arch in fact, the concrete fillcrete.

;

ing would
Steel

beams embedded

would

to be a

as

direction,

move

in the

they need

fail in

shear before transfer-

ring

much

beam

to the adjacent

If,

in concrete

duty beyond

little

spanning between the beams. Any
concentrated load would be carried
by one beam only, as the concrete

act as a relieving arch.

would appear
right

concrete does very

of

from one

load

the

beams.

instead of using rolled

beams, round

shown

used, as

steel

bars had been

steel

10 (a) and

in Figs.

few

required.

is

arch be made in
no doubt of its being

Fig.

arch would have been

much

stronger and more economical, as
less steel and concrete would have

The

reinforc-

ing bars would provide against both
and compressive stresses,
tensile

and the whole arch would be without any joints; in fact, it would resemble a huge casting, and in order
to demonstrate the great strength of
this kind of construction,

out joints, reference

a

Stronger
thickness

masonry,
eliminated

an equal
either
than
brickwork or rubble
as all joints would be

of

as

shown

in

Fig.

6.

subjected to tension the concrete would stand from 60 to 100
pounds per square inch before

When

breaking,

which

is

ferro-concrete

is

e;,

i.

more than an

some-

represented

This ex-

the abutments gave way.

ample

only

not

shows the great

strength of ferro-concrete, but also
the

importance

of

un-

is shown a longitudinal
some ferro-concrete arch-

The arch made some

over

at

it

feet.

and 14 were put

The arch

in Fig.

13

is

in.

18 inches

thick at the crown, and ^t the spring
it is

is

3 feet 9 inches, while the invert

2 feet 6 inches thick.
In Fig. 14 the thicknesses

are

about the same, but the over-all dimensions are much larger.
The partition, or collar, in the

middle of Fig. 14 acted as a roof for
the pump chamber 17 ft. x 7j4 ft.
difficulty
During construction,
was experienced at first with water

years has a

standing satisfactorily.
It is interesting to note that after

built

to

The arch

is 6 inches
and 8 inches
thick at the spring, and Fig. 11 represents the span and thickness to
scale. This arch had a moving load

thick

in Figs. 13

in

made

clear span of 32 feet, with a rise of

only 3.2

Prior to this, brick arches had
been made, and these failed from
time to time, and the arches shown

through the clod, but
the arches are now watertight and

here

arch

with-

Austria.

Fio. 10

This

11.

thing like 2,350 pounds per square
foot.
The arch then failed, because

ing constructed in a colliery in 1912.

U

to better advantage.

coiiitn tiisiaifi.

Fig.

In Fig. 12

been required.
As will be seen, by the interlacing
of bars in both directions, any load
is distributed and the steel is used

TM

loaded with 220 tons, as

section of

{b), the

If the concrete

place, there

was
shown in

one-half of span of the arch

yielding abutments.

take the load without any assistance
from the others, for which reason
is

Fig. 12

illustrates

but each beam being independent of the adjoining one, does
not form a lateral bond, and has to

joints,

more material

weighing 53 tons, and the deflection
was very small. After a locomotive
test with its quick and severe reversal of stresses had been made,

inside di-

ameter of the barrel was 11 feet,
and it has stood very well for a

little,

every

was

com-

295

the crown

in the shape of a locomotive

percolating

the concrete in the arch had set, the
irregularities and space between the
of the arch and the roof
with concrete and that
packed
were
no settlement or distortion was no-

outside

;

ticed

prior

concrete.

to

the

setting

of

the
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Any

tendency

arch

the

of

to

spread through the application of a
load on the roof would be noticed
at the junction of the arch with the
invert, but this is prevented, as the

whole

is

monolithic, and the steel

reinforcement in the invert

is

con-

of

this

That the centers would have

4.

men.

crete, etc.

best

arch

may

be realized by comparing

The Mine Foreman and
Aid

First

"There's nae luck about the house

when our guid mon's away,"

is

an

old Scotch saying that implies that

wrong when the natural

things go
leader

not on the job.

is

Sometimes I think that the mine
foreman is not always on his job

when

the

read

I

numerous mine

mean

Fig. 13

man
the smaller span, greater

rise,

increased

the

The

of

largely on the

and

amount of

make

equally

which enters largely

into the objections:

of small bars accurately in

position

and

keeping

during concreting

is

them there

practically im-

possible underground.

displaced.
3.

That the squeezes are so enorthat nothing can be

made

to

withstand them so that something
is

required which can easily be re-

placed.

but, that he is

sometimes compelled

ofiicial

superintendent

any

or

The

intelligent

even a representative
if he has the
qualifications of a leader, should
have general charge of first-aid
work. All first-aid corps must have
a captain. This captain should be
chosen from the actual workers on
subordinate,

of the clerical force,

the corps, and he should be the boss

when

the corps

But

in action.

is

the arrangements for

drills,

the pro-

The

duties

a

of

briefly stated, are to

mum

mine foreman,
produce a maxi-

amount of coal
with

consistent

human

If

life.

at least cost

greatest

safety

to

he faithfully per-

forms this duty he is necessarily a
busy man, and he has no time to
train first-aid corps, or to supervise

His time should be
devoted to making, as far as postheir training.

sible,

work of

the

necessary.

In

first-aid

corps un-

expressing

this

do not want to be misunderstood. Accidents in coal mining
will happen regardless of the foreman's care, and first-aid corps are
opinion

I

institutions

that

alleviate

suffering and often prevent death.

Their

organization and training
should be encouraged at every coal
mine, but the mine foreman should

Fig. 14

who,

if

not an

ofificial is

man, whether

a regularly

The mine

salaried employe.

mine

fore-

gaseous
or not, has all the responsibility a
man should have, if he does his
whole duty as a foreman.
his

is

not be expected to train them or su-

That the squeeze may come
on before the concrete has had time
to set, so that the concrete would
easily crush and the bars all get
2.

mous

I

intentionally neglects his duty,

blessed

That the placing of a large

number

of

stories

disasters.

some

be

numerous other details should be
in the hands of a responsible man

reinforc-

it

sad

do not
imply that the mine fore-

to

should

other than the mine foreman.

work, to give time to duties that
should be performed by others.

been advanced to the use of ferroconcrete underground, and although
there is some ground, yet prejudice

1.

This instruction is imparted
by a qualified physician and

depend

strong in tension and compression.
From time to time objections have

also a factor

to injured or otherwise incapacitated

curing of supplies, their custody, and

thickness. This strength is derived
mainly from the absence of joints,
and also from the fact that little
steel is needed to reinforce the con-

is

in

to neglect a portion of his specific

ing steel; but, generally speaking,
ferro-concrete
arches
of
equal
strength to brickwork need be
about one-quarter to one-sixth the

crete in tension to

instruction

arch

11.

strengths

relative

implies

properly giving primary treatment

director

fi« Will Mclnluri. Jr.*

with that shown in Fig.

naturally

surgeon.

strength

thicknesses

best training for a first-aid corps

Therefore, such a man
should be the teacher. The man in
charge of the corps, as leader, or

tinued up into the arch.

The enormous

The

foremen they lack the time.

month, during which time they would block
the roadway.
That in wet places the cement
5.
would get washed out of the conto be in position for a

pervise their training.
place few

of giving

In the

first

mine foremen are capable
first-aid

corps even the

most elementary instruction.
In
some few instances foremen who,
previous to becoming foremen, had
first-aid instruction,

may

be capable

Illinois

Coal

The following

Statistics

of the
Coal industry are for the
year ending June 30, 1914:
statistics

Illinois

Number
coal,

52.

of

of

New

of imparting their knowledge of the

openings, 796.

work, but,

mines reopened, 89.
and mines abandoned,

if

they do their duty as

* Mine Foreman, Orme. Tenn.

producing
mines and
mines and old
Mines closed

counties

Number

133.

:
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Production, 60,715,795, a decrease

of 1,130,409 tons from the previous

number

Average

year.

worked at all mines,
of mining machines,

undercut by machines,

is

tons

31,446,823.

tons mined by hand, 29,-

Number of fatal accidents
men employed, 1.99, which

per 1,000

any chances.

tanning.

what
third.

3R

Burning Empty Dynamite
Cases
Dynamite, when spread out on the
ground so as to expose as large a
surface as possible, and ignited, gener-

bums up

ally

peacefully

The

without

blasting caps), etc.,

(and of course

makes an

explo-

fourth,

Up-

Middle Kit-

fifth.

Lower Kittanning;

tanning; sixth.

Brookville; eighth, some-

Upper Mercer;

ninth.

Lower

Mercer; and tenth, Sharon Block.
The heights, which vary in places,
are approximately as follows

to 8 feet.

Upper Kittanning or

coal bed

C

3 feet

Clarion coal bed A'.
Brookville coal bed A, from 4 feet to 5 feet.
Mercer, Upper, from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet
6 inches.

Mercer, Lower, from 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet
6 inches.

Sharon Block, from 3 feet to 4 feet.
Total, 34 feet 6 inches to 47 feet 6 inches.

basis, because

case on account of the presence of

productive series, following which

The

is

cases should be burned sepa-

rately, as

when they become

satu-

exuded
with
they almost always
explode when burned, but if no
dynamite is mixed up with them there
stained

or

rated

nitroglycerine

is

generally not enough of an explo-

sion to

To

do any great damage.

set fire to

them, soak a

excelsior or waste in gasoline

one end

little

and put

of a piece of fuse in this,

being careful to light the other end
first.
Have the fuse 2 or 3 feet long
and the waste or excelsior under the

empty dynamite

cases.

lay a train of excelsior

Or you can
and light one

end with a match and run.
D}mamite cases showing any signs
of being stained should never be used
for

fuel

but

should

be promptly

destroyed in the manner described.
If they blow up in the open with
everybody at a safe distance they will

do no harm, but
the

kitchen

if

stove,

they blow up in

somebody

will

Below the Brookville seam, about
feet, is the upper Mercer series.
This is from 85 to 90 feet thick,
composed of limestone and from 30
55

to 35 feet shale.

It

seam

conglomerate

before

Pittsburg

The

the

is

the lowest
is

reached.

The approximate depths of the
workable coals beneath the Pittsburg seam, taking the latter as a
basis, are as follows:
596

the Pittsburg seam to

Upper Freeport,

feet.

Upper Freeport to Lower Freeport, 55 feet.
Lower Freeport to Upper Kittanning, 70 feet.
Upper Kittanning to Middle Kittanning, 50
Middle Kittanning

to

Lower Kittanning, 40

it

is

adopted as a

belongs to the upper

Freeport,

Lower Kittanning to Brookville, 115 feet.
Brookville to Upper Mercer, 55 feet.
Upper Mercer to Lower Mercer, 40 feet.
Lower Mercer to Sharon Block, 130 feet.
Upper Sharon Block, 130 feet.
Total, 1,151 feet.

An

approximate analysis of the
is

as follows:

Moisture 3.67, volatile matter 34.03, carbon 56.84, ash
5.46, sulphur 1.37.
Upper Freeport: Moisture 2.65,
volatile matter 14.86, carbon 72.38,
ash 10.11, sulphur 2.06.
Moisture
Lower Freeport D:
2.86, volatile matter 22.64, carbon
67.71, ash 6.79, sulphur 1.42.
Upper Kittanning C: Moisture
2.60, volatile matter 14.10, carbon
72.05, ash 11.25, sulphur 2.79.
Moisture 2.7,
Middle Kittanning
volatile matter 20, carbon 68.5, ash
Pittsburg:

the second, or lower barren meas-

ures.

limestone,

is

the Brookville seam.

various seams

when the flame strikes it.
It is essential when destroying dynamite to take it out of its wooden
latter.

thick,

feet.

Middle Kittanning, or coal Bed C, called also
Price, from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet.
Lower Kittanning, or coal bed B, called also
Miller, from 3 feet to 4 feet.

The

Lower Kit-

to the

ferriferous

feet.

from

to 3 feet 6 inches.

sion likely

the nails in the

feet

From
Pittsburg coal from 5 feet to 9 feet.
Upper Freeport, or coal bed E, sometimes
called Lemon, from 3 feet to 4 feet.
Lower Freeport, or coal bed D, from 6 feet

presence of metallic

articles, like wire, nails

Pittsburg

the

as

Lower Freeport;

.22.

36

known

per Kittanning;

times

exploding.

is

First,

:

seam; second, the Upper Freeport;

seventh,

a decrease of

coal seams of west-

ern Pennsylvania are chiefly

A

found below the
lower Kittanning, then comes 65
feet of shale and clay, after which is

Workable Coal Seams of
Western Pennsylvania
The workable

we come

lower
15

an inAverage

Number

of employed, 80,035.

268,972.

the Middle Kittanning, and 40 feet

1,805,

number of miners employed, 32,262.
Average number of other employes
underground, 40,773. Total number

Number

probably be badly hurt or killed and
the house burned down. Don't take

Number

162.

116 machines.

crease of

days

of
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Kittanning,

and Brookville seams are found in
the third, or lower productive measures. In what is termed the second,
or lower barren, measures there are
five seams of coal ranging from
none to 4 feet. These seams are not
taken into consideration, owing to
Yet three
their lack of continuity.
of them are named, the names probably being derived from the vicinity
in which they crop out, and are
known as Elk Lick, Baker Run, and

:

10.2,

sulphur, 2.

Lower Kittanning B:

Moisture

Brush Creek coals. In the lower
measures is also the

matter 16.12, carbon
74.68, ash 5.71, sulphur .95.
Brookville: Moisture 2.35, volatile matter 14.3, carbon .73.12, ash

Clarion bed.

11.95,

productive

Taking the Pittsburg as a

basis,

the first workable coal is the Upper
Freeport, which is found at an approximate depth of from 550 to 600
feet below 50 feet beneath, or from
600 to 650 feet, is found the Lower
Freeport. About 70 feet beneath the
;

Lower Freeport

is

the

Upper Kit-

tanning; 45 feei below the latter

is

volatile

3.49,

sulphur 3.30.

Upper Mercer:

Moisture 1.09,
carbon 4825,

volatile matter 44.08,

ash 4.63, sulphur
Lower Mercer:
atile

1.95.

Moisture 2, volmatter 42.11, carbon 44.31, ash

7.5 sulphur, 4.08.

Sharon Block:
atile

Moisture

.7,

vol-

matter 20.4, carbon 71.3, ash

sulphur

.6.

7,

;
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IN A

former ar-

ticle

the stor-

age

of

bituStoring Coal

minous coal on
land was discussed
from the point of

Under Water

—Construction of Storage

Pits

The Colllcn Engineer

control of large industrial concerns

ignite spontaneously.

has been centered upon the problem

preponderance of evidence furnished
by them points toward semibituminous and coking coals being
more subject to spontaneous ignition than high volatile gas coals.

of storing coal in large quantities so
to minimize the

of

risk

spon-

and at the same
time prevent undue deterioration.
Every manufacturing enterprise that
operates its own power plant is confronted with the problem of supplyignition

ing fuel economically at

all

times

even an institution like the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., to be on
the safe side, carries a stock of an-

from

5,000

to

it

It

no

is

definite

means by which

possible to ascertain whether

is

However, the

frequently happens that a pile of

is

a car shortage; besides

railroads have confiscated consignments of coal when a strike was
imminent or had been declared.
These conditions have existed,
and not only has the cost of factory
operation been materially increased

Owing

culm dumps.

to the

been

adopted

the

additional

first

been found to be more
than balanced by the benefits gained
has

cost

from perfect freedom from
the

less

deterioration

H.

atmosphere.
F.

C.

fire

and

than in the
Porter

and

K. Ovitz* state that semibitu-

minous coal
units in

lost .6

per cent, in heat

New Hampshire and

1.29

when exposed

In those metallur-

where the cost of
fuel is a considerable item and the
plant is dependent upon it, as in zinc
smelting where about 14 tons of
industries

coal are required to smelt
zinc, the

likely to

whole margin of
be wiped out.

1

has been stated that bituminous
gas coals containing 30 per cent, of
It

volatile

matter usually deteriorate

more than the less volatile steam
coals, and are more apt to catch fire.
Professor Parr and Messrs. Porter

and Ovitz made investigations to
at something definite concerning this difficult problem; however, judging from their conclusions
arrive

months to the
atmosphere. S. W. Parr and F. W.
Kressmanf state that Indiana and
Illinois coal lost from 3 to 3y2 per
cent, in heat units in 12 months
12

when exposed.

shown

commenced.

It is

in

Fig.

was

1

divided into three

covers a ground area
X 310 ft. and was constructed

sections,

114

ft.

The

tests

in

showed no appreciable change

heating

when

value

of

Illinois

coal

stored under water, but rather

an appreciation, which he considers
due to the removal of dust and fireclay by the water, but he adds that
the slight economic increase in heat
units is more than counterbalanced
by the shrinkage in weight.
In 1902 the Western Electric Co.,
of Chicago,

111.,

store 10,000 tons of coal.

original plan

the

entire

length of the

thus

pit,

dividing each of the three sections

There

of the pit into four divisions.

are also two railroad tracks on each

A locomotive crane
with a grab bucket is provided

side of the pit.
fitted

to take the coal out of the storage
pit

and load

carry

into coal cars that

it

to the boiler plant.

it

The cost of unloading has been
given as 5 cents per ton and the
estimated cost of reloading is 2
The

cents per ton.

construction cost

of a pit of this description

is

about

$7,000 per 1,000-ton capacity.

No provision has been made to
dry the coal as it comes from the
pit, it being considered that it is dry
enough by the time
boiler

it

reaches the

To keep

furnace.

the

pit

flooded with water, rain water from
the roofs of the adjoining buildings

R. G. Hall| states that laboratory

ton of

profit is

concrete pit

adopt someIn 1906 the

arched concrete piers that extend

piles of

per cent, in heat units in Florida

resulted.

to

ing from the spontaneous combustion of

many

sary expense, and even shut-downs,

have

was decided

ashes in the anthracite fields result-

ness of this there are

thereby, but inconvenience, unneces-

gical

it

thing of a similar kind.

was to make the pit
15 feet, but in some places rock was
met before that depth was reached.
Three railroad tracks are carried on

the inability of railroads to

quick delivery at those periods in
the year when traffic is congested

thorne,

its

to

would like them, cautious engineers
abandoned land storage in some
cases, and submerged the coal in
water.
Wherever this system has

make

when the company
new plant at Haw-

satisfactory that

constructed

up without the slightest warning
and spontaneously ignite; in wit-

uncertainty of coals behaving as one

This foresightedness
results from the experience gained
during prolonged strikes and suspensions at coal mines; also from

level maintained by
Chicago River. This plan of
storing coal under water was so

the

apparently harmless coal will heat

10,000 tons.

and there

3,000 tons of coal.

flooded and water
IVrlUen for

or not a certain bituminous coal will

varying

Load-

This pit was

tention of those responsible for the

thracite

which would hold
of

ing and Unloading the Coal

there

taneous

the Chicago River

— Methods

view of the operators, coke makers, and railroads.
For some time, however, the at-

as

a concrete pit near

Bituminous Coal Storage

in order to

hand a supply of

keep on

coal, constructed

is

is

it, and when this is not
water from the city mains

piped to

sufficient

turned

in.

In the Hawthorne,

111.,

pit 1-inch

screenings are stored, and naturally

being

very

wet

it

is

allowed

to

stand from 24 to 48 hours to allow
the water to drain after
lifted

from the

When

it

is

it

has been

pit.

necessary to draw on

the renewed supply in the

pit,

the

*U. S. Bureau Mines Technical Paper No.

16.

tBulIetin 38, University of Illinois.
tMining and Scientific Press, March 15, 1913.
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cars are placed on the two outside
tracks and a locomotive crane oper-

should be low.

ating between them loads them with
coal by means of a grab bucket.

After the coal has drained, the cars
are switched over to the power plant

and run on a

trestle to the

over the boilers.

The

coal

bunkers
is

Experiments showed

The

influx of coal.

cars used drop

that the coal could be handled en-

their loads in four sections,

tirely

by water through centrifugal
pumps, but it was some time before

each

pump was secured to pump coal with a minimum
of water.
The pump is not neces-

the trestle

the proper kind of

two on

side.

When
section

the loaded car

is placed on
two men open the drops,
by section, which takes

about 2 minutes.

This throws about

fed by

chutes from the bunkers to the mechanical stokers.

With all the advantages the storage of coal under water possesses,
there are a certain

number of un-

desirable factors, the most serious

A contingency which must not be overlooked is the possibility of the

one being that of expense.

storage pile freezing to a considerable depth, but so far as could be

learned this feature had not been
troublesome in the Chicago climate

where there are two plants of
Omaha, where there

this

kind, or at

6,000-ton

plant.

At

is

Omaha

a

the

tanks are 22 feet deep, and the concrete side walls are carried

owing

to

a

on

piles

stratum of quicksand.

Piles at a pitch were also driven
under the whole floor area and
capped with slabs of concrete upon
which the floor rests. In this way
the load is brought on the piles and
none of it is upon the earth. The

side walls are about 2 feet thick at

Fig.

sarily the

the
it

30 per

bucket by means of imbedded

rails.

Mr. R. G. Hall cites an instance
where an abandoned clay pit was
utilized

for the storage of 100,000

most economical of power

pumping

bottom, and the concrete floor

protected from the bite of the grab

Coal Pit op Westkru Electxic Co.

for excavating material, but during

the top and 4 feet 6 inches at the
is

1.

of 50,000 tons of coal

maintained an average of at least
cent, solids and only choked

once.

The

railroad track that parallels

the longest side of the pit has space
for 30 cars.

comes

Where

the

railroad

close to the side of the pond,

on a low

90 per cent, of the coal into the
chute,

and causes the water

up

the chute until the accumu-

lation

chute,

way
out,

as to allow about

into

pit

was

irregularly

elliptical

in

shape about 450 feet long and 250
feet broad, while the depth was
45 feet.
On account of drainage
conditions this pit was always filled

I

under the track stringers. The bottom of the chute has a 10-per-cent.
slope

toward the pond, while the

pond

with water to within 5 feet of the

outlet into the

banks below this 5 feet
of surface loam were quite steep and
with the floor were of comparatively hard shale, thus making an

to about 4 feet wide.

top.

Its

ideal reservoir.

Owing
able,

that

to the small

margin allow-

was absolutely necessary
the labor and power costs
it

foot clearance

is

constricted

At the high

end of the chute is a 10-inch pipe
having six 4-inch holes in the side.
This pipe is attached to a 10-inch
centrifugal pump delivering about
3,500 gallons per minute.

The

tail-

pipe to this pump is back in the
pond, properly protected from an

the

velocity

attained

is

When

out into the pond.

bulk

over an unloading chute, sufficiently
wide to accommodate one coal car,
and only so much below the trestle

The

the

at

portion of the material at least half

plant using Illinois coal at the rate

of several hundred tons daily.

trestle

move

to

times sufficient to carry the greater

the track

carried

sufficient

is

back

to

whole mass of material.
On account of the narrow mouth to the

tons of coal screenings, at a zinc

is

in

of

the

the

men

material

has

the

moved

close a valve in the

pipe to the chute, and this throws
the whole stream of water directly

the

the car.

stream

A

few moments of

properly

the sides and ends
clear the car.

is

directed

into

sufficient

The whole

to

operation,

from the time one car is ready to
unload until the next is ready, averages 10 minutes. The actual operation requires much less, but
delays are frequent, owing to "bad-

The
drops on the cars.
unloading capacity of the
plant is limited by the trackage and
the ability to get the cars switched
order"
actual

:

often enough.

Owing

to the limita-

tions of space, only about 15 cars

can be handled without reswitching.

As
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it is

possible to get service twice

daily, there is

no

difficulty

in

un-

loading 30 cars, or 1,500 tons, in a
day. This is done at a labor cost

The

pump

coal

is

on a

placed

barge 15 ft. x 40 ft., and is belted to
a 50-horsepower motor, which has
been found to be unnecessarily

Both the suction and

large.

dis-

charge are light spiral riveted iron
pipes, and the short life of this
will
material
be
more than compensated by the ease

of

manipula-

its

The

tion.

dis-

charge pipe is carried on pontoons

shown in
made from

as

mon
One

Fig. 2

com-

barrels.

oil

operator

the barge finds
in

difficulty

on
no

mov-

ing around as the

ground is worked
out. For the most
part, when the pump is drawing
from the bottom of the pond and
in a good stock of coal, the material
will be drawn from a long distance,

Discharge Pipe on Pontoons

of $4 and a power cost of from $10

When

to $20.

the coal around the

mouth of the chute accumulates
that
it is

so

removal becomes necessary,
thrown out to the remoter parts
its

much as 50 cars of coal
be loaded without a new setting

so that as

means of the coal
pump. These two pumps are operated by electric motors, supplied
with current from the local utility
company. As the power demand is

will

intermittent, the price charged for

elaborate

consumption is high,
averaging about 5 cents per kilo-

necessary,

of the pond by

the

actual

As

of the barge.

the stock gets low,

more frequent moves become

neces-

sary.

Contrary

to

an
system was unthe hopper proved
expectations,

settling

as

placed the boot of

ample for the purpose.
Tests showed no appreciable depreciation in the heating value from
freshly mined coal.
This storage project was undertaken as an insurance measure, to
guard against strikes, and to provide some means of equalizing the

the reloading elevator; the sides of

prices of coal at different seasons in

the hopper slope directly into the

the local Illinois

watt hour.
Adjacent to the unloading chute
is the reloading machinery.
The
part on the bank consists simply of

a hopper-shaped hole excavated in
the ground and lined with plank.

In the hopper

elevator.

is

The arrangement

that the coal and water are

is

such

pumped

directly into the elevator boot,

and

the water is forced to travel slowly
around the hopper before finding its
way back into the pond. The elevator

consists

chain,

of

provided

long-pitch

with

steel

continuous

buckets especially designed for this
work. At the present speed, it has
a capacity of 5 tons per minute, but
will

admit of a large increase over

this capacity.

field.

As such

it

has

been

The

cost of the equipment of such

a pit

an

unqualified

success.

approximately 80,000 to
100,000 tons is about $10,000, excluof

sive of the pit itself.

The

cost

of

Illinois

screenings

during the time they are most plentiful averages about 55 cents per

The switching or stoppage charge
in this case is $3 per car.
Taking
into account all charges against the
coal, the final costs

may

be stated as

follows
Per Ton
Cost of coal

$.550

Interest and amortization on plant
Labor cost
Power cost
Supplies, maintenance, and insurance
Interest on cost of coal
Depreciation of coal
Switching or stoppage charge

Total

of

cost

02O
015

03S
015
02S
055

06O
$.77S

coal

This takes no account of watchman's services, which under proper
conditions would not be necessary,
and also assumes that the coal remains in the pit only during one
season.
It is to

be noted that this method
is based entirely on the

of handling

Experiments
screenings.
shown, however, that with
properly designed apparatus and
machines, equally as good results
may be obtained in the handling of
material not coarser than 6-inch
of

use

have

Where

screen.

it

is

necessary to

use cars with tight bottoms, there

been
worked out another
has
method of unloading which costs no
more for labor and power than
above given, and has the advantage
over dumping with cradle that the
first cost and complications of plant

much less.
By adopting

are

the

wet

storage

method the capacity per unit area of
ground covered can be increased
over land storage piles. If 20 feet
is the maximum height of the land
storage

pile,

the storage capacity

is

limited to 30 or 40 tons to every

90 square feet and thus an acre of
ground space will accommodate
18,000 tons,

approximately.

With

the advantages offered by the

all

storage of coal under water, there
are a

number

of undesirable factors,

the most prominent being the ex-

pense connected with building the
reservoirs and lining them with
concrete.

At present the
coal

is

cost of stocking

considered to be no more

and the experience is that the
shrinkage of total tonnage during
the two operations of switching in,
unloading, reloading, and switching

than the value of the land on which
the coal stands, although to this

out again will be about 10 per cent.

the heap.

ton,

must be added constant supervision
and working out suspicious parts of
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In this connection a land and
water storage might be of great
value to the coal man; that is, the
coal could be stored on land and in
case it took fire it could be raised and

immediately placed

in the

wet stor-

age before there was much damage
done. In this case the wet storage
pit need not be extremely large and
need not contain coal except that

what

brittle

The

latter

ficial

and

Wet

storage

reservoirs

con-

ing

high

a

here again conditions
ble,

as

may be favora-

shown, and no

quired; or a

filling

pump may be

remove the coal from the
the water

may

re-

used to
pit,

and

run in as fast as

percentage

of
all

firing

not be considered lightly
is

Large

destined

for

when

the

gas-making

with

4

feet

20

feet

rails

storage pit

is

deep, 124 feet at the top, 80 feet wide

electric

must keep a 60-day supply of coal
on hand for the various power sta-

To

on the floor, 225 feet long at the top,
and 185 feet long at the bottom. It
has a capacity of 9,000 tons of coal
and is constructed without the rail
reenforced concrete, triangular

roads like the Illinois Traction system with its 425
miles of roadbed and 1,043 cars

this

reenforced

The Riverton

water.

purposes this would no doubt be of
little account, but the question can-

tions.

also

Coal Stokagx Fit, Mackinaw, Ilu

3.

insure a sufficient supply

company has constructed

Mackinaw,

111.,

at

a storage pit having

a capacity of 16,000 tons, and one at
Riverton, III, having a capacity of

9,000 tons.

The Mackinaw

removed.

shown

in section. Fig. 3.

One

length

is

of the largest reservoirs for

how-

cases,

For steam raising and

purposes.

depend on the site of the reservoir.
Again, wet storage plants
may require pumping machinery for
emptying and filling purposes, but

many

apart.

be designed with retaining walls, and

will

In

escape into the river. The yellow
pine wooden trestle 24 feet high

the consumer would be faced with
the difficulty of using fuel contain-

coal

some instances require concrete
floors, but much, as has been shown,

merely superdrying in the sun soon
is

ever, time would not permit of the
coal being set aside for drying, and

structed of reinforced concrete must
in

dull in appearance.

effect

which extends the length of the pit,
rests on concrete reenforced with
steel rails, and the floor between the
trestle and the sides of the pit is

disappears.

Fio.

loaded in from the pile lining the
banks of the reservoir.

in

and

801

275 feet;

its

of

American

mesh

and Wire Co.

Steel

being substituted.

Under the concrete

floor there are

concrete foundations for the bents
to stand upon, and the concrete is
surfaced with a 1-inch wearing sur-

face containing a 2-per-cent. waterproofing compound.
In this case

the outlet valve

is

14 inches in di-

ameter and the water

is

pumped

to

is

the pit from the power station at the

Its floor

No data as to the cost of
loading and unloading were obtainable from J. M. Bosenbury, Super-

pit

length over

river.

the storage of coal under water is,
according to the London Times, at
Stettin,
where two tanks were

all on the surface is 319 feet; its
width on the floor is 80 feet, and at
the top over all 128 feet. The water

built on the banks of the river
Oder, designed for a capacity of
20,000 tons. When coal has been
subjected to storage under water for
a long time it is said to be some-

for this storage pit is pumped from
the river by motor-driven contrifugal pumps. In case it is necessary

cost of constructing the pits as fol-

to change the water a 10-inch valve
is opened which allows the water to

The Mackinaw pit was located on
ground which had the natural ad-

intendent of Motive Power, because

he did not have it at the time this
was written, but he furnished the
lows:

^e (gUiergEngineer
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vantage of not requiring the max-

imum amount

of

ated
the

It

A

study of humidity in the coal

mines of the

state

was begun

in

1,000 tons capacity.

January, 1912, by the IlHnois Coal
Mining Investigations, in coopera-

pit cost $11,000, all

tion with the United States

about $14,300, which

cost, all told,

makes $900 per
The Riverton
told,

excavation.

January, 1915

and being advantageously

situ-

was only necessary to build
earth embankments to hold the
it

concrete retaining side walls of the

Weather
Bureau and the operators of twenty
In this
typical mines in the state.
study records were made that show
the humidity changes both under-

In this case the cost was about

pit.

moisture

is present in the proper
proportion to the quantity of dust
produced.

The

result of the investigations of

the humidity of mine air leads to

$1,225 per 1,000 tons.

the belief that steam supplied to the

The Humidity of Mine Air
An

That coal dust may be rendered
by the proper application of
moisture has been shown by the
laboratory tests and by the absence
of explosions at mines in which
inert

investigation of the humidity

of mine air with especial reference

mines in Illinois has just
been completed under a cooperative
United
the
between
agreement
States Bureau of Mines, the Department of Mining Engineering of
the University of Illinois, and the
to the coal

R
m\
It

V.

1

* i

m^0] iii
Ii3^

^

intake air offers the most economical

and

efficient

method of dampen-

ing coal dust.

A

Mine Car

jt

By Frank

The operation

'^^

Dump

C. Perkins

a

of

car

dump

tained in Bulletin 83 of the Bureau

by the Consolidated Fuel
Co., at Hiawatha, Utah, shows a
greater capacity per hour than former designs and there has been less
than $25 spent on it for repairs in
the past 18 months, during which
time it has handled 300,000 tons of

of Mines, written by R. Y. Williams.

coal.

Illinois Geological

Survey.

The

re-

sults of this investigation are con-

state, to the inflam-

The dump does not rack or damage the mine cars, which are easily
kept in shape due to the fact that

many

mines,

they are of solid construction with-

cur-

out end doors or any loose parts

Particular attention

was given

to

the occurrence of gas in the south-

ern part of the

mability of coal dust of
to

the control

rents,

and

of

ventilating

the factors affecting

to

the humidity of mine air, with reference to their bearing on mine explosions.

Experiments

utilized

in the gas-and-dust

1^

r
07

and that the wheels are loose and
free while the car
position.

is

tion

bin, thus the

fact

that

dusts that explode violently

certain

when

dry are rendered inert by proper
humidification of the atmosphere
within the gallery, and the importance of humidity as a factor in
limiting the inflammability of coal

for generalizations as to humidity,

The warm moisture-laden air
enters a mine in the summer
posits moisture

that

de-

on cooling, whereas
the cold and relatively dry air that
enters in winter must take up moisture as it becomes heated in traveling through the mine.

its

the coal in the
is

never choked

operation due to

accumulated coal around the tracks
and brake levers.

Mine Car Dump

dust in a mine

demonstrated by
the fact that there has never been
in Illinois a dust explosion during
the summer months, whereas the
records show a number of dust explosions during the cold weather.

all

dump

or delayed in

ground and on the surface during
the seasonal changes of a complete
year. These records afford a basis

is

dumped

never littered with coal because

the car deposits

the

in a

or axle boxes, the top of the tipple
1'

gallery at the Pittsburg testing staverified

is

There are no loose axles

Ductile Tungsten
The American Academy

of Artf

and, with pertinent discussion, are
presented in the report for the pur-

and Sciences has awarded the Rumford Medal to Dr. William D.

pose of supplying information that
will assist operators and miners in
making mines safe from coal-dust

Coolidge for the discovery of "duc-

explosions.

saves

tile

tungsten."
the

public

The following general conclusions
are reached by the author
The fact
that dry bituminous-coal dust will

$1,000,000

explode under certain conditions has
been proved both by the experience

owing

of the past and by laboratory tests.

conductivity.

:

The

General Electric

Review considers that
daily

lamps alone.
of instances

this discovery

somewhere near
in

Also that
it

incandescent
in a

number

supplants platinum,

to its higher melting point,
lower vapor pressure, and greater
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THE

Pilking-

ton

and
the

The

owned by
Clifton &Kers-

Means

of the

Bi)

This property contains about 700
Cheshire acres, or about
1,481

&

proved

suc-

and extends from the

Tyldesley Co.'s property

//^/. Section of Heac^tjffarantf Pit-Top

Charla Hlklngton and Percy

the hope that

the

dropsystem
to
have an adequate
weight of masonry
at the surface to provide resistance

Ux Wood

might be used for

it

important

is

with

Drop-Shaft Method and Underhanging Tubbing

ley Coal Co., Ltd.

Astley

It

Sinking of the Astley Green Shaft,
at Astley, Near Manchester, by

is

statute acres,

has

cessful.

Man-

England,

chester,
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Sinking by the Drop-Shaft Method

Colliery

near

is

W^QffieryEngineer

shaft

draining the shaft, but it subsequently proved only a source of ex-

sure which

pense, anxiety, and delay.

in

the

to

enormous

order

it

to

hydraulic

pres-

necessary to use
push the tubbing

is

rtfS. SectionStion-ih^ t^ettioiic^ SmKin^

Doim to Position of/<nctior Rin^

rifS,aeyation ofSegment of Prfisurr Ifinf
fi^J.eirmHon or Segment of^InchorRinf

'~

\Guide-Bo/t

< ".Sa u,,^,

Wooef Rinf
S"s^uttre
ifclrinf Deafs,

\J" in Length
ty sVfiTtifcknesa
ri^ e. Plan of Se^mtnt of pyeiiura Ring

""if'^'/V?^''^'''"^
TTjf extra

^i9'f-P'''nofSe0mentofylnct>or-Rinf

erou/l^Behftjit-

Drafs iVasTafrenOufas
rpeBriclrworK tHrj
Bein^ BuilH/pivara.j
Circular
to Deep

'hannel-lrj?n
I

Si\-^r,

Brictfmy Rinf

c«ujcn r wi Mit

Details of Sinking of Astley Greek Shaft

beyond the Manchester

This boring proved the drifts to

Liverpool Railway on Chat Moss.
The coal measures, which dip about
11% degrees to the south, comprise

be 99 feet 4 inches thick, and the
marls and sandstone 310 feet 7

curing this resistance

inches thick, and freely watered.

laid

to the south

&

The arrangement

down.
Fig.

1.

A

for

se-

shown inwooden ring was first
is

on the surface

to the

the surface consisted of strong clay,

clay, the center
of this ring being the center of the
shaft.
In this ring 26 equidistant

Arley mine bed.

The cover above

but practically the remainder of the

holes

the coal

marls, and sand-

69 feet of drift consisted of layers
and pockets of sand, gravel, and
marl, with glacial boulders.
A considerable amount of thought
was given as to the best means of

13 feet 9 inches

the complete series from the Worsley

mine Four-feet bed down
is

drift,

stones; the latter carrying water,

was necessary

it

to sink at the highest

point on the property in order to

tub back the water.
In the year 1899, a bore hole was
put

now

down

to the depth of the shafts

To

day a large
volume of water gushes up freely
from the mouth of the bore hole.
In 1907, a hole, 24 inches in diameter, was drilled 30 feet from the
center of the present No. 1 shaft in
sunk.

this

Fortunately, the

first

30 feet from

The Kind-Chaudron syssinking.
tem being, of course, out of the
question in loose ground, the only

other

feasible

schemes of getting

through this drift that presented
themselves were the freezing process

and the drop-shaft system.
•decided

to adopt

It

was

the latter, which

were bored at a radius of
from the center, and

upon it a circular ring of 9-inch
brickwork, with an inside radius of
.

12- feet ^Yi inches, was built 5 feet,
high to the same center. On the top
of this brickwork another wooden

ring similar to the

first',

one was

fastened, with the holes in the

two

plumb.
Bolts, Ij^
inches in diameter, 6 feet
inch
long, and threaded at each end,
were then placed in the holes and
pushed 9 inches into the clay. A
rings

exactly

^

^e (gffieryEngineer
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large octagonal and very strongly
reinforced-concrete block, measur-

and

for building the head-gear

wards

for

bringing

the

January, 1915

after-

tubbing

ing about 50 feet across, was then
around the outside of this

plates to the upper deck.

brickwork.

the brick thrust pillar, on which the

The next

built

As

the concrete

was

built up,

it

enclosed and fastened short bolts
which were temporarily held in po-

operation was building

large pressure ring

was

will be noticed in Fig.

1

to rest.

It

that anchor

an angle between
the pressure ring and the outside of

power of resisting the strain to the
solid mass of masonry weighing
something like 1,200 tons, and to the
way in which the brickwork below
the surface level had been built into
the clay.

On

the completion of this work,

bolts are placed at

the sinking head-gear and banking

concrete being only 3>4 feet
deep, another short wall was built
around the outside of the 5 feet of

the pillar.

platform were erected, and with the
sinking engines in position the cutting shoe was placed at the bottom

brickwork, enclosing the bolts in
solid masonry, after which the top
wooden ring was removed, and a

rings. Figs. 5
sition.

cast-iron ring, having holes through

ring was fixed in the correct posi-

which the ends of the

plumb with the recesses in the
anchor ring, 44 feet below, until the
Bolts
whole circle was formed.
were then loosely inserted, and pure
cement was poured between the joints
of the castings. When the cement
had set, the bolts were tightly
screwed up, making the ring one
solid mass. The skew holding down
bolts were then placed in position,
and the remaining portion of the

by the two wooden

sition

rings.

The

vertical bolts

These
each end for

protruded, was substituted.

bolts were threaded at
3 inches to take sleeve nuts 5 inches
long to enable them to be lengthened later.

The
the

sinking was

ordinary

in

with

skeleton

shown

in Fig. 2.

way,

rings and lagging as

When

commenced

depth of 17 feet was
reached, a bricking ring was placed
a

around the bottom of the shaft, supported by 26 bolts, which were fastened by turnbuckles to the short
rods which had been built into the
concrete, the lower ends of which
were exposed by the removal of the
clay.
Bricking was then commenced, the lagging being taken out
as the brickwork was put in, and the
outer side of the bricking

made

as

zigzag as possible, so as to give the
clay a good hold. The sinking was

then continued as before to the bottom of the clay. The main anchor
ring,

shown

in Figs. 3

and

4,

by

turnbuckles.

It

was

very carefully fixed to the true center, and the brickwork above it
finished.

To keep

the surface clay as solid

as possible during the sinking, it
•was considered inadvisable to erect
the head-gear or extend the thrust
pillar to

anchor
sinking

its

final

ring

was

therefore

height until the
in

place.

down

to

The
that

depth had been carried out by a long
gib crane, which was found to be
very satisfactory, and useful also

the brickwork
height,

desired

Each

and

6,

segment

had reached
pressure

the

was

of

laid in po-

pressure

the

tion,

brick pillar completed.

The next

process was to put long

anchor rods, 4 inches
between the pressure ring
and the anchor ring. The top ends
of these rods were forged circular,
5^ inches in diameter, and
threaded.
On to the bottom ends,
which were to go into the anchor
ring, were forged two shoulders,
shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. The rod
joint was designed so that there
should be no projection toward the
mild

steel

square,

inside of the shaft.

To screw

was

then laid on the bottom of the shaft
and supported by the 26 bolts ex-

tended

When
the

the nuts at the top of

the pressure ring tight, and

the pressure ring with

make

its pillar

and

anchor ring with the shaft bricksolid, a huge key worked by
a winch through the medium of pulley blocks was used.
The anchor
rods served a double purpose: they
acted as guides for pushing down
the tubbing, their inside diameter
being only lJ/2 inches larger than
the outside of the tubbing and they
took the full pressure exerted by
the hydraulic jacks placed under the

work

;

pressure ring, which often amounted

and transmitted
anchor ring, which owed its

to over 1,800 tons,
it

to the

of the shaft.

This cutting shoe was of cast steel
and to give extra strength to the
joints, boiler plates were inserted in
a recess provided for the purpose at
the back of the ring, the joints of
the boiler plates coming in the center of each segment of the cutting
shoe.
The boiler plates were held
to the main castings, by setscrews.
In order to clear a

way

for the tub-

was forced down, the cutting edge of the shoe was made ^
bing as
inch

it

larger

in

diameter than the

shoe segupper part.
solid
ring,
bolted
into
a
ments were
tubbing
ring
of
cast-iron
the first
was bolted on top of it. In order
to insure that the tubbing would
keep absolutely plumb, twelve suspension bolts, 1^ inches in diameter,
were let down the side of the shaft
from the pressure ring to the holes
in the horizontal joints between the
first ring of tubbing and the cutting
shoe, as shown in Fig. 1. Each long
bolt was provided at the top end
The
with a thread 6 feet long.
lengths of the bolts were so arranged that when they tightened
and held the weight of the ring and
After the

the cutting shoe,

length

5^

feet of their

was protruding above the

pressure ring, the 3 inches below the

nut being provided to allow for

lift-

ing the cutting shoe and the

first

ring of tubbing from the bottom of

This lifting permitted
shaft.
withdrawal of the boards on
which the shoe rested, and kept the
cutting shoe and the first ring of
tubbing absolutely level.
A second ring of tubbing was then
put on. It will be seen that had the
building continued, the weight of
the tubbing suspended on the bolts
would have been sufficiently great
the
the

January, 1915
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them therefore, as each
tubbing ring was placed in position,
the nuts on the suspending bolts
were slackened at exactly the same
time to allow the cutting shoe to
sink evenly into the ground, and in
to break

;

way

take the greater portion of
the weight. It was necessary, howthis

305

holes provided in the casting. The
hydraulic jacks could each exert a
working pressure of over 150 tons,

and were fed by a steam pump, the
maximum water pressure being 5

tubbing placed

in

position.

This

process was repeated, until the whole
of the tubbing was pushed down to

a total depth of

112^

feet.

To

shoe was

expedite handling the rings at
the surface, a circular track, 22 feet

placed on the bottom of the piston
of each jack, which adapted itself

in diameter, formed of H girders,
was slung from the main banking

tons to the square inch.

most careful always to
keep sufficient strain on the bolts to
prevent one part of the cutting shoe
from going further into the ground
than the other, owing to the soft

A

ever, to be

ria.7.frt>nt

Etrn

rif. 10. ei*if»tion

r'4H.piafi6>fo*r:ntPo3i/tgn
e/Bench-Mar/rjofi Cencrere»oefr

or Tupbin^so/r.

\

A

nficSKfien Showina
Under/wn^nfTyNtrnf
«naif'fHitfm Pojihan

nature of the strata on one side.
By the time the tubbing was built
required

the

to

distance,

immedi-

ately underneath the pressure ring,

the cutting shoe had sunk into the

ground about 5 feet. The tubbing
plates having then the full length of
the shaft to act as a guide and prevent them from getting out of the
perpendicular, the long suspension

were no longer necessary.

bolts

Li^Casfon
,Tubt>inq

All the tubbing plates used in the

drop-shaft

portion

the

of

'r-Ptpe To Ptr-

Baffom Conreytnf
Wafer unTiiCemenr
CroufflaaSet

sinking

were 3 inches thick, with flanges of
the same thickness, thirteen plates
making one ring.
In order to give extra rigidity to
the cutting shoe, the holes in the
four

first

rings

of

tubbing

were

drilled out to the exact size of the

frf 8. 3I lie Clef^f/on

/fin^ Made or a 'f/Zchfi/ne
P/anHS./33etjmenr3fo a filn^

ofBoTfom ofGuiile Bolf

Figs. 7 to 18.

exactly

to

the

Details or Sinking of Astlby

tubbing.

Fig.

13

fed.

A

shows how the jacks were

other tubbing throughout the shaft

special feature of the jacks was that,
by opening one tap and closing another, the water pressure would lift

had holes

slightly larger than the

the pistons to the top of the stroke,

diameter of the bolts, so that any
irregularities in the tubbing did not
prevent the bolts from being easily

which saved a great deal of labor, as
the pistons were very heavy. The
tubbing rings were each 4 feet

1^

bolts,

A

special feature of these

11^46 inches in height the hydraulic

was the beveled malleable-iron

had a stroke of
22 inches, as they would have been
much too cumbersome with a 5-foot
stroke, therefore, two cast-iron rings

inserted.

bolts

inches in diameter; the

washer put at each end of the bolt
with

together
(Figs.

10,

11,

the

and

washer,

lead
12,)

to prevent

water from leaking through the bolt
holes.

Between the horizontal and

vertical joints of the tubbing, sheet

lead %2-inch thick

was

inserted, the

holes being punched out in situ to
insure

an absolute

The

fit.

%

lead

;

jacks, however, only

were made, each being one-third of
the height of the standard rings.
When the jacks had pressed a new
ring of tubbing down 22 inches, the
pistons were raised to the normal
position,

and one of the small rings

the inside of the shaft, for calking

of tubbing was temporarily bolted
on to the last main ring of tubbing.

purposes.

This

was allowed

to protrude

inch on

After the tubbing was within 6
feet of the pressure ring, twelve hy-

draulic

jacks

were

placed

under-

neath the pressure ring, and sus-

pended

by

strong

bolts

through

in its turn

was pushed down,,

after which the second small ring of
tubbing was inserted and pushed

down.

After

the

pistons

were

raised, the two temporary rings were
taken off, and a permanent ring of

Guen Shaft

deck, and on this an electric crane
moved, having one motor to do the
traveling work and another for the
lifting.

The large tubbing plates were
brought to the site in railway
wagons, lifted out by the gib crane,
placed on the top banking deck, and
slewed until they were right against
the bucket rope. To this rope were
fastened two special chains with attachments for fitting them through
two of the bolt holes in the tubbing
plates.

When these attachments were placed
and the bucket rope
became
slack and were unhooked; the segment was then lowered to just above
the permanent scaffold, when the
electric crane chains were hooked
into the tubbing plate, and the crane
then ran the plate, round to the position in which it had to be fixed.
Each tubbing plate weighed 2 tons,
but with this arrangement they were
in

position

tightened, the crane c'hains

moved about with
and dispatch.

the greatest ease
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to

The hydraulic pressure required
push the tubbing down varied

according to the strata that were
being pushed through, but it was
the practice to push the tubbing into
the shaft bottom so far as

go

it

would
and

to lessen the rush of water

October 18,
would hardly
move, and on making an examination it was found that sand had risen

been formed about 100 feet from the
surface which, however, did not
affect the surface until the sand

about 10 feet in the shaft, giving a
head of about 24j4 feet above the
This quicksand was
cutting shoe.

area.

At No.

until

pit

1

1908, the cutting shoe

work, but the tubbing plates were
never put in place while the men

were below them. The relative position between the cutting shoe and
the shaft bottom varied according to
the nature of the ground.

The

difference

was

at times con-

siderable, but at other times,

owing

The

the side of the shaft, and,

when

the

pressure was put on the tubbing,

ground was

pushed toward
Again, on
account of the ground being at
times hard under one part of the
shoe and soft in another and owing
to the importance of the tubbing
being kept as level as possible, especially until the cutting shoe was well
below the anchor ring, it was often
this

all

the middle of the shaft.

necessary to use the hydraulic jacks

on one side only.
Where the ground was treacherous, the cutting shoe was always
well below the shaft bottom, and at
no time was trouble experienced
from collapsing sides. A feature of
this system was that, although the
tubbing weighed at the completion
of drop-shaft process 514 tons, in

no case

did-

it

down without

travel

the aid of hydraulic pressure, except,

when

the

tubbing was

first

built inside the brickwork.

The water which
ceeded
caused

times

at

15,000

gallons

per

trouble

by

sand

the

ex-

hour,

and

be overhauled, and

lift

di-

ground be-

it

bore hole side of the shaft, through

which large quantities of sand were
being washed up from below and
behind the cutting shoe, which was
16 feet 4 inches in advance of the pit
bottom. This continued inrush of
sand caused a subsidence of the surrounding ground, and as the only
means of stopping it was pushing
down the tubbing, which could not
be done without liberating the cut-

was partly embedded
some means had to be

was flooded with

thick

liquid

Before the pillar had ceased to
move, the 4-inch anchor bolts were
about 7^ inches from the perpendicular in a depth of 28i/2 feet, and
the authors were quite convinced
that it was owing to the good and
careful building of the masonry, the
strong reinforcing of the concrete
block below, the tight screwing up
of the anchor bolts, and the oblique

holding

down

bolts extended

from

ting shoe that

the pressure ring to the outside of

hard clay,
found to stop temporarily the inrush. It was decided to lower a few
tubbing plates in front of the cavity,
and against these plates to place a

the masonry,

in

large

pillar

was

The

chief object

tubbing

down

was

into

to

the

push the
Permian

After considerable delay

the 4-inch anchor bolts to bind so

and trouble, sufficient clay was removed, the tubbing pushed further
down, and the quicksand entirely
oflf.

A

most serious danger then apThe inrush of sand had
caused a bad subsidence on the bore
peared.

hole side of the shaft. The 24-inch
diameter bore hole, which had been
put down before starting the sinking,

the

marls before the pillar could tilt
over to such an extent as to cause

concrete.

cut

that

able to withstand the strain.

number of bags containing

was

close to the shaft.

When

lowering the lining tubes into this

jammed them

tanks were slung and the

a

On making an
was found that a
large cavity had been formed on the

to

vided.

till

solid.

the shaft became too deep to
lift,

was not

cement day and night. The
total falling away of the ground below the concrete block was about
214 feet.

pump

one

it

tubbing plates and other weights
were put on the brick pillar on the
opposite side to the bore hole, and
the cavity

When

in

feet

cleared of water and the

hole,

surface

so the

some

pillar

year later that the shaft was again

small debris obstructing the pumps.
the

in,

fered with the pumps, which had to

a large boulder being encountered,
the shoe had to be exposed and a
way made for it. In such cases the

was

rise

inrush of sand greatly inter-

examination

leaving about a yard of strata round

to

shaft,

came more

practice

thrust

over, large quantities of cast iron

the

in

to the hardness of the ground, or to

to excavate the middle,

brick

large

22 inches.

work

water was allowed to

the jacks while the sinkers were at

equal that the

and a grab bucket
worked through it. When some of
the sand had been taken away, the
tubbing was pushed down another

men

too soft for

shoe.

often kept on

rushed into the pit from the same
This subsidence was so un-

round the top of the shaft
showed signs of tilting over toward
the bore hole, and a cavity was
formed on this side under the concrete block which extended to the
brickwork of the shafts. To prevent the thrust pillar from tilting

sand under the cutting edge of the

The pressure was

January, 1915

the

contractor
fast

unfortunately

and caused them

took 4 months to cut
through the obstruction, and during
this time a large cavity must have
to buckle.

It

strongly against the tubbing as to

make

this impossible.

the
tubbing had been
pushed down through the drift, and
as far as possible into the Permian
marls, temporary safety bolts were
put between the pressure ring and

After

the top ring of tubbing, so as to

prevent any possibility of the tub-

bing slipping down; but, when the
shaft bottom had been taken from

underneath the cutting shoe, and
was a total weight of 514 tons
above it, the friction and pressure
of the surrounding strata were more
than enough to keep it from moving
there

downward.

:

January, 1915
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It was intended to take the pressure ring which cost $1,975 and the
top lengths of anchor bolts to No. 2

pit

owing

but,

;

pillar

was

On

them

danger of the

whilst

going on,

still

leave

to the

breaking

subsidence

was decided

it

The drop-shaft process of sinking
being completed, the rest of the tubbing was put in on the underhang-

in.

Prom
of

shoe was found at the finish to be
good as new. This
shoe which cost $1,725 was so designed that it could be taken out for
leave

it

in

ground behind

No.

1

it

it

the shoe.

it

'and the cutting edge of

The

cutting shoe and this

ring were held together by bolts,

and the joint made with the usual
wooden sheeting and wedges. The
method of suspending the tubbing
to the shoe is shown in Fig. 15.
pushing

In

down

only guide to keeping

therefore, quite possible, espe-

may vary somewhat from
vertical.
To allow for such

variations, in the drop-shaft portion

of the sinking the tubbing had an internal diameter of 23 feet, the tub-

bing below has an internal diameter
of 21 feet.
On plumbing, the tubbing was found to be Z}^ inches out
of the vertical, so the special tub-

bing ring was made ^Yxq inch longer
on one side than the other. Two
conical reducing rings were then put
bring the diameter to 21

and they also provided a

feet,

reliable

it was found
was added at the
surface the result was not satisfactory.
The water was allowed to

the shaft dry, for
the water

if

was opportune

the time

til

By

them.

to

plug

the time that the shaft

had been excavated for another ring
of tubbing, the grouting had set

204
283
2644
433}

2A

allow the wooden dis-

sufficiently to

tance pieces and packing to be taken

This tubbing instead of having a

smooth back as

drop-shaft process, had on each plate
three slightly projecting lugs, shown
in Fig. 16, in order to present an
uneven surface to the grout to be
poured in behind, and so make each
length of tubbing self-supporting.
As soon as 5 feet of sinking had
been carried out in the usual way,
the first ring of underhanging tubbing was put in and bolted to the

all

In order to insert the

the joints.

out.

The

in the case of the

lowest flange of the conical rings,

tubbing

in to

Thickness
in Inches

lead sheeting being placed between

cially in loose or inclined strata, that

the

Surface o£ Feet

the

lar is the distance between the
anchor ring and the pressure ring.
It is,

To a Depth From the

Feet

down

that

flow to the shaft bottom through
pipes fixed in the oblique holes, un-

perpendicu-

tubbing,
it

a Depth

114
204
283
3641

was decided

shaft as the

was not sound.
A special tubbing ring was then
ordered to form a water-tight joint
between

thickness of the

to

absolutely as

to

The

ing principle.

tubbing plates were as follows

examination, the steel cutting

use in No. 2 shaft, but
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writers

tried

mechanically

mixing water with the cement and
sand and running the mixture down
the shaft in iron pipes, but this plan

was a

failure.

To guard
bursts

against

sudden

out-

bore hole was
kept in advance of the pit bottom,
but it was not until a depth of 283
of water, a

was reached that it became
work the pumps, the
water up to that time having been
lifted in the bucket.
A second water feeder was met at a depth of
feet

necessary to

closing segment of each ring, rather

292

more ground behind

from these two feeders being about
30,000 gallons per hour.
The wa-

it

was taken

out, so as to allow

it to be pushed
back and then brought forward into
its place.
All was then bolted up
tight and calked.
The sinking was again continued,
and the ordinary brick scaffold
placed on the bottom of the shaft.
After the next ring of tubbing had
been placed and bolted in position,
wooden segments were placed
against its lower edge to fill up the
space between the tubbing and the
sides of the shaft. These, provided

with

as

holes,

slotted

shown

in

Fig. 17, were pushed back as far as

the total quantity of water

feet,

ter interfered

cause

as

with the grouting, beas

fast

the

liquid

was

poured through the oblique holes

was washed out again, owing

it

to the

pressure of water at the back of the

Under these circumstances
was necessary to abandon the attempt to grout but when the length
of tubbing hanging more or less
free was considered insecure, a V
ring. Fig 16, was placed on wooden
tubbing.
it

;

a, fairly impervious
stratum was reached, which, when
wedged, prevented the feeders of
water from above coming out below

sheeting until

cen-

possible against the irregular sides

bottom ring was then pro-

of the rock, and fastened with tem-

the ring, and also "served as a sup-

jected on to the doors at the surface,

porary bolts to the bottom ring of

port

and now

tubbing.

support for the tubbing.
ter of the

The

acts as the center line for

the rest of the sinking.

The hy-

draulic jacks, the scaffold at the top,

spaces,

To
wooden

brattice cloth

the

fill

wedges

were pushed

while

not

the electric crane, and the circular

packing

removed to
H girder, were
No. 2 pit, and at the same time the
girders and heavy lifting tackle
were placed across No. 1 shaft for
the large pumps which had to deal

joint, held the grout,

then

with

the

rocks

still

k

water in the sandstone
to be sunk through.

pleted the scaffold

the "tubbing, and

old

This

raised and-

through oblique holes made for the

The

shown
mixed in the proportion of 1
of cement to 3 oi sand, was sent
purpose

grout,

Fig.

ungrduted

16.

tubbing

the water rose behind

and
in.

grout poured behind the tubbing,
in

As

above.

a water-tight
and when com-

was

the

for

irregular

came through the
it was con-

holes in the segments,

veyed to the bottom of the .shaft in
pipes.
The two rings of tubbing
placed under the V ring were therefore in practically dry ground, and

were successfully grouted. When it
was thought that the grout had set
sufficiently, the holes above the V
ring were plugged; and, as an ex-

periment, the holes in the

V

lons per hour.

The

greatest advantage in under-

hanging

tubbing

that

fact

from

arises

the

most water bearing
which

in

strata there are always layers

impervious,

vious,

to

quently found

almost

or

and

water,

possible

imper-

was

it

to

fre-

cut

off

from time to
time, so that the pumps had never to
quite

large

Whilst

ring

were kept open, to ascertain whether
the pressure of the water could be
kept back by the wedging alone. It
was found, however, that it did not
keep the water back, but when the
holes were plugged, the grouting,
which by this time was hard, held
back the whole of the upper feeders.
The water coming from fresh feeders below was then only 5,000 gal-

are

January, 1915
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feeders

work was going on,
was conveyed into a half-

this

the water

moon tank

slung in the shaft side

from the tubbing, and thence was

pumped to the surface. The pit bottom was therefore fairly dry. The
wedging curb was

laid at a

of 446 feet 2 inches

from the surface

depth

on a bed which was not entirely

sat-

dark
shale on one side of the pit, and
strong impure fireclay on the other
as

isfactory,

consisted

it

side; but confidence

of

was placed

in

the grout and concrete behind the

English tubbing, rather than in the

wedging curb. The concrete was
mixed in the proportion of 2 of
broken bricks, 1 of sharp sand, and
1 of cement.
The wedging curb was
laid after it had been keyed up to
the

German

After

tubbing.

all

the

more water than 35,000
hour.
For instance,
when the shaft was at a depth of

holes through which water was running were plugged a gauge on the
bottom ring of German tubbing

a feeder of 25,000 gal-

showed a pressure of 40 pounds per
square inch, and the water spurted
out of the weak places in the joints
of the English tubbing, and also under the wedging curb. The plugs
were taken out, pumping was resumed, and the second wedging curb
was laid on October 28, 1909, on a

deal with

gallons

379J^

per

feet,

lons per hour,

was

successfully dealt

with, without resorting to a

This, however, proved very
as the pressure of water

V

ring.

difficult,

washed out

the grout, which seriously interfered

with the pumps. Another considerable advantage in this class of tub-

bing

is

that no skeleton rings are

required.

A

cause for anxiety in connection
with building down the tubbing lay
in the fact that the plates

had

to be

fixed close to the pit bottom,

and

consequently had to resist the force
of the blasting.

Fortunately, how-

was never a single breakAnother point that might be
mentioned is that although the work

bed of flaggy rock 12 feet 10 inches
below the first, the English tubbing
built up, and concrete rammed in

To

behind.

time to
1

set,

then fixed in the bottom series of
English tubbing, and the water was
siderable

of building tubbing

showed any signs of rising, indicating that there was very little
water passing the top wedging curb.

accident of any kind happened.

By

the time that the sinking had

gone through the sandstones, the
quantity of water coming down
through the pipes fixed in the lower
part of the tubbing amounted to
7,500 gallons per hour.
cided to sink a

little

It

was

de-

lower until a

bed was reached on which it was
possible to place an English wedging curb.
When this depth was
reached, a last ring of

German

tub-

bing was put in, with a specially
strong flange to resist the wedging.

When

off.

time

the

cement to the bottom wedging curb,
so that at any time, if it became
necessary to build a third series of
tubbing, the curb could be set on
cement brickwork, and the ground

kept intact.

The

little water that was spraying
through the rock apparently
soon ceased, and since the tubbing
has been thoroughly calked the

out

shaft

quite dry.

is

The

shaft from the cutting shoe

to the center of the

curb

only

is

It

was some conthe gauge

before

pressure

rose

to

50

1

bottom wedging

inch out of the per-

pendicular.
It

interesting to

is

tubbing.

again plugged

no

water pumped at No. 2 pit, 285 feet
to the east of No. 1 pit.
As the leakage of water in the
strata below the curb was so small,
it was decided not to put in a third
series of English tubbing, but to
sink down very carefully for a distance of 36 feet below the tubbing,
and to build up brickwork set with

pumping was continued
pressure gauge was

age.

delicate,

the top gauge
was regulated by the quantity of

cost

ever, there

was

German tubbing.
The pressure on

give this concrete more

A

month.

ticed that water had started to spray
through the rock 6 inches below the
wedging curb, although there
seemed to be no leakage immediately under it. The pressure rose to
100 pounds, and a gauge was again
put higher up on the bottom ring of

of

section
ter

2^

the

compare the

German and English

The former in the bottom
was 2%6 inches and the latinches thick. Although the

cost per ton of the English tubbing

was $10 cheaper than the German
for the thicknesses above mentioned,

the cost per foot was higher.

The

English tubbing weighed considerably more than the German, owing
to the fact that the

Germans used

pounds per square inch, water came

no

oozing out in the weak places in the

costs were:
$140 per foot;
German tubbing, $130 per foot; or
$10 per foot in favor of the German

above the bottom
wedging curb. This was rather disappointing, as it proved that the
lower concrete, which had been allowed to stand for a few weeks,
would not of itself hold the water
back; it was, however, stopped by
further wedging, and when the
gauge recorded a pressure of 60
pounds per square inch it was nojoints immediately

vertical flanges except those for

The

bolting.

English

actual

tubbing,

tubbing.

The Worsley Four-feet coal bed
was reached in No. 1 shaft at a
depth of 772 feet 4 inches from the
surface, and from the bottom of the
English tubbing to that point no
difficulties

were encountered.
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Dangerous Months
Mining

in Coal

H. N. Eavenson, E. M., Gary,

W.

Va., presented a paper at the

Pittsburg meeting of the American
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mine to become very dry and dusty,
and this shows the aid that can be
had from hygrometer readings, as
well as temperature and barometer

that are friable.

readings.

friable.

Mining Engineers which
contained probably the most com-

Ohio, Indiana,

The block

Kentucky are not so

coals of

and western

Illinois,

liable

to

slack and create dust, as the

air

more

In justice to Pennsylvania

Institute of

plete

As many mine

mere

Dancgrous Mouths

1.

m

Coal Mining

accidents when over 10 were killed; horicontal {--) 6 to 10

and their historians
whether they were
gas or to dust or to a comis

it

7

Tennessee

1

2

3

1

3

W.

E

/]/_///-

1'-

1-"

3

1

gas

explosions

taken of

8

3

7

3

4

3

4

2

2

2

3

1

h

//

10+

6

5+

2

the table only

four explosions in

these mines have claimed a death
toll of 10 or more at one time.
It has been observed that bituminous mines become more dry and
dusty during those periods of the

year

when

the air outside

is

British

from the mine and coal; also,
when the outside air is warmer than
the mine air and therefore deposits
moisture on entering the mine, and
then warming to mine temperature
absorbs moisture from the mine and
coal.
With these facts in mind the
writer grouped the coal mining
states where the hygrometric conditions of the atmosphere would be
approximately similar at the same
periods of the year, and took from
Mr. Eavenson's table the months in
which explosions caused the death

5+

2

To

verify the assumption that in

were
more apt to occur in certain months,
a second tabulation was made for
all explosions in which five and less
than 10 were killed.
certain

The

localities

explosions

results of these analyses are

given in Table 1 which should be
carefully studied by coal mine foremen and managers.
It requires several days for a

'/ll

5

/
1

'll

/

1

2

1

1

^
1

3

2

1
1

1

'/'

1
2

2

1

1

'l

4

\

'l

2

2

1

-

//

-//

/

2

2

1

5+

1

2

1

/
Missouri.

.

.

/

.%

//10+

ture

of 10 or more.

3

/1

cooler

than the air inside, and therefore
on entering the mine absorb mois-

5

/

10+

10+

3

1

b.

/

6

/_

Colmnbia

1

/-

/

[

;///

Alberta

anthracite

in

II-

1

-

7

;///-

mines for the reason mentioned and
because in the 73 years covered by

the

/

//- Til' -

exploded.

is

2

I

//

5+

In this analysis of Mr. Eaven-

Dec
;

''r

10+

since anthracite dust has not been

Nov.

Oct.

/

4

Ohio,

no account

Sept.

;/

1

them, except in the anthracite fields,
where all explosions are from gas,

S.

7

/-

3

Virginia
Virginia

son's paper

Aug.
/

1

5+

out of the

to

June July

//

10+

West

any one

May

j

separate

for

Apr.

Alabama

state

bination of the two,

question

Mch.

Feb.

Jan.

explosions are

history,

failed to

due to

(/) represent

of coal-mine explosions in

list

print.

Table
Oblique lines

3

5+

On
of

//-

/
1

1

2

1

i

the Atlantic Coast, 75 per cent,

the

explosions

ginia occurred in
cent, of the

Nova

in

May,

eastern

Vir-

also 28.5 per

Scotia explosions.

In February, 25 per cent, of the
explosions in eastern Virginia occurred and 42.8 per cent,

Nova

On

of

2

1

2''

2

'

D

and West Virginia operators, it is
stated that coal has ,been mined
longer and there are more mines in
coking coal in those

more

states, therefore

explosions.

the

Attendance

Scotia explosions.
the Pacific Coast, explosions

favor the months of October and
January, although May, November,

and December have two each in
Washington.
The coals mined in West Virginia
and Pennsylvania, where the majority of the explosions have taken
are friable coking coals.
place,
Those which are semibituminous

seem to be more susceptible to oxidation and air slacking than coals
containing more
Colorado explosions have occurred
mostly in coking coals and those
volatile

',

/

matter.

at the University of Illinois
The number of students registered

in the

College of Engineering of the

on Novem-

University of

Illinois

ber

reported as follows:

1,

1914,

is

Architecture,

157

;

architectural

engineering, 197; civil engineering,
201; electrical engineering, 277;

mechanical engineering, 263; mining engineering, 41; municipal and
sanitary engineering, 36; railway
engineering, 30; total, 1,202.

This statement does not include
number of engineering students
registered in the Graduate School.

the

IXof

THE

at

course

my studies
Columbia
I

of

Ellis

Island,

that

hope

A

Plea for the

West

ditions,

Virginia Miner

Work Amongst

Who

Mountaineers

Native

the

By

the

yearly increasing multitude of im-

much concerning the
we owe to these

migrants, and

obligations which

our foreign brothers.
Ellis Island, however,

is

not the

only place that challenges our sense

shovel under the surface to dig coal.

from sight of sun
and progress, no one seems to know
him. Little thought had been given
to his welfare and uplift, until a
Literally buried

of

the

mining

two

me

Marguerite Walker Jordan

sent the mountaineer with pick and

went into

Constitute a Large towns, taking with

Part of the Miners of that Region

door

to

I

several
typical

heard Uplift

University,

much
of
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special

home

teachers

in

making,

with

a

view of securing the confidence and
interest of parents through effective
work with the children.

The

coal operators were favorably

toward

inclined

Owing

my

to

outline the

the

experiment.
I

could

work only vaguely

in the

inexperience,

beginning.
But from the day of
our arrival we aimed to bring something of happiness, contentment,
and economy into the homes of the

We

community.

saw at once that
would demand tact,
patience, and above all else, no outward affiliation with the company
itself, for the operator as an operathe

tor

situation

sincerely hated.

is

The

place we chose for the beginning of our work was on a branch
of the Virginian Railroad known as

"Winding Gulf." Four years ago it
was virgin forest, but now little
mining towns have sprung up like
mushrooms all along the steep denuded mountain sides. We were to
work in a series of three of these

WcsT VnoiHiA Mitcns* Crildrew

towns, strung along the gulf about
of duty to our fellow man.

Being a
native of the Southern Alleghany
Mountains where the purest AngloSaxon blood of the world is found,
and where in recent years, with the
opening of vast coal operations,
communities have suddenly sprung
up with their attendant chain of
serious problems, both social and
economic,

I

am

naturally strikingly

impressed with a sense of duty to
our brother in that section and I

have been wondering what we are
doing to uplift him.

The

man who makes up

the

mining population of the West Virginia camps is a type which for
generations had been isolated in the
mountains where hunting wild game
and chopping timber "offen his
patch" were the only sources of livelihood.
But today his patch is no
more.
An absent owner cut the
timber- from the whole range and

by

followed

strike,

bloodshed,

brought him prominently to attention.
Then the declaration of martial law in West Virginia, followed

by the memorable occurrence
Colorado, which now occupies so

later
in

much

of

our attention,

made

the

2 miles apart.

Thus

a dirty

little

pigs.

The

solved.

We assumed the role of teachand began to organize sewing

bors.

care to investigate.

ers

I

was particularly fortunate in
my information first hand

My

in the field itself.

sense of fair

play was aroused by the false opin-

and kindergarten

classes.

Most of the

immediately.

who know nothing

were unsmiling and

situation in these

the

actual

mining communilearn and

realized that to

ties.

I

know

conditions

is

to live in them.

Therefore, with the two-fold object
of both' learning and improving con-

In this

way we finally got started, though
at first we had considerable trouble.
Our calls on the neighbors began

ions and unjust criticisms of people

of

of

pretentious in size than its neigh-

more, few people have seemed to

getting

little street

town, surrounded by
children and grunting
question of at least tem-

accommodation was soon
We approached the one
building which was somewhat more

roundings the topic of the hour.
The world generally does not
know of these people and, what is

conditions,

that on a hot August
University girls found

little

dirty

porary

life,

was

themselves in a dirty

and sur-

miner, his

it

three

day,

showed us the

hospitality of

a tater, stranger."

wished

us

"have

One dear woman

"succession";

another

showed us her "photographs."

man

faces

stern, but they

One.

proudly brought out the gun

^
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and hound which he had received in
exchange for his last wife. We became acquainted and our room on

or "Quality Ladies."

the third floor of the boarding house

time

became a

room. Boys up to
came to that "kindergard" school. With their help we

much concern

cleared the space for a playground.

strength were limited.

class

13 years old

.

Later,

this

cleared

We taught something of course,
and sowed the seed for effective fu-

such names as "Mrs. Teachers Nice"

we had

The distance
cover took much of our

to

and

energy.

we

but

for

number

increasing

realized

gave

This

we saw an

we learned more than
we ever taught and received more
than we ever gave.
ture work, but

us

ever

We were forced to admire the conservatism and shrewd native ability
of the mountaineer.
We saw at

of things to do,

our

time

Their fathers moved the heavy timber left by the lumber men, and built
swings.
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and

"m7

space

was used not only by the children
but as an assembly room for evening
socials and outdoor classes.
The
work in the other two was carried
on along similar lines and always
with patience and with almost immediate interest and enthusiasm on

^^'

M1^%:

-i

•4^

"

1
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the part of the children.

With the women, we were not so
A coal town is of necesWater must be carried
sity dirty.
and house work is not systematized.
Pay day was announced every 2
weeks by the drinking of whisky,
playing of cards, and the flourishing
of pistols. On these occasions, we

''^tx^

Mill

successful.

kept a nightly watch, sitting on the
edge of our wire cots very close to
our thin lockless door. The hours

never dragged

"our

men

These

at

such

times

Besides, the condition of the

food and the wretchedness of the
sanitation offered

little

to

make

liv-

Accordingly we were
glad to find in the next town a fairly
comfortable four-room house.
ing pleasant.

The

valley

consists

of

a

creek

with a railroad on both sides. The
mountains rise almost perpendicu-

sun beats
and in the

down

at

lar; the

fiercely

noon

evening drops
mountains.
the

quickly

Often

behind
while walking

work along the

home from

lonely stretches of

the valley in the somber dusk we,

with faces blanched with

fear,

pass negroes or Italians.

K

^^^*-
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~=:^-

TnGINEE^^^^^I
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——
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^

-^7ta

Miss Jordan's Favorite Residence

Even Providence

At such

itself

seemed

at

once that knowledge for them must

times to be allied with other forces

be simple, definite, and shorn of

our mettle, for we continually worked under great difficulties

artificialities.

and it was only our ability to see the
amusing side that often saved the

found myself equipped with nothing but a
"two-eyed coal stove" and a frying
pan. I didn't give up for I realized
that much is spent unwisely in
equipment and that the problem of
more wholesome and attractive food
and greater efficiency and economy
in cooking were to play a vitally
important part in the ultimate success of the work which I had under-

in trying

situation.

In one town the building which

we

expected to use was not com-

pleted

;

an available school house,
another school closed on

too small

;

account of diphtheria. In that same
well-equipped
building
town,
a

which was offered

to

us,

burned.

and the earliest
snows for "well nigh 40 years,"
made walking bad and a playground
Drizzling

fall rains

addition

In

to

all

these

handi-

caps there was marked opposition
from local mountain teachers and
school boards
of
or

manual
science.

who had

never heard
domestic art,
Naturally then, we

training,

were forced on account of
sition,

The domestic

somewhat

at sea

when

this

oppo-

to confine ourselves to eve-

ning club work.

all

science

of a white marble kitchen left

me

I

At this stage I realized that
was fortunate in having the co-

taken.
I

operation of Mrs.

impossible.

would

we would bolster up courage
by humming a tune, the favorite being "I've Been Working on the Railroad."
But no matter whom we
met, the "howdy" was always passed
and the hats would invariably come
off.
In time we became known by
times

^:C7'
^^

'^'WlHM^BtoB
THE COUIERT

m

^-

for

good time."
amusements made our

lives interesting and, at times, excit-

ing.

Ik

«*

folks liked a

little

"\'

"M

II

Anna

B. Scott, of

whose 40 years of
experience in teaching the wage
earner better and more economical
cooking and home making have
Philadelphia,

as an expert
important work.
The interest which her remarkable
demonstrations aroused in the com-

made her recognized
authority

in

this

munity among men as well as the

^e (gf/ieryEngineer
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women, employers as well as employes, gave me a new light and
inspiration on the great ultimate
possibilities of such work in a field

His position differs from that of the
New England mill owner in that he

like this.

people in the city talk of those terrible mines, I wonder if they know

Before anything can be taught,
even to children, the desire to want
must first be instilled. We want because our neighbors have, but in this

community, lacking the education
of environment, even that of the
newspapers and department-store
windows, there is little to want.
Your neighbor lives as you do. Life

down

there

is

a very simple, very

The

elemental process.
little

come

people talk

and they have gradually belike the mountains that sur-

round them, reserved, conservative,
showing neither pain or pleasure,
suspicious of all strangers and anything or anybody connected with the
company. Socialism there becomes
No demands are
violent anarchy.
made by union leaders for better

of

he

which

under

own department

their

we

are often conscious of the evils

of the labor question in the distance

but not in our

own home and

When
taineer

back.

is

aroused, he seldom goes

we were never
how our work was

It is true that

quite sure just

received, and because there was no
outspoken appreciation, we could
not tell what lasting impression we

Some time

had made.

after leaving,

Girls about

some work

travagance

is

responsible for a large

part of the discontent.

It is

the old,

old story of "the high cost of ig-

norance."

The only hope

for the situation

is

These people must be
brought back to the simple, sensible
way of living and be shown that
education.

work

is

a blessing, not a curse.

must teach mothers how

We

to prepare

wholesome, economical food. The
task is a difficult one, requiring
money, ability, skill, and patience.
But it can and will be started and
accomplished when capital realizes
its importance and possibility.
The coal operator, as any other
business man, must see a profit for
his

investment.

philanthropist

He
nor

is

a

neither

a

missionary.

moun-

in

Camp

Fire

The

Collierv Engineer

of coal mining disas-

roughly three in number the
being explosion from firedamp

ters are
first

:

and coal dust; the second,
of the

human element

securing mine safety

failure

as a factor in

and the

;

third,

exposing the miner to
continual danger from falls of roofs
and sides, and also to nystagmus.
Of these, the first is probably the
most potent cause of trouble. Firedamp and coal dust are the two

bad

light,

causes of mine explosion,
these the primary
is

the ambition of the

always for an increase in wage.
Neither the man nor his wife knows
how to make a dollar do a dollar's
work. The wage increase goes for
gambling and cheap whisky. One
even sees a native driving mules on
Monday morning in $6 patentleather shoes which were purchased
Saturday evening. The best grade
of food stuffs is demanded and much
This ex-

en-

vironment.

wrote the

ruined in the preparation or

stores,

which are supposedly model, and the
factory and child, labor laws, which
should be enforced. A maid in their
own kitchen may be finishing a 10or 12-hour day. The whole thing
seems to resolve itself to this, that

I

it

When

works.

however,

thrown out the back door.

Writttn for

The causes

did not create the present conditions

schools, hygiene or sanitation, but

of

The Methanometer

and of
and greater cause

almost invariably firedamp.

Coal

dust floating in the air as an impalpable powder

is a powerful and
dangerous element in the explosion,
because mixed with firedamp it increases tremendously the violence
of the blast and renders its effect
far reaching, but although coal dust
alone may cause a very destructive

explosion,

does

it

not

ignite

so

was doing

easily as firedamp, nor does the vio-

one of the paper-box factories in

lence exhibited appear to be so great

I

when

the North, and in a few days I re-

as

ceived a large soft package which

gas.

hundreds

contained

stemmed mountain

of

short-

violets, tied into

small bunches with calico strings.

in

combination with the

Firedamp therefore remains
the main cause of all great explosions.

perhaps hardly necessary to

It is

The note accompanying them read:
"You showed us as how they were
pretty and we reckon the girls up

enter very fully into the cause of

there don't have none."

be briefly noted that firedamp, tech-

The whole problem,

after

how

teaching the laborer

all,

to

is

live.

wholesome food makes a
and mentally.
A warped mind and soul may be the
direct result of food and home surroundings, and corporations today

firedamp explosions, but in order to
render the subject complete, it may

known

nically

Simple,

akin to

man

odorless.

better physically

are beginning to
efficiency

of

realize

a plant

that

the

depends not
improved me-

as methane,

2y2 per cent, will, and a much
smaller proportion may, form an
explosive mixture of a most deadly

and destructive character.
over,

my

have

said,

object has been to outline con-

they exist in the West
Virginia and other mining towns, to
ditions as

tell

what we

tried to

people there and to
as far as

it is

do to help the

make an

appeal,

expedient, for improv-

ing conditions in the future.

5^

firedamp
forms a highly explosive mixture,
but in mine air in which impalpable
coal dust is almost always floating,
air,

in that plant.
I

a light

In the proportion of

per cent, in ordinary

only upon the latest
chanical inventions, but upon the
food and care of the man who works

To summarize what

is

hydrogen gas, closely
marsh gas and invisible and

carburetted

modern

conditions

Moreof

coal

mining have apparently given explosions a fierceness and destructive
violence quite

unknown

to the ear-

days of the industry, owing to
altered conditions.
Top seams are
becoming worked out, shallow
seams where little or no gas ever
lier

occurs are nearly

all

worked

out.

^e Qf/iery Engineer
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As

the mines go deeper, gas becomes

centage of firedamp at that

more abundant, and moreover, the
workers in a modern pit are num-
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moment

firedamp outside the lamp and cause
an explosion. Moreover, although
in some mines the amount of fire-

to refer to

This scale
and pointer can be fixed at any distance from the plate at which the
platinum black detector is operating, and a convenient situation, as
for example, in the mine manager's
Distance
office
on the surface.
makes no difference to the quick re-

the "methanometer,"
Britain
by
Great

sponse of the pointer, or to the accuracy with which it turns to the

constantly

methanometer

it is

on the scale indicating the
gas percentage in the pit. Hence an
official in the manager's office can
see at a glance, at any moment of

apparatus ever produced
to a complete practical

the day or night, the condition of the
atmosphere of the mine. If a dan-

strument.

in the

bered by the hundred as against a
few score that in former times were
exposed to the danger of any one
calamity.

For these reasons,

interesting

it is

an instrument known as
developed in
Mr.
Alfred
Williams, and recently demonstrated
in London.
The principle of the Williams
the

first

interesting, as

is

figures

which puts

ger point

use the strange property peculiar to
This property is
platinum black.
that in an atmosphere containing fire-

damp,

it

make

ing days and hours.

cause of two seemingly insuperable
One was to provide an
difficulties.
that

was

actuated

at all reliable

thereby

detected

of

the

other difficulty

temperature

and which
would instantly
the percentage

was

that,

when

cold,

platinum black is very insensitive
to small percentages of firedamp,
while it was imperative that these
small percentages should be recorded if mine safety is to be completely secured.

In order to over-

a detector arrangement
of platinum black held always in
contact with the mine air is kept to
this,

such a high degree of sensitiveness
that it instantly responds to the
smallest possible percentage of
damp that may present itself.

fire-

In

the second instance, by an ingenious
application of the principle of the

tized

methanom-

eter can be used by the fire boss who
has to see to the safety of the mines.
This is so constructed as to allow

as soon as the sensiplatinum-black detector repile,

sponds to the presence of firedamp
a specially designed galvanometer
actuates the pointer, which traversing the scale minutely calibrated by

means of mine

gas,

shows

at

of

its

serted

rise

of firedamp in the atmosphere; the

thermo

In

being raised roof high and inIf gas is
in the crevices.
present in the workings, it is at once

and accurately show

come

rung.

a

glance, and to a fraction, the per-

and the percentage

indi-

cated on the dial of the instrument.

The

established

means

which

bosses have at present for detecting firedamp, is the safety lamp,
fire

which

is

an uncertain and often de-

means of discovBy the amount of

cidedly dangerous

ering trouble.
visibility in the cap, the

fire

boss

gauges, or rather roughly guesses,
the percentage of firedamp in the

mine

and makes his record ac-

air,

cordingly.

Any

eyes of the

fire

damp may be

generally so small
cannot be detected with an
ordinary safety lamp, it may give
that

it

rise to a

danger, owing to the pres-

ence of coal dust and other reasons.

Again, firedamp will sometimes develop in dangerous quantities in a

mine atmosphere, and therefore a
automatic

cating at once,

record,

indi-

highly necessary.

is

For these reasons the methanometer
appears to be a most valuable inIt

has

favorably

been

reported upon by two well-known
British scientists. Prof. Silvanus P.

Thompson,

and Dr. J. Erskine
Murray, and we are indebted to Mr.
G. MacElwee, of Norfolk House,
Strand, London, for particulars concerning this valuable device.

In addition to

the fixed type a portable

a practical

use of this property of platinum
black of any real value failed, be-

indicator

is

centage of the firedamp at every
instant in the mine on a chart show-

always consistently
coinciding in its intensity with the
amount of firedamp present. Hithto

reached, in addition to

addition to this, the automatic recorder registers the varying per-

rise

erto attempts

is

the visible signal, a bell

exhibits a rise in tempera-

this

ture,

atmosphere.

pit

slight defect in the

boss would affect his

Culm

Piles Disappearing
The piles of culm and waste rock

which break the sky
the

anthracite

vania are

line

now being made

a very useful purpose.

present

a

throughout
Pennsyl-

region of

to serve

There

is

at

market for almost any

grade of anthracite that will bum,
and no more coal goes to the culm
bank except for temporary storage
and subsequent recovery by washers.
These artificial hills, once
considered refuse, are contributing
their share to the totaf coal production

and are rapidly disappearing.

Even the second washings are being
and flushed into mines to
old workings and furnish
support to the roof after which the

utilized

partly

coal

fill

previously

left

for

pillars

is

removed.

as to the cap visibility or even
prevent his seeing a low percentage

work

cap at all also several observers of
one cap are likely to differ in their
;

intensity

Moreover, a
often a dangerous

estimates.

lamp is
means of testing for gas. When a
perfectly formed cap is seen the
safety lamp must be handled with
safety

caution,

moved

slowly to a place of

and must on no account be
jerked or rapidly moved, because
safety,

such treatment

's

likely

to

ignite

at

To insure good mine ventilation
a minimum of cost, see that the

airways are large and kept free from
rock falls and obstructions such as
cars standing on the entries when
they should be in rooms or at partings; also that the air splits established are not interfered with by

leaving doors open, removing brattice, and obstructing regulators or

any other means.

.
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ALL

INcesses

pro-

preservative

— Material Used

Seasoning

treatment of wood,

—Tests

for

the kind and ulti-

mate

use

of

wood

as

well

Absorption

and tendency

or

warp, neither of

to

which, however, can be altogether
overcome, even with prolonged exposure to temperature below 200° F.,

timber for structures, it has been
found that coniferous woods serve
coniferous
dense
required;
woods, where steady loads are to be
supported, and tough hardwoods

found to be the maximum
permissible, higher temperatures by
components
of
the
volatilizing
woody fiber being injurious to the

where there are jarring

strength of the timber.

where lightness and

which

stiffness

are

Seasoning

is

loads.

commonly

stood to mean drying, but in addition to expulsion of water by evaporation other changes take place,

fully used

when

For
For
For
For

cut at different periods of the year,

has

by

determined

been

Table 3

^6%

follow-

120 to ISO"
158 to 180°
90 to lOO"
160 to 190°

poplar

walnut
white and yellow pines.

F.
F.
P.
F.

Table 2 shows weight lost by seasoning until approximately air dry.
Seasoning by allowing the smokeladen products of combustion to circulate among and penetrate loosely
piled timbers has been found an ex-

time required for timber to season,

Tests as in Table

and one-half times greater than
from fire, their elimination may

Forest

aid

cellent

Table

preservation.

in

their

in

freight effected

The saving

1.

by

Saving in Freight
on Carload Lots

in
to
Due
Decrease

III

Species

Seasoning

and are recommended for

oak and ash

Rate

15c
Rate

25c.

Weight

Total

Chestnut
Southern white
cedar

43

7,700

$19.26

$11.55

74

16,900

42.26

25.35

91

12,800

32.00

19.20

59

12,900

32.25

19.36

46

38.40C

96.00

57.60

Northern white
cedar

Western red

ce-

iBidar

Western yellow

any

justify

reasonable

cost

Impregnation of timber with zinc
is one of the earliest
and best known methods of timber
4.

chloride alone

preservation, but zinc chloride
for Seasoning

Location of Test
Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Cut

Cut

Cut

Cut

Parkton, Md.
Wilmington. N. C.
Escanaba. Mich.

Chestnut
Southern white cedar

Wilmington,

Madera.

of

treatment.

1

Time Required
Species

weak-

ened and break in service.
The
danger from these causes being two

-

The

green.

The

timbers

both,

dangerously

are

drying without injury to the wood:

such as the drying and partial decomposition of albuminous substances of the sap contained in the
cells,
leaving the seasoned wood
more porous, but with less fermentable matter than

is

frequently

ing temperatures have been success-

under-

the

damage, and when
attacked by either

By J. M. QMmaif

as

be

to

greatest source of

the

the degree of dryness must be conIn the use of wood as
sidered.

best

seen

thus

are

insects

Treating and the Methods of Applying

for

Decay and

cent.

Timber

Preservative Treatment of

the

for

Calif.

r

5
3
12
4

I

3

4
3
9
5

1

1

1

7

8
7
3
7

5
3
4
6

«

5

Calif.

8

is

not

wholly resistant to fire, and a number of mineral salts, such as aluminum phosphate and sulphate, ammonium chloride, ammonium phosphate and sulphate, sodium tungstate, and boric acid, have been
used therewith as an aid in fireproofing.

.

Owing

Table 2

to the fact that the spores

of the fungi {merulius lacrymans) or
Duration of
Seasoning
Species

Green,

Seasoned,

Weight Per
Cubic Foot

Weight Per
Cubic Foot

Weight

Pounds

Per Cent.

Pounds

Cubic Feet

47
26
25
26
33

16
30
24
24
49

180
228
141
319

20.00
20.76

able to use any salt containing

17.62
27.34

monia or one which

836

26.10

scopic.

Months

Average

Total

Weight Lost
Per Pole

Lost

Volume

1

of

Poles

1

"dry rot" thrive in the presence of
ammonia or its compounds, and cannot germinate without a certain

amount of moisture,
Oustnut

4-8

Southern white cedar
Northern white cedar
Western red cedar

Western yellow pine

.

a37
33
b33
66

.3-8

.

6-12
3-5
3-9

.

.

Moreover,

it

is

2.

The

artificial

methods of

sea-

drying.

The

methods

is

practice in all these
to

thereby reducing

heat
its

the

timber,

hydroscopicity

seasoning

ngineer,

1326 Chemical Building,
Association Engineering
read at Engineers' Club,

shown

Under average

3.

in

illustrated
in

Forest

Table

3.

conditions, the

(11

cents per pound)

am-

highly hydro-

its
is

phos-

high cost
adaptable

only to a high-pressure process for

thorough impregnation; ammonium

agencies of destruction of timbers

chloride

are relatively as follows

and imparts the same property to
the treated wood. These characteristics would seem to render the use

:

wear, 5 per

breakage (overload) and fire,
20 per cent.; decay (and insects),
50 per cent. all other causes, 25 per
cent.

•Consulting

St. Louis, Mc.
Journal
^
Societies, St. Louis, Mo.,
St. Louis.

is

Service Tests as

not advis-

ammonium

phate, in addition to

soning are kiln, steam, and hot-air

is

;

;

of

is

exceedingly hydroscopic,

ammonia

inadvisable.

;

^e QfGeryEngineer
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tungstate
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scopic, soluble in alcohol, melting at

cells contract

also limited

100°

C, and

nated solution.

because of its high cost. Boric acid
forms white crystals over the wood,

heat.

It is

fireproofer, but its use

is

is

during the process of impregnation,
around the steam coils and thermometer bulbs, thereby preventing
accurate determination of temperatures

otherwise

;

servative

from

it is

an

efficient pre-

fire.

sulphate,

Aluminum
known
(504)3
5.

Al^

commercially as
"white sulphate of alumina," is recommended by many, for use both as
a preservative and for fireproofing,

due to its heat resisting qualities,
and its low cost of 2 cents per pound.
This salt, when used in fireproofing,
should be neutral (neither acid or
basic), free from salts of sodium
and potassium, and should not contain more than 1 per cent, of iron
also, it should be granular and
crushed to 40 mesh" or

finer.

a low red

pickle over night, so that the origi-

concentrated

solution

mentize paper.

The

a germi-

and the spores

cide, killing insects

of dry rot.

parch-

will

It is also

purity of the

salt,

nal

solution

The

cooled.

attendants ("picklers")

immersing dry timber

in a cold zinc

The oxychlorides

either fused or crystalline, can be

chloride solution.

determined by testing for free acid,

of zinc which form in a cold solution

solubility,

and

Kramer's

table.

specific gravity,

using

Table 6:
7.
The chemical composition of
different woods has been under in-

many

vestigation for

yet

understood.

little

is

it

years, but as
It

is

are inert as a germicide or preserva-

Experiments indicate that the
degree of impregnation of pine tim-

tive.

same degree of dryness
can be regulated by varying the tembers of the

perature of the cooling bath.

To

maximum

claimed by some that when treated
with zinc chloride a part of the salt

fective penetration, the

enters into and forms a permanent

be thoroughly seasoned before treat-

Table 5

Per Cent.

Specific

Specific

Specific

Gravity
25° C.

Gravity
35° C.

Gravity
45° C.

1.0503
1.1022
1.1522
1.2004
1.2483

1.0460
1.0960
1.1460
1.1920
1.2407

1.0356
1.0850
1.1346
1.1801
1.2291

5
10
15

20
25

9.

seasoned timbers no decay was
found, while 13 per cent, of green
signs

ful, especially

where weak solutions

are used; the crystallization of the
salts in the fibrous interstices of the

wood

cell

walls

is

a

ef-

wood must

but green timbers only fairly so.
Four year s after the treatment of

timbers

combination with the cellulose of
the wood. This, however, is doubt-

secure the

ment with zinc chloride. Seasoned
timbers have been treated very effectively by the open-tank process,

solu-

TABI.S4

thoroughly

be

will

in

should be specially cautioned against

used.

is

wood should remain

the

bath,

tion of

water at different temperatures
given in Table 4.

not economical

ing water from organic substances
and carbonizing the wood, and in

especially

The relative solubility of 1 part
aluminum sulphate in 100 parts of

retain the impregIf

or practical to use a second cold

In the

where a 1-per-cent.
aluminum sulphate is

and

a powerful caustic, draw-

presence of zinc chloride and free
from alkali, aluminum hydrate will
not precipitate in the tank solution,

distilling at

treated

similarly

process

The

decay.

of
is

showed

open-tank

best suited to the treat-

unseasoned or
of
loblolly
and Pennunseasoned
partly
sylvania pines, and of seasoned

ment

cypress,

more reasonable

Tabu 6

explanation.
Cent.

AhiSOi),

Cent. AhiSOi), Cent.

Alt(SOiti

Per Cent.

D«g,

Deg. Percent.

Per Cent.

10

31.3
33.5

20
30

40.4

40

Per Cent.

80
90

45.7
52.1
59.1
66.2

60
60
70

36.1

Deg.

100

zinc chloride consists of a hot bath

used

phate

of

strength

solution

in

aluminum

sul-

can be quickly

ascertained from the specific gravity

of the solution as shown by Table 5.
Zinc chloride as a wood pre6.
servative should be free from oxyand other impurities,
chlorides
should be neutral and not contain

k

more than
less

than

1

96

per cent, of iron nor
per

cent,

of

fused

Zinc chloride

is

soluble in clean cold water, and

is

chloride of zinc.
suitable for use in

open-tank treatThe commercial

ment of timber.
form of fused chloride "butter of
zinc"

is

specific

a transparent white mass,

gravity 2.75,

very hydro-

results

pressure

in

the

that

are

by

artificial

closed

cylinder

accomplished

quickly

The

obtain

to

all

Higher temperabeen stated, cause
warping, and the quick formation

to

190°

of

200° F.

to

as

has

insoluble

zinc

rosinates,

etc.,

which hinder exudation from the
wood cells and prevent thorough
impregnation.

Different

tempera-

tures should be tried with different
woods to determine the maxiutii

which

will not cause

The
fully 3

warping.

treatment should
hours and be followed by

hot

last

immersion in a cold solution for 1
hour during which time the wood

Solution

Per Cent.

6

IXMS

10
15

1.091
1.137
1.187
1.288
1.291

20
26
30

process of other methods. The solution is heated in the open tank to

tures,

Gmvity
of Solution

Western

pines.

Gravity
of Solution

(Cold)

(Cold)

followed by a cooling treatment, in
which atmospheric pressure alone is

73.1
80.8
89.1

Specific

Specific

The open-tank treatment with

8.

r

36
40
45
SO
65
60

1.352
1.420
1.488
1.566
1.6S0
1.740

Before treatment,

timber should be cut and framed
to final form and dimensions, as
sawing, cutting, and boring are likely

expose the untreated wood to

at-

Timber should be wholly immersed
throughout the treatment and thereafter should be dried where completely shielded from the sun.
10.
The open tank may be an old
tack by destroying organisms.

boiler shell or a rectangular tank
equipped with steam coils or with a
hearth beneath. A derrick or gin
pole with tackle is needed for han-

dling heavy timbers.

:

:
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A steel tank, 3

x 3

ft.

ft.

lons,

is

x 33

ft.

of

worked with

used at the United States

dinary wood.

Boat Yard

The

Mo.

at St. Louis,

is heated by four lengths of
V/i-mch steam pipe laid inside along
the bottom. A thermometer is in-

tank

stalled at each end.

The

(d)

process,

subject

more extended

future and

to

investi-

gations are:
(a) Duration

and times of immer-

It

it

immune

completely

Timber so

treated

railway

purposes,

and

interior

must not

be used in submerged work, as running water is liable to leach out the

(c)

Strength of solution required

chloride

(/)

Too strong a

solution of zinc

aluminum

or

makes the wood brashy,

The degree of impregnation

suitable

is

of boat building, but

preservative salts.

for each kind of wood.

to

sulphate

and

brittle,

blue in color.

A

probable for each kind of wood.
Table 7 shows the absorption of

taining some scrap zinc to prevent

poles cooled over night, for timber

oxidation of the contained salts

cut at different periods of the year.

suggested for the strength of the

The method

12.

treatment

is

of

open-tank

preferred for the fol-

lowing reasons

The

(a)

14.

of

steam,

vacuum, and pressure features of the
cylinder process, and of the expensive machinery necessary.
(6) The light and economical con-

The

much

less

cost for maintenance

amount of labor

small

required.

In general, the low cost of

{e)

tank treatment

is

well within reach

of most boat builders, mine opera-

and engineering concerns

tors,

re-

quiring small plants.

wood

found that
(a)

The

is

1.037,

and

1
gallon of water at 62.50° F.
weighs 8.33 pounds, the number of
gallons of water per 100 pounds of

zinc chloride

is

be estimated as

non-poisonous

in handling.

many

tie

Three

grams of dry borings should be
weighed into a 250-cubic-centimeter
flask and 3 cubic centimeters of
concentrated sulphuric acid added.

The

should be gently heated

flask

on a sand bath or hot plate until the
wood becomes thoroughly charred.
A few drops of concentrated nitric
acid should then be added; when
brown fumes have disappeared, a
few more drops should be added,
and the addition continued, a few
drops at a time (toward the last the
amount should be increased) until
organic

the

When

this

matter
point

is

is

destroyed.

reached,

the

remain colorless on further heating. The flask should then
be allowed to cool and the contents
diluted with 100 cubic centimeters of
water (added carefully at first). As
liquid will

a rule, the residue in the flask will

^^^- ""^^'^^

be completely dissolved, but
should be a slight sediment

after a

be

The absorption

there

if

may

it

Ammonium

disregarded.

bath of 2 or 3 hours followed by
cooling for 24 hours is about 18

hydroxide should be added until distinctly
alkaline and
allowed to

pounds per cubic

cool.

15.

foot.

hot

Seasoned

If

dissolved

In general, Western pines absorb 16

it

to 18

pounds of 3-per-cent. solution

per cubic foot, and 12 to 14 pounds

Chloride of

zinc costs 4 to 5 cents per

pound

(1914) and with an impregnation of
to

.5

pound of

this salt per cubic

foot of timber or 25

pounds per 1,000

pounds

to

40

feet B. M., the cost

there

is

iron hydroxide or

timber in cold solution alone has absorbed 12 pounds per cubic foot.

.3

solution

may

follows

of 4-per-cent. solution.

In the use of zinc chloride
preservation it has been

13.

for

is

specific gravity

of a 4-per-cent. solution

is

than for any other pro-

The

con-

solution,

1.037X^8.33X.04=^^^

cess.

{d)

The

initial solution.

struction of the tank.
(c)

4-per-cent.

as

elimination

not only locally, but by

treating plants and railroads.

and cold bath.
Temperature of hot bath.

(d)

ing zinc chloride in samples of timber has been found very satisfactory

is

{b)

sion in hot

open-tank

will take varnish

for furniture, buildings, paving,

general

the

process, including labor, will be $2

M.
The following method of determin-

"dry rot."

work

by

treatment

of

dis-

paint.

{e)

variables entering into

open-tank

the

total cost

be
or-

to $3 per 1,000 feet B.

color wood, and

was only $275.

of the tank
11.

The

tools, the

The treatment does not

(c)

and

may

same as

Impregnated wood

(Jb)

1,500 gal-

j4-inch plates, capacity

sediment

a precipitate of
if

there
in

is

the

any

flask,

should be filtered; if not, it
should be poured into a 400-cubiccentimeter beaker, 5 cubic centimeters of ammonium sulphide added
and allowed to stand over night. It
should be then filtered into an 11cubic meter filter paper, washed
thoroughly with water containing
ammonium sulphide and dried. It

should then be incinerated in a porceTable

Weight Per
Cubic Foot

Time of Cuttisc

Before
Treating

Pole*

7

Duration of Treatment

Avera^
Absorption
Per Pole

Averaged

Hot Bath

lain crucible,

and roasted

zinc chloride

is

The weight should be divided by 3 and the result multiplied

oxide.

by

Cooling

until the

converted into zinc

1.674,

which

will give the

num-

ber of grams of zinc chloride con-

Spring

Winter
ftunmnr,

,

,,

Pooads

Poundi

22J
24
38

8
ao
90

5
8
4-7

Hourt

Pounds

Oveniight
Overnight
Overnight

61.5
62.0
46.0

1 gram of the wood, or the
number of pounds per pound of

tained in

wood. To convert this result into
pounds of zinc chloride per cubic

—
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foot of wood, multiply by the weight
in pounds of 1 cubic foot of the

wood.

^
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Freezing points, then, are not as
simple and fixed temperatures as
they seem.
Even a very simple
substance may freeze at very different

The Freezing

Point of Low
Freezing Explosives
Bu

We
is

Arthur LaMotle, Editor*

are frequently asked,

the actual freezing point

Cross dynamite and
atine

The

dynamite?"

varnished

tell

Pont

gel-

"straight un-

is

"we do

not

will

believe

that

truth"

know," but few

when we

Du

"What
of Red

them.

you asked an ordinarily welleducated man, "What is the freezing
point of water?" he would say
promptly "32° F." But if you asked
a very learned physicist the same
question he would probably qualify
his answer by saying that it depended on several things, the nature
of the container, the pressure, and
whether the liquid was moving or
If

absolutely

water

kept absolutely quiet, its temperature may
be lowered to 14° F. without its
If

still.

is

freezing

(Kent).
In a glass tube
inch
diameter
it
freezes at 23° F.
J4
In a glass tube %oo inch in diameter
it
freezes at from 3° F. to 4° F.

(Trautwine).

Water

one of the simplest of
chemical compounds, while the dyis

namites, especially the low freezing
ones, are exceedingly complex, both

chemically

and

physically,

since

317

temperatures

under

different

conditions.

of 30 per cent, of copper and zinc
salts.
This concentrated material is
estimated to have 150 times the pre-

power actually required to
Hence, and be-

servative

The temperatures

which Red
Cross dynamites and Du Pont Gelat

effect sterilization.

cause the preservative elements are
fixed
permanently in the aczol-

dynamites freeze vary in a
similar manner, and therefore no

cellulose

definite figure

solution

atine

can be given as their
freezing temperature. However, they
have been known to remain unfrozen when exposed to a temperature below zero for a week. On the

compounds, a very

may be

used.

Timber

dilute

to be

buried or exposed continuously to
weather may be painted with a one
in five or six solution of aczol in

the fact that very few instances of
powder being frozen in the field

water.
Impregnation is preferable
and must be employed for telegraph
poles.
Injection is by simple immersion for two or three weeks, or
more rapidly by pressure; cold solution is used.
The weight of the
timber is hardly increased by treatment; the wood is not rendered ob-

have been encountered.

jectionable

other

hand,

have been
known where these powders have
frozen at temperatures higher than
40° F.
The low freezing qualities
instances

of these explosives

They
quicker

much

freeze

they

if

evidenced by

is

have

and

easier

once

been

frozen and then thawed, as in the
second winter storage.

From the
how unfair

foregoing you will see
insist

on our

naming or guaranteeing a

specific

it

is

to

freezing point, for it cannot honestly
be done by this company or any
manufacturer of low freezing explosives,

but

we can say

low freezing explosives represent
the best in that respect that science
has so far produced, and bear the

Du

nor dangerous in any
way, but is appreciably strengthened,
and it can be painted or polished
after treatment.

strength

of

By

regulating the

solution

used, timber
can be made waterproof or flameproof.
None of the ingredients of
aczol corrodes iron or other metals,

nor do they reduce the insulating
value of wood. Electric Review,
Vol. 74, p. 85.

that our

Pont guarantee as to quality.

Formation of Coke
An
by

S.

important paper has been read
Parr and H..L. Olin (Bul-

W.

University Illinois EngiExperiment Station) on
"The Coking of Coal at Low Temperature." Experiments were carried
out by the authors which confirm
letin

they contain various nitrated compounds, finely ground inorganic ni-

and carbonaceous ingredients.
Chemically pure nitroglycerine
under normal conditions will freeze

contains 15 to 30 per cent, of reinforced phenols and the equivalent

60,

neering

trates

Aczoling Timber

However, the actual

This describes the preservation of
timber by aczol, which is a mixture

freezing temperature of the ordinary

of metallic ammoniates with an anti-

the following theoretical conditions
namely, that (1) for the formation

septic acid containing phenols

of coke there

at about 55° F.

high

freezing

atines

may

The

dynamites and gel-

be considerably lower.

theoretical freezing point of

ordinary sweet glycerine is about
62° F. yet it is used in anti-freezing

tive elements of creosote.

pound
great

The com-

claimed to have especially
and enduring preservative

is

Owing

to the solubility of

mixtures for automobiles and gas
meters.
In the coldest weather a

cellulose

drum

surface layers of the fibers and

of frozen glycerine

is

consid-

ered rather a curiosity at the dynamite works where thousands of

drums of glycerine are stored
winter in the open.
•Da Pont Magazine.

all

and

naphthalenes, the essential preserva-

value.

and vaculose

sues of the

wood

in aczol, the
tis-

treated are coated

must be present certain
bodies which have a rather definite
melting point; (2) the temperature
at -which decomposition takes place

must be above the melting point;
(3) where the compounds that satisfy the first and second conditions
are unsaturated, it is possible by subjecting them to oxidation, so to

and cemented together by a com-

lower the temperature of decomposi-

bined chemical and physical action
which yields secondary and perfectly

tion as to alter the second condition

stable

compounas.

As

sold,

aczol

prescribed,

in

will not occur.

which case coking

:

THE
of

coal

mine

the

Hill-

berta,

on

is

A

Description of the Mine, the Ventilation, and General Conditions as

Shown by

the

WtWitnfoT The

Rocky Moun-

the

in

tains

Alberta.

nadian

coal bear-

retarding conveyer to coal pockets

measures

2

Railroad,

Pacific

The

southeast of Frank.

ing

miles

of the Ca-

Crows Nest Pass branch

this

in

Blairmore-

Frank coal field, have been placed
by the Canadian Geological Survey
River Series of the
middle and lower Cretaceous formation, which here approximates 740
the

made

Colllerv Engineer

and hauled 3,000
by a small locomotive.
Here the coal is dumped and
lowered 240 feet by rope and button

the southwestern part of
It is on a spur of the

Belly

into trains

feet to the tipple

from which

The

cars.

it is

loaded into railroad

capacity of the mine

is

about 1,400 tons daily.
According to the evidence taken

of coal each over 8 feet, six seams

by Judge A. A. Carpenter, who was
appointed commissioner to inquire
into the cause of the disaster by the
Provincial Government of Canada,

of coal between 5 feet and 8 feet

the

each, and eight seams under 5 feet

9:30 A. M., June 19, 1914. At the
time of the explosion there were 235
employes of the company in the

seven seams

feet in thickness, has

each.

The
greatly

coal

measures

have

been

disturbed by faulting and

took

explosion

mines.

Of

about

place

these, 189 perished, the

folding, consequently the seams vary

only ones saved being in No.

from the horizontal to
the vertical and in one instance "the
coal bed is being worked in slightly

level,

where the

effect of the explo-

sion

was

slightly

in position

overturned strata."
sample of the Hillcrest "run-ofmine" coal had the following proxi-

A

mate analysis
Fixed carbon,
ter,

was
.6

and the sulphur
fired,

was but

per cent, and the heat units ob-

tained amounted to 12,360.
as

a

quality, although

rule

is

of

good

somewhat high

in

ash.

According to reports the thickness
of the Hillcrest seam varies from
12 feet to 20 feet, dips 30 degrees
west and is worked through a rock
tunnel and slopes.
From the end of the rock tunnel,
which is 400 feet long. No. 1 slope
is driven, and from this slope levels
branch off. No. 2 slope is separate
and 2,500 feet long. The system of
mining followed is room and pillar,
compressed-air machines being used
mine.
Underground
by horses to the mouth
of the tunnel, where the cars are
inside

haulage

the
is

No

mine of this kind, but that a search
was made to ascertain whether or
not the men had matches, etc., was
not brought out by the evidence.
The rock formation in this mine is
the same as the Bellevue, where 4
years ago a number of explosions
occurred which were attributed to
sparks emitted by falls of rock.
Two witnesses claim they had seen

14.6 per cent,

coal

felt.

were allowed in the
mine. Wolf safety lamps being
adopted, and each lamp was examined by two examiners. It is against
the Mines Act for men to take
lights

The moisture

per cent, in the analysis; as

The

but

north

matches, pipes, or tobacco, into a

the moisture in the coal
.8

naked

1

55.4; volatile mat-

29.3; ash, 14.6.

a

tail

the Commissioner's Report of the Investigation

of

flank

eastern

was

tion
inated.

Co., Al-

and Coke

that cause of igni-

Hillcrest, Alberta, Explosion

Coal

crest

in

January, 1915
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fail

of rock strike fire in the old

workings of this mine, but there was
no conclusive evidence that this was
the

cause

struck

fire

or

that

and

a

set

The

of the mines

was known only to
the mine manager,
Mr. Quigley, and the overman, Mr.
Taylor, and both of these men were
victims of the explosion.

Under the provisions of the Alberta Mines Act the mine operators
are not required to keep in their
a plan of the ventilation sys-

office

tem of the mine.

Consequently the
only evidence that was available in
this regard was that of the surviving Examiners.

Of

the two entrances to the Hill-

mine one is called the Rock
Tunnel leading to No. 1 slope, and
the other is called No. 2 slope. All
coal from the workings east and
south of No. 1 slope is taken up
through the Rock tunnel, and this
part of the mine is called No. 1
mine; while the coal from all the
other portions of the mine is taken
up No. 2 slope and this for convenience is referred to as No. 2 mine.
No. 1 and No. 2 mine are connected
so that in reality they form one
crest

mine.

The

ventilation of the

mine was

induced by one electrically driven
Sirocco fan placed a little south of

Rock tunnel, which acted as an
exhaust fan and had a capacity of

the

100,000 cubic feet of air per minute,

while a

little

slope there

north of the No. 2

was a steam driven fan

used to force air into No.
level.

The

north

level,

north
1

apparently, joined the

intake air going

the combined

No. 2 south

1

return air from No.

down No. 2 slope,
moving to

currents

level,

along this level to

tool

the face, returning along the work-

the

gas.

ing faces of No. 2 south to room 31,
and thence to the exhaust fan

off

report of the elec-

shows the feed-cables were
properly insulated and with the system of ventilation in vogue there
was no suggestion that the explosion originated in No. 2 slope, and
trician

of the ventila-

miner's

There were three electric pumps in
No. 2 slope, placed, respectively, 130
feet, 900 feet, and 1,500 feet down
the slope.

tion

elim-

Exact de-

through an overcast over the new
slope after ventilating the working
places of No. 1 south level. Another
air-current passed down No. 1 slope,
returning along the counter after
having ventilated the places in the
level off this slope, and the places
above the slope where the pillars
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were being extracted. The air-current going through the Rock tunnel

was

split at the

nel with No.

junction of this tunslope and the

1

new

one portion traveling down
the new slope as far as a stopping
at about the second breakthrough in
slope,

room

31.

That

this current did not

play any important part in the ven-

mine may be judged
by the fact that no measurement apparently was ever taken of the air
tilation of the

passing

down

new

the

slope.

The

evidence was that a certain amount

slope at 24,000 cubic feet the over-

readily conceived, paid

man

tion to the location

the

air-current

ventilating

the

workings of No. 1 south level. The
workings below No. 2 slope, as far
down as No. 3 south level, appear to
have been ventilated by a split from
No. 2 slope, but below No. 3 south
level the working's were ventilated
by means of compressed air.

The turning

the return air-

of

current from No.

1

north level into

the intake current going

down No.

2

mine was criticised by Mr. Fraser
and others, as it meant turning vitiated air into fresh air used to ventilate
another part of the mine.

There was an overcast crossing
No. 2 slope above the junction of
this slope and No. 1 south level,
and had the return air from No. 1
north level been carried through this
overcast to the surface no objection
to this part of the ventilation could

be raised.

The evidence was, how-

ever, that this overcast at the time

of the accident

was not being

used,

and that the return current from
No. 1 north level did travel down
No. 2 slope and mingle with the
fresh air supplied to No. 2 mine.
The air traveling through the mine
was measured on the 16th of June
by the overman, 3 days prior to the
accident, and his record shows that
14,500 cubic feet of air per minute
were forced into the workings of
24,000 cubic feet

No. 1 north level
were being taken down No. 2 slope,
and 54,600 cubic feet were being
drawn down No. 1 slope. Mr. Era;

ser,

the

miners'

expert

witness,

seemed to think that in taking the
volume of air coming down No. 2

little

atten-

included the return air from
No. 1 north level. To accept this

where the bodies
of the victims were found, and even

would imply that the dead overman
was guilty of a species of fraud and
the Commissioner could not find

the location of the bodies could not
be conclusive in this regard. There

anything to warrant the adoption of
such a view.

after the explosion, left their

It was apparent from the measurements that there was a sufficient
quantity of air passing through the
mine to insure proper ventilation
provided the air was pure and prop-

erly distributed.

Mr. Fraser took the view that the

of this current leaked through this

stopping into room 31 and joined
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term

"ventilation

district"

in

the

Alberta law was used in the same
sense as in the British Coal Mines
Act, and as to No. 2 mine he sug-

gested that No.

1 north level and
No. 2 south level were both on the

same split. On the other hand, Mr.
Drinnan, the company's expert, was
inclined to give a

much wider

inter-

and in his
opinion No. 1 north level and No. 2
south level were two distinct splits.
Mr. Brown, the company's manager,
was of much the same opinion, and
the Commissioner stated that if the
return current from No. 1 north
level had traveled through the overcast over No. 2 slope, there would
be no possible doubt but that there
were two distinct districts or splits
pretation to the term,

Assuming

there were two
No. 2 mine, it still
seems that there were more than the
70 men, as authorized by law, emthat

distinct splits in

ployed

each

in

workings.

The

district

of

these

reports of the com-

pany do not give very

distinct in-

formation as to the number of men
employed in the various parts of the
mine.

The explanation given was

that the men, with the exception of

the miners, are often

moved from

one part of the mine to another.
The estimate of Mr. Fraser as to
the

number of men employed

in

No. 2 mine, exclusive of No. 1 north
level, in view of the evidence, was in
the Commissioner's opinion excessive.

the

It is

impossible to fix exactly

number

of

men employed

in

No. 2 mine at the time of the disasRescue parties, as may be
ter.

many

doubt that

of the men,

work-

ing places in an attempt to escape
before they succumbed to the effect
of the afterdamp.

According to the figures submitby the company showing' the

ted

number of men checked into the
mine on the morning of the disaster,
there were 59 in No. 1 mine and 176
in No. 2 mine.
All of the men in
No. 1 north level, 46 in number,
were saved, so that the remaining
portion of No. 2 mine shows that
there were 130 men. The evidence,
however, bears out the company's
explanation that the men were
moved about the mine. While the
figures show that there were three
trackmen in No. 2 mine and none in
No. 1 mine, the evidence shows that
one of these men was killed in No. 1
mine. Again, while there is no positive evidence on the point, it ap-

number of buckers
mine was very congreater than the com-

pears that the

found

in

No.

siderably

1

The Commis-

pany's figures show.

sioner thinks an extreme estimate of

the

men employed

apart from No.

No. 2 mine.

in

is little

No. 2 mine,
level, to be

in

north

1

120 and was possibly

less.

Assum-

ing that there were 120 there at the

time of the disaster,
that

the

it

will

of

quantity

air

be seen

coming

down No. 2

slope

sufficient to

allow the required 200

cubic feet per

would be

man

that

is

at least

required

by the Act.
In regard to sending the return

from No. 1 -north level down
No. 2 slope, the weight of evidence
goes to show that the system of
air

while

ventilation,

dangerous in

apparently

this mine, is

severe criticism.

While

open

notto

this is so,

nothing to show that the
system contributed any to the cause
of the explosion. Neither can it be
there

is

stated that the use of compressed air
in the

workings of No. 2 slope below

No. 3 south level is accountable in
any way for the disaster. It is practi-
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admitted

cally

that

explosion

the

did not originate in this portion of
the mine.

Although the system of ventilation was open to criticism, there
seems to be but one opinion in regard to the ventilation as far as the
men of the mine were concerned, and
that was that the ventilation was
good in their particular working

The month

places.

before the disas-

Adlam, who went

into

mine

the

about 10 minutes to four, and came
out at 20 minutes past six in the

morning that the disaster occurred.
His report showed presence of gas
in rooms 2, 5, 12, 17, 7, 8, and 43.
Rooms 2, 12, and 17 are on No. 1
north level, rooms 7 and 8 are on
No. 3 south level, and rooms 4 and
43 are on No. 2 south

a custom of the brattice

test

in a

with a safety lamp, were found,

but this condition was remedied by

through room 31.
Since
that time and up to the time of the
disaster, there had been no complaints on the part of the men. A
driving

report of the miners' pit committee,

made on the
month before
found

they

The

18th of

May,

just

one

time, the presence of gas

is

not

necessarily an indication of an inef-

system of ventilation.
An
accumulation of gas may arise from
the fact that the brattices have not
been carried sufficiently near the
faces of the workings and conseficient

quently the air-current

is

not con-

enough the faces to
g'as.
In a mine of
this nature, there is generally more
or less gas. In any mine where inducted

carry

near

away the

flammable

gas

has been found
within 3 months, an inspection of
the roadways leading through the

mine and the working places must,
under the provisions of the Alberta
Mines Act, be made within 3 hours
before each shift goes to work.

During

made

for the

question of gas in the mine

At the

this

for

gas

makes a report

inspection, a test is

and

examiner

the

as to the condition of

it is

made before
by

the explo-

Examiner

William

be said that these tests show that
the dust in this mine is of fairly
highly explosive character and the
dust would ignite by a blown-out

Mr. Aspinall, who was government inspector of mines for this district a year or two prior to the dis-

No. 1 north level and the raise in
No. 2 south level, there was considerable gas and it does seem that it
would have been advisable that these
places should have been cleared before the miners entered the mines.
Such a course, at least, would have
avoided an element of danger that
had to exist if the raises were being
cleared after the miners had gone to
work. Mr. Hudson, representative
of the Dominion Department of
in

Mines, expressed his opinion that
nothing indicated an undue amount
of gas at that time.

The theory

of

Mr. Eraser was that the explosion
originated in the workings of No. 2
south level. If such were the case,
except so far as it would tend to
vitiate the air-current going through
No. 2 south, the gas in all the working places but 5 and 43 may be
eliminated so far as this phase of

mine had been

was

made by the United States
Bureau of Mines as to the explosibility of samples of dust taken from
the Hillcrest mine. Without adopting any technical language, it may
test

shot or by an ignited pocket of gas.

book kept for that purpose and
a copy of this report is posted immediately in a conspicuous place at
the mine.
The last inspection of
sion

avail himself of the results of the

evident that in the raise

the investigation

this nature

mine owners and the miners

state-

According to the examiner's
ments,

men

into the mines.

the mine, such report being' recorded
in a

In
regard to the character of the dust
in the Hillcrest mine, both counsel
at the inquiry agreed that he should

ined the lamps of the brattice

the question of ventilation.

ventilation in use in the mine.

mine a half hour or so before the
shifts go in.
The examiners on
duty at that hour give the brattice
men the orders posted upon the report of the examiner who has made
The lamps of the
the inspection.
brattice men are examined by the
examiners, and in this case John
Ironmonger swears that he exam-

when they went

must be intimately connected with

same

working faces and so clear

the disaster, stated that

good.

to the cause of

those places of gas, to go into the

the

ventilation

any conclusion as

to

demnation of the general system of

so as to conduct the air-current up

show a flame

the evidence in regard to the
presence of gas in the mine that
assists in leading the Commissioner
in

men who

Evidence was given that traveling
caps, that is the existence of such
an amount of gas in the ventilating
current as would

free

the disaster nor to lead to his con-

attend to the placing of the brattices
to the

have been more than ordinarily
from gas during that time.
There does not seem to be anything
to

It is

level.

the conditions were not so good.

ter,

a perusal of the mine examiner's report for those days shows the mines

is

concerned.

The

on the 17th and
18th of June, the two days immediately before the day of the disaster, but the ventilation system with
the exception of the working of
hand fans, was in full operation and
idle

aster,

said that

he considered the

On

mine a dusty one.

the other

hand, the evidence of nearly
the

men working

in the

of

all

mine was

to

the effect that prior to the explosion

they would not consider this a dusty
With the exception of No. 1

mine.

main roadways were n.iore
The Commissioner does
not think that the evidence was such
as to show that the company had any
reason to believe there was a danslope, the

or less wet.

gerous quantity of dust in the mine.
In

Com-

concluding his report.

"Apart

missioner Carpenter says:

from the matters

I

have already

dealt in, there does not appear to be

anything

in

management

connection

with

the

of the mine nor in the

company

care taken by the

in

its

operations that could have led or

contributed in any
ter.

The

initial

way

to the disas-

cause of the explo-

sion does not seem to be ascertain-

The coroner's jury recommended that the employes be
able.

searched

at

stated

intervals

matches, pipes, and tobacco."

for
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DYNAMITE
tains
reputation

The Tripp

main-

still

he

Shaft Disaster

Peculiar Accident Causing the

a

freak explosive.
On Wednesday,

Death

of 13

but the Shaft

is

By W. Z.

at

9,

Men— Explosion

fell to the shaft bottom
over 300 feet below.

plosion, that there

Scranton,
in

feet

Pa.

It

depth,

Co.,

cutting

On

Dunmore

mite, indicates that Bolinski's

statement that he
heard the report of an explosion

at

seams.

men

When

side.

This, of course, precipitated

men

35-6—5

to the

bottom

of the shaft.

the explosion octhe

cage

the

in

and an unexploded piece of
dynamite were found on it.

One

piece was picked up
near the shaft in the Clark
seam, 30 feet below. Eight
or ten sticks fell to the
Fig.

1.

bottom of the shaft with-

Elevation of Cage, Showing Breaks

The

out exploding.

a natural fear of descending a shaft,

the

two
hoist-

was over
60 feet below that on
which the men were riding,
and yet part of the box

wood being torn.
This
caused the entire weight on the floor
of the cage to be supported by the
truss rods and the upright on the

snapped oflf flush with the floor.
This allowed the floor to hang down,
it being held to the top of the cage
simply by the truss rods on that

both

other hoistway

escaped, Martin Bolinski,

great that the upright on that side

having

inspect

curred

the opposite end.

leverage was so

respect

guides.

the appearance of a tensile break,

The

this

ways, going up and down
inspecting the timbers and

was so great that the upright broke at A-B.
It
gives

opposite side.

by

safety,

how-

the

In

company exceeds the
law's requirements for
the

floor

ever,

condition,

custom.

took place.
The 3-inch planks on the

force,

timbering,

rope,

were in
having
been examined that same
morning, as is the daily

explosion

The

and

good

the morning of the

right.

shaft

cage

in

of the cage were
broken and hurled to the
bottom of the shaft. The
truss rods at one side of
the cage snapped at the
points C and D (Fig. 1),
forcing the weight on that
side to be borne by the
4" X 10" white oak up-

the truth.

is

The

explosion, one of the men,
John Pasley, received 25
pounds of dynamite. He
got on the cage with the
other 13 men and when
they were about 184 feet
below the surface, between
the Rock and Clark seams,

an

roar,

evidence of several witnesses
testified they heard a report
and experienced the fumes of dyna-

order the Rock, Clark, and
the three

was a loud

The
who

499

is

said

and also that he heard no explosion.

The Tripp shaft is part
of the Diamond colliery of
the Delaware, Lackawanna
Western Coal

quoted

is

was an ex-

there

morning, counted but ten men getting on the cage. It is believed the

clear

having

Price

The bottom of the cage
dropped away and 13 of the men

cage.

He

tion.

as

The head-man, James Gallagher,
was ill, and Joseph Merrick, who
was acting in that capacity that

no

what hap-

pened, or he is
dodging the ques-

Wrecks Cage

Unscathed

14 men were
A.
M., while
descending the Tripp shaft, an explosion of dynamite occurred on the

6:20

&

has

idea of

its

as

December
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Others surreptitiously got on from

was holding

to

The one man who
owing

to

an arm that sup-

ports the bonnet on the side of the

cage least affected.

He

held

fast

unscathed by the explosion.

"No one more

clambered to safety.

Lackawanna company

made

dictory statements,

several contra-

and

at this writ-

ing has not appeared as a witness so
that he could be examined under
oath.

He

either

vas so excited

that

is

Col. R. A. Phillips, general manager of the company, has issued the
following statement:

terrible

Bolinski has

It

probable that it will never be known
just what detonated the dynamite.

seam was reached,
where the cage stopped and he

until the Clark

tim-

bering and sides of the shaft were

many

deeply regrets the

accident than I do.

The

spending
thousands of dollars armually

in the "Safety-First"

is

movement

to

insure protection to the lives and

limbs of employes, and the rules and
regulations of the

company are

as

and as comprehensive as hu-

Strict

man

intelligence can

make them.

were on the one where the explosion

into

the

find that John Pasley, a miwas taking a box of dynamite
He was one of
his chamber.
victims.
So far as we have

"It

the law of the state that not

is

more than

ten persons shall be per-

mitted to ride up or down a mine
at the same time; and the Lacka-

ascertained, and, I believe our inves-

wanna company has supplemented

tigation has been thorough, none of
the other men on the cage with Mr.
Pasley had any dynamite, unless
they carried a few sticks in their
pockets. The box Mr. Pasley carried contained about 25 pounds of

the law of the state by issuing strict

dynamite.

"The Diamond shaft

is

approxi-

orders to
not to

head-men and foot-men
more than ten up or down

all

let

one time.

at

"How

happened to
explode I do not know, and presume
shall not be able ever to know, as
the dynamite

the occupants of the carriage, but

all

mately 500 feet deep, and the Clark
vein about 200 feet from the surface.
As near as we can learn, the
explosion occurred about 15 feet
above the Clark vein, as the cage
was being lowered with the men on

and that one can
on it. All he knows,
he said, is he heard an explosion of
dynamite and instantly the floor
gave away.
"As the cage was about midway in

it.

the shaft at the time,

"Of

occupants

the

of

the

cage,

are

one,

dead,

throw no

that

light

the thirteen

all

by the

it

is

probable

would have been

Martin Bolinski is the only survivor, and he has been unable to throw
very much light on the accident.
He said he heard something go
'puff' with a loud noise and the next
thing he knew the bottom fell out
of the cage. He had been holding
on to one of the side rods and that
saved him, but he probably also had

killed

some footing.
"The floor of the cage was not
blown down the shaft. The explo-

eight or ten sticks of dynamite were

sion broke the supports at one side,
and the floor dropped down like the

bodies in the sump. Why they also
did not go off I do not know unless
they may have been frozen too

leaf of a table.

The damage

to the

It will
cage was not substantial.
take but a few hours for two or

three carpenters to repair

was no damage done

it.

There

to the timber-

ing in the shaft or to the guides on
which the cage on which the men
were,

is

run, or to the other cage, or

the ropes, or any other part of the

equipment.
of

is

it

that

The unfortunate part
it was so disastrous to

life.

"That thirteen men are dead and
one

man

survived,

fact that there

teen

men on

establishes

the

must have been four-

the cage, or else four of

fall

&

Lehigh

Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.,
a box of dynamite
from his shoulder to the ground. It
exploded, killing him and four
others.
At another time, while
stacking boxes of dynamite in a
powder house, one slipped from the
hands of the man handling it, and
a

occurred.

"We
ner,
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man dropped

10

fell

feet

burst open, the sticks scat-

tering in

many

speed down the Ashley plane, near
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Near the foot of
the plane it was derailed and collided with other cars on the siding,
resulting in a terrific explosion.

half of the dynamite in the car ex-

ploded, the remainder being intact.

of nearly 300 feet

It

must have been an explosion

they were not already dead from
the explosion but their bodies were

that

not mutilated as might be expected

All the dynamite was in one box and

from the explosion of such a quanof dynamite in such close

a

if

;

tity

proximity to them. The sump is 4
or 5 feet deep and their bodies were

up there

piled

a

in

Some

heap.

similar to the last case mentioned

occurred in the Tripp

number of

It is

doubtful whether the action of
in case of accident can

ever be accurately foretold.

found here and there along the
buntons in the shaft or beside the

much.
"As far
mite

in

work,

as miners carrying dynawith them on their way to

my

impression

safer than placing

man knows

it

that

is

it

in a car.

is

A

the dangerous character

of dynamite and

is

careful to handle

with the greatest care.

Whether
from Mr. Pasley's
hands, or whether he was shifting it
from one shoulder to another, as it
it

the

is

box

fell

frequently

carried,

and

Our Front Cover
The

on our front cover
shows the coal storage plant which
protects the city of New York from
interruption of

from

service

I

The

plant illustrated

N.

fourteen

dynamite
action.

is

belief

most peculiar

in

its

Several years ago at the

South Wilkes-Barre

colliery, of the

is

at

Shady

A

detailed

of

description

illustrated

this plant will

appear

in

our Febru-

ary issue.

^

can

that

the

J.,

The Tyrone

the

to

pacity of 156,000 tons of coal.

jR

Division of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, the coal coming
regions,

corroborate

Street

about opposite 110th
Street, Manhattan, and has a ca-

Side,

only conjecture."
of freak explosions

lighting

electric

its

136th

Battery.

acci-

it

dentally dropped, of course

The number

illustration

from

the

were found at

sticks

dynamite

that have occurred in the past few

consequently,

shaft.

the bottom of the shaft, only a part
of those in the box having exploded.

years

cage;

It

was found afterward that only about

cage by the force of the explosion.
But, our investigation shows that

no men on the other

directions, but there

was no explosion.
Several years ago a railroad car
loaded with dynamite broke away
from a train and ran at terrific

the victims were blown off the other

there were

the concrete floor.

to

The box

and

Clearfield
is

short

neighboring

600,000 tons this

year as compared with the tonnage
of

last

year.

state of business.

This

indicates

the
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Efficiency

MERE
A man may "mark

hustle and bustle do not

mean

efficiency.

time" like a 2-minute trotting
horse and yet get nowhere. Some men seem to
think that if they just work hard enough they must
succeed

—that working hard means

the ones

who

maxim

accept the

mother of good luck."
But what works more
peller

when racing out

that "diligence

diligently than a boat's pro-

is

—or than an engine when

off

?

We

do not think that a man is born
may be born tired but not efficient.

—

Of course

there

may

acquiring methods that
are certain
efficiency;

natural

the

is

He

efficient.

be a natural adaptability for

make

qualities

for efficiency,

that

raise

but most largely efficiency

and there

the grade of

is

—of education.

a matter of

training

There are several

One

definitions of efficiency.

accomplishing the most useful results at the

is

least ex-

is,

is

doing a thing accurately and thoroughly.
trustworthiness.

assigned to do, and doing

We believe any man
to be efficient-

it

Doing the thing we

are

thoroughly.

of fair intelligence can be trained

— trained even to be trustworthy.

The above epigrams were made by
Norwood and delivered at a recent meeting

Prof.

C.

J.

of the Ken-

tucky Mining Institute. Each one is an editorial in itself
and should be committed to memory not only by employes but by employers.

The

ON

Hillcrest Explosion

ANOTHER

page will be found an abstract from
the Commissioner's report on the Hillcrest,
Alberta, mine explosion, which occurred June 19,
1914. The report is by Judge A. A. Carpenter, a lawyer
of prominence, and it is interesting even although it
leaves out those things which might have caused the
disaster and puts in those things which did not cause the
explosion and there is no advice given us that we may
avoid similar accidents.

We

once held the opinion that English mining men,

while slower, arrived at more definite conclusions re-

garding mine explosions than did the mining fraternity
of the United States. We are obliged now in view of the
recent reports issued on several explosions that have
occurred in the British Empire to reverse our opinion

and say that the commissioners arrived

\

reason for their happening.

To accomplish

this, inspec-

and engineers enter the mine so soon as ventilation
restored, and even before in some cases, in order to

tors
is

also to ascertain whether the

men were burned or were
by afterdamp; also other matters that would
have a tendency to point toward the probable cause of
killed

the disaster are carefully noted.
not as a rule shown where the gas

dust

at the place they

The
is

greatest force

is

ignited, particularly

a factor, so that by following the clues left by
it is possible to arrive at the place where
the disaster originated, and then by signs or analogy
if

is

the explosion,

arrive at a fairly definite conclusion.
It is taken for
granted that no one desired an explosion; and if negligence was the cause, the coroner's jury after listening to

those

who

belongs.

penditure of energy.

Another
Another

started from, namely, nowhere.
As we look at the
matter in this country, the chief reason for the investigations of mine explosions is to ascertain their
cause
and, so soon as possible, to give the exact or the
probable

note the position, condition, and location of the bodies,

of water

the belt slips and the load

They are

efficiency.
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explored the mine places the blame where it
only by acting in an impartial way that

It is

the facts can be

made

possible accidents

from similar causes.

public quickly, and so prevent

Our English brethren, out of respect for the commissioners examining into the cause, give out no particulars of importance for publication until the report has
been printed, which
the explosion and
tion.

in this case

was several months

after

then furnished no definite informaThese remarks are made not with the idea of
it

criticizing but in the

Canada

hope of benefiting the industry

in

as well as in the United States.

The Pennsylvania mine law demands that maps of
bituminous mines shall show the plan of ventilation, and
about every mine map in this country has the ventilation
marked on

the mining engineer and the
even strangers entering the mine
shortly after the explosion, can follow the ventilation

manager,

it,

so

that

or, in fact,

from the blueprints or tracings of the mine map which
they carry.
In the Hillcrest mine. Wolf safety lamps were used,
which under ordinary conditions go out in a gaseous
atmosphere.
Undoubtedly, unusual conditions could
prevail where gas might be ignited by Wolf lamps. For
instance, an unlighted lamp might be knocked over and
having a loose wick, oil might run on the glass or gauze,
and then on being picked up and lighted, the burning oil
might break the glass, or if on the gauze, flash the flame
outside. Mr. Frazer, who represented the miners at the
Hillcrest

condemned the practice of turning
from one section of a mine into a fresh air-

inquest,

vitiated air

^e (g/neryEngineer
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current that circulated in another part of the mine.* In
he was right even although as it is claimed the
explosion did not occur in this part of the mine.
this

A

peculiar feature in connection with this system of ventilation is that while an overcast was constructed to
receive the return air

from

this part of the

mine

it

was

added
and a
ribbon of gas lighted in this second part of the mine
might have flashed to that part where the gas had
formed an explosive mixture. In No. 2 south level, a
boy was engaged in forcing air up a pitch and it was in
not used.*

It is well

to another little bit

understood that a

makes

little bit

just a little bit more,

Mr. Frazer thinks the trouble originated.
We can imagine that a boy after turning a hand fan for
2 hours might want a rest and then on starting the fan
again force the gas down on the level, but there are not
enough data available to affirm or deny Mr. Frazer's
However, we do know that these things
contention.
have happened in the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania
and we do know that fans and air boxes are not the best
means of ventilating the pitching rooms which are diffithis level that

cult to clear of gas.*

We might speculate on other matters such as the
powder used, whether it was customary to blast while
men were in the mine, also on the probabilities of roof
falling and creating sparks which ignited the gas, and
none the wiser, because the position of the
bodies and their condition, with other valuable data were
not noted. There is always a cause for an explosion and
it can be reached generally quite closely by analogy,
providing one does not start with preconceived ideas.
It is of great importance to the operators and inspectors
of Alberta to arrive at some kind of a conclusion whenever they have an explosion, because their deductions will
always be on the side of safety and be of general use to
after all be

the industry at large.

for
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Although sporadic attempts have been made locally
many years to educate the miner and his boys, it is

only within the last 5 years that the movement has

been general in

its

due to individual
and villages.

scope.

In a measure this has been

mining towns

effort in the various coal

Some operators after having fitted up club rooms
where the men could meet socially in the evening,
afterwards arranged with the local school teacher, the

company mining engineer, or possibly a
M. C. A., to teach a night school,

of the Y.

local

member

at their mine.

fields large mining institutes have been
formed, and the vocational schools have a large attendance at night.

In the anthracite

In
ginia,

Illinois, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and West Virwhat are known as University Extension Schools

have been organized for the purpose of carrying educaand their sons. Much of this endeavor
has been with a view to increasing the efficiency of the
men, to lessening the number of accidents in mines, and
making more intelligent men who will be able to cope
with the changing conditions that are making coal mines
each succeeding year more difficult to work, such as
more common use of machinery, greater depth, and
tion to the miners

larger production.

Many

of the foreign-born miners are unable to speak

English, and Dr. Peter Roberts has devised a simple

means
D., L.

of

Colonel Phillips, of the
them.
Coal Co., has had printed and illustrated a

teaching

& W.

book showing the right and wrong method of working
in mines,

In

with the view of decreasing accidents.

West

Virginia, Miss Marguerite

teaching domestic science to the

towns,

women

W.
in

and Miss Mary Quick, a nurse,

Jordan is
the mining

is

teaching

hygiene.

There are other plans inaugurated for the purpose of
among mine workers.
In some camps prizes are given to those who keep the
houses and yards neat, also to those who cultivate
gardens. For sanitary purposes, bath houses and swimming pools have been installed; for the children and
young men, playgrounds and athletic fields are equipped
and sports encouraged.
creating ambition and satisfaction

Educating the Miner

THE

small percentage of ambitious miners

who

in

the past 20 years have recognized the importance

of a mining education have as a rule taken courses

Some of these men have
been promoted to high official positions by their employers others have obtained official positions through their
preparedness; and still others of them have obtained
positions as State Mine Inspectors because of their
in correspondence schools.

;

qualifications.

Recognizing the value of these courses, mine managers of some large coal corporations are encouraging

The miner

of today

is

in far better

shape to

make

headway and enjoy the pleasures of life than his predecessor of 20 years ago, and if he will believe that his
employer wants him to prosper, as most employers do,
he will have gained still more contentment and enjoyment in life.

The

movement

for the education of miners
United States and is not confined to
and engineers to assist them. It is probable that the the Eastern states. The Colorado School of Mines at
success of correspondence students has been the chief' Golden, Colo., and the Mackay School of Mines at Reno,
reason for the educational wave now sweeping over the
Nev., both have short courses during the month of
various coal mining fields, for the successful student
February, 1915, for prospectors and ore miners. Washadvises his friends to study.
ington and Idaho Universities have similar courses some
time during the winter when prospecting is impossible.
•See the new Alberta law which went into effect December 1, 1914.

students by furnishing

them rooms

in

which to study

present

exists all over the

,

§•,

B
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THE second
annual

of

sion

Mining

Institute

was

Winter Meetings

No-

vember

and

19,

Written foi

was

the meeting

of the Illinois Coal

tute of America, and the

held

at Springfield,

called to or-

from

representatives

der,

The

author of
paper pointed
out the importance
of having an independent line to the
fan and that the
speed of the motor

Meetings

Institute

the

the

Illinois

when

Mining

se s-
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over

all

state were present.
John S.
Schnepp, mayor of Springfield, wel-

the

comed the members, and the exercises were commenced by President
Thomas Moses calling on W. C.
Adams, electrical engineer with the

ing,

Mining Institute, the Coal Mining
Kentucky Mining Institute

Vhe

Collleni Englnetr

pumping, lighting, and preparIt is com-

ing the coal for market.

easy to carry

paratively

into

the

mine, and the transportation of the

power

is

not affected by tempera-

ture changes.

Insti-

Electric locomotives

for driving the fan should be adjustable.

Emergency

switches

should

be

placed at convenient points about

and breakers where the ma-

tipples

chinery

is electric driven, so that
the speed can be cut down or the

Garcia Co., of Chicago.
Mr. Adams' paper was on the
"Electrification of a Coal Mine,"

improvement over
other means of haulage underground
and on the surface, in fact electric
haulage equipment is not only
economical in power but offers ad-

gency.

and

vantages in

on, because the future possibilities

Allen

in

tricity

&

he advised the use of elec-

it

wherever

it

or about a mine.
line condensation,
duction,

was possible

Owing

con-

radiation,

the

in

steam

to

inefficiency

of

steam engines, he stated, was

di-

etc.,

are

a

decided

work, convenience, and safety, which cannot be
reckoned altogether in dollars and
efficient

In regard to

the

prevention of

difficulty of

keep-

operation

when

changing the packing, etc.; besides,
when the piston packing does not fit

All wires should be insulated
1.
wherever possible. This is in con-

tightly in the cylinders, the engine

trast

rectly proportional to the length of
line.

Steam engines, he

declared, were

undesirable motors for fan driving

on account of the
ing

fan

the

will use

in

from 90

to 100

pounds of

steam per indicated horsepower.
In the anthracite fields, long lines
of steam pipe are covered and exposed to "the weather both summer
and winter, but after tests had been
made it has been found that the loss
in scrapping the installation and the
cost of a

new

installation, divided

by the comparative losses of the two
systems, does not warrant change,
although at new plants there are advantages to be derived from elecThe steamtrical
installations.

engine-driven fan

is

still

preferred

accidents

with some

who

believe that

bare wires will be more respected

than covered wires.
2.
All bare wires

are

.o

be

should be put up
not touch

All wires

carefully

and

should

doors, props, etc.
4.

the

It

men

should be impressed upon
are

dan-

The wiring should be

care-

that

wires

all

gerous.
5.

fully calculated

also

case of emeremphasized that

in

local conditions should be carefully

studied before the voltage

is

decided

mine as well as the present
needs must be considered, also the
of the

cars that can be handled

bottom in a given time
anH the distribution of the cars as

at the shaft

well as the distance and the grades

He made

they must be hauled.

it

a

point

that equal

service

entry

and

room should be

planned.

each

As

for

each

the tractive effort

is

the fundamental in mine hauling, he

would reduce friction as much as
possible by roller bearings; and for
computing the weight of the rails to
be used he makes use of the follow-

Make the rail weight 10
pounds per yard for each 1,500
pounds weight on each^ driver.
When it comes to electric hoists,
he would use a flywheel motor generator, as the input and output of
power is not identical throughout
any fixed time, but the flywheel
naturally serves to store energy and
return it when needed to more nearly
ing rule:

guarded.
3.

He

number of

cents.

from electricity in and
about mines, Mr. Adams prepared
rules similar to those issued by Robert Quin, manager of the Susquehanna Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, and
the United States Coal and Coke
Co., Gary, W. Va.

the

machine stopped

and properly put up,

otherwise excessive line losses will
result and the consequent low volt-

age will mea». motor troubles and

Maximum

equalize the distribution.

accomplished only when
the power is being consumed at the
same rate as it is being furnished.
In providing a drum for the hoist,
efficiency is

by many to the motor-driven fan,
and if the disadvantages named by
Mr. Adams are to be accepted as
applying to fans, they must apply

expense.

equally to the engine that generates

plete, so that if the service in

the power, and then the motor driv-

part of the mine

ing the fan must stop while repairs
are made. Electricity has been the

rest will not be affected.

that the panel system of

Conductors down shafts, bore
7.
holes, etc.> should be insulated and
in some cases armored.

superior to the old method of room-

cause of

many improvements

in coal

6.

To

insure careful

power

dis-

employed, the system must be comtribution

where

feeders

is

are

one

interrupted, the

he advises the use of a cylindrical

drum when

the rope speed

is

low.

Patrick Hogan, state mine inspector,

from Canton,

111.,

read a paper

outlining his reasons for believing

and-pillar mining.

mining was

Next

to

long-

wall working, he considers the panel

;
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system

is

the most proficient from a

ventilation point of view.

Another
was that

advantage he claimed for it
abandoned panels may be sealed,
and the power wasted in ventilating
old workings conserved.
If a fire
were to start in a panel, it is possible
to smother it so that only that portion of the workings will be stopped.
Haulage roads, he stated, can be
kept in better condition, and the con-

work accomplished.

centration of the

In the discussion that followed,
President Moses said that there was

good lamp, and showed how they
were complied with by his company.

He

work

the rescue

in

and

Ala., explosion

The next

business of the day was

mines of the H. C. Frick Coke
which
are for the purpose of draining the
gas from old panels. John P. Reese,
Co., in western Pennsylvania,

general

superintendent of the

Su-

perior Coal Co., did not believe that

haulage was any cheaper with the
panel system than in the room-andpillar system, on account of the
motor having to go long distances
between panels for but one or two

rooms working on new

entries.

He

said the nature of the roof, the sur-

face

ownership and

vital points that

as

it

is

a

its cost were
must be considered,

common

thing for land

once worth $25 an acre to be valued
at $200 when injured by a mine below, as every property owner con-

Mr. Reese insisted
that squeezes often help farms owing to the surface movement which
permits the moisture to sink deeper
into the ground and which also

shakes up the subsoil.

He knew

of

one instance in southern Illinois
where a squeeze caused a depression
of an acre and a half which gave
rise to a

good pond

dry dis-

Bolt,

and

secretary-treasurer,

Messrs. John Bohlander, J. S. Reid,
J. P. Reese, John Dunlop, and Pat-

Hogan were

elected as execu-

Three claimants for damages aggregating $24,000 took advantage of
the attendance at the institute of

John P. Reese, superintendent of
Superior Coal

the

mines at

Co.'s

him with notice

Gillespie, to serve

company in the
The suits
could have been instituted in Maof suits against the
Circuit

Illinois

Court.

coupin County, where the mines are
located and where Mr. Reese always

can be found.

Mr. Thomas Moses, the retiring
president of the Institute and gen-

superintendent of the Bunsen

eral

Coal

invited

Co.,

the

institute

to

Coal Mining Institute of

America
The

Mining

Coal

America held
ing

its

annual winter meet-

December

Pittsburg,

in

of

The program was

8-9.

carried through

from start to finish without a hitch,
which is somewhat unusual at meetings of this kind. Jesse K. Johnston, president of the Institute, pre-

sided

was

and

reelected

for

the

W.

com-

explained the

vance, and not so large a percentage
lost.

the panel system
is

More

recently

was introduced so
mined on the ad-

Mr. Lewis made a few remarks on
experience with longwall advancing when in Vancouver, B. C,
'and he seemed satisfied with the
system followed in mining the Pittsburg bed in Pennsylvania.
From
the opinions expressed, it is probable
that the panel system will be continued until some concern with
his

plenty of

money attempts

the longwall

retreating

the use of

method

in

Pennsylvania.

;

executive board elected was

He

was lost. Next, one-third
was mined on the ad-

of the coal

the second mining.
Institute

lamps was next taken up by Mr.
R. M. Gambol, of the Hirsch ElecCo.

pillar coal

vance and the four-fifths left in the
pillars is recovered by machines on

The

Lamp

for its introduction.
His remarks
were based on the changes that had
been introduced in western Pennsylvania to mine this seam. At first
one-half the coal was mined on the
advance and a large proportion of

that one-fifth

R. Crane, third vice-president.

working principles of the Hirsch
lamp, stated the United States
Bureau of Mines requirements for a

sides he failed to see the necessity

unanimously accepted.

of the electric cap

tric

William Seddon read his discuson the "Applicability of the
Longwall System of Mining to the
Pittsburg Seam." Mr. S. A. Taylor
did not favor it.
Mr. Leo Gluck
explained how longwall advancing
worked in Spring Valley Coal Co.'s
mine in Illinois. Another practical
man wanted to know if it had ever
been tried in Pennsylvania and being an adept in mining, he did not
believe it would be successful, besion

of pillar coal

its

we hope

due time.

May, 1915, meeting in
Danville, 111., and the invitation was

hold

second vice-president; and Dr.

The advantage

about 160 showing

to overflowing,

President Johnston's speech

the land.

yet the

President Johnston's address was
good, and while he was deploring
the small attendance, the room filled

to print in

company had to pay
the farmer $250 and let him keep
trict,

at

H. W. Stark was elected
W. H. Burton and F. S.
Pfahler,
vice-presidents,
Martin

ensuing year.
William Seddon was elected first
vice-president
Joseph Williams,

in that

secretary-

1915.

siders he has a perfect right to rob

a corporation.

as

headquarters

president,

rick

in

with
Wilkes-Barre.

they were not that kind of member.

tive committee.

cases

continues

he

the election of institute officers for

system than with any other save
long^all.
He mentioned the gas

many

at

at the Royalton,

explosion.

111.,

far greater recovery with the panel

entries that are driven in

lamps
the Mulga,

told of the use of electric

that

treasurer

posed of

George

W.

E.

C. L. Clark,

E.

Fohl,

Pittsburg

Gay, Uniontown;

New

Alexandria.

and
Mr.

Charles L. Fay tried to resign but
the

members refused

his request, so

In the discussion on "The Safe
Voltage for Use in Coal Mines,"
Mr. Jenks thought that a high
voltage was safer than a low voltage
because men had more respect for it.
That a low voltage required a considerable larger quantity of current
to

do the work, and therefore larger

k
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That more danger

conductors.

re-

from

poor insulation and
weak hangers than from the voltage.
Mr. Jenks qualified these statements and it is believed that a low
sulted

voltage

is

the best for coal mines,

but insulation

is

power saver

as

a

good thing

as a

safeguard

well as

against accidents.

West Virginia, read a paper
"Do Compensation Laws In-

sity of

on

crease or Decrease Accidents?"

It

was

is

comprehensive

so

that

it

given in full elsewhere.
In the discussion on the "Advantages and Disadvantages of Portable Electric

and

"Great Britain's profligacy with her
had much to do with
making her the greatest maritime
country of the world and the greatcoal supply has

est

carrier of ocean-borne

Lamps," Messrs. Deike
seemed to
have

Hospital

freight,

but she is now beginning to feel the
pinch of poverty in connection with
her coal supplies, and it would not

be surprising

Prof. E. N. Zern, of the Univer-
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war

if,

when

the present

Great Britain should
limit her export trade to the needs
over,

is

of naval vessels and bunker trade.

"To what other countries then than

tirely

United States are those counin themselves partly or enbarren of coal, to look for

their

fuel

to the
tries,

supplies?

It

does

not

appear that the United States has
to fear a shortage of

any reason

many

reached the conclusion that electric

fuel for

lamps were superior safety acces-

centuries, in fact, but there are

sories in coal mines.

economic questions to be considered.
England has an advantage
for export in coal from the proxim-

In the evening the Institute din-

ner was

made enjoyable by Dr. H.

M. Chance,

of Philadelphia, Mr. F.

ity of

her coal

years to come, some

fields to the

some

seaboard,

some cases the coal being loaded
from the mines into the

probable that a good portion of the
trade that goes to southern Europe

might come

to the

United States.

am

"I cannot say that I

altogether

sympathy with the idea of send-

in

ing our best coal to supply the needs

my personal predilection has nothing to do
of foreign consumers, but

with the case.

producers of

If the

American coal want that foreign
trade, let them go to it, and if this
outlet helps to take care of

cessive capacity

and

our ex-

results in

some

better returns to the coal operators

for the energy and capital that they

have

put

there are

into

who

the

few

business,

are familiar with the

coal mining business that will object.

Doubtless by the time our
of high-grade coals are

supplies

growing low, the world's dependance upon coal will be less than it is
at the present day."

An

interesting

discussion

fol-

lowed the reading of Mr. Parker's
paper in which the larger part of

L. Lewis, of Columbus, Ohio, and

in

Professor Young, of Kansas.

All

directly

the

speeches

vessels.

Mr. E. M. Chance, of WilkesBarre, riiade some remarks on briquetting small anthracite, in which
he stated that the culm banks as a
rule carried too much ash to make

made

three

admirable

which gave those

new

in

attendance a

"All

of the coals

of the United

insight into affairs that affect

States which are available for ex-

Mr. Lewis addressed

port are some distance inland, and

the public.

members on "Government Control With Relation to the Coal Min-

ment

ing Industry."

necessary.

the

Doctor Chance's address was on
the same subject, but from a dif-

rail

or water hauls, with transshipto

vessels

at

seaboard,

This, condition

is

are

some-

members

briquets;

first-class

when

participated.

besides,

that

the price of pitch, the manu-

facturing cost of material, and the

what counterbalanced by the fact
that, although wages among the

transportation, were included, they

British miners are lower than in this

made

the

country, the total cost of mining in

members on the experimental work

is lower owing to
more favorable conditions and to
the large extent to which mining
machines have replaced the more
Probably
expensive hand labor.

Mr. R. D. Hall read an interesting
paper on the "Last Stand of the
Mine Roof." In this paper Mr. Hall

ferent angle.

Professor

Young

addressed

being carried on to purify the water
used in Pittsburg, which is made
acid through factories, mills, metallurgical works,

Dr. E.
States

W.

and mines.

Parker, of the United
Survey, read a

Geological

paper on the "Foreign Coal Trade
of the United States."
that

He

stated

while there was an excellent

opportunity of disposing of coal in
Europe and elsewhere, it would be

the United States

our prices at the seaboard for Clearfield, Cumberland, New River, Pocahontas, or

Alabama

coals do not

exceed those of English coals of
comparative quality.
"Naturally, during the continuance

the cost prohibitive.

attempts

explain

to

thrusts could not exist

was a

that
if

true beam, or plate.

roof

the roof

He made

use of the arching of mine roofs as

an explanation for localized strain
and unequal balance of stress, the
causes of horizontal shear and the
reasons for ultimate collapse.

arch

is

"An

where the
due to the weight combine
a

structure

of the war, there will be an increas-

stresses

American coal,
probably as much of a demand as
we find vessels in which to send it,

with horizontal thrusts so Jhat support is secured without bendingmoment strain. In fact an arch can-

the

for at no time in our history has the
paucity of American vessels been so

constituted that

manufactured products which bear
the familiar legend, 'Made in Germany.'

forcibly thrust upon us as at the
If Great Britain
present juncture.
should cease to export coal it is

mented on favorably.

only the high-grade coal.
"Germany," he said, "has rather

pursued the not unwise conservative
policy of using her fuel at home and
exporting

to

other

countries

ing

demand

for

not exist so long as a structure

is

so

bending moment
strains are adequate to the support
of the load." The paper was comits
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"Personal Observations in Alaska,"

was the subject of an interesting
talk by Dr. W. R. Crane, of State

Toward the close of
gave many laughable

College.
lecture he
tracts

from

his

were of human

interest,

and

real

to

life,

which

work out of

he

can be credited to private enand to Mr. Hutchcraft, of

his

state

terprise,

his au-

dience gfreatly enjoyed his stories

from
happy

has been accomplished geologically
and in the prospecting line in this

ex-

experiences which

seemed

his system,

What

appropriations for the work.

Lexington.

many

has

undeveloped

of

applicable to other states.

Norwood, Dean of the ColMines and Metallurgy, State
University of Kentucky, also the
Dean of Coal Mining in the State of
Kentucky, read a paper on "The
Need of Better Education of Miners
and What the College of Mines and
Metallurgy is Doing in Their BeC. J.

Kentucky
acres

tions that were impossible to answer.
Mr. Beard's remarks could not be
discussed by the members of the
Institute because they were more

thousand

coal

lands,

both in the east and west, some of
which has railroad facilities. The

lege of

although several were embarrassing
to him at the time of their occur-

400,000

rence.

state in point of coal production of

The two-day session was closed
by Mr. L. M. Jones, mining engineer,
of the Bureau of Mines, reading a
paper on "Coal-Dust Experiments at

The Kentucky
the United States.
Mining Institute is composed of
mining men from both ends of the
state, and of the 60 members present
the eastern and western fields were

half."

about equally represented.

Co., of Earlington.

Experimental Mine, Bruceton, Pa."

From

the secretary-treasurer's re-

port, the Institute has a large

num-

who fail to pay their
This makes times hard for
the Institute and prevents the publication of the papers presented.
Last year the deficit was met in a
measure by subscribing members,
and unless dues are paid something
similar must be repeated.
Some
members are in arrears for 4 years,
others 3, and very many for 2
years. This Institute is a valuable
asset to the mining industry of
Pennsylvania and should be ahead
rather than behind in funds.
ber of members
dues.

Kentucky Mining

Institute

Meeting
The business sessions and banquet of the winter meeting of the
Mining

Kentucky

Institute

were

held in Louisville, on December 4

and

5,

is

the intention of holding one

meeting each year in some other town
in the state.

Kentucky

is

tons,

About

forty

making

it

the

fifth

members attended

the

banquet, the remainder preferring to
Fifteen

new

members were admitted to the
tute, which now numbers 250.

Insti-

attend

day

the

theater.

afternoon

the

delegates

The

coal industry of

divided into eastern and

western fields, one being in the great
Appalachian coal field and the other
in the Eastern Central coal field,
which includes Indiana, Illinois, and
western Kentucky. The two fields
are separated so far as

now known

by the "Cincinnati uplift," however,
the state of Kentucky has not been
thoroughly prospected and its coal
geology studied, owing to lack of

Miss Marguerite Jordan's paper,
which appears in another columti,
was read at the banquet by Mr.
Frank Rash, of the St. Bernard Coal

were

Kentucky are forcing war
Mrs. Gilmer S.

of

on

Hon. John Buschmeyer, Mayor of
Louisville.
Friday evening Frank
H. Cassell, president of the Merchants and Manufacturers Association, addressed the members and
said:
"If you see anything you
want in Louisville, just take it."
Mr. J. W. Paul, of the Bureau of
Mines, read an interesting paper in
which he reviewed the work done by
the Bureau in rescue and first aid.
Mr. J. T. Beard, of New York, editor of the Mine Inspectors' Institute,
gave a very interesting address on
"State Mine Laws," in which he

Adams, of

printing,

cases

are

He

they

and

not even

that

in

indexed.

also criticized the examination

interest-

gratifying to note that the

It is

women

given an address of welcome by the

method of

Some

remarks were made on this
paper, pro and con, by Mr. Wright
and by Mr. Philo Dix, state secretary of the Kentucky Y. M. C. A.
ing

Fri-

pointed to their lack of uniformity,

1914.

Heretofore the sessions have been
held in Lexington, but in the future
it

1913 output of Kentucky was 19,-

illiteracy.

Louisville, has a society

for the purpose and invites aid and

Almost while Mr.
Rash was reading Miss Jordan's

cooperation.

paper

in behalf of the miners,

Mrs.

Cora Wilson Stewart spoke at Winchester in behalf of the campaign in
Clark County for the eradication of
adult illiteracy in Kentucky.
Mrs.
Stewart outlined plans for the work
of teaching "moonlight schools" and
called for volunteer teachers.
to

be hoped that other

states,

It is

from

Maine to Georgia, will join in this
movement and give native Americans the same opportunties as the
Americans give the imported element.

Norwood

Professor

stated

that

questions and the methods of hold-

Kentucky had increased

ing examinations for mine inspec-

put 9,128,000 tons in 5 years, and

tors,

mine foremen, and

fire

bosses.

number

underground

of

He

from 14,958

reference

period of time.

advocated the use of books of
in
these examinations,
while others believe that all the
formulas in creation are useless

if

unable to tell how the mine should be
ventilated and furnish the proper
quantity of air per man.
In some
the applicant for a certificate

states

catch

questions

are

is

pro-

pounded, and in other states ques-

coal out-

its

its

workers

to 25,000 in the

same

In speaking of the

attitude of the public toward miners,

he said:
great

"If a great

occurs,

flood

dam
a

breaks, a

factory

fire

happens, or a bridge gives way, and
a large

number

public considers

dence; but

a mine

if

but

of lives are
it

lost,

the

an act of Provi-

an accident occurs
one interpretation

in
is

—

:

Januaky, 1915

given,

mine

viz.,

XS^Qtfierylftgineer
it

officials.

was the
A mine

fault of the
is
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afifairs is true of mining accidents
where even more than half are preventable;
however, unless mine
workers are educated not only to

of

a mystery

Mr.

W.

J.

Reed, Assistant Inspec-

oftentimes

recognize

pre-

Mines in Kentucky, read a
paper on "Humidifying Mine Air as
Practiced in Eastern Kentucky."
White L. Moss, vice-president

An

vented, but to observe the rules at

Continental Coal Corporation, Pine-

mine accidents will continue, and more than
half of them will find no excuse in

the banquet, and from the

the natural hazard of the mine."

that next to the

which receives
news from a very inaccurate and

to the general public
its

sensational newspaper.
explosion once occurred in Ken-

tucky in which 5 men were killed,
but the newspapers reported 66
quoted the North American of

Philadelphia as follows:

The College

"Mauch Chunk, Pa.—Willis Shafer,

lurgy

son of George Bertine Shafer,
was killed by a lightning bolt

who
on Monday and who had
is

among

last

"The danger

year, stated:

those

who go down

most as great as

down

coal mines

in

mines

is

to
al-

who go

to those

an awful life that
the poor fellows lead and the cause
of humanity demands that their
condition in life be made as bearable
as possible. Shut out from the light
of heaven and often working lying
fiat on
the back with the everto sea.

It is

present possibility of the rock roof

caving
death,

in
it

and crushing them

to

has always been a wonder

how the number of miners
should be maintained. It is probably explainable only on the hy-

to us

has

three

4-year course for training

A

2.

in

mining engineering.

2-year

course

for

young

course.

who misinform

that

will

the public on min-

we might

include

them with miners as being

in need

ing matters and

of broader education.

things to teach

powder
First"

is

smoke

is

Among

the

the danger from

and

that

"Safety

The Saturday Evening

Post

not

long ago stated: "Nearly half the
people who die in Indiana between
the ages of 15 and 35 die of preventable diseases."

1

A

similar state

made a

stitute,

pleasing address, in

he

of

told

its

the delegates.

mines by means of extension
schools, and this he proposes to do

Highland Mining

so soon as he receives the necessary

backing.

K. U. Maguire, president of the
Harlan Coal Mining Co., Coxton,
Ky., read a paper on "What Kentucky Operators May Expect of the
Workmen's Compensation Law."
Note. This law was declared unconstitutional on December 12, 1914.
Editor.
W. H. Cunningham, consulting

—

•

engineer, of Ashland, Ky.,

who

has

in the

formulation of

teresting address
print

when

are transcribed.
in

which we hope

to

the stenographer's notes

order to

Mr. Cunningham,

make amends

for not

writing his speech, wrote the fol-

lowing
"Who'll buy a hopper bottom
Filled with coal and not
:

Those

future.

their greatest work in educating
miners by carrying the work right
to the

present

the

members who were not

afraid of

the rain went to Indiana to visit the

Speed Cement Works, and in
the evening the theaters absorbed
F. V.

Ruckman, general manager
Providence,

Co.,

Ky., read a paper on "Mining in

Western Kentucky." He said that
while coal mining has disadvantages
in most every field, it usually has
some advantages. In western Kentucky the coal measures had a fairly
uniform dip, giving a practically
level floor adapted to mine haulage.
This being so, there were mules,
motors,

electric
tives,

gasoline

locomo-

and rope haulage systems.

The two beds worked, No. 9 and
No.
the

are regular in height and

11,

fairly

uniform

field.

in quality

The average

throughout

thickness of

No. 9 bed (Illinois No. 5) is 5 feet.
No. 11 (Illinois No. 6) bed is more
irregular and where worked is 6 feet
and over. The No.- 12 seam is being
in
extent
some
McLean, and
Muhlenberg counties. This is good
coal that varies from 4 feet to 6 feet

developed

Webster,

to

Hopkins,

in thickness.

with

The

existence

of

faults

is

rare

Who'll spend a dollar for a ton?

and they are seldom encountered in
their mildest form in the western

Buy

Kentucky

cotton ?

to be considered every time

before output.

and nation.
H. La Viers, president of the In-

state

8-week course for adult
practical miners
Mr. Norwood believes, however,
that state mining schools can do

sort."

are the ones

this

tion of the Administration, in fact

expectations for

An

3.

Operators' Association, gave an inreputations

European war

meeting occupied the atten-

Institute

which

bound to do something for a living
and take the risk as a dernier rewith

way he
one would think

telegrams

condition of the Institute and his

a compensation law and who is also
secretary of the Kentucky Coal

safety matches

faked

reason are unable to take the 4-year

pothesis that the poor fellows are

Men

Ky., acted as toastmaster at

and middle-aged men who for any

worked hard

light

ville,

halted the judicial functions of the

A

young men

tell what
somewhat improved.

in the fatality rate

of Mines and Metal-

Kentucky

in

1.

crawled a

There are indications that both he
and George Yost, who were struck
by the same bolt, will recover."
An excellent Kentucky newspaper
after commenting on the reduction

be

courses

mile to Nesquehoning to

happened,

may

they

the base of prevention,

killed."

He

how

tor of

a car of coal,

Warm

your bones and cheer your

soul

And

bring good times coming on
the run."

A

field.

paper on "The Opportunities
and Obligations Abroad for America's Coal Trade," by George H.
Gushing, editor of the Black Dia-

January, 1915
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mond, was interesting, but arrived
at the same conclusion expressed by
the tramp

when he

had
would

said: "If I

some ham and some eggs I
have some ham and eggs," or as the
darkey said: "If you want possum

stew you must

catch de pos-

first

reversible fan setting for use in case

emergency.
The ventilation is
with the intention of using

sum."

of

The meeting was a success and
from the number of groups found

laid out

steam, and the air travels from 1,500

talking in most every corner of the

to 2,000 feet before reaching entries

hotel, there

where men are required regularly to

was no time wasted.

work. The steam is turned into the
air near the bottom and in the cen-

Humidifying Mine Air

ter of the airway.

quickly rises

It

and spreads out till it
the entire airway with a dense

to the roof

In Eastern Kentucky

— Methods That Have Proved

Efficient for

Keeping

fills

white fog.

Mine Moist and Avoiding Fog

the

A

small amount con-

denses and settles to the bottom as
By }o»tph W. RkJ*

THERE
methods

number

of

of dealing with

the

are

a

dry dusty conditions that appear in mines during the winter.

a fine mist of rain, but this loss

cold or dry days did not continue

more than a week at a time. Do
not make the mistake, which is com-

a large sectional area in the airway,

for

mon, of looking on

warm

days and

Humidifying of the intake air is
conceded by most to be the best

moist days as being the same. It is
true that cold days are dry days ex-

way

cept on those rare occasions when
the cold is accompanied by a dense
fog, but warm weather closely following cold weather is ordinarily
just as dry as the cold weather. For
this reason humidifying is necessary
during March, April, and sometimes
a portion of May.
Steam was adopted as the easiest
method of placing the moisture in
the air, and boiler plants were installed at each mine for this purpose.
As no work other than that of boiling water was to be put on the

deal

to

Personally,

I

with

this

condition.

feel

that

it

method which

only

comparative safety.

the

is

even
Proper humidinsures

ification of the air not only

moistens

the dust on the ribs and roof, but

moistens

also

the

dust

floating in the air, causing

become heavy and

fall to

particles

them

to

the bottom.

Observations taken over a period
of several years

show

that in the

eastern section of Kentucky there

is

a deficiency of moisture in the in-

take air for practically 7 months of

With normal weather,
artificial means of supplying this
deficiency are needed from Novem-

boilers,

May 1. During the dry
preceding November and
following May, the mine will normally take care of itself, unless sur-

tory as

the

ber

year.

to

1

periods

rounded by exceptionally dry

From
found

strata.

it was
amount of water

the observations taken,
that

the

necessary to properly humidify the
air varied from 2 to 4 gallons per
100,000 cubic feet of air, 2 gallons

during early

and late spring,
and 4 gallons during mid-winter.
This amount varies greatly on individual days, but it was found that
the mine could be used to some extent as a storehouse, and moisture
stored up on warm days to supply
the exceptionally dry or cold days
following,
provided the extreme
fall

*Paper read at the Louisville meeting

Kentucky Mining

Institute.

of

the

is

By having

only a small percentage.

old boilers

condemned

for

the air travels at a low velocity.
After traveling about 2,000 feet, it is
heated by the surrounding strata to

near the mine temperature. As the
temperature rises the moisture or

fog gradually is absorbed by the
which remains constantly at 100

air

per cent, relative humidity, until the

fog

is

absorbed.

This absorption of moisture is
due to the increase in the temperaThis function of air should
ture.
perhaps be mentioned here namely,
that air has a greater capacity for
moisture as the temperature in;

Thus 100,000 cubic feet of
40° F. will be fully saturated

creases.
air at

by (or could normally contain) but
1

gallon of water, while at 60° F.,

high pressure were used, they being
much cheaper and just as satisfac-

or the average mine temperature,

new boilers. One hundred
horsepower return tubular boilers
were used. These are about 5 feet
in diameter and 16 to 18 feet long.
They were set in a standard boiler

lons of water.

wood

setting with a light

as a protection

Only a short stack
not

intended to

building

from the weather.
is

fire

used as

it

is

them heavily

and not much draft is needed.
The steam is carried direct into
the fanway by a 2-inch pipe line and
a branch is carried into each airway.
These branch lines are only carried
beyond the crop-affected roof near
the outcrop.
I

should state here that this com-

pany uses only blowing fans, having
found them more satisfactory for
all kinds and classes of mines operated by it.
These fans have a

will

it

absorb or could contain 10 gal-

The

fact that

the use of steam practical

makes

is

that a

large quantity of water in the form
of fog

may

be carried

in the air at

any temperature, much the same as
mud is carried by a river. Thus the
air at 4 degrees and a capacity to absorb 1 gallon of water permits the
other 9 gallons to be carried along
as fog and gradually absorbs the
moisture necessary as it is warmed
by its passage through the mine.
The best results are obtained when
the

amount of steam

is

so regulated

that the fog disappears at the point

where the air reaches the normal
mine temperature. This point varies

with the temperature of the in-

take air and with the velocity of the

have found it,
met

air in the airways.

I

under

ordinarily

conditions

;

mines, to be from 1,500

in coal

from the intake.
This distance makes this method of

much

using steam impractical in the new
mine during its first stages of de-

quantity of

velopment, due to fogging up the

and working places of the
If steam is to be used in
miners.
entries

mine,

a

mine-air

a

heater

to the use of too large a

which caused the

air,

temperature of the air to remain
considerably below that of the normal mine.
In this

work advantage

of the fact that

it

taken

is

easier to boil

is

the mine

I

Also,

value.

workings were not extensive

at this

amount of sprinkling and
labor necessary to keep the mine in
a moist condition was not difficult
to provide.

After installing the steam plants
it becomes necessary to

at the mine,

the proper

manner as to put
amount of water into the

They

started in the fall with

fire

them

air.

in such

2 gallons per minute, or 2,880 gallons per day for a mine using
100,000 cubic feet of

air.

Making

allowance for loss of moisture, this
becomes about 2>4 barrels of water
per hour.
barrel

is

In the boiler used, one
approximately 1 inch on

the water gauge.

It

is

thus only

necessary for the fireman to so regulate his fire that the water is lowered 21/2 inches on the gauge each
hour.

This should theoretically put
its proper place in the

the fog line at

all things relating
needs some individual
This is given it by the
attention.
mine foreman. The foreman keeps

mine, but, as in
to a mine,

track

should

of

to

conditions dangerous

on the entries, he

notifies the boiler

tender to this effect and has
quantity of water boiled per hour
the

reduced until conditions are

satis-

must

state

that

I

have found

that the fogging up of the entries

due to poor
along the
leaks
and
brattice work

I^L was more

I

generally

pressure

force the steam into the mine.

re-

to

This

varies
ter

from

1

to 5 pounds.

The wa-

supply pipe of the boiler was

connected to that used for

and from which

tection

pressure

is

fire

Thz

obtainable to force the

the boiler by simply
opening the valve, thus doing away
with the use of an injector, and

water

into

making the

firing of the boiler so

any man around the
mine can do it easily.
In the mines in which this system
was in use last winter, only a small
amount of drying out occurred. It
simple

that

Collierv Engineer

hu R- T. Strohm

There's a flutter of Old Glory down the middle of the street.
There's the hollow, muffled beating of a drum.
There's a distant blare of brasses and a steady tramp of feet.
And a swift, excited whisper, "Here they come!"
Then they pass in swaying columns, with no sign of halt or
pause,
Human brothers of the rabbit and the mole.
And the air is filled with shouting and the echo of applause
For the husky, stalwart diggers of the coal.

They

are not exactly frisky, and they don't display the pep
man is apt to show
are careless in their marching, and they fail to keep in

That the military

They

step.

the lines that should be straight are sure to bow
At the rounding of a corner they will straggle as they swing.
In a manner that the crowds consider droll
Still, in spite of such maneuvers, they become the real thing
When they turn from drilling men to drilling coal.

And

their numbers make an army, yet no uniforms they
boast.
And the multitude in motley garb is dressed
Golden lace and polished trappings shed no glory on the host,
And they wear no iron crosses on the breast.
Neither show nor ostentation is affected by the bunch.
Each is satisfied to play an humble role
But beneath their calm and quiet they conceal the mighty

Though

punch

That

is

needed by the

men who

They have never fought with

dig the coal.

rifles,

but they

know

the pow-

der's smell,

For they've done a deal of shooting in their day
They have never faced the cannon's mouth nor heard the
shrieking

pro-

sufficient

The Marchers
Writtsn for

shell.

But they've challenged death in quite as brave a way
And the gnarled and battered fingers, and the twisted, crooked
limb.
the bluish marks that freckle cheek
the honored scars of conflict, won in

And
Are

factory in the mine.
I

enough

fog line inside, and

penetrate far enough

make working

wide open, thus

is left

only

it

the

it

quiring

the

as

stage, the

^B

it

mine.
In the mines of
have been speaking, steam
was not used in the development
The dry conditions were
stage.
taken care of by watering with a
sprinkler, which, though not entirely
satisfactory, was undoubtedly of
the

considerable

B
B
B

was due

to the use of too

In a few instances

steam.

water at a low pressure than a high
pressure, and the valve leading to

which

; ;

331

should be used with the steam. This
shortens the distance the fog travels
into

ft

main airways than

feet to 2,000 feet

such

;

^e Qffiery Engineer

January, 1915

with

; ;

;

dim,
In the never-ending battle for the coal.

and jowl
chambers deep and

January, 1915
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was found

in practice necessary

B.

to

reduce the distance the fog traveled

OBITUARY

where the air
had not yet reached its full mine
in the air to a point

Thus, not the full
amount of moisture was supplied,
yet it was found that the natural
production of water by the mine was
sufficient to provide most of this
extra moisture and that the mine
remained damp, drops of moisture
standing out on the roof and ribs

temperature.

Coxe he objected

sidered

what he conand in 1890

to

imposition,

an agitation for the regula-

started

JOHN C. HADDOCK
John C. Haddock, one of the most

receiving satisfaction from railway
officials

he began to publicly agitate

prominent of the independent operators of the Pennsylvania anthracite
field, died in New York City on December 20, aged 64 years.
Mr. Haddock was a native of
County Longsford, Ireland, and,
when an infant, was brought to this
country by his parents, who located
in Lenox, Mass. At an early age he
began work as an errand boy for a
commercial house in Newport, R. I.,
He left
at a wage of $2 per week.

against

amount of steam until
the entire mine was filled with fog,
sufficient of which was precipitated

this lowly position for a clerkship

Haddock always held

to moisten those dry portions.

then had a chance to connect him-

At some of the mines only a small
temporary boiler was installed last
winter. At these mines it was found
that though not enough steam was
supplied to keep the entire mine
moist, yet even a small amount of

with the wholesale and retail
coal business which he accepted. In
1871, when just 21 years of age, he

and the condition known as sweating was maintained both summer
and winter over most of the mine.
The portions of the mine that were
affected
by slight drying were
remedied by occasionally at night
increasing the

steam greatly reduced the extent of
the dry sections and made watering
by sprinkler or water car consider-

in a wholesale

grocery house, which

position he occupied for

1

He

year.

self

was

sent to Fall River, Mass.,

to

Meeker

&

Dean

in

New

City.

ways by too much steam.

partners.

work depends
judgment shown

great deal in this

on the amount of
by the foreman, as he must keep
closely in touch with the beginning

of dry conditions, in fact, must anticipate

them and must

also prevent

the causing of unpleasant working

In a very

large mine, this can be taken care of

mostly by theory, but in the ordinary mine the theoretical amount
must frequently be tempered by the
use of good judgment. At all times
it is essential that the foreman give
attention to keeping the brattices in
air-tight condition and so regulate
his ventilation as not to have too
high a velocity of air in the main
airways.

With an honest

by the foreand apply
with ordinary judgment, working

man
it

effort

to accept the theory

as close to

it

as the conditions of the

mine will allow, very good
were always obtained.

results

were being subjected to
This fight led by Mr.
Haddock, and in which other indihardships.

vidual operators joined, resulted in

laws being enacted governing the
matters of coal transportation and
the distribution of cars.

In

all his

with

A

year before

this,

with

disputes and litigations

railroad

his opponents,

managements,

Mr.

the respect of

no time did
any
feeling between him
and

at

his business disputes result in

permanent ill
and his antagonists,

or

interfere

with their personal friendship.

He was always considerate of his
employes, and through his efforts
the

conditions and fogging of the haul-

A

ingmen

tax on

business of

discrimination,

individual operators but their work-

Three years later he became manager of the wholesale coal

York

railroad

using the argument that not only

take charge of a coal business in
that town.

In 1877 he went into the coal
mining business by leasing the Dodson mine, at Plymouth, Pa., which
was supposed at that time to be
practically worked out.
In company with Messrs. Eno and Shonk,
who were the original lessors, he
formed the Plymouth Coal Co. In
1883 he bought the interests of his

ably more effective and lasting.

Not

tion of the supply of coal cars.

Plymouth Coal Co. established a
its

coal production to create

a benefit fund for them.

His attitude toward the mine
workers in the 1902 strike strengthened the belief of the miners that he
was interested in their welfare.

Relative Dangers
Mine

disasters

are given promi-

nent display in the newspapers,

and

this has given rise to the erroneous
impression that mining is the most

dangerous of

occupations.

all

A

Charles S. Steel as a partner, he

recent study of the casualty record

took over the lease of the Black

of

Diamond mine,

steel mills in this country, revealed

later

tions

ment

at Luzerne, Pa., and
consolidated the two opera-

under one company.
securing

His judg-

In 1911,

the latest year for which there are

made him

official

the

tries,

Five-Foot

and

dangerous

worked-out Dodson mine
a rich man.
He sunk
deeper to the Baltimore
drove a tunnel to the

seam, and

railroads,

least

mining was the

so-called

shaft

mines,

occupation of the three.

that

the

in

coal

the

figures

in

ners were injured
1

the three indus-

31,334 of the 729,279 coal mi-

,669,809

;

railroad

126,039 of the

employes

;

and

seam, lying about 100 feet above
the Baltimore. These improvements

35,764 of the 158,604 steel employes.

development of a
mine producing 800 tons per day, as
against 300 tons, its old record.
Mr. Haddock had a most pleasing
personality but like the late Eckley

common

resulted

in

the

A

reduction of these figures to a
basis brings out the fact

each thousand men
ployed 225.48 were hurt in the
that

mills,

for

75.48 on the

railroads,

42.96 in the coal mines.

emsteel

and
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ONEentertainof

the

ments
the

of Description of the Process

stream of molten

iron

by which

this

Made, Beginning

American Inof Mining

Important Article of

Mine Use

is

Ore

at the

WrtHim for The

the

at

McKeesport plant of the National

takes 1.66 tons ore for

special trolley car

that left the Hotel Schenley shortly

of pig iron

iron,

daily,
1

and as

it

ton of pig

172,640 tons of ore are

re-

quired to tide them oyer the period

after lunch, carried the visitors

of no shipments; but transportation

hill

is

the money.

On

reaching the works the viswere met by the manager and
a corps of assistants, who led them
to a place where a cradle dump
turned railroad cars filled with Lake
itors

Superior iron ore upside down until
the iron ore spilled in a hole from
which it could be removed and

and

run from the furwhere, coming in
contact with a stream of water, it
was granulated into pumice-stonenace to the

pit,

like material

about

^

inch in

size.

Welding Furmacb

Iron Furnace

up
and down hill, crossed the river
to Homestead, arrd continued until it
found another river to cross and
finally
reached the McKeesport
This ride alone was worth
plant.

hearth,

Collleni Engineer

tons

The

slag

down irrto

then saw the slag

Pittsburg meeting was a trip to the

Tube Co.

and

trickling

the

stitute

Engineers

continuous

a

of Steel Pipe

for

members

the

Manufacture
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subject to derangement the

same

as a Ford, and the wise furnace
manager keeps at least 14 days
supply of ore on hand over and

This was lifted from the pit by
locomotive cranes, with clam-shell
bucket attachment, and deposited on
cars which the P. R. R. hauls gratis
as it makes cheap ballast and fiUing..

ing roughly, 200,000 tons of ore in

The guides next moved us toward
the converter stands, where the molten pig iron is conveyed from a

which means pos-

300-ton mixer to large pear-shaped

above his actual needs, so that
McKeesport furnaces have, estimatstock, a matter
sibly $900,000.

We

did not ask the

cost of unloading the ore but esti-

mated

when

it

was about 7 cents per ton

stacked.

the furnaces

On

being escorted to
in a tuyere

we looked

(twir) through blue glass

and saw

vessels into

which

it is

poured and

converted into steel by blowing air
through the metal and decarbonizing it.
The slag frofn the converters

has considerable graphite
with it and this floats

associated

when

stacked by a scraper line,
or by a large grab bucket

about

and carried it
where stacking was most

converters, the large ingot

are

that raised

Owing

convenient.

Great Lakes
possible

in

is

not

temperature

for

whe.re

the

mold could be lifted or
skinned from the ingot.
The ingots were reheated
in a cooking pit and rolled
into billets, and these in
turn were broken down
into sizes that would cor-

when navigation is
As the four fur-

respond to the thickness

are

and width of the skelp or

closed.

at

inaces
capable

[

the

allowed to cool until the
steel reached the proper

which reason the large
steel companies are obliged
to buy their ore during the
summer and stack a sufficient supply to keep them
running during at least 130
days

From

we saw filled
from the converters, were

to the

winter,

the slag cars

molds, which

freezing,

water transportation

dumped.

this

of

plant

making

800

Castiko IrfOOU

flat

sheets of steel desired.

;
;

;
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Among

was

the interesting sights

a fence

made

January, 1915

of a section of steel

a machine which could be adjusted
to cut red hot skelp to any length
automatically. This machine, called

pipes and a section of iron pipes

the "flying shear," invented by one
of the employes, saves the labor of 8

years exposure, however, there does

men and does much faster work.
After being cut in proper lengths and
carried by rollers to the end of the
run, the skelp is lifted on a bench
and transferred by endless chain
laterally to a car which takes it to
Lap-welded
the bending furnace.
flat strips
from
these
are
made
tubes
of soft steel

(or skelp) after their

edges have been properly dressed.
The skelp is next placed in the bending furnace raised to annealing heat
(redness) and the skelp

drawn from

the front of the furnace through a
die which forms it into circular
shape with the edges overlapping.
The rough tube is then raised to a
welding heat in a regenerative furnace, and when the proper temperature,

1,750° F.,

is

obtained,

it

is

passed through an opening in the
front of the furnace into the welding

Between these

rolls.

drel

is

rolls

a man-

held in position inside the

the object being to see which should
After several
be more durable.

not seem to be any difference. The
river scenery was not much, on ac-

Washington."
Other speakers

27,

1914,

at

Francis

two of the best ways of

were Loren A.
Oscar
Lachmund, Greenwood, B.
C.
Frederic Keffer, Greenwood, B. C.
G. H. Wyman, Jr., Wallace, Idaho;
Sam H. Richardson, mining engineer. Republic, and Prof. D. C. Livingston, Moscow, head of the min-

spending money about a plant were

ing department. University of Idaho.

were on the coupling and

it

won by

the threads requiring a total load of

Much more
144 tons to break.
could be written about this interesting place if space would permit;
however, this story would be incomplete

if

Every so often the

left out.

railroad

make

inspection trips, and

just before they start,

word

is

sent

out to the various section and yard

foremen

to clean

up and show the
is and

how

well kept up.

neat

everything

The National

Tube Co. goes on the plan that
what is good for the boss to see is
good for the men to see, and keeps
the yards attractive and clean, in
fact only some additional grass and
flowers are needed to

The second
is

make

Campbell, of Rossland, B. C.

The

presi-

dent and board of directors of a

tube are welded between the mandrel
and the rolls. The tube then enters

and outside diameters uniform and
finally passes through the straightening rolls, after which each piece
of pipe is rolled by machinery upon a cooling table where, when sufficiently cool, it is cut to lengths by
saws and is then ready for inspection.
Each piece of pipe made in

November

together to see whether the pipes or
the coupling would break. All bets

game from the Athletics.
The test consisted in pulling on

first

how

the inside

fourth annual meeting of the

the one end of two pipes coupled

count of the coal dust connected
with it, so the party adjourned to
the testing room where they were
informed that the Bostons took the

boss

make

The

Columbia section, American Institute of Mining Engineers, was held
Spokane,
A.
Washington.
Prof.
department
of
the
Thomson, head of
College,
State
Washington
mines at
was toastmaster, and L. K. Armstrong was master of ceremonies.
The principal address was made
by Prof. F. M. Handy on the
"Economic Geology of Eastern

tube and the edges of the rough

the sizing rolls to

Columbia Section A.I.M.E.
Meeting

nurse and doctor are ever

membership had increased from
120 to 150, and that the section was
in good financial condition.
F. A. Ross, of Spokane, was
elected president; Rush J. White, of
Wallace, Idaho, chief engineer for
the Federal Mining Co., vice-presi-

dent

;

and L. K. Armstrong, of Spo-

kane, secretary-treasurer.

Candlepower of Lamps

a park.

in readi-

report of the secretary-treas-

urer for the year showed that the

feature worthy of note

the temporary hospital where a

;

The

British safety-lamp commit-

tee considers that the

minimum

can-

dlepower to be required of flame
lamps should be .30 pentane standard, and that they should give this

tubes for special purposes are given

ness to attend to the injured and
where an ambulance with driver is
in readiness at all times of the day
and night to go after the badly injured and convey them quickly to

physical tests in machines that com-

the

bine a flattening, crushing-down and

they

ing at the rate of 2 grains per min-

to

ute.

the National

Tube

Co.'s mills is in-

spected for surface defects and

all

boiler tubes and certain lap-welded

flange test in one.

The

pipe

is

not

hospital,

where,

if

necessary,

may be operated on. We wish
convey our thanks and those of

minimum
The
is

for 10 hours.

British standard candlepower

from a sperm candle
pound and burn-

obtained

weighing 6

to the

The pentane bunsen standard
has the equivalent of 1 British candlepower, hence the above is .3 of a
candlepower.

has been threaded
and tested by means of hydraulic

the National

pressure.

charge

The guides led the party from the
tube mill to the sulphurous stream

Mills for their courtesy in permit-

Yokegayney (Youghiogh-

for their kindly explanation of the

higher

ney) River where coal boats were
being unloaded at the rate of 2,000

machines and processes involved in
the manufacture of "NATIONAL"

a mixture of half colza and half par-

tons per day, and here the party

pipe.

affin.

finished until

called the

it

saw

the other visitors to the officers of

of

Tube Co. and those in
McKeesport Tube

the

ting us to see this model plant

and

The lamps
and

tested varied between

candlepower, the
being given with
naphtha as fuel and the lower with
.325

.065

figure
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will not light.
Oil or safety lamps
without self-igniters if lighted with
a match will endanger the lives of

THE LETTER BOX

men in the mines.
The electric lamp has

the

an accident, and

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily

yet to cause

the

only real

safety lamp for use in mines, not
only as to preventing explosions,

—

for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed

is

many

but in saving

by correspondents.

lives after

an

explosion.

Lamps

Oil vs. Electric Safety

such ignorant use of safety lamps
and warning the men so carelessly

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir

:

—

note

I

with

the

interest

your October issue comparing miners' oil safety lamps with
article in

the electric lamps.

Each

have

appreciative

their

value.
oil

safety lamps in gaseous mines, but
at

this

that

is

these

age for one purpose only,
for testing gas.

oil

safety lamps

I

claim that

if

placed in

the hands of experienced

men

for

the testing of gas only, and the elec-

lamp as approved by the United
States Bureau of Mines, used for

tric

explosion

illumination,

hazards

from lamps would be reduced

minimum
It is

to a

or eliminated entirely.

well

known

that

many

acci-

dents have occurred through the socalled oil safety lamps, due to the

defective assembling or to careless-

ness and

inexperience on the part of

the user.

In Miners Circular No. 12, of the

United States Bureau of Mines, on
"The Use and Care of Miners' Safety

Lamps," James W. Paul, the author,
page 3 that: "Safety
states on
lamps that were defective or were
not properly cared for have caused
a number of accidents in foreign

Many

miners in the
coal mines in this country have been
burned with the flame of gas
coal

caused at least two disasters in this
country in 1912, The lamps were
of the

modern

type,

mines.

(methane) that was

lit

by opening

a shield, and a glass globe.
In
each disaster a safety lamp ignited
gas within a mine. In one case 12

and in the other case
several men were severely burned.
"The first of the two disasters resulted from the parts of a lamp not
lives

were

lost,

being properly assembled.
asbestos gasket
self,

The

top

was doubled on

it-

so that a part of the glass did

H. H. Clark,

among

other things

that:

"Reports from mines where the
lamps are being tried indicate that

men

the

prefer

portable

electric

lamps to safety lamps, and in at least
one state the use of portable electric
lamps in coal mines has been author-

by law.

ized

Therefore

it

seems

reasonable to believe that the movement toward a general adoption of
portable electric lamps, especially in

gaseous mines, has begun and that
the number in use will gradually
increase.

"Safety

as

a

Lamps.

Feature

—

of

make an

Miners

Electric

space was

lamp acceptable for mine use, it
must have a number of qualities.

between the top of

left

the glass and the gauze.

When

this

lamp with the gasket doubled back
was lighted and placed in an explosive mixture of gas and air, the gas
within the lamp flamed and ignited

Chief
reason

^To

electric

among these is safety. The
why the Bureau of Mines

advocates the use of portable electric
lamps is because the fire and explo-

the gas outside the lamp.

sion hazards will be decreased

"The second disaster was caused
by a safety lamp that had not been

their use.

properly assembled.
this

In assembling

pull bar that

lamp the

works

"Qualities Other

lamp,
but

in this condition in a

use a lamp

gaseous mine

lamps from which the
gauze had been removed have been
found in the hands of inexperienced
careless men in gaseous mines.
And no doubt many mine disasters
have been prevented by discovering

cause the lamp

is

very dangerous, beis

then no safer than,

an open-flame lamp."
The electric lamp, as approved by
the United States Bureau of Mines
as permissible for use in gaseous
mines, if not assembled correctly

Than Safety.—The.
most impor-

tant attribute of the portable electric

had been left out. This lamp when
lighted and placed in an explosive
mixture of air and gas ignited the
gas outside the lamp.
"Miners safety lamps with the pull
bar removed have been found in use
To
in a number of gaseous mines.

by

quality of safety, the

the scratcher for igniting the tape

lamp properly.
"Safety

for Miners,"

not touch the gasket and an open

a safety lamp or by not using the

tor

burned naphtha

or gasoline, and had a double gauze,

appreciate the necessity for

I

miners safety lamps

in

Lamps

the author, says

inviting injury or death.

"Defects

In Technical Paper No. 75 issued
by the United States Bureau of
Mines on "Permissible Electric Cap

has already been discussed,

other

The Bureau

qualities

are

desirable.

of Mines considers that

a safe electric lamp'is really a safety

device whose universal adoption, in

connection with a proper number of
oil

safety lamps for gas testing, will

make

coal mining conditions safer
by reducing the fire and explosion
hazards and by making easier the
detection of bad roof.
The bureau
is

therefore interested in the devel-

opment of lamps that

shall be not

only safe but also otherwise fully
suited to the requirements of mining
service."

;
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From Technical Paper No.

lamp

"If an electric

47, is-

that

Lamps, H. H. Clark, author, the

danger of gas ignition

following abstracts are taken:
"There are two general classes of

pletely eliminated that

mine lamps, open-flame lamps, and
safety lamps, with which portable
electric lamps must be compared.

bulb

electric

is

An

obviously safer than

flame, as regards the igni-

an open

tion of either firedamp or combusti-

For use on a cap, an
lamp is, on the whole, nearly

ble material.
electric

if not quite as convenient as the
open-flame lamp.

"In comparing electric lamps and
safety lamps the locked safety

lamp

must be considered

as the only one

that, for safety, is

on a par with a

com-

so

is

conceiv-

is

it

able only as the result of malicious
intent
skill

combined with the exercise of
and ingenuity in restraining

the action of the safety devices.

"As

compared

with

the

lamp, the electric lamp

convenient because

upon the

cap.

The

it

is

safety

the

more

can be worn

direction of

its

light is then automatically governed
by the movements of the wearer's
head and both his hands are free.
Another desirable feature of the
electric lamp is that it gives more
light than a safety lamp."

The recent mine disaster in Mulga
mines of the Woodward Iron Co.,
Mulga, Ala., on October 5, proves

electric

conclusively the merits of the elec-

Even the locked safety lamp
has its weak points. The omission
or improper adjustment of some

lamps under such conditions.
was a most fortunate and peculiar incident that on the morning the
explosion
occurred,
electric
cap
lamps were being demonstrated.
The explosion was caused by a
naked lamp, and of 300 men in the
mine at the time all were saved but

portable

well-constructed

lamp.

part

and
ally

may

render the lamp unsafe

may be effectuhidden from the user of the

this condition

lamp and continue to exist until the
lamp is reopened and readjusted.
The user has no means of detecting
arrangement of lamp
imperfect
parts and must depend upon the one
whose duty it is to prepare the lamp
for

use.

Reports

indicate

that

safety lamps are not always properly adjusted in the

tric

It

The men were
way out with the

able to light their
electric

Due

being demonstrated.
fact alone,
ities,

We

is

lamps then

the small

list

to

this

of fatal-

all

know what

a poor light

the flame safety lamp gives, also the

unsafe condition.
Just how often
cannot be surely determined, because the condition is not
always apparent unless it causes

hand and the advantages of the electric cap lamp which gives the miner

"Although an electric lamp cannot
be regarded as a safety lamp, if the
latter is defined as a

lamp that de-

tects the presence of gas without

igniting

gas

is

it,

still

if

known a

the presence of
well-constructed

portable electric lamp, even without
special safety devices,

dent,

disadvantages of carrying

an unbroken safety lamp may

cause disaster if its parts are improperly arranged.

it

in the

the free use of both hands.

Users of so-called flame safety
lamps complain about their eyes being affected due to the poor light.
It stands to reason the atmosphere
in a mine is certainly much clearer
where electric lamps are used than
when so-called flame safety lamps
are used.

would seem

be quite as safe as a safety lamp
because, while either may possibly
ignite gas as the result of an acci-

to

In
stated

breaking devices.

opment, there
the

no good reason for

is

existence

of

the

open-flame

lamps in the mines, especially in
gaseous mines.
These lamps are
tolerated simply for lack of something better. Man's ingenuity in its
search for more worlds to conquer,
never seemed to take the direction

commonplace subject until
some years ago, there was an electric miners' cap lamp placed in the
mines, and today it has more than
proved the ideal lamp for mines,
minimizing the mine fatalities and
making chances of fire remote. In
every live mine in the universe there
is room for a practical electric lamp
which is convenient, economical,
and safe under all conditions.
The electric mine lamp is gradually being and must surely become
universally recognized as the most
practical, most efficient, and by far
the safest of all existing mine lamps
of this

of any class.
It is an indisputable fact that in
every mine there is a light problem,

whether the mine

is

anthracite or

Mr.

Hailwood's
dangers

certain

remains that the miners must be abdependent upon artificial

solutely

light in the execution of their work.

cal

He

article,

he

connected
certainly

lamp

is

practi-

many

country.
Is it not feasible to adopt a system
which will enable the men to work
under more pleasant and healthful
conditions, giving them better light
and above all, absolute safety?
These thoughts are by no means
visionary; they are worthy of careful consideration.

Such mine

have rethroughout this

disasters as

occurred

country should be a warning to
operators.

is

nies

now

if

electric

has been proven by the

thousands in use by a large number
of coal operators throughout the

he means the electric
approved by the United

error

lamps

a small or large operation, the fact

cently

with electric lamps.
in

circuit

In this age of progress and devel-

That the

17 out of 300.

that they sometimes are issued in an

disaster.

and

bituminous, gaseous, or non-gaseous,

17.

lamp house and

this occurs

constructed with safety attachments

fore the filament ceases to glow, the

open-flame

The comparison
lamps may be briefly drawn.
with

its

so designed

is

bulb cannot be broken be-

sued by United States Bureau of
Mines on "Portable Electric Mine

Many

all

of these compa-

having had explosions, have
lamps in

installed electric cap

States Bureau of Mines, which can-

The cost of the rescue
work alone amounts to more than

not ignite gas, on account of being

the cost of installation.

their mines.

:

;

:

;

The
meet

lamp today is consuch a manner as to

electric

in

working conditions

all

mines.

It

is

in the

more properly termed

or

ages of ash in the raw coal, washed
is

tion will give increased production

among

efficiency

the

and refuse and the calculation

obtained.

will be seen that the percentage of

cally perfect washer, or

refuse thus determined checks with

an

Mr. Macfarlane's

would be an impossibility to separate, by washing, the
heat units from the ash and this is

therefore

X = per cent,

use

the

of

safety lamps of any make, approved
by the United States Bureau of

Mines.
"Safety First"
First

often heard.

aid

is

the slogan of the
injured

the

to

I say, first

is

.51632-. 10653

''c-b

y

jc

jured."

Hiram H. Hirsch

—

I note the letter in the NoSir
vember issue by Mr. A. D. Macfar-

lane, E.

mean the ratio of the useful
work performed by the
machine, or this might be more
taken to

clearly expressed as the ratio of the

y=

in

—

per

-

derived

is

but whichever fonnvila

,-

c—b

quickly

by subtracting the

given.

would

There are some slight errors in
the calculations by Mr. Macfarlane

is

used, the value of the other material

agree with him that the 16-percent, washer loss, or refuse, quoted
by Mr. Newell G. Alford is imposaccording to the analyses
sible
I

The

be

first

determined

from

ex + by

equation

100.

= o can

also be solved in a similar
to that used

manner

by Mr. Macfarlane and

result as follows

It is, of course,

true that

x + y

= 100.

y = 1.00

x+

Macfarlane figures
a = 590,097 tons
b= 70,359 tons;
94,983 tons;

y = 101,271 tons.
Correction
= 590,168 tons;
6= 70,367 tons;

.51632«-F.10653y= .20034
or.

.51632x-i-.516323;= .51632
.51632«:-l-.10653y= .20034

.40979y= .31598
y = 77.1 per cent.

The

value of

x

3)= 101,263 tons.

This has a slight effect only upon
the percentages of washed coal and

the proximate analyses for checking
up the refuse and washed coal per-

refuse as stated by him, changing
the washed coal from 77.09 per cent.

centages,

to

94,912 tons;

77.10 per cent,

from 22.91 per
cent.
85-6—6

and the refuse

cent,

to 22.90 per

the

possible

work

per-

such a plant as he mentions is
to be an impossibility, why
consider it as one of 100-per-cent.
Furthermore, in the
efficiency?
If

washing of bituminous coal which is
to be used for the manufacture of
coke

it

is

frequently possible to re-

duce the ash content of the washed
coal so low as to result in an inferior
In fact, it is questionable
coke.
whether any coke containing no
ash would be fit for use in metallurgical work, and it would therefore again seem

wrong

to consider

the 100 per cent, efficient washery
as one making a complete separa-

from the ash.
have frequently expressed my
views of coal washing efficiency in
tion of the heat units

or,

if

the engineering journals, so will not

go

into that here,, but expect soon to

some additional data along
lines which will cover the
opinions of a number of others
have

these

either interested or actively

these

percentages

have been determined from actual
weights, and if the weight of washed
coal plus that of refuse equals the
raw coal input, then the check

engaged

in coal washing.

G. R. Delamater
Consulting Engineer

can, of course, be

determined in a similar manner.
Personally, I would prefer to use

x=

to

I

Then:

as follows:

useful

formed.

from the equation c x+b y =a.
In a similar manner the value of y
TO&Y be determined and would result

may more

M.

x=

a-b

The formula x =

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

effi-

known
''c-b

Coal Washer Efficiency

The term

to the total

cent.

Philadelphia

He

it

ciency, as applied to machinery, is

.40979

= .229 = 22.9 per cent.
= 100 - = 100 - 22.9 = 77.1

one having

100 per cent.

efficiency of

undoubtedly true.

a-h ^ .20034-. 10653 ^ .09381

x=-

and above

should be "First aid to the unin-

refuse

y = per cent, washed coal
a = per cent, ash in raw coal
b = per cent, ash in washed coal
c = per cent, ash in refuse.
Then,

electric

cannot agree with Mr. Macfar-

I

lane in his definition of a theoreti-

states that

figure.

Let:

claim that three-quarters of the
mine disasters can be eliminated by
I

universal

would be on the analyses. Likewise, the use of the B. T. U. figures
would more likely be a check upon
them, a check upon the percentages
of washed coal and refuse and the
proximate analyses first having been

somewhat simplified as
compared with the method presented
by Mr. Macfarlane. By its use it

workers.

:

refuse, re-

the most practical

coal,

and greater

887

quires the use only of the percent-

safe,

guarding of industrial life, health,
and property. You know what little
light the so-called flame safety lamp
Therefore better illuminagives.

all

;

The formula more commonly
used to determine the washery loss,

device ever invented for the safe-

day.

;

and

absolutely

is

fool-proof and

the

;

Ws ^ffieryEngineer
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structed

:

Harrisburg, Pa.

A

small pile of coal cooled

from 165° F.
heats to 150°

down

Usually when coal
its

heat increases rap-

and when 212° is reached the
coal must be moved to prevent fire.
idly

?

;
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Answers to Examinktion Questions
an Ixamination for Mine
Foreman, Held in Price, Utah, September A and 16, 1914

Questions Selected

From Those Asked

at

{.Concluded jrom December Issue)

—In

event of your fire
from gas, bad
danger
bosses finding

amount of air is circulated
same power; the ventilation

what precauupon them
tions would you
men from
working
taking to keep

easily controlled, as each district

these places?

from any one

Ans. If the dangerous condition
affects an entire district, as an entry

main return without
passing through the other workings in event of an explosion in any

QuES.

1.

roof, or other causes,

insist

—

and

the rooms thereon,

all

it

would

well, in addition to placing the

be

usual

danger

barricades,

signals,

independent of

all

purer

district gets

for the
is

more
is

the others; each
air,

as the

district is

bad

air

conducted

at once to the

;

one
that

district there is the possibility

may

effects

its

not spread to

of the entry, for

other parts of the mine; in compari-

one of the fire bosses or some one
appointed by him to stand at that

son with the continuous system of

the

etc., at

mouth

warn the men

place to personally

to

keep out of the dangerous district.
If the danger affects but one room,
is

it

only

generally

necessary

to

place obstructions with the proper
notice

across

the

the

would be safer

to
in

room not

QuBS.

of

warn the men working

place; although

personally

mouth

the
it

to enter

—What

it.

meant by (a)
splitting the air; (b) what advantages are derived from such a
method ?
Ans. (a) By splitting the air is
meant its division into a number of
2.

is

—

ventilation, a larger

moving

volume of

air

at a reasonable velocity

is

conducted

through the workings,
which is an advantage in gaseous
mines worked with safety lamps.
QuES. 3. (a) Explain the formula for finding the weight of air
per cubic foot at different temperatures, and under different pressures.
{b) Find the weight of 1 cubic
foot of air at 60° F., barometer 30

—

barometer, ^nd minus 460 degrees)
is multiplieaby the height of the

barometer anadivided by the absolute temperatufi or by 460 + t, in
order to obtain the weight of the

same volume of ar at the increased
pressure and temperature.
By substituting Ji the formula,
the weight of

1

cubi; foot of air at

30 inches pressure (barometer) and
at a temperature of 60^ F., is found
to
«^

be

=

^^r—

= -0766pcJind,

QuES. 4. If you weie a mine
foreman in a gaseous rfine, how
would you arrange and distribute
the air-currents to insure the greatest safety to life

Ans.

—The

and propeity?

air-current should be

divided into a series of

Ans. The
formula
generally
used for finding the weight w, in
pounds, of 1 cubic foot of air at any

inches.

—

amount of

and

ficient in velocity.

which

inches,

height

of

own

current of air which enters

from the main intake and which
passes from it into the main return
without having previously passed
through or without afterwards passing through any other workings. In
it

the older continous system of ventilation,

the

the air-current passes from

main

workings

intake

through

in order,

all

the

and thence

into

Among

splitting

the

the
air

A

in

11)

=

B = height
t

i'^e

these

suf-

means

be kept up to the face where
needed there will be no ,loss of
air by leakage; and there -^vill be
enough air moving at the. proper
air will

of barometer, in inches

it is

= temperature, in degrees F.

The weight of 1 cubic foot of air
when the barometer is 1 inch and
the temperature

is

0° F. absolute

is

460 degrees below
zero. Since the weight of any given
volume of air increases directly as
1.3273, that

By

each district will get pure air.; there
will be no derangement of the air
through doors being left ope;"; the

1.3273X-B

which,

in

which should

air

is

at

;

keep the workip'g faces
clear of gas and smoke.
QuES. 5.— There is p.,assing
through an airway, 35,000 ^ubic feet
of air per minute. What w 'H be the
speed to

velocity per second,

of

larger

sure and temperature (1 inch of the

7.5x5.5 = 41.25

advantages
are:

barometer,

the pressure and inversely as the
absolute temperature, the weight of
1 cubic foot of air at the unit pres-

the return.
(b)

the

is,

lar part of the mine.

its

one

be used in place of doors; bi'^ttices
should be built in all breakthroughs
as soon as the next breakthrovigh inby is driven through the pillar; the
brattices should be air-tight; each
proper
district
should get
the

temperature in Fahrenheit degrees

used to ventilate a particuThat is, each
entry, for example, is ventilated by

splits,

for each district; overcasts should

separate or distinct portions each of
is

about.

the airway

is

Ans.—The

7.5

ft.

if

tl

x 5.5

area of the

square

i

le

size

of

:/t.

airway
feet.

is

The
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of the air per minute is
35,000-41.25 = 848+ feet; and the
velocity
per second is 848 -7-60
velocity

= 14.13+

feet.

QuES.

6.

—What are the important

necessary

factors

to

good

secure

ventilation at the face of the mine,

and not get too high a water gauge,
providing the amount of air entering the mine is adequate?
Ans. Any means that will reduce

—

the friction of the air in

its

passage

through the mine will reduce the
water gauge. The friction and, consequently, the water gauge may be
reduced by splitting the air instead
of conducting it in a continuous
current through the workings; by
driving the entries as straight and
as smooth as possible; by making
the return air-courses as large as
the intake airways, and by
all

the airways as large as

sistent

making
is

con-

with the economic mining of

To

the coal.

get the air to the face,

the brattices between the

room and

back heading must be air-tight.
QuES. 7. Give the names, chemical symbols, and composition of the
different gases found in mines, and
under what conditions they are

—

Ans.

—Aside from the oxygen and

nitrogen which

make up

the atmos-

found in
Methane, or
mines are as follows
marsh gas, which when mixed with
chief

the

phere,

gases
:

air

is

known

as firedamp.

When

spoken of, methane is intended. Its symbol is CH^, indicat-

gas

than air, it is usually found in dip
workings and near the floor.
Carbon monoxide, which when
mixed with air is known as whitedamp.
Its formula CO, indicates

composed of equal parts of
carbon and oxygen. It is a univerthat

it is

is

composed of four parts
of hydrogen and one part of carbon.
ing that

it is

afterdamp of

sal constituent of the

a coal-dust explosion,

it is

present in

smoke of some explosives, and
is given off by gob fires.
As it has
about the same specific gravity as
air, when present at all, it is as likely
the

found

to be

one part of the work-

in

ings as another.

QuES.

8.

— Suppose

an out-

that

burst of gas should occur from a

cave or other cause and suddenly

accumulate

workings, naked

in the

What

being used.

lights

precau-

would you take to
safeguard the men and remove the
gas, and render it safe for men to
proceed to work?
Ans. All open lights should be
extinguished at once and the men
taken from the mine by way of the
workings that contain the least gas.
The amount of air in circulation in
tionary

steps

—

the

entry

affected

should

be

in-

creased by speeding up the fan or by

adjusting

found.

339

mouth of

regulators

the

the entry.

at

the

does not

If this

may come

reduce the gas, which

from the exposure of a blower,

it

may

be necessary to seal off the
affected area until the blower ex-

hausts itself. Only skilled men, and
as few of them as possible, who
should work with safety lamps
storage-battery

or

lights,

electric

should be employed for the purpose.
QuES. 9. Describe fully the con-

—

surface, and the upper part of it is
usually protected by an additional

outer covering of the same material.
There are three standards holding
in place the upper and lower rings
which support the gauze there is a
sheet-metal hood over the top of the
gauze to protect it from dropping
water; and to the hood is fastened
a metal ring by which the lamp may
;

be carried.

Wolf lamp the oil
surmounted by a glass
above which comes a
gauze cylinder of the same material
as in the Davy lamp. This constitutes the lamp proper. The gauze is
protected by a bonnet of corrugated
metal provided with a hood to which
In

(b)

chamber
chimney

is

the

is

fastened the handle for carryii^

The lower part of the
bonnet terminates in a metal ring to
which are fastened the upper ends
of four equally spaced standards, the
the lamp.

lower ends of which are soldered to
a lower ring by means of which the
bonnet is screwed to the lamp
proper. The lamp is provided with
a magnetic lock so that

it can be
opened only by means of a powerful
magnet kept in the lamp house, and
has a friction igniter by means of
which the lamp may be relit when
extinguished.
The lamp uses
naphtha as an illuminant.
The Wolf lamp differs from the

Davy
light,

giving

in
in

very

,

much mofe

the magnetic locking and

relighting

devices,

and

safer in air-currents of

high velocity.

It is

in

being

medium and

not quite so sen-

sitive to gas.

der considerable cover and, because
of its lightness, in workings driven

struction

and
Carbon dioxide, which when
mixed with air is called blackdamp.
Its symbol is CO^, indicating that it
is composed of two parts of oxygen

noting the difference between the

QuES. lO.-^(o) State two essenfor a working (general use)
Explain how
safety lamp.
(fc)
safety lamps should be tested at the

two.

mine.

It is

commonly found

to the rise

in

seams un-

near the roof.

one part of carbon. It is always
present to a slight extent, even in
In mines, it is
pure outside air.
found in the afterdamp of explosions and fires, in powder smoke, in
to

of

the

(a)

lamp, and {b) the

Ans.

—The

essentially
filled

with

Wolf

Davy

safety lamp,

Davy lamp
metal

of

a

oil,

which

safety

is

consists

a cylinder of wire gauze about

has 784 openings per square inch of

1

it is

of the numerous

lamp
and must be

must give a good

heavier

and, because

Two

provided

the gases given off by the breath of
men and animals, in the flame of
etc.,

— (a)

essential features are that the

\y2 inches in diameter and from 4]^
The wire
to 6 inches in height.
mesh,
that is, it
28
No.
gauze is of

lamps,

Ans.

chamber

with the necessary wick, etc. Attached to the upper part di thi^ oil
chamber by means of a scr6w joint'
is

tials

safe under

all

light

ordinary conditions in

it may be used.
lamps are not usually
Safety
{b)
tested at the mine. They are commonly inspected to see that the

which

gauze in particular has been cleaned
and is free from grease; that the
gauze is not broken in any way that
;

January, 1915
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the

chamber has been

oil

the wick

filled

clean; that the

is

locked and

;

is

further, properly put

is,

Ans.

that

lamp

—Coal

dust

is

coal in suffi-

ciently small particles to be carried

by the air-current

may

in a

it

flame without passing through the

tance from the place where

gauze.

made, depending upon the fineness
of the dust and the velocity of the

QuES.

11.

—In

replacing broken

or

timbers, either props or cross-bars,

air-current.

what precautions should you take to
protect your men engaged at that
work?

on the

—In

broken timbers of any kind, the roof should be
carefully examined and the men,
from a place that is safe, should bar

Ans.

replacing

be deposited at a dis-

It is

it

was

universally present

roof, floor, ribs, timbers, etc.,

of mines, where

it

is

produced

in

undercutting and blasting the seam
and by grinding and crushing of

the broken timber will have to be

lumps of coal on the floor by passing men, animals, cars, motors, etc.
QuES. 15. In what manner does
coal dust assist an explosion?
Ans. The dust of bituminous

pulled out with a mechanical device,

coals,

down

In some cases,

loose rock.

all

removal resulting

its

In

roof.

timbers
tect

the

broken

other

in

a

fall

of

temporary

cases,

may have to be set to promen while removing the
timbers

holes to blast

or

down

while

drilling

larger and

more

—

—

when

in

very small particles

and suspended in the air, acts not unlike a body of gas. An explosion of
firedamp will ignite the dust near

it.

Part of the dust will be burned to
carbon monoxide, itself an explosible

and combustible gas, and from

tenacious masses of roof.

part

will

QuES. 12. Why are doors used in
a mine?
Ans. Doors are used in mines to
deflect a current of air from the
course it would otherwise take, and
form part of the ventilating system.
A door would be placed across the
main intake, for example, to turn
the air into a cross-entry. Doors are
now, as far as possible, replaced by
overcasts.
Doors are also used in
place of permanent brattices where
a haulageway has to be maintained
between two parallel entries.
QuES. 13. In a timbered airway,
the collars measure 7 feet between
the notches and the spread of the
legs is 10 feet wide at the bottom,
the height from top of rail to under
side of the collar is 6 feet, and the
velocity of the air is 400 feet per

matter, which

—

—

—

What

minute.

is

the sectional area

of the airway, and what
tity of air

Ans.
airway
its
is

height

the quan-

passing?

—The
is

is

average width of the

+ 10) - 2 = 8.5 feet, and
6 feet. Thence, its area

(7
is

8.5x6=51

square

feet.

The

quantity of air passing is equal to
the area of the airway multiplied by
the velocity of the air, or to 51 x400
- 20,400 cubic feet per minute.
QuES. 14.—What is coal dust?

be

The burning

distilled
is

occurred.

mine so that

together so that no air can reach the

is

asked in the former question, have

the

volatile

also combustible.

of the gases thus pro-

duced ignites more dust and produces more gas, the burning of
which ignites more dust, etc.
In
this way, the effects of the explosion
of a comparatively small body of
methane may be carried throughout
the entire workings of a mine, and
is only stopped when the supply of

Ans.

—The

W.

gah,

explosion at

Va., on

December

which 361 men were
dust explosion.

The

Monon-

6, 1907,

killed,

dust

is

in

was a

believed

have been ignited by the electric
arc produced when the trolley wires
to

came

in contact

when

their supports

were knocked out by a run-away trip
on the main hoisting slope. The
explosion at Delagua, Colo., on
November 8, 1910, in which 79 were
killed, was also a dust explosion, but
the original cause was a mine fire,
into the flame of which was suddenly drawn a large volume of coal
dust.

—

QuES. 18. If such explosions are
from coal dust, what, in your

liable

opinion,

them?
Ans.

the best

is

—Coal-dust

way

to prevent

explosions

be reduced in number,

if

may

not entirely

done away with, by (a) preventing
the formation of dust, and (&) by
rendering harmless such dust as
may unavoidably be formed.

A

reduction in the amount of dust

dust gives out or there

formed may be accomplished by undercutting and shearing the seam
before blasting; by using permissible powder in the smallest possible
charges in well-placed and welltamped holes; and by transporting
the coal in tight cars which are not

oxygen

overloaded, so that neither fine coal

to

is not enough
burn the dust which is

The action is so rapid, the
explosive wave moving at the rate
of 15 to 20 or more miles a minute,
present.

as to be practically instantaneous.

—

nor lumps will

fall

on the track to

be ground into powder by passing
traffic.

The

ignition of the dust

may

be

QuES. 16. State fully three ways
in which an explosion can take place

prevented by removing it from the
mine, that is, by loading up and

in a coal mine, with coal dust as the

carrying out

main

road cleanings, and the like. What
dust remains may be rendered harm-

factor,

without the presence

of firedamp.

—

Ans. The ignition of coal dust
followed by an explosion requires
heat which may be produced by the
flame of a blown-out shot, by the
explosion or burning

when uncon-

fined of dynamite, powder,

and other
explosives, by a mine fire, and by
the electric arc produced when a
current of electricity

is

short cir-

less

and

—

QuES. 17. State briefly two instances where such an explosion, as

machine cuttings,

by washing down the
ribs

roof, floor,

with water as often as

is

keep the dust thoroughly wet; by wetting down the

necessary

to

rooms for a distance of from 50

to

80 feet back from the face; or by
treating the coal dust with enough

powdered shale to render the dust
inert and non-inflammable.

Any

cuited.

all

number

rules

of

that

mine

shots, explosions of

will

reduce the

blown-out
powder, electric

fires,

—

————
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etc., gas explosions,
reduce the number of dust
explosions and should be adopted.

short-circuits,
etc., will

the blasting is done by
from some point outside
the mine after all the men have left
the workings, there will be no faFinally,

if

electricity

talities

even
an

cautions,

if,

does

take

place.

Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions
Method

Legal

of

Determining

—

Width of Barrier Pillar. (PennsylBill in equity by the Mill
vania)
Creek Coal Co. against John Curran,
State
legal

Inspector, to declare

Mine
an award

tunity to participate in the delibera-

il-

fixing the width of

a barrier pillar of coal between the
mines of two operating companies.
The Penna. Law (Acts 1891, Section 10, Article 3) in substance pro-

The

tions.

PERSONALS

fact that plaintiff's en-

gineer could not agree to the de-

termination

as

arrived

by the

at

remainder of the tribunal does not
Coal Co. vs. Curran,

Proper Remedy

Creek

Mill

proceedings.

invalidate

in spite of all pre-

explosion

341

pi A. 424.
Determine Title

et al.

to

—

Mine Property. (Pennsylvi^nia)
In an action brought by a coal mining company to enjoin another company from mining coal under its
to

a suit in ejectment is the
proper remedy to determine the disland,

depending on the true
boundary line between the adjacent
puted

title

Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

properties.

Midvalley Coal Co.

vs.

Denied.

Injunction
nia)

and Coke Co., at Richmond, Va.
After January 1, Delwyn Wolfe,
of

Mahanoy

City, division engineer

Delano division of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co., will assume charge
of all the Lehigh-Coxe Division
mines at Hazleton, to succeed
of

Thomas R.

Jones,

superintendent

who

of

his

resi-

dence, a preliminary injunction

was

Utah Fuel

Co., with offices at Castle

Gate, Utah.
J. F. Welborn, president of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., has appointed David Griffith, former state

nature, and an injunction

mine

be left between them shall be
determined by a tribunal consisting
of the inspector and one engineer
from each company. The claim as
made by the plaintiff Mill Creek

the mining operations of defendant,

whose duty
grievances and to

Coal Co. was that in settling the
matter as to the width of the barrier
to be left between its mine and that
of the Dodson Coal Co., whose prop-

were not of a pressing
would stop

throw a large number of employes
out of work, and cause a large loss
to the defendant, and the injuries
complained of had been endured for
some time. Alexander vs. WilkesBarre Anthracite Coal Co. pi A. 213.

to

con-

sent to a barrier of this width, claiming the same absolutely unnecessary.

On

this

ground

the plaintiff claims

the determination of the inspector and the engineer of the Dod-

that

son company was
reason that the engineer of the
plaintiff company would not join in
The Supreme Court of
the same.
illegal,

for

the

Pennsylvania held that a majority

is

oil

has a right to exploit the land has
expired, and no gas and oil have
Cooke vs Gulf Refining

been found.
Co.

65 S. 758.

Mining Companies.
Act of the Oklahoma
Legislature (Laws 1907, c. 71, art. 2,
Taxation

of

(Oklahoma)

pp. 640-645) providing for the levy
and collection of a gross revenue tax

from persons, firms, corporations, or
associations engaged in the mining

ated by the act, are sufficient to ren-

ores bearing lead, zinc, jack, gold,
natural gas; is not repugnant to

der a valid decision fixing the width
of the barrier pillar between the two
adjacent mines, providing that

members of

the

all

body had an oppor-

its

employes.

Frank Pardoe has been appointed
assistant general manager of the

of the Pittsburg Coal Co., and has
gone into the business of consulting
mining engineer. Mr. Gluck has
been actively engaged in mining
since his graduation in 1889 from
Washington University, St. Louis,
Mo. Mr. Gluck i^ succeeded by

it

or production of coal, asphalt, or

members

inter-

position as assistant to the president

stipulates that

of the tribunal cre-

of the

as

mediary between the company and

and

and gas lease

oil

tinue during the time that gas

company refused

act

commis-

be to hear

are found in paying quantities is
at an end, and will be annulled, when
the time during which the lessee

Lease.

engineer of the Dodson Co. agreed
that a barrier 300 feet should be

plaintiff

will

to con-

An

(Louisiana)

Mineral

of

which

between the two properties,
though in fact the engineer of the

inspector, as welfare

sioner,

mines of the Rochester & Pittsburg
Coal and Iron Co., in the Jefferson
County district, Pa.
Leo Gluck has resigned from the

Termination

erty adjoined, the inspector and the

left

become
Delano di~

will

the

James S. Thompson, formerly of
Colorado, has accepted the position
of general superintendent for the

properly denied, where the injuries

to

Ohio

made

president of the Atlantic States Coal

vides that in cases where the property of two operating companies adjoin, the width of a coal barrier wall

to plaintiff

&

Coal and Coke Co., has been

of a dwelling

colliery near

its

formerly

vision.

house sued for an injunction to restrain defendant coal company from

working

Bamett,

gi A. 427.

— (Pennsylva-

Where an owner

M.

Charles

president of the Chesapeake

Section 57, Article
stitution.

5,

of the Con-

McAllister-Edwards

Co. vs. Trapp.

141 Pac- 794-

.

Coal

S. C. Gailey,

of the

formerly .vice-president

Sunday Creek Coal

Columbus, Ohio.
Samuel Dunkerly,
Pa., died recently.

of

Co., of

Hazleton,

He was

inside

superintendent for the G. B. Marklc
Co. operations for 30 years.
Consolidated
Pocahontas
The

Coal Co., of West Virginia, announces the appointment of Robert
Wallace as general superintendent
and R. C. Confer as chief mine inspector.

:
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The

Bartlett-Graver Water
Softener
The Wm. Graver Tank Works
softeners

Bartlett-Graver

installed

1 and 2 mines of the United
Coal Mining Co., near Christopher,
111.
The water in the vicinity of
the mines was corroding the boilers

at Nos.

to an alarming extent.

Considerable

(common

salt)

This

tion.

is

chloride
sodium
was found in solu-

not incrusting, but

corroding, and causes foaming.

to

the

reaction

and

tank, and finally to the

settling

Per U.

a

deposited from

when

the car-

sulphate
as

itself,

not

does
it

very

is

However, when in water,
a reaction takes place forming magnesium hydrate and calcium
sulphate, both of which are precipitated in the form of a hard scale.
Iron and aluminum oxides form a
scale by being precipitated through
soluble carbonates in the same manner as is calcium oxide from calcium
soluble.

carbonate.

In addition to the above there is
always a possibility of the water
containing
acids,
free
such
as
etc.,

that will pit

corrode the boiler.

The

and

water, as

may

be noted by the analysis, is exceptionally high in calcium and

magnesium

sulphates,

which would

result in a boiler scale that is

almost like porcelain.

hard

or in direct

testing

apparatus.

(1)

it

An

is

necessary

to

know

analysis of flue gases,

(2)

the draft above the grate, (3) the
draft back of the damper, (4) the
differential,

and (5) the temperature

of the flue gases.

The

"Precision"

efficiency

kit

tioned to the quantity of water en-

manufactured by the Precision Instrument Co., includes an Orsat apparatus for analyzing the gases, an
accurate differential draft gauge and
an encased thermometer.
Besides
this, the chemical reagents, rubber

tering

tubing,

Fig.

1.

Bahtlett-Gkaver Water Softener

entire operation

great hardness.

serviceable

boiler

powder, but in combination
with other ingredients it forms a
hard scale.
Calcium sulphate is precipitated

from solution in a crystalline condition by the combination of heat and
concentration, and forms a scale of

for more accurate
by engineers either in

This must be compact in form and
always ready for immediate use.
In determining the efficiency of a

loose

sulphuric acid,

to 2^4 or
and the complete
elimination of suspended matter.

ingredients

3 grains per gallon

a consulting capacity

bon dioxide is expelled from the
water by heat. When alone, it is
usually deposited in the form of

scale

of the installation at

charge, has created the necessity for

23.33

Total

form a

hardening

boiler control

21
04
3.00

Silica

Iron and aluminum oxides
Suspended matter

Magnesium

result

The demand

Magnesium sulphate

is

The

"Precision" Efficiency Kit

2.93
7.40
9.75

Calcium oxide

in-

Its analysis

Calcium carbonate
Calcium sulphate

the soluble carbonate

an

Christopher was the reduction of the

Gallon

S.

as

The

filter.

showed the following ingredients:
0<Xt)fS

mounted

engine,

tegral part of the tank.

is

The

water to be treated flows from the
storage tank to the chemical tank,
then

steam

is

continuous.

The

chemicals (hydrated lime and soda
ash)
are
automatically
proporthe

Subsequent

apparatus.

etc.,

are included.

sedimentation and filtration are ac-

complished without any interruption
in

the

The amount

flow.

going water

of

A

noticeable feature

is

the use of

alum which coagulates the suspended matter in the water and carries it to the bottom of the tank.

The softeners at the Christopher
mines are entirely ground operated.
The chemical tank and all valves for
filter
washing and preparing the
chemical charge, are on the ground
level.

Slick Steel Mine Tie
The Slick steel mine tie shown

in-

always the same as
the amount of softened water withdrawn.
is

The power necessary

to drive

the apparatus in mixing the chemicals is derived

from a 1-horsepower

Fig. 2

is

in

the invention of E. E. Slick,

manager
Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown,
Pa. These ties may be made for any
gauge of track desired, the most
popular sizes for mine work, howvice-president and general

of

ever, are 3 feet to 3 feet 9 inches

gauge.

A

tie

of this kind with fastenings

complete will only weigh 10 pounds,
as compared with a 3" x 4" wooden
tie,

which weighs from 14

to

16

pounds, dependent upon the kind of

wood.

These are for 3-foot gauge.
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One advantage claimed
tie is

in

for

this

that the fastenings are secured

way that they are always
ready for use and cannot
detached and lost.
The

such a

in place,

become

small spikes used for securing rails

wooden
more than

seldom used
once, as they become
ties

are

broken, bent, or

lost.

to

out twisting off the shank of the

easily

rivet.

clearance as

Another advantage of the tie is its
same time it has
all the necessary strength and stiffness, the latter being augmented by
the downwardly projecting flanges
on the edges of the tie and by the
lightness, yet at the

longitudinal

These ties are made in two different ways one for intermediate ties
:

343

portion

depressed

formed intermediate to the flanges
as illustrated in the drawing.

;

while for joint

ties

for

ordinary work, such as in rooms,
four clips are provided, two for each

end of each
plates

or

so that no fish-

rail,

other

needed, but the rails
to end

on the

the buttons.

The

may

fast

ings in place on the

tie,

the surfaces

and the interior surface of the hole which is punched
therein, are made smooth and the
of the

tie itself

Fig.

When

2.

Slick Steei. Mine Tie

used

in

mines,

it

is

prefer-

make the depth of the tie
only about 3^ inch, which gives a
great advantage in small seams or
able to

compared with a
which is at least 3 inches
in
height.
In medium-size coal
seams where it is necessary to have
mine cars of the largest capacity,
openings

wooden

the

tie

as

tie,

gives an additional clearance

for the cars of at least 2j/2 inches

ing of the buttons is so adjusted
that the final pressure between the
contacting surfaces of the rivets and
the tie is such that the friction

and

passes through the hole in the

tie.

This, therefore, provides a button
fastening which
sition desired

is

by

held in any po-

frictional contact,

but which at the same time may be
turned by means of a wrench contacting with its upper portion to
open or close the fastening without
twisting off the shank.
In certain cases

flat

washers

may

cent years, the miners have thought
so much of the steel ties that they

of a steel

life

tie is

very

much

wooden tie;
depends upon the

In
certain
mines
throughout Cambria County and
elsewhere in Pennsylvania, where

pressure of either cold or hot rivet-

caused by the pressure is considerably less than the torsional stress of
the shank portion of the rivet which

vania, where wood ties have been
used for years, but where some steel
ties have been supplied during re-

conditions.

buttons are turned

Before riveting the button fasten-

work greatly facilitated. In
various mines throughout Pennsylminer's

but, of course, this

by

with comparative ease by means of
an ordinary long-handled wrench
and they are put on in such a way
that the friction of the rivet which
holds them is enough to secure them
in any position to which they may
be turned.

greater

greater than that of a

be set end

and made

tie

give

place,

above described, the
fastenings are always ready and the

The

are

splices

rail

in

actually fight for them and steal
them from each other, and if necessary, hide them so as to be ready at
hand for their service in mine
rooms when required.

to carry the continuous portions of

the rails

put

this

will

allow the loader to

shovel coal into the cars

more

easily

on account of the greater clearance
and also permits larger lumps to be
put into the car over the side.

On

account of the small height of

may

be laid directly
on the floor of the mine, whereas in
many cases, channels have to be
these ties they

the rooms are dry, it is reasonable to
believe that these steel ties will last

In wet locations, howwhere the water is very sulphurous, the ties would not last so
long.
Mine rooms, however, are
generally dry and there is no quesfor 10 years.

ever,

tion, all
steel

things considered, but that
are much better adapted

ties

for use in such places.

Under present conditions of
wooden tie supply, it is very difficult
to obtain wooden ties when desired,
and timber tract owners, farmers,
and others seem to think it a favor
to supply wooden ties to mines, and
only do so when it suits their con-

The supply

venience.

of timber

go on the

prices will be higher

size

On

sylvania and elsewhere,

account of the thinness of these

may

ties,

only one-half inch, they

be spaced at least 8 feet apart,

mine-room work, and

and

the quality worse.

dug in the hard stone or clay of the
mine bottom to receive wooden ties.
steel

is,

of course, decreasing, and as years

In

various mines with

it

the experience that where
ties

medium-

coal seams, throughout Penn-

are laid on the"

room

has been

wooden
floor,

it

that

has been impossible to introduce a

case the lower flange of the rail will
rest on the bottom of the mine be-

mining machine into the room on ac-

thus providing the

and
same mining machine can be used, and this
alone is sufficient to recommend the

for

tween the

ties,

in

be provided under the rivet heads,
or they may, previous to being
riveted in place, be slightly bent
concave.
This latter form produces a certain kind of spring action
which gives turning friction to the

with
mine
ties
Experience
throughout Pennsylvania has conclusively shown that the miners

fastening, while at the same time allowing the button to be turned with-

themselves

much

prefer these steel

ties to the

wooden

ones, as they are

maximum

clearance between the top

of the car and the roof.

count of the necessary height of the

machine, whereas with

steel, ties

the greater clearance, the

use of the steel

The

tie in

such locations.

mine ties weigh less per
tie than the wooden ties, only take up
about one-sixth as much room, are
steel

consequently

more easily transthe mine and only re-

TRADE NOTICES

ported into
quire a small fraction of the storage

room in the mine
wooden ties.

that

needed for

is

A

given below:
Comparison of Cost or Wood Ties and of Steel
Ties for Use in Mine Rooms at Present
Prices, Together with Estimates, Savings Per Year, S, 10, and 20 Years,
Due to the Use of Steel Ties
IVood Ties for ^inch Gauge Track
For one mine room, 300 feet of track.

Wooden

ties, 3 in. x 4 in.,
6j4c
to center r 75 ties

@

300 spikes, 2}4
Labor, laying

in. x
ties,

jj

in.,

rails,

4 feet center

$4.88

50 pounds. . .
and driving

1.00

.

4.80

spikes

$10.68
ToUl above
These wooden ties can be taken up and
used in about two or three rooms,
which means about one year of use, so
tiiat they will have to be replaced each
year and the replacement cost each year
$10.68
would be
•

The replacement

of

cost

•

wood

for

ties

5 years, with interest compounded semi6 per cent, would be, on
annually
$63.81
the above basis

@

Steel Ties for s^-inch Gauge Track
feet of track.
Steel ties for 36-inch gauge track, 8 feet
center to center = 38 ties, at 10 pounds

For one mine room, 300

@

$11.40

30c. each

laying

Labor,

ties,

rails,

and

driving

$ 2.40

spikes
steel

ties

will last

at

least

5

years,

so that the replacement charge annually
,••.•• $ 2.76
will be

And

for 5 years, the cost of steel ties
with interest compounded semiannually,
$31.45
at 6 per cent., would be
The saving for 5 years, due to the use of
steel ties, for one mine room, 300 feet
$32.36
.•
of track, is
The saving, due to the use of steel ties
$75.66
is
years,
10
for
The saving, due to the use of steel ties
$211.16
years,
is
for 20
In one of the larger mines of, say
400 rooms, of average length of
300 feet, there would be a saving
in 20 years due to the use of steel
$42,232.00
ties, of

Mfg.

Goulds

The

safe and conservative estimate
of the money value of the steel ties
as compared with the wooden ties is

The
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facturers

centrifugal,

triplex,

of

manu-

Co.,

hand and spray pumps, announces
the opening of a new office in Atlanta, Ga., in the Third National
Bank Building. It will be in charge
of Mr. O. B. Tanner, District ManThe company also has anager.

nounced that Mr.

Bunton,

L.

F.

formerly manager of the Chicago
of the Heine Boiler Co.,
office
from that company
resigned
has
of the Chimanager
become
to
Mfg. Co.,
Goulds
of
the
office
cago
3801-3811 S. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, 111., manufacturers of pumps

and hydraulic machinery.

Previous

connection with the Heine
Boiler Co., Mr. Bunton was for 8
years manager of the Philadelphia
to

his

some one in the electrical field has
had the farsightedness to initiate
and the ability to carry out a comprehensive plan of readjusting the
present confused price situation in
the electrical

field.

In the 3,289 coal mines in Great

were killed

Britain, 177,849 persons

injured

or

in

for

In the 817 mines in

each mine.

West

54

or

1913,

same period,

Virginia, in the

976 persons were killed or injured,
an average of 1.20 for each mine, or
The
52.80 better than England.
British report also sets forth that
employed in

for every 1,000 persons

the mines in the United Kingdom,
190 were either killed or injured, as

West Virginia, making
more than ten men injured in each
against 18 in

1,000 British miners to one in each
B.
West Virginia.—F.

&

1,000 in

and St. Louis offices of the AUisChalmers Co.
The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., of

BOOK REVIEW

Jersey City, N. J., is using a mailing
card to introduce Dixon's boiler
graphite to engineers and others in-

A

review of the latest

on Minioe and

books

related subjects

•

—

(Catalogs Received
I

Gardner Governor

Pa.

Baldwin-West-

Locomo-

letin

C.

No.

18,

24 pages.

Hess-Bright Mfg.
delphia,

Pa.

"Ball

Their Correct Use,"

Electricity in Coal Mining, by
David R. Shearer, E. E. Published
by McGraw-Hill Book Co., 75 pages

ting, and make the removal of scale
easy by a gentle, mechanical action.

illustrated.

for

the

booklet

Dixon

The Weston Electric Co. starts the
new year by distributing the first
edition of its 1915 Electrical Supply
Year Book.
This company has
adopted the policy of issuing an annual catalog which will give consumers the most recent information
obtainable on the materials in the
electric

supply

field.

manufacturers'

list

In place of the
prices

which

catalogs of this kind have hereto-

Stine Co., Tyrone, Pa. J.
C. Stine Patented Disk Fans, BulJ.

consumption, prevent the hardening
of scale, give to the surface of the
boilers a smooth polish, prevent pit-

"Graphite for the Boiler."

Co., Quincy,

Mine

said to reduce fuel

-

Pumps, Circular P-3, 8 pages.
Baldwin Locomotive Works,
inghouse Electric
tives, 33 pages.

is

Write

Gardner-Rix Vertical Air Compressors, 16 pages; Gardner Duplex
Power Pumps, Circular P-8, 8
Steam
Gardner Duplex
pages;

Philadelphia,

boiler graphite

I

111.

Dixon's

terested in cleaner boilers.

Co.,

Phila-

Bearings

and

five sheets de-

fore

invariably

carried,

this

new

book announces a complete series of
Western Electric list prices upon
which a uniform basic discount applies,

such a discount indicating to

In

Price, $1.50 net.

short

thirteen

chapters,

the

author explains the essential theories

and methods of power transmission,
direct and alternating-current calculations, signal systems, power plant
designs, etc.

The importance
pair shop

is

of a colliery re-

emphasized.

The

au-

thor points out some possible de-

about such a shop that would
He
be classed as disadvantages.
says "such a shop is a doubtful
benefit, for much of the work turned
fects

out

is

inferior,

both in material and

workmanship."

The

final

mentals of

chapter on the fundaefficient

operation

is

ex-

and the key note of such
operation is sounded by the author's

cellent,

"The

all

the articles

should be
carefully designed by one cognizant

It is significant

that at last

of the duties imposed upon

the holder of the catalog the ap-

scribing the application of ball bear-

proximate price on

ings to various machines.

listed.

statement:

plant

it."

^is-

Mines 'fl Minerals

XXXV-No.

Vol.

THE
York
Co.,

light

and

concerns

Handling Large Quantities of Coal

New

N.

York Edison

J.

fiv J. F. Springer

Manfrom

135th

street

Fig.

prodigal scale.

Not only has

1.

this

one company the general task of
supplying current; but it must not
Such vicisfail even transiently.
strikes

in

the

mines,

and snow-

on the railroads,
bound traffic, must not reduce the
strikes

the

Shadyside,

2,000,000 using electric current on a

as

at

in the

Island

The
plant
side,

south to the Battery, In this area
there is a population of perhaps

situdes

Scranton, Pa.

1915

Big Consumer's Storage Yard

power

world, serves

hattan

A

New
Edison
one of

the largest electric

FEBRUARY,

7

output of current for a month or a

week or a day.

Further, the com-

pany's consumption of coal varies

—

with the time of the year it is
much greater in winter than in sum-

Coal Stohage Plant of

mer,

and

this

New Yobk

of

its

needs does not correspond any too
well with the natural movement of
In
coal from mines to tidewater.

view of the entire

situation,

it

is

necessary to maintain a large storage yard at a point convenient for

both receiving and delivering.

TIXT^OOK COMPANY.
COPYRIOHTBO BY INTCRNATIOKAL

Water-

at

in the lower

Co.'s Plant at

part of Manhattan
on the East River
front,
where a
small storage yard
is maintained, but which is insufficient to meet the general situation

described above.

The

coal roads

reach tidewater either on the

Edison Co., Shadyside, N.

distribution

generating
is

all

New

J.

Jersey or Staten Island shores, so
that all coal must be discharged and
water borne to enter Manhattan.

The

principal storage yard

at the generating plant

is

neither

nor close to

the railway terminals, owing to the
value of water-front real estate, but
is

located

ALL BIOHTS RESERVED

at

Shadyside,

opposite

:
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storage pile directly to barges. The
equipped with a 2-ton

110th street, about 6 miles north of
Battery, on the New Jersey

tramway,

shore.

clam-shell

the

Here the company

is

now using

a

water front of 486 feet, while the
yard stretches inland 134 feet. Additional storage area is being added
on the north, and when this is
equipped with coal handling devices

^9^S~^• ^IK

^

has a handling

bucket,

capacity from barge to storage pile
of 150 tons an hour, and

is

capable

of delivering from storage pile to

This
250 tons per hour.
also be used to unload
from barges for delivery to

dumping

which

trestle

is

The

ter line of the property.

right

cable

shown in Fig. 4, dump their
load from this trestle and thus form
a pile from which either of two
cars,

barges,

traveling revolving cranes

tramway can

the coal

coal

entire storage area.

wtMKBB^

at

angles to the river front on the cen-

for

distribution

handles

over the

X

IPm.

-\
i^-

^ m^
i

Fig.

2.

3b]

Psepasing to Shift Grip from Empty Car to Other Cable

the total frontage will be something

over 800
will then

feet,

and the whole yard

have a capacity of 265,000

tons, instead of the present capacity

of 150,000 tons.

The

present yard has a rectangu-

water frontage of 397
feet and a depth of 200 feet, which
constitutes a dock storage yard havlar space or

ing a capacity of 40,000 tons.
the rear of this

is

To

the storage yard

with a capacity of 110,000 tons.

On
are

for

unloading

that part of the storage area

coal

from river barges. One of these
machines is a steam-operated bridge
tramway, having a span of 200 feet,
which travels on tracks parallel to
the dock front and which commands
under its span a storage area of
about 40,000 tons capacity, so that
this tonnage of coal can be unloaded
from barges directly to the storage
area, or can be reloaded from the

3.

more

remote from the water front which
is not covered directly by the tramway.
The second unloading machine on
the water front consists of a highspeed,

steam-operated,

stationary,

steeple tower, equipped with lJ/2-ton

This

clam-shell bucket.
the right in Fig.

delivery

to

commanded
way.
of

is

shown

to

Its function is

1.

to supplement the

loading coal

the dock front two machines

provided

Fig.

tramway

in

un-

from the barges for
the

storage

area

not

by the tramAll coal stored on the back

the

directly

property

is

therefore

un-

loaded from the river boats, either
by the tramway or the steeple tower,
and from either of these machines,
or both,

it is

delivered to cable cars

which pass under the loading hoppers, shown in Fig. 2, on each of the
unloading machines, and which
carry the coal received back to the

Raising Coal from Hold of Barge

The
cars

cable for hauling the

The stack
shown in Fig.

corner of the wharf.
the power house

On

the

dump

from the northeast

driven

is

is

dock the cable

of
1.

overlaps,

which makes it necessary to release
the grip on the dump cars and regrip them after the overlap has been
passed.

The method
tem

of working the sys-

substantially

is

as

follows

The barge loaded with coal is
moored where the outboard extension of the bridge will be immediately

above

hatchway.

the

bucket carriage
bucket dropped

is

The

run out and the

upon the coal to
shown in Fig. 3.
The bucket is then hoisted above
the elevated tramway level, and
secure

its

load, as

before the hoist

is

completed the

operator begins to run the carriage

inwards toward the pier to save
The bucket is brought to the

time.

February, 1915
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rear of the tower and its load discharged into a hopper located immediately over the tramway, as

shown in Fig. 2. The transfer from
barge to hopper goes on with but
little regard to the operation of the
tram cars; but of course this could
not continue long.
It seems to be

The coal drops down either side
of the track, falling to the yard below.
There is no stoppage of the
car and sometimes a lump of coal
will wedge into one of the discharge
openings and hold both gates open.
This situation calls for a workman's

services.

the usual practice to shift the barge

Fig.

SO

hatchway

that

comes

In the rear storage yard the coal

Tram Car Automatically Discharging Without Stopping

4,

hatchway

after

into place instead of

moving

On the tramway, a man
board an empty tram at the rear
as it nears the bridge and release by
means of the handwheel the grip
which grasps the cable. The car is
brought to a stop beneath the hopper and filled with coal, after which
the grip will be tightened, but on
the other section of the overlap, and

347

is

Fig.

its

four corners

four-wheel

is

carried on a

universally

swiveling

which runs on a track having
a gauge of 30 inches.
The matruck,

chinery for operating the clam-shell
bucket is mounted on the revolving

upper frame and is completely inclosed by a machinery house, on top
of which is mounted the operator's

Traveling Crane With 100-Foot Boom

5.

stacked in the four great parallel

piles that

of

were shown on the Janu-

The Colliery

Only one operator is required

cabin.
to

control the various motions of

the bridge.

ary front cover of

will

Engineer.

In these piles coal is
stored to the height of 35 feet above

traveling the entire machine along

the yard surface.

to

The

In order to

command

the storage

space north and south of the 900

is

able to

know

the

moment

be tightened by
noting the position of the car next
should

ahead.

Each car has a capacity of about
The
2j/2 tons of bituminous coal.
discharge

of

the

load

is

accom-

the

north and south.

The broad

loop at the west end of the yard on

probably the
and fastest machines of their
kind that have ever been built, and
a description of

be of

interest.

them will, therefore,
Each crane is of the

revolving

and

type,

plished by

traveling,

the desired points.

equipped with a clam-shell bucket
The
of 3^ tons capacity in coal.

means of a block temporarily secured to the tramway at
This block trips

operates

the device that opens or shuts simultaneously the two side gates of the

crane

seems to be considered advisable to have a man

crane

stationed near the point of unload-

The lower frame

ing to see that

in Fig. 5, is

car.

However,

it

all is well.

or

Each crane was designed
have a handling capacity from

track.

dumping

pile

storage

to

area,

or

their load.

track swings around the cable car

grip

swinging,

largest

track,

paralleling the straightaway both to

the

bucket,

a radius of 100 feet.
These cranes are

of straightaway double

feet

two immense locomotive cranes are
installed on a broad-gauge track

cars are

car on,

its

the

from storage area to cable cars, of
200 tons per hour. The tests made
by the Edison company show an
actual handling capacity of 240 tons
per hour. The delivery of coal from
the storage area commanded by the
crane to the cable-car system is effected through a traveling hopper
carried on the dumping trestle under
which the cable cars pass to receive

operated at intervals of about 220
feet.
The grip man who sends the

the car despatched.

hoisting

this

bucket

at

is

a

fixed radius of 100 feet so that each

commands

area of twice

its

a width of storage
radius, or

where they dump
hopper located
beneath the cable car trestle, from
which the coal is delivered to the
river barges by means of an inclined
elevator and chute.
The additional storage yard which
to the

dock

front,

their

load

into

is

in

course

of

a

construction

will

feet.

duplicate the present arrangements.

shown

However, the crane track of the new

200

of the crane,

After the cable cars are

loaded from this hopper, they travel

20 feet square and each

yard

will

be

connected

with

the

;

^e (glliergEngineer
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search lights and the small lights in

crane track of the present yard; so
that it will be possible for cranes to
go from one yard to the other. The

the

curve making the connection will be
just a little back from the water
front. The tram cableway will have

shoe contact was out of the ques-

The two tramways

electric

independent

entirely

The

each other.

of

long loop brings

the tramway far enough south on
the water front to put it within

operating reach

the

of

stationary

tower.

When

the

new

addition goes into

Edison company will
then be able to store about a 6
months' supply, as present yearly
consumption
amounts to about
service,

the

The

had
an
generator was installed on

tion as all possibility of ignition
to

operated

connection

flexible

seemed inadvisable, because of conditions at grade due to the coal. A

a long loop on the water front end.
will probably be

A

cab.

be

Ultimately,

eliminated.

board each crane. The generator is
driven by a steam turbine engine
which receives its steam supply

from the same source that supplies
steam for the bucket engine. The
generator which has a capacity of
1
kilowatt, occupies only 14 in.
X 36

of floor space, weighs 400

in.

pounds, and with the assistance of
automatic governor operates at

its

a constant speed of 4,000 revolutions

in-

per minute with the steam pressure

by the Link-Belt Co. In order to provide for handling large

varying anywhere from 75 to 250
pounds per square inch.

600,000 tons.

plant

was

stalled

company

quantities of coal, the
stalled a lighting

makes

possible night operation.

The
is

system in a coal-storage
no simple matter, and the

Edison people seem to have had

One

difficulties.

of

the

principal

problems related to the illumination
of the cab and bucket of the locomotive cranes.
As the cranes and their buckets
must cover the whole area and the
whole vertical distance, no system
of suspended lights appeared to be
economically practicable because of
the wide spans involved and the
great volume

Some

space

of

searchlight

concerned.

system

is

indi-

cated for the bucket by the general

What was

conditions.

done was to

The illumination, however, had to
go further than simply dealing with
immediate

the

an effective

of

installation

lighting

plant

in-

equipment which

experienced by the barges

which separates the storage yard
from the generating station.
The system of purchasing coal
employed by the New York Edison
Co.

is

also of interest.

the coal

is

the mines.

at

Generally,

bought on railroad cars

The company then

takes charge of the rail shipment

and follows the coal from mine to
tidewater. The advantage in this is
that the company is not embarrassed
in case of delays in transit by becoming one of a triangle, and has the
manifest

right

railroad directly.

of

looking to

It is said

the

that this

system always enables the company
"to know a week or two earlier than
it otherwise would, that the coal is
on the way."
The shipments are consigned in
such a way as to distinguish the
mine or group of mines from which

activity.

the coal comes, so that at tidewater

can be promptly identified. As
demurrage charges begin after a
short time, the company must be

of

system using towers
scattered around the outskirts of the
rear storage yard. The towers are
40 feet high and are arranged at
intervals of 160 feet.
The lamps
have a candlepower of 1,000, and
are of the kind known as the
lighting

eral

is

carrying hot coal the 15 miles

in

installed a gen-

points

So the company has

trouble

it

prepared to get its coal away with a
good deal of promptness. Accordit maintains a fleet of barges.
In the summer, the number will be

ingly,

and the design of the housing has
made them spray-proof and has

around 20 in the winter, around 25.
Their capacities vary from 500 to
1,400 tons, the average being about
1,000 tons. They are not owned by
the company, but rented at an
agreed-upon price per day.
The
policy is being pursued of replacing
the smaller boats by larger ones of

cared

the

"point source of light"; the incan-

descence of the filament occurs in an

atmosphere of nitrogen gas.

A

por-

celain enameled steel reflector projects the light to the desired place

the

for

circulation

of

air

The superintendent

in

self-trimming

type.

These

shorten the time of unloading and

necessary with units of this kind.

ultimately

;

charge of

reduce the expense.

The

individual

two lights on
either crane, so arranged on the roof

pile

of the cab that a concentrated

think he has any faith in the appli-

in

of light 360 degrees in projection of

cation of water.

Fortunately, the

ing at the time.

width equal to the maximum
swing and elevation of the boom of

constant and large

demand

coal from different sources is not
mixed when loading into a barge.

the bucket

install

field

a

the plant deals with a fire in a coal

at

by digging

the

it

out.

I

scarcely

for coal

generating plant makes

it

barges are despatched to the generating station or to the storage yard,

accordance with conditions existCare is taken that

possible to dig out an infected pile

The Shadyside

of illumination the operator can ob-

and despatch the coal

to the point

present able to receive coal at the

serve the opening or closing of the

of consumption.

bucket

away, the
movement of the derrick arm, and
can load or unload the coal with the

of the

The steel linings
wooden cable cars are for the
purpose of protecting them from the

rate of about one average barge per
day of 9 hours. When the new yard

same

transferred.

is

jaws,

provided. In this

100

facility as

field

feet

by daylight.

An-

hot coal

other problem consisted in provid-

is

ing a source of energy to run the

once.

gotten

thus

in

course of being

In short, infected coal

away from the

Apparently,

no

plant

at

substantial

storage yard

is

at

goes into service, this capacity will
be doubled. The present plant can
load out about three barges per day
the extended one will be able to load

out about five barges.

'
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Adjusting Mining Rates

of

according to the
schedule

the

of

With

Special Reference to the Pittsburg District— Conditions

the Present Rate

Mine Workers and

lump prices into run-of-mine prices,
the lump prices are multiplied by
.6464; conversely, run-of-mine prices

are converted into

by

lump

prices

by

.6464.

This acknowledges that 64.64 per
cent, of lump or 35.36 per cent, of
screenings is the basing point of the
mining scale. That is, with 64.64
per cent, of lump as a base, the number of tons of mine-run coal to be

handled to get 1 ton of lump coal,
either by machine or pick must be
1

Unbalanced

or 1.547 tons; or in other words

By Leo

Cluck, E.

In the mining of coal by pick and
machine work, the screenings are not
kept separate as pick screenings and

machine screenings, so that no definite
knowledge in the past was available
to the miner or the operator of the

amount of lump coal or screenings
that was made by either the pick or
machine separately. The operators
and the miners took the average per
cent, of lirnip and screenings made by
the average per cent, of pick and

operator has a right to expect .547 ton
of screenings with the 1 ton of lump
present mining

while just in intent,

is

unbal-

anced as shown by the following:
If the miner sent out 1 ton of
screenings on the limip basis he would
receive no compensation, while the
operator would receive 1 ton of
screenings for the market; on the
other hand, if the miner sent out
1 ton of coal which was entirely lump
coal, he would receive compensation
for 1 ton of coal handled, whereas according to the agreement intent for
the same compensation he should have
handled 1.547 tons of run of mine;

which shows that the miner, here, is
overcompensated, which is a loss to
besides

the operator
screenings

short

is

for

the

equivalently,
.547

ton of

market.

Con-

was

screenings

considered

The basing point

the

sents the ultimate average condition

and

satisfied

both miner and oper-

ator, like all direct arithmetic aver-

ages,

it

is

entirely

ful-

filled; but only at the basing point
or 64.64 per cent, of liunp in the run-

of-mine coal
fulfilled

35-7—3

is

the agreement intent

with the operator.

work, respectively, the new liunp pick

and new lump machine rate can
be calculated.
In the study of the relations of the
functions that make up the machine
and pick mining rates, the following
characteristic symbols are used:
rate

was
considered equitable to both miner
and operator, and, no doubt, in the
ultimate it would represent the
average condition. While it repreof the scale

has not eliminated the fact

on one side and
undercompensation on the other, but
only truly compensates the average
of all men at the total average con-

of overcompensation

^^=111 decimals, the per cent, of pickmined coal;
Mp = in decimals, the per cent, of machinemined coal;
Pr = the rate paid per ton, in dollars and
decimals, for undercutting, drill-

by hand, and loading screened
lump coal mined by pick;
^r = the rate paid per ton, in dollars and
ing

decimals, for undercutting, drill-

dition.

In

order to

by hand, and loading minerun coal mined by pick;
ing

determine the true

average per cent, of

lump

coal for
jlfr

which has not been
done before, due to the fact of not
having available a method for such
determination, the writer has de-

= the

all conditions,

veloped a method as follows: By
tabulating the percentage of pick and

machine work and the corresponding
or screenings made, the variation in the percentage of Itimp made
with the variation of pick or machine

standpoint

lump coal made by pick
work for use in the general formulas.
With the knowledge of the lump
coal made by machine-mined coal
and the lump coal made by pickmined coal, the present liunp scale for
machine and pick can be corrected in
the mine-nm basis so that the pick
mining paid for rtm of mine and the
machine mining paid for run of mine
can have the true values determined
per cent, of

and machine; or from the run-ofmine basis pick work and machine

per cent, of lump, or 35.36 per cent.

present scale prices are correct and
just to both parties of the agreement.

miners'

the
percentage of lump
by machine work, and the

and evidently 64.64

ity of the coal;

lump

the mine-run basis,
from the
agreement
the intent of the

made

can

of

from the tabulation of the variation

sidering the two extremes as noted, it
is only at the basing point that the

By changing to

coal

made

in Itunp coal with variation of pick

basing point of the scale.

the operator;

least

representative condition of the qual-

of

The

an exact

machine over a long period as a

for the liunp price paid per ton, the

coal paid for.

of

squares,

be

M.

J6464

scale,

method

determination

ment, for the Pittsburg district, for all types of machine
mining and pick work, to convert

dividing

is

Under Which

Agree-

Operators

meth-

algebraical

ods involving the

determined by graphical methods
on coordinate paper by laying off the
variation in pick horizontally and the

true

mean

fairly close.

line

can be determined

From the same

data,

by

lump

and
coal

mined by machine, for undercutting, drilling by hand, and
loading;
>nr

= the

rate paid per ton,

in dollars

and -decimals, for mine-run coal
mined by machine, for undercutting, drilling by hand, and
loading;

Pi = in

decimals, the per cent, of screen-

ings in pick-mined coal;,
Ms = 'm decimals, the per cent, of screenings in machine-mined coal;

is

percentage of Itunp or screenings as
verticals, or ordinates, from which the

rate paid per ton, in dollars

decimals, for screened

P/— in decimals,

the per cent, of screened

Ivimp, in pick-mined coal;

Ml = in decimals,
lump

S = in

in

the per cent, of screened

machine-mined coal;

decimals, the per cent, of screen-

combined
in
machine-mined coal;
ings

pick

and

;

:

;

;
;
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= in decimals,

C=the

in

and

pick

per ton, in dollars and
decimals, for the mine run (paid

variable per cent,

basis) with

and

of pick

agreement between operators
miners in formulas 1 and 2

cost

on the screened-lump
variable per cent,

and

machine;
CJ?Jlf=the cost per ton, in dollars and
decimals, for mine-run coal (paid
on the mine-run basis) with
variable per cent,

of

pick and

machine;

on

the mine-rtm basis) with variable

per cent, of pick and machine;
f = in decimals, the per cent, of screenings in mine-run coal (paid on the

mine-run basis) with variable per
cent, of pick and machine;

and decimals, the

price per ton of screened

selling

lump

coal;

V5 = in

dollars

and decimals, the

selling

price per ton of screenings

F=in

dollars

+

basis,

C=

Electric Machine:

[$.6900

-

$.7368)

+

($1

or [$.6900+$.3100XPi>] XL.
Cost per ton of mine run, paid on
thick vein mining:

-

X

Ppi

Air Machine: C = [$.6380
($.8680
or ($.6380 + $.2300 X Pp\ X L.

+

-

basis,

$.6380)

C = [$.6020+C$.8680-$.6020)

Electric Machine:

or [$.6020+$.2660XPf']Xi.

Cost per ton of mine run, paid on mine-run basis,

and decimals, the

selling

Air Machine:

XPp.

C/?M - $.4769 + ($.6464 - $.4769)

or $.4469+$.1695XPf.

Electric

CRM

Machine:

=

$.4467

+

formula for the selling values from a
ton of run-of-mine coal from the
screened sizes combined, is as follows
5=1.00-1,;

V=VSX(1.00-L) + VLXL:
V= VS- VSXL+ VLXL;

V=VS+iVL-VS)XL,

basis,

Pick

+

(Calculated)

^1

.3498

.1

X

-.10 -.0077
-.04 -.0036
+.04 + .0035
+.10 +.0078

.0100
.0016
.0016
.0100

.000770
.000144
.000140
.000780

.0000

.0232

.001834

B

is

From

.20
.26

which recognizes a difference in lump
coal made by machine work and by
pick work:
Average

L = PpXPi+MpXMl;
L = PpXPl+{1.00-Pp)XMl;
L = Ml-(Ml-Pl)X Pp,
Formula
S = PpXPs-\-MpXMs;
S=PpXPs+(1.00-Pp)XMs;

C=MrXMl+iPrXPl-MrXMl)XPp
Formula

CL = PpXPr+Mr-PpXMr;

.001834
=

An

per cent, screenings.

A

decrease of .01 of pick,

.01

of machine,
('

Lump

Undercutting in rooms
in

rooms

$.1916
.0300
.5152

*•

$.7368

$.6380

Thin

Thick

$.1244
.0300
.5356

$.1019
.0240
.4761

$.6900

$.6020

Thin

$.8680

$1.00

Drilling

in

by hand

rooms

-

Calculated
Screenings

To True

Thin

Thick

Thin

Thick

$.1239
.0200
.3330

$.1002
.0160
.2966

$.0805
.0200
.3462

$.0659
.0160
.3077

Thin

Average

Thick

$.4128

$.4467

$.3896

.3419
.3467

.20
.26
.34
.40

.3421
.3462
.3633
.3576

.3577

1.20
.30

1.3992
.3498

1.3993
.3498

Calculated

..S-WO

-.0002
+.0005
-.0003
+.0001

.

Problem

$.6464

Between
Observed
and

Ml = .6739, then Ms = .3261
P/ = 5948, then Pi = .4052.
By formula 4, Z, = .6739 - .0971 XPp.
By formula 5, 5 =.3261-1-. 0791 XP/-.

$.5611

1.

—Required at

what per

cent,

the cost of mine-run coal the same
whether paid on lump basis or run-of-mine

of pick
$.4769

Difference

From the assumed data for machinework lump and pick- work lump:

Pick

Electric

Cost Per Ton, Mine-Run Basis

Undercutting

Per Cent.
Screenings

Thick

Totals

Air Machines

of

cent, screenings.

Average
Thick

.000791

per cent, pick being 100 per

Basis

Thin

Loading

means increase

subtracts

machine = 32.61 per

cent,

Per Cent.
Pick

Pick

Electric

vari-

increase of .01 of pick adds .000791 of

ackeehgnt between the pittsburg district coal Operators and thz United Mine Work ers of
America Gives the Following Data
Air Machines

total

screenings, then for 100 per cent, pick = 40.52

screenings, or

Formula?;

.000791

cent, screenings average.

of

CRM=mr+{pr-mr)XPp,

.00

squared
.0232
ation with variation of .01 of pick, or the
Average of 30 per cent, pick = 34.98 per

6;

mr = MrXMl;
pr = PrXPl;

C=CLXL;

1.3992
.3498

A

XMl;

Mp = 1.00-Pp;
CL = PpX Pr + (1.00 -Pp)X Mr;

1.20
.30

AXB

4

S=Ms+(Ps-Ms)X Pp, Formula 5
C=PpXPrXPl+MpXMrXMl;
C = PpXPrX PI + {1.00- Pp) X Mr

CL^PpXPr+MpXMr;

.40

.3421
.3462
.3533
.3576

.34

Total

Mp = 1.00-Pp;

as follows:

Cost Per Ton,

Residuals

Screening

a development of
general formulas for a mining scale

The development of a general
formula for the present rate scale is

11.

Work

(Assimied Data)

-$.3896)XP<>, or $.3896+$.1715XPi'.

from screened sizes;
iV=the number of tons and decimals of
run-of-mine coal to be handled to
produce 1 ton of lump.

1

Formula

Algebraic Method, Involving Application of
Method of Least Squares to Determine Variation OF Screenings With Variation of

CRJlf = $.4128+($.5611-$ 4128)
XPp, or $.4128+$.1483XPi'.
- $.3896
Electric Machine:
($.5611

values in a ton of mine-run coal

C = [Pp (Pr - Mr) + Mr]XL, Formula

Formula 10;

N=j,

Air Machine:

following

9;

[Ml-(Ml-Pl)

XPp],

thick vein mining.

The

Formula

V=VS + (VL-VS) X

($.6464

-i.ii67)XPp. or $.4467+$.1997XPp.
Cost per ton of mine run, paid on mine-run

CRM

8.

general

V=VSXS+VLXL;
lump

XPp]XL,
XPp]XL,

a

of

$.6900)

XPPiXL,

of screened

in mine-run coal (paid

FZ. = in dollars

Air Machine: C = [$.7368
($1
XL, or [$.7368+$.2632XPflXI..

MrXMl+iPrXPl- MrXMDXPp
Ml-(Ml-Pl)XPp
Formula

thin vein mining;

= in decimals, the per cent,
lump

CL =

The development

thin vein mining.

basis) with

of pick

2.

and

Cost per ton of mine run, paid on lump

per ton, in dollars and
decimals, for screened lump (paid

/

L'

Formula

Substituting the data given in the

machine;

CL = the

Ci =

= MrXL;
CRM=mr+(pr-mr)X Pp,
tnr

cost

on the screened-lump

February, 1915

pr = PrXL;

the per cent, of screened

combined
machine-mined coal;

lump

;

;

basis?

is

;

: :

:
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Make

and solve

for
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Pp; Pr

fUc

= $1, Mr = $.69.
By

:

*^
s%
%

formula 6

C=$.69X.6739+($1X.5948-$.69X.6739)

J.30

^^

y~pp;

C = .4650 + (.5948 - .4650) X Pp

By

formula

P

7:

CiJAf = .4460 + .2004XPP*.

Make C= CRM

/-

JJO

in the formula

JSJil

and solve
ff>'^A

Pp.
.4650+. 1298 P/> = 4460 +.2004 Pp;
.0190 = 0706 Pp;

for

•'•«'

,.

.

.0190
= .2705; or 27.05 per cent.
—
0706
.,;^

Mp = 1.00- -Pp

but

or .7295, or 72.95 per

cent.

From formula

^
^

.«

•^

A

\^

^§

.»

1%
^'^f'
y

^

/

4:

5:

I'M

}0

%
^

^*0 6*6
*,

•

/ /I

f

34.75 per cent.

Problem
of pick

is

—Required at what

2.

lump .6464 on the

the

per cent.

mining scale?
By formula

e&

ffe,.

^c
.40

L = .6739-. 0791 XPp.
4:
Make L = .6464 and solve for Pp.
.6464 = .6739 - .0791 X Pp

^
}0

= P/> =

34766 or say

.

.3477, or 34.77

to

.0791

—

Problem 3. Required, per cent, of lump
per
with 100 per cent, machine or at

'too

.0

/

~^

V
^ A / ^/
^

JO

,

y

^

per cent, or when Jlfp = .6523, or 65.23 per
cent.

y

^^

^y

By
I,

67.39

per

cent.

1.

I,

= .6739-.0791X1.00=.5948,

or 59.48 per

cent.

—

Problem 6. Required, number of tons
run of mine to be handled to produce 1 ton
of lump.
At
per cent, pick, or 100 per cent,
machine when lump in run of mine = 67.39
per cent,

it

it

X.6739 = $.4458
machine rate.*

Substituting these

per cent,

it

per cent,
run of mine = 59.48

new lump-rate

Cost op

If

Basis

1

mine

for 1 ton of

is

1.547 tons run of

at $1 pick rate, then
run of mine should be

lump

to handle 1.681 tons

worth $1,087 by the new lump pick rate.
In General.— hum^ rat? X per cent, of
lump = mine-run rate. Then,

—This adjusts

•Note.

^

\

[HE COLLIERY ENGINEER.

This proves that

C=CRM

on

new scale rates, or that the cost
by the new scale is the same for run of
mine, whether paid for on the lump
or

run-of-mine

basis,

or that

pick and machine diffesential

the

by
method properly adjusted. The
comparison is shown in the tables.
is

this

Ton of Run of Mine on the Present Scale

Basis

AllPick

$.4650
.4460

$..5001

$.5131
.5157

$.'5948

.5002

$.0190

$.0001

$.0026

$.0516

Lum

1

Remarks

.6464

Ton of Run of Mink on the New Scale Rates

$.4458
.4458

$.5001
.5001

$.0000

$.0000

-

$.5156
.5156

$.6465
.6465

$.0000

$.0000
-

these

new

run-of-

By

adjusting the pick and machine

mine rate values in formula 7

differentials the present run-of-mine

Ci?Jlf=$.4458+.2007XP/';t
C7?Jlf=$.4458 for all machine;t

and the new run-of-mine scales remain unchanged but the new lump-

C/?Af =$.6465 for

»NoTE.— .4458

all

pick.t

should be .4460. .2007 to be .2004:

b>: .4460; .2007 be .2004;
.6465 be .6464 to balance small error in oripnal scale.

**»Jotb*-^*4458 should
slight error in original scale.

md(i>a,4lixi.£ti/M^tfe--

.3477 Pick

Cost of

Substituting

the basis of work

''.aim

At .2705 Pick

requires 1.681 tons.

as follows:

1

AU Machine

The adjustment of the pick rate and the
machine rate on the lump basis, and pick
rate and machine rate on run-of-mine basis
is

run-of-mine

values in formula 6
C=$.4458 + .2007XPp;t
C=$.4458 for all machine;!
C=$.6465 for all pick.f

cent, pick, or
in

1

/fiJf.^o/Jf.MrfK.

the

new

requires 1.547 tons.

At 100 per

1

i/itafiart.

new run-of-mine pick

requires 1.483 tons.

machine when lump

1

Com

5 \ ^
^
%
fircenf 0/ Li/mjf.

At 34.77 per cent, pick, or 65.23 per cent,
machine when lump in run of mine = 59.48
per cent,

^
y ~*a4^^

.nc'A
myp'

rate.*

cent. pick.

i = .6739-.079lXPp;

^A

f'

Relation of Present and Combination Scale and Selling Values

$ .661

—

Problem 4. Required, per cent, of lump
with
per cent, machine, or at 100 per

^at*af

^
^A

/

y
p
y

^

$1,087 X. 5948 = $.6465
or

y

.-f^^
"^

y

^
Fig.

= .6739-.0791X0 = .6739,

Moc/t//?tMi/t, iumpfitpi

r-

/.

formula 4

/

/ f^
/ ^b
7^

cent. pick.

i = .6739-.0791 XPp;

of^

'A

<

-fo. Z90i

;

.0275

A
^

40

basis of the

'^

^\
/
-taiHt

^/
,A
"

5 = .3261 + (.4052 - .3261) X .2705 = .3475, or

^tloo

/.j^'""^

/ i^^A
y^
/W\

«!

65.25 per cent.

/

/

"Ajto

L = .6739 - (.6739 - .5948) X .2705 = .6525, or
From formula

BJf/i^.Um/rSioix

>Ar

„it-

\p-

.

P/) =

t^;^

V

\^f^/"^

J.to

C=.4650+.1298XP/'.

A/intyaiMHi'MitJIi/T.

basis

scale

becomes equal to the

present;iii^«tn^f;H!ine

machine rate

is

^jal6.

to be reduced

"^le

and

^e (gdiergEngineer
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Comparison of Rum-of-Mimb Basis
$.4460
.4458

Run.of-mine basis
Run-of-mine basis

—Present Scale and New Scale

Comparison of Lump Basis

New

the product

if

is

marketed as

scale

screened

sizes, results in

detriment to

the operator.

$.0001

$.0001

$.0001

values in the run of mine produced,

and,

Present scale

$.6464
.6465

$.5157
.5156

$.5002
.5001

$.0002

Difference,
or practically

February, 1915

In order to get a method of adjustpresent, or modified

ment from the

—Present Scale and New Scale

which values in the product
produced are considered, it means
a method of double weighing and
paying which can be done by Plan C
scale, in

_

$.4650
.4458

$.5001
.5001

$.5131
.5156

$.5948
.6465

$.0192

$.0000

$.0025

$.0517

Present scale

New

scale

as follows

by the
method outlined with the assumed
figures to correct pick and machine
the pick rate

is

to be increased

run-of-mine

the

then

same,

figured from the

lump

scale

scale

by multi-

Method.

and pay

—Weigh

for the

all

same

the
at a

lump coal
new price

plying by the fixed amount, or .6464,

per ton; and also weigh the screen-

remains on a screened-lump

could not agree throughout, and only
by changing the pick rates both on

ings that

basis this is the first natural step in

the lump and run-of-mine basis can

per ton.

equitable adjustment, and

they be

differential;
district

also

the

if

Pittsburg

still

main-

tain the basing point of the scale.

The

method, here shown,
rigidly has always considered that
pick work and machine work made
the same percentage of

lump

The

the

original

scale

and
and

machine to the actual lump produced,
it

it

a fact that pick work and machine
work do not make the same percentage of lump, and therefore that the

leaves the limip-basis scale,

still

that

is,

paying for lump only, as

being correct only at the basing point.
It is

a known fact that changing from

the lump basis to the run-of-mine

product produced

by machine and by

edging the basing point of the original

Taking

is

selling values of the

The new
ton will be:

correcting the differential of pick

coal in

the product produced, but since

basis always

pick are not the

means a degradation

of

Comparison of Present Rates for Pick, and Machine, with New Pick and Machine Rates with
Relation to Selling Values of the Screened Sizes Produced.
Thin Bed, Pick, and Electric Machine.

A —Present Scale
Pr = $l, />r = $.6464
Mr = $.m, j«r = $.4460
B—New Scale
Pr = $1.087, pr = $.6464
Afr = $.661, 7nr = $.4460

Assumed,

present scale base;

F=. 80 plus

All Screenings

.6464

selling

—pick

price

differential

price

of

coal per

plus

between

lump

and

screenings per ton.

The new

price per ton for screen-

ings will be the old mine-run price

minus .6464 of the differential
between the selling price of lump
This,
and screenings per ton.
Plan C, method of double weighing would
be hardly practical
and would mean expensive changes
in the present old equipment, but

be used in newly designed
equipment and become practical.
In order to take advantage of the
present equipment with a minimum
change of conditions, as well as of
labor and expense. Plan D would

(1.35 -. 80)

X. 6464 or $1.1555.

Lump

All

be more practical, giving true equity
throughout to both miner and

Lump

A

B

A

B

A

B

$.0000
.8000

$.0000
.8000

$ .6464
1.1555

$ .7026
1.1555

$1.0000
1.3500

$1.0870
1.3500

$.8000

$.8000

$ .5091

$ .4529

$ .3500

$ .2630

$.6464
.8000

$.6464
.8000

$ .6464
1.1555

$ .6464
1.1555

$ .6464
1.3500

$ .6464

$.1536

$.1536

$ .5091

$ .5091

$ .7036

$ .7036

$.0000
.8000

$.0000
.8000

$ .4460
1.1555

.4273
1.1555

$ .6900
1.3500

$ .6464

$.8000

$.8000

$ .7095

$ .7382

$ .6600

$ .7036

$.4460
.8000

$.4460
.8000

$ .4460
1.1555

$ .4460
1.1555

$ .4460
1.3600

$ .4460

operator.

Method.

Run-of-mine basis

lump

run-of-mine

of the

.3536

the

old

price for

could

VL at $1.35;
VS at .80:
V=VS+{VL-VS)XL;hu.t L = .6464 by

Cost Per Ton of Run of Mine

Selling vnlues

accompany the lump coal
same at its new price

for the

to agree and acknowl-

made

scale as being basically correct.

original

and pay

—Weigh the lump

coal as

and pay for the same at a
new price per ton, and weigh all the
coal as run of mine and pay for the
same at a new price per ton.
The price per ton for lump coal will
at present,

be the
price

differential

of

lump

between the

coal

selling

and screenings

per ton.

Run-of-mine

bMi<—machine

1.3500

The new

run of mine to
be old mine-of-run price minus .6464
of the differential between the selling
price of

The
of

DiffMv^r^

$.3540

$.3540

$ .7095

$ .7095

_,M— ^_

Aumes no exceu

of (creeiuiigs

due to change to run-of-mine

basii.

$ .9040

$ .9040

price for

lump and

screenings per ton.

following shows the application

Plan

D

which shows the con-

stant margin difference

by the double

weighing and paying method, where-

February, 1915
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by the miner and operator both gain
or lose equally. This method demona just run-of-mine

strates

nation method as

—

1

?

/«

in the product.

Plan D had considered only the
right base of the present scale connected with the selling values of the
product produced.

A

mining

general

110

'

0^

>

90

§

.80

^

ro

1
-a
^
-tl

J

,(^

(

V^

M //
f

»
,r^
iij>

P

r^

/H

r

/

^i^

'//?a//^f/r

/

M/'ne

/

iS7f/

•>

to

4oo

^

y

y. y
(^^
'y y

^/ fy /
^ /O
/•nl'

'<f

/

coal

price to be

VI

tr

mr

at
at

/.

'

^

CmiCitir
^

ft*iji*

%

^

«^

^

Pr at

Mr

Mr
tv

mr

.§

5i

!i
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lujT?/?.

IntCmatlOnal Engineering
Congress, 1915

PlanD

.6610
.6464
.4460

^

5

Relation of Modified and Combination Scale and Selling Valves

2.

Pr at $1.0870
at
pr at
mr at

Vacl ^fite^Wafe.

i/ff ffaj/s

y

PlanB

.6464
.4460

nc^JTa/e

l-^.tw

Con^P/j?a/7a/ Mtr?e

Fig.

Plan/1

.69

'')

i!*'^

>

iifi

Pr at $1.00

y
anto

y
%^

3rc€/?f of

Mr at

y^y^"^

A^
y^

y
Ay u

Rates for Making General Mining Scale

at $1.1555
.8000
at
1.3600
at

ModifitdMacfiintJiUr

to.u%s*

1

/yfl'/?

/

JO

—

V
VS

y'

/^

^^^1

Machine Rates. Machine lump
price to be the differential between

Assiuned Selling Prices

/ y' y
y

xoi^-"

^om

^yijtif

/

/

1,1

/

/

/

r

/

y

<1

lump made by pick work.

lump

^

.to

•410*? iumjtStffj.

/

y

td.i '0

40

and screenings
by the per cent, of

the selling values of the

Me4/i/itJ/teJf/f<i/e

/"'-

coal

and screenings per ton.
Machine nm-of-mine

.^

r

1

and screenings

'*Xtt

^i/V^

M 1^
;P

1

lump

At

i)^

Pick run-of-mine price to be the
old pick run-of-mine price minus
the differential between the selling
values of

n

-

ri'^l

per ton.

per ton multiplied

y'
f^

fy

—

coal

^

A

III'

l.oo

determined by a method of weighing
the run of mine separately and the
lump separately and paying for each
at rates given in the table below.
Pick Rates. Pick lump price to be
the differential between the selling

lump

11

jtSi^ r

made by pick work and the
coal made by machine work is

values of

^

1

product produced and also defines
the scale by a knowledge of the lump
coal

^

\

^
S

/JO

considers the selling values of the

lump

\

/JO

which

scale,

1

-«

combi-

considers values

it
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has been decided by the gov-

It

VL-VS-%.h5

VL—VS~

at
.55
at .6464 - .6464 X .55 - $.2909
at .4460 — .6464 X. 55 = $ 0905

erning body of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to in-

postpone the holding of
This does
not affect the International Engineering Congress, which will be held
definitely

Cost Per Ton of Run of Mine
All

Screenings

the old machine run-of-mine price

.6464

All

Lump

Lump

minus the
selling

differential

values

between the

lump

of

and
by the
made by
coal

screenings per ton multiplied
Cost of lump by pick
Cost of R. of M. by pick

$.0000
.2909

$ .3535
.2909

$ .5600

Cost total hy pick.

$.2909
$.8000

$ .6464
$1.1555

$ .8409
$1.3500

.

.

.

.2909

per cent,

lump

of

coal

Charts Nos.
illustrate the

Martiin difference

.

.

$.5091

$ .5091

$ .5091

1

and 2 graphically

method by applying the

assumed data or
used in this

fictitious

figures

article.

$.oooc

$ .3555

$ .5500

.0905

.0905

.0905

R. of M. by

of

News
Cost

total

Margin

by

ma-

diffei^pce ....

$.0905
.8000

t .4460
1.1555

$.6405
1.3500

$.7095

$ .7095

$ .7095

originally

September

planned,
of

Management of

the Congress wishes the support of
the

whole

and

feels

will

be received by those

engineering

fraternity,

that the volumes which

who

sub-

scribe to the Congress will be a very

Cost of lump by znaCost

as

20-25, in San Francisco, Calif.

The Committee

machine work.
.

the Electrical Congress.

print paper has been

made

by the Forest Service laboratory
from 24 different woods, and a number compare favorably with standard spruce pulp paper.

adequate return for the subscription
fee.
Full information concerning
the Congress may be obtained by
writing to the International Engi-

neering
Building,

Congress,

1915,

San Francisco,

Foxcroft
Calif.

:
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T

HIS paper

Mining
^ Thick Coal Beds
^ Steep

describes the

methods

Methods

the Lehigh Coal

Use by

in

&

Navigation Co.

By W.

C. fVhtlJlii*

maps, was made at Summit Hill in
1792, when open cuts and pits .were

It is

from 50

liery,

Valley,

in Figs.

The Mammoth

track, and 7
6 inches high
above the track.
The timber in the airways is from
10 to 12 inches diameter and the size
of the opening in the clear is 5 feet
in width at the top, 8 feet in width
at the bottom, and 6 feet in height.
feet

mining, according to the company's

thickness.

Panther

the

Pa.

shown

in the

Creek Valley

Typical cross-sections of the coal
basin are

V??''.
width at
the top.
11 feet 9 inches in
width at the top of

of

mining thick coal
beds in use by the
Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. in
Panther Creek
the

"

^ ^f^'

1, 2,

and

3.

coal bed varies in

made.

Later the pillar-and-breast

method was introduced.
Drifts, slopes, and shafts, accord-

21 feet at one col-

to 125 feet at another,

A

considerable amount of steel

is

Xetquebonlag
Opra«d
979.69

Fig.

and over 200 feet at still another.
Its normal thickness is from 35 to
40 feet.
At some points in the Panther
Creek basin the Mammoth coal bed
is

in

three

—the

Bottom,

splits

1.

Cross-Section of the Nbsquehoning

Tunnel

ing to the requirements and physical
conditions, are

from

ings,

now

the main open-

which

the

gangways

(haulageways)
and airways are
driven along the strike, the gang-

ways

in the various beds being con-

used, the sizes being for
I

H

H

Middle, and Top, while in other por-

nected

tions the dividing strata between the

intervening rock on the same level.

foot,

The gangways and airways

beams, 23.8 pounds per

coal benches are
thick.

The

bed shown

from

lJ/2

to 2yi feet

section of the

Mammoth

was taken at the
Greenwood colliery, and shows a
in Fig. 4

thickness of 60 feet.

The miners

by

through

tunnels

the

in thick

beds are heavily timbered throughout.

The

sets of timber, consisting

of a collar and
5

feet

apart,

two
and

legs, are
later,

spaced

after

the

know it by benches, as follows
The Three-Foot, the Four-Foot, the

ground has

Eighteen-Inch Slate, the Bony, the
Slate, the Grain Clear, the
Five-Foot, the Seven-Foot, the

placed between, to relieve the strain

Grey

Slaty

or

Dirty benches,

the

and the Top bench.
The present-day methods

Blue

of min-

ing are outgrowths of the experiences of the last 100 years in this

The

first

on the original timbers, so that the
result

is

a set of timber every 2y2

feet.

The ordinary

Slate,

territory.

settled, additional sets,

called "liners" or "relief sets," are

attempt

at

•Abstract from a pai>er read at the Pottsville
meeting of the anthracite section of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.

timbers,

when

of

wood, are: Collar, 8 feet 6 inches
long and 15 inches diameter; legs,
each 9 feet long and 14 inches diameter, set on a batter of 3 inches to
the foot.
A section of the gang-

ways

in

the

clear,

therefore,

is

gangways

beam, 25 pounds per
foot,
for collar, and 8-inch
columns, 34 pounds per foot, for
legs; for airways, a 9-inch I beam,
21 pounds per foot, for collar, and
columns, 23.8 pounds per
6-inch
a 10-inch

for

legs.

Some

6-inch

H

foot, are be-

ing tried for collars instead of the

I

beams, and so far are giving better
results.

Where wood

is

subject to

dry rot the use of steel has been
very successful, but where there is a
constant squeezing or heaving it has

been found inadvisable to substitute
it for wood.
A very considerable
saving in timbering maintenance has
been made to this time by the use of
steel, and its use is being extended.
All turnouts and permanent openings, where timbering is necessary,
are being supported with steel, and
sections of various sizes up to 70

pounds per foot are used, according
to the requirements.

It is

probable

February, 1915
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Fig.

Csoss-Skction

2.

366

Thkough Panthek Cheek Valley at Lansford Colliery on Line of

Nos.

4, 5,

and

6

Shafts

of a set of steel

of a turnout which had to be retim-

problem.

supports in a

gangway will be at
least 10 years.
The average life of
timber sets in a gangway is 3 years.
In many instances timber has lasted
15 years, and in many others it has

bered every 9 months at a cost of

degrees to 90 degrees the gangways

and airways are driven along the top

lasted less than

$20 per set for labor and material,
where steel costing $40 per set for
labor and material is still sound. It
will be seen from this that the saving amounts to more than $60 per

that the average

entirely

life

1

year, depending

upon the conditions. There
many instances where it

are also

was almost physically impossible

to

hold open certain stretches of gang-

ways

until after steel supports

had

life

of tim-

bers as 3 years, and steel sets as

10 years, the saving

A

made by using

be fully 100 per cent.

notable instance in the economy

of using steel

Fic.

3.

was shown

Cross-Section

This company uses peeled timber,
it is unable to proIt is experimenting with
cure it.
although at times

in the case

rock, for the reason that the loading

chutes can be driven back from the

rock to the bottom rock on
about 30 degrees pitch, thus providing a safe working place for loaders,
and also providing a means of contop

trolling the loose coal.
lesser

pitches

the

In beds with

gangways

are

wooden

driven on the bottom rock, and the

few main chutes, which will
be held open for 5 or 6
years, and believes it will result in a

airway along the top rock.
The distance between a gangway
and its airway, when both are
driven along the same rock, varies
according to conditions. Years ago
the distance was from 20 to 30 feet,
but during the last few years it has

steel

supports that replaced

sets in a

been installed.
Figuring the average

steel will

set to the present time.

In beds pitching from 60

have

to

saving.

The proper

position of

gangways

and airways with reference to the
top and bottom rocks is sometimes a

Through pImther Creek Valley

at Greenwood and

Rahm

Collieries on Line o» Nos. 10 and 11 Shatts

been found advantageous

some

in

cases to increase this distance to 50
feet

February, 1915
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those

in

where the

sections

chutes were driven on 60-foot centers as

results in a lower

it

main-

tenance cost of the gangways.

The method
E.

been
heading or bottom breast cross-cut.
At this point a jugular battery is
decided

is

to

put in and a 4

ft.

x 6

cross-cut

ft.

connecting the top

driven

of opening a breast

which it has
have the stump

rock, to the height at

of

is

the

chute with the top of the next chute.

BED OR

MAMMOTH VEIN
Tsktn Ui Stripping
1200 Ft. Wrtt of No.10 Slope
I

B. BED OR
BUCK MOUNTAIN VEIN

Kau FootofNoS Shtft

I'Good Coal

SEVEN FOOTVErN
C.

In No,l Tunnel

BED

OR
ShellrCoU
8KIDM0REVEIN
l'a-8UU

2

1*2 Sh«llj C<x]

No.9 Shaft
fad I^wl

;

the
l'4»j'oooa

Cod

|

3'0«.d

and a back manway is driven parallel on the other side both these start
from the bottom breast cross-cut.
The opening between the back manway and the battery jugular collar
is 10 feet wide and 8 feet high, but
this opening is gradually widened
up the pitch until it reaches the top
of the "dog hole," where the two are
connected, forming what is called a
"stump" above the battery.
The
breast is now 18 feet wide between
the manways. A short manway is
driven on top of the "dog hole," and

H«d.Co.l^^^i.j.p^y co^
s'Bonej CcaJ
Co«l = 3'l?i"

VbId-S'I^'

cut-back

first

is

made

in the fol-

lowing manner:
The top of the
"dog hole" forms the bottom of the
cut-back; manways are carried on
both sides and the coal blasted the
18 feet wide between the manways
and 10 feet high until the top rock
of the bed is reached.
After the
first cut-back has been completed,
the breast is driven 30 feet farther
up the pitch, where the second cutback is made. The second and additional cut-backs are similar to the

Where

first.

bed

is

the pitch of the coal

45 degrees, for instance, the

loose coal does not

the whole

fill

excavated and the miners
carry a "path" along each rib of the
space

Two

cut-back.

miners

the

blast

each traveling his own path,
until the top rock is reached and all
the coal is taken out between the
coal,

first

and

breast

15 feet,

made

second

in the

same way

as the second.

does not run away, or

If the breast

the top coal does not
I

The

cut-backs.

again driven up the pitch
where the third cut-back is

is

fall,

a cut-back

up

to the old

i Good C<m1
Ckllvd

M

is

FiWt'*
I. BED OH
UTTLE DIAMOND VEIN

made every

level.

In

paths

are

15 feet

steep
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no
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It

happens

frequently

coal in the breast runs

that

away

the
after

This cross-cut which is used for
ventilation and travel, is locally
known as the "bottom breast cross-

is made,
which case a chute is driven along
the back manway of the breast to a
point about 30 or 40 feet above the
face, where a battery is put in, and

driven from the gangway
on a pitch of 22 degrees until the

cut."

another breast

bottom rock

manway

Fig. 4.

the second or third cut-back

Sections of the Coal Beds in the Panther Creek Valley

in

A

as follows (see Figs. 5 and 6)
chute, 6 ft. X 6 ft., partitioned to
:

make a
chute,

traveling

way and

a loading

is

is

met.

It is

then con-

tinued up the pitch of the bottom

In forming a breast, the "front"
or "dog hole"

is

driven on

one side about 20 feet up the pitch

is

driven similar to

the one described.

If the

coal in

this breast runs, the chute is carried

farther

up the pitch and another
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breast opened, probably reaching the
old level above.

At one

where the coal
and the
breasts are driven along the bottom
bed

is

colliery

practically vertical

rock, the

way

are driven along
This method has been

directly underneath the middle-

split

The

breasts.

mined by

cost

method

this

is

of

the Nesquehoning colliery
some
were driven 30 yards wide. At the
present time breasts are driven 8
yards wide; and where the coal in
the bed is apt to run, not more than
6 yards wide.

coal

high, be-

cause two breasts have to be driven
for 12 feet thickness of coal.

manways

the top rock.

357

was

It

the breast

originally planned to use

method

in the

found of great assistance, as the

and the chute method

manv^fays are not so liable to become

split,

middle

in the

As the width of breasts has decreased, the width of the pillars between breasts has increased.
For

split

bottom

the chutes being driven while

A — ShowB coal obtained from
B - Shows coal obtained from

flrst

opcratioo

second operation and tint catbaek

C— Shows coal obtained from third operation and second cutback
D— Shows coal obtained from fourth operation and third cutback

Airway

Ji^

Fig.

5.

blocked by falls and thus interfere
with the ventilation of the breast.

Where
ferent

the coal bed

method

is

is split,

used.

a dif-

At

the

Tamaqua

colliery where there is a
bottom and a middle split, the parting slate is from 12 to 18 feet thick.
The bottom split is 7 feet thick and
the middle split 4j^ feet thick. The
gangway is driven in the bottom
split, as is also the airway, 40 feet

above.

Rock

the breast

was

Mamuoth

was being worked.

Care

taken, however, that the rob-

bing at the top of the chutes in the
bottom split was not commenced
until

robbing had been

the

com-

pleted at the top of the breast in the

middle

split.

It

.

middle

there

split

was

so

in the

much

squeezing and heaving in the chutes
in the

bottom

split that it

instance,

were 14
time

was almost

where there

much
yield

driven

and

years
10,

12,

in the old

ago breasts were
and 20 yards wide,

Rhume Run

tunnel of

to

because

This

Many

At the present
driven on

breasts

In thick beds, breast work
ferable

impossible to hold them open, and

driven in both splits satisfactorily,
except as to high cost.

feet wide.

6-yard

50-foot centers have pillars 32 feet

the plan had to be abandoned. At
the present time, breasts are being

split airway to the middle split. The
middle split is mined by breasts 8
yards wide, and the pillars robbed
by skipping, beginning at the top.
After the completion of the robbing,
the bottom split is mined in the same

where 12-yard breasts were

wide.

50-foot

with

pw xJ.

driven on 50-foot centers, the pillars

was found that as

soon as the pillars were cut

«.*'

Bed, No. 10 Shaft

from the bottom-

holes

centers, are driven

Ctjt-Back in No. 62 Breast, East

\

;

first
is

the

less,

is

pre-

work, especially
a good supply of air,

chute
is

blasting

and

necessary

consequently

is

the

prepared sizes is more.
due to the fact that after the
cut-back has been made there
of

is

a loose end. Very often the coal
run away after the

in a breast will

second or third cut-back has been
made, or sooner if the bed is shattered or slippy, and 2,000 or more
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gerous to go farther, or until the
gob from the old breasts rushed in.
By this method a large percentage
of the pillar

was

standing, as

left

heavy rock from the breast
would soon rush in and the place
would be abandoned.
the

A

later

method was,

chute in the center

to

of

drive a

the

pillar

some distance up the pitch, where
the pillar was cut through from
breast to breast.

Fig.

6.

Method

Working the Mammoth

of

Lower Level, No. 8 Colliery

Bed,

pitches.

cars will be loaded out before the
coal has run to the

when

lift

How-

above.

always
it has
run through to the old workings;
and this condition requires great
care in order to avoid explosions.

ever,
fills

the coal runs

cerned,

The

it

the breast with gas, until

In chute mining in

ultimate yield of the

robbing the

early

the

slice

is

con-

pillars.

mining practice was to

pillar

"dog hole" and

at

the top of the

to bear into

and cut

through if possible. It was mined
up the pitch until it became too danit

larger percent-

On

the steep pitches the

and rock coming down the
chute knocked the timbers out, causing heavy maintenance charges.
Another former method was to
couple up the old manways of the
breasts on each side of the pillar
and put in a battery (the old breasts
coal

new ground,
Slope Level Ele. 635.0

the chutes are driven almost to the
lift

is

bed

A

age of coal was obtained by this
method, but it was soon found that
the maintenance cost was high, due
to the squeezing of the pillars, although it was more successful on
the slight pitches than on the steep

above, and so soon as the upper

section of the chute breaks through
to

old

the

workings there

not

is

much further trouble with gas.
The coal is mined by driving

Oiierinal Driving

y-VV^W^Heopcnlng and Cut Backs

chutes back toward the top rock,

where breasts are driven

first

along

the top rock, and later up the pitch.

Retreat

is

made down

the

main

chute for from 30 to 50 feet and
another chute is driven to the top
rock,

and the operation repeated.

This method is carried on until the
coal has been worked down to the
lower level.
All the coal has to be blasted, as

heavy

falls cannot be expected on
account of the shortness of the sec-

tions,

and also because there are no
The maintenance cost

loose ends.

of the chutes
sult of a test

is

very high.

made

at

The

re-

one colliery

from 1907 to 1909 showed that the
method cost only 60 per cent,
as much as the chute method.
However, the recovery by the breast
method was only 92 per cent, as
much as by the chute method.
The most important question in
breast

mining, especially in so far as the

Fig.

7.

Method of Woskinc B«easts and

Pillaes, East

Mauuoth Shaft

Level, Colliery No. 10
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left full of coal). The bottom
benches were taken out between the
manways and were cut back in the
middle of the pillar toward the top
rock, care being taken to leave a

being

small pillar on each side above the

manways

old

which

had

been

coupled, in order not to break them.

After these pillar breasts had been
driven up to the same height as the
face of the old breasts, loading was

commenced from

the three batteries,

trusting that the small pillars over

the

manways would

crush, and

of the coal would be won.

method was found

all

This

objectionable, as

the pillars squeezed so

much

that

it
Stiaft

became too dangerous for men to
continue to work, and they were
seldom able to drive the

pillar breast

as far as the face of the old breast.

The chute method of robbing pilThese
was then tried out.

lars

were driven about 25 feet
apart and to within 30 feet of the
old level above, and robbing was

chutes

Lerel
Fig. 9a.

commenced

at

the

top.

Section

It

Th hough C-D

was

thought that by this method it
would be easier to reach the coal
between the chutes however, it was
soon noticed that so many openings
caused such a general squeezing in
the chutes that it was almost imposfirst

;

of Fig. 9

keep them open, and in fact
lost.
This distance between centers was then increased to 50 feet, and later to 60
feet.
The main chutes were connected by slant chutes, which were
sible to

many

of them were

used for ventilation and later for
robbing the various blocks of coal
in the pillar.
This method is the
present practice.

At the Greenwood

colliery a rec-

ord was kept of every step when
driving two adjoining breasts and
when robbing the pillar between
(see Figs. 7 to 9), in order to determine what recovery was being

made by the method in general
At this place the bed was 59
thick and the breast

The

1%

use.
feet

feet long.

total solid coal in this section

was 590,000 cubic

feet,

or 8,260 mine

cars of 125 cubic feet each.

There

were loaded out 5,442 mine

cars,

equivalent to 65.9 per cent, recovery.

This work was done in 1909, 1910,
1911, and 1912.
The method of robbing the pillar
was as follows: Chutes were first
driven along the manways; slant
chutes were driven across the pillars, and a chute driven back almost
to the top rock.

Then a

breast

was

driven up the pitch and the coal
mined. Chutes along the small pillars between this breast and the old
breasts recovered that part of the

After all of the coal had been
mined near the top rock, another
coal.

Fig. 8

Methoc

0,

WO.KING Breasts and

Pilla.s, East

Mammoth Shaft

x-evel, Coli.,k.y

No. 10

breast

was opened from the main
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Method

of

Working Bkeasts and

Pillars, East

Mammoth Gangway, Shaft

Level, No. 10 Shaft,

"
"
"

"
"
"

Greenwood Colliery
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chute (driven back through the pillar), and later chutes were driven to
mine the small pillars between the
breast and the old breasts.

When

of the coal possible

had been
mined in this way toward the top
rock, a breast was driven on the
pitch along the bottom rock. Again
chutes were driven to mine the small
pillars between this breast and the
all

361

The reworking of old territory is
always
an
interesting
problem.
Years ago it was the practice to
reopen an old gangway, and as a

been worked.

was heavy, especially
the ground had not been standing

long enough to settle thoroughly.
In some instances ground has settled
in six or seven years, while in other

ground has not

instances

settled in

several collieries

almost vertical, a
straight or box chute about 40 feet
in length is driven up the pitch from

rule the cost
if

At

where the pitch

is

the apex or meeting point of the

two

slant chutes (Fig. 10).

At the

top of the

box chute two other slant
chutes are driven, and again at their
meeting points a box chute is put in.
This is continued up the pitch to

-^w-

Fig. 10.

Method

of

Working Bottom and Middle Splits of the Mammoth
Pitch.

—Rock

A.-

through
Chute No. 20

Cross-Section

chutes.
chutes.
6 ft.

B.

No.

Skidmore

running

chutes,

bottom

to

split of

Mammoth.

About

feet long

split

£.

split

split

—Tapping

x

ft.

6

x

feet

chutes from bottom split to middle split of

ft.

5

ft.

on 70 degrees,

feet

MammotlL

Used as

batteries for

coal.

After this was done the
upper part of the pillar was supposed to have been robbed completely then retreat was made down
the chute 30 feet and a main chute
driven back through the pillar, and
the whole operation repeated.
The drawings show a network of
chutes and breasts.
It has been
found by experience that, in order
;

good percentage of the

The most satisfactory
rework the old Mammoth
territory has been to drive the gangways in the Skidmore bed and drive

over 400 feet.
This
method has proved valuable and at
all times the miners are safe.

rock chutes to the Mammoth bed.
these rock chutes were
first

As a rule this system of chutes
made in the bottom bench, which

driven about 100 feet apart, but this

most cases has been found

years.

15

way

to

At

distance has

120
at

feet,

one

140

now been extended
feet,

colliery.

connected

at

and even 150

The rock chutes
the

top

with

to

feet

are

slant

coal,

where the bed is so thick,
chutes must be driven in any and all

chutes; then, about 10 feet off the
rib of the rock chute, main chutes

pillars that have been left
between any of the breasts or chutes.
In every case, however, the pillar
being robbed must be controlled; it
cannot be allowed to run away.

are driven straight

small

ft.

feet

the

C.

old breasts.

to recover a

Bed, as Viewed at Right Ancles to th«
Shaft, Second Level, East Skidmore, North Dip Ganowav

30
on 35 degrees, 6
8
chute, 120-foot
Slant chutes on bottom rock of bottom
of Mammoth.
—
About 70 or 80
long on 35 degrees,
ft
6
bottom rock of bottom
chutes up
of Mammoth.
— Straight
About 20
long on fO degrees,
D. — Breasts on bottom rock of bottom
of Mammoth.
About 160
long to surface

chute.
S-yard breast, 50-foot centers.
>•

5

up the

pitch,

and

almost

many

any

distance

desired,

in

cases

solid

;

is

in

the

reason being that the coal was extremely hard and could not be

mined at a profit many years ago.
At intervals, holes are- driven
through the 18-inch slate into the
middle and top benches of the bed,
and the gob from the old breasts is
drawn out. Where the gob can be

connected by slant chutes across the
The slant chutes provide
pitch.

driven through, chutes are driven

and also determine the
pillars which had not
any
of
location

grees into the top rock.

ventilation

on a pitch of 30 degrees to 35 de-

A

pitch of

^e 0ffiery Engineer
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35 degrees

is

not too steep through

more rock has to be handled,
and the gob is sticky or gummy.
Where the bottom bench has been
gob, as

worked, it is necessary to do all of
the opening work for robbing purposes

On

gob.

the

in

the

steep

pitches the chutes are given an inclination of from 30 degrees to 35
degrees and driven along the strike

Mammoth

bed. These chutes were
about 30 feet in length and on a
pitch of 35 degrees.

The Mammoth

bed was worked according to the
These
usual methods described.
Skidmore gangways required a great
deal of repairing because of the
very poor top rock at this colliery,
and also the small distance between
the chutes.

February, 1915

liery (Fig. 11),

a pitch

where the coal

is

on

The rock

of 72 degrees.

chutes are driven from the Skid-

more gangway

the

to

Mammoth,

and from the top of these chutes
long slant chutes 7-foot collar and
7-foot leg on a pitch of 35 degrees
are driven along the bottom slate of
the Mammoth to the bottom of the
old breaches on the surface. This

—

—

Looking Kaat

Otd Mammoth

Skidmore
Gaoffway

Gangway

Fig.

Method

11.

of

West Skidmore North Dip Gangway Water ievel No.4 Collieryy
as Viewed at Right Angles to the Pitch.
Skidmore, North Dip Gangway

necessary to protect the

roof of the chute by driving poles,

and 4 to 6
ahead of the

feet in length

in

actual

working

West

—

right angles, for the reason that in

inches

Level,

—

or else directly through the gob at

6 to 10

Water

—

C.

it is

No. 4

Slant
A. ;Rock chutes from Skidmore to Mammoth.
6 ft. x 8 ft. chute, 35 feet on 35 degrees, 100-foot centers.
B.
Side slants 55 feet long.
chutes oh bottom rock of Mammoth.
7 ft. x 7 ft. chute on 35 degrees, 300 feet to surface.
These chutes
5 ft. x 5 ft. chute, 60 to 100 feet long on 70 degrees.
Straight chutes up on bottom rock of Mammoth.
on about 35-foot centers, depending on condition of gob.

through
Chute No. 14

Cross-Section

the gob

I

Working thb Mamuoth Bed,

thickness,
face,

to

give

full

At one

where the pitch
and 90
degrees, a somewhat different system of slant chutes was adopted.
The slant chutes were driven across
the pitch at about 30 degrees and
along the bottom rock. At the junccolliery,

varies between 80 degrees

is being done for the purpose of rerobbing the old workings between
the old Water Level gangway and
the surface, the lift being about 300

feet.

From

straight

these

chutes

5-foot leg

—are

slant

—5-foot

chutes,

collar

and

driven up the pitch

about 35-foot centers, depending

protection while placing the next set

tion point of the slant chutes a chute

at

of timber.

was driven through the coal to the
top rock, then turned back again to
the bottom rock and slant chutes
again driven. There are a number
of instances where more than 1,000

upon the condition of the gob. The
robbing work is started at the top
and is continued down the pitch.

It

is

ground,

readily
if

seen that

in

loose

the chutes were driven

up the pitch on say 70 dewould be
of no benefit, and miners would be
in danger from falls of material.
In driving rock chutes from the
Skidmore bed to the Mammoth the
directly

grees, the poling process

economical

spacing

of

the

rock

feet of

Great care is taken to keep the robbing faces far enough ahead of the
chutes being driven lower down the

chutes.

on a squeeze.

such chutes have been driven
from the top of one of these rock
In other cases

(depending upon

the conditions), instead of driving

chutes, due to the varying thickness

the rock chute from the

of the rock between the two beds

to the

becomes

Experience

driven up the pitch in the Skidmore

has shown that where the rock is
30 feet thick the chutes can be
driven 100 feet apart; 40 feet thick,

to the predetermined height, and
then a rock chute driven into the

problematic.

120 feet apart; and 90 feet thick,
150 feet apart.

About

1891,

when

the fourth and

fifth levels at the Coal Dale colliery
were opened, the gangways were
made in the Skidmore, and rock

chutes driven every 50 feet to the

Mammoth,

Skidmore

a chute has been

being to make the
opening above the point where the
coal, the object

coal ran

away and the breast filled
Wherever it has been
to work this method it has

with rock.
possible

proved successful.

A

variation of this method is being tried at the Lansford No. 4 col-

slope in order to prevent bringing

another

variation is being
Lansford No. 4 colliery, on
the Slope Level. This plan (Fig. 12)
differs from that in the Water Level,
in that a 6 ft. x 8 ft. chute is
driven from the Skidmore gangway
straight up the pitch in the Skidmore bed for 15 feet, these chutes
being spaced 140 feet apart on the
gangway.
From the top of the
straight chutes, slant chutes on a
pitch of 35 degrees, 6 ft. x 8 ft. in
size, are driven along the bottom
rock for about 80 feet and conStill

tried at

nected at the top.

From

that point

—

;;
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a rock chute 6 ft. x 8 ft. on
a pitch of 35 degrees is driven back
to the Mammoth bed, about 30 feet
then long slant chutes are driven on
33 degrees pitch along the bottom

rock of the
level above.

Mammoth
The

the old

to

intention

was

to

Mammoth

bed above the
batteries of the old breasts which
were filled with rock.
strike the

Old

Mammoth

Method

cent,

The

territory.

that on the first

was recovered

bing, 16 per cent.
bing, 8 per cent.

;

;

been adopted

in the first rob-

in the

;

and

method of mining

more by means of rock chutes

records

mining 30 per

in the original

had

mining,

there could have been recovered not
only the present 10 per cent., but

second rob-

in the present

also the 54 per cent, recovered by
means of the three gangways and
their airways above mentioned, with
their various breasts and chutes.

working, 10 per cent.
At Coal Dale No. 8 colliery workings, the first gangway was driven

has

been

working new

of

to

make
when

territory, in order to

made comparisons with

the results

from the old established
pillar-and-breast method.
The chute yardage driven is prac-

obtained

the sarne in both methods,
with a little saving made in the
The
long slant chute method.
great advantage of the long-chute
method lies in the coal sliding on
tically

the light pitch, with

little

breakage

the only real drop of the coal being
in the straight chute immediately at

method there

is

No. 4 Su>pk, Fourth Lbvsl,

In the box-chute

bound

to be consid-

erable breakage in the straight-box

chutes unless they are kept

full,

and

frequently neglected by the

workmen.
In any case there is
bound to be a certain amount of
degradation by the coal grinding in
the box chutes.
•

in the

Mammoth

After the gang-

and-breast method.

way had been driven to the boundary it was robbed. About 15 years
later another gangway was driven
through the same territory along
the top rock of the bed, and this in

About 30 years
gangway
was driven
ago another
two gangthese
between
midway
turn was robbed.

ways and the crop later this gangway was robbed. Five years ago,
believing there was a large quantity
;

of coal to be

The

bed along the bot-

tom rock, about 60 years ago, and
mining was done by the old pillar-

won

in this territory

from the Mammoth bed, a gangway
was driven in the Skidmore bed 30
feet underneath the Mammoth and
rock chutes driven on 100-foot cen-

Mammoth

—

—

—

—

arranged

the robbing point.

Working the Mammoth Bed, as Viewed at Right Angles to the Pitch.
West Seidmorb, North Dip Gangway, Lansford Colliery

— —

further tests of these schemes

is

of

show

If the present

—the Mammoth bed from the Skid-

A. Straight chutes on bottom rock of Skidmore Bed. Chute 15 feet on 70 degrees, 6 ft. x 8 ft. chute. 140-foot centers.'
Slant chutes on bottom rock of Skidmore Bed. Chute 80 feet on 35 degrees, 6 ft. x 8 ft. chute.
C.
Rock chutes from
Skidmore to Mammoth. Chutes 30 feet on 35 degrees, 6 ft. x 8 ft. chute. D. Slant chutes on bottom rock, Mammoth
E.
Slant chutes on bottom rock, Mammoth Bed.
Bed. Chute 300 feel to third level on 33 degrees, 7 ft. x 7 ft. chute.
Chute 80 feet on 35 degrees, 7 ft. x 7 ft. chute. F. Straight chutes on bottom rock of Mammoth Bed. Chutes 60 to 100
feet on 70 degrees, 5 f t. x 5 ft. chute, 35-foot centers.
B.

through
Chute No. 4

Cross- Section

this

piece

cases the present work-

the fourth mining of the same

Gftnttway

Fig. 12.

I

is

Skidmore

Gamfway

It

many

In
ing
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writer had records kept of

and of the cost of
of this territory
during the past 5 year^, and estimates that the $45,000 or $50,000
which these old openings cost could
have been saved. The cross-section.
Fig. 13, shows the position of the
old gangways and the present Skidmore gangway.
In mining thick coal beds on steep
pitches, it will always be possible,
even though the most improved
methods are used in the original
mining, to win some coal by remining, but the cost of obtaining what
remains will depend upon the market and wage conditions, and may
the

recovery

working 900

feet

be prohibitive.

Many

years ago no coal except

workings.

that of the very best fracture and

The

present recovery from this sec-

tion

estimated to be about 10 per

was mined, because
was the only kind salable. Also,
only sizes above chestnut (made

ters, to the old

cent.

is

best appearance
it
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over a ^-inch round screen) could
be sold. In recent years, all sizes
including No. 4 buckwheat (made
over a ^g-inch round screen) are

and

easily salable,

as a consequence,

ago could not
can

territory that years

possibly be mined

now be made

at a profit

to pay.

has been found of great advantage to make panels of a territory

which can be mined and robbed.
This will allow an increased number
of working faces, and also a greatly
reduced time through which the
gangways must be maintained. In
years to

come

this will result in a

turbance of the thick bed causing a
general squeeze a considerable distance back from the point of actual

sibility.

Mammoth

of

Where

It

pillar

a panel tunnel

is left

over

is

driven a

this pillar

it,

being

making the maingangway not only

costly but almost a physical impos-

great saving in the mining of the
bed.

and

robbing

tenance of the

In some instances a couple

hundred feet of gangway has
been lost, owing to quicker robbing
than that mentioned.

When

opening a new colliery or a
an old colliery, the question often arises whether it is not

new

at

lift

gangways and

better to drive

ways

to the

boundary

lines

air-

before

opening breasts; also whether it is
advisable to open two lifts instead
It is believed that with the
proper system of paneling better re-

of one.

can be obtained, because

sults

possible

instead

faces

it

is

have several working

to

of

one,

enabling

These panels

quicker development.

can be robbed in a reasonable time,
thus preventing heavy timber maintenance cost.

With the system of driving the
gangways to the boundary there is
a period when nothing but development work can be done, and later
Fig.

13.

Cross-Section

Showing Original Mining and Present Robbing of Mammith Bed,
Water Level, Coal Dale Colliery

where coal is virgin or where the
distance between the Skidmore and

Mammoth

recovered

when

the

gangway

be-

is

Every 10 breasts a

ing robbed.

solid block of coal is left; that

beds is too great for
The
rock holes.
length of these panels depends upon

the coal which would be mined by

the distance between the beds, the

the exception that the

the

practical use

of

panels in some cases being 600 feet

and varying up to 1,200 feet.
The paneling system has been very
long,

much extended during

the last 5 or

Panther Creek field,
results have been so satisfactory that the new lifts are being laid
out and worked on this plan. At
practically all points, none of the
beds underlying the Mammoth are
workable. The haulageway is being
made in the Skidmore, which varies

6 years
and the

in the

from a thin leader to 3 feet in thickand tunnels are being driven
at 1,000 feet intervals from the
Skidmore to the Mammoth, Primrose, and Orchard beds, and gangways opened in both directions off
the tunnels, thus making a section
ness,

of about 500 feet of each

gangway

the eleventh breast

is left

is,

solid with

gangway and
airway are driven through it. This
block is mined on the retreat, but
left

is

on the advance so that in

case of a mine
coal

is

a solid piece of

fire

available

from which

Mammoth gangway, where
from 50

the

60 feet thick or
thicker, is being robbed the best
results are obtained by bringing
back the face 80 to 120 feet per year.
To many people this seems unnecessarily slow, and many attempts have
been made to hasten the work, but
in every case there has been a very
is

to

decided loss in the amount of coal
recovered.

This

more uniform quality.
The driving of gangways and

ways

in the

is

air-

Skidmore bed has not

only reduced the timbering expense,

but

has improved the ventilation,

it

for the reason that, the coal
thin, there are

no

falls to

is

so

block the

airways.

fire.

on a "creep."
Experience has shown that when

coal

of

Ethene, C2H4

have a checking

pillars also

effect

the

can be robbing while others are developing, thus keeping the product

to be-

gin the fight to extinguish the

These

nothing but robbing work, whereas
in the paneling system some sections

due to the

dis-

Ethene,
or

olefin,

known

Cj//^,

belongs

ethylene,

series.

the

to
It

is

also as olefiant gas, and con-

carbon and
It burns
14.41 per cent, hydrogen.
with a more luminous flame than the
paraffins, and is known as an illuminant.
It is seldom found in
than
more
a small fraction in
natural gas, but is sometimes found
tains

85.59

per

cent,

mines and is a product of
coal gas. It is gaseous under ordinary conditions and boils at -103° C.
in coal

:
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Single-Stage Centrifugal

cen-

Pumps

which
able

trifugal pump

United

the

in

Characteristics and Principles of

back

States

dates

to 1818,

when some

in

sachusetts

pumps,

until the introduction of the

in a

measure what

the

duty

of

a

pump would
prior

Eugene B. Wilson

which stood at the maximum
height to which the impeller could
pipe,

raise water, say

pump

about 10 years
ago, were considered good pumps
for handling large quantities of water to heights not exceeding 20 feet,
multistage

were
determine

to

be
con-

its

struction.

what was called the "Maspump."
Centrifugal

structed

Conducting Tests
Bu

one in Boston con-

Operation— Methods and Apparatus Used

they

to

The

from 10

inclosed impeller

to

20

feet.

was an im-

provement on the open runner and

The three principal factors connected with the construction of a
centrifugal pump are termed its
"characteristics,"
differ

and as these

will

with the design and diameter

but their efficiency was low; and so

pump had

soon as a

a certain height,

how

ence

differ-

was

impeller

water would not

With

higher.

the

fast

the

rotated

raised water to

made no

it

rise

introduction of

the

the turbine, or multistage centrifu-

pump many

gal,

features

in

con-

struction that militated against the
efficiency

and capacity of the

single-

stage

pump became known,

now

fairly

manufactured which

The most important

pump

and more.

part of a cen-

the

is

are

wa-

will force

ter to a height of 150 feet

trifugal

until

pumps

efficient

"impeller,"

mounted on a shaft and
rotated so as to create a vacuum and

which

is

1.

Goulds Pump-Testing Laboratoky

adoption the efficiency of the

permit the atmospheric pressure to

by

force the water to the center or in-

centrifugal

pump was

take of the impeller which in revolv-

increased.

Later the volute

ing

forces

water toward
out into

the

circumference

and

pump chamber. The
roughly

speaking,

sive friction,

due

considerably

pump

casing was added, with the object of

the

decreasing the velocity of the water

first impellers,

paddle

were

its

the

wheels, which gave rise to excesto the contact of

as

it

ing

it

come

left

the impellers and convert-

into pressure that

would over-

the pressure of the water in

the column pipe.

ing in order to prevent leakage be-

Another condition which then
had to be overcome was "end
thrust" due to taking water in at
one side of the pump. There being
no balance to counteract this side
pressure, it had to be reduced by

As

complicated thrust bearings the best

the rapidly

pump

moving water with

the

and to eddies created
inside the pump.
With these open
runners, it was necessary to fit the
casing,

blades very close to the

tween the blades and the

pump

cas-

case.

•the friction increases as the square

of the velocity, the power applied
to

the

impeller

creating velocity

was expended
and so friction.

in
It

was for this reason that, no matter
at what speed the impeller was revolved, there was not sufficient pressure generated at the circumference
to overcome the pressure due to a
i

Fig.

fixed head of water in the
35-7—4

column

of which were not

all

that could be

end thrust
making
by
use of the
overcome
was
double suction which gives hydraulic balance by admitting water to'
desired, but finally this

both sides of the impeller.

While

these changes were going on, engineers were applying the theories of

hydraulics to practical results and
in

doing so evolved

methods by

pump

each

of

their

three

characteristics

trifugal

pump

of

power

pump

tests.

The

the

cen-

are as follows

The head developed by
the

value

actual

must be determined by

required

to

the

pump;

drive

the

head developed; and,
the mechanical efficiency developed
throughout the range or capacity of
the

at the

pump.

This demands that the

impeller must have such dimensions

required capacity will be

that the

when

obtained at the proper head,

revolving at the speed, for which the

pump

is

designed.

In a well-constructed
velocity of the water

pump

from the

to the outlet of the impeller

erly

regulated.

This

is

is

the
inlet

prop-

necessary,

because, to obtain the highest

effi-

ciency under service conditions, the

water should enter the impeller
without shock, and flow through it
with

little

skin friction.

Shock

is

improper design of the
passages, and skin friction to roughdue

to

of

ness

and

passages

the

velocity of the

the

to

moving water.

The

energy losses occurring on the outside of the impeller are traceable to

roughness of surface, to viscosity

and
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and these

to eddies,

losses in-

the performance of such

pumps he

compared the relative values he obtained from tests. The object of his
paper was to describe and illustrate
a method of diagramming the experimental data pertaining to cen-

There are several fairly accurate
methods of testing pumps, in all of
which the most difficult and most
important matter

that of obtain-

is

ing accurately the capacity, or the

pumped per minute.

gallons

The

head pumped against, as well as the
suction lift, are always easily obtained by means of pressure gauges,
mercury columns, and such standard
instruments.
The following methods are commonly used for measuring the capacity or rate of discharge

pumps:

of

By

1.

displacement in a tank or

reservoir of

known

capacity.

The displacement method
accurate,

is

very

the area of the basin

if

is

such that the rise of water during
the time of the test

is

sufficient so

that small errors in measuring the
elevations do not materially affect
FlG.

NOZZLB AND PiTOT TUBE METHOD OP TESTING A CeNTRIFCGAL PuMP

2.

the results.

By means

2.

crease about as the square of the

To generate a given preshead the impeller of a cen-

velocity.

sure

trifugal

pump

must,

within fairly

close limits, run at a definite velocity.

ro-

the tests, and calculations for total

by

its

head include the suction head meas-

represent the rate at

ured at the entrance of the pump,

it

is

con-

will

with a certain resistance as
tates,

and

this,

velocity, will

multiplied

which it is wasting energy.
lows from this, that of two

The
method

nozzle
is

and

the

Pitot-tube

when

nozzles of

of

reliable

correct shape are used, the coeffi-

the

meet

evident that

on

nozzle

a

cients of the nozzle are

it

the outside of the impeller
it is

Before discussing the curves, the
of performing the tests

of

Pitot tube.

method

adopted by one large pump company
will be described.
The instruments
used are calibrated before and after

If a square inch of surface

sidered,

pumps, and to provide a
precise method of comparing the
values of those pumps.
trifugal

nozzles

are

The arrangement

known, and

correctly

placed.

of a nozzle and

Pitot tube as adopted by the De
Laval Steam Turbine Co. is shown
in Fig. 2.
The nozzle should be
placed at the end of a straight run

It fol-

differ-

pumps designed

ent sized diameter

for a given head, the larger one will
expose the greater frictional surface
and waste a proportionally greater

amount of energy, when both rotate
at the same number of revolutions
per minute.

In other words, the

external impeller friction in

pumps

generating a given head increases as
the square of the diameter, but
while the smaller diameter impeller
has the better of the argument it

must be rotated at greater speed
accomplish the same work.
"Characteristic

Curves

of

to

Cen-

Pumps,"* was the subject
of a paper by F. W. Greve, Jr., of
Purdue University and to illustrate

trifugal

;

»VoI. XLX, No. 8, page 776.
Western Society of Engineers.

Journal of the

Fig.

3.

Venturi Meter, Showing Attachment of Gauges

plus the pressure head measured at

of pipe in order to obtain a uniform

the discharge, plus the difference in

jet free

two gauges, plus the
gain in velocity head between the
two points where the gauges are

The

connected.

gauge.

level

of the

from swirls or disturbances.
may be measured
by a water column as shown, or by
a mercury column, or by a pressure
velocity head

Corrections

for

elevation

;
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made

the gauge

if

is

lo-

cated above or below the center of
the nozzle.

head indicated by the Pitot
gauge is h feet of water, the velocity
of the^ water leaving the nozzle is
If the

f

= -^2gh

=

(g

32.16),

= acceleration

also

if

of gravity
diameter of

the

the nozzle

is d inches the theoretflow through the nozzle in gallons per minute equals 19.63 dPyfh.
In properly formed nozzles the

ical

actual flow

is

;

367

way
is

of measuring the velocity head
by means of a manometer.

If a

mercury manometer

and the reading

is

obtained

used,
is

/i^

inches of mercury, the rate of
flow
the pipe, in gallons per

through

minute

is

20.12

the throat, and

from there on
full

diameter of

with some
other liquid heavier than water of
a
specific gravity j is used, and if
the

diameter of the throat is generally
half the diameter of the
pipe, but
sometimes less.

filled

principle of the Venturi mebased upon Bernouilli's law
that the sums of the pressure
head
and velocity head at two sections
ter

is

4" CENTRIEUCAL PUMP
CAEACtrif-HCAD~IS.O-£CQCJtNCy-BJ* tUBVtS

98 to 99 per cent, of

the theoretical flow.

The

reached.

The

£/2-^/z„.

manometer

If a

as

diverging until the
the pipe is again

NQJ

Another method of obtaining capacity by means of a nozzle is to
arrange the

pump

into a closed tank

may become
The water

to

deliver

first

where the water

practically stationary.

discharged from this
tank through a nozzle, the diameter
of which is small compared with the
area of the tank.
The theoretical
is

flow through the nozzle is the same
before or gallons per minute
= 19.63 d^ -^h, wherein h is the head

as

in feet of water at the level of the
center of the nozzle, and d the diameter of the nozzle in inches.
If the

pressure in the tank is p pounds per
square inch, the theoretical flow is

obtained from the formula

G. P.M. = 29.84 d^Y^
By means of the double

3.

Pitot

tube.

The

Pitot tube

an instrument
consisting essentially of two tubes
which are inserted into the pipe, in
which the velocity of flow is to be
measured. The mouth of one tube
directed

is

flow,

perpendicularly

to

the

to this

tube will

register the static pressure head in the pipe. The mouth
of the
other
tube is
directed
against the flow.
gauge attached

A

to this tube will register the static

head.

head

The

plus

the

velocity

difference between the

two gauge readings gives the velocity head h (feet of water) from
which the velocity in the pipe in
feet

per second

formula

is

obtained from the

F= -\f2g^.

If the diameter of the pipe is

d
through the pipe in
gallons per minute equals 19.63 cf -\/^.
The ordinary and most reliable
inches, the flow

19.63

is

and a gauge attached

pressure

reading obtained is /i, feet of liquid,
the flow through the pipe, in gallons
per minute, is

d^yjli:^^

This method gives fairly accurate
results, if readings are taken at

many

different

points

in

the

pipe

and the average value of the readings obtained is used in computing

By means

of the Venturi type

of meter.

The Venturi method, shown

in

used quite extensively,
especially in connection with recording instruments, in water works inFig.

3,

is

and in connection with
boiler feed-pumps and general service pumps.
stallations

The Venturi

or in other words, the
pressure between the

in

A

two gauges B and
equals the difference in velocity heads at the corresponding sections,

Knowing

the

areas, the rate of flow

calculated

gauges
ter if

B

can easily be
the readings on

from
and A, or on the manome-

such

is

used.

Let

the capacity.
4.

are equal;
difference

meter, which

may

be
placed anywhere in the discharge
line of the pump, preferably as far
away from elbows or other fittings
as possible, consists of a piece of

pipe converging in the direction of
the flow to a small diameter known

D = diameter

of pipe in inches

d = diameter of throat in inches
// = Venturi head (difference in
readings on gauges B and ^)
in feet of water;

h = Venturi

head in inches of
mercury (when using a ma-

.

nometer).

The

theoretical flow

in gallons per

is

expressed

minute as follows:

G P M=^-M><-P'XA^

V(f)'-"v
G P

A^

_20.12XI?^XVA

,
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With a
ter will

meter of
through the me-

coefficient of the

.99 the actual flow

be

M. =

G. P.

During

a

tests

be
of

commencing

taken,

are

readings

19.434x£''x VH

may
series

Ions of water per minute
tested.

with the gate valve wide open and
continuing at fixed points until the
valve is closed. For each setting of

G. P.

M.=

19.92xJ>'xVfe

the valve the head
the

and

gauges,

measured by

is

the

capacity

is

measured by calibrated nozzles to

On diagram Fig. 4, which is from
Mr. F. W. Greve, Jr.'s paper, there
are three series of curves which
have been plotted from the results
of tests.
The full line shows the
relation between head in feet and
capacity in gallons per minute the
speed remaining constant for each
curve. These curves show that the
head decreases with increase of capacity, also that the maximum head
minimum

does not take place at the

discharge, but at a point equal to
21

13

about one-third of the maximum. As
the curves seem to have a common

v»

center or are concentrically parallel,

the relation between head and capacity can be established by sketch-

new curve

ing in a

for the desired

from

speed, the curves established

the test data acting as guides.

The diagonal
the diagram

power supplied

From

speed.

5.

Section of a Double-Suction Cameron SingleStage Centrifugal
Belt Driven

If the flow is estimated in gallons

per 24 hours, the formulas will be as
follows: Theoretical flow

der a

known

For

head.

prime movers are

and

efficiency,

power delivered

Using a

1
P
Gal.
'per o^
24 thours

/-

——

^ <_
= 27,984x£'''X-\/H
-

28,683 Xg'xVfe
Gal, per 24 hours=-

During the
centrifugal

given

different tests

pumps

the speed

is

kept

but the delivery is controlled by a throttle valve in the
discharge pipe. When the pump is
constant,

discharging water at a constant rate,
the corresponding total head generated

is

read from the gauges.

In

Fig. 1 the testing laboratory is over
a 60,000-gallon concrete tank provided with baffle plates so arranged
that a

pump

discharging 10,000 gal-

the

motors of

the

horse-

pump

the

to

trical instruments.

is

suitable elec-

From

the volt-

meter and the ammeter, readings are
taken simultaneously, and from the

known
coefficient of .99

all tests

electric

readily determined by

28,973 XJP'xVfe
Gal. per_24 hours = -

to be

determine the rate of discharge un-

known
Gal. per 24 hours - ?.^??I2££3^

Pump Arranged

efficiency of the

motor the

to a

discharge

definite

Fig.

dotted

across

line

represents the horse-

this

pump

to give a

a

constant

at
it is

seen that the

horsepower increases with the discharge for a given speed until the
point of maximum capacity has been
reached
and it shows also the
horsepower required to discharge
;

any quantity of water against any
head and at any speed within the
limits of the pump.

The

iso-efficiency curves, are rej)-

resented by the dotted lines forming

These show the relations of
capacity, and horse-

ovals.

head,

speed,

power required

to

give a

definite

The major and minor

horsepower consumed in driving the

efficiency.

pumps

axes of each curve intersect in a

at the

same

instant

is

calcu-

common

lated.
The rate at which mechanical work is done on the water is
obtained by multiplying the head
generated by the rate of delivery,
and on dividing this product expressed in appropriate units by the
power delivered to the pump shaft,

brake horsepower curves are concentric is important, as any ques-

the mechanical efficiency

tions

The

characteristic

obtained.
is

found.

and the com-

culations are plotted
plete

is

data from these tests and calof

The design

the

of each

pump
pump

thus based upon correct hydraulic

theory, and the

makers are able

to

which

point

the

of

curves

concentric.

are

This point of intersection
point of

maximum

about

origin,

is

also the

efficiency.

fact that these efficiency curves

relating to

speed,

The
and

discharge,

head, horsepower input and output,
are quickly answered from the dia-

While centrifugal pumps are

gram.

now
tions

commercial proposiwhich possess so many advan-

scientific

tages over reciprocating

pump

pumps

that

concerns manufacture

predict accurately the performance

old line

new pump, from tests made on
pumps previously built.

them, the fact remains that in coal
mines the impellers, and in some

of a

I
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must

casings,

of

be

acid-resisting

The

instead of iron or steel.

con-

tage,

not

Cameron and

the Goulds companies

use a water seat; that

water

is,

public by the makers, therefore the

accompanying Table

is

supplied to the boxes at the pressure

the information

head against which the pump works.
being

adapted

applied to

almost

to

work, boiler feeding, cooling tow-

turer

condensers,

the

etc.,

it

duplicate

the

It will

perform-

be seen from the table that

there are two sizes of

it

pumps

pump

The high-speed

avail-

same head.

able for obtaining the

with steam;

however, the electric driven

can

ances.

the

is

direct-connected turbine wherever

effi-

revolutions

reliable

favorite

power for centrifugal pumps
possible to supply

mum

the

low for the normal

is

and knowing the miniper minute, any
centrifugal pump manufac-

capacity;

is

general, but

pumps because

all

ciency factor

any kind of pumping, centrifugal
pumps are driven by almost any
kind of power. For outside mine
ers,

1 is

contains can be

it

highest efficiency obtained.

In ad-

dition to this, each pattern has

maximum and

speeds, a

and

minimum

the table the

in

To

given.

obtain

is

maximum

the

pump 2S,

speed for a

two

a minimum,

double the

minimum speed given in the table.
The maximum speeds for the lowspeed pumps of the "L" class are

Cameron Turbine-Deivkk Pomp

Fig. 6.

Besides

high speed.

The size of the impeller and other
data relative to the actual construction of these pumps are not made

some way so that air
enter the pump.
The

sealed also in
will

connected

and be geared or

belt driven to attain a

stuff-

boxes on the shaft must be

ing

pump may be

the

to a steam engine

alloys,

360

pattern "S" and the

Where

the minimum speeds of the "S" class
pumps, for example the minimum
speed of a 2S pump is 1,130, which

maximum speed of the 2L
The maximum speed of the
4 L pump is 860, which is the minimum speed of the 4S pump, etc.
the

is

pump.

By using

this

factors are

known

when

table,

making a short

found, thus

three

the fourth can be
cut to

the information desired.

To

more suitable and convenient
below ground and at some distance
away from the power plant on the

by the prime mover, the high-speed

suction

surface.

pump

capacity against any head up to 150

is

low-speed pattern "L."

the

Whenever arrangements

speed of the

the

not determined

desirable because

it

pos-

is

diameter imhead; thus the
frictional losses are reduced and the
peller

turbine power can be used to advan1.

is

sible to use a smaller

are such

that neither electric power nor steam

Table

is

pump

for

any

to

a

double-

single-stage,

pump

centrifugal

for

head

in feet

;

minute by the

rSiM-of
Suction
Size

2 S

2
2

3 S
3 L
4 S
4 L

3
3

fi

S

6 L
e S
8 L

88

8L
IDS
10 L
12 S
12 L
16 S
16 L
•

Minute

Revolutions Per Minute For Total
Heads in Feet

Effi.

and
Discharge
Pipes*

2L

Minimum

and then divide the

4
4
5
5
6
6
8
8
10
10
12
12
15

16

The
pumps

of the

Nocmal

100
100
200
200
400
400
600
600
800
800
1.500
1.500
2.500
2.500
3,500
3.600
6.000
6.000

Some makers use a larger

Maxi-

mum
126
125
276
275
500
600
760
760

1.100
1.100
2.200
2.200
3.300
3.300
4.600
4,500
7,200
7,200

20
Feet

1.130

40
Feet

60
Feet

1,220

1.960
1.210
1.745
1,045
1.496

756

925

1.600

696

985

1.005

1.426

605
860
635
766
490
670
435
605
380
455
336
380
285
326
240

855
1.070

690
960
615
710
535
640
475
535
400
460
340

suction than discharge pipe

1,310

80
Feet

2.260
1.390
2.010
1.210
1.725
1.065
1.610

850

980

1.165

1.340

755
875
655
785
580
655
490
560
415

100
Feet

result ob-

1.350
1.930
1,190
1.690
1.096
1.500

1.480
2.110
1.305
1.850
1.200
1,640
1.070
1,235

870

975
1.125

755
905
670
755
565
645
475

845

926

1.010

1,110

750
845
635
726
635

820
925
695
795
685

pump.

centrifugal

varies according to the size

it is

.47
.46
.55
.62
.60
.57

head against which
and the quan-

rotated, the

the water
2.780
1,710
2,470

1.005

efficiency of

of the impeller, the speed with which

120
Feet

2.530
1.560
2.250

total

divide by the constant

tained by the efficiency of the
Capacity

any

feet: Multiply the capacity desired
in gallons per

3,960,

Sivgle-Stacb. Double-Suction Centrifugal Pumps

horsepower required

find the

drive

tity-of

is

delivered,

water delivered.

rule may be expressed in
brake horsepower (B. H. P.) as fol-

The

.66

.60
.68
.63
.70
.66
.72
.68
.72
.70
.72
.70

3,960X£
In this equation
capacity

desired

minute,

H

in feet,

and

pump

is

E

Q
in

represents

gallons

the

per

the desired total head
is

the efficiency of the

expressed as a decimal.

:
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Example. What is the brake
horsepower required to drive a 6S
pump, having an efficiency of .68,
against a head of 100 feet and at the
same time deliver 800 gallons water
Substituting in forper minute?
mula.

'^ 800X100

as to quantity,

what horsepower

out-

20.8 per cent,

is

United
that

it

Geological

States

Survey,

requires no straining stretch

of the total production of Illinois.

of credulity to believe the foregoing

The

claim

face workers average 7.6 tons

compared with an
tons per face worker

of coal daily as

average of 5.9
in the mines of
the

^•"•^•-3,960X.68-^^-^
Under the same conditions except

The

come the most important.
put of the district

February, 1915

other districts in

all

Bed 6

state.

in

this

from
and averages over 9

7^

varies in thickness
feet

The

will

subject

of

district

to 14

when the financial concessions
made by the operators are taken
into consideration.

The

first

of these

counts

which

have

marked increase

feet.

ventilation

a

is

was the estab-

lishment in 1901 of the

summer

resulted

in the

dis-

in

number

a
of

days the employes have been able to
work, and in the uniform distribution of the shipments throughout
the 12 months of the year.

minimum

of

From

a

195 working days in

1906 the average has ranged as high
as 257 in 1913, with a

mean average

for the last 10 years of 220 days.

In 1913 the railroad shipments re-

ported to the Bureau of Anthracite

Coal

amounted

Statistics

to

69,-

069,628 long tons, of which 50 per

were sent out during the winter
months and 49.7 per cent, in the
cent,

summer months,

thus

distributing

employment evenly throughout

the

year.
Fig.

Goulds Turbine-Deivek Pump

8.

be required to raise 1,100 gallons per
minute? Ans. 40.8 B. H. P.

The

writer

is

indebted

to

the

vital

one to the district inasmuch as

there have been serious explosions
of gas and dust in

many mines

Cameron, Goulds, and De Laval com-

sulting

panies for assistance in the compila-

destruction of property.

tion

of this

article

well

as

as

to

in

much

of

loss

life

The

re-

and

disas-

trous explosion at the Zeigler mine,

Professor Greve, and the Western

in

Engineers' Society of Chicago.

be recalled by those familiar with

1905,

Illinois

and the

fire

1908, will

in

mining history.
Frequent
of less magnitude in

explosions

Bulletin No. 8, Illinois
The explosion at the North mine,
III., on October 27, 1914,
which 52 lives were lost, adds
force to the recommendation leading
to safer mining made in Bulletin 8,
Coal Mining Practice in District VI,
This bulletin,
by S. O. Andros.
published by the Illinois Coal Min-

other mines,

many

in loss of life

and

of
all

them resulting
them entail-

of

Royalton,

ing great expense in recovering the

in

mine or a portion of

ing

Investigations

in

Copies of this bulletin

may

tained from the Illinois Coal
Investigations, Urbana,

Franklin,

Jackson,

and

vance in wages.
Thus the mine
workers are now getting both more
work and more pay.

The

publication

above

quoted

contains a table showing, together

shipment of 55 tons in 1807. It is
here appended, by decades, to show

111.

what the enterprise of the operators

Anthracite Region Prosperous

of Coal in 1913," published by the

doubtless be-

1902 re-

thracite in short tons since the first

so great that

will

strike of

sulted in the first 10 per cent, ad-

be ob-

At no time has the anthracite region of Pennsylvania enjoyed such
a period of peace and prosperity as

it

and before the

Mining

Williamson counties.
This district with an annual production of over 12 million tons is one of
the most important in Illinois, and
its undeveloped coal resources are
Perry,

45 per cent, more than before the
spring reductions went into effect

with the total coal production in the
United States, the production of an-

as a dangerous one.

Cooperative

Agreement, describes methods of
mining in Bed 6 east of the Duquoin
anticline

this district to

have caused
be regarded properly
it,

Wage rates since 1902 have been
advanced 21 per cent. (10 per cent,
in 1902 and 10 per cent, more in
1912), and as the average working
time in that decade exceeds that of
the previous one by 23 per cent., it
may be computed that the average
yearly earnings in 1913 were nearly

that of the last 10 years.

W. Parker

Edward

says in his "Production

has been able to accomplish in the
last hundred years
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1913

12.0no
215.272
967,108
4.138,164
8,115,842
15,664.275
28.649,812
46,468.641
57,367,915
84.485,236
91,524,922
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HARLAN
County

The

Harlan Coal Field

is

in the south-

eastern

371

In Southeastern Kentucky

part of

coal in this

seam has a bright
luster, is compara-

— Geology of the Region and Description of the

heavy,

tively

but

Coal and the Extent to Which it is Developed
Kentucky on the
has so many cross
boundary line bebedding planes
By R. J. Sampson*
tween Kentucky
that it would not
having been seen high in the Big
and Virginia. It is separated from
block well were it not for a thin
Black Mountain.
Virginia and her railroads by the
strip of "mother" coal which seems
The shales and sandstones are
Cumberland Mountains, along the
to cement it. In almost every block
about equally developed, the sandcrest of which is the state line. On
of any size this strip with a dull
stone probably predominating. The
the eastern side, the Pine Mountain
luster may be found.
lower part is principally sandstone
cuts off the main part of the county
The bed, which is generally
and contains some fairly coarse confrom the Kentucky River and the
known as a 4-foot seam, has been
glomerate.
railroad which follows that stream.
opened in numerous places in the
all of the freight to and
from the county must follow the
route picked out centuries ago by
Cumberland
waters
of
the
the

Therefore

The

principal part of the county

drained by the Clover Fork, Poor

Fork, and Martin's Fork which
form the headwaters of the Cumberland River. From the town of Harlan these streams flow together as

the Cumberland River.

The country

General

part of the "Cumberland

The

field

Gap

this axis the rocks

Cum-

gradu-

and in the Cumberland Mounon the southeast by the
Powell's Valley Anticline. Between
Fault,

these two boundaries He the Black
Mountains and Martin's Fork Ridge.

The outcropping rocks in the lastnamed mountains are sandstones,

No continushales, and coal beds.
ous limestone beds have been found.
However, a bed of fossil limestone
about 12 inches thick is reported as
St.,

El Paso, Texas.

the Clover Fork,

mile above

1

and the Martin's Fork Ridges
workable

underlain by a shale parting of from

their spurs, occur the

The

beds.

Mountain
Mountains

and

coal

in

the

Pine

Cumberland
badly crushed and so
the

inches of clean coal in a top bench,
3 to 6 inches with a 14-inch bench
of coal underneath.

In one place in

steeply inclined as to be practically

mine the coal from top to bottom measures 6 feet and 6 inches

worthless at this time.

with

The
crest

is

Coals.

of

— From

the

the foot to the

Black Mountains a
beds outcrop, but

coal

this

4-inch

a

14

parting,

inches

from the bottom.

The Clover Fork Coal
ing

1

Co., operat-

mile above the Harlan

Town

has from 50 to 54 inches of

coal.
Between these two
mines the bottom bench seems to
have disappeared, or the interval has
increased and the bottom bench has
not been found. The Lynn Hollow
Coal Co. (now the Rex Coal Co.)

tains

Campbell

On
the

in some part of the district have
economic value. They are described
in order beginning at the bottom.
The Harlan seam is the lowest
workable one in the mountain and is
the most regular and most valuable.
It lies between massive sandstone
beds, the top one usually less than
3 feet above the coal and frequently
resting on it, with probably an average of 9 inches of shale between.

is

turned in the Pine Mountain on the
northwest by the Pine Mountain

S.

6 inches of clean

coal

ally rise until they are sharply up-

*40S

section of 3 feet
coal.

Co.,

berland River.

From

distance of about 14 miles, it goes
under drainage. Here it shows a

here only those are described which

geological structure

axis almost parallel to the

county.

a

is

that of a flat-bottomed syncline with
its

the

In the Big and Little Black moun-

portions.

number of
Geology. —This

field,

seen on the north flank of

and western porEastwardly
from the town of Harlan and at a
of

town of Harlan, the Harlan
Town Coal Co. has opened this
seam. They found from 52 to 56

coal

valleys.

tions

Pine Mountain where it is
brought up by the fault. Above the
Lee occurs some 2,300 feet of sandstone and shale in about equal pro-

valleys are narrow and there is only
a small area of tillable bottom land

The mountains vary in height
from the low spurs to the main
ridges, which in instances rise to
more than 2,000 feet above the

central, southern,

the lowest

the

and

field."

it is

tains

near the beds of the streams.

called here

does not outcrop in the Harlan

mountainous, the

is

is

division of the coal measures and

but

River.

is

The Lee conglomerate,
the "Lee sandstone,"

Underneath the coal there is usually
a shale bed of varying thickness,
which is too hard to be cut by coal
mining machines.
The horizon of this coal on the
mountain is readily located, by the
fact that it lies 250 feet over the
Cawood sandstone which outcrops
all

along the river bed,

iri

instances forming prominent

many
cliffs.

clean

operating just across the river from
the Clover

Fork

Co.,

and

in the

Big

Black Mountain, found 48 inches of
clean coal.

The Golden Ash Coal

Co., open-

ing in the Big Black Mountain, 2j4
miles from the town of Harlan has
the

low.

same

The

section as the

Lynn Hol-

Wallin's Creek Coal Co.,

operating the next lease up the river
from the Golden Ash, found a section of 48 to 52 inches clean.

The

Harlan Coal Mining Co. opening on
Clover Fork in the Little Black
Mountain, at a distance of Syi miles

:
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from the town of Harlan, found 45,
and 47 inches of clean coal, in a

46,

This should increase in the
main ridge to 54 or 56 inches, as
shown in an opening in a hollow
spur.

just west of their operations.

The Ages Ridge Coal

Co., operat-

ing on Clover Fork in the Big Black
Mountain, 5 miles from the town of
Harlan, found from 42 to 46 inches

This

of clean coal.
increase to a

is

maximum

expected to
of 59 inches,

which is the thickness of a section
exposed in an old opening near the
of

center

The

property.

their

Catron Creek Coal Co., operating
in the Little Black Mountain, on
Martin's Fork, found in their several openings, 49 to 54 inches of
clean

The

coal.

Pineville

Coal

Mining Co., operating on Martin's
Fork in the Little Black Mountain,
just opposite the Harlan Town Co.,
found practically the same section
as that company.
In general, the coal in the Big
Black Mountain shows a section
from 48 to 50 inches. In the Little
Black Mountain it is as a rule
thicker, from 52 to 56 inches, and
with a bottom bench of from 14 to
24 inches, parted by a shale bed of
from 3 to 18 inches in thickness. In
Martin's Fork Ridge it has not been
thoroughly prospected, but where
exposed it shows very much the
same section as in the Big Black
Mountain, but usually has the same
parting as in the Little Black
tain.

the

part of the

eastern

In the

country

coal

is

Moun-

below water

On Ewings Creek in the lower or
western end of the country, on the
property of the Wilhoit Coal Co.,
there occurs a seam of coal that

is

below the Har36 inches thick, usually with partings. This is the only
place in the county where it has
been found with this thickness, but
lan coal.

it

carbon,

55.849;

sul-

importance

in

The Lower High

the western part of

from 300

is

eastern portion.

It

lies

ey,

No

analysis of this coal

to 160 feet
It is

is at

The Upper High

seams

has not been thoroughly pros-

pected.

place

The Harlan seam,

in general, dips

slightly to the northeast,

and samples

from the

A

37.356;

fixed

volatile

carbon,

Moisture,

eral places in the

matter.

52.115;

The Looney seam opened

:

sul-

data to either
it.

—For sev-

when

J. Asher began the construction of a 13-mile road up the Cumberland River from Wasioto, to
reach a couple of operations which
he was installing on his own prop-

Mr. T.

erty.

This was known as the Wasioto
and Black Mountain Railroad. The

&

Nashville

over and completed

Railroad

to Benham, a distance of 27 miles above
it

it

Harlan.

On

the completion of this road a

branch

was

started. This spur
Clover Fork of the
Cumberland River for a distance of
line

followed

the

5 miles and was there stopped.
That road was put into operation on
August 3, 1912. In the summer of
1913 a spur some 3 miles in length
was built up Martin's Fork, and put

ele-

matter,

many

until the early spring of 1907,

Creek, found the section given

2.355;

reported.

companies and individuals have been acquiring land in
Harlan County. However, no move
was made toward building a railroad

above.

Moisture,

been

History of Development.

The Terry's Fork Coal Co.,
operating on Terry's Fork of Wal-

sea

has

eral years past

leaving a top bench of 7 feet, clean.

above

foot

not very reliable as

confirm or disprove

for the Wallin's Creek, of
berland River, has in that locality a
thickness of 9 feet, with a 6-inch
parting 18 inches from the bottom,

feet

is

there are not

named
the Cum-

phur, .879; ash, 7.594.

volatile

drainage

took

2,500

1

floor.

This report

Louisville

of

In one

feet 5 inches of coal

6-foot seam, about 80 feet un-

der

sulphur, .957; ash, 3.844.

taken from the outcrop, 1,600 feet
above sea level, analyze as follows
1.755;

shows 9

it

with a 6-inch shale parting

volatile

Analysis of Wallin's coal at

Big Black Mountain.
from 4 to 6 feet of coal,

practically without parting.

matter, 38.514; fixed carbon, 54.920;

vation

occurs

in the

It varies

of 1,850 feet above sea, analyzes as
1.779;

Splint

about 400 feet over the Looney and
is the most valuable of the high

occurs

coal to mix with the Kellioka to
make coke.
The Kellioka coal at an elevation

Moisture,

minable

feet of

tain.

opened it shows a mining section of
3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet.
It is mined at Keokee, Va., as the
McConnell seam, and is probably
the Darby or No. 5 seam mined at
Darby, in the pocket district of Virginia, as well as the Taggart, mined
at Roda, Va.
The Wisconsin Steel Co., mining
this coal at Benham, Ky., 27 miles
east of Harlan, has 5 feet 6 inches
of coal practically without parting.
There is also a seam in the eastern end of the county, about 60 feet
over the Kellioka, which averages
about 3 feet 6 inches clean. The
Wisconsin Steel Co. also mines this

lin's

Black

The Middle High Splint averages
about 3 feet in the Big Black Moun-

about 200 to 250 feet over the Harlan, has not been thoroughly prospected in the lower or western portion of the county; however, where

follows:

Big

coal.

present available.

The Kellioka seam, which

LoonMountain

to 350 feet over the

the

in

shale.

little

Splint coal lying

shows more than 3

about 140

In the
feet over the Harlan coal.
county
it
end
of
the
eastern
extreme
feet
inches,
thickness
of
3
6
attains a
clean.

inches to 5 feet of coal,

feet 5

usually parted by a

the most persistent,
valuable, in the
most
though not the
the county,

Black Mountain, shows from

Little

4

phur, .898; ash, 3.491.
Bed, or seam, B, which has no

Wallin's Creek coal seam,

level.

from 140

fixed

38.265;

Februarv, 191S

,

into operation in the winter of that
year.

As soon

as it was known that the
would be completed to Harseveral mining companies were

railroad
in sev-

high knobs of the

lan,

organized.

The

first

of

these

to

February, 1915
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begin shipping coal was the Terry's
Fork Coal Co., now known as the

Creek Coal Co.
They
opened the Wallin coal on Terry's

Wallin's

Fork of Wallin's Creek. A spur
1 mile long was built to their
tipple from Wallin's station.
The company installed an electric
plant, built a tipple and an incline

about

The upper

6,000 feet long.
the incline
the lower

is

is

part of

operated by gravity,

Their

an engine plane.

The Lynn Hollow

Their capacity is 500 tons
Their output for 1913 was

ment.

per day.

4,610 tons.

The Golden Ash Coal

made

Co.

their first shipment in the early fall

Their output

of 1913.

lan

seam

is

from 300

The mine

to 500 tons daily.

gan-Gardner short-wall chain
ters.
Mules are still used

for

The

mine is in the Harlan coal in the
Big Black Mountain. The company
has installed no mechanical equip-

the Harlan

cut-

Co. began ship-

ping in the winter of 1912.

shipment was made in the summer of 1911. The output is from
600 to 700 tons per day. The 1913
output was 89,147 tons.
The Wilhoit Coal Co. next began
shipping in the early winter of the
same year. Their operation was put
in on Ewings Creek, coal being
taken from the Harlan seam.
An electric plant has been installed, consisting of one MorganGardner 150-kilowatt generator, belt
driven, two Sullivan and one Morfirst

373

is

in

Big Black
Mountain, 3 miles from the town of
in the

Harlan.

The

Wallin's Creek Coal Co. began

shipping about the same time as the

Golden Ash Co. Their mine is in
the Harlan coal in the Big Black
Mountain 3j^ miles east of Harlan.
Their first shipment from this mine

was made

The

total

in

was 89,147

The

the winter

of

1912.

output for the year 1913

company, the Har-

Town

Coal Co., installed
equipment throughout.

trical

elec-

feature of their plant

placed by electric locomotives. The
output is from 300 to 400 tons per

they have departed
from the customary gravity incline
and installed a retarding conveyer,

The 1913 output was

37,568

The Harlan Town Coal
their

first

The mine

shipment July
is

in

of peculiar

interest, in that

of the rope-disk type.

From

Co.

to center the length

825

7,

1912.

last

Black

the Little

Mountain, in Clover Fork,
above Harlan.

1

mile

Their equipment consist of one
Morgan-Gardner 250-kilowatt generator, belt driven,

is

made

tons.

two 8-ton Mor-

gan-Gardner combination gathering
and hauling motors, one MorganGardner and one Sullivan shortThey mine the
wall chain cutter.
Harlan seam and have an output of
from 600 to 800 tons per day. Their
1913 output was 117,369 tons.
The Clover Fork Coal Co. began
shipment at the same time as the

is

At the

The

lump

from

these

loaded by a

boom

loader.

capacity of the conveyer

tons per hour.

The output

is

200

in 1913

was 117,360 tons.
The Ages Ridge Coal Co. went
into operation in the spring of 1913.

The
The
to

capacity

is

1,000

tons

daily.

present output being from 250

400 tons per day.

twenty

is

cars of coke per day.

Power

is

by two 338-

supplied

kilowatt and one 150-kilowatt generators direct connected.

A camp of two hundred modern
mine houses of various designs, and
house and a handsome residence for
the superintendent, have been built.

foot the retarder dis-

The
is

electrically

The output

painted in different colors, a club

long which carries the coal to the
screens

driven larries.

the

charges to a belt conveyer 235 feet
screens.

with two crushers and flight conveyers motor driven. The slack is

center

feet,

300 feet, crossing the river, being a suspension bridge, carrying
the conveyer, on a curve of 600-foot
radius.

they have built 300 ovens of the
beehive type, a breaker equipped

One

haulage, but eventually will be re-

day.

put was 214,540 tons.
At present all of their coal is converted into coke, for which purpose

conveyed to the ovens by

tons.

original

The Pineville Coal Mining Co.
began shipment about the same time
as the Catron Creek Co.
Their
operation is in the Harlan coal, in
the Little Black Mountain, just opposite the Harlan Town Coal Co. at
a distance of 2 miles from Harlan.
They have no mechanical equipment. The output is from 200 to
400 tons daily.
The Wisconsin Steel Co., operating in the Kellioka coal and a seam
some 60 feet above the Kellioka, began shipment in 1911. The mines
are located at Benham, Ky., 27
miles from Harlan. In 1913 the out-

In 1913, 11,584

A

modern building used by the
Y. M. C. A. was opened in 1912, and
also a

modern

hotel.

The company has sought in every
way to make their men comfortable
and contented.
As the Stonega Coal and Coke
Co.'s operation at

a Virginia mine,

it

Keokee
is

is

really

not described

here, although 68,237 tons of coal
were mined in Kentucky.
An extension of the road up Martin's Fork and a spur up Catron
Creek of this fork, would tap the
best of the Harlan coal and would
.

Their mine is
also in the Little Black Mountain,
on Clover Fork, 2 miles from the
No mechanical
town of Harlan.
equipment was put in except an en-

tons were shipped.

mean

The Catron Creek Coal Co. began
shipment in the fall of 1913. They

operations.

operate two mines, the coal from
The
both going over one tipple.

gine to operate the shaking screens.

eventual output of these two mines
combined should be about 2,000 tons

some day the road that follows Colver Fork will be completed to a
point opposite Keokee, if they do
not tunnel the Black Mountain and
form a junction with the Virginia
and Southwestern or build into Ap-

Harlan

Town

Co.

is in the Harlan seam and
has a capacity of 1,000 tons daily.
The 1913 output was 139,700 tons.

The mine

daily.

tons.

The 1913

output'

was

5,730

the installation of

It is also a logical

more

coal

conclusion that

^e ^ttiergEngineer
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palachia to connect with the

Valley

berland

&

Louisville

Division

Cum-

of

the

Nashville.

All of the coke

made

in the

county
at present goes to the Wisconsin
Steel Co. furnaces in South Chicago.
The coal from the other operations

ready market in the west,
north, and south, which it can reach
over the Louisville & Nashville
finds a

Railroad and

its

connections.

the point of intersection
the

to

scale

is

February, 1915

referred

"Percentage

labeled

Saturation" on the bottom or top of
the chart. In this way the relative

humidity

shown by

is

inspection.

and the range of relative
humidity from 100 to 50 per cent.

to 105° F.,

70

60

mo

90

60

readings

practical purposes.

In the design shown, the range of
temperature (dry bulb) is from 35°

The

average discrepancy for 50
scattered over the chart
being only j54 per cent. The accuracy is therefore amply sufficient for
that, the

The hygrograph
the

necessity

About the year 1887, Mr.
H. C. Russell published a diagram
for finding relative humidity by inspection from the readings of the
wet-and-dry-bulb

Railway.

The

placing

of

the

Sir R.

own first efforts were
toward perfecting a form of slide
rule, which was afterwards abandoned in favor of the chart.
A Mr. Galton went further still;
he invented a machine to make the
reduction of hygrometer readings
writer, as his

Believing that something of the

nature of a simple chart, to take the
use

reducing hygrometer readings,

would be

useful, the writer has been

able to evolve the form

shown

1,

The readings
mometers having
the chart

of

the

first

two ther-

been taken,

used as follows:

is

The
two

readings are noted on the scale run-

ning up the right-hand side of the

The

inclined line indicating

the wet-bulb

reading

is

then

60

of Mining Department,
Heriot-Watt
EdinburRh Scotland. Vol. XXXV. page 54,

,
^ _.
_.
Percentai^e
jafurarion

sets of scales,

It is believed that

the conditions as

temperature and humidity gen-

to

met with in British mines are
covered by the chart.
erally

The temperature

scales are gradu-

ated to single degrees
centages.

mate

It is

Fahrenheit,
in

even per-

not difficult to esti-

single percentages

by the eye.
hygrograph

A second form of
has been designed for countries hotter

and drier than our own

it

;

in-

cludes higher temperatures and de-

grees of humidity

down

to

20 per

The

The

relative
three

each

other.

was

curved,

lying

The

slightly

curved.

wood,

consisted

of

angles

to

at

scale

wet-bulb scale
humidity scale

the

either of

be

to

dealing with

dry-bulb

and

and

straight,

set

humidity

scales,

other things,

humidity

A

straightedge,

or, preferably,

con-

sisting of a strip of transparent cel-

with a straight line scratched
under surface, formed a
necessary part of the equipment.
luloid,

on

its

To make

use of the arrangement, the

straightedge was adjusted so as to

pass through the points on the wetwriter has tested the chart

against Glaisher's tables for a large

number

relative

determined.

drawn on card-

among

board, which

allowed

of

points,

and

finds

the

maximum

discrepancy between the
two to be 1 per cent. The usual dif-

.

Transactions Mining Institute of Scotland.

some

„

The Hygrograph

it

•Head
College.

SO
COLlltRT tnCINElR

cent.
fol-

meets the horizontal
line indicating the dry-bulb reading.
Then, by aid of the vertical lines.
until

t«

and the humidity scales

positions corresponding to the

lowed

In 1906, Dr. John Ball described

for

tively rapid air velocities.

chart.

mechanically.

in

which he suggests the
name "hygrograph." The chart was
constructed from Glaisher's Hygrometrical
Tables,
which were
drawn up to suit air-currents of
moderate speed, and for that reason
were selected rather than the more
recent tables issued by the United
States Department of Agriculture,
since the latter apply to comparaFig.

Strachey also invented a

being of some interest to the

this

practical importance.

common

point to be

oflf.

slide rule to give relative humidity,

thermometers has become of some

for

dew

allowed the

ters,

read

wet-and-dry bulb

place of the tables in

unable

to pass across the tops of the mercury columns of the two thermome-

in

main intakes and main returns having been enforced by Section 71 of
the Coal Mines Act of Great Britain,
the manner of determining the relative humidity of the air from the
readings

is

far

Doctor Spring, in 1894, devised a
movable scale, which, when adjusted

hygrometers

of

how

Mr. Russell's diaresembled the hygrograph.

gram

Bs Henru Brlgg^

The

thermometers.

writer regrets that he

to state

"The Hygrograph"

the

hygrometrical

tables.

and coke from Keokee goes
east and south over the Southern
coal

obviate

to

using

of

by no means

is

attempt

first

ference, however,

is

much

less

than

and-dry-bulb
spectively

ings

;

the

scales

indicating

thermometer

re-

read-

the intersection of the straight-

edge, so placed, and the humidity
scale then
ration.

gave the percentage satu-
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better-known instrument, called

Mine Gases

the "Hygrodeik," also designed to

avoid the use of tables,

is

on the

Some New View

market.

Mr. Henry Davis records a

made

that he

would be unwieldy and

difficult

to

read underground.

After the writer had worked at
the question for some time, it be-

came evident to him that if such a
chart was to be at all successful, it
must consist of straight, and not

fl»

MUCH

has been written
about mine gases that it would
almost lead one to believe that
the subject was exhausted; but read

SO
much

as

we

will,

we

find that there

constantly things coming up
which appear new and give rise to a
are

dized and volatile forms, and

new

But most of these can be
grouped with the four given and the

line of thought.

It is

the purpose, in the course of

some phases

us at least, have not been brought

composition

practically

mov-

out very plainly in the past literature

throughout the world and that it is
composed approximately of 79 per
cent, nitrogen and 21 per cent, oxy-

it

in the

way

of a

it

best to leave out

all

designs in which

the actual graduations of thermome-

played a part, owing to the
experienced in obtaining

difficulty

this paper, to discuss

on

However, such
statements as may be made must be
this

subject.

gen.

but because of conditions elsewhere,

carbon dioxide in which

the

assumed that

interpretation

may

of

the

tions

same

to the local conditions that

bore.

By making

the scale of "percent-

age saturation" uneven, in the manner shown, the writer found that the
inclined lines (which otherwise are
in the form of sagging curves)
straightened out
and, further, by
;

placing the inclined lines at a small
to

each

instead

otTier,

of

attribute the various

formation

but

the

be useful to those

latter

who

form

will

prefer to re-

hygrometer readings in the
office, and also, perhaps, as a pocket
instrument, to inspectors of mines
and factories.
duce

occurrence

and spontaneous combusmethane, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, and water vapor will suffice for practical
discussion.
It would probably be
well to know, however, that were we
to go into extreme refinement the
fires,

gases

known

The seventeenth annual meeting
Canadian Mining Institute

be held in Toronto, March
5.

assured.

An

interesting

3, 4,

program

is

Exception to this will be taken

cent,

will

.04

be
per

of carbon dioxide at the ex-

The physicians

tell

us that in nor-

mal respiration the air which is
thrown from the lungs contains
about 4 per cent, of CO^ and about
17 per cent, of oxygen.

From

this

would appear that with 17 per
cent, or less of oxygen in an atmosphere it becomes oppressive to animal life.
How much more this
it

could be reduced without fatal results

is

problematic,

possibly

de-

pending on the man's condition and
the exertion he is undergoing at the
time, but the authorities agree that

instance, the gas

as nitrogen consists not only

pending on whether carbon dioxide,

present

For

are

almost

nitrogen, or

amount of argon and minute quan-

of oxygen.

tities of

metargon, aetherium, kryp-

and others,

of which are equally or less inert

to chemical reaction than nitrogen,

and can therefore be classed as such.
Then again, methane, particularly
when produced by coal-dust explosions, is accompanied by various
Consultinff Engineer, Consolidation Coal Co.,
Fairmont. W. Va. Paper read at Huntington meet-

W.

it

contains

pense of oxygen.

of nitrogen, but also an appreciable

ing,

air

below 10 per cent, life could not
long be maintained. These percentages would probably be altered, de-

actually

innumerable.

all

Institute

—-You

all

ton, neon, xenon, helium,

Canadian Mining
Meeting

of

its

uniform

the discussion of the origin of

in

dif-

probably familiar with the
ordinary gases that are found in
mines after gas or dust explosions,
are

became straight.
The hygrograph may be obtained,
engraved on aluminum or on silvered brass, either attached by

The

and widely

mine gas.
The Gases and Their Origin.

tion, therefore air,

leather case.

It is

we may

ferent opinions, not only as to the

mine

hygrometer, or separately, in a thin

observa-

be widely different.

parallel, that the upright lines also

screws to the face of an ordinary

is

are most familiar.

taken guardedly, not that they do
not express the facts as we see them,

thermometer stems of absolutely the

and

others are insignificant.

to be free

also thought

the

many

others.

ought

of consideration

will

monia, the various compounds of
sulphur and phosphorus in oxy-

are agreed that

diffi-

ing straightedge or pivoted pointer.

of

Other hydrocarbons in a series so
long that probably all have not yet
been identified. Then there is am-

With air, we
The authorities

from anything

angle

Frari Haafi

of this mine-gas question which, to

that, if possible,

ters

Mines

in

follow with the eye; also,

curved, lines, as the latter are

He

Usually Found

to construct a chart

as he thought, a chart of the kind

to

Points on the Origin, Occurrence, and Behavior, of the (iases

trial

from Glaisher's tables, and stated
that he had abandoned the attempt,

cult
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Va., Mining Institute.

methane takes the place

Air is the principal carrier of
water vapor in mine atmosphere, but
since water vapor is not considered
a permanent gas at ordinary temperatures and pressures, it is never
reported on a percentage basis
where gases are expressed by
Air has the property of
volume.
carrying variable quantities of water

vapor,

which

is

an important

^e ^t/iery Engineer
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feature

men and

—

a multitude of opinions, and
they vary from .1 per cent, as unfit
for human consumption, as ex-

occurs in variable quantities. The
air is originally supposed to contain

per

This

is

of

cent,

carbon

dioxide.

increased by the breathing

from lamps,
fumes of explosives, and from
putrefaction, fermentation, decomposition of wood, minerals, and
excrement of man and beast. In an
ordinarily ventilated mine these latof

men and

animals,

ter sources are

live stock.

into

Carbon Dioxide. Carbon dioxide
mine air has many sources and

.04

Here we run

not be discussed

but will

here.

in

Februaky, 1915

comparatively small

pressed by a hygienist, to the other

extreme
is

who

says that 10 per cent,
It is fairly well agreed,

not fatal.

however, that when 4 per cent, of
carbon dioxide is reached it shortly
This is
becomes uncomfortable.
about the same as the percentage in

human beThe most reasonable opinion
that of the German engineer who

invariably

accompany

Fortunately

mines when conditions

the

The

sources of carbon monoxide

are few and then only under excep-

From its

tion of carbon with oxygen, strictly

speaking however this

3 per cent., anything less

case.

whatever.

the

There

are

sources which

several

may

be

causes

or

considered

local or unusual, in that they

do not

occur in all mines. The
of water carrying carbonated waters,
which give up their carbonic acid

infiltration

gas when they come in contact with
the acid waters of the mine, and the
solution of calcite or carbonate of
such water, would evolve
lime
This calcite is of
dioxide.
carbon
very common occurrence in coal
in

seams and has been known to
in layers

2 or 3 inches thick.

exist

Com-

bustion or explosion of methane or
coal dust forms large volumes of

and anything more

ologists to quarrel over

expressed,

opinions

may have

which the experiments
were made and the relation of other
gases that composed the total mixtures. It is vastly diiferent whether
tions under

tests

made

are

atmospheres

or

tolerated

where

it

in mine air, no matter
comes from, and not be in-

jurious to the health or efficiency of

in

in

stagnant

currents,

and

whether the carbon dioxide replaces
the oxygen or the nitrogen or both,
or whether other gases are present.
The same controversies and misleading results have taken place in
the question of how much carbon
dioxide

will

extinguish

a

flame.

This latter question has been so
admirably handled in a previous
paper in our transactions by Mr.
G. A. Burrell (1912 Volume) that it
is unnecessary to dwell on it here.
His conclusion is that 4 per cent, of
carbon dioxide will extinguish a
flame under all conditions that may
be encountered in a mine.

dition anything

What interests the mine foreman
how much carbon dioxide may be

one

been correct but the au-

minerals already in solution in the

is,

each

thors failed to describe the condi-

the

To

the practical miner, put in the

simplest form,

your

oil

lamp

breathing

is

it

means

this

:

"If

you or
uncomfortable, your
starts to fail

is

However bad

intolerable, a con-

worse

is

dangerous."

the effect of carbon

dioxide in the mine atmosphere,

doubtful whether

Carbon monoxide

is
is

not the
not the

combination of carbon
with one atom of oxygen, but it is
result of the

invariably formed by the reduction

In regard to the wide variation of

working place

water and the temperature.

and does not

concern the miner.

Spontaneous combustion
of coal, or any other material, will
produce carbon dioxide. Occluded
gas in coal may add some little
carbon dioxide.
There is only one natural means
by which the carbon dioxide may be
reduced in the mine. This gas is
comparatively soluble in water, and
if it comes in contact with water not
acid it will be absorbed from the air
and remain in the water. The quantity so absorbed will depend on the
this gas.

for the physi-

is

chemical

would be naturally inferred that it was a partial combusit

best criterion and puts the limit at
tolerable

does not

quantity produced by explosives.

and probably would not amount to
more than .02 to .03 per cent.; this
makes a total of .07 per cent, which
may be expected to be encountered
in any mine and is too small in
amount to be of any consequence

is

it

are normal, excepting only the small

tional conditions.

is

may

exist in our

formula,

warning

it

est danger.

ing.

states that nature's

and

—

the exhaled breath of a

is

it,

be considered the least dangerous of
all gases encountered.
Carbon Monoxide. In this gas the
miner may well recognize his great-

it

it is

has ever been

the primary cause of a single death

of a miner in our state, from the fact
that dangers of greater

magnitude

of carbon dioxide by losing one
atom of oxygen to other elements
which have a greater affinity for
oxygen under the existing conditions.

There
a

is

common

an impression, probably
when methane

one, that

burns or explodes with insufficient

oxygen

for complete combustion,
carbon monoxide is one of the resulting products. This is in error,
and there is no danger of the formation of carbon monoxide from the
methane.
explosion
of
Unfortunately there is no such thing
as

a

coal

some
when
tirely.

pure

methane

mines,

as

coal

dust

explosion

there

is

present,

in

always
which,

affected, alters the results en-

An

explosion of coal dust,

or without methane,
produce considerable quantities
of carbon monoxide and this is the
principal source of this troublesome
either

with

will

gas.

Mine fires and even spontaneous
combustion will also produce carbon monoxide in considerable quanis
very questionable
tities.
It
whether the occluded gases of coal
add any appreciable quantity, first
from the question whether any occluded gases are liberated, and again
that, if so, they probably do not contain any carbon monoxide.
The quantity of carbon monoxide
given off by explosives (black powder for instance, which is the great-
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est

offender

XS^ QflieryEngineer
negligible

is

standpoint.

ventilation

If

from a
it were

possible to hold undiluted the gases

given off by the explosion of black
powder, the carbon monoxide would
probably represent 18 per cent, of

But the amount

the total.

so

is

small and dilution with air so rapid
that the result

A pound

cant.

almost insignifi-

is

generate about

1

bon monoxide

gas.

much

bility

powder

of black

will

cubic foot of car-

of this

In
is

all

proba-

burned subse-

quent to the explosion. Numerous
cases are reported of miners being

burned by setting fire to gases when
examining the results of a freshly
fired shot, and this has been attributed to the presence of carbon
monoxide. This we believe to be
largely

error;

in

the probabilities

are that the intense temperature of
the explosion distilled

some of the

surrounding coal, and the inflammability of the gases is chargeable
more to the hydrocarbon gas than to
carbon monoxide, at least the appearance of the flame would indicate

a

helmet,

The

advice to the practical miner

danger of carbon
monoxide is this
In an ordinarily
ventilated mine with no abnormal
conditions, there is no danger from
carbon monoxide.
In mines in
which there has been an explosion
of any kind, where a mine fire is in
progress,
or where spontaneous
combustion is known to exist, he
will take it for granted that carbon
in regard to the

:

monoxide

is

ing current.

present in the ventilat-

There

is

no remedy

to

apply except an abundant air supply.
There is no percentage of tolerance,
as the poisonous effect

is

cumula-

and the smallest appreciable

percentage will in time result fatally.

Standing bodies of carbon monoxide
articles,

frequently

and even

purely a myth.

referred

to

in

in textbooks, are

From

the very na-

formation the suggestion
Safety
is absurd.
lamps are of no use with carbon
monoxide. The man who has found
carbon monoxide with a safety lamp
in a mine under actual conditions
does not live to tell about it. Even
ture of

its

of such a thing

other

conditions

matter was impermeable, the gases

would put a man's lamp flame out
of commission before this point is

were retained at increased pressure
and the
coal seam fully matured.
Most
probably the gas is contained in coal
seams as water is in a porous rock,
and remains there in a more or less
compressed condition so long as the
enclosing walls are gas tight and
able to withstand the pressure from
within. Probably the coal is still in
a state of chemical change or decomposition, which may be proceeding very slowly, and thus gases are
continually evolved and accumu-

reached.

It

is

only

in

artificial

atmospheres where tests with safety
lamps can be made.
Methane. Methane,
fi r e d a m p,
marsh gas, or simply gas (all misnomers except the first) has probably been discussed more than any
single phase of the coal mining
problem. Its properties are so well
known that there need be no dis-

—

cussion of this feature here.

There

however, something to be said
about its source and its mode of
occurrence in the mines.
Most of
is,

literature on this subject has
emanated from European countries
where it has been studied since coal
mines were first opened. The general impression which we get from
these writings, and it has been
largely copied into our literature on
the subject, is that methane originates in the coal seam and that coal

as decomposition proceeded

is

the exclusive source of this gas.

The reasoning

as far as

sound.

it

goes

is

All coals con-

tain more or less gas, of which
methane is the principal one; it is

liberated as the coal

is

opened, there-

fore the gas comes from the coal.

But why not apply it to water; the
analysis of coal shows that it contains water, and when the coal is
mined water is encountered; will
any one say that all water is found
in coal seams?
Let us quote from Caleb Pamely's
"The Colliery Manager's Handbook," 5th edition, considered one
of the best mining books in England, just to show what this authority has to say on the source of
methane: "The origin of this gas
(methane) in coal is the change
which has produced coal from
It is probable
vegetable matter.
process
of decompothat during the
sition,

new

strata

accumulated to

such an extent as to cause considerable pressure. Where these newly

within

lated

Now
all

the

pores

of

some

and so on.

coals,"

the

apparently

this.

tive

with

377

if

this is all true,

why do

not

coal mines give off gas to a cer-

How will we ex-

tain extent at least?

two mines side
by side and practically of the same
size, in the same seam of coal and
plain the fact that of

conditions apparently the same,
one of these mines gives off half a

all

million feet of gas per day and the

other practically none.

Now

us see what Germany has
There was published in 1903
a treatise composed of some twelve
volumes; the contributors were the
best authorities at the time, and was
known as "Die Entwickelung des
let

to say.

Niderrheinisch-Westfalischen Stein-

kohlen-Bergbaues" and which was
considered the "last word" on coal
mining in Germany. After discussing the question. of mine gases over
several hundred pages, in which
mines and districts are classified,
seams are classified, depths from the
surface, kinds of coal, and in fact
every imaginable combination is

made

to indicate

why

certain coal

mines have gas and others have
none, in a vain attempt to bring
all

it

some reasonable conclusion,

to

with a sentence which
means "it should not be
overlooked however that there may
they

end

translated

be other sources of gas besides coal
seams, since gas has been encountered in sinking shafts' and

it

has

deposited strata were of a porous

also been found in salt and strontia

nature, the gases given off during

mines."

decomposition would escape through
the strata to the surface, but where
the cover over the buried vegetable

statement other sources of methane
later book, also
are dismissed.

So with

this

short brief

A

German, by Wabuer, an excellent
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larger portion of the total gas en-

vent a constantly accumulating body

on ventilation, passes the
matter still more lightly, and even
goes so far as to say that the gas

countered

easiest to handle.

proceeded

escapes from
cent strata, and, probably to

Every mine which has encounmethane in quantity and
tered

reached and there remains that un-

treatise

the coal to the adjafit

the

mine,

the

in

the

is

it

theory, states that methane is seldom found in anthracite mines.

naturally

In Belgium coal is also charged
with being the source of methane.

current to the face of the coal. The
gas escaping from the bottom, with

In that country the coal measures
are very much disturbed geologically, with faults, folds, and over-

its

(or at least should)

its

ventilating

natural tendency to rise due to

lesser specific gravity,

its

mixes readily

and thoroughly with the air-current.
At this point it would be well to call

one instance where
has pushed
limestone
Devonian
the
over the coal measures for a distance of 30 miles. In disturbances
such magnitude there must
of
necessarily have been formed cavithrows; there

more, carries

anticipates

is

attention to another laxity of ex-

We

pression.

have seen

it

stated

innumerable times that "methane
due to its low specific gravity has a

of gas from forming.

Diffusion has

equilibrium

until

pleasant sensation that a large body
of gas

is

above and that

down some

it

will

or gradually, as the conditions and

circumstances dictate.

A

breaking to the surface may be woe to the farmer but
it is joy to the pit boss for this is
pillar fall

way in which his
danger can be removed.
Nearly a year ago the Consolidation Coal Co. had a particularly agThe
gravating case of this kind.
the only natural

pillar fall

outbursts of gas, pressures as high

when mixed with

mechan-

quently and persistently came

as 800 pounds to the square inch are

ically or

tendency

at

recorded; the wonder

is

subject to enormous pressure.

here that they have the great

It is

is

that they

West Virginia methane

does not have

Our

its

coal seams are porous

porous

other

and

stratifications

are

simply a reservoir for the so-called
natural gas which has its source far

below the coal seams. If we are
correct in our opinion on this source
of the gas in our coal mines, it
should aid us not only in anticipating the flow of gas from our mines
but also in the manner of handling
them.
In our experience in West Virginia we have never yet found it a

comes from the

rule that the gas
top,
itself

the bottom or from the coal
;

it is

where

or

liable to

come from any-

everywhere

at

once.

Feeders from the bottom can with
reason be expected to have longer
activity than those
this

is

from the top and

also borne out in practice.

While the gas which originates
from the bottom of the seam is the

the

a

comparatively short disits

origin the percentage

feeders,

are

Entries are usually in

room work

vanced.

It

is

sufficiently

appears

that

ad-

these

blowers follow well-defined fissures
.

unexpected times, due to multi-

tudinous causes which defied correction.
Each offence required

finally decided to put

in

advance of room works, and as these
feeders develop along certain lines
the entries usually encounter them
months, or probably years, before

like

The gas fredown

long time to come.

and

or entries.

source in the coal.

was not of sufficient size
hope for a surface break for a

shut-down or a night shift
up and became a
matter of no small expense. It was

usually encountered in the heading

the world, but to point out plainly

to

has been tested out frequently
that bottom gas mixes very rapidly,

Bottom blowers, or

opinions in other parts of

that here in

irre-

of methane is practically uniform
through the area of the entry.

paper

not intended for a criticism of

others'

Gases

It

tance from
this

this

eliminated."

spective of their specific gravities.

generally accepted theory.

However, the object of

by diffusion

completely

once mixed will never separate,

don't get higher pressures than this
under such conditions.
We might add to those some
American publications, even textbooks, which lean largely to this

is

air either

come

time, either with a rush

tendency to rise and collect at the
roof of a mine." This is true, but to
this statement should be added "but

ties

is

or clay veins.

Blowers from the roof, while not
so consistent or continuous in their
flow, give rise to

are
are

an entirely

differ-

work they
easily handled, but when rooms
driven in more or less stagnant

ent problem.

In entry

accumulations of gas may and
do form and give the fire boss a
chance to earn his pay. When pillars are drawn back and roof falls
air,

occur,

the

ventilating

current

be-

comes more and more reduced on
such gob piles as the excavated area
becomes larger, and finally high on
these pillar falls the current fails
entirely

and there

is

nothing to pre-

either a
to

clear matters

down a

drill

hole from the surface to tap this

body of gas and

The

happen.

hole

see
is

what would
still

in opera-

9 months after drilling in and
still
doing its work successfully.
While at first the escaping gas was
nearly pure methane the percentage
rapidly dropped off and after a
week's time and since, the percentage has been fluctuating between
For future ref3.5 and 10 per cent.
erence and information various observations were continuously made.
One feature that was particularly
tion

was

interesting

that nitrogen (other

than normally with air) or black-

damp

was

constantly

also

dis-

charged, but there was apparently

no relation between the two.

damp was
quantities

suspected

Black-

not anticipated in large

and

its

existence

when we found

was

first

that

a

mixture of methane
would neither explode nor burn. A
complete analysis of the gas clearly
9-per-cent.

showed why.

It

was a case of

deficiency of oxygen.

This subject

has been worked out in part by the
Bureau of Mines, only (so far as I
know) they have devoted their at-

; ;
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more

tention

to
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carbon dioxide as

the inert gas.

Bore holes as a solution for gob
gases have their limitations, how-

The

ever; in a case where the surface

Sorehead

subsides without a surface break the

problem

very

is

In such cases
best
eral

it

much

judgment reinforced by a
amount of luck in order to
question

how

of

methane may be tolerated

find

air

is

a very

difficult

But, however

mine

one to answer.

much we should

like

an answer, it is essential
that some line be drawn, particularly
to avoid

where ventilation follows a control
by chemical analysis.
We have
made it a rule that the return in any
individual split or in the main return air-course there shall not be

more than

per cent, methane.

This
gives a factor of safety of about 17,
which we believe will more than
take care of any contingency that is
probable or likely to occur. This is
considerably less than has been suggested by the mining laws of Pennsylvania and the United States
Bureau of Mines.
The time is past when the miner
need fear a mysterious danger from
firedamp.
The laws which govern
its actions under all circumstances
.3

are so well
tery

is

worked out that

all

mys-

dispelled.

have a foe before you
it is well to know his strength, and
without belittling his power to know
Confidence

limitations also.

is

necessary in the face of danger, but

remember that your
dustry, and confidence,
nothing

if

ability,

will gain

in-

The methods by which

To

He

all

calls

And

He

To William Murdock

belongs the

from coal to purposes of practical
utility.
He is said to have filled
bladders with gas and used it for

and

to

across the Cornish

have

occasionally

scared the miners by giving an extra
squeeze to the bladder and projecting

a long flame.

best.

for improvement

given

and board of directors

the ban of his curse

them a parcel of money
and

pirates,

collectors.

and worse.

harpies,

swears that their souls are so puny and narrow,

Their hearts are so

little

and hard.

They'd open the bones of a gnat for

And

He

is

render

its

hide for the

stoutly maintains that the

its

marrow

lard..

mine of a neighbor

Gives better conditions and pay.

But strangely enough

sticks so close to his labor

Yet while he

To

And
To

is

working, he loses no chances'

generate strife and debate.
seizes
stir

on any and

all

circumstances

up resentment and

hate.

is

your endeavors.

credit of first applying gas distilled

downs,

officials

Come under

So, while he continues to pocket his

He

way

newest and

is

hasn't a thing to suggest.

The higher

He

run.

it is

you would judge he had striven

Each time that a chance

From

lighting his

his talk

what

learn

done,

is

ready to censure unfairly

is

Although by

squarely

you

that eternal vigilance

not uppermost in

His company's business

how

That no one can drive him away

When you

his

He's never contented, no matter

But always

much
in

hu R. T. Sirofm

lib-

the proper location for the hole.

The

Wrmnfor The Colllerj) Engineer

complicated.

will require one's

those

who

wages

accept his employ,

stoops to the tricks of the knave and engages

In acts that obstruct and annoy;

Yet doubtless

And

call

if

some one should brand him

as graceless,

him a treacherous sneak,

He'd bluster and vow such assertions were baseless

Or prompted by envy and

pique.
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ties

STEEL

have been in

In nearly every

Mine Ties

Steel

case where an at-

many

use

tempt

Occupy Less Height

years on the larry

tracks

Furnish

Coal,

More

Give

Relia ble Track,

Longer Service Than Wood, and Are Easier

coke

of

Low

in

to

L^y

Written /or

more
is

ceive in mines, yet they are Httle

Oftentimes

used in main haulways.
During the past 6 or 7 years or

the rail

Fairmont

the

Machine

Co.

entered into the manufacture of steel

mine

a business,

ties as

many com-

panies have adopted them in place

of wooden

one company alone,
Lackawanna & West-

ties,

the Delaware,
ern,

having ordered
another,

46,000;

in a short

Tht

lost

derailment

this

downward between

by

ties

the weight of the loaded car, and

two features call for addiAlthough spikes
tional expense.
are
small, they are
rooms
in
used
oftentimes large enough to split the
ties and two are frequently required

these

steel

ties

not

by the carload

are the fol-

steel ties

:

than wooden

more

in the long

is less

ties,

durable,

because

possible to use

is

it

run

being

steel

the ties over and over again.

No

spikes or fish-plates, bolts, or

The

companies in which J. E.
Wilkenson, of Philadelphia, is interested have 41,000 ties in use.
Such companies as these would not
did

by users of
lowing
Their cost

or removing the

Coal Co., has 45,000, while the three

they

or another favor the steel
the advantages claimed

Among

when

time and money, either

time

steel

laying

rails.

form

ties

roadbed; and, the

coal

order

way

ties.

nuts are required, items which save

Hutchinson

the

one

steel

the results in

ties,

bends

to

cost

differences between

Collleru Engineer

by the company and miners.

severe strains than they would re-

since

the

wooden and

ovens, where they
are subject to

made

is

analyze

rail

own

their

being practi-

on the floor, the track soon
becomes smooth and firm, keeps
true to gauge, and as there is less
bending there are fewer derailments
cally

if

In case a car does leave the

possess

merits

that

of cars.

made them equal or
wooden ties, besides

better

than

track, there

more

eco-

inches to place the wheels on the

nomical.

is

a

of about 2yi

lift

track compared with 6 inches in the

In most coal mines

it

case of

has been

customary to use split wooden ties
in rooms, few making use of faced
ties.
These are able to hold the

rails

wooden

ties

;

and further the

are not distorted nor do they

on one side and sometimes on both

in

are not
shape; how-

have to be respiked before the track
can be used.
Steel ties being light, one man can

sides of the rail; in addition to this

carry four with almost the same ef-

ties of this

objectionable

a number are lost in the gob and

fort

shape do appear, and half-round ties
split readily, so that possibly one tie
in every ten is merely good for cord
wood. When dressed ties are used
their cost in place will range from

some are bent so as to be worthless,
especially when being pulled in order to loosen and remove the rails.
Where wooden ties are used, every
fifth tie must be faced so as to take

they are preferred by miners

only when
roughly triangular

track

some

ever,

they

Fig.

1.

Steel Ties on Machine Track

5 to 12 cents in favorable localities.

and support the

Room

fish-plates

ties

are placed about 3 feet

apart and light rails are used. They
are not tamped so as to make a firm

road

bed,

and owing

to

the

un-

evenness of the floor and varying
thickness of

car

rocks

wooden

ties

a loaded

and throws its weight
rail which of course

against one
loosens
spike.

the

small

2Y2- or 3-inch
In a short time this action

spreads the rails and a car becomes
derailed with the result that a hunt

must be made for levers and bait to
put it back on the track, or some
one must go for a car rerailer, and
a mule; in either case valuable time

even when

joint

used;

are

also

experi-

enced trackmen with tools are required to lay the track toward the

These men carry the rails,
tools, and spikes, and while it is
usually customary to figure spikes
face.

at

1

that

cent per

1^

tie,

cents

nearer correct.

so

per

many

are lost

would be
wooden ties

tie

Split

may

one wooden

as

room track

will lay their

ence to waiting until

Miners are more careful in removwhen doing pillar work,

because they are easy to unfasten
from the rails, no spike puller being
required, besides they can pick them
up with one hand and carry them to
safety.

This quick laying and removal of
the Fairmont steel

their recovery

when an attempt

relay them.

is

made

to

the regular

ing steel ties

they are attacked by dry rot and
lose their holding power on the
split

who

in prefer-

used.

instances

and

therefore

trackmen can come to do the work,
as in cases where wooden ties are

be used from one to six times,
but more often once or twice because

spike, or because they dry out

tie,

in

the

where wooden

ties
if

tie

aids in

many

recovery of rails

would prevent

quick action were

demanded.
If steel ties

become bent or broken

they are easy to repair, therefore
since they are neither lost,

worn

out,

.
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nor scrapped to any appreciable extent, they become an asset and a

wooden
laid

the

in

credit

Only

inventory.

have never been
are an asset in a mine inventhat

ties

steel
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possesses all the advanmentioned and more which
make them valuable adjuncts to coal
tie

tages

addition to ecdnomical mining, besides saving the timber used in

mining.

wooden ties for other purposes.
While sulphur water has some ap-

Tablb

1

tory.

The following

data*, taken

from

the Transactions of the 1913

West

Virginia Mining Institute, relate to
the Kirkwood mine of the Hutchin-

Wood

Ties

Steel Tia*

Ties 2 J feet apart, 80 ties at 12 cents

i 9.60
.90
7.50
3.60

35

$21.60

Total
Value of material

320 spikes, 40 pounds
Labor laying and removing track
Depreciation of ties and spikes

ties

at 33 cent*

fll.SS

Labor removing track
(Track laid by mmers)

l.fiO

Depreciation

1,00

son Coal Co., near Bridgeport, Ohio.

The seam worked

is

Ohio No. 8

corresponding to the Pittsburg bed
farther east, and is 5 feet 4 inches
thick. The statement gives the cost
of hauling coal on all-wood track in
rooms in 1907 75 per cent, steel

—

track in rooms in 1908 and all-steel

track in rooms in 1909.
Year 1907. All- Wood Track
Tons
Produced

Month

16,043
26,216
22.617

October

Cost
Per Ton

.0480
.0402
.0370

,

Average cost per ton

Year

Per Cent. Steel Track

75

1908.

.0410

Tons
Produced

Month

September
October

Cost
Per Ton

.0398
.0336
.0321

12,620
16,696
16,281

Average cost per ton.

.0348

Total
Value of material

Actual cost

All-Steel Track

1909.

Tons
Produced

Month

In low beds, small cars must be
used; however, steel

with brushing the roof or

.0284
.0281
.0282

21,556
22,540
25.191

^

As

tracks are comparatively easy

wooden wedges being used

the

blow

.0282

rails,

is

a

vertical

to

horizontal

wooden

often difficult to strike a

blow and drive the spikes

One

properly.

which

only

needed, where with

is

it

of steel
Average cost per ton.

floor.

H. Meade, general manager of
the Peytona Block Coal Co., in West
Virginia, found that where he had
to widen the roadway to 6 feet when
using 5-foot wooden ties, by using
steel ties he reduced the width to
4 feet, and as the height of the tie
inch compared with 4 inches,
was
the lessened work in taking up bottom slate amounted to 58 cubic feet
in every hundred feet.
C.

ties

September

allow

ties will

from 4 inches to 6 inches more
headroom than wooden ties. This
permits of a larger car, or more
load, and will in some cases do away

hold

Cost
Per Ton

$14.50

mine

rails

of the chief values

ties

may

is

4

in..

.0128
$886.85
ft.

12.80

1,000 tons

shows a comparison of
removing
the coal from a
cost of
room 24 feet wide, 200 feet long,
5' 4" thick, by the use of steel rails
with wood ties and steel rails with
steel ties which was also made at the
same time.
Up to this point the relative comparison between wooden and steel
Table

ties

in

1

thick

coal

beds

has

been

considered, whereas in thin beds the
Official obtained

W.

Va.

35-7—5

by

J.

Clark Evans, Fairmont,

Actual cost

$ 3.60

as

which

is

shown

which

ties

may

to the left of the cut,

considered to be better than

and further it
There
is held in place by a steel tie.
seems to be no question but that this
suitable for main haulage
is
tie
roads, is a labor saving and a great
laying

it

on

its side,

steel
it

ties,

the

neverthe-

has to be high in acid to cause

corrosion.

JR

JR

Anthracite and Bituminous
Production, 1914
The Bureau
tics

of Anthracite Statis-

states that "if the quantity of

anthracite sold to local trade and

employes be put at 3 per cent, of the
shipments a proportion that has

—

held approximately, in recent years

—then

the total marketable output
1914 was 70,352,050 long tons, as
compared with 72,052,926 tons in
in

1911 and 71,141,717 tons last year.

This does not include the coal used
in the operation of the mines themselves which is equal to 12 per cent,
of the quantity shipped."

The

mated

production

by the

States

Geological

^"'"v^y

718,680 long tons.

It

is

esti-

United
is

81,-

probable

not include the shipments over the

used

be subjected to great strains and
In this case
still hold a firm track.
the jumper rail is turned upside

down

less

on

steel rails,

of 21

It is
ties

effect

same as on

cutter

The Jeffrey-Drennen coal
shown in Fig. 1 has a sweep
feet and weighs 7 tons.
at Fleming, Ky., on steel
is an evidence that such

preciable

that when the two sources of information have balanced their accounts
their figures will approximate. The
Bureau of Anthracite Statistics does

the ease with

be advanced toward

the face.
Saving per ton in favor of all-steel track
Saving for 3 months of 1909
Saving per room, 24 ft. X 200 ft., coal 5

$14.06
10.66

left

Saving per 1,000 tons, $11, or .011 per ton.

to lay,

Year

7.00

left

Lehigh

& New

England Railroad of

the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.

According

to the tentative figures

of the United States Geological Survey, the production of coal in 1914

was 510 million short

tons,

a de-

crease of 60 million tons compared

with 1913.

It is

estimated that bi-

tuminous coal in Pennsylvania decreased between 20 and 25 million
tons from production in 1913 which
in that year

short tons.

amounted

to 173,781,217
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OBITUARY
I

THOMAS LYNCH

Thomas Lynch,

president of the

H. C. Frick Coke Co.; the Bunsen
Coal Co., of Illinois; the United
States Coal and Coke Co., of
Virginia ; and three smaller

West

Mr. Lynch's services to the company were such that in 1890 he was
made general manager, and in 1896,
when Mr. Frick retired as president,
he was elected to succeed him.
As president of the H. C. Frick
Coke Co., he was more than an executive to preside at board meetings

and

to exercise a very general su-

Pennsylvania corporations,
Sharon Coal and Limestone Co., the Republic

particle

from

contests

with

died

at

residence

his

Greensburg,

Pa.,

years the relations existing

between the H. C. Frick
Coke Co. and its employes
have been remarkably and
continuously friendly.

in

He was

on De-

1875 he

until

His
was that of
the H. C. Frick

some safety
H.

coke plant and store
when it was leased by his employers.
In 1882, the firm of H. C. Frick
& Co., which had grown to be the
most prominent firm in the Connellsville coke region, was incorporated as the H. C. Frick Coke Co.
In the same year he was appointed

doesn't

all

the

company's operations.

From

that

time on, the

as

He chose competent subordinates,
always kept in touch with them, and

flippant

consulted them in matters pertain-

Hunk

ing to the various mining and coking

doesn't

sition,

but

as chief of

strongly

sition

in

held for

operating department,

into the dominating po-

coke making that

many

years.

when occasion demanded
In busi-

uously to what he believed was fair

and

grew rapidly

a kindly dispo-

he was as firm as a rock.

Frick Coke Co., with Mr. Frick as
its
executive head, and "Tom"
Lynch, as he was familiarly called,
its

He had

operations.

ness or labor disputes he held stren-

H. C.

it

has

much

pervision of the company's business.

right,

settled

and when a matter was

he never held resentment.

This

trait

of

shown

his

character was

some years

after a series of long

waged
region.

strikes

in

and

ago,

bitterly

the Connellsville

He would

not

yield

a

C.

as one

and

saying that
or a

go

'it

in

is

our organization.

ings entitled to as

you or

The

humorous

cheaper to kill a
than a mine mule'

Slav and the Italian are
as

had

own a mine worth
human life. The

so-called

Wop

explaining

rules he

"The
he said:
Frick Coke Co.

framed,

superintendent of the Val-

of

and

officials

made

superintendent

all

being most

and efficient.
His interest in the safeguarding of mine workers
was forcefully shown on
one occasion when, in addressing a group of mine

ley

general

fields as

rational

position

In 1877 he was

officials

force are recognized in

Co. store at Broadford,

Pa.

Mine

employes.

mining

In

as a coke operator.

&

State

and

and
These rules
he improved from time to
time, and those now in

with H. C. Frick,
was at that time just

a clerk in

rules to sup-

word for the

fairly started in his career

first

the

all

ciated

who

mine

plement

Consideration" as a watch-

became asso-

first

move-

adopted the
phrase "Safety the First

he was 17 years of age and
then began business life
as a clerk in a store.

a set of

Laws,

father being a contractor.

school

First"

In 1892 he framed

ment.

County, Ireland, who came
country shortly
this
to
after their marriage, his
attended

the originator of

the "Safety

cember 29, 1914.
Mr. Lynch was born at
Uniontown, Pa., on August 13, 1854. His parents
were natives of Waterford

He

and coke

and fair treatment to all the mine
workers of the Frick Coke Co.
That pledge he kept to the letter.
He took a keen personal interest in
the welfare of the mine
workers, and for many

and the Hostetter-Connellsville Coke Co.,
Co.,

the mine

After the strikers were
beaten and they returned to work,
he voluntarily pledged fair wages

workers.

the

Coke

his position in those

much

human

The
be-

protection

I."

safety measures and the wel-

and sociological work of the
mining companies over which he
presided have been frequently illustrated and described in The Colliery Engineer and other perifare

odicals.

While a man of strong opinions,
he was very tolerant, and respected

—

^e QffieryEngineer
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the honest opinions of others.

He

In

was a Roman CathoHc.

religion he

respected the reHgious opinions

of others and quietly and unosten-

work

tatiously encouraged

of other

denominations among his employes.
When a wealthy Greensburg man

who died a few years ago bequeathed a large sum of money to
the Greensburg Y. M. C. A. for the
purpose of erecting a building for
its work, he named Mr. Lynch as
one of the trustees to carry out the
terms of the bequest.
This trust
Mr. Lynch accepted, and he gave
much time and consideration to it
until

the

was completed

building

late

nent
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Daniel Lewis, a former promi-

mine

superintendent

Schuylkill

anthracite

in

field,

length; that they are
props, as the soft ends giving

his

first

of Pottsville, Pa.

central
portion
being of much
greater strength, will not buckle and
collapse without giving warning of

Composite Mine Props
complete mine prop, designed
by John Kirkby, of Pilsley, Chesterfield, England, and in use at a
leading colliery in the Midlands for

over 3 years,

is

an interesting inno-

vation in mine timbering.

Fig.

1

shows sections and dimensions of
the more usual sizes and is self-

University

W.

same

at

they are more economical than any
other form of pit prop, as in actual
use they can be set a greater number
of times without necessitating a

3 years, the soft ends costing 1 cent
each for timber and manufacture,
some being reset four and five times
with the same ends. They are essentially room props, but there is no
objection to their use elsewhere provided that there is an opportunity

A number of experiments
have been carried out with these
props giving particulars as regards
their strength, and the weight borne
by them during use such being ob3 years.

Philadelphia,

Sof/

m>od

m eouitn u«mu
Fic.

1.

explanatory.

Composite Mink Props

The

initial

manager of the operations
of the Peerless Coal and Coke Co.,
which corporation his father was

stronger; that they

4.

assistant

if

cost

is

low

the colliery happens to

have a stock of old steel pipes of
suitable size such as are used for
conveying water, steam, or compressed air and these will be amply
strong when they are no longer suitable for their original purpose.

;

tained by introducing lead cylinders
of known sizes between the wooden

props and measuring

t'heir compresprops were withCoal and Iron Trades Re-

when

sion

drawn.

The

chief advantages claimed for these

Methane, CH^

composite props are: that they are
lighter than an ordinary wood prop

Methane, CH^,

more nearly ap-

from the

distillation of coal.

are adjustable in length as a supply

boils,

of the "soft ends" can be kept in

- 160° C.

1910,

became

its

ager.

Mr. Luther

is

survived

by

his

who before her marriage was
Miss Grace Lewis, daughter of the
wife,

in natural

mine gds, and

general man-

May,

found

gas, coal

death he was elected vice-

his

is

of the same length and considerably

president of the company, and in

After

the

view.

proximate to the wood prop in
shape and are consequently more
liked than the other forms substituted for the wood prop; that they

Linfather's

of their low
be mentioned that at

illustration

may

it

of recovering them. At the colliery
mentioned, not one prop was lost in

Va., died at the

interested.

is

one particular colliery a number of
these props had been in use for over

especially

financially

new

end while the other portion

soft

As an

LUTHER

Hospital,

substitutes of

where the strength is the
any portion of the length;

like nature

cost,

Mr. Luther was a
son of the late Roland C. Luther, a
distinguished mining engineer, who
for many years was general manager of the Philadelphia & Reading
He was born
Coal and Iron Co.
in Pottsville,. on January 23, 1876,
and was educated in the public
schools of his native town, and
About 12 years
at Andover, Mass.
ago he went to West Virginia as

on January

wood props and other

practically everlasting.

ffleenforctng Co//ar or//oop

111.

Roland Y. Luther, general manager of the Peerless Coal and Coke
Co., of Vivian,

of

such collapse as do the ordinary

A

who with the following sons and daughters survive
him: Mrs. Jos. D. Wentling, Miss
Sarah A. Lynch, Thomas Lynch, Jr.,
Ralph Lynch, H. Clay Lynch, and
Charles McKenna Lynch, all of
whom but H. Clay Lynch reside in
Greensburg. The latter, being general manager of the Bunsen Coal

Y.

afford the miner an opportunity

knowing how much weight is
upon the prop, and the reinforced

na, of Pittsburg,

ROLAND

safe

away

mother, and one brother, Edwin C.
Luther, a civil and mining engineer,

and turned over to the association.
He was married on December 16,
1879, to Miss Sarah Agnes McKen-

Co., resides in Danville,

able

the

the stall varying in length, say from
2 inches to 6 inches from the standard adopted and it is only a matter
of moments to insert one of a suit-

the

chief

member

of

series of hydrocarbons.

is

the

obtained
It is

paraffin

It is said

to

no amount of pressure
above a temperature of -81.8°C. It
liquefy

at

according
Its

to

Ramsay, at
comand 1 cubic

specific gravity

pared with air

is

.559,

foot of the gas weighs 312.36 grains
at

ordinary temperature and pres-

sure.
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"iJSe

TESTIFYING

INCommission,

before the

Industrial

Relations

quoted in press
dispatches of January 19 as "cheerfully admitting
that even at the present time women, stripped nearly to

Miss Ida Tarbell

is

the waist, stoke coke ovens in Pennsylvania and other
If

states."

and
is

February, 191 S
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Miss Tarbell has been correctly reported,
member of the "Ananias Club," she

posed the minimum penalty of a fine of $25 and costs on
Mr. Neal in one of the four cases, and suspended sentence in the other three. Mr. Neal and his prosecutors

room together

in a most friendly mood,
resumed their work with a most kindly
feeling prevailing between them and their superior officer.
left

the court

and the

latter

not already a

is

now

membership

qualified for full

in that organization.

Tliomas Lynch

THE

prosperity that has been the good fortune of

the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania for some
year^ past seems to have had an irritating effect
on some of the alleged statesmen at Washington. Their

ignorance of actual conditions existing

in

mining regions,

THE

portrait of

Thomas Lynch, shown

in connec-

on another page, is an
tion with
excellent one in that it shows the features of a man
of force and strong character. But it fails to show his
kindly disposition, his pleasant smile, and the many
characteristics that endeared him to his subordinates and
his

obituary

plus a pig-headed determination not to recognize facts as

personal friends.

they exist, offer the only excuse for most of the legislation and official meddling in both anthracite and
bituminous coal mining operations. If instead of sending

His death, at the comparatively early age of 60 years,
was not only a great loss to the corporations he so ably
presided over, and to his personal friends and acquaintances, but it was a loss to the coal mining industry

committees of politicians or department clerks, absolutely
ignorant of the technical and commercial sides of coal
mining, to investigate and report on conditions in various fields, some of the competent men connected with
the Bureau of Mines were used, there
that a

little

common

sense would

domes of some of the

is

filter

a bare possibility

through the ivory

recipients of Congressional salaries

sarcastically referred to as "Solons."

generally.

The splendid arrangements and fine equipment that
mark the important mines he controlled, will for many
years be a monument to his ability and progressiveness.
The "Safety First" movement, which he originated, and
the rational sociological work among the mine workers,
which he either originated or encouraged,

will,

however,

be his greatest memorial. "Safety First" is destined to
When the coal fields
live as long as time shall last.

The Law Regarding

A

REMARKABLE case
management was

Hoisting Engineers
involving a question of mine

tried in the criminal court of

Schuylkill County, Pa., last month.

the conviction of James B. Neal,

It resulted in

and whose operations he
directed, are worked out, abandoned, and forgotten,
"Safety First" will continue, and its humane spirit will
always be linked with the memory of Thomas Lynch.
which he aided

in developing,

manager of the Buck

Run Coal

Co., upon four charges of violating the 8-hour
law of 1911, as applied to hoisting engineers.
The remarkable feature of the case was that the
complainants who made information against Mr. Neal,
and that gentleman, showed no feeling in the matter
except an extremely friendly one. The facts of the case
were that Mr. Neal changed the working hours of the
engineers from three shifts of 8 hours each per day, to
two shifts, one of 10 and the other of 14 hours. This
change applied only to those days when the mine was
idle, and only an occasional trip was to be made.
At
other times he complied with the law. When objection

was made

to the change,

a legal right to

made.
above.

make

it,

This was agreed

Mr. Neal, who believed he had
suggested that a test case be

to, and it resulted as stated
Judge Brumm, who presided at the trial, im-

AFTER

Anthracite Mining
W. G. Whildin's

reading Mr.

description of

_/~\^ mining thick pitching coal beds, our subscribers
will no doubt agree with us, that the value of this

would be impaired somewhat had it been puband will excuse its unusual length
This is the kind of paper that must be printed in full.
From time to time inquirers ask us to inform them
through our columns of the best method of mining thick
steep pitching coal beds, and as we never knew and do
not yet know, we are obliged to refer to the old general
methods practiced in the anthracite fields. Therefore,
Mr. Whildin's paper is a welcome addition to the literature on this subject, and it is to be hoped the continued
efforts on the part of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation
article

lished in instalments

—

:

;

February, 1915
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Co. to find some economical and safe method whereby
the excellent coal in the Mammoth bed pillars may be

recovered will meet with success. Other anthracite companies have special systems probably, but so long as they
are kept out of print the engineering fraternity will be
unable to decide on their merits.
are not in accord

We

with the president

who

told his

manager

that

if

he had

an improved mining method he should keep it to himself,
and not give it to others through the medium of a society
or technical journal; for the reason that no system is
and two heads are better than one when deciding

perfect,

on the merits of a mining system. Undoubtedly much
anthracite can be saved by adopting new methods in
recovering the pillars in steep pitching beds.
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"The declared purpose of
as found in

the Act of June 9, 1911, P. L. 756,
clearly within the police power of the
power, which extends to all regulations affecting the
order, morals, peace and safety of society, includes
its

title,

is

That
good
those which are reasonably necessary for the safety of employes
state.

health,

*****•***»

in coal mines.

"And now, December 1, 1914, it is adjudged that, while
may be an honest difference of opinion as to the benefits

there
to be
derived in all cases from a compliance with the provisions of
Rule 18 of Article
of the Bituminous Mining Act of
June 9, 1911, P. L. 756, as an added element of safety in the
operation of the mines, the action of the legislature in adopting
the rule was in the legitimate exercise of the police power of
the state, being in a matter germane and properly related to the
purposes of the Act, and that the rule, therefore, is valid, and
is binding upon all persons coming within its provisions, and on
the submission of this case to the court in the manner noted in
the opinion herewith filed, on the question of the legality of the
decision of the mine inspector of the Ninth Bituminous Mining
District of Pennsylvania, in holding that the rule must be complied with as written, the decision of the mine inspector is

XXV

sustained."

State

Mine Inspector Upheld

"In the cutting of clay veins, spars, or faults, entries or other

narrow workings, going

into the solid coal, in mines wherein
explosive gas is generated in dangerous quantities, a bore hole
shall be kept not less than 3 feet in advance of the face of the
work or 3 feet in advance of any shot hole drilled for a blast
to be fired in." Rule i8. General Rules, Pennsylvania Bituminous

Mine Law.
In the court of Quarter Sessions of Fayette County,
J. Q. Van Swearingen, on Dehanded down an opinion in the controversy of P. J. Walsh, State Mine Inspector, against E. L.
Halbert, mine foreman of the Royal mine of the W. J.
Rainey Co., for not maintaining bore holes as prescribed
by the above rule. The defendant maintained that the
bore holes are of no practical value in preventing mine
explosions, and therefore the section of the mine law
covering that point is null and void, because the enactment of such a law which fails of its purpose on account
of its being of no practical value is not within the police
power of the legislature to enact.
Judge Van Swearingen, however, delivered an opinion

Pennsylvania, Judge

cember

1,

1914,

to the following effect

"Under the evidence offered the practical value of the bore
hole as an added element of safety to the miners is not certain.
There is evidence to the effect that in some cases the presence of
gas back of a clay vein will be denoted by the bore hole when
otherwise it would not be discovered until released by a blast in
a shot hole. There is other evidence tending to show that in
most cases the presence of gas behind clay veins may be discovered in other ways almost as certainly as by the use of the bore
hole, the evidence showing that in approaching clay veins the
coal usually becomes, as the miners express it, 'curly,' that is, the
cleavages of the coal become curled or twisted out of their
natural bearings. There is evidence showing also that the coal
near clay veins is not so bright in color as elsewhere, and sometimes is harder than at other places, and often is characterized
by the presence of additional sulphur. These conditions, it was
shown, usually will be regarded by experienced miners, although
it was admitted by some of the witnesses that miners not observing closely may reach a clay vein without noticing the indications
The evidence shows also that the general use of
mentioned.
safety or flameless powder in gaseous mines throughout the
bituminous region greatly reduces the danger of explosions of
summing up of all the evidence
gas in blasting down the coal.
offered merely amounts to the statement that in many cases, in
many localities in the bituminous coal regions, under conditions
there existing, the use of the bore hole is not an added element
of safety to the miners, while in other cases, in other locahties,
under the conditions that exist there, it is an added element of
safety.
Into which one of these classes a certain case may fall
cannot always be foretold.

A

The law

is placed on the statute books of the state
mining and should be obeyed until declared
unconstitutional or repealed for any reason. There have
been numerous occasions where loss of life has been the
result of penetrating clay veins blindly and the liberated
gas being ignited by open lights. Although in the case
of the W. J. Rainey Co., such bore holes may have been
useless, as the officials contended, the mine inspector

for safer

being the

officer of the state to

ing mining laws,

ON

is

whom

the duty of enforc-

entrusted, has no alternative.

The Origin of Mine Gas
ANOTHER page in this issue will be

found an
by Frank Haas, chief engineer of the Consolidation Coal Co., Fairmont, W. Va. While not
knowing for sure, we believe that Mr. Haas wrote this
article

paper for the purpose of inducing men to leave the
groove they have been traveling in relative to mine
gases. Undoubtedly he did not bring this subject up for
discussion without having carefully considered it from
every available angle, therefore his article is well worth
reading and

if

possible digesting.

doubt in the process of digesting some will choke
however, many will accept the hypothesis he advances
(if such it may be called) and many will agree with him,
at least on some of the points he makes. Those who will
coincide with his views on the origin of mine gas will

No

argue that all strata contain fissures, and that natural
gas being under great pressure could work its way
upward until it reached the coal, which is porous, and
there find lodging. Those who will oppose this doctrine
will declare that natural gas contains ethane and that
Other opponents
this gas is not found in coal mines.
such as fireclay or shale,
is impervious to water and is not fissured and consequently is not in the same class with jointed limestone
and sandstone rocks.
The arguments pro and con
will state that a coal stratum,

methane or explosive mine
draw out information possessed by few, and

relative to the origin of

gas,

will

this

will cause

edge

is

many

correct.

to

doubt whether their textbook knowl-

Another noted geologist while admitting that some
marsh gas might have been formed during the carbonization of the vegetable matter of which coal is composed,
cannot become reconciled to this being the sole source,
claiming there

is

much

too

Mr. Haas' paper

gas in some coal beds.

not an abstruse argument to

is

on some phase of mine
gas which in the end leads nowhere, but, on the contrary, he shakes loose ideas which have become almost
fixed, and thus repaves old avenues for new vehicles of
This method of dealing with the subject
makes the indiflferent take notice and, therefore,
discussions will follow which will teem with useful infor-

thought.
usually

mation to

attributed to the inexperience of the men.

all.

enacted.
Had this law been framed
might have been instrumental in reducing
As enacted, this law bars experienced
accidents.
English speaking miners from other fields from seeking
work in anthracite mines, and fatalities from roof falls
remain in the same proportion as before its enactment.
The operators have reversed the order originally
followed, and instead of being blamed by the men are
now blaming the men for carelessness. After spending
thousands of dollars in safety measures without decreasing accidents, the operators, in some instances, have in a
measure placed the safety of their men in the hands of
safety committees composed of miners and mine workers,
tificate

Law" was

Roof Falls in the Northern Anthracite Fields who act
COAL mining, an accident is an unfortunate occur- of fatal

INrence

incident

Every

to

intelligent

the

mine

regular

course

official will

of

things.

honestly deny the

truth of the above statement, and the writer will agree

with them in such denial.
within

1

But, as

we can

predict, to

or 2 per cent., the percentage of accidents that

falls of roof and coal during the year,
warranted by past experience.
In one attempt to analyze the cause for this condition, we were told by Mr. Edward W. Parker, of the
United States Geological Survey, that all men, he presumed, were superstitious, but that we were the first to

will occur

from

the statement

try to prove

ing clear,

it

is

by

figures

we must

;

therefore, to

make

the reason-

revert to the early days of anthracite

mining, and in this discussion refer to the northern
anthracite district in

Lackawanna and Luzerne

counties,

Previous to 1869 the miners commenced
agitating for mine laws and for mine inspectors in order
to lessen the number of lives lost per 1,000 men emPennsylvania.

ployed, claiming that the operators were not careful of

After laws had been passed and inspectors
appointed to see that they were enforced, the number of
fatalities per 1,000 men employed did not decrease, so
Evidently the mine
the miners blamed the inspectors.
their miners.

became exasperated, for .they claimed that at
some mines the foremen were so ignorant they could not
understand safety instructions or carry them out. Then
a wise law was enacted, compelling all men who were to
act as foremen or assistant foremen to pass an examination showing their competency to fill such positions.
After this law was passed and foremen were given
inspectors

competency, the percentage of fatalities
due to falls of rock and coal did not decrease, so the
miners and inspectors came to the conclusion that the

certificates of

inspectors

could

not

properly

cover their

respective

and examine conditions thoroughly at each
This appeared reasonable, and more inspectors

territories

mine.

were added. However, the percentage of fatal accidents
due to falls of rock and coal, which is about 50 per cent.
all
accidents in the northern anthracite district,
remained about the same, and then the disasters were

Then under

the guise of "police regulations" for the good of the
industry and the preservation of life, the "Miners' Cerproperly,

ventilate a preconceived theory

of

February, 191S
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it

independently of the

officials.

As

the majority

accidents are due to falls of roof and coal,

it

seems to us that the proper way to reduce them in the
northern anthracite field is to cut out part of the Miners'
Certificate Law, use more timber, and use it as intelligently as do the experienced miners in the bituminous
Injuries and deaths from roof falls have been
fields.
decreased in the bituminous coal

fields of

Pennsylvania,

law and where more systematic timbering is followed. In 1912 in the northern
anthracite field 94,920 men were employed, of which

where there

is

no

certificate

number 153 met death from roof
further,

we

falls.

Going a step

find that 119, or 77 per cent, of the killed

In the bituminous fields of
were foreign speaking.
Pennsylvania 365,295 mine workers found employment
and 249 met death from rock and coal falling on them,
which is equivalent to .682 death per 1,000 men employed. The number of persons killed by falls in the
three anthracite fields in 1912
cent,

was

246, but 62.19 per

of these happened in the northern field, or 1.61

deaths for every 1,000 men employed. As an evidence
number of these deaths may be reduced one-half,
the record of the H. C. Prick Coke Co. is taken before

that the

and after they adopted systematic timbering. In 1909
this company mined 311,445 tons of coal for each life
lost, in 1912 this same company mined 563,530 tons of
coal for each life lost.

As more

conclusive evidence of

statistics from the
Department of Mines show that in the bituminous fields
of Pennsylvania 590 men were killed by falls of rock
and coal in 1909, and in 1912 only 249 men were killed
by similar accidents. In coal mining an accident is an
unfortunate occurrence in most instances preventible.

the

value of

scientific

timbering,

Finely pulverized coal begins oxidation at a temperaThe ignition temture of about 120 or 130 degrees.
Finely divided
coal.
kind
of
with
the
varies
perature

bituminous coal ignites in oxygen at a temperature not
far from 150 degrees buckwheat size at from 260 to 300
degrees; semibituminous coal is said to ignite at about
200, and anthracite, if finely divided, at about 300.
;

February, 1915
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practice with the result that "firstaid" work is getting considerable

THE LETTER BOX

expenses.

Welfare

Work

in

with what any other company has

—On

Friday evening, October 23, in the Rescue Station Hall,

Dawson, the mine

officials

the

of

Stag Caiion Fuel Co. were entertained at a banquet given by the
company. Almost all the officials
were there, including the fire bosses,
and as it was rather an informal
aifair every one seemed to enjoy
themselves.
After supper General
Manager Tom H. O'Brien, who presided, gave an address on "Safety
First" and as this was the object
of the meeting, the rules which
had been drawn up for the various officials were read, and an
animated discussion followed. Committees were also appointed from
the officials who work on the surface,
and from the pit bosses, and fire
bosses, to inquire into and report on
what further safety measures could
be adopted in their various spheres.
It is

worthy of note

nection, that the

in this con-

company won

the

confidence of the public both during
the time of the explosion last year,

and in the "safety first" improvements they have installed since.
During the first week of the explosion, the volunteers

who

the mine were supplied with
food,

fruit,

by correspondents.

Robert McCune

New^ Mexico

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

and

soft

entered
all

drinks

needless to point out

It is

good effect this has upon the
public mind when reference is made
to the Stag Caiion Fuel Co. and goes
a long way to promote harmony between employer and employe.
the

—

editors are not responsible for views expressed

intends

sending a team to the Panama Exposition next year and will bear all

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in tliis department
All communications must be accompanied by tlie name and address of the writer
not necessarily
for publication.

The

The company

attention.

the

they

wanted, and in some cases they got
overalls and shoes, but as some

done in similar circumstances.
Since that time, boilers have been
erected to supply steam and heat to
the air as it enters the mine in some
cases the pipes which carry the
steam are placed in rows above each
;

other at the entrance to the mine.

These rows are about 5 feet high
and 20 feet long from these a single
;

line of

pipe

is

led for

some distance

mine and the steam allowed
from perforations in the
pipe this gives both heat and moisinto the

to

blow

off

;

ture to the air as
as long as

moisture

enters, so that

it

remains saturated with
cannot extract moisture

it

it

from the coal dust as it travels
through the mine, since heating the
air as.it enters to the same temperature as the interior of the mine prevents it from being expanded by the
heat from the strata, and therefore it
cannot hold any more moisture.
Sprinkling the dust by hose from a
line of water pipes which is carried
through the main roads is kept up
as formerly.

A

great deal of reliance

is

being

scattered

along

the

is

main

some of the motor roads are
imbedded in it. These, with other
improvements, such as the erection
of large new fans, have made it a
busy year in Dawson along the
The need of
"safety first" lines.
roads,

among

the

men was em-

strangers who came made too good
use of this condition of things, it

discipline

had to be stopped, it was
some of these men that they came
for the free lunch and not to work.
Some of the widows got $1,500
and an allowance made for each
child and all other expenses were
paid.
This compares favorably

attention will be given to this.

said of

being

placed on the fact, that inert dust

phasized at the meeting and some

Dawson

in

although
meeting.

it

at the

The company has
mines with a

"first-aid"

re-

recently,

was not mentioned

plied all the

ment of

quite

West

Virginia Mining

Institute
The annual meeting of the West
Virginia Mining Institute was held
at Huntington, December 10 and 11.
There were a large number of opmining engineers, and minpresent,
although the
members of the Smokeless Coal
erators,

ing

men

Operators' Association could not be
present owing to their having an

important meeting in Philadelphia,
where they gave John J. Tierney,
their

a Tiffany pocket
President Neil Rob-

president,

chronometer.

inson was unable to be present and
in his

absence Mr. J. C. McKinley
After listening to the

presided.

Mr. E. B. Wilson
was requested to read Miss Marguerite Walker Jordan's paper en"The Practical Way to
titled
Increase a Miner's Efficiency." This
paper was heartily applauded. The
next paper was by Richard
Smethurst, of Cincinnati, on "Cost
secretary's report,

This valuable paper
which must be
more and more understood as minAccounting."

dealt with a subject

ing progresses.

It is

know whether

there

not enough to
is

a debit or

credit balance -in the bank,

and

if

details are not followed the chances

are that there will come, a day

when

there will be a debit balance.

Mr. Smethurst gave a clear demethods he would
advise for cost accounting and the
scription of the

Another movement has been
vived

Dawson, N. Mex.

sup-

full equip-

appliances

for

benefits, not only in saving,

making an

efficient

force

but in
of

em-

ployes.

Hon. Z. T. Vinson, a corporation
lawyer of Huntington, W. Va., ad-

^e QtRergEngineer
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men

coal

vised

fight

to

adverse

and the mine workers'

legislation

He

advocated the formation
of an enormous defense fund to fight
enemies of the coal industry in this
and other states, and to obtain this
fund by means of an assessment of
1 cent per ton of each mine's output.
union.

This based on 68,000,000 tons yearly
production would be some fund.
Colonel Vinson stated that the opera-

remedy for present conditions
There had been too
much compromising and temporiztors'

was

to fight.

ing with

the

the

politician,

trust

and the agitator, under the
delusive hope that they would ultimately leave the coal mine operator

Regular members pay $2 per year
dues, and this is insufficient to meet
obligations and do the printing,
especially when many fail to pay

The

operators could

make

such a fight by organization that
will represent the

and influence of
the state.

any

combined powers

all

transactions of the

would be of great benefit
to the corporations and owners, if
enough money can be raised to place
them where they will do the most
Institute

good.

expected that the Insti-

It is

Mr.

was

McKinley, of Wheeling,

J. C.

elected president.

In the elec-

was

tion of vice-presidents the state

divided

into

districts

and a

vice-

president chosen to represent that

William Leckie, of Welch,

Col.

was

the

of

vice-president

elected

Kanawha

district.

E. E. White, of Glen White, was

rather radical for

the usually sedate deliberations of

elected

West Virginia Mining Institute.
The next paper on the program
was "Mine Gases," by Mr. Frank
Haas, of Fairmont. This paper was
intended to drift away from the ear-

River district.
George T. Watson, of Fairmont,

lier

notions regarding mine gases

are

to the cold facts of

known

of mine

present time.
the

what

The

that

He was

inclined to

methane

election of officers

in

was

pre-

ceded by a movement to amend the
constitution in order to establish
associate memberships.

The

associ-

memberships would be held by
mine owners and big corporations,
who could afford, it was said, to pay
relatively
heavy assessments to
ate

further the interests of the Institute.

vice-president

in

was made vice-president

people

the

the

Ne\y

the

to

moved

Bischoff, of Elkins,

is

Va.
This distribution of executives
believed will be instrumental

increasing the

and adding

in

number of members

to the Institute's pres-

W. Zern was

Prof. E.

reelected

headquar-

with

secretary-treasurer

ters at the State University,

gantown.
Miss Mary K.
ville,

W.

Mor-

Uniontown, Pa.
Huntington is the most remark-

ley,

Quick,

Mounds"The

Visiting Nurse," which appealed to
all

city

Some one proposed
made an honorary mem-

present.

that she be

in

bank

West

Virginia.

and

buildings,

public buildings are

modern

Its

other
in con-

and appointments.

It

is

the youngest city in the state and

second largest, being credited
with a population of 36,000. The

the

citizens are
it

proud of their

speak

city

and

a point to see that visitors

by

induced

are

well

of

entertainment

to

Dez

C.

it.

Mr.

who

induced the Instiadopt the city for
two or three days, is hereby
acknowledged to be a host by himself, for he left the West Virginia
Rail Co. for a longer period than 3
days in order to supervise the plan
Schoenthal,

ute

Va., read a paper on

ideas.

"Storage Battery Locomotives," by
G. H. Shapter, Charleston, W. Va.
"Roof Supports," by Fred C. Keigh-

make

tige.

their

the one respon-

is

The other papers presented were
"The Benefit of Good Roads to a
Mining Community," by Hon.'A. D.
Morgantown, W. Va.
Williams,

struction
it

dis-

sible for the questions.

office,

W.

subjects

voice

to

Professor Zern

able

repre-

coal

the

in

were practical and there
were few in attendance who were

repre-

is

The

afternoon.

Potomac
sented by J. W.

district

interested

cussed

sent the northern district, while the

upper

gases at the

mines
came from deep down below the
mines and not from the coal.
Ray V. Hennen, geologist, Morgantown, W. Va., next described the
Pottsville measures west of the
Kanawha and New Rivers. Mr.
Hennen made use of a chart and was
asked a number of questions relative to his sections which he answered satisfactorily.
belief

believed that the solution of the

not

district.

tive of the

and come

He

mining industry.
The entire morning of the second
day's session was devoted to the
question box, and it ran over into

confiscate your property as well.

the

New York

gave his very interesting lecture on "Teaching English to the
Foreigner." Dr. I. C. White, State
Geologist, spoke of the work being
carried on in the mining districts by
the University Extension School.

committee, the election of officers
for the ensuing year was taken up.

be overthrown, and the avowed purpose of the United Mine Workers to

The speech was

Dr. Peter Roberts, of
City,

problem of efficiency and contentment depends largely on educating

Pocahontas district.
Earl C. Henry, of Charleston, was
made vice-president and representa-

political party in the state could

change the constitution permitting
all interested in mining to join.

monthly bulletin
within the next few months. After
the amendments were referred to a
tute will publish a

the operators in

With such a combination

The

promptly.

buster,

in peace.

February, 1915

members

to

this, howwas negatively decided, as the
members thought the matter would

and erection of the most bountiful

be a precedent that could not be

ton," which took place 5 years ago

ber because of her paper

;

ever,

lightly

ignored.

Individually

the

it would be a good
have women members,

entertainment ever provided the Institute.

is

shaft

feature

members

particularly since

it

is

proposed to

"Battle

of

now commemorated by

writer believes
to

The

of

Huntinga marble

gratitude erected
of the

by the

West Virginia Min-

ing Institute and presented to the

;

February, 1915
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people of Huntington as a whole,
and particularly to the Jobbers and

Manufacturers'

The

Association.

When

the

demand was

efficient station
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created for

and sinking plunger

banquet, while without wine, was a
most enjoyable affair, aside from the

pumps, the Cameron engineers designed a horizontal and a vertical
plunger pump on the same principles

food which, as the Huntington Dis-

as

was the most elaborate
West Virginia.

patch stated,

ever served in

the

piston

These Cameron plunger
pumps enjoy an equally high repuwith the piston pump, and

dale, Pa., that uses 27; the

Lehigh

and Navigation Co.,

Coal

the

in

anthracite fields, that uses 41

the

;

Rochester & Pittsburg Coal and
Iron Co., Punxsutawney, Pa., that
uses 35, ten of which at Luzerne are
large pumps with special water

A Bit of Pump History

they have proved especially serviceable in pumping gritty mine water.

ends; the Clinchfield Coal Corporation of

West

Virginia, that uses 17;

Written for The Colliery Engineer

Before his death, Mr. Cameron had

and the

New

River Coal Co., Eccles,

satisfaction of knowing that
Cameron pumps were in use in every
coal field in America for all services

W.

One

man

of the

first,

late

not the

if

to build a practical

double acting simplex

Andrew

and

first

efficient

pump was

the

Scott Cameron, foun-

der of the A.

Cameron Steam

S.

the

from

Some

a young Scotch machinist of New
York City, designed the first direct

pump with an enclosed
steam-thrown valve, and the present
acting piston

types follow closely the general lines

privations
lishing a

New

Cameron

original

many

After

pump.

struggles and personal

he

succeeded

in

estab-

model shop on the east side
York City, and from this

small beginning the large business
of the A. S.

Cameron Pump Works

has developed.

The

first

feeding

to

That he was not alone

50 years ago Mr. Cameron,

this

boiler

simplex

pump

designed

by Mr. Cameron was true

—simple

name

in

to

and

construction

simple in operation.

Into this

its

pump

were built characteristics of strength
and durability. Another noteworthy
feature was the absence of any out-

Va.,

pumps,

uses

that

Cameron

nine

which are of large

five of

size.

mine

drainage.

Pump Works.

of

horizontal

pump.
tation

of

original

uses 52 in the Greensburg, Pa., field
the Morrisdale Coal Co., at Morris-

opinion that a simplex

in

pump

his

of a

few working parts and durable construction possessed superior merits,
is

proved by the steady growth of

Cameron pump business, until it
became so extensive that it was
necessary to build a new modern

The

Steel Corporation at
Panama-Pacific Exposition

The Palace

of Mines and Metal-

lurgy at the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition

house

will

vast display of minerals and

plant of largely increased capacity.

the various methods of extraction
and manufacture.
The structure devoted to the min-

This plant, located at Phillipsburg,
N. J., is 100 feet wide by 600 feet
long with a number of auxiliary

eral interests is 451

buildings.

been $359,445. By the time
that the Exposition opens on February 20, every exhibit will be in its

and has a

square

feet.

ft.

x 579

The

pumps now

centrifugal

in-

place.

The war has

not affected the

extent of the mineral exhibits in any

way.

The

exhibit of the United States

Steel Corporation

and

its

subsidiary

companies, the largest single exhibit
in the Exposition, is already prac-

The

days of half a
century ago, no matter how meritorious,
was comparatively slow
work but the Cameron pump filled
a requirement that made its introduction very rapid. As a result expansion was made in the shop, and

who

of the greatest mining and

finally the large plant at the foot of

giving a complete

East Twenty-third Street was secured to take care of the increased

but

the companies that each use a con-

business.

siderable

From time to time Mr. Cameron
made detail improvements in the
pump to meet changing conditions

these

ing parts.
Naturally,

the

new machinery

introduction

of

in the

;

stalled in

solve the various water prob-

most

efficient

of

evidenced

is

list

of these users,

of interest to note a few of

number of them.
the

prehensively the numerous activities

manu-

The exhibit will show by models,
samples of the products and by pictures and maps, methods of coal

Cameron pumps

are

exhibit will

portrays com-

and economical

by the number of such pumps in
Space will not permit
daily use.
it is

it

facturing corporation in the world.

equipment, also appreciate the qualities

installed.

prove a surprise as

men who want

lems at the mines, the
the

in

total cost of erec-

tically

mov-

ft.

floor area of 252,000

tion has

With progressiveness as its
watchword, the Cameron management have added to the line of
simplex pumps a complete line of
centrifugal pumps, including singlestage, single-suction, and doublesuction,
and multi-stage turbine
pumps. There are many of these
Cameron

size

mine drainage work, giving efficient and economical service.
That coal mine officials, the men

side valve gear or unprotected

a

show

the

Buffalo

hanna Coal and Coke

&

mining and makmg of coke, and
in mining iron pre and its
manufacture into iron and steel
details

products.

The companies

Among

coal and coke

Susque-

the H. C.

Co., that uses

77 Cameron pumps for various pur-

without, however, affecting the basic

poses in the Jefferson, Pa.,

principles of his original design.

Keystone Coal and Coke Co., that

field

;

the

included

in

the

making section are
Frick Coke Co., operating

in Westmoreland, Fayette, Greene,
and Washington counties, Pa., 61
coke plants consisting of 19,806 beehive coke ovens and seven coal

plants not engaged in the manufacture of coke the United States Coal
;

and Coke

Co.,

with properties

McDowell and Wyoming

in

counties,

Va., and Tazewell County, Va.,
and operating 12 coal plants, seven
of them having a total of 2,151 beehive coke ovens; the Bunsen Coal

W.

the hot gases from the
ovens to boiler plants where steam
is generated by means of the heat

conduct

from the gases. A typical miner's
bath and change house is shown,
equipped with shower baths and

Naoperating two

Indiana and Illinois

Mining

tional

coal
;

fields; the

Co.,

plants in Allegheny County,
and the Sharon Coal and Lime-

stone Co. with five plants in Lawrence and Mercer counties. Pa.

The

coal exhibits in the section

are a large channel section, practically the full

width of the Pitts-

in

of coal

Frick company; a cube of coal fur-

gheny County; two cubes from the
Bunsen company, one being from
No. 4 seam, Clinton district, Vermilion County, Ind., and the other
from the No. 6 seam, or Grape Creek
coal seam, in the Westville district,

Vermilion County,

111.;

the United

a working model of a beehive

coke oven and by a model of a KopThe
pers by-product coke oven.
models are designed to be mechanThe by-product
ically operated.
is

The

of particular interest.

proportions

ative

the

of

1/16

full

size

is

model.

shown in a
The head-

frame and coal bin are of steel construction and the foundations of
concrete.
The shaft leading from
the adit to the seam below is concrete

lined.

The

hoisting

engine

rel-

A

review of the latest books
CD Mioins and leUted subjects

Studies.

All haulage tracks above and be-

low ground are of

including

steel

the cross-ties.

All mine cars and

wheels and

poles carrying elec-

all

It

It is

8

vo., cloth,

with

illustrated,

is

maps.

Price $1.50.

versity

275 pages.

Howard Uni-

Cambridge,

Press,

The book forms

a

and

charts

study

Mass.
the

of

transmission lines and trolley

growth of the coal industry and con-

In the under-

solidation of the coal interests un-

are of

steel.

number

ground workings, the landings at
the shaft bottom, pump machinery
rooms, haulage engine rooms, mine
stables,
mine offices, "first-aid"
rooms and air bridges, or overcasts,

der

are constructed either of

more than an ordinary trust-problem

The

steel

steel

props, steel mine timbers,

and

or

mine

the

control

The

railroads.

of

a

detailed

of

treatment

of the history, and analysis of the
effects of

combination upon the pro-

duction and price of coal
discussion

:

furnish

they involve questions

steel

of the preservation of national re-

ventilating pipe for use in the advance workings are shown.
All models are correct in every
detail, and also show the close attention given to sanitary and tidy surroundings and the cultivation of

sources, the limitations on carriers,

flower

and

grass

plots

wherever

the ring walls of the ovens are of
concrete construction. At the rear
of some of the ovens are flues which

the

points,

are

"danger"
places.

and the rights of consumers. Statistics, significant letters, maps, and
Supreme Court decisions are appealed to in marshaling the facts in
one of the most interesting histories
in this country.

De Laval Catalog

possible.

Various safety devices intended to
keep workmen informed of danger

oil

BOOK REVIEW

etc.,

and supply
houses, repair shop, lamp house,
emergency hospital, miner's change
house, and the fan houses, are constructed in a substantial manner and
have roofs of galvanized, corrugated steel. The boiler stack and
house, boiler house,

various

processes.

operation.

concrete or both.

having a capacity of 1,200 to 1,300

moving

the

The Anthracite Combination,
by Dr. EHot Jones, Ph. D. This is
Vol. XI of the Harvard Economic

of interest.

tons of coke per day

show

which

pictures

photographs illustrating the procand giving statistics are well
worth seeing, as is also an electrically driven coke extracting and
loading machine that is shown in

lines,

and coke plant

are enhanced by the use of

esses

No. 3 Pocahontas seam and one
from the No. 4 Pocahontas seam,
both from McDowell County,
W. Va. There is also an exhibit of
the famous Connellsville coke; and
the work done in the safety and
welfare department will also prove
coal

a part of the

exhibit the displays in this section

various

products such as coke, fuel gas,

tric

modern

theater operated as

exhibit of the coke-oven operation

States Co. displays a cube from the

A

In the fireproof moving picture

illustrated

is

are displayed; and the charts and

nished by the National Mining Co.,
from the Pittsburg seam in Alle-

switch

First" sign.

The coking

extracted from a cubic foot of coal

operated

The device acts as a safety
when the gates are open

device.

clothes.

by the

Pennsylvania,

acts

arrangements for drying the work

burg, or Connellsville, seam of coal
in

which

position at this landing

as a fulcrum releasing the locking

which at all other times prevents
mine cars from entering the shaft.
There is also an illuminated "Safety

Co., operating six coal plants in the

Pa.

February, 1915
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There are

displayed.

signs

The

conspicuous

in

ladders on

the boiler

stack and tank are guarded by a
safety cage.

surface

There
landing

is

a device at

of

the

shaft

which prevents the opening of the
gates until the cage is in the proper

"B." What
probably the most complete commercial publication devoted solely
to centrifugal pumps is being disis

by the De Laval Steam
Turbine Co., of Trenton, N. J. This
book of 298 pages contains over 300
tributed

illustrations.

into

The

text

is

chapters and indexed.

divided
It

is

really a valuable textbook of infor-

mation.

1

;

:

February, 191S
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with the New River company at
Glen Jean, W. Va.
H. D. Mason, Jr., is now stationed

PERSONALS

I

Pittsburg,

in

The Sunday Creek Coal

Co.,

of

W.

Columbus,

Ohio,

president.

J.

has

been

reor-

Jones elected
H. Winder, formerly
J. S.

Pa.,

as

assistant

to

Chief of the Rescue
Division, United States Bureau of
Mines.
J.

ganized and Mr.

891

Paul,

M. D. Royer, of the Lehigh Val-

president of the company, returns as

ley Coal Sales Co., has resigned his

general manager, succeeding N. D.

position to

Monsarrat, the former manager of
the mines. P. A. Coen, of the Rail
and River Coal Co., has been appointed general sales agent.
S. C. Gailey, formerly vice-presi-

dent

and auditor of the Sunday

Creek Coal

come

Co., has resigned to be-

assistant to the president of

become

traffic

manager

for the Manila Railroad Co., at
nila, P.

Ma-

L

Delwyn Wolf,

division

engineer

Hotel, at

been promoted to district inside superintendent with headquarters at
Hazleton, succeeding Thomas R.

of January

Pa.

pany.
E. B. Jermyn, of Scranton,

Arthur

W.

Long,
of Dunmore, Pa., as Chief Engineer
of the newly created Mine Cave
Bureau recently authorized by the
city of Scranton to deal with the
questions relating to the effect of

mine workings on the surface in
some parts of the city.
Martin Bolt, chief clerk of the
State Mining Board of Illinois, has
Governor
resigned that position.
Dunne has appointed James F. Morris to

fill

the position.

Pa.,

Jones,

W.

B. Williams, general superin-

tendent for the
severed

Co.,

announces the

of
fol-

his

Utah Fuel

connection

He

company.

Co., has

with

few remarks concernMr.
Williams was born at Carbondale,
friends, that a

ing his record will be timely.
Pa.,

in

the anthracite regions, his

Thomas B. Williams, being
one of the pioneer mining engineers
father,

of the anthracite fields in the
his

fifties

days were spent
atmosphere of mining.

earliest

amid

an

"W.

B.," as

he

is

George

Pittston, Pa., inside

Barnum

V. O'Hara, of
foreman at the

colliery, transferred to

ler colliery, to succeed

man

But-

General Fore-

James Johnson,
inside foreman at Fernwood colliery, transferred to the Barnum, as
the successor of Mr. O'Hara. Ludwig Weichel, heretofore employed
as a yardage checker, appointed inside foreman of the Fernwood to
succeed Mr. Johnson.
Weichel.

The Holliday Coal
burg,

W.

Co., of Nuttal-

Va., has appointed Wil-

liam Farrell as general manager.
Mr. Farrell was formerly connected

each of the retiring

to

The newly

officers.

elected officers

of the Association are Col.

all

of his acquaintances

tary and treasurer.

D.

Parker, mining engineer,

J.

Car No.

charge of

in

mira Coal Co., Pittston, Pa., serving
consecutively with the Lackawanna

humble

W. H. Clingerman
H.

place of

ill

is

United

Bureau of Mines, now

president of the

Co.

8,

has been
C. Frick

in

made
Coke

Thomas Lynch,

de-

ceased.

R. H. Buchanan, former assistant
manager Madeira-Hill Co., has

been
of the

made
Oak

general

superintendent

Hill Coal Co., Duncott,

Pa.

from trap-

per to president, started his mining
career with the old Pittston & El-

occupied

C.

C.

Beury, president; William McKell,
vice-president; N. S. Blake, secre-

familiarly termed

Coal and Iron Co., and the Hillside
Coal and Iron Co., in all of which he

Throop.

handsome and
watch was

States

man

colliery at

a

McDowell County, W. Va.

so wide a circle of

by

Underwood

when

associated with coal mining in the

lowing changes among its officials
Edgar A. Weichel, of Pittston, Pa.,
for a number of years general inside
foreman of the Butler colliery, is
transferred to be general inside foreof the

presented

that

has been so closely

5,

beautifully engraved gold

West and has

thus

The Pennsylvania Coal
Scranton,

an elaborate banquet at the Dunglen
Thurmond, on the evening

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co., has

the Pittsburg Coal Co. at Pittsburg,

Mayor

W. R. J. Zimmerman, the
River Coal Association served

Secretary

New

who now has charge of the
Mahanoy Division of the same com-

Pa., has appointed

Mr. Williams
was vice-president for Utah of the
Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute.
Those who had the pleasure
of visiting the session at Salt Lake
City in 1913 will remember the regal
good time provided, which was
greatly due to his efforts.
As a compliment to retiring President William McKell, and retiring
until his resignation.

positions

which

served as stepping-stones to higher
positions until at the close of his
service with the Hillside Coal

and

Iron Co. he was general inspector.
took
he
Leaving Pennsylvania,

Foremen's Experience
a decision handed down by
the Dauphin County Court, at Har-

By

on January 6, the apJames Matthews, of the United Mine Workers
of America, to restrain the various
mine examining boards in the
anthracite regions from granting
risburg. Pa.,

plication of President

foremen's

or

certificates

to those

assistant

foremen's

who have

not

charge of the Missouri coal opera-

had 5 years' experience as a miner
and yet have been successful appli-

tions of the Missouri Pacific Rail-

cants

and subsequently those in
These positions were
Arkansas.

was dismissed.

way

filled

and
July,

Co.,

with
benefit

1906,

much merit

that

at

all

the

Board's examination,
The Court decided

candidates

who Had worked

himself

inside the mines for at least 5 years

In
to his company.
Mr. Williams became

and had attained the required per-

to

general superintendent for the Utah
Fuel Co., which position he held

centage in the examinations submitted by the examining boards should

be granted their

certificates.
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Why Optimism?*

Today

Europe's war finds its echo in
America's industry. What contrast
could be greater; on the one shore

seemingly
on the other
shore, every energy directed along
constructive lines absolute waste of
life and property as opposed to production of wealth and betterment of
of the Atlantic

all activity

destructive in purpose

the financial horizon

February, 1915

is

so

nearly cloudless that the prophets

bad weather have little upon
which to base their predictions. The
new federal banking system makes
of

the

money

;

before,

now

reserves mobile as never
and extension of credit is

without

possible,

the

veto

;

power remaining in the hands of a
small group of big men.
Still another reason for belief in business

life.

Even though it
that we view the

is

at a distance

terrible

disaster

that threatens the whole continent

of Europe, optimism seems a lost

Yet sooner or later this epoch
of catastrophe must be followed by
a period of repair, and the longer
period

is

delayed the greater

will be the needs involved in the re-

Where war has
rific

speed,

replacement.

and

construction

torn

peace

down

at ter-

must build up

slowly.

The

interruption of international

trade stopped our exports of cotton

and copper and our imports of dye
stuffs and potash, whereby several
important industries were well nigh
paralyzed.
Yet startling as has
been this disturbance of the whole
balance of industry, certain funda-

mental facts and laws remain for
us to build upon, and indeed the
lower course of foundation stones
for optimism has already been laid.
Evidence of business betterment
and the reasons for optimism are
many. The United States farmer
has harvested a five billion dollar
crop and there is a high-price market for all our surplus food stuffs;
already our grain is crossing the
Atlantic.

The

millions of

men who

are fighting and not working must
be clothed and equipped as well as

but stimulation of export
has now begun. With copper the
resumption of sales to Europe seems
longer,

slow in coming, but come
for in the modern world
necessary of life.

it

must,
a

is

it

now

Our commerce with South Ameri-

becoming widespread, of the gen-

ca for the last four years has been

eral interdependence of big business

one-sided to the extent of an unfa-

betterment

the recognition,

is

and the general public.
side,

art.

this

weeks after war was dewheat felt
the shock and thousands of carloads
accumulated at Eastern ports. With
cotton the period of shock has been
several

clared, the exportation of

On

the one

vorable annual trade balance aver-

the people are realizing that

aging more than 80 millions of dol-

they are and have been in reality the
silent partner in big business and

now
of

that there has

come the promise

some regulation

that will in large

part prevent monopolistic centralization, the people are interested in

getting their share of returns that

can come only with operation at a
profit.
On the other hand, the managers of the large corporations, the

lars.

The

trade

is

fact that the balance of

against the United States

"A B C" counshould be taken as an invitation
to export more, and that 80 millions
suggests the chance for further development of trade relations.
two of the three

in

tries

To
this

increase industrial prosperity,

country needs to export finished

rather than crude products and to

trustees of the investing public, are

import raw materials

beginning to see that a certain financial security goes with public confi-

manufactures.

dence, and that the attitude to the

public so tersely expressed 30 years
ago by a pioneer in railroad financing does not pay dividends today.
Of course optimism is apt to go
to extremes and a period of over-

stimulation

may

threaten us, a con-

somewhat symptomatic of the American temperament.
The 4 months' record, however, can
be summarized thus: While Eurodition

that

is

than

rather

Betterment

of

in-

can come best
through expansion of manufacturdustrial

ing.

conditions

The

increase of the element of

labor in the product exported will

mean

that

we

are not bartering

away

our heritage of natural resources,
but rather that we are using these
resources as a basis simply for the
expenditure of labor, which renews
itself.

Coming down
United

to

bottom

facts, the

pean countries have been mobilizing
their armies and calling to the field

by the
European war only as the nation
makes larger and wiser use of its

of battle their reserves of soldiers,

mineral resources.

America has mobilized its credit and
begun to send forward to the mar-

in

ket place

its

vast reserves of food

and mineral products.

the

States

will

profit

Foreign markets

main can be won and held

only as the quantity or quality of
the "Made in America" product

Foreign orders have started
factory operation which at once

stuffs

tends to relieve the stagnation in the
steam-coal trade, the steel situation

three periods of business condition

buyer, whether he be in the Far East

has turned from serious depression

as naturally following the declaration of war on August 1 last
those

or in South America, wants the most
and the best for his money. Yet it

improvement and the whole

of shock, stimulation, and readjust-

mineral industry may soon expect to
share in this general business im-

These three must be expected
to affect in the same order all
branches of American business,
though the transition from one

would seem a safe rule of national
conduct that industry should begin

fed.

to rapid

provement.
*Extracta from address by Geo. Otis Smith,
Director, United States Geological Survey, at the

American Mining Congress, December
Aris.

8, Phoenix,

Secretary Redfield

rivals that of the

recognizes

—

ment.

period to the next may not be simultaneous in all branches. Thus for

goods offered by

the other producing nations.

at

The

home, and therefore every indusopportunity in America should

trial

be improved.

If these opportunities

recognized and grasped every
one of us can indulge in optimism.
are
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Selected

From Those Asked

Foreman and

—

QuES. 1. How can you learn by
comparing your steam gauge and
with

valve

safety

each

other,

whether they are correct?

—

Ans. S h i f t the safety-valve
weight from place to place on the
lever and raise the steam pressure

by

firing

up the

valve blows

off.

boiler

until

the

Calculate the pres-

sure required to cause the valve to
blow off at each position of the
weight and compare this with the

reading of the steam gauge taken at
If the calculated
the same time.
pressure and that recorded by the
steam gauge agree within a few
pounds, both valve and gauge may
be taken to be working properly.
If they do not agree, the steam
gauge should be compared with one

known

to be correct,

when another

comparison with the safety valve
should be made.

QuES.

2.

—What quantity of

air

is

passing through an airway 6.5 feet

wide at the top and 9.5 feet wide at
the bottom and 6 feet high, with the
anemometer reading 200 revolutions
per minute?
Ans. The average width of the
feet.
airway is
(6.5 + 9.5) -f-2 = 8

—

The area

of the cross-section of the
airway is, thence, 8x6 = 48 square
feet.
If it is assumed that the

anemometer

is in

perfect order, then

200 revolutions are equivalent to a
velocity of 200 feet a minute, and
the quantity of air passing will be
= 9,600 cubic feet per min-

48x200

An anemometer

a delicate
instrument and liable to be out of
order so that it records less than the
ute.

true velocity
air

;

hence, the quantity of

actually passing

more than

is

may

that calculated.

be some

at

Examinations for Mine

Fire Boss in Various States in 1914

QuES.

—What

3.

precautions

pounds, 4,000 cubic feet will weigh

should you take to avoid accidents

62.5 X 4,000 = 250,000

on a gangway along which men are
obliged to travel and upon which
cars and mules or cars and motors,

this

are passing frequently?

—

Ans.- The track should be laid
along one rib so that there may be
a continuous path of ample width
along the other side of the gangway.

This path should be kept clean, and
free

from obstructions.
from 50 to 100

vals of

At

250,000x360 = 90,000,000.
Since 1
horsepower is equal to 33,000 pounds
raised

inter-

high in

pounds

feet.

These

foot in

1

1

minute.

wide and should be whitewashed so

or, say, 1

The mouths

perfectly clear.

of old rooms or cham-

bers will answer the purpose
clear

obstructions

of

if

kept

such as the

ends of chutes, piles of gob, etc.
Pennsylvania
Anthracite
The

is,

of

do
work,
to

take a 40-horsepower engine,

90,000,000

is

raise 90,000,000

foot-pounds

90,000,000
will

To

foot high, that

1

holes should be from 6 to 10 feet

that their position

minute, 40-horse-

1

power will raise a weight of
40x33,000= 1,320,000 pounds 1 foot

feet refuge

holes should be cut in the rib to a

depth of from 3 to 4

pounds.
As
weight of water must be raised
360 feet, the number of foot-pounds
of work, that is, the number of
pounds raised 1 foot high, will be

-=-

1,320,000 = 68f minutes,

hour and 10 minutes.

QuES.

5.

—To

what do you

at-

tribute the cause of the greatest per-

centage of accidents in our anthra-

mines?
Ans. The greatest number of ac-

cite

—

cidents in the anthracite, as in the

Mine Law says that where passageways are also used for transportation the safety holes must not be
more than 150 feet apart. On haulageways where cars are spragged,
at least 2 feet of space must exist

perhaps, be answered in another

between the side of the car and the

and from another view point, by

is

caused by dis-

obedience of orders by, and carelessness and ignorance uppn the part of,
the victims themselves or of their
fellow

workmen. The question may,

way

saying that the greatest number of

rib.

In addition,

power,

if

electricity

the

trolley

is

the

the footpath and refuge
and should be carried in an
inverted wooden trough the sides of
which are 3 or 4 inches deep.

opposite
holes,

—

In what time can an
pump 4,000
40-horsepower
engine of
from
water
a shaft 360
cubic feet of

QuES.

4.

deep?
Ans. As the weight of a cubic
foot of water may be taken at 62.5

—

accidents

wire

motive
should be hung on the narrow side
of the gangway, that is, on the side

feet

bituminous, mines

QuES.

is

6.

due- to falls of roof.

—How many cubic yards

of rock are there

m a shaft that is to

be sunk having a depth of 900 feet,
12 feet wide and 20 feet long?
Ans. The number of cubic feet
of rock to be taken out is first
found by multiplying the three dimensions together, and is 900x12
Since
feet.
cubic
X 20 = 216,000

—

there are 27 cubic feet in 1 cubic
the sinking of the shaft

yard,

removal of 216,000
27 = 8,000 cubic yards of rock.

will require the
-r
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QuES.

7.

—When old workings are

atmosphere ?
Ans. ^The proportion of oxygen
in the air in the sealed off workings
will be reduced, either by an in-

—

amount of other gases

crease in the

= ^ib,2m +

Diagonal

walled off air-tight, what changes
are likely in the composition of the

feet,

QuES.

9.

5,000^

=

7,272

—Name

principal essen-

an explosive to be used

tials for

in

coal mines.

Ans.

—The powder best suited for

use in coal mines
its

explosion produces such a small

iron,

does not

to the combination of atmospheric

time compared with, say, dynamite,
which is instantaneous in action, in

oxygen with the carbon of the coal.
Naturally, the amount of change
will depend upon the length of time
the workings are sealed, and, after

several years

the oxygen

it

is

will be

possible that

consumed so

the remaining atmosphere

way
If

is

all

that

in

no

from an afterdamp.
the absorption of oxygen by the

coal

different

is sufficiently

rapid to produce

combustion, a greater or less amount
of carbon monoxide will be produced.

On

the other hand,

if

the work-

slow acting, that

is,

force

its

may

order that the coal
tered and

may

be produced with the

amount of lump;

largest

be reasonable in price.

(c)-it must
These con-

met by the permissible
powders, tested and approved by the
Bureau of Mines.
QuES. 10. Find the difference in
capacity of a 2-inch and a 3-inch
ditions are

—

of their respective diameters.

ing or becomes explosive.

—

QuES. 8. ^An entry is driven 1
mile due south from the hoisting
shaft; another is driven 1 mile due
east from the head of this entry.
You want to connect the head of the
cross-entry with the main-entry at a

point distant 280 feet from the shaft

bottom.

Find the length of this

main and cross-entry
intersect at an angle of 90 degrees
and form two sides of a right-angled
triangle.

One

cross-entry,

is

be

in the ratio of the

of these sides, the
1

mile, or 5,280 feet

long; the other side, the main entry,

indication of spon-

may

be in the

cluded moisture in the coal, but this
is

accompanied with and often pre-

ceded by the peculiar odor due to
the various hydrocarbon compounds

and woody acids distilled from the
coal at a low temperature.
QuES. 12. You have a piece of
coal land in an exact square and con-

—

How

taining 1,296 acres.

long will

be the line connecting two opposite

—

squares

Thus,

Ans. The length of the diagonal
be equal to the square root of

will

twice the area, expressed in square

Twice
2x1,296x43,560=112,-

of the land in question.

feet,

the area

is

907,520 square

^ 4 = 2.25 times as much
water or other liquid as the same

the diagonal
this

length of 2-inch pipe.

about.

^ 2^

= 9

The

feet.

is

length of

the square root of

double area and

10,625.8 feet,

is

tity of

water discharged by the two
pipes in the same length of time and
with the same head, the difference in

The problem may be solved with
fewer figures by extracting the
square root of twice the area, expressed

capacity will be in the ratio of the

this result

If

by capacity

meant the quan-

is

powers of
Thus, a
pipe as compared with a

square roots of the
the

fifth

respective diameters.

3-inch

in

acres, and multiplying
by the length of the side

of a square figure containing
that

by

is

208.71

2J times as much water as a 2-inch
pipe when the head is the same.

retical limit of a lifting

11.

—

(a)

What

causes spon{b)

What would

be the first indication
an old room where a pile of
loose coal had accumulated?
Ans. Spontaneous combustion is
caused by the combination, without
of

it

in

—

acre,

V2X1,296 = 50.91, and 50.91x208.71

= 10,625.8

taneous combustion of coal?

1

Thus,

feet.

2-inch pipe will discharge -\/3*-J-V2^
= V243 -f-V32 = 15.59 -T- 5.66 = 2.75, or

QuES.

—The

of

more

a coal

form of steam or vapor caused by
the heating of the water and in-

a 3-inch pipe of any length will hold

diagonal.

Ans.

first

taneous combustion

—

Ans. If by capacity is meant the
volume of a given length of pipe,
the volumes or contents of the pipes

32

make

spontaneous combustion.

The

{b)

pres-

sulphide

pyrites,

corners of this tract?

pipe.

methane,

do not give off gas and if the coal is
hard and dense, like anthracite, and
so not liable to spontaneous combustion through the absorption of
oxygen, it may be a long time before the atmosphere of the sealed-off
workings is either unfit for breath-

ex-

not be shat-

will

the surrounding rocks

is

iron

liable to

is

erted over a considerable space of

ings are near the crop and free from
if

ignite

The

bustion of the carbon.
of

{b)

any

carbon monoxide that may be produced through the incomplete comence

amount of flame that it cannot
either methane or coal dust;

off

also to ignite these gases and

is,

is (o) safe, that

by the coal or the surrounding rock as methane and carbon dioxide, or by the replacement
of the oxygen by carbon dioxide due

given

not only to drive off the gases contained in the pores of the coal, but

about.

feet,

as before.

QuES. 13.— (a) What
level?

{b)

involved?

What is
(c) What

is

the theo-

pump

at sea

the principle
is

meant by

suction?

—

Ans. (a) The theoretical height
which a pump will draw water is,
at sea level, about 34 feet.
(6) By the forward stroke of the
to

pump

a vacuum is
behind it. The
pressure of the air forces the water
in the sump upwards through the

plunger of the

280 feet less than 1 mile in length,
and is 5,280-280 = 5,000 feet long.
The required diagonal is the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle

artificial

reality,

a slow burning of the coal.

suction pipe into the cylinder.

whose

When

this

the beginning of the return stroke

is

sides are 5,280

respectively.

Hence,

and 5,000

feet,

air

aid,

of the

oxygen of the

with the carbon of the coal to
carbon dioxide, and is, in

form

rapid,

action

enough heat

is

will

sufficiently

be generated

made

the

in the cylinder

valve

connecting

the

At

water

;

;;

^e QlUergEngineer
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and the suction pipe is
and the water is forced to
the surface by the plunger.
The
pressure of the atmosphere is equal
to 14.7 pounds (about) upon each

Ans.—Yes.

cylinder
closed,

square inch of surface of the water

A

the sump.

in

column of water

and having a cross-section of 1 square inch, weighs .434
pound.
When the weight of the
column of water is equal to that of
the air of the same cross-section
1

foot high

square inch), the water will rise
no higher in the suction pipe. A
column of water 14.7 -r .434 = 34 feet,
(1

about, will produce the same pres-

sure per unit of surface as a column
of air of the height of the atmos-

phere; hence, this
height to which a

is

the theoretical

pump

will suck or

draw water.
(c)

By

395

of

tests

the

Bureau of Mines have shown that
practically

is

impossible

to

it

break

the globe of an incandescent

lamp

suction

is

meant the height

In practice, this

very commonly

is

taken as three-fourths of the theo-

Thus, at sea level, a
pump is assumed to be capable of
= 25j4 feet.
drawing water 34 x
QuES. 14. If track layers receive
$3.45 per day, pick miners, 52 cents
per ton, and entry yardage is $1.85
lift.

%

—

surface

if

the gas

is

present in the

right quantity.

—

QuES. 16. If an engine of 30horsepower is doing a certain
amount of work on a fan producing
air, how many horsepower will be
required to double the quantity of

under the same conditions?
Ans. The increase in the horsepower required is proportional to
the cube of the rate of increase in
the quantity of air to be circulated.
Thus, to double the quantity of air
air

—

require

will

The

original

the

expenditure

of

horsepower was 30;

double the quantity of air will

re-

track

layers,

For haulage, coal

cutting, etc.,

preferred

is

because

is,

the low voltage

to the high, because
the.

is

it is

preferred

may

3,000 volts alternating current

be safely carried on feed-wires,

if

these wires are carefully insulated
places

cents; for entry yardage, $1.85x.95

travel.

per cent., the workers will receive
105 per cent, of their former wages.
In the example, the increased rates
will be, for track layers, $3.45

x 1.05

say $3.62; for pick miners, .52 X 1.05 = .546, say 55 cents
= $3.6225,

for

layers,

track

$1.85x1.05

These

high-pressure

equipped station into

QuES.

18.

—

QuES. 19. What is the pressure
producing the circulation in a square
airway, 100 square feet in area and
2,000 feet long, the velocity being

500 feet per minute?

Ans.

—The quantity

culation

of air in cir-

is

/ f=

air-

ways, rectangular, square, and cir-

same length and
area, which will carry the most air
with the same power, and why ?
Ans. Because the power required
cular,

all

of the

—

proportional

taking place?

surface to contact with the

because this
tional

x velocity = 100 x 500 =»
000 cubic feet per minute;
length of airway = 2,000 feet

50,-

= .0000000217;

40

= perimeter =

feet,

since each

a = area of airway = 100 square feet.

Substituting in the formula,

klocf

^ .000000021 7 X 2,000| x 40x50,000'
106»
= 4.34 pounds per square foot.

to the

and

is proporrubbing surface, the

resistance

form of airway offering the

QuES.
set

20.

—

(o)

least

air,

the

How

would you

a post on a graded

(h)

What

purposes do caps serve with props?

Ans.

— (o)

Posts set on a grade or

pitch are set nearly at right angles
to the slope but their tops are in-

clined

slightly

uphill,

so that any

downward will
bind more tightly in

slipping of the roof

cause them to

—Of three different

QuES. 15. If an
lamp should break in a body
of gas (firedamp), would there be
any likelihood of an explosion

incandescent

di-

rect current for use at the face.

to the resistance of the airway,

electric

cur-

250 volts

to circulate the air is

= $1.9425, say $1.94.

—

where men do not

rents are transformed at a properly

rates are increased 5

square airways.

other hand, pressures as high as

laid in return air-courses or

wage

tween those of the rectangular and

On

safer.

similar

(6) If

air.
The perimeter of the
square airway and the quantity of
air passed by it are intermediate be-

most

likely to cause a fatal shock.

and are

= 1.7575, say $1.76.

and the circle has the
and will past the

air,

side of the airway is 10 feet

say $3.29; for
pick miners, .52 x .95 = .494, say 49

$3.45 X .95 = 3.2875,

least

proper conditions.
voltage

the

smallest perimeter

—

(6)

their

has

greatest perimeter and will pass the

k = coefficient of friction

this

to

rectangle

q = area

That

for

the

QuES. 17.— (a) What voltage
would you recommend in a coal
mine? (W Why?
Ans. (o) 250, although much
higher pressures may be used under

at an increase of 5 per cent.?
Ans. (a) If wage rates are reduced 5 per cent., the workers will
be paid 95 per cent, of their former
wages. In the example the reduced
be,

their rubbing

proportional

is

quire 30 X 8 = 240 horsepower.

is less

will

Since the three airways have the

perimeters;

be at (a) a reduction of 5 per cent.

rates

same expenditure of

power.

firedamp

contact with current carrying wires

—

of air for the

same area and length,

per yard, what will the several rates

{Jo)

area remaining the same, will permit
the passage of the greatest amount

operating at ordinary mine voltages
without producing an explosion of

2' = 8 times the original horsepower.

through which a pump will actually
draw water through its suction pipe.

retical

The

;

place.

As

(6)

it

is

impossible to cut

posts to the exact length necessary

them to stand upright by
binding against both the roof and
floor, caps are driven between them

to cause

and the roof

to

hold

them

(the

posts) in place.

Another
caps

is

important

purpose

of

to bring a greater area of

roof to bear upon the post and thus
up a greater -amount of rock.

to hold

—
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Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions
Miners May Legally Join Labor Organisations.

— (Federal,

West

Vir-

In a recent case tried in the
United States District Court of
West Virginia, the question arose as
ginia)

mine

to the right of an employer of

labor to require that men employed
sign a contract not to become mem-

The

bers of any labor organization.

Hitchman Coal and Coke

Co.,

on

when they
means to cause

resort to unlaw-

peals,

ful

injury to others

was contrary

whom

to

United States permits aliens to immigrate, a large majority of whom

Here the decision of the
lower court was reversed on the
peals.

theory that such a contract did not
bind the employes not to join the
union, but only provided for termination of the contract in case they

and hence solicitation of
such employes and inducements
held out to them to join the union,
by lawful and persuasive methods,
not coercive nor intimidating, did
not constitute an unlawful interference with such contract of employso;

ment.

The

ancient

English

court

said

rule

"The

:

that

labor

unions were unlawful does not prevail in the

United States

in

view of

the changed conditions existing

now

rule

being

may

organize for

settled
its

own

that

;

the

labor

protection

and to further the interests of the
laboring classes, and may strike and
persuade and induce others to join
then by peaceable means, being

the

uneducated
duty of the government to afford
them equal protection under our
Constitution and the laws pursuant
laborers,

are

is

it

that

alleging

the

judgment

The Appellate

to law.

Court affirmed the decision of the
lower court on the ground that the
plaintiff

was

entitled to recover for

was caused through
company.
Judgment affirmed. Eldorado Coal and Mining Co. vs. Mariotti, 215 F. 51.
the injury which

the negligence of the defendant

com-

Location of Entries of State Lands.

condition.

order to secure as high a wage as
possible, compatible with the suc-

Kentucky)
Under the
law of Kentucky, in locating an entry of state lands the court cannot
look beyond the patent, and although the certificate of survey may
be considered for the purpose of
correcting any mistake in transcrib-

cessful operation of the business, a

ing the description into the patent,

thereto, including the right to

sign a contract declaring that they

attempting to organize the
workers employed in the Hitchman
mines. The District Court granted
the company a permanent injunction and the case was taken to the
United States Circuit Court of Ap-

they have no relation, conSo long as the

tractual or otherwise.

.

from

United States Circuit Court of Ap-

junction

employing miners, required them to

were not members of the United
Mine Workers of America and
would not become so while employes
of the company, which agreed to
run its works non-union, and that if
at any time during the employment
an employe should become connected with the United Mine Workers of America or any affiliated organization he agreed to withdraw
from the employment of the company. The suit was brought by the
Hitchman company against John
Mitchell, a miner to restrain him

February, 1915

only subject to legal restraint by in-

bine

did

——

.

.

improve

to

Since

.

their

members

of a trade

union have a lawful right to induce
persons employed in the same general business to join the union in

combination
so

such

and

lawful

long as they

refrain

by

purposes
methods,

accomplish

to

peaceful

from resorting

to unlawful

measures

to effectuate the same, does not constitute

a conspiracy."

Hitchman Coal and Coke

Mitchell

vs.

Co., 214. F.

(Federal,

the entry

itself, if

purpose, as

it

admissible for any

may

be only in case

of ambiguity in the description in
the certificate and patent,

is

not con-

KenTimber D. Co. vs.
Kentucky Union Co., 214 Fed. ^po.
trolling as to the boundary.

Coal and

tucky

686.

Must
Mine.

Sprinkle

— (Federal,

Passageways

in

The

Il-

Illinois)

Mining Law places a duty
upon mine owners and mine opera-

Smokeless-Coal Operators'
Association

linois

tors to sprinkle all dusty haulage-

ways, passages, and roads in a mine
at such intervals as required

by the
mine inspector. The plaintiff,
a miner employed by the Eldorado
Coal and Mining Co., operating in
Eldorado, 111., brought suit against
state

the

company

to recover for personal

which he received while at
work in the company's mine. He
injuries

At

annual banquet of the
Smokeless-Coal Operators of West
Virginia, given at the Bellevuethe

Stratford Hotel, in Philadelphia, on
Tuesday evening, December 8, a
handsome Tiffany pocket chronometer was presented by the members to Mr. John J. Tierney, of the
Pocahontas field, who, for the past
3 years, has been the president of

fendant

company

organization.
Mr. Tierney is
one of the pioneer operators of this
field, and this testimonial was pre-

sprinkle

the

sented

alleged in his pleadings that the de-

had failed to
passageways of its
mine as prescribed by the law, that
an explosion occurred, and that the
dense dust which arose in consequence thereof caused him to become

the

by

his

fellow

operators in

recognition of his aid in the devel-

opment
field,

of

this

splendid

mining

as well as his successful ser-

left

market for the
and the general improvement of mining conditions a state

his general health greatly impaired.

of prosperity that has been shared

Upon

jointly

suffocated,

such suffocation bring-

ing about a serious illness which

a trial of the cause in the
lower court (District Court, Eastern
Division of Illinois) a judgment was
entered

for

the

plaintiff

in

the

amount of $2,5CX) and the defendant
company took an appeal to the

vices in opening the

output,

—

by the operators and

their

employes.

The presentation address was
made by Mr. E. E. White, a wellknown operator of the Virginia
field.
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New Feedwater Regulator
The McDonough feedwater regulator shown in Fig. 1, consists of a
two headers, and

special feed-valve,

two expansion tubes connected in
parallel through a rigid linkage to
the feed-valve stem. The use of two
expansion tubes doubles the power
of expansion and contraction, and
the levers transmit the motion to the
feed-valve in a ratio of 5 to

and

turnbuckle

pointer

397

causing them to expand and contract
accordingly.

The

inclined position

which carried a semiflexible cable
was unwound on to the ground

that

of the regulator gives the greatest

as the shovel proceeded.

exposed tube surface
for a given variation in water level
and the greatest sensitiveness to

of this cable

variations in load.

considerable

variation

in

power

circuit

One end

was tapped on
carried by poles.

to

a

The arrangement has been one of
annoyance to man-

The

1.

indicator

permit the very accurate adjustment

and

valve;

the

of

further,

the

pointer indicator shows at each instant the position of the valve while

the regulator

The

is

in operation.

regulator

installed

is

in

an

inclined position, wholly supported

by the feed-piping with the connections

made

to the water column.

In

operation the lower end of the tubes
are

filled

with water and the upper

with steam.

As

rises in the boiler,
falls

FiG.

the water falls or
it

correspondingly

or rises in the regulator tubes,

presenting a greater or less area of
the tube surface to the hot steam

2.

Turbogenerator Outfit for Steam Shovel Lighting

Individual Electric Lighting
Plants for Steam Shovels
One of the problems which is encountered in operating steam shovels
or cranes at night is to provide
satisfactory illumination for them.

For night work adequate illumination

is

imperative, not only for the

bank from which the shovel digs,
but also around the shovels, to permit the necessary inspections and
adjustments and to afford safety for
the workmen.

Upon

the installation of this set

on the opposite side from which the

little

shovel

digs,

illumination,

but

to

about

supply

twenty

local

incan-

descent lights are needed on each
shovel, and to get current to them

Onefrom the

has proved quite a problem.
of the

difficulties

arises

shovel being in motion.

To

over-

a method was devised of
mounting a reel on each shovel,

come
1

shovel.

erful projector searchlights located

general illumination of the
been by a battery of powhas
bank

Fig.

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.
furnished the Utah Copper Co. for
trial one of their 1-kilowatt general
This
utility turbogenerator outfits.
set was mounted directly on the
.shovel, being fastened to the under
side of the main shovel frame and
was supplied with steam from the
the
furnishing steam to
boiler

no attempt was made to supply the
shovel with any electric power other
than that produced by the turbogenerator, and this shovel with its

The

35-7—6

agers until in December, 1913, the

this,

self-contained

power plant was

immediately freed from

all

interrup-

by accidents to its supThe. shovel
ply of illumination.
made such a good record for itself
that the Utah Copper Co. purchased
the turbo outfit furnished on trial,
and about 4 months later ordered,
for its other shovels that do most of
the night work, six more outfits.
tions caused

^e QUiergEngineer
of these sets will operate an
arc lamp and a few incandescents at
the same time, or about forty

One

chain.

The

Februaky, 1915

fan runs on Hyatt rol-

ler bearings.

It

is

simple, cheap,

25-watt incandescents alone. Practically no attention is required for

compact, and efficient.
The manufacturers state that the
silent chain is 98 per cent, efficient

the set because it is designed to
operate for long periods without

making
by
The
driving medium.

an

ideal

roller

bear-

actual test,

it

The two-speed
the

necessary

induction motor is

medium.

desired

in the usual

To

way.

ence in using the two motors, asthat a

mine requires 70,000
1

inch water

gauge, when working the 10 hours
during the day. The balance of the
time, 14 hours, half of this quantity

without doors

of air will suffice.

ROLLER BEARINGS

Under average conditions a
SILENT CHAIN DRIVE

7-foot

fan will deliver 70,000 cubic feet at

FAN \ MOTOR

water gauge, running 425
per minute, requiring
approximately 15 kilowatts. Assum1-inch

MOUNTED ON HEAVY

revolutions

CAST BASE

TWO SPEED
ALTERNATING

is

get an idea as to the differ-

sume
forces or exhausts

that

the starting and stopping being done

cubic feet of air at

EFFICientX durable

All

a double-throw switch,

is

MOTOR

ing current can be generated or pur-

chased at

make

Ic.

Taking

or $3.60 per day.

full speed,

the

per kilowatt, this will

the cost 15c. per hour running

number of working days

at 300,

then the cost of operating at
speed, or with constant-speed

full

motor

yearly would be $1,080.
Now if the same fan with a two-

speed motor

is

used and the fan run

only 10 hours at
Fig.

3.

Fan Driven by Two-Speed Motor

There are no delicate adjustments to make and every part is ac-

ings effect a saving of 25 per cent,

cessible for inspection.

lubrication,

is developed on steam
between 90 and 250
pounds.
A governor controls the
speed and keeps it uniform. A fixed

Full rating

pressures

resistance furnishes voltage regulation

and a rheostat

adjust the voltage
of lamps in use

is

provided to

when

the

number

Hence, in
spite of the abrupt changes in steam
pressure and load that characterize
is

varied.

shovel service, steady light

is

ob-

tained.

mechanical power, 75 per cent, in
and at least 90 per cent,

in

in attention.

named

is

pe-

from the mine buildings.

The two-speed motor

is

feature of the equipment.

Fan Econom-

J.

Stine Co. has placed on

market its patented disk fan
driven by two-speed Westinghouse
A. C. motors with a Link-Belt silent

14 hours, the cost for a full day's

a striking

There are

cost of the operation $600, a yearly

saving

power alone would be about one-

was

constant-speed

substituted.

speed.

C

consumption will drop approximately 3^ kilowatts or 50c. for the

and on Sundays
and holidays. Speed regulators on
direct-current motors accomplished,
various results with a wide range of

Saving $480 annually by using a
certain style mine fan, electrically
driven, is an item that demands consideration.

which will be ample for
every requirement and the power
feet of air

run being $2, against $3.60 where
run at constant speed, making the

less air at nights

squirrel-cage

a

is

but few mines that do not require

every

the

last

ated as they sometimes are, remote

ically

The

The

culiarly advantageous to fans situ-

power, but with the increased use
of alternating current, the standard

Running

the cost

If the
run at half speed for 14 hours,
then the fan will deliver 40,000 cubic

fan

care.

full speed,

will be $1.50 for this period.

purpose

supply this deficiency, A. C.
motors have been used in
connection with drum controllers.

running

efficiency

when reduced

full

speed this gives

87 per cent,

but

to half speed the

effi-

of

ciency drops to 37 per cent.

cost of

The saving

in

the entire outfit.

This varies with the cost of current
and the diameter of the fan, but the
same general difference holds good.

A Small, Portable Air Compressor
The

To

an

half the

$480.

motor

This answered
save varying the

slip-ring

When

of

small gasoline-engine-driven

portable air compressor,

shown in
by the

Fig. 4, has been developed

Ingersoll-Rand Co., to meet the
needs of those doing work requiring

compressed

air

in

small quantities

such as the laying of gas and water
mains, where air tools of various

;
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types are used, for rock cutting,
calking lead joints, drilling and riveting on steel pipes, tamping dirt,
etc.

The compressor
single-cylinder

operated by a
engine of

is

gasoline

The

the two-cycle type.

known

pressor,

com-

air

as "Imperial XII,"

The

radiator valves.

known

as No.

119.

399

disk will be

The composi-

is very hard but becomes tough
and flexible in service when under
steam pressure. It shows remarkable freedom from cracking and
flaking and unrivaled durability in
working steam pressures up to 150

tion

has a capacity of 45 cubic feet
of air per minute at a pressure of
90 pounds, and is fitted with an air
unloader, and the engine has a cen-

both

The

compressor

the

radiator

is

and
by

a large fan.

An

receiver

air

tested

to

300
fitted

with the necessary appurtenances is
hung at one end of the frame and a
15-gallon gasoline tank is supported
on a large tool box. The outfit complete weighs 1,600 pounds.

The Ingersoll-Rand

Co. rates this

terms of pneumatic tools of

outfit in

make

Three medium
size "Little David" chippers; two
"Crown" pneumatic picks; two
"Little David" riveting hammers
one "Little David" wood boring
drill
or
one metal drill; two
"Crown" sand rammers; two small
plug drills or one "Jackhamer";
one medium size "Imperial" hoist;
its

as follows

:

Fig.

4.

underground

in

Loud speaking

tele-

phones for railway dispatching work
have also been developed which re-

It

Portable Air Compressor

contains also in brief the uses of

war zone and

the telephone in the

During the past year, the
disk has been undergoing the severest possible tests in hundreds of
plants, and engineers now using the
pounds.

No. 119 disks, in their installations
pronounce them the most satisfac-

the

situation

of

business

their

abroad.
Fibreclad

Wire Rope.

—A new cata-

log describing marline covered wire

known

rope,

as

"Fibreclad,"

has

been issued by the Waterbury Co.,

disk for steam service ever
brought to their notice. A complete
service department is maintained by

80 South Street, New York. Fibreclad wire is a wire rope of standard

the firm to assist those in doubt to

with tarred Russian marline.

procure the propar valve or disk for

rope

tory

This department
each and every

the proper place.
is

at the disposal of

ten small stone tools or six larger

purchaser of any of Jenkins Bros,
products without cost, and is but

sizes.

another evidence of their faith in
the quality of their products, and

of this

TRADE NOTICES

arise

in many other kinds of apparatus
manufactured by the company.
The Western Electric News, published monthly for the employes of
the Western Electric Co., has in its
December number an interesting
article
on "Telephoning on the
Isthmus." The article is by J. B.
Reddig and is profusely illustrated.

assisted

pounds water pressure and

may

rescue work.

wearing a head piece continuously.
There have also been improvements

Cooling is provided for by a gear
driven pump and an automobile
radiator with large tank capacity,
serving

that

lieve the operator of the necessity of

trifugal governor.

engine.

The mine telephone has been developed in collaboration with the Federal Bureau
of Mines, and the final design is said
to meet successfully all conditions
suit different needs.

tee

is

all

guaranor your

certified to in their

"satisfactory

service

construction,

made

is

each
in all

served

strand

grades of

The

steel to

meet the demands of the user. The
manufacturers claim that it will outwear either wire rope of ordinary
construction or iflanila rope; that
is

it

easier to handle 'than bare wire

rope, less

cumbersome than manila,

and the ultimate cost

is less

saving effected in

of the

because
life

and

— For

To engineers
money refunded."
who are having trouble with other
disks, and who desire to test the new

years this firm, originators of the

Jenkins Bros. No. 119, a sample will

renewable disk valve, have made a

be mailed free of charge on request.
Western Electric Co. During the

Others
adapted to our service.'
have said the same only to find they
were mistaken. Mental deductions

year 1914 the Western Electric Co.
made new developments or im-

fnterest

Jenkins

most

New

Bros.

Disk.

and serviceable
Being manufacturers of

satisfactory

valve disk.

high-grade valves, the perfect service of which depends upon the

—

provements

in

various forms of elec-

Among

quality of the disk, they have been

trical

on the

standard packages of Interphone
outfits containing everything neces-

alert to obtain the highest

degree of perfection for it, and rehave perfected an improved disk compound which will
hereafter be used in all Jenkins Bros,

cently they

standard

globe,

angle,

cross,

and

apparatus-

these are

handling charges.

They say

justice to yourself,

you cannot pass

this

:

by saying, T don't think

"In

it

frequently are averse to one's best

and no one not having given

this type of rope a practical test is
justified

in

passing adverse judg-

sary for their installation with com-

Send for catalog.
"Hoisting Your Profits." The colliery machine shop, located as it so

plete illustrated directions for put-

often

ting up the phones.
different

There are four

combinations of these to

ment."

—

is

at

considerable

distances

from the large centers of population, must be equipped to handle all

;
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400
ordinary repairs for almost any portion of the surface or underground
equipment. Much of the machinery
in use

is

so massive that practically

Enterprise

Wheels.

order

to

the

Foundry and Ma-

Enterprise

chine

Works now terms
Wheels"

all such shops are well equipped
with chain hoists for the economical
handling of the work. Every man

"Enterprise

charge of these shops will be interested in "Hoisting Your Profits,"
a short story in pictures and words,
of some of the ways in which
Cyclone hoists are helping to a bigger day's business at a lower cost.

of the company.

in

—In

prevent confusion of trade names,
its

product

instead

of

Spring-

Ohio, has just issued a new

"Lagonda Boiler
which are illusdescribed a new and

entitled,

Tube Cleaners,"
and

fully

interesting

line

trated

in

of

tube

Copy may be had upon

cleaners.

request to

the company.
Piston

Rings.

—A

"Directory

of

Piston Ring Sizes" is issued by the
Burd High Compression Ring Co.,
Rockford, 111. This book describes
the special form of piston rings and

made by that
company, for which many advantages are claimed; and it also lists
sizes

rings,

of cylinders,

etc.,

automobiles,
cars,

of

number

practically

motor

wheels.

Mr. Whitney

will

continue as heretofore to give his
direct

supervision to the

personal

manufacture of self-oiling and roller
bearing wheels for the mining
trade.

cycle

trucks, tractors, gas engines,

on the market, and therefore
furnishes valuable information for

etc.,

the owner, repair man, or dealer in

such machinery.

The Gifford-Wood Co., of Hudson,
N. Y., will open an office in the Hudson Terminal Building, 30 Church
Street,

will be

hoefer,

New York City. This office
managed by Mr. A. W. Bergwho

have associated with him Mr. Joseph A.
Boucher, both engineers who have
been several years with the company.

The

will also

territory

looked after by the
will

include

that

will

New York

New York

City

be

office

and

Westchester County, the southeastern part of the state of Connecticut,
the southeastern part of Pennsylva-

and the southern states east of
the Blue Ridge Mountains.
nia,

Co., Canton, Ohio.

;

Alligator Shears, 19 pages.

Allis-Chalmers

Precision Instrument Co., 102
Randolph St., Detroit, Mich. Catalog E, "Precision Recorders and Indicators."

;

Gardner Governor Co.,Quincy,
Circular, P-3 Boiler Feeders
and General Service, 8 pages; Circular P-8, Duplex Power Pumps, 8
pages; Circular G-R-2 Gardner-Rix
Vertical Air Compressors, 16 pages
Circular A-C-5, Gardner Horizontal

OB^

Compressors,

Air

Single-Cylinder
14 pages.

Wm. Graver Tank Works,
111.

Bartlett-Graver

;

;

Chi-

Softener and Purifier, 47 pages.

Fisher Bldg., Chicago,

111.

Lined

Iron Pipe Co.,
Lead Lined and

Tin Lined Iron Pipe, 16 pages.

Lunkenheimer
Ohio.

Co.,

Cincinnati,

Lunkenheimer "Clip" Valves,
Lunkenheimer "Ferre-

pages;

10

newo" Valves, 9 pages.
Chisholm-Moore Mfg. Co., Lakeside Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

ing

Your

Hoist-

Co., Springfield,

Ohio. Lagonda Boiler Tube Cleaners, 32 pages.

Waterbury
New York, N.
Rope, 23 pages.

Co.,

Y.

St.,

Co., Inc., Beth-

lehem, Pa.

Milwaukee Western Fuel

Co.,

Watt Mining Car Wheel

Co.,

Barnesville, Ohio.

Bittenbender

Co.,

132

Franklin Ave., Scranton, Pa.

80 South

^

35

University of Pittsburg's

Extension Classes
The School

of Mines of the Uni-

versity of Pittsburg has opened

its

University Extension classes in the
mining towns of western Pennsylvania for the third year. Five classes
have been organized to study the

Mine Gases,

subjects of

Law, and Safety,
the

are

fire

Ventilation,

in preparation for

These

boss examination.

located

Pleasant,

at

Uniontown,

Mt.

Yukon,

and

Leisenring,

In addition, a class in
subjects to prepare

Russellton.

more advanced

Profits, 16 pages.

Lagonda Mfg.

William

100

Co.,

New York.
Weston Dodson

Bulletin

pages.

Lead

Chemical

The
Co.,

No. 34-S, Small Power Driven Compressors, 16 pages; Bulletin No.
34-K, Class N-SO and N-SG Fuel
Oil and Gas Driven Compressors
and their application to the Unit
System of Air Power Plants, 24

Wakefield, Mass.

calendars received

The Roessler & Hasslacher

Milwaukee, Wis.

Water

Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Bulletin No.
1091, Type
Governor, 8 pages Bulletin

No. 1904, Types OB-3 and OB-4
Repair Part
Governors, 4 pages
Catalog No. 1903, Types OB and
OB-2 Governors, 4 pages.

111.

cago,

Co., Milwaukee,

Wis. Bulletin No. 1088, Distributing Transformers, 16 pages Bulletin No. 1089, Reversing Motor PlaBulletin No.
ner Drive, 12 pages
16
1090, Motor Generator Sets,
;

Catalogs Received

of

the

all

cycles,

Co.,

General Catalog.

Portable Floor
Crane and Hoist, 31 pages; SheetMetal Machinery, 32 pages Canton

coupler for them, as

the

Watt Mining Car Wheel
Barnesville, Ohio.

pages;
Co., of

of

Canton Foundry and Machine

Whitney's

interested.

The Lagonda Mfg.

Directory

111.

There

W.

Chisholm-Moore Mfg. Co.,
Lakeside Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
will willingly mail a copy to any one

Bulletin

Rockford,

Piston Ring Sizes, 67 pages.

has been no change in the personnel

A.

The

field,

BuRD High Compression Ring
Co.,

St.,

Fibreclad Wire

candidates for the mine foreman ex-

amination

is

being

conducted

at

Irwin.

The enrolment

in the six

157, exceeding that of the

vious years.

towns is
two pre-

&^(

Mines

XXXV-No.

Vol.

THE
bed

in

MARCH,

8

Beckley

1915

Scranton, Pa.

quick to grasp op-

White Coal Co. Mines

E. E.

the

w Minerals

New River
coal field
for

its

and

friable

nature

of the coal, which
less variety.

teresting

River.

It

By
is

of the smoke-

presents

problems

many

in-

successfully

in

Fig.

mining

and

handling

the

1.

coal.

Naturally, the value of methods em-

ployed,

and Equipment of Some Well Managed Mines

ir-

regularities

the

The Methods

noted

is

many

including

actual

coal

cut-

When

the

W.

in

lands

in

the

The grad-

them.

&

Ohio

New

River

Chesapeake

coal field in the early seventies, that

ual

absorption

mines in the
large

of
fields

corporations,

anthracite

the

mentioned by
eliminated

the

Surface Works and Improvements at Glen White. W. Va.

region

attracted

the

attention

of

numerous mining men of the southern and middle anthracite fields of

when

individual operators, and

them found a
ites

ting, ventilation, drainage, haulage,

and cleaning arrangements,
nullifying dust, etc., are measured
by results obtained. Gauged by this

Norfolk & Western
Railroad tunneled through Flat Top
Mountain to Elkhorn Creek the coal
was given still more prominence.

New

Pottsville. Pa.

or

and developed and worked

sult,

Civil and Mining Enginetr.

leased

coal

George D. Evans*

Railroad penetrated the

either

bought
field

in

most practical of all tests, the E. E.
White company's methods and
equipment make a splendid showing.

New

Va., Field

Pennsylvania.

tipple,

the

portunities,

1886-87

As

Later,

the

a result, mining engineers, opand mine managers of the

erators,

Schuylkill anthracite

field,

who were

coPVHiaMTe O BY |NT«RNATIONAL TKXTIOOK COMPANY

in

West

among

field

Virginia.

the

many

of

for their activ.

As a

operators

in

re-

the

River and Kanawha River
fields will be found the. names of
such well-known anthracite region
men as Beury, Cooper, May, Robertson, Goodwill, Thomas, McQuail,
Luther, Tierney, Connell, Lathrop,
Richards, Bickel, Leckie, and

ALL RIOHTS RESKRVSO

many

others.

E. E. White, the head of

the E. E. White Coal

Co., is a prod-

uct of the western middle anthracite
field, being the son of an old-time

mine foreman of Mount Carmel, Pa.
English,
Welsh,
the
as
Just
Scotch, and German miners brought
into the anthracite fields

the methods

many

many

of

European mining,

of

the anthracite
for
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men

are responsible

of the methods adopted in

and Tug River on the south

is

of

White Coal Co.:

Moisture,

1.40;

comparatively recent development.
The measures of what is known as

volatile matter, 17.10; sulphur, .45;

comprising the Raleigh sandstones and
shales along New River, contain two
workable seams, the Sewall and the
Fire Creek. These measures thicken
toward the south and in ascending

U., 14,850.

Piney River, a tributary of New
River, the Beckley bed, between the

coke.

Middle Pottsville

the

series,

ash, 3.55; fixed carbon, 77.50; B. T.

While there are no mines to my
knowledge at which the Beckley
coal is being coked, tests have been
made which prove that it would
make an excellent grade of foundry

Were

not for the fact that for

it

steaming purposes, this coal commands at all times and in all mar-

Bf^-

good price, it would not be a
seam to work.
It
is
doubtful if there is a seam of coal
anywhere in West Virginia more

kets a

profitable

Fig,

Becklev Seam

difficult to

the development and working of the

West Virginia mines.
The operations of the E. E. White
company were developed by men
whose early experience was gained
in the anthracite regions. They had
experience in coal seams lying at
angles of inclination from

all

degrees

Sewall and Fire Creek, also thickens
and is first worked at Stanaford
mines.
Until a few years ago the Piney
branch of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad was operated only as far
as the mines of the Raleigh Coal
and Coke Co., about 10 miles from

to

New

nesses.

to the south undeveloped until the

90 degrees, and of varying thickIn the board of directors of
the company there are two former
operators,

two

present

anthracite

manager and
one mining engineer of the anthracite fields.
In the operating force,
not only officials and foremen, but
operators, one general

many

engineers,

miners,

and day

men, are from the same fields.
The mines are situated in what
has become known as the Winding
Gulf field in Raleigh County, W. Va.

The

coal being operated

is

known

as the Beckley bed after the largest

town

The property

in the vicinity.

of over 5,000 acres

is

from
composed

leased

Beaver Coal Co.,
mostly of Philadelphia capitalists,
and of which Mr. E. T. Stotesbury
is
the president.
This company
owns between 45,000 and 50,000
the

acres in the

field.

The property

is

late

the

River, leaving a large territory

H. H. Rogers in 1906 completed
Deep Water and Tide Water

railroads

now known

as

the Vir-

This railroad together with
the extension of the Chesapeake &
Ohio lines, opened the Winding
ginian.

Gulf

One

shown in Fig.
from as little

much

as

of the strong features in the

development of the property of the
E. E. White Coal Co. is that it is
opened at two different points 3
miles apart and at each operation is
served by both the Virginian and
C. & O. Railroads, the former giving an almost unlimited car supply
at all times, and excellent service to
tidewater and the South, while the
latter takes care of the trade to the

Middle West and the Lakes as well
as to tidewater.

The

are Castner, Curran

selling agents

&

Bullitt.

1,

as

and

thickness

in

The Beckley bed

grades.

is split

as

the divider varying
1

inch in places to

as 120 feet in others.

shows an average section

Fig. 2

of the bed as found in

Owing

many

places.

varying thickness of
the divider the grades are particularly irregular in the upper split,
which is the one generally worked
wherever the thickness of the divider

to the

prohibits

operating the two

benches together.

It

invariably

is

the case that, where the splits are

together in the low places or swags,

both

field.

operate on account of the

irregularities

splits

are thicker than on or

near the anticlinals, of which there

many
Owing

are

local to the bed.

to these irregularities

it is

generally difficult to follow a fixed

plan of operation, and in order to

work economically and
advantage

as

to

to the best

hauls,

drainage,

must
and the projected plans changed
from time to time to meet condi-,
tions.
Contours of the top rock are
carried on the mine maps of the
E. E. White Coal Co., the top being
used because the top split is followed where the splits are widely
etc., levels

be carefully driven

seam
270 feet below the Beckley which is
4 feet thick and known as the Fire

operation and mining methods, a few

Creek.

teristics of the

Nearly every one interested in the
business in the Appalachian
fields is familiar with the New River
and Pocahontas coals, but that country between New River on the north

of interest.

large area, the coal has a general

The following is an average analysis made by the United States

southeast to northwest.

underlaid

coal

with another coal

Before going into the plans of

words about the nature and characBeckley coal

may

be

Government chemist of coal taken
from cars shipped by the E. E.

separated.

While there are many local antiand synclinals, taken over a

clinals

dip

of

about 2.5

per

cent,

from

Glen White
mines No. 1 and No. 2 are opened at
the extreme northwestern part of

March,

^e 0f/ieryEngineer
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Fig.

Crossing in Mines at Glen

3.

the lease in order to take advantage

of natural drainage and
for

loaded

the

trips.

opened by twin shafts, 29
X 10

10

ft.

in.

ft.

5^

shafts

inside of the timbers,

is

tion of 2,080 feet above tide and 150

above the valley.
At Glen White the coal from both
mines is being hoisted at No. 1 shaft
by a pair of 24" x 48" first-motion
engines with 8-foot and 10-foot
conical drums, working in balance,
and equipped with steam brake,
steam reverse, and Nicholson automatic safety overwind. They were
built by the Vulcan Iron Works, of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and have a capacity of 300 tons per hour.
The shaft is equipped with Vulfeet

Turnout at Bottom of No.

10" x 14"

There

is

no steam used

at

plex

In

are the No.

power house, which

is

1

shaft hoisting engines

shows the power house,
and fan.
The electrical equipment which
suppHes power for all three mines
is in three units, and consists of
three 375 K. V. A. General Electric,
Fig.

1

tipple, shops,

No. 3

Fig.

the

tri-

electrically driven.

as well as the generators, etc.

6,600-volt, 25-cycle alternators, each

the

driven

by

an

Erie-Ball

slide-valve engine at

This plant contains six 350-horsepower Keeler water-tube boilers
with a Cochran feedwater heater

Shaft

pumps

stone with asbestos-shingle roofing,

power being electricity
conducted across the mountain from
the power plant at Glen White.

1

feedwater

by Deming portable

are cleared

second-

for hoisting coal.

mine,

boiler

running about 20 strokes per minute
and discharging 70,000 gallons per
24 hours. Local sumps and swags

tipple,

motion hoisting engines for lowering rails, timber, and supplies into
the mine and for hoisting men in
case of emergency.
One compartment contains stairs, and another
the steam and pump discharge
In case it ever becomes
pipes.
necessary, this shaft can be equipped

Gulf, the coal cropping at an eleva-

5.

being used for run of mine, the

with a pair of

Machine Cutting Enirv

The main pumping plant at Glen
White consists of a Goyne 24" x 12"
x36" duplex steam pump at present

it

No. 2
shaft, at present being used as an
intake and tender shaft, is equipped

is

4.

and
suitable
pumps.

di-

this

designed for the prepara-

is

from the Stotesbury

a drift operation on the Winding

Fic.

dumping
Although

trade for prepared sizes being served

2,180 feet above tide, the

Stotesbury, or No. 3 mine,

cages

tion of all sizes of coal, at present

coal being 1,870 feet above tide.

The

automatic

tipple

in.

elevation at the top of the
is

Fig.

rectly into the tipple.

310 feet deep and 440 feet apart.

The

White

can

down grade
They are

403

'

22"x24"

187.5

revolu-

There are one
300-kilowatt and two 150-kilowatt
tions

per minute.

rotary convertors, with the neces-

6.

Overcast on Main Haulaceway

March, 1915
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sary transformers, etc., which deliver the power to the Glen White
mines at 275 volts. There are also

two 30-horsepower 220-110 volt
oil-cooled
transWestinghouse
formers for town lighting.
A wood-pole transmission line 4
miles long conveys power at 6,600
volts to the No. 3 mine at Stotesbury.

At

the latter place the neces-

sary transformers, converters,
are housed in a stone building.

At Glen White

the coal

is

etc.,

hauled

are in use at this mine two

Morgan-

Gardner center cutters, five Sullivan
ironclads, and one Goodman shortwall machine. Cutter bars from 6
to 8 feet long are used, depending
on conditions. Longer cutter bars
have been tried but rejected on account of the difficulty encountered
in handling the machines where bottom is shot up for the roadway.
Fig. 4 shows a Morgan-Gardner
truck-mounted, center cutter, working in an entry at Glen White.

and

from

the

these

panels

are

Twenty-five rooms are generally worked to a panel. They are
opened on 60-foot centers and are
driven from 16 to 20 feet wide for
driven.

300

room

leaving a

feet,

pillar of

44 feet. A pillar of 100
feet is left between the faces of the
rooms and the airway of the panel
above, and one of 150 feet or 200
feet (depending on the height of
coal) between the first and last
rooms and the main entries below
and above; and as soon as the
rooms are finished the room pillars

from 40

are

to

drawn back.

As

being removed, the

the pillars are

and ties are
and also many of the
posts, by means of a chain-post
puller.
By the immediate removal
of the pillars much labor, track, and
rails

recovered,

timber are saved, while the entries

on the three sides are protected by
the chain pillars which are recovered afterwards as the entry above
is robbed.
By this method of narrow rooms and thick pillars, a very

small percentage of the coal

is lost.

Entries are driven from 12 to 16
feet
Fig.

7.

Stotesbuby

wide, according to the height

Tipi'li

of the coal; the return airways are

Owing

from the partings by four 10-ton
Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotives
and is gathered to the partings by

Beckley seam,

six 6-ton gathering locomotives of

tion,

the same make, and a few mules.

are operated on a modified form of

Fig. 3 shows three of the motors
at

At Stotesbury no mules

are used,

being done by elecand the equipment consisting

hauling

tricity,

two 10-ton Baldwin Westinghouse motors and seven 6-ton Gen-

of

eral Electric gathering motors.

The mine cars at Glen White are
with wood bottoms, steel lined,

steel

while at Stotesbury, where the coal
is not so high, an all-steel car is

made no

to ad-

in

here strictly to a fixed plan of opera-

to

it

is

difficult

but the mines of this company

and panel system,
at Glen White is
hoisted at No. 1 shaft, the two
mines are worked separately, being
connected close to the shaft bottom
for the distribution of cars and for
ventilation and outlet.
Fig. 5 shows the loaded turnout
at the bottom of No. 1 shaft, where

the

four-entry,

While the

Glen White.

the

to the irregularities in the

coal

one set of entries is being driven
south toward Stotesbury, another
set southeast

following the direction

less than 12 feet wide and
low coal are driven wide enough
allow a minimum area of 60

square

feet.

No. 2 shaft is used as the main
intake airway and a 24' x 6' Guibal
reversible fan, built by the Vulcan
Iron Works, is exhausting in No. 1
shaft.
It is driven directly by a
\'ulcan 18" x 30" engine and has a

capacity of 300,000 cubic feet of air

per minute.
steel

The fan

is

enclosed in

and masonry, and the engine

house

is

stone with reinforced con-

The fan is set 40 feet
back from the top of the shaft airway, which is covered with explosion doors and has an area of 140
crete roof.

headroom of

of greatest rise of the coal, while

inches without loss of capacity.

the main entries from No. 2 shaft

square

Both pick and machine mining are
practiced. At Glen White it is done
by two Sullivan room-and-pillar
machines and two Morgan-Gardner
truck-mounted center cutters.
At
the Stotesbury operation, machines

are being driven due east, thus open-

workings of the Glen White mines,
covering an area of about 600 acres,
are being ventilated by a current of

used, giving additional

2^

are used

throughout except when

robbing close to the outcrop.

There

ing the acreage in a fanlike shape.
Six drifts at the No. 3 mine open
the frontage on the

and

are

operating

Winding Gulf
toward

Glen

White.

From

feet.

At the present time the

150,000 cubic feet of air per minute,
with a water gauge reading of only
1.3 inches.

main

branch
entries are turned right and left,
the

entries,

Close to the shaft bottom the intake

is

divided

into

three

main

March,
splits,

1915

W^ (gffieryEngineer

which are further subdivided

allowing each

from 20,000

entry

supply

a

of

to 30,000 cubic feet of

All permanent stop-

air per minute.

pings are stone set in cement mortar,

and a force of masons is kept constantly at work building these stoppings.
The return air crosses the
main haulageways via overcasts of
stone and brick masonry and rein-

cars, depending on grades, of 750
gallons capacity each, from which
the water is thrown in a spray

down No. 2 shaft.
steam furnish additional heat and moisture at the shaft

the train

air as

it

passes

Jets of live

bottom.

A

short distance beyond

and rooms are con-

one

of

which

Luitp Coal Shakek

FtG. 8.

nected by breakthroughs at a maxdistance of 80 feet, and where

necessary brattice

carried

is

from

Fig.

is heated" by exhaust steam from the
main pumps and gives off warm
vapor in dense volume which is car-

the last breakthrough to the face.
In no part of the mines is there left

of fresh water placed over the

a blank end, every entry or room

at intervals

when stopped being connected

right

at the face to the adjoining entry

or room, thus keeping the air circu-

ried along with the intake.

Sprays

dam

supply additional moisture and help to replenish the water

dam.
Hygrometrical readings are taken

in the

mine

lating directly across the face of the

regularly in all parts of the

workings. Each panel before being
robbed is connected at one or more

and in the upcast airway, from
which careful calculations of the
humidity are made. To January 1,
1915, in no place in the mine has
there been a reading of less than

places,

furthest

from

the

intake,

with the return airway of the entry
above, so that there is always a current of fresh air passing over and

i

steam from the fresh-water pump,
and 600 feet of 6-inch uncovered
steam lines to the pumps, heats the

back for several hundred feet to a
depth of about 2 feet. This water

in Fig. 6.

imum

nection with one, two, or three, tank

is

concrete,

shown

entries

feet of 2^-inch pipe arranged for
the purpose and heated by exhaust

these jets the air passes through an
entry in which the water is dammed

forced
All

405

through

to the faces.

Though

these

mines

are

not

classed as dusty, the roads in most
parts being so moist that they are

packed hard and the roof and ribs
showing a precipitation nearly
everywhere, the management is put-

95 per cent.
Regardless,
satisfactory

however,

of

mathematical

these
results

against roof, sides, and floor while
entries

is slowly moved along the
by one of the locomotives.

The force of the spray is so great
that in passing a break the water is
thrown a distance of 40
the entry.

The tank

from diamond

9.

drill

feet

2-inch centrifugal

pump

driven

from

cars are loaded

holes originally

Car of Coal Being Loaded

sunk for prospecting purposes before the mines were opened.
Two
of these outfits are sufficient to keep
the two mines thoroughly sprinkled.
As an additional precaution
against dust the

company

is

plan-

ning a series of bore, holes and a
system of piping and sprays
throughout the mines.
From the time the first pick was
sunk in the opening of these mines
the motto of the company has been
"Safety First" and there is no danger common to coal mining that is
not carefully watched.
The main
haulage roads in all three mines are
lighted

by

electricity,

and neatly

let-

tered sign boards are posted in con-

foreman, a

by a 5-horsepower motor and
mounted on a truck with mine car

35-8—3

used in con-

The company is using as its
standard sprinkling outfit a Wein-

dependable

humidifica-

is

out the direction to the exits.

ting forth every effort to evolve a
of

This

and of the seasons of the year, the
dryer parts of the mines are regularly and systematically sprinkled.

man

system

running gear.

spicuous places bearing warnings of

dangerous

practices

and

pointing

In addition to the general inside

man

of long and varied

experience, and his assistants, each

of

whom

has a certificate of

ciency from the state, the

effi-

company

...

^e (g//ieryEngineer
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employs a man whose title is safety
inspector, and whose duty principally
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the less experienced miners how a
good, deep cut will bring better results than a shallow one, where the
holes should be placed, and how
loaded, tamped, and fired.
He has

5f

driven during the

man

is

month

total distance driven to date, a

face, the nature of both top and bottom; and the course on which the
entry is being driven, the air meas-

urement,

the

number

working places and num-

of

relative

humidity,

He

ber of miners working.

also

makes a monthly room report showing the specified and actual width of
rooms, and whether they are on line,

the rules of the company.

and the thickness of the coal

off the solid or

face.

power

to discharge

any

for

Shooting
tamping with slack
or "bug dust" means immediate discharge if the offender is caught.
Clay or tamping is hauled by the
company to or near every working
face, and only permissible explosives

As

the safety inspector

is

10 and

Figs.

11

at the

are samples of

these reports.

One

of the most interesting plants

White Coal Co. is the
Stotesbury tipple built by the Link

of the E. E.

Belt Co., of Philadelphia, a general

appear in any part of the
mine at most any time, often entering a working place just after the

view of which

foreman or

the desire to ship as large a propor-

liable to

boss has gone out,

fire

Having

is shown in Fig. 7.
mind the extreme fri-

in

ability of the coal to be

the laws are very seldom violated.

tion of

lump

Every entry and room in the
mines is driven on lines set by the

officials

of the coal

made

handled and

coal as possible, the
.

company and

the engineers of the Link Belt Co.

regu-

designed this tipple to handle the

and not only the foreman, but

coal with the least possible break-

8 and 9 showing the

fire boss as well, is regularly
provided with an up to date revised

age.

blueprint of his section of the mine.

coal being loaded attest to the re-

makes

9

This
each

distance

the violation of the mining laws or

The engineer
op

the

includes

section and the dip of the bed at the

junction
I«OD

report

both company men and miners in
good and safe practices and warn
them against bad ones. He shows

each

I

to the

and

larly,

I»03

which he makes

eral report

general manager each month.

day, keep tabs on the

engineers; surveys are

]tmv«d
SOOQ JO

expected to

of the mines as pos-

entry

Iw>D
JO aoog

measurements of hu-

relative

midity, which are included in a gen-

ventilation, mining, timbering, etc.,

are used.

o

c5

is

and

1915

report faulty conditions, and instruct

full

JK

"•PA JO

much

•e.s

Jdqiixn*<j

He

to find fault.

is

CO

Makch,

with

in charge,

con-

sults

achieved.

lump

coal

in

and a car of lump

coal shaker

mine foreman,
air measurements

the

periodical

Figs.

lump

A

consignment of

was recently made from

this tipple to

one of the large ship

^ w w
aooa
Engineering Department, E. E. White Coal Co. Report of the Driving of Rooms in
Glen White Mines, Nos. 1 and 2

Fic. 11.
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Name

I

09

Thick-

Number

of

Working

of

Place

Room

r^

Machine
Driven

Width of
Place, Feet

Width

Coal

Place
Feet

of

This

Examination

^ I

No.

1

shaft...
.

li
i
a

I
I

Previous

Ex-

This
Exami-

Previous

Remarks

Ex-

amiamination
nation
nation

II
Right main
Entry
No. 2 shaft...

g

No. Feet
Off Line

fied

ness
of

Seam

S 5

Speci-

I I I

1111

.

5
6

Sullivan
Sullivan

8

SuUivan
Morgan-Gardner
Morgan-Gardner

3
7

No. 2 shaft.

.

1

Third, south

.

2

Pick Work

.

.

No. 2 shaft...
Third, north
No. 1 panel...
No. 2 shaft...
.

Sullivan
Sullivan

10

U

16
3

4'
4'
4'
9'
9'
4'
4'
6'
5'
8'
fi'

24'
24'
24'

26'
24'
24'

31'
28'

16'
16'

19'
17'

18'
17'

24'
24'

23'

20'
20'

20'
20*
20'
20'

19'

25'

27'
19'

29'

21'
23'
24'

O. K.

O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.

Slight excess

O.K.
O.K.
Excessive
Satisfactory

Very satisfactory
Very satisfactory

Too wide
Entirely too wide

O.K.

Date of this examination, June 30, 1914.
Date of previous examination, May 26, 1914.
RoBT. F. Roth, Assistant Engineer

—
March.
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yards to be used for the speed test
of the Argentine dreadnaught "Moreno."

It

was

Method

is

delivered

the head-house,

of

side

feeding

to

a

Phillips

each side
kick-back

The coal from each car as
dumped is caught on a drop

Such

is

apron and inspected for

slate before

delivered to a traveling picking

it is

by means of a reciprocating

table

feed which allows the slack to

on the

table

fall

forming a cushion
The slate and bone,

first,

for the lumps.

which there is very little, is
eliminated on this picking table
which delivers the coal to a retarding conveyer 325 feet long by
which it is carried down the hill and
passed over ^-inch stationary
screw bars to remove the slack. It
of

is

as

is

CONSIDERING
increasing

the
of

cost

less concrete,

miles of headings?
not

as it will be when mine
managers become more conversant
tensively

coal has the least possible

extension to these
as

an

fall.

An

boom conveyers

additional

inspection

from which any doubtful looking lumps are removed.

table

When

it is

desired to load run-of-

tric

motors.

[In our next number, the excellent

and successful welfare and educational work carried on by the E. E.
White Coal Co. will be described
and illustrated. Editor.]

Cherry Lumber
Cherry is the wood most used as
a backing for the metal plates from
which illustrations are printed in
It is
magazines and periodicals.
chosen above all others because it
holds
twist,
split.

its shape, does not warp or
works smoothly, and does not

is

work

absolutely essential that the air-

current reach the

men

in its fullest

possible force, such conditions cannot long exist, and every suggestion
that offers reduction in cost

chiefly to such

and
welcomed.

is

inIt

mine management

directed, to those
follow the heading

is

with a stopping that will stay, and
that at every 20 yards or so.

In

the

8-inch

use
Fig.

with
to

its

merits,

While

this

to

show

it

adaptability

its

mine work.
rarely comes to a man

without an actual
thing to

1

and

many phases

of

trial,

yet the next

in point of conviction is

the actual

work done

in an-

other man's mine.

The

stoppings,

driven by elec-

tice

that this article

mine work

is

and almost invariably the bratin each of these mines is
constructed on the principle of "It'll
last a while, anyhow."
But where it
face,

men who must

the coal to be delivered directly into
the small bin and thence to the cars.

cent, of the air

registered at the intake reaches the

is

mine coal a 17-foot parallel gate is
opened above the shakers, allowing

All the machinery

many mines

In

more than 50 per

crease in efficiency

then separated into lump, egg,

or lowered as desired, so that the

Reynoldi

lumber,

the latter not as ex-

Cheap Material

Hand

at

steadily

which will never decrease,
mine owners and mine managers are
naturally eager for any substitute
proven of equal efficiency or better.
For mine stoppings, overcasts,
etc., a good deal of brick is being
used, and in some mines more or

and nut by means of shaker screens
having an easy reciprocating motion.
The lump and egg are loaded
into the cars lengthwise by loading
boom conveyers which can be raised

acts

Mine Work

Usually

Bu Sim

dump.
it

in

of Building Strong and Tight Concrete Stoppings of

from the
two turnouts, one on each

coal

drifts to

Concrete

said to be the finest

coal ever received at that yard.

The

407

haulways,

building

in

etc.,

casings

and

has

overcasts,
in

main

found

it

better than brick in point of utility

and economy.

He

the

54-foot

sectional

area

breakthrough of the Pittsburg bed.
This will require approximately 600
brick.
Estimating the price as $7
the thousand the material for an ordinary stopping (brick and mortar)
will approximate $5. Of course this
will vary as will the cost of putting
up, but a conservative estimate of
a brick stopping such as indicated
it

writer has used concrete in

door

in

place consider the
stopping in ordinary

first

brick

also found that

could be substituted for

it

wood with

but a slightly increased cost.

And

become larger
the use of wood must inevitably
give way to something more substantial that will remain on duty as
long as the mine shall last. This
must inevitably be accepted, no matFor
ter how cheap wood may be.
instance: what prodigious power
would be needed originally in a mine
as extensive as some in Washington
as mining operations

will

be about $7.50.

By

actual tests,

and under normal conditions as to
cost of material, it has been proven
that a concrete stopping can be built
quite as, if not more, substantial, at a
less cost both for material and construction.

One method is to fill in the conbetween wood forms set about

crete

8 inches apart as shown in Fig. 1.
And although when -finished and
thoroughly "set" this makes a good
stopping for ordinary purposes, it is
rather

inconvenient to build.

On

account of the upright posts, which
are necessary to prevent the forms

from

bulging

when

concrete

County, Pa., if only about half of
the air produced reached the workings, on account of decaying or

poured in, it
the boards at

broken wood stoppings along the

the last few inches at the top.

also

more or

is

is

impossible to place

full length.

There

is

less trouble in filling

The
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Electric Shot Firing in

methods, with complete success, but

cement mass made more
nearly perfect, if the lower part be

the concrete and stone wall shown
in Fig. 2 is the better of the two.

not allowed to set before the top.
With the necessary material at hand

ordinary wooden brattice is
put up immediately following the
advance of the entry. Later on, this

a good laborer will build such a
stopping as I have described in a

Lane, of the Interior
Department, has approved the recommendation of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs and the Director

Counting the other half

of the Bureau of Mines that the or-

brattice acts as one side of the form
needed to build the permanent con-

as necessary for gathering supplies
(which, with a certain system of

use of permissible explosives in the

crete stopping, and there

placing supplies would be

writer has tried this, as well as other

An

is

usually

tion of the

half day.

much

re-

coal

1914, requiring the

4,

and asphalt mines on the segre-

Nations

even

or

soapstone,

extremity,

May

der of

gated coal and asphalt lands belonging to the Choctaw and Chickasha

enough stone in the immediate vicinity to build the retaining wall.
In

Oklahoma
Secretary

in

Oklahoma, or

in

lieu

can be used. The wall
should be started at such a distance
from the stopping as to allow 6 or

thereof, the use of an electric shot

8 inches of good concrete between

ary

bone

coal,

the

wood

the

first

brattice

firing

order

layer or course of stone,
FiG. 2

duced or totally eliminated) there
would still remain a big difference

the stone at the top, the result will

with brick.

a

or

stopping,

satisfactory

a

favor of the method compared

in

Cement,

4

bags;

ping

concrete and stone at the bottom,

rough river sand, or ordinary
smooth sand with ashes, 6 bags; in

the concrete

wooden

is

sufficiently

the

set

brattice can be taken

and reused, and so on

until

down
worn

The

care used in setting up

wooden

partition originally, and

out.

the

When

to 10 inches at the top.

the care used in taking

a determining

effect

it

down has

on the

life

of

the boards.
It

has been found preferable to

wood

have the
smooth side of the stopping toward
the main entry, and the stone side
on the air-course, where the doubleentry system is used; because if
there be any leak, this readily aduse the

mits of

The

its

as

so

to

stoppage.

method
construction; and

chief claims for this

are simplicity of

strength of the completed job.

Any

ordinary mine laborer can do the
work, as with the wood brattice al-

1915.

follows:

the proportion of cement,

2

sand,

parts;

issued

the

making

this

state-

ment:
"This order was issued with the
twofold purpose of increasing the
health and safety of miners, and

ashes

from

part;

1

boiler

damages
by mine explosions or mine fires,
and by the terms thereof, was made
effective August 1, 1914. The order
was later suspended until January 1,
the Indian lessors against

1915, so as to afford opportunity for

room, 4 parts.
Cost of brick stopping, including
labor, $7.50; cost of cement stop-

demonstrations

ping, including labor, $4.

vestigations

The following

in

following

protecting the property interests of

Material used in a 54-foot stop-

thickness of 14 to 16 inches through

and 8

1,

The Department

and the inside of

and the concrete should be filled in
carefully on every successive layer
to the top. If there is 4 to 6 inches
of concrete between the forms and
be

system operated from without

the mine, shall go into effect Janu-

aids have also been

found useful:
If the boards on the wood frame
be greased well with car oil they
leave the concrete more readily, and
make a smoother job.
Care must be taken to avoid air
holes in the finished stopping.

In-

on good tamping being done,
either by the laborer setting the stopping or by a helper.
It is best to keep the same man,
or men, at this work if possible.
No mixing box is necessary. A
sist

suitable place can be cleaned off

on

plosives in

of

permissible

ex-

Oklahoma by engineers

of the Bureau of Mines and for inof the use of electric

shot firing systems with especial ref-

erence to

Oklahoma

conditions.

"In the interval between August

1,

and the present date, the Bureau of
Mines conducted demonstrations in
some 12 typical coal mining operations out of the 44 coal mines on
segregated lands, and made an exhaustive study of electric shot firing
systems.

"At the conclusion of these
demonstrations,

a

conference

called at Pittsburg, Pa.,

field

was

on Novem-

ber 30, for the purpose of permitting
the miners and operators to con-

ready up there is nothing to it but
a rough stone wall followed with a

the mine floor.

few inches of concrete

in the ashes used.

of the order.

Cement should not be taken into
the mine until the place for using it
is ready.
The ashes and sand sup-

fully discussed at that time, but as

tween.

The

filled

soft concrete

in be-

fills

all

is built, cementing the whole into a solid mass. It

crevices as the wall

Large clinkers should be avoided

can also be

plies

little

places

still more solidified by a
tamping as the layers of concrete are poured, and the coagula-

work

should be deposited in suitable
during times when other
is

at a standstill.

cretely

present

such objections as

they might have to the enforcement

The matter was

quite

both the operators and miners failed
to submit the facts upon which their
objections

were based, they were
15, in which

given until December
to

submit their views in writing.

\
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These statements have now been received and have been carefully ex-

the miners with reference to work-

ing

amined.
"After a thorough consideration of
this order in all its bearings, both as
regards the miners, operators, and
Indian lessors, it is ordered that the

same be made effective January
1915, and that the representatives

and

upon

act

The depressed

"First.

condition,

which makes

it

difficult

for the coal companies to raise any

extensive amount of

time

present

money

order

in

to

at the
install

mining machines, which should be
done in order to use permissible
explosives to the best advantage.

"Second.
The fact that electric
power is not available at present to
a considerable number of the operators and that it will necessarily take

some time before

suitable arrange-

end can be made.
"Third. The operators on segregated lands are subjected to a very

ments to

this

keen competition with the coal produced in the non-union mines of
Arkansas and Colorado, where mining costs are lower, and also with
the coal mines in Okalahoma on the
non-segregated lands which are peculiarly

favored in respect to ab-

of

gas and better working

conditions.

The

market for the coal

produced from the segregated land
is
also very much restricted by

means

of great increases in the pro-

and natural gas in
Oklahoma, with which on the score
of cheapness, and efficiency in use,
duction of

oil

coal cannot compete.
The change in explo"Fourth.
sives will probably compel a readjustment of the understanding with

Of
was

falls

ship to either side, or reducing the

burns.

for

the

;

Since 43 per cent, of the fatalities
are due to haulage

systems, greater care and precaution

Coke-Oven Accidents,

1913

should be taken to safeguard the
employes who operate or work ad-

The number of coke establishments in the United States is practically
with slightly
over
575,

jacent to transportation equipment.

100,000 ovens. The Bureau's report
embraces practically one-half of the
operators, and 80 per cent, of the

the electrical accidents

Compile J Ay Albert H. Fay*

electric

extensively,

a

haulage

used

is

large percentage of

may

also be

with those resulting from

classified

bureau as active being 67,526, and in
addition 12,450 ovens were reported

coking industry that there appears

number reported

to the

While the accident

figures

thus collected are not complete for
'.

Inasmuch as

haulage systems, or a total of approximately 50 per cent, of all fatalities.
It is in this department of the

ovens, the

based

financial

of persons.

the slight injuries 8 per cent,

due to haulage systems 12 per cent,
to falls of persons; 14 per cent, to
hand tools, and 16 per cent, to

idle.

upon the following considerations:

23 per cent, to

working out of satisfactory arrangements, without causing undue hard-

of

individual

is

reasonable

at coke ovens

posed.

recommendation

a

1,

an extension of time within which
to take steps to comply with the
terms of such order. A liberal time
will be allowed for this purpose so
that no undue hardship will be im"This

and

royalty returns to the Indians."

applications from the operators, for

sence

conditions,

time should be permitted

both the operators and the miners
be advised at once that the Bureau
of Mines, through its local representative at McAlester, Okla., will receive

409

the entire industry, yet they are
thoroughly representative. No distinction has been made concerning
the type of Ovens in use.

A

serious accident

is

considered

one that would disable a man and keep him from duty
This class in20 days or more.
cludes such injuries as broken arms
and legs, loss of eye, and severe cuts

to be

an excellent

accident

field for

reduction.

These
killed,

employed

plants

men and

342

24,345

number 46 were

of this

injured,

seriously

and

?;172 slightly injured.
CoKK-OvEN Accidents, In the United States, 1913

in this report as

and

bruises.

A

slight injury

is

considered as

one that involves a. loss of more
than 1 day and less than 20 days.
Under this class may be placed such
as

injuries

cuts,

sprains,

Cars, larries, and motora
Railway cars and loco-

13

48

74

motives
Coke-drawing machines

7

41
19
8

1

1

Bums

2

other causes

8

36
89

109
41
35
263
314
26
343
867

46

342

2,172

37
4
45
6
3
138

Electricity
Falls of persons
Hand tools

:

.

6
6

and thus

78
22

4

Suffocation from gases

Total.

slight

result in a

serious accident as defined above.
It will be noted that 13 fatalities

from accidents caused by
and motors, and seven
larries
cars,
fatalities were caused by railway
cars and locomotives, making a total
of 20 deaths due to haulage or

8

101

497
6
644
30
54
426
2
4
26
574

46

342

2.172

1.89
1.72

14.05
10.28

89.22
62.55

2.06

21.75

92.13

3
2
2

Alabama
Colorado

infected

Injured

mashed

dirt in eye,

burns, effect of powder smoke, etc.
Of course any slight injury may be-

come

Slightly

Causes:

Accidents by states:

bruises,

fingers,

^y^

Killed

Illinois

Kentucky

1

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
;

28

'

1
1
1

Virginia
West Virginia
other states

Total.

4

3

resulted

per 1,000
ployes:
Coke ovens, 1913
Quarries, 1913

em-

Metal mines, 1913

(sur-

Number

face only)

.'

transportation systems, representing

43 per cent, of all the fatalities. Six
fatalities were due to coke drawing
machines, representing 13 per cent,
of the total,

and

11

per cent, to

electricity.

Of
cent,
•U.

26 per
were due to haulage systems;
the

S.

serious

Bureau of Mines.

injuries

Culm

occupies 46 per cent,

more

This was obtained from an experiment in which
space than solid coal.

a cubic foot of pulverized coal
box 12 in. X 12 in. x 17i^ in.

filled

Exa
there
was
that
show
also
periments
per
cent.
31
of
about
a settlement

;
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ease with

r

t

c

i

converted
the

power,

Principles

Governing Their Construction and the Methods Adopted by Different

into

Makers

to Attain the

Same

—Calculations

Results

the

of

and so

series

Pumps arranged

the

steam turbine, and
provements recently perfected, almost compelled steam pump makers
to enter into the manufacture of
centrifugal pumps. Although the first
centrifugal pumps wasted power,
great

the

im-

At the first lodgment a second
pump was to be installed which
would raise water to a second lodgment 100 feet higher up, and so on
shaft.
This arrangement was further improved by

to the top of the

in

this

manner permit of

variations
besides the

in

and

head

several

capacity;

number of stages may

be increased by additional pumps
the

to

the

provided

series,

same

efficiency

suppose

have
same

all

the

at

As an

speed.

construction

simple

to

pump

on.

intro-

of

pump

delivered

the third

Written for The Collieru Engineet

duction

their

of the second

was

and

transmitted

pressure head

the

is

ty

i

Pumps

Multistage Centrifugal

elec-

1915

illustration,

and the ease with which
they were driven by simple
rotation, led from one im-

pumps, each capable of de-

provement

water

at

the

trifugal

pumps, under

in parallel

cer-

and

more

are

places,

efficient

than steam pumps.
efficiency as used

three

if

gallons

minute

of

to

a

are run

feet,

they will deliver

minute
and

per

gallons

3,000

in

certain

1,000

per

height of 100

time cen-

present

conditions

tain

livering

to another, until

that

to a height of 100 feet,
if

run in series will deliver

The term

1,000 gallons per minute to

"the power consumed to perform a given
amount of work," but there

a height of 300 feet.

implies

is

another

efficiency

as

tant,

and that

omy

in

is

same

of

definition

just

When
trifugal

the econ-

is

pump

steam pumps raising 21,000

Fig.

centrifugal

At the

four-stage

a

pump which

forces

48,000 gallons of water per
to

the

pumps

same

height.

require

55

The

pounds

hour
steam
steam

per

horsepower, the centrifugal
35 pounds steam per horsepower.
Basing the comparative

pump

economy on

cost of repairs, labor

and steam used for pumping the respective quantities of water mentioned, there was a saving of
74 per cent, in 9 months.
The introduction of electric power
and its application to centrifugal
pumps suggested to some one that
they be worked in stages, that is one
pump be placed in a mine at the
bottom sump to raise water to a
lodgment higher up the shaft, say
supplies,

100

feet.

ar-

pump, the efficiency
same as when acting

connecting the delivery of the

pump

to

the

suction

of

the

sump
first

lodgment pump, and the delivery
first lodgment pump to the
suction of the second lodgment
pump, and so on.
This tandem
arrangement demanded that each of
the connected pumps should be of
the same size and have the same
efficiency when running at the same
number of revolutions in a given
time.
The next improvement it is
of the

was made by a Californian

believed

at least, the first to advertise multi-

stage

centrifugal

pumps

in

this

country was a California manufacturer.
In the advertisement was

shown a
on one

if

one

less efficient

than

overall

effi-

but

is

of

the
of

all

the

pumps

not the product of the efficiencies
all the pumps but is the efficiency

pump.
Avondale mrine, near
Plymouth, Pa., two six-stage centrifugal pumps were arranged tandem and successfully forced water
from the mine up a slope 4,000 feet
of the least efficient

At

the

long.

In multistage pumps, the most
important parts are the impeller or
runner, and the casing in fact, both
;

have a great bearing on the
ciency of the pump.

The

effi-

impeller

a, Fig. 1, which rotates on the shaft
of the machine, consists virtually of

pumps

two disks with curved blades between them. The blades and disks

arranged so that the

are usually cast in one solid piece,

series of centrifugal

shaft,

is

another

Impeller and Diffusion Ring

1.

ciency

feet.

is

the

individually,

gallons of water per hour

a height of 337

are

tistage

and maintenance. As an
example, in one Pennsylvania mine there are two

to

efficiency

ranged on a single shaft in
series, so as to form a mul-

impor-

the cost of labor

same mine there

a number of cenpumps having the

pressure head of the

first

pump

pro-

duced was delivered to the second
pump, and this head augmented by

which they are carefully
smoothed by machine and then by
after

hand, making use of a templet in the

—
.
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instance

latter

in

order

that

no

may

interfere with the

passage of water.

The water enters
shown in section

rough spots
the

impeller

Fig. 2, at

C,

its

center B, and as

it

Fig.

assumes the speed of the rapidly
revolving impeller it moves toward
the periphery, where it is discharged
with considerable velocity. Unless
suitable arrangements are made to
receive this water, the velocity will

form eddies and create friction that
will consume a large part of the
power without producing useful
work. The problem at this stage is

equal to or greater than the head
due to the depth of the mine. To

pressure,

lessen the velocity head

to

it

blades

2.

velocity

into

head the impeller
curved backwards as

are

Section Through Two-Stage Centrifugal

shown in Fig. 1, and the casing
made with a gradual expansion

formula

The head due

height, for

it

is

some

height

datum

in

The sum

(3)

.

The head due

above water level
has the symbol h.

feet

of the three heads or total

is

=

head
to

W*

^

f

\-

2g

w +h.

In this equa-

-

V = velocity in feet per second
which is necessary to balance gravity; / = pressure in pounds per
square foot due to thp. weight of the
water; and w = weight of 1 cubic
tion

foot of water.

to

If friction is neglected, the prin-

ciple of Bernoulli's

"when
is

theorem

is

that

a constant quantity of water

flowing through a tube in a given

time, the velocity varying at differ-

possible to rotate

ent points on account of changes in

the

rais-

possesses

its

diameter,

the.

constant, and the

ing the water above a certain
In explanation of this
height.
phenomenon it is to be understood
that when the water leaves the imit

w

definite,

the impeller very fast without

peller

the

'
by /

Pump

conform with Bernoulli's theorem
based on the three heads which
govern the energy of water flowing
through pipes: (1) The head due
to velocity is represented by the

pressure in order to

water to

the

and convert

into pressure

resolved into the conversion of the
force

411

keads

is

energy remains

sum

of the three

constant, the pressure head

increasing as the velocity decreases

and vice versa."

maximum

In other words,

if

through

a' stream of

a

mechanical energy in the form of
"velocity head" or "kinetic energy";
but no water will flow up the deliv-

water

ery pipe unless the velocity is converted into static or pressure head,

appears because of the gradually
slowing water reappears as a pres-

flows

gradually
the

Fig. 3

increasing

initial velocity

pipe

of

cross-section,

head which

dis-

;

,
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To

head.

sure

apply

The water which

Bernoulli's

theorem to a centrifugal pump the
diffusion ring h. Fig. 1, and 4, Fig. 2,

the

of

enters the whirl-

it

pool chamber E, Fig.

The water

2.

now moves at the reduced velocity
through the whirlpool chamber and

passages in the diffusion ring arc

termed diffusion vanes, and these

^ "1

t—

when

sure head

The

impeller.

its

velocity gradually reduced by the
expansion and converted into pres-

has been introduced in the pump
casing so as to surround the circumference

enters the diffu-

sion vanes at high velocity, has

cut also

the Goulds Mfg. Co. has adopted to

make

the working and wearing parts

^

rnay be replaced readily.

The

diffusion vanes are omitted

from the
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into the volute casing or whirlpool chamber that forms the water
passage E, Fig. 2, to the next pump

impeller F, of the series.

The

tips

maker claims

"no multistage
can be constructed
without this feature and give per-

ID

centrifugal

^ IN J1 E

with the pressure gained in the

first

stage enters the second impeller at
F.
After flowing through the

second impeller

it

has the energy

the velocity of the second impeller

that the passages are

comparatively long and tangent to
the periphery of the impeller blades,
also that they
lessen

water.

expand gradually

the velocity of the
Fig. 2

is

which

A

is

moving

a longitudinal sec-

tion of a two-stage
in

to

Cameron pump,

the suction pipe, lead-

ing to the impeller openings B.

The

water passages C between the blades
are gradually constricted to D, the
circumference of the impeller, where
the water discharges into the diffusion vanes 4.

that

pump

iqoo

where the water enters, to
prevent friction; and it will be no1

path of the

5

derived from the

ticed in Fig.

in the

its

of revolutions per minute; another

of the diffusion vanes have sharp
points,

The

U

Fig. 4

open

from a study of this
Why not add or omit

way from one impeller
to the next. One maker claims that
with diffusion vanes a pump can
only be adapted to a certain number

bO

la

/

(>oo

water on

>i

*

*i L< )N s

stages.

sharp curve
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question

arise
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diffusion

The

all
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^
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the

be met are radically different, owing

140
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A
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while

characteristic

stages but the last the conditions to
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z
100
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4,

answer is that some makers do, but
it must be remembered that in all

\

1

M

Fig.

represent the

diffusion vanes in all stages?

\

1

S

lines

pump having

"graph
^

\

950

—

full

curves of a

may

\

e.\

in

ef-

stage

show the

s
'

*

shown

last

dotted lines

vanes at

s: ',
>

\

'£

graphically

behavior of the pump,

s\<

\

1

The

omission in the

where the

*\

ic

and efficiency
same time

at the

simplify the construction.

—

——

is

^N

_

Cameron

in order to increase

L

I

*

pump

^~

-*"

,

i

•;

last stage of the

the pressure, capacity,

U
— r
h

_

worn out parts

so that

accessible,

of the

tu

with a whirlpool chamber.
shows the casing that

fitted

multistage

"

"^

is

The

first

impeller and

and this latter velocity is reduced
and converted into pressure head by
passing

direct

into

the

whirlpool

chamber G which is constructed in
the form of a volute.
The three-stage pump. Fig. 3,
shows the position of the impeller
and diffusion ring adopted by the
Goulds Mfg. Co.
The principal
feature of this

pump

is

the. lateral

manently satisfactory efficiency"
and yet makers using the different
features produce efficient pumps.
In the last stage, however, the
water flows almost directly to the
discharge pipe,
and the volute
chamber, if constructed properly,
adjusts the velocity to meet a smooth
delivery without shock.

With

the

first

multistage

cen-

pumps, trouble was experienced from end thrust due to water
entering on one side of the pump.
This was overcome in a great measure by making use of the marine
trifugal

thrust

bearing

called

because

2y in Fig. 2,
used on boats

so
to

take care of the thrust of the pro-

The marine bearing has
a number of collars ma-

discharge through the guide vanes
from one stage to the next, instead

peller.

of through whirlpool chambers and
bends. The design allows of a much

chined on the shaft which revolve

smaller casing than where the

pump

usually

in slotted boxes.
No trouble was
experienced with these thrust boxes

I

.
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so long as they were kept properly
lubricated, but in case of extreme
carelessness on the part of the
pumpman a hot box might occur.
To minimize this chance and to

make

a

readily

ing a

bearing which could be
changed without substitut-

new

shaft, the

Cameron

cen-

Fig.

trifugal

ings

pump

is

5.

supplied with bush-

constructed

on

the

marine

order, but differing in that collars

2<)

are not cut in the shaft but surround
it

The
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peripheral speed of a 12-inch

for rigid

5,100 gallons of water per minute to

and exacting tests of cenis by means of a
special torsion dynamometer, designed for measuring the power
transmitted to the pumps.
Three weir tanks are provided,

a height of 70 feet.

the

diameter

impeller

when

turning

about a shaft at the rate of 570 revolutions per minute is 1,790 feet, and
will require 128 horsepower to raise

rate of

This

mile per minute

\'^

at the

is
;

and

grit

pumps

trifugal

smallest

pacity to test

having

sufficient

pumps up

to

ca-

4-inch

Cameron Steam Pump Works Apparatus for Testing Pumps

traveling at this speed obtains suffi-

discharge,

wear away impeller

pumps up

cient energy to

blades and also diffusion vanes.

diminish

the

corrosive

action

To
of

the

next larger to test

to 6-inch discharge, while

the largest tank has a capacity for
testing

pumps

delivering 16,000 gal-

The

as a separate piece machined to

water and to lessen the wear on the

lons per minute.

and

impeller blades and diffusion vanes,

tank in use by the Capieron Steam
Pump Co. has an adjustable weir

fit

closely to the reduced shaft

the marine bushings 26.
arrangement in case of wear
the collars and bushings may be renewed without delay. The balancing of the thrust has been accomplished also by making holes in the
impeller web so that they would
communicate with a balancing chamber h and connect it with the suction chamber A.
The holes insure
rotate

By

in

this

that the static pressure existing in

the suction

chamber

shall

be trans-

mitted to the balancing chamber.

Mine water is wearing on any
kind of pump, because it holds grit
in suspension and usually contains
acid, or an acid salt, in solution,
which reacts on the metal pump
lining.

a special hard bronze

is

these parts, probably a

little differ-

used for

from the alloy used
reciprocating steam pumps.

ent

ever possible
ical to

is

line

Wher-

thought econom-

use a steam turbine to drive

centrifugal

pumps

it

to

pumps, but as a

rule

of this description in under-

ground mine work are driven by
electricity.

Two

methods of testing centrifugal pumps were described under the article preceding this and

larger weir

gate that makes

it unnecessary to
change weirs when different sized
pumps are tested. This swinging
weir gate consists of several hinged
sections, which are swung into place
as occasion requires. A view of the
tanks, weir, and tprsion dynamome-

is shown in Fig. 5The torsion dynamometer

ter

is

coupled to both the shaft of the
driving motor and the pump,
therefore, its shaft transmits the

Pumps."

from one machine to the
and in consequence is subjected to torsion. This dynamometer
shaft

is

facturers-

tain

fixed

"Single-Stage

entitled

Centrifugal

However, the method following is added to complete the tests
adopted by up-to-date pump manu-

One

of the

most modern methods

power
other,

designed to transmit a cerrange of horsepower,

thereby preventing the stress due to

;
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the power transmitted, from exceeding the yield point in the material.

and the other

shaft

this

Since
parts

connected to

extremities

its

To

March,

determine the cost of electric

pumping any number of

current for

gallons of water per day,

sary to

know

the cost

neces-

it is

of the

(c)

have no tendency to move, due to

current per kilowatt hour (K.

the centrifugal force, the readings
of the dynamometer are independent

the efficiency of the motor

The instrument can

of the speed.

run

be

therefore

at

any

desired

speed, provided no forces are set

up

greater than can be resisted by the
of

material

which the

disks

pipe,

^^ 1.34 XJEMXfiPX 33,000
Example.—What would be the

are

horsepower input
action

entirely

is

independent of losses due to belt
slippage,
or possible unrecorded

through the motor,
when the pump is undergoing a
brake-horsepower test.

The data

follow

that

be

will

The

pump

efficiency of a

from the

is

pumping
1,000

Water horsepower

WHP

Brake horsepower

B HP

feet

assuming

high,

the pump efficiency 72 per
and the cost of the current 1
Ans. 56
cent per kilowatt hour.
cent.

;

cent,

cents per day.

For information and

illustrations

these articles the writer

in

Goulds
Seneca Falls, N. Y., A.
Steam Pump Works,

debted

S.

in-

is

Mfg.

the

to

Co.,

Cameron

a

to
-r

8.3356

or

on

the Forge?
As

horsepower -f
pound of water

weight of 1
U. S. gallon at 62° F.

BHP

the

1

in

1

M.

A.,

M. D.

= volts X amperes x 1.34 x motor
efficiency.

BHP

an alternating-current
motor = volts x amperes x cos B
X
X 1.34 X motor efficiency.
One K. W. or electric horsepower
of

K

= 1,000

watts

= -4^ = 1.34
746

power.
tor; AT

K=l,

=2

horse-

for single-phase

mo-

for two-phase motor;

K

= 1.732 for three-phase motor; and
cos ^ = power factor of the motor.
The combined

efficiency of

(E. P.) and electric
.

IS

to

.

in the ratio

WH P
p-yr p,

the product of

and motor

pump

motor (E. M.)
or

pump

efficiency.

is

equal

efficiency

low for some time afterwards.
To maintain in the forge a live
fire, especially in instances
where
the fires are kept going intermittently as in small jobbing machine
shops, in shops where the employes
mend, make, or temper their own
tools, a piece of timber should be
pushed into the center of the forge.
This will be found to be decidedly
more effective than if the blast were
kept at half cock.

The timber should be placed
when the forge is

wetting of coal will save

Not only

is

much

loss.

the moisture an aid to

economy, but

in the use of

an indif-

ferent

the

wetness

weights

down

fuel

the

materials

and keeps

it

off the hearth.

the

is

dampened when

boilers.

If

this

is

firing

not done,

most of the slack fuel will fall at
once through the fire-bars and thus
be a loss and additional expense.

Dry coke
to use

is

one of the best fuels

for smith work.

It

shows

great superiority over other fuels,

if

broken to about li^-inch mesh.
For this it is always advisable to
have a fairly thick bank of wet slack
on each side to retain the blast and
to prevent the breast plate and the
tuyere from being burned.
A handful of salt thrown into the
fire will assist in

clearing

quickly.

it

in

from burning
A good plug-

damper

affair,

usually fitted at the

The

force of the blast

can be regulated in a way that is
truly necessary if temperings are to
be carried out satisfactorily.
The
plug of the cock should be removed
occasionally and coated with tallow
this

keeps

prevents

in good condition and
from sticking and from

it

it

getting too loose.

In order that the particles may
hold together all the better, when
being thrown into the furnace, the
slack coal

it

in

cock control of the blast is much to
be preferred to the common slice or
forge back.

a kind of extra fortification

from being blown

of a direct-current motor

taken, considerable trouble will fol-

away too

Why Do You Wet Coal
Htrahbcrg, A. B.,
(Johns Hopkins)

3,960
gallons per minute raised
height h;
3,960 = 33,000

is

If these precautions are not

solder.

use; this prevents

By Dr. Lamatd Keenc

•=

another

of these,

bend galvanized
to melt lead and

to

is

the water bosh

against the assault of the blast, the

GPM

One

the plumber.

for example,

New York

City.

found

ratio

1,000 gallons, per

the motor efficiency to be 90 per

current losses

found useful in connection with centrifugal
pumps:
1
horsepower
= 550 pounds raised 1 foot per second for 60 seconds or 33,000 footpounds.

gPMX8.3356X/»

-.giv.-v

minute,

its

to
thoroughly clear the
forge after any such uses as those

pumped, then cost

The results obtained from the
dynamometer are extremely accurate
pump, as

always

made by

cost of

to the

This is salient because
such impurities interfere with welding as well as other important operations.
Salt should be employed
purities.

mechanical energy of the pump, and
the height to which the water is

made.

in determining the

W.)

(EM),

1915

of im-

The damper
is

control of the blast

generally such that a great deal

of "wind"

is wasted and it has the
knack of automatically
closing when both hands are fully
employed and supreme blast is

unhappy

needed. The top tip of fthe tuyere
burns away more rapidly than the
bottom,
consequently
and
slag
clinker

can

run

into

the

opening

readily and choke the blast.

The

economical smith should turn his
tuyere again and again as he sees
this wastage of the top take place,

and thus quadruple

its life,

better

through.

results

all

and get
This

burning away is due to the blacksmith commonly using an open fire

and a

drj' tuyere.

:
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reports

Gas Producers

of the United
States

show

And

Using this
same coal in the

Grade Coals

as

Cheaply

as

—

Means of Obtaining Power from
Steam Power from High-Grade Coals

Concentration of Power at Mines

that the rate

Low

gas plant required

horsepower
Bu R. H.

is

Fernald*

over
500,000,000
tons
annually.
This means that low-grade fuel, now

this

generally

bus bars only about

considered

as

waste,

There are many

should be utilized.
possibilities for

producer-gas power

plants in the utilization of
fuels,

present are regarded as
practically worthless.
2.

found

at

Extensive deposits of lignite
in various sections of the

from

Peat

vast

swamps and bogs.
The area occupied by

areas

of

we

as

than 5 per cent.

are able to deliver to the

per cent, of

5

the heat energy in the fuel that

thrown

into

the

furnace.

In

was
the

the return in the form of light

is

about one-seventh of 1 per
cent, of the heat energy that was in
the coal which was put into the furnace to develop that light. In one
only

the anthra-

and bituminous coal fields is
about 200,000 square miles, which is
about the same as that occupied by
the subbituminous coals and lignites
hitherto regarded as non-commer-

The

cial fuels.

interesting point

the fact that the areas occupied

is

by

bituminous coal, lignite, and peat do
not overlap to any extent.
studying the low-grade fuel
problem, the relation between the
heat losses in steam and gas plants
In

very important.

the United States they are able to

convert into energy at the bus bars

cite

is

is,

is less

of the most efficient steam plants in

country.
3.

that

country

ordinary incandescent carbon light

Low-grade or high-ash

1.

which

pound per
hour

.87

of high-grade fuel

consumption

horsepower

per
hour.

Geo-

Survey

logical

415

Let us assume

only a

little over 10 per cent, of the
energy that was in the fuel thrown

The

into the furnace.

losses for the

plants are about 95.3 per cent, for

the steam plant and 81.3 per cent,
for the gas plants, or the net

effi-

about 4.7 per cent, in the
steam plant, which is about right
for the average steam plant of the

ciency

country; and about 18.7 per cent,
for the gas plant,

average

the

gas

which

is

plant,

high for
although

there are gas plants that are giving
better efficiencies than that.

against

Taking the

plant.

coals containing

20 per cent, or more ash, the followWith New
developed:
ing
is
Mexico run-of-mine coal containing
20.6 per cent, ash, the gas plant requires only 1.1 pounds, including
the ash, per horsepower hour only

—

a little more than was required of
the high-grade West Virginia coal.

Lignite

is

the intermediate stage

between peat and coal. It contains
from 20 to 40 per cent, moisture and
if
allowed to stand out in the
weather it soon disintegrates.
Using the same standard as before, the West Virginia coal, the
steam plant required 2.9 pounds per
With lignite
horsepower hour.
from North Dakota, containing
about 40 per cent, moisture, the gas
plant required just about the

amount of

lignite

that the steam plant required of the

In other words,
high-grade coal.
the general statement holds that the

North Dakota lignites are as efficient in the gas plant as the highest
grade of West Virginia coal in the

In one of the most efficient steam

into the furnace under our boiler;

plants in the United States, that of

steam plant.

the Interboro Rapid

gas plants in Texas, having

that

is,

a pound of coal representing

13,500 heat units.

There are

lost in

gases nearly 3,000

must be thrown into the furnace in
the form of fuel. With grades of
fuel ranging between 14,000 and

Lignites containing from 20 to 40
per cent, moisture cannot be readily

from

ried

away

in the

heat units; pipe radiation, leakage,

620 heat units; rejected to the
condenser nearly 8,000 heat units;
etc.,

loss over

12,000.

Thus, out of that 1 pound of coal
containing 13,500 heat units, there is
converted into power at the main
shaft of the engine only about 1,300
heat units, about 9j/2 per cent, of the
heat energy that was in this fuel,
and that, furthermore, is an excepefficient

15 to

units at the bus bar, 970 heat units

the boiler 675 units; car-

tionally

sta-

number of producer
from
4,000 or more horsepower, are

running on

tion

total

York, Fifty-ninth Street

plant.

The

effi-

15,000 heat units per pound, the
average gas plant requires a little
over 1 pound per horsepower; the

for lignite briquets which would
contain but a small percentage of
moisture. Lignite corresponds very

steam plant 3 pounds.

closely to the

For a study of the relation between the steam and the gas plants,

many.

adopted.

coal of Gercan be briquetted
without using a binder. The Bureau
of Mines has made lignite briquets,
although some difficulty has been

basis —^West

experienced in perfecting a commercial briquet that will stand transpor-

a

certain

standard

should

be

Take one of the highest
grade West Virginia coals as the
Virginia

run-of-mine

coal with only 2.4 per cent, ash and
7 per cent, moisture. In the average

tation

Dynamical Engineering, University
of Pennsylvania. Abstract of a paper read before
Ihe Cleveland Engineering Society, February 10,

steam plant are used 2.9 pounds of

tioned

1914.

of

lignite.

shipped on account of the excessive
This results in a demand
freight.

ciency of the average steam plant of
Professor

A

tion, in order to develop 100 heat

the ashes about 135 units; in radia-

making fhe

New

Transit Co., in

same

per horsepower

13,500 heat units are thrown

that

2.9

pounds of the same fuel in the steam

this high-grade

West Virginia

coal

brown

Lignite

and weathering.

The next grade
is

peat.

of fuel to be menpeat at

To produce

the beginning of April, necessitates

^e (gHiergEngineer
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clearing and draining the
November. In the average

from 6 to 10 feet in
Commercially dry peat
about 25 to 30 per cent,
Peat in Sweden on the
peat

is

bog in
bog the

depth.

contains
moisture.

producer

floor costs about 80 cents a ton as

im-

about $3.80 for coal

against

ported from England. It takes on
an average about 2 pounds of peat
to be the equivalent of

good

1

pound of

That makes the relative
Sweden about $1.60 com-

coal.

March, 1915

doubtedly be constructed in this
way. A 3,000 to 4,000 horsepower
producer occupies space about 12 ft.
X 25 ft. The ash beds are sectionalized; the air is supplied to each
section of the ash bed so that clinker
troubles, channeling or other operating difficulties can be controlled.

The

other part of the subject, the

question of centralization of power
at the mine, hinges largely on large

The

units.

first

plant to be erected

26,000,000 tons of coal, generating

producer gas under ground.

company has

fire, but without success.
In
1908 they put in a non-combustible
fire wall as the only means of stop-

ping the

every fuel tested by
in the gas producers, including coals containing as
Practically

the

government

much
nites

Russia was mining in

which is not directly at the mine, is
the South Staffordshire Co.'s plant.
This plant (which is a by-product

try.

1908

over 5,000,000 tons of peat for power
purposes.

central

large

In using Florida peat containing

plant)

was found

lation,

21 per cent, moisture,

it

being

In 1912 there
horsepower hour.
were 610 gas producer plants in the
United States using anthracite, 77
operating on bituminous coal, 32 on
lignite, and one on wood.

power.

In 1912 the anthracite plants represented

horsepower 47.8 per
the producer plants in

in

cent, of all
this country.

They

are small in size

but large in number. One plant in
Arizona developing 4,000 horsepower
is
operating on anthracite.
The
coal

costs

$11.30 a ton but

it

is

cheaper than using bituminous coal.

One

of the greatest drawbacks to

the use of low-grade fuels and the

concentration of power at the mines
has been the fact that producer-gas
plants have been so small.
It has

been shown conclusively that

it

is

quite possible to use poor grades of

some

England,

in

a 20,000-horsepower instal-

is

that 2.4 pounds were required per

plant

A

and

present time

at the

increased

to

The gas

36,000

is

is

horse-

through

sent

37 miles of 3-foot pipe, which

distributes

it

over large industrial

The gas

areas.

an equiva-

sells at

but this wa-s unsuc-

fire,

cessful.

was a little plant of 300 horsepower in Sweden, which is located
right in the center of a peat bog.

The

1908, a million dollars trying to stop

pared with $3.80 for coal.
Russia has probably done more in
the line of production of peat for
fuel purposes than any other coun-

ply,

,

to the year

that

at the mine, or the base of fuel sup-

cost in

up

spent,

as 44 per cent, ash, and ligand peats high in moisture,

was successfully converted into producer gas which operated gas en-

The use

gines.

of these low-grade

which have previously been
regarded as of little or no value,
fuels

increases

country's

the

resources

approximately 150 per cent. It has
already been shown that on an average there was developed from
each coal tested in the gas-producer

two and one-half times the
power developed when used in the
ordinary steam boiler plant, and
plant,

lent of 14 cents a thousand for ordi-

such relative efficiencies will prob-

Gas for which one

ably hold good for the average plant

nary
pays 75 cents to $1
city gas.

sold for 14 cents
is

from

;

country

in this

that

is,

is

the charge

thousand for
150 British thermal units

3 to 5 cents a

gas of

of moderate power capacity, though
this ratio

may

be reduced in large

modern steam plants. Lignite beds
underlying from 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 acres of public lands, sup-

value.

Sulphate of ammonia

an excellent fertilizer, and sells at from $50
to $60 a ton. From each ton of coal
burned about 90 pounds of sulphate
of ammonia can
be recovered.
Plants of this type will undoubtedly
be established in this country within
a short time. Both German interests and English interests have been
is

posed to have

or no commercial

little

shown through

been

have

value,

these investigations to have a large

value for power development, and
the

money value of the governown property has been in-

ment's

creased to the extent of probably
$300,000,000 or more.

An

important factor developed in
is that the gen-

would not pay to go to

looking into the proposition in the
United States. One or two of the

the mines to put up central plants

large coal companies have been in-

producers for the
development of power means the

fuel,

but

it

unless the units are of

good

these investigations
eral use of gas

smoke

vestigating this proposition with a

practical elimination of the

Plants at the mines should probably

view

nuisance.

This

range from 50,000 to 250,000 horsepower for any given installation.
The latest gas producer is built up

plants at the mine^ and one of the

those

forced to use bituminous

English companies has been studying the peat proposition in Florida

coal.

much like a sectional
is made up of sections

for this particular purpose.

bring about a natural reduction in
the amount of smoke discharged

size.

bookcase.

It

of sheet steel

and channels and

all that is necessary for enlarging the producer is to
take off the end and put in another

Producers of 10,000 horsepower in ,a single shell could unsection.

to

establishing

by-product

In Pennsylvania there

is

a mine

factors

burning underground that has been
producer gas for 10
years.
Another mine fire in Penn-

are:

sylvania that has been burning since

lated,

generating

the year 1859, has already

consumed

cities

is

in

At the present time several
are working together to

into the atmosphere.

(1)

ous small
plants

important

The

Among

these

elimination of numer-

inefficient,

individual

poorly manipu-

house

by the introduction of

heating
district

March,
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or central heating stations. (2) The
increasing use of electric power in

and

factories

buildings

office

and

for miscellaneous purposes, resulting
in the reduction of the

number of

small steam-power plants. (3) The
economic advantages of producer-gas
plants bringing about the rapid in-

of

troduction

The

(4)

these

installations.

the large deposits of lignite and peat

which are found

many

In considering mine refuse,

and

peat,

it

distances

prohibited.

practically

lig-

seen that their

is

long

transportation

is

The high

ash content in the mine refuse and
the high percentages of moisture in

and peat necessarily make

run

ducer-gas plant for industrial purposes which do not require the use
of steam for other than power developed.

at

present time,

the

trying to

eliminate the inconvenience and excessive expense involved in handling

high percentages of non-combustible
material.

power and
lighting are springing up all over
Central

stations

the country.

for

Electric lights are

in general use in

their population

now

towns numbering
by hundreds only.

Electric transmission for street rail-

way
and

service

is

practically universal

power for shop drive is
demand. The substitution

electric

in great

of the electric locomotive for the
steam locomotive for terminal service, and even for line duty, by several leading railway systems, is no
longer a mere expectation, but is an

every-day working reality.
Consideration of these conditions
in order to keep the price of power
developed from fuel

down

to a con-

Compass Surveying

poses for which

today

left at

or in the mines must be

utilized.
3.

Advantage must be taken of

Where

made.

is

it

the compass has not been used the

once apparent upon exam-

fact is at

mine map.

ination of the
it

The map

equally plain that the

it

Upon

101.

read-

has settled he
indicates a bearing of

S67°
same

15'

local

attraction

it

much

work

plate

of

the

must make with the

He

chambers

line of dip of

then takes a tracing
is

made

for his

drilled

plug
eye

told

that the direction
station

100

to

by the surveyor
of the line from
station

101

is

and

and

is

wooden

inserted. An ordinary screw
next to be driven in the plug,

do

to

this

a light

of the screw eye so

it

held back
can be seen

is

through the compass sights. The
screw eye is moved as the foreman
looking through the sights may direct until it coincides with the vertical hair in the sight; then it is
driven into the plug. 'As this point
necessarily close to station 100,

it

be advisable to locate another

point in the lower (right hand) side

heading, as more accurate

of the

results are obtained

when

the sight

points are further apart; besides,
will

then be unnecessary

miner

to

make

tise

for

it

the

of station 100,

for in doing so he

first

Having been

found

is

is

marked, and draws the center
lines of the chambers in the direction decided upon, and as far apart
requires.

been

piece of chalk carried

the roof and a

in

destroy

seam

hold
with

eighths of an inch in diameter

use by the mine surveyor, on which
the north and south lines (meridian)

as the nature of the

to

for the purpose, a hole about three-

known.

lines

having

line

marked with a

is

center

directed

the position of the light; the point
in

may

the

then

compass sights through which
foreman is looking and guiding

the bearing of their connecting lines

de-

is

his light against the roof in line

the

cides upon the proper angle which

turned until the north end
N 62° E. An

is

assistant

the

ined this section of the mine,

the

of the needle points to

better

The mine foreman having exam-

influencing

is

A

chamber being desired
opposite station 100, the compass

had the headings and chambers
been driven on established lines. It
now is so done in every mine in
charge
of
competent
officials.
Probably the simplest operation for
which the compass is used is in the
location of two points to serve as
guides in driving an opening in a
particular direction.
Local conditions make it necessary to vary the
usual method to suit special cases.
When the heading shown in Fig. 1
was driven and reached station 101
it was found necessary to change its
direction.
Stations 100, 101, and
102 were put in by the regular surveyor with the transit, which makes

is

is

compass directly under it (the stations are supposed to be in the roof),
levels it, unclamps the needle and

needle.

with the greatest possible practical
large percentage of

Ar-

100 he sets the

the surveyor's compass so as to be
able to use it for the various pur-

of the entry, which

The very

station

In my opinion every mine official
should be thoroughly familiar with

the seam.

2.

riving at

E, which is practically the
as the bearing found by the
transit survey, and shows that no

1.
Grades of fuel which warrant
transportation or which may be defined as marketable should be used

coal of so-called low grade which

in points for the center lines.

finds that

B^ Richard BoiMn

sistent figure indicates:

economy.

he has drawn on the tracing
E, he is prepared to put

N 62°

ing the needle after

could have- been done

of Mines

and having found with

sights to station

pure fuel too high to compete with

The Bureau

E

20'

the aid of a protractor that the center lines

makes

water-power.

S 67°

These conditions can be splendidly met by the use of the pro4.

the cost of transportation per ton of

is,

sections of

centralization of large pro-

over extensive areas either in the
form of electric current or as gas.

lignite

in

the country.

ducer-gas installations at the mines
with the distribution of the energy

nite,
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may

injure or

This second point being

it.

direction exactly opposite the

in' a

compass to be
180 degrees or a
when its needle will

one, requires the

turned through
half

circle,

read S 62°
is

W.

When

the compass

in this position the point is put in

the

roof exactly as

point.

was the

first

March,
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Let us take another case where
the needle is influenced by local attraction. Suppose that the compass
when set up at station 100 and
sighted to station 101 had a needle

S58°42'E

reading of
S 67° 20' E,

instead

of

no notice

a bearing of S 10° E, then the angle

whatever being taken of the needle

is found by taking the difference
between the two readings, or 80°
- 10° = 70°. The distance between
the center lines on the heading is
found as before.
To put up lines for chambers 2,
3, and 4, set up the compass under

sighted

for

lines.

N

necessary to calculate

It is

will be noticed that this dis-

it

turn the compass until the needle
62° E, for that
gives a reading of

it

101,

the distance that must be laid off on
the heading between the center lines,

tance

Evidently

station

to

reading.

proper bearing.
would not be right to
the

1915

is

not the same as that meas-

ured at right angles to the center

The

distance measured on the

heading between the center lines,

is

station 100, sight

it

to station

101,

Next put up a screw
eye every 58 feet and in line with the
uprights or compass sights; the
and clamp

it.

second spad of each line will be put
in as described.
It must not be taken for granted,
however, that there will be nothing

at these points to deflect the needle
-£*'-(

because no attraction existed at sta-

As

tion 100.

the compass

set

is

up

at each one of these points the pre-

caution must be taken to backsight
to station 100 or foresight to station

when

101,
Fig.

Fig. 2

1

the needle reading should

N67°20'E

be

S67°20'W,

or

re-

spectively.

would necessitate its being turned
through a greater angle than in the
previous case, and certainly both
The reading
cannot be correct.

S

58° 45'

E

is

8° 35' to the right of

the true reading, since67°20'-58° 45'
= 8° 35', and this correction must be

made

to the bearing of the center

line of the

A

chamber.

line

passing

found by dividing the sum of the
width of the chamber and the width

changes

of the pillar, by the sine of the angle

station 102 being

included between the center line of

line of sight the points d,

the chamber and center line of the

are located, from which sight points

heading.

8° 35' to the right of one running
N 62° E will have a bearing of
62° + 8° 35' = N 70° 30' E, which is

- 129°

near enough, and the sight points
can be put in.

is

The

local

the needle

influencing

attraction

may

deflect

posite direction; that

it

is,

in the op-

the bearing

from station 100 to station 101 as
shown by the compass needle might
be S 73° 30' E. In this case there is
a difference of 6^ 10' between the
true and observed bearing, since
73° 30' - 67° 20' = 60° 10' the needle
being deflected to the left that
amount. Correcting the bearing of
the center line of the chamber by
6° 10'

to

N55°50'E,
= 55°

the

left,

since

makes

it

The angle

is

found by

adding the two bearings together
and subtracting their sum from 180°
thus {67° 20'+62°) = 129° 20' and 180°

Now

20' = 50° 40'.

that the width of the

suppose

chamber

is

25 feet and the width of the pillar

20 feet then the distance measured
between the center lines on the
45
45
= 58.2
heading equals
^-^^^^ =
;^^3

Other chambers are to be started
from this heading, the center lines
to be parallel. For this purpose, the
compass is set under station 100 and

101

station
its

heading

the

direction, the bearing to

S 50° E.
e,

On
f,

this

and

g,

are to be put in; but d e f and g
will not be the same distance apart
that

abc

are,

because of the change

This
change in direction, however, does
not change the compass that is, if
the compass set at d for example,
and sighted to station 102 gives a
in direction

of the heading.

;

needle reading of

S 50° E,

it

must,

as before explained, be turned until

the needle reads

N 62°

E, in order

feet.

to properly put in the sight points,

Assume another case. Fig. 2, where
chamber and heading are on opposite sides of the meridian. For example, suppose that the chamber
bearing is N 40° 20' E, and the head-

in case the needle is deflected

ing bearing

angle

is

is

N 30°

10'

W,

found by adding both bearthus, 40° 20' + 30° 10'

ings together

proper position.

plication as previously explained.

;

Lord Dundonald obtained a patent

= 70° 30', and the distance measured

for coking coal in retorts.

between the center

tained

lines

ing will

be

on the head-

-n-4ko' = :^ =

^^'^'

Again, assume that the chamber and
heading are in the same quadrant;
that the

S 80° E,

chamber has a bearing of
and the heading has

Fig. 3,

from

At any one of
the points d, e, f, or g the correction
is exactly the same in kind and apits

then the

62° -6° 10'

10'.

At

volatile

He

ob-

products which he

condensed in a chamber covered with
lead plates over which water was
kept constantly rurming. In this
way he obtained tar which formed
an excellent varnish for ships. This
occurred about 1786.

—

r
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Concrete Underground

for

certain

of con-

crete

Methods

;

made

.".-'6

.;tt.'-''b'-.".;Ci,"

^

'.a

Use
of

struction has been
one of the most
engineering
noteworthy
ments of late years and

applications

in

to

in

—

Some

Wood

Shafts in the Copper Country
Competitive Tests
and Concrete of Varying Compositions

^"
developin this the

the

mining

I-beam

steel

box

hanging under the
and under the south end
plate (Fig. lA). At the north end
there was a natural rock ledge or

vary somewhat, a description
of one or two will perhaps suffice to
details

illustrate this

pre-

girders across the
shaft from foot to

^"«'*

^-

first

pared at the ledge
by placing heavy

favor of con-

classes

was

tion

dividers

form of construction.
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PLMi^, er

field

have played an important

This

is

owing

At the Trimountain mine

part.

to the decreasing sup-

decided to

replace

it

was

the old timber

Concrete has been used for many
years
in
building
underground
dams, bulkheads, etc., but the prin-

and work was
begun at No. 2 shaft, where the
overburden was 80 feet deep, consisting for the most part of sand,
with more or less clay and some
To guard against any
boulders.
possible "running" of the sand, and

cipal uses of concrete in mines is in
connection with shaft supports, and

during construction easier, as well

ply of suitable timber and to the
limited

life

of even the best timber

when exposed

to

underground con-

ditions.

it

is

the purpose of this paper to

some of the work that has
been done along these lines in the
Copper country. Good examples of
describe

collars with concrete,

to

make

the operation of the shaft

as to reinforce the concrete,

it

was

decided to replace the timber with

concrete shaft collars can be seen at

I-beam sets, and then concrete
between and around the steel sets.
The sets would provide a support in

many

case

of the mines, and although the

* Paper read at Houghton meeting of the Lake
Superior Mining Institute, August, 1912.

steel

it became necessary to put in
lagging to hold back the sand before
the concrete was placed. A founda-

feoNtMnou

shelf.

Starting from the foundation

thus formed the steel sets were built

upwards two or three
concreted

in.

at a time,

and

The work proceeded

as follows:
First, the old timber on the ends
and foot-wall was taken out for as
great a distance as was deemed safe
then two or three of the steel sets
were bolted in place; after which the
forms were erected, and the concrete
polired.
Then another space would
be opened and the operation repeated, and so on until the surface
was reached. Fortunately the old
hanging wall plates did not have to
be removed, as there was sufficient

clearance to permit the

new

concrete

lining being carried inside of them.

.
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Care was taken to leave no timber
or blocking under the foot-wall
side of the concrete lining which
might by rotting permit settling.
The sand was carefuly tamped along
the foot-wall as the concrete was
One skip road and the
finished.

ladderway were built first, hoisting
going on meanwhile in the other
compartment. The skip was then
changed over to the completed road,
and the other road was built up.
The steel sets were 2 feet 4 inches
apart in the lower half of the collar,
and 3 feet apart in the upper half,

The concrete bereinforced with
was
tween
by Fig. 1,
shown
as
rods,
^-inch
construction
the
shows
also
which
of the steel sets and the position of
center to center.

the sets

the concrete.

Comparative Statement of Cost of Concrete
Shaft Collar.s
No. 3
Shaft

No. 2

Labor

Shaft

No. 4
Shaft

Length, to founda-

Shaftmen
Surface labor

Blacksmith labor.
Machinist labor.
Carpenter labor.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Electrician labor
Teaming labor

80 feet

93 feet

158 feet

$2,019.10
528.51
301.80
360.41
311.76
144.97
10.84
120.56

$1,028.85

$1,994.70

295.50
67.55
41.82
42.73
8.82
74.46

192.45
40.50
27.86
64.69
8.96
56.64

$3,797.95

$1,559.73

$2,375.79

stringer.

Structural steel
$2,180.56
Cement, 1,252 sacks.
588.83
No. 2
Cement, 1,238 sacks.

No. 3
Cement, 2,169 sacks.
No. 4

Stamp sand,

136.00

$

470.80

$

810.09

11 cars.

No. 2

159.50

Stamp

sand, 3 1 cars,
3
sand, 8i cars.
No, 4
Fine rock, 6 cars
Sundry supplies ....

1:3:5, in
the shaft house just back of the
shaft and lowered by means of a
bucket and trolley, the trolley rope
being concreted in on the hanging
side as the work progressed. As no
difficulty was experienced at No. 2
shaft with the sand running in, or
in the proportion

hand

was decided to build
the Nos. 3 and 4 collars of reinotherwise,

it

forced concrete only, leaving out the
Fig. 3 shows the consteel sets.

No

123.25

90.00
261.75
215.33

which
and fin-

102,55

73.91

August,

1910.

The ma-

were the
same and the work was carried on
in the same manner as at No. 2 except that there were no steel sets.
The collar at No. 4 shaft was similar
to the one at No. 3, except that the
dividers were made 12 in. x 48 in.
for

the

instead of 12

in.

concrete

x 12

in.

The

over-

burden at No. 4 shaft was 128 feet
deep on the pitch of the shaft (71
degrees), that at Nos. 3 and 2 being
60 and 80 feet, respectively; but in

$7,293.92

collars

and of No. 4 was 158

was 93

feet.

$3,621.04

No. 2 shaft collar commenced February, 1907.
completed August, 1907.
No. 3 shaft collar commenced June, 1910, completed August, 1910.
No. 4 shaft collar commenced March, 1911, completed August, 1911.

shafts

at
it

became necessary

12 to 18 inches thick

inforced

with

The

rope.

old

to close

Concrete

timber, or line the shaft.

was put in, reand wire

rails

concrete extended across

down on both ends,
and sometimes across the foot, and
there were also heavy concrete dividers 4 feet high by 10 inches thick,
the hanging and

Cost Per Foot

No. 2 shaft

No. 4 shaft

Labor

Supplies

Total

$47.47
16.77
15.04

$43.70
16.66

$91.17
23.43
22.29

7.26

placed 10 or 12 feet apart.
Fig. 2 illustrates a reinforced concrete collar designed

by Mr. W.

Mohawk

for No. 6 shaft,
is

F.

about 38 de-

The reinforcement was rods
and wire rope. The collar was built
in 17 days and the total cost was

eral

levels

arched

the

over with

At

sev-

plant

was

reinforced

con-

whole

This lining has been in place
about 2 years and has proven satiscrete.

grees.

factory.

$3,931.

The

been tried to some extent at the
Wolverine and Mohawk mines in

was 100

feet.

length

A

pit

vated at the shaft

of

was
site.

the collar
first

exca-

Then

the

forms were started at the bottom
and built up as the work progressed.
The concrete was mixed on the surface and run down to the working
platform in an iron trough.
The
use of concrete for station floors,

The
feet,

the levelers are reinforced

the No. 3 and No. 4 collars
were started some distance below
tion,

length of No. 3 collar

$2,178,78

through some loose
one of the Champion

sinking

In

levelers, stringers, and dividers is
becoming quite common.
Fig. 4 shows a station in one of
the Champion Copper Co.'s shafts,
and indicates the manner in which

order to secure a suitable founda-

the ledge in the solid rock.

619,05 $1,146.25

$

ground

Hartman

in

subject to "heaving," con-

is

crete stringers cannot be used ad-

Total cost of shaft

mine, where the dip

ished

At some of the mines where the
foot

vantageously.
$3,496.97

struction of the No. 3 collar,

terials

the Copper

satisfactory roadbed.

45.70

Stamp

was

started in June, 1910,

4 shows the method in use
Range Consolidated
Co.'s mines, and the Mohawk and
Wolverine scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 6. Both methods made a very
Fig.

at

:

They were mixed by

like

;

Supplies

materials used for the conPortland cement, coarse
crete were
amygdaloid stamp sand, and crushed
rock.

an all-concrete stringer was
the one at the Ahmeek
mine, designed by Mr. W. J. Uren,
to which the rail was bolted by
means of bolts and clips as shown
in Fig. 5
but because of the hard
rigid roadbed thus formed and the
consequent wear and tear on the
skip and rails, and the working
loose of the bolts and clips the
scheme was abandoned in favor of a
combination wood and concrete
first

built

The

trap

At

1915

method used for concrete

;

also the

stringers.

Drift sets built of concrete have

some of their cross-cuts where loose
ground was encountered.
These
sets consisted of legs 6 in. x 6 in. in
section, and a cap 6 in. x 8 in., reinforced with j4-inch rods and wire
rope.

with

Concrete planks, reinforced

Kahn expanded

metal, or

wo-

ven wire, were used for lagging.
Above the caps they were 4 in.
x 14 in. in section and behind the
legs 2yi

in.

The use

x 14

in.

of reinforced concrete in

the form of shaft sets and lagging

is

well described in a paper read before the

Michigan College of Mines

t

;

:
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Club, at Houghton, Mich., by Mr. E.

R. Jones,

who

has kindly given his

permission to make use of the
lowing excerpt:

fol-

"For a number of years solid conand reinforced concrete shaft
collars and shafts have been in
vogue where the conditions warranted a shaft of any degree of permanence, but not until 1909 was recrete

:*jjV?rZ5-;ij CTpjll?

K ljfi^sgi:'
'

inforced concrete tried as a substitute to take the

methods of

+-!--

form and similar

M

installation as the long-

used timber sets for shaft purposes
namely, at the Nos. 3 and 4 shafts
of the Ahmeek Mining Co.
"In the beginning, two distinct
kinds of material were used a good

i-

t -&.«,»-

Q
i-

n

;

grade of gravel and natural sand
from a local pit and the trap rock,
through which the shafts were sinking, together with clean conglomerate sand from the Calumet &
Hecla mill. Sets were molded from
these two classes of material and
installed with equal partiality and
subsequent service has proven both
to be equal to the demands made
upon them. Pieces set aside for the
purpose were allowed to season
sufficiently that they might be given
a fair competitive test, and it was

n

;

found, on comparing the fractures
in the two combinations of material,
that the sand

and cement

filling

the

spaces between the rounded pebbles

broke away from them, while the
fracture

in

the

trap-conglomerate

same combination continued through
the larger elements of the mixture.

The

gravel mixture could doubtless
have been improved considerably by
careful washing, but the cost of
preparation, compared with the trap
rock and conglomerate sand, prohibited

its

use in this particular case.

"The materials

finally

used were as

follows

"No. 1 Portland cement.
Conglomerate sand. Trap rock trommeled over ^-inch through screens.

The proportions used were 1:3:5
in

wall

dividings,

The

end
and 1:2:4

plates,

reinforcement

in

plates,

in

and

studdles.

wall

and

end plates consisted of three
^-inch Monolith steel bars with
^-inch webs, crimped onto them,
together with two straight j4-inch
Monolith bars. The dividings were
reinforced by four J^-inch Monolith
bars wound spirally with
steel
34-inch steel wire, the whole pre-

senting a column with square crosssection.
Studdles were reinforced
with two pieces of old wire rope
1J4 inches in diameter. Reinforced

concrete slabs were molded for the
shaft lining, the material used being
fines of trap rock
conglomerate sand
panded metal as
The mixture used
1:2:4. By way of

under J4 inch,
and Kahn exreinforcement.
for

slabs

was

experiment, the

writer selected a piece of No. 1 hemlock plank of the same length, width
"

35-8

—

"

:

(7™.-.

and thickness of a concrete slab,
which had seasoned for 1 year, sup-
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them at either end, and
placed them side by side, and then
applied an equal pressure across the
center of each. Three failure cracks

ployed in preparing the charge for
The amount of water
the forms.
used in the mix was such that, when

appeared in the concrete slab just

idly without agitation.

ported

previous

to

the

breaking

of

the

hemlock plank, although total collapse of the concrete slab did not

UNOmGnomD

the batch was piled,

it

settled rap-

A dryer mix

was attempted by way of experiment, but due to the amount of reinforcement employed, it was found

moved by turning

1915

the pieces on their

where they were left to harden
1 day longer before removal to the
stock pile. All through the process
of removal the sets were handled
sides,

with the greatest care in order to
preserve the appearance of the set

and prevent cracking, which might

Cmc/ecrE Construction

Champion Mine

Fig

4

JlCTlOf^ OH

occur until the pressure was considerably increased. While the method
of the test employed

was crude,

it

BS

impossible to

ram the dryer mix

into place.

"The

labor

involved

in

making

proved to the satisfaction of the

consisted of two carpenters, setting

was

up forms and keeping them in repair one man wheeling forms on to

writer that the concrete

much

superior in strength.

slab

Consid-

ering the rapid decay of timber used
as shaft lining no further comparison of the two is necessary.
"In the molding of the concrete
sets 2-inch No. 1 white pine was
used in the construction of the
forms. These were soaked in wood
preservative, and repainted with

preservative

on

the

interior

each

time before setting up, thus insuring
them against warping and prolonging their lives indefinitely, as well as
securing a smooth and easy parting

from the concrete when removed.
Smith barrel-type mixer was em-

A

not develop to the eye until weathAll skidways used in making
and storing were brought to a level
to prevent warping and bending
while the sets were green, to insure
ered.

;

a perfect

fit

underground, for unlike

skidways ready for filling, returning
used forms to shop and cleaning the
same; one man delivering mix to
forms and shoveling material into
place
and one mason ramming
charge into final position. With this
combination of men as many as four
complete sets, consisting of 64 sepa-

timber

have been molded in 1
day of 9 hours.
In ordinary
weather, the sides of the forms wei'e
allowed to remain in position over
night, and then removed, while the
bottoms were left in place another
24 hours.
The bottoms were re-

served in handling and putting in

;

rate pieces,

;

the concrete set cannot be

brought to place unless perfectly
true.
Sets should not have been
used under 60 days after removing
forms, although we, through the reduction of the stock piles, have been
forced to install pieces of 14 days'
set,

but the greatest care was ob-

place underground.

Concrete sets 1 year old, which
have been subjected to all manner
of weather, can be abused somewhat
and handled almost as carelessly as
timber.

March,
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"As before

above-men-

stated, the

tioned sets were

made

423

for the Nos. 3

and 4 shafts of the Ahmeek Mining

The

Co.

shafts are of the three-

—

variety two
skipcompartment
ways and one manway, dipping at
an angle of 80 degrees. The outside
dimensions of the compartment are:
"Skipways, 7 feet 6 inches high,
6 feet 10 inches wide.

"Manway, 7
3 feet

feet

P/an

6 inches high,

wide, with the end plates and

dividings,

making the

greatest span

were
from
the inside face to accommodate
lining slabs. Also, holes were cored
for the use of hanging bolts and
of 7 feet 6

molded

inches.

Offsets

in all plates 5 inches

¥lif?-

The wall plates, end
and studdles have a crosssection of 80 square inches
dividbracket bolts.
plates,

;

ings 81 square inches.

The

percent-

C CMC Acre

•5r/rfNa£^.

ages of reinforcement are approximately as follows: Wall and end
CrOiT^i (Secf/on

plates, 5 per cent.; dividings, 5 per

cent.

"It

;

FIG.

studdles, 3 per cent.

6

was found advisable from the

because of the great
weight of the wall plates, to mold
them in two sections, one section
spanning the ladderway and one
skipway, and the other section spanning the remaining skip compartment.
These two sections were connected
when in place by two bolts passing
through holes, cored for the purpose, and two straps of iron spanning the splice. Studdles were made
for 4 feet, 5 feet, and 6 feet sets to
accommodate the ground passed

"The

beginning,

weights

of

the

different

pieces comprising the set are as fol-

lows:
Founds

Long

section of wall plate

1.035

Short section of wall plate

700
600
645
268

End

plate.

.-

Divider
Studdles, 3 feet 3 inches

Complete

8,104

set of 16 pieces

sets are especially adapted, the

num-

"Taking the weight of No. 1 Western fir, which has been exposed to

ber of

the weather

as the ordinary timber sets, only requiring an additional pope and block

in

stock

piles,

as

33

pounds per cubic foot, the above
concrete set weighs almost three
times that of a 12" x 12" timber

through.

which the concrete set is intended to
replace.
Because of this additional
weight of the concrete set, it was
found necessary to increase the
usual five or six men on the timber
gang to seven in number. In a vertical shaft, to which the concrete

set

men per gang might again be
reduced. The sets are hung or built

After
bottom^
the sets
are put in between the plates and
the surrounding shaft wall, and the
to

swing the pieces

are wedged

set is

in place.

to line,

then tied to the shaft wall by
in the propor-

means of concrete,

^^^
J^ft*ylc3^ffE.:

,

",•

srnmcER-

- tTfl-,1

The

tion of 1:3:5.

concrete slabs

are then put in place, and loose rock

•.

thrown behind
space
J tf hen

still

thern, filling

shaft'.

"After the set is in place,
important that it

tremely

FOR,

CoNCfJETC ^TKMGEfJA

^tismog

(M

Method of ^^liaiss Saik.'

FIG.

5.

set

pQf

and the wall of the

De TAILS

up what

remains between the
it

is

is

ex-

well

protected from the blast, for, unlike
the timber set, concrete will not

For the purpose,
timber and steel
plates chained to the under side of
the plates and dividings, and even
stand the blast.
the writer used

flat

this

March,
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precaution

was

Where

adequate.

at

times

concrete

in-

the ground was

set

was

delivered

breaking easily, the sets have been
as near as 12 feet to the miners, and

These figures are based on:
"Western fir at $28 per M.,

again when the ground was espe-

car.

40

cially refractory, sets

feet

for

the timber set for $37.60.

$22.50,

f.

o. b.

"Crushed rock at 35c. per yard,

from

the blast have been cut out. It is
obvious that it is well to keep as far

f.

behind the mining as the ground

yard,

o. b. shaft.

"Conglomerate

sand

at

60c.

per

being entirely

stringer

rigid

and the skip also of rigid construction, the axles of skips were found
to be crystallized and the rivets
working loose. This feature was
overcome by molding 2-inch pine
strips, after soaking them in wood
preservative to prevent decay, into
the stringers at intervals of 3 feet.

o. b. shaft.

f.

The

1915

P/ot^/

^
-^-~-

3"

^

i-W-|-

7VOI
of

\

uf

^-

Hfe

-:ii-^^_^ii_^_
Avera^e area of tieanda ^ tOSZ to.in.

^era^e c/iam of shonJs'

m4

VI

will permit.

z-^

93

/o

c/c

I

2^

\z-^ IOC lO
iy6 too to

In dangerous ground,

which required timbering close up
to the sinking, timber sets were
used, but, had not time played an
important part in the sinking, no
ground was met in which concrete
sets could not have been installed.
With a gang of seven men, one complete set can be installed in a 9-hour
shift.

This permits a sinking rate

of better than 100 feet per month,

which was accomplished at the Nos.
3 and 4 shafts.
"The comparative cost of the concrete set and timber set, delivered at
the shaft collar,

is

k1

^1
<^^

hh'

5^Z

.0^1 so-irt.

striking.

The

o9i
%
0-93
'A of/
% 0^1 cez
0-4-/

"No.

1^60 ii^o
/OffiO

Portland cement at $1.15
f. o. b. works.
"Reinforcement at $12 per set,
1

per barrel,

f.

o. b. factory.

"The Ahmeek Mining Co., I bewas the first to adopt the con-

lieve,

stringers, and the Mohawk
Mining Co. soon followed with their
use. At the Ahmeek, these stringers

crete

have been in continuous use since
beginning of operations and
have required no repairs. Superintendent Smith, of the Mohawk, has
informed me that soon after the
stringers were installed, skip repairs increased about 100 per cent.
the

allowing them to project

J^

inch

above the face of the stringer, and

The

resting the rail thereon.

pine

have been in place 4 years,
and none have been replaced to date,
and skip repairs have been reduced
strips

to normal.
differently

meek

Possibly because of a
constructed

skip,

Ah-

repairs were not abnormally

high, but the

same racking of the

skip body occurred and the

Ahmeek

company has adopted

Mohawk

the

feature and expects to profit accordingly.

"Concrete plats, or stations, have
been in use at both the Ahmeek and

:

March,
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Mohawk

differ

for some
from the timber

time.

They

plat in out-

ward design only in the cross-section of the members, which are 9 in.
and are reinforced with old
rail and wire rope, and replace the
12" X 12" and 12" x 14" timber formerly used. Holes are cored to accommodate gates for skip and dump
X 12

in.,

425

put in as often as the hanging re-

Since the casing along the

quires.

ladder road performs no other office

than the protection of the men while
on the ladder, or in case of a fall,
plank is used for the purpose, and

wire

Some

rope

for

reinforcement.

tests of concrete

beams

rein-

forced with wire-rope strands were
made at the Baltic mine, in 1910, by

Mr. C. G. Mason and the results of
these tests are given in a paper that
;

molded

was written by him and are pub-

the dividings to facilitate the

lished herein with his permission as

a 3-inch
into

of

hemlock

strip

is

fastening of this casing."

follows

MQt<^.

Mefieciion of reia/oreed concreie ieoms.
rails

in the concrete,

making

spikes

unnecessary.

the use of

When

turn-

on the back of the
plat, the rigidness furnished by the
trammers
insures
the
concrete
against derailed cars, resulting from
tables are used

a tilted table.

"At the present time, our company
is

Concrete floors for shaft houses

are imbedded

doors and tram

installing reinforced concrete di-

vidings to replace the practice of
In
putting in 10-inch flat timber.
cross-section they are 9

in.

x 12

in.,

are being tried at several places and

"Through the general manager's
I was enabled

(Mr. Denton) consent,

many

to present results

respects, although subjected to the

interest to those

are

proving satisfactory

hardest usage.

The

in

floors built at

Champion Copper Co.'s shaft
houses were made 6 inches thick of
1:3:5 concrete, with a top finish
the

1

inch thick of

1

to

2 Portland ce-

ment and coarse stamp sand. The
total cost was 13 cents per square

The

materials used for the
crushed trap rock,
were
concrete
coarse stamp sand, and Portland
foot.

which might be of
who are in doubt

as to its practical use.

You who

are

familiar with the use of wire rope
in mining,

carded

know

'reels'

which are

the

in

number of

the

difficult

to

scrap

dis-

heap,

dispose

ofy

being of apparently no commercial
This rope is 1>4 inches in
value.
diameter, consisting of six strands

wound around

a

hemp

center; each

the ladder road, they are placed 6

cement.

strand having 19 wires. First, we
made some tests on ropes which had

feet from center to center and between the skip compartments are

Question has been raised from
time to time, as to the suitableness

been used from 1 to 2 years and
found the ropes to contain an aver-

and are reinforced by old

rails.

On

;
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age area of .63 inch and would
stand a breaking load of 45 tons to
the original guaranteed load of 69

We

tons.

unwound

then

these

ropes and tested several strands,
each averaging an area of .1052
square inch. It took a load of 4,000

pounds to straighten the
with an elongation of 1.40 per

12,480 pounds, and a deflection of
.46 of

Finally with an ulti-

an inch.

mate load of 14,480 pounds and a
deflection of .82 of an inch the beam
failed at C.

"Beam No.

3

Here, with a gradu-

:

and a deflection of

twist,

cracks at

With a gradually

cent.

increasing

load the strands broke, having an
12,000 to

ultimate

load

of

23,000

pounds.

The

surface of

available

for bonding surface

all

wires

was

found to average 1.55 square inches.
A
See Plate 1, Tables 1 and 2.
^-inch round steel bar is the nearest equivalent, having 1.18 square
inches of surface. We have not, as
been

yet,

able

to

test

out

these

pounds
an inch
Cracks B,

ally increasing load at 6,480

to 9,000

A

.36 of

appeared.

D

appeared in order when
was 10,480 pounds, and the
deflection was .56 of an inch. This
was the greatest load; ultimate
C,

and

the load

occurring at D.

failures

beams

all

widened

The

at the bottom.

these

experiments,

beams reinforced with
these strands were made and tested.

The ingredients used in this concrete
were: Alpha cement, coarse stamp
sand (or tailings), and ungraded
small trap rock from the mine. The
average weight of this reinforced
concrete was 150 pounds per cubic
foot. For data regarding beams and
method of failure see Table 3,
Plate

1.

"Beam No.

1

This

:

beam was

loaded with a gradually increasing
first crack at

load and showed the

when

point A,

the load

was 7,480
was .20 of

pounds and the deflection
an inch. The crack at B appeared
soon after the one at A. Just before
reaching 10,480 pounds the other
cracks in the vicinity of B began to
appear; with this load the deflection
was .30 of an inch. The greatest
load carried was 11,880 pounds,

Had

test.

they

2

shows

the

"As a

6,480

pounds two cracks

an

inch.

seemed

to

The

remaining

cracks

appear at the same time,
pounds, with a

at a load of 10,480

deflection

cracks

of

.32

of an

inch.

All

gradually extended toward

the top of the beam, with a load of

it

the

yes,

This mortal enemy, "Neglect,"
Must soon depart.
For ages he has reigned supreme
In every heart.
Dethrone him for he is a knave,
His kingdom ending in the grave;
If you don't wish to be his slave,
Then "Safety Start."

we were

Officials of the

D. L. mines,

With one accord,
Are giving prizes to their men
As a reward.
For their suggestions, or a plan.
To lessen accidents to man;

able to compute by the straight-line

formula and the usual safe stress of
650 pounds per square inch in the
concrete, and the per cent. .93 of
steel, the safe load at the middle of
a beam of this size and span, which
is 2,180 pounds.
The average ultimate breaking load of beams No. 1
and No. 2 is 13,180 pounds. This
would indicate a factor of safety of
13,180

Replace

T.

without delay.
that will live for aye,
'Tis "Safety First."

deflection

result of these tests

is

With slogan

curves for the three beams.

Put forth the pen, do

all

you can.

Keep green the sward.

Thou Mighty Ruler of the earth.
In whom we trust.
Thou knowest that we need thine help

We are
We often

but dust;

pray for thy great hand
us to the heavenly land;
is always thy command,
Now "Safety First."

To guide
And this

^

2,180

Kingston, Pa.

"Apparently then,

it

ought

to

be

perfectly safe to use these strands
with the per cent, of steel about
to 1 per cent.
In closing, I would

^

suggest,

when

large,

possible, to use the

if

the area of steel

and where the area

rope,

of

By J. A.

The cry

universal now.
Shake off the rust.
We've held it in our hearts too long,
Away it must.
We'll wash the dirty filth away,

ridges of the concrete, but nothing

use the strands in pairs as

{A and A) appeared on opposite
sides and the deflection was .20 of

"Safety First"

of this nature occurred.

"Plate

if

in doubt.

is

failure

slipped,

with a deflection of .50 of an inch.

load

be easier to maintain the
timbered than if lined with
concrete. On this point, however, it
fail it will

shaft

proved a very satisfactory result in

The ultimate failure occurred at B.
"Beam No. 2 In this beam with a
:

road bed and to the sollars and roof
stations,
with the idea that
should the ground around the shafts

beams was not caused by
the slipping of the strands; which

grooves formed by the strands,
would have crushed or sheared the

in

at

of these

this

to

the use of concrete

confine

shafts at depth to stringers for the

gradually

top,

strands in concrete blocks to deter-

"Previous

to

In these

mine the bond.
three concrete

The Copper
Range Consolidated Co. is inclined
learned by experience.

the cracks as they ex-

toward the

tended

1915

is

is

whole

small to

unwound

Air Receivers
The purpose
receiver

of the air from the compressor, and
to collect

from the rope, since they can be
placed in almost any position, requiring less labor and time than the

cylinder.

placing of single strands."

sufficient

Concrete seems well adapted to

underground

use, especially as illus-

The

of a compressed air

to reduce the pulsations

is

by

the

water and grease carried
from the compressor

air

The

receiver

is

also as an air reservoir in

pressure,

volume of
is

stored

air, at

to

intended

which a
a given

accomplish

work when

there is a sudden stoppage of the compressor, or when

upon it
when the surrounding ground be-

there

gins to give under pressure, or

time greater than the compressor

trated

here.

under great

stress,

effect

is

still

to

is

be

is

a

demand

can supply.

for air for a short

March,
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The Theory

through the
removal of
coal or other min-

an

Arch

in

Development

Arching Line of Stress

of the

the Overlying Strata

in

When

Removed

the Supporting Strata Are

are

first

stress

these strata would be

unsupbrought on

left

much

the same

as that on a uniformly loaded horiOwing to the low
zontal beam.

which

tensile strength of the rocks

usually compose such strata, and the
presence, generally, of

more or

less

well-developed joints, the span over
which this superincumbent mass can

be carried by such action

The

limited.

AB

integrity of such un-

of

line

weight

stress

the

to

solid

Randotp}fl

are mutually support-

B

cate a point in the

line

of

stress

under and corresponding with each
one of these nodes.
If

we assume

the resultant of

BC

the load on the half of the arch
w.

all

m, W:

measures

may

elasticity

of

strata, as

on

Even

fall,

the

descend so that they no
longer support the strata above but
may be supported by them, when
the adhesion is sufficient along the
In such an
beds of stratification.

them

event the entire mass

by the

By

supported

arch.

an arch,

the "line of stress" in

meant

the

resultant

of

all

the

forces acting on the arch.

A

column of material, having

sufficient

rod or

strength to resist the crushing effect
of this stress, if placed with its center coinciding with this line

would

be in stable equilibrium, so far as
the forces mentioned are concerned.
While the phenomena connected
with this "line of stress" are familiar
to engineers concerned with bridges

and similar structures, they are not
commonly brought to the attention
of mining men. A slight digression
would therefore seem advisable, explaining a simple method of estab-

make

lishing this line in order to
clear just

In
Fig.

the
1,

•Civil

cock,

Md.

what
case

it is

is

of

an arch

plain that the

ABC,

two

sides

and Mining Engineer, Tonolowa, Han-

more or
for

its

hold this material in place, just as

an object can be suspended in air by
pressure on its opposite sides without any other form of support.
It will at

the

once be apparent, from

above,

that the position and
character of the forces acting on the
arch will vitally affect the shape of

In an arch un-

center,

the line of stress

focal

distance shortening

as the central load exceeds that

on

the side.
Fig.

1

With the excess of pressure on

E F, and

to be in the line

represent

its value by R we will have a tendency on the part of this half of the
arch to rotate about the point C at

the springing line.

By

the method

the sides, say at an angle of 45 degrees,
ellipse,

at

B

Supposmg

CD

represent this

force

it

to

those in the middle.

we have

Combining
from node

at

G,

constructed
is

Wi

draw the

all

line of stress,

when

lying

over an excavated
all

prac-

purposes, an arch supporting

the material above

it

and allow-

ing the removal of all the material
it up to the point where this

below

properly

disposed to meet the pressure, the
rule being that the line of stress
should lie wholly within the middle

third of the ring of arch stones or

concrete ring.
all

arch

stones

The

joints

must be

between
at

right

angles to this pressure in order that

in solid material

tical

to so adjust the load as to cause the
line of stress to lie in the

curve.

Such a

the usual

is

give

arch where the material

a simple matter to

is

to

K with the weight

and we have the resultant K J. Repeating this process
for the remaining nodes and we
have the points B, G, K, J, L, M, all
in the line of stress through which
it

it

the arch
proper the shape of the line of stress
developed by the proposed load, or
either

G K.

the resultant

this at

In the construction of arches of
practice

encounter the weight of the node ^^4.
Constructing the parallelogram of
forces

assumes the shape of an

the focal distance shortening

stone or concrete,

BG

will,

it

as the pressures at the side exceed

of moments, the horizontal pressure

cavity will constitute, for

meant.

depending

width on the total stress and the
elasticity of the material.
This
pressure w.ill have a tendency to

bola, the

to

is

pressure,

side
stress

becomes the arc of a circle. With
an excess of load toward the center, it takes the shape of the para-

allows

material

the

less

common

exposed in

not actually

line of

der a perfect fluid, where the pressures are all radial acting toward a

though the lowest measures of the
the roof,

of

will,

a zone of material under

this line of stress.

the

carrying

either side of the open space.

superincumbent

There
this

where the thrust is horizontal.
Assuming an evenly distributed load on the arch, which we
will, for convenience, conceive to be
concentrated at the points or nodes
f-Fi, W^, etc., we are prepared to lo-

very

is

BC

and

ing at

supported strata soon comes to depend on the development of an arching

resist-

stress.

the

and on each
fiv Beverlelf S.

strata

ported, the

in

course, exist along

approximately

overlying

becomes

material

ing

horizontal bed, the

is

Mining

effective

occurring in

eral,

of the

427

may be no tendency to slide
one on the other.
Should the line of stress fall outthere

side the material of the arch, or, in

the case of very heavy pressure or
material, come very near the
edge or surface, the structure will

weak

March,
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by crushing

fail

Hence

such a point.

at

will follow that the charac-

it

ter of the strata overlying the

bed

to

move

it

is

When

quickly and reach the coal

well back from the point F,
solid

sufficiently

where

give the

to

and the working
have
"gotten ahead of
be said to

the break has reached the

surface, this filling takes place

owing

rapidly

needed

will affect the position of the line of

the crush,"

stress of the arch which supports
the unbroken portion, and that an

ing force has

right

working.

tions are ripe for further

is

will

support,

when

in fact the crush-

gone ahead of the
This explains the com-

adjustment, similar to that just de-

must take place

scribed,

equilibrium
tained. As the load
that

may

main-

equally

new

point of support for

hand limb. Fig.

its

3,

line of stress, in the cases

for all prac-

is,

overhanging beds along the edge of
the break, and the arch having a
inner or

the condi-

working

undisturbed under the smaller arch.
While the general shape of the

order

in

be

more

to the fracture of the

being removed, as affecting the method of breaking down,

which

1915

sideration,

is

under con-

the parabola, for

all

distributed,

practical purposes, the ratio between

the curve will be a parabola with a
longer or shorter focal distance de-

the span and the "rise" or height of

pending on the nature of the strata,
but it must lie wholly within ma-

terial

purposes,

tical

when

and,

material

the

in its path, there

at any point

fails

must follow a readjustment of
tion so that the stress

may

lie

posi-

wholly

sufficiently resistant material.

within

Let Fig. 2 represent the section of
coal
seam from which the coal has
a
and B, the
between
removed
been

A

roof having fallen to the irregular

dotted line

ACE

will indicate the line of stress.

This,

line

ACB. The

H

G

mon

experience of the relief at the

the exhausted area.

Under other conditions, especially
when the arching line of stress has
a wide span, thus carrying a large

much

;

floor,

room or

stall,

represents

half

weight of the strata overlying the
span A B which is assumed to be
sufficient to crush the coal about the

The

point A.

integrity of the arch

being destroyed, the line of stress
must seek a new position such
Naturally this moveas DEB.
ment will be no greater than is absonecessary

lutely

footing

for

the

to

gain

arch,

a

solid

which

will

again be so near the edge of the coal
already crushed that it will fail

With

etc.,

down

well

the

while the end of the

from any

trouble,

as they carry only the small

amount

pillars will be free

of material which

below the line
of stress. This condition will sometimes be cured automatically by the
material falling from the top of the
cavity, over the exhausted area, in
is

such a manner as to fill the space
between the material already down
and the undisturbed measures, in
such a way that the opposite limb
Touqh Resistance Bed

now

seam, as

A H G F,

moved we may succeed
"fall"

the

which

seam,

which

will reach

say

to

the

quickly

re-

in getting a

high above
line

F J B,

will cause the line of stress

fall of the first mass the
grows through the crushing

is manifestly less in a high
sharp arch than in a low flat one, the
shape of the arch, in this respect,

of stress

may

be expected to vary with the
of the material to with-

capacity

stand this stress.

Hence there

will

be a high arch in a soft material
with numerous joints and a flat arch
in tough material with fewer joints.
This may be verified practically by
the examination of old drifts or tun-

where the overlying material
has had an opportunity to fall and
take the shape due to the conditions
without regard to other influences.
nels

If

then the cavity in

its

upward

progress encounters a bed of tough
resistant shale or sandstone,

it

so slowly that a large area

may
may

weight along the line of
due to the wide span, and
crushing the coal, either at the working end of the pillar or at such point
along the course of the room as the
line of stress may meet the coal as

fallen Ma/er/a/ or GoiJ

Fig.

is

ma-

exists.

stress,

goes.

a considerable body of the

it

heavy

this continuing

slowly over the workings, destroyIf

as the

opened by continuous mining
during this delay, resulting in a

and readjustment we have
the well-known phenomena of a
"crush" or "squeeze" advancing
it

much
which

be

failure

ing coal as

in

and falling of the material along the
top of the arch due to the pressure
along the line of stress, and by the
splitting off, along the joint planes,
of the material on the sides, due to
the same cause. Since the pressure
along the upper portion of the line

fall

again in a short while, necessitating
a further adjustment of the position
of the arch.

prove too

back from the end of the pillar and
will have the phenomena of
crushed coal, broken timbers and
creeping

point

this

may

we

the

at

it

for even the solid coal well

be seen, impinges on the coal
close to the edge at A. The stress
will

it

cavity

working end of the pillar caused by
an extended break in the roof over

amount of weight,

varies

After the

TaJ/ffn Ma/eria/ or GoiJ

Fig. 2

firm to resist the

terial sufficiently

pressure,

the arch will vary

3

of the arch, the right hand in the
figure, will find

support on this

al-

shown
not

in Fig. 3.

likely

to

find

Such a crush
relief

until

is

the

thus

overlying measures are sufficiently

shorten the span of the arch and

broken down to fill the space S S,
and allow the development of a new
smaller arch of stress ABC, which

ready
lessen

fallen

the

material

total

trated in Fig.

3.

weight,

and
as

illus-

: ;;

March,

Tge (gdierg Engineer
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having

span and, consequently,

less

less load, will transmit less load to

the point A.

the original level as though the coal

was

under it.
The theory developed

Coal Co.
in this dis-

cussion does not suggest very

the crushing of a working pillar as

"forewarned

ABC

Let

in the

way

ing the difficulties mentioned, but

forearmed" and a

is

represent the line of

when

the crest of

D

fill the space 6" 6" over the fallen
material so as to admit the forma-

to

line of stress resting

on this pile of fallen material, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Those who have had to do with
the mining of coal under practically
level surfaces have probably encountered cases where, over more or
extended areas the ground
less
failed to settle with the rest of the
surface, when the coal was removed,

and the foreman

in

charge of the

work has been suspected

of leaving

coal behind

which might have been

mined.
This

may

result

shown

in Fig. 5.

AB

Taf/en Maferia/ or Goi>

Fio. 4

what

be expected
may do much to mitigate an evil.
A careful study of the overlying
strata and surface, and a record of
experience should go a long way
toward enabling one to prophesy the
foresight of

all

a

described take place slowly,

This,

altogether.

in-

BFC

is

from

material

down and

this

filling

break

falling

the cavity between

the pile already fallen and the solid
toward A, would support the surface about

operations,

A
in

indefinitely.

the

regular

Further
course,

would bring the remaining surface
to

right of

the level

A

of that to the

or along the dotted line

G, leaving the portion about

A

at

1914.

contest

welcomed the contestants and visitors and presented them with the
key of the city. He referred in a
most appreciative way to the rescue
and first-aid work done by the Superior Coal Co. under the direction
of General Manager John P. Reese
Superintendent
John Ross, and
James Boston, in charge of the
rescue and first-aid work of the
company.
Although the weather
throughout the day was very inclement, the crowded opera house gave
evidence of the general interest that
has' been aroused in the

by the welfare and forward movements of the Superior Coal Co.
At 9:30 the individual contests
began and in them 36 participated.
The problem given was as follows

provision for taking care of the coal

thus hurriedly brought out.
ally this

Naturcan be more readily accom-

lying

down

community

undercutting

caught by a fall
of coal and sustains the following
Laceration of the right
injuries:

coal with a pick

side of the scalp
^ra//en

Mafena/ or Goh

estab-

foot resting at B.

its

Colonial

December 8,

the threatened district, together with

Fig. 5

work is continued the crest
of this new cavity will reach the
The
surface somewhere about E.

F

course,

coal to the

the

down

of

has been worked out

line of stress

was held

volves concentrating the force on

the material fallen to the

lished, with

As

much

can be done by pushing the work at
the proper times. Untoward conditions can sometimes be thus avoided

This has filled up to the
from B up to the surface, and

new

to

outcome as each panel of work is
drawn. As all the movements above

surface.
solid,

is

from a condition

The

the

in

111.,

Theater, Tuesday,

"A man

right oi

and

Gillespie,

The meeting began at 9 a. m.
Mr. James Boston, chairman of the
committee on arrangements, introduced Mayor Rice, of Gillespie, who

arch,

new

at

perior Coal Co.

support of the opposite side of the

and the coal at D at the working end of the pillar will have the
weight of this mass, acting with
more or less leverage, directly on
the end of the pillar, and this may
readily amount to enough to cause
serious crushing which will not be
relieved until enough has broken off

third annual first-aid contest

was given under the
auspices of the American Mine
Safety Association, Local Union
No. 730 of mine No. 1, and the Su-

the cavity breaks through at B, the
will no longer have the
mass A B

tion of a

The

of the Superior Coal Co.

The

then,

;

WtlUen for The Collkru Englnar

much

of avoiding or prevent-

in Fig. 4.

the surface

First-Aid Contest, Superior

still

The topography of the surface
about the point where the break
reaches it may also be the cause of
shown
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plished

if

is

it

about when

it

known beforehand

will be necessary.

For the sake of simplicity

discussion has been confined to the

drawing of

pillars,

but

it is

apparent

that the principles apply with equal
force to longwall work.

withdrawing
lar

work

in

differs

Longwall

only from

that there are

pil-

fewer

approaches through the coal to the
working places, while in longwall

advancing there are none, the approaches being maintained through
the fallen material or "gob."

;

right ear torn off

and the right jaw broken."
This contest was a very keen one
and so close were many of the contestants that several ties had to be
run

this

is

off,

so that the contest occupied

the greater part of the forenoon.

The judges

for 'the different events

were Dr. A. F. Knoefel, of Terre
Haute, Ind.; Dr. C. Hopkins, of
Chicago, Chief Surgeon of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad and
Dr. H. C. Blankmeyer, of Springfield, 111., representing the American
;

Red Cross

Society.

The

recorders

of the results were F. F. Jorgenson,
of Gillespie, chief engineer of the

Superior Coal Co., and Prof. H. D.

^e QHiery Engineer
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competed,

the

teams

Makch,
being

Easton, of Springfield, instructor in
the Illinois Miners' and Mechanics'

time

Institutes.

team could

At 1 p. M. a two-man contest was
staged, and the problem given was
to treat a compound fracture of the
right leg and laceration from which
Eighteen
red blood was flowing.

work of a neighboring team.
Throughout the contest every effort
was made to have the work fairly
done, and after the call for contestants no one was allowed to go
on the stage, excepting the officials

teams were scheduled for

this con-

by

separated

screens,

profit

and the contestants.

At 2 an exhibition of first-aid
work by a team of school boys was
given and this was undoubtedly one

closed about 5

of the most interesting events of the
entire day.

It

gave evidence of the

At 7

p.

that

no

by or inspect the

test.

p.

so

The

contests

m.

crowd came

to-

opera house
when the meeting was opened by
in

the

the

of

representatives

several

or-

So keen has the interest in rescue
and first-aid work been amongst the
employes of tfie Superior Coal Co.
that two separate associations of the

Interior of Rescue Station

Exterior of Rescue Station

very careful work done by Mr.
Boston and showed the interest that

offered, consisting of a trophy cup,
medals of the American Mine Safety
Association, medals offered by the
Superior Coal Co., and medals
given by the business men of Gillespie.
In the two-men contest four
prizes were given by the Superior
Coal Co. consisting of two solid gold
rings, two pairs gold cuff buttons,
two fountain pens, and two gold

stick pins.

M. a large

gether again

1915

ganizations interested in the meet.

American Mine Safety Association
have been formed. The rivalry between these two associations is very

boys worked with precision and
were apparently not at all flustered
by the attention of the crowded

Addresses were made by Doctor
Hopkins, Mr. Reese, and representatives of the United Mine Workers.
These were followed by moving pictures,
furnished by the Federal

opera house.
At 2:15 the team contest began

Bureau of Mines, showing the
methods of mining and handling

cast,

and the problem was as follows:
"Trip rider is hurt. One hand has
been cut off, right clavicle broken,
fifth, sixth, and seventh ribs broken,
suffering from shock and spitting
blood." Nine teams were scheduled
in this event, including the teams
from the several mines of the Superior Coal Co., and also teams from
the Maplewood Coal Co. at Farmington. 111. Big Creek Coal Co. at
St. David, 111., and the first-aid and

coal underground.

fact, all

cash prizes,

rescue corps of Breese,

nished by the Superior Coal Co., the

he has been able to arouse.

The

;

111.

All of the contests were run off
on the stage of the opera house, and
for the team work three teams at a

The

contests were conducted un-

der the rules of National American

keen.

The Superior Coal
and equipped,

in

Co. has built

Gillespie, a

mine

rescue station in which are an overchest weight, tunnel, etc.

needed

;

in

of the appliances that are

for

prescribed

conducting

by

the

the

Illinois

tests

Mine

Mine Safety Association, each team

Rescue Station Commission before

consisting of five men, one acting as

a certificate can be granted by the

the

patient.

nished their

The contestants furown material, excepting
In

stretcher.

tests 18 prizes

ing

of

wearing

cups,

individual

the

were

medals,

apparel,
etc.

con-

offered, consistarticles

eatables,

of

cigars,

These were fur-

American Mine Safety Association,
and by the business men of Gillespie.
In the team contest nine prizes were

Commission.

Spontaneous Combustion
When coal heats to 150°F., the
temperature increases rapidly, and

when 212 degrees
must be moved

is

to

taneous combustion.
is

reached the coal
prevent sponWhen 485° F.

reached, coal will ignite

posed to the

air.

when

ex-

March,

^e QttieryEngineer
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Reinforced Concrete Props

i

concrete
becoming

is

And Beams

general

in

— Results of Tests Showing Influence on Concrete, of

Amount

for pit-head work,

bunkers
and hoppers and
in a few mines in Great Britain it is
used on a large scale below ground,
some of the principal pits being
Baggeridge, near Dudley; Sneyd,
near Stoke-on-Trent; and Tunnel
pit, Haunchwood, near Nuneaton.
Plain concrete is not used much in
mines, one reason being that time is
such

Mines

of Water, Reinforcement, and

Age

some

without

because,

cases

studying the special conditions, he
merely aims at substituting one material for another which, owing to
years of experience, is being used in

BV 5. M. Dixon. M.

M.

A.,

Sc. Imt. C. £.,

M.

to design

some

really efficient sub-

timber in many cases.
Of course it is only in main roads

stitute for

and permanent work
it

mines that

in

anticipated there will be any

is

extensive use of reinforced concrete.

The
now

strength of the timbers used

mining was fully discussed
by Professor Louis, and he states
in

that the strength of larch props

is

3,360 pounds per square inch, and

Scotch

of

fir,

square inch,
case

pounds

2,688

when

thoroughly seasoned,

is

and also

per

the timber in each
dry,

grown; while the
is from 40 to
less.
These experi-

fully

strength of wet timber

50

per

cent.

ments were made with ordinary pit
props 4 feet long, and Professor
Louis states that the prop has the
same strength whatever its length,
under the ordinary conditions of
practice.

It

is

evident

that

fre-

mines the props and
beams will be wet, and therefore,
quently

in

according to these figures, the ex-

in bridge structures, the masonry

will

arch was imitated; and again, the
timber arch was imitated in cast

made

and now

iron,

neers

who

pay too

in

some cases engi-

use reinforced concrete
attention to the

little

and wood
Without doubt

imitate structures in steel

or even masonry.
in

some cases

but in
that

many

this

cases

may
it

be necessary,
could be shown

economy would be obtained by

using the material

forms

to

which

it is

in

the

adapted.

isting strength of a larch bar should

not be assumed to be

special

To

a

pounds per square

1,780

more than
inch,

which

certainly be less than a well-

4
months old. Besides, in a mine dry
rot quickly attacks timbers unless
reinforced

concrete

post

The
is

cost of timber for

the lower flange affords

and

effective

method

to

a

steel posts

is
at

Birmingham

stored for at least 6 months, will be

found economical in some cases.
In arranging a preliminary set of
experiments on the strength of

beams and posts of reinforced concrete for mine work, the results obtained from beams of 8 in. x 12 in.,
and triangular 8-inch side crosssection, were compared.
All the
concrete used was of the same composition, and was made under as
similar conditions as possible.

If

between

The

were 1:2:5.
The sand was sharp and the gravel
was screened between 1 inch and

proportions

selected

The

J4 inch spaces.

mixed wet, that

concrete

was

with about 8 per
cent, of water, experiments having
is,

been previously made on the effect
of varying the amount of water in
this concrete. The results are given
in

Table

Table

1.

Water

1.

Influence of Amount of
Strength of Concrete

Age

in

Days

6

Pounds Per
Square Inch

121

1.247
1,543
1,350

37
66
132

1,253
1,260

791

390
750

35

10
10
10

in

'Average Compression
Strength

38
64

6

6
8
8
8

Watek

64
130

1,010

the

the

consequent diminution

used

mining as substitutes for timber,

support

possible, therefore,

is

results
seem important,
most reinforced work wet
mixtures are required, and till the
concrete is over 2 months old the

simple

keep in their

instead of the side props.

needs

It

method of supporting main
roads in which can be used posts,
beams, and slabs, manufactured and

have to be found for
timber where the work is to be permanent, and they are usually of
steel.
Steel beams are used instead
and at the ends a clip on
collars,
of

beams, timber is generally used,
whereas concrete is sometimes used
between the props at the sides. It

Professor Civil Engineering
University. England.

strength.

continually increasing, therefore

reinforced concrete will be used in

ought to be possible

steel

that a

substitutes

roof

it

conjunc-

in

concrete

mine work

proper position the

possibilities

effectively

doubt one of the chief reasons
has not been used
more in mines is that it takes considerable time to attain its ultimate

of

very limited extent, therefore, do I
anticipate that beams and posts of

but after a complete study of the

be

most

No

why

Per Cent,

they are constantly wet.

form

of the design, and to a large extent

ex-

might

with
beams.

C. /.*

forms to which it is most
adapted. For instance, in early days
before suitable methods were devised for combining timber and iron
the

are

pected,

tion

;

in

excessive

loads

used

as

an all-important quantity in mining,
and the methods which give the full
width of the roads immediately they
are timbered, seem preferable to
those which need temporary support
and block the narrow roads for considerable periods. To the miner the
use of timber is now instinctive, and
the many changes in his work necessitated by the adoption of concrete
and reinforced concrete seem irksome. The engineer is also to blame

filling, if

evident that reinforced concrete

slabs with rock packing, or concrete

These

•

since in

in strength is

very serious.

The cement was slow

and

uniform in quality.
was tested according to

setting

Each

barrel

the British standard specifications,
the

strength

being:

Pounds per

^e (glHergEngineer
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TESTS OF POSTS

square inch at 7 days, 473; pounds
per square inch at 28 days, 635 and
the time of setting 3^ hours. The
steel used had a tensile strength of

liminary experiments, only one rod

was used for reinforcement in each
case, and the rods were only 7 feet

28 to 30 tons per square inch,
and a yield point at 20 to 21
square inch; modulus
tons per
30.8 x 10" pounds per
elasticity
of
square inch. All the tests on the
beams and posts were carried out
About a
at the age of 2 months.
hundred cubes of concrete 6 in.

8 inches long,

out

many

only reason for reinforcing the posts

headings

often found to increase

make them

to

portable, as

it

was

was

It

it

antici-

prevent

the engineer in reinforced concrete

use

the

of

spirally-rein-

columns

concrete

As was

of

such

expected,

than the round

sults per square inch

local conditions.

cast

liminary

ramming, and from

columns.
of

after casting,

and the concrete was

not allowed to dry for 6 weeks.

TESTS OF BEAMS
in. x 8

In testing the 12

in.

beams

the supports were 7 feet 6 inches

ter in the

tests.

Table

tests

The

posts, being

needed

vertical,

Tksis of RKnJFORCSD Beams, 8 Ft.X1.Ft.X8

2.

hardly

any

their moderate"

work.
this

Breaking Load
Equivalent

Reinforcement

No. of
Specisieiu

Per Cent.

Kind

ters for a considerable time.

At Baggeridge the pit bottom,
whose height is 60 feet and about
one-third mile below the surface,
all

main roads

2

3

3

2 straight
f

2 straight

\

1

f

3

1

bent up
straight

\ 2 bent up
straight
f 1 straight
1

4

3

\ 4 bent up

in.
in.

Method

Uniformly

\

and

will

it

when

3.

little confidence seems
have been placed in the reinforcement. Except on the Continent, it
is only in a few isolated cases where

to

J.

.45

1.0

Tension

.67

1.3

Diagonal tension
Plain

1.34

1.4

Diagonal tension

with

steel

/

—

E. Vaughan, the Natal Inspec-

tor, in his

recent report

makes an

interesting

comment on

the

labor

presents itself

down

it

The

Section

Crushing Load
Pounds Per
Square Inch

Reinforcement

Kaffir corn crop

in

many

parts

was a record
Natal and

of

Zululand, and the native will not

work while there
There
that

it

is beer to be had.
such a scarcity of labor
has been suggested that cheap
is

white labor be imported.
2
2
2
2

2
2

8 in.XS
8 in.X8
8 in.XS

in.
in.
in.

8-inch diameter
8-inch diameter
8-inch diameter

are

than would be safe

there.

Compression Tests on Square and Round Posts Concrete Plain and Reinforced, 8 Feet
Long. Age of Concrete (1:2:5) 2 Months

of Teste

reinforced

lighter

and diagonal tension

1.1

top

bottom \

Number
Number

cases,

under-

is

ground, that

one
Table

work

Coal Mining in South Africa

.67

/

many

be seen in

reinforced

question as

in. 1

in.
in.
in.
in.

but though rein-

;

forced, the concrete is very thick,

of Failure

Distributed

in./

is

some

reinforced work, and also

of the

Linear Foot

3

difficult to

timber work with a reinforced concrete arch, which itself
would need to be supported on cenreplace

with cement only.

Load
Tons Per

1

at the beginning, because

would be found very

it

sections

In.

necessary to arrange for

It is

work

made

No.

Here,

then, are the real opportunities for

the square columns gave better re-

3 days

vert supports the side walls.

pated that economic reasons would

be readily determined, according to

The forms were removed

But when great pres-

with time.

factory method of resisting them is
by a complete shell, in which the in-

work, provided that

its

small dimensions.

The

sieve.

the

in the

strength of the concrete would be

method usually adopted.
Table 2 shows the result of the pre-

1-inch

is

settlement,

sures are expected, the only satis-

forced

voids were 36 per cent.

gradual

to

crushing

the

that

could be developed.

in

val-

beams and posts

points 3 feet 6 inches center to cen-

passed a

size,

uniform

fairly

months should be very

load on the

apart; the load was applied at two

was

increase in strength with age

to 12

Owing

Table 3 shows the results
on the first set of posts
made. The results, show, however,
that there is no difficulty in making,
storing, and transporting suitable
beams and posts of concrete whose
proportions are even as poor in cement as 1:2:5.
The cost of these members, when
cast in steel molds and with the
simple reinforcement described, can

gravel, which

Thd
up

rod did not come in contact with the
crushing plate of the machine. The

ample for

cubes and in no single instance has
a strength of 2,000 pounds per
square inch been obtained when the
The
age was under 2 months.

2 inches

this leaving

uable in the case of mining work.

considered

on 6-inch

tests

presented
no difficulties.
Both props and beams were easily
handled, the beams weighing about
100 pounds per linear foot.

of concrete at each end, so that the

is

X 6 in., made the same time as the
beams, were tested at 2 months, and
compressive
average
an
gave
strength of 1,600 pounds per square
inch. During the last 5 years I have

1915

height

In making the posts for these pre-

;

carried

March,

Plain

One
One

} in
1 in.

X}
X1

in.,
in.,

7

ft.

7

ft.

8
8

in.
in.

long
long

Plain

One
One

}-inch diameter, 7
1-inch diameter, 7

ft.
ft.

8
8

in.

in.

long
long

1,270
1,266
1,300
1,234
1,020
1,068

new mines

Several

are starting up, and the

mine inspector advises a very liberal
stomach

scale of diet, as the native's
is

his first consideration.

:

March,

1915
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Compcnsation
Laws and Accidents
^

securing

to

:

accidents,

and have

placed in charge of

information

our mines a com-

question, Opinions of Operators in Various States as to Whether Such Laws Cause an petent safety inIncrease or Decrease in the Number of Accidents
the vi'riter sent the
spector, to whose

on

this

following letter to

vigilance
at

a number of mine
operators:

Dear

Sir:

tionaire

is

—The

enclosed ques-

being sent to coal opera-

tors in the states of

West

Virginia,

Ohio, Kansas, and Wash-

Illinois,

'ington for the purpose of obtaining

.

credit is due."

.

answering where it could not be
done with fair accuracy.
Again,
the compensation laws being com-

new

paratively
there

on

to

the

all

states,

a feeling that the system

is

is

and that the expressed ob-

trial,

much

e

ro/.

may

"We

do not

we have any

feel that

reason to think that accidents have
increased at our mines; in fact,
rather think the reverse

is

we

actually

the case, due possibly to the effort

made by our people

to

promote inwork, and

some information on how the com-

servations of today

pensation laws of the various states

carded

For

due also to the more rigid enforce-

are affecting the occurrence of ac-

these reasons, but a few of the re-

cidents.

came with answers to all the
However, it will be apparent from this caution displayed
that the information secured is made
all the more dependable.
To explain the answers more fully

ment of the mining laws."
"Fatal and serious accidents have
been less than at any previous time

Replies:

creased;

increased;

1,

15,

8,

de-

no change.

Can you

estimate the percent-

1

to

50 per cent, increase.

15 answered "no."

Can you

3.

state

questions.

than

extracts will be read

wherever

different

men

whether or not
careless or in-

"The

this question 12 replied "yes,"

You

sion on which is frequently linked
with that on compensation laws.
Thirty-five replies were received.
Some of the questions, such as No. 2,
are difificult to answer with accuracy,
and there was plainly observable in

the replies, a tendency to avoid

1914,

of

decreased

102,176

the Coal

1,

In-

1913, to October

we mined 242,643

tons of

coal per fatal accident."

"The following

is

the

number

of

terest

in

'Safety

First'

in the history of the

mine."

The next excerpt

refers

to

"It is evident from the records of
Kansas accidents that the non-fatal
accidents have increased almost 100
per cent., while the same records
show that the number of fatal accidents have decreased about 20 per
cent, during the same length of time
as compared with former years in
which there was no compensation

law in force."
The next two are frorn the state
of Illinois:

"My

observation has been that
have been fewer accidents
since the passage of these laws as

there

a general proposition, except that

month

there

was one
Roy-

within the last

the past 8 years

accident at one of the mines, at

1907

17,000 tons, or

J^:::::": }i;^
J^}?:::;;:::

f^^

^

l^i;!:

°J
or

63 accidents

^
fi

t^^j^IUJl

tc^Sdc""

'''irH^.^J"^ t'h?^"/
|he^J^^|^

^^rce

icciden'tto/cir^lff^
montj« of tt^jy^-^^^N"'"

^^

«««<='•"

is

illuminating, in that

it shows the greatly increased number of accidents now reported, and

which previous to the enactment of
the compensation laws were disregarded.

"There has been a reduction of
least

at

50 per cent, in non-fatal acci-

dents since the act became effective.
is due very largely to the fact

This
•

^'*

we have been extremely vigilant
rpmovine
v**.w
^ causcs of these minor
'

alton, in

which 52 men were

"Our

experience

first

in

killed."
Illinois,

compensation act began
under
about 1911 and we are now operating under the second so-called cornpensation law, and about all that we
know definitely about the matter is
a

'e'^S "ns' of 132 IccldeS"

.{'Jf

the

Kansas

state of

tons per accident at our mines for

that
•Read at the Pittsburg meeting
Mining Institute of America.

have

we mined

1913,

This table
included

the subject of malingering, discus-

all

1,

eluding October

*«"' '""

and 14 "no."
Remarks.
5.
is

and are from West

accidents

October

answered
None answered that

will note there

be

following refer to

very materially, both fatal and nonIncluding October 1, 1912, to
fatal.

Twenty-five

"no tendency."
they had a tendency.
Have you observed any ten4.
dency to malinger?

To

1

replies

may

Virginia.

1,

?

Replies:

The

question No.

from

thought they

is

it

of interest.

the compensation laws have a ten-

dency to make

possible on a tabulated sheet,

is

tons of coal per fatal accident.

age of increase or decrease?
Yes,

tomorrow.

of

plies

sometimes stated that compensation for injury promotes carelessness, and encourages malingering. It is desired to have the benefit
of opinion from those who have
observed the workings of the law.
Any information you care to give
will be of great assistance in reaching a conclusion.
1.
Since the compensation laws
went into effect, have accidents increased or decreased at your mine?
It is

2.

views

be the dis-

that these laws so upset the stability
of the law as it was before the pass-

age of the first of these compensatio.n laws that no one is able to
determine at this time just what the
ultimate effect of a compensation
law

will be as to increase of acci-

dents or otherwise."
In answer to question

No. 3,
whether or not the compensation
laws have a tendency to make men
carelcss

or indifferent, the follow-

:

:

:

ing comments from West Virginia
are of interest
think that the compen"No.

We

sation laws have a tendency to

men more

the

careful,

due

make
to

in-

tend to retard the recovery of the

would

hesitate to say."

ings previous to injury."

"We

feel that there is

a disposition on the part of

men and

our foreign

"We

safety inspectors."-

Mines are running
on short time, making compensation
small because of poor earnings on
which it is based."
"No. I believe no thought of accident is in the mind of a miner until
think not.

happens.

now

Trivial

reported, such as

accidents

mashed

are

finger

or scratched leg, which before would
hardly have been reported."

"Speaking only from our standwe felt from the
beginning there might be a tendency
To guard against
to carelessness.
anything of this kind, we have put
into effect several very strict rules
to be followed by the mine superintendents and mine foremen and have
placed all necessary danger signals
and signs that could possibly be
used around a mine.
We believe
that as far as our mines are concerned, the dangers have been lessened very materially."
A reply from Ohio puts it in this
point of operation,

wise

men

by

deliberately sustaining

or bruises that will give them exto absent themselves from
duty, and receive compensation for

time

prefer health and strength to

Question No. 4, relative to the
tendency toward m a 1 i n.g e r i n g
brought the following comments
from West Virginia:
"No, but in some cases there has
been a tendency to impose on the

Compensation Fund, both by the
men and, at times, some of the medical profession.
However, it never
happens twice from the same source
on account of the stringency of the
law."
is human nature
make every effort

"It
to

work

to

man

not

go back

to

as, of course, he feels if he
should make a mistake and go to
work too soon his compensation
would be cut off, while he is sure of
this compensation if he is still sick.
Therefore, I would say that it does

have

also think there

been some cases where slight

in-

and propby physicians have been
prevented from healing by the act of

juries, honestly sustained

erly treated

the person injured."

An

observer

in the state

of

Wash-

"Reports of minor accidents were
not made prior to the Compensation
Law going into effect. Since this
law has gone into effect, I have noticed that injuries which would under
former conditions cause a
workman to lose a few days are allowed to run for a much longer
period.
This is noticed at mines
which are on half time more than at
mines which are on full time."
The following is from the state of
"I

am

convinced that

men

will in-

impose on the law by nursing their wounds and in many cases
pretending injuries that do not exist.
However, I believe that sooner
or later the imposition on the law
will cease

tion

Law

and that the Compensa-

will be a benefit to all con-

cerned."

over."

"We

are very

much

present law, because

make

in favor of the
it

operates to

the officials in charge of the

mine more careful and to enforce
discipline and protect the workers
and their families in case of being
injured or meeting with a fatal accident."
it

costs

about three times as

the operators

much

as the old

liability insurance, nevertheless

it is

was ever passed
in West Virginia and is very satisfactory to the operators, and in most
the best law that

cases to the men."

The following

from Illinois
which we have
seems to receive the condemnation
of both the operators and miners."
The conditions in Ohio would
seem to be different, if we may judge
from the following:

"Up

is

to date the law

"Laborers
approve
Workmen's
Compensation in this state.
Employers in some cases oppose, but, as
a rule, it is approved by them also.
Coal companies pay somewhat more
under this system than under the
old liability insurance."

From

the variety of views sub-

on the various points involved in the operation of the com-

mitted

Under the head of "Remarks"
were found some very interesting
views on Compensation Laws. The
first submitted are from West Vir'

ginia

"I believe we have a very good
compensation law in our state, the
benefits going directly to the distressed ones without very heavy
cost to employer or employe.
The
compensation to those who are injured seems sufficient to carry them

"Although

ington replies thus:

pensation laws, the following con-

may be drawn
The majority of opinion

clusions
1.

is

that compensation laws have no ef-

:

"Compensation
far as

for a

We

lost.

cline to

compensation."

in-

cuses

Kansas

men

minor

such as crushed fingers, toes,

juries,

receive

Injured

some of

workmen to take advantage of the Compensation Law

only part of average wage.
Economically it pays to be careful, and

"It has not.

what they could earn when
full time, rather than compensation based upon actual earnworking

undoubtedly

1915

half of

although whether this
can be termed malingering or not, I
individual,

creased care and efficiency of fore-

it

March,
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:

:

we can

satisfies the

men

as

fect

on the occurrence of accidents,

but,

tell."

"I consider the present law very
good, with some room for improve-

many

ment

occurrence of accidents.

in administration in

some par-

ticulars."

"Owing

irregular

and

short

some

of

them expecting

mous

a

is

belief

amongst

that they actually reduce the

Opinion

3.

to

work, injured men, as a rule, are disappointed with the amount of compensation,

There

2.

is

practically unani-

that compensation laws do not

increase accidents, and that they do

not

promote carelessness amongst

workmen.

1

March,

1915

On

4.

XB^ ^(tiergEngineer

the question of malinger-

there

ing,

:

a divided opinion as

is

Twelve
might well be expected.
have observed the tendency and
fourteen state they have not encountered any cases.

blocks
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persons from
caught and being
manner. The inspec-

prevent

to

having their

feet

injured in this

tor should see that there

is

feet,

;

The

Inspection of Mines
Bu

The

J. L. Mullen,

Mine

inspection of mines

structions

was

first

created with a view to eliminate, as
far as possible, accidents, fatal
non-fatal, to the lives of those

and
em-

man

that

;

made along

Inspcctoi*

holes

are

haulage roads at distances not to exceed 80 feet and that
these be kept whitewashed; further
that electric lights are placed every
150

all

and also placed

feet,

keep out.

a space

on each side
between car and rib, where more
than one car trip is hauled also
that it shall be kept free from obof at least 2}i

be erected and danger signs
posted thereon, to warn persons to
to

at all

mo-

Finally,

make

the

his

it

inspector
should
duty to inform mine

foremen and assistants, that all
work about to be done must be
done in safety, regardless of time or
cost, and that all foremen, who
come in contact with their men more

make
men

often than the inspector does,
it

a special point to teach their

the principles of safety

down by

as laid

first,

the state and company,

have them realize that

and

ployed in the production of coal.
an inspector's first
Naturally,

tor switches.

thought when he is about to examine
a mine is the safety of those employed therein, and this should be
predominating thought
his
a 1
through his inspection, which should
start by a thorough examination of

and machine lines should next
engage his attention, and he must
see that they are properly put up
and so guarded as to protect any
person from coming in contact with
them, and receiving a dangerous

dents, accidents will be reduced to

the fan, principally to ascertain the

electric shock.

a

number of cubic
by its maximum

feet of air

moved

He

should

speed.

then proceed to inspect the mine
roof along the traveling roads, and
the

that

see

causes

different

by

which men may be injured, are reduced.
His next duty will be to
examine all working places, and
the entrances to all worked out, or
temporarily

When

abandoned,

places.

visiting the different sections,

his foremost duty should be to in-

men

struct all

of doing their

mining

men

else, will

should see that

driven on

line,

be properly
great

a

all

accidents

through derailments
improper track laying.

switch

guard

points,
rails,

may

thus preventing, to

extent,

are to

which
owing
All

and
be protected by

frogs,

derails,

read at Safety-First Banquet, United
States Steel Corporation, United States Coal and
Coke Co., Gary, W. Va.

•Paper

all

chinery

places are

and that their safety depends
upon the efforts they put

benefit

entirely

forth to protect themselves, as well

by obeying those rules.
With the cooperation of the miners,
foremen, inspectors, and superintenas others,

minimum, and we can point with
and enthusiasm to our

pleasure

motto: "Safety First."

and that

are

positions

properly safeguarded,

lights are placed in such

the

that

well

as

to

operator

work

operate

has

in safety, as

his

machine.

Notices are to' be posted by him to
the effect that

all

tinction of

machinery must

colliery

the

of

Co. has the dis-

having the greatest out-

put of coal of any colliery in the
anthracite

It is his

sufficient light to

Anthracite Records
The Truesdale
Lackawanna Coal

The

region.

to close

duty to see
pumps, mining machines,
motors, and other ma-

and that

so that tracks

laid,

occur
to

automatically.

more than

of the danger.

are brat-

where used, are hung so as

company's

help to eliminate

last,

break-

for their

at least 12,000 cubic feet of air per

haulage

the

all

minute is passing through the last
breakthrough of each pair of headings, whether or not, and that the
air is conducted around the working
faces of rooms by means of checks
across the heading, and that doors,

that

and

all feed, trol-

that

see

throughs, except the

to see that the

laws

of

ticed with suitable material,

proper method

;

fatal

He

should

in the

and non-fatal accidents.
Should any dangerous condition
come within his observation, he
should have it rectified before leaving the place, or remove the workmen and have the place fenced off in
such a manner as to warn all workboth

He

work

rules are obeyed, as this,

anything

The examination
ley,

it is

colliery of the

Prospect

Lehigh Valley

Co.,

near Wilkes-Barre, ranks second in
the

list

of coal production and

closely followed
colliery of the

Lackawanna Co.

at

'

Edwardsville.

The

is

by the Woodward

figures of production are as

follows
Truesdale
Prospect

Woodward

1914

1913

1,152,201
1,097,973
1,053,461

1,089,510
1,110,554
881,119

be stopped before oiling, wiping, or
repairing; he should see that safety

mottoes are hung at the entrance to
each section, and at the mine entrance, and that lights are kept
burning in them; also that letters
regarding accidents which have been
taking place are posted at the entrance of

each section, to

workmen

to

motto,

inspire

have the grand old
"Safety First," on their

minds at all times. At the entrances
to abandoned places, or where final
robbing has been done, fences are

is

of the paraffin, or

gas, series."

It contains 79.96

Ethane, C^Hg,

marsh

per cent, carbon and 20.04 per cent,

hydrogen by weight.

when
foot.

It

contains,

pure, 1,728 B. T. U. per cubic
It

is

found

in

considerable

quantities in natural gas associated
with methane belonging to the

same series. It is liquified at 696.2
pounds pressure and boils at - 9S° C.
under 700 m. m. pressure. It
found in mine gas as a rule.

is

not

^e QffiertfEngineer
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THE

discussion of Mr.
Haas' paper

was quite
and

tended,

face through small
fissures.

Discussions on Mr. Haas' Paper Read Before the
Institute

is

and Printed

in

West

Mining

Virginia

natural

^bttracted for The CoUlerv Engineer

their

give

far as

about
gas,

it

would confirm Mr.

hoped that others
will

So

know

we

COLLIERY ENGINEER

the February

1915

escape to the sur-

Mine Gases

exit

Makch,

Haas' idea

with

views on this interesting and im-

gradually fed gas by deeper sands,

reference to the origin of a consid-

was as follows:
White, Morgantown,

which had a pressure of from 900 to
1,000 pounds to the square inch. In
this particular well the gas which
escaped from the lower strata
through the fissures could not escape from the Berea sand to the

erable portion of the gas in mines.

Dr. I. C.
W. Va. It is certainly a very able
paper which Mr. Haas has read. He
calls attention to many things which
I have observed in the study of
natural gas that tend to support his

surface so fast as received.

view that a large part of the gases
found in coal may possibly have had

same way,

portant subject,

It

:

their origin in the deep-seated strata.

remember

one well that was
drilled near Hundred, in Wetzel
County, W. Va., where enough gas
was found in the coal to run the
drill, finish the well through the
Gordon sand, supply the town of
Hundred with gas for many years,
and probably is still furnishing some
gas for consumption.
We can hardly conceive of such a
supply of gas to last a year coming
I

from coal

I

can say that

field

was developed

alone.

later a great

gas

near Hundred, 2,000 feet below the
coal.
Several gas producing sands

having very high pressure underlie
that region. Then, too, the fact that
gas will come from underlying beds
up into higher ones was demon-

by the history of a well in
either Lewis or Harrison County.
Gas was found at about the horizon
of the Berea sand and the gas pressure was much higher at the top,
strated

although it is said to increase in
depth in about the same proportion
as a column of water increases. One

In the

have
fissures, the immense gas pressure,
which sometimes is 1,500 pounds
since

all

strata

per square inch in the deep-seated
sands, might force the gas

any porous

strata

like

up

coal.

world,

near

that

Pa.,

Upper

McDonald,
which has
Silesia, the

feet).
Mr. Pugh, who has
charge of the well near McDonald,
says that if nothing happens he

7,380

make

world, 8,000
is

it

the

feet.

deepest

in

the

Mr. Pugh, who

the head of the Peoples Natural

Gas Co. (one of the Standard Oil
Co.'s affiliated corporations), conceived the idea of drilling in this
favorable locality down into the un-

derlying sands.

After drilling to
between 5,000 and 6,000 feet in
depth, beds were found which con-

supposed to

Ohio, where he measured the gas

flow of the gas will come with
a noise like a railroad train so the

wells,

calculated the pressure, and

drillers

found

it

corresponded with gauge
pressure in many instances. In this
particular well the gas pressure was
200 or 300 pounds greater than its
depth would warrant. It was in a

the gas

region and it is presumed
the Berea sand had been

faulted

that

in regard to the pos-

source of gas in coal mines

seems probable. However, there is
one feature in connection with the
I

would

like

In the analyses of gas

from many coal mines of this counhas been found that the principal ingredient is methane; but
occasionally there have been found
samples
which
contained
some
ethane.
In one of the mines with
which Mr. Haas is familiar a high
percentage of ethane was found.
try, it

Natural gas throughout a large part
of the country yields a large percentage of ethane.
The Pittsburg
gas, which is piped from West Virginia, has about 13 per cent, ethane

about 87 per cent, methane. In
in which samples were
taken doubts have arisen as to
whether the gas originated where
found or came from some natural
gas reservoir.
to

some mines

Furthermore, ethane does not appear in the gases normally found in

some claim that they have found
ethane in every mine gas.

The

is

sible

idea."

The statement made

coal mines in this country although

ton demonstrated this at Findlay,

water

would also confirm Mr. Haas'

Mr. Paul:
by Mr. Haas

to

3,000

found, which

pockets of gas were found with such

create a pressure of about 45 pounds
to the square inch.
Professor Sin-

feet of

is

tained deposits of carbon, and also

enormous pressure that they would
throw the drill several feet up the
hole and cause considerable trouble
until a way was found to prevent it.

hundred

gas

information.

deepest in the world, has a depth of

will

from

drilled

feet, little

matter about which

reached a depth of 7,070 feet (the
well at Czuchow,

4,000

been

into

with depth has also been demonstrated in the second deepest well in
the

have

The

theory that gas increases in pressure

Washington County,

In the mountain towns of Pennsylvania, in Tioga County, where holes

know from the sound that
under much greater pres-

is

The

question

does Mr.

I

wish to ask

Haas account

is

how

for the ab-

sence of the ethane in the inflam-

mable gases usually found in coal
mines if the source of supply of the
gas which is found in the porous
structure of the coal comes from a

sure than

when found at ordinary
depths—possibly 2,000 or 3,000

source other than the coal itself?

pounds to the square inch. Everywhere these imprisoned gases are
under enormous pressure and there
is no reason why they should not

cult question to

Mr. Haas

able to

That is a pretty diffianswer and I don't
can answer it, but I may be
explain why. The test for

ethane

is

think

I

:

very

difficult.

You may

March.

1915
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take the textbooks and they will

tell

Mines leads me to
much the same

ness of the veins, etc.
The reason
for this is that the respiratory or-

conditions obtain in the bituminous

gans are controlled by the resistance

blackdamp

of the respiratory centers to carbon
dioxide in the lung cells and not by

of the Bureau of

you what to do, but it is an approximation at best.
The Bureau of
Mines has probably done the best

believe

work along this line. The first
thing the members found was that
it was very difficult to analyze gas.
The next difficulty was to find a

that obtain in the anthracite.

and analyzing the

mine with

sections

sufficient

make an

to

inflammable gas

For

analysis.

instance,

437

very

that

regions

regard

in

to

We have made many hundreds of
experiments by sealing off the mines
well

holes, so that

be had and

air daily, selecting

provided with bore
uniform samples could

many

if, as Mr. Paul says, ethane is perhaps one-eighth part to one part
methane, you can get a sample that

the oxygen in the air disappeared

runs only about 5 or 6 per cent,

very rapidly.

and

total,

it

would be very

difficult,

it was
Another reason

indeed, to determine whether

ethane or methane.
that the gas

is

impure.

is

In ex-

perimenting, that would account for
the absence of ethane in mine gases.

Whether

that

the case or not, I

is

do not know, but

We know that

it is

is

not nearly

so stable a gas as methane.

ethane

possible that

just

is

It

is

elimi-

nated from the real mine gas in

its

meanderings from 2,000 to 3,000 feet
below the surface, through the different stratifications and different
mineral waters, and does not reach
the coal. Mr. Paul's ultimate view
is correct.
We have found out in
our investigations, crude as they
have been, that ethane is not present to any appreciable extent in any
of the so-called "firedamp."

Edwin M. Chance:

have listened with interest to Mr. Haas'
very able paper but there are considerations embodied in that paper
with which I am not in full accord.
In the

first place,

I

much confusion

has arisen in the past and

still

ob-

tains in the consideration of black-

damp, due to the belief that blackdamp was not the same as carbon
dioxide but
ated with

many,

if

it:

not

intimately associ-

still

that
all,

of

blackdamp owed
its

properties to

carbon dioxide. This is not the fact.
We have made many hundreds of
analyses

of

blackdamps

(I

am

speaking, of course, of gases having
their origin in the anthracite region)

and

I

would say

that, while

my

We

of them could be
found, of course, that

We

found that in the
course of a few days it reached a
percentage of less than 1 and that
most of that oxygen, equivalent to
about 20 per cent, had been fixed.
Now, under the ordinary conception,
we would expect to find some 15 or
16 per cent, of carbon dioxide; in-

we find generally in
the neighborhood of 4 or 5 per cent.
stead, however,

a theory.

ethane

secured.

ex-

periments with mine airs from bituminous mines is limited, still the
very excellent and very able work

In fact

we have developed a method

for determining whether

blackdamp

has been the product of combustion
or is the product of slow oxidation,

by calculating the percentage of carbon dioxide in the blackdamp. We
have found, in considering the percentages of carbon dioxide in the
blackdamp, that where fires are
present the carbon dioxide of the
blackdamp will be in the neighborhood of 15; and where no fires are
present the percentage will be from
3 to 4, up to about 8 per cent. This
low percentage of carbon dioxide is
dependent, to my mind, on the fact
that oxygen is fixed by coal at ordinary

temperatures

without

the

liberation of anything like the nor-

mal percentage of carbon dio.xide.
Now, the respiratory phenomena
of asphyxiation are caused, not by
deficient oxygen, but by carbon dioxide. In an atmosphere containing
10 per cent, oxygen, with

little

car-

bon dioxide, say one-tenth of 1 per
men will show no marked disand will even show little
tress,
marked distress when the oxygen
percentage is so low that unconsciousness intervenes. In an atmosphere containing a normal percentage of oxygen, but with 4 or 5 per
cent, of carbon dioxide, they will
cent.,

suffer

severe

pains,

distress,

blue-

the percentage of oxygen.
I have made these few remarks in
order to bring up the fact that in

an atmosphere

containing 10 per
or even 9 per cent, or 8 per
cent, or so, of oxygen, a little carbon
dioxide can be borne without discent.,

tress and that a person can work in
comfort if too much work is not
done. For that reason the oil lamp
is

the most unsatisfactory indicator

of the quality of the air.

many

I know of
cases of atmospheres, not pro-

duced by fire, in which men could
work and did work when the occasion required, where the oil lamp
was at once extinguished. To my
mind the most valuable indicator of
the quality of mine air is the acety-

The

lene lamp.

acetylene flame be-

comes bluish and is extinguished
with 12 per cent, oxygen in the atmosphere, thus giving a margin
which, under the conditions I am discussing, is ample for safety, and
still permits the miner in case of
need or abnormal requirements to
do work.
Understand, I am not
recommending for one instant the
habitual performance of work in an
atmosphere that extinguishes an oil
lamp,

but

cases

necessary to

when

arise

make an

it

is

investigation

or examination in atmospheres ex-

an

tinctive to

oil

lamp, and under

lamp
most valuable guide.
Another consideration
Mr. Haas

these conditions the acetylene
is

the

:

made

statement

the

monoxide

that

carbon

never produced by the
direct combustion of carbon with
is

This statement,

oxygen.

I

am

sorry

At a temand above 1,200° C, car-

to say, is a little loose.

perature of

bon

dioxide

carbon

is

disassociated

into

monoxide and carbon

di-

has been well established
and has been ably set -forth by
Nicloux (Gomptes Rend. 157, 1425oxide.

It

1913)

that

the

effects

of

carbon

monoxide are not cumulative; that
at every partial pressure of

carbon

monoxide and oxygen there

is

a

March,
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definite

corresponding

and

fixed

If the
hemoglobin.
blood of an animal is exposed to an
atmosphere containing a minute but
uniform percentage of carbon mon-

saturation of

per cent., that animal's blood will after a time reach
a certain saturation with carbon
oxide, say .01

monoxide which will remain fixed
and will not be altered later unless
either the oxygen or the carbon
monoxide content is changed. This
saturation point

is

reached when the
carbon mon-

partial pressure of the

oxide in combination with the hemoglobin is equivalent to the partial
pressure of the carbon monoxide in
By a formula, given the
the air.

enough

to be extremely distressing

unless the oxygen content

is

auto-

so lowered as to cause
grave danger from a deficiency of
With a blackdamp conoxygen.
taining, say of 8 per cent, of carbon
dioxide, if the normal air shows 4
per cent., then the oxygen must be
10 per cent. With 10 per cent, of
oxygen the effects produced will be

matically

more dangerous from the deficiency
in oxygen than from the 4 per cent,
carbon dioxide. In fact, the 4 per
cent, will prolong life by creating
deeper and more frequent respiration.
To repeat: in breathing atmospheres containing 2 per cent, or
3 per cent, carbon dioxide and,

we

into the coal beds.

1915

If these gases

do come up from the strata below
the coal mine, as they seem to do
in all regions where there is natural
gas, the absence of ethane would be
accounted for by the theory that it
remains in liquid form below and
has no chance to rise.
Professor Zern I beheve Doctor Haldane is the generally accepted authority on mine gases in
England.
In his book, entitled
:

"The Investigation

of

Mine Air,"

he makes the
statement that up to that time none
of the higher hydrocarbons had
ever been detected with certainty in
numerous examinations of gas from

published

in

1905,

oxygen concentration and the carbon monoxide concentration, the
saturation of the hemoglobin can be
most accurately calculated. I would

will say, 10 per cent, or 12 per cent,

blowers.

oxygen, the respiration will be better and the man will be more re-

On December 19, 1910, an explosion occurred in the Meadowbrook

sistant to the gas than if

say in connection with this that the
saturation of hemoglobin is the di-

that air

he breathes
without the carbon dioxide.

mine, of the Consolidation Coal Co.,
a mine where no explosive gases

had ever been found. An investigation showed the likelihood of the

bon monoxide poison, and that with

Dr. I. C. White: The natural
gas found at Mercersville, Pa., was
practically all methane and had no

a saturation of 50 per cent, great
distress is experienced, while with

gas

rect cause of the

ill

effects of car-

the saturation increased to 80 per
cent, death will supervene.

Mr. Paul's remarks are in direct
with the facts. It is my belief
it is considered the best modern
practice now to administer a mixline

that

ture of

oxygen and carbon dioxide

When

a small quantity of carbon dioxide is adminisin anesthesia.

oxygen the breathing is
much deeper and therefore the oxygen has better effect and opportunity
tered with

to work.
I

think that perhaps Mr. Beard

odor.

In one of the great natural

fields in

Canada, the wells,

I

produce nearly

derstand,

unall

methane.

All the higher hydrocarbons being practically absent. This
being the case there is a great natural gas field in which ethane and
the higher hydrocarbons out of

which gasoline

is

manufactured are

absent.

We must also remember that
methane is one of our most permanent gases and it requires enormous
pressure to reduce

it to the liquid
form, while ethane and some other
hydrocarbons require only limited

misunderstood the statement that I
attempted to make with reference to
the effect of carbon dioxide.
The
effect of carbon dioxide is largely

pressures.
Is it not possible that
ethane remains in a liquid condition
in these underlying rocks where the

As Mr.

pounds to the square inch, while
methane, which cannot be changed
into a liquid condition with any
pressure that has ever been put on
it, would be the only gas that would
leak into the coal mine? Undoubtedly there would
remain some
methane in the coal beds from the

incident

to

Paul stated,

the
if

oxygen.

we

increase the con-

tent fivefold, or practically fivefold,

by administering pure oxygen, it
will have a great effect upon the
respiratory organs, because the percentage of the carbon dioxide in the
lung cells is just as high when 7 per
cent, is breathed with pure oxygen
as with normal air.
do not usually in the absence of fire, have
percentages of carbon dioxide high

We

pressures vary from 800 to

carbonization

Where gas
pressure,

it

is

of

the

1,000

vegetation.

under such great rock
seems natural to con-

clude that some of

it

may come up

gas having come from a gas well
near by. This was later definitely
accepted as correct, upon the statement of an expert chemist that a

sample of the mine

showed large
merely mention these two incidents to show the
general impression that ethane and
methane are not found together in
mine gas.
As you are no doubt aware, the
Alaska
coals
are
considerably
faulted and broken by folds.
Mr.
air

quantities of ethane.

I

Samson Smith, the Federal inspecrecently made the statement

tor,

many places one can find
gas in the soft crumbly coals, not
over 60 feet from the outcrop. It is
that at

very evident in this case that the gas
does not come from the lower for-

may

the

better understand, I wish to ask

Mr.

Haas whether

that

mations.

In order that

I

his statement

is

the gas comes only from below, or

whether there are two possibilities:
first, that some of the gas may have
its

origin in the coal; second, that

some of

it

may come from

the strata

below?

Mr. Haas:

I

might as well go

the whole road and say this

:

we

have some mines that produce no
appreciable

amount of

gas.

You

March,
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can get it down to %oo of 1 P^r cent.
This will be true of the mine for a
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absolute rules.

They have a great
importance in the theoretical study
of the subject. There is no question
about that. This matter of percentages is very important when we approach a subject, studying it for

air that produced the dangerous condition.
In this case I
mention, one would naturally expect
to have the highest percentage of
gas in the room where the accumu-

lation

undoubtedly

are liable

technical purposes and for investi-

where

this was, the indication

misunderstanding through
some of the terms that have been
used. For instance, in speaking of
ethane, C^H^. Professor Zern has
just drawn attention to the remarks
of J. S. Haldane, of England, who

Mr. Haas has said,
the matter of percentage of gas is of
very little importance to the miner
in his work, as you know. One may
obtain a lamp full of flame in one
part of an entry while another at
the same time may obtain little

increased about J4 per cent.

Then

period of a year's time.

there

a mine within a very short dis-

is

it and I am afraid
you how much gas it has.

tance of

Mr. Beard

I

:

think

we

to tell

a

to

says that seldom,

if

ever,

is

ethane

found in coal. That is true, but I
think from the reference to this

gation, and, as

flame in a different part.
travels in streaks

in

The gas

that way.

I

gentleman, that some of the speak-

have one case

have been referring to ethene.
Ethene, as we know, is the nonhydrocarbon of methane, in the matter of higher hydrogen percentage.
There are two qualifications there,
the methane CH^, and the ethane
Q//,, belonging to the one class,
and the ethene C^H^, which belongs

who was with me told me
tarry a moment and he would go

ers

another.

to

If

I

am

right,

this

should be clearly brought out in this
discussion and we should not use
those terms indiscriminately.
I did not expect to take

in this discussion, but

it

any part

has been
would be

very interesting and it
presumptuous of me to attempt to
criticise Mr. Haas' paper, although

in

mind where the

boss

the face.

He

fire

my

I

suppose very few

men have been

to study a subject patiently:
do not believe in giving out statements too much beforehand, be-

cause I consider the conditions so
variable that we are liable to make
statements

I

lamp.

was

I like

to

There was another statement that
"it is of little importance where the
gas comes from inasmuch as it
exists." I do not know if any of us

below,

I

misleading.

went, and while there

but

is,

quietly looking into the matter of
gas for a longer period than I have.

to

examined for gas and found none.
Then he allowed me to go to the
face, and I had a lamp full of flame
in a few moments.
Of course that
is easily explained, as his movements disturbed the atmosphere so
that when I got there I had plenty
of gas in

in the

are incorrect and
For very many years

that

was busy on one particular phase

of mine gas before I dared to put

out anything
publication,

much

in the

way

and yet even the

of a

state-

ments I published at that time have
been ridiculed by those who have
studied less, perhaps; but, as one of
our speakers said, they put out a
publication and they rather disregard the statements that have been
proven by those who have given a
life study to the matter.

Take the statement

that the

com-

bustion of methane would not pro-

understand fully the importance of
these conditions as they exist in the
mine. We study the subject from
a minute technical point of view.
For instance, take the matter of coal
dust. The statement was made that
there is no carbon monoxide present

duce carbon dioxide. That, according to J. S. Haldane, who is one of

with their
actual appearance in the mines as
we find them, and have taken my
lamp along and have made a very

perhaps even be indiIn the close
cated on the lamp.

oxide and the percentage of carbon
monoxide in the deficiency of oxyr
gen increases until it becomes dan-

close study of every principle in the

Formerly, in one
mine, I was able to find 2 per cent, of
gas in a room. The men were load-

there are a

number of his statements
I would have to take

with which
issue.
I

have for many years made a

close study of the theory of gases in

mines

in

connection

mine.

Mr. Haas has made some statements in reference to the effect of
carbon monoxide gas. If I understand him rightly, he spoke about
there very seldom being any percentage of carbon monoxide in the
the mine that would be at all dangerous, or, perhaps, that we need
guard against. The conditions are

so various in regard to the occur-

rence of gases, as I have
contact with them, that
lay

down

come

in

we cannot

these theoretical rules as

sufficient to

measurement of percentages, as
found in mine air, that statement is
hardly correct.

ing coal and I had them stop a few
moments, then I lowered my lamp
into the dust at the floor

where they

had been loading and immediately
got

2j/2

per cent.

The

difference

burning in the
flame of the lamp, which I presume
produced sufficient carbon monoxide

was due

in

to the dust

addition to the methane to in-

crease the percentage shown.

or whether

it

It is

was methane
was carbon monoxide

questionable whether

it

our highest authorities on the subject, is untrue, because you decrease
the quantity of the atmosphere: in
the combustion of methane you increase the quantity of carbon

mon-

gerous.
It

has been stated that

if

a gaso-

motor was properly equipped, in
good condition and properly operated, it would not produce a danline

gerous gas. One man even said:
"Talk about this gas being dangerous, why you cannot even smell it."
You know they have deodorous gas

Another man said

now.
the

more dangerous

if

:

"It

is all

'you can't

because you don't know of
But the real danger,
its presence."
from the
to my notion, comes
defective
for
a
chances
numerous
considerable
producing
a
carburetor
smell

it

^e ^[RergEngineer
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percentage of carbon monoxide. In
case the locomotive happened to be
in an entry where there was not
sufficient ventilation, or,

reason,

it

started

up

if,

for any

after standing.

would be a dangerous

there

per-

centage of this gas. With reference
to an accumulation of gas at the
floor, I believe the temperature has
with that than the
specific gravity of the air. In cases
of dangerous gases, sometimes, in-

more

do

to

stead of finding them at the roof,

March, 1915

mune,

to a certain extent, after
being subjected to the effect of the
carbon monoxide for a long period

As an

of time.

pig or a rabbit

illustration, a

may

guinea

be subjected to

carbon monoxide percentage cumulative for a number of days and
thrive upon the increased percentage
of the carbon monoxide, whereas, if
you were to introduce a fresh guinea
pig or rabbit into the same atmosphere it would almost immediately

We

be a dangerous percentage of carbon dioxide, but I think it depends
very largely, and in saying this I

have that on record as a
result of experiments made with a
view of determining the cumulative
It is
efTect of carbon monoxide.
believed, however, that persons die
from what might be called a progressive cumulative action on the
hemoglobin of the blood, decreasing
saturation without the man's knowledge until such a time as he is unable
to get sufficient oxygen to support
of
himself.
It is the consensus
opinion that the carbon monoxide
merely deprives the blood of its capacity to absorb oxygen by depriving
the hemoglobin of its ability to take
up oxygen. It is claimed by some

may

that

I have
at the floor.
asked to explain that
There are mixtures of
condition.
these gases that it would be well for

we

find

them

been

often

more carefully. I think
we ought to be very careful as

us to study
that

our statements in this regard and
we ought to go slow about making
these statements instead of giving
to

them out ofif-hand, so to speak.
For my part, I have such a poor
memory on percentages that I would
not even dare to state what would

contradict a previous statement

made

on the quantity of oxygen present. There is no question
about that. That is a fact well established by men who have given
a

here,

life

The

study to the question.

statement that was

be corrected.

made ought to
not to make

We ought

those statements because the lungs

and maintenance of life do depend
on the quantity of oxygen and carbon dioxide, although a nonpoisonous gas becomes suddenly
dangerous when there

a deprecia-

is

oxygen in the air.
Mr. Haas: I would like to ask
Mr. Paul what he thinks on the
cumulative action of carbon montion of

oxide.

Mr.
refuted

Paul:
to

Mr.

Chance

a large extent

has

the

in-

die.

is

it

blood of

of

safety

It

of

has been found by experiments

that the effect depends largely

upon

carbon monoxide with a

lamp?

Mr. Beard:

Mk. Paul:

We

have found in
our investigations and tests that
carbon dioxide governs very largely
the ability of a man to thrive in any
kind of atmosphere.
We have
found that when a man is breathing
almost pure oxygen, and the percentage of carbon dioxide goes up
to 7 or 8 per cent, the man becomes
It

is

a different

We

have had men breathe air and become unconscious and limp when
the carbon dioxide reached 9 or 10
per

cent.,

men

breathed as high percentages of

that

some animals

will

become im-

are not

able to respire, they will blow into

the mouths, not for the purpose of
starting

carbon

up

respiration, but to get

dioxide

into

lungs

the

to

stimulate the respiratory center and

bring on natural respiration.

Mr. Chance:
Mr. Paul's remarks are in direct line with the
facts.

my

It is

sidered

the

belief that

it is

modern

best

con-

practice

now to administer a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide in anesthesia.

When

a small quantity of

carbon dioxide

oxygen

is

administered with

breathing

the

much

is

deeper and therefore the oxygen has
a

better effect

and opportunity to

work.

respiratory organs, because the per-

centage of the carbon dioxide in the
lung cells is just as high when 7 per

breathed with pure oxygen
with normal air.
We do not,
usually in the absence of fire, have

as

percentages of carbon dioxide high

enough

monoxide.

they are being inhaled.

found

to revive

who

cent, is

simply referred to
an explosive condition.
I did not
attempt to say that it was carbon
I

the poisoned gases during the time
It is

know,

all

by administering pure oxygen, it
will have a great effect upon the

percentage with different men.

effect

As you

tents fivefold, or practically fivefold,

oxygen.

rather insensible.

the

tion.

babies that are born

While

sufficient

cumulative
carbon monoxide.
of

apparently one of

effect, but, in

stances of the authorities in the matter

is

the stimulating qualities of respira-

the deprivation of the

speaking on that, I want to make
sure that I understood Professor
Beard to say that he detected 2 per
cent,

7 per cent., and the

to

I think that perhaps Mr. Beard
misunderstood the statement that I
attempted to make with reference to
the effect of carbon dioxide.
The
effect of carbon dioxide is largely
incident to the oxygen.
As Mr.
Paul stated, if we increase the con-

has a poisonous

it

reality,

amounted

carbon dioxide

but the majority of the

oxygen as when the carbon dioxide

to be extremely distressing

unless the

oxygen content

is

auto-

lowered as to cause
grave danger from a deficiency of
oxygen.
With a blackdanip conmatically

so

taining, say 8 per cent,

dioxide,

if

of carbon

the normal air shows 4

per cent., then the oxygen must be
10 per cent.

With 10 per

cent, of

oxygen the effects produced will be
more dangerous from the deficiency
in oxygen than from the 4 per cent,
carbon dioxide. In fact, the 4 per
cent, will prolong life by creating
deeper and more frequent respiration.

To

repeat

:

in

breathing

atmospheres containing 2 per cent,
or 3 per cent, carbon dioxide and.

March,
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will say, 10 per cent, or 12 per

oxygen, the respiration will be
better and the man will be more
resistant to the gas than if he
breathes that air without the carbon
cent,
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A

new

shaft at Sesser,

is

111.,

be-

ing lined with premolded beams and

made complete

slabs,

at a factory in

dioxide.

Mr. Virgin: Is it not a fact that
when we get this so-called blackdamp it is not so much carbon diox-

square inch by means of the Cement

Gun, the resulting product adheres
be

and

crete

1

1

is

it

1

1

^

was whether

I

crete.

A

a safe

fire

and rust protection for

work

in sky-scraper construc-

1
1

d

the question

„

1

1

steel

1

1

rather infrequent

Fireproofing Mine Shafts

wood and

that

may

down
down

to the rock.

further contribution to the existing

cribbed.

concrete

which

in

a

used

is

From

the rock

bottom the ordinary
of 4" x 12" wooden

the

to

lining

b

The wood

will not be with-

lining

shown with a

is

2-inch layer of reinforced grout

The two general phases
new

fire

is used.
In this, depending
upon the pressure encountered, the
lining may be placed on edge or

out value.

lining a

shows a shaft

1

poured

skin

any

steel against

occur.

solid

plank

sidered are:

buntons or

corrosion and will pro-

tect

demands that
mine shafts shall be made
fireproof. Although much has been
written about fireproofing and durable linings for mine shafts, a
state of Illinois

coal

and data

l>^-inch layer will

indefinitely protect steel
sets against

Fig.

literature

A

of 1,700° F.

as found in the mines.

The

considered

is

4-hour e.xposure

tion subjected to a

:

all

2-inch layer

1

was nitrogen instead
of carbon dioxide.
I
would say
this
that what we know as blackdamp and what we experience as
blackdamp is mostly nitrogen. The
is

to be im-

it

tensile and compresthan high-grade con-

sive strength

it

carbon dioxide

show

tests

much higher
I

us so

:

dense, being 23

pervious, non-absorbent, and with a

1

free nitrogen that causes

much trouble?
Mr. Haas
I think

is

1

i

ide as

wood, or

stone,

it

The grout

steel.

per cent, heavier than a 1-2-4 con-

1

1

very tenaciously to the surface of
application,

First, the

to

c,

which will protect the wood against
fire and will seal off all water and

be con-

problem of

shaft not yet sunk, and

air,

making a

shaft that

is

dry as

The water-logged

second, the problem of replacing or

well as fireproof.

protecting a shaft lining already in

timber behind the grout will never

place in an operating mine so as to

decay or need repair.

make it fireproof and
Where a new shaft

ists

Of

durable.
is

to

be sunk,

the engineer has to study the nature

then select from

among

cellent designs that

several ex-

have been tested

that one which the exigencies of the

case and financial

prove to be best,

limitations

Fig. 1

all

things

excellent

design

of

rected and

con-

found in the Engineering Record, of

made

October 31, 1914.
The purpose of

new

poured

referred to F. A. Allard's articles

in

Mines and Minerals,

April,

1910; October, 1911; October, 1912.
Also the article by E. R. Jones in
the September, 1912, issue, "Lining

the

Loomis Shaft,"

description of a

in the July, 1912,

issue, and to the description of a
method of using steel and concrete
in lining a shaft, as designed by
Mr. Carl Scholz, which appeared in

a coating of grout to

the surface of the concrete lining all
irregularities and defects can be cor-

somewhat similar operation may be

concrete lining of shafts the reader
is

A

By applying

may

sidered.

For

timber.

must be

it

static pressure.

Indiana and shipped to the mine to be
lowered and secured in place like so

much

free water ex-

taken care of to relieve the hydro-

THE COLLICRV NOINCCR.

of the strata to be penetrated and

where

course,

behind the lining

that part

new

In the case of a

paper is to
show a method of lining a mine
shaft with cement grout. This may
this

of the shaft

dry.

shaft with

timbers, this grouting insures

durability as well as

Since

proof.

decay

making

it

fire-

requires

the

just being

presence of moisture, warmth, and

sunk, or to protecting a mine that

the exclusion of air will make
these timbers proof against decay.
This method has an advantage in

be applied to a

new mine

been timbered and which
desired to protect against fire

may have
it

is

air",

may be
the
and
way,
the usual

and decay, or corrosion.

that sinking and timbering

The mixture is usually one part
Portland cement to three parts of
sand. When this is "shot" with an

grout

air pressure of

about 35 pounds per

pursued
shaft

in

applied
is

at

night

after, the

completed and in use

day time.

in the
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H

beam
In the illustrations 5-inch
side plates e,
buntons d, 10-inch
and 8-inch round cast-iron columns /
are encased in cement grout to pro-

When

Timber lining could be
protected in the same way.

also

In the case of old shafts, if decay
has not already made damaging
progress, the shaft can be made fire-

with timber as heretofore followed

H

tect

them.

this has set, the
1

substituted.

The method

ing the guides

i

illustration

of fasten-

to the buntons

shown in this figure.
The method of sinking and

is

lining

which since its formation
was under the superintendency of
vision,

Adam

Boyd.

tinue

as

Mr. Boyd

division

will

con-

superintendent

with headquarters at Ashland.
A. C. Vicary, of Lorain, Ohio, has

been made sales manager of Steam
Shovel Department of the Ball Engine Go.
The company is now
placing a line of revolving shovels

proof and the timber secured against
further decay by this method.

While the

boards are

inch of cement grout

removed and

1915

on the market under the name of the

Z^'Coat

"Erie Steam Shovels."
W. D. Monsarrat, formerly gen-

shows the

shaft timbered throughout, there are
many cases where the lining may be

manager of the Sunday Creek
Coal Co., has opened a consulting
engineering office in the Hardman
eral

through the rock
omitted
sinking
and trimming
strata by
and
sealing up
dimensions
close to
layer
of
grout apwith
strata
a
the
entirely

Building, Chicago.

John

Penhale, the well-known

J.

shot into every crack and crevice of

Sherbrooke,
of
Canada, has been appointed colonel
of a Canadian regiment and is now

the rock and not only covers the

with the expeditionary force in Eng-

surface but cements the rock.

land.

asbestos

plied before the air has disintegrated

In this case the grout

the rock.

In mines where
use heavy
steel,

sets,

it is

is

The Board of Regents of the Uniof Nevada announces the
election of Archer Wilmot Hen-

necessary to

either of

wood

versity

or

with lagging on the outside,

may be protected
with reinforced cement grout. This
the entire surface

drick,

shaft

was

lined with

3-inch

wood
The

place on September 9.

Frank H. Bender, chief

man
Fig. 2

be continued very largely in the

will

future and except in a few isolated

cases this method of lining and en-

casing the timber in grout will be

or cement grout.

the method

The

shaft

was so

gunite

is

now

perfectly dry.

The matter

of costs of the dif-

found to be

One
at

least expensive.

great advantage claimed for
is

relatively

either old or

that

it

small

can be applied
to mines

cost

new and without

seri-

ously interfering with the operation
of the mine.

ferent concrete

shaft lining methods varies and depends on the cost

of material,

The method

etc.

Mahanoy

&

transit-

Division of the

Reading Coal and

Iron Co., has been promoted to the
position of Division Engineer of the

Shenandoah Division, vice Joseph
Gamer promoted to the division
superintendency.
Mr. Bender is
succeeded by John B. Pierson.
G. D. Tinsman has been elected
president of the Cochran Coal Co.
and the Kettle Creek Coal Co., succeeding the late George L. Miller.
The latter's son, W. H. Miller, has
been appointed general manager of
B.

Kettle Creek Co.'s mines at
Bitumen, Pa.
Willis Meade, division engineer
for the Dodson Coal Co., at Morea,
Pa., has tendered his resignation to
take effect February 15.
W. B. Williams has resigned his
the

PERSONALS

of

using premolded members may be
advantageous where the factory is
near a gravel pit.

of the

Philadelphia

THE COLLIcnV CNCtNCCR.

plank carried by I beam sets.
lagging and beams were covered
with 2 inches of reinforced "gunite,"

wet that the men had to work in
slickers, however the part lined with

A. M., as president of the
The election took

University.

method was employed in lining the
Gary shaft of the Odanah Iron Co.,
Hurley, Wis. The work was done
by the Cement Gun Construction Go.
under the direction of L. M. Hardenburgh, general superintendent.
In this case the three-compartment

expert,

Joseph B. Garner, of Asland, Pa.,
division

engineer

for

the

Phila-

In Fig. 2 is shown a method of
forming a partition between the

delphia

hoisting and air compartments of a

sition of division superintendent of

of the

shaft.
The buntons d are coated
with cement grout, then triangular
mesh wire cloth g is fastened to

Shenandoah

Utah.

quarters at Shenandoah, Pa.

Co.,

&

Reading Goal and Iron
has been promoted to the poDivision

with

head-

position

as

Mayor

The

general

Utah Fuel
Z. P.

superintendent

Co., at Castle Gate,

Mortimer, of PottsJ. Rich-

named W.

1-inch boards h, after

Shenandoah Division is a new division made by dividing the old

ards, president of the Philadelphia

of cement grout

Ashland-Gilberton-Shenandoah

&

is

which 1 inch
blown on them.

Di-

ville,

Pa.,

has

Reading Coal and Iron

Co., as

one

March,
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five, which will
"Planning Com-

of a commission of

be known

a

as

mission."

The Court

Common

of

Pleas of

Luzerne County, Pa., has appointed
following as

the

members

of

the
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work. In 1895, by special arrangement, he temporarily left the employ of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Co. to superintend the construction
of the car shops of the H. C. Frick

Coke

Co., at Everson, Pa.,

and he

mine inspectors' examining board:

inaugurated,

E. R. Pettebone, chief engineer of

system of making car repairs on a
piece-work basis.
Early in 1896
he returned to the employ of the

Delaware

& Hudson

Coal Co.

;

A. B.

manager of G. B.
Markle Co.; John J. Hanlon, of
Avoca; Patrick Dougherty, of Lansford and Daniel B. Bolton, of NanJessup, general

those

at

shops,

the

ment, and was a well-deserved promotion.

Mr. Clingerman has been succeeded as general superintendent by
Clay F. Lynch, a son of the late

made

been

has

vice-president

company.
Mr. Lynch

is

a

of

also

the

young man, being
is

well

equipped through training and suc-

ticoke.

managerial

cessful

Marion, secretary-treasurer of the Special Libraries Association, has severed his connection
with the Arthur D. Little Co., of
Boston, Mass., after being five years
in charge of its Information Department. Mr. Marion will devote his
time to the organization and develE.

opment of Special

Lynch

Mr.

president.

but 35 years of age, but he

;

Guy

the company was the natural result
of his years of successful manage-

his

new

position.

majority

1901

in

experience

On

for

he

attaining his

entered

the

H. C. Frick Coke Co.,
the 8 years from that time

service of the

and

in

he rendered such service
and showed such ability that he was
appointed general superintendent of
the Bunsen Coal Co., of Illinois,
until 1909,

Libraries, or In-

whose

extensive

and

up-to-date

formation Departments in business

mines (described and illustrated in

houses, industrial plants,

The Colliery Engineer

for Ocand October, 1912)
were opened and developed unMr. Lynch
der his supervision.

etc.

Geo. D. Evans, mining engineer,
of Pottsville, Pa., has accepted a po-

charge of the operations of
Beaver Valley Coal Co., at
Beaver Valley, Columbia County,
Pa., and can be addressed at that

sition in

the

post

Walter H. Clingerman

the

President H. C. Frick Coke Co.

not

hold their annual meeting in March,

Pennsylvania

1915.

a

he accepted the
position of general foreman of the
car shops at Everson, whose conhe
had superintended,
struction
and in 1898 he was promoted to the

superin-

position of assistant general super-

September,

Deserved Promotions
H.

Walter

number

of

Clingerman,

years general

for

Railroad

intendent of the H. C. Frick

was

Co.

k

poration on January 18 to succeed
the late

Thomas Lynch.

years.

He

On the resignation of
W. Kennedy as general

dent, in February, 1904,

in the

man became

old,

During the nearly

prime of
though in
appearance, vitality, and activity he
appears even younger than his

Mr. Clingerman is
being 46 years

life,

O.

started in his career as

Coke

15 years that

he

showed such
late

as president of the

ferred to the office of the superintendent of motive power, as drafts-

company, and a man of superior
force,
executive
and
judgment
placed the utmost confidence in Mr.
Clingerman and delegated to him
greater power and authority than
had ever been given any of his
predecessors except Mr. Lynch him-

man and

self.

an apprentice
Railroad

Co.'s

in

the Pennsylvania

machine

shops

in

in 1885, immediately after
passing through the public schools
of that city. In 1889 he was trans-

Altoona

in

charge of construction

promoted to the general superintendency of the Bunsen Coal Co., in
place of Mr. Lynch.

superin-

Mr. Clinger-

and judgment that the

Thomas Lynch

man.
Mr. Thomas Moses, formerly superintendent of the Westville mines
of the Bunsen Coal Co., has been

the late

general superintendent.

filled this position he

ability

In

Co.

1897,

tendent of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.,
elected president of that cor-

more important posienergy and force of a young
and active physique, supplemented
by a well-trained mind. He will,
undoubtedly prove a worthy successor to his late father, and his more
immediate predecessor, Mr. ClingerIjrings to his

tion the

office.

Owing to the war in Europe,
Nova Scotia Mining Society will

1911,

tober,

His selection as president of

That
ciency

noise
is

doesn't

denote

effi-

exemplified in appliances

for forced draft under steam boilers.
Blowers of the steam-jet type make

more

noise, use

much lower

more steam, and are

in efficiency

than blowfan type.

ers- of the turbine-driven

The
plish

move silently and accomThey have so thorresults.

latter

oughly proved superior merit that a
number of the larger anthracite mining companies that use the smaller
sizes of coal, or culm, for fuel, are

using them.

:
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Notice
the publication of this number, Mr. Eugene
retires as editor of The Colliery
B.
Engineer to accept a position as head of

WITHWilson

the
another department of the business conducted by
publishers.

While Mr. Wilson

retires

from the

editor-

means
ship, his connection with this journal is by no
editor,
contributing
to
be
a
continue
will
he
severed, as
and will as occasion may require act in a consulting and
advisory capacity to the editorial force.
Mr. C. M. Young, E. M., a mining engineer of broad
education and experience in many coal fields, and a
gentleman whose contributions to various technical
journals and the proceedings of various technical societies have always excited favorable comment, succeeds

Mr. Wilson as

editor.

RuFUS J. Foster
Managing Editor
The retiring editor of The Colliery Engineer
wishes to thank the many writers who have contributed
toward making it a highly successful technical journal.

He

trusts that both

Mr.

C.

M. Young,

the

writers and patrons will accord

new

editor, the

same kindly con-

siderations as they have the retiring editor.

mine workers, means fifty men; of two thousand, one
hundred men; and of five thousand, two hundred and
fifty men.
It makes no difference what the actual percentage
may be, there is no industry employing large numbers
of men having a smaller percentage of hard drinkers
than the coal mining industry.
In a recent letter to the writer. Col. R. A. Phillips,
general manager of the Coal Mining Department of the
Western Railroad Co., a man
Delaware, Lackawanna

&

rose from the ranks to his present position, said
W.
"I have lived iand associated with the D., L.
miners all the days of my life— no one knows their

who

&

habits and
"I

know

mode

of living better than

of no people with

sobriety, morality,
citizenship, than the

a

I.

higher standard of

and American manhood and good
mine employes."

In making this statement, Colonel Phillips referred
mine employes as a class. He knows, as does

to the

man familiar with life in coal mining regions, that
while as a whole the mine workers are entitled to the

every

above commendation, there are among the large number
a comparative few who use liquor to excess.
Colonel Phillips' statement will apply to practically
every coal field. The statement we make regarding the
"comparative few who use liquor to excess" also applies
to every coal field.

As
^_

AN

provide that intoxicated
men shall not be allowed to enter the mine. That this
In states
is a wise provision cannot be controverted.
where both miners and operators influenced the nature

The mine laws

instance of the neutrality existing between

the United States and England

it

is

authorita-

The
Mining Magazine, London, England, and H. Foster Bain,
of the Mining Press, San Francisco, U. S. A., will exchange places for a few months.
tively stated that T. A. Rickard, editor of

Mine Workers and "Booze"

A
AS mine

is no more drunkenness among coal
workers than there is among similar labor
in
any other American industry.
Naturally,
among the hundreds and often thousands of mine workers in mining communities, there are some hard drinkers.
These, however, comprise but a small percentage of
the whole; but this small percentage of a large class
seems a number of considerable size, if the total number
of mine workers is not kept in sight. For instance, it is
assumed that in a machine shop, or other industrial
plant, employing one hundred men, 5 per cent, are hard

class there

_

drinkers, that

means only

five

men

are so classed.

In a

mining community the same percentage of one thousand

of

all states

widely they differed on other
sections, they both strenuously supported the exclusion
of drunken men from coal mines.
Unfortunately, however, the laws that are intended
a
to keep drunken men out of the mines, do not provide

of the laws, no matter

how

formula by means of which drunkenness can invariably
A man may drink considerable liquor
be detected.
within a few minutes before he presents himself at the
mine opening and show no outward sign of intoxication,
and within half an hour or an hour after entering the

Such a man not only jeopardizes his own safety, but is a menace to the safety of
every other man in the mine. One drunken man in some
coal mines may commit some foolishness that will bring
death or serious injury to several himdred of his fellow

mine be recklessly drunk.

workmen.
With a view

to prevent a

drunken man entering the

mine, the officials of the Coal Department of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad recently started
a movement to have all bars in the vicinity of their
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mines kept closed between the hours of 11 p. m. and
7 A. M. That is, the bars would not be open until all the
men had entered the mine, and would be closed at a
reasonable hour at night so that in case a mine worker
did overindulge at night he would have time enough to
sleep off the effects of the liquor before 7 a. m. This

movement met with the hearty support of
of some other companies. It ought to have
of every

man

the officials

the support
connected with the industry, mine workers

as well as officials.

movement has met with opposome barkeepers oppose it. Then
some mine workers who mistakenly think the movement
Unfortunately, the
Naturally,

sition.

445

Industrial Relations Commission
John Hays Hammond was being

WHEX

inter-

rogated by the Industrial Relations Commission
Survey, he took direct issue with all the million-

who

preceded him in discussing the causes for
declared that "it would be decidedly improper for directors to permit delegations of employes
to appeal to them over the heads of the active managers
aires

He

strikes.

when strikes threaten."
"No high-grade manager would submit to the dictation of the directors who interfered with his labor
policies."
"The manager is conversant with labor and
he should be backed by the directors whose business

is an insulting reflection on the sobriety of the workingman, and an insiduous attack on his personal liberty,

really should be only to handle the finances of the cor-

also oppose

Morgan

it.

The opposition of the barkeepers to the movement is
The opposition of any considerable num-

of no account.

ber of mine workers

is.

This opposition, however, will

away when those adhering to it really understand
the movement and its benefit to them.
Mine workers, regardless of whether they are total
fade

poration."

Later in the course of the survey,

stated

"that

directors

of

corporations

J.

P.

know

nothing of the actual work or the labor conditions, that
part of the corporation's business being in charge of
officers

who had

the oversight of the production and of

the men."

While Mr. Hammond's

logic

is

sound, probably

us can recall some impolitic mine manager

who

all

of

has fol-

abstainers or occasional drinkers, should join hands in

lowed the suggestion advocated and has found himself

supporting a movement to keep

without- position and had tacked to his recommendation

all

bars in mining com-

munities closed until after 7 o'clock in the morning.

"bull headed."

None but hard

It is true that occasionally a mine manager has an
exaggerated opinion of his position and fails to comprehend that he is but a larger cog in the same machine
as the miner. However, as a rule, mine managers are
better able to deal with working conditions than directors
are as liberal to the men under them as market
conditions will permit or the labor unions allow; also
are as human and charitable as those clergymen who,
with impracticable business ideas, endeavor to get in
the lime light by expressing radical views that mislead

drinkers want a drink of liquor in the

morning hours, and if such hard drinkers are mine
workers on their way to work they shouldn't have it.
For such men one drink seldom suffices, and as the
effects of the liquor may not show at once they are
allowed to enter the mine. Once in the mine, they go to
their working places and if, as is invariably the case,
intoxication in any degree follows, they are practically
alone and in position to do some fool act that may not
early

only bring disaster to them, but to
of the men in the mine.

many

others

if

not

all

In

some

sections of the country the Judges in grant-

ing licenses restrict the hours during which liquor can
be sold. In those sections there is no necessity for such

movement as has been initiated by the
Lackawanna company. But where there

a

officials

of the

are practically

no restrictions, except those against keeping bars open
on Sundays and election days, a similar movement cannot be started too soon, and if the movement has the
support of both mine workers and mine officials it will
be effective. In most cases the barkeepers will voluntarily comply with its requirements, and those who will
not, will undoubtedly lose their licenses, for the Judges
in every case will accede to the reasonable demands of
the combined mine workers and mine officials.
As to the movement being a blow at the personal
liberty of the mine workers— that is the argument of
fools.

By

the

of open lights

same token the law that prohibits the use
in a gaseous mine is a blow at personal

open light is a better illuminator than a
safety lamp, and not so cumbersome, and in many instances is no more menace to the safety of the mine
workers than a drunken man is.

liberty.

An

;

and cause trouble.
As an illustration of what would follow if directors
were to deal with the men instead of the managers the
present Ohio mine difficulties are cited:
The miners in Ohio appealed to the 'legislators to
officials making contracts with the
which they claimed were detrimental to their
Governor Cox and the Ohio Legislature took
interests.
notice of this petition and a commission was appointed
that formulated five laws, three of which were passed

prevent their union
operators,

by the

legislature.

that all coal mined should be paid
mining, as it was more
prohibited
for at a rate which
river "in Pennsylvania
the
miners
across
than the union

One law provided

and West Virginia were paid. The eastern Ohio mines
have been idle since the law went into effect last April,
and much suffering has prevailed, because legislators,
not knowing conditions so well as the union

mixed

in the labor

We

managers'

officials,

affairs.

have known instances of similar chaotic condiwhich happened when directors removed the
manager because he knew the men and the work while

tions

they did not.
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method of examination should be
required also in the case of steel
cages,

THE LETTER BOX

if

they are compulsory.

CO.
Lansford, Pa.

to mining, or
Readers are invited to aslc or answer any question pertaining
All communicatliis department.
to express tiieir views on mining subjects in
of the writer— not necessarily
tions must be accompanied by the name and address
,
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

"Dead Hole"
Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Sir: The following is an

—

from the

tract

Illinois coal

ex-

mining

law of 1913:

"A
Forced Draft
Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Sir: I expect in the near future

—

to install a boiler plant of considerable size and I want to use slack

somewhat

of

quality

inferior

for

This, of necessity, will require

fuel.

the adoption of

some appliance

to

have had
produce forced draft.
steam jet
with
some little experience
with
none
blowers, but have had
steam
turfan blowers run by small
readers
your
Will some of
bines.
who have had practical experience
with each type of blowers, kindly
I

give

me

the benefit of their opinions

as to the relative merits of each?

can

get

from

the

I

manufacturers

their claims of superiority, but that

want the results of actual use at mines where
small sized inferior fuel is used, and
is

not what

I

want.

I

will appreciate the information given

me

through your columns by brother
mine managers or other mine officials.
I prefer, for obvious reasons,
that my name and address be not

made

public at this time.

Mine Manager

ter is a difficult matter to observe,

where

particularly

steel

used in wet shafts, for it requires
that the joints be washed then dried
and carefully examined with a glass,

the hole

otherwise signs of corrosion will go

The

Another feature which

undetected.

the legislators probably overlook

Sir

:

—The question of

wooden cages

I

into the legislature.

From

a legis-

lator's standpoint, there

no reason why

steel

seems to be
cages should
mines instead

further,

they must be kept painted in every
joint to prevent corrosion.

The

lat-

means

lies

that part of the shot

outside of the powder.

corrode in the joints where the deIt will
fect may not be discovered.
light
becages
make
steel
not do to

of the shot at the point shall, in no

men on

cause 10

a cage have con-

and

siderable weight,

steel is apt to

not be greater than the height of

be more than 6 feet.
"In undercut coal, no hole shall be

case,

drilled 'on the solid' for
its

able

strength

mining,

is stiffen

Stiffness is required in cage

mem-

bers because of the spring which
occurs due to the elasticity of the
rope when the cage comes to the

and

Light steel
having sufficient
strength to withstand rupture under
ordinary conditions, will be unable
landing

members,

stops.

while

and eventually

break under such conditions;
if

a

bill

to be passed,

is

the size of the steel

life

As

a mining engineer of considerpractical experience in coal

I am unable, notwithstanding a collegiate education, to transIs te the quotation into such plain

English as will specifically tell what
is meant by a "dead hole" in Illinois.
Won't some lUinois engineer or
mine official kindly explain the

meaning, using diagrams, if necessary, and thereby give me the information which I am apparently too
dense to find by personal analysis of
the language used in the law?

members should

be specified, otherwise
greater loss of

any part of

length."

bend or buckle much more readily
than wood, which for the same

it

may

cause

E.

M.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

than would occur

with wooden cages.

Wooden

cages,

as serviceable as,

than wooden cages;

heel

which

the coal, and in seams of coal more
than 6 feet in thickness, the width

into the subject.

ined

is

that this, cage although it may be
housed and coated with paint may

time, not while

and must be more carefully exam-

so great that the heel

"In solid shooting, the width of

not be adopted at all
of wooden cages, but there are several important matters which enter
Steel cages are heavy, cost more,

is

not of sufficient strength to at least
balance the resistance at that point.

the shot at the point, in seams of
coal 6 feet or less in height, shall

therefore,

notice has gotten

a hole where the

is

will

steel versus

is

that a duplicate cage must be kept
on the surface to replace the one in
use should an accident happen, and

to withstand bending

Wooden or Steel Cages
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

cages are

'dead hole'

width of the shot at the point measured at right angles to the line of

if

properly con-

structed and examined

from time to

hanging in the shaft

but when at the surface, will prove

than
not

steel.

An

if not more so,
eye examination is

sufficient; the cage members
must be taken apart, examined for
defects, and if all right replaced;
and in the writer's opinion this

Experiments made
of Mines have

shown

at the

Bureau

that an explo-

sion could be produced

when

there

ounce of coal dust
suspended in each cubic foot of air
or 1 pound in 500 cubic feet of
air.
In one instance M. J. Taffanel,
at Lievin, France, exploded so low
a weight as .023 ounce coal dust per

was only

.032

cubic foot space.
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Selected

From Those Asked

Foreman and

QuES.

—Find

at

Examinations for Mine

Fire Boss in Various States in 1914

the cubical con-

of a regulator would arise should an

tents of a bar of iron 10 feet long

outburst of gas, or any other reason,

and Ij^ inches in diameter.
Ans. The area of metal

than another.

1.

demand more

—

cross-section of the bar

= .7854 X

The

1.5^

= 1.767

in

the

.7854 xd^

is

square

inches.

cubical contents of the bar

equal to the area of

cross-section,

its

in square inches, multiplied

length,

and

inches,

in

is

is,

by

its

1.767

X (12 X 10) = 212 cubic inches.

air

one heading

in

In such a case, a

regulator would be placed in the return of the heading requiring the

and

least

air,

until

the resistance in that return

was such

shutter adjusted

its

that the other heading re-

ceived the proper

amount of

air to

—Find

QuES. 2. What is a regulator,
and when can it be used to advan-

of a bar of iron 10 feet long, and

tage ?

having

Ans.

—A regulator

is

QuES.

3.

contents

cubical

ends Ij^ inches square.
area of metal in the

its

Ans.—The

a device for

dirty and go out in
an atmosphere slightly deficient in
oxygen, but one in which men can
safely

work

for

sity requires

some time

if

neces-

it.

Carbide lamps are comparatively
low in first cost, burn only acetylene
gas generated from calcium carbide,
and while occasionally they become
stopped up, are soon put in order.

They consume much

dilute the gas.

—

The lamps are

than

less

oxygen

lamps, do not throw off
smoke, and are, hence, much better
adapted than oil lamps for use where
the

oil

air

is

sluggish,

cleaner and give a

and they are

much

increasing or decreasing the quan-

cross-section of the bar

by a particular
part of the mine, and usually con-

= 2.25 square inches.

The

contents of the bar

equal to the

pheres, but are not liable to set hay,

cross-section, in square

is no dropping
from their spouts.
Trouble sometimes arises by carelessly throwing partly spent carbide
upon wet material or upon water, or
by emptying the contents of the
lamp, while it is wet and still generating acetylene, upon inflammable
material; in which cases a fire may
result.
Carbide lamps may be used
in an atmosphere containing much
less oxygen than an oil lamp, which
is sometimes of advantage in an
emergency and at other times a

tity of air received

stopping in

of a brattice or

sists

which there

is

a

door or

sliding

shutter, the opening or closing of
which decreases or increases the re-

area of

inches, multiplied

hence,

or

increases

decreases

the quantity in circulation.
If

two headings have the same

length and same area, each will offer
the same resistance to the passage

of the
rate

air,

and

splits,

if

by sepahave the

ventilated

each should

same quantity of air in circulation.
But if the resistance in the airways
becomes unequal, the one offering
the least resistance will have more
air circulating

other.

By

through

it

than the

placing a regulator in the

return of the heading receiving the
most air, the resistance will be increased until it is the same in both

airways,

when each will

amounts of

air.

A

receive equal

regulator would

and

inches,

is

is

by

its

1.5

x

1.5

cubical

length, in

2.25 x (12 x 10) = 270

cubic inches.

QuES.

sistance to the passage of the air

and,

its

is

tive

4.

—Discuss

merits

of

briefly the rela-

lamps, carbide
lamps, and electric lamps for genoil

mine use.
Ans. Oil lamps are cheap in first
cost, will burn almost any kind of
oil or grease to be found around a
mine, and do not get out of order.
They consume a very large amount
of oxygen in proportion to the light
they give and throw off a correeral

—

They are not
etc.,

on

fire,

better light.

safe in gaseous atmos-

as there

of burning oil

source of danger.

amount of CO^,

Portable electric lamps are high

and unburned carbon as smoke, etc.,
all of which are objectionable in
places where the circulation of air is
sluggish. Their open flame is dangerous in gassy or dusty mines, and
numerous fires have been caused by
their flame coming in contact with

in first cost, require a generator to

spondingly

canvas

be used for the foregoing reason if
it was necessary to give a long heading as much air as a short one.

a used, but

Another condition requiring the use

a

wood,

curtains,

etc.,

mass

large

hay,

oil-soaked

or by carelessly throwing

of

still

burning, wick upon

combustible

material.

furnish the electric current to charge
them, and do not get out of order
unless
mishandled.
deliberately

The lamp does

not consume oxygen
and so does not give off gas or
smoke of any kind. Lamps of this
type which have passed the tests of
the Bureau of Mines and are, thence,

known

as permissible, are safe in

any gaseous or dusty atmosphere;

impossible for tliem to set
fire to hay. timber, or other inflammable material. The current costs

and

March. 1915
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is

it

than

less

oil,

the lamps are clean,

give an excellent light, and are
highly esteemed for general use.
QuES. 5.—There is 11,798 cubic
feet of air under a pressure of 130

pounds

square

per

inch.

If

the

ing with

of

tion

workings

Whether a

the temperature of the

changed during expansion,

air is not

release
to

fall

the

is

Unquestionably,

a lowering of the pressure will re-

pressure of 75 pounds

per square

volume of

air will oc-

of air and gas proportional to the
fall in pressure and to the extent of

inch, a given

cupy more space than
ratio

the

in

of

75

pounds

at 130

to

The

130.

volume at the lesser pressure may
be found from the proportion,
75 130 = 1 1,798 x, from which x
:

:

= 20,450 cubic feet, very nearly.
QiJEs.

6.

—How

does a change

in

atmospheric pressure affect a
gaseous mine?
Ans. Whether an increase or dethe

—

crease in the pressure of the atmos-

phere has any practical affect upon
the amount of gas in the air-currents of a mine, is a disputed quesIn this connection it may be
noted that the so-called barometer
warnings never had the authority of
tion.

Government and have
been discontinued for some time
the

British

past as being of no practical value

and as tending to cause accidents
through the uneasiness of the men.
Also, the United States Department
of Agriculture (Weather Bureau) at
the instance of the Bureau of Mines,
after issuing one or two similar
warnings, dropped the matter, and
without giving a reason therefor.

At

sea level, a fall of
J^ inch in

the barometer (which

lease

from old workings a volume

This air and gas
workings.
mixture will be given off slowly and
will be diluted by the pure air of the
intake below the danger point. Furthe

found that when the percentage of methane in the air of old
workings is high the amount of CO2

ther,

is

it

also present

make

is

But the original volume

of the mixture

generally enough to

the air mixture

Everything considered,

inexplosive.
it

may

be

upon the mine
by reason of gas issuing from
old workings during seasons of low
barometer is exaggerated, and in the
case of well ventilated and well
cared for mines is insignificant.
QuES. 7. If 25,000 cubic feet per
minute of air and gas at the most
explosive point is passing through a
mine, what is the quantity of gas
given off, and what quantity of air
should be added to the mixture to

Qu ES.

—

hard top?
Axs. The size of pillar will depend upon the kind and amount of

—

pressure

called

it is

non-explosive?

upon

to support.

In a deep mine where the pillars
must support the weight of the overlying rocks from the coal seam to
the surface, a mine with a soft bot-

tom

is

distributed over a

larger area and the pillars will not

be forced

down

into the soft under-

clay, thereby resulting in the closing

In shallow workwhere the surface pressure is
not great, the mine with the hard
bottom and soft top may require the
larger pillars,

the fall of roof

if

To avoid

the expense of timbering

where the roof
able height,

falls

it is

to a consider-

usual to drive very

narrow rooms with large pillars,
which are subsequently split up
their length by a narrow room, and
the two resulting pillars drawn
back, allowing the roof to

question of relative size of

at the
in

most explosive

The

point.

the problem contains, then,

25,000 X .0946 = 2,365 cubic feet of
gas.

The word non-explosive

is

in-

is

to be kept within reasonable limits.

mixture of air and gas

is

so

the larger pillars

requires

that the weight

containing 9.46 per cent, of methane
air

it

—Which

ings,

Ans.

feet,

to

would require
and why:
a mine with a hard bottom and soft
top, or one with a soft bottom and
8.

of the workings.

it

added

the use of larger pillars,

said that the effect

—A

be

tolerated.

air

render

25,000 cubic

is

hence there must

sive.
Any such percentage of gas is
extremely dangerous and not to be

the volumes are inversely proportional to the pressures that is, at a
;

of the gas.

the barometer

air-current,

matter in dispute.

47,300 cubic

to contain but 5 per cent.

into

enough gas from old
render dangerous an

safe

otherwise

in

.05 =

~-

it is

feet if

47,300 - 25,000 = 22,300 cubic feet of
air per minute to make it non-explo-

upon the amount of gas coming
the workings in this way.
will

If

volume of 2,365

^2000 of the total, is
cant to have any measureable effect

is

—

cubic feet of methane should have a

un-

or ^^ooo to
too insignifi-

pound,

.245

of the air?

Ans.

But
is

der a pressure of from 500 to 3,000
pounds per square inch and a reduc-

reduced to 75 pounds per
square inch, what will be the volume

pressure

any contained gas.

it

the gas given off by the coal

pillar

The
room and

fall.

depends upon several impor-

tant points not raised in the question,

and can only be answered gen-

erally unless these are considered.

—The

pheric pressure of about .245 pound
per square inch. Any reduction in

the

water gauge in a
we have a
60-horsepower engine running the

atmospheric pressure naturally reduces the pressure against which
gas issues into the mine air from the

or absence of explosive coal dust,

getting ?

Assuming normal temperature
and pressure and the absence of coal
dust, methane may be considered inexplosive when, say, not more than

Axs. The quantity of air circuby an engine of a given horsepower will depend upon the mechan-

large)

is

means a reduction

unusually
in

atmos-

coal face

and from blowers, and by

reducing

the

pressure

in

the

old

workings causes the air in them to
expand into the live workings bring-

definite,

because the explosibility of

a gaseous mixture will depend upon

means taken to ignite it, the temperature and pressure, the presence
etc.

5

per cent,

Then

a

is

present

mixture

in

the

containing

air.

2,365

QuES.

9.

a mine reads 2.5 inches

fan.

What

;

quantity of air are

we

—

lated

ical

efficiency of the plant, that

is,

of the fan and engine combined. If
this is assumed to be, say. 70 per

March,
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then 60 x .70 = 42 horsepower

cent.,

moving

will be effective in

The

the

quantity of air in circulation

M 42X33,000
=
= 106,615
a—
^

IS

p

feet

air.

cubic

2.5X5.2

very nearly.

per minute,

In
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Ans. The reason that gas is
found in cavities in the roof over
falls is not due to the rising of the
gas toward the roof, but to gas

only the indications of gas, but also

given

tests are best

how

actual

lamp and himself

to handle the

the formula, u = the foot-pounds of

should gas be found.

He

work per minute, which

know how

to protect the

lamp from

accidental

injury

equal to

is

horsepower multiplied by the units
in 1 horsepower
and p
= the pressure in pounds per square
foot, which is equal to the reading
of the water gauge, in inches, multiplied by the pressure equivalent to
inch of water gauge, or 5.2
1
of work

;

pounds.

—

QuES. 10. In a mine we are producing 40,000 cubic feet of air per
minute with 20 horsepower; how

many horsepower

will

it

take to pro-

duce 50,000 cubic feet, the conditions remaining unchanged?
Axs. The horsepower required

—

move

work,
down,

how
how

while

to pick

to carry

and what

should

he

at

is

it

up and

it

in strong air-

set

it

do with it in
the various emergencies that may
arise.
In particular, he must thoroughly understand the danger of
tampering with the lamp or its lock,
or attempting to open it to light a
pipe or for any other reason.
Safety lamps should be used in all
parts of the mine where gas is regularly given off or where it may be
currents,

to

carried in sufficient quantity to be

detected in a lamp, in exploring old

the cube of the quantity of air in cir-

workings, and in pillar and other
workings where a sudden inflow of

culation, hence (40,000)='

gas

to

= 20

-r,

:

the air

or

4='

proportional to

is

5
:

'

=

(50,000)^

:

20

.r,

:

or 64

from which x = the
required horsepower = 39.1, very
nearly, or, say, 40 horsepower.
QuES. 11. (a) How many gal:

125 = 20

X,

:

—

lons

sump 8
90

feet

(b)

pump

water are contained in a

of

feet wide, 10 feet deep,

and

long?

How

long would

it

take a

discharging 80 gallons

per

minute to empty the sump?
Ans. (a) The number of cubic
feet of water in the sump is found

—

by multiplying together
mensions, and
cubic

feet.

is

its

three di-

8 X 10 X 90 = 7,200

Since

cubic foot con-

1

tains 7.48 gallons, the quantity

water

in the

sump

is

of

equal to 7,200

X 7.48 = 53,856 gallons.
(b) At the rate of 80 gallons per
minute it will take the pump 53,856
^ 80 = 673.2 minutes = 11.22 hours
= 11 hours 13 minutes, say 11J4
hours to empty the sump.
QuES. 12.—Who should be intrusted with a safety lamp, and
when and where should you use
safety lamps in coal mines?
Ans. Safety lamps should only
be given to those men who have
satisfied the mine foreman that they
know how to handle them properly.

—

—

made in the mine
working conditions
rather than in the lamp house on the
surface. The miner must know not
Such

under

may

be expected.

QuEs.
feet

13.

—

cubic

room 240 feet
when the coal is

are there in a

long, 24 feet wide,

7 feet thick?
(b) How long would it take to
empty the room of air and gas if air
was forced in at the intake through
a sectional area, 4 ft. x 4 ft., at a

velocity of 2 feet per second?

Ans.

—

feet in the

plying together

and

three dimensions,

its

240 x 24 x 7 = 40,320.
(b) The volume of air entering
through the intake is (4 x 4) x 2 = 32
is

At the

cubic feet per second.

of 32 cubic feet per second

require 40,320

-f

= 21 minutes to
air

it

sweep

it

is

it

14.

—

and cannot be told apart.

Usually,

however, there will be a
within the lamp or the

air

little

change from the air

in the

room

to

that in the cavity will not be instan-

and there will thence be
oxygen for the lamp to

taneous,

enough

flame for a very short interval of

time

before

pure

the

gas

extin-

lamp shows a
slight flame, the presence of methane
is indicated; if the lamp goes out,

guishes

it

CO2

is

CH^

or CO^ may be
probably the former,
rather rare under usual

while either
present,

the

If

it.

is

working conditions.
QuES. 15. An indicator attached
to a winding drum is run by means
of a gear-wheel meshing with a
worm on the end of the shaft; the

—

small gear-wheel that

is

connected

has 16 teeth and the
circumference of the dial is 32
to the pointer

move
drum ?

how

;

far

each

for

will

the

revolution

pointer
of

the

—

Ans. The worm will revolve at
the same rate as the d;-um, that is,
they will

make

the

same number of
But since

revolutions per minute.

there are 16 teeth in the gear-wheel
it

the theoretical

would probably

because the enter-

will require 16 revolutions of the

the gas in

or,

what

is

the same thing,

make

one revolution of the pointer. Since
the pointer moves around the dial
once, a distance of 32 inches for 16
revolutions of the drum, it will

move 32

-r

16 = 2 inches for a single

as would a piston

revolution of the drum.
QuES. 16. If the anemometer

while making an

records a velocity of 500 -feet per
minute in an intake airway having a

dilute
it,

If,

examination on a

it,

and not

your lamp
becomes extinguished, how would
you determine what gas or gases
were present?

undiluted, will extinguish a flame

at once

will

in a cylinder.

QuES.

first,

Either gas,

16 revolutions of the drum, to

mix with

before

more common.

is

empty the room of

last trace of gas,

room and

if

it

worm,

time; in practice

the

as

rate

take decidedly longer to remove the
ing air would

bon dioxide, and probably the

32 = 1,260 seconds

This

and gas.

may

inches

The number of cubic
room is found by multi-

(a)

For this reason the
be either methane or car-

has dropped.

gas

as

How many

(a)

off by cracks in the rocks that
form the hole from which the fall

fall,

—

sectional area of 60 square feet at a

time when the thermometer registers a temperature of 32° F., what
will be the volume of air passing per

minute in the same airway when the
thermometer has risen to 60° F. ?
Ans. ^At a velocity of 500 feet
per minute there will be 500 x 60

a

- 30,000 cubic feet of air passing per
minute at 32° F., and as long as the

—

not changed there will be
30,000 cubic feet, at 60 degrees or
The quantity of air
100 degrees.

velocity

is

depends only upon its velocity and
the area of the airway; but the

weight of 30,000 cubic feet of air is
less at 60 degrees than at 32 degrees.
As the thermometer rises, a given
volume of air will expand in proportion to its absolute temperature. So
a volume of air which measures
30,000 cubic feet at 32 degrees will

measure

460+60

-=31,700 cubic

30,000 x;

'460+32

feet,

about,

To

degrees.

man

of remarkable ability in im-

get this quantity of air

through an airway 60 square feet in
require a velocity of
will
31,700 H- 60 = 528 feet per minute,
and not 500 feet as given in the

area

question.

I

by men of limited elementary edu-

president of the Illinois Third Vein

cation.

Coal Co., and the Ladd Mercantile
Co. For many years he was promi-

DAVID

G.

JONES

fraternity heard with

The mining

David G.
Jones, secretary-treasurer and genmanager of the Pittsburgeral
death of

of the

regret

great

many

other companies,

President
which are the following
of the Four States Coal and Coke
Co., president of the Dexter Coal
:

Co., president of the Johnetta Coal

Rayland Coal
Co., vice-president of the Big Coal
Co. of West Virginia, secretary and

treasurer

of

Pittsburg-Buffalo

the

Co. of Illinois, secretary of the Pitts-

&

burg

Buffalo Co. of

New

was assistant editor of
The Colliery Engineer, died at
Wigan, England, on January 4.
Mr. Fairley was one of the most
1894,

prominent mining engineers in Great
Britain,

He was

and was particularly well
in

the county

of

Durham.

a fluent writer and was the

author of numerous books on coal
mining.
His best known works

were "The Colliery Manager's Calculator," "The Colliery Manager's
Catechism," "Practical Observations

on the South Wales Coal Field,"
"Notes on a Visit to Saxony,"

Bemerkungen iiber
Dean Forest und Umgegend," and
"The Theory and Practice of Ventilating Coal Mines." His last book
was "The Practice and Science of
Mining Engineering," which was
published in 1896. Mr. Fairley was
"Geologische

York,

and treasurer of the
secretary
United States Sewer Pipe Co., direc-

&

Buffalo Co.

Bank

BOOK REVIEW

of

Lake Erie

&

Ohio

S.

BLAIR

Washington Coal and
on February 1 at his
home at Star Junction, Pa. He was
in his 63d year and had been conthe

Co., died

home

for the past five

He was employed by

the

Washington Coal and Coke Co. in
1892 and was continuously with
the company until his death.

SAMUEL

M.

DALZELL

Samuel M. Dalzell, general manager of the Spring Valley Coal Co.,
died recently at his home in Chi-

He was genmanager of the Spring Valley

cago, in his 65th year.
eral

properties for 26 years.

Mr. Dalzell was prominent for
years in

all

Heaton's Annual, the CommerHandbook of Canada, 1915 edi-

price $1, postage 12 cents,
Heaton's Agency, Toronto.
Year
by year this Annual has been detion,

veloped to meet the requirements of
those

who want

a Canadian book of

Heaton's Annual

easy reference.
indispensable

to

financial

the interstate

is

or com-

mercial firms having business relations with Canada.

pages

will

be

In the

found

first

218

information

which the business man must have
at his elbow, including directories of

members

of

companies,

and steamships,
and cable rates,
registry offices, commercial regulations, cost of travel, customs tariff,
banks,

railways

postal, parcel post,

etc.

O. S. Blair, general superintend-

fined to his

booka

cial

of Finleyville, Pa., di-

O.

months.

latest

related subjects

insurance

River Ship Canal Co.

of

review of the

00 Minioe and

officials,

treasurer of the

Coke

A

Parliament,

Bank

Masonic

in

circles.

Na-

Wilson, Pa., director of the Citizens
Trust Co. of Canonsburg, Pa.,

ent

man and

first

He was

conference.

government

rector of the First National

known

among

wage

nent as a club

Buffalo Coal Co., at Pittsburg, Pa.,

tional

William Fairley, Ph. D., F. G. S.,
who from March, 1893, till Febru-

the miners, and took part in the

on January 16. Being of such a
rugged and vigorous physique, his
death came as a pronounced shock.
Mr. Jones was interested as a
stockholder, officer, and director in a

of Ohio, director of the First

WILLIAM FAIRLEY

ferences between the operators and

joint

tor of the Pittsburg

OBITUARY

1915

parting technical coal mining principles in language easily understood

Co., president of the

the temperature rises to 60

when

ary,

March,
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wage con-

Illinois Coal Mining Practice.
This is the ninth Bulletin issued by
the Illinois Coal Mining InvestigaThe
tions Cooperative Agreement.
average room-and-pillar mine in
Illinois loses about 50 per cent, of
Improper dithe coal in the bed.
mensions of workings and the fear
of squeezing causing surface subsidence, prevent pillar drawing in
most mines. In District 3, however,
two mines working on the roomand-pillar system have an extraction
of coal almost equal to that obtained
by longwall mining. The method of
pillar drawing at these mines is described in Bulletin 9, Coal Mining
Practice in District 3, by S. O. Andros, published by the Illinois Coal
Mining Investigations Cooperative
agreement.

District

3

includes

Makch.

1915

XSe ^f/ieryEngineer
Coal

those coal mines that are in Brown,

Calhoun, Cass, Fulton, Greene, Hancock, Henry, Jersey, Knox, McDon-

ough, Mercer, Morgan, Rock Island,
Schuyler, Scott, and Warren coun-

which work in Rock Island coal
or Bed No. 1 and in Colchester coal
or Bed No. 2.
ties

The annual production

of the dis-

Catechism,

by

461

William

Jasper Nichols, published by
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia

J.

B.

and
London.
This little book of 250
pages is neatly bound in leather and
contains in question and answer
form, much information about coal.

The

preface states that the book

is

intended for that great number of

only 512,178 tons, and with a
few notable exceptions the mines are
primitive in method and equipment.

peruse the geological and statistical

Several counties contain no shipping

reports of the industry or to study

mines and their production is gained
by mining outcrops on farms and is

the technical literature.

turned to local domestic use.
At
one mine for many years dogs have

tory,

been used for underground haulage.
Copies of the bulletin may be obtained free by addressing Illinois
Coal Mining Investigations, Urbana,

by-products,

111.

bituminous mining that the miner is
described as using an iron tamping
bar and iron "tamping needle," with

trict is

"Mechanical
World"
Book and Diary has

The
Pocket
reached

New

its

28th year of publication.
are given on Strucand Steel Work; the

sections

Iron

tural

Strength

of

Flat

Plates;

Limit

Gauges; Cost of Power; Proportions of Tee-Slots; Morse Tapers,
etc.
The section on Toothed Gearing has been rewritten and extended
considerably. The sections on Gas
Engines, Oil Engines, and on Suction Gas Producers have all been reVarious tables
have been extended and the whole
book thoroughly revised. The convised considerably.

without technical
have not time to

intelligent readers

who

training,

The book

explains the origin of coal,

production, mining,

his-

its

prepara-

tion, transportation, heat, gas, coke,

is

we

well stated, but

of

description

coal dust to
it

There

etc.

is

a good

In general the information

index.

the

tamp the

with a squib.

notice in the

method

shot,

and

of

firing

Unfortunately

all

of these methods are used at times,

but they are very dangerous, and
most of them are forbidden by the
laws of different states and by the

company

rules.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
Richardson, editor and safety
engineer. The Bureau of Safety is
composed of C. W. Goodale, chairof the

A.

S.

man, six managers of departments,
and Vice-President Kelley. During
the

year of the "Safety-First"

first

movement accidents were cut down
50 per cent, from the previous year.
pays in other branches of industry

It

besides coal mining.

Mine, Quarry, and Derrick is a new
paper edited by J. C. Murray, B. A.,

C, and published

B. S.

Alberta, Can.

at Calgary,

gotten up
and as it covers a large field of
endeavor it should have a large subscription list.
Mr. Murray, it will
be remembered, was once the editor
It is neatly

Canadian Mining Journal with

of the

headquarters at Toronto, Can., and
he is capable of furnishing a firstclass journal.

The Tradesman, of Chattanooga,
has been combined with
Southern Machinery, Atlanta, and is
now termed Iron Tradesman. W. R.
C. Smith Publishing Co., of Atlanta,

Tenn.,

are

Ga.,

Meyers,
Ga.,

is

the

publishers.

Grant

Building,

managing

F.

C.

Atlanta,

editor.

Electric Mine Signaling Installations.
This little book of
about 200 pages including 139

and index,

trations

Paterson.

is

illus-

by G. W.

L.

deals with electric sig-

It

naling entirely and seems to cover
the subject fully in 10 chapters.
written

and

illustrated

that

Prospect Explosion

An

explosion of gas at the Prospect colliery of the Lehigh Valley

Coal Co., on February 17, resulted
in 13 men dead, 2 injured, and 1
missing. It took place, in the No. 10

include a large collection of
Notes, Rules, Tables, and Data for
Mechanical Engineers as well as

is

almost any one can learn to install
an electric signaling apparatus,

slope

on Steam and the Steam
Steam Turbines, Steam
Boilers, Gas Engines, Oil Engines,
Suction Gas Producers, Structural
Iron and Steel Work, Shafting,
Toothed Gearing, Gear Cutting,
Milling, Limit Gauges, Notes on

either for permanent or temporary
It is published by D. Van
use.
Nostrand Co., New York, and can

north of the city of Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., is the main artery of the mine.

Belting, Rope Gearing, Wire Ropes,
Screw Cutting,
Gearing,
Spiral
and MiVerniers
Driving,
Chain
crometers, Ball Bearings, Roller

that the elementary call bells and

tents

sections

Engine,

Bearings,

and

Hydraulics.

The

price has risen to 50 cents, post paid.

The Norman, Remington
North
Md.,

is

Charles

Street,

Co.,

308

Baltimore,

the publisher's representative

in this country.

so

It

The

The
be purchased for $1.50 net.
growing importance of electric signaling apparatus, both audible and
visual, in mines, makes it important
be

annunciators
users.

As

more used
plicated,

by
becomes
become more comunderstood

electric signaling
it

will

and

for

that

reason

it

workings

Red Ash

the

shaft

just,

Owing to The Colliery Engineer going to press, it is impossible
to give all the details.

It is evident,

however, that a heavy pocket of gas

was ignited at the face of a chamber
by the miners' lamps and then swept
with great force out to the gangway,
where it struck several men and
boys who were eating their noonday lunch.

A

slight fire followed the explo-

should be understood to avoid delay
due to the system getting out of

sion,

order.

The man who

The Anode is a monthly bulletin
published by the Bureau of Safety

in

The Oakwood

seam.

but

this
is

was

extinguished.

missing,

is

at this

writing, supposed to be behind a fall

of rock.

;

March,
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Mounted Jackhamers

It

have been extensively adopted in coal mines for
brushing top rock, taking up bottom rock, stripping cap rock, break-

Jackhamer

drills

is

but

clamp the

an

that a single drill

may

veniently for drilling

down

work

instant's

drill to this

flat

Improved Coal Mining
Machinery

to

mounting, so
be used conholes or

holes without loss of time in

1915

While some new developments
have characterized the progress in

made by

the electrical industry

the

during 1914,
the general advance consisted of improvements in apparatus that had
General

Electric

Co.

attained relatively high efficiencies,

both electrically and mechanically.

The

essential

of

features

the

embrace economical
concentration of large energy values
in single machines, and a broaden-

achievements

ing of the field of application based
on experiment and exhaustive operating data.

Steam Turbogenerators.
the year, the

first

steam turbine generator

A

stalled.

output
volts,

still

—Early

in

large horizontal

was

set

in-

larger set, having an

of 30,000 kilowatts, 6,600
25 cycles at 1,500 revolutions

per minute, and operating normally

under 185 pounds steam pressure,
was placed in service in New York
in November,
1914, having been
constructed and installed in less

The

than a year.
Fig.

The Mounted Jackhamer

1.

down coal, driving gangways,
rock tunnels, and general development work.
The success of the

making changes.
the Jackhamer

Jackhamer

ture,

ing

has

speedy operation,

been
its

due

to

its

its

ability to pene-

trate coal or rock without
steels;

to

changing

easy operation; and

comparatively light weight.
is

While the unmounted Jackhamer
suitable for most operations that

will arise in coal mining, nevertheless,

where there

is

continuous

drill-

ing with such a drill the effort of
holding it is apt to tire the work-

man.
Realizing the need for a mounting
that would not be cumbersome, the
Ingersoll-Rand Co. developed the

mounting shown

in the

ing illustration, which
the "JM-6" type.

accompanyis

known

as

drilling speed,

and the

keeping

the

effective concen-

tration of energy value achieved in

When
retains

its

water-feed device

rapid

self-rotating fea-

efficient

bore

mounted,
its

hole
is

means

for

clean.

A

used with the

the construction of this machine

by the

'ndicated

clearly

is

relatively

small amount of space required for
its

The

installation.

sions are

:

overall dimen-

length, 57 feet 4 inches

width, 19 feet 8 inches

;

and height,

drill

whenever troublesome dust
arises.
The clamp which grips the

14 feet 3 inches.

handle of the drill is provided with
a cushion spring to take up the
shock when a steel is being pulled

sist

nected to and mounted on the same

out of a hole.

constitute the largest single generat-

The "JM-6" mounting is used
column arm or shaft bar,

All of these large machines conof a single generator direct con-

with

bedplate
ing

units

either on a

placed in

and the cone upon which the shell
rests fits any 5-inch Sergeant saddle

gratifying

or clamp.

The
its

total

mounting

travel
is

of the drill on

over 43 inches.

weight of the mounting
pounds.
total

The
is

63

the

They

turbine.

and those
have established

constructed,
service

records

in

reliability,

steam economy, and efficiency.
The simplicity and compact arrangement of these large turbogenerators

made

it

possible to install a

12,500-kiIowatt set within
after

its

arrival at Toledo.

14 days

March,
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In striking contrast to the large
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generally accepted, should prove of
considerable value to the builders of

generator developed during the year

engines and generators, and to the

steel slab, while steel slabs in conjunction with steel channels are used
for the end frames. The three driv-

for

supplying current for incandescent headlights. This set has a

operator.

ing

normal rating of

This guarantee is based largely
on the determination of the natural
period of the generator in relation to

machines

the diminutive

is

turbo-

watts, 6 volts,

1(X)

at 3,600 revolutions per minute,

maximum

a

and

motors are each rated at 85
horsepower and are of the splitframe type. These particular locomotives were built for a 42-inch

continuous capacity of

140 watts.

A steam pressure of about 90
pounds is maintained constantly by
means of an automatic regulating
The

valve.

inlet

pulse turbine
current,

single-stage imcoupled to a direct-

is

compound-wound

generator,

and by means of a differential brake
magnet coil, any fluctuations in the
load are compensated, so that con-

voltage

stant

no load

Its overall

from

dimensions are: length,

inches;

233^2

maintained

is

to full load.

width,

height, 1434 inches;

15

and

its

inches;

weight,

130 pounds.

Gas-Engine

Due

Driven

improvements

to

Fig.

Generators.

in design

and

various

the

Electric Mine Hoist, Lansfosd, Pa.

3.

characteristics

of

the

regulation, the past year has wit-

complete

nessed considerable advance in the
of 60-cycle, gas-engine-driven

and the operating features of engines and governors, and presents in

generators; and at the present time
there are nearing completion three

a logical

units of 1,390 kv-a. capacity, 2,300

Mine Locomotives. All of the mine
locomotives manufactured by the

use

60 cycles, arranged for opera-

volts,

tion at 116 revolutions per minute.

They will be utilized by the Monongahela Traction Co., of Fairmont.

W.

Va., and are the largest 60-cycle

generators designed for gas-engine

Other and larger units had,

drive.

however, been constructed prior to
1914 for 25-cycle operation, the
rating

were

for

machines,

these

built for the

which

Bethlehem Steel

<,KNE11A1. ELKCTRir.

COMPANI

m^^^^m^..
**

An

Kic,

2.

w

of guarantee

operation of both

gas-engine and steam-engine driven
generators has been developed by
the General Electric Co. which,
35-8—«

if

reference
tures

to

a

of

constructive

the

typical

16-ton,

truck, three-motor unit.

In

fea-

singlethis,

the

latest type of industrial locomotive,

motors and

throughout, both the sides and ends

ball bearings as stand-

equipment, and

ard

operating

the

the

truck

frame

is

built

of

steel

being cut from single pieces of solid

The platform

built of steel

records of those placed in service

slab.

during the year show that these improvements have reduced the num-

channels and plates, and the cab of

ber of interruptions to service and

have

resulted

main-

decreased

in

increasing output

many

of

mines has rendered it necessary to equip with locomotives

of

capacity,

1

^1

ling

large

relatively

capable of hand-

heavy

trips

over steep

grades and for long hauls.

For

is

It is a itandard-gauge
steel sheets.
machine; and, in so far as possible,
all details have been developed along

the lines of standard railway prac-

tenance costs.

iiflfaS^

Storage Battery Loco.motive

equitable basis

for the parallel

.

but the same construction
and capacity can be utilized for a
minimum of 36-inch gauge.
Up-to-date practice in haulage locomotives may be represented by
gauge,

General Electric Co. in 1914, were
provided with commutating pole

^A
HL-

manner the data necessary

—

jfM^'SfW^^^'^l^
W

flywheel

for predetermination of results.

The

Co., being 3,125 kv-a.

including

unit,

this

class

of

the

wheels,

axles,

journal

brake beams, brake shoes,
and couplings being all in accordance with M. C. B. requirements. It
driven by two 60-horsepower,
is
500-volt motors, artd equipped with
boxes,

straight air brakes.

service

'There has been a definite increased

num-

for the storage-battery locomotive for gathering wor^, as it has
been demonstrated that in this ser-

there has been built a

ber of three-motor, 15- and

20-ton locomotives.

tice,

The 20-ton

unit

combines some unusual features in
design and construction. The body
is made of rolled steel, each side
frame being cut from a solid rolled

demand

vice each locomotive will effectively
displace at least two or three inules.

Heavy machines
required,

are not as a rule

and those so far provided

Makcr,
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have been rated

at

from 3

Most of these are of the

Co. The driving motor is rated at
750 horsepower, 300 revolutions per

straight

storage-battery type; but a limited

number

have,

in

addition,

and Navigation

for the Lehigh Coal

to 7 tons.

equipped so that they can operate
from a trolley wire when in the main
The advanheadings of a mine.

and

25-cycle,

three-phase,

minute,

been

through a single reduction

drives
gear.

Positive control

the

of

hoisting

1915

A Successful Rotary Dump
In handling large outputs at coal

an

mines,

method

of

important factor
quickly dumping

is

a
the

loaded mine cars at the tipples or
breakers, and the return of the empthe mine. Rotary dumps for
purpose are not a new idea, but
the one illustrated in Fig. 4 possesses features that are worth conties to

this

sideration.

While this dump is used at one of
two similarly equipped shafts of the
Ray Consolidated Copper Co., at
Ray, Ariz., and is located underground to dump the ore into ore
bins, the same arrangement can be

As

applied to coal tipples.

will be

dump

noticed in the illustration, the

form of a large steel constructed tube long enough to hold
one, two, three, or more mine cars.
is

in the

As used

at the

Ray

drawn by an

trip,

mine, the entire
electric

tive is

run through the

sired,

leaving

the

4.

Rotaky

of 5 tons

Dump

self-contained

the

battery

motor-generator

may

be

set,

automatically

charged while the locomotive is running on the trolley. When the locomotive is working in the rooms
gathering the cars, a varying percentage of the battery charge will be
consumed; but as soon as the locomotive is again operated on the trolley, these losses are compensated

speed

is

proved liquid rheostat and high ten-

With

motor

sion air-break contactors, the

the rate of three revolutions, or nine
cars

per

triple

dumps

It

employs two

sets of fixed

rheostat itself are stationary, thus

Hoists.

—The

One

at

different

tion-motor, shaft-hoist equipment in

America was placed in operation in
November, 1914, at Lansford, Pa.,

elevations.

widely spaced, while the
other set has large electrode areas
set is

reached a certain level corresponding to a predetermined decrease in
rotor

voltage.

All

insuring absolute
largest induc-

through

insures safe operation at quick re-

overall height does not exceed

Mine

which,

primarily for mine hoist service and

the rate of 90 trips per hour, with a

maximum

and has small spacing in order to
The
obtain a very low final slip.
two sets of electrodes are connected
in parallel after the electrolyte has

30 inches.

horsepower

15

rope speed of approximately 1,600 feet per minute.
The liquid rheostat was developed

vertical

600-foot

it permits the
use of a smaller battery than would
otherwise be necessary.
A representative machine of this kind has
been in operation in a West Virginia
mine for a period of about 4 months.
It runs on a 42-inch gauge track and

its

alternating-current motor of 12 to

and empties the mine cars into the
After dumping, the three
chute.
empty cars are pushed out by the
loaded train and three loaded cars
At the
left in place for dumping.
Ray mines the cars are dumped at

a

hoisting 11,500 pounds per trip, at

limitations are severe,

battery

and one

shaft,

serves

electrodes

this dual

the

trip,

operating the levers actuates an

necessary gearing, turns the dump,

system of operaneed never be
entirely discharged; and if space
tion,

man

This hoist

circuit being 2,300 volts.

versal.

for.

secured by means of an im-

cars

These cars

capacity each, are

(ore)

disconnected from the
iages of this arrangement are obvious in that by means of a small

as de-

three

last

"spotted" in the tipple.
Fig.

locomo-

dump

electrolyte

level

parts

of

reliability.

the

The

can be varied by

means of the operation of a movable weir and a small motor-driven
pump.

minute.

Two

of

these

are used at each of the

two hoisting shafts operated by the
Ray company. The dumps are built
entirely of steel and were the product of the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan
Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

If there is a disturbance sufficient

to suspend a cloud of coal dust in the
air

and

it

comes

in contact

with a

spark or flame, ignition may occur.
The most common causes which give
rise

to

these

results

are

blasting

and the accumulation of an
explosive mixture of firedamp and
air.
Mixtures of firedamp and air
shots,

.

Makch, 1915
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are capable of transmitting flame

and

developing

only

explosions

Firedamp requires to be present in from 6 to 16
per cent, of the volume of the atmosphere. Below 6 per cent, there
within narrow limits,

is

not sufficient firedamp to propa-

gate an explosion, while above 16
per cent, there is too much.
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elevation of which

is not more than
approximately 20 feet lower than

TRADE NOTICES

the pump.

The Hayton Pump
pumps for all kinds of

pump

guarantee each
is

service and
to

satisfac-

perform the duties for which

torily
it

make

Co.

—

New Shops. We have been favored with photographic views of
new plant of the ToPipe Threading Machine Co.,

the extensive
ledo

sold.

||

"Irenew" Valves
Portable Mine Pump
The Hayton Pump Co., of Quincy,
have placed on the market a
pump outfit, which

111.,

portable mine

pump

consists of a centrifugal

belt-

driven by a gasoline engine mounted
on a truck. The engine is 6 horse-

power,

and with the

single-stage

pump has a duty of 70 gallons per
minute raised to a height of 100 feet,
or with a multi-stage pump double
same diameter

this quantity for the

The

impeller.

gasoline tank

tachable in order that

it

may

is

de-

be car-

mine for refilling
and thus avoid any danger from fire.
ried outside the

As

these

pumps can only be used

on the return air-current unless the
mine is idle, the power may be
changed to electricity if it is so desired.
There are numerous times
where pumps of this description will
be

found

useful

For instance

mining.

coal

swampy

mines;

fiat-bedded

pumps

in

in

places in

as

auxiliary

wet weather, or where the
ground has recently caved and allowed water to enter the mine
through surface cracks.
Every

mine

in

manager

will

recall

some

period in his career where as a temporary expedient this arrangement

The William Powell

Co., of Cin-

Ohio, are manufacturing a
new valve which will interest mining men. Instead of throwing away
cinnati,

a

valve

because

stripped,

is

it

the

only

stem

has

necessary

to

throw away the stem and replace

it

with a new one. Again, instead of
discarding a valve because the seat
or valve has been cut by water or
steam,

possible to renew the

is

it

parts and retain the valve body.

The seat ring
is cast of white
"Powellium," a non-corrosive bronze
metal applicable to most temperaWhen-

tures of superheated steam.

ever a renewal
ring

is

unscrewed with a

is

flat tool.

The renewable horseshoe

valve

arranged to slide on or off the
head of the valve stem D into a
socket whenever the valve needs regrinding or in case of renewal.
it

is

desired to regrind the

V and the valve seat 0, the
bonnet A is released by unscrewing
valve

the nut

a.

The valve trimming

is

is

is

had.
iron

The body
and

all

and

of this

valves

are

working pres-

unconditionally

guaran-

The "Irenew" seems to be a
suitable name for this valve which
is made in globe, angle, cross, and

teed.

check-valve patterns.
Pump

would have been very serviceable
him.

This

pump

as a booster

is

also

pump

It is

unneces-

sary to disconnect the valve body
to

recommended

to increase the

pressure of an existing pump, the

welfare department,

from the pipe when it is desired to
regrind or to renew a leaky valve,
because the parts can be removed
and new ones replaced in the old
body.

lunch

trays,

tables,

chairs, etc., the complete, excellently

lighted and well-equipped

machine

shops, and the packing and shipping

The constantly indemand for Toledo tools

department.
creasing

that necessiated the erection of the

new

plant

is

evidence

or threading of pipe.

sure

Poetable

wash

Fine sand or brick dust
and soap water are applied to the
two faces, after which the valve is
rotated back and forth until a good
the hole L.

tested to double their

5.

lockers,-

merits

valve

Fig.

ful offices, the

then withdrawn, and the valve V
locked by inserting a nail through

bearing

k

showing the convenient and beauti-

V

is

When

Irenew Val\

necessary the seat

those

are

widely

who have

to

their

that

by
do with cutting
recognized

The Meadowlands Coal

Co.,

whose

was

burned
down at Arden, Pa., during the
month of December, have contracted with the Fairmont Mining
Machinery Co. for a new steel tipple
and complete equipment. The steel
tipple is to be built and erected by
the Penn Bridge Co., and the Fairlarge

wooden

mont company

tipple

is

to

install

the

equipment complete, consisting of a
double set of chutes and screens,
loading boom, empty car haul, and
ram for pushing the cars on and off
the cages.
Telephone
cisco.

—On

Neiv York-San PranJanuary 25, 1915, tele-

;

March,

1915

Co., Quincy,

111.
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phone conversation took place between New York and San Francisco,

Turbine Blowers.

a distance of 3,400 miles, over very
There are four
difficult country.

copper wires each 3,400 miles long
and of No. 8 B. W. G. these produce a total weight of 5,920,000
;

pounds or 2,960

there are 130,000 poles.

itself

Western Electric
plied

the

of

all

and

material

much

In the line

tons.

The

system whereby coal

bin.

arrangement the
"Cobasco System" and claims it will
care for 750 tons of coal per day at

name

reproductions

New York and

Chicago

1.5

in

New York

calls

the

Those who store
cokemakers, and others please

cents per ton.

coal,

purposes,

new mine

tipple will

accommodate both self-dumping
cages and mine skips, and is to be
equipped with modern coal screening and picking facilities, with elecThe
tric motor drives throughout.
coal washery having a capacity of

to

the filling

2,000 tons daily will be built of re-

The company's

wires.

wire not insulated, was not affected

any way by the

in

Chain Belt Co.

No. 56, has been issued by the
Chain Belt Co., Milwaukee, Wis. It

ashes;

traveling screens

for

water intakes of large power plants
machinery, etc.
to machinery
for
handling
packages,

concrete
printed

;

matter,

bottled

beer,

and

The company claims that
some product of its manufacture can

pies.

be

used

in

catalog also
sprockets,

ing,

and

and

and

steel,

facilities for

will be electrically

coal dry-

operated

every
lists all

industry.

The

kinds of gears,

and conveyer

parts.

Savings and Trust Co. Building, 10
pages.

&

Berger

L.

C.

Sons

i7

Co.,

Williams Street, Boston, Mass.

Cir-

and Levels; Circu-

cular, Transits,

Six Hundred Transit Shots
Eight Hours.

in

lar,

Pumping Engine
N. Y.
The Luit-

Luitwieler
Co.,

Rochester,

Non-Pulsating

wieler

Young &

C.

Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bartlett

O.

40

System,

Cleveland, Ohio.

;

& Snow

The
Co.,

Bulletin No. 43,

The Cobasco System, 8 pages.
Harris-Stevens Co., Pittsburg,
Pa.
Circular descriptive of Mine
Cars.

Atlas Car and Mfg.

Co., Cleve-

Bulletin No.
1175,
Ohio.
Locomotives,
Battery
Storage
land,

Cranes, and Cars, 32 pages.

Wing Mfg. Co., 352-362
West 13th Street, New York, N. Y.
L.

J.

Air Handling and Power Plant
chinery, 20 pages.

Belt

Chain

Co.,

Ma-

Milwaukee,

General Catalog, No. 56, 303

Wis.
pages.

Taylor Instrument

Cos.,

Roch-

N. Y. Humidity, Its Effect
on Our Health and Comfort, 24
ester,

Catalogs Received

pages.

number of photo-

graphs showing the uses to which
chain belt has been put by this company. These range from elevators
and conveyers for handling coal, ore,
sand,

concrete

equipped with

300-page cata-

log,

contains a large

•

throughout.

fire.

—A

inforced

capacity for

the manufacture of wire rope and

Fletcher

the

have a capacity of

3,500 tons per day and will be built

orders for insulated

with

Co., Detroit,

Ventilating

Solar Transit, 20 pages.

fire-

aged by fire in January. The buildings burned were apart from the
works used to manufacture wire
rope and wire, and the major part
of the electrical department remained in operation, admitting of
all

Mich.

Co. a contract for a complete

The

was dam-

Pumps

Centrifugal

Horizontally Split Casing, 8 pages.

Stadia Measurements, 6 pages

Lehigh, Mont., the Cottonwood
Coal Co. being the Coal Department
of the Great Northern Railway.

Co., at Trenton, N. J., equipped
with machinery for insulating wire

10,

Grade

;

pages.

at

Sons

Pump, 4 pages Bulletin
Hayton Type CS High

Centrifugal

No.

H

Hayton Type

9,

The Cottonwood Coal Co. has
awarded to the Roberts and Schaefer

plant to be erected at their

John A. Roebling's

No.

note.

proof coal tipple and coal washing

part of that portion of

electrical

dumped into a storage
The company paraphrasing its

125 feet and

apparatus

1892, and that between
and Denver in 1911.

for

designed a
is unloaded,

crushed, and elevated to a height of

Boston, Mass., in 1877, the line be-

of

has

of

Co.,

which sup-

drawings and photographs depicting the opening of the first longdistance line between Salem and

—A

Ohio,

Snow

construction

telephone

Hayton Pump
Bulletin

American Blower

&

Co.,

of

Fire.

Wing

line

construction, and

the works

J.

it.

Bartlett

Cleveland,

sued an attractive folder showing a
map of the line,, views taken during

tween

value in
0.

C.

used in conjunction with this transcontinental voice highway, has is-

its

—The L.

Mfg. Co., 352 W. 13th Street, New
York, has issued Bulletin 27 describing the Type E turbine blower
Those interfor mechanical draft.
ested in combustion of coal will find

Standard
Williamsport,

Wood
Pa.

Pipe

Circular

Co.,
illus-
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Pipe and Pumps; Blue Book, Wood
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pages; Circular,
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Safety

Boiler
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Philadelphia,

Pa.

Coch-

rane Multiport Valves, 72 pages.

Terry

Steam

Hartford, Conn.
trifugal

B.

F.

Turbine

Co.,

Bulletin 19, Cen-

Pumps, 64 pages.
Sturtevant Co., Boston,
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General Catalog Number
195, Sturtevant Products, 113 pages.
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;
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Chignik Bay, Alask a, Coal Fields
'

A

Region Much Affected by Faults and From Which
Small Amounts of Coal Have Been Mined for Local Use
Bv W. R. Crane*

CHIGNIK
The

Bay

is

a broad in-

and dangerous

difficult

to navigate

and southeast shores of the lagoon.

dentation in the east coast of

except with power boats.

The former rocks contain workable

the Alaskan peninsula, Fig.

2.

coast line to the southward

is

The south and west shores of
Chignik Bay are composed of the

beds of lignite.

beds of coal while the latter carry

very irregular and rough, even pic-

Coal has been found on the west

turesquely so, due to the land sculpture

of

Among

the

stratified

formations.

vicinity

the most striking and inter-

esting features of this coast

foreland

side of the lagoon

known

is

is

the most

economic importance.
The Cretaceous sandstones, shales,
and conglomerates of a portion of
the south shores of Chignik lagoon
and Chignik Bay are exposed in
vertical section by the sea walls
forming cliffs several hundred feet
in height, Fig. 4.
The conglomerate resembles pudding stone comThe
posed of pebbles and grit.
rocks are cut at numerous points by
dikes of basalt, while on the south
shore of Chignik Bay igneous intru-

Chignik Bay.
The southwestern extension of
the bay is Chignik lagoon into which
The
the Chignik River empties.
lagoon is over 8 miles long, of irregular
outline,
surrounded by
is
rugged mountains on the south and
east and by gently sloping lowlands
on the west shore. Chignik River,
about 3 miles long, drains Chignik Lake, a body of water some 6
miles long, which is also enclosed by
rugged although not high mounThe lagoon, river, and lake
tains.
are at practically sea level, so low in

sions occur, Fig.

The long

owing to the holddamming-up action

back or
caused by the incoming or flood
tides, a large quantity of water is
stored in lake and lagoon. The outflow of this water on ebb tides
causes a very swift current to flow
through the lagoon making it both
ing

lowlands on the northwest and west

Fic,

1.

Intrusions on
OF Chignik Bay

Igneol-s

Stratified

formation. f

sandstones,
erates.

Upper Creknown as the

rocks of the

taceous period, locally

Chignik

South Shore

shales,

and

These are
conglom-

Tertiary rocks occur directly

back of the Cretaceous rocks, on the
south shore of the bay and the south

•Dean, School of Mines, Pennsylvania State
College.

1.

stretch of gently sloping

shores of Chignik Bay and lagoon
conform in inclination with the dip

fact that the tide affects the level of

of them, and

lignite

beds occurring on the south side of
the bay are thin and of little or no

eastern point of the south shore of

all

The

north side of the bay.

the

as Tuliumit Point,

or Castle Cape, which

and bay from the
River to the

of Chignik

tU. S. G. S., Bulletin 467, pp. 41 and 51.
COPYRiaHTEO BY INTKRNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY

of the strata, which is to the north
and east. While having a fairly uniform dip for a distance of from onehalf

to

several

miles

inland,

yet

further back they begin to show the

and when the
approached
they are so folded and faulted that
effect of disturbances,

axis of the mountain

it

is

very

difficult

is

to correlate the

different beds or to trace

ALL RIOHTS RKaSRVKD

them con-

^e (glRergEngineer
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secutively, for

even short

.distances.

from

to 3 miles

distance of

At a

from the beach,

it is

1

safe to say that

if coal beds exist they have been so
seriously disturbed by rock movements as to have been rendered

worthless.

To
is

the north

is

Hook Bay which

in reality a portion of Chignik

April, 1915

region, which estimate includes both

coal and lignite areas.

Coal was first mined near the
mouth of Chignik River and was
used in the cannery of the Alaska
Packers Association on the south
shore of Chignik lagoon. This coal
The
is said to have pinched out.
coal formerly

This coal bed, about 6 feet thick,
has numerous partings of shale and

The

sandstone.

coal

and

firm

is

bright black, having the appearance
of being of

good

Several

quality.

neighborhood of
this opening which either partially
or wholly displace the coal bed.
faults occur in the

mined was transferred

The frequency

of the faults ren-

to determine with
approximate accuracy the lay of the
coal beds, but from observations
taken, the dip is to the eastward

ders

CHI6NIK BArCCML FIELD

ALASKA

difficult

it

mean

with a

inclination of

from 10

grees, varying

to

15 de-

35 de-

grees.

Probably the most important occurrence of coal in this region

Thompson

is

at

Creek, where numerous

outcrops are to be found on the
north side of the valley, although

owing

and minor folds

to faults

it is

very doubtful whether any particular

bed

is

traceable for a consid-

However, there are
two beds which maintain a relatively
erable distance.

fixed distance apart for a mile or

more.

COAL ARE.A5 AfTER
TMC

Several

drifts

have

been

driven in these beds, but not far
enough to furnish definite informa-

US 6 S

eeU.>CIIT CNOINCIH.

Fig. 2.

Map

tion relative to their character

of Chiokik Bay Coal Field

and

continuity.

Bay.

This small indentation in the

in

Thompson Creek

barges to the cannery during the

traverses a

mod-

coast between two rough headlands,

period of flood

its
name from a hookshaped spit situated on the south
shore of the bay near its entrance.
The only coal bearing rocks in this
locality occur on the south and west
of the bay, and belong to the Chig-

The Chignik Coal Mining Co.
drove several drifts to the west of
both the lagoon and bay on Whalers

large branch extending to the north-

way are very
rugged and precipitous.
North of Thompson Creek, and

nik formation. The principal coal
bearing formations in the vicinity of

ward, in which were run two drifts a

scarcely over one-half mile distant

receives

Hook Bay

are an extension of sim-

ilar formations occurring on the
west shore of Chignik Bay, and the

same conditions
ception that,

if

exist with the expossible, the distor-

tion has been worse.

The

coal beds are both thin and

irregular and so

far as developed

are of small economic importance.

The

coal

bearing formations of

Creek.

The

erately wide valley remarkably uni-

tide.

principal

occurrences

of coal on this creek are on the

short distance apart.

The

first

Fig. 6.

form

in surface

tends

for

and grade.

a distance of

It ex-

10 to

12

miles between mountains, which for

the greater part of the

at

the

shore,

is

McKenzie Creek,

was carried by aerial
ropeway from the mouth of the
drifts down the stream and across
the main creek to the east bank,
where it was transferred into
wagons and hauled to the lagoon.
No work has been done here for
several years and the drifts are

which roughly parallels the course
of Thompson Creek although it has
a more northerly course; these two
creeks are separated by a spur of the
mountains which within 2 miles of
the bay has attained a height of

badly caved

side of this range, but

drifts

coal

in.

Unfortunately these

were made at a point where a

fully 1,500 feet.

Coal beds outcrop on the north

do not show

as promising exposures as on the

Bay region known to
contain workable coal beds do not

fault seriously disturbed the strata

south side or in

and completely displaced the coal

In one of the outcrops, some 500 feet

exceed

bed.

above McKenzie Creek and about
2y2 miles from the bay, a drift has
been driven. At a distance of about
75 feet from the entrance to the drift

the Chignik

15 square miles although
probably fully 50 square miles of
coal bearing rock not known to contain

workable coal beds occur

in this

A

third opening

was made

coal bed, outcropping further

into a

down

the creek, for a distance of 125 feet.

Thompson

Valley.

^e ^ffieryEngineer
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Coal Outcrop on Thompson Creek

an

incline has

been driven diagonally

down

the dip of the coal bed.

main

drift

The

996 feet long, the in90 feet in length.
The coal is about 9 feet thick near
is

cline being

began

feet in

marked

irregularities,

it

surprising

in

was impossible

to

mountains

Several fair-sized coal beds out-

crop both above and below the

site

of the drift and along the course of

in the

McKenzie Valley

examine the rock and
coal exposures. Judging from such
it is

difficult to

exposures as there are, the coal bearing formations have been more disturbed in the McKenzie than in the

particularly

turbance, and one 12-foot bed of ap-

however, that the ridge intervening
between the two valleys, as well as

with
with

thickness

suddenness,

it

it.

McKenzie Creek. At all points the
strata show signs of serious dis-

in the nature of partings, increasing

and decreasing

of water,

examine

to develop

the entrance of the drift, but several

hundred

full

Sea Wall, East Shore Chignik Lagoon

and

good looking coal was
found to be largely composed of

parently

bony

coal.

About one-quarter of a

Thompson

Valley.

It

is

evident,

the country lying both to the north

and south of this area, have been so
by folding and counterfold-

very irregular and undulating strike
and dip. At a distance of 900 feet

mile below the drift a fault cuts the
formations from the bed of McKen-

affected

from the surface the bed became so
badly broken by partings and was
so irregular and uncertain in position that further work was abandoned, and work on the incline was

zie

Creek to the summit of the
mountains on the north side of the
valley; and further, all beds below
this faulted zone stand at high

correlate the coal beds of the various

angles.

Any attempt
beds from one exposure
to another, to determine strike and
dip, and to compare coal beds by

then begun, but with
sults.

Owing

little

better re-

to the incline being

Fig.

5.

Owing

to the extensive covering of

moss and brush, on the slopes of the

ing that

it

is

next to impossible to

parts of the district.
to connect

comparing thickness, top and bottom formations and partings, leads

Faults Cutting Coal Formation on East Shore of Chignik Bay Lagoon

;

:

April, 1915
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confusion, and any conclusions
must be largely conjectural.
Passing to the north and eastward
an area of recent volcanic rock ento

north and east, and varies from 10
At various places in

at

Thompson Valley

feasible.
No dikes nor sills were
observed in the coal bearing formations west of Chignik Bay and the
lagoon, although they undoubtedly

to 75 degrees.

northwest, but this

the dip

may

is

to the

be reversed

tween the coal bearing rocks and

within a few rods, when a minor
fold occurs
a complete reversal

but natural to expect
that the coal bearing formations oc-

through 180 degrees was noted at
one place. Many of the folds are so

Hook Bay

closing

the coast.

intervenes

be-

It is

;

the points

of contact with the

igneous intrusions was not always

particularly

exist,

extension of the

in

northern

the

field

to the west-

ward of Hook Bay.
unfavorable to
Chignik Bay and
Hook Bay region, and with the limited area of coal bearing rocks reduce the economic value of the
Conditions

mining

are

the

in

region.

Owing

shallowness

the

to

of

curring adjacent to such an area of

close as to apparently affect the dip

Chignik lagoon and the exposed position of the shores of the bay to
storms from off the ocean, it is
doubtful whether the docking of
coal on the beach can be successfully
accomplished. However, should future developments warrant the opening of coal mines, the product could
readily be handled by rail. An excellent harbor to the south of Chignik Bay, known as Kuiukta Bay, is
rendered accessible from Chignik
Lagoon by a low pass connecting the

igneous rock would be more or less

only locally, although their effect on

two.

This does not

development work would be trouble-

built

some.

the head of the lagoon, across Chig-

THC COIUCRV CNCINCCn.

Fig.

seriously disturbed.

seem

6.

Faults on Whalers Creek

to be the case, however, except

The

in certain localities.

reported that some 10 miles

It is

northeast

of

Thompson Valley

a

close folding

condition
roof

of

support

the

and the broken

strata

difficult

make

and

the

permit

A

readily be

railroad could

from

this

bay

to

and around

nik River and thence along the west

shore of the lagoon and bay, thus

making connection with

opera-

all

coal bed of workable size occurs, so

large quantities of water to enter the

tions in the region, with the possible

broken by partings of shale, clay,
and bony coal as to render it almost
worthless.
The exposure of the
coal bed occurs for a distance of
from three-quarters to 1 mile and
with a fairly uniform strike and dip
but ultimately terminates in a badly
disturbed and gnarled condition.

mine workings. The same condition results from faulting, but the
cutting off of coal beds and the iso-

exception of

lation of certain areas will cause
even more serious inconvenience to

made by

Further, owing to the
rock movements the coal where not
badly broken often has the cleavage

four analyses

Coal or lignite
at

is

reported to occur

Aniakchak Bay, probably a

further

extension

of

still

Chignik

the

and Hook bays region.
conditions of occurrence affecting the development and mining

Varying
and dip of beds, excessive
folding and faulting, lack of uniformity and continuity of coal beds,
and the presence of igneous dikes
and sills.
:

strike

The

dip of the coal formations of

the Chignik

Bay region

planes very prominently developed,

which causes the coal to break into
relatively small pieces in mining and
In many lohowever, normal conditions

subsequent handling.

The

of coals in this region are

the operator.

is

to

the

calities,

and the coal can be mined in
fair-sized pieces thus making a good
grade of mine run.
While numerous dikes and sills of
igneous material occur, yet at no
place was the coal bed observed to
have been burned or coked; however, the outcrops being covered by
broken rock, examination of the coal
exist,

Hook

The following

Bay.
analysis*

coals of the Chignik

ical

of the

Bay region was

the United States GeologSurvey and is the average of

Proxihats Ahai-ysis of Chignik Bav Coals
Per Cent.
Moisture (air drying)
Total moisture
Volatile and combustible matter

4.55

6.98
30.84
42.88

Fixed carbon
Sulphur

1.2S

Ash

19.29
5,672
10,210

Calories
B. T.

U

The amount
tively small for

of sulphur

rela-

is

Alaskan coals and

does not occur, so far as the writer
observed, as nodules or masses.

The

coal, while apparently firm, does

not

resist

shown by

weathering

well,

the ease with which

as
it

is

dis-

integrates on the steep slopes, rarely

ever standing above the angle of the
*U.

S. G. S., Bulletin 467, p. 105.

—

:
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slope, except

where protected by

a

harder stratum of rock above.

Owing to the scarcity
wood for fuel the coal

of

good

is

often

much

larger

amount

in

can-

the

although probably not much
more than 9,129 tons have been
mined in all.
The following estimate of coal
mined in the Chignik Bay region

Anthracite

Bay Coal

of the Large

—Part

THE

written

for

Engineer because
The

a

The
it is

Colliery
com-

simple,

and well worthy of adoption.
enable

descriptive details will

any engineer
its

of

company's method was

large

plete,

account

following

to adopt the

system

The second and

entirety.

Companies in the Upper
of Underground Work

Details

1,

Bu WtlUam

neries,

has been furnished by Mr. H. S.
Tibbey, manager of the Chignik

Field

Ant hracite Mines

in

Methods Used by One

and cooking,

1)01
burned
purposes
consumption
for
such
the
is very small.
Some coal has been
burned on the cannery tugs and a

for heating

Surveying

461

in

con-

Co.

Z. Price

each station, both as to extension
and sound roof, puts in the station

and gives

The backsightman

sight.

assists the transitman

to orient or

up" his instrument, gives backsight, and holds the zero of the tape
"set

when

instrument

the

at

the

first

noteman measures his distance.
The equipment necessary, consists
of a transit, 300-foot steel tape, side

Tons

The Alaska Packers mine, Chignik River
The- Whalers Creek mine
The Thomjison Valley mine

note rod, two sight rods, a brass and

7,000

an iron plum bob, one 50-foot and

550
1,579

two 25-foot

tapes,

tee

slope

drill,

9,129

or

level

Practically

of the coal mined

all

2-quart

has come from three localities,
namely, Chignik River, Whalers
Creek, and McKenzie Creek, or as
commonly spoken of, Thompson
Valley; the

first

and

being

the

last

The

<2_

The

of this

field

owing

is

not

to the

1.

Drill and Rod.

eluding part of this article will appear in the

May

irregular occurrence of the coal beds

and the physical condition of the
However, should Chignik

the completed map.

Bay continue

to be as important a

ground as in the past and
the coals be mined and sold at a
reasonable price, the local market
for the coals would warrant considfishing

•erable expenditures for

development

of the various properties. Carefulness must be the rule in the location
of

openings,

the

money

will

otherwise

much

be uselessly expended.

Taking Chances
As an illustration to show that
"Safety First" requires more than a
sign board, the case of two KenThese men
went into a cloud of powder smoke,
and sat down to wait until it should
clear away. They died, as did three
others in the same state from the
tucky miners

is

cited.

A little education
same cause.
would have clinched "safety first"
in their cases.
35-9—3

and

stations are all placed in the

bad that

reprinted to

issue.

show

their relation to

[Editor.]

five,

tinct

number

is

increased to

each with a separate and disduty

that

promotes

speed,

accuracy, and efficiency in the work.

The corps

to

make

the survey or

"posting" consists of a transitman,
first noteman, second noteman, fore-

sightman, and backsightman. It is
the transitman's duty to "set up" his
instrument,

take

the

found necessary to

sights

and

In the latter case, where the

timber.

timber

foresightman

the

hig'h,

is

puts a piece of twine through the
hole in the spad and knots

ing

It is common practice with many
companies to send three or four men
to make a survey of underground
workings but with the company in

question this

it is

put a spad in a "collar" of a set of

Cuts of the
transit notes and side notes will be

•coal.

paint

seam for permanence.
They are made with the tee drill,
Fig. 1 (o), except where the roof is
so

Fig.

future

UBIMia.

pro-

ducers.
particularly promising,

twine,

roof of the

localities

largest

white

can,

oil

spads,

rule,

brsuh, and transit and side note books.

lai CIUIEIT

mentioned

pitch

it

that

so

will

it

it,

leav-

within

be

reasonable

reach

man when

he attached his plumb

bob

up

to set

of

the

transit-

Both
same design

his instrument.

sight rods are of the

save that the one used, by the foresightman has a heavy iron bob per-

manently attached to the cord on his
The backsightman uses the
rod.
transitman's brass plumb bob which
he attaches to the cord on his sight
rod by a slip knot Fig. 1 {b).

Assuming

station

100 already

in

place and the survey to begin at that
point, the backsightman places the

record the readings. The first noteman, with a 300-foot steel tape,

cord about the point of his rod and

along the line of sight
between the stations (with the zero

lengthening the bob string he lowers

stretches

it

at the transit),

and records the

notes as they are called out to

the

it

in

the

plumb bob

station

to the

hole.

By

bottom rock,

whatever may be

directly

side

track, or

him

beneath, and marks a spot at the
He
point of the bob with chalk.
then measures the distance from the
spot to the station in the roof, which
distance is immediately recorded by

by the second noteman. He also
makes the measurement between the

The foresightman selects
advantageous
position for
most
the
stations.

puts

J

'

-
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the transitman.

The

transit is then

up" over the spot. Then the
bob is suspended from the station so
that it hangs just above the telescope. This is for the exact orientation, which is effected by a simple
shifting of the plate, due to the preliminary set up over the spot below.
"set

foresightman's cord he records the
azimuth 180 degrees more than the

Then when he

reading on the plate.
sets

up

at station

he will

still fixed,

200 with his plate
sight back on the

same course, and when turned

to

read the next foresight he will read
Thus every
the correct azimuth.

4o

44
7

/J^,

—

-t

A O.J/

^Dorn/f
7^

i-2-a7

^IT-t(0'
/tiT-o-?'

^.'•^Z

i„r

XOO

///-.

,4iC7/l'

/

coo

n ^4e

nJ

1

^/7'r'/^'

—

^/•s-

^/(^.'H

/4^.

5lope:

-

7^

r.m.o

i..

j^jr:

at exactly the

lig'ht

above

his

who shows a
same distance

The

spot.

transitman,

with the aid of the horizontal crosshair in the telescope, sights at the

then reads and records the
angle.
The foresightman

light,

vertical

gives the "elevation" called out to

him by holding the ring at the end
his 25-foot tape on his "spot"
and bending his tape at the disof

tance called to him, this gives the

transitman a horizontal line at which
to sight.
This procedure enables

/n <7'ty/

(/^C4<r,

simple

r^^f

Jf

to the foresightman,

It

/S7ce

<5'i/v'i/

7A

/=ht-e.

C.hfr.

calculations

for

the

eleva-

tions of the various stations, since a

sight

is

taken at a point at the same

distance above the track or "botr^f- ^o*t

,^*

—for

^^ V/

jL./^

^ta

O/

/..T.

7.ZI

Ti.

Z.T.

i./J

?/o'/:>z'

-Ci-^7'

rJfnr

-l-TfT

97.

r)z'/i/'

+o-fir'

yV.

Tnft'/L'

-^Z'/i'

zai/.

^—

"'^"'^^xJ

^ i.it/

fr

—

//7

2.

as the telescope

is itself.

fhc^a

M^a

^acC'

^i-v^

instrument taking the sight except

—>——^

THt COkUCHT INOlNICn.

Fig.

tom"

In giving sight, the point of the
sight rod in the station should
always be directed toward the

J^

-^

y^~~^~^—^

M:ac/i

L/rr.ha:^

Traksit Notes

In
such instances the rod should be

in the case of a pitching roof.

held at right angles to the pitch.

This

especially advantageous

is

in

would take
a great amount of time to set up
below a bob. The transitman after
pitching places where

the

setting

it

angle

horizontal

or

azimuth at the reading (204° 03') as
recorded

when

in

the

station 100

was put

(from
now the back-

which is
sights on the

station 75
sight),

man's string at the

He

then turns

survey

previous
in

backsight-

latter

station.

telescope

his

(not

plunges) and sights at the foresight

The continuous

other reading in a continuous survey
is

In case of con-

180 degrees out.

fusion the magnetic needle will indi-

proper

the

cate

instance,

with

the reading

if

the

reading.

zero

at

the

is

212°

south

of

many advantages

tinuous vernier method

racy of the reading.

"setting up,"

40',

this

that

the accu-

For example,

By following
procedure the bobs will always
hang from the same point, thus
eliminating probabilities of error.

When
in the

shown

as

from

ment,

the case.

ceeds to the

The foresightman after making
the new station hole with his tee

setting

drill
it

paints a circle or triangle about

and also the new number (say

He

clamp or backsight screw, and pro-

backsight
It

ever,

station above, calling

may have

to the transitman

it

who

out at once

records

it

as

station, then after

without

plate, thus

error.

new

up there he can take

then sets a spot directly
underneath the station and measures
the distance from that spot to the

200).

lower

the

to

his

the

resetting

taking the backsight, for, in case the
instrument was bumped, the plate

been slightly moved.
Returning to the original station

100.
When the backsightman returns to the instrument after giving

6.25

sight he measures the distance

B.

(level with

(bottom

rock

the tie)

or

or

slate)

whichever the case may be. After
the transitman has sighted to the

200 to station 202.
taken at a point on
the foresightman's tape 4 feet below
the reading given to him by the
backsightman as previously ex-

The

elevation

plained.

is

is

Similarly,

reading

6.08 L. R. (level with the rail) or

6.00 L. T.

in the transit notes (Fig. 2)

note

before

swamp

impossible

station

car, door, or

reading

is

foresightman's lamp at

avoiding a chance for an
is always advisable, howthe

it

proper height for elevation,
sight is then taken to a lower point

the transitman picks up his instru-

loosening

an obstruction en-

the

used reading from 0° to 360°, clockwise, the zero being at the south instead of the north as is sometimes

after

is

roadway and

see the

to

after a sight has been taken ahead,

vernier

there

countered, such as a roll or

is

station.

should point toward

it

the foresight station.

of the conis

holding the rod over the
instrument which the transitman is

For

would mean N 32° 40' E, but if it
was a southwest course by the magnetic needle reading, the azimuth to
be recorded is 32° 4^ or S 32° 40' W.

One

When

often

some such

when

a

obstruction,

in the line of sight for a direct

for

elevation,

may be

it

necessary to give "elevation" at a
point on the tape above the proper

height as in the survey from station

201 to station 203, where the sight
was given 3.2 feet above the proper
height.

In

such

cases

when

the

from

horizontal and vertical distances are

the horizontal axis of the telescope

calculated in the office, such varia-

to the "spot"

below and

calls

it

out

tions are

added or subtracted as the

April, 1915
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In the latter case,

be.

the vertical distance

be

is

if

calculated to

.35 and that represents a height
above normal, the vertical dis-

1 1

3.2

tance

recorded as 8.15

is

feet.
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"Sections" constitute the recording
of

the thickness

refuse in the seam.
They are
usually taken at the face of every
third or fourth chamber, depending

The side notes are taken care of
by the two notemen. After they

upon the uniformity of the seam, and
at the face of each gangway and

have stretched the steel tape between the set up and the foresight
station the second noteman takes his
rod (usually of white pine, 7 feet
long and 1 inch square in crosssection) and calls out the offsets

airway, alternating at each quarterly

from the tape

line

openings, pillars,
rib

is

solid

Where

dn

zoz

side

notes,

as

records them.

on going from

using his pole to estimate the
sets, would call out "plus 20, 7

left,

4

left,

9 right
8 right

rib outside; plus 28,
rib inside

;

ZOI

(see

etc.

Fig.

3).

Any

other features are located in a simAll such information
ilar manner.
is recorded and drawn at once by
the

ro4

7

s

wT*iB

/«cn>«

/io
fo
71

.

When

7

4-

V

/7

sight are recorded, the measurement

between stations is taken and recorded by both the transitman and
This completes the
first noteman.
particular "line of
any
work for
"extensions" or
where
except
sight,"
"sections" must be taken.
"Extension" is resorted to in the

Assuming

roof to be bad so that

it

will

the

be

rrrfh^i

y

£X
r-TA

&A

IP

li.

11

It

7

ifj
'^z

n

i

i IS

.juaiS

A

70

4^
.90

7

ZOI

i>

K
7 li

Z.£>

_jBi:A rmtr'

yi

//

T ^^/ry

*?r»

f(

1./

JiT

Vy

nf-( / 9/, r

'

Tf
jeiL.

measured
sighted

^~
J!2i

^ ^

ni eauiin imihei

posting.

3.

Side Notes

These sections are comin the back of the

They are used for
compensations, land

values, etc.

Whenever
ing place

the face of any work-

finished or the coal
changes in pitch, it is recorded by
the notemen.
They also measure

the

inside

(Fig. 3).

is

rib

of

off,

one spad put up and

the azimuth and distance

in

should be used to extend these
Slotting

lines

new

from

lines.

stations

ntarer the face in such cases should
be discouraged, as the possibility of

cross-cuts

all

to,

Fig. 4

side note book.

estimate

transit at a station

on line from the station.
shows typical spad notes.
Where slopes, gangways, airways, chamber lines along barrier
pillars, etc., are so far back from the
face that the miner c^n no longer
extend them by eye, the transit
put

monly recorded
tax

up the

noted and then the transit set up
under that spad. With the station
for the backsight the second spad is
put up. In some cases they may be

(

xoo

setting

nearest the lines to be put up, the
distance to the proposed room is

r¥

<l

/A^
jfjC

By

/f
Ji

IO

7

^0 ^
za

these as a guide the lines are set.

V

IO

II

4Sft

etc.,

ii
IX (f

/ZS.AO

*/io

X09

f{

7 (p

r4

4.1

gangways, airways, slopes,
and their courses show on a
blueprint of the workings, and with
bers,

7

IT

^2 m 1^
zo a t
6

4
f

,

set

constitute the corps for
work, usually a first noteman
and a backsightman or foresightman. The center lines of the cham-

/a^

lY

To4

/
\

lines

this

II

II

—All

Two men

?

in

Line Spads.

working places are

the roof.

7 f
.

Up

from stations. The lines are fixed
by spads driven in wooden plugs in

T

jtr.7

^z.

Putting

for driving

i/,J^ r< '/r
9
t
"

f^n

t^
s_

IX i
1^ f

-7

7

Fig.

the notes for the line of

case of station 202.

»

70A U

noteman.

first

tl

le If

/!<?

outside, 6 right; station, hole left,

7 right,"

t,

^Sjbb.

off-

plus 40, 7 left rib

at a glance the pitch of

The backsight courses used are
recorded by the transitman and are
shown in the transit notes, also the
roof distance of the old station

rf-i9

first

station 100 to 200,

A

i

,30
^
II ^ t

noteman
The second noteman
the

i.

g/i

iO

zoo

-It

f7!i:Tfi

^
£A

dis-

In case of faults, sharp turns,
etc, they are taken wherever necessary. Fig. 3 shows a page of typical

J_

TO

tance, offsets every 20 feet are sufficient.

show

the seams.

where the new survey begins.
f9-n /OS.O

the

and uniform for any

will

50

to the various

etc.

ends at both top and bottom and
where it begins at the other end.
By the system of indicating tunnels,
and using this information, the map

the coal and

of

This will roughly check

blown down

at a later day and hence
unsafe for a permanent point, the
station 202 was placed in sound roof

is

61 feet back from the face of the

working

The

place.

first

noteman

takes his tape, with the zero at 202,
and stretches it to the face, then by
lining

up with

and 202 he
sight.

lights at stations

will

Offsets

200

prolong the line of
can then be taken
When this is done

station

Needle

Azimuth
No. 9 Slop

e,

Baltimore S earn

289

E
E

290—sp'

312°10'

S 50° 00-

sp'—sp'

247°30'

N

247''30'

N68°00'E

204

216—«ps

Remarks

Distance

Reading

67° 00-

Fig. 4.

On

line

error

pitching seams

line.

tant to note the point

it is

impor-

where the coal

Cha.

21— Road

101

chambers of
customary to set
the lines so they will be in the
traveling way of the chamber, for

the side notes and survey of the adjacent working place.

In surveying a tunnel

In gangway
2^Road 100

Spad Notes

with care the side notes will be as
accurate as those from a transit

and recorded.

Cha.

42.5

increases.

it is

In

.

: :

The

In flat places, care
taken
to avoid putting
should be
or props, for
brattice
them near the

300x10.1 =

then the miner will have difficulty
in getting his point.
Where it is inadvisable or impos-

therefore, only 72 per cent, of

convenience.

sible for

some reason

may

extended with great accuracy
the eye by the following

with

method
Weight both

strings

so

that

a

and at a
point on line 8 or 10 feet from the
face of the working, have another
definite

spad

line

driven

possible

is

the

in

it

in with the spad already in

place and a light behind one of the

This done with
care insures a continuance of the
line with fair accuracy.
After returning to the office the
old spad strings.

locations of the

new

feet.

lines are calcu-

it

would be

what

All center lines

are carefully followed; for example,
if

the lines are located 4 feet to the

left

of the center line, and the

"8 feet to the

to drive the
left

and 16

cham-

chamber

feet to the

right of that line."

The

The Carlisle Mine
By W. Z.

Explosion

miner going into a room which
was marked "Dangerous," caused
his death and that of twenty others
on February 6 at the Carlisle mine

New

of the

River Co., at Carlisle,

W. Va.
The
A. M.

explosion occurred at 7:45

only 15 minutes after starting

time, in

what

is

known

entry which

left

is

as the fifth

turned off the

third right main.

erable.

testimony

gleaned from

the

of

fire

bosses,

Romeo Campi and John H. Riley,
gas was discovered in No. 11 room,
but showed only a J4-Jiich cap on
the flame of their safety lamps.
However, they marked

off that

room

as dangerous, both at the entry and
at

whom

The

died later.

calculation

of

the

that

Unreasonable to
sufficient
gas could
it

is

accumulated

since

examination at 6
than 2 hours previous.

bosses'

the

fire

o'clock,

The rescue work was carried on
under the direct supervision of General Manager Scott, who, with the
aid of the fire bosses, the mine foremen, and superintendents from adjoining mines, succeeded in removing

all

coroner's jury at the inquest

"above-named persons came

death on the 6th day of February, 1915, by an explosion of gas in

the Carlisle mine, and

we do

was

there

that

find

showing or tending

no
to

the bodies by 6 o'clock that

evening.

The

duty, on the part of the

Fuel Co.

live stock

and taken outside

later

was loaded
the same

operating

the

that

of

further

evidence

show any

all

its

White Oak
mine, and

Oak

Fuel

necessary

sup-

kinds and gave to the

all

mine foreman and the mine bosses
the necessary instruction to keep the
mine in safe condition; and we further find that if there was any negligence that
of the

fire

it

was due

to the failure

bosses in not marking up

on the side of the mine that there
was a small amount of gas in room
No. 11 on fifth left although he had
marked the said room as dangerous
at this entrance."

After proper investigation by the

Mining Department of West

State

Virginia, warrants were issued for

Mine Foreman PilkingBosses Campi and
The charge was negligence

the arrest of

and

Riley.
in

Fire

connection with the explosion.

At the trial before Justice of the
Peace Samuel Jasper, the fire bosses
were fined $50 each. Their certificates were revoked as was also that
of Pilkington, by the State Department of Mines. Pilkington was not
trial.
He admitted
on the stand that on the morning of
the explosion he had failed to examine the record books of the fire
bosses, and also the bulletin board.
He had also allowed the miners to
enter the mine without making an

convicted at the

night.

examination.

Mine Inspectors Holliday
and Absalom were on the ground
shortly after noon and the United
States Bureau of Mines rescue car

license

State

its

White

said

furnished

Co.

ton

Since there was no interruption in

less

volume of compressed air delivered
at sea level and at higher altitudes
may be shown by the following
example
If we have 300 cubic feet of air
at an atmospheric pressure of 14.7
pounds per square inch, and compress this air to a gauge pressure of
80 pounds a square inch, the volume
will be 300 X 147 - (80 + 14.7) = 46.5
cubic feet. If the air is at an atmospheric pressure of 10.1 pounds per
square inch, then the volume will be

was

to their

plies

From what may be
the

have

The effect of altitude on the efficiency of air compressors is consid-

gas.

negligence or failure to perform

the ventilation,

Com-

of

four days later rendered the verdict
that the

Price

A

believe

Efficiency of Air
pressors

quantity

loss in this case

negligible.

of

tendent of the mine.

small

parently

the

is

from such an ap-

life

The property

at sea level.

bers are 24 feet wide, the advice

left

significant

great loss of

is,

would be sent

and the proper right and

for each pair sent to the superin-

most

the

sor at 10,000 feet above sea level

the last breakthrough between
No. 10 and No. 11. It appears that
Fred Pannell, whose body was
found in that room, went into it for
some unknown purpose and ignited
the gas.
In all, 20 men were instantly killed and five injured, one

lated

Probably

feature about the explosion

When

roof.

after checking the location of this
spad so that it is known to be right
on line, let the foresightman go. 3 or
4 feet nearer the face; then by
suspending his plumb bob, he can
line

cubic

35.5

volumetric efficiency of a compres-

up the

to set

transit in extending lines, they

be
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For this reason his
was revoked.
Chief of Department Earl Henry

declared that

all

persons neglecting

arrived on the scene about 2 a. m.

perform these duties when required by law will have their cer-

the next day.

tificates

to

revoked.

;

:

April, 1915

•
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The Testing
With

Measurement of Pressure.
the Water Gauge on Reading

Special Reference to the

Bj)

of a similar character

have already ap-

to the present

peared in the Transactions of
this Institute.

It

may seem

sary, therefore, that

should

tion

be

neces-

some explana-

offered

justify

to

Ve ntilating Fans

of

Influence of Position of

PAPERS

465

Thomas Bryaon, A.Ti.T.C.

(Qltugoai)*

Mr. Mowat's admirable paper.f in
which the author states that
"It was found that the measurement of the water gauge by a plain
tube at No. 4 was absolutely unre-

—

the readings varying as the

liable,

The

another paper on the subject.

certain results obtained in recording
of

forms.
to be a

If

"mechanical

term of any

and

inate the velocity factor,
ter

regis-

exhaustion only."

It is

probable that the majority of

serious students of the subject will

it

Fig.

the water gauge in one or other of

many

the correct
used entirely to elim-

is

expressed

by
maintain that the ventilator should be
credited with the total water gauge
registered by a plain tube.
There
are others, however, who do not
agree with Mr. Watson that D is the
correct form of water gauge, or that

show that the proper method of determining the mechanical efficiency
of a ventilator is a matter of considerable doubt, on account of the un-

its

It

Mr. Mowat, while some

pers dealing with the question will

means

form.

support the opinion

writer believes that a perusal of pa-

the ventilating pressure by

in the writer's opinion,

tube was

will

will eliminate the velocity factor

and register exhaustion only.

1

moved from one side
the other.
With a

of the

consequence

the

of

In

complications

from the use of so many

real

drift

will

tube at No. 4 the readings were the

types of water gauges, this Institute

surely be necessary that every factor

same from side to side of the drift.
.The writer is satisfied that the

might with advantage address itself
to the determination and specification of the most satisfactory form

efficiency"

value

is

when

applied to a fan,

it

in the expression should be correctly

determined.

The determination

of

the brake horsepower of the driving

engine or motor presents no
culty,

diffi-

nor does the measurement of

the volume of air dealt with by the
fan.

The

exact determination of the

height of the water gauge

more troublesome matter

is

a

much

at present

.

to

Pitot

.

results obtained with the Pitot tube

of gauge.

are quite reliable."

The

writer also desires to direct
attention to a paper| by Mr. John

Watson,

which the author shows
several forms of water gauges, and
in

states

"The diagram,

Fig.

1,

shows sev-

no generally accepted method of measuring the
height of the water gauge. Gauges
are made of different shapes, and are

minations in the fan drift, the most
usual form being A.
With this

placed in different positions in the

tained, except

indeed,

fan

there

drift,

is

both with respect to the

water-gauge tube

eral styles of

form the
small

;

water gauge

real

when

is

not ob-

the velocity

is

as with a high air velocity

the current causes a sensible reduc-

the ventilator.

tion

is

certain

that the height of

water gauge registered will be affected by the position and form of
the gauge and by the velocity of the
air in the region of the gauge.
Then, there is always the error of
reading, which can never be eliminated.
With regard to these remarks, reference may be made to
•Transactions of The Mining Institute of
Scotland and The Institution of Mining En-

k

tube,

the

This

of air pressure in the gauge

and a consequent increase in
of the water column.

height

may

amount, and

be

quite

may

carefully-made

a

substantial

spoil an otherwise

B

test.

is

another

form of water gaug'e tube termination. C yet another form, and D is,
f'Facts and Theories Relating to Fans," by
Mowat, Trans. Inst. M. E., 1912,

David M.

Vol. xliv., page

92.

A

Plea for Standardf'The Testing of Fans:
ized Test Conditions," by John Watson, Trans.
Inst. M. E., 1913, Vol. xlv., page 403.

The

writer believes that

after a study of the basal principles

and careful experiment, the specification of the most satisfactory kind
of water gauge, and the position of
the same, would present no serious
difficulty.

ter-

direction of the air-current and to

It

arising

The Conservation of Energy in ReMeasurement of Pressure.
is a well-known physical truth

lation to the
It

energy,

that

like

matter,

is

inde-

although under the influence of some external agent its form
If the
or state may be changed.
statepreceding
significance of the"
whole
the
properly
grasped,
ment be
structible,

of the measurement of
pressure will be rendered compara-

question
tively

simple;

in

fact,

it

will

be

shorn of the anomalies with which
it is said to be inseparably bound.
The anomalies appear to the writer
to be a consequence of the treatment
of the subject
ject

itself.

—not part of the sub-

The theorem

of

Ber-

nouilli states that, if a liquid flow in

—

.
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a closed channel, the channel always
being full, and the friction of the
fluid against the sides of the conduit
being neglected, the total energy in

a unit mass of the
constant, that

fluid

remains

is

energy zt

total

energy at

B

that

;

A

= the total

is,

p^^^+H-p^+^+H
H

P+iT- +H = constant
2g

where

is
But
Fj is greater than V^ therefore, the
pressure on the wall of the conduit
at A is greater than that at B. Con-

sider also the state of the

= pressure in pounds per square

when

or fluid

foot at any point on the wall

tion C,

of the conduit;

infinite area.

V = velocity

the fluid

of

the

at

point, in feet per second;

H = height
above

of

the

some

point
selected

in

feet

datum

plane.

With

reference to the channel of

varying section shown

in

Fig.

2,

which

it

element

has reached the sec-

supposed to be of

is

The

velocity

is

there

consequence of

reduced to zero, in

which energy in the kinetic form
will have disappeared, and the pressure P3 at that section will be
greater than the pressures Pj and
It appears to the writer that the

following questions are consequenthe foregoing considerations,

tial to

and

is

it

his desire that a

attempt should be

them

made

satisfactorily,

sion which

may

serious

answer

to

the discus-

in

follow the reading

as has been emphatically

If,

stated in
Fio. 2

tube

consider the unit mass of a fluid at
the instant when it enters the section
at .^, at a height

lected

discussions on other pa-

pers in the Transactions, the Pitot

iniaiiL

datum

H

plane.

above the seThe unit mass

is

the correct form of water

fitted at A and B
same depression; or, if
such a tube be moved from side to
side of a fan drift in which the ve-

gauge, would tubes
register the

of the fluid will possess at that instant a certain amount (Vi^-T2g

locity of the air-current is not uni-

foot-pounds)

the pressure registered be constant

virtue of

its

of kinetic energy
velocity;

in

and a certain

amount (H foot-pounds) of potenenergy on account of its elevation above the plane of reference.
tial

The

pressure on the wall of the
channel may be called P^.
If the
unit of mass of the fluid be again
considered when it has entered an-

other and smaller section at B, the
kinetic
energy
(V^'-rlg
foot-

pounds) will be greater than at A,
because of the increased velocity;
and the potential energy will be

H

foot-pounds,

as

before,

since

the

mass is considered to be moving in a plane parallel to the plane
of reference. The pressure on the
wall of the channel may then be
unit

Pj pounds per square foot.
Now, since the total energy in unit
called

mass of the

fluid is constant

form over the whole

section,

would

over the whole section?
2.

1, is

the

If the pressure at

same as

water gauge.

the correct form,

If

it

but

may

C

if

it

might be most conveniently placed

near the ear of the fan on the wall
of the drift.

If a

gauge be placed
is bound

to

from varying velocities due to
eddy currents; but if a gauge of
form C be placed on the wall of the
drift near the fan, and separated
from the drift by a partition in
which there is a capillary connection,
it is most unlikely that the pressure
registered will be affected by airarise

since the interior

of the

box would be a zone of reduced pressure, in which there would be no
appreciable movement of the air.
The condition of the air in the box
would be quite the same as that of
the air at

C

section

the drift.

in

Fig. 2, and consequently a

gauge of

A

is

box would

register exhaustion only.

—

The writer has
made some experiments

Experiments.
cently
test his

re-

to

conclusions with regard to

the various forms of water gauges,

and the data embodied

in this

paper

are typical of the results obtained.

Experiment No.

was carried out
what
pressures would be registered by
1

for the purpose of determining

gauges of the forms A, B, C, and D,
attached to the fan drift, when no

not the

/^Gauge3 A, Banga

at B,

/an-Priff

-^

a

GauqeC
Fig. 3

If neither pressure

sidered as correct,

can be con-

how may

air

the cor-

rect pressure be

measured ?
The Position and Form of the Water
Gauge. In calculating the "mechan-

—

ical

in

the ear of the fan, error

and the pressure is not
constant over the whole section of
the fan drift, which pressure is the
correct one?
3.

is

considered the better form of gauge,

the ordinary form fitted to such a

of the paper.

1M nuitiT

of

Fig.

currents,

P,.

1.

D,
be
placed anywhere near the fan, even
tion

in the ear of the fan;

of constant value, and
;

y2

P

The
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fan

was allowed
drift, it

Table
Table

1.

1

to pass through the
being closed at the end.

shows the

ob-

results

Results Obtained From Running thb
Ventilator at Varying Spbeds

efficiency" of a ventilator, the

numerator of the fraction is invariably taken to be the horsepower in
the air just at the entrance to the

Revolutions
per minute.

1,7.30

Type of
Water Gauge

1,840

2,000

Water Gauges,

2,190

2.260

in Inches

fan.
It is generally agreed that the
water gauge should also be measured at the ear of the fan but there
is nothing in the nature of unanimity with regard to the precise posi-

A

B
C

D

3.47
3.47
3.46
3.45

3.95
3.95
3.92
3.93

4.45
4.45
4.44
4.45

5.15
5.15
5.13
6.13

5.80
5.80
5.77
6.77

;

tained for a

number of speeds of the
shows the

ventilator; whilst Fig. 3

^e (gUieryEngineer
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of

positions

relative

the

fan

fan,

and water gauges.
Experiment No. 2 was intended

for

velocities

passing in the

drift.

the

of

it

ap-

peared that at least three forms of

to

tube

relationship

different

aspect of the question,

ical

between
gauges of the forms A, B, C, and D
a

namely.

terminations,

and D, were not

A, B,

scientifically correct.

air

During the ex-

periment a constant opening was
maintained at the end of the drift,
the change of velocity being obtained by altering the speed of the

/?00

/SOO

Table 2 records the results obtained. The "head of water"
h due to velocity has been calculated
and tabulated. The relationship between the values of C and {A - h)
ventilator.

iNt

and B, respectively. The experiments also show that the pressure
registered by a water gauge situated

Tyi)e of

Water Gauges,

Water Gauge

2,100

1,935

A

than either Pj or P^ at sections

in a
1.780

having a capillary connection in
greater than the pressure registered by a Pitot tube.
There is little difference, however,
between the readings given by C and

tion

it, is

A
C

.50
.30
.25
.20
.30

.4.3

.27
.20
.17

D
k

.26

.60

.70
.42
.34
.29
.41

.37
.30
.22
.38

drift

was varied

and

C

as

C and {A

- h) in Tables 2

3.

Advice of the Lackawanna
Safety Committees
Think

"Safety

and

First,"

act

"safety" always.

Preach "Safety First" and practice what you preach.
Be sure you are safe, then go
ahead; the man who thinks before
he acts avoids accidents.
An ounce of prevention

be careless,

ter, to

^

means

some
_

Gouqv

your

C

there

is

almost

inevitably

—don't

let

it

be

fault.

Call the electrician.

Don't take a chance

the velocities are small; but

a considerable difference bein the last column of

tween them
Table 3.

in Fig. 5.

are

fault

one's

paratus.

Fig. 5

when

or

Don't meddle with electrical ap-

Cquiralgnf Orifice
3quare feaf

D

thoughtless,

injury, sooner or la-

yourself and others.

Accidents

4:

/

Condtision.— At the conclusion of

is

the safe

;

way

always the best and quickest way.

The more you

insist

upon

careful-

the part of others, as well as

ness on
exercise

Results Obtained From Running the VENTaATOB at Varying Speb[DS OH A\ VAKYINC
Opening in the Fan Drift

3.

values of

To

^

in

of the equivalent orifice which have
been used as abscissas in drawing

Table

in favor

is

be judged by comparing the

reckless

ing the experiment, and the values

shown

may

.

order to enable a series of "equivalent orifices" to be obtained. Table 3
is a record of the data obtained dur-

the curves are

be justi-

a

sponding values of velocity.
In carrying out experiment No. 3,
pressures were registered over a
greater range of velocities than in
experiment No. 2, and the opening
end of the

may

indeed. Table 3

;

is worth
pound of cure.
Looking out for the other fellow
makes it safe for every one.

In Fig. 4 the different pressures
have been plotted against corre-

at the

Mowat's use of the

reliable"

shows how far
the results obtained by a Pitot tube
are reliable.
But one must distinguish between a mere expression of
opinion and a scientific truth, and in
doing so carefully examine the evidence from which the truth has been
determined. The whole of the evified

zone of reduced pressure, sepa-

rated from the fan drift by a parti-

in Inches

words "quite

of a water gauge of the form

was shown that the value of P,
would be greater

It

regarded from the practical

standpoint, Mr.

dence in the present paper

at section C, Fig. 2,

in feet

1.645

2/00

yg/oc/fyof^ir-Current
Fig. 4

Table 2. Showing the Relationship Between
THE Velocity of the Air and the Pressures
Registered on the Gauges A, C, and D
air,

2000

/900

'SOO

couim ufiHu

/eet^rMinute

are exceedingly interesting.

Velocity of

When

the discussion of the purely theoret-

drift,

establish

467

it

yourself, the safer

be for all.
Personal caution

is

it

will

the greatest of

means

Revolutions

of

fan

per
1.730

Tyi>e of

1,300

1,520

1,240

1,190

1.120

Water Gauges,

Water Gauge

1.090

1,050

1,000

980

960

in Inches

of preventing accidents.
all
"Safety First" is first aid to the
uninjured; the injured are taken to

the -hospital.
yourself, and the doctor

Think of
A
C
D

air,

1,500

1.540

1,680

1,600

2,920

3,150

3.375

3.460

3,550

3.600

1.11

1.38

1.88

2.45

3.14

3.34

.88

1,175

1,300

2.110

3,350

2,640

.55

.67

.83

.42
.25
.18

won't have to think of you.

Remember

.16
.26

in cubic
orifice, in

.30

I

is

it

better

to'

cause a

delay than an accident.
If

1,300

Equivalent

1,400

.11

1.15

1.046

Velocity of air, in feet per

Quantity of

.15
.28
.20
.16
.29

940

.05

2.25

580

.58
.42
.30
.15
.43

.07
1.96

.01

2.78

3.48

k

<A-k)

.80
.65
.50
.14
.66

1.26
1.15
1.05

2.03
1.95
1.90

2.79
2.72
2.70

1.00
.85
.80
.12

1.67
1.57
1.51
.09
1.58

2.30
2.22
2.20

3.48
3.48
3.48

you

dangerous,
it

see
it is

anything wrong or
your duty to report

your foreman at once.
Listen
Look
Stop
to

!

!

1

•

:
;
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French Electric Mine Hoist
Devices for Obtaining an Equalization of the
Power Absorbed at Different Stages of the Hoist
WriUenfoT The Collary Engineer

N FRANCE

I

the application of

energy to colliery prac-

electric

has produced some interest-

tice

winding motor

lation of an electric

rather than a steam engine.

establishment

The

powerful electric

of

way was remore than the

of installation in this

duced to very

little

the hoister alone, as the

price of

was spread

of the generator

cost

over the other installations supplied.

1

1 HKfl

1

F^
I

*

Shl!^^^!

m
1 pH 1^
HH
•ma

.^m^Smti

m

m
1

E

i

mTiin^iruMHl^^^HHI

^

Fig.

1.

KjiM^^^^^I^^
A French

the Landres mines of the Societe des

Acieries de Micheville

is

found
winding

to be

a fine example of an electric

•1

r"iH|

tl

^^

HH BH

the generator would be continu-

under a considerable load, the
upon it by the
succession of periods of running and
stopping of the hoister would be less
ally

fluctuations produced

Under

apparent.

became rational

these conditions

an

to adopt

it

electric

hoister instead of steam engine.

This machine was constructed to
the following requirements
Normal depth of wind, 755 feet;
fulfil

useful load (mineral), 3 tons; single

cage

stage

3^

weight,

car, 1,800

(one

per

car

cage)

tons; weight of empty

pounds; round-steel rope,

diameter,

1.5

round-steel

inches;

rope weight per meter, 10.8 pounds

drainage pumps, becoming from day

number of winds per hour, 90; total
time of a wind including handling
the car, 40 seconds; time of wind.

day more necessary because of

30 seconds; time for handling cars,

Electric Hoist and Converter Set

At

ing electric power installations.

w]\

As

to

room

the increase of water, gave

for

10 seconds.

The

the consideration of an augmenta-

realization of the

program of

winding presented particular

engine constructed by the Societe
Alsacienne de Constructions Mec-

tion of

power

A

unit therefore

aniques of Belfort. Generally ,one of
the two shafts required by law serves

sary which must run without stop
in order that uninterrupted drainage

of

for the winding

could be assured.
This unit was
designed say for 1,000 kilowatts as

was rejected, as the small depth of
wind and the frequency of stops

the

made

duction of

and for the

intro-

the other for the re-

air,

turn air and

all secondary services
such as dealing with workmen, ma-

terial,

etc.

The

Landres

mines

desiring to profit in the use of

its

second pit by securing, in addition
to
these
secondary
services,
a
greater

new

at the central station.

became neces-

actual requirements to which
about 500 kilowatts more was added
for eventual drainage needs.
This

power represented more than four
times the mean power demanded by
the winding machine.

The

moment

absolutely

necessary, as

was able

to assure

the

certain

duced

special
to the

by

advantages

ordi-

electric operation

circumstances

con-

adoption in this instal-

installing a plant a little larger

at the
electric

it

same time the feeding of an
winding engine.

direct

this solution uneconomical.

It

was decided to employ for the winding motor the continuous current machine fed by the converter set shown
in Fig.

1.

In this system the wind-

and constant excitation, is fed at a
variable pressure by the generator

than was at the

to

narily obtained

Also,

increases

addition

in

units

winds per hour.

operation by a three-phase motor

ing motor, which has independent

more slowly than their power and
there was therefore every advantage

generating

diffi-

because of the great number

price of

capacity for winding, decided to have a second hoist at this
shaft ready to operate in case of
accident at the principal shaft.
In

electric

culties

The

cost

of the converter

this variation

set,

of the. pressure on the terminals of
the

motor having for

starting,

variation

its

of

object the
speed,

the

braking, and the alteration of the
direction of running of the winding

^e ^Ifierg Engineer
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motor.

This is obtained by acting
on the excitation of the generator.

A

simply built rheostat with a re-

verser operated by a lever
cient

to

effect

This system

is

all

is

suffi-

maneuvers.

the

preferable, because

variable resisting couple, decreasing

in

from

when

dynamo

of

weight in the rope,

it
was decided to use
truncated cone drums which allow
the
maintenance of a resisting

value,

pressure of the generator

the

a

of

practically

and for

this

constant

similarly

constant

reason also a
current in the

motor and generator. The drums
adopted had the following features.

meters per second of the cage
rising, while the thin dotted

shows the speed of the cage in

line

lowering.

therefore

couple

and therefore a practically constant
speed, for the winding motor, what-

to

winding, because of the

finish of the

difference

operating lever there

a definite

commencement

the

by the direct drive of an asynchronous motor, at each position of the
is

469

The drums

are of sheet steel care-

assembled; each of them can
be put into action for the adjustment
of the ropes and held by a brake
operated by a hand wheel acting on
a special rim.
They can be fixed
solid with one another by a screw
system which allows an absolutely
fully

4/ Fte^o/utions

per M/nute
Seconcts
U.6

.*»

--

(

......

40

Fig. 2

ever

its

load within ordinary limits.

follows,

It

Fig. 3

therefore,

that

at

the

moment

of
reducing speed,
or
during the lowering, the winding
motor acts as a generator and

The

extreme

diameters

new

for

access to the inside of the

The minimum useful diameter
worn cable is 3.5 meters. The
number of turns of rope on the drum

easy and allows of their cottering

ters.

for

amount of energy provided by the

between the diameters 3.75 and 3.5
allow for cutting the used parts of

diminution of the stored energy in

the

restores

to

the

converter

set

the

moving masses.

Hence, quite
automatically
and
very
advantageously from the point of view of
consumption, electric braking is accomplished.
There is therefore
security in running, and moreover
it
is very easy to provide safety
arrangements. As the central station would have difficulty with the
frequent starts of the winding motor
its

and the fluctuation of power which
would result, a system was adopted
that allowed the equalization of the

The
drums is

exact adjustment of the cables.

cables are 3.75 meters and 6.15 me-

In

rope.

proportion

as

the

length of the rope diminishes, the

diameters of the

useful

drum

de-

crease, arriving finally at 3.5 meters

and 6 meters when the cables are
completely unwound.

The number

of turns between 3.5 meters and 3.2

allow

meters
descend
point.

cage

is

lower

the

cage to
lower loading
During this time the upper
raised above the upper plat-

below

the

and the attachment of the cables.
shaft of Martin steel terminates
at one end in a forged half-coupling
for attachment to the shaft of the

The

motor.

The brake disks are solid with
drum and receive the double
jaws of a brake whose linkwork is
operated from below. The brake is
each

operated by compressed

by the

air,

operating brake cylinder or by the
safety brake cylinder.
is

The former

horizontal direct acting, the latter

being vertical with a counterweight.

The brake

operates as a maneuver-

form and the cable winds on the
turns included between the diameters of 6.15 and 6.35 meters. Finally

slow

down

The

air pressure

ing brake to produce a stop or to
the load before stopping.

on the piston of

purpose
a flywheel is coupled to the converter set, and stores during the

the turns between the diameters 3.2

the horizontal cylinder produces a

and 3 meters are the dead turns

closing of the

necessary to assure a secure hold of

when operated by

stops the available energy and re-

the cable on the drum.

during a period of working.
with its flywheel
serves therefore as a buffer between
the central station and the winding

drums and under the conditions of

power absorbed.

stores

The

For

this

it

converter

engine.

In

winding,

cylindrical

drums

have the inconvenience of giving a

the

running

shown

in

With

these

diagrams
and 3 were ob-

operating

Figs. 2

tained.

In Fig. 3 the thick full line

shows

the revolutions per minute of

the motor shaft.
line

The

shows the curve of

thick dotted
linear speed

brake.

The brake

the safety gear

is

by a counterweight normally supported by compressed air
under the piston of the vertical
released

cylinder.
fall

This counterweight

produces

brake.

The

the

closing

in its

of

the

safety brake operates

in the following cases:

the compressed air

is lost.

(o)
(6)

When
When

:
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the cage passes the loading stage
by a certain amount, the position
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acting on the field resistance, the
other for the brake lever. The po-

has two travelers

indicator then producing disengage-

sition

ment by means of an appropriate
(c)
By hand by
lever system.
means of a lever in case of non-

guided by two vertical posts and
operated by two endless screws

{d)

By means

core

operating brake.

the

operation of

of a solenoid, whose

normally kept raised by the

is

exciting

current

from the central

station.

500-volt

current

cut

is

off,

supplied
If

this

the core of the

indicator

which

in

turn are

shaft of the winder

intermediary

shaft

driven by the
by means of an
and pinions.

This position indicator is furnished
with a speed reducing device to

guard against inattention on the part
of the operator. For this the travthe

solenoid falls and allows the drop

eler

of the counterweight of the safety

cage makes contact at a given moment with a pedal which by means
of linkwork raises the operating
lever to about the stopping position.

.

brake.

This operation can be produced in the following cases
(1)

When

the 500-volt current of

corresponding

to

If afterwards the operator

does not

complete stoppage at the mo-

the general system which feeds the

effect

exciting circuits of the generators

ment that the cage arrives

and motors

fails.

(2)

When

the

automatic cut-out of the principal
circuit of the

motor opens

;

this cut-

purpose
with an auxiliary cut-out which
opens the exciting circuit of the
out

furnished

is

solenoid.

(3)

for

If

the

there

is

excess

speed of the cages in the pit. For
this purpose the registering apparatus is furnished with an auxiliary
contact which by means of a relay

breaks

the

solenoid

if

feeding circuit

of

the

the speed passes a certain

(3) When the cage passes
the landing points, cut-outs placed
value.

on the position indicator at the end
of the normal travel of the index
again open the solenoid circuit. The
fall

of the safety counterpoise has

proper
acts

stopping

The motor

placed on the shaft

is

fed

The compressed

air

necessary for

the operation of the brakes is furnished by a small electrically driven
compressor. Its three-phase motor

furnished with a coupling which
comes into operation by centrifugal
is

force

when running speed

is

reached.

With a pressure

variation below 5
kilograms a pneumatic relay closes

the switch of the motor circuit.

motor
ilar

is

The

cut out of circuit in a sim-

manner when the pressure ex-

ceeds 7 kilograms.

At

the driving position are

two

operating racks, one for the lever

single

a

piece

calculated to furnish, as the result of

a drop of speed from 485 to 410
revolutions, the supplement to the

energy which

it is

from the central

necessary to take

station during the

moment when

the power absorbed
by the winding engine exceeds the
mean power until the moment that it
returns

below the mean value.

to

Inversely, the flywheel absorbs dur-

ing the stopping times the energy
previously liberated and its speed

again to 485 revolutions. In
the power absorbed by the
asynchronous motor remains conrises

this

way

To obtain the variation of
speed allowing the energy of the
stant.

flywheel to be utilized, the resistance
of a regulating rheostat

drum bearings and an external bearing. The motor is fed at a pressure

automatically in the rotor circuit of

varying from
volts.

nothing

to

±

500

Its speed therefore varies be-

tween zero and 410 revolutions per
minute in either direction and the
power developed from nothing to
1,000 horsepower in accordance with
the diagram given above. It is furnished with auxiliary poles which
make the commutation perfect and
without sparking at all loads and
speeds.
The fields are fed by the
general 500-volt supply from the
constant during

the winding motor is not
while the brakes are closed.

index

the

of

of the bolster between one of the

central

way

its

the safety brake.

the excitation of the generator.
this

point,

at

on another pedal which operates

in addition the effect of cutting off

In

rising

of cast steel

is

weighing 15 metric tons;* its peripheral speed is 90 meters per
second, and it is capable of storing
energy to the extent of about 3,500,000 kilograms. This flywheel is

ning, but

when

all

serves for starting the motor gen-

erator

To

set.

far

minimum

reduce to a

the friction losses of

air,

which are

from being negligible with the

peripheral speeds employed, the fly-

wheel

is

completely enclosed in a

sheet-iron

case.

a hand

An

made an

pump

is used to force
under pressure into the bearings.
brake operated by a hand wheel
used to stop the set.

set,

is

of

In order to start the

circulation.

oil

The bearings

flywheel are cooled by water

this

the time of run-

stops are

means

This same rheostat

of a regulator.

A

excitation

inserted

the asynchronous motor by

is

The

station.

is

interesting feature of this in-

additional resistance placed on the

stallation consists in the possibility

operating gear is automatically introduced into the field circuit by
means of which the losses are reduced very considerably. The flywheel converter set contains a gen-

of directly feeding the winding

set or

should the three-phase current

erator, a motor,

and a flywheel. The
an asynchronous threephase kind fed by the 3,000-volt,

fail.

The

motor

engine can be continued provision-

50-period system.

It is capable of
giving in ordinary running a power
of 450 horsepower, its speed being
then 485 revolutions per minute.

central station contains

The

to

is

set is

driven

by

completed by a flywheel
the electric machines

through a semielastic coupling.

It

tor

mo-

from one of the continuous-cur-

rent generators at the central station
in case of accident to the converter

operation of the winding

ally in the following

manner.

two

The

electric

generating sets each consisting of a

compound steam engine running

at

110 revolutions per minute coupled
continuous-current

1.102X 15=

generators

16.53 tons.

{Continued on Page 511)
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Goo d Mine

of

Tracks

Method of Building and Caring for Tracks Underground.
Economy of Using Boiler Ashes for Ballasting Mine Roads
By

MINE

tracks

being necessary

for successful haulage, their

condition

is

of consequence,

and while considerable progress has
been made, during the last 15 years,
toward the betterment of mine
tracks in general, the subject
that

invites

more

serious

is

one

thought

and attention than has been given it
by mining men.
The bituminous coal mine tracks
of 15 or 20 years ago, consisted of
20-pound rail on slope tracks and
16-pound and 12-pound on the butt
headings. In most of our mines of
today, classified as "up to date,"
60-pound rail is used on the main
haulage, while 40-pound rail is used
on the butt headings, and instead of
the old wooden rail, that was used in
the rooms of years ago, the 16pound rail is now used. This increased size of rail seems to be the
progress

greatest

has

been
heavy rails are essential to
successful mine haulage, so are
proper gauge, alinement, grade,
ballast, and surfacing.
In the matter of these important factors material progress has not been made,
because mining men have been in-

made.

that

If

different regarding detail.
It is a
concrete fact that a mine track con-

C. Edwards*

J.

men and

drivers haul as much coal
over them as they do.
In constructing a track on the
surface, particular attention

to the

paid

is

gauge and the ahnement, and

grades are made favorable to the
motor. Most mine tracks are constructed indifferently.
is

half-inch

full,

If the

"Oh That

gauge

is

!

close

enough for practical purposes; better the gauge be a httle full than
If a tie is split in the spik-

tight."
ing,

"Let

notice

it,

rectly."

it

as

No

go.
it

will be

"Yes, that

one will ever
covered up

is

di-

good enough

for line," you will hear the trackman
say.

The mine foreman

inquires

whether the piece of track in question has been put in; he is told by
the trackman that it has, and so long
as the driver or
it, it is

is

all right.

motorman gets over
No more attention

given the matter, until a wreck

occurs at this psint,

covered that the

when

rails

it

is

dis-

have spread,

owing to one or more split ties.
The trackman is ordered to replace
these split ties; and so it goes from
day to day, and that is the general
caliber of mine tracks.
There is no good reason why these
conditions should exist. There is no
good reason why a mine track could

formed that they had wrecks once

A

or twice a month.
along, the

and

—

track

frightful.

Had

a

track work these wrecks would have
been avoided. The alinement should
have been good, as the center line of
the heading had been given

While serving as an engineer I
particular attention to mine
tracks, and to get alinement I inpaid

structed

the transitman

trackman,

ally the

looking over

in

where a curve is to be put
down, sizes up the approximate location of the frog, and it is so placed
that the usual result

is

and with
details

this fact established, these

should

be given more

at-

tention.
If some of the mine tracks were
reproduced on the surface, their
alinement would be a surprise, and
the wonder would be how the motor•Allii

Pa.

proper spacing of the spikes. I inquired of the mine foreman, if they
had wrecks on the road due to the
spreading of the

rails,

and was

in-

either a flat

To

curve or a sharp curve.

come

over-

had the radius
painted on the rib; the P. C. and
10-foot chord were plainly
first
marked on the roof. I furnished
both the fi.-e boss and trackman with
a

this difficulty I

small blueprint,

a

of

size

that

could readily be pasted on the inside

cover of a time book.

A

put in

the place

was for

few years ago I visited a certain
mine to examine a rope haul.
When traveling along the main motor haulage road, the mine foreman
called attention to the 60-pound rails
In
that were used in this track.
walking along, a number of split
ties were noticed, due to the im-

to

enough points for the trackman to
line up his track properly.
We
found the most difficult portion of
mine tracks to be the curves. Usu-

not be laid straight, true to gauge,

with non-combustible material.

by the

engineer.

and properly ballasted and surfaced

spaced and
spiked, with good alinement and
grades, and ballasted with ashes,
will not only materially affect the
haulage, but will also require less
attention and expense for repairs;

atten-

tion been given to a better class of

structed with the proper size rails

properly

more

little

with

ties

further

had an opportunity to observe
alinement which was

I

the

little

motor was approaching

foot radius curves

following

data

and contained the

for

the

;

different

on

Offsets, 'based

radii:

chords

This print
and 150-

50-, 60-, 75-, 100-,

length of curve

;

10-foot

offset for

decimal part of curve, necessary to
get heading on tangent; number of
frog; distance from P. C. to point
of frog.

In this way, the

fire

boss, after a

little

instruction as to the use of off-

sets,

was able

to produce the proper

curve, without the assistance of the
engineer.

The trackman was

able
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to ascertain the

well as

its

number

of frog, as

Previous

exact location.

when

shop frogs came

into general use, I

also furnished the

to the time

trackman with a print showing the
exact length of lead rails and switch
points, which enabled him to have
his switches all

ready, before being

sent into the mine, thus saving valuable time, in laying the switch. The
blacksmith was furnished with a

would add to the force

ditions,

particularly

of the explosion.

erating

firedamp.

Boiler ashes which are legitimate
waste at every coal mine using fuel

different

current, they

for steam purposes, have both the

required

roadbed.

for

specifications

However, up

good

a

to the pres-

time but few of the so-called
ifp-to-date plants are using this
ent

A

number
the

of years ago, shortly

sprinkling

came

system

print of the different sized frogs, so

after

the frogs were made uniimprovement that was
The
form.
track work was surthe
in
shown

was a discussion between a state mine inspector and a
mine superintendent relative to the
merits of sprinkHng working faces

that

all

prising after the

man

realized

fire

boss and track-

was

what

just

ex-

after placing the tracks

proper position, there

in their

previous

shooting,

to

also

is

the

ballast

should be non-combustible.

Of these specifications, the first is
necessary to keep the track in its
proper position, form a compact

is

it

can be made a valuable adjunct to

the mine operation.
boiler plant should have an

underground conduit
date a special

dump

accommoThe ashes

to

car.

should be loaded into the

dump

car,

from the ash pit by way of a chute,
operated by a lever device.
The

dump

car should be raised to the top

of the ash bin by an auxiliary hoist.
bin should be so placed that
access

haulage roads with coal, and this, too,
mine that was generating fire-

damp

The

subject

this

free

work

(2)

—

given thought, it will be seen, that
not only is an ash plant feasible, but

The

in a

track in position.

the

a

this class.

At the

important work of ballasting and
surfacing to do. If this part of the
is slighted, all that has been
done goes for naught. In choosing
material for this purpose two qualifications are to be considered:
(1)
Ballast material should have sufficient packing qualities to hold the

to

the

to

that

time of this discussion, the mine
superintendent was ballasting his

sprinkling of haulage roads.

pected of them.

However,

into use, there

visit

show

will

number are still in
Ash Plant. If

The

waste for mine track purposes.

mines

mines gen-

in

A

The firedamp

freely.

in this

mine was what, in mining parlance
was called wickedly vicious. An instance

came

to

my

attention, in this

which will illustrate.
A
on going into a certain butt
entry with his empty trip, had
neglected to shut the trap door on
the butt, and before he had time to
gather his loaded trip and return,

can be had from the

Most mines have a percentage of rock that is more economically handled on the surface. These
shaft head.

rock

should

cars

loaded

be

with

ashes and returned to the mine along
In mines
with the daily supplies.
where no rock is handled, enough

mine,

empty cars can be taken from the

driver,

cage

ash

for

daily

In

purposes.

most cases this operation will require no additional labor cost, as the
regular ash man, who would other-

the firedamp had increased to the

wise be wheeling ashes, can take
care of dump car and hoist, while

roadbed, and yield a minimum
amount of dust from traffic. The

extent that the "diggers" were leav-

the regular

ing their working places and coming

supplies can load the ashes in the

second

out on to the main entry.

I happened to be traveling along the main
haulage road at the time and inquired why they were leaving their
places.
A few minutes afterward I
found the door open and the driver
coming back empty. Note the inconsistency of a man, who would in

mine

a discussion bewail the practical im-

the

removing the excess
coal dust from the working faces,
caused by the coal cutting chain
machines, and advocate a sprinkling

scraping up loose coal and slate for

a factor of safety.
has been written, relative to
the merits of rock dust on a series of
is

Much

shelves, placed in the different butt

headings throughout the mine, to
lessen the chances

or to eradicate

the possibilities of a general explosion.
However, little has been said
or done toward using a non-combustible material for ballasting and
surfacing mine tracks.
It is self-

evident that

unless

are kept clean and
coal

that

haulage roads
free

from the

almost continually

falls

from mine cars, there will be an
abundance of material, ground and
pulverized by traffic to such an extent

that

particles

of

combustible

possibility of

tributed

on the

much

the

off shift,

same as

if

main haulage road, ballasted with
bottom coal, to be pulverized to
I

believe that

ters of this kind,

if

the mine

something would

be done immediately to change con-

Ashes

are easily shoveled from a mine car.

and

will be

it

found that there

is

additional cost in using ashes,

little

when compared
track

to the time spent

man and

helper

his

by
in

ballast.

headings

In

done,
for

where
the

necessitating

ballast,

The

grading

is

ripping of

should be used

and the track

at

this

extensive use of boiler ashes

tends toward
which means in-,
creased output, toward a reduction
in the number of wrecks, and will be
for

track

better

man-

supplies,

desired.

point surfaced with ashes.

ager's attention were called to mat-

occur in a portion of the mine where
these dust particles float in the air-

cars.

In the mine, the ashes can be dis-

auxiliary haulageways, as well as his

mine.

explosion

men handling

roof, this material

dangerous explosive dust.

initial

or

system, as a factor of safety, who
at the same time was having his

coal dust will float in the air. This
dust is a menace to the safety of the

Should an

man

mine

purposes,
tracks,

a valuable asset as a factor of general safety.

;
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Glen White, West Virginia

Work

Welfare

at Glen White
Comfortable Houses— Good Water—Schools, Both Common
and

Mining, and

Amusements Provided
By

FROM

the date of

organiza-

its

White Coal Co.
has been thoroughly in sympathy with every movement calcution the E. E.

George D.

Employes

Evan^

cellent supply of pure, fresh

water
enjoyed by the people of Glen
White.

as

for

is

Excellent school facilities are pro-

vided for both the white and colored
people; and the short, term preva-

While sinking the shafts an underground stream of water bearing
very little mineral impurities was

tors,

struck in each shaft at a depth of

aries

the

about 140

best instructors.

neat and substantial class of homes

crete ring

provided for the employes. Fig.
is a general view of Glen White.

1

water piped from the rings into a

houses are constructed with

the bottom between the
from which it is pumped by
a 12" X 6" X 12" Goyne duplex steam

advance the interest of its
employes. The first thing that attracts the eye of the visitor to one of
lated to

the plants of the

The

company

three, four, five, six, or eight

are well built with
tions,

weather

neatly

painted

stone

boarded,
in

is

rooms
founda-

at

shafts,

pump

into a pair

of 25,000-gallon

paid,

also

thus

added

to the sal-

commanding

Among

ing force are Pennsylvania

Normal

School graduates and those who
have taken advantage of training in
the state universities.

Pupils in the

Glen White and Stotesbury schools,
including children of foreign par-

many

yellow

from these through
the entire village by a 6-inch main
with 3-inch and 2-inch branches,
g'iving an ample supply at a good

far advanced as those of the

people in very few mining

villages are blessed with such an exPottsville. Pa.

It is distributed

pressure, not only for domestic use

and

fire

boilers.

protection, but also for the

the

the teach-

entage,

colonial

and Mining Engineer.

was constructed and the

who have

tanks on the hillside above the town.

family that cares for a garden.

•Civil

In each shaft a con-

West Virginia mountains

has been lengthened by the opera-

plastered,

and white, and are surrounded with
ample ground for the industrious

The

tank

feet.

lent in the

are in

age in towns or
It is

instances,

as

same

cities.

the object of the

company

to

mining organization
from its own ranks, and night
schools are maintained by the company and those employes desiring
build

its official

;
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instruction are invited to attend free
Fig. 4 shows the night
of cost.

school at Glen White in session.
Several of the company officials
are graduates of the Mining Course

being

are

results

satisfactory

at-

tained.

of mining journals is
the management and
by
encouraged
is expected to
official
mine
every

The reading

of the International Correspondence
Schools, of Scranton, Pa., and are

subscribe

well qualified to instruct their sub-

in this

for

The Colliery En-

gineer and other publications, and

way

everything

new

in the

and manner that they are
prosperous and contented.
Nor is recreation or amusement
neglected in these mining towns.
their dress

There are halls for pool and billiards, bowling alleys and, at some
towns, gymnasiums equal to those
in larger towns. For outdoor recreation in summer, there are tennis and
croquet courts, and every camp has
a first-class baseball team.
There

among

exists

great rivalry

;

the baseball teams a
and while the Sunday

mornings and evenings are given to
church services, the gatherings in
the ball fields on summer Sunday
afternoons are inspiring sights.

many

In

camps the Y. M. C. A.

of the

takes an active part in the athletic
as well as the religious life of the

community.
Every mining camp

in

the field

has a physician in attendance and

would be an error
these are

men

it

to suppose that

of ordinary ability,

for the best medical schools in the

country are represented.

At Glen

White and Stotesbury the
directly

are

offices

with

telephones

mines, and
Fig.

is

work

has

first-class

The

regular night-school

supplemented

been

moving

picture

by

reels

showing up-to-date mining methods
by home-made stereoptican views
calling attention to the correct and

the incorrect

way

of doing work;

by simple, practical addresses delivered by representatives of the Morgantown University and by weekly
talks by the company officials.
The company has just completed
at the Stotesbury mine a recreation
hall that will provide all necessary
facilities

for carrying this

work

to

shows a side
building. At Glen

a practical end.

Fig. 3

elevation of this

mining world

ture

of daily papers

lads

who must

enter the mines to

assist in the family support,

and very

encouraged, and

frequently the coal companies distribute hundreds, representing both
political parties for the

purpose of

of

The

of

accident

the

know

before

those

that there has been one.

chief surgeon of the

company

maintains an up-to-date hospital in
Beckley, to which

all

serious cases

At each
mine the doctor has a room in the
same building with the wash house
where he can take injured men for
immediate treatment and where he
are taken for treatment.

enlightening their employes.

has

Every mining town in the field
has two or more churches so that
the religious wants of both white
and colored people are met and the

cleansing and dressing of a

management

Stotesbury are models in every par-

always liberal in its
support of church and pastor. Ow-

held in a

terested in the development of the

is

mouth or top

shaft with full knowledge of the na-

nearer

The management

particularly in-

at-

This company is not alone in this
New River smokeless coal field in
the work of uplift and advancement.
It is being carried on by all the leading companies in the field. The sale

mon

is

brought to the

tention of those in charge.

White, plans are being made for a
is being designed to cover all the educational
wants of the company's employes.

$10,000 structure which

is

the

not unusual in case

rive at the drift

ordinates.

by

of

parts

of an accident to see the doctor ar-

Main Ceoss-Over, Glen White, Showing Thickness of Seau

2.

it

all

doctors'

connected

ing to the

is

many

creeds represented

and
no uncom-

nationalities
it

is

thing for several services to be

camp on Sunday morning

and again

in

the

evening.

those in the anthracite

field,

tendants at these services

Like
the at-

show by

all

the facilities for the proper

wound

sending the patient to his
or to the hospital in Beckley.

before

home
The

stores

at

Glen White and

In charge of each is a man
has made a study of the wants
of the people and sees that they are
ticular.

who

provided, and he

is assisted by a
and obliging force of clerks.
The stock of goods is equal to that
found anywhere and prices are

polite

reasonable.
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The first shipment of coal was
made by the E. E. White Coal Co.,
on July

1,

On

1909.

account of the

dull times, the mines

worked only

The
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skeleton serves to protect the

organs enwrapped therein
as a safeguard against all

various

and

things.

the breathing

is

restored,

greater part of 1914, but the ship-

apply

ments for the year amounted to over
600,000 net tons.

into permission that there is assist-

Fig.

respiration

artificial

hand

ants near at

take off the

to

Public Hall, Stotesbuky, W. Va.

3.

"Howlers" by Mining
For the information of American
we state that a "Howler" is
English slang for any remark or

The

laughter.

"Howlers" following are a

warm

4.

and wrap him

blankets to be rubbed

upwards by the

The person

readers,

reply that inspires

Fig.

patient wet clothing

well in

Students

taking

helpers.

suffering

from sun-

stroke as several ailments attached
to

him

The

collection

after he

heart

cause

smitten down.

is

is fitted

up with valves

work properly and

of answers to examination questions

to

made by mining

stop the blood from running back

students in Great

Britain and sent us by a British
mining engineer.
The answers given in many in-

show that the students evidently had practical knowledge of
stances

which they were
questioned, but through lack of
knowledge of proper words, and
subject

the

construction

on

of

sentences,

made

laughable answers.
FIRST AID TO

THE INJURED

strong coffee.
course, the rules that

after having been discharged.

For a burn, cover the place with
on a piece of limb.
Then allow the body to back with

flour or treacle

a jerk to

patient gasp.

comminuted fracture may be
caused by a steam roller passing
over a person or any other heavy

come un-

a bone

is

dislocated,

it

does

not signify that it is broke.
Prior to the researches of Pasteur, the morality after hip

was 80 per

moved

covering

stretcher.

The human
for

amputa-

intestines

which

are often delicate and cannot stand

black eye caused.

beat of the heart.

being knocked about.
The blood sprouts out at every

The

limb should be straightened

forward from the heart, and
heart is like a pump and it goes in
and out of a healthy man about 72

out and well bandaged before being

times a minute.

or anything else

the

removed on a

The

stretcher.

skeleton of an
is

human being

a framework on

human

a

skeleton

shows plainly the bones

is it

Night Mining School, Glen White

Lay the patient with his or her
nose facing against the wind which
should be wiped and the mouth also.

On

no occasion treat the patient on

the spot

freezing.

if it is

The boarders of the wound are
irregular. Wounds may become infected

from

bits of animals.

Also treat a wound by applying
linseed oil and limestone.

Make
pressure

downward

a steady, firm,

on

the

back

(i.

e.,

the

lions).

To prevent germs from entering
wounds, the treatment is to curl the
up so has to close the wound
by raising the head and shoulders
and bending the kne^s. Apply a
patient

clean soft dressing to shut out the

and germs and transport the pa-

tient

home with

all

speed.

If this is not a success, try artificial

respiration until a doctor pro-

nounces

The

skeleton serves as a
the

built

by which a man that has studied it
can render some aid in case of accident in some cases probably save
life before medical aid arrived.

cent.

Contused wounds are generally
caused by some blunt instrument
such as a blow with a fist and a

The blood works backward and

The purpose

air

When

tion

on a

the

A

der the head of treatment of fractures would be carried out and reto a safe place

make

Repeat these movements until the
patient is roused or dead.

weight.

Surround the patient with a current of fresh warm air, and a cup of

Of

to

it

and nerves are

flesh

upon.
serves

When

about 4 days a week during the

which the

life to

heart

be a failure.
a hollow muscular

is

organ of economical shape.
They must not leave the patient's
tongue in his mouth if he is on his
bade.

The veins convey the impure
blood laden with carbolic acid back
to the heart.

A

person who has taken a narcotic
poison should be treated with strong
coffee and mustard or grease served
in

warm

water.
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The

Symptoms

of fracture:
(1) a
limb or part injured, (2) a

loss of a

joint is

found where there ought not

to be one, (3) pain

and smelling

warm
of

a woman's skirt catches fire,
she should be wrapped in a rug and

liver,

person the
the
it

joint, bones,

body when

and inges

in

dead, but whilst alive

more

serves to protect the

vital

organs.

Should there be no dry boards,
bricks, hay, or straw near at hand
a person should stand on his own
clothing or at least part of

ing

it is

it

provid-

of

the

vital processes

When

wound with

of the body.

a bandage he

A triangular

bandage

making an extempore

symptom
know that he

first

a

must be

is

useful for

a burn is only reddened it may
be covered with flour and then sent
If

to the doctor.

quite legible.

The
tract

in-

muscle is an external organ.
His head and shoulders must be
covered with a succession of jugs of
cold water.
possible

obtain
If

the

this does

not stop the bleeding, apply a tourniquet.

the patient

is

suffering from

shock, the clothing must be removed

from above the waist and then laid
on their back with the head slightly
raised.

Give two or three slaps on the
chest with the open hand.
If the

attention

It is illegal to

by

whistling

and

cross a

passageway

back or switchboards except
below the floor or at a height or not
less than 7 feet above the floor.
All breeches must be reported to
the Manager before such breeches

No

carried

is

we take the nitrogen out of the
we will just have air and

air,

oxygen.

A sample bottle consists of two
openings one at the top and the
other close to the bottom.

Sulphuretted hydrogen has a dis-

accompanied by

is

a donation.

Carbon monoxide has a

special

gravity of .599.

Carboniferous

fossils

(plants)

these are land animals that lived in

woods and swamps of the time
such as spiders, insects, land snail,
and fresh water mussel, etc. These
come under the fresh water molluscs.
the

persons other than those re-

These fences must be as a danger
mark, so as to prevent any person
from going inside, and they must be
constructed in such a nature that

it

would be impossible for any person
to enter it without knowing it was
there.

The

inspector should be notified

immediately

such

accident

occurs,

such accident to be in writing.

Horses must not be under 4 years
of age and all must be examined by
a
veterinary
surgeon
properly
stabled when not working.
Nothing must be placed across
the entrance and if necessary whitewashed.
A shot firer must not unlock a
lamp to do nothing with whatever.
When horses are mentioned in the
Coal Mines Act it means donkeys
and mules.

MISCELLANEOUS

When

patient does not survive, use Scha-

method.

insulated receptacle

The explosion

driver of the engine shall at-

der.

ternal organ, whereas the voluntary

as

An

The value of a safety lamp depends upon the safety of the lamp.

allowed to go down a shaft without
it is in a cage.

services of a doctor.

not

All shafts sunk before 1887 although nearer than 15 yards are

injured until he

an

is

respectful smell.

is

is

as there

out his statutory duties.

pairing or taking animals shall be

in stripes.

fer's

not be of such a size as

would prevent him from carrying

the person does

Voluntary or striped muscles are
those which are attached to the body

If

fireman in any mine in his dis-

is

The involuntary muscle

life

on the person's stomach, the capacity of which is little more than a
If

surgeon.
trict shall

to

enough oxygen to supply the lungs
and render death by sufl^ocation.

gallon.

horse must be used until it has
been examined by a veneration

A

prove fatal

result in serious consequences.

tourniquet.

notices a flow of blood.

As soon

number of small intestines.
THE COAL MINES ACT

No

In the case of a contused wound,
not

—the

at the

dressing

is

sure.it is quite dissolved.

the

composed

digestion

the spleen, the kidneys, and

also a

and internal

vessels

person

a

of

should be kept in good working or-

dry.

Involuntary muscles occur in the
walls

chiefly

is

organs

the

possible and

they become veins.
The human skeleton shows to any

in

blankets.

The abdomen

the seat of injury.

soaked beforehand if
rolled on the floor.
The blood keeps on flowing until

wet clothes should

removed and then wrapped

be

at

If

patient's

April, 1915

is

18 per cent, carbon dioxide

mixed or added

in the air, it will

A.

An

Rapid Growth

instance of the difference be-

efficient centralized management and that which is distributed
and necessarily less efficient is com-

tween

ing to light in the case of the Sacan-

daga Coal Co.
This company
bought its first piece of property in
March, 1913. It now has 600 acres
of coal land and 2 miles of narrow-gauge railway connecting the
properties in Mayfield and Carbon-

The annual output of the
when acquired was a
scant 30,000 tons. The work of the
company is still in the development
dale, Pa.

properties

stage,

but

it

Sacandaga No.
No.

3,

has
1,

two breakers,
and Sacandaga

with a capacity of 250,000

tons a year.

The output

this

year

is

expected to be 150,000 tons and by
the end of 1916 the breakers are e.xpected to be running at capacity.
This instance tends to prove that
the efficient administration of coal

lands has as

much

to

cess as advantageous

easy mining.

do with suclocation and

1

:

:

April. 1915

:
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C entral

Mining Loads f or

Stations

Methods of Improving the Power Factor of a System by
Careful Arrangement of the Work and Use of Suitable Motors
Bu Wilfnd Sjikt' anJ Graham

THE

most desirable load for a
station is one which
has both a high load factor and
high power factor. Load factor is,
central

generally, defined as the ratio of the

When

capacity.

peak load

this

the determining factor,
to

Bright*

it is

and

would be im-

proved,

time peak, that represents the power

tor

which the central station must provide, and hold in readiness, for use.
The load of a mine operation, taking power from a central station,

scheme is particularly applicable
where old generators are driven by
steam engines and it is desirable to
change to motor drive. In many

consists, in general, of the

cases, these old generators will stand

follow-

Haulage, hoisting, ventilation,
coal cutting, pumping, tipple or
breaker power, machine shop and
blacksmith shop, lights.
Haulage. The load due to a haulage system, is, as a rule, very ragged.
The variation, depending upon the
number of locomotives operating
and the grade conditions, has varied
from 50 to 700 amperes in 5 minutes
but unless the power system
has a rather small capacity, this

—

;

variable load will not seriously affect the regulation for

although

it

may

power

loads,

give unsatisfactory

regulation for lighting.

In

practically

cases

all

this

in

country, the power used for mine

haulage

is

250
purchased

direct current, either

500 volts.
With
power, the current is obtained either
from synchronous converters or
or

motor-generator
generator sets
tion

sets.

may

The motor-

be either induc-

or synchronous.

When

there

are few locomotives in use the direct-current generator
to stand

heavy overloads, for short

periods, so that
is

must be able

its

actual capacity

often determined by

its ability

to

carry heavy momentary overloads,
rather than by continuous heating
Abstract from paper read at the Pittsburg meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineer?
35-9

—

loads.

supply a driving motor smaller

than the generator, provided the motor has ample pull-out torque. The

average load of a machine, or system, to the rated capacity. Capacity
should be based on some integrated

ing:

leading

is

possible

efficiency

first

cost

when using such a motor,
factor, if the mo-

and also the power

of the induction type.

is

little

overload, due to poor

This

commu-

tation,

and seldom receive overloads,

owing

to the inability of the engines

more than
becoming stalled.
to stand

when a
motor was ample
occurred

kilowatt generator.

load without

full

have
200-horsepower
Instances

to

it

m.

rather

than

average
kilowatts, for both motor and generator, since the heating for such a
variable load will be greater than
that due to the average load.
r.

s.

generator.

brought to the surface.
The effect of the haulage load on
the power factor of the system depends Upon whether synchronous
converters, induction motor-generator sets, or synchronous motorgenerator sets are used.

With

when

tor set the

on the

power factor will depend
and will not average

load,

mine

the voltage

is

service, especially
is

250.

The high

power factor of the converter or
synchronous motor-generator set
will tend to compensate for the lower
power factor of the fan, hoist, and
tipple motors.

From

a standpoint of cost, the de-

sirability of the various types of ap-

paratus for converting alternatingcurrent power to direct power

is

in

the following order
1.

Synchronous converter.

2.

Induction motor-generator

3.

Synchronous motor-generator

set.

set.

From

a standpoint of best operat-

ing conditions, the desirability

is

as

follows
1.

Induction motor-generator

2.

Synchronous motor-generator

set.

set.

Synchronous converter.
a standpoint of power

3.

From

fac-

tor correction, the desirability will

be as follows

Synchronous motor-generator

1.

set.
2.

Synchronous converter.

3.

Induction niotor-generator

Hoisting.

ing

the induction motor-genera-

Heavy compounding

desirable for

the

The load factor of the haulage
system can be improved in some
cases by a careful study of the
schedules on which the trips are

lighter

motor-

is better adapted for
mine service, due to the superior
compounding characteristics of the

pacity isnot determined
load,

at

converter, and

the ca-

by the peak
should be determined by the

factor

generator set has somewhat better
characteristics than the synchronous

drive a 200-

Where

power

The synchronous

is

— In

set.

mines where hoist-

necessary, the load factor de-

pends upon the nature of the hoist.
Where the shaft is vertical, and high
speed and frequent hoisting

is

re-

wide

very high, due to the fact that the
average mine load is low.
The
synchronous converter will have 100

quired, the load curve covers a

per cent, power factor at

while any integrated time peak of

full load,

and can be made to give a slightly

range in a few seconds of time. The
momentary peaks are very high,

i

minute, or more, will be fairlv low.

^e ^ftieryEngineer
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This kind of load will often cause
poor regulation on a power company's system, and is not, as a rule,

However,

a desirable load.
is

if

there

considerable haulage, fan, pump,

and cutting load

at the

same

time,

supply double pulleys and so change
Since the motor

the speed by belts.

to be operated at a reduced ca-

is

a

pacity

percentage

large

smoothed

trates

out.

are excessive,

and cause bad regulation, some
method of equalizing the load is

The

used.

best

known

the

it

ciency at light load.

the peaks

of

would be desirable to have
a high power factor and high effitime,

the high peaks will be somewhat

Where

April, 1915

Fig.

illus-

1

what can be accomplished by
supplying a special winding to a
standard motor, to improve the
power factor

The

loads.

light

at

voltage regulation can be ob-

ter

run for the cutting machines.

The

load factor of a single cutting

ma-

chine

is

rather low, as

utes, so that the effect
is

the Ilgner, which employs a

is

separately excited hoist motor, receiving power from a separately excited generator driven

By means

by an induc-

will be fairly high.

which seems to be
to do most of the

practice

This greatly improves the low load factor at night,

^90

EFFIC

and slip regulator, the load on the
power system will be practically

o

<

The

selection of the hoist-

ENC

__- z^

'"

of a flywheel,

constant.

is

cutting at night.
2

a

tion motor.

on regulation

chines in operation, the load factor

gaining favor

a.

operates

not bad, and with several ma-

lOU

tems

it

but 10 to 15 per cent, of the time.
Each operation lasts several min-

A

of these sys-

where separate feeders are

tained

^

<iJi'-

»o!

^
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and

in

many

erators,

cases relieves the gen-

which are overloaded dur-

ing the day.

When

compressors must be

air

used, they can, of course, be driven

The

induction motor

ing equipment will depend upon the

by motors.

and central station
rate for power.
For long slope
hoists the variation in power is not
so great as for vertical hoists, and
the alternating-current wound-rotor
motor has desirable characteristics.
The power factor and efficiency are
both low for the average hoisting
conditions where alternating-current
hoist motors are used, and the synchronous apparatus must be depended upon to improve the power

as a rule, used for operating com-

depth,

output,

factor.
Ventilation.

lation are in

—Fans

for mine ventimost cases of too low

the fan operates at the

same

24 hours per day, and is
changed only at intervals of a few
months, to take care of the mine despeed

velopment, a simple arrangement is
to belt a constant-speed motor to the

and change pulleys when a
change in speed is desired. The
fan,

simplest type that can be used for
this application is the alternating-

current polyphase squirrel-cage

mo-

tor.
When this motor is to run at
low load for long periods the power
factor can be improved by a special

winding.

In some cases

it is

desired

to operate a fan at a certain speed

most of the time, and, occasionally,
a somewhat higher speed for
emergency conditions.
A simple
method of accomplishing this is to
at

100

15

per cent load

Perfokmance Curves of Squirrel-Caoe

1.

Motor
Full line curves are for standard windings.
Dotted line curves are for special windings
designed for high power factor at light loads.

efficiency
this

may

makes

suffer at full load,

difference,

little

but

as the

proportion of time that the motor
operates at full load

is

The

small.

can be accomplished by
supplying reduced voltage taps so
that the motor can be run at a lower

same

effect

when

voltage

speed for direct connection to the
motor.

When

"i lO
Fig.

When

two

lightly loaded.
definite speeds are re-

quired, these can be best obtained

by the two-speed squirrel-cage motor, if alternating-current power is
available.
If direct-current power
is to be adopted the commutating
pole direct-current motor can be
used to give high economy at a large
range in speed, by field control.

Where

variable speed

is

required for

an alternating-current motor, this is
generally accomplished by using a
wound rotor and putting resistance

The economy

in the rotor circuit.
is

of course low

The

speed.

at

any but

full

fan load, being very

improve the load
and regulation. The power

steady, will greatly

factor

factor will not be high, since a fan

motor
Coal

seldom run

is

Cutting.

—:The

for coal cutting
current, and

from the

is

at full load.

is

power

used

generally direct

often taken directly

trolley system.

Much

bet-

pressors, with a

is,

power factor rang-

ing from 75 to 90 per cent.

Synchronous motors are becoming popular for this service, but must be
started with the load relieved by
unloading valves, or by-passes.
Pumping. When the pumps are

—

some distance

inside the mines, di-

rect-current motors, direct-connected
to centrifugal, or geared to triplex

pumps, take power from the haulage, or coal cutting lines. For large
pumps, alternating-current induction
motors are used to advantage in
most cases.
The load factor due to pumping
be very high, as a pump is
run on constant load for
hours at a time. In some mines the

will

usually

24-hour load factor is very materially increased by using small pumps
during the day to pump to a common reservoir or sump, and then
using a large pump to raise the water out of the mine during the night.

For these small pumps the selfstarting, direct-current, commutating pole motor cuts down the pump
attendance to a minimum.
Any scheme by which a day load
can be shifted to the night turn will
not only improve the load factor,
but will cut down the capacity of
the generating apparatus.
Tipple or Breaker. Motors used
on the tipple, or breaker, are gen-

—

—

^€ QffieryEngineer
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from the haulage

erally of the induction type, squirrel-

generally, taken

cage or wound rotor. Direct-current
motors are frequently used where
the operation has an isolated power

system, to save wiring.

The

plant.

load

factor

will not

average high, due to the fact that
many of the machines are working
underloaded at times. The load factor can only be improved by regularity of output, while the power
factor can be best improved by a
close study of the power requirements, to see that each motor is of
the proper capacity for the work.
In some cases, by the addition of a

lighting.

for

such

a

load

a

as

or

tipple,

breaker, that power factor correction

is

by the use of syn-

desired,

chronous apparatus.
Machine and Blacksmith Shop.
The machine shop and blacksmith
shop load is, generally, too small to
have much influence on either load
or

factor

power

or

current

—The

lighting

is

Table

1.

Haulage

of

signal

(which

indicators

be improved.

and principle of action of a consid-

investigated

fully

number of these

erable

and, so far as he
all

The

Rosehall Signal
Indicator

about to describe)

common

with almost every other mining operation, has not escaped the vigi-

General Regulation 95, Mine Act of Great Britain,
states that, "In connection with
every winding engine there shall be
provided an appliance which shall
lance of legislators.

automatically indicate in a visible

manner

to

of the accumulative type (with

sum

dicate the
in

the winding engineman

indicators,

aware, they are

is

the exception of the one

By Jama Black*

Signaling in shafts,

construction

the

—that

which he

of the signals given

during any one operation.

is

a

cent, of the col-

Great Britain, the shaft
signals are transmitted by the ordilieries

is.

in

•Transactions Mining Institute of Scotland.

Method

Factor
Per Cent.

changing of decks,
confusion, and it

this

may

Proper

Method

Factor
Per Cent.

arrangement

of

schedule

of

Improvement

Use of synchronous motor-gener70 to 100
verters

lead to

doubtless

is

Home

reason that the

this

signal indicators

which are accumu-

lative in their action.

The Rosehall
essentially

signal indicator

different,

both

lieves

the

it

and

in

30

from any
come unnotice; and he be-

indicator

moment
complies

that

with the Home Office requirements.
The outstanding features of this indicator are as follows:

Any

number

of

levels

signal.
2.

3.
70 to 90

100

It indicates the

50

cutting at night to improve load factor of sys-

A

often as
4.

signal

proper signal,

70 to 100

Use synchronous motor-generator
sets or synchronous converters

tem

ordinary

may

employment does not
any alteration on the
wire-and-hammer signal-

ing arrangement
70 to 100

Tipple or breaker

20 to

60

Machine shop \
Blacksmith shop/

40 to

70

Lights

60 to 90

k

If possible

change part of

pumping to night turn

Keep output steady

Load too small to

70 to 100

50 to

affect

70

Use synchronous motor-generator
sets or sjrnchronous converters

Use motors of proper capacity
not too large

pacity

Load too small to

If

affect

load factor seriously

It

is

commonly

very

compact,

in use.

strong,

durable, and reliable.

The instrument

is

so designed as

to give visual indication to the wind-

Use of motors of proper ca-

load factor seriously

5.

signal.

be repeated as

desired.

is

Its

necessitate

Do
20 to

Use special winding to give high
power factor at light loads

or

hanging-on places may be worked
with only one instrument, as the
level from which a signal is given is
indicated simultaneously with the

60 to 90

Equalizing system

is

con-

action,

to be at the present

only

in

and shows the nature of the
10 to

for

Office

have refused to sanction the use of

1.

Power

of

Improvement

In the

raising or lowering of men, or in the

der the writer's

At about 85 per

is

they in-

is,

signal has been complied with."

load

differ

only in design) have been placed on
the market.
The writer has care-

1

Load Factors and Power Factors and Suggestions for Improvement

30

complying

of

induction

This lighting

15 to

object

struction

Load

Load

the

other indicator which has

confined to the tipple

and mine proper.

With

with Regulation 95, a large number

(in addition to the ordinary signal)

small percentage of the total, where
the lighting

be principally confined to

will

this system.

the nature of the signal until the

motors are used.
Lights.

marks

Direct-

factor.

squirrel-cage

nary wire-and-hammer arrangement,
and for this reason the writer's re-

shows a summary of the
various load factors and power
factors, and ways in which they can
Table

small flywheel the capacity of the

motor can be reduced, and the power
factor and efficiency increased. It is

With pur-

chased power, all outside lighting
should be alternating current, since
the regulation on the haulage system is not suitable for economical

fairly

is

power factor

high, but the

479

—not too large

alternating current, use transformers of proper capacity not
too large

—

ing engineman of the number and
Pronature of the signals given.
vision is also made for giving visual
indication

man

to

the

winding engine-

of the particular level or hang-

ing-on place from which the signal
given.

is

April, 1915
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The apparatus

illustrated

is

in

D, which come into contact
with the lateral edges of the levers B.
The tappets are disposed helically

and 3 and includes a number of slides A, Fig. 2, each of
which presents on its surface a num-

on the

ber denoting the order of the signal.

will

Figs.

The

1, 2,

mounted

slides are so

in rela-

tion to an apertured dial, that as the
selected slide is actuated the figure

m

1

\ttXSX
1

LOKR

tKN
ON

STOf

N«2

Botroii

T5;
i95

,f*

From

pets

cylindrical surface of a bar-

E, deriving step-by-step movement from a pawl and ratchet F. It
rel

be understood that the position

of the tappets will be determined by
the

number

of

signals

given,

and

that the figure on the slide will cor-

description

this

it

be

will

understood that the figures on the
indicator are not shown accumulatively
that is, for example, if 3

—

be signaled, and after a pause

1,

the

instrument would not indicate

4,

but

1,

as

automatically arranged to

it is

extinguish

The

chanical,

preceding

the

indicator,

which

is

signal.

entirely

and can be applied

me-

to ex-

%?

RAISE LOIER
STEADY JTEAOT

1

1

oo®oooo

Fig.

Front

1.

of-

Signal Indicator

FiG.

brought opposite the corresponding aperture. The slides are guided
is

to

move

and receive actusystem of levers B,

2.

Front With Apertured Dial Removed

respond to such number.
rel is

so loaded that

turn to

it

The

bar-

tends to re-

Fig. 3, each of these slides operating
with a pawl C, which serves to main-

position. In order
immediate return of the
barrel to its initial positioil, and
thus permit of the continuation of

tain the slide last to receive actua-

its

tion in indicating relationship with

several

vertically,

ation from

a

Each of these

the aperture.
is

in

slides

formed with a cam surface, which
contacting with the pawl C re-

leases the slide previously actuated,

so

that

the latter

gravity to

its

is

returned

normal position.

by

The

B

its initial

Fig.

isting

bell

trouble,

is

3.

End Elevation
Plate Removed

With End

arrangements without
thoroughly reliable in

every respect.

to prevent

step-by-step

movement

when

Coal
pulverized

Finely

coal

begins

given successively, the ratchet is arranged to
cooperate with a detent G, consti-

oxidation at a temperature between
120° and 130°, no tests exceeded

by a loaded bell-crank lever H,
one arm of which receives actuation
from a loaded cylinder. This cylin-

with the kind of coal and fineness
of division. Finely divided bitumin-

signals

are

tuted

der acts so as to retract the detent

G

150°.

temperature varies

Ignition

ous coals ignite
temperature not

in

far

oxygen
from

a
160°

at

are mounted to
and are moved
engagement with the

from engagement with the ratchet,
and thus permit the barrel to return
to its initial position, so that on re-

(buckwheat sizes ignite at about
and 130° no tests exceeded
coals ignite at about 200° and an-

slide to be actuated, such movement
being derived from a system of tap-

ceipt of a subsequent signal the indi-

thracite

actuating levers

move

collectively,

separately into

cation will

recommence from

zero.

120°

;

at

about 300°.

finely divided.

the

latter

^e Qffieryfngineer
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Preservati on o f
Benefits of Seasoning

A

study of the habits of these

sects

Many

underlying causes of decay

mine timber are well known
and need no explanation.
However, one great trouble to be
overcome is the attack of locust,
pine, hickory, ash, and oak insects.
in

in-

shows that they attack a living

tree rather than the finished product,

the

are to be gained

benefits

strength

considerably

is

The

in-

strength of timber has

when

been found to increase in direct pro-

Extensive tests were con-

portion to the reduction of the mois-

ducted by E. Henry in an abandoned mine near Nancy, France, and
by R. S. Pearson, in India, in which
particular attention was paid to inThese tests demonsect attack.
strated the value of heavy oily pre-

ture content so that a stick of per-

and are present
placed.

in the

timber

over the mineral salts.
In this respect it should always be
remembered that decay is due to

fectly dry

moist

wood and

which attack the

not to a spontaneous de-

ground.
Preservative method

particularly subject to

infection

if

used in the unseasoned state. It is
necessary to peel the bark in order
to season properly, particularly removing the tough inner skin which
clings so tenaciously to the
conifers.

This

is

wood

of

especially true for

checks appear.

An S

iron driven at

labor cost.
Actual experience has
demonstrated that two men can
cover 2,000 square feet of surface
per hour with a hand spraying machine.

For the requirement of mine timthe open-tank method of treatment is the most practical and
economical. Tanks suitable for orber's,

dinary timbers can be built for $5.
is given right on the job
as the material is needed.
distinct
advantage is being able to frame

Treatment

A

the timber before treatment.

The

economical

condition of wood, whether green or
seasoned, kind of wood and its in-

amount of timber

to

a

install

brush method

used.

is

tank,
It

the

consists

of painting the surface of the wood
with a suitable antiseptic oily preservative, applied at a temperature
of from 150° to 180° F. To those

who have

at heart the utmost re-

brush treatment, the

of the

sults

heating of the
sons

is,

tary

One

is

of paramount

be

100° F.

treatment,

possesses

many

spray method
advantages particu-

this true for

;

supplementary

fore

possible to put off the date

who

tions

it is

of replacement indefinitely.

season

The

oil

known commany dis-

as creosoting has

is

In the

first

place, the

a complicated affair

equipment, of course,

checking, where by frequent applica-

take care of

deeper

and

can only be given at a plant that costs
anywhere from $25,000 up. Such an

check from extending further.

to

consequent

pressure method

treatment

treatment,

is

heavier treatment can

with

advantages.

the

cost

penetration.

The

is

much

given

monly

fungi

labor

this

bath, a

of the main rea-

either initial or supplemen-

The low

use.

method a most economical treatment.
By the use of two
tanks, one for hot and one for cold

that the thermal death point

many
For

oil

tended

makes

the timber together and prevents the

Preserving Co.,
New York. Abstract of paper before Engineers
Society of Northeastern Pennsylvania.

the
into

the use of a larger quantity of the
preservative is offset by the reduced

larly

Wood

enables

It

preservative

checks, joints, and contact parts, and
while considered wasteful by some,

right angles to such a check, holds

•Of the CarboHncum

the

of

are immersed in the heated oil for a
length of time dependent upon the

of

where

forcing

to be

the

is

by the use of S irons during the
into the ends of the timbers

overhead timbers.

small or the timbers themselves are large and it would not be

Where
treated

importance.

seasoning period, driving the irons

is applied in a heated state with an
ordinary paint spray machine, provided with a long nozzle to reach

open-tank method of treatment is
the height of simplicity.
Timbers

in its natural shape used for
double timbering in the mine.
Season checking can be minimized

timber

applicable

It

Brush, spray, open tank,

treatment.

and pressure.

amount of moisture together with
sugar and albumen, which makes it

is

remains then to
find the most economical and best
treatment for specific requirements.
There are four distinct methods of
timber.

to all

Seasoning is one of the simplest
methods of combating the attack of

Sap wood contains a large

true whether

is

used above or below

is

composition.

fungi.

nearly twice as

is

in the freshly cut or

This

state.

the timber

servatives

outside agencies

timber

when

strong as

Applying

Apfid*

Jl.

from seasoning. Not only is the
weight of the wood reduced (often
as much as 40 per cent.), by the removal of the bark and the evaporation of moisture, and the shipping
weight consequently minimized, but
creased.

of

Painting, Spraying, and Dipping
By H.

THE
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is

out of the

question for any one mine; there-

means that the mine operator
his timber on his own
property at or near his mine has to
it

cuts

ship

April, 1915
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it

to a creosoting plant to be

treated, incurring freight both ways.

Or, if he purchases lumber in the
open market the same holds true,
and there are extra handling and
freight charges.

be

cannot

timber

means that the
framed before

It

treatment, and a cut surface

is

left

untreated and exposed at the very
point where a heavy treatment is

most

needed,

joints

decay

as

starts

at

Under

and contact points.

conditions of practice, framing before treatment at pressure plants

impossible.

treated

If

timber

1 week in order to
determine by difference the loss by

at intervals of

corrosion,

quire 748 years in order to corrode

As a matter

quire only 10 pounds per cubic foot
in 7"x9" ties, but 20 pounds per
cubic foot in 4" x 4" lumber.
In the case of 12" x 12" lumber,

were

coating

being

formed.

was produced which would indicate
that the corrosion would cease en-

A

with an absorption of 10 pounds per

about 40 days.

tirely in

serious objection to

now

the oil preservatives

many

of

in use is

particularly

can be made without additional ex-

tar creosote, such as is used in the

pense.

pressure

use,

common

most

the

are

in

zinc

chloride and bichloride of mercury.

Both are excellent antiseptics and

Under many conditions

fungicides.

which treated timber is exposed
they must be eliminated from consideration.
Timbers treated with
them are immune from fungus atto

tack so long as a sufficient amount
of the salt

present, but in contact

is

with water or

damp

earth the pre-

servative leaches out of the timber,

leaving

eventually unprotected.

it

Oily preservatives on the other

hand being insoluble in water remain in the timber without being
affected by contact with moisture,
and it is from this class of preservatives that

we

among

Prominent

materials

of

this class are various distillates of

coal tar and

wood

tar.

Here

extreme

again,

out adequate protection, but filling
the surrounding air with unpleasant

wood

particularly true of

action

consideration.

demands some

Mineral

salts

cor-

rode bolts, nails, and spikes driven
in

treated

woods;

tar-oil

preserva-

According
to tests made by immersing steel in
a tar oil and weighing the test piece
tives act as

lubricants.

it

tends

weaken the effect of the treatment
and a proportionally greater initial
charge must be given. In open-tank
treatment, a large per cent,
lost

by

is

also

volatilization in heating the

This is not true when using the
higher boiling oils which have the
more volatile constituents removed,
so that the evaporation from the
timber after treatment and loss by
evaporation from open tank is reduced to a minimum.
oil.

A

few concrete

examples

may

present method of specifying treat-

ment.

Suppose for instance that a

certain set of specifications require

of

10

pounds of pre-

servative per cubic foot in
ties.

6.1

or

7"x9"

For every cubic foot of timber

7"x9"
square

.61

tie

there

feet,

is

very nearly

disregarding ends,

square foot of surface per

pound of preservative used. Experience has shown that this should
give an average penetration of about

tar creosotes.

Corrosive

a

to

in a

the

treatment,

taken into consideration as

time evaporate from the
timbers, not only leaving them within a short

is

is

which when injected into timber is lost through
evaporation within the first few
months of exposure to atmospheric
conditions. This must of course be

absorption

This

of

process

This

ordinary coal

of

large percentage of

however, the subject of permanence
is
of importance, since many of
these products are quite volatile and

vapors.

volatility.

true

serve to illustrate the result of the

get the best results.

material must be consid-

By

the corrosion seems to fall off quite

their

now

4"x4"

erably less than in the 7

plotting the values obtained, a curve

of fact

purchased direct from the plant no

the salt solutions

in

is

rapidly as though a non-corrosive

steel.

inspection of the untreated timber

Among

pre-

absorbed per square foot
by 4 in. X 4 in. as is absorbed by
7 in. X 9 in., the depth of penetration
servative

in. x 9 in.
In other words, in order to get a
penetration of 1 inch, you will re-

inch of

1

is

is

was found that the
which would re-

it

piece lost at a rate

much

Since only one-half as

1

cubic foot, the preservative must be
distributed at the rate of 1 pound
for every 4 square feet.
It takes 128 shingles to make a
cubic foot and they have approxi-

mately

1

square

foot

of

surface

each, or 128 square feet per cubic

A

foot.
treatment of 10 pounds per
cubic foot of such material would

mean

that

square

1

feet,

pound must cover 12.8
and the penetration

based on the average for 7" x 9" ties
would be only .048 inch. As a mat-

more preservative than
can be applied by a simple brush

ter of fact
this

treatment.

The saturated zone or protecting
envelope therefore on the 4 in. x4in.
will only be one-half as thick as that
on the 7

X 9

in.

Is

in.

it

not reason-

able to assume then that this protection for the

adequate?

4 in. X 4 in. will prove
Conversely on 12"xl2"

lumber, it is demonstrated that 10
pounds of preservative per cubic
foot would mean 1 pound for .4
square foot of surface, and the protective zone would be practically
154 inches thick.
antiseptic

zone

If then a
is

1-inch

sufficient

for

7" x 9" timber, why should we add
an additional 50 per cent, to this
thickness when treating 12" x 12"
tipiber ?

In December, 1912, Mr. Albert E.

mechanical engineer of the
department of the D. & H.

Lister,

coal

R. R., stated that "in treating tim-

inch.

ber for breakers, 8-inch and 10-inch

Again, disregarding the ends, on
the surface over

about

4"x4" lumber

which the 10 pounds of preservative
must be distributed per cubic foot of
timber
feet

is

per

12 square feet or 1.2 square

pound

of

preservative.

and larger requires on an average
5 gallons per thousand board
feet, while the labor has amounted
to about $3 per thousand board feet,
a total of $7 per thousand board
feet.
This for two separate coats

;
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With a tank

timbers.

for

Co. treat white-oak ties at a cost of

heating and dipping, the cost of labor would be considerably below the

only 15 cents per

above amount, and the amount of
oil absorbed would increase.
The

Cleveland,

total

with dipping

therefore,

cost,

might be the same as given above
for brush treatment."

Rich Hill Coal Co. for treating
timbers in tipple gave cost as

lows

104,338

:

feet

M.

B.

fol-

cost

$236.30 labor to apply one brush
coat or $2,623 per 1,000 feet and

cover

it

takes

5J4

gallons

board

feet

of timber or $364 per

to

1,000

making the total cost
M. $5.90.
Susquehanna & New York R. R.

1,000 for

oil,

483

The

Peerless

tie.

Motor Car

Ohio,

treated

Co., of

150,000

feet of flooring, sills, and joists, in
an open tank measuring 20 ft. x 3 ft.
4 in. X 3 ft. at a labor cost of $2 per
thousand feet B. M.
Labor cost can be set very low.
Unskilled labor can be used to apply
wood preservatives with a brush,
nor does it take the brains of a
mechanical engineer to immerse a
piece of timber in a tank of hot oil
and keep it there for a specified

time.

The

per 1,000 feet B.

bers,

gangway

preservation of

collars,

props,

etc.,

tim-

has been

costs for treating timbers for a coal-

the subject of extended study by the

two coats,
one cold; 2"xlO" to 12"

United States Forest Service, and
literature has been published
by them, with which you are no
doubt familiar. It was my privilege
recently to inspect 30 timber collars
and legs in the Belleview mine.
These timbers were placed in the
mine in September, 1908, after having been given open-tank treatment
with tar oil preservatives. All but
two of these timbers were in firstclass condition, one collar showing
advanced stage of decay and one leg
showing decay at the bottom. The

ing station were as follows

one

hot,

:

xl4" timbers; $2.10 per 1,000 feet
B. M. labor cost; total cost $10.15
per 1,000 feet B. M.
In all three cases the labor cost is
about the same. The difference in
the cost of preservative treatment,
therefore,

is

due to the different sur-

face area of the treated timber per

thousand feet.
Mr. W. G. Morton, coal dealer,
Albany, N. Y., in treating his trestle
used the spray method. The trestle
is 216 feet long; the track is supported by six 8" x 16" stringers on
19 concrete piers.
railroad ties

and a

There are 171
2^-inch

floor of

planking, 15 feet wide, or a total of
16,449 square feet of surface area.
The cost was $.0069 per square foot

or $4,134 per thousand B. M.
did not include labor, as

This

work was

done by yardmen when not otherwise employed.
Electric
It cost the Allentown

much

most severe conditions existed where
these timbers were in place, the
bottom of a large percentage of
them being in water and they were
surrounded by untreated timbers
The
which were badly decayed.
untold
the
foreman
me
that
mine
replaced
timbers
had
been
treated
were put
treated

many

total of 8 cents treated.

oil,

&

Webster Engineering Corporation dip yellow pine ties, 6 in. x 8 in.
X 8 ft. two minutes at a cost of 20
cents per

tie,

including labor, while

on another job
Webster 31 cents
treatment to

Hutchinson

it

cost

Stone

&

to give open-tank

6"x8"x7'
Interurban

ties.

The

Railway

specimens

the mine,

and these

timbers

looked

good

for

years' additional service.

in

Co.

day for its employes
Huerfano and Las Animas coun-

will

ties

have a
in

field

August.

The

is

the

interest

and

object

community
camp rivalry.

creation of

There will
and
various
be
including
one in
contests,
athletic
and
Scout
a
Boy
shoveling,
coal
a friendly

a first-aid contest,

contest.

B.

WlUon*

way upwards

finds its

where

lodges,

it

When

at

into coal beds
interesting.

is

Elkhom, W.

Va., in 1893,

in the hope of finding water for
coke ovens, I had a well drilled 500

deep,

feet

continued

and, not finding water,

to 1,000 feet.
At a
depth of 800 feet a gas sand was cut,
but the gas was under no pressure
to mention, although 90 miles to the
west producing gas sands were

known

Up

it

to exist.

to that

time no gas had been

detected in any of the mines above

water

level,

although

it

was

certain

would be when the coal went
below water level, and this was
proved at Bottom Creek the following year. No bore holes had been
sunk in the strata on Elkhorn so
that the mines below water level
could not receive gas through them
and as the compact shales and sandstones were 1,000 feet deep at this
place it. is not probable that any gas
came from below into them; therefore, I do not think Mr. Haas'
theory will apply on Elkhorn Creek,
which is evidently outside the gas
belt.
The natural gas found in the
Elkhorn well had no odor.
In the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania the coal beds form canoethat

it

shaped troughs with outcrops in the
side hills. There is considerable gas
in the coal beds and in the strata
between coal beds and above the
topmost bed below water level.
This gas cannot be detected by any
odor. No wells driven below the coal

Mauch Chunk Red

Shale

have tapped gas,, although one has
gone to a depth of 1,500 feet looking

A

Field Day
The Colorado Fuel and Iron

a

The Stone

in

these

siAce

BuE.

Mr. Frank Haas' contention that
gas from the deep-seated gas sands

into the

Light and Power Co. to treat 10-foot
cross-arms by the open-tank method, 1 cent per cross-arm for labor

and 7 cents per cross-arm for

times

three

Discussion of Mr. Frank
Haas' Paper on Mine Gas

for oil in
It is

Conyngham

Valley.

remarked that neither natural

oil has been found east of
Mountains in the Blue
Allegheny
the
Ridge and probably never will be,

gas nor

owing

to

the geological conditions

that prevailed previously and subsequently to the upheaval of the Blue
•West Virginia Coal Mining Institute. Paper
published in February issue The Colliery En-

Ridge Mountains.

It is

unreasonable

to expect, therefore, that gas
find its

would

way from deep-seated gas

sands into anthracite mines. However, the gas is there in such quantities
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as to

these mines as a

make

gaseous in the
whole the
show. It is
records
as
world, so far
comes from
gas
the
that
also known
and is even
roof,
and
coal
the floor,

most

above coal beds on the
Susquehanna flats between Pittston
and Nanticoke.
in the soil

Wyoming Valley the lowworkable beds are the Red Ash
and in them little gas is found. In
the lower end of the valley, the Hillman bed about half way in the coal
measures, or 600 feet above the Red
Ash, is the one most heavily charged
with gas, while at the upper end of
In the

est

There

the

is

possibility

water

of

coming from below and
forcing natural gas upwards through
bedding planes and cracks. As an
illustration, the deep Belgium coal
mines and the lower coal beds of the
pressure

deep anthracite mines contain less
gas than the upper beds. But here
again a peculiar condition prevails,
the lower beds were formed first and
it is possible that the vegetation was

such shallow water that oxidation
but it has been noticed in
some pitching coal beds that gas

in

occurred

;

decreased

quantity

in

The general tendency
rise

and

if

connecting

with

depth.

of gas

is

the

deep-seated

gas

sands with the coal beds, gas would
naturally be found in coal beds, but

gas was

made from

coal vegetation

and that

the valley the Baltimore, or Pitts-

and

bed is the most gaseous, pockets
of gas being found which issue as

generally found below water level

ton,

blowers.

The Baltimore bed is 270 feet below the Hillman at the Woodward
colliery, Kingston, and the Red Ash
is about 212 feet below the Baltimore. At Pittston the Red Ash, or
Dunmore, beds are about 650 feet
below the surface. Near Nanticoke
they are 1,800 feet below the surface, while at Dorranceton half way
between the two they are at a depth
of 1,130

feet.

In view of the fact that no natural
gas has been detected below anthra-

and since there is no evidence that any ever did exist, Mr.
Haas' theory, so far as gas from

cite beds,

deep-seated strata

is

concerned, does

not appear tenable in the anthracite

in large quantities,

but

ous

and

the Subcarbonifer-

Devonian

formations.

foot of an-

1

and

terial to

make bituminous

feet of similar

5

coal

1

mafoot

According to the same au100 pounds of wood contains 49.66 pounds carbon and 6.21
100 pounds of
pounds hydrogen
antJiracite contains 95 pounds of
carbon and 2.5 pounds of hydrogen
and 100 pounds of bituminous coal
contains 81.2 pounds of carbon and
5.5 pounds of hydrogen.
In order to make 100 pounds of
anthracite, it required 397.28 pounds
of woody material which contained
49.68 pounds hydrogen, but there
is found in 100 pounds of anthracite
2.5 pounds hydrogen leaving 47.18
pounds hydrogen, which it is assumed goes into marsh gas. At normal temperature and pressure 1 cubic foot of
weighs .0053 pound,
hence there is an equivalent of 8,940
cubic feet of hydrogen gas, and this
converted to marsh gas would
thick.

thority,

;

H

is

above the Red Ash, or Dunmore,
beds.
It is possible to find gas by
digging shallow wells almost any
place on the Susquehanna flats, and
in two places bore holes were driven
to the rocks above the very gassy

at

least,

that

mines

gas
wholly

the
is

from vegetation.
It
known that marsh gas is forming
derived

formed.

A

similar

method

of

reasoning will show that bituminous
coal formed less

marsh

gas.

we

pipes are the original ones, the present

in anthracite

cubic feet marsh gas having been

in

has been burning from well casing

writer

ton

is

them of

In the vicinity of Ashley, gas

pipes for 30 years, but whether these

the

short

the possibility of 715,200

Mr. Haas has particular reasons
for questioning whether all the gas
found in the coal beds in the vicinity
of Fairmont is derived from the
original vegetation. At one mine in
his jurisdiction about 1,000,000 cubic feet of gas per day are liberated,
while an adjacent mine working in
the same seam has very little gas.
From a theoretical standpoint and
from some of the actual conditions
which prevail in the anthracite
fields, it is not improbable but that
the gas could have been derived
from the coal however, because of
the location of the mine in question

found

in

a thickness of

thracite

consequently in a

and cracks in sandstone have
been closed by sediment or cemented

by solutions

make

foot,

between

again,

pervious to water, and as a rule the
joints

J. D.
Dana's calculations, it required, at
least, 8 feet of vegetable matter to

there

Then,

company officials do not know.
This gas drainage has been going
on without much diminution all
these years, and yet there can be no
feeders from deep-seated strata. In
view of these facts it is evident, to

joints in sandstones, shales are im-

mud and

timore bed, which contains the most
gas in this vicinity, is about 212 feet

bed.

coal beds in order to drain

must be under sufficient pressure to
overcome the water pressure which
at 2,000 feet would be approximately
906 pounds per square inch. While
fissures
occur in limestone, and

in the

According to

using a bottle.

Pittston and Wilkes-Barre, the Bal-

with the large quantities in the Hill-

man

gas.

that case the gas

is

collected by run-

amount to 35,760 cubic feet that
might have been formed when 100
pounds of anthracite was made.
Anthracite, it is assumed for illustration, weighs 100 pounds per cubic

That natural gas may work upwards from deep-seated strata is
in

it is

due to a natural balance, the water
sealing it in and with the atmosphere holding it back.
That natural gas may work upwards from deep-seated strata in
certain bituminous coal fields is almost proven by the comparatively
small quantities of gas in the Red
Ash beds at Nanticoke compared

fields.

possible,

to

there had been fissures

swamps and can be
ning a stick down

;

are inclined to believe in his case

^e Qffiery Engineer
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Anwhich Mr. Haas'
paper has brought out, is that of
mine gas containing no ethane
that gas wells are the cause.

other

question

On

(CjHg).

was found that gas from

number

of

a

natural gas wells con-

tained no ethane, the maximum from

one well only being 16.75 per cent.
and very few were above 5 per cent.
In the same list there is a mine gas
from Dorranceton, near WilkesBarre, Pa., that contains .39 per cent,

gas

olifiant

C2//4

This

(ethene).

mine gas was made prior
to 1908, and as none has been found
since, on account of the difficulty of
detection even by modern methods
this. analysis might be rejected withVery little
out injury to mining.
analysis of

ethene (C^H^) accompanies natural
gas, and only in one case was over
per cent, discovered.*

1

The

subject presents so

many

dif-

ferent angles in the gas
cluding records where the gas has

in-

fields,

through
found its way
from
bore
drift
mines
strata into
with
state
unable
to
is
holes, one
any degree of satisfaction that gas
does not come from the deep-seated
strata into coal beds whether or not
bore holes have been drilled.
laterally

largest

States

for

market
the

also presents

the

in

of

sale

United
by-

the

products.

A

looking at the authori-

ties,* it

New York

seaboard.
the
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suitable coking coal can be se-

cured at the mines for $1.15 per ton.

The average
is

cost of the coal at

Based on

ton.

New York
making the total
New York $3 per

rail rate to

$1.85 per ton,

this price the follow-

made by

ing estimates

the consult-

ing staff of two large by-product
coke companies present a close estimate of the cost of coke on New
York harbor. These analyses were

made

for

two

different qualities of

coal:
Table

New

Cost of By-Product Coke in

1.

YosK

M

New

York

Total credits
$1.52
Total net cost 1,200 pounds of coke
1.87
Total net cost 2,000 pounds of coke
3.10
40
Interest and depreciation
3.50
Total cost of coke per ton
Total cost of coke per ton iron (1.10 tons
3.85
of coke used per ton of pig iron)

New

Cost of By-Product Coke in

In discussing the latter, the Assoadvocates by-product coke.

ciation

The fundamental

factors in the suc-

cess of by-product coke production

are the availability of an adequate
coal supply at a low cost and a large

market
products.

for

the

sale

New York

of
is

the

by-

the most

important coal depot on the Atlantic
•Vol. IX, University Geological
Kansas, by Haworth, page 271.

Survey

of

On

of

At this price the
Pittsburg producer would have an

ton of pig iron.

New

advantage of $1.91 over the

York producer.

To

offset this dis-

advantage the New York producer
secures a saving of $3.11 per ton of
pig

iron

in

transportation

costs

through the use of Adirondack ores,
$1.89 per ton of pig iron through
the use of Cuban ores, and $2.42
through the use of Newfoundland
ores.
Moreover, the transportation

New York

market

is

$2.45.

Permanently Hard Water
The phrase permanent hardness
applied to water containing sub-

stances that are not precipitated by

Among

boiling.

these are calcium,

and magnesium sulphates, calcium
chloride and magnesium bicarbon-

The

ate.

usual practice followed to

precipitate

debits
"
Coal
Conversion costs
Amortization
Interest on investment

$3.00
75
15
24

these

impurities

they enter boilers
of soda

before

to use carbonate

is

Na^COg which

unites with

the calcium sulphate and forms so-

CREDITS

M

5,500 feet of gas at 15c. per
22 pounds of ammonia sulphate at

$ .83

2^c

dium sulphate and calcium carbonate.

55
14

2J4c

of fuel supply.

basis

York

6 gallons of coal tar at

The Merchants' Association of
New York City present four essential factors that tend to show why
New York should be a greater steel
They are:
center than Pittsburg.
the iron
securing
of
(1) The cost
accessibility
of limeThe
ore.
(2)
cost of
The
stone deposits.
(3)
reaching the markets. (4) The cost

the cost

by-product
coke in Pittsburg would be $1.94 per

is

2.

producer

Pittsburg at a cost of $1.70.
this

the

Total debits
$3.39
Credits from the sale of the byproducts:
6,000 cubic feet of gas at 12c.
per
$ .72
25 pounds of ammonia sulphate at
62
25^c
18
9 gallons of coal tar at 2c

Table

Pittsburg

the

cost of placing Pittsburg pig iron in

2,000 pounds of coal at $3 per long
ton
$2.66
Total coking expense
73

$4.14

By-Product Coke in

Pittsburg,

would then have a more pronounced
advantage over New York. A suitable coking coal can be placed in

Total credits

Cost of coke per ton of coal carbonized...
(assuming a yield of coke from coal of
75 per cent.)
Net cost of coke per ton
Total cost of coke per ton of pig iron
(1.10 tons of coke used per ton of

$1.52
2.62

latter material is insoluble

concentrated,
3.49

Based on these estimates, a com-

and concentration

is

prevented by blowing out the boiler.
In

3.83

pig iron)

The

but the former is very soluble. It is
considered harmless u;iless highly

many

instances this treatment

is

not sufficient and in any case the

barium carbonate

is

better, as

two

parison with the cost of coke per

practically insoluble

ton of pig iron in other producing
districts is shown in the following

precipitated, thus:

table

By heating the water, precipitation
may be materially hastened and fil-

'.

Wheeling
Lake Erie

$3.77
4.51
2.97
3.85

Pittsburg

New York
(By-product
nellsville

coke in New York, Concoke in other districts.)

its

coke

supply.

Assuming

that a profitable

tration as

mar-

ket for the by-products from coke
production could be secured in

=

BaSO^ + CaCO^

practiced

Cochrane system
in

Pittsburg has, therefore, an ad-

vantage of $.88 in securing

BaCO^ + CaSO^

compounds are

in

the Sarge-

will still further aid

purifying the water quickly.

By

mixing it
with coal and then calcining, barium
carbonate, calcium sulphate, and

collecting the precipitate,

Some
calcium oxide are formed.
barium sulphate will remain unregenerated.

^€ (Qttierg Engineer
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United States Foreign Coal Trade
The Production, the Consumption, and Export
Facilities of the Different Countries of the World
Bu Eiimtd W.

AT THE

northern hemisphere has in reserve

about

about 213,000 short tons of coal per
square mile of land territory; the
southern hemisphere has less than
It needs no complex
21,000 tons.

Britain.

The

tons a year.

interruption to

mining and to trade generally by
the war in Europe may cause the
output for the current year to fall
somewhat below that figure, but as
in 1913 it amounted to approximately l,450,000p00 tons we can

assume that the world has an

safely

annual

of

capacity

productive

a

and a half tons. Of this
great tonnage more than 98 per cent.
is produced on the continents of
North America, Europe, and Asia,
and less than 2 per cent., or approximately 26,000,000 tons, is from
the countries of South America,
Africa, and Oceania, which lie south
billion

of the equator.

The reason

much more important

for the

standing of

the northern hemisphere as a coal

producer

when

2^

present time the world

producing coal at the rate
of about 1,500,000,000 short
is

'

Parker

may

be readily appreciated
one looks at the estimates of

the world's
sented

the

Congress

Geological

Canada,

supplies

coal

before
last

year.

as

pre-

International

Ottawa,
at
Nearly three-

fourths of the land area of the globe

north of the equator, but the
proportion of the coal reserves in

lies

from

rule of mathematics to deduce

much

times as

as Great

Considering the quantity of stock

on hand. Great Britain has been by
far the largest producer of coal, and
until it was exceeded by the United

was

these figures that the one-fourth of

States,

the land south of the equator must

leading country in the quantity of

draw upon the three-fourths

coal

north for a large part of

at the

its

fuel

in

1899,

mined and marketed.

Britain

is

the

actually

Great

the largest exporter

still

supply.

of mineral fuel, her total exports in

Before going further I should
probably state that practically all

tons (72,177,722 short tons).

of the coal south of the equator

many

is

South Africa and Oceania; that
South America, so far as we know,
is
almost destitute of high-grade
coal, the known reserves amounting
to only 2,300,000,000 short tons, and
in

the total probable reserves to only a
little

over 32,000,000,000 tons, and

that the two-third of Africa

which

north of the equator is also coalless.
Europe's share of the coal relies

serves

placed at 784,000,000,000

is

metric tons

(864,000,000,000

short

tons), something over 10 per cent,

of the world's supply,
1,290,000,000,000

and Asia's

tons

at

(1,411,000,-

1912 amounting to 64,444,395 long

Ger-

has not been, and probably

will not be,

an appreciable factor

in

the world's barter of coal, except as
to

own

her trade with her

depen-

and the supplying of her
own naval vessels and merchant
marine. Germany's total exports of
coal in 1913 were 34,573,514 metric
dencies

tons, or 38,110,384 short tons,

than

one-third

of

metric

152,000

which,

tons

or

more
12,-

(13,395,150

short tons), was sent to Austria, and
Holland took 7,217,606 metric tons
(7,955,967 short tons), the remainder being distributed among the

other

countries

Continental

of

000,000 short tons), or about 17.5
per cent, of the total.
North

Europe.

America

not unwise conservative policy of

is

credited with

more than

Germany has

rather pursued the

home and

that half of the world exceeds those

two-thirds of the total reserves, with

using her fuel at

of the southern hemisphere in al-

an aggregate supply of over

5,000,-

ing to other countries the manufac-

most the same degree as does the

export-

000,000,000 metric tons (5,500,000,-

tured products which bear the fa-

estimates presented

000,000 short tons), of which the

miliar legend,

Congress show that the total
coal reserves of the world amount to
about 7,400,000,000,000 metric tons

United States, including Alaska, has

Great Britain's profligacy with
her coal supply has had much to do
with making her the greatest mari-

production.

The

at the

(8,157,000,000,000

short

tons),

of

nearly

4,200,000,000,000

tons,

more than one-half of the

or
total

world's supply and nearly twice as

"Made

in

Germany."

time country of the world and the
ocean-borne
carrier
of

which about 7,140,000,000,000 tons

much

greatest

(7,870,000,000,000 short tons) or
nearly 97 per cent., are in North

Europe and Asia,
Of the European supply

of 864,000,000,000 short tons. Great

feel the

America, Europe, and Asia, and
about 260,000,000,000 metric tons

Britain has nearly 25 per cent., or

(290,000,000,000

short tons), or a
over 3 per cent., are in South
America, Africa, and Oceania. The

900,000,000

tion with her coal supplies, and it
would not be surprising if, when the
present war is over. Great Britain

little

many

as that of

combined.

189,500,000,000

metric

short

tons),

423.000,000,000

(466,000,000,000

tons

short

(208,-

and Ger-

metric
tons),

tons
or

freight, but she is

now beginning

to

pinch of poverty in connec-

should limit her export trade to the

needs

of

her

naval

vessels

and

@e QffieryEngineer
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To what

bunker trade.

other coun-

477,238 long tons

487

(7,254,507 short

try then than the United States are

tons)

those countries, in themselves partly

(53 short tons), and to Africa

or entirly barren of coal, to look for

825,654 tons (5,404,732 short tons).

It does not appear that the United States has any

;

to Central America, 47 tons

The exports

their fuel supplies?

4,-

of bituminous coal

reason to fear a shortage of fuel for

from the United States in the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1913, amounted

many

to 16,083,101 long tons, distributed

years to come, some centuries,

in fact

;

but there are some economic

Engbe considered.
land has an advantage for export in
coal from the proximity of her coal
questions

to

the mines into vessels.

All of the

coals in the United States which are

available for export are

and

inland,

some

rail

at the seaboard, are necessary.

somewhat counterbal-

is

anced by

This

the

that

fact

although

wages among the British miners are
lower than

in this

country the total

cost of mining in the United States
is

lower,

owing

to

more favorable

natural conditions and to the large
extent

which mining machines

to

have replaced the more expensive
hand labor. Probably our prices at
the seaboard for Clearfield, Cumberland, New River, Pocahontas, or
Alabama coals do not exceed those
of English coals of comparative

235,376
475,713
53,353

Europe
Oceania

It will

be noted that of the total

while

trade in bituminous

still

when com-

small

Long Tons
52,156,670
4,825,654
717,537
4,273
6,477,238
262,977
47

Europe
Africa

Asia
Oceania
South America
North America
Central America

.

How much
Britain's

own

of this

was

to Great.

coaling stations

it

is

not possible to say, but it is interesting to note that 80 per cent, of her

exports of coal went to Continental
Europe. Of this, France took 10,190,948 long tons (11,413,862 short
tons); Italy, 9,180,208 tons (10,-

281,833 short tons); Germany, 8,394,864 long tons (9,402,248 short
tons), and Russia, 4,046,644 tons
(4,532,241 short tons). The exports
of coal to South America were 6,-

to look to the United

some of

their fuel supply.

seems possible for the
United States to be able to place
somewhere between 15,000,000 and
it

Continental

from

5

withdrawn from the markets. South
America requires at the present time
about 6,500,000 tons, and there is no

Naturally during the continuance of the war there will be an

requirements, unless perchance there

than 10,000,000 long tons

less

in 1909, to nearly 18,000,000 tons in

1913, a gain of 86 per cent,

in

years.

increasing

demand

for

American

Europe.

in

This, of course, upon the

peradventure of British coal being

reason to expect a decrease in these

should be brought in some

oil fields

probably as much of a demand
as we can find vessels in which to
send it ; for at no time in our history

of coal, as has been done in

has the paucity of American vessels

and

been so forcibly thrust upon us as

What

coal,

at the present juncture.

recently

I

(72,177,722

tributed, by continents, as follows

may have

States for

30,000,000 tons

The others were
were Italian.
Danish
not an AmeriGreek and

short tons), were dis-

den,

pared with that of Great Britain,
has shown a decided growth in the
last few years, having increased

1912,

Great Britain's exports of coal in
which, as already stated,
amounted to 64,444,395 long tons

some markets. Norway, Sweand Denmark, which together
have been taking some 9,000,000
find

Altogether

Our export

Portugal,

Austria-Hungary,
Greece, Roumania, and Turkey aggregated 15,760,541 long tons. It is
doubtful if the United States would
export any coal to Germany, Russia,
Belgium, or France, though in the
southern part of France we might
Italy,

continents than North America.

observed a list of 24 vessels that had
cleared with coal from Baltimore
and Hampton Roads. Ten of them
were British, 4 were Norwegian, 5

quality.

Spain,

tons,

coal,

In 1913 the ex-

ports of British coal to

exports of 16,083,101 long tons, only
1,200,000 tons were sent to other

dis-

water

or

hauls, with transshipment to vessels

condition

Other countries in North America... 14,877,291
South America
441,368
Africa

seaboard, in some cases

fields to the

the coal being loaded directly from

tances

by continents as follows

Europe might come to

to southern

the United States.

—

can

looks somewhat strange, and is
of mortification, to note
source
a
that with all the coal and other comIt

modities the United States has for
export, nearly all of our shipments
to

foreign

lished

countries

statement

are

A

bottoms.

foreign

of

made

recent

the

in

pub-

merchant

marines of the different countries
shows the United States in third
place, with a total net tonnage of
steam

and

sailing

ply liquid fuel to the displacement

in

vessels

of

2,-

while Great Britain has
over 11,700,000 tons, and Germany

700,000,

over 3,200,000 tons.
If Great Britain should cease to
export coal it is probable that a
good portion of the trade that goes

own

our

Pacific

Mexico
States.

South America
principally in Colombia, Peru,
is
and Chile, the first possessing about
Small
85 per cent, of the total.
and
exist
in
Venezuela
also
areas
coal there

is

The

Argentina.

in

total

reserves

of

the continent are estimated at 32,-

and the annual
between 1,500,000 and

tons,

100,000,000

production

vessels in the lot!

which would sup-

in that continent

is

2,000,000 tons

(not as

much

as

is.

produced in Arkansas, which ranks
twenty-second among our coal proNearly three-fourths
ducing states)
of the total production of South
America is in Chile, on the west
.

coast.

The

pri,ncipal

exports

of

British coal are to Argentina, Brazil,

and Uruguay.
Africa

requires

something over.

4,800,000 tons, in addition to
is produced in that continent.

what

The

coal fields are chiefly in tlie J'rans-

vaal and Natal, and produce enough
only for their own requirements.

In discussing the possibilities of

developing these foreign markets
one important factor must be con-

488

and that

sidered,

is

that the high-

grade coals only will be available.
that will fire
It must not be coal
and it must be
spontaneously,
mined and shipped with care so as
proportion
to avoid an unduly large
the
of fines. Complaint is made of
large quantity of small coal contained in the American shipments.
If

ApRtt, 191S
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we want to get and to hold the
we must 'supply the quahty of

trade,

coal that the buyers want, not that
which we want to get rid of and we
;

to furnish it when
wanted, not make it the opportunity of simply unloading a surThat surplus represents, by
plus.

must be prepared
it is

Advantages of the Western

1909 the percentage from that
The perclass of mines was 42.5.
small
from
production
centage of
than
less
producing
mines— those
in

Kentucky
By

This

10,000 tons, decreased from 35.6 in
1909 to 29.9 in 1913. Even in the
already highly concentrated anthra-

operations

cite

percentage

the

ferent mines, but a

to 89.5.

If the

the way, what is a sort of
present evil, potential if not actual,

American coal want that foreign
trade, let them go to it, and if this

the bituminous coal mining industry. The productive capacity of
the bituminous coal mines of the

outlet shall help to take care of our
excessive capacity and result in some

in

United States

is

nearly 30 per cent,

in excess of the four and threequarter miUion tons produced -in

In

1913.

number

that

year

the

average

made

of working days

at

business

high-grade

ing year to satisfy the ambitious
mine worker, and the average pro-

present day.

per

man

would have amounted

to 618,000,000,

or about 140,000,000 tons
the

actually

quantity

more than

mined.

In

bad economic condition
mines are constantly being
opened, and as they can for a few
years produce coal at less cost than
the older mines with deeper workings and longer hauls, any decided
improvement in the near future is
not apparent. A movement toward

spite of this

new

correcting the evil

is

observable in

the tendency to operation in large

by which, as is well known,
mining costs are reduced. This tendency is exhibited in the United
States Geological Survey's report on
the production of coal in 1913, which
units

shows that
cent,

of

in

the

low,

that year

production

50.5

of

per
bitu-

minous coal was from mines producing 200,000 tons, or over, whereas

coals

of this

are

it

growing
is

is

evidenced by the different

systems in successful operation, viz.,
mules, electric motors, gasoline motors, rope haulage, and steam locomotives which are in general use

dependence upon

the world's

coal will be less than

This and numerous
other smaller features can be appreciated when contrasted with the con-

in

at the

the

field.

ditions existing in irregular or roll-

Institute

2,060,000 tons.

were maintained, the output

adapted to whatever
haulage system each mine demands.
That full advantage has been taken

level floor well

object.

will

Kentucky

Nature did her full share in forming the coal measures with a fairly
uniform dip, giving a practically

Doubtless by the time our supplies
of

If the mines had worked a full 300
days, and the average production

that

Western

great.

up, present a very attractive total.

are familiar with the coal min-

ing

dif-

of the

operators are fortunate in possessing advantages which, when summed

for the energy and capital they have
put into the business, few there are

the bituminous coal mines of the
United States was 232, an unusually
large average yet too short a work-

duction per day was

were

better returns to the coal operators

who

by

lems to meet and, no doubt, operators have felt at times that these

producers of

ever-

summary

advantages enjoyed in general by
the coal mines of western Kentucky.
The coal business has its full
share of disadvantages, each field
usually having its different prob-

of

altogether
I cannot say that I am
of sendidea
the
with
sympathy
in
ing our best coal to supply the needs
of foreign consumers, but my personal predilection has nothing to do

with the case.

F. V.

not an effort to go into the

detailed advantages enjoyed

production from the largest class of
mines increased in the same time

from 85.6

is

Field

Ruckman*

Meetings

The annual meeting
and Steel

Institute will

most
No.
11,
worked at present. No. 9 and
are fairly regular in height and uniform in quality throughout the entire field. The average thickness for

be held at

the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Great George Street, London, S. W.,
on Thursday and Friday, May 13
and 14, 1915. May 13 has been provisionally fixed for the annual din-

No. 9

and a further announcement
be made if it is found possible
for the dinner to take place.
The Rocky Mountain Coal Mining
Institute will hold its next meeting

ner,

June 8, 9, and 10.
The following committees have
charge of the meeting:
Program and Entertainment: W.
F. Murray, J. P. Thomas, M. O.
at Trinidad, Colo.,

Committees

Wyoming, Frank Manley and

P.

:

J.

Quealy; Utah, W. C. Ferguson and
A. C. Watts; New Mexico, G. A.
Kaseman and T. H. Obrien; Colorado, W. J. Murray and C. W.
Babcock.

is

5

feet,

coal beds

although

it

occa-

sionally thickens to 5 feet 6 inches
and seldom is thinner than 4 feet

will

Danford.
Transportation

The two

ing seams.

of the Iron

bed is slightly
more irregular than No. 9, but
where worked shows a thickness of
6 feet or over. The No. 12 bed is
being developed in Webster, HopMcLean, and Muhlenburg
kins,
This coal is of good
counties.
7

inches.

No.

11

bed being from 4 feet to
6 feet in thickness. There is also development work being done in the
quality, the

No. 5 and No. 6 beds. The existence of faults and pinches is very
rare and it is seldom that they are
encountered in even their mildest
form.

The

roof

is

strong and firm and

•Gen. Mgr. Highland Mining Co., Providence,,
Ky.

.

April, 1915
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withstands the great shocks where
shooting off the soHd is practiced.

When

given the watchfuhiess and
ordinary care in timbering that the
best of roofs deserve,
arises

No.

11

trouble

from this source.
In the
bed where thick slate is at

times encountered,

understood and
little

little

its
is

it

is

well

handled with

The

difificulty.

above the

section

limestone

almost a perfect

slate is

rooms from
20 feet to 25 feet wide and 300 feet
long that have been standing from
8 to 10 years without a prop, and
roof, in fact there are

the roof remains in perfect condi-

and

mine where all
the coal was shot from the solid.
Kentucky has one of the best
tion,

this is in a

number

records for the small

of fa-

489

met with in deep mining are unknown. Neither is it found necessary to leave large chain and
pillars

danger

and

with the resultant
expense in drawing

more rapidly each

the use of comparatively

sultant increase in

By

them.

conditions permit and without elab-

this

cent, of the coal

is

quantity

compares

the

results

best

per

of 644,312 tons over the production

about

87

favorably

with

fields.

The western Kentucky

coal field

good timber, farming, and
stock raising country, which furnishes a good supply of oak for ties
and rails and various other kinds of

wood

suitable for props.

that

operators

have

It is rarely

difficulty

in

The government

as a rule the winters are cold, there

number,

24 were due to falls of roof; 5 men
were suffocated in an abandoned
mine; 4 were killed by electricity,
and 15 happened from miscellaneous

The death

causes.

rate per thou-

1.8 and the quantity of
mined for the year to each
death being 408,679 tons. This was
commented on as being one of the

sand being
coal

finest records of the year.

Water, while always a problem,

is

a simple one in western Kentucky;
it

is

never

encountered

large

in

and owing to the regularity of the bottom rock there is
little
trouble with drainage, wet
rooms and entries being uncommon.
The water supply for power plants,
while not as abundant as could be
quantities,

wished,

tremely
stored in

is

sufficient

except in ex-

Rain

water

is

practi-

dry years.
ponds and lakes

cally pure for boiler purposes,

by the use of

this

water

many

and
seri-

Sprinkler Systems for

Wooden

in a

is

is

this

for 1912.

obtained in other

their share in keeping this record.

Of

The

is

climate of western Kentucky

seldom

storms,

some
coal

a

when

snow

by

blockades

common

fields

occurrence

the

in

demand

for

greatest.

is

that can be
turned on by hand from outside the
buildings are being installed in

fourteen of the wooden anthracite
breakers of the Lehigh Valley Coal

and installations

in two more
Four of the breakers
have already been equipped, and ten
are under way. At recent tests of
these new systems before a Commit-

Co.,

In coal preparation the

field

has

tee of the

wooden breakers

an enviable record for clean wellsized grades. The few impurities in
the coal are removed by careful
picking at the tipple without the use
of expensive machinery.
This field has steadily adhered to
a few sizes, adapted for general purposes and thus escaped the conditions existing in nearby fields where
all the different grades up to 8-inch

these

lump are being made to fill a demand created by the operators

equal intervals which dash the water

themselves.

This kind of refinein an enormous

ment has resulted

increase in screenings, too

which must be marketed
It is

understood that there

much

almost impossible to enter a

It is

breaker which has caught

fire.

The

quick and hot, fed
by the coal and the numerous drafts
throughout the immense open struc-

conflagration

is

The new

ture.

sprinkler

systems

consist of pipes 10 or ,15 feet apart

with

nozzles

against

causing

pointing

upward

at

concave circles of metal,
to spread out in umbrella

it

shape as

it

falls to

the floor.

The

of

nozzles are so placed that the falls

at a loss.

of water will overlap and cover the

is

now

a

entire breaker area.

foot in these fields for

This system will throw 800 to

a return to the use -of the 154-inch
bar screen as the standard for lump

3,000 gallons of water a minute, a

movement on

coal.

transportation

quantity equal to from one to four
fire-hose throwing 750 gallons a

this

minute.

The

small

minerals in solution very destructive

two great railway systems entering
supply modern, wellfield
maintained euqipment, which insures
a car supply and rapid movement of

gained

shipments.

ground.

b

for breakers

thus equipped.

In

low depths at which the coal is
mined the serious conditions to be

the

committee agreed to recommend a
substantial reduction in the high
rate of insurance now in force on

field

to the comparatively shal-

Underwriters' Association

of the State of Pennsylvania,

from most other sources contains

Owing

Breakers

systems

are planned.

favorable for mining, for though

are

Sprinkler

ous troubles are avoided, as water

to boilers.

feeling

recovered, which

preparations,

orate

for coal.

steadily

demand, for in 1913 the western
Kentucky field produced an increase

readily obtainable.

that year as 48.

demand

The operators are

procuring good mules, and feed

1913

year, with the re-

small pillars which are drawn as

in mining of any of the
and it is to be hoped that
mine owners will continue doing

for

far

barrier

talities

report

days for western

brightest

ahead, the great industrial development of the South is progressing

states,

gives the fatalities in Kentucky for

The

Kentucky coal operators are not

is

particularly

this

facilities

favored.

extinguish any
will
It
and prevent one that has
headway from spreading

fire

further.

Wooden

breakers are ex-

tremely inflammable and a number
of them have been burned to the

This involves not only a

.
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replacement cost of from $150,000
to $200,000, but loss from the fact

ceivable that the national congress

mined for many
shafts
that feed
from
the
months
means
of
preparthe
breaker,
as
the
have
market
been
for
coal
ing the
systems
supThese
new
destroyed.
replace
any
of
not
do
plement but

the

that no coal can be

the regular

fire

fighting apparatus

installed in every breaker,

hose,

standpipes,

pails,

water

and

barrels,

P.

grenades.

such as
sand

fire-pails,

hand

& B.

Government Ownership
and the Miner

As

is

it

the purpose of this paper

could, at no very distant period, take

to deal only with the case of labor,

identical action advocated by
Mr. Pinchot without encountering
any withering storm of protest or
even general disapproval from the
rank and file of the voters of the
United States.
Without inquiring into the justice

the legal and ethical arguments in

of the contentions of either capital

point in the concentration of pro-

or labor in the present disputes,

let

opposition to government ownership

There is,
an economic argument
against it which cannot well be overlooked.
Experts who have studied
the matter assure us that there is a
will not here be given.

however,

duction which limits the highest

effi-

us endeavor to examine impartially,

ciency and that beyond this point

and to analyze carefully, the reasons
which have been advanced in favor
of government ownership of coal
mines, and determine as far as possible how such ownership would
really affect the one who is chiefly
interested
the actual miner and his

efficiency

is lowered to a degree corresponding to the overproduction.
In every part of the world where

efficiency has
is

been made a study

it

universally recognized that com-

indi-

the most potent factor
promote it. Greater efficiency is stimulated among workmen by the awarding of prizes for
which they individually compete.
One firm must produce an article

natural resources

vidual competing capitalists, served

superior to that of the rival concern

trine in

article for less

These resources were at present controlled by monopolies, he said, and

by competitive wage labor, must be
superseded by national ownership
which will gauge production to market requirements, impartially appor-

are

this control resulted in the restric-

tion the required tonnage to the dif-

derived from

and unemployment."

ferent fields in proportion to quality

done only by a greater

of product and capacity of produc-

production.

By Ernal

"New York,

L. Ballet, E.

Jan. 30.

M.

—Amos

Pin-

witness today before the
commission on industrial relations, declared that government
ownership of mines and other
a

chot,

federal

was the only docwhich there is any hope for

the alleviation of

tion of labor

industrial

evils.

—News despatch.
The
in

conditions that

now

obtain

Colorado and Ohio, linked with

the recent bitterness in

West Vir-

ginia, are fast bringing the general

pubHc

to speculate

upon the

feasi-

bility of, if not actually to tolerate,

—

coworkers.

Those defending the proposition
tell

us that the present system of

mining, which

is

carried

and equitably distribute the
derived therefrom, above
interest on bonds, sinking funds,
supplies, and other necessary expenses, to the various workmen.
tion,

revenue

Coal mining, they allege,

the idea of government-owned coal

ried

mines.

sands of men, and

The

active advocates of the meas-

ure are as yet few in number, but
their unsurpassed facilities for at-

on by

on by the united

is

car-

petition

is

working

to

for the

expand

same money or the same

many

Now

let

money

business,

its

if it

hopes to

and unless there

natural advantages to be
its

location this can be
efficiency in

us consider the conditions

upon which the government could
over the mines.
First, the
present owners must be paid a fair
take

price

for

equipment,

their
etc.,

properties,

as decided

plants,

upon by

efforts of thou-

an unbiased board of appraisers;

no longer an
individual function but a social and

second, it is probable that 5 per cent,
sinking fund bonds would be floated
with which to make the purchase;

collective one.

is

They

assert that the

third,

tracting the public eye through the

great coal mining concerns are no
longer conducted by the owners, as

medium

these

must con-

properties

tinue to pay a certain revenue into

of the press, due to the sen-

such, but by a paid staff of officials

the state and county treasuries as

sational nature of their claims and

under a manager, which organiza-

would be flagrantly unfair

enabling them rapidly to

tion could, without shock, be trans-

taxpayers to be forced to meet the

policies, is

make

—the

inroads

into

public

supreme court of

opinion

all

legis-

deficit

state or nation.

the withdrawal of the taxes paid by
the coal mining concerns.

business with an initial handicap of

American

to treat with indifference

legislation

which does not

plete elimination of strikes, a uni-

It is characteristic

own

of the average
affect his

individual interests.

Again, the constant reiteration of
the desirability of a certain legislative measure has a marked psychological effect
litical

pulse.

upon the American poIt

is

therefore con-

which would be created by

ferred to the direct supervision of

And from such transfer they
could reasonably expect the following advantages to accrue The com-

lation.

it

to other

:

form wage

uniform tenement
conditions at new plants and existing plants made as nearly uniform
as practicable, and a uniform percentage of profit in the government
stores.

scale,

Thus we

see that the

would enter

into

government
mining

the coal

5 per cent, annually, plus a sinking

fund, on a correct present valuation
of its properties. It would be burdened with the same tax assessment
as the individual operator, and
would possess no advantage over

^e Q(GeryEngineer
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him except

the decidedly doubtful

one of complete monopoly.

When we

consider the painfully

which have been
earned during recent years by the
coal mining concerns of America, in
most cases on a capital stock of far
dividends

small

number of
and receiverships when

consider the

forced sales

we

worse than useless; for, while between operator and union the government listens to the arguments of
both sides and endeavors to mediate,
between government and union it
must necessarily uphold its own
contentions.

Another point

than their present real value;

less

when we

491

that

the

to be considered

activity

of

is

conservation

Turning Rooms at Angles
Other Than Right Angles
The
Fig.

accompanying

1,

diagram.

while primarily intended to

be used by the mining engineer in
points

setting

rooms

for

when

turned from an entry at any angle
other than a right angle, can also be

used

in

solving the sides of a

tri-

;

consider that the majority of the

present mine owners have

mining

their

life

fully

therefore,

most

efficient

sale;

when we

study

made

coal

and

are,

cognizant

the

of

and economical methods of extraction, preparation, and
consider that

if

coal

mining were a government industry
popularity-mad

that

politicians,

playing for the approbation of the
conservationist

element,

would

probably force more expensive mining methods in the mistaken interests of cleaner extraction;

when we

consider the natural mounting of the
cost figure due to the exhaustion of

the

more

accessible seams,

we

are

forced to the conclusion

resistibly

would be next to impossible
for the government long to mine
coal and place it on the market at
the present normal quotations and
maintain the same wage scale.
One of two things would be necessary, a reduction in wages or an inthat

it

crease in price.
It

that

has been previously remarked
it is

characteristic of the

Ameri-

can voter to treat with indifference
legislation which does not affect his
individual interests, but when it
does affect him, and does so adversely,

his

indifference

is

sef

as" ao'

ir-

simul-

transformed into active
and vigorous protest, and this alone
would render an increase in price
would be
It
clearly impossible.
taneously

Fig.

40'
60°
45'
so°
r(f
<ss°
ss"
Diagram for Turning Rooms at Angles Other Than Right Angles

^s°

1.

office

on the single issue of

quired tonnage with a corresponding

driven from an entry at any angle:

reduction

in

the

opportunity

for

What

price, therefore the inevitable alter-

native

is

to offend the numerically

inferior class

and order a reduction

in wages.

And with the United States Army
back of the order, a strike would be

angle

To

set

side

points

for

rooms

be

to

Given the distances between centers
Referring to Fig. 2,

at right angles.

labor.

the American miner reasonably ex-

let ab = 50 feet, the angle cdb = 30°
then pick out 50' on the vertical line

pect from government ownership?

to the left of

then, to recapitulate, could

on the part of employer as to price

diagram Fig. 1 and follow the horizontal line until it intersects the slant line 30°. Follow the
curved line from this point to the
top horizontal line and pick off the
distance; in this case it is 99 feet.

paid per unit of work, condition of
tenements, or prices charged in gov-

either the hypotenuse or base of

any

ernment

right triangle can be found.

The

A

uniform wage scale at a reduced
wage, a reduction in the amount of
available work to be done, absolute
loss of recourse in case of injustice

stores.

If

the

same

idea

is

followed,

hypotenuse is taken from the slant
and base from horizontal lines.

lines

S.

Graff Haverstick

Frostburg, Md.
tOE eOUIttT tDOMEir

Fig. 2

"cheaper coal" and no department

head would risk political oblivion by
ordering an increase in the selling

and one of the

acute angles are given.

quite possible for a politician to attain

when one

cranks would probably necessitate
the withdrawal of all export trade,
thus appreciably lowering the re-

In other words, the assumption of
control of the coal mines of America
at the instigation of America's mine
workers, would mark the final signing away of their liberties and the
beginning of a period of serfdom of

William Murdock lighted his
house with gas from coal in 1792, he
fitted up a gas making machine at
Soho in 1798, and illuminated Boul-

which Russia could boast no better

and Watts factory in 1802.
Mr. Winsor established the first public gas lamps in Pall Mall about the

example.

year 1805.

ton
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his

L

OBITUARY

honesty

intellect,

of

clean character and wealth.

buried

March

9,

April, 1915

purpose,

He was

Association through

WILLIAM ARNOTT WILSON

March

Pa.,

Hospital,

Plymouth, Pa.,

in 1867,

Major

born at

member

and was the

persons

of

great

descendant
prominence in Colonial and RevoluHe was educated
tionary history.
of

by private tutors at his home at
Mr. Wilson, in 1898,
Plymouth.
married Cecelia G. Donohoe, a
daughter of the late Thomas Dono-

No

hoe, of Greensburg, Pa.

chil-

dren resulted from this union, and

he

survived only by his widow

is

and

He

began his proand mining
engineer with the Lehigh Valley
Railroad. He went to Greensburg,
Pa., in 1891 as chief mining engineer
for the independent coal companies
which have since been merged into
the Keystone Coal and Coke Co.
Together with his father-in-law, in
1898, he organized and built the
property of the Donohoe Coke Co.
five sisters.

fessional life as a civil

In

he organized the Mount

1901

Pleasant Coke Co., following this by
the organization of the Veteran

Coke Co. and the Mount Pleasant
Coke Co. Of the lat-

Connellsville

had always
and principal

ter three companies, he

been

manager

the

He

owner.

also

placed

coking

a

operation on a property of the estate
of the late William Thaw, of Pitts-

He was

burg, Pa.

domestic

prominent.

honor

a

man

of very

but

was

socially

He was

the

soul

habits,

of

in all of his business transac-

and never had, at any time,
the slightest labor trouble. He was
tions

a

man

of exceptionally keen intellect

of great tenacity of purpose, very
well read, and kept thoroughly

abreast of

all

the important ques-

tions of the day.

In his untimely
death the state suffers a loss, as it

was

his

intention

to

MAJOR THOMAS DAUGHERTY

at

Pittsburg,

He was

5.

retire

from

active business in a few years and,

Thomas
of

Daugherty,

one-time

a

firm

of

George H. Myers & Co., for many
prominent operators in the
Lehigh region of Pennsylvania, died
at his home at AUentown, Pa., on
February 22, aged 78 years.
Major Daugherty was one of the
best known men in the Lehigh region.
He was born in Beaver
Meadows, Carbon County, Pa. In
1853 he became a member of the engineer corps engaged in the construction of the Lehigh Valley Railroad and was engaged in that work
until the completion of the

road

in

1856.

Early in the year 1859, he went
plains
west,
crossing the
from
Leavenworth, Kans., to Denver,
Colo., with an ox team.
In Coloardo he spent 2 years prospecting
and mining, and during the winter
of 1859-60 he served as assistant
clerk of the Colorado Legislature,
and later he taught the first school
in the territory, at Golden.
When
the Civil War broke out, in 1861, he
entered the service of the United
States and rendered distinguished
service, and had many unique experiences.
On March 26, 1863, he
was mustered out of the service with
his entire company. The following
year he became bookkeeper at the
Yorktown colliery and continued in
that position for 30 years, during
the last eight of which he was a
member of the firm of George H.

&

Myers

Major Daugherty is
survived by his widow, who was

Miss

Co.

Hewett, of Brooklyn
Susquehanna County, Pa.,
and the following sons and daughters:
George H., of AUentown,
Janet

Centre,

Pa.;

Nellie,

wife

of

Charles

F.

Huber, president and general manager of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Abel
wife of

was eminently

town, Pa.

by reason of

the

H., of Bethlehem, Pa.

W.

;

and Julia

E.,

A. Pollock, of Allen-

its

representa-

president

Scholz,

Valley Mining

Coal

the

years

following the example of his ancesdevote himself to the service
of the state, a career for which he
tors, to

fitted

Carl

tive,

William Arnott Wilson died
Francis

The Oklahoma Coal Operators'

from the Catholic

Church, in Greensburg, Pa.

Saint

Telephones for Oklahoma
Mines
of

has

Co.,

awarded

its contract for mine telephones to the Western Electric Co.
Eight hundred of the company's
standard mine telephones with complete wiring and installing material
are included in this order which is
the largest ever placed at any one
time for such equipment.

The

various mines, whose opera-

members

tors are

of the association,

each be furnished with sufficient telephone equipment to properly safeguard the lives of the miwill

work underground.

ners at

phones

will

Telebe installed in the shot-

refuge holes, in entries and

firers'

communication

shafts.

Constant

with the

offices at the surface will

be possible, and in this way, accidents can be reported promptly and

proper aid sent to the danger point
at once.

Also the shot

whose duty it
mines after the
miners have left and explode the
charges which will throw down the
coal to be mined the next day, will
is

enter

to

firers,

the

report their progress according to a

prearranged

schedule.

Failure

to

report from any one refuge hole on

schedule time will serve as an indication of a possible accident and im-

mediate steps can then be taken to
effect a rescue.

While the

installation of the large

quantity of mine telephones will be

made

primarily as a result of a law
a short time ago by the

enacted

legislature of

Oklahoma making

it

compulsory for mine operators to
equip their mines with telephones,
the installations will undoubtedly be
instrumental in increasing the

effi-

ciency of mine supervision as well
as

safeguarding

workers.

They

the

will

lives

make

it

of

the

possible

for the superintendents to keep in
touch with their mine bosses every

minute of the working day and in
this way tend to produce a better
spirit of

cooperation in the operat-

ing forces.

^
P

^
^t
^H

H
^B

^B

«
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ANEW method

of acknowledging subscription re-

mittances becomes effective April

1.

After this

date receipts will not be sent to subscribers unless

On

expressly requested.

receipt of subscription pay-

ment, the date of expiration appearing on the mailing
wrapper will be changed to show the date to which the
subscription has been renewed.

was the
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man

at

not large, but

to escape crushing.

it

Would not the ordinary man
Would he not see that

take a chance in such a case?

was less danger than the sign implied ? And if he
found that one sign exaggerated the danger, would he
not have less regard for the others? There is an old
there

"Wolf Wolf !"
This "Safety-First" movement is something important, even precious.
It deserves all possible care and
story of a boy

Explosion

would clear a man.
was large enough for a

fact that the side of a car

The space was

Lay land

who

cried

I

Therefore this suggestion that warnings that
are inaccurate, wrongly placed, or so numerous as to
attention.

AN

EXPLOSION

occurred on March 2 at the Lay-

New

River and Pocahontas Coal
were
in the mine at the time
Co. About 160 men
while
probably 111 were
were
rescued,
and 47 of these
killed.
In most cases death was due to the effects of
afterdamp, and the survival of those who escaped death
was due to the fact that they remained in cross-entries
and built stoppings to protect themselves from the
afterdamp which was passing along the main entry. It
_

is

land mines of the

not possible at this date (March 15) to

make

a state-

ment concerning the cause of the explosion.
Excellent work was done by the State Mine Inspectors, local men, and the officers of the company, the
rescue crew from Gary, and the forces of the United
States Bureau of Mines.

Overdoing Safety

THE

"Safety-First" movement

First
indicates

a great

the humanizing of indus-

change
Sometimes we wonder what is coming over
try.
the world when we realize how much employers are
actually and honestly doing to make their employes
happy and keep them well and whole. It is because the
movement is so good and its success is so important that
a criticism of one phase of it is offered.
Not long ago a visitor was passing through one of
in industrial

our largest

steel plants.

life,

The

officer of the

company who

accompanied him was especially pleased by his commendation of the care that was being exercised to
prevent accident.

Wherever there was

probability that

was the warning
"Safety First," plain, bold, compelling. It would seem
that the constant insistance of the appeal would impress
itself on any one and make him careful.
But there was one sign that especially caught the
attention it was placed where a railroad track ran close
"Danger! Side of Car Will Not
to a wall, and said
any lack of care might

result in injury,

;

:

Clear Man."
36-9—

Now

the impressive thing about this sign

become commonplace, may do harm.

Coal Miners as Soldiers

A

RECENT

news item

states that

Lord Kitchener,

the great British soldier, has in the course of his

become deeply impressed with the value of
His
good opinion is founded on the work done in the field
by the Northumbrian Fusileers. He told Lord Grey that
he wanted more men of the same class for the new forces
which he is organizing.
It is more than probable that the Kaiser's generals,
if asked, would speak equally as highly of the German
recruits from Silesia and other German coal regions, and
that General Joffre, the French commander, would as
highly commend the French miners.
What Lord Kitchener has learned during the past
6 months regarding coal miners as soldiers was learned
by the United States Government over 50 years ago.
service

the Northumbrian coal miner as a military asset.

In

1861,

when the Civil War began, Schuylkill
was the greatest coal producing county in

County, Pa.,
the United States.

In response to President Lincoln's

defend the national capital, among
companies to respond were two from
Schuylkill County, which were composed largely of coal
miners. These two companies, with the other three, are
honorably known as the "First Defenders." As the war
grew in magnitude, all the then developed coal fields of
the North furnished coal miner volunteers, who acquitted
themselves nobly; Schuylkill County during the Civil
War period, which was two to one Democratic in politics,
call for volunteers to

the

first

five

and therefore of opposite

political faith to the

tration, sent, in proportion to population,

adminis-

more men

to

defend the Union than any other county in the United
States.

Among
48th, 50th,

the

men

contributed by that county were the

%th, and 129th regiments of Pennsylvania

These regiments were recruited

Volunteers.

ceeded by Col.

later promoted to a
was while under the command
of Colonel Pleasants that the 48th regiment undermined
the Confederate fortifications at Petersburg, Va., and
blew them up. This, for that time, great work, was
originated by Colonel Pleasants, who was a mining
engineer, and it was accomplished under difficulties and
dangers that would have appalled and disheartened any
but a regiment of coal miners. While the other regiments mentioned did not have the distinction of doing
the mining work that the 48th had, they made equally as

entirely in

the county, and there were thousands of Schuylkill countians enlisted in other regiments. Luzerne, Carbon, and

the North sent large numbers of volunteers.
The four regiments specifically mentioned

war

records during the

that were unsurpassed

made
by any

other regiments in the great Northern army. The 48th,
which entered the war under Colonel Nagle, afterwards

promoted

to a brigadier generalship,

had as

next

its

who

Du

PERSONALS
James G. Furie, of Rockford,

Pa.,

has accepted the position of superintendent of mines for the B. J.
Lynch Co., of Meyersdale, Pa.
Dr. Henry M. Payne, consulting

New York
made

cently been

About

most prominent
Chicago and a
few from other points in the Middle
West were guests of the C. & O.
Railway and the sales agencies and
recently.

New

River

field

Four days were spent

specting the mines in this
itinerary

The

field.

Loop

included

in-

The

Creek,

Piney Branch, Winding Gulf, and

&

The

The curves show

from 15

to

20 per cent, the rate in

loss in fuel value is represented by
a reduction of 5 per cent, in price
for each 1 per cent, ash above these
averages.
In comparing bids, the

erations were visited

number

T. R. Johns has resigned his position
as
superintendent of the

Ebenburgh
Colover, Pa.

will'

be

&

Sus-

moved

to

cent.
illustrate

the

significance

to

ascertain

the

The United

States Bureau

Guaranteed

Price

Bids

of

Guaranteed

Per

Ash

Ton

Maximum

Minimum

A

t2.00

I

1.70
1.60

13 per cent.
15 per cent.
15 per cent.

11,500
11,000
11.500

B. T. U.

Bid A, by the equation gives 121,000 B. T. U. for 1 cent.
Bid B, by the equation gives
129,400 B. T. U. for

Bid

1

cent.

by the formula gives
143,800 B. T. U. for 1 cent.
Compared with coal C, coal A is
worth but $1.90.
C,

B is similar in ash with coal
but has 500 less B. T. U., consequently on a basis of 1 per cent, for
Coal

C

each 100 B. T. U. the value of coal B
is lowered by 5 per cent, or 8j4

of Mines has devised the following
equation in which the inverse ratio

cents to $1.62j^ per ton as
ative value.

between the ash and the calorific
value has been maintained and re-

cents per ton

Thus

the coal

A

is

its

flected in the cost of heating value

for a standard commercial unit

coal

V=

TU

-

P-

{A-G)p

T = ton of 2,000
= B. T. U. per pound

In this equation
£/

"Abstracted from paper on "The Testing of
Coal for Purchase," by J. M. Goldman, M. E.,
Consulting Engineer, Boatraans Bank Building,
St. Louis.

1

C

cent

rel-

overrated 10

by bidder A, and
B, 8j4 cents a ton by bidder B.

pounds;

of the Buffalo

quehanna Coal Co.

merged

and price per

of B. T. U. furnished for

number of years

4,000 tons daily.
office

cent.

Co.'s
mine at
Mr. Johns has held

this position for a

The

1

are

Coal

and the mine has been shipping

;

that coal having

worthless for steaming purposes.
the average ash in Illinois coal

ton

p = price per
ash al-

the value of coal disappears = 40 per

was investigated

35 to 40 per cent, ash, although it
contains from 2,000 to 3,000 B. T. U.

is

;

maximum

;

charted.

is

=

lowed G = per cent, ash guaranteed
by bidder E = per cent, of ash when

by the Chief Engineer of the Commonwealth Edison Co., and curves

As

A

;

heating value of Illinois coals

relative to their ash

ash, calorific value,

coal mines, Nagasaki, Japan.

ton in cents

run-of-mine coal are used, the delivery being by cars

Coals*

other points on the C.
O. lines in
the New River field, and many op-

and inspected.
Y. Kusakabe, who some time ago
visited the mining regions of the
United States, has returned home
and been assigned to Takashima

guaranteed by bidders

the equation the following bids for

Heating Value of

Illinois

of the

retail coal dealers of

operators of the

offi-

To

consulting engi-

the

fifty

The following

were predominating features.

were recently elected: James
R. Casely, president and general
manager; Ganson Depew, vicepresident; T. J. Elmer, auditor;
F. A. Lehr, secretary and treasurer.

City, has re-

Canadian Klondyke
Mining Co., and starts April 1 for
Dawson, Yukon Territory, where he
will spend the season.
to

artillery duels,

suc-

Bois, Pa.

It

brilliant records in

cers

I

engineer, of

was

in turn

K. Seigfried,

many fiercely contested battles, during which hand to hand fighting, and not long range

commander Col. George Gowen, who was killed in action.
Colonel Gowen was succeeded by Col. Henry Pleasants,
later brevetted brigadier general,

J.

brigadier generalship.

other anthracite mining counties did almost as well as
Schuylkill, and every developed bituminous coal field in

neer

April, 1915
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coal

As

contains 143,800 B. T. U. for
the

bidder

C

receives

the

contract.

Loaded mine cars

will slide on
even with four sprags, on a
7-per-cent. grade.
down grade
should not be more than 5 per cent.
rails,

A

April, 1915
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C entrifugal Pumps

Southwark-Rate au

Adaptation of Centrifugal Pumps to Handling Water Containing
a Large Proportion of Solids Method of Balancing End Thrust

—

Writttn for

WHEN

the

articles

pumps

trifugal

on

cen-

that

ap-

peared in the February and

March

The Colliery En-

issues of

gineer were

written, a description

of the Rateau

pumps was

photographs

Recently

able.

Fig.

1.

not availof

pumps were obtained from the
Southwark Foundry and Machine
Co., the owners of the Rateau patents in this country, and a brief description of them follows.
In the March issue allusion was
made to an unknown person in
California being the inventor of the

multistage centrifugal
is

pump now
;

it

claimed that M. Rateau was the

inventor.

multistage

However that may be,
pumps were first manu-

factured in this country and placed

on

the

market by

California.

It

is

some firm
stated

that

been and are used to advantage in
river dredging for anthracite.*

delivered to a third, and so on.

pellers

In Fig.

no

the pressure head from

Fum?

is

shown

This

Fig.

2.

pump

comes on the journal
which are oil lubricated.

boxes,

The diameter

of the intake,

it

the

usefulness

of

pumps, take New Orleans, which is below the level oflthe
Mississippi River and consequently
had to adopt some system that
would lift large quantities of sewerage over the dike so it would flow
centrifugal

After deliberation

the river.

experimentation,

centrifugal

pumps were adopted on account of
the large quantities of water they
can lift and because any solid that
can enter the impeller can be passed
through the pump.

Where

coal

centrifugal
to

lift it

is

way

increased pressure

is obtained
expense of volume. When,
however, the impellers are arranged

at the

in

stored under water,

parallel increased

tained but not so

when
In

will

be seen, is almost as great as the
diameter of the impeller.
Illustrating

pumps have their imarranged in series and in this

Multistage

Low-PiESsuKE Stiam Turbine Driving Singlb-Stace

thrust

and

Realizing this
per minute.
speed to be impracticable with a
single impeller, M. Rateau conceived the idea of the multistage

pump

nicely balanced so that practically

is

into

tions

a single-stage double-

with the cover removed.

in

rotating at the rate of 18,000 revolu-

1

suction centrifugal

M.

Rateau obtained a discharge head of
1,000 feet from a single-stage pump

pump where

one impeller was tra:nsmitted to a
second impeller and this compounded and the doubled pressure

Single-Stage Double-Suction Cehtkifugal

these

The Collkni Englnar

Fig.

three

3

pits

and they have

ob-

they can

all

are

deliver to one pipe or

three pipes.

central

impellers

in parallel so that

impeller

Each

side

of the

there

are

journal

boxes to prevent any spring of the
also it will be noticed that
each impeller has a double suction
in order to prevent end thrust.
If
a three-stage pump were run at a
given number of revolutions, it
shaft,

would deliver a

certain

volume of

water to a moderate height with
three times the pressure of three impellers working in parallel,, but the
impellers working parallel would
throw three times the water to the
same height, although it would

pumps have been used

from the

is

pressure as

in series.

shown arranged
to

volume

much

PuMr

•See

The Colliery Engineer,

October, 1914, p. 113.

Vol.

XXXV,
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pump, thus making the thrusts from
the incoming water meet centrally
and balance.

Where double suction is adopted
pump impellers are arranged in

the

number

series-parallel, the
lers

being

ber

impeller

pump

3, 5, 7, etc.,

column

If,

being central

to receive the water

pumps each
the

of impel-

pump

from the

and deliver

side

was a

three-

there would be five

the left of the central impeller.

water
3.

Multistage Southwabk Pump

spout with but one-third the pressure.

Since the steam turbine has found

favor with centrifugal pump manufacturers, it was only a question of
time when the exhaust-steam or
low-pressure
adopted.

would
be
shows a low-

turbine

Fig.

2

pressure turbine coupled direct to a

so well adapted to each other that
an efficiency of 80 per cent, has been
recorded. This multistage pump is
balanced, to prevent end thrust, not

by marine journal bearings, however, but by hydraulic pressure that
is applied to a plate on the shaft so
as to oppose the pressure head and
incoming water. In Fig. 5 is shown

single-stage ptmip.

This machine is
regulated automatically and is said

a

in Fig. 4.

To

to give entire satisfaction.

entrance to the

first

The
shown

three-stage centrifugal
in

Fig. 4, to

pump

the right,

is

capable of delivering 1,200 gallons

per minute with a discharge he^d of
500 feet. It is driven by a steam
turbine and attains an efficiency of

800 per

Pumps

cent.

of this descrip-

tion are constructed

make

water, in fact,

to

pump

hot

excellent boiler

feed-pumps because when once adjusted
little

quantity

for

attention.

vaporization
helicoidal

they

require

In order to prevent

horizontal

pump

cross-section

helicoid, to the

peller

is

the

of

the

entering

the

fifth

would have the same pressure and
velocity from each side so that
thrust would be balanced.

The

in

arranging cen-

pumps and

also in driving

flexibility

trifugal

them has added almost as much
their

usefulness

as

did

adaptability to the different kinds of

power available about mines
sidered

it

seems as

if in

im-

of

It

usefulness

fore

about mines hereto-

considered

impracticable

expense connected
with the use of another kind of

matter of fact it does not look over
2 feet long and about 18 inches in

pump.

diameter. When pressure is above 500
pounds per square inch the balanc-

pump mounted on a truck
prove of great assistance, because it will furnish pressure to

ing plate could be used, but friction

account

of

the

For fighting mine

will

throw water where

pipe

engines.

is

placed at each end of the

gerous for

men

to

it would be dango with chemical

Comparison of the size of intake
and exhaust pipes for the steam and
combination,

shows that the exhaust of the turbine
must be larger while the delivery
from the pump must be smaller than
the intakes.

In the steam turbine,
converted into velocity;
in the multistage pump velocity is
converted into pressure, thus reversing conditions.
The machines are
pressure

is

Fig.

4.

a

driven

reduced by making use of the
double suction, that is, a suction

is

fires

small multistage centrifugal, motor-

the

the

on

would seem from the illustrations as
if this was a large pump, when as a

perature.

of

con-

last

plate.

adopted that makes it possible to
hot water of any desired tem-

ends

is

the future

they must supplant piston pumps in
mine drainage and find new sources

pump

water

to

the series

arrangement of impellers for obtaining pressure, and when their

hot water a
arrangement has been
of

The

impeller

the

impeller

back of the

iixi-

is

the right at the

pressure

to

it

two on the right and two on

pellers,

Fig.

the

in

pipe.

for example, there

stage

num-

the odd

Three-Stage Centrifugal Pump Driven by Steam Turbine

— —

—
Amil, 1915
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Centrifugal

pumps

are driven di-

Legal Decisions on Mining
Questions

by, or belted to,

steam engines, electric motors, steam turbines, or exhaust steam turbines,
and, because of the simple rotary
motion used to drive them, they are
sure to be used more extensively in
rectly

who

Conveyance

of

Underlying

wheels used in the earlier centrifugal pumps, attention is directed to

this section of the law, a

contract by the

them

"all the usual

from

friction.

Oivcns vs. Corsicanna
Petroleum Co., i6g S. IV. ips.

speculation.

rent.

deed conveying coal land, giving the grantee

make

premises, that such operations

the land less valuable for agriculture and, if delayed, result merely in

person interested in, or having title
to, such adjoining lands.
Under

being replaced by impellers
which have their blades enclosed to
make the passage of water through
these

performance with reasonable

covery and production of oil is a
condition precedent to the continuance or vesting of any estate in the

Coal.

within 5 feet of the line dividing
said land from that of another,
without the written consent of every

carry in mind the paddle

positive and free

tinue

diligence; for the reason that dis-

(West Virginia) The West Virginia
Code of 1913, Section 3920, provides
that the owner or tenant of any coal
lands shall not remove coal from

To

the future than in the past.

those

497

Contract

to

power plant

mining privileges for

Furnish Electric Cur-

— (Federal, Alaska)

A

written

owner of an

electric

to furnish at its

power

house "a current of not to exceed

*k r r^fy,-k??*^^*^^>l<?{^

Tyj=i!^

^<y
2

^^

'I>i3><i><i><ii

Fig.

5.

Correction
In the March issue of

Horizontal Cross-Section of Pump Shown in Fig. 4

the removal of

The Col-

same and every part

strued to require the furnishing of

instead of 56 cents.

coal within 5 feet of the dividing

than one cent per kilowatt

lift

line

grantee.

of 100 feet the follow-

ing remarks will apply:

100 per

would cost $2,293.04
X .72 = $1,650. For any other efficiency divide $1,650 by that efficiency and obtain the cost direct.
cent, efficiency

parties of the first part," does not

hour,

cents.

For a

cel of land,

more

multiply the $69.81 by that price in

horsepower" for a con-

such as are vested in the

authorize the grantee to mine the

is

electric

sideration received cannot be con-

liery Engineer, page 414, second
column, the answer to the problem
on cost of pumping should be $69.81
If the price of current

300

thereof from under and in said par-

between the grantors and the
Darby vs. Davis Coal and
Coke Co., 8i S. E. 1124.
Oil
Land.
Lease
(Texas)
of
Contracts in which land is leased for
development for oil are to be con-,

—

strued most favorable to the lessor,

and, in order to preserve

its

rights,

three or more
when necessary

such current
a certain
type of motor, although such motors were in use by the other party
times
to

start

when the contract was made, and it
was known that the current was to
be used for their operation, but the
necessity of a large additional cur-

was not
by either
Alaska Treadwell Gold Min-

rent for starting purposes

anticipated or thought of
party.

the lessee must begin performance

ing Co. vs. Alaska Gastineau

within a reasonable time, and con-

214 Fed. 718.

M.

Co.,

Afwl, 1915
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Plant of Yellow Creek Coal Co.

THE

mines of the Yellow Creek
Coal Co. are located at Bosworth, Bell County, Ky., in the

Cumberland Gap coal field. They
are some 5 miles west of Middlesboro, almost on the state line between Kentucky and Tennessee, and
are reached by a branch of the

&

Louisville

Railroad,

Nashville

over which the Southern Railway
also has track rights.

The company

began operaand Sandstone Parting seams these two being opened at the same time. Coal
first

tions in the Poplar Lick

—

was

first shipped in January, 1902.
Operations were carried on in these
two seams alone until 1912, when a

seam some 750

feet

below the Sand-

stone Parting coal was opened.
This has not yet been satisfactorily
correlated, but is believed by some
authorities to be the Straight Creek

seam.

Development of the Dean seam,
on the north side of the caiion, was
begun in 1913, and shipment from
this opening was commenced in
January, 1914.

The Poplar Lick seam
elevation

lies at

approximately

of

above sea

an

2,500

and shows at
4 feet 6 inches
of clean coal of the following comfeet

level

this point a section of

position:

Moisture,

4.46;

volatile

matter, 33.57; fixed carbon, 60.12;
ash, 1.43; sulphur, .52.

The Sandstone Parting
700

coal,

some

J.

Sampson*

exception of a very thin stratum of
No analysis
soft clay near the top.
of the

Dean seam

in this locality is

available.

however, expired in June, 1914, and
since then this coal has been on the
open market.
Immediately under the lower
seam there is a stratum iof clay
which comes up with the coal. This,
together with the sandstone part-

made

imperative

that

the

coals be mechanically washed.

To

ing,

lower, or "stray" seam, has

The

This contract,

their entire output.

In the Cumberland Gap, Kentucky, Coal Field— Description of the Coal and the Methods of Preparation
Sy R.

For several years previous to 1914
company had a contract with the
Southern Railway which covered
the

it

a thickness of 36 inches of clean

accomplish

coal.

erected which has a daily capacity

Some 40

this,

above the Poplar
Lick, is the Klondike seam, whose
average thickness is about 4 feet
6 inches, with a shale parting 2 feet
from the bottom, which varies

of 1,200 tons.

greatly in thickness.

Co.

feet

The Yellow Creek Co. has
done no work in this seam.
All of the mines are
the

double

entry

as yet

worked on

room-and-pillar

—

The Washery. The coal is dumped
and passes over a 4-inch
screen.
The screenings go in a
chute to the boot of the raw coal

The

elevator.

the south side, in the two old

mines the air is not split, but in the
lower mine on that side and the
mine on the north side, splitting of
the air is accomplished by means of
overcasts, a split being made for
each cross-entry.
In the two new mines the coal is
undercut by short-wall chain cutters, one Jeffrey, one Goodman, and
two Sullivan machines having been

At

installed for this purpose.

other two mines the coal

is

the

mined

with picks.
electric

locomotives haul the coal.
the Poplar Lick seam the

is lowered by means of a retarding conveyer of the rope-disk

coal

type, having a capacity of 100 tons

oversize

is

loaded at

the tipple as block coal.

Under

the

4-inch

2i/2-inch

screen.

fly-gate,

the

screen

may

screen

By means
from

oversize

is

a

of a
this

be turned to the raw

coal elevator or loaded at the tipple
as egg.

From

the raw coal elevator the

coal passes down, through a retard-

ing tower, into a bin.

Two

open-

ings in the bottom of this bin, one

on each side, supply raw coal to
conveyers which feed two Pittsburg
jigs of a

Three 7j4-ton Goodman

From

This is the largest
most complete coal washing
plant which has been installed in
this section.
It was designed and
built by the Pittsburg Coal Washer

and

as before

system.

On

a washery has been

guaranteed capacity of 50

tons per hour each.

From the jigs it is carried by the
washed coal elevator to the screens,
at the top.
Waste from the jigs is
carried by the refuse elevator to a
chute which empties into a bin on

below the Poplar Lick, has
here an average thickness of 48
inches.
One foot from the bottom
there is a sandstone parting, from

with that from the Sandstone Parting seam, is loaded into 8-ton moni-

4 inches

tors.

and egg sizes are lowered to the
bins by means of spiral lowering
chutes, which prevent breakage.
desired, a chute

.55.

On the other side of the canon,
monitors also handle the coal, carrying it to the same tipple as that from

here 4 feet 2

the south side, but into a different

feet

to 5 inches thick.

Analysis of the Sandstone Parting coal is as follows:
Moisture,
2; volatile matter, 33; fixed carbon,

57;ash, 7.20; sulphur,

The Dean seam
inches thick

and

is

is

clean, with the

•712 Magoffin Ave., EI Paso, Tex.

per hour.

This discharges into a

bin from which the coal, together

These also carry the coal
from the lower seam.

dump. All of the coal passes over
same screens.

the

the outside of the building.

Three grades,
are

made

slack, nut,

at the screens.

and egg,

The nut

In case a run-of-mine product is
is provided from the

back to the tipple bins,
which would carry all of the washed
coal and load it with the block at
screens

the tipple track.

^e (gfGeryEngineer
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The washer bin gates are cast
with a hollow rim, provided with
openings for steam pipes. Steam is
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Aid to the Coal

Fossils of

the sedimentary rocks and the heat
from the molten rock that was in-

Prospector
Grand Mesa,

Colo., is a great coal

circulated through this rim, to pre-

bearing

vent freezing of the water which, of

mile above the general level of the

course, collects at this, the lowest

country which

point.

below the gates
have openings in them, through
which is passed the cleanest water
available.

just

The

finer particles thus

near by, a group of peaks composed

over 13,000 feet above sea level and,
together with Grand Mesa, form
pressive

scenery

and thence to the sludge
tank and the slack bin. The nut and
egg sizes are loaded from the chutes

America.

Much

proximate

output

of

1,700

tons

would be required.

The

equipped with
two batteries of two 150-horsepower
boiler house

is

fire-tube boilers each.

In the engine room a 350-horseRidgway duplex engine

power

drives a 300-kilowatt General Electric

generator by belt connection.

A

Houston-Stamwood 100-horsepower
duplex engine supplies the power
for the washery.

pounds pressure

It

operates on 100

at the throttle.

On

most sublime and imto be found in

of the

interest attaches to

mountains because of their
mode of origin and because of their
influence on the attitude of the coal
beds and on the quality of the coal.
Although now far above sea level,
this area was beneath the ocean for
a long time in the Cretaceous period.
The sea was finally filled with sediments and great swamps were
formed, in which vegetable matter
accumulated as it is accumulating
now in the Dismal Swamp, Virgfinia.
The plants such as the figs and the
palms, whose fossil remains are now
found in the rocks, indicate that the
climate of that time was about the
these

same

the

as

climate

present

Florida or Louisiana.

of

These beds

of partly decayed vegetable matter

each floor of the washery a shaft

were later covered by sand and

provided with clutches operates the
machinery.
A camp of 250 comfortable cot-

and turned to coal. Still later these
low lying beds were thrust up far
above sea level, and great masses of
molten rock rose from the earth's
interior, some of them reaching the
surface to form great volcanoes,
while others found lodgment within
the sediments and there consolidated
into great masses of resistant rock

tages shelters 300 employes.

A

well-stocked

camp with

supplies the
necessities

luxuries of

The

company
all

store

of the

and not a few of the
life.

coals

of

district

this

are

gradually getting into the market of
the North and Northwest.
The opening of the Panama Canal

should divert no little of the West
Virginia coal which is now being
shipped into the Northwest, thus
creating a greater
coals of this

field,

demand for the
a demand which

many

thousands

of

feet

mud

thick.

These masses that did not reach the

known

surface are

Some

as laccoliths.

sedimentary rocks
containing the coal beds were bowed
the

of

up over the
beneath

laccoliths

The

them.

near the

and others
softer

lie

rocks

have since been

surface

the operators are preparing to sup-

eroded and the laccoliths

ply satisfactorily.

as

now

stand

masses of igneous rock,
are of impressive
which
some
proportions and beautifully symgreat
of

Osage orange wood

is

a source of

dye and can be used to supplement
the imported fustic wood, as a per-

metrical in outline

manent yellow for

tastic

textiles.

truded into them caused changes in
the quality of the coal that are of
great economic importance, some of

by erosion

;

others are carved

into picturesque

forms.

The

and fan-

disturbance of

being transformed to an anthracomparable to that of Pennsyl-

it

cite

vania.

An

of igneous rock, rise to altitudes of

some

by means of movable loaders.
The output is from 800 to 900
tons daily. To run the washer at its
full capacity of 1,200 tons, an ap-

a

the south and

lies to

taken out pass into a hopper, then
by means of a chute, to the sludge
elevator,

about

rising

The West Elk Mountains,

west.

The chutes

tableland

area

interesting description of this

found

is

510, by
by the United

Bulletin

in

Willis T. Lee, issued

The

States Geological Survey.

first

part of the bulletin establishes the

geologic relations of the coal bearing rocks, but the principal part is

devoted to a description of the coal
beds,

number,

their

The

thickness, etc.

coal

of

its

the

at

scribed

several

indicated

is

occurrence,

quality of the
localities

de-

by descriptions

physical and chemical analy-

The

coal varies from subbituminous and bituminous to anthracite.
The largest producing mines
are at Floresta, where anthracite is
mined; at Crested Butte, where
coking bituminous coal is produced;
and at Mount Carbon and Somerset,
where the coal is non-coking and bituminous. Several small mines are
operating
in
the
subbituminous
coals, but most of the product is
ses.

It is
used for local consumption.
estimated that this region contains

more than

16,000,000,000

coal in beds that are thick

be of commercial value.
successful attempt

A

this

bulletin

to

is

present

tons

of

enough to

made

in

technical

data that are often regarded as useonly to the professional geol-

ful

ogist in such a

used by a
training

way

that they can be

man who has no geologic
and who is interested

mainly in knowing where coal is to
be found and what quality of coal may
be expected at a giyen locality. The
rock formations are described, their
appearance is illustrated by reproductions of photographs, and their
outlines are

mapped

so that the coal

bearing rocks can be readily recognized on the ground. Many' sections
showing the positions of the beds

one above another, measured where
the rocks are well exposed, indicate
the horizons at which the several
For excoal beds may be found.
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ample, a conspicuous rock known
locally as the basal or Rollins sandstone

and may
below the

easily recognized

is

always be found a

little

more

soluble in hot than cold water,

any precipitation

therefore

occur-

The

occur at the sev-

fossils that

and

named

are

these

in

prospecting

the

for

coal,

illustra-

some of the more common
In the greater part

ones are given.
of the region the presence of certain
fossils indicates high-grade coal and
the presence of certain others indicates low-grade coal.

the

if

shell

prospector

like

bulletin,

For example,

find

an

the one figured
in

rocks

the needs of the district.

is

There are
rooms intended for future
requirements, or crowded rooms,

The Colorado Fuel and

near

oyster
in

this

a

coal

Iron

Co.
report of the medand sociological departments of
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. has

The 1913-1914

ical

been

recently

The work

issued.

done by those departments
year

in

1

remarkable.

is

year.

chief surgeon, R.

W.

Corwin,

attention to several matters of in-

and welfare work, one of which is:
First aid in camps;
Welfare:
aid in the schools; a rational

drinking water

water at high and low temperatures,
have shown conclusively that more
sedimentation can be obtained in from 30 to 40 minutes at
effective

;

show

The

;

moving

the unit school house.

mentioned

last

of

effect of closing the

saloon; the success of the
picture

one of the most

is

vital.

probably

The com-

Since each district has

uses for a hall, this plan

is

As more

class

room

is

demanded,

When
for

several

the school board can

low,

is

accommodate each

district at

There
case of

is less

chance of

there

fire

is less

fire

by water.

There

cost of erecting such a plant

worthy of careful investigation.
unit plan
in

is cheaper as well as
every way.
The lighter

Cochrane Leaflet No. //.
This is due to oxygen and carbon
dioxide being driven from the water

for halls, stairs,
this

and

in

chance for

damage

no particular
need of fire drill with its nervous
strain on certain children, and the
danger to pupils in case of fire is
is

reduced to a minimum.

Light and ventilation

may

be ob-

tained from any direction and there

work

is less

for the janitor.

There are no stairs to climb up or
fall down.
This is a relief to the
small child and of vital importance
to the young girl.
There is no noise from the pass-

on

;

easier for the prin-

it is

grounds and rooms

this plan; the teacher finds the

discipline of her class both in the

room and on the playground easier,
and there is greater field for individuality on the part of both teacher
and pupil.

A

five

taken

minutes'

recess

any

outdoors

may

be
without

time

like

atmosphere which

may

pervade

sible in the larger structure.

better

least

cost.

erected.

The

no

the school treas-

the one-room building

is

is

are crying

districts

more room and

additional single-room buildings are

foundations,

and

walls

and

supports;

railings,

make

form of school the most eco-

nomical.

If

life,

health,

worth considering,
cuse

for

eight-,

still

is

erecting

twelve-,

ber of

water than in cold.

always to meet the demand, which

The numschoolrooms may be made
are:

not pos-

and economy be
is there any ex-

and

the

four-,

sixteen-room

building except the trouble of getting out of a rut?

The plan suggested here

is

so

simple, inexpensive, and superior to

the many-storied building,

The advantages

most chemical reactions being more rapid and complete in hot
salts are

hence there

disturbing other classes; the home-

admirable.

the absence of dead central spaces,

Most

it,

ing classes

building

high temperature than can be ob-

to

need for

is

cipal to supervise

The

to

room unused and none overcrowded.

and several
single buildings on right and left of
the central building, a basement for
furnace room, lavatories, etc. For
the sake of economy the partitions
in the central building are movable
so that the whole floor may be made
double

tral

tained in 5 hours at a low temperature."

there

pleted unit plan contemplates a cen-

into a hall.

"Tests of comparative speeds of
sediment settling from boiler feed-

examinations

system;

athletic

many

Heat Precipitation of
Sediment

concerned in hospital

terest to those

first

of

loss of life or property or

The

in his report to the president calls

is

board

school

the

for

The plan suggested admits
erecting a building or room when

ury

Over 1,600 cases were treated at
the company hospital at Pueblo.
Almost 95,000 diseases were treated
at the 30 camps or plants during the

likely to

which

waiting
build.

be found in shale just above a coal
bed, he may be reasonably sure that
his coal will prove to be bituminous
coal of a relatively high grade. But
if he finds in an area of undisturbed
rocks certain clam shells (Unio), or
snail shells (Tulotoma and Campeloma), or fossil leaves, which can be
easily
recognized by comparing
them with the pictures in the bulletin, he may be reasonably certain
that his coal is of relatively low
grade and will slack on exposure to
the air.
However, in areas where
the rocks have been disturbed and
the coal metamorphosed, the fossils
Mrill be of little use to the prospector,
for in such areas the coals are all
high grade.

bed, or a corbula

and

usually ahead or behind

settle rapidly.

in order that this in-

may be used in a practical
way by men interested mainly in
formation

tions of

many-room

The

rooms.

building

vacant

horizons

sections;

many

ring in hot water will be coarse and

best coals.

eral

not the case with a building of

is

itself

it

would

could but recommend
favorably to architect, school

seem that

it

board, and patron.
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above

six

As

it.

there

no sand-

is

stone between the No. 3 seam and
the No. 4, it is quite possible that the

THE LETTER BOX

its way down through the
various slates from the No. 4 seam
to the No. 3, and that the feeders

gas finds

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department.
communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

from the bottom may come from the
1
and No. 2 seams. We also
find strong feeders coming out of
the coal itself, and the coal gives off
large quantities of gas on being

AH

—

No.

heated.

Mine Gases
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

have read with much interest
Mr. Haas' article in the
March issue, on the origin of mine
I am a purely practical man,
ig'ases.
and my experience causes me to
support Mr. Haas in some cases and
Sir:

sometimes

gas

I

him in others.
We will go with Mr. Haas into
the No. 8 seam of the Pittsburg
measures, a seam overlying one of
contradict

lamp

at the

exploding

same time

begins to form;

may

in

the

that the cap

believe that this

I

be due to the possible presence

of carbon monoxide, heavy hydro-

carbons,

or

hydrogen.

possibly

As

coal tar

sulphuretted
is

one of the

and

C2//4,

C^H^,

ethane,

experience in the No. 4 Poca-

me

to believe that the

gas belongs to the coal, as I have
never located a feeder from either

On one occasion in
Coal wood shaft No. 1, operated by
the Carter Coal Co., the roof in nartop or bottom.

row

which

began working as if
enormous pressure.
Thinking that this was caused by
gas from a 14-inch seam, the Pocahontas No. 5, 1 had holes drilled into

products of coal and gasoline one of
the products of coal tar, it would be
reasonable to believe that ethene,
of

paraffin olefine series, gases

My

hontas leads

the

entries

there were an

the greatest natural gas belts of the

will liquify

under certain conditions,

the roof for 10 feet to 12 feet, the

United States. This seam is frequently cut by clay veins and spars.
It has a fireclay bottom and a soft
shaley top. In some cases a large
amount of natural gas finds its way
into the workings.
For example:
the Enterprise and Midland mines
of the Consolidation Coal Co. had
been in operation for a number of
years without any noticeable presence of firedamp, when on the morning of October 18, 1910, there was
a gas explosion in these mines and

are part of the constituents of the

No. 5 seam being approximately 14
feet above the No. 4.
There was a

a

fire

started

in

the

Enterprise.

This goes to support the opinion
that the gas entered the mines
through the underlying and overly-

coal
I

itself.

find that the conditions existing

in that coal field are of

no practical

value as a basis for conclusions con-

cerning other

My

seam leads me

in

to

the coal, except on very rare occasions.
One of these was at Glen
White shaft No. 1, of the E. E.
White Coal Co., where I found a
gas in the Left Main entry that had
the capping properties of marsh gas

and a very disagreeable odor. This
was given off from the overlying
strata and brought much of the rock

In the Standard shaft of the
Standard Pocahontas Coal Co., of
Caples, W. Va., I know of a gas
feeder that has been giving off gas
for 2y2 years. This has the appearance of being CH^ mixing with the
air as it escapes from the underlying

the presence of gas.
I also find that

some gas caps are

with

it,

the roof at this point being

It

strata.

will give a

inches at this writing.

numerous

gas

which

plosive properties than others, the

there being two

is

cap of
I

Ij/^

also find

from

the

and overlying

this,

feeders

strata underlying

more illuminating than others and
some gases more rapid in their ex-

it

on a safety lamp.

W.

C.

Wales

Va.

believe that the

Mr. Haas' theory. I find that at
times in the development of the
mines we tap numerous feeders
coming from the bottom, that there
is always more or less gas present
when clay veins and spars are encountered and that all bad faulty
also easily associated with

Welch,

Mine Gases

gases met with there are confined to

a broken sandstone.

is

visible effect

but

Wade

the Kittaning

ing strata. My experience as a fire
boss in that particular seam also
g^ves sufficient evidence to support

roof

holes,

localities.

experience

from
produced no

slight flow of gaseous matter

these

the Pocahontas No. 3 seam,
coal beds below and

Editor The Colliery Engineer:-

Sir:

—Mr.

Haas

states

that

the

found CO with a
safety lamp in a mine does not live
to tell about it, even with a helmet.
He is wrong. I have traveled over
1,700 feet with a helmet on and the
reducing valve on the tanks bursted
and not supplying me with much, if
any, oxygen, and we had four
sample bottles of the air taken at

man who

has

'

four different points in said 1,700

and each bottle showed 2 per
If was analyzed by
of CO.
Mr. George Burrell, of the United
From
States Bureau of Mines.
what I have seen of lamps in CO, I
feet

cent,

believe about 3 per cent, could be detected with a safety lamp.
I believe the 2 per cent, was very
poisonous and I was very lucky to
get out, but the others that made the

trip

with

me had no

ill

from
had on

effects

the gas, and the only effect

it

^€ Q/tieryEngineer
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a feverish head and a sleep-

me was

April, 191S

and which

less night.

heard a long

Mr. Haas also says that once a
gas mixes with air it never sepaWhat is to keep it from
rates.
It is not a chemical
separating?

were very difficult to contend with
20 or 30 years ago.
The Hillman bed, also, is very
gaseous in some zones, and as the
boys say, is very "firey," but in
other zones there is little gas found.
Again, in other localities in this
region, where the coal gives out a
great quantity of methane gas, there

We

compound.

know

we have

separate while

will

it
it

not

in a strong

current of air on the entry, but try

and gas
where
workings
the
through
velocity is reduced and where high
gobs are to be found and see if you
do not find gas on some of the gobs
after this charged current has passed
to send said current of air

old

by.

are

distance,

neighboring

dilutes

so that

it

it is

that a fore-

body, he

in a

not dangerous,

it is often found explosive on
gobs on the return of its passage
and none was found on these gobs
prior to the removal of this gas. I
think this shows it will separate.
H one throws a bucket of coal oil in
a swift running stream he will not
see it, but go to the wider places
below and he will see traces of oil
along the shore in still water.
I

but

believe this

gravity

—

it

simply because of its
not chemically com-

is
is

bined and that

and

is

my

opinion of gas

air.

J.

R. C.

Elizabeth, Pa.

Gases

in

Coal Mines

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

am glad that Mr. Frank
breaking loose from the
steel bands of the old regretable decomposition theory.
The theory
advanced by Mr. Haas relative to
gas working its way up through
cracks in the rocks from gas strata
Sir:

Haas

I

is

the

I agree with Mr. Haas that the
supposed vegetation forming these
beds could not produce the quantity
of gas developed by them, simply
because it was not made from vege-

table

matter,

and particularly an-

thracite beds.

As

lodgment in the coal beds may be
so.
If, however, his theory is cor-

minous

then the lowest coal beds
should be the most gaseous, but this

quantity of gas,

rect,

inconsistent

tions in this

with

actual

Wyoming

condi-

and
mining

district;

believe

all
experienced
agree with me that the
Bahimore, or the Pittston, bed is
the most gaseous in this district.
Of course the beds below are

I

in

Hence, if the gas strata below are furnishing the coal with
methane gas, why is it not uniform
through the whole region, and why
should not the lower beds be more
gaseous than the middle beds?
Again, when shafts are sunk
through the rock strata, to the various beds of coal, gas is hardly ever
found in the rock strata (unless
some subterraneous, or hollow
passage is struck) until the shaft
comes near to the bed, then care
must be taken to avoid an explosion,
and so it is all the way down. The
gas is found always in the bed of
coal, but none in the rock.
I have
known of several holes that have
been driven down below the lower
beds of coal, but never found any
gas that could be detected issuing
from said holes.

1,000 to 3,000 feet below and finding

is

localities

same bed, where no gas whatever is
found, and yet lying in depth about
the same distance below the river
level.

He must remember
man does not move gas

men

will

gaseous, but the Baltimore

is full

of

gas pockets that form feeders or

Forced Draft

blowers, which oftentimes could be

to

the softness of the bitu-

coal,

and the idea that

it

can

therefore absorb or contain a great
I will

say that

I

had

my

early experience in some of the
most gaseous beds in the bituminous
localities of South Wales, but my
experience has been that none of the
beds ever gave off so large a quan-

gas as that of the anthracite
Baltimore bed in the Wyoming
tity of

region in years gone by.

W.

D. Owens, Div. Supt.,
Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—

have

I

request

ager's

Mine Man-

read

information re-

for

garding forced draft under boilers

The Colliery Engineer

in

for

March.

Of course you know, with

refer-

ence to the different styles of boilers

on the market, that the

are

that

water-tube boilers are the very best

and most efficient for burning lowgrade fuel.
I have had the care and use of
several different types of water-tube
and,

boilers,

for

that the

rapid

efficiency,

steaming and overrating,

I

two-drum type of

believe

boiler

is

the very best.

With reference

to forced draft for

burning low-grade

when

time

fuel, there

was a

the jet steam blower was

considered the very best and most
efficient

blower on the market for

forced draft.

Under a battery of three 500horsepower water-tube

boilers,

stalled several years ago, and,

the jet steam blower

in-

when

was considered

as the very best for forced draft,

we

placed four jet steam blowers under

each boiler, twelve blowers in

By

all.

actual tests of these jet steam

blowers, I found that they take from
19 to 21 horsepower each in steam

on a battery
3,500-horsepower boilers, I am
using from 228 to 252 horsepower
to force the fires, or,

of

to force the fires.

Since the time of installation of
these boilers, and the steam blow-

the turbine blowers have come
en the market for forced draft, and
they have proved to be the most
efficient and most economical of any
ers,

system, for forced draft.

The

steel-plate fan

also considered very

equipment

good

draft, but, as the boiler plant

be dependent on one
plate fan

is

for forced

large

would
steel-

and engine for the entire

set of boilers, if the fan, or its en-

down, as has happened,
happen, the whole
boiler plant is thrown out of business, until repairs are made.

gine, breaks

and

is

liable to

With the turbine blowers
each boiler has

its

own

in use,

individual

:

for forced draft, and, if one
does play out, throwing one boiler
out of commission, you have the
unit

other boilers

still

and the

in service,

turbine blowers operating them, will
force the remaining boilers, to

up for the one boiler out of
all

make

service.

expect very soon to replace

our

steam blowers with the

jet

turbine blowers.

One Who Has Used All Kinds
Scranton, Pa.

quires the largest
It is
fire

—In reply to Mine Manager's

:

question

concerning
mechanical
blowers published in the March issue, I wish to say that in the first

economy and

place,

of

simplicity

that lies next to the grate and

not the fuel.

Clinker does not form

near as fast on large mesh grates as
on small ones for the same rating.
If our friend installs the kind of
furnace and blowers I advocate, and
installs regulators or dampers in the
stacks, he can operate the boilers on

balanced

must

considered.

blower

jet

casing

is

all

blower whose
the circumference of the

in

not economical,

reasons:

things

A

for

two

in

fans are considerably lower in

effi-

the second place, the cold air crowd-

ing through the turbine casing con-

denses the steam and more steam

used in condensation than
run the fan.

is

is

used to

20,000

s =

=.0000000217;
rubbing surface

q =

volume
H.P.

X 120,000 X (20,000)'

.000000021 7

33,000 X(84)»

more than

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—Please publish the solution

of the following problems
If a

volume of 5,000 cubic

What

2.

pressure

is

necessary to

force 20,000 cubic feet of air through

long?

ft.

If the

x 14

ft.

and 3,000

volume of

and shaped

such a manner as to

in

Use

blower of this type

The Colliery Engi-

an extra large furnace

in the boiler, equipped with the old

herring-bone

grate

bars,

with

space

at

and

60
1^6-inch mesh, unless he desires to
install an improved shaking grate,
but do not make the mistake of
using small mesh grates with small
per

cent,

air

is

The

pres-

found by the

fol-

feet

air is in-

20.000

P=1.76
This pressure

is

abnormal and

dicates at once that the question

inis

hypothetical.

Assuming the
i.

e.,

increase in volume,
300 cubic feet to be due to gas

only, the total

volume

300 cubic feet of this
the percentage is

is
is

300X100_
20,300

The ordinary
oil as fuel, will

-1-^ per

20,300 and
gas.

Then

cent.

safety lamp, using

not indicate the per-

centage of gas.

George Powell
"Dead Hole"

California, Pa.

will find a

advertised in

this current.

p ^ 33,000X1.06

return airway,

obtain the centrifugal action of the
air.

slightly

p_ 33,000 horsepower

cent,

what percentage of
marsh gas will it contain and what
indications would it show on the
flame of the safety lamp ?

fan curved and the casing expanded

produce

is

horsepower necessary

sure necessary

feet

creased to 20,300 cubic feet in the

fan shaft, and with the blades of the

to

1

lowing formula:

of

extended out in front

=

In other words there

1.

feet

= 1.06

Ventilation

Sir:

cubic

a = area

James Johnson,
Mine Foreman

the fan and connected directly to the

least

the

33,000 a'
k = equals the coefficient friction

Assistant

an airway 6

Select a type of blower with the

neer.

force

to

system the boiler plant can be
operated with the utmost efficiency.

of marsh gas, and an equal
volume of firedamp containing 9.5
per cent, marsh gas were combined,
what would be the percentage of
marsh gas in the mixture and what
indications would it give on the
flame of safety lamp?

ciency than centrifugal fans; and in

He

lamp.

through the airway.

this

not obtained, and

is

can only act as a three-quarter
fan on the air, and three-quarter

fan on the

—

Ans. 2. In this case we suppose
you mean the horsepower necessary

the

of firedamp, which contains 6 per

it

turbine

in the safety

The

system.

First, the centrifugal ac-

tion of the fan

an eximmediately.

result

This you will realize when you think
that a mixture of only 6 per cent,
would give a flame of over 3 inches

objection-

is

room which above

should be quiet.
is

would

plosion

boiler furnace, so that no cold air
can leak through the brickwork and
cool the gases in the furnace.
By

able on account of the noise in the

turbine

lamp, because under ordinary conditions in so rich a mixture

Carnegie, Pa.

The steam
boiler

draft

cations on the flame of the safety

stacks to balance the draft in the

must be

system

the

in the grates.

the ash and solid part of the

be taken into consideration and the
efficiency

mesh

dampers can be regulated

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

603

fuel.
A small fuel makes the most
and largest ashes, and therefore re-

the

Forced Draft

Sir

;

^e (gffiery Engineer

April, 1915

We

;

;

—

Ans. 1. In the 6-per-cent. mixture
you will have 6 per cent, of 5,000
gas.

marsh
In the second mixture you will

have

9.5 per cent, of 5,000 cubic feet

cubic feet or 300 cubic feet of

or 475 cubic feet of marsh gas.

Combined you

have a total of
of gas in the comwill

775 cubic feet
bined 10,000 cubic feet or a percentage of 7.75. There will be no indi-

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

Sir: My own definition of a
"dead hole" is as follows:
A dead hole is a hole where the
coal lying outside of the powder,

commonly termed

the "heel" of the

shot, offers less resistance than the
coal at the "toe" of the hole, \yhich
is

the

common

designation of the

farthest end of the drill hole,

meas-

:

April, 1915
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8 feet

ured at right angles to the direction

the distance / k

of the hole.

powder occupying the 2

result of firing such a shot

The

the

hole

drill

intact.

with the

;

feet j

x

as

xk would be 6
and would balance the distance

before, the distance

would obviously be that, the heel
would blow out and the powder be
blown into the working places,
leaving

is

feet

a rule, the miners do not practice such strong shooting, for this is
They prefer
considered the limit.

As

It

would then truly be a "dead" hole

at unexpected times some serious accidents. So with this in view
and with the motto "Safety First"
before us, why shouldn't the operators and the local unions take up the

come

question in cooperation in a cam-

paign to eliminate this early morning drink habit.

W. W.
Rock

Springs,

L.

Wyo.

"Dead Hole"
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—The

illustrations,

Fig.

2,

have been prepared to illustrate a
"dead hole." It will be seen that,
in both plan and section, the shortest distance from the powder to a
tM

ctiuEiT iJiaiiit*.

free face, that

the line of least

is

resistance, is in the direction of the
FlG.1

because

work

it

for

did not accomplish the

which

it

was drilled.
Carl Scholz

hole and not at right angles to that

a 4j/2-foot heel with a 6-foot hole,

direction as

using "50 inches" of powder, and

shot will not break the coal as

find this surer

and

—

I

will

try

to

explain

the

meaning of a dead hole according to
the Illinois mine law, as requested
by E. M. in your March issue.
The quantity of powder that may
be used in one blast is limited by
the law to the amount contained in
five

J.

standard chargers, a standard

charger being a cylinder lyi inches
in diameter and 12 inches long.

Mine Workers and Booze
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

upright

is

6

feet.

In

ted lines.

stand

large

coal

In this town,

I

believe, a plan of
in the

proper way

;

shot.

the miners themselves, the coal op-

hole properly placed

The

distance

i

j is

shown
6 feet and
is

and the public

there

as

are

at

in general

present

about 25

saloons here, which have no hour
for closing, or rather close
last

man

is

when

the

out of the place at night,

and then are ready to open for the
first man in the morning.
This fact
alone must be and is harmful to
public interest and depressing to

nearer to a free face, so that the
least resistance will

be in the direcB.

tion of the free face.

J.

public morals.

Though danger
setting off gas

Air for Methane Combustion

of accidents from

by men having had

much

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—Will

drink are unknown in the
Rock Springs field, yet in just such

please answer

"no gas," "minimum danger"

tion:

too

at y k.

Elerntion

would be a

erators,

tamped; this part of the hole is
termed the heel of the shot and the
part xcd not being enough to balance the part abd, the hole would
be termed a deal hole.
The hole ef would also be a dead
hole, for the heel xeg would not
balance the part fhg, and the powder working on the line of least resistance would break the coal at
xg, causing a blown-out or windy

the dot-

fact the excessive drink habit, as a

2 feet ax, leaving 4 feet

to be

shown by

hole should be placed

whole, in mining towns and camps.

blessing to the family of the worker,

.jrc

The

is

corpora-

214-inch drill hole ac, "60
inches" of powder will occupy the

the

probably go with

will

have taken regarding this
early morning drink habit, and in

to eliminate this habit,

A

coal

tions

6

to c

Some

—

campaign started

and from a

it is

Sir: 1 have read your editorial,
"Mine Workers and Booze," in the
March, 1915, number, and should
like to comment on it.
I have been glad to see what an

This quantity would be spoken of by
miners as "60 inches" of powder.
Referring to Fig. 1, from a to 6 is
feet

T. V.

the tamping, as

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Such a

intended to do, but will blow out.

^

Dead Hole
Sir:

safer.

should be.

it

fields

Sir

:

some of your readers
the

following ques-

\

—
^e (gtliergEngineer
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165 pounds of carbon dioxide
formed by an explosion of
methane and air, what volume of air
must have been present before the
explosion to have furnished just
enough oxygen for the complete
combustion of the methane?
Assume the temperature at 50° F. and

We

would like to hear from others
on the subject, as there is nothing

If

is

barometric

the

pressure

29.9

at

Philip Davis

inches.

Virden,

111.

Mine Workers and Booze
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

came

—When

West Virginia

equal to

matters

to

have opened club houses for their
liquor and beer are sold

.

limited

in

result

so

far has

men

been

of affairs

satis-

who were

accustomed to take a friendly_"hoot"
have become total abstainers. State
Tax Commissioner F. O. Blue said
that "the moral and beneficial effects
of prohibition were apparent in
mining towns of West Virginia, as
well as in other towns and cities of
the state." Some men have started

This course of eight weeks duration from April 5 to May 28 at the
Colorado School of Mines is established for the purpose of giving
those men engaged in coal mining
an opportunity to improve their
work and benefit themselves andl
position.

materially aid candidates for positions in coal mines, to pass the re-

quired state examinations under the
are

For

further

has been attended to in
and should be in all.

A New
[We

many

cases

River Engineer

Prohibition

worked

Law

in

through

West

regulating

charged

mines.

coal
for

No

instruction.

information,

address

Wm.

G. Haldane, Acting President,
Colorado School of Mines, Golden,
Colo.

International Engineering

Congress

the

Virginia.

For full particulars

Nystagmus (trembling of
the eyes) of the Miners
About the important disease pecuminers, the trembling of the

liar to

eyes. Dr.

Johannes

Ohm

furnishes

Volume

II of the transactions of

the International Engineering Congress,

1915,

to

be

held

in

upon

years of study and research.
disease which, for some time,

has been carefully watched in EngFrance, and Belgium, was

land,

heretofore not given the proper at-

who has

San

September 20-25, will
comprise two series of papers, one
on the subject of waterways and one
on irrigation.
The former subject will be treated
under four general topics with possibly two additional if authors are
These
found in sufficient, time.
Francisco,

Doctor Ohm,
about 500 cases,

Germany.

tention in

treated

figured that there are in the

mining
miners

who

Bochum

alone about 11,500

district

suffer with the trembl-

The symptoms are
involuntary wave-like twitchings of
the eye that may occur from 180 to
ing of the eyes.

200 times a minute.
ca.'-cs

In

extreme

the sick complain about danc-

ing of the objects looked

at,

diminu-

tion of the visual faculty, dizziness,

and headache. The rather painful
dancing of the eye manifests itself
in vibrations that run in vertical,
horizontal, diagonal, circular, and
elliptical

those

Especially

directions.

miners

engaged

directly

cutting the coal are afflicted

in

with

the disease, while the ihine laborers

are less subjected to

it.

The most

serious cases can be cured, but

it

is

generally necessary to quit working
in the

mines

entirely.

Ordinarily

it

takes two years to recover from the
disease, figuring

from the day the

has discontinued working.
the numerous attempts at an

afflicted

Of

explanation

of

the

of

this

Ohm

con-

origin

topics cover the general field of the

peculiar disease. Doctor

province of waterways in internal
commerce, economic aspects, phys-

siders that the trembling of the eyes

ical

features,

natural

waterways,

towage, and propulsion.

are pleased to hear of the im-

provements

further designed to

It is

fees

every mining town to afford some
kind of amusement for the men,
This
especially the younger ones.

to all interested in en-

apply to W. A. Cattell, Secretary,
417 Foxcroft Building, San Francisco, .Calif., U. S. A.

The

Mining

homes attractive, and their
wives and children more comfortHome life is making better
able.

once opposed to prohibition are now
in favor of it, but we believe that
some arrangement must be made in

open

is

many

Short Course in Coal

laws

men, better citizens, better husbands
and fathers, and better workmen.
Saloon frequenters before the prohibition law neglected their families,
became poor citizens and poor workmen. There has been no falling oft'
in the number of mine workers by
reason of prohibition, and we believe it has been proved in Morgantown, which has been dry some
years, that the most efficient class of
labor in any industry is the sober
class. Those who in our state were

ings

gineering work.

interesting information, based

savings accounts, others are making
their

the privilege of purchasing any or
all of the volumes of the proceed-

profits

_

in

factory, for

All

quantities.

from the sale are used for the benefit
of the community, and while the
operators do not approve of the
plan, they have found it more satisfactory in their cases than having
no liquor in the town. Editor.]

be-

which men would adhere
the letter and spirit of the law.

The

who

men where

a prohibition state, consider-

way

swapping experiences on
this kind.
There are

of

coal operators in other states

able doubt was expressed regarding
the

505

The

subject of waterways

is

one

of great importance to the coal in-

dustry in some parts of the country.
Membership in the Congress with

nothing but the sign of exhaustion of certain parts of , the eye
overtaxed
are
These
muscles.
is

through the poor light in the mines
and through the raising of the eyes
in connection with the work to be
performed.

Xge^ffieryEngineer
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Selected

Mine Foreman, and

Inspector,

—

QuES. 1. The indicated horsepower of a pumping engine raising
of water per minute

1,000 gallons

500 feet in a vertical shaft is 200
horsepower; what is the efficiency

pump ?

of the

weight of a
pounds, the
8.35
water
as
gallon of
in raisexerted
actually
horsepower
water
is
ing the
.

33,000

power
Since the indicator tests show that

while the engine
the

developing 200

is

work ex-

useful

but 126.5 horsepower, the
efficiency of the pumping plant is

-2f^

is

„„„.
= 63.25

QuES.
nomical

2.

or

why

it

is

eco-

many cases in mining
employ compressed air

in

of

place

in

electricity

steam

—When

power

has

be

to

transmitted from a generating plant
on the surface to points of application underground, steam

is

not gen-

erally economical because of the loss

through condensation in
the pipes conveying it to the machines where it is to be used;
in pressure

whereas, the loss in pressure

in

the

case of electric and compressed-air

transmission

is

very small.

Further,

the exhaust from steam engines un-

derground

is

a'

^ .0000000217 X lOS.OOOX 150,000'
80^

= 10.3 poxmds
The horsepower

For haulage purposes, while

in

duce

steam

is

pressure just

a

cost

first

locomotive

cheaper than a compressed-air or
locomotive because

electric

a source of expense,

in that the alternate wetting of the

roof by day

when

in operation

and

when they are

the machines are

its

idle,

it

does

not require the building of a

power

yet in the end

not so

cheap because

is

it

cannot be used for

it

it must be used
on a special entry maintained for its
use, and because it requires a much

gathering, because

heavier

air-current

gases given

and

to

the

dilute

burning fuel
necessitates larger and

this

more

off

by

expensive

its

ventilating

ma-

chinery.

not

only

because of the
effect of the exhaust upon the roof,
but particularly because the high
plicable,

temperature

drying by night
tends to rot

it

in

to

which

rooms where the

sluggish,

is

the

steam

air, especially

air is apt to

exhausting

be

upon the

men.

—

QuES. 3. What pressure and
power would be required to produce
and maintain an air volume of
150,000

cubic

feet

per

minute,

through an airway 8 ft. x 10 ft. and
3,000 feet long; and what would be
the total power exerted by the fan
engine if 70 per cent, of the power
was expended on the air?

Ans.

—The

rubbing surface J is
equal to 2 x (8 + 10) x 3,000 = 108,000
square feet; q = 150,000 cubic feet
per minute; and a = 8x10 = 80
square

feet.

Mine

for

effect

pipes would heat the

power.

Ans.

The

up.

For the operation of coal cutting
machines steam is not at all ap-

per cent.

— Explain

practice to

which must be
upon the
timbering of this wetting and drying is to cause it to rot, and adds to
the mining expense through its refalls

cleaned

plant,

^1W^|5X500^ ^26.5 horse-

126.5

Examinations

Fire Boss in Various States in 1914

and produce

the

gP MxWt.XDist

horsepower,

at

newal.

Ans.—^Taking

erted

From Those Asked

the

required to pro-

circulation

against

determined
from the formula

is

the

found

_ 150,000X10.3
Hp-'g^
"^^^^
33,000
33,000

Since

but

QuES.

4.

70 per cent, of the
power developed by the fan engine
is exerted upon the air, the engine
must have a total horsepower of
49.85 -.70 = 71.20.

—

If the mine was found
on a previous examination, and on your next examination
you found gas in one or more parts

free of gas

of the mine, to what cause or causes
might this be attributed?
Ans. Something would depend
upon the length of time between the
examinations.
If they were the
regular morning examinations made
24 hours apart, the trouble may be
due to the escape of gas from old
workings which accompanies a low-

—

of atmospheric pressure as
recorded by a fall of the barometer,
or the gas may have been forced out

ering

falls in the gob.
The mining operations of the preceding day

by heavy

may have opened a
of gas, may have
drill

encountered the

hole of an abandoned and im-

properly cased

may have
seam
freely.

a

feeder or blower

or gas well, or

oil

entered an area of the

which

gives

The gas may

more sluggish

usual, caused

off

gas

more

also be due to

air-current

than

by slowing down the

fan or by the more or less complete
{Continued on Page 514)

;
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Miners' Electric Lamp
The General Electric Co. is offering a new miners' electric lamp that

lamp, built of high-grade materials,
has been made both safe and

entirely safe to use, of very strong

3^4 pounds, of which 3>4 pounds
are carried on the belt and 4 ounces

is

construction

yet light in weight,
simple in design, fool-proof, very
efficient in operation and of ample
guaranteed capacity.
The outfit
consists essentially of a

The

rugged.

outfit

The

on the cap.

complete weighs

battery

is

rated at

suitable

lead-plate

reflector

held

a

in

minal contact block are encased in a

drawn

strong,

light,

steel

shell,

taching to the miner's cap.
The
entrance bushing leads the cable
through the back of the shell where
it is reinforced by a steel plate.
On
the terminal contact block, which is

on the belt; a ^Mazda lamp with a

carried

shell,

entrance bushing is waterand clamps the cable firmly to
prevent strain on the terminals.
The lamp bulb, reflector, and ter-

which is copper oxidized, enameled
and provided with a hook for at-

battery, carried

candlepower

cable

tight

steel

on the cap; and a

strong, serviceable cable connecting

waterproof and screwed

the battery and the lamp.

to

Owing to the hazardous nature of
work in gaseous mines, a demand

are

light

atmospheric condiWhile the carbon filament

regardless
tions.

of

lamp represented the best available
illuminant, such

MlHESS' Electkic Laup

a miners'

ampere hours. Normally it will
light the lamp 12 hours per charge
and can be relied on to furnish light
7.2

at least

.

10%

the end of

hours per charge at

1

year's

The

service.

Mazda

the relative inefficiency of the lamp

lamp opand the reflector
distributes the light evenly through

for storage batteries of the required

a solid angle of about 130 degrees.

electric

lamp was not

possible, because of

could

capacity

not

mension

The perfection of
Mazda lamp in minia-

limits.

the efficient

f^-candlepower

erates at 1.9 volts

The

designed

be

within permissible weight and di-

The con-

lamp bulb.

are nickel plated.

tacts

it

and would produce a uniform

suitable

contacts which hold the

to use has been well recognized, be-

could be made so that it
would not ignite inflammable gases

mounted

terminals for cable connections and the spring

has been growing for some time for
a practical, portable electric lamp.
That an electric lamp would be safe
cause

the protecting shell,

battery

is

non-spilling

and

the terminals are not subject to acid
corrosion.

The

case

is

of

medium

Exide plates are used.
The battery box measures 6j4
inches high by 5 inches wide by
hard rubber.

The

reflector is of

drawn

white porcelain enameled. A
rubber gasket between this and the
glass renders the case waterproof.
steel,

The

glass

is

held by a phosphor

bronze ring, with its ends looped and
flattened to extend through slots in
the case for a seal wire

if

desired.

The Mazda lamp bulb has

its fila-

ment inserted and connected with a
base contact in the usual manner,

and

at the tip of the bnlb

is

a dupli-

cate contact to which the filament

connected

by a

fine

copper

is

wire

teries,

of

electrically

along the outside of the glass. The
bulb is held at the focal point between the contact springs, which
maintain it constantly under stress,

the

welded, including the two side straps

so that, in case of a blow otherwise

ture sizes by the General Electric
Co.,

and the development of small,
light-weight

efficient,

storage bat-

has resulted in the design of
long-desired miners' electric

lamp.
it

feature of this

lamp

is

has been made thoroughly
By adequate insulation

safe to use.

of

drawn

sheet

all.

steel,

for the miner's belt.

The prime
that

2 inches thick, over

the

entire

circuit,

and

the

box

is

It is

made

After welding,

lead plated and painted

with acid-proof paint. The cover is
drawn steel, hinged at one end and

placing

all

fitted

inside

with a substantial lock at the

The terminal

contact

of

other

locked and sealed steel cases, and

block

providing automatic means for ex-

Connection to the battery
cover.
terminals is made by strong spring
contacts, arranged to close the cir-

terminals

tinguishing
filament,

contacts

instantly

should

lamp bulb expose

the

breakage
it

to the

glow of
of

the

air, this

cuit

end.
is

riveted to the inside of the

when

the cover

is

shut.

The

only

sufficient

break the bulb,

to
it

chip

will

or

partly

be completely

shattered by the springs and will

drop clear of the contacts. Suffiis provided between the
reflector and glass cover to keep

cient space

broken

lamp

parts

from

circuiting the spring contacts.

short-

This

prevents the possibility of ignition
if the cap lamp is seriously
damaged amid explosive gases.

even

^e ^HieryEngineer
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cable consists of two, braided

The

rubber-covered

strand,

conductors,

each having a steel piano wire at the
These are twisted together
center.

and then heavily rubber covered,
making the cable strong, well insuThe
lated, and not liable to kink.
ends are protected from wear and
damage by flexible steel armor.
To meet practice analogous to
flame lamps, this electric
designed to be supplied to
miners from the lamp house. The
outfits are to be assembled and
of

that

lamp

volume of

air is circulating,

Afril,1915

whether

means of

movement is transmitted to
cording drum by a small

recorders,

is

it

possible to

keep checks on the air traveling
each split and it may be registered
in

the superintendent's office at the

When

surface.

a great variation in

the quantity of air

a chart
is

wrong

registered on

is

indicates that something

it

in a certain air-course that

locked with the lamps burning when
and are to be returned to

end of the shift.
whatever is

attention

stances mercury arc rectified or

mo-

tor-generator sets

may be

keep the proper volume of
whether there is
something wrong with the ventila-

quantities

are

Fig.

needs

"Hydro" Volume Meter

2.

investigation,

if

not

quick

Using anemometers once weekly
meantime there

a

is

fall

of ground,

cars are left clogging cross-cuts, or

To cope with
hydropressure recorders are being manufactured by
Herman Bacharach, of Pittsburg, Pa.
doors are

In England the law requires that
a record shall be kept of the ventilating pressures at coal mines. The
recording instrument designed to
comply with this law was described

such

left

open.

conditions

The "Hydro" volume meter shown

fore-

man

or his assistant to make
such measurements near the face
each week, and that the minimum
quantity of air shall not be less than
200 cubic feet per minute for every

person in the mine, and as much
more as circumstances may require.

The companies comply with this
law and even furnish more air than

cylindrical

with water.

vessel

partly

In this water

mersed a hollow

bell,

filled
is

im-

carrying a

which is water sealed.
Communication between the fan upcast and the apparatus is established
by two pipes, one leading into the
space below and the other into the
space above the movable bell. Each
pipe

provided with a stop-cock;
these cocks are connected together
is

so that they operate simultaneously.

law

By this means it is possible to admit
the pressure to both sides of the bell
at the same time.
three-way cock

recorder there

serves to connect the space above

the

demands, but without a
is no ready method of
determining whether the proper

"Beaver" Cross-Bar Die
Stock
This die stock

differs

A

and below the

bell

with the atmos-

from other

die stocks in these features:

The

dies are made in two sections.
The lower section does the
rough work of starting on the pipe
1.

with teeth especially formed for this
purpose, so it is always easy to start

The

the thread.

drical cover

anthracite

the

JR

tionary during starting.

kept in circulation.

The

JR

in cross-section. Fig. 2, consists of

float.
The interior of the vessel is
closed to the atmosphere by a cylin-

mining laws require the mine

pointer.

calculations,

a

page 300, of The Colliery Engineer.
The object of keeping a pressure
record of a mine fan's action is to
see that a uniform volume of air is
in Vol. 34,

all

dent.

will not prevent accident if in the

Pressure Record

portable ve-

volume of air passing in cubic feet
per minute being indicated on the
dial of the meter which is round
like the dial on a groceryman's scale.

remedial measures, to prevent acci-

also

offered.

by means of a

This saves

required

change alternating current into
Small sets
adapted for this purpose can be supplied readily.
Charging racks arranged for charging batteries con-

A

registers the velocity of the air-cur-

rent

suitable direct current.

in

to

meter is also manufactured.
This is taken into the mine and

to

veniently

recording chart.

locity

be

In

transmitted from the upcast
volume meter and then to the

tion in the mine.

in-

only

revolved,

in the air pres-

is

re-

some

current

sure

to the

No

should

Direct

slowly

is

to
re-

air in circulation or

quired from the miners.

used for charging.

drum

cording

The

attached a pen.

is

and every variation

power

the lamp house in the same condi-

or

which

the rerod,

The engineer in charge of the fan
can by looking at his chart tell at
once if the engine or fan motor lacks

delivered,

care

of the bell

depends upon the pressure difference
above and below the bell, and this

is

tion at the

The movement

phere.

the airways are obstructed, or the
By
air is being short circuited.

die

remains staAfter the

upper section begins to cut, this
lower die gradually withdraws from
the pipe, until it no longer touches.
2.
The upper die is a narrow receding die and constantly opens as
the thread is cut, producing a perfect standard pipe thread on the
well-known Beaver principle of continually cutting out less metal, the

further you thread the easier the labor.
These dies have the further
advantage of following the partial
threads cut by the first section,
which still further reduces the labor
and insures correct thread pitch
without a leader screw.

The
lows

:

principle involved

A

swiveled

is

plug

as fol-

extends

a

;
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down between
of

The

pipe

usual;

section

work

of the lower

are good.

made by

comes

ond

turns

engaged

the

opens

gradually

k

the

lifts

when

the

backing

the

with

Their confidence

shown by

is

willingness

bought or used to the best advantage. For certain purposes only the
best quality must be used, while for
other work a cheaper grade answers

office

pipe

—no

tool is

has

every purpose.

inches

extra J4" x V&" dies can also be furnished and all sizes of dies either

been difficult to determine the exact
kind needed, or to be sure of being
able to duplicate the order after a

right or left hand.

suitable quality has been found.

furnished

ended reversible dies

It

is

j^i

to

the Borden

made by

pany, of Warren, Ohio,

new booklet on

1 J4

Com-

who have

a

the subject.

^
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TRADE NOTICES

I msssssssssam

describing

a

new

—

^A

auto-

matic centrifugal drier has recently
been issued by the Link Belt Co.
This drier is said to be rapid and
effective in drying washed coal and
other similar material.

The

entire

performance is continuous and is accomplished by centrifugal force and
gravity, no scraping or plowing devices being employed, thus eliminatParing wear and saving power.
ticulars will be furnished from their
nearest

office.

Dissolutionbf Partnership.

Ricketts and

—Messrs.

Banks announce

In the past

it

To

Royal
Mfg. Co., of Rahway, N. J., have
standardized the grades of cotton
waste with the trademark "Royal"
and have prepared folder samples
By
showing 12 different grades.
avoid these

difficulties

the

the use of these samples, the quality

niiii

Wendell Centrifugal Coal Drier.
circular

Fairmont Mining Machine Co. for a
cable retarding conveyer about 600
Pa., a
suburb of Pittsburg.
The Davis Colliery Co. and Junior
Mercantile Co. moved into their new

and

double-

regularly

Co., at

be installed at Thornburg,

all sizes

The

of success

Meadow Lands Coal

Pittsburg, has contracted with the

feet long,

released

to 1J4 inches.

Co., of Chicago.

of the

vance payment, taking their pay out
of the saving effected.
Cotton Waste is a necessity to operators of machinery and is often not

at

universal guide centers

is

to install their furnace without ad-

off.

from 34

of the recent ones

Rais-

completed,

is

One

the Imperial Combustion

—

Retarding Conveyer. The P. C. &
Y. Coal Co., which is controlled by
Mr. B. S. Hamil, general manager

posts,

cam,

dies

are

dies

side

die

taper until the thread

the

as the sec-

it

set of dies cut the thread.

ing the plug

A

with

contact

in

swiveled plug, raising

609

opment of devices for burning lowgrade fuel and slack. Some of these
devices are poor, but many of them

completed, the pipe

the
is

starting.

in

and threaded as

started

is

when

stationary die

end

the dies to the bottom

upper

the

:

that

needed can be readily determined,
and orders specifying name or number will always bring the desired
Other features guaranmaterial.
Exteed by the manufacturers are

W.

and

tipple equipment, to

and store building

Va., on January

at

Bower,
This

1915.

1,

building replaces the one destroyed

by

fire,

March

absolute

16,

1914,

and

is

of

construction

fireproof

roof, and
and partitions
of gypsum blocks.
The basement
and first floor are occupied by the
Junior Mercantile Co., and the upper
floor by the Davis Colliery Co. as
drafting room, and bed
offices,
rooms. The arrangements and con-

walls

of

brick;

floors,

stairways of concrete

veniences
in

embody

buildings

of

doubt it is the
purpose in the

;

the latest thought

kind and no

this

finest building for its

of construction

state.

The

was about

total cost

$30,000.

:

quality

act

all

the

time;

tare

of

packages not over 6 per cent, of
their weight; bales actual weight
100-pound bale is 100 pounds careful packing with good burlap and

—

steel

mark
all

—

bands, the latter bearing the
"Royal" stamped upon them,

The Roberts and Schaefer Co., of
Chicago, have contracted for the

Marcus patent coal
the Harty Coal Co., Mul-

of

tipples for

Consolidated Engine-Stop

Co.,

East 12th Street, New
York, N. Y. The Protection of a
Monarch, 39 pages.
130-32-34

Chicago Pneumatic Tool

of which are guaranteed.

building

Catalogs Received

Fisher Bldg., Chicago,

Co.,

Bulletin

111.

E-35, Universal Electric Drills, 7
pages; Circular, No. 11 Boyer Riveting

Hammer.

.

Moffat Coal Co., Oak
W.
Creek, Colo.; Henderson Coal Co.,
Hendersonville, Pa.; and the Sunnyside Coal Mining Co., Denver,

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Harrison Street and Racine Avenue,
Chicago, 111. Iniperial Oxy-Acetylene Apparatus, Catalog No. HI, 19

After that date each will independently carry on the same line of
The address of Doctor
business.
Ricketts will be 80 Maiden Lane,

These plants are modern inand will be equipped with
thorough screening and picking fa-

pages.

and that of Doctor Banks will be
61 Broadway, New York City.
Burning Low-Grade Fuel. Among

Ayrshire Coal Co., of Oakland City,

the signs of the increasing attention
being paid to economy is the devel-

Indiana.

the copartnership

heretofore exist-

ing between Pierre de P. Ricketts
and John H. Banks terminated by

mutual consent on March

1,

1915.

—

35-9—6

lens,

Va.

;

Colo.

stallations

cilities.

They

will also build for the

washing plant,
No. 7 mine near Ayrshire,

Ind., a 500-ton coal

at their

Approximate cost for

will be $30,000.

this

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Bulletin

192,

Bristol's

Long-Disand Re-

tance Electric Transmitting

cording System, 8 pages.
John A. Roebling's Sons Co.,
Trenton, N. J. Circular "450 Tons."

American Locomotive
York, N. Y.

Co.,

New

Pamphlet No. 10040,
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Standard

revised, also on Electric Lamps and
on Electric Lighting. The Norman,
Remington Co., 308 North Charles

24

Locomotives,

Light

pages.

Weinman Pump Mfg.

BOOK REVIEW

Co-

Co.,

Street, Baltimore, Md., are the dis-

Steam and Power
lumbus, Ohio.
Pumping Machinery, General Cata-

A

tributors.

reviev of the latest books

on Miniog and

related

subjecu

log.

Cambria Steel

Co., Johnstown,

Mine Ties, 41 pages.
Improved Combustion Co., 445
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago, 111.
The Nicholson Furnace, for Steam
Pa.

Boiler Plants, 11 pages.

Link-Belt

Chicago,

Co.,

The Wendell Cen-

Bulletin No. 212,

4 pages.

trifugal Coal Drier,

Roberts
cago,

111.

+XXI

pages

of

introductory

matter, and illustrated with 15 halftone plates and 23 figures or zinc

etchings in the text; also a case of

Locomotive

Coaling

two maps covering the topography
and geology of the entire area of

Marion

Shovel

Steam

Co.,

Digging and Mixing

Marion, Ohio.
Clay, One Operation, 29 pages.

Building

20

Construction,

pages.

Harris Brothers

111.

map and

one sheet.

in

The

soil

soon to be pub-

report

who

receive this volume.

In addi-

and
revision of all the rich coal beds and
other geologic formations exposed

tion to the detailed description

and

in these counties, the geologic

map

Ma-

gives

contours

and

Co., 35th

Chicago,

Streets,

both counties

lished will be sent gratis later to all

Trussed Concrete Steel Co.,
Youngstown, Ohio. Kahn Pressed

Iron

776

Co., Chi-

Plants, 8 pages.

Steel

West Virginia Geological
Survey. Detailed Report on Logan
and Mingo Counties, issued under
date of January 15, 1915, containing

& Schaefer

111.

the

structure

chinery and Supplies, Special Cata-

outcrops of the celebrated No. 2 Gas

log No. 214, 96 pages.

Coal, as also that of several other

George
Pa.

T.

Ladd

Co., Pittsburg,

Bulletin No. 16, Milne

Tube Boiler, 4 pages.
General Electric
tady, N. Y.

Water-

Workers

valuable coal beds, along with

new

analyses,

sections,

Co., Schenec-

No. 48702, 25 pages.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg.

Co., Mil-

valves introduced by that concern
for back-pressure relief and vacuum
service, flow service in connection
with mixed-flow turbine, and checkvalve service with bleeder or extrac-

the multiport valve

one large disk

in order to

Steam

Hartford, Conn.
Turbines for
pages.

first-aid training.

A

Bulletin 19.

large

number

of classes have

been trained by the crew of this car
in the Pocahontas field, and at each
place enthusiasm and interest have

been displayed by both mine
cials and employes.

offi-

What is
The usual
of

price

Anthracite?

calculations as to the

and

anthracite

resultant

ignore the

profits to the operators

fact that a ton of anthracite at

York harbor

The Electrical Pocket Book
1915, published

by

World, Manchester,

England, has been revised and
brought up to date. The price also
has been enlarged to 50 cents. New

New

from $1.80 to

costs

and on the lower-priced tons
is no profit at all.
There are nine different standard

$5.60,

of coal there

of

sizes

anthracite,

called

lump,

steamboat, broken, egg, stove, chest-

buckwheat, and rice or
2, and some of the
operators produce still further
smaller sizes. A ton of each size of
nut,

pea,

buckwheat No.

coal brings a different price.

In or-

Co.,

Terry
64

The matter on Dynamo and Motor

without producing

Defects published formerly has been

able sizes.

of

secure

lightness

Turbine

Pump

and 86 miners have been thoroughly
trained for the work at this place by
the crew of the United States Mine
Rescue car No. 8, which has been in
the Pocahontas field for the past 2
months. In addition to this number,
6 young men from the Gary High
School were also given complete

portion of each size produced should

of moving parts, and tightness.

Terry

successful

course at Gary, in McDowell County,

and Switching; Synchronizing
and Phasing Out; Alternating Current Generators and Motor Troubles, etc. The section on Electricity
on Shipboard has been rewritten
and extended considerably; while
substantial
additions
have been
made to the sections on Electricity

instead

greater safety, quietness,

a

in

has

der to get the average price the pro-

the use of a

number of small disks

completed

fields

on Electric Cir-

essential idea of
is

recently

coal

Extra copies of geologic map, $1 each, and of the topographic map, 50 cents each. West
Virginia Geological Survey, P. O.
Box 848, Morgantown, W. Va.

the Mechanical

The

West Virginia

publications, see general circular of

and Diary for

multiport

workers yet trained

the

etc.

publications.

Philadelphia,

describes

largest class of mine-rescue

first-aid

many

etc.,

maps, delivery
charges paid by the Survey, $2, but
for combination price with other

waukee, Wis.
Repair Part Price
List,
No. 1906, Christensen Air
Compressors, 7 pages.
Cochrane Multiport Valves, a
booklet of 72 pages just issued by
the Harrison Safety Boiler Works,

tion turbines.

The
and

Price, with case of

Fabroil Gears, Bulletin

First- Aid

Large Class of

Slick Steel

Drives,

sections are given
cuits

in Coal Mines,

Motor

Starters, etc..

be taken into consideration.

The

sizes

below pea coal known

as "steam sizes" are sold at a loss
in

competition with bituminous or

soft

coal.

The only reason why

they are handled at

all is

because

it

impossible to mine anthracite and
break it into the other sizes required
is

these

unprofit-

r

:
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{Continued from 'Page 469)

provided with auxiliary poles and
developing normally 600 kilowatts
at 500 volts. A special change-over

By

such location and entry notwithstanding the reservation."

to

Ltrov A. Palmer

So much has been

In this connection

and writ-

said

ten about the relation of the Forest

it is

of interest

an investigation by the
Forest Service showed that during
1912 there were 2,560 prospectors

to note that

switch allows the carrying of the

Service of the United States Depart-

current of either generator chosen,

ment of Agriculture to the mining
industry, and so many misconcep-

within the National Forests of Colo-

have been formed, that a few
facts on the subject should be of
interest to those actually engaged in

reserved

In
winding-motor circuit.
order to feed the motor under variable pressure by this method, the
to

the

dynamos

excitation of the

is

taken

tions

rado, as

compared with
lands

public

on unimmediately
1,475

adjacent.

The relation of the Forest Service
toward the possession of or acquisition of title to mining claims is

from the 500-volt busbars of the
central station and passes through a

mining.

rheostat analogous to that of the

stood that the fact that land

is

in-

confined to

This

cluded in a National Forest

is

no

ance shall be had with the mining

generator of the converter

set.

In the

first place, let it

be under-

requiring that compli-

rheostat

bar to mining or prospecting there-

laws of the United States, and

lever

on.

never asserted unless and until ap-

the rheostats to the operating lever.

Paragraph 114 of the regulations under the United States Mining Laws published by the General

This installation has given some
remarkable results; the running is

Land Office, states
"The act of June

and regular, the operating
movements are rapid and certain,
and all the retardations and stops
can normally be obtained by acting
on the single operating lever. The
time of hoisting varies from 28 to
32 seconds, and the times of the
loading and unloading operations
vary between 8 and 12 seconds, so

that 'any mineral lands in any forest

The Forest Service has no

reservation which have been or
which may be shown to be such, and
subject to entry under the existing
mining laws of the Uited States and
the rules and regulations applying

supplement the Federal laws with
its own making, as
can be done by states or mining

is operated by the same
and a very simple arrangement

allows the connection of either of

flexible

that the mean value of 40 seconds
corresponds very well to the requireIt has
ments originally planned.
been possible to realize in normal
service 95 hoists per hour, and this
suffices

to prove the extreme pre-

cision of running.

Operation with

the generating set at the central station has given excellent results and

an illustration of
design and workmanship.

the whole plant
first-class

is

Kentucky Mining

Institute
The Kentucky Mining Institute

has tentatively selected May
15 for the spring meeting which

14 and

to be held at Pineville,

is

4, 1897,

is

made

to patent, except

where improper use is made of a
claim which actively interferes with
the

administration

of

the

forest.

authority

to

regulations of

districts,

such as to require that a

discovery shaft be sunk on the claim

thereto, shall continue to be subject

{Continued on

Tage 513)

Photograph Your Maps,
Records,

Drawings,

The Rectigraph

PtANS,

Etc.

the only automatic photo-

is

graphic copying machine in existence. The
protected by the Beidler United States
and foreign patents.

—

Pioneer

No Plates, No Films, No Dark Rooms
All the

objectionable

of ordinary
Copies of any and

features

photography eliminated.

printed or drawn matter, whether
contained in loose sheets or bound volumes,
made the size you want in a moment's time.

all written,

Any one can operate a RECTIGRAPH! Simply press the
button on the motor operated machine or turn the crank on
the hand operated one.
Direct, durable, permanent copies from any size original,
Positive
enliirged or reduced as desired.
Machine illustrated
or negative in color and position.
makes any size copy up to a maximum of \2'"K 16*. Other
stock sizes ll'X 13' and 18'X24''. Special sizes upon order.

made actual size,

You can "Rectigraph" your

Ky.

provides

plication

Hand Operated Rectigraph

drawings, tracings, maps, plans, blueprints, etc,, making them uniform
the field. The amount of mtricacy

size for filing and office purposes or for reference puTi>oses in
in the original presents no difficulty to the

SPEED

ECONOMY

ACCURACY

EFnCIENCY

During the past year the United
States

Steel

Corporation

installed

and coal operations
1,193 wash basins, 210 showers,
15,471 lockers, and two additional

about

its

swimming
$141,000.

steel

pools, at a total cost of

The

corporation

spent

work and

$564,977 in sanitation
maintaining 101 playgrounds.

is

WHAT YOU GET

IS

AN ABSOLUTE FACSIMILE

Industrial
The Rectigraph Process is used by hundreds of Mining Companies, Engineering Companies,
can use a
Corporations, The United States Government. Railways, Contractors, etc., etc. YOU
bena us
copy,
for
a
RectiKraph to advantage. Our Ulustrated booklet contains full details. Write
your own
an original and we will "Rectigraph" it for you to show what can be done upon

work.

No

is

importunity.

RECTIGRAPH COMPANY,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

April. 1915
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Hard Water is Costing
America's Coal Mines
a Million Dollars a Year
the boiler scaling and pitting enemies to economical
power production is as fearful as it is unnecessary.

The

toll of

America's Coal mines in every district are suffering from the attempts
to use feedwater that is even more unfit for boiler consumption
than it is for human ^consumption.

BARTlEn-GRAVER
Water Softener

6- Purifier

will render inert and immune water
that is now so actively mineral that
it scales a boiler in a few days, or
so corrosive that it honeycombs
tubes and shells and piping
as if they were so much
ice in the sunshine.

The only way

to correct the
twin evils of scale and corrosion is to purify the water
before it enters the feed line.

are as worthless as a skin lotion for a bone disease.
that
is now wasted in boiler compounds would
Half the money
equip every coal mine in the country with a Bartlett-Graver System;
and this system once installed, corrects the evil once for all.

Boiler

compounds

2c per 1,000 Gallons
a fair average cost of softening and purifying feedwater
the cost of trying to correct the evil with compounds.
is

—or

less

than one-fourth

We install this system under positive

guarantees, at our own risk; and we write into
the contract exactly what we undertake to do with the system, and the cost per
1,000 gallons of reducing the impurities to 4 or 5 grains or less.

Send for our proposition. Our engineering department
at your disposal to help you solve every water problem.

is

WM. GRAVER TANK WORKS
4808

Todd Avenue,

East Chicago, Ind.

: :

April, 1915

The
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Forest Service and the
{.Continued from T^agt

or

made

shall be

law, and in such cases no contest

t)

mineral

of

should be initiated on slight, tech-

in the discovery shaft,

by the Colorado

as provided

non-compliance with the law."

nical

An

stat-

can it issue or refuse
patent, this being exclusively a function of the Secretary of the Interior.

utes,

home

faith to secure a

or for other purposes recognized by

5t

discovery

the

that

good

ests in

Prospector
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opinion, quite general, seems

nor

to prevail that contests against sup-

the

on the report of the ranger, who it
is true
sometimes has little or no
knowledge of mining. This is in-

When

posedly invalid claims are initiated

desires a patent, the procedure

is

—

—

owner of a mining claim
as

On

follows

correct.

The Surveyor General notifies the
Forest Service when order for min-

from a ranger showing the noncompliance with the above condi-

eral survey

issued and if possible

is

the mineral

tions,

ranger accompanies the surveyor and makes his examination

receipt

of

a

report

examiner

is

The mineral

the

detailed to the case.

coincident with the survey, in order

examiner is a man who must have
had actual mining experience. He

to obviate possibility of delay
to

make

ting to the Civil Service

a detailed account of his experience,

unable to be present when the
is made, he makes his exam-

soon as possible after

with references to five previous employers and signed statements by
two persons personally able to tes-

and,

tify as to his fitness for the position,

survey

ination

as

application to patent

filed,

is

which

except in occasional instances, this
report

Land

is

application,

Office before the expiration of

that the examination by the Forest

alogy.

The mineral examiner makes an

Service does not delay the issuance
of patent, except in case the required

exhaustive

made upon

utes states that "no

mining claim

shall be

location

of

a

until the

discovery of the vein or lode within
the

limits

the

of

claim

located."

But the ranger does not inquire into
whether a discovery has been made.
If the claim is in

eral locality,

if

a recognized min-

the requisite expen-

diture of $500 has been made, and

the indications are that

being

it is

held in good faith and not as a subterfuge to acquire ground for other

than mining purposes, he will

make

a favorable report. In most cases,
compliance with the second condi-

quote

from

it

the

•

also

discovery, and

if it

develops that no

^A

found thereon as may be necessary
for its development, which includes
timber for buildings, fuel, etc., as
well as the actual support of exca-

and need make no applicaIf there is no timber

vations,

tion therefor.

on the claim, he sends word to the
ranger who calls on him and issues

any amount
$20 stumpage
value. In case of an emergency, he
can take such timber as he may need
immediately, and notify the ranger
a free use permit for

up

necessary,

to

at his first opportunity.

Probably a fair average of the
computed for free uses in the
Second District, which includes

prices

Colorado, Wyoming, South Dakota,
Minnesota, and Michigan, would be
$2 per thousand feet board measure
for green saw timber, $1.25 per
thousand linear feet for lagging, and
25 cents per cord for firewood. If
a prospector were living on his
claim and working it the year round,
twenty cords of firewood, $5 worth,
should be ample for his needs.
This would leave him $15 worth of
timber for his workings.
A post
8 inches in diameter and 8 feet long
is scaled at 10 board feet.
Such a

6^

timber, cut to say

has a safe working load (Western

in

other

the facts are reported to

respects,

the

Land

General

Commissioner
sufficient

to

Office.

considers

If

the

the
facts

justify cancellation of

the application for patent, the claim-

ant

is

informed

of

charges

the

against the claim, and given an op-

portunity to present his evidence at

yellow pine)

At the hearing both

sides are rep-

feet in length,

of 46 tons for well-

and half that
good timber. A post 10
inches in diameter and 12 feet long,
sufficient for two caps, and some
over, scales as 30 feet, so that two
drift sets would scale 70 board feet,
14 cents worth of timber, a cost of
seasoned

amount

1^

a hearing.

sets

timber,

for

cents per foot of tunnel,

are

To

sides with 6-inch split lagging

The evidence

would

submitted

require 19 feet of lagging per foot

and Receiver of the
which
situated and they render

of drift, or 2}i cents per foot, so
that the total cost at which the

to

to the Register

Land

the

5'x7' drift on top and

resented by counsel and introduce

lay a

if

placed on 4-foot centers.

witnesses as in a suit before a court

might be well

Forest

the

—

Forest Service Free Use Policy.

prospector engaged in working his
claim is entitled to such timber

the claim being deficient

of law.

National

considering

be taken to the Secretary of the

Interior.

discovery has been made, as well as

in

it,

the

of

and estimating the

question of character and extent of

and

tion carries the third with
this connection

and

work,

made

investigation

claim, measuring

the development work.

Section 2320 of the Revised Stat-

satisfactory,

which consists chiefly of
on geology and miner-

ination

questions

expenditure has not been

if

admits him to a competitive exam-

submitted to the General

the 60-day period of publication, so

if

by submitCommission

qualifies for his position

and extent of improvements.

lines
If

and

sure of the location of claim

may

is

Office of the district in

Manual

the claim

not the purpose or the intent
of the department to initiate contests against claimants who have

a decision for or against issuance of

timber for a 5'x7' drift would be
figured would be 4^ cents per foot,

patent, subject to approval

so that the $15 mentioned, after al-

"It

is

entered lands in the National For-

is

by the
Commissioner of the General Land
Appeal from this decision
Office.

lowing for firewood, would furnish
for 364 feet of drift and

timber

'

^e (gidery Engineer
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Examination Questions

leave plenty of scraps for blocking,

Naturally Acid Proof
rniae pipe that requires no
special treatment before or after laying Michigan Wood Pipe. You lay
Michigan Wood Pipe just as it comes
to you— and then forget it.

The one

—

Michigan Pipe
takes care of itself because it is naturally
acid-proof, as well as immune against the
rottine elements of earth and moisture.

White Pine and Tamarack timber— the inside
of ihe pipe— make all the known and unknown
destructive forces of the most corrosive mine
water powerless.

hoops furnish a reinforcement
utmost strength. An armor of
imperishable asphaltum cement further pro-

Heavy

steel

that insures

tects the heart of the pipe against
elements.

all

outside

are the reasons why Michigan
Wood Pipe outlasts anything of its kind; why
it meets all the hard conditions of the mine—
with least trouble and smallest ultimate cost.

These,

in brief,

Do you want

proof

in

full?

could be put,

iContinucJ from 'Page 506)

to

short-circuiting

the air current

of

for

outbye the place where the gas was

course a shaft would

require more timber per foot, but
less work is accomplished in the

found. The short-circuiting may be
caused by leaving some important
door open, by failure to build brat-

Very few prospectors
amount of tipiber in a

are driven, or by failing to replace

use

free

nothing.

same

Of

time.

require that

he

obtains

may

year, but a prospector

much timber

as he wishes

claims without permit

which

it is

claim from which

his

the use to

cut; and in

is

it

of unusual

cases

if

cut as

from

put tends to develop the
need, the

Forest

as fast as the breakthroughs

tices

a

A

accidentally

brattice

heavy

or the unauthorized opening of a
regulator

seriously

will

QuES.

—

a breast having a

pitch of 35 degrees

$100.

map
detail

could be en-

tered into along these lines, but

rect

above facts

may

I

cor-

some of the prevailing miscon-

ceptions of the attitude of the Forest

Service toward the mining industry,

and

to

show

that

it

is

the desire of

5.

If

upper

level,

actual

thickness

what

would

of

the

pillar?

—

Ans. Distances, as shown on a
map, are all horizontal ones obtained
by multiplying the distance as measured along the pitch by the cosine
the angle

or elevation.

of

tard the development of our mineral

Consequently, to find the distance as

lands.

measured on the

Double Acting, Double Plunger,
and Lead Lined, Electric Driven

Wood

dip

of

Wherever pumping efBciency has been pursued
Yough Pump is well known.

(map

—

—

for Coipplete Description.

Boyts, Porter

&

the

distance)

and angle of slope are given, the
foregoing process is reversed. That

map

the

is,

distance (horizontal) di-

vided by the cosine of the angle of
pitch

is

equal to the pitch distance

measured

as

the mine.

in

In the

130

cos 35°

.81915

QuES.
this

Connellsville, Pa., U. S. A.

6.

state

or

coal

holes

Dist.

Cos angle

130'

—^Why

of pitch

= 158.70

feet

do the laws of

prohibit the use of fine
slack

tamping

for

shot

?

Ans.

Co.,

Map

Pitch Distance

to the highest point, there the

severe requirements of coal mine work have been more than met by the
a special design, thoroughly protected aga'nst strong
sulpiiur water.
It has 10 inch Plunger, 12 inch Stroke, 12 inch Suction. 10 inch
Discharge arranged for any size motor.
Built in any size desired.

Ask

when

pitch,

example.

MINE STATION PUMP
Yough Pump shown below

be

dividing

the

the Service to promote and not re-

^YOUGH^
The

shown on a

is

as being within 130 feet of an

horizontal distance

Duplex,

interfere

with the ventilation and may cause
an increase in the amount of gas.

may

Much more

destroyed.

the return air-course

fall in

extend the free use
permit to an amount not exceeding
Supervisor

Just ask us.

Company

all

permit,

trust that the

Michigan Pipe

which they
of which, under

and other uses

fuel,

—Because,

if

a poorly placed

hole results in a blown-out shot, the

powder may ignite the slack used
for tamping and this, in turn, may
ignite the coal dust in the room and
be the means of starting a dust explosion

that

entire mine.

will

spread

Even

if

over the

a blown-out

shot does not take place, the throw-

ing of such a large amount of burning slack into the
the

mine

gaseous,

is

may

explosion.

air,

dusty

particularly

or

is

if

slightly

cause a dust or gas

April, 191S
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Further, the gases given off by

and

powders,
powder,

all

of cylinder in square inches = .7854

black

X 10^; iV = number of strokes per

shots which might ignite the dust.
Further, the dust made by coal

considerable

minute = twice the number of revolutions per minute = 250x2.
QuES. 8. Why do the laws of

mining machines should be loaded
up and carried from the mine, as
should be all road and ditch clean-

this state require the entries to be

ings.
Tight cars should be used,
and road cleanings should not be
used as filling between brattice
walls.
The working face and the
room or entry for 60 to 80 feet back
from it should be thoroughly

particularly

contain

a

amount of carbon monoxide, which
very poisonous.
It
has been
found that where slack is used for
tamping, the gases contain three to
five times as much CO, as when it is
Thus, a black powder, the
not.
gases from which contained about
6 per cent. CO^ when exploded in
the laboratory, contained 18 to 30
per cent. CO when exploded with
slack for tamping. This CO results
from the imperfect burning of the
carbon in the slack, or from the
gases distilled from the coal by the
heat of the exploding powder. By
imperfect burning is meant a burning without sufficient oxygen to
form carbon dioxide. As less than
is

.05 per cent, of

CO

gerous, and

per cent, will cause

death

in

1

in the air is

dan-

a few minutes, any action

—

watered and the employment of shot
firers; do you think this is sufficient

the air should be prohibited.
Finally, the products of

combus-

all powders contain a greater
or less proportion of gases which
The
explosive.
themselves
are
amount of these explosive gases is

tion of

increased

where

slack

is

?

Ans.

—The

law requires the en-

to be watered because

it has
been proved that when the coal dust

tries

on the roof, ribs, and floor is wet,
the propagation or spreading of an
explosion by means of dust is not
generally

While

possible.

amount of water required

the

for this

purpose will vary with the fineness

and character of the
required

are

enough

to

coal, the entries

be watered often

The law

shot firers

requires

to

examine and inspect the holes and to
reject any such as are improperly
tamped or placed and are for any
reason likely to cause a blown-out
or windy shot; the shots are to be

by

fired

have
this

electricity after the

The

the mine.

left

law

miners

object of

number

to reduce the

of

is

shots and,

lighting these gases by returning to

the face too soon after firing a shot,
this danger is greatly increased

exposed

where slack tamping is used.
QuES. 7.—The diameter of the

these

The

if

an explosion does take

limit the
to the

danger.

object of
is

to

number of men

all

laws such as

reduce the danger and

effects of dust explosions, either

by

15 inches;

reducing the amount of dust made
in mining, by rendering harmless

the engine makes 250
per minute with a mean effective
pressure of 40 pounds per square

such dust as is unavoidably made,
and by reducing the number of men
I think the
exposed to accident.

the length of stroke

is

revolutions

inch

;

what

is

the horsepower of the

Ans.—The horsepower may be
found by substituting

in the

formula

" ^- PLAN
33,000

_40X1.25X (.7854 X10»)X (250X2)

spoo
= 59.5
formula, P

= mean effecIn this
tive pressure in pounds per square
inch = 40; L = length of stroke in
feet = 1.25 feet = 15 inches; A = area

L

is

defective in that

steps to reduce the

engine ?

~

law

made, which

it

improved by requir-

tamp the holes instead of leaving
this to the miner.

stand, while they

As matters now
have the right to

refuse to fire a hole they consider
unsafe,

prohibiting solid

amount of dust

shooting and by

seam be undercut
least 6 inches more

requiring that the
to

a depth at

than the depth of the deepest shot
hole and by limiting the powder
charge to 1J4 pounds of permissible
The undercutting before
powder.
blasting and the small charge of

short-flame

it is

not possible to

the right depth,

is

tell if

the

charged

is

with the right amount of explosive,
properly tamped, unless the

is

It is

all

the work.

not just to throw the responsi-

bility

accepting or

of

rejecting

a

upon the shot firer when it is
impossible for him to know how
this work has been done.
QuES. 9. An engine showed that
hole

—

developed 60 horsepower while

it

up a shaft
30 seconds; what

pulling a load of 3 tons
148.5 feet deep in

the efficiency of the engine?

is

—

Ans. One horsepower will do
30 X 550 = 16,500 foot-pounds of
work in 30 seconds. The work performed by the engine is equal to
3 X 2,000 X 448.5 = 891,000

foot-

pounds of work in the' same length
of time. Hence, the engine .is actu-

^ 16,500 = 54
Expressed as a for-

ally exerting 891,000

horsepower.

mula

X
^^•~ 3 X 2,000
30X550

TT

148.5

T5

_^,

"^

develops 60
Since the
horsepower and does but 54 horse-

engine

power

of

work,

= 90
^X100
bU
Sixty

is

its

efficiency

is

per cent.

the average horsepower

of the engine, which will e;cert very

much more than
up

to full speed

;

this while getting

that

is,

while accel-

powder

erating the load, and will exert considerably less than this at the end of

blown-out

the run where the rope on the empty

(permissible)

will also tend to prevent

hole

takes no

may be accomplished by

is fired.

ing the shot firers to charge and

shot firer himself does

place, to

10 inches and

firing could be

hands.

accidents resulting from blown-out

is

before a shot

think the law in relation to shot

I

and

to

used for tamping, as explained in
While
the preceding paragraph.
there is always danger of the miner

piston of an engine

down

watered

keep the dust so saturated
that it will remain in balls when
gathered up and compressed in the

increasing the amount of this gas in

greatly

515

;

side

April, 191S
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is all

acting in favor of the load

may

and

appliances

furnished

fittings

usually placed at the rear and below
the boiler to collect the sediment de-

be necessary to
apply the brakes to bring the cage

with

is

posited by the water in the boiler;

to rest.

none too good for use at a coal mine.
It was formerly supposed that practically
any cylindrical iron tank
stand the low pressures
would
that
then in use would do for a boiler,
whether it was economical or ex-

with a blow-off valve at the bottom

because

ford access to the interior of the

and where

it

—

How would you exQuES.
amine a hoisting rope, and what
indications would lead you to think
that the rope was defective?
Ans.—A hoisting rope is com10.

running it
monly examined
the engine
while
hand
through the
possible.
as
slowly
turned as
is
and probroken
any
detect
This will
note
may
the
eye
and
wires
jecting

by

others which are cracked.

Any

part

of the rope indicating that it has
been kinked should receive particu-

should the socket.

lar attention, as

Owing

to the possibility of corro-

from acid mine
custom at some
mines every few months to cut off a
portion of the lower end of the rope
sion at that point

water,

and

the

is

it

to resocket

it.

Internal corro-

sion cannot generally be detected by
ordinary means, and danger of

breakage from this source can only
be guarded against by changing the
rope for a new one either at the end
of a fixed period of time or after it
has hoisted a certain number of tons

The

of coal.

latter is the practice of

it?

ANS.^The

travagant
it

best type of boiler

in the

was held

use of

fuel,

that at a mine, "the coal

costs nothing."

now

It is

realized

mine must be

that the coal at the

charged to the account of

steam

power house, at least at
its actual cost, and many companies
charge it up at the price it would

and rear of the boiler to blow off
and clean the boiler; with a steam

drum

apparent, then, that there

room

for

economy

is

as

It

is

much

saving coal at

in

the boilers as in saving timber, rails,

For
modern mine

or any other kind of supplies.
this reason, the larger

power plants are equipped with the
very

best

water-tube

boilers

ar-

ranged to burn the smaller and
lower priced sizes of coal, and many
of them are equipped with automatic
stokers to save in the labor costs of

A

to

the

engines;

various hand and

man

boiler for inspection

QuEs.

—How

and

holes to af-

13.

and

repair.

prevented ?

Ans.

—The proper method of pre-

venting scale

is

generally the object

of investigation by competent chem-

or mechanical engineers, and the
one selected will, in general, depend
upon whether the scale forming impurities are suspended mechanically
in the water or are in solution.
Among the precautions and remedies are:
Filtering out suspended
impurities before the water enters
the boiler; frequent blowing off of
the surface of the water in cylinists

remove scum floatand blowing off of the

drical boilers to

ing on

it,

often taken

entire boiler at such regular inter-

making coke, where the
otherwise wasted gases from the

vals as experience has proven to be

ovens are conducted through firebrick flues and used to raise steam in
dispensing
boilers,
thus
entirely

circulation in the boiler

firing.

at

step further

is

plants

necessary; maintaining a thorough

most of the larger companies.
QuES. 11. How far must a
weight of 75.375 pounds be placed
from the fulcrum when the safety
valve has a diameter of 3 inches and
its stem is placed 4 inches from the
fulcrum. The valve is to blow off at
75 pounds pressure, and the weight
of the lever and valve are to be dis-

with the use of coal in the power

chemical treatment of the water

generating plant.

the boiler.

regarded.

consisting of an

—

Ans.
valve

—The

when

it

total

blows

pressure of the
off, will

be equal

in the boiler

was designed

than that for which it
with a steam gauge,
;

indicator with

a

hand or pointer the end of which
shows on a circular dial the pressure
of the steam in the boiler; with a-

water gauge to show the level of the
water in the boiler
with gauge
cocks to actually test the height of
the water in the boiler, one being

square inch or to
= 530.145 pounds.

(.7854x3^) x 75
Since the forces

or weights are proportional to their
distances

lows

known
X

from the fulcrum,

(placing

X

enters the boiler
in

;

Miners' Poor Lights
William Seddon in his early recollections of the Western Pennsylvania Mining Institute, now the Coal
Mining Institute of America, states
that John Porter in 1887 read a
paper on lighting coal mines by electricity.
This paper showed how

many

accidents could be avoided in

mines, provided sufficient light was

placed at the proper water level and

one about 2 to 3 inches above and
another the same distance below the

given miners, particularly on haulage and traveling roads. Mr. Seddon remarked that slow progress

with a feed-pump or injector
water into the boiler; with

had been made in furnishing miners
with suitable lamps to enable them

4 X 530.145.

Solving

= distance of weight

12.

it

fol-

it

from

fulcrum = 28.13 inches.

QuES.

feedwater before

equal to the un-

distance of the weight) that

X 75.375 =

for X,

X

heating the

Boilers are provided with a safety

by the steam pressure

pounds per

;

feedwater; chemical treatment of the

valve to prevent a greater pressure

to the area of the valve multiplied
in

it

with

can the bad effects of scaling in a steam boiler be

raising or

bring in the open market.

hold the steam before

to

passes

—^What,

in

your opinion,

is the best kind of boiler for use at
a coal mine; and what are the usual

first;

to force

a feedwater heater to heat the feedwater with a steam separator to dry
the steam before it passes to the
engine cylinders; with a mud-drum,
;

to

discover

He

attributes a large

injuries
falls to

and
poor

top

rock.

number

of the

crevices

in

fatalities

lights.

due to rock

i'i7

Mines '^ Minerals
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Scranton, Pa.

B road Top Coal

The Geology

of the Region, and the Methods of Mining
That Are Necessitated by the Irregtilar Formations

i

fflll

PROBABLY

no coal field in the
United States has been so little
mentioned in technical and coal

trade journals as the isolated region

field

was

WMiam

built.

Z. 'Price

This road

ated by the East Broad

road and Coal Co.
It was while Broad

is

oper-

their engines is

Top

Rail-

the

Top

City

was

lies in

Bedford County, and ap-

then, between the anthracite
and the bituminous districts.
Similarly, the Broad Top coal
in

character

between anthracite and bituminous and may be classed as
semibituminous.

The

history of the field

uncertain.

Some

is

The seam^ mined
Kelly,

it

is

but this

to

mine the

The commercial opening

Barnett,

are

the

Fulton.

and

is

so small that

it is

of

eastern end of the field. The
Fulton is found close above

coal.

of

began with the
completion of the Huntingdon
& Broad Top Railroad from Huntingdon to Hopewell in 1856 and the
branch from Saxton to Broad Top
City about the same time. It was
not until 1874 that the narrow-gauge
road along the eastern edge of the
the

the

no commercial importance. It
has only been worked in the

highly probable that
first

as

At some places the Twin seam
is seen just above the Barnett,

and took up their abodes in the
Broad Top region. If this is
true

field

known

standard-gauge 'cars of
Pennsylvania Railroad.

say that cer-

Englishmen, who were
tain
Tories and disinclined to fight
with the Colonists in the Revolutionary War, fled westward

they were the

coal

the tableland

Broad Top Mountain. On the
western side is the Huntingdon
& Broad Top Mountain Railroad which connects with the
Pennsylvania Railroad on the
south at Mt. Dallas and with
the same railroad at Huntingdon to the north. Along the
eastern edge is the East Broad
Top Railroad which extends
from Woodvale on the south
to Mt. Union on the north,
where the coal is reloaded into

proximately 3,000 acres lie in
Fulton County, to the southGeographically it is,
east.

intermediate

in operation at

shaft.

The Broad Top

southern end of Huntingdon County, Pa. It extends
south across the line 7 miles

is

now

It is a 26x48
second-motion hoisting engine and
has two 14-foot drums.

Woodvale

in the

into

Field

the

country

Fig.

a

1.

summer

Plane at Ladysmith Mine

resort in the 60's that the

Pottsville

sandstone,

the

Barnett about 40 feet above the
Fulton, and the Kelly from 60 to

These

above the Barnett.

Roberts and Woods, of Philadelphia,
and the Markles and Pardees, of

90

Hazleton, after visiting the district
began operations near what are now

intense folding in the region brings

Robertsdale and Woodvale.

COPVRiaHTID BY INTIUNATIONAL T«XT»OOK COMPANY

One

of

feet

distances are greatly variable as the

them much closer together
cases.

ALL KISHTS RUIUVIO

in

some

^e ^ftiery Engineer
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The

westward.

Wray's

Fulton

Hill, a mile east of

dale, is 2,200

feet

May,

1915

seam

in

Roberts-

above sea

level,

while at Riddlesburg, 9 miles to the
west, the Kelly (the top seam) is
being mined at 800 feet above tide.

Between these two points are 13 disand each of these is at
some place made up of numerous
smaller basins of varying depth and
extent.
In the working of the coal
a number of years ago, the mining
was done exclusively on the anticlinals chiefly because it was easier
and cheaper mining, and also because there were no means of haultinct basins,

ing heavily loaded cars out of the
dips at that time.

At Robertsdale, the Rockhill Iron
Fig.

2.

Ma?

and Coal Co. has two operations,

of Broad Top Coal Field

At

both slopes in the Fulton seam.

The Kelly seam has been eroded
entirely

from the eastern

side of the

but along Six-Mile Run, Sandy
Run, and the western side in genfield,

eral, it is the principal

now being mined.

In

stances the Barnett

is

seam that is
some few in-

being worked,

but not to any great extent.

The

coal

is

friable

extreme folding,
slickensided along
In

some places the

that

it

is

it

its

Owing

to the

thoroughly

is

fracture lines.

coal

so crushed

is

recovered as slack.

How-

ever, the coal throughout the field

is

mine run. Owing to the
uneven and ever-changing floor, tosold

as

gether

with

the

variable

middle

rock, the use of machines
sible

and mining

is

is imposdone entirely by

hand.

With

ward the formation

Susquehanna

rectly beneath,

Mauch Chunk

and below that the
it is mani-

red shale,

fest that the coal is a part of the

Fio.

3.

continuous

Considering

River.

that the hardness of the coal
less

than
is

that

if it is

is

much

anthracite,

of

"Why

often asked

this coal as

is

tion
is

is

the

The

dale, a

hard as the anthracite,

of the same measures and has

when

rather difficult

the field

but casually reviewed, but upon

closer examination

noticed that

is

it

the measures in the

Broad Top

Woodvale, a mile to the south, the
same company has a shaft 200 feet
deep to the Fulton seam. Only two
seams are minable at Robertsdale,
the Barnett and the Fulton, and
these seams lie in a peculiar manner.

not

been subjected to numerous convulsions and disturbances?" The ques-

re-

interval

is

45 feet at Roberts-

mile to the south the interval

increases to 90 feet,

a mile

still

and

at a point

farther south the seams

come together and show
thickness of 12

feet.

shows

5 feet of coal

with a parting

of sand rock and shale in the middle
of the seam, varying from
15

region are over 3,000 feet thick.

It is plain, therefore,

that increased

heat combined with
upward pressure must
necessarily have metamorphosed the
lateral

and

or

coal to a greater extent.

The formation

as

Section of Broad Top Seams at Six-Mile Run.

a

Vertical Scale

Is 5

feet

seam

is

in

from 4j4

1

foot to

The Fulton

thickness.

to 8 feet in thick-

ness with a sandstone parting vary-

ing

from

thickness.

2

inches

to

5

feet

in

In a number of instances

the parting in the coal at the entry
is

whole dips

total

termined by diamond-drill holes. A
section of the Barnett and Twin

thickness while those of the anthracite

a

This was de-

gion are only about 1,200 feet in

weight
the Pottsville formation di-

is

with the basin that holds the northern anthracite region along the

question

and has numer-

ous fracture planes.

Northeast-

measures.

anthracite

seen to be but a few inches.

This

naturally seems to be adaptable for

Times the Houijontal

;

May,

1915

We QffieryEngineer

Tipple at Six-Mile

Fig. 4.

room work.
However, in many
such cases the parting thickens to
4 or 5 feet before the room has gone
250 feet.
yardage
the

Conditions like this where
continually being paid to

is

miner,

increase

the

cost

of

mining considerably.
In some cases the coal takes a

sharp dip and appears to be "pinching out." In one instance this was
thought to be the extremity of the

seam

that point and

at

work was

Another time the same
was encountered and by
driving ahead it was found that the
seam quickly resumed its horizontal
abandoned.
condition

position at

This

its

customary thickness.

very similar to anthracite
conditions, but the extreme folding
and overlapping of the anthracite
is

district

Top

is

not found in the Broad

region.

culated to

Rooms

go on a

cannot be

cal-

certain course for

and a contour of
the mine roof would be misleading.
In mining the Barnett and Twin
seams, some years ago, the coal in
the bottom bench was first mined
out, then the sandstone parting was
blown down along the entire room
distance, a track was laid on top of
this rock, and the upper bench or
Twin seam was mined out. This
their full distance

519

Run

eliminated the handling of the parting but was not economical because

ertsdale,

the pillar on the bottom bench

throughout

lost

is

was
and squeezes were always liable
to result.
This method was called
"rangering." When the rock was too
thick for this work, holes were
driven up to the Twin and the coal
after being mined
was dropped
through to a car below.

The Barnett seam

is overlaid by
compact sandstone whose
strength can be appreciated from
the fact that some of the rooms and
entries were driven at enormous
width and the roof is still as firm as
ever after many years, though there

hard

a

is

not a stick of timber supporting

The bottom of

it.

This

fireclay.

flinty

seam

the

a

is

reddish in

is

some places contains a
high percentage of iron which low-

color and in

ers

refractory

its

making some
furnaces.

In

similar bottom

of

.it

nature,
unfit

for

thus
the

Fulton seam a
found and a softer

the
is

roof which in some cases requires
coal has the following aver-

age analysis

:

Volatile matter, 16

fixed carbon, 76.50; ash, 7.50; sul-

phur,
14,550.

1

to V/i per cent.

;

B. T. U.,

is

its

slope,

at

necessitates
It is

Rob-

Fulton seam, and

in the

8,000 feet of length

a series of rises and dips.
the

This

haulage.

tail-rope

necessary to have a competent

engineer

hoisting

owing

to

at

the

numerous

throttle

changes

of

grade that cause his work to alternate between holding back on the

and the speeding up of the

tail-rope

head-rope.

At the

slope bottom

is

the turnout

or side track, to which point coal

from the main sectioris of the mine
is hauled.
This is mostly accomplished by means of a Lidgerwood
hoist situated near the far

electric

end of the turnout. The empty cars
are lowered down the main heading
and then branched off into the room
entries to the right and left. A tailrope is used. This means an individual tail-rope for each entry. The
hoist has a capacity of fifteen 2-ton
ca'rs per trip, on a 15-per-cent. grade.
In another section of the mine, the

empty

extensive timbering.

The

The Robertsdale

trip

attached
track

is

with the haulage rope
hauled to another side

by the use of an

The loaded

trip is

air

hoist.

then hauled out

with the rope from the air hoist acting as a tail-rope.
This auxiliary

May,
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is necessary on account of the
heavy strain to which the main tailrope would be subjected. This is
due to the varying grades and the

hoist

difficulty

in

finding a rope strong

which con-

a shaft and two slopes, one of
which is being operated on a small

This effectually prevents any
choking of the air and is not unlike
the evase chimney.
The fan is of

scale.

200,000

in use at their operations,
sist of

By means

stream to the Raystown branch of
the Juniata at Riddlesburg, the

tons.

to the

and

rises

Robertsdale slope the

the

in

numerous

From

Run.

topography

head- and tail-rope would strike and
rub against the roof at some points.

central

This caused undue wear on the wire

ridges.

To

obviate this, the track

to one side a short dis-

line of the slope below that point.
Alongside the track at that point a

room

Crossing the Broad

was

post

and

placed

securely

wheel

sheave

bolted

Then when the rope

thereon.

a

(vertically)
rises

Top Arch go-

ing west from Robertsdale, the sur-

down to Six-Mile

the beginning of this

is

West

similar

Virginia.

The

coal lies in successive

basins running almost

At

N45°E.

Bedford County,
the J. M. Mclntyre Co. operates the
Shreeves Run mine with an output
of about 800 tons per day from three
drifts in the Kelly seam and 150 to
200 tons from a drift in the Barnett.
At this point the Barnett is a better
grade of coal. It contains but 3 per
Finleyville,

hoists are used.

imized.

as high as 8 or 10 per cent.

At the Woodvale shaft of the
same company a large steam hoist is

tion

The use of such
imperative owing to the

variable pitch of the coal.

These
have a single drum
which is engaged with the motor
driving gears through a positive
clutch.
By simply disengaging the
clutch, the drum runs idly on the
shaft under the control of the

room

hoists

brake.
cast

The rope drum

iron

with

space

is

made

of

winding

for

700 feet of ^-inch wire rope. The
attachment used for fastening the
rope to the drum is simple. It consists of a bell-shaped hole in one of
the drum flanges and a plate with
cap screws to firmly hold the end of
the rope.

The gearing

all

spur,

double

Meshing into the main
gears, which is part of the drum, is
a semi-steel pinion with
out of solid blank.

its

teeth cut

These hoists are invaluable owing
to the rapid wearing out of mules.
In numerous places, it requires three
mules to pull one loaded car. This
not only shows the roadways to be
on such a grade that mules are not
powerful enough, but that it is decidedly an expensive proposition.

At the

bottom.

shaft

the

This hoist performs work similar to
the electric hoist referred to at the

ash while the Kelly averages

cent, of

A

freak occurrence in mine operapresent at this mine, due to

is

the rolling seam.

bottom of the Robertsdale slope. In
steam hoist

opening

has a unique distinction, in that

drift.

this case, however, the

coal

hoists

from

three

it

different

counties.

whose use

these are small ones

is

imperative owing to the numerous
dips

the

in

feet

seam.

All

are

elec-

is

a

plane extending 960

up the mountain

The second

side to another

drift is

higher in elevation than the

360

feet

first

and

same seam.
At the Ladysmith mine of the
Schipper Brothers Mining Co., near
the town of Six-Mile Run, the three
is

The Rockhill company has many
pumps of various sizes. Most of

A

drift is being
operated at the tipple level in the
Kelly seam. Fig. 7. Alongside this

in the

seams are present but only the Kelly
and the Barnett are being mined.

trically or air driven save the large
is

reduction.

last inventory of the RockIron and Coal Co. it was found
that there are over 15 miles of rope
hill

near

situated

of

be no general direction of the

to

engines

is

that

to

There seems

from the track it strikes the groove
in the sheave and the wear is min-

Pneumelectric

7

mates 1,900

the

of

tance above, and then back to the

Numerous

at

'

face slopes sharply

was curved

enough to do this work and at the
same time flexible enough to go
around the small sheave wheels.

capacity

feet

been described, the daily production
from the three openings approxi-

strands.

Faw at Woodvai.e Air Shatt

cubic

inches of water gauge.

dips

S.

shaft.

rope haulage
system on the slopes and with 12
underground hoists, such as have

Owing

Fig.

191S

Scranton steam

pump

at the

bottom

Woodvale shaft. This pump
draws from a 3,000,000-gallon sump
and pumps the water to the surface
of the

200

feet above.

Ventilation in the East Broad

mines

is

good.

A

commonly used owing
or shafts.
vale

shaft

Top

blower fan
to

is

wet slopes

In this respect, the Woodfan is novel (Fig. 5).

Instead of the neck or discharge of
the 14' X 5' double-inlet Connellsville
fan being of the same width as the
fan itself it is here widened out in

every direction to a 10' x 10' size
order to

fit

in

the 10' x 10' concrete air-

I'lG.

6.

Steel

Mine Car Used at

Robertsdai.z

Two drifts are in the Kelly seam,
one at the tipple level and 800 feet
to the west, the other 250 feet directly

above the tipple on the moun-

tainside.

The

third drift

is

in the

May,
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Barnett seam, 1,800 feet east of the

Mule haulage

tipple.

is

The

used.

Kelly drifts are on the western side
of the anticlinal in

what

Crescent No. 2 basin.

on the eastern

drift is

is known as
The Barnett

and is in
hard to

side,

the Cumberland basin.

It is

keep up the roof in the Fulton, for
it is extremely hard, the

although

slacks

air

and

it

it

favorably
the

coke,

being

a

greater

slightly greater than the Connellsville in

sulphur content.

On

hill

a high

Knob,

The

Connellsville
diflference

amount of water
and about 1 per cent, more sulphur
on the part of Broad Top coke made
from coal of the Fulton seam. Coke
made from the Kelly coal is only
slightly

soon becomes

soft.

with

principal

521

at

novel

to

is

more
than

one of the

to project

is

the

is

the tipple.

Broad Top

mine working methods.

It is

Fossil Resins in
The importance of coal

region.

sized,

The

notwithstanding the

reciprocating feeder and a 45-foot

picking table. The coal then passes
over an 8-inch bar screen.
This
gives two sizes, lump and a combination of nut and slack. When the

Barnett coal

is

being run over the

diverted into another chute at the end of the table
and runs into the cars as run of
is

This is because the Barnett
coal does not make as good lump
coal for domestic use as the Kelly
mine.

this

point.

A

7j/$-horsepower

motor drives both the feeder and the

Fig.

rare

mine

is

coked

for the iron furnace at the mine.

idea

can

Pittsburg

the

Some

to be seen in the field.

be

gathered

mendous erosion that
place when this isolated

of

the

has
little

tre-

taken
area

is

striking feature of the field

the total absence of firedamp.

is

This

permits the universal use of open

The

lights.

coal does not contain

any gas of itself and the crushed
and broken condition of the strata
prevents gas accumulation.

A
by

the surface of a bog to large trees.
These plants, on dying, settle to the
bottom of the bog, where, mainly
through the agency of bacteria, they
decay.
The partial decay of the
vegetable matter and its consolidation forms peat. Through still fur-

ther

noted.

three important seams in the

the Fulton, Barnett, and Kelly

where

points
is

A

entire output of the

Plane at Shbeeves Run Mine

7.

seam

table.

Further down the valley, at
Riddlesburg, the Colonial Iron Co.
operates the Judith mine, a drift in
the Kelly seam at that point. The

visitor to the region

absence

the

of

any

is

struck

elaborate

consolidation

lignite,

and

the

higher rank.

Many

plants are

gums and

resins,

known

to

exude

especially

when

A

well-known fossil form
of such resin is amber, in which insects
are
frequently
found imbedded, having been caught and
imprisoned by the gum while it was
injured.

inferior to that of the Fulton or the

abundance,

be excellent for iron furnace use.

The most logical, however, are the
complex nature of the coal, the absolute unreliability of a seam remaining on any constant pitch, the

tenacious and strong, and car-

variations in the sandstone parting

coals has been doubted.

Kelly.

The Broad Top coke has proved
to

It is

ries
It

the ore load without breaking.

does not,

however, possess the

bright columnar and fibrous structure of the Connellsville coke.

The

coal has been coked in the regions
since 1846.
35-10—3

In analysis

it

compares

welfare

ascribed

in the

tremely

work.

to

seam and
high

in

demand

tive financial policy

reasons.

some cases ex-

haulage

these conditions

the operator.

This has been

number of

a

costs.

All

a conserva-

on the part of

They above

all,

tend

to prevent a liberal expenditure of

forms

of various processes, forms coals of

tipples or large outlay in sociological

or

peat

this in turn, as the result

all coking coals.
Owing to the
high percentage of sulphur in the
Barnett at some places its coke is

are

national

source of coal there have been many
and divergent opinions. It is now
generally conceded that coals of
various ranks, from lignite to bituminous and anthracite, are derived
from peat. The vegetation going to
make, up the peat ranges from
minute plants floating about upon

tipple consists of a Link-Belt

table the coal

Coal
in

development and in the progress of
the world renders any new information in regard to it of interest.
Concerning
the
formation
and

million and a half tons each year.

field,

drilling is being done at present.
There may be a dozen small anticlines and synclines between one
known point and another as shown
by a diamond drill. Present drilling
to define the extent of the field

fact that the region produces over a

The

do not
give positive information, although

operations are being conducted

There are thousands of such tipples
throughout the country, but it is the
only one in the district where the

at

in other

drills

feature of the Schipper com-

pany operation

coal

warranted

Even diamond

fields.

as Rogers

known

Riddlesburg,

capital such as is

still

soft.

In the

more

recent coals

of lower rank, fossil resin occurs in

lumps or

in

th'e

flakes.

.form

of

small

In the coals of

higher rank, resins are not readily
and their occurrence in such

seen,

It

has been

were
supposed that
different
of
type
a
formed from
vegetation in which resin did not
occur. In the United States GeologProfessional
Paper
Survey,
ical
85-E, David White discusses at
these

coals

•
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length the occurrence of resin and
in coals and proves that they

A Modern Rotary Drill

are present not only in the later
coals of the Western States of both

The rotary method of drilling, as
its name implies, involves the rotation of a pipe by means of machinery

gums

high and low grade, but in the old
Paleozoic coals of the Eastern

By HowarJ

"R.

Hught^

A

may

be

when

dull.

In

removed

and

the

cutting,

1915

sharpened

cone

or

edges,

points, of the bit- roll in a true circle,

cone bearing, and crumble or

like a

away

States. Mr. White's conclusions are
of particular interest as showing

bit attached to the lower end cuts a
clearance for the drill pipe, with

that the high and low rank coals
were derived from similar types of

much

an auger.

The cone
hard steel,
wear away slowly. Often they show
but slight wear after drilling 50 feet
of rock, a few inches of which would

only in the degree
plants and
vegetable matter
the
of
of alteration
are derived.
coals
all
which
from

the drill

completely dull the ordinary

In the paper the course of the
resin is followed from the living
plant to its elimination in the high-

the

differ

rank

The amount

coals.

amount of decay of the vegetable
The resin, being most rematter.
decay, increases proporvolume the greater the

tionally in

drill

the same motion and effect as

Water forced through
pipe by means of a pump,

and escaping through the bit, removes the cuttings and returns to
surface outside the drill pipe.

chip

points,

bit.

1

TO ACT ON

OIL

PIUNCER

LEATHER CUPS

•ROCK FORMATION

'^^

A CUTTINGS
WATER & CUTTINGS

lUBRICATOft PIPE

ROCK FORMATION

very

fishtail

motion allows the

the rock, one edge after another.

and

1

shows the

bit,

drill

pipe,

lubricator, in the hole, ready for

The

lubricator pipe, about

which
by the
pressure of the circulating water on
the plunger. This figure shows also
that the bottom of the drill hole as
formed by the operation of the bit
is

WDGHT
VUTtll

rolling

12 feet long,

WATER

KUNCeR-

rock.

of

cutting edges on the cones to chip

drilling.
WATOt

the

being

The

Fig.
-HOLE FOR WATER
PRESSltRf ntOH PUUP

of resin in

peat and in the coal subsequently
formed is largely determined by the

sistant to

placed on the derrick floor.

forced

is filled

down

with

oil,

into the bit

A

presents a perfect seat for a water-

high percentage of resinous matter

tight joint, preventing leakage after

destruction of the

gives

"fatty"

woody

tissue.

The

coals.

the casing has been

volatile

large

a

proportional

amount

of

In the formation

resinous matter.

m TO LOCK

WASHEII

of coals of higher rank, a sort of distillation takes place,

for the most

part

brought about
by movements
Fig.

result of this natural distillation the

permitting the

amount of

freely.

matter in the

The

resins are

reduced, probably leaving a part of
their carbon within the coal.

In the

highest-grade coals the resins apparently are obliterated as such.

To

those interested in the matter,

either scientifically or commercially,

the paper will prove of value as explaining the reason for certain quali-

and characteristics of various
types of coal. A copy of the paper
may be obtained by writing to the
Director of the United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.
ties

wells, this

drill

is

kept open,

stem to rotate

The pressure of the column
muddy water holds up the walls
the hole until
Practically

it

the wells

rock, the cone bit was invented.
This consists of two or more detach-

cone-shaped,

able,

steel

shown

in

cutters

of

Practically

Nova

all

the coke produced

comes from byproduct ovens.
Three briqueting
plants are dependent on these ovens
for binder.
By-product ovens pay
every way.

Scotia

har-

revolved in a holder, as
Fig. 1.
These cutting

lubricated with a special heavy vis-

cous

oil

supplied by

means of a

small pipe carried inside the
stem.

The

cutters,

drill

being detachable,

•Houston, Tex.
Abstract from article in
Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers, March, 1915.

can be applied in

mine pumps,
and in driving holes inclined at various angles from the vertical.
drilling

holes for

Educating the Miner

of the

Gulf Coast region, numbering nearly
10,000, have been drilled with this
system, but the fishtail type of bit
commonly used has not been so efficient in hard formations. For use in

dened

oil

of

has been cased.

all

drill

sump

While
and water

taken.

of

cones revolve on bronzed bearings,
in

is

Drill Using Cone Bit

1.

In this manner the hole

volatile

this

primarily designed for

have formed the ApAs a
palachian mountain system.

coal becomes less.

are given in the article

from which

as

of weight

upon the bit is the secret of good
work with this drill. Comparative
costs of work with this bit and the
fishtail bit

within the earth's crust, such, for
instance,

set.

The proper adjustment

and high-heating cannel coals have

According to Professor Norwood
a practical man is a man who is
capable of applying knowledge to
some useful end. He may have obtained that knowledge in a school
or through experience or both ways.
When we speak of a "practical miner" we think of some one who has
been educated only by practice or
experience.
If the practice where
he learned was bad, he is unfortunate, for a miner whose experience has been gained in a mine
whose manager says "he does not
want educated miners," is not a
good man to pattern after or put in
charge of important work anywhere.

;
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Problem

General Rule For Finding the Correction Angle to be
Applied to the Vertical Angle Read With the Top Telescope
Bu

FIGS.

1,

2,

and 4

3,

some of the
transit

that

illustrate

of

the

required

for

positions

are

various observations and measure-

ments which have to be made for
the determination of horizontal and
vertical distances between points,
with the use of the top telescope.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The distance measured from the
point at which the instrument is stationed is the point distance or P D.
Distance measured from the horizontal axis of the instrument

directly

to

the

instrument, will
distance,
distance,

distance,

point

if

lamp

W,

St>»n*

distance,

PLD,

instrument lamp distance,

The

vertical

distance

or an

ILD.
from the

station point to the horizontal axis

of the instrument

ward and minus

HI,

is

is

being carried,

ward and minus
It

tween

consecutive

points

urement

ILD

else the sight could not

but

it

is

straight

;

will

if

taped to a

be either a

the

meas-

liable

curately, because neither terminal
rigid.

The

/

D

and the

be preferred to the

PLD

is

are to

ILD, whenever

measurement

it

of

line

always possible,
be taken;
to be made inac-

axis of the instrument

suspended lamp,

up-

is

practicable; and the

it is

if

sometimes intervene be-

tions that

measured from the station point or from the horizontal
whether

plus

the measure-

taped

PD, or an instrument point
IPD, depending upon

up-

ment from fixed point to fixed point
but such measurements are not always possible on account of obstruc-

The

beyond the

if

downward.

make

best to

is

HP,

is
if

traverse.

be either a point

plus

downward.
The vertical distance from the
lamp to the point at which it is
suspended and to which the traverse
if

is in-

strument distance or ID.

The measured

point

F.

PD

preferred to any other

is

to

be

method of

whenever

it

can

be

used.

Figs. 5 to 37 indicate the different
'Professor of Civil and Mining Engineering,
Michigan College of Mines.

(Cordtnued on Page
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SYMBOLS EMPLOYED
MINE

SURVEYING
NOTES

Angle oeiween Line of
Signt ond Measured Line
K = vertical Angle
C = HorizonTQi Distance.

-

E
H

Difference

=

Heignt

I

=

Instrument
Lamp.

=
t}

in

E-PJDSin(-K-|S;

E=PDSin(.-K-p)

D = Measured Distance
=

—

C,„ a C-HI-HR)CosK+d "'-.
ipinp
pp

Elevation

rK

Sm§ = '^HP + HnCoslC+d
E =

3= Point.

PDSinC-K+^)

Fiq

;

Horizontal

Axis

14

+HI

of

Instrument.
Distance Detv^een Top
Telescope and Horizontal
Axis of Instrument.
-<

Horizontal Angle.

E = IPPSinC-K+(9) + HI

X
4H1

^K

Sinp:Cos<::(-HP+HI+X):PD

\^

IP

^-CosK

^^^J^^

Tig
fig

15

5

^^^\J^f-''
-K+^iii^'p.

Sin(9-tHP±H^^iisK±d ".;-.^
E = IPDSin(-K+§)-HI

E=PX3Sin(-K+p)

^v;-..

Eg 6

/^^>-...

F,gl6

L

-HP

P

E=PDSin(-K-(9)

Fiq

^V-....

7

Sin ^ = -HIC^°g^+d

Sin(S = -HPCosK + d

E - PLDSinC-K-(S)±HP

E = IPpSin(-K-|S.i-HI

/9~^--,

X ^'•••..
+ HI
'P

S,n(3=i!±iH

E=PDSin

Sin
i-K+(3)

^^^

Fig

12

fiq

•.

^=tHP£^K±d

E=-IPDSin(-K+/S) + Hl

\^^P+HP
^

S,np = ^^i&f^ffiaE=IPE>Sin(-K-(9) + Hi

17
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-4.
Fig

23

-H

HP
Sin0=±tli£Sii<±d

E = IPPSinC-K+(9)-Hl

E = PLD Sin fK + 0)

+ HP

t

HP

+HP
•

"^K+0
"^x-e

Rg 24

L

^^^P^

l^

"

E=

Fig

"^

X
+HI

P

PD Sin (K+0)

ov,

¥"<
E=PLDSin (K-(5UhP

E = PDSin(IC-p)

">-f^0 ng26
xT^^^

21

Fig

^^-c^

V

-lOf^

P

Sin(3

^T

<-^
E = IPD Srri(K-0)+VII

+ HP

tHP

L

% 2^

r^Q

ai

n^+IS

S-^

pg32

^

-HP' L/'""~-->v^

^"^^""^N^.

^"^^^^^-^
(^HP-HUC05<+d
Sio g.
E=PDS(n(K-(9)

31

-HI

= ^-^*^''-^;^^°='^*'^

E = PDSin(:K-0

L<.

./N.

Fig

-HP

"-

\
E=PPSin(-K+p)

30

+ HP

^\

SinP^-^HICosK+d

Fig

Sine = ^ii^^5K±d
IPD
E=lPD5in (K + e) + HI

o- C-HP-Hl)CosK+d

l

P^^^^

-HI

'^-^

^0

Sin fS=-r^
LP Sin (-K+|9)± HP-HI

K
r\

p

\

Fig 25

E=

g?9

--^^v + H1

Pf
-HI

Fi

-HP'

E

=

PDSin(K+3)

Sin/e^-^MPppOsNtd
E-IPJDSpn(<+(S) + Hl

^^

+H-J
"^
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be involved in

finding the correction angle

when

the transit with top telescope

is set

up

either directly over or directly under the station, and when the lamp is

suspended directly over or directly
under or on the point. The cor-

"••^v
p

"--^ -HI

S,.^p=±UP|^§gp:d

^ ^

E=IPDSin(K+(9)-HI

rected angle is the result of the
algebraic summation of the vertical
angle and the correction angle. The

E:=IPD Sin(-K) + Hl

C=IPD CosK

algebraic sign of the vertical angle

+

is

39

Fig
Fig

downward.

54

quadrant

first

therefore

is

the

in

fourth;

always

plus.

sign of

upon the algebraic
which is determined

its sine,

by the sign of the algebraic summation of the numerator of the fraction

E=I LPSin(-K)+HP-HI

C=ILD CosK

IPDSinCK- ^)-Hl

the

in

algebraic sign of the correction

angle depends

t+HP

either

is

or

cosine

its

if

Geometrically,

the vertical angle

The

E =

upward, and -

sighted

if

sighted

the

in

equation

for

sin

The

/9.

algebraic sign of the denominator of
the fraction

P

S/np:CosK:;(+HP-HI).PD

k

-^
Fig

"^---

Fiq4

X'^

"^"^

~

^

the

^<H^K_0
t>.

E:

=

IPPSinC<+(3)-HI

Sin p--«+"p-p"^

CosK

E=PDSin(-K-

0)

is always + because it
forward from the ob-

bringing together
equations

different

Figs. 38, 39,

--;:..^

and 40 are made to
d from

equations for the correction
angle in certain specific cases.
the

Fig. 4

the

made

is

distances

points

36

GENERAL FORMULAE
for

all

PRECEDING PROBLEMS;
Sin g- ^^HP'=fcHf)nosKH-(i'

E=lLDSin(K+§)±HP+H[

E= DSin(±K±P)±HP'±HI'
C= DCos(±K±§)

*P

to illustrate a

HP = when P

^Hl

HP

is

measured

to

the

Lamp

Lamp and Point coincide.
=0 whenD is nneasured from the

measured

are

Axis

•v^

%6

7-ig

3

7

'

of

the Instrurfient.
the Sight is taken with

d -0 when
the

Main Telescope.

''HP=0 when

^Sv\
p
-Hi

P

is

measured tottie

and when Lamp and Point coincide.
when D is measured from the

'HI =0

Instrument Station Point.
E = iLDSin«+p>±HP-HJ

Point

num-

Where
from

front of the instrument,

special

case

is

illustrated

in

which the instrument is set up on a
ledge back of the principal survey
point in the shaft. This makes the
"back of shaft" problem which is
often found quite convenient.
The
general equation for the correction

.

„

sm/9

is

= HI cos K+L sm K+d

p^

and when

+HPt
L

the

in

angle in this case
'

of

the

illustrate the elimination of

"^.

ber of different conditions.

Fig

all

under

general formula that follows Fig. 40,
we have the general rule.

^\^^^
Sin^=^tlP£^^S±a

By

server.

-HI

35

distance

is

where L is the horizontal distance
from the vertical axis of the instrument to the principal point, and
other elements are the same as in
preceding problems.

Magnesite

is

a mineral which

is

over 52 per cent, carbon dioxide, the

gas which

is used for charging soda
water and similar beverages.
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Water and

Boiler

C.

fflli

—

tation is a power plant in
most cases a steam boiler and a

The steam

boiler, in

burn

essentials, is a firebox to

its

the

and a tank

fuel

hold the

to

The great coal mining industry has grown up with the modern demand for fuel. This use of
water.

fuel for the production of

been

deeply

M.

Yaani

Unfortunately, the success attained

by truly

work

scientific

some

in

cases has led to the promotion of

schemes which can be best described
as fakes. Treatment is not for the
careless or uninformed; it requires
knowledge and judgment. It is not
a panacea.

may

It

water good,

but

it

make bad
may make it

not

plants sent to another for 700 boiler
tubes. As there were not so many

spare tubes in stock,

all the locomobe spared were sent
and these were connected to the
steam lines and the operation of the

tives that could

water

fore

plants,

as

now

it

obliged to

different sizes, the

designs of grates, methods of firing,
Boiler Upside Down, Showing Bags

Due

to

Sediment

as essential for the production of

steam as

is

the coal on the grate, and

much

better.

Probably the best

evi-

the character of the water has as

dence of the real success of boiler

much

water treatment

tion

to do with the cost of opera-

and

repairs.

determines
boiler

It

is

conditions

the

and has much

to

which

this

of

do with

the
effi-

ciency, length of service, cost of repairs,

Not

and
all

natural waters are

put into boilers.

Some

fit

to

are so bad

some can be
helped and made tolerable by judicious treatment, and some are so
good that treatment would be of no
value and would really do more
harm than good.
as to be past treating;

The
are

ill

fact that

many

is

suited for use in boilers has

of boiler water have developed the
art to a high point and are able to

produce good results in such cases
they are willing to undertake.

found in the facts
devote them-

many companies
exclusively

selves

this

to

subject,

and that thousands of tons of chemicals are

used every year in the treat-

industrial plants
built their

railroad

heavy
teen

own

treating plants.

over a short

bad water, has

treating

$250,000.

Also many large
have designed and

One

company which handles a

traffic

district of

plants

This

at

a

company

An

foimd

proportion to the badness of the
water and the amount used. Commonly, it is the large industries that
in

know and

appreciate

and apply

the

loss

is

damage

the

remedies,

but

the

just as great proportionally

and

built

fif-

as essential to economical operation.

of

evils resulting from the use
impure waters are of various
kinds, depending on the character of
the impurities, the temperature of

cost

spends

one

of the principal railroads entering
its

roads simply because they are at
All users of bad water suffer

hand.

just

in the fact that

Pittsburg estimates

mine water for boilers, quenching
coke, and domestic purposes.
Figures have been given for rail-

the improvement of the water

indication of the magnitude of

is

of the

the

to small plants as to large ones

the losses involved in the use of bad

water

of

line in a

about $20,000 per year for chemicals.

natural waters

been the cause of great expense to
the developers of steam power, and
has led in many cases to the adoption of measures for the modification of the water available. Several
companies engaged in the treatment

as

that

ment of water.

safety.

One

Pennsylvania companies installed temporary plants
for the treatment of mine water and
continued operations, using treated
largest

etc.

in the boiler is just

suspend operations for

lack of suitable water.

shapes and dimensions of fireboxes,

But the water

art

During the dry weather of last
several coal companies were

is

ject of coal, covering its heat value,
its

become as much an

is.

summer

impurities,

before the treatment

really

considerable literature on the subits

But this was bewas treated at these

plant continued.

of water had

power has

and there

studied

Troubles

Present in the Water Cause
and Expense by Chemical or Mechanical Action

AT THE center of every industry
£\^ of manufacture or transporsteam engine.

Its

When

Substances Which

Damage

foa

annual loss

due to the character of water used
about $500,000. Another road in
the same district could develop 25
per cent, more power with good
Both of these companies
water.

is

The

of

the

boiler,

water before

the
it is

treatment

of

the

fed to the boiler,

These troubles may be put under four general heads.

etc.

(o) Precipitation of

mud.

Much

at

water contains matter in suspension
and is turbid or muddy. This suspended matter accumulates in the

employ extensive treating systems.
One day one of the Pittsburg steel

the

boiler.

A

large part of

it

collects in

mud-drum from which

blown

out.

it

can be

Sometimes alone or

in

May,
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conjunction with other substances it
accumulates to considerable thick-

may bake

ness and

When

it

settles

onto the plates.
out of suspension it

an insulator, and if it accumulates on a plate exposed to heat,
that is, anywhere except in a muddrum in most boilers, it may cause
bagging or even rupture of the
acts as

The temperature

plate.

of the

fire is

to melt or soften the

high enough
The metal
iron.

exposed to this
temperature and would become dangerously heated if it were not for the
is

constant loss of heat to the water.
Any accumulation of mud or scale

impedes the transfer of heat, with
the consequences that the gases are
less cooled, that is, more of the heat
value

is

and that the iron be-

lost,

found that this substance causes
foaming when present in the amount
resulting from the use of 2 pounds
of sodium carbonate per 1,000 gal-

gave no trouble but when
;

it

1915

became

necessary to force the boiler and the
pressure wa^s raised to 185 pounds
the scale gave trouble because the

Solid particles in suspension

temperature of the gases was higher,

These may exist in
will cause it.
the feedwater or may be precipitated

and while the thin scale had allowed

from

water to keep the tubes cool while
the boiler was operated at low pres-

lons.

it

in the boiler.

Scale

(f)

is

an accumulation of

mineral substances precipitated from
water on the sheets and tubes of the
Scale

boiler.

commonly divided

is

the transfer of sufficient heat to the

sure, this

The scale
was decomposed and the tubes cor-

hard and soft, though there is
sharp dividing line between
them.
The difference is in the

roded.

physical hardness and density of the

metal

substances.

the

into

no

The accumulation

of scale retards

the transfer of heat from the gases

The

to the water.

was not the case when the

pressure was increased.

{d)

Corrosion

the metal
is

a dissolving of

is

the

of

boiler.

As

the

not uniform in composition

corrosion

deeper

is

in

some

places than in others and pitting results.

The occurrence

effect is consid-

of

the

various

comes hotter than it should.
Sometimes steam
(h) Foaming.
does not escape quietly from the
water but forms a mass of foam. In

erably greater with hard scale than

troubles which have been mentioned

with soft because

can be understood by the consideration of water and the substances

such cases

figures

it

impossible to

is

how much water

is

tell

present in the

and there is danger that the
boiler may become nearly empty

boiler,

before the condition

When

the

discovered.

foam passes over

pipes and engine

The

is

into the

we have priming.

efficiency of the engine

course, lowered and there

is

is,

of

danger

its

greater density

prevents the circulation of water in

may

Water

There are no reliable
on the loss of efficiency
caused by scale, and probably it
would be impossible to obtain any of

which

general application, because scale

substances which are insoluble in

the

scale.

is

it

contain.

oxygen, and

one of the best of
few

is

the same, there will be differences in

now

Until recently

it

the
it

is

believed that part of the water

dissociated into

is

it.

was assumed that

water consisted entirely of
chemical compound Hfi, but

structure due to different

a

solvents, in fact there are very

composed of several different substances; and even in those cases
where its chemical composition is
physical

is

chemical compound of hydrogen and

H

and

OH

and

of a cylinder explosion because of

conditions attending

deposition,

that these ions, as they are called,

the inability of the exhaust ports to

such as temperature of the gases,

have properties quite different from

handle the water accompanying the
steam.
Wet steam interferes with

rate

As an

those of the undissociated molecules.

lubrication because the mineral oils

scale,

which are the best lubricants do not
adhere to wet surfaces.
To aid
lubrication, vegetable and animal

there

oils are

added.

Foaming
ways.

is

caused

in

several

Sometimes animal or veg-

etable matters increase the viscosity

of the water, and in

some cases

oils

are saponified, with the result that
the water acts like, or is, a soap solu-

of

evaporation,

illustration
it

is

its

of

may

the

etc.

of

variability

be said that sometimes

considerable

difference

in

In the neighborhood of important

amounts of sulphur compounds,
which result from the burning of the

conditions seems to exist, it will
sometimes be found that one boiler
will

scale

No

be quite

heavily coated with
while another may be free.

satisfactory

scale be

may

explanation

has

the deposition of

variable, but
effects.

it

may

This

is

proillus-

changed and foaming
of sodium carremove calcium sulphate

million of scale forming substances.

from water, results in the formation
of sodium sulphate, and it has been

Normally this boiler was operated at
120 pounds pressure and the scale

bonate to

which are oxy-

same

of the boilers are of the

duce different

is

the principal ones of

type and size and are fed with the
same water. Even under such circumstances, where uniformity of

all

evaporation of water that the sur-

The use

from the

gen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.

been found.
Not only

face tension

falls

the boilers of a single battery, where

tion.
Sometimes a scum is formed
which prevents the ready escape of
the steam.
Sometimes a soluble
substance is so concentrated by the

occurs.

The water which

clouds in rain absorbs certain gases,

trated by the case of a boiler fed

with water containing 100 parts per

industrial

districts,

considerable

may be found in
and these will be absorbed.
When the water falls upon the
earth's surface it begins to absorb
substances exposed to its action. If
it passes through decaying vegetable
matter it absorbs additional amounts
of carbon dioxide, and in some cases
absorbs appreciable amounts of
it
the acids resulting from the decay
In most
of the vegetable matter.
insignifihowever,
these
are
cases,
sulphur of the coal,

the

air,

cant.

If

decaying animal matter
iConlinueJ on Page

57 f)

is
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The Burning

629

of Pulverized Coal

The Process and Apparatus Used in the Portland
Cement Industry and in the Raising of Steam
Bu R.

THE

process of burning powdered coal has been developed
in but few arts and only in

relation

to

types

certain

of

fur-

For more than 30 years
various schemes for burning pow-

naces.

C. Carpenltr

and F. R. Low*

extremely high temperature and in
which the required chemical combinations take place.

During the early years of the
cement industry in this
country, oil was employed as a fuel.
Portland

dered coal in boiler furnaces have
been suggested and numerous patents have been taken out on various
processes and burners, but without

any marked degree of success. In
the Portland cement industry, commercial success was attained more
than 15 years ago as a result of a
series of investigations and experiments. The furnace employed had
much to do with the practical success which was finally attained, and
for that reason its construction and

mode

of operation will

be briefly

described.
is

manufactured

from a theoretical

that of solid fuel,

standpoint.

In the burning of com-

mercial sizes on the grate, the air
passes between the pieces of coal,
and the products of combustion pass

Coal dust does not
burn under such conditions, as the
are so fine that the coal

particles
Fig.

2.

Section, Atlas Burner

This was sprayed into the lower end
of the furnace with a jet of compressed air or steam.

The

employed successfully,

but,

the increasing cost after

due

1895,

to
its

From

1897

1900, the increase in price

was

use was too expensive.
to

was

oil

forms a blanket, smothering any
flame. To burn powdered coal successfully, it must be burned while in
suspension in the

In such a posurrounded by
air supporting the combustion. The
long cylindrical furnace used in the
air.

each particle

sition

cement industry

is

is

obviously favor-

nearly

able for combustion in suspension.

from
a
commercial
standpoint, and was the principal in-

dust with other bodies results gen-

such as to

make

the use of

oil

Contact of the particles of coal

from a mixture of materials conlime and silica which are
brought together in definite propor-

centive

tions to produce a chemical combi-

relating to the use of pulverized coal

virtual loss of

was started by the Atlas Portland
Cement Co., in charge of Messrs.
Hurry and Seaman, chief engineer
and
superintendent,
respectively.
These experiments led to many dis-

onto the lining or the clinker.

taining

The

nation.

principally

raw

material

carbonate

of

lime,

is

or

limestone in some form, and clay or
shale.

The

materials are pulverized
Kiln,,

fuel is

off in the flues.

prohibitive

Portland cement

The problem of powdered

one of combustion under peculiar
conditions. Its burning differs from

for developing

the

use

of

In 1894, a series of experiments

coveries,

invention

the

in the

erally

lowering of tempera-

ture to such an extent that

pulverized coal.

of

various

tion

The

impossible.

is

any

time of combustion
creased

as

particles

is

the

combus-

result

fuel

is

which

the

falls

The

evidently in-

is

of

size

the

dust

increased, hence the finer

the grinding, the quicker

and more

perfect the combustion.

and finally to the commercial
development of the art.
The art as at present developed
parts,

consists of a process for delivering
kiln

the

to

fuel dust
^y/y///M/y//////M/M///^77777Z7A

the

by a

powdered fuel or
which im-

jet of air,

pinges on the fuel dust in an injector

with force enough to discharge the
Fig.

1.

Diagram of Burner and Kiln

raw, and mixed in proper proportions.

The raw mix

is

introduced

form of a
a wet and plastic

into a kiln, either in the

dry powder or in
condition,

where

it is

subjected to an

*An abstract from papers read before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers at
St.

Paul, Minn., June,

1914.

dust into the kiln.

may

air

be obtained from a fan or

compressor whichever

may

The fuel dust
combustion chamber of
venient.

in

be con-

enters the

the kiln in

form of a black cloud and burns
the form of an elongated torch as

the

shown

in Fig.

1.

Low Pressure Burner

The compressed

The fuel for burning in Portland
cement kilns can have a wide range
The best bituminous
of quality.
coals

are

preferable,

but those of

quite poor quality are in successful
use.

Anthracite has been used suc-

cessfully at different times, but

it is

;
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pulverize and requires a

difficult to

employed

machinery

verizing

is

high temperature for combustion.
Before the coal is ground it is
dried so that the moisture content

adapted to two systems of dust
In the first system the
burning.
pulverizer is arranged to deliver its

per cent., as the

product directly into the kiln without intermediate storage. It has a

will be less

than

1

affects the

water in coal seriously
operation

pulverizing.

of

It

also

has a detrimental effect on feeding

capacity of supplying but one kiln
In the
and is not widely used.

a feed controlling mechanism and
carried into the furnace by the
natural draft

and

capacities

the

coal

is

stored temporarily before being fed

This method

into the kiln.

almost

exclusively

used
cement

is

the

in

industry.

Conveying

machinery

differs

The

greatly in the different mills.

conveying is the
prevention of an explosive mixture
of pulverized coal and air. Neglect
of this precaution has caused the
loss of many lives and the destrucrequisite for safe

SchwartzKOPFF Apparatus

PiNTHER
Apparatus

Fig.

Fig.

4.

5.

and on the capacity of the

kiln.

The

effect of the moisture, however,
depends upon the kind of coal, so
that no limit can be definitely stated
as essential to success in advance of

a

trial.

The

operations required for burn-

ing pulverized coal consist in dry-

tion of

much

The

property.

present

and that arrangement in which the
coal is blown into the furnace, as in
the Day, or Ideal, apparatus. Fig. 6.

With

ducing disastrous explosions.
Storage

capacity

for

pulverized

because of the element of dan-

consistent with the continuous op-

upper end of the cylindrical
drier and is discharged through a
stationary hood at the lower end.
Drying is accomplished by direct
contact with hot gases which enter
the cylinder through the hood at the

It is customary
provide
bin
to
a
for each kiln with
a capacity of from 6 to 10 hours of
operation.
Such bins are usually
situated 15 to 20 feet from the lower
end of the kilns where they do not

The

dried coal

is

eration of the mill.

is

Powdered
bottom

of

coal

is

bin

the

fed

from the

sisting of a double-threaded

conveyer

is

quite certain not to result in

serious damage, and can always be

prevented by care, so that the pracnot open to serious criticism.

tice is

The

coal,

if

delivered

in

large

full

capacity of the boiler, a particle

will

remain in the combustion of an

ordinary furnace less than half a
second.

is

a thin fire

composed of coal

Enough of the coal failed to be consumed when in suspension to cause
the failure of the scheme.

When

it

is

suggested that an air

blast be used to introduce the fuel,

the apprehension of an excess of air
natural.

is

The

relative

volumes of

equal weights of coal and air are

about

1

:

990,

and since

it

would

introduced would be
=

1

:

1:

(990x15)

14,850.

by adjustable

of conflagration while in the drier.

it

furnace at a rate that will give the

feeding arrangements generally con-

This danger is slight, however, in
practice and with good construction
;

back connections and tubes.

fuel is introduced into such a

the relative volumes of coal and air

ing from the pulverizing machine.

somewhat the danger

into the

When

Each

moved

also increases

were ob-

was limited.
When sufficient draft was applied to
introduce a considerable amount of
fuel, the velocity was such as to
carry unconsumed particles of coal
tained, but the capacity

supplied by a conveyer lead-

interfere with the operation.

bin

machines.
This adds to the efficiency and capacity of the drier but

efficiencies

cent,

hardly be expected to use less than
15 pounds of air per pound of coal,

discharged into conveyers and reto bins over the pulverizing

type,

of about the size of hickory nuts.

fed into

discharge end.

first

grate

if it should happen to catch fire
would burn slowly without pro-

coal,

the

the

from 75 to 80 per

it

ger, should be as small as possible
is

having a mechanical
such as the revolving brush

feed,

that

verized coal from mixing with air so

and feeding.
coal to be dried

the Schwartzkopff ap5,

The brush injector or the
Schwartzkopff apparatus is placed
at the furnace door and upon the

practice endeavors to keep the pul-

ing, pulverizing, conveying, storing,

The

;

paratus, Fig.

second system the pulverizers have
large

1915

The

having

coal dust

is

a

screw

variable

blown

feed.

into the kiln

by a jet of air with an injector.
These injectors are arranged to deliver

the dust axially to the kiln.

Practice has proved that

it

is

un-

necessary to use more than one jet

lumps, is broken into small pieces
by passing through crushers, before
entering the drier.
It must be so
fine that not less than 92 per cent,
will pass a sieve of 100 meshes to

For Steam Making. There have
been three broad kinds of apparatus
produced to burn pulverized coal unap-

particle of fuel into the furnace is to

the linear inch.

paratus, Fig. 4, where the prepared

the diameter of the particle of coal

emptied into a hopper above

as -^14,850: ^T, or 24 times the diam-

have the coal

It is

still

desirable to

finer.

The

pul-

to a kiln.

—

der boilers, viz.:
coal

is

The Pinther

Fig. 6.

Day, or Ideal, Apparatus

The diameter

of the globe of air

which would accompany each tiny
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eter of the particle of coal;

so

will be seen that plenty of air

it

may

be used for fuel injection purposes
without exceeding the supply required for complete combustion. In
all

of the systems at present in use,

the fuel

introduced in this way,
the blower usually being so comis
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row of the circufurnace are covered with a sperefractory brick to within a

tubes of the inner
lar
cial

short distance of the bottom header,
making a brick-lined combustion

chamber.
The special bricks are
placed loosely around the tubes, but
soon become coated with molten ash

It has been said that in spite of
the cooling effect of the tubes the

special bricks forming the furnace
quickly burned away, and frequent
renewals are necessary.
Although

blow low-grade fuel
and while under steam
managed, one fireman being

this boiler will

successfully,
is

easily

bined with the pulverizer that the
pulverized coal is blown into the
furnace as fast as it reaches the
necessary degree of fineness.

In 1910,

J.

E. Blake, of the Blake

Pulverizer Co.,

installed under a
300-horsepower water-tube boiler,
at the Phipps power plant in Pittsburg, the arrangement shown in

The

pulverizer served as

Fig.

7.

own

blower, sending the pulverized

its

fuel mixed with air to the furnace,
where it was introduced by a series

nozzles extending across the
width of the furnace. A little less
than the rated horsepower of the
boiler was obtained with an efficiency of about 79 per cent.
Claude Bettington, of Johannesburg, South Africa, where the price
of coal is high, attacked the problem
by designing a boiler especially for
use with pulverized fuel. He took
out his first patent in the United
States, but his boiler was first commercially exploited in England. In
his boiler the feed is upward, as
shown in Fig. 8, through a water-

of

jacketed nozzle in the center of a
vertical

acts as a blower,
is

The

furnace.

preheated.

and the

From

pulverizer
air supply

the pulverizer

the coal passes to a separator, where

the larger particles settle out and
return to be again treated, the finer

passing on to the burner.

The

blast,

about 2 inches, opposing gravity,
tends to keep the coal in suspension,
and as a particle would have to pass
twice the length of the furnace (up-

ward
there

and downward) to escape,
no difficulty in obtaining

is

complete combustion.
The flame does not lift more than
10 per cent, under the highest rate
of feed which it is practicable to employ, the temperature of the furnace

and of the enveloping gases being
enough to offset the
increased
greater

velocity

of

ingress.

The

Fig.

and

7.

Blake

a.vd

Phipps Installation

which welds them into a
and closes the crevices
between the lining and the top
header.
The ash which is not so

in the opinion of some engineers
by high cleaning and maintenance

slagged to the furnace surfaces, or

charges.

by the draft, drops into
the ashpit below the lower header.

burning

The

of solid incandescent fuel

slag,

solid wall,

carried out

destructive effect of the imping-

able to

look after several boilers,

these advantages are largely offset

With

the

method

ordinary

coal, the grate,

with

its

of

bed

more or

upon the brickwork is
avoided by taking it upon the lower
head of the central drum, or upon

clinker, offers a considerable, vary-

the accumulation of gas in the upper

passage of

end of the chamber, the region of
greatest heat intensity being in the
core, while the tubes and shell are
subjected to the lesser temperature
of the somewhat cooled gases, which
have not yet got away. The radiant
heat is, however, effective upon
them and the metal surfaces must
be kept perfectly clean, and particular care taken as to the water level.
One of these boilers having 2,606

bustible residuum with

ing flame

square feet of heating surface has
been running for over 4 years at the
works of the builders. It evaporates

regularly

14,000

pounds

of

less

ing,

encumbered

the incom-

some

diffi-

and allows some of the
unburned fuel to sift to the ashpit
or to be fused in with the clinker.
If the fuel
sion,

can be burned in suspen-

many

of

these

difficulties

disappear and the draft-producing
is reduced to that which
remove the products of combustion and allow enough air to
enter to burn the required amount of
fuel.
There still remains, however,

apparatus
will

the difficulty of getting rid of the

With 10 per

incombustible.
ash,

thpre

These rates, however, (5.4 and 8.4
pounds per square foot of heating

pulverized form

cent.

be 200 pounds of

will

refuse to

fired boilers.

and

culty

coal burned-

stoker-

rejects

air,

water and has been worked up to

are attained with

ash

and uneven resistance to the

22,000 pounds of water per hour.

surface)

with

remove with each ton of
If

this

it is

is

kept in a

carried into the

back connection,! the tubes,: and stack,
and scattered about the neighborhood.

If

it is

fused

it

clings to the

May,
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surfaces of the furnace and aggre-

gates

damage

occasioning

masses,

into

brickwork

to the

in its re-

moval and comparatively frequent
stoppages for cleaning. In one instance the molten slag formed in

large initial cost of the drying, pulverizing, conveying and feeding apparatus, together with the fact that
all grades can be
burned with a tolerable degree of
smokelessness in the cheaper th^y-^-

coal of practically

upon the sides and
in stalactites upon the roof of the
furnace, while the floor was covered
with a plastic mass, which solidified
when the furnace door was opened,
and could hardly be removed without material damage to the furnace.
There have been several disas-

combustion; but in my
fire has rarely occurred
that has not* had the human element

taneous

opinion a

attached to

we

Upon

it.

investigation

some man has
some old working

usually find that

gone

through

place for his tools, or a boss has

sheets and ridges

gone on a tour of inspection, and
while the fire has sometimes been
discovered days after such a trip, it
seems to be a very logical deduction
that the fire was started during such
a
S"

The man searching
making the

visit.

foimi'ita

Cembvrtten
Oiambtr.

Horisontol SscHon

trous explosions of the prepared fuel

contain the elements necessary for

fire

bum

will

only slowly

compact mass.

It is

if

if

only

tact

kept

in

it is

a

oxygen
atmosphere can get to it

diffused in a cloud that the

of

the

quickly enough to

make

in

con-

are a few causes of
working places
A miner
will frequently leave his lamp hanging on a timber and the draught will
blow the flame back of the lagging,
under the bark or he may throw an
old wick into some dry timber or
Perhaps when
into the loose coal.
in

:

;

Du3t
Cfiambtr

the rate of

combustion dangerous. The pulverized fuel can be safely conveyed
en masse in suitable holders, in
screw conveyers, or even in cars and
barrows, if care is taken that it shall
not be blown or sifted about in a
finely disseminated state.
In those
systems where the pipe back of the
blower is filled with an explosive
mixture of coal and air, the rate of

come

with some inflammable material.

The following

ignited

when

inspec-

tion has probably set fire to a leader

A-B

of gas or his lamp has

own combustion, and

for his

tools or the boss

outside of the furnace; but these
can be prevented easily. Coal, however finely comminuted, does not

its

1915

work

quitting his

at night

he

may
The

leave loose carbide in a box.

dampness on this cargenerate enough heat to

action of the

bide will
Fhodinq anj

Fig.

ratus in

of

common

efficiency

margin

to

In a place that is not
start a fire.
properly ventilated, where there is a

Bettington Boiler

8.

use with a degree

which

leaves

little

cover the increased ex-

leader giving off gas intermittently,

he may, just before going home,
a shot which will back

A

fire

fire

and ignite

making

miner, while

penditure, have combined to restrict

this

flow must exceed that of the propa-

the use of pulverized coal for boiler

his cartridge or fixing his dynamite,

gation of flame in such a mixture,

purposes to special instances.

may have an

and

in shutting

down

first.

The

Mine

pulverized mass will run like water,
so

that

veyers,

the pitch

of

chutes,

must be such as

Bu

The

con-

to pro-

He may

explosion.

smoke

Fires

Jl. C.

ashes

Slau*

causes of mine

fires,

which

pipes,

into

may knock some

he

the

gob.

fashioned wooden

In

the

pump and

houses and stables, where the
containing

While anthracite dust can be used,
burns more slowly than coal hav-

careless in that they do not adhere

nibble these matches, and in this

ing a higher percentage of volatiles,

careful instructions of their officers,

and must be very finely pulverized.
For most systems, practically all of
the coal should go through a screen
having 100 meshes to the inch, and
for coals having a small percentage
of volatile matter or where very
rapid combustion is imperative the
coal is ground to a fineness which

or do not use

etc.,

against

the

flowing

of

their

contents.

it

will permit the greater part of

it

to

the

mine laws or the

common

cost of pulverizing and the

The majority

when engaged in working hazardous
places.
In many instances, prin-

trivial,

where the fire occurs in an
abandoned section, there is never a

matches,

the

rats

may
way

start fires.

causes

cipally

men

have hung their oil-soaked clothes

precaution

of

fires

of the above cited

appear

extremely

but they are actual causes of

some of our most serious mine fires,
and I think sustain my statement regarding the human element.

satisfactory explanation given as to

the origin of the
to

fire,

and

it

is

laid

the hackneyed excuse of spon-

to

pass through a 200-to-the-inch sieve.

The

strictly

old-

engine

occur despite the best precautions,
are numerous, but the primary reason is because the men employed are

vide

be

smoking, and as a majority of men

the coal sup-

ply should be shut off

gas.

Superintendent Katherine Colliery, Shamokin.
From a paper delivered before the Mining Society of Pennsylvania State College, October 15,
1914.

One

per cent, of the contents of

the oceans would cover all the land
areas of the globe to a depth of 290
feet.
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Virginian Power Co.'s Plant at Cabin Creek Junction, W. Va.

Operations

N ew River Field

in t he

The Scarbro and Dunloop Mines of the New River
Company, in Fayette County, West Virginia
Bu

THE

coal

of

electrification

Power

transmitted

at

44,000

mines with possibly the great-

volts for 25 miles over the

moun-

est efficiency is in evidence in

tains,

that part of the

New

West Virginia now

River field of
being developed

by the New River Co.
At each of the 14 mines of

substations.

The

other mines

at

volts.

are

Fig. 9 shows such a plant

in

disuse.

now aban-

erected.

At

some of the

cur-

is

is

At

rest

its

goes to the
voltage

initial

there transformed

to

2,300

Instead of following the scheme

commonly adopted among many
is,

bi-

of estab-

There are

substations,

each

These house

Westinghouse motor-generator
Four of the stations have three
sets, two of them have ^wo, and the
remaining ones have one each.
Take, for example, the Scarbro
21

sets.

The

substation. Fig. 4.

use of three

motor-generator sets gives high
ciency, since

it

effi-

permits each set to

its most efficient load.
morning one set only is running; as the cars" and locomotives
begin work the load increases and
another set is started by noon when

the substations and passes into the
coils, thence to the main incoming switch and then to the busbars of each panel, where an oil
switch controls each circuit.
Each

In the

;

all

the coal cutting machines, loco-

motives,

etc.,

panel

seen the "trolley frame" above the

the

situated at Cabin Creek Junction
along the main line of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

sheave wheels at the tipple. This
frame is described on another page

two of the

of this issue.

deep

is

therefore a unit in

load

itself.

In the background of Fig. 2

is

is

are in

sets are running.

load

The

operation the

the greatest and the three

power plant, the
company buys its power from the
Virginian Power Co., whose plant is
lishing a central

11

completely equipped.

operate at
this voltage, the current enters

choke

doned.

tuminous operators, that

Scarbro, where a

to

transformed to 2,300 volts
and goes to the Scarbro and Carlisle

engines were driving the generators,
plants

5,

is

and

boiler

Fig.

this frame. Fig. 2,

rent

this

is

large receiving frame

company the dismantling of the
steam power plants may be witnessed. Even at mines where steam
the

William Z. Price

As

decreases

the day closes'
and gradually

sets are stopped.

shaft at Scarbro

and the

hoisting

is
is

442

feet

accom-
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the control

if

should be carelessly left in "on" position. There is an automatic adjustment of the hoist control if it is ever
desired to hoist from different levels.

When

the main brake becomes loose,

the position of the vertical

This

lowered.

as the brake

may

arm

loose until the

is

c is

continue as long

arm

gets so low that a small angle iron

attached to
the power

and
Then, before

strikes the lever d

it

is

shut

off.

the hoist can be started,

it is

neces-

This is
accomplished by the turnbuckle e.
At the Cranberry, Whipple, and
sary to tighten the brake.

Carlisle

mines are hoists of similar

description.

i

at the New River mines
done entirely at night. This keeps
down the day load. All the main
sumps underground are of 24-hour

Pumping

is

Fig. 2.

Mstexing Fiaus at Scaebro.

Tippi.e in Distance

At

capacity.

means of a Vulcan
This hoist, shown in
tric hoist.
Fig. 8, and which may also be seen
in the background in Fig. 4, consists of two conical drums, whose
diameters are from 6 feet to 9 feet
and has a rope speed of 1,700 feet
per minute. The drums have a caplished by

elec-

by contactors
operating from the master controller.
The motor is connected to the
pinion shaft by a flexible coupling.
are

All

short-circuited

the

gears

are

of

the

single-

reduction, machine-cut herring-bone

type and are protected with guards.
An interesting feature of the hoist

each

overwinding device. This consists of a gear limit switch a, Fig. 8,
working in connection with a brake
solenoid.
In case of overwinding,

car 2,100 pounds and the cage 4,500

the traveling nut in the device actu-

pounds, making a total weight of
9,900 pounds or almost 5 tons on the
rope, each time coal is hoisted.
Two auxiliary brakes are attached one is a hand brake and the

ates the limit switch

pacity of 483 feet of rope each, and
the equipment can hoist two cars

The

per minute.

weighs

about

coal

3,300

in

each car

pounds,

;

other,

which

is

mounted on the

pinion

shaft,

is

mechanically

The main

is its

company has

At the Dunloop mine near MacW. Va., is a new tipple built
Fairbanks,
Morse & Co. Unlike
by
donald,

the big Link-Belt tipple at Scarbro,
the one at
steel

is

The

coal

prevents overtravel in either direc-

receiving hopper which

hoist cannot start

upon

lJ/2-ton

Phillips

by cutting resistance

speed, however,

is

mo-

con-

and

out of the rotor circuit. Cast-iron
grids are used for resistance, they

t.T41TnTia.Ml-ml

FiQ.

3.

is

pacity of 6 tons.

op-

into

cars

cross-over

and runs at
585 revolutions per minute at full

The

coming from the mines

in

The

It

tons of run-of-mine coal per hour.

which cuts the

tor of 400-horsepower

trolled

not built of

a capacity sufficient to handle 250

a General Electric

load.

is

covers three railroad tracks and has

floating-lever type.

The motor

Dunloop

but of white oak timber.

power from the brake solenoid b,
and the brakes are applied. This
tion.

600-

gallon centrifugal pumps.

service brake

three-phase, 60-cycle, 2,300-volt

eight

installed

gallon and five 150-gallon plunger
pumps, together with four 600-

and
the pinion brake are each applied by
weights, actuated by air supplied by
an independent motor-driven compressor.
The main brake is of,
what is called, the compensated or
erated.

the various mines, the

Tipple at Dunloop Mike

dumped over

dump

A

into

a

the

has a cabeaded flight

:
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loader conveys the coal from the
hopper to a pan conveyer. The latter consists of j4-inch steel pans
38 inches wide, each of which is attached to two strands of steel roller
chain.
From the conveyer the coal
is delivered to the shaking screens
which are of all-steel construction,

A60-horsepower Fairbanks-Morse
motor drives the beaded flight
loader, pan conveyer, and shaking
screens and a 10-horsepower motor
drives the two loading conveyers.
Each of the hoisting crabs for elevating and lowering the hoisting
booms on the conveyer car loaders is
;

M
Ik li.FuSBB E'lm
r^"ii
IHI^^^^^HH f In
liiHMit^^H * *
1

iiL i

'^'

.

1

"Tf

i

ll
Fio.

feet

4.

wide by 16 feet long, with

perforated steel screen plates.

Lump
X

5J/2"

coal

I>4"x2i4"
is

made over 3j4"

is

perforations

;

of the pan conveyer to relieve the

shaking screens.

The

coal at Dunloop is soft and
broken and that shipped from
the tipple is about 50 to 55 per cent,
easily

slack,

egg coal over

balance

the

Interioi Scarbro Substation.

Vulcan Hoist

in

J

1.

operated by a 3^-horsepovver Fairbanks-Morse reversing crane motor.
In designing the tipple, care was
taken to prevent breakage of coal.

Tests

egg.

that there

made

not more than 2 per

is

receiving hopper through which the

coal.

slack is discharged to the pan conveyer below, which in turn forms a
cushion for the larger lumps to fall

to the point at

on, thus reducing

smaller sizes.

of the loader
this

is

horizontal and to

part the coal

rectly

is

breakage at

this

screens.

At

The booms
they

may

are

boom
so

is

pivoted.

arranged that

be raised and lowered by

an electric hoisting crab. In no case
is the drop of the coal from loader
to the car more than 18 inches.

The machinery

is

considering

the

The egg

which

practically

free

No

the

of

friability

coal

screened up

is

it is

discharged

Lump

the car loader.

to

egg

considered very clean

from

coal

egg

nut coal

is

and

is

pre-

Throughout the district the coal
shows a heating valine of almost
15,000 B. T. U. In spite of its friability, which increases the breakage
caused by handling, it is considered
a high-grade steaming coal and

the end of this horizontal run the

26-foot adjustable

which

pared at the tipple; the nut and
slack going together as slack.

delivered di-

from the shaking

at the tipple

of nut and slack in the

cent,

by means of

beaded flight car loaders; one for.
each track. These loaders are so
arranged that approximately 12 feet

lump and
show

equally divided between

Coal loaded on two of the tracks
cars

i>

Backoround

coal,

delivered to

about

If

Stationary bars are provided at the
discharge end of the loader from the

perforations.

being

^^H
^^^1lll.„.
m^r^M IJ
% 1..
m^m. Mlm hm
jlPN
»f^
1^

K

r

5

point.
Stationary screen bars are
also provided at the discharge end

^'

III

HH^^^i'V^n iMT^El^'.. C'l

li

:

'
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rates

An

smokeless.

as

analysis

in this tipple is so

average

shows the following comMoisture,

arranged that the following loading

position:

methods may be employed
Screening lump and egg
First:
coal, which may be loaded into cars
by means of the loaders on tracks
Nos. 1 and 2 the slack going direct
to car on track No. 3.
Loading run-of-niine
Second
coal direct into car by means of
loader on track No. 2.
Loading run-of-mine coal
Third
direct to cars on track No. 3.

matter, 21.00; fixed carbon, 72.46;

3.77;

volatile

ash, 2.77; sulphur, .55.

The company has promulgated
set. of
all

;

the operations.

Each

rule has a

certain weight, depending on

portance.

:

spector, each

ing to
Fig.

5.

Main Electric Transuission Line

its

the rules.

its

im-

After the inspection of

the equipment by the

:

a

mining rules which apply to

mine

is

company

in-

rated accord-

condition as required by

The number given

at the

.
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end of each rule shows the relative
weight of each rule in rating. They

kept in boxes

catches,

that purpose

must be examined by the blacksmith and

sizes.

New

River Co.

tended to

at any one time; the
remaining ninety-six (96) per cent, must

good

state of repair.

25.

13.

2.

Allow

15.

around any

no

collection
of
debris
building or at any point on

the property.

2.

Garbage boxes

shall be placed at
frequent intervals throughout the camp
and cleaned regularly.
Boxes shall be
built 4 ft. X 4 ft. X 6 ft. with hinged
16.

sides.

3.

All dwellings, including fences and
outhouses, must be kept in good state of
repair at all times. 2.
18.
Wiring of buildings and dwellings
to be in accordance with Underwriters'
Rules on wiring. 2.
19.
Vacant dwellings must be securely
locked at once; if for any length of time,
the windows must be boarded over. 2.
20.
Special attention must be paid to
water lines; they must be kept open and
protected from freezing.
Only self-closing
17.

Fig.

6.

C.

&

O. Ry. Geared

Locomoun

e

the posted rules of the company. Should
anything in them conflict with the mine
law or the rules, the law and the rules
must govern and be followed explicitly.
S. A. Scott, General Manager

TIPPLE

Tipple must be kept free from all
accumulation of coal, slate, oil, or any
other refuse. 2.
2.
Not less than four (4) barrels with
two casting pails to each barrel must be
ready for immediate service in the tipple.
Barrels to be kept full of water with one
(1) peck of salt dissolved in each barrel.
Pail shall be of round bottom type, and
located in a convenient place to barrels. S.
3.
Where pit cars are greased on the
tipple, waste oil must be cleaned up daily.
1.

2.
4.

Machinery operating the tipple must
and protected from

be kept properly oiled
dust and slack 2.

5.
Tracks under and below the tipple
must be kept clean and free from bone
and slate or any other refuse that may
have been picked or fallen from cars. 2.
6.
See that all cars are thoroughly
cleaned and doors properly fastened before loading. Any cars having doors that
cannot be securely fastened must not be

loaded.

2.

Cars must be properly loaded and
neatly trimmed, and must be free from
bone and slate. 2.
8.
Surface landings must be kept clear
of all material. Do not pile posts, rail, or
7.

other supplies at the top of the shaft, except such material that is ready to be sent
into the mine. 2.
9.
board must ht located at a convenient place near the top of the shaft or
near the drift mouth on which the pit boss
can show what supplies he wants that

A

day.
10.

in

a

times.

2.

The blacksmith shop must be kept
neat

and

clean

condition

hydrants shall be used. 2.
supplies and general outside
21.
All supplies must be kept in places
built for that purpose. 2.
22.
Posts, rails, ties,

and outbuildings

at

all

2.

11.
Stock of iron and steel must be
properly racked; bolts and nuts must be

etc.,

all

on the shop track
be in

and instructions are insupplement the mine law and

bearings,

times.

Not over four (4) per cent, of the
number of pit cars will be allowed

12.

rules

sheaves,

Scrap iron must be deposited in a
scrap pile and no scrap will be allowed to
remain scattered about the plant. Scrap
copper and brass must be kept under lock
and key. 2.
14.
All buildings must be properly
maintained; roof, doors, windows, etc..
shall be kept in good state of repair at all

2.

total

These

ropes,

condition reported to the superintendent
or outside foreman. 15.
35.
Hoisting ropes must be resocketed
at least once every 2 months, and a record
showing date ropes were renewed and the
dates they were resocketed shall be posted
in the engine room on form provided for
that purpose.
15.
36.
Air-shaft to be examined and hoist
engine for same run once every week, and
report of examination shall be kept in
regular shaft report book. 25.
37.
Foot of air-shaft must be kept
clear of slate, timber, or other refuse at

are as follows:

Rules and Instructions Governing the
Operation of the Mines of the

fastened on the wall for
and plainly marked, showing

1915

must be neatly
venient places.

piled

and

rail

15.

Safety gates in the tipple and surface landing to be kept in proper working
order at all times. .05.
39.
Water rings in both shafts shall
be kept free from mud and refuse, and
pipes draining to the lodgment or shaft
bottom must be kept open. .05.

ventilation and examination
All overcast shall be built of masonry or concrete. 10.
41.
All permanent stoppings shall be
built of concrete or masonry. If they are
built of mine rock, the same shall be 18
inches thick laid in rich cement mortar;
if of brick, wall must be two bricks thick
laid in cement mortar, and, if concrete,
wall shall not be less than 9 inches thick.
40.

10.

Stoppings on butt entries can be
of a dry wall faced up with a rich
mixture of cement mortar, or a wall one
brick thick or 6 inches of concrete; if
dry wall construction is used, stoppings
should not be less than 4 feet in thick42.

made

ness.

10.

All permanent mine doors shall be
substantially built; the side walls shall be
built of either brick or rock laid in rich
cement or concrete. No canvas doors are
to be used.
10.
43.

2.

All electrical supplies

23.

steel

or racked in con-

times.

38.

must be kept

under lock and key and under the direction of the machine boss. 2.
24.
Fish-plates,
fish-plate
bolts
and
spikes must be kept in supply house. 2.
25.
Building material
such as, windows, doors, roofing, and lumber, must be
;

kept in supply house. 2.
26.
Pit-car lumber must
piled under cover so that it
come misshapen. 2.
27.
Pit-car wheels, axles,
must be kept under cover in
place to the repair shop. 2.
Pit-car,

28.

chine

engine,

be carefully
will not be-

and boxings
a convenient

cylinder,

and ma-

be kept on racks in the oil
house with drip pans in order to minimize
waste. 2.
29.
All gearings, belts, pulleys, and
wires must be guarded so as to prevent
accident to employes. 10.
30.
In a convenient place in the engine
house have for emergency use 2 stretchers,
2 waterproof and 2 woolen blankets, 1
gallon of linseed oil, and first-aid cabinet.
oil shall

2.

31.

and
their

Mines
all

shall start

dumping

at 7:30

day men must work 9 hours at

working

places.
Strict attention must be paid to all
rules and notices posted about the prop32.

Fio.

Saw Mill

7.

in

New

River Region

erty.

3i.

HOIST shaft and AIR-SHAFT
Hoist shaft shall be examined after

each shift and written reports made in
shaft report book showing condition of
guides, buntons, etc.
This report book
should be kept with the fire boss' report
book. 15.
34.
Each working day, immediately
after 12 o'clock, noon, the cages, safety

workings must be examonce every week, unless
otherwise directed by the company's in44.

ined

All

at

spector.

old

least
10.

Have

check-curtains placed on the
entries to deflect air into rooms ; these
curtains are to be placed not less than
every sixth room. When check-curtain is
45.

hung between two rooms,

all

the break-

May,
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throughs between those rooms shall be
closed, except the one nearest the face.

room must be

cient

tice for ventilation.

There must be not less than 8,000
46.
cubic feet of air passing through the last
on

breakthrough

working or

The

each

10.
not.
fan, at mines

entry,

where

whether

bosses
are employed, must run continuously day
and night, except when necessary to stop
the same for repairs.
All places driving toward aban48.
doned workings must be protected with
bore holes drilled not less than 12 feet in
advance; also diagonal holes drilled not
47.

fire

behind the brat-

mine print by darts or arrows the

The superintendent shall have ex60.
hibited in his office the ventilation print
last received from the engineering department ; also 100-foot working print.
When last print is received, the old one
designated by company's inspector, working places shall be examined
at the end of each day's shift to see that

no

fire is left.

than 12 feet deep at 8-foot intervals
along the rib.
49.
All abandoned workings are to be
properly fenced oflf. 10.
All haulage roads and working
50.
places, as far as practical, shall be well
drained.

10.

A

ployed.
52.

10.

The mine foreman

working place
every day where

shall visit each

each

alternate
necessary.

and

day,

before starting on
his morning examination, shall see that
the fan is running at the proper speed,
examine the water gauge, and see that
the air is entering on its proper course.
Examination must cover all working
places, including falls adjacent to working
53.

The

fire

boss,

places.
54.

After the

fire

boss has

made

his

morning examination, he shall reenter his
section and examine every working place,
excepting days he is examining old
workings.
55.

On

his

second examination he

is

to

see that the places are on line and carry
tools so that he can make the necessary
repairs to brattice, and he shall give par10.
ticular attention to posting.
If the fan has been stopped one56.
half hour or more for any cause whatever, the mine must be reexamined before
allowing the men to enter. This applies
to mines where fire bosses are employed.
10.

Designate the speed that the fan is
and post a notice in the fan house
to the eflfect that it is to run at that speed.
57.

to run,
.05.

^

,

.

In hanging canvas, a board 1 m.
X 6 in. must be used next the roof and
canvas nailed securely to the same, and
58.

make

it

35-10

as
\

air-tight

as

possible.

Suffi-

Carry a continuous chalk

76.

sight line in all places.

9.

No cars shall be left standing in
airways where they will retard the

ventilation.

10.

WORKING PLACES
rooms must be properly posted.
Mine foreman and fire bosses must be
furnished with posting plans, and must
exhibit same when requested by company
no

slack,

fine

or

coal,

allowed to remain in the
working places, along the roadway or in
dust

will

be

the gob. 25.
All breakthroughs in rooms and
66.
entries must be the proper distance apart,
and, when a place is completed or stopped
for any cause, a breakthrough must be
10.
cut at the face.
Turn no rooms in advance of the
67.
air-currents, unless just to neck the room.
10.

Drive all main entries 10 feet wide,
68.
and load slate out clean from rib. to rib.
10.

All dry and dusty places must je
69.
kept damp. 25.
When driving butt entries where
70.
necessary to leave the slate, pockets must
be made and slate walled up in such a
manner that it will be flush with the rib,
and entries must not be over 11 feet wide,
20.

,

,

Pillars must be drawn in such a
that the faces will not be over 15
or 20 feet in advance of each other, fixing
the breakline at the proper angle. Where
preparatory
it is necessary to slab pillars
to robbing, the slab must not exceed the
required width for the roadway, 25,
The mine foreman must see that
72.
the proper amount of timber is sent to
71.

manner

each miner so that he can safely perform
his duty,

73
15.

10,

Drive

all

for

AND SHOOTING

bosses are employed, all
shot holes shall be tamped with clay their
full length; no short fuses allowed.
No
short fuses are allowed in any mine.
15.
fire

New Fan and

All miners are to give warning to
rooms before shooting.

78.

men

-11

Disused Boiler House

in adjoining

15.

No

79.
shot hole is to be drilled on the
solid and no more than one shot is to be
15.
fired at one time in any one place.
;

.'Ml

15.
inspector.
Positively
65.

line

.05.

^.r^
Fig.

63.

the

Where

n.

^—

62.
Air-courses must be kept clean and
examined frequently. 10.

64.

recording pressure gauge and a
U gauge shall be placed on the fan at
every mine where fire bosses are em51.

.05.

HSI- ^^'^

Vulcan Electric Hoist

less

feet wide.
15.
are not to be turned from
each of a pair of entries at the same time,
but are to be driven so that one side will
be advancing and the other retreating.

EXPLOSIVES

When

61.

necks shall be 24 feet long

Rooms

75.

must be destroyed.

1

8.

direc-

tion of the air-currents.

.

Fic.

Room

74.

and not exceed 10

10.

The mine foreman must show on

59.

10.

left

537

rooms the

^

,

,

x.

specified width.

Nothing but permissible explosives
80.
l5.
shall be used in gaseous mines.
shot holes that have missed fire
81.
are to be drilled out, but a new hole is to
be drilled and charged lightly not less than
a shot
2 feet from the old hole.

No

When

has missed
the
82.

the

foreman

mine

place.

fire,

workman must

notify
entering his

before

IS.

When

shots are

fired

electrically,

and not
Miners
from electric
must keep caps separate fvom explosives
15.
25 feet in a hole dug in the rib.
they must

he.

fired by battery
or trolley wire.

HAULAGE
Care must be taken in laying 16pound as well as 40-pound iron; spacing
Rail
of ties must not exceed 24 inches.
must be spiked as shown on plan of
spiking. Mine foreman and roadmen will
be furnished with plans and present them
when requested by the company inspector.
40-pound iron will be laid on all main
haulways as the entry advances, unless
grading is necessary, when 20-pound iron
83.

will be
graded,

laid

over

that

portion

to

be

25.

.-Ml track must be lard to grade
84.
whcii grade is given, and all track must
be surfaced and laid to line. 10.
There must be at least 2Vt_ feet
85.
clearance between the car and the rib on
the room side of all new entries to alio*
the driver to pass the trip in safety, and
this shall be kept clean at all times. 35.
All haulage roads must be cleaned,
86.

where practical, to give lV^ feet on one
side and 2 feet on the other from the rail.
35.

KCoMnacd on

"Paje

57^

.
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Coke Samples

Metallic Iron in

Iron From Ptdverizing or Grinding Apparatus Often the Cause
of Discrepancy Between Actual and Theoretical Coke Ash
Bu J.

RECENTLY

our attention was

called to the discrepancy be-

tween the actual and theoretThe difference, in
ash.
coke
ical
1 per cent., the
was
over
cases,
most
actual ash being always higher. Investigation showed that the cause of

was the metallic
iron in the powdered coke sample
which came from the pulverizing or
discrepancy

the

grinding apparatus.
The subject is not new, having
been thrashed over and over a good

many

times in the past, but, in this

case, the point of attack is different,

seemed worth while to call it
to the attention of both the chemical
profession and the coke operators.

and

it

Formerly, a good

many

chemists

Campbell*

"R.

caused by the grinding machinery.

other two plants showed a

The

1

action of heat on iron disulphide

(pyrites or marcasite),

is

as follows:

+ 6S. Fe,Sg is
pyrrhotite or magnetic sulphide of
7FeS2 + heat =

Fe.,S^

coal

powdered and the

is

matter determined, according to the
standard method, it will be found
that the loss in sulphur corresponds
residue

with

strongly magnetic, even

is

hand

ordinary

the

magnet.

We

In ovens of the beehive

inherent magnetic sulphide of iron,

ing, the

thus vitiating the sulphur as well as

50 per cent, loss

the ash content.
to point out

ing coal, or an ultimate volatilization of 25 per cent, sulphur from

more

coal to coke, based on the following

who may recognize the results
own investigations. We are

of their

particularly

indebted to Mr.

J.

B.

will

where approximately

make

1

1^

tons

ton of coke, there

be a volatilization of about
average coke
in

21^

Roughly speak-

man

figures

sulphur in burn-

FeS^ + heat = FeS + S,
This
side discussion on the subject of
sulphur is outside the scope of the
reaction:

which

is

article,

not strictly correct.

but

it

comes

in naturally, so

Morrow, of the Stag Canon Fuel
Co., Dawson, N. Mex., for the detailed method of determining iron in
powdered coke samples as used in

is

our investigation, though we understand it has been published before
in various chemical journals.

age at three coke plants.
In this tabulation it will be noted
that one plant showed ash in the

The

chief source of the inherent

iron in coke
coal.

The

is

free

the pyrites in the
iron

is

probably

• Chief chemist, H. C. Prick Coke Co.

8.83
81.00

6.88
82.00
9.42
8.39

1.94

12.01
10.90
1.11

1.03

furnace

man how

the burdening of

He

the furnace will be affected.

will

in

per cent, sulphur.

those

7.32
73.70
11.87
9.93

samples

the grinding apparatus but also the

due, to

Cent.

In the reaction cited above, the
loss of sulphur is 42.8 per cent.,

of coal

is

Cent.

iron

demned, for the magnet not only removes the metallic iron produced by

we hereby

Cent.

metallic

type,

or less a compilation, and
give credit, where credit

.

C

Per

be figuring extra limestone when

process.

is

Calculated ash in coke

Plant

Per

have taken the ignited powdered
pyrites, put it in a pile, and then, by
means of the magnet, removed the
whole of it to another place.

looked upon this as a most perni-

that the data in this article

Per cent, total coke

B

Plant

Per

pretty well to the theoretical, and the

cious practice, and one to be con-

we wish

1

HantA

volatile

which may be reasonably expected
to
be volatilized in the coking

outset,

Table

demonstrate this is simple.
If the ordinary sulphur ball found in

have used the magnet to remove
metallic iron from the powdered
coke sample.
We have always

At the

coke than in the theoretical. It will
be readily seen by the experienced

To

iron.

over

trifle

per cent, higher ash in the actual

mentioned.

The discrepancy between
and theoretical ash
shown in Table 1, which

tual

actual

coke

in
is

the ac-

coke is
an aver-

be almost 2 per
than the theoretical,
a very serious matter as re-

cent,

higher

which

is

to

gards blast-furnace practice.

The

is

not needed at

The method

known

as

it

all.

of determining the
in

this

the

powdered

coke

investigation

copper

is

sulphate

method, and the details are as follows:
Five grams of the powdered coke
sample are weighed out into a No. 2
beaker and 75 cubic centimeters of
a 2-per-cent. solution of C. P. copper
sulphate added, after which the
whole is boiled for 10 minutes, filThe filtrate is
tered and washed.
acidified with HCl, oxidized with
HNO3, precipitated with NH^OH,
As a safefiltered and washed.
guard, the precipitate

is

dissolved

and reprecipitated in order to
entirely from copper salts.
final precipitate is

free

it

The

then dissolved in

HCl, the iron determined by the potassium permanganate or potassium
bichromate method and calculated
to Fe^Oi, since it burns to the oxide.
The Fe^Oa is deducted from the ash
and the difference divided by the
quantity of coke minus the metallic
iron found, which gives the true ash
content.

Some

detailed examples of execut-

ing the determination

lows:

are

as.

fol-

1

::
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Sample A, Coke, January S3, 1916 (40 Mesh)

Ash reported

(apparent), 12.22 per cent.

Free iron by copper sulphate on 5 grams

Per Cent.
Fe

Sulphur, 1.206 per cent.
Fe by copper sulphate solution (5-gnn.

sample)

2.2 cc.

Determination, 6.0

(1)

= .022

cc.

bichro-

=1.15
=1.45

mate

Titration with bichromate
44.0 cc.
41.8

Check, 7.0
Check, 6.5

(2)
(3)

grm. Fe or .0314 grm. FeiO,

cc.
cc.

bichromate
bichromate

=1

.

grm. require
solution
5 grm. require
solution
6

.1

cc.

Per Cent.
Fe
bichromate

.1

cc.

bichromate

a

.02

•

.02

20
uisviii

Average

1

.1222 grm. ash

.

Per

26

Cent.

Fe

Second sample was taken

5

5.000 grm.

Iron by copper sulphate:

coke:

usual way, then passed through the

.5796

Sturtevant breaker reduced to yiinch size, then passed through Gates

coke+Fe

022
4.978).5796000(.1164 = 11.64% true ash

crusher

so

all

Then

passed

sieve.

11.64

termining the iron which was taken

up

.J

the subsequent pulverization

in

by

finished

mill

steel

sampling equipment, all passing 80-mesh sieve
Sample finished on coke works
bucking board after discarding
the dust made by preUminary
breaking, all passing 100-mesh

(6)

^g-inch

a

for the purpose of de-

12.22%
.58

Sample

in the

.6110
.0314

sieve

1

.

26

1.02

(a)

Sample

(d)

bucking board, all to pass
60-mesh sieve
Sample ground in porcelain mor-

on coke works

finished

38

.406% Fe from grinding apparatus

of this sample, the coke from the

Sample B, Coke, January SS, 1915 {40 Mesh)

Gates crusher was screened with a
40 mesh sieve and all that passed
through the 40 mesh discarded;
thus, whatever iron may have come
from the preliminary grinding was

verizing apparatus

discarded.

regular

The sample remaining on the 40
mesh was then subdivided, one-half
of same finished on the bucking

crusher, rolls, and finishing machine,

board to pass a 60-mesh sieve:

of iron in the

Ash reported (apparent), 9.22 per cent.
Sulphur, .680 per cent.
Fe by copper sulphate solution (5-grm.
sample)
Titration with bichromate
41.1 cc.
39.2
1.9 cc.

= .02

grm. Fe or .0271 grm. FaOi
.0922 grm. ash
5
.4610
^0271
.4339

5.000 grm. coke+i^e

(a)

Sieve test showing

Per Cent.

= 8.71%

Through 60 mesh on 100 mesh
Through 100 mesh on 250 mesh
Through 250 mesh

true ash

9.22%
8.71
.61

.357% Fe from grinding apparatus
In the above examples, the coke

was powdered

to

a 40-mesh sieve

5 grm. require 2.5
5 grm. require 1.6
5 grm. require 1.6

cc.
cc.
cc.

Yet, in spite of

all

.00075 wt. FezOi for 75 cc. used.
24 hour sample coke for 2/13/15

precautions, the sample took up ap-

proximately .4 per cent, iron from
the grinding apparatus. It will be
further noted that the percentage of

ash and sulphur has but

little effect

on the amount of metallic
vestigation as follows:
Sieve Test of

All passed 80

Per Cent.
Fe
= 1 00
bichromate.
= .93
bichromate.
= 1 14
bichromate.

Per Cent.
.

.

.

Coke

.

.

.

for the 16th

for

Apparent ash reported on this sample
2/16/15 was 11.88 per cent.

.

.1188

1 .02

5 grm.
.5940.

80-mesh

:56125

Iron by copper sulphate:

Per Cent.
Fe

mate

mate
(d)

.03275

sieve:

5 grm. sample required

.1 cc.

bichro-

solution
.1 cc.

solution

.1 cc.

=

.02

=

.02

=

.02

.0335
.00075

.03275

wt. FeiOj on 5 grm.

-

blank
wt. FetO, on 5 gim. cor. for blank
to Fe

7^ FetOt

.022925 Fe on 5 grm.

bichro-

solution

grm.)

.00595

.

. .

(1

5).0335 wt. FejOi (5 grm.)
.0067
- .00075

A

5 grm. sample required

= 56 13
Through 80 mesh on 100 mesh
Through 100 mesh on 250 mesh ... = 25 35
=18.52
Through 250 mesh
Apparent ash, 13.28 per cent, checked.

.00584

_. 00075 blank

portion of (a) and (6) which
remained on the 40-mesh sieve was taken
and finished in a porcelain mortar to pass

mate

mesh

.

grm.)

(1

5) .0292

.00509 wt. Fe,Oi

Average
(c)

Fe^i

00495 Fe,0»

Check.

—

cc.

wt.

.0057
.00075 blank

.

5 grm. sample required

Sample

-

.

iron.

collaborator reports further in-

5) .0285

Through 100 mesh on 200 mesh
=14.1
Through 200 mesh on 250 mesh
= 2.8
Through 250 mesh
Analysis iron by copper sulphate:

cc.

powdered coke.

Blank for iron in the CuSO^.
wt.
2.). 0015

.

Per Cent.
= 83

bing stroke.

fin-

second investigator makes the
following report:

Sieve test as follows:

cc.

The

ishing machine apparently puts a lot

The

5 grm. require 5.0
5 grm. require 4.6
5 grm. require 5.7

was employed in
i.
e.,
roll
jaw

practice,

with the exceptions noted.

Per Cent.
Fe
= 50
bichromate
= 32
bichromate
= .32
bichromate

on a Sturtevant roll jaw crusher,
which crushed down to approximately Yz inch and under.
The
sample was quartered and finished
on a chilled cast-iron bucking board,
using the impact instead of the rub-

.02

In the above, the Sturtevant pul-

=24.2'
= 4.7

other half remaining on the
40-mesh screen was finished on a bucking
board, all to pass 100-mesh sieve.
(6)

. .

=71.1

down
abrasion as much as possible. The
preliminary preparation was made
only, the idea being to keep

A

of the preliminary crushmg.

Free iron by copper sulphate:

.7

02

A

019
4.981).43390(.0871

tar

Sample ground in porcelain mortar without coming in contact
with steel crushers in any part

(e)

5.000000
.022925
4.977075 actual coke

bichro-

Another difierent sample of coke

was taken and reduced in a porcelain mortar,
not coming in contact with steel grinder in
any process of the preparation.

.56125

-i-

From this,

4.977075

=

11.27 -f

true ash.

looks like a correction of about
.6 per cent, when reducing to 60 mesh.
it

:
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Two opposite quarters were taken
from the above sample (coke for the
16th) after passing the rolls and
through the 30 mesh, and then prepared in an agate mortar to 80 mesh.
The copper sulphate test was made
for iron, and gave as follows

using a 40-mesh sieve instead of a
60 mesh, the apparent ash is only
.1 per cent higher than the true ash,
as determined by the copper sulphate
method.
The tests on the whole
show that reducing to 60 mesh picks

up about three times as much iron
when reducing to 40 mesh. Furthermore, the 40-mesh sieve was
found satisfactory and adopted by
as

Wt. Fe^i

5) .0097

;00194

and calculating for the true ash on
this sample gives 11.31+ against the

this investigator.

apparent ash 11.34.

laborator,

Table

2,

is

indicated by the theoretical, based
on the coal ash. Therefore, it behooves the practical coke operator
to be on the lookout when his coke
is showing unusually high ash and
complaints are coming in; the first
thing he should do is to have a
"heart to heart" talk with his chemto see

ist

the trouble does not

if

in the laboratory.
1

prepared by a third col-

per cent, or 2 per cent, metallic

iron will go a

There

long

way towards

is

but one

way

Per Cent.

January 31
February 1
February 2
February 3

10.02
8.76
9.15
8.32

Per Cent.
Figured

Metallic

Date

Ash

Fe'm

is

to es-

tablish a blank to be deducted

Furnace Coke

Per Cent.

to arrive at

technical results, and that

the apparent ash just as
Date. 1915

Theo-

Actual

True

Ash

Ash

retical

February 1
February 2
February 3
February 4

.66
.88
.64
.72

.93
1.23
.90
1.01

11.91
11.73
12.03
12.13

11.05
10.00
11.20
11.20

12.92
10.44
10.96
10.12

Average

.73

1.02

11.95

11.01

11.11

from
done on

the Eschka's mixture for the sulphur determination. The increment
of ash must be determined by each
chemist for himself, for it seems impracticable to get away from the

Ash

Sample

to FciOi

it is

use of iron grinding apparatus.
Average

9.26

lie

Corrections for

"clearing the atmosphere."

very illuminating.

Table 2
Coal

1915

will

have

make

to

He

the most of a bad

situation.

In the above, the preparation of
the powdered sample

is

about as

through the Sturtevant
crusher and then through the rolls,
mixed and quartered to Y^ pound,
then passed through a 30-mesh
sieve, which required practically no
crushing or rubbing on the plate.
The sample was then mixed and
quartered to an envelope amount
and passed through a 60-mesh sieve,
which required but three or four
put

short rubbings.

This method of preparing the
powdered sample apparently intro-

duced about .6 per cent, extra ash
into the coke sample.
It will be
noted that the preparation in the
agate or porcelain mortar, as in the
previous investigation, showed only
traces of iron.

However,

this

investigator

tained in the routine work,

fol-

lows: The finishing machine was
not used.
The coarse sample was
first

In the above table, the ash as ob-

later

is

called

the actual ash, and the ash obtained
.

after

the

correcting
true

metallic

for

The

ash.

theoretical

almost

1

It will

be noted that

per cent, of iron oxide, or

approximately .7 per cent, iron was
added from the grinding machinery,
but,

when

correction

tions

was made, the

:

First,

is

manner from

figured in the usual

the coke yield.

iron,

Metallic iron in powdered coke
samples can be kept at the minimum
by observing the following precau-

crush the coarse sample in a

jaw crusher, then pass
rolls accurately

so that there

ing action.

is

to a set of

adjusted to run true

no rubbing or abradrolls ought to crush

The

uniformly to

10-20 mesh

without

difficulty.

The

laboratory sample

may

and true ash agree close
enough for all practical purposes.
We find the agreement between the
theoretical and true ash is very close
in all cases where correction is made
for iron on the apparent ash, or the
result usually reported by the labo-

board, or in a special steel mortar,
using the impact stroke instead of
the
rubbing or rocking motion

ratory.

all is

theoretical

From

the foregoing, the following

comments are

in

order:

evident that powdered coke
samples, when prepared in iron or
It

steel

is

grinding apparatus,

take

on

then

be finished on a good hard bucking

usually employed.

The most important precaution of
not to try make the powdered
sample too fine. Long experience
has taught us that a 40-mesh sample
concordant results, and it

will give
is

urged that

all

chemists investigate

this for themselves.

It

saves labor

—

reported that the iron in the powdered sample could be kept down to

metallic

approximately .3 per cent, by extreme care in reducing the coke
sample after passing the crusher and

nation of ash, unless great precautions are taken. It is quite probable

tory.

that the routine preparation of

and employing 20-, 30-, 40-,
and 60-mesh sieves, and by using a
pounding stroke with the buffer,
avoiding the rubbing stroke.
By

dered coke samples in the average
steel works or commercial labora-

40-mesh
coke through the sides and bottom,
with the result that the sample is
rapidly ashed.
A 2-gram sample
will burn to ash in approximately

rolls,

iron

in

proportions

suffi-

ciently large to vitiate the determi-

pow-

tory is the cause of the ash showing
appreciably higher in the coke than

and time all along the line in the
sampling house and in the labora-

By
the

the use of
air

alundum

permeates

the

crucibles,

—
Mav,

1

1915

hour

T§e^lliergEngineer

in a

good muffle furnace or

Surveying

over a Meker burner.

And

last,

already

but not

never

pass

Part

a

magnet through a powdered coke
sample to remove the iron. Use the
copper sulphate method in determining the correction to be

made

INtransit

following

notes,

Fig. 2 in Part

Miners and Mechanannounces a short
coal mining for coal mine

Illinois

Institute

course in

relation

The

tending

to

course

offered in cooperation with

is

July

17,

1915.

Department of Mining Engi-

the

neering at the University of
It

should appeal to

to

become
mine

Illinois.

men who

intend

aspirants for certificates

as state

ager, etc.

A

inspector, mine mannumber of men who

Work

to

article

the

the

show

finished

their

map.

Editor.]
In nearly every instance the corps

Fig.

employes begining June 7 and ex-

of

which appeared as
1, are shown comand the side notes.

pleted in Fig. 5
Fig. 3, are reprinted to
;

The

Description of the Office Methods

B» WaUam

THE

to the

Short Course in Goal Mining
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and Calculations

coke ash.

ics

Anth racite Mines

in

reasons

least, for

explained,
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that does the field

work afterwards

members

and side-note books. This enables
more than one corps to be work-

of the corps the best pos-

sible experience.

of

First
vertical

all,

horizontal and
must be calcumeasurements are

the

distances

since

all

There is no tuition,
and the free textbooks of the Institute are used.

1

cost

total

for

the

6 weeks'

for each man.

In this man-

error in reading them.
the transit books..

office.

"on the pitch."
Gurden's
Traverse Tables are used for this
work. These tables give the natural
functions of each minute of the arc
from 0° to 90° for all distances from

The

column on the left-hand page of the
transit notes.
These are also recorded in ink so that there can be no

This requires from twothirds to three-fourths of the time
spent in the mines and gives all
the

lated,

course will probably be less than $50

transit notes (Fig. 6). The courses
are calculated and put into the third

ner the entire survey

taken

examinations.

-Price

and vertical distances are then recorded in ink in the first two
columns on the right-hand page of

does the calculating and plotting in

such

in

Z.

1

Mine Map Showing Method of Plotting

5.

attended this course last year were
successful

Described in Part

foot to 100 feet.

The

horizontal

Each

slope,

own

its

shaft,

individual

is

recorded in

or

drift

has

transit-notes

at the same colliery at the
same time, it better classifies the
work, and also enables one part of
the mines to be worked up in the

ing

office

while another part

surveyed,

if

necessary.

is

being

When this is

done the traverse books (Fig. 7) are
brought up to date. This is usually
done by the transit man and his first

May, 1915
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from an old
distance

The new roof

station.

say 6.09, the spot having
slightly lower than the

is,

been set
previous one.

Then

to get the cor-

rect elevation of the

new

spot add

distance)

roof

old

(the

6.00

1,001.81 (the elevation of the

spot),

the

and

gives the elevation of

it

station

to

former

which

the roof,

in

is

always constant; subtract 6.09 feet,
the new roof distance, and the result
is

1,001.72,

new

the

In

elevation.

the case of station 201

be

will

it

noted that the roof distance remains
the same owing to the spot remain-

This

ing intact.
Fig.

The

noteman.
vertical

6.

Transit Notes

stations,

courses,

angles,

With Office Computations

azimuths,

at

200

found that the spot has

it is

been moved

together

with measured horizontal, roof, and
vertical, distances, are copied therein
and the elevations immediately cal-

condition

the

This

new

spot.

that

confronts

transitman on starting a

the elevation

culated at

thus

obliterated,

or

necessitating a

From

is

new survey

zoz

the "elevation" at each station in a

^

t,

US

i

(,

704

to

7

<;

%yl?IB

survey is taken by measuring from
the "spot" on the roadway and not
from the roof. Referring to Fig. 6,

f^()\

^0
II

and assuming the seam
100 to have an elevation of 1,000
feet above tide, that elevation is the
elevation of a point on the roadway
6.04 feet directly below the station

zoo

By

in the roof.

lated.

The

1

(

V

i

t

n-n

dJ-.?

4^

for

^

f^o

ir

/•f

//o

ff

fp

SI
ft: /I

10

zo

fi

<:

zoa

'*!

7 K

/z

7

to
70
ds-

f, II

11

the elevation of the latter station;

ZA

d

K

X.O

7 f

fOO

but for the present purpose, assume
that the transit had to be picked up

^/

/fp -i/-(

Yt 'r

zoz
zoo

y

/ tr. ~

II

fZ.

up the instrument again

1

'*'irr

19

K

Ml

3.

is

thor-

being

before

re-

the traverse books pre-

in

are laid off in 500-foot

After

all

f

i

By

procedure
found
and
any errors are quickly
distances scaled.

li'f

a.

All

corrected.

1

then
Fig.

checked

connected, the courses between them
are checked by a protractor and the

IZ

THE ClUIEIt [MllftI

setting

es-

coordinate stations are plotted and

/JL II

after taking a sight at station 201.

On

cal-

deemed

squares for coordination.

zol

f"
z*

_ei:A rrriA

gangways, the

stations is not

The maps

V

f^
<>

off

Iff

II

lO

7
7

road-

paratory to plotting.

t

de.fi

room

oughly
corded

f 7

zy

"ii If 1°
/zs.to II li

*/^a

TOO

all

calculation and computation

»OI

i {^

Ail

i''"V

if

/
1

and de-

done for

they are plotted by means
of a protractor. In all cases every

To4 fi.ii.1

d-t,

that

//,

latitudes

sential, so

1

in

is

culation of latitudes and departures

n-/i
,1

fo fZ II
7* .
7
JO . Lt f

a sight was taken from station 200
This would ordito station 202.
narily mean simple addition to find

This

being turned

% rmiei

1
8
7 1
2

n

f

/4CA74

elevations of 200 and 201 are calcu-

show

4-

(,

t

19

fc/i

^Ol

simple addition, the

transit notes

T

f

<?

<&liM>y 7<

9

•^T,

at station

JC

'//l-'zS

IZ.

have

ways, tunnels, slopes, etc., but never
for rooms, due to the fact that
rooms are of such short length and,

i 10
II

dn

which

courses

the

partures.

ever changing roadways, a roof distance is essential at each station, for

the same as was cal-

compute the

to

50
rtn lOSO
TO

is

first.

been calculated and written in the
traverse book, together with the
horizontal distances, we are enabled

the

culated.

Since the elevations are carried
along on the roof instead of the

commonly the

is

case in a continuous survey, hence

room

stations

are

alfrom
from
those
the rooms or

stations

protracted

ready in

Side Notis

this
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may

along roadways, as the case

The

be.

drawn with

side notes are then

between the stations as
This is a simple task. The
elevation of each station is shown
under its number and it represents
the

lines

guides.

Numerous

may

be

which

543

regarding maps

rules

to the installation of a greater

but the best are those
experience and the condicited,

demand.

tions of the case

num-

ber of plants and to the advance in
the price of gasoline,

The

uses of natural-gas gasoline

Property lines

the elevation at L. T. or B.

map

the

it is

Intermediate property lines

L. R. in the survey

Thus

If

.2' is

subtracted.
Border

show

elevations

lines

the

-s»<

Lot or street

lines

floor of the seam.
Fence

The map,

shows the staconnected by fine lines. These

tions

Fig.

indicate at a glance the course of the

When

survey.

and

lines

a survey

closed

is

between the

tied the lines

sta-

Coordinate lines

Steam and
Roads

Company
Shafts

nected.

known

electric lines (gauge)

—

on the map tracings. Otherwise, the
stations on the tracings are not conThis aids the transitman
who by looking
at his blueprint can see where he
will find a tied survey in case he
wishes to close his work with a

^tinted

carmine, norinkle.

houses—tinted
—main and

(Surface-mine tracings only)

blue, norinkle

air

—coal found (Indicate depth)
—barren

Surface test shaft to prove coal
Surface test shaft to prove coal
Slope, tunnel, or drift

.

mouth

ow

"tie."

may

Right of way.

(Same as intermediate property

be mentioned that the tied survey is accepted after the azimuth has closed
within 0°03' and the elevation less
than a foot and the latitude and deIn the
partures within two feet.
latter case,
however, it depends

—connect with black
Elevations—points other than stations
Bore holes—
steam,

somewhat

Refuse banks

on

it

the

extent

the

of

survey.

Comers,

made

of each mine

map and brought up

to date each

surveys, are

new

tie is

This

made.

is

of

line)

©
@

set stones in line or otherwise

Iron pins.

(Carmine center)

Stations

fine

rope,

line

wires, cables, exhaust, air,

silt,

and water discharge

—outlined in pencil only

Crop

falls

Crop

falls filled

Individual tracings, showing the

time a

•"as,,'<fSKm

H

Water mains

In this respect

tie

in all cases

(light lines)

Buildings

in the mines,

—connect with border

Bridges and trestles (neat lines)

drawn

tions included in the tie are

when

i

5,

—outlined

with water

—French blue in center

in black

—French blue—add Chinese white printing
Reservoirs—black outline— French blue
center
Outcrops—coal —dip
degrees
Streams

for

in

great advantage in starting off

work
when

as these tracings

show

new

clearly

in

Slate

No work-

tied surveys exist.

Sandstone

ings nor any station not tied are

shown on these

tion tracings are also

the

workings

and

made showing
stoppings,

all

overcasts, regulators, etc.
tions are

Conglomerate

Ventila-

tracings.

shown on these

No

Tunnels between seams

sta-

tracings.

By

taking blueprints of these tracings to the mine, a member of the

Fig. 8.

Conventional Signs for Maps and Tracings

corps, usually the transitman, gets
all

the

new information

of such de-

scription after each quarterly survey

or posting.

Each seam has its own individual
map, and instead of having separate
colors, all the work is put on in
black.

This facilitates tracing and

makes the maps
any stage.

easier to

read at

Gasoline from Natural Gas

are

many and

varied.

It is princi-

extraction of gasoline from

pally used for raising the standard

casing-head gas (natural gas from
oil wells) has become one of the im-

of naphthas or low-grade distillates

portant adjuncts of the natural-gas

for lighting;

The

industry in the United States.

production

is

The

increasing rapidly, the

quantity produced

in

1913

having

almost doubled that of 1912, owing

consumed
regular

in

motors it is also used
and it can be used like

gasoline

;

in

all

the

arts.

an ever increasing demand
for this gas to be used in auto-

There

is

mobiles.
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May,

through a valve

time,

Reversing Main Air-Currents

of the upcast

1915

in the scaffold

shaft,

it

was found

that the proportion of carbon diox-

Experiences Showing the Importance of Having Means
Method of Reversing Independent of Fan
for Reversal.

up

ide continued to increase right

time fixed

the

for

reentering

mine; and the proportion of

damp

Bu Wmiam

ALTHOUGH
jf\_

writer

the

has

during the last 18 years provided means

for the reversal

of the main air-currents at hundreds
of American collieries, one of the

most important of the purposes for

(1

nite in the presence of the existing

carbon dioxide.

hour after the summons), the
issuing from the upcast
(hoisting) shaft was very dense, so

dense that the order was given to

burning round
the fringe of the smoke. By holding his breath and deliberately
walking into the smoke, up to the
edge of the shaft, the writer was
able to observe a sensible brightening of the flame on his safety lamp.
The fan was of the blowing reversible type, but the side drifts had not
been completed at the time when it
extinguish

lights

all

installed, so that the prepara-

tions for changing
1.

Blowing Fan

an exhaust

which provision was made has
sometimes been lost sight of, with
most serious consequences, as at the
Harwick colliery, near Pittsburg,
where 181 men were killed by an

some time) occupied a period long
enough to allow of the situation
being taken in. It was found that
the returns contained carbon mon-

explosion of firedamp in January,

back
upon the fire, that all roads in which
work was necessary to divert it
were foul, and that there was some

an exhaust one, but reversible, was
run as a blower, without change,
during several weeks of severely

oxide in such quantities as to
it

imprudent to pass the

make

air

cold weather, until at the time of the

danger of driving the firedamp
through openings made by the fire

explosion the accumulated ice at the

directly

downcast shaft bottom had reduced
the area to 9 square feet.

therefore reversed.

On

reversing the

air,

as part of

The

upon

writer's

first

experience

mine, in which an underground

had

existed,

taken to re-

The

fan was a blowing one, and as

the

versal,

person

must be
is

directing

the

there

was

was

in

means

no

face to a point near the seat of the

When

an attempt to enter the mine,
although
upon
examining
the
samples of air obtained from time to

at

/Read
Hining
1914.

in

the

colliery

was

reached

before
Manchester Geological
»nd
Society, Hancheiter, England, Feb. 10,

was connected

cageless compartment.

to the

Standing on

top of the available cage, the writer

with

two other men divided the

shaft into upcast and downcast by
tight brattice cloth as they passed

down. Slow progress was made in
extending this brattice into the
workings for the first 500 feet from
shaft
having
the
bottom;
but
reached the point where the road

was

solid,

shields of brattice cloth

were constructed Each shield had
a door in its center 2 feet square;
the edges of the doors were stiffened
by strips of wood, and each shield
was provided with wood stretchers
in

order to force the fabric against

One of these movable
was always standing in advance of the brattice, which was carried on to within a few feet of the

the walls.
shields

getting

of

one of the best equipped
Pennsylvania in the year
1909, and I was requested to help.

out

air per minute,

February, 1893.

down the
was made

mines

moved. One cage was taken off,
and a small fan, producing a maximum volume of 4,000 cubic feet of

fire

must have an intimate
personal knowledge of the geography of the mine, of the distribution of the air, and a clear idea of
the effects of a change of direction
of ventilation on the issue and direction of flow of firedamp from the
coal and gob.
A large underground fire broke
operation

pit,

of

said

it

the

reversing the main air-current in a

underground

fire,

To open

only the seal in the upcast was re-

The fan was not

it.

the operation of extinguishing an
that before recourse

.

to

it

fan (which had been going on for

1905; the fan, which was primarily

fire-

to ig-

smoke

was
Fig.

was too great

present

to

the

small air-shaft, the fan
reversible, after the

man-

ner practiced at that time in a few
collieries

the anthracite regions

in

of Pennsylvania.

posed

to

be

The

fire

drowned

was sup-

out.

The

had been sealed for two
months and water had been poured
through a 5-inch pipe from the surshafts

fire.

The

1J4 miles.

Reversing Arrangement

shield;

then

a

man

with

a

rope

length of this pipe was

round his body passed through the

make

square door, carrying a fresh shield,
with its stretchers folded up. This

It

was decided

to

shield was set, say, 40 feet in advance of the brattice, the one imme-

May,
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diately in front of the brattice

was

removed, and the work of bratticing
the space uncovered by this process
was begun.
When the air was
found to be too foul for a man to
work, four men pushed the shield
forward, instead of setting up another, holding the edges close to the
walls as they went forward.
All
this trouble was taken to prevent
feeding

the

and

then

fire,

known

to

atmosphere
containing firedamp from becoming
explosive. This system worked successfully until a stone drift was
Cracks in the side wall
reached.
here became too numerous and
large to be successfully stopped, and
it was therefore found impossible to
exist,

further

to prevent the

control

the

Men

air.

fa-

shown

545

and

in this

recently installed 9-foot Jeffrey fan

a blowing fan only.

There

are three openings

which is belt driven by a 75-horsepower induction motor. This small

B'

fan has a capacity of 240,000 cubic

fan

is

case

is

in Fig.

1,

shown in Fig. 2,
main hauling road and ordinarily B the main intake, D a short
road leading from B to the outcrop, and C a connecting road between the intake and return. Door 7
is hung at the haulage road end of C,
separating the intake and the return.
A door 6 is hung in B at the mouth
the

is

of D.

The operation

of reversing

The

which they hoped

door
a sharp

the

to close,

of

rection

clear

now

arrows,

the

elastic

surface

of

the

Afterdamp over-

took them, but only at a point a few
yards distant from fresh air. In the
same mine 5 years later, when a
similar fire occurred, 23 men were
killed by an explosion of firedamp

which followed. They had been allowed to wander aimlessly about the
pit beyond reach of succor.
Figs. 1 and 2 show a method of
reversing a main air-current independently of the fan. This method,
while designed for drift pits only,
could be adapted for shafts. The

except by

men

fire

reason, the belt to the fan

already primed and the

would

of the fan
fectually

start

JR

River Co., at its mines in Fayette
and Raleigh counties, W. Va., in18-foot fans of 110,000

They were

run by steam and their efficiency
was 33 per cent., which, although
not high, was considered very good.
Recent years have brought about
rapid development in fan manufac-

company

is

now

replacing each one of the large fans

with a smaller but more

efficient

one.

house.

1

ef-

^

JR

Institute

Meetings

The following meetings have been
Kentucky

Mining

Institute

and

Statewide First-Aid Field Meet, at

on May, 14 and

15,

1915.

About eight years ago the New

Fig.

This

it.

ventilation.

carry-

Ventilating Efficiency

ture and the above

latter is

momentum

prevents any halt in the

Pineville, Ky.,

six

The

the gasoline engine.

outside.

stalled

slipped

is

from the motor onto the pulley of

announced thus far:

cubic feet capacity each.

Old

installed a gasoengine by the side of the motor.
In case of a line breakdown or the
shutting off of the power for any

several miles, there being no

jR

vs.

The company has

road laid in the main intake. The
scheme provides for the use of
wire ropes to operate the doors from

water

gathered in the gobs and open roads
adjacent to the seat of fire, thus
raising the water in the neck,
through which alone the blast could
reach the party.

it

it off,

New

i.

line

occurring inby, there was no possible chance of conveying material
ing

sion had spent itself in depressing

In the event of a large

ent day.

KiG.

The

one placed behind 7 in C.
This
form of reversal proves very satisfactory; it is cheap and simple, and
was the outcome of the writer's
anxiety with respect to large and
valuable collieries where blowing
fans only were used 15 years ago,
and continue to be used to the pres-

water having stood within 15 inches
of the roof, between them and the
seat of the fire no flame reached
force of the explo-

seen

out, traveled in the di-

the

shown by the dotted arrows.

to build

The main

is

to the rear.

travels in the opposite direction, as

explosion took place; but owing to

them.

efficient.

down

which, until these operations

air

were carried

scheme further provides for double

near

per cent,

is

doors, one placed behind 6 in D, and

When

75

swing the door 6 across B to the
position shown by the dotted lines,
and to swing the door 7 across B'.

drawing through side breaks was
due to a door having been blown
open on the night of the explosion
which caused the fire. The writer
and a deputy made a quick walk to
close this door, and on the way
found the body of a man who was
lost on the night of the explosion,
he having evidently been trapped by
afterdamp in making his way out
help.

is

old fan being torn

to

miliar with the mine said that this

for

and

feet

The

shows the Scarbro mine fan
In the foreground

is

seen a

West Virginia Statewide

First-

Aid and Mine Rescue Field Meet at
Huntingdon, W. Va., May 14, 1915.

Alabama Safety
Birmingham,

Ala.,

Association,

on

May

at

28 and

29, 1915.

Rocky Mountain Coal Mining
stitute, at

Trinidad, on June

In-

8, 9, 10,

1915.

West Virginia Mining
at

Wheeling,

W.

Institute,

Va., on June 15 and

16, 1915.

The following organizations

will

hold meetings at the Panama-Pacific
International Exposition ground:

September 17-18. The American
Mining Engineers.

Institute of

International
September 20-25.
Engineering Congress.
September 20-22. American Mining Congress.
California State
September 22.
Mine Rescue and First-Aid Contest.
September 23-24. Third annual
joint

meet of the Bureau of
and the American Mine

field

Mines

Safety Association.
September 27-30.

National Safety

Conference, under joint auspices of
the National Safety Council and the
Accidents
Industrial
California

September 28 will
Commission.
be devoted to the mine safety con-

Dynamite Does Not Shoot

Down
WtiUcn Sot

Iht Colllcru Engineer

in

This belief,
any other direction.
which is really an error, grows out
that

fact

it

possible

is

to

break a stone by exploding dynamite which is merely laid on the upper surface, while the use of black

under similar conditions
produce no more effect upon the
stone than that due to the heat of
the burning powder. Naturally, one

powder
will

sees this phenomenon may assume that the black powder has

who

exerted

all

force upward, while

its

the dynamite has acted
Really,

downward.

just as impossible for

it is

more in an
downward, or
act more in a

the black powder to act

upward

direction than

for the dynamite to

downward

direction than upward, as

man

for a

is

to

raise a

weight

without pushing downward on the

ground.

It is

absolutely impossible

for any force to be exerted in one

without having an equal

direction

force or reaction in the opposite direction,

impossible

as

just

would be to

split

with a wedge

if

wedge were

in

a piece of

as

it

wood

only one side of the
contact

with

the

wood.

What
like

is

heap on the surface of the
This
ignited, it burns.

combustion

rapid

is

it is

true, but is

not a real explosion; in fact black
powder cannot be exploded unless it
The decomposition of
is confined.

this

:

happens

when

is

something

the black powder.

decomposition of a very complex
molecule, with the production of a
large

amount of gas from a com-

paratively small volume of powder.

nitrate of the powder, unites with

the charcoal and sulphur, with the
production of a large volume of gas

decomposition is started by a detonator and spreads with extreme

is a rapid combustion
which oxygen, freed from the

black powder
in

at a high temperature.

If the

the open

powthis

burned in
combustion proceeds comparatively
slowly, the fire spreading from one
der

is

powder

particle of

air,

to another, just

particles has raised

from other
is

rapid,

While

still

this

it

to

com-

the gases are

In the case of blasting

rapidity.

gelatine the velocity

is

about 7,700

meters per second.
When such an explosive detonates
on the surface of the rock two ef-

The first, is that
ects are produced
caused by the force with which the
molecules set free by the decomposition of the powder are hurled outward. While the molecules are very
:

light, their velocity is so

great that

produced so slowly that they have
no difficulty in displacing the air
which surrounds the heap of powder, and therefore when there is no
stable base against which the gases
can push upward there can be no

they do produce a real effect and
pulverize the rock surface exposed

strong pressure downward.
When black powder is confined in

gases are given off with such extreme rapidity that there is no time

a bore hole or the barrel of a gun,

for the surrounding air to be

the gases which are given off by the

out of the

burning of the particles first ignited
compress the confined air, and this
compression produces sufficient heat
to ignite all the particles, and also
some of the hot gases from the
burning grains of powder come in
contact with other grains. Thus the
air surrounding the powder grains
is raised to the ignition temperature
and the powder ignites almost instantaneously and the grains burn
simultaneously and very rapidly.
Under such circumstances the gases
are given off so rapidly that they
have no time to escape through such
small passages as may be open. It

are produced.

is

impossible for this action to take

place

when

the powder

is

merely

spread upon the top of the rock,

to their action.

The

due

to

the

pressure of the expanding gas.

In

second,

is

that

the case of this rapid explosion, the

pressure

is

way

moved

as fast as the gases

Therefore a strong

exerted against the rock.

This pressure

is

due to the inertia of

which is pushed out of the
way by the powder gases. Inertia
the

air,

varies as the square of the velocity,

and it is the high velocity with
which the gases are evolved from
rapid explosives that enables them
to produce effects not produced by
black powder.

One hundred grams
powder when

of black

gun or bore
explodes,

(.22

it

really

give off 28.6

liters

hole, so that

will

pound)

confined in a

(10 cubic feet) of gas in 455 milThe time relionths of a second.

quired

is

very

much

longer

when

the

nothing to cause the

powder is merely piled in a heap.
The same weight of blasting gela-

ignition of all the grains at once be-

tine gives off 82.8 liters (29.2 cubic

cause there

feet)

in

It

principally this

since there

is

is

nothing to confine the

gases.

On
really

1915

This decomposition is started by a
shock and every particle of the
powder which is subject to a shock
of the right kind is decomposed at
the instant when it is shocked. This

bustion

downward more than

not

of the

stone,

the igniting point.

There is a wide-spread belief that
dynamite shoots downward, while
black powder shoots upward, or at
least

piled in a

as fire in a stove spreads from one
piece
of coal to another, each
particle being ignited when the heat

ference.

it

May,
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the other hand, the explosion

of dynamite

is

not a combustion like

that of black powder, but the sudden

is

11 millionths of a second.

difference in

the time required for the evolution
of the gases which determines the
difference in the effect of the

two

May,

^e (gffieryEngineer

1915

Not

explosives.

all

of the rapid ex-

Gasoline Locomotive Haulage

plosives are as rapid and as violent

as blasting gelatine, but all of them
are much more rapid than black
powder.

The

b4:i

Compared

Its Cost as

Mines

to

Mule Haulage at
Ky.

of Trosper Coal Co., Bradel,

force of the dynamite, like

that of the black powder,

exerted equally in

all

WrUUn/or The

really

is

directions but

dynamite ruptures the stone because
of its rapidity of action, while the
black powder is able to move the
air out of the way and exerts no
great pressure upon the stone. The
effects of these two explosives are
sometimes compared to pushing a

THE

great

progress that

has

been made in the development
and perfection of gasoline
locomotives for coal haulage in the
past few years, and the results obtained by their use, clearly demon-

Collkry En^nter

"L-25"

5-ton

locomotive

is

Milwaukee gasoline
hauling

the

output

with greater dispatch and at a saving
in

haulage costs of over 42 per cent.
This mine has been operated by

the present

company

for the past 5

nail with a hammer in the case of
black powder and to driving it with
a blow in the case of the dynamite.
;

JR

JR

Mineral Exhibit at San
Francisco
To

development of
the mineral resources of the United
States the Geological Survey exhibit
at the Panama-Pacific International
Exposition includes a graphic repillustrate the

of

resentation

various

mineral

of

the

strate

products

of

the

class of service.

are employed

Gasoline locomotives have already been installed in many mines
where mule haulage was formerly

their

country based on the production per
capita during the centennial year,

and at the present time. Bituminous coal is represented by a
block of coal weighing 1,600 pounds,
1876,

the per capita production in

1876,

and by another block weighing

5

tons (10,000 pounds), the per capita

output

1913.

in

The

anthracite

blocks, on the other hand, indicate
relatively small gain,

from 1,140

to

1,880 pounds.

The per

capita production of coke

has increased from 134 pounds in
1876 to 700 pounds in 1913. At the
earlier period no other than beehive

coke was manufactured in the
United States, but since then the interesting feature of coke manufacture has been the development of
the retort oven, by which valuable
constituents of the coal other than

coke are recovered. The exhibit at
San Francisco shows the quantity of
coal consumed in retort ovens in
this country in 1913, the quantity of
coke produced from it, and the
quantity of coal tar, benzol, gas, and
sulphate of

Gasoline Locouotivi, Trospes Coal Co.

output

the

ammonia

recovered.

adaptability

their

to

this

employed. They are becoming an important factor in this

field,

not only

because of their high efficiency and
great economy, but also because of

low cost of installation and
maintenance, as they require no
auxiliary
power plant, overhead
wires, nor bonding of rails.
One of the important features of
gasoline locomotives is their low
cost of maintenance, due to the fact
that they consume no fuel when not
in operation,
so that when the mine
*
their

•'

'

is

down

shut

for one reason or an-

Other, the maintenance cost of the

locomotive ceases,

or when

is

.

,

,

a load

.

T171

*

1

When employing

I

.

.

1

mules
for haulage, the maintenance cost
.,
r
J
J
continues, as they require feed and
attention at all times, whether workStOpped.
.

,

,

,

.

•

mg

or

Compressed air and punchers
in mining the coal.
present output, owing to de-

pressed

business

conditions,

being

approximately 400 tons per day,
averaging 52 per cent, block, 20 per
cent, round, and 28 per cent, slack,
The following comparative haulage costs showing haulage expense
for both gasoline and mule haulage

were furnished by the
Trosper Coal Co. and show that this
type of locomotive is id'eally adapted
at this mine,

for coal haulage.
cost of haulage w.t„ Moles FoE«n,LV Employed

ptrOa'

^«d

''"'','^»" "' ? mules at 60c. each.... ?s.4o
urivcrs, o at ^i.cs cacti
o./5
interest on investment, 9 mules at $180
each at 6 per cent, per annum
33
Depreciation, 9 mules at 26%c. each
2.«0

Total haulage cost with muies

$14.88

^ost of Haulage with Gasoline Locomotive

Ptr Day

,

not ready for transportation to the
;
the locomotive engine is
tipple
,

years.

.J,

laie.

At one of the mines of the Trosper Coal Co. at Bradel, Ky., where

mules were formerly employed, an

Operator, 1 at $2.50
Coupler, 1 at $2
Gasoline consumed

$2.50
2.00
1.75

,

Oil consumed
interest on locomotive investment at 6 per
cent, per annum
Depreciation on locomotive at 10 per cent.

per

annum

1.00

Repairs for locomotive
xo'tai

-

To"tai

so

haulage cost with gasoline locomo-

tive

Total

1560

J8.50

muIe haulage cost per day $14.88,

'x"o^J'' haSlSI 'c^^sV -per" -diy**'""
p" >"=" "« ^°" "''^'''"« days.... _2^

»«-5°'

^^t'^j^r

'?toS'wor!rinrdays*.''..**-.'.*:$i.9.4

May,
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The average one-way haul from
the mine to the tipple is 2,700 feet
with a 700- foot grade of 1>4 to 2 per
cent, against the loads.

The average

pacity in tons of 2,000 pounds (exclusive of its own weight) as follows:

Low Gear
Level

train per trip con-

sists of 15 loaded cars, gross weight
approximately 4,700 pounds per car,
or a total gross weight of 70,500

pounds per train of 15 cars, the
empty cars weighing 1,700 pounds
each and carrying a load of 3,000
pounds each.

— IV,

« per

S per

4 per

6 per

e per

cent.

cent.

cent.

cent.

cent.

cent.

38

25.7

18.8

14.5

11.5

9.3

per

/

66.6

44.7

per

« per

3 per

4 per

S per

e per

cent.

cent.

cent.

cent.

cent.

24.8

163

11.5

8.5

6.5

4.9

one of the

is

most recent of the gasoline machines.

of delivering 25 horsepower to the
wheels at 800 revolutions per min-

The engine is located over the
front axle away from the operator

ute.

and drives a two-speed transmission
direct through a universal coupling.

The transmission

drives

rear

the

through spur gears and is
equipped with two friction clutches,
one for forward and one for back-

axle

ward

travel.

On
this

narrow-gauge locomotives of

make and

type, the wheels are

One Year's Experience with
tlie Electric Safety Lamp

same seam and under similar conthe

ditions;

advantage

certainly

goes to the electrically lighted district, the wage earning power of the

workmen being thereby
So

increased.

far as benefit to health

cerned,

I

am

is

con-

of opinion that intro-

ducing a lamp with a greater illuminating power has tended to re-

nystagmus

number of
During the year 1913, at our
small pit we had a number of per-

duce

the

cases.

sons affected with this disease; for
the year 1914 we have had none.

when we saw

workman whom we

track gauges of 35 inches or over,
the wheels are connected by forged

tagmus, we gave to him an electric
lamp and today we have repeated

connecting-rods.

testimony from these

for

both the ignition and

lighting systems, and a storage battery

furnishes the current for the

lighting

speed

is

system

when

the

engine

low, and also furnishes the

current for starting the engine.

The

cooling system consists of a

radiator

and

a

centrifugal

water

pump, by means of which the water
is kept in circulation and effectively
cooled.

This locomotive

is

geared for

speeds of 3}4 and 7 miles per hour,
and on a straight clean dry rail

and with cars that do not exceed a
drawbar pull of 30 pounds per ton
on a level it has a rated hauling ca-

ensue.

An

in-

in

my

occurred

During the month of
when going
1914,
December,
through a district, I found in one
working place that, because the persons who usually had the oil lamps
the question.

had not come to work that day, the
others had gone into the drift without inquiring for an oil lamp, or
apprising any official of the absence
This incident
of oil lamps there.

made

it

necessary to take electric

lamps from

all

chargemen and

issue

work
chargeman
the
without

notices that no persons are to

any place
having in his possession during the
whole of the shift a flame safety
lamp for gas testing.
in

a

suffering from or developing nys-

;

can

incident

did was to keep several

now do

their

men

that they

work with greater

comfort, and also read the newspaper at home without eyes or head

International Engineering
Congress, 1915
Volume

3 of the Transactions of

the Congress will comprise a series
of papers on the general subject of

Municipal Engineering. The broad
field will be treated under nine topics
covering the general subjects of city

aching when so doing.
It has often been said that, given

planning, streets, drainage, disposal
of waste, water supply, protection

number of acciThat may
would
be
reduced.
dents

utilities,

a better light, the

be so, but

it

is

not

my

experience.

We have had as many accidents in
the year 1914 as during the year
1913, but they have been largely of
a minor character so that whilst the
number of accidents has been the
same, the compensation cost has
Another
been reduced by half.
point worth noticing is that of the
;

two

may

consequences

experience illustrating this aspect of

face,

suspected to be

current

and should those responsible for
doing this become perfunctory in

where electric lamps are used, as compared
with oil lamps we have always used,
I took two districts working in the
working

spare lamps, so that

provides

the im-

structive

What we

generator

is

tests for gas,

with regard to the cost of coal get-

being connected by sprockets and a
heavy driving chain, where on
the outside wheel locomotives, for

electric

making

the discharge of their duties, serious

C. Johnson*

In order to make a comparison,

located inside the frame, the axles

An

chief disadvantage

possibility of

ting at the

equipped with a 5" x 6", fourcycle, four-cylinder engine of the
vertical type, especially designed
for this class of service and capable
It is

lamp is that it yields a better
and as a consequence should
conduce to greater safety and more
comfort on the part of the worker.

The

By

The locomotive used

chief advantage of the elec-

light,

cent.

1

lamps.

oil

The
tric

High Geah--7 Miles Per Hour
Leve

happened,

have

72.73 per cent, occurred to persons

using

Miles Per Houk

which

accidents

1915

•Abstract from lecture before the Branch of
the Association, at the Mining School, Stoke-onTrent, England.

against

fire,

transportation,

public

and rural highways. The
secretary is W. A. Cattell, 417 Foxcroft Building, San Francisco, Calif.

The paper on "Advantages of the
Western Kentucky Field," by F. V.
Ruckman, published on page 488 of
our April number, was read before
the Kentucky Mining Institute and
credit

should

have been given to

that organization.

'

May,

1915
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Coal-Dust Explosion Experiments
Showing Effects

of Density of

Bu ]

STATEMENTS

concerning

Dust Cloud and Rough-

Mine on Pressure

ness of Surface of

"D.

Explosion

of

Morgan*

the

which can be exploded by what are

tory

certain

called fat sparks, cannot be exploded

defined

accepted

by small sparks produced under cer-

readily

with reserve. It does not appear to
be possible to establish any standard

of any dust cannot be established

of

definitely

non-inflammability
coal

dusts

must

inflammability
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Diagrams Showing Explosibility of Different Kinds of Dusts

dent of the source of ignition, for
all

in

cases the inflammation of a dust

cloud

is

some extent dependent

to

on the quantity of heat in the igniting medium. This is true also of
gas mixtures, for some mixtures,
•Read before the North Staffordshire Institute
of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, March,
1915.

Gas and Methane by
Momentary Electric Arcs." Prof. W. M. Thornton,
Dr. .Sc, Transactions Institute Mining

t"The Ignition

of Coal

Engineers, Vol. 44, page 145.
J"Dust Explosions," by J. D. Morgan, Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Vol.

196,

page

334.

sition,

and

this applies especially to

The

question arises whether the

relative

coal

inflammability of different

dusts

appears to be independent of the

magnitude of the experiment.

coal dusts.

under

the

conditions

which obtain in a mine can be determined by small scale experiments.
In the writer's opinion the answer is
in the negative. Only operations oh

the speed with

which

density

is

by Figs.

to 11.

flame de-

is

shown

In each figure the

four curves were obtained by explosion in a small closed chamber, hav-

ing a capacity of
meters,

small scale labora-

This

increased.

1

mation of practical value to mining

From

a-

velops and spreads diminishes as the

a large scale can yield reliable inforengineers.

Start-

ing with a cloud of given density,

dust;

of

100 cubic centi-

different

viz., .05, .1, .2,

quantities

and

.4

gram.

of

The apparatus used
in Fig.

is illustrated

a cylin-

It consists of

13.

chamber having a
deep detachable cup at the bottom,
An
in which is fitted the valve C.
drical explosion

pump

air injection

The

ex-

pansion of the cup to the diameter
CURVES OF EXPLOSIONS

12

IN

HOME

EXPLOSIONS

OF A FEW SMALL CONSTRICTIONS

GALLERY

IN

committee's

charge could be

diately suggests the questions:

to be used in mines, for

utilized.

shows

1

the quantity of incombustible dust

proximate

the

the

teor

FIG

found

result

experiments,

trated in Figs.

amount of dust

to 11.

1

Density and Pressure.

13

same

analyses of coals used in tests illus-

—Only

the

MORGAN

S EXPLOSION

and,

if

imme-

it

Is

in large scale

on what
mine is the

so,

in the

quantity of incombustible dust to be

computed? Assuming the result to
be the same under mining conditions,
it follows that the mine may be in a
more dangerous condition after it
has been cleaned up than when a

OF-FICE

GAUERV SHOWING THE EFFECT OF

recommendation as to

compared with the smaller charges,
and this diminution would be
greater if the whole of the large
Table

connected to

is

the lower end of the cup.

FIG
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APPARATUS

large excess of coal dust

140

is

present,

provided that after cleaning there

2

sufficient dust left to

I20

sive mixture

when

From

disturbed.

small scale experiments

appears

it

that excess of coal dust has the
effect,
ll

same

but not to the same extent as

incombustible dust, in that

60

is

form an explo-

it

retards

In this connection

inflammation.

it

may

3

20

TIME (EACH DIVISION

IS

€QliAL TO

of the cylinder

is

be useful to cite an experiment
previously described by the author

A

another paper.|

in

glass

tube,

10 feet long, closed at one end and

Ignition

gradual.

obtained by heating the platinum

curve

essential

is

open at the other, was strewn with
lycopodium dust. When a small ex-

CHUin IKIKIL

TNt

SECOND)

I

shown

in

noticed

that

each

was

plosion of the dust

started at

in

the closed end, the consequent rush

which is wound on a quartz
Near the upper end of the
cylinder a branch opening connects

almost all the tests the time taken to
reach the maximum pressure increases with the quantity of dust,

of air swept up the dust in advance

tube.

to the pressure recording device.

and that the average

is

coil

E

A

weighed quantity of dust is
placed in the bottom of the cup and
raised into a cloud by a puff of air.

When

this

cloud reaches the

and

ignition

occurs

spreads

downward

the

through

coil,

flame
the

It
is
found that, with
charges up to a certain limit, very
uniform clouds can be obtained ; but

cloud.

case.

It

be

will

rate at

which

during the
explosion diminishes with increase
of dust. This is equivalent to stating that an increase in the destiny of
the

pressure

increases

from the initial explosion was always stifled after it had proceeded

The fact is one of great
importance in connection with the

about a foot along the tube.
Another important result obtained

dust cloud has a

diminishing

the cloud.

when this limit is exceeded, the
cloud reaches the coil before the
whole of the dust is raised and the
pressure of explosion closes the air
valve. In the experiments recorded,
was evidence
rather less,
was

charge

that

.2

Table

gram, or

be completely
raised.
The explosion curve obtained with a .4-gram charge does
not

show the

obtained

if

result that

which

would be

the whole of the charge

entered the cloud.
tity

is

Ell

Slate

Coal

Coal

(Fig. 1)

maximum

the

With the quanmarked dimi-

raised, a

nution of explosibility

is

found as

I

Per
Cent.

(Pig. 2)

Per
Cent.

TwoYard
Seam

Ryder

Bare
Coal

Coal
(Fig. 4)

(Fig. 3)

Per

Per

Cent.

(

Fig. 5)

Per
C^nt

Cent.

Water
Volatile
ter

Ham-

Sneyd

Exhall

could

that

large part of all the dust in the tube
into a state of suspension, the flame

upon the inflammability of

the

effect

that

there

and the combustion
was continued with great velocity
throughout the tube. But when a
motor horn was fitted to the closed
end and sounded, so as to bring a
of the flame,

stead

Cockshead

Hardmine

Seam

Sea.n

(Fig. 6)

(Fig. 7)

Per

Per

Cent.

Cent.

White
Coal
(Fig. 8)

Per
Cent.

Birchen wood

SevenFeet

BuU-

Banbury

hurst

Seam

(Fig. 10)

Seam

(Fig. 9)

Per

Per

Cent.

Trini-

dad

Maniak

'

(Fig.ll)

Per
Cent.

Cent.

9.00

9.97

10.15

10.00

7.68

1.64

2.01

10.95

2.18

1.20

2.30

33.00
51.42
6.S8

31.24

31.15
67.37

32.81
63.45
2.20

61.24
3.24

35.17
48.83
6.05

35.63
59.88
2.31

31.70
64.10
3.00

60 05

1.48

31.80
66.06
6.66

33.5)

2.04

28.08
57.87
3.90

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

mat-

Fixed carbon.

Ash

Totals

—

66.7fi

Note. All samples were dried for
American method.

1

hour at 107® C.

The

volatile

36.90

75

matter was estimated by the standard
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from

tests

Figs.

1

of

tity

such as those recorded in
when the quan-

to 11, is that

dust

suspension

in

in-

is

beyond a certain critical
amount, the explosion pressure is
diminished. This result is true for
gas explosions as well as dust explocreased

sions.

It is

well

known

that

if,

in a

mixture of combustible gas and air,
the proportion of gas is below a certain limit, general inflammation of
the mixture cannot be obtained.
Experience indicates that the same
is true for combustible dust and air
mixtures. Below and above certain
limits a flame is incapable of travel-

ing throughout

the

but

mixtures,

between those limits the flame appears to be capable of propagation
throughout the mixture. Commencing at the lower limit, and proceeding toward the higher limit, a dust
mixture behaves exactly like a gas

561

looked that, notwithstanding the re-

mixture.

noticed

tarding effect of excessive coal dust

that

is

on inflammability, a real danger is
introduced by excess.
If we sup-

duced in a small steel tube which is
open at one end and closed at the
other, the explosion being initiated
at the closed end of the tube, the

pose that sufficient dust
to

is

disturbed

produce an extensive cloud, the

density

which

of

considerably

is

greater than that which will permit

most rapid inflammation, and

of the

that the cloud

the flame

is

then while

is ignited,

spreading the cloud

in

advance of the flame is rapidly settling and becoming less dense.
If
the flame can persist until it reaches
a zone of critical density, it may on
reaching that zone produce a violent
explosion, and the above process
may then be repeated.
addition of incombustible

If the

dust

useful, its effect should be

is

most markedly shown in explosions
of critical mixtures which give the

maximum

explosion

effects.

Pre-

nution of the pressure of explosion,

sumably the quantities of coal dust
employed by the committee in some
of the reported tests were such as
would give these mixtures. In the
Fifth Report it is stated that the
committee entertains no doubt that
an easily raised incombustible dust,

and

if

mixture, in that at

first

the pressure

of explosion increases concurrently

with increase in the proportion of
But, when a certain critical
dust.
proportion is exceeded, further increase of dust is attended by a dimithis continues until the higher

limit

Summarizing the foregoing
one

sults,

properly

placed,

capable

is

of

dealing effectively with a feeble in-

reached.

is

finds

when

that

even

under the most

re-

flammation,

the

adverse conditions; also that mix-

amount of coal dust

is below the
"lower limit," or above the "higher
limit," indefinite propagation of a

tures

in

equal proportions of coal

and incombustible dust are

difficult

to ignite, but when ignited may
propagate flame throughout a large

The writer has
when a gas explosion

effect is

more

when

violent

pro-

the in-

covered with a
rusty incrustation than when the interior is smooth.
Apparently, the
eddying motion set up by the rough
terior of the tube is

surface over which the gas

moves

accelerates the explosion.

The

testing gallery at

Eskmeals
smooth

consists of a comparatively
tube.

In the Fourth

committee

describes

Report, the

the

effect

of

on dust
explosions produced therein. These
constrictions were in the form of
rings 6 inches deep. In one series
constrictions in the gallery

of experiments, three constrictions

were introduced 50 feet apart at
points 300, 350, and 400 feet distant
from the point of ignition.
The
very remarkable difference caused
by the constrictions is illustrated in
Fig. 13. The two curves were produced by a manometer placed 50
feet from the open end of the gallery.
The lower curve shows the
record of an explosion when the
rings were not used. A maximum
pressure of 16 pounds per square
inch

curve

The higher
was produced.
shows a pressure of 152

itself

appear that the committee's work

diminishes both the rate of inflammation and the pressure attained. It
must be understood that the foregoing criticisms are based only on

chiefly establishes the usefulness of

pounds per square inch produced
when rings were used.
seems highly probable that
It
mixtures
coal
du6t
adulterated
which were feebly explosive in the
clear gallery would be energetically

stone dust in preventing the initia-

explosive in the same gallery pro-

amount
limits,

occur.

When

the

between

those

two

cannot

flame

lies

but

is

in excess of a certain

critical quantity, the coal

dust

laboratory experiments, but

it is

de-

Judging from the

gallery.

given

in the Fifth

Report,

it

details

would

With regard

tion of an explosion.

upon an explosion that
has developed beyond the ignition

to the effects

inconclusive,

sirable that experiments should be

stage, the results are

carried out on a large scale in order

the explosibility of coal dusts, and
thus provide practical information

seems necessary that further
work should be done in this direction, attention being directed to the
effect of varying the quantity of

no other

coal dust as well as the proportion

to determine the effects of excess

which can be obtained
way.

From
may be

in

the foregoing deductions

on

argued that an excessive
coal dust in a mine is a

natural protection against dust ex;

but

it

it

Effect of Surface of Mine Workings

must not be over-

on

Dust

known
is

Explosions.

—

It

is

well

that a gas or dust explosion

by increase of the inmotion of the gas or dust

accelerated

ternal

with

constrictions.

Having

regard also of the fact that a mine

working has a rough interior and is
more or less obstructed at intervals,
experiments in a smooth gallery are
of little or no value as criteria of
conditions in a mine.

William Penn, in his Charter of

of added stone dust.
it

amount of
plosions

and

vided

Rights, provided that for every 5
acres of forest cleared

1

acre should

be left in woods. Foresters today
maintain that one-fifth of every

farm should be

in timber.

:
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amount

Coal Fields of South America

But the

to 5,000,000 tons.

on which

basis

somewhat

this

1915

figured

is

is

uncertain.

Analyses of the Salagasta coal,
which is classed as bituminous, are

The Resources of the Different Countries and
the Amount of Their Importation of Coal

here given
By

Wilbur

Qrecle]>

Burroughs

Volatile matter

DUE

to

the completion of the

Panama

Canal the attention of the
business world of the United States
has been drawn to South America.

gasta coal seam, in the province of

Mendoza
has much exploration work

Mendoza,
City,

northwest

Therefore, in the present article will

been done.
This Salagasta coal bed, states
E. Hermitte, outcrops in a number

be considered, briefly, the coal re-

of places and has been opened by a

sources of the various countries of
TK/NIOAD

that continent,

of coal

and

.*

their importation

from foreign

Moisture at 105°

Although

developed sufficiently to meet in any

The following

tina.

The Tertiary
and

in

the

are coal seams which are thought to

be of bituminous origin.
of

those

coun-

which have been

vestigated and estimated
in

is

shown

in-

in

"Coal Resources of

ARGENTINA
Coal bearing formations occur at
various points in Argentina, but particularly

in

the provinces of

Total importations from
—$25,955,692.
* 2.204.6

In
Fig.

1.

Showing Coal Fields of South
America

tunnel to a depth of 105 meters be-

low the surface also, a boring made
in 1910 cut a seam of coal at a depth
of 606 meters. It is believed that
the bed has a thickness of from 3.50
meters to 5 meters. If this is correct,
adds the above mentioned
authority, then we have here in sight
300,000 tons of coal, and the workable reserve would approximately

Men-

doza, San Juan, and the Territory of
Neuquen. There is no doubt as to
the industrial value of the seams of
these regions, states E. Herrero
Ducloux in "Anales de la Sociedad
Cientifica Argentina, Vol. LXIII."
Coal mining operations, however,
are as yet in an early stage, one of
the main reasons why this is so being on account of lack of transportation facilities.

$24,499,923
811 307
395 150
118,930
33 313
2,702

386

;

Table 1, given
the World."

3.499,989
115.901
56.450
16,990
4,759

Austria-Hungary

moun-

Ecuador,
Colombia, and northern Venezuela.
In western Argentina and Venezuela

tries' coal fields

Value

Argen-

tainous regions of Peru,

The importance

this

coals occur in

and

Chile,

in

Metric Tons*

United Kingdom

the coastal zone of southern Argentina

statistics fur-

writer for use

Importations to Argentina in 1912

outcrops of this age are probably
in

the

import trade:

those in Bolivia and in isolated lo-

Andes

possesses

by Franklin Adams, editor
of the Bulletin of the Pan American
Union, show the importance of this

sources of the World," are Paleozoic
and Tertiary (Fig. 1). The PermoCarboniferous lie east of the Andes,
outcropping in southern and eastern
Brazil and underlying part of Uruguay and possibly a large part of
Argentina; while the most westerly

calities east of the

Argentina

degree the demand for coal in that
country.
Consequently, coal is imported into Argentina in large quan-

article,

"Coal

in

100 00
5.630

coal fields, they have not as yet been

Re-

given

4.60
7,221

nished

as

.

100.00

Calories

Geologically the coals of South

America,

C

Total

tities.

lands.

.

.

Ash

of

B
20 79
63 88
11.13
4 20

.

Fixed carbon

the European war and

A
33 02
48 23
14.15

Only on the Sala-

all

1913

4,046,278

the

tons

total

and

imports were
in

the

1.
Estimate of the Coal Reserves of
South America in Millions of Tons

first

months of 1914, 2,097,087 tons.
The consumers of steam

.

6

coal,

Keena, Consul General
for the United States at Buenos
Aires, in Consular and Trade Restates L. J.

ports, are the railroads, electric light

steamship

plants,
trial

lines,

and indus-

He

concerns generally.

tinues, "the coal principally

con-

used

is

Cardiff coal, which has high volatile
properties.

In

$9.50

of

quantities

than 500 tons Cardiff coal
Table

3,707,956

countries:

pounds each.

is

less

sold at

United States currency, per

ton delivered, and in larger quantiClass A
Anthracite! Classes B
Coals
and C
Including
Bitumi'

Some
Dry

1

nous
Coals

Coals

Argentina
Chile

700
Venezuela

Colombia
Total

700

Claiis

D

Subbituniinous
Coals.

Brown
Coals,
Lignite

5
3.048
1,339

3.048
2.039

5
27.000

27.000

31.397

32.097

5

ties at a

decreasing price, $8 per ton

being the

minimum normal

steam coal in this market.

price of

This will

be easily appreciated as a just minimum when it is considered that
charter freight on coal to Argentina
is

nominally from $3.50 to $4 United

States currency per ton.

The

ish hold on the local market

Britis

se-

s
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cured by the heavy British investments in railroads and public service
corporations, by the well-known

a few docks have mechanical appa-

quality of the coal, and by the great

are then

movement in this port of Britishowned shipping, which, while giving

loading

rapid and regular
•deliveries,

also

on coal

service

necessitates

large

loaded into iron buckets which

has been elected president of the
Spray Engineering Co., at Boston,
Mass.

cranes. The unexpense in United States
currency is from 25 to 30 cents per
ton "and is borne by the shipper

manager of the TaylorWharton Iron and Steel Co., has resigned to go with Clarence Boyle,

ratus and at these places the coal
first

moved by

on a delivered price unless

selling

coaling stations for general cargo

otherwise stated in the contract.

and passenger steamers.

interior

strengthened

It is also

by the large British

is

towns

all

In

coal handling

is

done with baskets carried by peons

coal companies, which have ample

to destination."

deposits here for

In Buenos Aires charcoal or gas is
used for cooking in the place of
coal, while in the country coal and

all

general needs.

"In order that any settled business
of good proportions be done in
Buenos Aires in American steam
coal,

it

is

highly important that a

coal deposit be established, in order
to gather in some of the relatively
smaller consumers
who, though

using several shiploads of coal per
year apiece, will not finance their
coal purchases as far ahead as would
be necessary in purchasing coal
from the United States with the
consequent risk of running short besteamship
insufficient
of
cause

wood

Coal
procured at the
beginning of winter in May, for being in the Southern Hemisphere it is
winter when in the United States it
are used.

both well known
and well sold. In order to compete
successfully in this market, Amerilent,

and the coal

is

can producers must take these facts
into consideration and prepare to
meet that competition."
In this connection the bulletin republished by the United

cently

States Bureau of Mines, entitled
"United States Coals Available for
Export Trade," by V. H. Manning,
-will

be of value.

About 300,000 tons of gas
imported per year
nearly

the

entire

into

coal are

Argentina,

amount coming

England.
The Compania Primitiva de Gas, of
Buenos Aires, takes about 200,000
of the 300,000 tons. This coal yields
12,300 to 12,500 cubic feet of gas
per ton, states Keena. The selling
price in United States currency is

from

South

Yorkshire,

about $7.25 per ton delivered. The
coal received from England is all
guaranteed double screened.
The usual method of unloading
-coal from a vessel at Buenos Aires
is

by means of baskets.
35-10—

However,

domestic

for

In small

use

coal

United States currency, $12
per ton, coke $14.50 per ton, and
charcoal $3.40 per 220 pounds.
costs, in

(To be continued}

111.

appointed as his successor.

Harry McDonald has been appointed general manager, and Rob-

M. Pollock, general mine foreman, of the Washington Coal and
Coke Co.'s operations near Star
ert

Junction, Pa.

The Spring Valley Coal Co., of
Spring Valley, 111., announces the
appointment of L. H. Smith as general

manager, succeeding the

M.

Day

has been appointed di-

Co., vice E. B.

the Department of Geology of Lehigh University, and Dr. J. T.
Singewald, of the Johns Hopkins
University, have left for an extended trip through South and Cen-

Moore, resigned.

Chief Charles H. Nesbitt, of the
Alabama State Mining Department,
has appointed Mr. Frank Albright
as statistician of the department.
B. R. Lindsey, formerly connected

with the mining department of the

Cambria Steel Co.,

America.

at

Johnstown, Pa.,

& Hudson Coal Co.
appointment of

has been appointed superintendent

formerly

Iron and Steel Co., at Sn^ithfield, Pa.

manager of the Harwood

The National Coal Co., of Seattle,
Wash., announces the election of
Stephen H. Green as president and
general manager.
Mr. Green was
formerly general manager of the
Wadsworth Red Ash Coal Co., at

The Delaware
announces the

Charles H. Dorrance,

Jr.,

Coal Co., and E. F. Pettebone, chief
mining engineer for the D. & H.
properties, as assistants to General
Superintendent C. C. Rose, at Scranton, Pa.

Paul B. Lieberman, formerly asengineer of the Sprague
Electric Co., has become Engineer

sistant

of Tests for the Hyatt Roller Bear-

ing Co.

West Virginia

division of the Consolidation Coal

Prof. Benjamin L. Miller, head of

general

late

Dalzell.

vision engineer of the

PERSONALS

the Scranton,

William Roth, assistant superintendent of the Beaver Brook colliery
of C. M. Dodson Co., at Beaver
Brook, Pa., has resigned his position.
Mr. Frank Packer has been

S.

I

tral

Jr.,

wholesale lumber merchants of

F. K.

service.

"The steam coal carrying service
from England to Argentina is excel-

is

summer, and vice versa.

quantities

Inc.,

Chicago,

for heating

purposes usually

is

Clarence Boyle,
Pa., district

Mr. Lieberman

will

have

charge of all tests, both laboratory
and field, for the purpose of determining the exact saving to be effected by the adoption of Hyatt
roller bearings to all applications.

Lee H. Parker, of the Stone &
Webster Engineering Corporation,

of the

Bowood mine

of the Republic

Birmingham, Ala.
George Watkin Evans, consulting
mining engineer, has just returned
from a professional visit to southeastern Alaska.

William

Sharpe,

mine

for the Consolidated Coal

foreman
and Coke

Dacono, Colo., has resigned
become superintendent of the
Russel Coal and Coke Co., at FredHe is succeeded at Dacono
erick.
by Stanley Bloss.
Co., at
to
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WITH THE EDITORS
possible that

Our Cover Page

OUR

cover page shows one of the most important
and pleasant of the ordinary events of a miner's
It shows to some extent, at least, his hopes
life.
realized. It means the possibility of life for him and for
his family; it means, too, compensation, the receipt of
something for what he has given. We wish that the
condition of the coal industry were such that these days
would be accompanied by fatter envelopes for every
miner.

There

one part of the picture which seemed to
for the picture was not taken to show it.

is

force itself

in,

only because

It is in the picture

it

was

in the fact

that

;

man holding out his hand for contributions from
men who have just received their pay. This is
is

a

the

not

intended to be an essay upon the dangers of coal mining
or a discussion of precautions for the prevention of
accidents or an argument for compensation laws.

It

a fact which exists in some
Somewhere, though he may not
stand upon the highway hat in hand, somewhere there is a
man who has suffered in doing the work which other men

merely

form

calls attention to

at every mine.

He

has lost his ability to maintain himself
and his family, lost his productiveness. It would be a
good thing if every man who goes into the mines could
are doing.

carry in his mind some such picture as this, giving him
a constant realization of the dangers of his work, so that
he would every day take the precautions which will

minimize the

the rut, but
coal

men

The Coal
MUST

Producer's Business

be brought home to the producers of

coal,

ITagain and again, and in many ways, that their business

is

something besides the production of coal. It
the production of coal at low cost.

more even than

low cost, plus the saving
of every by-product that can be profitably saved, plus
the careful preparation of coal for the market so that
it will command the highest price, plus careful marketing
to get that price, plus careful buying of equipment and
supplies. The great and rapidly increasing demand for
coal, until recent years, has made such minute attention
It is the production of coal at

unnecessary, but

now

that the capacity of developed

mines has become greater than the demand, the days of
easy money, when the amount of profit depended largely
on the tonnage produced, are past.
Profit in the future must come very largely from
economy of production and the stopping of leaks. It is

we hope

that will not be necessary.

The

themselves, the business men, the engineers,

and the chemists, have the ability to solve the problems
of the industry. But some of them are too apathetic.
Power production and distribution are better than
they were, but they are not perfect. Too
are using the wrong stokers, or none at

poor water.

boilers or

Lubrication

is

many
all,

plants

or poor

just beginning to

The proper screening and
cleaning of coal are not yet as common as they ought to
be, though some foresighted men are selling clean coal
where dirty coal finds no market. The utilization of
receive

serious

attention.

wastes, except in the by-product coke oven and the pro-

duction of power from unmarketable forms of coal, is
unheard of; clay good for brick and pyrite; that is,
good enough for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, are
thrown away.
The time is coming and coming very soon, when all
these economies will be practiced and a colliery will be
a complete plant for the best utilization of the coal and

everything connected with

The

it.

Bureau of Mines Press Agency
BELIEVE the United States Bureau of Mines

U.

WE

risks.

the business have

to things as they are that they

Perhaps it will take
cannot see desirable changes.
something from outside to lift the coal industry out of

S.

we do not approve
should
believe in it
some of its methods. We
this
time
we take
more if less were claimed for it. At
of
methods
the
occasion to express our opposition to
Bureau
Mines.
the
of
the press bureau maintained by
The recent disaster at Layland, W. Va., has been made
does

is

many men who manage

become so accustomed

much good work,

but

the occasion of another exaggerated claim for great

work performed by the Bureau.
While the claims made for the Bureau through the
daily press contain nothing derogatory to the West Virmine officials and the officials and employes
of the various mining companies who gave or tendered
ginia state

work, yet the impression is
and greatest part of the work
of rescue was taken by the Bureau of Mines.
This is not in accordance with facts.
Mining officials and officials of the Mining Department of the state of West Virginia were the leaders, and
they, with the volunteer assistants from the employes of
the New River and Pocahontas Consolidated Coal Co.

their services in the rescue

conveyed that the principal
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and those from the neighboring mines, were the men
who deserve the credit. They pressed forward in the
rescue work, exercising every precaution known to intelligent, practical mining men, and the helmet men followed. This does not mean that oxygen helmets are not
of great value.

Neither does

it

mean

that the

men

wearing the helmets were devoid of personal bravery.
But they were following the orders of the Bureau not to
proceed "beyond the air" as determined by the effect of
the atmosphere on a canary.

We know of course that a very small percentage of
carbon monoxide in the atmosphere is fatal to a man.
We also know that a man can stand comparatively many
times as much carbon monoxide as a canary, and that
with a properly adjusted oxygen helmet he need pay no
attention to the percentage of carbon monoxide in the
outer air as long as his supply of oxygen lasts.
If the officials of the Bureau of Mines want credit for
rescue work, the first thing they should do is to recall
their order to helmet men and place no restrictions on
the brave men who don the helmets in time of necessity,
except that of seeing that the apparatus is in proper
order and properly adjusted. Let the men, who are
taken from practical mining ranks, be the judges as to
how far they should proceed in rescue work before turning back in order to prevent the useless sacrifice of their
own lives. If this is done, the Bureau will not need a
press agent. The technical and general press will give
its officials full credit for all they accomplish and will
extol every act of conspicuous bravery.
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dynamite than with black powder or permissible explosives, and it is a real temptation to smuggle dynamite
into the mine in order that the work may be easier and
the pay greater. Somebody does it one time too often
and Layland is the result. It is easier to let the powder
do all the work and shoot off the solid than it is to
undercut coal and break it down properly. The result
is blown-out shots.
It is a real hardship to some men to
go without smoking, and even though the mine be a
little gassy, enough so to make safety lamps necessary,
yet the chances are that the gas is not present in dangerous quantities and some men will yield to the temptation to get a light some way and have a smoke.
There ought to be knowledge on the part of every
miner, of the conditions under which he is working and
the possible consequences of his every act; and if we
cannot have this knowledge fully and immediately, then
we ought to have absolute discipline. There ought to be
discipline by the mine officers so strict that any infringement of regulations intended for the promotion of safety
would be met with such treatment that those regulations
would be regarded with respect, even by men who did
not understand them.
There ought to be discipline by the law. This ought
to be such as to command the respect and loyalty of
every man connected with the mine, from operator to
humblest laborer. It ought to be so framed as to do all
that a law can do to make mining safe and profitable,
and at the same time there should be nothing in it to
alienate the respect of those familiar with actual mining
conditions.

Back of

all this

forced discipline, which works from

above, there should be a discipline of each individual by

Discipline

DISCIPLINE

is

to

any industry, there is no other, except
possibly that of transportation, where the safety of so
many depends upon the acts of a single individual.
Discipline on the railroad and the ship is a matter of
course, and there is the most perfect confidence in its
it

is

in

He

—
—

be

but the lives of

lost

all his

fellow workers.

There has been an unfortunate tendency on the part

existence.

Comparatively, the problem in these cases

is

easy;

mine the conditions are entirely different.
danger
is invisible and men grow tired of
the
Here
unseen things, and careless. Then,
peril
of
the
heeding
instead of there being only one or two men whose action
who
is likely to jeopardize the safety of hundreds, and
but in a coal

are strongly conscious of their responsibility as is true
in most industries, in the mine it may easily be that
the lives of all depend on the action of every single
individual underground.
sibility is likely to

ought to know what he is doing and what
may happen if he does this or that. Knowing these
things, he ought to be a man capable of assuming responsibility and willing to deny himself some trifling pleasure
or to work a little harder but even then, only as hard
as he is expected to work because of his knowledge
that through his carelessness, not only may his own life
himself.

be a
there
is a necessity
Necessary
as
mining.
reasonable safety in coal
if

Such widely shared respon-

be somewhat weakly

felt.

many of the things which are dangerous and which may cause disaster are things which
Unfortunately

For instance, a miner's

is a real inducement to do.
pay depends upon the number of tons of coal which he

there

loads and, of course,

it is

easier to

break down

coal with

of the miners to believe that every attempt at discipline
on the part of the operators was merely an attempt to

make more money. The
and fortunately
effort

it

is

belief was mistaken, of course,
disappearing with the increased

to prevent accidents,

known

as the safety-first

movement, but unfortunately there is sfill in many places
a. tendency to resist the proper punishment of a miner
who violates regulations. This tendency ought to be
condemned, not only by'the mine operators, as it is, but
by every miner; and there is no way in which this condemnation could be made more strongly evident than by
punishment by the miners themselves, through their
organizations, of every violation of a regulation intended
to promote safety. When some such action comes, the

miners' organizations will occupy a
esteem.

new

place in our
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A
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Disaster

Description of the Mine, the Cause of the
and the Work of the Rescuers

Disaster,

WttUen for The

THE

disaster

at

the

Layland

mine of the New River and
Pocahontas Consolidated Coal

Co.,

in the

West

New

Virginia,

River

district

of

on March 2, occurred

all

three openings passes,

south of No.

in a

mine that was considered an
safe

one.

The

natural

conditions were exceptionally good,

and the general arrangements of the
mine, the safeguards provided by
the company, and the care exercised
by the officials, were such as to
mark it as one of the safest mines in
the state.

The Layland mine

consists

of

three water-level openings on Chest-

1

little

east of north.

The

through which the coal from

in the

openings

The
is

about north 60 degrees east; the
three main headings being about
2,000 feet apart.

the No. 3 heading, the most

conveyer, adjusted for a capacity of

the drift mouth, an entry

about 800 feet inside
was driven
due north, called the "Main Tunnel."

The
known

From

usually

face, at a point

two main entries, known
as Nos. 4 and 5, parallel to Nos. 1, 2,
and 3, were opened at distances of
this,

accounts of the accident

stated that

mine.

all

to

No. 3 opening to the tipple, which is
equipped with a Link-Belt retarding
2,500 tons per day.

all

from

track on the surface, running from

northern one driven from the sur-

In

coal

delivered

Drift Moutu, Laylanu Mine

3.

From

same seam and

are connected, and therefore constithree

was

course of a

workings are

tute one mine.

the mine
tipple,

called a mine, while actually all the

allel

2,000 feet apart.

openings has a general

located

mouths, one of
were driven paron a course of
other
to each

drift

Knob Fork of Laurel Creek.
The Chestnut Knob Fork ravine at
nut

is

The three
which is shown

opening.

in the illustration,

No.

especially

Collleni Engineer

This

is

it

it

occurred in No. 3

due to the fact that

locally each of the three openings is

seam

worked

is

locally

as the Fire Creek seam, be-

ing the middle of the three seams

found

in

the

New

River

series; viz., the Sewell, Fire Creek,

and Beckley.
The Fire Creek seam tit the Layland mine ranges from 3 feet
6 inches to 4 feet in thickness, and
has an exceptionally good top. An
analysis of the coal shows the fol-

;
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lowing composition

:

volatile matter, 18.81

75.41

;

Moisture, 1.24
;

fixed carbon,

ash, 4.54.

The mine

is

worked throughout on

the pillar-and-stall system and pick

mining is general, little machine
mining being done. The haulage,
both gathering and on main roads,
is
done by electric locomotives,
Westinghouse, Jeffrey, and General
Electric locomotives being used.

The
vided

ventilation of the

for

blowing

by

two

mine

is

Clif?ord-Capell

fans, each of 400,000 cubic

minute capacity.
Both,
however, are geared down to less
than half their rated capacity, but
with their reduced speed they provide abundant ventilation and very
much more than is required by the
feet

per

law.

While the coal seam ranges from
3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet thick, the

haulage

about 7

roads

have

a

feet, sufficient

height

of

top rock be-

down to afford this
height.
Top rock was similarly
blown down in main airways, so as
to make them of sufficient area and
ing

blown

proper shape to produce best

The view shown

of the

results.

mouth of

No. 3 is typical of the systematic
and substantial arrangement of the
mine throughout. An inspection of
the working map showed an excellently laid out mine, worked according to the most approved system for
work.
No explosive gas has ever been
encountered in the mine, before or
The blowing
since the explosion.
roads
haulage
down of top along the
company
done
by
and in airways is
work and naturally dynamite is used
for this purpose, but no dynamite is
ever sold to any of the employes,
and its use in shooting the coal
pillar-and-stall

down was and is forbidden.
The mine was not considered

investigations

made

showed

that the explosion originated in the

Main Tunnel, which, as stated before, was
driven due north from No. 3 Main
third left heading off the

Heading.

have used a charge of dynamite
which he must have obtained surreptitiously, or a mixed charge of
dynamite and black powder. The
to

of

the

coal

be

to

cut

through was only 4 feet, or 4 feet
3 inches, and the powerful explosive
used blew through the 6 inches or
9 inches of coal beyond the heel of
the hole. The point where the drill

was

hole

started

was the wettest

point in the mine.

The

it

cent,

to

back,

a

the face.

distance of

From
150

the face
feet,

tracks were continually wet.

where the shot blew
through was dry, and it is believed
that
the
tremendous
explosion
caused by the dynamite, practically
blowing in every direction, originated a dust explosion that jumped
over the damp places and spread
through- practically all the workings
off No. 3 opening, or what is locally
called No. 3 mine.
While the force of the explosion
was sufficient to blow out practically
the stoppings in No. 3 section,

it

did not cause any great falls of roof,
and did not affect any of the men
employed in Nos. 1 and 2 sections,

notwithstanding these sections were,
as stated before, in the

and
No.

connected

same seam

consecutively

with

3.

At the time of the explosion

there

were about 300 men employed inside

were

workings.

killed,

whose shot

is

Of

including

these, 111

the

miner

believed to have orig-

His body was
found with the head blown off. Not
more than half a dozen of the bodies
inated the explosion.

taken out of the mine, including the
one whose head had been blown off,

showed

effects

of sufficient bodily

Some had
burned,
but not
and
hands
faces

injury to cause death.

it

is

most of the men

that

probable

met

killed

death through the effect of the after-

damp or carbon monoxide. One
man, a negro, who was delivering
groceries in the village, happened to
be passing the mouth of No. 3 mine
moment

the

at

that the explosion

occurred, and he

was blown against

a post with such force as to instantly
kill

him.

Practically

no damage was done

to the fan, although the timbering

mouth of

100 feet inside the

for

No. 3 opening, and a part of the

masonry facing shown
ture, were blown down.

The

explosion

mediately

in the

occurred

morning of March

2, at

following

pic-

on the
Im-

8:25.

the

accident,

gangs of men under the direction of
the coal company's superintendent,
started rescue and repair work.

The

the

How-

ever, the point

all

their bodies, so that

entry lead-

had a rising grade of about
12 per cent, for about 400 feet. It
was then level for about 200 feet;
then had a dip of 3 per cent, or 4 per
ing to

in all the

a

dusty or dry mine, though there
were dry spots in the mine, and
the coal was of a friable nature.

The

At a point on the third left headbetween 800 and 900 feet from
the Main Tunnel, a breakthrough
was being driven near the face. A
hole about 3 feet 6 inches was driven
in the coal and the miner is believed
ing,

thickness

pro-

667

en

general

route

superintendent was

from

Philadelphia

to

Charleston when knowledge of the

Leaving the
Quinnimont, he arrived at
Layland less than 3 hours after
the occurrence, and at once assumed
general direction of all work, condisaster reached him.
train at

tinuing his supervision until the end.

The

District State

Mine Inspector

having immediate charge of the territory, with an inspector from adjoining territory, arrived during the
afternoon, and the Chief of the Department of Mines of West Virginia,
together with four of his district inspectors, arrived during the evening.
The chief immediately put himself
and the district inspectors in touch
the coal company's officials,
and they each and all showed untiring energy and were of great assistance in the rescue work.
The United States Bureau of
Mines Car No. 8, which at the time
of the explosion was on a branch

with

road near Glenalum, W. Va., reword of the explosion at
12:15 p. M. Through the coopera-

ceived

& Western, and
Raflroad offiOhio
Chesapeake &
cials, the car was sent to the mine,
making a record run, and at 10:30

tion of the Norfolk

p.

M. the crew reported to the Chief

of the Department of Mines of

West
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Virginia and the coal
cials,

to assist in the

company offiwork of ex-

ploration and rescue.

At

the

request

of

the

United

States Bureau of Mines, the oxygen

apparatus crew of 11

men

of the

Mav,

and the Chief of the Department of
Mines of West Virginia, together
with some of his inspectors, went
into the mine and found in No. 10
left, 41 surviving men, and they, to-

who

gether with others

followed,

1915

from other New River companies'
mines who entered into the work of
recovery of employes whose lives
were lost and the work of repair
and reconstruction of the property
damaged, in volunteering as well as
carrying on the work, is due the
credit too often overlooked when it
should be properly appreciated and

United States Coal and Coke Co., of
Gary, W. Va., reported to the Chief
of the Bureau of Mines Rescue Operations and arrived with him on
Wednesday afternoon the day following the explosion.
In less than a half hour after the
explosion occurred, under the direction of the coal company's officials,
the emergency repairs had been
made and the fan was forcing air

assisted in bringing out those

ried out on stretchers. All of them,
on reaching the surface, were carefully wrapped in blankets and taken
to a dispensary for proper care and

a tunnel nearly 4 miles
long the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
will drain the mine water from its

into the outer sections of the mine.

medical attention.

Hazleton,

—

By

reason of the prompt repairs to

the fan and the restoration of ven-

Most of the rescued men were quite
weak and two of them had to be car-

These men had
the entry near

on barricades 500

main

protected

Nos. 4 and 5 left headings either
walked or were assisted by the advance rescue party to escape from

deadly afterdamp.

As

explosion.

exploration developed the fact

built barricades in

mouth, and later
feet in, and thus

its

along the outer part of the
air-course, seven men from

an entry which had not been affected

from the

themselves

The 111 men who met death in the
mine were found in various parts of
the workings off No. 3 main entry,
and the main entry or tunnel driven
due north from that entry.

The

men

main entry had but few
falls, all of which were comparatively
light,
with
no material
amount of wreckage, it was decided
on Friday night to reverse the air-

the 41

current, so as to permit the use of

patience under extraordinarily trying

that the

the haulage road.

The changes

re-

quired in connection with reversing
the fan necessitated the withdrawal
of

all

men engaged

in rescue

work

at

intelligence of the five

from the No. 9
ing,

men

in

and

heading and of
No. 10 left head-

left

in the

building of barricades

the

in using splendid

undoubtedly

circumstances,
their lives,

leaders

judgment and

and

is

saved

evidence that the

among them were men

more than average

of

force and intel-

On

Published

Saturday morning while these
changes were in process of completion, the fan having been stopped
for a number of hours, the atmosphere in No. 3 main haulage road
had cleared sufficiently to permit
five men to walk out of the mine
unassisted. These men had built a
barricade near the face of No. 9 left
heading 500 feet from the main
entry to protect themselves from
afterdamp, and upon coming to the
surface they reported "more men
inside at No. 10 left, off the main

The work of the West Virginia
Mining Department, the representatives of the Federal Bureau of
Mines, as well as the company offi-

entry."

cials

Responding

to

the

information

thus obtained, representatives of the

United States Bureau of Mines, the
company's General Superintendent,

descriptions

mine disaster appear
rise to contradictory

to

of

the

have given

statements in

reference to the rescue work, which,

when

fairly studied

from the view-

point of the results

accomplished,

indicates that there could have been
no hasty judgment interfering with
the apparent well-organized system
of pursuing the work in hand.

deserve well-merited praise for

work

which they all joined in
directing.
But to the various mining companies' employes of the adjoining mines, as well as to employes
the

Lehigh Valley Mine Drainage Tunnel
Through

East Sugar Loaf, and
Stockton (Coxe) mines, near Hazleton, Pa.

At the present time the Wharton
and Mammoth workings at the
Hazleton No. 1 slope contain a con-

A

siderable quantity of water.

eighth level of the slope in the

Mountain

seam

in

600-

from the

foot tunnel will be driven

Buck

the

Wharton.

This will also tap the
workings.

Mammoth

The main

to

tunnel

will

also

be

driven from the same level and on a

course of about
feet,

N26°W

for 15,600

then the remaining distance at

about

N 15° W

to the water level of

the Little Nescopeck Creek in the

Conyngham Valley.
The tunnel will be 9

feet

wide and

7 feet high with a concrete drainage
ditch to conduct the water,

ligence.

that time.

commended.

trict inspectors.

tilation

by the

who

had been entombed, the first man
actually reaching the entombed men
being one of the West Virginia dis-

which

average about 5,000 gallons per
The grade of the tunnel
minute.
will be .125 per cent.
The eighth level of the No. 1 slope
is 990 feet above tide and about 650
will

below the surface. At a point
8,400 feet from the Buck Mountain
seam, along the line of the tunnel, the
surface dips to a point only 500 feet
above the tunnel. It is at this point
feet

that

it

is

expected that the contrac-

This would
and enable work

tor will sink a shaft.

promote

ventilation

to proceed at four different places at

the

same

time.

In the future an extension will be
made from the No. 1 slope to the

Spring

Mountain

collieries.

This

will then drain that entire district.
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the end of No.

piping

THE LETTER BOX

pump

12 entry, and the
so arranged that this one
will take the water from the
is

valve a

Readers are invited to asic or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in tiiis department.
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

—

Air for Methane Combustion
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

—

Sir: The question submitted by
Mr. Philip Davis, in the April issue
of The Colliery Engineer, should
be worked as follows:

oxygen required for the explosion
of the methane, and since each cubic
foot of oxygen weighed .08604
pound, there were
240 + .08604 - 2,782.4 cubic feet of
oxygen.

The chemical equation expressing
the reaction which takes place in an

explosion of methane

is

CH^ + lO^-CO^ + lHfi
Calculating the molecular weights

of

these

substances,

and

placing

The composition

%

of the

air,

the volume of air re-

for

the

shows that 16
parts by weight of methane act with
64 parts of oxygen to produce 44
parts by weight of carbon dioxide
and 36 parts of water.

By

expression

CO^ number of
44 parts of CO2 64

pounds, of

pounds of O2 =

:

of Og - (64 X 165) + 44 = 240 pounds.

feet.

E. C.
Instructor, Illinois Miners'

Lee

1

cubic foot of air

and presfound by use of the formula
= 1.32535 + (460 + 0, in which
= weight of 1 cubic foot of air, in
pounds
B = barometer reading, in inches of
mercury
on Fahrenheit thert = reading
mometer.
Substituting the barometer and
thermometer readings given,
= (1.3253 X 29.9) + (460 + 50)
= .07785 pound.

Piping System

Sir:

—

I

am

enclosing a skeleton

outline of the piping system

in

a

mine of the Van-

section of No. 69

H

ana

1

^s..^^^J^

_4s

rrr^

9

,i_
r

Heine water-tube boiler, as originally installed, steam jet blowers
Grates of the
were provided.
shaking type with something more
than 20 per cent, air space were in-

Maxim

you of our

I will

boiler.

with the
have run it

results

—Boiler equipped

with

steam jet blowers and 20 per cent,

im

aic space in

Fig.

1.

Plan of Piping

think the arrange-

dalia Coal Co.

I

tions

ment extremely

interesting.

As

shaking grates.

Water evaporated from and at
212° per pound combustible, 8.57

[

\/tb/7>ta^£>teu€^l

of oxygen under the given condi-

Since there were 240 pounds of

our practice.
our boilers, one a 300-horsepower Maxim-type water-tube boiler
and the other a 250-horsepower

On

First Test.

cubic foot

1.1056 X .07785 = .08604 pound.

—

The writer saw the inquiry
Mine Manager in the March issue
of The Colliery Engineer, and,
having had some experience with
both steam and turbine blowers,
takes pleasure in telling you of the
Sir:

of

The tests
jet and turbine blowers.
made were ordinary working tests
and both were made by the same
men and under similar conditions.

is

is

Forced Drmft
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

boiler because I
with both the large and small airspace grates and with both steam

•Si^/T^l4iti*0^~

Mteaujc<»t

1.1056, so the weight of

W. MiLBOURNE

Maxim

Ma4n V^uve^
<C«ww7

W

oxygen

J.

Seelyville, Ind.

tell

W
W

specific gravity of

in case of a break-

Both are motor driven.

stalled in the

-1

is

The

down.

it

the

results of

and Me-

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

at the given temperature

sure

the

:

Therefore, the number of pounds
of

of

methane, to produce 165 pounds of
carbon dioxide is
5 X 2,782.4 cubic feet = 13,722 cubic

parts of O2.

The weight

explosion

chanics' Institutes.

proportion,

165

how one pump can do

general calculations the proportion
is taken as 4:1.
Therefore, consid-

quired

This

the manipulation of the valves

obvious

is

79 parts of nitrogen
and 21 parts of oxygen, and for

these in the form of the equation,

16 + 64 = 44 + 36 = 80.

By

air is roughly

ering the oxygen as constituting

the present time,

open and valve b closed.
This enables the pump to draw from
all the workings off No. 9 entry
down to valve c. The main line is
3 inches in diameter, the branches
into the rooms are 2 inches.
Still
more water can be handled by opening valve c and closing valve d.
Pump 2 has a 4-inch main line
with 2-inch branches and discharges
through a bore hole to the surface.
is

work of both

of atmospheric

we

obtain

At

entire section.

will be noted,

pump

has a free discharge,

is

Coal burned per square
pounds.
surface per hour, 24.33
grate
foot
pounds.

i which

.situated at

In this

burned

test,

coal

there
in

was a

the

lot

of un-

ashes.

The
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openings in the grate were so large

would
This ac-

that the small pieces of coal

drop through unburned.

counts for a great deal of the coal
burned in the test.

Second

Test.

—Boiler

u

eq

with 10 per cent, air-space

ip

ped

Water evaporated from and at
212° per pound combustible, 10.56
burned per square

Coal

pounds.

foot grate surface per hour, 14.44

No. 3 buckwheat or birdseye an-

was used.
blowers are really the
turbine
The
draft in a boiler
forced
for
ideal unit
thracite

installation

many

of one or

units.

course some sort of a central fan
installation would serve the same
purpose as the individual turbine

Of

blowers, but the great advantage of
the latter is that the whole plant is

when one goes

not crippled

bad,

if

%

this generator, for about

time

it

up for

run with only a friction

will

size 250-volt direct-current

generator will be required to handle
D. L.
this load?
The above problem is impossible

with the conditions as stated. The
tractive force of a locomotive, that

has to move
forward because of the turning of
the wheels, is figured for steady
the tendency which

it

running at 20 per cent, of its weight.
In this case the tractive effort of a
13-ton locomotive on a level track
would be 5,200 pounds. In going up
a grade of 3 per cent, a force of 780

pounds would be required to propel
There is,
the locomotive itself.
therefore,

pounds to

a

left

of

force

4,420

and that

pull the train

is

such a thing happens.
Our turbine blowers require the

available as drawbar pull.

minimum of attention, and, so far,
we have not expended one cent on
While we have made no
repairs.

a force of approximately
30 pounds per ton. On a 3-per-cent.
grade there will be added to this a
grade resistance of 60 pounds per

on their steam consumption compared to the steam jet

experiments

pull a

mine car on a

that the essentials for the successful

90
pounds per ton. Dividing 4,420 by
90 we find that the locomotive can
pull up this 3-per-cent. grade a load
of 49 tons. Dividing 49 by 2>4, the

burning of any

weight of a car

blowers, we feel that there
marked saving of steam.

From our

experience,

is

a most

we know

fine anthracite coal

making the

total resistance

in tons,

we

find that

are small percentage of air space in

that the locomotive can pull about

the grates, a large amount of grate

20

surface in relation to the heating
surface,

and high ash

pit pressure.

Superintendent
Electric Haulage

Problem

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—Will

The

coal

company

I

conditions

here,

—

Seivage Disposal
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

to

some assumed

Mine Management
Sir:

however,

of your readers

would you develop, arrange,
equip, officer, and manage a gaseous
and dusty mine to insure freedom
from accumulation of gas and dust
and the
keeping

^

Instruction for Miners

Probably the

is

intended especially for mi-

be interested in mining. The
course deals with methods of mining,
the use of machinery, gases, mine
drainage, fire, exploventilation,

may

sions,

generate

given

mine foremen, and superintendents, but is open to any who

map

it

is

by the University of Kentucky, extending from April 5 to May 29.

found as follows
It is a practice of
manufacturers to give their locomotives a power of about 10 horsepower per ton or 130 horsepower for
a 13-ton locomotive. This is equivalent to 97 kilowatts, which at 250
volts requires 390 amperes. Allowcent, each,

k

A practical miners' course

the current consumption would be

ing for losses in the transmission

Reader

Greensburgh, Pa.

ners,

:

danger incident thereto,
in view safety and econ-

omy?

This

about 120 kilowatts.

some

How

be going up the grade before
full speed has been reached. Therefore, it is very doubtful if the locomotive would pull 20 cars.

will

to

—Will

question,
following
the
answer
which has been a matter of discus-

are very severe, as a part of the trip

and motor of 10 per
would be necessary

Subscriber

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

going to

an electric haulage. A 13-ton
electric locomotive will receive a
train of 30 cars weighing, when
loaded, 5,000 pounds each, at a
siding inside the mine, to be delivered at the tipple about yi mile distant from the mine. About 100 feet
from where the locomotive will receive the loaded cars it will begin
to climb a 3-per-cent. grade which is

size?

A

am working
is

—Should

I
be asking too
in the
discussed
have
much
columns of your valuable paper a
sewage disposal or septic tank sufficient to take care of one house of

Sir:

Assuming that you use a 13-ton
locomotive with this smaller train,

for as hoisting engineer
install

cars.

The

worked to its capacity,
if
would require about 600 amperes.
Editor.

This,

me

you kindly help

out on this haulage problem?

30 cars

of

trip

sion in this district:

level track

requires

ton,

the

would require a locomotive weighing in the neighborhood of 20 tons.

What

To

this loss.

To handle

of the

load.

is

pounds.

generator would be run at a voltage
in the neighborhood of 300 to make

of

the distance to the tipple is about
There being no other load on
level.

dumping

grates and turbine blowers.

The remainder

1,100 feet long.

rescue work, surveying and

drawing,

mining law.

and

The

the

Kentucky

session closes just

before the state mine examination.
Between 40 and 50 attended the
course last year.

Illinois Mining Institute
The summer meeting of the institute will be held at Danville,

May

27, 28,

and

29.

111.,

May,
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Selected

Mine Foreman, and

Inspector,

QuES.

1.

—Describe the occurrence

of firedamp and blackdamp, the dan-

how

gers arising from them, and

each

may

Ans.

may

be

ex-

pected in those parts of the mine
where the air-current is sluggish

and not

away

sufficient in

volume

the gas as fast as

it

to carry
is

given

Such places would
be in old workings, and in both
rooms and entries inby the last
off

by the

face.

breakthrough. It is often found in
the neighborhood of spars or clay
veins or of dykes of volcanic rock
cutting

across

particularly

the

just

measures,

and

cutting

after

through them, being prevented from
escaping by the clay or rock. Firedamp is lighter than air and has a
tendency to rise to the roof, but in
so doing it mixes mechanically with
the air, assisting thereby the natural

process of diffusion.

If

given

off

near the roof, the gas will remain
there until it diffuses uniformly

through the place or
the air-currents.

is

Gas

removed by
is

commonly
roofs

found in cavities
rooms and entries and above the
falls in old workings and in pillar
workings where the air-current
passes underneath (does not rise
into the cavity or fall) and where it
in

the

of

Fire Boss in Various States in 1914

it is sometimes a little
than air.
The higher the
percentage of carbon dioxide the

It is

lighter

conditions, firedamp

greater

is

and

that

a constituent

is, it is

afterdamps of

of

kinds.

all

The

small amounts of blackdamp given

by the face are not of importance

off

unless

ventilation

entirely

is

wanting.

by the cap

commonly detected
makes upon the flame

is
it

of a safety lamp; about 2 per cent,

being the lowest amount the average
competent observer can determine.
Special forms of lamps or special
attached

to

ordinary

the

forms of lamps are used to detect
1

per cent, or

than

1

less.

Since

much

per cent, of the gas

is

less

dan-

gerous in the presence of dry and
explosive coal dust, and since this

amount cannot be detected by
safety lamps, it is becoming the
custom at large mines to employ a
small

chemist to analyze the return air
that the percentage of

may

largely
is
Blackdamp, which
formed by the oxidation of the coal
and by the absorption of the oxygen
of the air by the coal, is commonly
found in old workings and other
places where the ventilation is poor
or is wanting. As blackdamp consists of from 5 to 15 per cent, of
carbon dioxide and 95 to 85 per cent.

upon the

ventilation, as

fire

methane

be accurately known.

it

a whole,

is

in

The

regulated

results of the analyses, but

bosses are employed as usual to

watch the

face, etc.

Some

old mi-

ners claim that they can detect

damp by

its

somewhat

day. This is possible owing to the difference in the refraction of the rays of light
in

from a lamp

passing through layers of

damp

fire-

of different densities.

Blackdamp is detected by its acupon the flame of a lamp, which
burns more and more dimly, as the
tion

percentage
until

it

of
is

this

gas

finally

increases,

extinguished.

Although blackdamp high

in

carbon

dioxide has a direct effect, by reason

Firedamp

devices

be seen,

summer

conditions,

the air of a place.
Blackdamp,
mixed with other gases and particularly carbon monoxide, results from
mine and gob fires, coal dust, explo;

may

resembling

Under usual

the

distributed uniformly through

sions, etc.

appearance

the shimmering of the air due to
so-called heat waves on a warm

the floor.
it

blackdamp

also claimed that, under certain

tendency to remain near

the
its

given off more rapidly than diffusion can mix it with the mine air.
is

Examinations for Mine

at

of nitrogen,

heavier

be recognized.

—Firedamp

From Those Asked

fire-

a taste like that of apples

and a peculiar smell.
As pure
methane is tasteless and odorless,
such sensations must be due to some
other gas mixed with the firedamp.

of

its

cooling action,

in

dimming

and extinguishing a flame, yet the
effects are more due to a lack of the
oxygen necessary to support combustion than to the presence of
blackdamp. An ordinary oil lamp
will be extinguished when the oxygen in the air has been reduced to,
say, 17 per cent., but an acetylene
lamp will burn until the oxygen is
reduced to about 12 per cent.
Mixtures containing 50 to 60 per
about 40 per cent,
of blackdamp, and 1 to 2 per cent,
of oxygen are sometimes found in
old workings and are extremely
dangerous under certain conditions.
cent, of firedamp,

The flame of
stantly

the safety lamp is inextinguished in such mix-

tures without
to

the

large

showing the cap due
amount of firedamp

The gas would, naturally,
Howbe reported as blackdamp.
ever, should there be a reduction in
present.

the pressure of the atmosphere due

barometer or should
any other cause force this gas into
the airways, it will, when mixed
to a fall in the

May.
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with

produce

air,

ditions.

explosive

con-

—

—Why

it

necessary to

at the bottom,

leave larger pillars in

some mines

side

QuES.

5.

is

QuES. 2. If a water gauge placed
in a door 4 feet 6 inches high and
5 feet wide showed a reading of
27 inches, what was the total pressure on the door?
Ans. Since 1 inch of water

than in others?
Ans. The greater the distance of
the seam below the surface, the
larger must be the pillars in order
to sustain the greater weight of the

g^uge is equal to a pressure of 5.2
pounds per square foot, 2.7 inches
water gauge is equal to 5.2 x 2.7
- 14.04 pounds per square foot. The

seam, the larger must be the pillars
to sustain the same weight of overburden. The reason for this is ap-

door is 4.5 x 5 = 22.5
Hence, the total pressure upon the door is area x unit
pressure » 22.5 x 14.04 = 315.9

owing

pounds.

the larger must they be to resist the
weathering action of the air and the

—

area of the
square

feet.

—What are carbon mon-

QuES.

3.

oxide and carbon dioxide?
their chemical symbols.

Ans.

—Carbon

monoxide

Give

—

overlying rocks.

when

parent

it

The

thicker the

recalled

is

a

long-applied

of

effects

roof supports are

much

pressure.

permanent
larger than

and highly poisonous gas,
sive,
composed of 1 atom each of carbon
and oxygen as shown by its symbol,
CO. It is formed by the incomplete
combustion of carbon or compounds
of carbon where there is not sufficient oxygen for it or them to burn
found

afterdamp of coal dust
explosions, in the gases of gob and
mine fires, and in the gases given off

by

in the

explosives,

coal dust
odorless,

where

used for tamping.

is

Carbon

particularly

dioxide
tasteless,

is

a

colorless,

non-explosive,

and non-poisonous gas composed of
1 atom of carbon and 2 of oxygen,
as shown by its symbol COj. It extinguishes a flame by depriving it of
oxygen and, in sufficient quantities,
causes death by suffocation by excluding oxygen from the lungs. It
is given off by the face of the coal
and is found in afterdamp of firedamp and coal-dust explosions, in
the gases from gob and mine fires,
in the gases from explosives, etc.
QuEs. 4.—What are the area of
cross-section and contents of a cylinder 12 inches in diameter and 18
inches long?

—

very nearly.
cylinder

is

much

life

The

contents of the

equal to area x length

- 113.1 X 18 = 2,035.8 cubic inches.

of the

mine and very

larger than those that will be

drawn

as soon as a set of

rooms

reaches their limit; say, within a
year or two. The features named
above, namely, depth of the seam

below the surface, the thickness of
the seam, and the time the workings
must remain open, have to be considered in all mines in determining
the thickness of the pillars and the
width of the rooms.

is

unknown, and

be sharp or

The

simplest and

its

the 7-foot side

may

may

be a

last case

will be

it

angles

or one

flat,

right angle.

the

is

assumed that

perpendicular to

is

the 6 feet 6 inches (6.5 feet) top.

In some mines, that

is,

locally,

it

may

be necessary to take account of
the strength or weakness of roof or
floor in determining relative width
of opening to thickness of

whose

and 7 feet, rean oblique(6)
angled triangle two of whose sides
are those of the airway, or 4 feet and
8 feet, and the third side is the hysides are 6.5

vail, in

potenuse

The

(a)

pitching than in

flat seams, where
rooms and entries are wide than
where they are narrow, and where
the coal is soft and friable than
where it is tough, hard, and firm.
QuES. 6. An airway whose crosssection is 6y2 feet at the top, 8 feet

—

the

area of this right-angled

squares of

its sides,

is

equal to the

sum

of

the

or to

V6.6«-l-7='=9.55 feet
sides of this oblique-

The

angled triangle are, respectively,

4,

and 9.55 feet, and its area may be
found from the formula

8,

A = ip{p-a){p-b){fi-c\
in which

p = i the sum
-f 9.55)

of the sides

= 10.775 and
a, bi

and

c,

=§

(4-|-8

the sides are

and

p-o = 10.775-4 = 6.775
^-6 = 10.775-8=2.775;
^-c = 10.775-9.55=1.225.
Substituting in the formula,
i4

= Vl0;775X6.775X2.775X1.225
= 15.75 square feet
The

(c)

in

of

is

enuse of this triangle
square root of the

greater area.

required

areas

-7-

squeeze; that

are

the

equal to one-half the
product of its sides, or to (6.5 x 7)
2 = 22.75 square feet. The hypottriangle

into the

pillars

of

tri-

area of the airway

triangles.

order to prevent the weight

Larger

The

sum

the

is

right-angled

the

of

angle (o).

of the overburden forcing the pillars

bottom and bringing on a
is, with a soft bottom,
the pillars must be larger, that the
weight may be distributed over a

and

spectively,

pillar.

Thus, in a mine where the roof is
hard and unyielding and the floor is
very soft, larger pillars must be left
than where opposite conditions pre-

may, then, be conmade up of two

cross-section

sidered as being

(Jb)

the

Ans. ^The area of the cylinder is
122x. 7854= 113.1
square
inches,

way

triangles, (o) a right-angled triangle

the pillars are to remain,

during the

commonly

—

The longer

colorless, odorless, tasteless, explo-

It is

passing 8,000 cubic feet of air per
minute; what is the velocity of the
air in feet per minute?
Ans. ^As none of the four angles
are given, the exact shape of the air-

The

those that will be pulled some time

to carbon dioxide.

4 feet high on one
high on the other, is

feet

to bending, a
not support the same weight as a
short one of the same diameter.
tall

Pillars that are left as
is

that,

pole will

and 7

1915

airway

total area of the

thence,

is,

equal

to

22.75

+

15.75

= 38.50 square feet.

The

(d)
rent

is

velocity of the air-cur-

equal to the volume, in cubic

feet per minute, divided

by the area

of the airway in square feet and

8,000

-r

38.5 = 208

very nearly.

feet

per

is

minute,

May,
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QuES.

7.

—What

are the essential

rubbish, and they

features to be observed in building

of

and maintaining roads to secure the
safe, speedy, and economical handl-

cially

ing of the coal ?
Ans. The roads

ditch,

—

should

be

as

rooms,

may

663

be the necks

breakthroughs, or

spe-

driven places carried in not

than 4 feet from the rib. A
which must be kept clean of

less

rubbish,

may

be carried along one

if

possible, even

though slowly, un-

til

this is done.

The men can usu-

be gotten from the workings

ally

it is possible to install temporary means for keeping up the air

before

If the material

circulation.

is

on

straight as possible with few curves

rib

and those of large radius with the
proper elevation on the outer rail to

switches are used, they should have

to

point rails and frogs similar to those

of steam pipe so that live steam can

used on surface roads

be introduced into the upcast and as
near to its bottom as possible. If

offset the centrifugal force.

Where

motors are used, the rail should
weigh not less than 10 pounds per
yard per ton of weight on a single
driver; thus, a four-wheeled 20-ton
motor which has 20 -r 4 = 5 tons of
weight on each driver will require
the use of a rail weighing not less
than 10 X 5 = 50 pounds per yard.
Many of the larger companies find it
economical to use 70-pound rails for
a motor of this size.
The track
should be firm and should not give
under the weight of the trip; this
necessitates

the use of

large

ties

spaced not too far apart which must
be properly supported upon good
ballast well tamped beneath them.

Where

possible, the grade should be

in favor of the loaded trip, but this
is

not a matter of prime importance

comparison with keeping the
roadbed and rolling stock in good
shape, as grades can be overcome by
the use of the proper kind of motor
or rope-haulage system.
in

The

track should be laid as close

to one side of the entry as possible

so that ample clearance

is

offered on

the other side, that track workers
may not be injured by a passing

This
should be driven straight which may
be done by employing an engineer to
place the necessary sights as a guide

where the mine

Where

wet.

is

stub switches

;

are to be avoided.

—What

for the entry drivers. If the sight
plugs are so placed that they come
over one of the rails, they will materially help the track layers in their

work, The clearance, noted above,
should be maintained on one side of
the entry and not first on one side
and then on the other. Refuge holes
should be provided at regular intervals and it is a good plan to have
to

hang an

incandescent electric light in front
These refuge holes should

of them.

be kept clear of

all

kinds of dirt and

fit

2,500 feet, the initial pressure being

100 pounds per square inch, and the

shaft.

8.

pipe

of

size

plant being located 4,000 feet above

where the reading of the
barometer is 26 inches under normal
sea level

conditions

Ans.
inch

?

—Since the weight of a cubic
mercury

of

is

equal

to

.49

pound, the pressure of the atmosphere corresponding to a height of
the barometer of 26 inches is .49 x 26
= 12.74 pounds per square inch.

Since the
sure

is

initial,

or gauge, pres-

100 pounds, the total pressure

upon, the air will be 12.74-1-100
= 112.74 pounds per square inch.

To

secure .this total pressure, the

must

air

be

112.74

compressed

12.74

atmospheres.

= 8.85

Since the volume of the air
portional

the pressure,

to

space of 800

-r

8.85 = 90.4 cubic feet

1,728 =

= 90.4 X

prowill,

occupy a

being compressed,

after

is

it

156,211.2

cubic

inches.

The area

of the pipe will be equal

to the volume of air passing per
minute divided by the velocity per
minute. If the velocity be assumed
feet = 2,000 x 12 = 24,000

2,000

at

inches per minute, the area of the

pipe

be

will

156,211.2

= 6.5088 square inches.
eter

4-

24,000

The diam-

of the pipe will be
/6.5088

4..7854
QuES.

9.

equal to

=2.88, say, 3 inches

—What

should be done

in case of accident to a ventilating

fan or

pipe

is

cloth

is

not at

available, a

QuES.

10.

— (a) If the atmospheric

fall suddenly, what
would be the effect upon the ventilation in a mine generating explo-

pressure should

sive gas?

Should you be notified of a
the atmospheric pressure and
you were in charge, what orders
would you give?
Ans. (a) When the pressure of
the atmosphere is reduced in a mine,
{b)

fall in

—

more gas than usual will escape
from the face, from blowers, and
from the old workings. As the gas
issuing from the face and from
under a high pressure
to 40 atmospheres,
or 150 to 600 pounds per square
inch) but a short distance back in
the solid, although only a little
above that of the air at the point of
its escape into the mine, a very
heavy fall in the barometer does not
blowers
(often

is

from 10

have nearly the same

effect in in-

from

creasing the outflow of gas

"

them whitewashed or

may

be well in special cases
together a number of lengths
it

hand and brattice
wind cowl may
be built to force whatever air may
be blowing down the downcast

QuES.

should be used to transmit 800 cubic
feet of air per minute a distance of

requires that the entries

trip.

hand,

its

driving machinery?

—

Ans. Get the men out of the
mine as soon as word or signal will
reach them, keeping the fan turning

these sources as

it

does from the old

workings where the gas is under ordinary atmospheric pressure. Other
things being equal, the greater the

area of the old workings the greater
will be the volume of firedamp
forced into the airways by a fall of

From

the barometer.

this

it

fol-

a good policy, although disputed, to seal off the old
workings with permanent, gas-tight

lows that

stoppings.

it

is

This

can

readily

be

done if some panel system of mining
is used wherein each panel is connected to the main airways only by
the

two or three

velop

it.

entries used to de-

should be remembered that an
increase in the outflow of gas always
happens several hours before the
It

barometer
barometer

falls

;

in other

words, the

what has happened

tells

and not what

So
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is

to happen.

going

possible for a sudden fall in

it is

an area of low preswhich is moving
Arizona
sure in
it will arrive,
where
toward Illinois
later.
Behours
48
36
to
say, from

map may show

fore the barometer at a

reduction

amounts of gas

which
and not before it
baromthe
were
case
would be the

in

eter

as

sensitive

atmospheric

to

a large body of stand-

changes as
ing gas in old workings.
is

generally considered

It is

now

in

well-

that

gas has been foreseen, not by the
by the weather

local barometer, but

map which gave

faces for the escape of gas are being
opened with a rapidity proportional

at least

BOOK REVIEW

barometer precede instead of follow
the

increased

outflow

of

gas,

it

the Non-Metalliferous Deposits Di-

dis-

of

production

in

different

Chapter 4 is concerned with
by-product recovery plants for the

and coal in operaChapter 5 gives a
description of a peat burning power
plant in Germany.
Chapter 6 disutilization of peat

tion in Europe.

Department

of Mines of
Mines Branch,
This book of 199 pages

cusses the feasibility of erecting by-

Ottawa,

product recovery peat producer-gas
power plants in Canada. Chapter 7

of the various non-

discusses lignite and coal with spe-

metallic minerals which are used in

reference to their use in byproduct gas producers. There are
253 pages, 29 plates, 39 drawings,
20 tables.

Canada,

No. 305.
contains a

list

manufacturing industries, with short
descriptions giving special reference
to those qualities

important

This

is

which make them
purposes.

industrial

for

followed in each case by a

cial

Coal Land Leases and Royalty
Payments.

Mr. W.

E.

Fohl,

of

"On

discussion of the applications of the

Pittsburg, has developed tables

mineral, the amount used, and the

Present Worth of Serial Payments."
These tables will be helpful to those
who wish to know whether certain
royalties proposed in leases offered
by coal lands are equivalent to current acreage prices in the same re-

This

price.

list

is

followed by a

series of 37 tables giving for each
manufactured substance in which a

number of firms
number using minerals,
the number from whom no information was received, and the amount of
mineral

is

used, the

visited, the

would be possible to speed up the
fan; and this is all that it is neces-

each mineral used.

sary to do.

is

While a barometer stationed at a
mine is not of particular service in

Appendix No.

anticipating changes in the

addresses

amount

and

given.

Report on the Non-Metallic
Minerals Used in the Canadian
Manufacturing Industries. By

vision,

caused a false sense of security.
(fc) In view of the fact that the
trouble is over by the time the
barometer falls, nothing can be done
to prevent it.
Did the fall of the

sulphate,

countries throughout the world are

beginning to the end of the day shift
and decreases during the night
while the mine is idle and is a minimum again the next morning.
What were called "barometer warnings" were issued for many years in
England but did not have the au-

have been dropped within the past
two or three years, not only as being
useless but dangerous in that they

ammonium

cusses various plants with relation

Tables

related rabjectl

Howells Frechette, M. Sc, Chief of

They

devoted especially to the produc-

tion of

review of the latett

on MiDiDg aod

to the output, the outflow of gas
gradually becomes greater from the

thority of the Government.

and Fuel Testing Division,
Department of Mines of- Canada,
Ottawa, Mines Branch, No. 299.
Chapter 1 gives a thorough discussion of the digging and handling
of peat and its preparation for use
as a fuel. Chapter 2 gives chemical
analyses of peat and a discussion of
its calorific value and the effects of
moisture on this value. Chapter 3
Fuels

to the production of this substance.

A

amount of

gas in the workings as the rapidity
of working; that is, during the day
while coal is being made and fresh

it

Value as Fuels for the ProducPower in the
By-Product Recovery Producer.
By B. F. Haanel, B. Sc, Chief of
tion of Gas and

is

open old
changes in atmospheric pressure do
affect the

notice of

a day in advance.

where there are no
workings full of gas,

much

have escaped

will

into the workings; but this increase

ventilated mines

not so

in the

increased

pressure,

in

the barometer to take place just before the outflow of gas decreases
increases,

mine

have recorded the

state will

latter

1915

to

Following this
is devoted

a bibliography which

the

industrial
1

of

use of minerals.

gives the

Canadian

names and
manufac-

of gas escaping into the workings,
the Daily Weather Maps issued by
the Weather Bureau, at Washing-

the articles manufactured.

ton, are of value in this connection.

dix No. 2 gives

These maps show the areas of low

non-metallic minerals arranged al-

barometric pressure for the entire
country, and the direction in which
these areas are moving. Thus, the

minerals.

turers

who

use minerals, arranged

alphabetically under the

lists

names of
Appen-

of producers of

phabetically under the

names of the

Peat, Lignite, and Coal.

In the case of a property with
an estimated productive life of 50
years, there are in contemplation
one hundred semiannual payments
of royalty, each one of which differs
in value to correspond with the
gion.

length of time

is

deferred from

If the tract of land

under consid-

eration yielded in royalties $10,000

semiannually for 50 years, and 4 per
were the proper interest charge,

cent,

the tables would

show

that the pres-

worth of the sum of these one
hundred semiannual payments is
ent

Their

it

the present.

:

May, wis

:
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$430,982.90.

If

the tract contains

1,000 acres the present acreage value

shown

The

The

may

report
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be classified in

tions

by

This

with the

districts or fields

records of borings.

three parts, viz.:

A

(4)

discus-

in-

sion of the care and regulation of

tables can be used not only for find-

cludes a general description of the

ing present worth of a property, but
are of especial value in the compari-

Pottsville,

and gas wells and an outline of
needed legislation relative to deep
borings.
(5) A brief statement of
possibilities of the black shales of

be

will

as

$430.98.

son of leases which differ both in
the amount of semiannual income

and in the length of time during
which this income continues.
Borderland Coal.
Published
by The Borderland Coal Co., Borderland,

A

W. Va.

32-page booklet

giving a great deal of information

about coal in general, and that of
the Borderland Coal Co. in particuIt is interestingly

lar.

written and

the photographic illustrations, which
are

many, give remarkably good
methods of mining and pre-

1.

General

geology.

Mc-

and

Carbondale,

Leansboro formations in the various
fields.
Also a description of the
structural features and the glaciation in the longwall district.
2.

Economic

This

geology.

Mine Lamps, U.

chemical composition,

Schedule 6A.
Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the Best Means of Dealing with Coal Dust in Collieries of
New South Wales.
The following publications of the

3.

Working

drill records,

etc.

data.

and

in

Statistics,

some

instances

geologic sections of the counties in

These tabulations are

the district.

the first official attempts to estimate
the

reserves

coal

of

northern

paring coal.

Michigan Geological and Biological Survey. The Mineral Resources, the Occurrence of Oil and
Gas in Michigan, and the Biennial
Report of the Director, all published by the Survey under the di-

R. R. Hice, State Geologist, HarrisThe report covers 226

pages,

it

lists

the publications of the

United States Geological Survey referring to Pennsylvania and the
reports of the State Topographic
and Geologic Survey. A report on
the South Mountain Copper Devel-

opment

is

given

in

full;

general

R.

of

rection

C.

Allen,

Director,

Lansing, Mich.

The volume on Mineral Resources
deals with all the minerals

mined

during 1913, with especial attention
to iron

tables

Statistical

the

are given per-

production of coal

taining

various minerals in the state, and
lastly the production, by counties, of

producing counties.

the individual mineral products.

1913 the total number of tons of
coal mined was 1,138,639 at a cost

Story of Pocahontas.
Published by The Pocahontas Operators' Association.

A

booklet of

32 pages describing the excellencies
of Pocahontas coal, and incidentally

to

of $2,250,267.73 or an average cost
of $1.97 a ton.
Publication 14 deals with the oil

and gas

Michigan and describes

those of the young lady whose name
There are also some excelit bears.
lent features of coal mining in the

the local natural conditions govern-

Pocahontas

unfortunately the geologic data in

district.

Resources of District
of
Illinois, by Gilbert H.
No.
Published by the Illinois
Cady.

Coal
1

•

State
111.,

Geological

Survey,

Urbana,

144 pages, illustrated.

The

district

is

entirely

longwall

in its area of 1,700 square miles
approximately six billion tons were

and

ing their occurrence which as a rule
are well known to geologists, but
different districts are rarely so pre-

and determinate as to warrant
unqualified statements in advance of
exploration work.
The plan of the report embraces:
(1) An outline of the geology of the
cise

Paleozoic formations.
discussion of the

(2)

A

brief

more prominent

has been

on the accumulation of oil
and gas, but more particularly of

mined or placed beyond recovery by

the anticlinal theory of accumula-

originally available.

Of this amount

only about 3 per cent,
past mining.

theories

tion.

(3)

A

United States Geological
Washington, D. C.
Stratigraphy

of

Survey,

Montana

the

Group, Professional Paper 90-1.
The Cretaceous-Eocene Contact
in the Atlantic and Gulf Coast, Professional Paper 90-J.
The History of a Portion of the
Yampa River, Professional Paper
90-K.
Inorganic Constituents of Echinoderms, Professional Paper 90-L.
Bulletin

The

559.

Bulletin

Results

history of the explora-

The

563.

Spirit Leveling in

Bulletin

It is interesting to note that for

in

Electric

Bureau of Mines,

S.

of

Spirit Leveling in Michigan.

and copper.

statements of the production of the

The

Portable

Permissible

of

correlation, physical characteristics,

Illinois.

burg, Pa.

Michigan as a source of oil and gas.
publications received
Procedure of Establishing a List

treats of the various coal beds, their

ideas of

Report of the Topographic
AND Geologic Survey Commission
of Pennsylvania, for 1913-1914,

oil

Owens,
sins,

580-L.

Searles,

Results

of

Maryland.
Salines

in

the

and Panamint Ba-

southeastern California.

Publications by
Survey Authors on Metals and NonBulletin 580-P.

metals except Fuels.
Bulletin 589.

Marble and

Calcite

Dolomite, Eastern Vermont.

The following papers on water
supply
Surface Water Supply of
United States, 1911, Paper 312.
Surface Water Supply of
United States, 1912, Paper 331.

Springs

of

California,

the

the

Bulletin

338.

Stream

Gauging

Stations

sources.

Stream

Bulletin 340-F.

Gauging

Stations

Publications Relating to
sources.
Profile

and

Water Re-

Publications Relating to

and

Water Re-

Bulletin 340-G.

Surveys

in

River Basin, Oregon.

Willamette
Bulletin 349.
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Automatic Reclosing Circuit-Breakers
ByE.C. Rantu

A

circuit-breaker

is

an absolute

that

L

is

May,

moved

out of contact with

H

actuated by the

is
A, the latch
spring S2 to lock L so as to prevent
its return to contact with A, until

H

by which

it

may

1915

flow to the opposite

or negative side of the

One

line.

to

M, and

the other through low

necessity for the protection of elec-

resistance R^ and short circuit at

tric circuits against overloads and
short circuits. The ordinary circuit-

and negative

breaker must be closed by an at-

circuit

To

tendant.

at

is

manu-

and the main
by the action

factured by the Automatic Reclos-

ating

The
Circuit-Breaker
Co.
ing
breaker is also referred to as a cir-

contacts to be closed

shown in Fig. 1.
eration the main contact
closed by the action of an

Fig.

is

held

electro-

is

thrown out of engagement.

now

shunt

with

generator

tween points / and

2.

circuit,

At

be-

the instant

By

is

controls the latch

which

A

H.

After the opening of the main con-

two things take place;
is

first, a
permitted to

flow around the break through R2

and

/?8

;

second,

the

dashpot

de-

scends bridging the opening in the

The current now

trip coil circuit atK.

taken at full potential, but after
the breaker closes, a resistance Ri
is in circuit with the closing coil, the

flowing through R^ has two paths

opens,

the dead-load ad-

meant the maximum cur-

rent

of the trip coil

the breaker starts to close, current
is

adjustment.

justment

it

called the dead-load

closing of the breaker.

main contact brush.
connected in

is

by the action

small index current
is

and the other

closing coil cannot be closed except

tacts

closing coil

It is

evident that the circuit of the

magnet, the plunger of which engages an arm pivoted at P and having a roller at the other end which
is moved upward along the surface
of a brush arm which carries the

The

one for overload at which

1

In op-

is

circuit,

This breaker has two adjustments,

theoretical circuit for such a

breaker

coil

of the closing coil.

cuit controller for direct current.

The

is

such that enough current will be
forced through the trip coil to cause
it to operate and release latch H,
thus permitting L to close the oper-

the

points,

isolated

apparatus, described below,

very low, the

is

N

possible to locate circuit-

breakers

N
so

shunted around the trip coil, but as
soon as the short circuit at
is removed, the load resistance will be

will close it-

soon as the overload is removed, thus dispensing with the
an attendant and
of
necessity
it

resistance

greater part of the index current

self as

making

Now

M.

to

line

long as the load resistance or short-

meet the desire for a

circuit-breaker which

of

these paths being through trip coil

which can flow
dashpot

is

at the instant of

provided so as to

furnish a definite time interval be-

tween the opening and closing of the
breaker in case of momentary overloads, the object being to give the
starting box levers time to return to
the "off" position before throwing
the power back on the line.
This
time interval may be readily adjusted to any desired value.

resistance R^ being of such value as
to

limit

the energy

input to

closing coil to a few watts.

Steel Frame Houses
The general improvement in

the

Suppose

the
standard of living over the country

a short circuit should occur in the
load circuit as at N, an excessive

and the attention which is now being
given by many of the operators to
the welfare of their employes cause
a demand for a better class of miners' house than has been erected
by most companies in the past. Of

current would then flow through the

and its core Cj would be
drawn upward causing its projection
series coil,

to strike the bell-crank lever, thus

breaking the circuit of the closing
coil at A and allowing the opening
of the main contacts.

At the

course, this desire for a better

instant

•Electrical Engineer with the Antomatie Recloaing Circuit-Breaker Co.

is

those miners
Fio.

2.

CikcuitBreakek. Open Position
(100-300 Ahpekks)

home

especially apparent in the cases of

homes.

who own

their

own

May.
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I
There is need for a house which
can be erected at small cost and yet
which will be neat in design, healthy
to live in, fireproof, and permanent.
The Trussed Concrete Steel Co., of
Detroit, Mich., has designed a house

[

which seems to meet

t

i.

l|j|

its

made

The objections seem to
have been solved by the forming of
steel members, not by rolling, but
by pressing them from sheet steel.

possible the

erection of large buildings, but

it

has proved too heavy, too expensive,
and too difficult to handle to permit

„

1

1-

;

;

npi

m

1

3
M

I

1

..J

i...

Mill

•W
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adoption as framework for small

buildings.

Structural steel

m

<

of these con-

all

ditions.
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The

difficulty

of joining
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members

has been overcome by the contriving
of a very simple joint tightened and
held by a wedge which requires the
use of no tools except a hammer.

Of

May.
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course, the

members are formed

at the plant according to the particular design used.

Telephones for Use in Mine
Rescue Work
Telephone communication between
the advance or rescue party and the
outside of the mine, in the case of

mine accidents,

is

one of the fea-

1915

have occurred to members of rescue
which unquestionably could
have been avoided if there had been
some means of communicating with
the rear to advise when in need of
aid which could easily have been
parties

The mine-rescue telephone

tures of the daily demonstration of

given.

the United States Bureau of Mines
rescue crew conducted in connection

equipment demonstrated

at the

Ex-

position satisfies this need.

with the exhibit of the Bureau at
Panama-Pacific Exposition at

the

San Francisco.

KAHN
PRESSED STEEL
CHANNEL STUD

Reliance Motor-Driven

This exhibit consists, primarily,
of a model mine constructed under
the floor of the building, in which
are installed appliances, for the pro-

motion of safety and efficiency in
mine work.
Twice a day, in response to a telephone message to the effect that an

TENON ANGLE
MORTISE

explosion has occurred in the mine,

KAHN
PRESSED STEEL
SILL PLATE

Fio. 4. Joints in

After the
erected,

a

Steel-Frame Construction

steel

metal

floor of the building.

lath

known

as

hung onto the prongs of
Hy-Rib
and these are
members
steel
the
bent down. The wall or floor is then
ready for plastering.
house with a steel frame, metal

A

plastered inside, and finished

is in

the smoke-filled room and in the
mine, they are in constant commu-

means

nication with the outside by
of the telephone equipment.

Each member

his throat a small

especially designed, transmitter and

watch-case receiver strapped to
This apparatus is conear.

with stucco outside, is, of course,
Another
fireproof and permanent.

a

advantage is the fact that it is vermin-proof and is very easy to keep
clean.
In fact it is possible to so
design a house that the furniture
can be moved out and the whole
house washed out with a hose. It is
very easy to erect, as the members
are all cut to shape and require
simply to be placed in position and
the joints tightened with the wedges.

nected with a coil of flexible wire,

his

which

sizes

outfits are

belt,

ing current motors and will cut lum-

ber up to 12 inches thick.

The

latest addition to the Reliance

saw in combinawith an electric rip saw.
A
double-throw switch controls the
tion

operation of either saw and assures
the operation of only one

saw

at

one

time.

equipment worn by the person in
charge of directing the rescue work
at the rear or on the surface.

The reason
ment

is

for this special equip-

that a man, wearing any of

the different types of

oxygen

hel-

use the ordinary type of telephone

The

throat transmitter
Fig.

3,

shows

driven saws consists

of the above swing

of this wire terminates in telephone

transmitter.

Fig.

in several

which pays out as
The other end

wooden building of the same
illustration,

made

with both direct and alternat-

the party advances.

mets which cover his mouth, cannot

The

line shafting.

carried by the chief of the

is

party on his

The erection of a building requires
only a very short time, and the cost
is about the same as that of a
size.

Two wires supply the power,
doing away with line shafting, bolting, etc. An automatic starting box
permits quick starting and stopping
by means of a knife switch conveniently placed. Current is consumed
only when the saw is being used, another saving over constant running
post.

line of electric

of the rescue party

wears strapped to

which can readily be installed by
bolting to any convenient wall or

These

All the time the rescue crew

frame has been

is

lath,

the rescue crew puts on oxygen helmet breathing apparatus and Western Electric mine rescue telephone
apparatus, and goes into a glasswalled room located on the main

Saws
The Reliance swing saw for crosscut work is a self-contained unit

furnished

transmits

speech

plans and elevations of two styles of

cally as well as the standard type of

miners' houses, the character of the
construction, and the type of houses

telephone

instrument

and

is

very

which have been developed. Fig. 4
shows the manner of making the

small and light, and is provided with
a soft rubber cup which assists in
holding it firmly against the throat.

joint.

In

the

past,

many

losses

5.

Reliance Saws

practi-

of

life

Another attractive feature of

this

combination is the fact that the two
units are independent of each other,
it being possible to use them either
in combination or at different parts
of the work.

May,
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Both of these

outfits are especially

suited for mines, for cutting up timbers and lumber used extensively in

long,

Equipment
Oxy-acetylene welding and cut-

and

tioned jet

aim has been
control,

Racine Avenue, Chicago, a brief de-

of parts,

operation

of

and

equip-

range of pressures called for by the
various requirements of service.
tion

and

and the

life

efficiency,

In designing these regulators the
to produce accuracy of

and ruggedness
and continuous safe op-

simplicity

efficiency of opera-

of the equipment

Pneumelectric Gathering

Attachment
The Pneumelectric gathering attachment, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
drum

consists of a cast-steel

oper-

ated by a small motor, which can
be placed on any standard locomo-

any man-

tive without interfering in

ner

with

operation

the

of

some other purpose. It is mounted
on the bumper, where it is the least
in the way and yet in the most convenient location for performing

points.

own work.
The motor

Before entering the mixing chamber, the oxygen, under high velocity,
passes through a spiral groove
which imparts to it a whirling motion. This whirling motion causes it
to mix thoroughly with the acetylene so that a uniform mixture is

obtained before the gases reach the
saving of
combustion point.

A

is

thus obtained and an in-

the

space
occupying
for
used
which would otherwise be

or

locomotive

are directly dependent upon these

oxygen

is

compound wound

about the mines.

It

is

winding

the

enclosed,

and

thrust and annular bearings of large
dimensions. It drives a spur gear,
shaft of which

is

flat drum with large
The gearing is completely

mounted a low
flanges.

encased in a base in which is also
fixed a band brake for controlling
the load on grades.

gear shaft.

keyed to the driveThe weight is carried

by a thrust

ball bearing directly un-

The drum

6.

End View of Gathering Attachment

creased intensity of welding flame

and greater

efficiency in cutting.

to the perfect mixture, the
accurate regulation of gases, and the

Due

extremely
35-10—6

accurate

workmanship,

is

der the drum. The flanges are 23
inches in diameter and are ly^
inches apart, so that the rope will
reel easily and it is not necessary

handle 400 feet
of %6-inch,
feet
700
rope,
^-inch
of

to guide

it.

and 1,000

It will

feet of j4-inch.

Gathering Attachmint in Place o»
Locomotive

7.

brake band faced with woven
asbestos surrounds it, one end of the
steel band being attached to an adsteel

justable screw and the other to a
lever.

The

principal

dimensions

height 18 inches and width of

are,

18J/2 inches.

base
In

using

locomotive

the
is

arrangement,

run to

its

the

furthest

manner and the
the drum until
from
unwound
rope

point in the usual

completely

gears

commutator being fully protected
from damage from any source. The
armature is vertically mounted in

vertical

Fig.

its

and ruggedly constructed on account
of the rough service demanded

on the

FiG.

located in the base

continuous

oxy-acetylene

ber of the torch, with ability to
maintain a constant fixed pressure
under continuous operating conditions as well as to control a wide

safety

is

and consists of a cast-iron drum
A
keyed to the armature shaft.

effi-

ment are the thorough and uniform
mixing of the two gases employed,
and close and accurate regulation of
both volume and velocity of the
gases delivered to the mixing cham-

The

brake, which has a holding

eration.

points necessary to safe,

economical,

cient,

The

capacity proportionate to the power
of the motor,

is

maximum

of

placed on the market by the Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., 532 South

which follows:

free

which makes a clean, quick, narrow
cut with a minimum consumption of
gas.

Two

a

is

a very closely
proporaccurately

cutting flame

ting equipment possessing some new
exclusive features has recently been

scription of

jet,

from carbons and oxides.
confined

Imperial Oxy- Acetylene

incandescent

white,

The

shaft construction.

mine

welding flame generated

the

609

it

be handled.
800 pounds.

reaches the car to

The maximum

pull

is

TRADE NOTICES
The Vulcan Iron Works, of WilkesBarre, Pa., recently installed a 400horsepower and a lOO-horsepower
electric hoist at the

Henderson Coal

mines near Canonsburg, Pa.
Others recently installed were for
the W. J. Rainey Co., W. H. Hughes
Co., and the Pennsylvania Coal Co.
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
announce the removal of their New
York office to 52 Vanderbilt Avenue,

Co.'s

and

their

Boston

office to 185 Pleas-

ant Street.

The Goodman Mfg.

Co.,

of Chi-

cago, has presented to the Department of Mining Engineering of the

May,
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ff70
Illinois, for demonand testing purposes, one of
the latest models of electric shortwall machines. The machine is so
installed in the mining laboratory
that any desired load can be thrown
on it and the power consumption

University of

or two days to remove a broken or

stration

wheel and replace
it with a new one.
This was largely
due to the lack of effective means in
handling these sheaves of great
weight, situated as they are over a
shaft 400 feet in depth.
After repeated inconveniences of

measured.

and

Roberts

June

Schaefer

1914,

26,

the

Co.

—On

Clinchfield

ineffective sheave

this

engineering

the

sort,

Coal Corporation awarded a conto the Roberts and Schaefer Co., Chicago, for a $50,000 fireproof coal tipple at their No. 2-5

trolley frame. Fig.

mine

lifted

tract

at Dante, Va. This structure
being similar to the "Marcus" patent

coal tipple recently put in operation

them

for

at

Hurricane,

W.

Va.

Owing to the war in Europe the
coal company suspended operations
on the new contract, but have now

depart-

ment of the company designed the

With a block

1.

and tackle attached

to the eyebolt in

the center of the

little

the sheave

trolley,

ley

four-wheel

may

be easily

from its journals and the trolpushed out on the rails until the

sheave
tipple,

clear of the sides of the

is

and then lowered.

This

re-

duces the work to a matter of 1 or
2 hours, and one such use of the
frame pays for its erection.

authorized the immediate construction of this new plant at Dante.
The Roberts and Schaefer Co. have

Dock

Co., of

Colum-

Marcus patent
coal tipple of steel construction complete with screening and picking
facilities for their mine at Craneco,
W. Va. They have also been
awarded a contract by the Oliphantbus, Ohio, a $45,000

Wasson Coal
Ind.,

Co.,

of

Vincennes,

for equipment for a

patent coal tipple for their

Marcus
mine at

Machine

Co.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Gathering Attachment for Mine Locomotives, 8 pages.

Room

Hoists, 15 pages.

of the

New
may

River Co., at Scarbro, W. Va.,
be seen a unique device which for

Mixer, 48 pages.

Kennicott
Water,

Chicago,

Co.,

Its Storage, Purification

Measurement

for

Industrial

111.

and
Pur-

&

New

Price List of

ments.

138

Co.,

Fulton

York, N. Y.

Special

Kern Drawing

Instru-

Circular.

Trussed Concrete Steel
Youngstown, Ohio.
Steel

Building

Kahn

ton, Pa.

20

Co., Scran-

called a "trolley frame."

Before
tipple,

it

it

was attached

the

was always a matter of one

Cameron Steam

S.

Pump

U

Broadway, New York,
N. Y. Bulletin No. 104, Cameron
Pumps, 36 pages. Bulletin No. 151,

Cameron Turbine Centrifugal
Pumps, 20 pages. Bulletin No. 150,
Cameron Centrifugal Pumps, 16
pages.
Bulletin No. 152, Cameron
Centrifugal Pumps, 8 pages. Bulletin No. 153, Cameron Centrifugal
Pumps for House Service, 8 pages.
Bulletin No. 300, Cameron Triplex
Pumps, 4 pages.
Sanford-Day
Iron
Works,
Grease, Greasers,

Hazard Mfg.

Co., Wilkes-Barre,

Wire Rope,

Pa.

12 pages.

Spray Engineering

Co., 93 Fed-

Mass.

Washing

and CooHng Air for Steam Turbine
Generators, 8 pages.
Sprays for
Cooling
Condensing Water,
14
pages.

Armstrong Cork and Insulation
cular.

Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
NonHigh Pressure Covering. CirGood Furnaces Made Better,

20 pages.

Guarantee Construction
York, N. Y.

32 pages.

Westinghouse
Mfg.

Co.,

Electric

East

Pittsburg,

Hoists,

64

The Jeffrey Mfg.
111.

Co.,

Bul-

No. 34-M, Class "O" "Chicago
Pneumatic"
Steam
and
Power
Driven Compressors, 36 pages.
ton, Ohio.

pages.

Co., WellsRescreened Chunks, 32

Pa.

American LaFrance Fire Entection for Mines, 31 pages.

Electric

and

Baldwin- Westinghouse Electric
Mine Locomotives. 33 pages.

Barre,

Pa.

Co.,

Retail Coal Pock-

gine Co., Elmira, N. Y.

The Morrow Mfg.
to

A.

Duplex Piston Pumps, 16 pages.
Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-

letin

name has been

Engineering Data, Tests and
42 pages.

Works,

Co.,

Bulletin No. 101, Scranton

Fisher Building, Chicago,

the want of a better

4,

Erie,

Bulletin

Installations,

ets,

Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Tkollit Fiaus

No.

New

pages.

1.

16

Pressed

Construction,

The Scranton Pump

Fig.

The "Lentz" Engine,

pareil

pages.

nSlfe

Erie City Iron Works,
Pa.

eral Street, Boston,

Badger Concrete Mixer Co.,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
The Badger

KoLESCH

At the Scarbro mine

Recorders,

pages.

Circular.

Pneumelectric

Street,

Unique Trolley Frame

Pressure

Wood

and Greasing for Mine Car Wheels.

poses, 14 pages.

Braceville, Ind.

ume and

14

Hydro Vol-

Street, Pittsburg, Pa.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Catalogs Received

also contracted to build for the Lo-

rain Coal and

Herman Bacharach,

1915

Fire Pro-

Co.,

Colum-

bus, Ohio.

Jeffrey "Arcwall" Coal

Cutters for

"Over Cutting" System

of Mining, 10 pages.

Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Portable
Air Compressors, 32 pages. Jackhamer Mounting, Type JM-6, 4
pages.

!
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Water and
Troubles

Boiler

present, appreciable

may

be

is

gradually changed to

more probably to
a basic ferric sulphate, while the
ferric hydrate, or

from "Page 528)

(.ContlnaeJ

monia

The FeSO^

Its

671

amounts of amFatty

absorbed.

SO^

is set free.

is

acids are quite soluble and the water

to contain free acids.

However, the

may

extent to which these changes have

contain considerable quantities

The

of these.

substances resulting

from the decaying animal matter

different

amounts except

cially in the case of

neighborhood

of important industrial centers.

Various mineral substances are
absorbed by water in quantities depending upon the amount exposed
to the action of the water and to the

One

solubility of these substances.

substance which occurs in most soils
is

limestone or calcium carbonate.

timber

Sometimes, especomparatively
new mines, the water is not yet acid,
and in other cases it is brown with
ferric

sulphate,

and

In

tated.

from

all

industrial

plants

is

—Tamarack

and White

of all, has the quality of material.
is all first growth timber,
(not second growth or scrub), and
not being porous will act as a cushion
against the internal pressure and
prevent attack on the steel bands from
the underside. The life of mine pipe
depends strictly on the quality of the
materials entering into its make-up.
first

The wood

precipi-

acid

emptied

into streams.

The

Pipe

Wasn't

Michigan Pipe

in other cases

some places waste

it

Pine.
That's the inside of the
pipe; a lining that is immune from
all evil effects of the strongest
acid water.

places.

the iron has been nearly

Wood

Michigan Pipe — the pipe constructed of the highest quality

almost sure

taken place by the time the water
leaves the mine is very different in

are not often present in significant
in the

Failed

thus seen that

It is

water from coal mines

Your

If

An

quantity

of

free

acid

oater coat o{ ImDerishable aspbaltum
successfully protects aeaicst all outside

con-

elements.

This

soluble in pure water to the

is

extent of about 3J^ grains per galBut in the presence of carbon
lon.

calcium bicarbonate CaH2

dioxide,

{€0^)2

formed and

is

is

quite sol-

uble.

This substance and magne-

sium

bicarbonate,

resembles

it,

which

closely

constitute "temporary

hardness" of water, so called be-

tained

in

only upon
acid,

the
its

water

depends

not

We

but the extent to which this

acid has been neutralized

welcome hard cases— especially when

We know

other wood pipe has failed.
reason. Let's prove it to you.
for our New Mine Pipe Book.

original contents of free

Michigan Pipe

by alkalies.

Bay

Calcium carbonate is dissolved by
sulphuric acid with the formation of
calcium sulphate. So it may happen
that water originally strong in sulphuric acid will contain no free acid

the

Simply ask

Company

City. Michigan

cause the compound is decomposed by
heat with the formation of calcium
carbonate, which
uble,

and

is

is

practically insol-

therefore precipitated.

Gypsum, CaSOi, is soluble in
water at ordinary temperatures to
the extent of about 140 grains per
gallon. This mineral is found quite
frequently in

soils.

Silica, SiO^, is

found in all soils and
absorbed by water, and
constituents

other

of scale.

is

somewhat

is

one of the

Among

found

substances

Soften and Purify the feed"
water before it enters your
feed-water heater

in

Get greatly increased boiler efficiency; cut out all expense
for boiler compounds; eliminate, once for all, the danger,
loss and expense that come from scale and pitting.

the

small

You can do it

at a cost of a few cents

per 1000 gallons

—by installing a

magnesium sulphate
MgSO^•, iron carbonate, FeCO,;
magnesium chloride, MgCl^; calcium chloride, CaCli] and sodium

Bartlett-Graver

chloride, NaCl.

95

quantities

are

sometimes found
free in water, especially in mining
Sulphuric acid

It results from the oxida-

districts.

tion of pyrite,

found

in

is

mining

which

is

commonly

and constiamount of sul-

districts

tutes the principal

phur in coal. In the presence of air
and moisture, changes occur which
may be represented by the following
formula, though it is probable the

more complicated:
FeS, + 70 + H.O - FeSO, + H^SO^

reaction

is

Water Softener
% of

all

6- Purifier

the coal mines in America can

make the B -G System pay big dividends
Write for particulars

Wm.

Graver Tank Work*
4806 Todd Ave.

East Chicago,

:

^e ^ffieryEngineer

fisrsr

bed of lime-

after passing over a

though

stone,

A WONDERFUL

be hard.

will

it

found that streams

Mav.

in

It is

mining disway.

tricts lose their acidity in this

INVENTION!

Assuming

that water contains the

various substances which have been

we

mentioned,

will see

what happens

when it is put into a boiler. As the
temperature rises the absorbed gases
are given

and

off,

if

the water

held

is

of the absorbed

changes

are

accel-

and certain substances which
are ordinarily stable are decomposed,
so that effects may be produced
which would not be expected from a
erated,

glance at the composition of

first

Protected by Beidier Patents

machine you can duplicate your
important records without chance of error.
Any one can operate it successfully.
By using the RECTIGRAPH you can
quickly secure exact copies of maps, plans,
drawings, blue prints, documents, specifithis

cations,orders, contracts, letters, cost sheets,
financial statements, statistical reports,
invoices, ledger pages or any other subject
without chance of error, without the
necessity of letting the original leave your
possession and at a low cost.
Copies made
from loose sheets or bound boolcs with

equal

facility.

YOU CAN GET

ACCURACY— SPEED — ECONOMY—EFFICIENCY

One

the water.

of these changes

NO PLATES, NO FILMS, NO DARK ROOM
No Experience Necessary
Misukes are impossible. Immediate, durable, permanent fac-simile copies made direct upon sensitized
paper ready for use.
Copies made actual size, enlarged
or reduced as desired.
Machine illustrated makes any
size copy up to maximum of 12'x 16^ Other stock
sizes 11 xl3* and 18''r24'.
Special sizet made

upon

order.

The Rectierapb Process has proven to beof inestimable
value to buodreds of Minina Companies, Engineering
Companies, Industrial Corporations, The United States
Government. Railways. Contractors, Public Service Corporations, etc.. etc.
can use a Rectigraph to
advantage. ISFESTlGATElt Our illustrated Bookjet will be tent upon request.
Send us an original to
Rectigraph" lor you to show what results cao be
obuined upon your own work. No importunity.

YOU

RECTIGRAPH COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

K, Y.

This decomposition of
confined

to

salts is not

Magnesium

sulphate.

is decomposed and
magnesium hydrate is

This will appear either as
sediment or as scale:

MgCl^ + 2Hfi = Mg{OH)^ + 2HCI
The hydrochloric acid thus formed
will attack the iron in a manner
similar to that of sulphuric acid.

ence, in that

it

is

and

volatile

nearly insoluble
of

it

is

Part

deposited.

will attach itself to the

metal of

the boiler and will produce a so-

This is one which
removed.
This scale is
porous and interferes less than hard
scale with the transfer of heat
called soft scale.
easily

is

Ferric sulphate, Fe^{S0i)3,

is

de-

composed as the boiling point

is

ap-

6H^0

=

as

follows:

Fe^{S0i)3

Fe^iOH)^ + SH^SO^.

A

case

of

reality

aluminum

In

sulphate.

the decomposition

is

prob-

ably to a basic sulphate which con-

OH group, and
These basic salts
are of variable and doubtful compo-

tains the metal, the

the

SOi group.

sition

;

it is

simpler to

make

the as-

its

Most substances become more
when the temperature is

One important

creased.
is

calcium sulphate which

fect as if

it

had contained

ef-

free acid.

is

soluble

about 140 grains per
gallon at ordinary temperatures, but
becomes almost insoluble at boiler
temperatures and is deposited almost
entirely upon the metal of the boiler,
forming hard scale. This hardness,
due to calcium sulphate and other
substances which are not decomposed like calcium and magnesium
carbonate, and are therefore not re-

moved by heating
point

at

known

the

to

atmospheric

boiling

pressure,

is

permanent hardness.
Although scale is composed quite
commonly of calcium and magnesium compounds, it is not intended
to

as

imply that these are the only con-

stituents

of

scale.

Silica

commence when

produce the same

in-

exception

to the extent of

sulphate will yield free acid in the
will

is

sol-

uble

quently found in water and

and

it

action.

sumption that the hydrate is formed,
and no serious error results from
this assumption so far as the present
purpose is concerned.
Then any
water containing iron or aluminum
boiler

will

pass into the pipes and cylinders, at-

bicarbonate, as follows

Ca//,(C03), = CaCOa + H^O + CO^.
The calcium carbonate which is

It

has, however, one important differ-

tacking the metal wherever

the decomposition of calcium

similar decomposition occurs in the

THE ENTIRE PROCESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
IS EMBODIED IN THE MACHINE ITSELF

tation of the iron.

exposed to

is

proached,

Rectieraph is mechanicatly perfect, is easily and
quickly operated either by hand or electric motor. The
prtats produced are absolutely permanenL

supplied

and precipi-

to cause the oxidation

time

+

The

upon the

is

which has been known for a long

By lastalHn^

Mechanically focused and instantly adjusted to reproduce any copy to definite scale.

iron as long as oxygen

formed.

this period of heating cer-

chemical

tain

and sulphuric

acid will continue to act

the insoluble

all

ferric

this

thus be seen that the

It will

acid.

chloride, MgCl^,

nearly

F.,

and

into the ferric hydrate

for a short time at a temperature of

During

With

sulphate

ferric

sulphate will in turn be decomposed

212°

gases will be evolved.

THE ONLY AUTOMATIC
PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING MACHINE

to

1915

forming substance.

magnesium

is

is

fre-

a scale

Aluminum and

compounds

are

also

found.

Rapid evaporation of water

will

the boiling point

is

reached and will continue as long as
maintained.
the
temperature
is

This sulphuric acid will attack the
metal of the boiler and form a fer-

During
and the

rous sulphate, FeSO^.

in

in

substances remain, and as the feed-

If the water
the boiler contains free oxygen,
this ferrous sulphate will be changed

it

this period the

water

itself

volatile substances contained

pass off and the non-volatile

water brings in a fresh supply of

—
May,

1915
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these non-volatile

substances,

573

they

become more concenFor an example, take water

constantly
trated.

grains

of

dissolved

substances per gallon.

A

boiler de-

containing 25

veloping 300 horsepower continually
will evaporate approximately 27,000
gallons of water per day.

Calcula-

tion

shows then that 96.42 pounds

will

accumulate

in

the

per

boiler

day, and 674.94 pounds per week.
This accumulation of substances
necessitates the blowing off of boilers,

Group Houses

and the frequency of blowing off,

of course, increases with the amount
of material dissolved in the water.
Suppose that a boiler is operating
at 150 pounds pressure and that 500
gallons of water are blown off in 24

heat lost amounts to

The

hours.

1,295,900 B. T. U.

Assuming

coal

with a heat value of 12,000 B. T. U.
per pound, this is equivalent to the
loss of 108 pounds of coal, or assuming a boiler efficiency of 70 per cent.,
it is equivalent to the loss of 154

pounds of coal per day.

The
which

subject of corrosion

now being

is

It

tioned,

and

is

to electrolytic action.

probable that the oxygen in
the boiler does not directly affect the
iron, but rather that it acts after the
iron has been dissolved. It is supposed that water is dissociated into

and that the OH unites
iron
to form ferrous hywith the
oxidized by the free
is
This
drate.
oxygen into the comparatively insoluble ferric hydrate which passes out

OH

of solution.

The

process of solution

of the iron would be automatically
stopped if it were not for the action
of the oxygen.

This removes the

iron which has been dissolved and
and permits
also united with the

H

the process to continue as long as
oxygen is supplied. The effect of

oxygen

is

illustrated in the case of a

which was examined by
He found that the
an engineer.
boilers were quite corroded, and yet
boiler plant

Pressed Steel Construction

members, cut

to length and requiring no work at the buildins site, replace Inflamjoists and studs. They are erected by means of a perfected standard connection without riveting, punchine or boltine; then Hy-Rib steel lath is attached Inside
and outside. An ordinary hammer U the only tool required. Stucco, plaster, and concrete
applied to the Hy-Rib makes permanent floors and walls. The cost compares favorably
with that of wood, and only half the time and labor is required.

mable wood

Complete diasrrams for erection are furnished, so that ordinary mechanics are able to
construct tbe bulldingrs quickly.
Full Information sent to Interested parties.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company

quite extensively

It is

and

KAHN
AU-steel

one

due to various substances among which are oxygen,
carbon dioxide, and the vegetable
and animal acids already mengiven.

Proper housing of workers in mining towns, industrial centers, etc., no
longer need be a problem. Permanent, fireproof, sanitary multiple-homes
houses of similar design and size— can be built at a low cost by means of

Department M-85
is

studied and which seems to deserve
more discussion than that already

H

Pressed Steel and Stucco

Youngstown, Ohio

K

YOUGH

Portable Mine Pump
Cement Lined—Bronze Fitted—Electric

For dip heading and sump work, this pump has reached the high point of
efficiency. Over 35 years of experience embraced in this pump
the Yough

—

Triplex, Single Acting, Portable Electric

Mine Pump.

Strong and compact. Water Valve Chambers are separate from Water
All parts readily accessible.
Cylinders; easily and economically repaired.
Cross heads fitted with adjustable wearing shoes of heavy
bronze.
Complete description sent on request.

Boyts, Porter and
Pumps

Company

for All Purposes

Connellsville, Pa., U. S. A.

a thorough examination of the feedwater showed that there was nothing
in it which could attack the iron.
After a careful search it was found

was a leak

that there

in the suction

pipe and air was being
the

May,
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When

boiler.

pumped

was

leak

this

into

Operations in the
River Field

(Conllnaed from 7>age537)

Refuge holes must be made, and
the same whitewashed and kept clean on
87.

all

haulage roads.

all

doors.

88.

Carbon dioxide
iron

form

to

the water

in
it

ferrous

and precipitated as

carbonate.
is

oxidized
hydrate,

ferric

is set free.

2FeC0^ + m^O +
+ 2C0,

=

2Fe(0H)^

be seen that the CO2

It will

free to attack the iron again.

oxygen

is

cannot

take

is

unites with the

This, like ferric sulphate,

while the CO2

89.

If

is

no

available, the last reaction

Have refuge

25.
Have all loose slate

haulage roads.

stopped the corrosion ceased.
also corrosive, as

New

Use a

holes at

taken

down on

on the rear of

all trips,

20.

light

whether empty or loaded. 10.
90.
All motor roads must be bonded as
laid; bonding must be tested frequently
and kept in repair. 25.
91.
Use a drag on the rear of all trips
on heavy grades. 15.
92.
Allow no person to ride on loaded
trips, except the trip rider who must ride
on the rear of trip. 10.
93.
All main and side entries must be
made so as to have Syi feet clear space
on top of the ties. This does not include
air-courses where rooms are not to be
turned. 20.
94.
All outside trolley wire shall be
placed 6}4 feet above the rail. 10.

product will be carbonate of iron,

STABLES
Stables in the mine must be ventilated by fresh air; the air in the stables

which

shall

and

place,

only

the

bearings or bolts very often cause serious trouble. .05.
111.
The mine foreman shall take his
dinner into the mine and remain there
during the noon hour.
112.
Fire bosses must not go home for
breakfast, but may eat the same at the
top of the shaft after their first examination.
113.
In every mine where a fire boss is
employed, the mine foreman must carry
a safety lamp.
114.
None other than authorized employes and those permitted by law shall
enter any mine without written permission from the general manager's office.

remain as a neutral salt.
Many waters contain considerable
quantities of carbon dioxide, and
commonly oxygen is present. This
subject of the action of oxygen and
carbon dioxide requires much fuller
investigation, as

bad

that the

it

is

only recently

effects of these gases

have been recognized.
There is another possible cause of
corrosion which should be mentioned, namely, the decomposition in

the

boiler

of

the

sulphate

scale.

sometimes occurs when the
scale has accumulated to considerable thickness and its insulating
effect has caused the metal to reach
a temperature at which the scale
next to the iron has been decom-

This

posed, with the result that the sulphuric acid has attacked the iron

causing corrosion under the scale.
No attempt has been made to make
this discussion of boiler troubles ex-

In the present state of

haustive.

knowledge of the subject such treatment of it would be impossible.
What has been said is only by way
of illustration by a few examples.
It is only within the last few years
that a realization of the magnitude
of the losses due to bad water has
been felt and with that realization
has

come

remedies.
printed

in

the

A

application

of

the

second article to be

June

will

discuss

treatment of boiler water.

the

96.

any

go direct to return. .05.
No open lights are to be used in

stable.

10.

Running water is to be placed in
all stables where practical.
.05.
98.
Water barrels and casting pails
97.

shall

be maintained in stables. Barrels
full of water containing one peck

must be

of salt dissolved.

.05.

Hay

be

99.

shall

kept

in

fireproof

vault near stable entrance. 10.
100.
One fire extinguisher is to be kept
in each stable at the entrance. .05.

PUMP ROOMS AND SUMPS

Pump rooms must be kept clear
101.
of refuse and in a tidy condition at all
times. .05.
receptacle must be kept for oily
102.
waste so it will not get scattered about.

A

.05.

103.
Sumps are to be thoroughly
cleaned and of sufficient size to hold 24
hours' capacity of water. .05.
104.
Wherever a pump is located in
the mine, a sump is to be made and not
allow the pump to have its suction line
along the roadway on a level with the
ties.
Gathering sumps shall have not
less than 100 cubic feet capacity, and at
least 4 feet deep. .05.

GENERAL
be done according to
rules on wiring.
Trolley wire is to be
_

105.

Wiring

is to

protected at switches, crossings, sidings,
or at any point where it is necessary for
men to cross under the trolley wire. 15.
106.
On gathering hauls, the trolley
wire must be placed on the chain pillar
side of the entry.
If necessary to have
two trolley poles, they must be provided.

will

dumping

start

at

day men must work nine (9)
hours at their working places.
Note. Within 6 months from the date

and

all

—

of these rules, all iron, ties, wire, posts,
and other material of value, must be removed from the old workings, unless the
company inspector has agreed with the
superintendent that it is not practical to

do

so.

The Alabama

Safety
Association

The Alabama Safety Association
has proposed to hold a field day
meet in Birmingham during the latter part of May, which will be open
to all classes of

men engaged

in in-

dustrial operations in the state.

program

will be

plants,

steel

industries.

A

arranged which will

be of interest to

all

the railroads,

coal mines,

and other

The proposed plan

is

to

hold the meet on the 28th and 29th

The first day of the meet
be given over to an Institute
Meeting, at which papers will be disof

May.

to

In the evening a banquet

cussed.
will

be

set.

On

the following day a

tour of inspection of some of the
plants

of the district

is

proposed,

which the state-wide

field day
meet will be held. In the evening a
smoker is to be given at which the

after

prizes for the various events will be

awarded.

Delay Fuses
Blasting in shafts and headings

10.

107.
Have the traveling road or second
opening in good traveling condition and
well drained at all times. 15.
108.
Have all machinery guarded to
prevent accident from same. The necessary bits shall be removed from mining
machines before moving to prevent accident to men and mules. 15.
109.
When a place is abandoned, all
posts, ties, wire, etc., must be removed at
once to a safe and convenient place. 15.
110.
Pumps and all machinery must be
oiled and properly taken care of; loose

The mine

115.

7:30,

95.

will

1915

by the use of electromagnetic batteries is now successfully accomplished by making use of "delay
fuses."
These are fuses which require time, the fraction of a second

cause an explosion.
By this
means, "cutting holes" may be fired
to

first,

the "intermediate holes" next,

and the "square-up holes"

last.

—

.
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The Hojo Coal Mine,

Japan—

in

An

Extensive Mine in Which Occurred an Explosion
Second Only in Fatal Resiilts to That at Courrieres
By

HOJO

colliery,

mine

coal

disaster in the his-

An

tory of that country.

The area
The

Japan, was

in

the scene of the most serious

explosion

occurred there on the ISth of

last

December which caused the death
672 men and an immense damage

acres.

Mtgnnfl

5.

of the property

consist partly of rice fields

cultivated

on

the

is

1,606

natural surface features

and other

enclosed by

lands,

northeast.

hills

The Hikosan

from south

of

river

to

through the western portion of the

the mine; so that this ranks second

property.
To the east, Sannodake
mountain towers high among the
clouds.
Scattered here and there
upon the mountain's side are forests
of pine trees which add greatly to

among

in loss of life

asters of the world's

deserves

It

the great dis-

mining history.
and de-

serious

the

which has been given it
by Mr. Meguro. Because the detailed study

scription of the explosion, the ex-

ploration

of

mine,

the

and

the

flows

to

north

the beauties of the scene.

Geologically, the formations consist

of

layers

alternate

of

shale,

investigation of the possible cause

sandstone, and conglomerate of the

of the disaster, are so

Tertiary age,

we cannot

interesting

It

must be remem-

greatly condense Mr.

bered that

Meguro's paper without sacrificing
something of its value, it is published in two parts, the second of

belong to
strata here.

The

which, dealing with the investiga-

and

gray or light brown

tions into the cause of the explosion,

color.

that

will

appear in the July

Edi-

issue.

tor.]

Hojo
village,

colliery

is

Tagawa

Hojo
Fukuoka

located at

district,

about 34 miles
from Moji Port and about 1 mile
from Kanada station of the Kiushiu
Railway.
branch line has been
prefecture.

It

is

A

constructed between this station and
the mine for carrying the coal pro-

duced and mine supplies.

The

col-

liery is the property of the Mitsu-

bishi Limited Partnership, of

Baron Iwasaki

is

which

director.

•Chief Engineer of Fukuoka Komusho. Mine
Inspection Office of the Department of Agriculture and Commerce.

all

the coal fields of Japan

the

formation

Tertiary

and that there are no Carboniferous
friable,

shale

is

rather soft
in

The sandstone is also friable
and light brown or dark brown in
The conglomerate is hard,
color.
generally

coarse

grained,

and de-

veloped to a considerable thickness.

As

this

Tagawa

coal field lies close

Sannodake mountain, the coal has been
The
considerably metamorphosed.
strike of the strata is north 12 degrees east and the dip averages 12
degrees toward the east.
The strata which bear the coal
seams were subjected to pressure in
an east and west direction and are
to the volcanic rock of the

extensively

interrupted

by

and nearly parallel with each

—

Coal
Seams. There are three
groups of coal seams, upper, middle,
and lower. The upper group con-

Three-Foot seam
and the Wakubuchi Three-Foot seam (thickness
3 feet 6 inches). The middle group
consists of the Shiakunashi seam
(thickness, 2 feet) and the Nanaheda Three-Foot seam (thickness,
2 feet 6 inches). The lower group
tains the Kusaishi

(thickness, 3 feet)

consists of a 3-foot seam, the

Nana-

heda Five-Foot seam (thickness, 5
feet 6 inches), the Eight-Foot seam
(thickness, 7 feet 6 inches), the
Gosuke seam (thickness, 1 foot 6
inches),
the Banshita
Five-Foot
seam (thickness, 5 feet), and the
Tagawa Four-Foot seam (thickness, 3 feet 6 inches). Of these, the
workable seams are the Eight-Foot
seam and the Tagawa Four-Foot
seam; the former is the one chiefly
developed while the latter is not yet
extensively worked.
The analyses
of the coals from these two seams
are as follows

Seam

Tagawa PourFoot Seam

Percent.

Per Cent.

Eight-Poot

2.42
26.98
67.80
5.22

Volatile matter

Fixed carbon

Ash

.37

Specific gravity . .
Heat values. B.T.U.

This coal

all ttlOHTS RKKRVKO

is

2.41

39.33
50.19
7.74
.33

1.28

1.27

13.608

13,404

faults

running in a north and south direc-

COrYRieHTKD ar international TBXTVOOK company,

tion

other.

non-coking.
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Mining.

—The mine has two shafts
The

180 feet apart.

which

hoisting shaft,

the upcast and

is

896

for

drainage,

is

the

downcast

shaft,

is

also used

7 inches
deep and 18 feet in diameter; and
feet

which

also

is

used for transportation, is 893 feet
7 inches deep and 14 feet 6 inches

Both shafts are brick
and provided with steel head-

in diameter.

lined

frames 75 feet high. The cage used
weighs 1.7 tons and carries two cars
having a capacity of .6 ton each.
The hoisting rope of mild steel has
six strands, each consisting of eight
125-millimeter wires and seven 65millimeter wires, and is 1^ inches
in diameter. The cages run on four
guide ropes, one at each angle.
These guide ropes are Xy^, inches in
diameter, made of mild steel with
six

A

strands.

tail-rope

extends

from the bottom of one cage to the
bottom of the other and is of the
same construction as the guide
ropes. The cages are provided with
detaching hooks but have no safety

catches.

—

Underground Workings. From the
bottom of the downcast shaft, a
passage called the Togo incline extends eastward 810 feet. Parallel to
this and 120 feet from it is the Ku-

From

roki incline.

the bottom of

the upcast shaft, the

Oyama

incline

extends eastward 960 feet.
These
three roads are the principal roads
of the

mine and are used for ventiand the transporta-

lation, drainage,

tion of coal.

From

the

Togo

Nogi

incline, the

level extends 1,200 feet to the north-

ward.

At

this point, the strike of

is changed about 90
degrees and the level is turned to
the left through about this angle

the coal bed

is known as
The New Nogi

and

long.

^r

From

^W*t)t»^3'°

is

level.

1,110 feet

this level, inclines

num-

north.

The

longest

of

these,

the

ninth, extends 1,920 feet.

From

this

feet apart.

ilfllHHHIlH

New Nogi

level

bered from 8 to 13 extend to the

incline, levels

di iHHltlliM'lhlii

the

Togo
Left Mata
the

1

to 18 are turned 120

From

the third level of

incline a road called the
incline,

930 feet long, ex-

tends to the northeast.

end of

this passage,

an

From

the

incline called

;

June, 1915
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New Mata

the Second

900

tends

feet

incline, ex-

the

to

eastward.

Parallel to this incline, and 120 feet

from it, is another incline
same length called the Pipe

On

18 are turned. The
longest of these, 12 to 16, reach a
this, levels 5 to

of the

distance of 540 feet.
These levels
are intersected by inclines 18 to 23

incline.

inclusive.

the left side of this incline are

levels

9 to

these,

which
to

1

is

thirteenth of

the longest,

is

900

From it are turned in7.
From the eleventh

feet long.

clines

The

15.

From

the third level of the

Second

New Mata

in-

cline a road diagonally inclined ex-

tends

1,200

to

feet

the

to 19 are the longest

and reach 870

Intersecting these levels are

feet.

inclines

1

From

New Mata

incline, at a

distance of 930 feet, a level called

the

to

1

From

new seventh

level

has

been

On

feet.

6 and

the

this incline are

inclines

Oyama

2,

and

2^

1

the

first

Nos.

Nos.

level gallery.
From the further end
of this self-acting plane, an incline

Second Mata

called the

tends

1,450

Levels

to

1

to

feet

5

are

incline ex-

the

southeast.

turned

to

the

southward from this incline and also
the Nogi level and upper levels 1 to

1

From

3,

the

first,

third,

and fourth

levels

1
1,

are opened for a distance of 1,150

are the longest and reach

inclines

which is called the self-acting plane
and the other is called 2j^ water-

extend for a distance of 1,560 feet.
From these levels, inclines 23 to 39

to 9.

incline, levels

a distance of 3,000 feet.
levels,

of the fault by two galleries, one of

Hojo Colliery, Japan

to 8 are turned to the right.

turned.

to 8.

the

by 36

rises

levels

southeast.

Levels 11 to 21 are turned to the
south from this incline. Levels 15

Togo

an incline called the New
Togo incline, extends 360 feet to the
northeast. This New Togo incline,
on account of change of dip, really
incline,

T

level of the

677

these

and 22 are

From

near the junction of

level

and 6th incline, an
Right Mata incline

The

feet.

incline

thirty-first

is

Third Mata incline and is
used as a hauling incline, being provided with an electrical hauling encalled the

From

gine.

the rise side of the up-

incline called the

cast shaft, a gallery

extends 1,050 feet to the southeast.
Parallel to this are the old Pipe in-

the

shaft

is

bottom 750

west, called

the

driven from
feet

Oyama

to

the

On

opened following the strike of the
coal seam for a distance of 1,440
feet to the northwest. From the end

cline

first

to sixth levels extending 2,100

of this level the fifteenth incline ex-

feet long.

feet

and crossing and intersecting

On No. lYi level, 3,000 feet from
the Oyama incline, the coal seam is

these are inclines

540

tends

From
360
level,

feet

this, levels

to

the

northeast.

8 to 18 are turned

westward of the eighth
the Third New Mata incline ex-

feet

tends 1,350 feet to the north.

From

and the

8^

incline, the

840 feet long and the

former

latter

1,140

rise.

the north side of this rise are upper

south side of this

I

to 20.

Oyama

On

the

incline, in-

placed the

1 to 26 were driven starting
from the upper sixth level which is

seam

3,060 feet long.

which has disseam by 90 feet. The
connected on the two sides

cut by a great fault

is

clines

June, 1915
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From

the third level of Kuroki

New Kuroki

incline, the

incline ex-

tends 2,050 feet to the southeast.
Parallel to this and 120 feet south

open for a

sive to keep a gallery

long time, and this method of entirely
working out the district
enclosed between two faults

is

the

The cars weigh 1,000
pounds and hold 1,500 pounds. The

very

hoisting engine at the upcast shaft

another incline, called the New
1,450 feet. This is

most

Oyama, extends

little

used at present as a pipe and cable

goaf.

From these inclines are
way.
From the
turned levels 3 to 15.

amount obtained per man is 80 cubic
feet.
Since the seam on the hither
side of the fault is all worked out in

of

it

New Kuroki

of the

eighth

level,

cline,

-another

fourth incline

in-

the

called

incline

driven 1,780 feet to

is

From this are turned
17.
From the fifteenth

the southeast.
levels 12 to

There

economical.

is

material to be packed in the

The

coal

hard and

is

a return direction, there

the

no back

is

The method
working is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The coal from the lower 55 feet of
road to be kept open.

of

This is called the Second New
Kuroki incline and from it levels 16
to 22 are turned.
The relations of
these openings are clearly shown on
the accompanying map of the coleast.

upper 35

carried

is

feet of

each pillar

is

into

car-

liery.

of mining

is

coal averages 700 tons, of

tons

shaly coal which

is

used un-

is

worked, the Eight-Foot seam, the
Nanaheda seam, and the Four-Foot
seam. The most extensively worked
is the Eight-Foot seam.
When the
pillar of the Eight-Foot seam is
worked, the roof, which consists of
the Nanaheda seam, immediately
falls and the Nanaheda coal is taken

The lower seam
in

still

of 4 feet

the course of

is

preparatory

working from the Right Mata

in-

FiG.

3.

Method

of

Working

ried into the upper level.

distances are small,

sary to carry

it

much

As

these

not neces-

is

of the coal in

baskets.
Transportation.
is

—Most

of the coal

carried in cars, so rails are laid as

near as possible to the working face.

On

the levels, the cars are hauled by

On

horses or by men.

According to the reports for 1914,
the number of employes is 1,640,

they are hauled by electric haulage

distributed

Miners,

tem.

miscel-

rence of faults makes the driving of

follows:

as

water

workers,

8;

laneous, 70; repair men, 537.

Be-

the inclines

engines or by an endless-rope sys-

Although the frequent occur-

regular

and levels imposby laying track in the

inclines

sides these, there are 98 porters, 13

sible,

carpenters, 43 carpenters' assistants.

levels

and

On

sible,

the transportation of coal in

the surface there are 266 coal

pickers,

32

24 firemen, 89 mechanics,

carpenters,

15

electrical

engi-

neers, 131 miscellaneous.

The

are

pillars

square and the
are

placed

When

a fault

the custom to

made 90

feet

levels, 10 feet wide,

100-foot

at
is

intervals.

encountered,

it

is

commence work in a
As the mine con-

return direction.
tains

many

faults,

—At

in.
is

an

The

feet long.
in.

At

x 48

in.

bottom
are two Riedler steam pumps, havDrainage.

the

shaft

ing a capacity of 160 cubic feet per

it is

very expen-

this

still

inclines as

mine becomes

much
less

as pos-

laborious

than in other mines. Thirteen electric haulage engines are used underground, having an aggregate of
322^/2 horsepower.

All of these are

of the "gas-proof" type.

One

80-

horsepower steam engine is used to
operate
an endless-rope system.
There are also five self-acting
planes.

Thirty-five horses are used

is

per

lons)

cline, right level 21^.

1,025;

8^

x 56

there

shaft

engine cylinders are 22

amount

which 70

der the boilers at the colliery. At
present,
three
seams are being

out.

downcast
11-foot drum,

the

long.

feet

5

in.

cubic feet of water, so that the total

the next level, while that from the

The

drum,

14-foot

cylinders are 24

post and

downward

each pillar

working.

has a

The

daily output of

New Kuroki incline, an
was driven 810 feet to the

incline

The method

gauge.

minute against a head of 1,050 feet.
At present 85 cubic feet per minute
is pumped.
At the first landing are
two centrifugal pumps with a capacity of 50 cubic feet per minute
against a head of 250 feet, and at
the second landing are two centrifugals with a capacity of 30 cubic
feet per minute against a head of
300 feet. These pumps handle 67

level of the

stall

underground, and track is laid with
16- to 20-pound rails on an 18-inch

152 cubic feet (1,137 galminute.

Besides

these

pumps, there are 12 electrical pumps
underground aggregating 89 horsepower. Four of these are centrifugal pumps and the others threethrow plungers.
Ventilation.
At the upcast shaft,
there is a Rateau fan 12.2 feet in
diameter, 30 inches wide at the inlet,
and 14 inches at the outlet, driven
at 180 revolutions per minute by a
120-horsepower engine.
This fan
produces a water gauge of 3 inches
and exhausts 154,000 cubic feet of

—

air per minute.

The

fresh

air,

amounting

141,000 cubic feet per minute,

vided into four
spectively

Nogi

level,

splits,

to

is di-

passing re-

through Togo rise, left
Togo incline, and Kuroki

incline.

Blasting is performed entirely by
an officer called "blasting overman"
and the work is never left to miners.
When a charge is to be fired the
overman examines the neighborhood for gas. If the amount of gas
is below
1
per cent., dynamite is
used, which is fired by a fuse ignited
with a joss stick. If gas is present

amount of 1 to 1^/^ per cent.,
an electric blasting machine is used.
If gas is found to the amount of 2
to the

^e 0ffieryEngineer
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per cent., blasting operations are en-

hoisting operations were

tirely prohibited.

terly impossible

The mine is somewhat gassy,
though the ventilation is so good
that gas almost never accumulates

made.

in

noticeable

Safety

quantities.

lamps are used exclusively.
tically

all

of these are

Praclamps,

oil

most of which are of the Clanny
type. A few electric lamps are used.
Every miner is examined before he
enters the mine to see whether he
carries any matches, tobacco, pipe,
tobacco pouch, dynamite, or other
If anything
dangerous substance.
is

found

in the

pockets of the miner

The

mouth of the upcast

moved.
Examination of bodies, after the
mine explosion revealed nothing
which could produce fire, but an
abundance of playing cards, dice,
and cash, for gambling purposes.
In order to provide for smoking
on the part of the miners and at the
same time prevent the danger which
would follow the indulgence of the
practice in the working places, special smoking rooms were provided
in which the men might smoke without endangering the mine.
Conditions of the Explosion and
At 9:40 a. m.
Recoz'cry of the Bodies.
on Tuesday, December 15, 1914, a
great roaring sound was heard by
the porters and overseers on the surface who were not far from the shaft
mouth. Then the concrete lining of
the shaft mouth was blown off and
approach to the shaft was impos-

—

sible.
A moment later both shafts
emitted with violence a great cloud
of black smoke and dust which con-

tinued to issue for about 20 minutes.
So great was the force of the explosion that the cage which rested at

the shaft

mouth was blown up

height of 50

feet,

where

it

to a

struck the

girder of the head-frame and

back 10
clined

feet, resting

position.

fell

there in an in-

The

safety

fence

surrounding the shaft mouth was
entirely blown away. The tail-rope
passing from one cage to the other
was torn off about half way down
the shaft.
38-11—3

Because of these

injuries,

covers

the

con-

shaft,

The cage could not
reach the bottom, but stopped about

were consumed.

18 feet above, because the broken
ropes and cables were piled up in

The water which

the shaft bottom.

^-inch

was

flowed like a cataract.

The

built of steel plates riv-

lamps used to illuminate the shaft
bottom were all extinguished by the
breaking of the wires. The crying

eted to a 2" X 2" X y^" angle iron

voice for help, the dead bodies ly-

frame, was also blown away.

ing about, the disemboweled horses
under the stones, all these were indeed a pitiable sight that one could

rivets at 2i^-inch pitch,

torn to pieces and blown away.
iron door of the casing, 3

X 8

2

ft.

in.,

ft.

7

Kanada and Hokoku

In the

was heard a

in.

col-

which are about 1}^

lieries,

miles away, there

to

3

roar-

ing sound like distant thunder and

moment.

re-

ut-

issued from the breaks in the shaft

capable of producing

is

made

repairs were

structed of J/^-inch steel plates with

at the

it

which

casing

or concealed in any way about his
person, it is examined, and if it is
fire,

until

579

same time window

glass, zinc

roofing, plates, etc. vibrated for a

These

facts furnish

some

indication of the great force of the

explosion.

The

technical

administrator

at

once examined the ventilating fan

and found that

it

was not damaged

but that the fan drift which leads
the air from the shaft to the fan

was

fractured at the arch and that the

and iron door were
blown off from the mouth of the
upcast shaft as previously mencasing

iron

Therefore, he at once closed

tioned.

the

mouth

of the upcast shaft with

The

electric

hardly bear to look on.

At

my

object

was

to

to rescue the

men

as

time,

this

how

find out

soon as possible. With this in view
I went as far as the third level on
the Togo incline about 360 feet from
the shaft bottom; but, as the after-

damp

still filled

exploration

the colliery, further

was

considered very
dangerous and three of the party re-

Some

turned to the shaft bottom.

members

of the party, not accepting

our advice, proceeded a little farther and at once became poisoned by
the

gas,

falling

a

into

comatose

Then Mr. Kikeda brought
back the two men who were overcome to the shaft bottom and comstate.

planks

and sealed it hermetically
with clay. Also he closed the fractured fan drift with clay and started

menced artificial respiration, by
which means one was resuscitated

the fan.

until after

In a short time one of the cages

was repaired and he descended
the downcast, having

first

into

lowered

lamp and a telephone to
Though no one
the shaft bottom.
spoke through the telephone, it was
known from the sound of voices
heard that some men were still

an

electric

was

at 3 p. m. that the

cage was

an hour.

The cage was stopped

18

feet

above the shaft bottom, and it was
very difficult and tedious work to
get the injured men on to the cage,
as it was necessary to climb up an
unstable ladder. Thirty minutes or
more were required to carry one

man up

to the cage.

case, there

living.
It

soon, but the other did not recover

As

was danger

this

that

was the
might

it

be too late to apply medical treatto the injured or asphyxiated

lowered as quickly as possible and
12 men were rescued who were in

ment

the neighborhood of the shaft bottom. Many of these men were se-

the shaft bottom where there were
many injured men and had emergency treatment given to them.

verely wounded.
I

arrived at the colliery at 7

p.

m.

and after making the necessary inquiries immediately descended the
shaft
ficers.

accompanied by several ofThe descent of the cage was

slow because of several obstructions and about 15 minutes
very

men.

Therefore,

I

called a doctor to

The doctor, after treating ten men
or more was overcome. It then became clear that the fresh air did not
circulate regularly in the

shaft

because

of

a

downcast

short

circuit

through the first and second landings. Therefore these openings and
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could be seen.

Up

of the fallen rocks fre-

1915)

pump station at the shaft bottom
were sealed with planks. By this
means the fresh air was brought into

The height

Togo

therefore the searching for bodies

the

At

incline.

this time

plore

first

was planned to exNogi level in

it

the

left

which it seemed that many miners
With this obstill remained alive.
ject, the rescue party went into the
left Nogi level at about 10 p. m. on
The men
the 15th of December.
found were all dead. As the bodies
were not burned and death was due
to suffocation, it seemed that the
flame of the explosion had not circulated there.

As

the Riedler

pump was broken

by the explosion, the water had
gradually accumulated at the shaft
bottom until its depth reached 4 feet
6 inches and

to
pass through, consequently a bridge was built to aid in

conveying the dead bodies. To meet
the requirements of the case a centrifugal pump of 50 cubic feet ca-

was

the right
this

first

level

Togo

incline at

to drain

away

water into the goaf of the Right

Mata
It

sent in

took 3 days to fully explore the
Fifty or

bodies were found there.

more dead
After the

completion of the exploration of this

was immediately
turned into the Right Mata incline
and the search for bodies was commenced. In this part of the mine
level the fresh air

roof falls and dislodged props were
numerous. As a long time would
have been required to thoroughly repair the gallery, it was opened only
enough to permit passage over the
fallen rock, and through such roads
the bodies were carried.
After the exploration of the
Second and Third Mata inclines, the
air

was directed

into the Left

Mata

New

Seventh level, the
Fifteenth incline, and the Third New
Mata incline, and here also the exploration was carried on with the
removal of bodies.
In the New
Seventh level the roof had fallen so
extensively that the original form
of the gallery could not be seen. In
the Fifteenth incline and the Third
incline, the

New Mata

reached 20 feet or more,

and digging them out was very diffiwork.
The roof falls on the New Togoincline were not great, hence the

cult

carrying of bodies was easy, but the
flame of the explosion seems to have

been very intense, as the surfaces of
props were burned to charcoal. On

Mata

the Second

incline the great

roof falls were again encountered so

incline the

same condi-

the present
of

(January 10,
dead bodies

carried to the surface

was 482, the

to

the

number

number

men

rescued alive 22. and
of these two died subsequently, so
that

of

20

only

men

The

escaped.

number of dead bodies which
mained

in the

mine

re-

at this time un-

der water or fallen rocks, was 183.
Total number of men in mine at time
explosion
Rescued alive (recovered)
Died after rescue
Dead bodies conveyed to the surface
Dead bodies still in the mine
Victims of the explosion
Rescue party, killed by gas

of

687
20
2

483
183
667
4

Rescue party, killed by falling roof

only one-half the number of
miners could be found. As it would
that

1

Total lives lost

(To

672
be continued)

require a very long time to remove
the fallen rock

was necessary to
work and send the

it

stop exploratory

New Kuroki

air into the

incline.

had accumulated at the shaft bottom
and which had been pumped out into
the gob of the Right Mata incline
would flow down gradually into the
dip side of the mine, and that if this
should

water

reach

Fifteenth

the

level the ventilation of the

would be stopped.

incline

Fourth
Because

was
was found that fresh
air was circulating in the Fourth incline, and the work of searching for
bodies and removing them was carried on without trouble.
In this
quarter of the mine roof falls were
hastened.

It

extremely bad, the height frequently
reaching 10 feet or more, and at the
lower side of the Tenth level of the

Fourth
still

Coal Production of Pacific
Coast States
The production

evident that the water which

It is

of this anxiety the exploration

incline.

Left Nogi level.

destruction

of

quently

became very incon-

it

venient

pacity

tion

incline the falls of rock

As the search

greater.

were
for

Wash-

which is the only coal proany importance on the

ington,

ducer

of coal in

of

Pacific Coast, has been considerably
reduced during recent years by the

great output of petroleum in California and

use as a manufacturand steamer fuel. It
is estimated that the consumption of
California oil for fuel on the Pacific
Coast is equivalent to about 20,000,000 tons of coal, or about six
its

ing, railroad,

times the output of coal in

Wash-

ington or, for that matter, in

all

Coast

the

combined, in
1914, which was, according to E. W.
Parker, of the United States Geological Survey, between 20 and 30
per cent, less than it was in 1913,
when the production amounted to
Pacific

states

3,877,891 short tons.

Operators are

bodies in the lower portion of the

of the opinion that the steamer con-

Second Kuroki incline of the Sixteenth level was prevented by the

sumption of coal was somewhat

accumulation of water, the draining
of

this

was hastened.

Since

the

pump could not be brought into this
portion of the mine because of the
obstruction of fallen roof, it became
essential to the

work

of rescue that

the fallen rock be cleaned
as possible.

up the
laying

falls,

rails,

The work

up as soon

of cleaning

repairing timbering, re-

replacing

ventilating

doors, repairing air bridges, closing
the airways, etc., and the search for
bodies,

was

carried

quarter of the mine.

on

in

everv

in

1914 than

in 1913,

less

because of the

European war, and that an equal
was lost through the
smaller consumption by smelters

quantity

because of the decreased production

and low price of copper.

Eighty per

cent, of the decrease in production,

however, was due to decrease in demands from railroads and manufacturers,

and

owing

to

among

householders.

in

the

the

domestic trade

scarcity

A

of

money

decrease of

at least 250,000 tons in the state is
estimated in the domestic consump-

tion alone.

"

;
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Sydney, Cape Breton, Coal Field
Climatic

Conditions

Necessitating Storage.

Large Operations Extending Under the Sea
Bu /.

THERE

are

Canada

in

two

principal coal fields, one in the

extreme east and the other far
west.
Between the New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia areas
and those of Alberta and British Columbia there is a barren interval
the

to

2,000 miles broad.

The

chief cen-

of population lie between a
northern prolongation of the boundary between Maine and New Hampters

and Michigan on
Consequently, any large

shire on the east

the west.

exploitation of the coal fields neces-

involves

sarily

big

questions

of

transportation.

east to St.

The

F. Springer

Ann Bay toward

the west.

coal seams are in part below the

ocean floor. Roughly, they are included in a rectangle 35 miles long

and 10 or 15 miles broad. How far
the seams extend beneath the ocean
is not known.
So it may be that
ultimately

this

found to be

much

is

rectangle

will

too narrow.

the Sydney coal

field.

The

be

point

and that

Montreal about

to

The round trip to the latter
may be made in 6 days, includ-

ing the time consumed in discharging coal at the destination.
These vessels carry cargoes running

up

to 12,000 tons.

The

This

cargoes of a smaller
or 8,000 tons.

towns and harbors are Sydney
and Glace Bay.
The total output of the Sydney
about 5,000,000 long tons.
About half of this is used locally or
is shipped to near-by districts.
But
is

vessels of a

non-specialized type carry ordinarily

prin-

cipal

field

miles
850.

size, say,

7,000

All points included in the routes
of the coal vessels are further north

than the 45-degree parallel of latitude.
Part of the route is as far
north as the 49-degree parallel. It
will be readily understood, then, that

The New Bruns-

the year

divided

is

wick coal measures

into a closed

and an

cover a large area
but production is be-

open season.

Coal

ing

1

prose-

actively

cuted at only a few

scattered

points.

The total output is
unimportant and is
mostly consumed loSimilar

cally.

P

mm
*
^H
,iHiBi^^^HIHi

re-

Im--

marks may be made
with respect to the

*^

may

be shipped for

about

months,

7

May

from

No-

to

vember. For the
remainder of the
year water transportation

is

.

at

But

standstill.

part of the year
precisely

the

a

this
is

time

'

seams

coal

on

that

Nova

part

mainland,
the

that

of

Scotia which

attached

is

located

except
output

not negligible.
really

the

to

is

The

DoMiNroN No.

important

coai field of eastern

Canada

cated in that part of

known

as

Cape Breton

Nova

is

lo-

Scotia

Island, and

indeed in the single county of Cape
Breton. The county of Inverness on
the western side of the island has
coal measures, but they have not as
yet

become important.

The productive

area extends in a

broad band along the northern seacoast from Mira Bay on the
fairly

1

Colliery,

Output

5.100

in the Everett

be easy to see

will

m.-

from the foregoing
that the mines must

Tons Daily

gas works near Bos-

The remaining 92

is in most
demand.
It

coal

r

about half is sent to distant destinations.
Perhaps 8 per cent, of this
comes to the United States for use
ton.

when
active

per cent., or

something over 2,000,000 tons, is
shipped to points on the St. Lawrence River, particularly Quebec and
Montreal.
These shipments are
made principally by special colliers.
The distance to Quebec is about 700

store

their

winter

1

output and the con-

sumers must store a
great part of their summer's receipts.

This question of storage has bequite a problem, not so much
at the mines, for there the coal does
not seem to heat to the combustion

come

point, but at the great piles at the

other end. It does not seem to be
thoroughly understood just why
there should be excessive trouble
from spontaneous combustion at
Montreal and none at all at Cape

;
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At

Breton.

the mines, the coal

is

stored in piles reaching heights of

20 to 30

feet

and higher;

treal piles half as

and

Mon-

at

high give trouble

Stansfield says in explanation that

the difference in experience arises

"probably because the coal in Cape
Breton is in comparatively large
lumps, comes straight from the mine
saturated with hydrocarbons, and is
stored in winter and, therefore, cold

whereas the coal in Montreal is more
broken up and almost like slack, is
saturated with air rather than with
hydrocarbons, and is stored in sum-

mer and,

therefore, often hot."

Storage under water is undoubtedly a successful method. This has
been shown by the British Admiralty and others. The United States

Navy

will maintain extensive piles
under water at both termini of the
Panama Canal. But the water will
not freeze at Panama whereas in
Canada it will lock the coal up tight
at the very time it is most wanted.
It has been suggested in effect to
store under water in a cement tank
;

and then draw
oughly

water in the
has been thor-

off the

the coal

after

fall

chilled

before

but

needed seems to be

basin

much

a

means

Mr. Edgar

in a short period.

actual

freezing takes place.

What

only a sufficiently deep basin with
an impervious bottom provided with

cement.

is

the Sydney

of

coal

about 40 per cent, of the total
The land area involved in the productive coal measures is about 225 square miles. As

the

same

in pretty

distribution in the

submarine coal measures adjoining.

The

of drainage operable at will.

The output

probably existent

is

company

principal coal

Sydney

in the

and in fact in all Canthe Dominion Coal Co., Ltd.
field,

field is

ada,

for all Canada.

Its activities are chiefly confined to

to

submarine

the

deposits,

it

is

thought that those on land are
"probably the segment only of an
immense basin, extending toward
Mr.
the coast of Newfoundland."
F. W. Gray adds to this the statement
"From explorations already
made, it is probable that the future
possibilities of this submarine coal
field will be limited rather by the
difficulties attendant on the extraction of coal at long distances from
:

high-water mark than by the failure
of the coal seams." At no less than
five points the coal measures have

been involved in vertical folds, the
high spots constituting the present
land area and the intervening hollows various bays or parts of bays

The

same

is

operations in the Sydney

field
but
has other and scattered interests
elsewhere in Cape Breton Island and
;

it

on the mainland portion of Nova
Scotia.
The remaining concerns
engaged in niining in the Nova Scotia district (including Cape Breton)
do in the aggregate about 8 per cent,
of the business. The Dominion Coal
Co.

is

a chief subsidiary to the

Do-

minion Steel Corporation. A large
percentage of its annual production
of .1,000,000 tons is consumed by the
Dominion Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.,
in their big works at Sydney, where
they have 620 retort coke ovens and
a pay roll of 13,000 names.
Another principal mining concern
is the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal
Co., Ltd. This company has extensive

holdings

in

the areas to the

in the vari-

west of Sydney Harbor. It operates
five collieries and produces some

but this matter has not

800,000 or 900,000 tons annually, a

been worked to a finish as yet. Of
the coal seams of a productive char-

large part of which production goes

indenting

the

coast.

seams of coal reappear
ous deposits

more

;

to feed the furnaces of its

own

steel

claimed that a thoroughly
ventilated pile will not develop spon-

acter,

taneous combusion, and the Canadian Pacific Railway Co. have a
large pile near their Angus shops at

from Indian Bay

Sydney Harbor.
The various seams here vary from

the coal being mined in the Sydney

Montreal where they employ a sys-

2 feet 8 inches

field.

It

is

tem of
of

A

ventilation.

special

tributed

all

facilitate

large

ventilating

number

pieces

dis-

over the pile presumably
the

circulation

of

air

through the body of the pile. The
cost of arranging ventilation in this

way

said

is

Furthermore,
certain

be

to

there

amount of

considerable.
is

probably a

deterioration aris-

ing in the case of any coal stored in
the air, whether ventilated or not.

On

the other hand, storage under

water or

in a drainable

involves

ordinarily

cement tank

an appreciable

are represented in the

Victoria-Lingan
tation

The

known

total

extending

basin

to the great inden-

as

in

thickness to 8 feet.

depths

within a vertical

of

all

half

seams

mile.

is

The

thicker measures on shore have been

first place, it is all bi-

Canada

anthracite

is

coals.

very deficient

A

sample of

ash, 5.9.

exist in the land shaft of the

Hub

larly,

tank

in

know

character of

marine measures attacked.
The submarine measures promise
to be highly productive. Thus, it is
pointed out that it is to be expected
that the aggregate vertical depth of
39 feet of coal seams, now known to

to

to be of

In the

tuminous.

the

to

lowing chemical constitution
C,
76.7; H, 5; S, 2.4; A'^. 1.6; 0,, 8.4;

thoroughly worked out during

in the

the

be of interest to

century that the thinner seams are
now being dealt with and the sub-

so

cause of the interest charges on the
The writer ventures
suggest that perhaps

will

the past half or three-quarters of a

colliery within a vertical interval of

would not necessarily have

It

something as

from a mine of the Dominion
Coal Co. was tested at McGill University and found to have the fol-

addition to the cost of the fuel becapital outlay.

works at Sydney Mines, Cape Breton, and at Trenton.

1,300 feet,

half

is to find its counterpart
near-by under-sea field. Simithe 48 feet of coal in a vertical
mile of the Victoria-Lingan

coal

:

These are percentages by

weight.

The thermal

thermal

content

content, per
pound, was 13,860 B.T. U. Another
sample from the same mine had a

of

14,310.

The

chemical analysis was substantially
the same except with respect to carbon and ash, which were 80 and
2.7 per cent., respectively. The mine
is in the district east of Sydney
Harbor, Dominion No. 7, Hub seam.
Another sample. Dominion No. 10,
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Unloading Nova Scotia Coal at Quebec

Emery seam, had

a thermal content

All these samples

of 13,120.

came

from the Glace Bay district. To the
west of Sydney Harbor is the district known as Sydney Mines, operated by the

Nova

7.2.

The thermal

From
sample

same

the

had

14,490.

these

N,

It

a
will

coal field

sented in

is

all

the four principal ba-

rotat-

provided

These

with chute extensions.

of course, below the level

are,

of the

C, 75.4;

the Lingan-Victoria basin, between

connected with the system of chutes.

Sydney Harbor and Indian Bay, as
Victoria and in Morien basin, to the

This release

value was 13,770.
colliery,

another

thermal value of
be gathered from

Sydney
contains some very good

statements

same seam

pockets

into

tipples

1.3; 0, 8.1; ash,

analysis as follows:
5.1; S, 2.9;

ing

matically by the release of catches

Coal Co., Ltd. A sample from No. 1
was found to have a chemical

Here they are discharged by

is

sins of the Sydney field.
In the
Sydney Mines basin, between Great
Bras d'Or and Sydney Harbor, the
seam is known as Sydney Main. In

Scotia Steel and

colliery

H,

The total depth
about 800 feet. This
supposed to be repre-

of about 400 feet.
of the shaft

that

the

coal.

;

of Glace Bay, as Blockhouse.

east

In

the

seam
is

Dominion

basin,

the

a depth of 894 feet and

7 feet thick.

The Phalen seam

is

also supposed to occur in other districts.

Colliery No. 2 of the

Lingan-Victoria

lies at

In the Glace

at the depth of

850

Bay basin
feet

;

it lies

in the

The

tipples.

buckets

hoisting

or

tanks have a capacity of 6 tons each.

Their loading

is

is

effected

When

bucket.

automatically

full,

by the empty

the bucket

is

and dumped
the bank head.
A

hoisted

onto screens at
record has been
per hour.

accomplished auto-

made

of 57 hoists

This would seem to indi-

cate a capacity of 342 tons in the

same time.
Reference has already been

Vic-

made

Coal Co., Ltd., is perhaps the largest
Its capacity
colliery in America.

toria-Lingan basin, where

it

name Lingan,

1,346 feet.

for bringing coal to the surface

These depths must be understood as

seam. The reason
"Hub" seems to be the

referring each to a single location.

colliery is situated at the center of a

The

series

6,000 tons per day.

Up

the

is

one

brought also from
No. 9 colliery. There are thus two
seams reached, the Phalen and the
Harbor. The latter is met at a depth
shaft,

coal

is

the depth

hoisting equipment

is

is

has the

notable as

to the coal of

No. 7 colliery on the

Hub

having perhaps no duplicate anywhere.
The coal is brought by

seams.

2-ton cars to the foot of the shaft.

is

in the

of

concentric

It is

for the

name

fact that the

semicircular

one of the oldest mines

Glace Bay

district.

only 130 feet deep.

The

shaft

In the next
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Victoria-

the

the west,

to

district

on on the other
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side of the island in

Two

Lingan basin, what is supposed to
be the same seam is found at a depth
of 523 feet. In the former district,
the seam is 9^ feet thick; in the
The workings in the
latter, 6 feet.

thickness of the roof lying over the

Glace Bay colliery are principally
No. 7 colliery is practiseaward.

working and beneath the water was.
at the point where the water came

cally a

submarine mine.

County.

Inverness

colliery

have been flooded, the Mabou mine
in 1909, the Port Hood mine in 1911.
In the case of the former mine, the

in,

with

160-foot

a

shaft

is

working on the Phalen seam. Part
of the operations are on the land
side, part on the side of the sea.
The submarine face is 3,000 feet or
more from the shore line. No. 6
colliery is operating workings that
are almost entirely submarine.
No. 7
colliery is, as already stated, work-

these

of

but 110 feet thick; but in the case

n

a

1

jJBiHntHiljS

Iey^

n l^flUBl

fi

m

IH^H
Dominion No.

Another submarine mine

is

No.

1

Nova Scotia Steel and
Ltd. The workings com-

colliery of the

Coal Co.,

some 2,400 acres off the enThey
trance to Sydney Harbor.

prise

belong to the district

known

as

Syd-

ney Mines, to the west of the harbor,

and represent, so

far, the

most con-

siderable effort at recovery of under-

Cape Breton

sea coal in the

The

face of the deeps

1j4 miles seaward

is

region.

now perhaps

from the shore

Other areas belonging to this
same company lie twice this distance
out. It seems, though, that the Dominion Coal Co. owns an intervening
line.

strip.

now

This, the former concern has

released

;

so that ultimately

it is

expected to develop a very extensive

group of submarine workings
There are in the Cape Breton
gion

quite

a

re-

number of separate

submarine mines. In fact, the future development must largely be
beneath the
coal

may

out as 5

sea.

expected that

It is

mined as far
or 6 miles from the shore.
ultimately be

Apparently, in certain parts of the
field,

there

is little

or no limit

known

as to the distance out at which coal

may

be

seem

to indicate that

found

The

probabilities
it

the coal seams that will

will not be

fail.
Submarine workings have been carried

^^^*^^Jk»^^

Output 950 Tons Daily

Colliery,

7

mine it was supposed
was as much as 942
feet thick where the water entered.
When the water first began to flood
of the second

ing

that the roof

shaft.

the mine,
rate

of

it

entered at the estimated

3,000 gallons

The break occurred

per minute.

where

at a point

were being withdrawn. As
between the two sides of the island,
it would appear that the conditions
pillars

controlling in the

much more
Gray says

Sydney field are
Mr. F. W.

favorable.

in this connection

the western

side

of the

coal field the strata are

:

"On

Inverness

much

frac-

and the coal seams dip very
steeply.
In the Sydney coal field
the seams have only slight dips, and
the strata overlying and intervening
between the coal seams consist of
strong sandstones and. impermeable
marls and shales. Faults are rare,
and the sea bottom is usually rock,
tured,

without great thickness of sand or
sand pockets."

What

worthy of especial note is
the fact that in the Sydney district
more than one seam of coal is being
worked in the same submarine area.
An example is found in the workings of the Dominion Coal Co. in
is

the Glace

Bay

Here the Hub.
Harbor, and Phalen seams are all
being worked simultaneously. No. 1
basin.

the

Hub seam by

a

130-foot

Its activities are largely be-

neath the water.

The submarine

operations have to

be carried on in conformity with
special

provisions of the Canadian

mining laws.

As

conditions could

not be foreseen except in a general

way, the Commissioner of Mines is
large discretionary powers.
There must be a minimum thickness
of 180 feet of solid material above
any coal being worked.
Passageways to coal deposits may be opened
where the cover has a minimum
thickness of 100 feet.
The panel
system of mining must be pursued
where the overhead cover is less
than 500 feet thick. A single panel
must not have a floor area of more
than one-half a square mile. The

given

coal barriers surrounding

minimum thickness
Where the cover has a
a

must have

of

90

feet.

thickness in

excess of 500 feet, the approval of
the Commissioner

is

the only special

restrictive requirement.

The cover

at the shore line in the case of

feet;

No. 6

more than about 375
but as the seam passes out to

colliery

is

not

sea, this thickness rapidly

becomes

greater and greater.

The Dominion
stores part of

its

Coal

Co.,

Ltd.,

winter coal in a

—
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having a

capacity of some
While the period of
not long, say 4 or 5

Keeping Power Plant Accounts

400,000 tons.
storage

is

months on the average, nevertheless
coal

the

amount

an

suffers

of

which

There

screening plant which

is

a re-

served by

is

which bring the coal
from the bank up an incline to the
small

cars

The loading

screens.

of these cars

done by steam shovels working
on movable tracks. At the rescreenis

ing plant, the sized coal

loaded

is

onto railway cars and transported to

There are

docks.

(2i^

domestic
screened

(^

inches

five

and

sizes,

over),

inch and over), run-of-

mine, nut (between 3^ inch and

Ij^l

(everything below

slack

inch),

Account—The Day Book and the Account Book.
Monthly Reports—Checking Up Results—Guarding Expenditures

Supplies

appreciable

disintegration

necessitates resizing.

the
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inch).

fit

ONE

Charkt J. MatBti'

of the most important du-

the

without them a hopeless tangle may
result which will probably require

keeping of accounts relative

the services of an expert to unravel.

ties

in

a power plant

is

the material and supplies used.

to

Of course

it

will

be understood that

called, is required

which the engineer

that he

charge is concerned with the handling of such
in

Gladbeck

Supplies

are

ordered

of the concern and

office

the owners or agents, the engineer's

oxygen in their apparatus
become exhausted; while a
third,
whose helmet glass got
broken, narrowly escaped.
The
lesson from the accident is consid-

chased.

merely

in receiv-

Again,

the

engineers

of

some plants order their own supplies
by making a regular requisition on
the

purchasing department of the
of their concerns, while the

office
bills

may

be sent direct to the

They

for payment.

office

will require the

of the whole, which of course necessitates

accuracy from beginning to
before implied, accuracy in

As

end.

turn depends upon
method of work.
Methods employed

counts

and

system
in

keeping ac-

may

be good, bad, or indifferent, according as to how well

either fulfills the purpose for
it

As

exists.

who keeps accounts
own method of so

every engineer
at

all

which

a matter of fact, nearly

has his

doing, and the accuracy of the results will

depend upon how

method

efficient

The

indorsement of the engineer as an

the particular

acknowledgment of the receipt of
the goods as ordered. It frequently

lowing simple system is worthy of
consideration
It is necessary to de-

happens that the engineer

cide

is

superintendent or manager,

also a

who

not

only receives supplies but receives

and audits the

bills.

In the larger plants, an accountant

after the

had

how his busiAs a general rule these
made monthly, each one

reports are

ing and consuming the material pur-

This accident, by which two men
their lives, is chiefly remarkable as one in which the breathing
apparatus failed.
A fire broke out in the engine
house and several of the men sent
to determine its extent had inhaled
the fumes before putting on the
apparatus. After undergoing great
bodily exertion in traveling and in
part creeping through the passages,
one after another of them had fits of
giddiness and two of them, unable
to proceed, succumbed to the fumes,

ness stands.

by the owner, so

see just

contributing toward the continuity

interest consisting

lost

may

In some places the engineer has
little or nothing to do with the

the bills for them are sent direct to

Colliery

or otherwise disposed of, but a periodical statement, or report, as it is

accounts.

from the

ler Pits of the

to be kept

supplies purchased, consumed,

all

the magnitude of such an undertaking depends upon the size and
kind of the plant, and the extent to

accounts.

Smoke Accident at the Mol-

Not only are the accounts
of

is

engaged

is.

fol-

:

into

how many

or

divisions,

individual accounts, the general acis to be carried, and for
what period of time before balanc-

counting
ing up.

The number

to attend to that part of

of

individual

ac-

the business, under the general di-

counts will depend largely upon the

rection of the chief engineer,

quantity of material which

ered to be that the inhalation of the

whose
him to
devote the amount of time to them

size of the plant

many

fumes of combustion, even when
greatly diluted must not be taken
too lightly, and that its effects,
though not noticed at the moment,
will show themselves under exertion

But he
should be able, by thoroughly understanding the system in vogue, to
see almost at a glance just how the
accounts of his plant stand at any

be

afterwards;

time.

thus closing that particular account,

further,

that

artificial

breathing apparatus should be used
only by men who thoroughly understand

its use,

failed

supply
point.

to

of

one of the men having

avail

himself of his

oxygen

A. R.

in

the

L. in Trans.

I.

full

case

M.

in

E.

duties do not permit

that such accounts require.

In

order

articles

further

on,

will

many

can be grouped together un-

der one heading, and charged out
against
plant,

the

various

units

for maintenance

or

in

the

repairs,

and

ac-

which of course means that no balance will be carried into the succeeding period of time. With regard to

strictly observed, for

the period of time to allow the ac-

the

are

purpose
kept

method,

for

Assistant Principal, School of Steam and Marine
EngineerinK, International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton. Pa.

explained

be

system,

curacy must be

used.

is

As a matter of convenience, as

may

that

which accounts
fulfilled,

and the variety and

counts to run before balancing,

may

it

be said, the individual taste of

;

:
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the engineer, or the requirements of

the thinking reader that such a sys-

main points

tem can be referred to at any time,
and the exact standing of the ac-

his employer, are the

concerning a decision. The longer
they are allowed to run, the more
they be to handle, although in some cases the reverse is
true, because of the more frequent
difficult will

summing up and closing, which of
All
course means more labor.
things considered,

it

fair to

is

counts

with

monthly

in order that a multiplicity

may

From

Number
Number

of boilers in service
of engines in service
pressure (gauge), pounds

be avoided.

Steam

of material

Ashes, pounds

consumed, or transferred to any
other department of the business in
general, should be entered in the day

12 to 8
2
2

Fig.

All

1.

is

often called,

well-regulated

should keep a day book.

plants

Besides

the entry of material consumed,

a record of

all

Total, cubic feet
oil, gallons
oil, gallons

1

U

day (subdivided into watches in
some places) is kept for future reference, and also to serve as a check
upon the accuracy of the monthly
the

At the expiration of
every week a summing up should be
other book, in their respective places

be

if

required, a report

may

—compiled from the various

list

— (Here
such as waste,

follows

materials, etc.,
before noted, fittings, etc.)

oils

work over-

of

a

list

of

other than those

—

^7:45 A, M. one (1) barrel cylinder oil
(1) barrel engine oil, from oil company.

Received:

and one

Remarks:

—-(Here

an entry of incidents,
or changes that may have been made, shutting down
engines, or cutting out boiler, banking fires, etc.)
Fig.

follows

Specimen Page of an Account Book
Coal Account
1914

2.

1914

Date

July

July

1

On

July

6

Consumed, 30

Dr.

Cr.

copy of such
should be kept on file, and when the
goods are received each item should
checked off; there will also be an
entry in the day book of the receipt
of such goods. At the end of each
week the receipts, together with the
prices and amounts, are entered in

hand, 100 tons, at $2

$200
tons, at $2
$ 60

July 13

Consumed, 35

July 20

Consumed, 32 tons, at $2

July 22

Received, 150 tons, at $2

July 27

Consumed, 34

tons, at $2

70

300
tons, at $2

per ton
Totals
Received, 250 tons, at $2

Consumed, 153

44

it is

not.

are charged out for the purpose obtained,

such

immediately,

articles,

may

even though
have been

not

For

actually all used as charged.
instance, a

number

and purchased; they
and entered in due
Perhaps only one-half of the

are

required,

are

received

form.

of globe valves

number obtained is used during the
month in which the purchase was
made and the account balanced
but instead of carrying the balance
over into a new month, assume that

have been used for the purpose

ular account to

make room and time

appear

in the future.

Of course,

should be understood that when
large quantities of such supplies are
ordered and kept on hand, it would
not do to dispose of them in the

tons, at $2

306
194

August

On

which

desired to carry in stock (as far as

it

ton

1

tools, appliances, etc.,

will

Balance, 97 tons, at $2 per

Aug.

heading of miscella-

be placed any materials,

for others of a similar nature, which

Consumed, 22 tons, at $2

a

the

may

procured, and thus close that partic-

68
July 31

Miscellaneous.

all

64

account pages of the book.
When a requisition is made out
etc.,

may

con-

oils, if

the books are concerned), but which

—

consumed:

Materials

made

for supplies,

of rei>airs that

in an-

and regular order.
This second
book is the account book, a sample
page of which is shown in Fig. 2.
At the end of the month each account in this book is balanced or
closed, and,

list

Overhauling:
(Here follows a
hauled during the watch.)

accounting.

made, and the results entered

—-(Here follows a

have been made.)

(and other

Waste.

Under

605

oil.

oil

stantly used).

neous

Cylinder

Repairs:

Cylinder

100

Water consumed (cubic feet), meter readings:
At beginning of watch
040,625
At close of watch
041,230

etc.,

that transpires during

They may be

to.

divided thus

6,000
1,800

Engine
it

working of the methods

plain the

before referred

Engine

Coal consumed, pounds

book, or log as

let us take the
following as an illustration, to ex-

Coal.
Log Book
Monday. July 6. 1914
Watch No. 1

A. M.

daily quantities

the general accounts,

SPEcncBN Page op Engineer's Day or

1.

balanced

be

The

;

as-

should

of items and prices

price,

date,

the next period of time; the

into
Fig.

or

material

and
amount; the material which has not
yet been received up to a certain
period, and therefore carried over

sume that the engineers' accounts
closed

The

ascertained.

received,

consumption of material in quantity
and cost, operation or repairs the
balance on hand with its cash value.
Now, with regard to the items in

hand, 97 tons, at $2

$194

(Continued weekly as above)

lar

The cylinder, engine, and other oils and material
here follow, the same form as above being used.

just referred to, but a regu-

continuous

made, as of

account

must

be

coal, oils, etc.

Miscellaneous Account

Fig. 3.

Date

manner

July, 1914

Cr.

or.

the account book, while the bills for
Miscellaneous

such goods (or duplicates for such)
should be placed on file, so each of

July

1

Received from

July

8

Received from

the operations will check and verify

July 10

Received from

the other, thus reducing the liability
of mistakes, to a minimum, if not
entirely.

Of

course,

the

report

(where such is required) should be
compiled after the checking off has
been done. It can thus be seen by

one (1) bbl. lime at
Engines
25 lb. engine rod packing at $1
Miscellaneous
Oil Co. per bill, 5 gal. of lard oil at 60c
Co. per

bill,

$ 1.25

Co. per

bill,

2S.00

_

July 12
uly 18
.

8.00

Boilers

Received from^—Supply Co. per bill. 50 lb. red lead at 6c
Received from
Co. per bill, four 4-in. boiler tubes at $5
Miscellaneous
Received from
Ice Co. per bill, 800 lb. ice at 25c. per 100

3.00
20.00
2.00

Total

Consumed
Consumed
Consumed

No

$54.25
for boilers
for engines,
for sundries

balance

.

pumps

$23.00
25.00
6.25

$54.25

:

...
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Supplies, or material other than

may form

those tabulated,
the accounting

system,

part of

as

for

in-

consumption of water
and gas. The forms here given and
the system explained, may be modithe

stance,

they

idea being to give the reader a prin-

work upon, and

to

fictitious

figures to illustrate such principle;

even figures and round numbers are
given in the illustrations for the
sake of simplicity.
Fig.

Specimen Monthly Report

4.

—Engineers'

Department

Maintenance
Coal, 163 tons, at $2 per ton.
Cylinder oil, 30 gal., at 50c.
per gal
Engine oil. 40 gal., at 40c. per
gal.

$306.00
15 00
16 00

;

lb. ,

at 5c. per lb

1.00

Miscellaneous:

23 00

Consumed

for

engines

and
25 00

Consumed

for sundries

6.25

Total

$392.25

Stock:

300.00

The

Coal balance. 97 tons, at $2
oil on hand July 1, etc.
(Same form as coal item. Then

194.00

.

follows the other items in their

re^ar order.)
Miscellaneous:
$

Co

Co

Consumed for engines and pumps

1.25

25.00
3.00
3.00
20.00
2.00

Co

Supply Co.
Ice

$ 54.25
i 23.00
25.00
6.25

$ 54.25

G. B. Wilson,
Chief Engineer

Now

to recapitulate; in the sys-

tem which we are considering, two
books only are necessary for the
purpose of keeping the accounts, the
Day Book and the Account Book.
Everything of importance concerning the plant

is

invoices

cate

of

goods

received

should also be placed on file, so that
they may be referred to when
Filing in monthly batches

wanted.
is

probably as good a method as any,

monthly
book and

to agree with the

the account

in

entered in the

Day

At the end of the week a
summing up is made, and the results

as far as this report

is

concerned,

because these appear on the face of
bill,

and are transferred

to the

account book as shown.

On the first
in the Account Book.
Account
the
month
each
of
day
Book is made up and balanced for
the preceding month. From the Account Book a monthly report or

This system of accounting will be
found easy to compile and adopt,
and it will not require any special
operate and maintain.

to

West

the

into

continued,

steadily

Middle
and was

marked during the period

especially

1902 to 1907, on account of the extraordinary development and the

new mining districts.
movement of

of

this period a

the races of older immigration out
of the mines of the Middle West to
other mining localities, especially

those of Kansas and Oklahoma, under the pressure of the recent ar-

was also noticeable. In 1910
was estimated that slightly more
than one-half of the total number of
rivals,

employes

in the coal

mines of Ohio,

Indiana, and Illinois were of foreign

and that almost three-fourths

birth-

races

Change

in Character of

According to the census of 1890,
less than 10 per cent, of the mining
population in Illinois were immigrants from the states of southeastern Europe.
During the decade 1890 to 1900
there was a change in the racial
composition of the mine workers in
Illinois due to the development of

two additional sources of labor supply: (1) An influx of mine workers
from other coal fields of the United
States; (2) the arrival of immigrants from southern and eastern

of

principally

the

English,

Irish,

who

of labor disputes and the pressure of
races

of

who were

more

recent

immigration

entering the industry in

those states.

The European

races

which

at the

Each of the books referred
should be numbered, so that when

Miners' and Mechanics' Institutes,
Bulletin No. 3. English for Foreigners.

situation

and

1900,

increasing

it is

present,

the

racial

mining employes,

is

evident that since that

of

influx

races

Europe

from
into

the mines of Illinois.

An

element of danger to those

working

many

in the

mines

is

the fact that

of the recent immigrants do

not speak or understand English
with any degree of fluency and almost none are able to read or write

Because

language.
it

is

of

of

these

probable that the instructhose

in

authority

frequently misunderstood.

A

are

mine

manager, for example, tells an immigrant miner, in English of course,
that his roof needs propping.

The

miner seems to understand, but does
not, and in consequence a fall of top

may

result in injury to the miner.

Printed signs used to indicate the
presence of gas or other peril are
for the above mentioned reasons
unintelligible

'Illinois

the

at

regards

as

southern and eastern

tions

the

eastern

year there has been a constant and

other

from

and

strong contrast to that prior to

in

country was made up

The migration
fields in this

southern

classification of

facts

time were securing employment in

is

The

therefore,

the

Europe.

of

Europe.

Mining Communities^

re-

quired.

Europe

eastern

it

are entered in their respective places

such

of immigrant races of southern and

During

left the mines of Pennsylvania and
other eastern mining states because

if

yars.

opening

Scotch, Welsh, and Germans,

made

Lithu-

Italians,

and
French Belgians, and a few Mag-

also the

Book.

statement can be

south

anians, Poles, Russians, French,

divisions

In the miscellaneous account, it is
unnecessary to state items and dates,

the

and

north

After the year 1900, the movement
original, duplicate, or tripli-

$500.00

Cylinder

Oil

on indef-

be continued

West were

the mines of the Middle

of those foreign born belonged to
306.00

from
from
from
from

may

they

$200.00

Coal consumed, 153 tons, at $2

Received
Received
Received
Received

filed

initely.

skill to

Coal on hand July

1. 100 tons,
at 12
Coal received July 22, 150 tons,
at $2

can be

monthly report.

Maintenance and Stock Reports for July, 1914
(Compiled from the account book)

Waste. 20

they

filled

away and conveniently found again
if
reference to them is required.
Thus, commencing with Volume 1

fied to suit individual conditions, the

ciple

are

687

eigners.

to

many

of the for-
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Efficiency
A

Method

i

equipment,

the

considered here.

for illustration the

transporting of coal from a country
coal bank with a wheelbarrow; the
results are crude

the

man behind

when
is

the

amount

considered, but

the barrow

may

be a

most commendable workman. More
frequently we find a coal mine with
equipment beyond criticism and the
most inefficient labor. If the same
energy and ability which the man
manifested with the wheelbarrow
were directed and manifolded among
all day employes in the well-equipped
mine, the results would leave nothing to be desired. The two are distinctly separate, although they must
be combined to produce the necessary result.

increasing

of

the

methods in this mine as it stands.
Another question, too, is whether
this capacity is the proper and economical one for the mine in operation, or whether the sales office,
executive, and interest, charges are
Only
in proportion to this output.
the operation of the mine as it
stands and the management on the
ground are considered.

With
output

the
is

assumption

the

that

satisfactory, the question

not a large
or is not

of equipment efficiency

is

one, except in so far as

it is

handled by the mine labor economically.

No management

will

over-

look evident unnecessary labor due
to

poorly planned tracks for any

be sufficient at every coal mine to

most

meet

and ready for

pair

more
a

means of economy

later.

a

are well

known

Automatic
bearing cars, and

trap doors, roller
steel

room

track are

known

to every

management, and whether they are
adopted or not is a case of the operator's opinion as to their ultimate

Whether he is right or
wrong he has every means of considering the matter, and little more

commodate

made

Efficiency of labor

labor

is

The reverse is
made by the

the case
actual

Although

formed.
ference

is

information can be supplied on the

agreement as being an item beyond the control of the bosses and
a waste that must be carried as an

Should there be too much
time on the haul roads, due to

unavoidable operating expense.
The judgment of the boss as to

subject.
lost

amount of work accomplished
by day workers as he occasionally
the

and that all coal mines, as a whole,
have sufficient equipment.
One
question along this line, and directly

and

Va.

are

tual

All deficiencies in

W.

men

work commonly called day work, a
high grade of economy in our operaThe ineffition would be reached.
ciency in this day work is well
known and often mentioned, but the
discussion is generally ended by mu-

passes the place of

•Flemington,

if

could be directed to that class of

guarantee of their

stands.

is

manifested in the
loading of coal by the ton or car

long since examined these questions

it

attention

is

that every competent operator has

as

little

same energy and

and the

is

payment is
amount per-

if

very evident
If the

the lost time of the drivers waiting

capacity of the mine

of
the

generally paid to this fact, the dif-

the

equipment produce such positive results and are so evident that they
are not very frequent, if the desired

in

amount accomplished if remuneration is made by the time consumed. This is the most common
waste in the operation of coal mines.

must be assumed

error corrected.

entirely an-

actual

manifest that

for empties will be noticed

is

deteriorate

to

conflicting trips,

result

repairs to

The tendency

other proposition.
all

effi-

replaces

it

economically.

matically in the miners leaving; or

will

has no

Idle equipment

breakdown and permits

be

is

to be discussed

ciency, except in so far as

efficiency that

when cheaper

is

cussion on efficiency of labor and

expensive methods of handling wa-

and easily obtainable.

This

use.

essentially a part of the dis-

watched.

ter

These

emergencies.

duplicates should always be in re-

length of time, nor will they adopt

economy.

auto-

is

M*

This article treats
only of mines which are maintaining
their desired capacity, and efficiency

Rarely are mines operated with
any glaring defect in the equipment.
For instance, a certain number of
mine cars practically fixes the output and any attempt to place more
miners than this equipment will aconly

One

another matter and not

in

under which all efficiency
methods may be classed. The first
two of these are directly dependent
Efficient results
on each other.
from labor could not be realized
without an efficient equipment, although the labor itself may be far
beyond criticism considering the
methods at hand for accomplishing

of coal handled

question

production

sions

Eflfi-

George S. Brackdl, E.

the

use of supplies, are the three divi-

Take

Mine

in

labor costs, efficiency

the work.

The

in the operating

efficiency

Same Labor

as in the Small

of Obtaining the

Bu

EFFICIENCY

C oal Mining

n

ciency in a Large

June, 1915

it

faults

are so

connected with the efficiency of
bor,

is

la-

the existence of surplus or

duplicate equipment.

There should

work

is

the only

productiveness,

judgment may or may not be
must be remembered that
excuses may be made by the laborers
ad infinitum as to why more was not
accomplished, and the foreman's
ability to sift the wheat from the
his

good.

It

^e ^ffieryEngineer
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consumes his time
and more of the laborer's time, and
the benefit of the doubt always
goes to the day man. In many cases
the foreman will decide to watch
the work for a few more days in

chaft of excuses

order to be sure that the man or men
are not doing the quantity that
should be done; he will do this if

and

and

589

miners applying for a day job.
times in

fact, several

my

In

experience

have had miners ask for a day job,
frankly stating that they had been
I

loading

coal

for

steadily

several

years and would "like to rest up a

This was taken as additional

little."

evidence

known

afready

conditions

of

exist,

to

no

but

feasible

usually paid by the day and their in-

consume the maximum
If they are employed on monthly time there is
great danger of paying more for
terest is to

amount of

time.

bosses than

reaped in results.

is

economy

not an

is

to put

It

on a $60

stock clerk to save a $30 waste in

Again the assistant

supplies.

fore-

method was at hand to avoid it.
The foreman was doing the best he

man's wages are usually based on
the number of men under his

Another consideration is the
may be some diffi-

could to keep the employes busy, but

charge; and

culty in getting a

and his greater attention

ployes

man to replace the
man promptly, as emwho have done and will do

could not be with them

inefficient

again

any

he

a careful

is

that

is

sired.

just foreman,

the class of foreman most de-

fact that there

disagreeable

work when requested

of

piece

are not very

and frequently waste in
the labor line is overlooked on account of some quality possessed by
plentiful;

In the foreman's judg-

the laborer.

ment

it is

some emknows he is

policy to retain

ployes even though he

not receiving regularly a fair return
for

the

wages.

day's

work

quantity of

is

Where

left to

the

any one

man's judgment, the tendency is always to shirk wherever there is a
chance, and the loss or waste is acand never regained.
cumulative
The operator may be perfectly cognizant of this loss but recognizes

it

of the

common

causes of

la-

bor troubles is the inequality of the
wages paid some men are paid more
for the actual work performed than
;

others.

Laboring men

will ever try

to equalize this themselves by using

their own judgment of what constitutes a fair day's work and rating
the amount by comparison with
some other workman on the plant.
To be more explicit, if a track gang
notices a slate gang "loafing" they
For
will "take it easy" themselves.
why should they work when others
do not? The pay is the same, and

was beyond

his

control,

he

as

the time

all

was occupied in the hauling and movement
of the coal, and no one was permitted to work when the mine was idle.
Even assuming that the day men
are actually conscientious workers,
is

their

work

so laid out for

them

as

to be capable of efficient perform-

ance?
those

The employes,
directly

outside

connected

of

with the

number

if

men

of

he can increase the
in his gang, per-

suade the foreman as to their necessity, or impress upon him their importance, it is his personal interest
These methods do not
to do so.
lead naturally to efficiency.

A successful mine management
must inspire the efforts and energy
of all employes to the interest of the
employer. Their methods must be
open to inspection as to the equitable distribution of earnings,

must

it

movement and haulage of coal, have
more or less varied duties. They

be as free as possible from men who
draw pay for doing nothing, free

are called everywhere for emergency
work, taken from one duty to per-

from

form another of more importance,
then back again to work at or to
complete their original occupation.
There is waste of time walking between duties, passing the tool house
to

as unavoidable.

One

it

change

tools, eat

lamps, wait for the
trip

;

their

interest

a

bite, fix their

motor or driver
is

not

to

get

there as quickly as possible but to
find legitimate excuses why they are

jealousies, contention,

and

and that there
are all-imThese
are no favorites.
them
without
and
items
portant
for competent service,

rarely ever the cooperation

there

is

of

employes and the correspond-

all

ing efficiency.
is a difficult one, and
was attempted about a

The problem
its

solution

West Virginia mine.

The latter end of the day
almost invariably comes with one
job Completed and not time enough

year ago in a

and start another.
Inefficiency and waste is more
flagrant in the matter of day labor

approach the conditions more

not there.

to transfer tools

dis-

Each employe must feel that
he is on the same basis as everybody else, that there is some reward
putes.

The

idea

zation

was

of

a

to

arrange the organi-

large

existing

quently

mine so as
in

the

to
fre-

smaller

than

mines. Bear in mind that an examination into costs of production will

is

almost

no more than fair that both
should take the same ease. Naturally the coal miners, working on

more chance

400 tons
small
producare
that
ones
the
are
daily,
The average
ing the cheap coal.
capacity of all the mines in Penn-

work, than in large mines. There k
less labor lost in traveling from one

sylvania and

work, must necessarily produce to get their pay; and for them
to see the day men wasting and

job to another in the smaller mines.
Assistant foremen, driver bosses,

exceed this and many are
that is the average mine.

time without depreciating
their wages is a source of dissatisThis frequently leads to
faction.

ployed at the larger mines to oversee the work and help the foreman

it

is

piece

stealing

Its elimination
in any other.
one of the very difficult problems
and one of the most important in
coal mining. The loss is less in the
small mines, where the foreman has

slate

bosses,

to

etc.,

supervise

all

are usually

the

em-

eliminate waste labor, but they are

invariably

mines,

less

show

the

that

than

West Virginia
proximately 400 tons daily,

is

ap-

many

less,

but

By

the

law of averages that is the economic
Even looking into the
capacity.
question

more

particularly, the

economical mines are

less,

most

than that,

;
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because the number of employes

and more

small

is

super-

It

was

his

own

responsibility,

June, 1915

and

This mine

in

he took a natural pride. He is
intimately acquainted with the weak

is

practically an aggre-

it

gation of small mines, in each of

The mine at which the trial was
made was divided into sections em-

places in all his track, the location of

which there is the closest possible
approach to the conditions existing

ploying 20 to 30 miners each. Each
section had an independent motor side track or two, but never

are always close at hand and easily

efficiently

vised with less labor waste.

all his tools

and supplies, and they

Time

reached.

lost

by

laborers

traveling across the mine

is

elim-

run of small mines.
always more of a feeling of

in the general

There

is

fellowship and cooperation existing

"one-horse" mines than there

in the

same side
was given to

the inherent tendency to kill time

porations; and that feeling

an assistant foreman or safety inspector or section man, call him
what you may. He had complete
charge of his small section and to
him belonged the credit of its management. He delivered the loaded
mine cars onto his motor side track
and there his work ended. He was
employed with this understanding;
however, his duties as walking boss
were to occupy only part of his time,
and the balance was to be devoted to

and neglect work is avoided. The
section man's entire interest is to
have his "mine" operate smoothly
and economically.
He is a busy
man, he helps the miners with their
timbering, helps them with their
falls and other difficulties, he works
with them for their own benefit. He
is acquainted with every bit of dead
work which the miners perform in
his section and allows them pay accordingly. Should some emergency

the employes of the smaller mines,

tices,

work that was
needed in his section. The size of
the sections was first discussed by

work develop he

complaint

two

sections

track.

all

the

to

Each

the

section

necessary

answer to the following question by
practical miners
"How many miners could one man look after, visit,
and direct the workings according to
law, lay all the track, turns, and
:

switches, clean all the small falls of

watch and clean the ditches,
supervise and direct his few drivers
and be foreman, trackman, timberman, etc., combined; how many miners and what production could he
do all this for?" Practical difficulroof,

ties

in the

tracks

vented

way

minimum

this

reached and
tical to

of location of side

and the mine lay-out preit

make

Incidentally

limit

being

was found imprac-

the sections this small.

is interesting to note
that about 15 to 20 miners, or about
150 tons daily would keep one man
it

busy as Jack of all trades; but his
work would be efficiently accomplished with no lost motion or waste
time. The larger section of 20 to 30
miners was adopted and the section
man given the authority to find himself an occasional helper.
This eliminated all the regular as-

costs

miners

is

more important

enlists into service

who

are

with, and the trouble

interfered

soon rectified.
Under the old system a messenger would have to travel over the
mine hunting for the day men; they
would have to travel to the seat of
the delay, via the tool house, and
the removing of the trouble, as a
is

labors, as a

man with

a fat job, noth-

ing to do and plenty of pay, an object of

mixed emotions of jealousy

and contempt. He is a man picked
from their own ranks, who works
with them, helps them, and sees that
they have their fair share of empty
mine cars and just treatment. He is
always at hand and easily found for
direction and advice.
He has time
to examine into all claims, discuss
ways, means, justice, and injustice
with the miners and employes under

mines of large cor-

among

together with the closer supervision

by the foreman, is what
makes their labor costs less per ton.
These conditions are closely appossible

proached

in

unit

this

system

of

management. There is established,
between the workmen and the office
of supervision, that communication
which invariably leads to the correction of certain inequalities, injus-

and

before

partialities,

reaches

the

explosive

the

stage.

Due

is

cumbersome, inefficient,
and expensive.
Furthermore, he
does not appear to the working man
as a needless company extravagance
for which they must pay with their
whole,

in the large

is

num-

to the reduction in the

ber of day employes following the
starting of this system,

the section

perform

He

man

is

certain

frequently

short a

man

does the only available thing to

do, hires for a short time

some mi-

ner to perform these duties.
section

he

to

work.

necessary

is

man may work

The

with him, or

a position to be there con-

in

siderable of the time to see that the

work

is

and without waste
Frequently this class of

well done,

of labor.

work, such as laying a turn, cleaning a fall, or setting some heading
timbers,

is

contracted

at

a

price

based on the foreman's and section
man's experience, and the miner is
free

to

perform the work

at

odd

times without conflicting in the least

with the loading of his coal.

his interest at heart,

practiced by the management, and
they are educated, impressed, and

him returned the credit of the
and condition of his section.

convinced of the company's policy
and desires along this line.

spirit of

sistant bosses, track bosses, driver

as to

those

what

The advantage is this Instead of
depending on the regular day laborers traveling backwards and forwards performing duty after duty,
each small item has to be considered separately and brought to the
attention of the section boss, and its
cost separately and distinctly shown
on the daily time sheet. When it is
necessary for the foreman or section
man to note these little items and

bosses, local pumpers, etc.
tion

inated; and

man had

The

sec-

him, to the effect that a better understanding between employer and

employe

is

reached.

A

company

cannot expect fairness and equity
from their employes unless such are

:

hire each separately done, the

same

competition enters that

is
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when one endeavors to purchase a suit of clothes and get the

day men

to

proper

attention

best possible for the least money.

without neglecting more important

with the former
method of sending across the mine

duties.

manifest

Contrast

this

some day men who are

for

foreman's beck and

call,

at the

and whose

workday is a series of such interrupDid you ever attempt to estions.
timate just what percentage of their
time these

men

actually are able to

to the performance of their
work, even assuming their willing-

give

ness and desire to do

all they can?
Following right on the heels of
the institution of this unit system

was the elimination
day employes whose
not

services were

connected

directly

necessary

of all regular

and

with,

movement and
coal.
The labor or

the

to,

handling of the
overhead costs of

pay

all

rolls

may

be divided into three heads superand monthly expenses; the
:

vision
actual

movement

of the coal from

the working face to the railroad car
the employes necessary to

and

all

this

movement; and

bor which
temporarily

may

lastly, that la-

be dispensed with

without

interrupting

includes
which
timber
men,
trackmen, slate men,
The
laborers.
brattice men, and
last
this
under
regular employes
with.
dispensed
entirely
head may be
Their work must be done but it can
be more cheaply handled by some
this

movement,

other employes.

Much may

be prof-

mine is idle for
a day, as very few mines work reguMost work,
larly 6 days per week.
itably left until the

other

than

hauling

may

coal,

be

done more economically when the
mine is idle, at a time when the foreman and assistants are not devoting
their entire time, as they should, to

the economic hauling and

of the coal.

This

is

their

dumping
most im-

portant duty while the mine is operating and to it they should give
their entire attention.
It

is

a

common

fallacy

among

the day force at a
mine should be "cut off" when the

operators that

all

order to economize.
This is not economy, it is extravagance. When the mine is running
coal, the foreman is swamped with

mine

is

idle in

whom

When

he cannot give the

and

supervision

mine is
do this

the

not permitted to

he

idle

class

is

of

work economically. The result is
evident.
This work is expensively
and improperly done, and that class
of men who are employed by the day
and not directly connected with the
hauling of coal have learned that it
almost as easy to get their day's
pay for doing little as it is for doing
much. The personal interest of the
employes who are regularly employed as miners or drivers is enis

tirely

different

the

;

work

extra

which some of them get on

of

and discontent.
no management which can

dissatisfaction

There

is

economically operate a plant

employes

the

make
many

it

are

expensive;

there

against a few.

possible at

It

is

hard to

are

pays,

to

too

if it is

to enlist the coopera-

all,

tion of the employes;
it

when

determined

and with

this

fail.

The same unanswerable argument applies to that force of men
whose duty it is to maintain the
equipment. The health and life of
their jobs depend on the work ahead
which they must do. Breakdowns
must be repaired promptly in order
to lessen the delay

caused thereby,

If

and there must be a force of men at
hand to handle most emergencies
promptly; and the tendency is always to encourage breakdowns.
The boss of any repair department,
a monthly man, is the only one who

they can half fix a piece of track to-

personally desires everything to be

day they are assured of another shift
on the same job at some later time.
Another general influence is that

in perfect repair

more

will call for

With

done.

if

it

is

days

idle

properly

the other class of day

employes it is the poorly performed
work which keeps them busy and is
evidence that they are necessary.

of fairness

among

They

the miners.

upon to keep the mine in
and the better it is in repair
the more assurance they have of an

are called
repair,

uninterrupted day's

mine

running.

is

work when the
They feel that

they, themselves, are doing all that

must be done around the mine except hauling and dumping the coal.

They

ment

in

the shape of mining

ma-

pumps, motors,
spare armatures, etc., to meet most
emergencies by replacing the broken
machinery, there would be less need
for a force of repair men.
The
portable

chines,

proper attention could then be given
the broken piece without the fre-

"patching"

quent

and

temporary

are getting paid for the time

work, and

portune time, under favorable condi-

consumed

money

in the

not being thrown

is

away

on a crowd of worthless day men
for which they must ultimately pay
with their labor of producing the
This approaches socialistic
coal.
doctrine

— the

man who

receive

should

produces

the

closer

actual

value of the product than he does

—and

If

work and corresponding inefficiency.
The work would be done at an op-

actually

the

and condition.

there were sufficient duplicate equip-

if all

the

work around a

coal

tions, at a less

aggregate cost and

with fewer day men.

The mine foreman's

duties

are

through him are established
the government of all the sections,
the general haulage and dumping of
the coal, the inspection and direction
of all the workings, and the propor-

evident

;

empty mine cars

tioning of the

to

His duties are

mine, laying track, cleaning falls,
etc., is actually done by the miner

the several sections.

and he gets paid therefor, he cannot

may

complain that the profits to which he
is justly entitled are wasted on loaf-

the details of each section without
worry as to the operations in an-

At

other part of the mine. His duties
follow more those of a general in-

ing day

men and

idle

bosses.

least the elimination of this claim is

approached.

The

writer

is

not ad-

vancing these claims with a view of
defending them, but only because
the feeling does exist and is cause

in

no way lessened, but his attention
be more carefully directed to

spector.

the

He

existing

who must
conditions.

is

more of a

conditions

hurriedly

critic

than

create

on
one

those

—

Accidents in coal mines are mostly
due to carelessness, ignorance, or

on the part of the miner.

inability

The

section

man

required to visit

is

working place twice daily
with a view of discovering and predangerous and careless
venting
practices among the employes, and
every

this he has been the cause of

in

June, 1915
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eliminating

many

accidents, of en-

timbering regulations,

forcing strict

and preventing carelessness

in

the

other

The

duties.

efficiency in the use of

ma-

and supplies can only be
terial
brought about by careful watching.
Waste is principally due to the lack

Causes of Accidents in
W. Va. Mines

difficulties

disappeared, the general conditions

became more satisfacthe work was done
more thoroughly and substantially.
Mining troubles diminished, and at
of the mine

and

tory,

all

we

Mr. Earl A. Henry, Chief of the
Department of Mines, of West Virginia, says
"When shooting from
:

the solid

allowed

is

in a

mine, with-

need

out a special permit from the district

for any day employes except those
used in the actual movement of the

mine inspector, there is a violation
of the law on the part of the man-

the present time

There

coal.

feel little

satisfaction

a

is

knowing that everything
is

in

mine

at the

done with the supervision of one

of the bosses and in the most eco-

handling of explosives.

The

for

The mine

nomical way.
is

economy

and

advantage

the

of

man who

to the

places

the shot, and the unlawful and dan-

gerous practice

too

is

common

in

this state."

Henry

Mr.

cost sheet

the strongest testimonial as to the

down

ager on

view that

expresses

also

the

the safety devices ever

all

invented will not prevent accidents
of danger are

system.

unless the elements

The practice of
use the material.
carelessness is contagious and the

[The mine at which this method
was developed has a capacity of 800
tons daily. The underground force

tendency to waste material increases

consists of a foreman, four section

The

men, one and sometimes two track
men on the motor road, the necesIn
sary drivers, and the miners.

removed from the path of the ignorant and inexperienced class of
workmen.
impossible to
"It
is
watch them all, and the only way
to throw protection around them is
to remove the danger as far as pos-

of supervision over the

restrained.

unless

naturally

men who

small mine, or the unit system in a
large mine, gives the necessary

check to this
The only

own

does his

necessary work, and that the foreman will not be able to get miners to

tion system, one of

Some mining

difficul-

be such that some day laborers are necessary, but the closer
the system is approached, the more
economically will the mine be opties

The plan has

driving.

arguments ever advanced against this system are that
the mine cannot be kept in proper
operating condition if only idle days
are depended upon to perform the

do the work.

man

the smallest section the section

loss.

been in operation 11 months. The
roof is unusually treacherous. There

were 12 accidents

6 months

in the

preceding the institution of the secthe 10

them

fatal.

In

months following there were
Editor.]

three accidents.

may

Some miners

erated.

ing day work, but not

object to doall.

In neither

Greatest

Demand

thracite are in the greatest

demand

and make over 40 per

cording to the United States Geolog-

not started in a

passed before
cessfully,

some

and

was working

it

in

the start

suc-

we had

little

trouble along the lines

mentioned.

This only substantiates

the claim that

it

is

impossible to

operate a mine economically without

explosion

element of danger

An

experienced

ical

Survey.

domestic

They

sizes,

are essentially

and the

large proportion they

relatively

make

of the

shipments serves as an index to the
conditions governing the anthracite
trade.

Egg

coal finds

he

its

way

prin-

is

placing

"The

Gradually the miners began to render the proper asslowly they
sistance grudgingly,
work, and
extra
began to expect the
finally to seek

it.

We

adopted the

system of "making up the turn" to
miners who left their working places

many

avoid

is

the

lives in danger,

own.

coal mines of

vices as
if

any mines

West Virginia

in the world,

the expenditure of

and

money would

prevent accidents there would never
be a fatality in the coal mines of the
state, for the operating companies
are anxious to have
a

minimum, and

line are

section at a time.

his path.

will

are as well equipped with safety de-

necessary

the

left in

miner

heed danger sigand especially in gaseous mines

and pea coal is used in the same way
to some extent, though it is also
used for kitchen ranges and some of
it
goes with the buckwheat, and
smaller sizes, for use as steam coal.
The same sizes come directly into
competition with bituminous coal
and are often used mixed with bituminous coal for generating steam.

of

accumulate

will not

in addition to his

cent, of the

shipments from the mines, ac-

total

He

cause.

cipally to the furnaces of residences,

cooperation
trial

to

dangers that the inexperienced one
recklessly
seek,
apparently
will
when in reality his lack of education

employes.

The

the result, the fact that

without sufficient sprinkling was an

was made, opposition was
met, and the system was started a

the

is

was allowed

the dust

nals,

Stove and chestnut sizes of an-

of these objections have

we found
The system was
day, and much time

fired

of proper mining precautions

Stove and Chestnut Coal in

much

difficulty.

When an overcharged shot is
by a man who does not realize
just what he is doing, and a dust
sible.

the

to

expenditures along this
encouraging every move for

better

ployes

them reduced

in addition to all

for

education
their

of

own

their

em-

protection.

But the time is ripe for strict attenby mine officials to the small
details that cause accidents through
the hands of inexperienced men, and
as far as possible keep danger out of
tion

their path."
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The Oklahoma Smokeless
The Panama

Coals,

Flore County,

Some

Found in the Northern Part of Le
of Which Are Now Being Developed
Bu EdmarJ

THE

coal areas in the northern

part of LeFlore County, Okla.,
are divided by two anticlines,

known as the Backbone
and the Milton anticline.
The Backbone anticline enters the
field from the east from the Arkansas-Oklahoma state line, bearing
nearly due west to within a short
geologically

anticline

HacktU

F.

west end of this anticline is occupied
by a low range of hills, locally
known as Pine Hills, and to the Indians as "Teoch Hale," meaning
Pine

The outcrop of the
coal occurs in both sides of
this anticline as in the Backbone.
Hills.

Panama
In

Coals

the

segregation

of

the

coal

Choctaw Nation (Old

lands of the

mining was not considered profitand until the last year or so
has not been undertaken in the
state.
However, the Rock Island
Mining Co. has recently completed
able,

a shaft a

over 800 feet deep in
This is probably the deepest shaft in the southwestern coal fields, and marks the
little

the Alderson basin.

ThtCtllitrrO'linir

Map

of the

distance of the town of Bokoshe.

Indian

This anticline derives its name from
a low range of hills of the same
name. The outcrop of the Panama
coal occurs in both sides of this
anticline.
The Milton anticline derives its name from town of Milton
located near its center.
This anticline enters the field from the Arkansas River valley on the north
about the center of the field and
bears southwest to the town of
McCurtain, in Haskell County. The

rules governed:

Territory),

The

First.

the

following

coal should be of a

beginning of deep coal mining in
Oklahoma ; and it can only be a matter of

time until deep mining will be

quality and hardness to create a de-

carried

mand

the

for

use

its

for

commercial

purposes.
to be

Third.

and depth

should

It

worked

Its

be

thick

successfully.

structure or position

in the earth

should assure

profitable mining.

At the time

to

grant leases

to this field,

was
deep

(except to

those

who had openings

July,

1913,

shown

that

and
it is

then

prior

only

to

when

for the extension of

such openings) upon an 8 cents per
ton run-of-mine base.

this segregation

made and applying

on extensively throughout
as the Government has

state,

ceased

Second.

enough

|

Panama Coal Area of Okiahoma

tions are to the

eflfect

New

regula-

that the coal

must be shot only with permissible
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cuts in on the

powder, or shots must be fired from
the outside with electric shot firing

Co.'s lease

devices where black powder is used.
it follows, in view of the roy-

turn and comes back on the south

Thus

and regulations which
may be enforced from time to time

alty

bases

in the future, that the fee or private

lands

leased

more

will

a

present

much

attractive

proposition to the

investor.

Much

of the coal area of

LeFlore

County

without

lies

the

where

it

making

corner

southeast

short

a

no
on
carried
operations have been
and
Ozark
Coal
until we reach the
Railroad Co.'s lease of 960 acres
Two slopes have
near Panama.
it;
on
the first on the
been opened
about 1898,
lease,
the
east side of
went under the Panama lake and

Backbone

side of the

anticline,

many

country for

by way

Much

of

to Fort Smith, Ark.,

went

this coal

miles.

wagons overland, and a

of

pillars

and

were

abandonment.

its

filled

with water.

to Fort

Smith, the Poteau River being navigable only at high-water stages.
The coal here dips about 10 degrees northwestward and is from
3>4 to 4 feet in thickness showing a
1" to 2" parting of shale about 18
inches from the bottom.
to 20

men were worked

and

it

was

1894.

until

successfully

This

this

No

15

operated

probably the

is

oldest operation in the
trict.

From

at this mine,

Panama

dis-

steam power was used in

operation,

the

plant

hoisting

consisting of a winch and mule, the

mine being ventilated by furnace.
There is one other small wagon
mine on the north outcrop of the
Backbone anticline, at (B) on
deeded land and consisting of about
4 or 5 acres.

The

limited

operations

on

this

outcrop are not due to any fault in
the quality of the coal, but probably
to the inaccessible condition of the

outcrop for railway transportation,
and the feasibility of reaching the

same

coals at other points

in

the

district.

to

Following out the north outcrop
the Mazzard Coal and Mining

practically

and

the

southern

somewhat heavier

is

crop

throughout,

south

in dip at

the surface, varying from 15 to 25

while

degrees,

the

north

outcrop

The

mistake has been made in the fixing
of the segregated boundaries, as the

much

^

outcrop

from Zy^

is

4 feet of clean coal,
by United States

to

analysis of which

Survey

1.22; phosphorus, .140.

was sent

anticline

dips

mile without the segregated limits.

stored to await the high stages of
it

the two outcrops of the Back-

degrees to the south, and there

Geological

when

Of
bone

coal dips on this lease at about 15

tram was constructed about 1 mile
in length to the Poteau River where
the coal was loaded in barges and
the river,

left,

Farther west a second slope was
opened and operated, but it has been
closed down for several years and is
present

analysis.

westward and the dip at the surface
varies from 5 to 15 degrees.
Starting at the north end of the
Milton anticline, on the southeast
outcrop, it is apparent that some

cave-ins resulted in the flooding of

at

4 feet in thickness and will probably
vary but little from the Panama

and

Referring to the accompanying
map, on the north side of the Backbone anticline at (^), coal was first
mined in the year 1881 by the Poteau Coal Co. under the superintendency of Mr. W. O. Hartshorn.
This mine supplied the surrounding

mine

coal at present

dips from north to slightly north-

was operated

the

The

in.

for several years, but

segregated limits, hence the statement as to deep mining.

insufficient

400 feet
shows about

to about 10 degrees about

is

as

follows:

Moisture, .24; volatile matter, 15.13;
fixed carbon, 80; ash. 4.63; sulphur,

The next

at places as

is

as

Several small mines have opened on
land.
The coal up to near
Bokoshe dips from east to slightly
southeast at from 20 to 35 degrees
at the surface, and is from 4 to 5 feet
in thickness in some places it shows
a shale band of about 3 inches near
the center, while in others the band
this

;

on the old
Charles G. Adkins lease, was operated by the Williams Coal Co. for
some time, and is locally known as
In the earlier
the Williams mine.
stages of its development one of the
entries was driven under the James
Fork of the Poteau River and rooms
were worked under it. One of these
caved during high water, causing
It was shown
the mine to flood.
operation,

disappears

all

together.

Mining was begun on the Mazzard
lease at Bokoshe about 1902 by the
Henderson Smokeless Coal Co.
This lease has three slopes on it and
is pretty well worked out on the outcrop. As will be seen the two anticlines

come

to within a short distance

of each other at this point,

which

was

probably accounts for the two faults

room.
This lease is now known as the
Cameron Coal and Mercantile Co.'s

which run northeast and southeast

that only about 25 feet of cover
left in this

mine and

is

new comcompany with

operated by a

The writer in
Mr. Rule made a survey
pany.

of the entry

mentioned something over a year
ago to obtain data for sealing it off
with a concrete arch dam. To his

some of which were
10 to 14 inches in diameter, which
had come in with the water were encountered several hundred feet from
the break. Much improvement work
has been carried out by the new
operating company and it is undersurprise trees,

stood that the property

good shape.

is

now

in

This slope dips at
about 15 to 20 degrees, but changes

across the west half of this lease.

The

dip

from 10

is

lighter

here,

varying

The

to 12 degrees.

thick-

ness of the coal varies, showing on

the north side of north fault and
east side of lease to be

Coal, 2 feet

:

6 inches dirt, 6 inches coal, 3 feet
2 inches and on south side of south
fault it is from 2 feet 6 inches to
4 feet. While the coal on this property is of good quality these mines
have been in the hands of some four
or five operating companies up to
;

;

;

date.

The next

operation

is

at Milton,

the location of the Milton Cooperative Colony.

The

coal here

is

about

7 feet thick with a 3-inch to 6-inch
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near the center.
This
colony has made a success of the
operation up to date and is adding
equipment as funds will
its
to
parting

permit.

never

west, the outcrop

LeFlore County, and at
McCurtain, Haskell County, are the
operations of the Sansbois Coal Co.,
which has been in the hands of a
leaves

receiver since the disaster of 1912,

the greatest ever occurring in the

Panama

district,

been done there

and no mining has

This property was sold in December, 1914,
and is now under the management
of Mr. B.

since.

Jordan, and

J.

it is

equipment

electrical

stated

is

being

Of

Panama

the

with

that

V

formed by the Backbone and

Milton anticlines,

is

West

tas coal of

this basin in the vicinity of the

town

a depth between 700
while to the west it

of Spiro

lies at

and 800

feet,

should not exceed 1,100 feet, and to
more than 700 feet.
The coal in this basin will average
the northeast not

5 feet in thickness

railway

facilities

tention of coal producers.

at hand.

basin for the south outcrop
of the Backbone anticline is probably the deepest and lies to the

south of the town of Cameron.
of

Cartersville,

The

Haskell

near the edge of the basin
for the north outcrop of the Milton
anticline and we will call it the Car-

County,

is

tersville basin.

It

is

versity

clay veins or horsebacks are en-

A

few

encountered at places near the outcrop, but are not general; probably
is at

is

believed

by the writer that the coal here

Open

County.

in

Has-

lights are used
little

gas

being found and none where venti-

up to the requirements of
Very little attention has

been paid to the engineering in this
field and with the exception of the
semiannual surveys for the extension of the

maps required by

very

done, rooms and entries

little is

law,

and west line between Muskogee
and Mcintosh counties, formerly
Creek Nation, about 35 miles distant,

of

honor

the

of

Phi

societies

Kappa and Sigma

Beta

Xi, at the Uni-

This country

Illinois.

has been supplied with cheap coal
for years, and naturally the public
is

suspicious whenever the price

is

might be a good thing if
the account books of some of the
coal producers were opened to the
public. Mr. Smith said:
"A working minority of American
citizens have come to realize that
unregulated private monopoly and
raised.

It

citizenship

antagonistic

are

terms.

And, now that popular clamor is giving place to sober second thought,
the other side of the monopoly ques-

being driven without sights, which
has resulted in a recovery of only

tion is receiving the consideration

deserves;

there

a

is

it

widespread

common

interde-

about 60 per cent, of the coal in

recognition of the

place.

pendence of big business and the
general public On the one side, the
people are realizing that they are

Canadian Coal Production,

and have been

1914
According to the Department of
Mines of Canada, the total production of marketable coal for the year
1914 was 13,594,984 short tons.
This is a decrease of 9.4 per cent, in
comparison with 1913. The production is distributed as follows:

there has

and now that
come the promise of some

regulation

7,338,790
2,238,339
3,667,816
358,192
104,055
13.443

,

Saskatchewan
New Brunswick

Yukon

that will

The imports

for

the

year total

were bituminous lump and run

of mine,

17.1

per cent, bituminous

slack, 30.1 per cent, anthracite.

the consumption of coal in

Of

Canada

part

which can
come only with operation at a profit.
On the other hand, the managers of
their share of the returns

large

corporations,

who

are

really the trustees of the investing

public, are beginning to see that a

certain financial security goes with

public confidence.

14,721,057 tons, of which 52.8 per

large

in

prevent monopolistic centralization,
the people are interested in getting

the
Scotia
British Columbia

cent,

in reality silent part-

ners in big business,

is

still dipping to the northwest at a
very low angle, and is believed to
come to the surface again near the

36-11—4

McCurtain

exclusively in mining, very

Alberta

east

local faults are

estimated by

it

oc-

No

a depth of approximately 1,200 to

However,

The

casion was the annual joint meeting

Nova

1,400

paid

is
;

the writer that the coal here lies at
feet.

All coal

on the run-of-mine basis the
usual grades are fancy lump, modified lump, slack, and run-of-mine.
for

The

town

on

conditions are good.

is

and has excellent

now

Mr. George Otis Smith, Director
the United States Geological

the room-and-pillar system, and roof

the law.

ably accurate data, that the coal in

idle.

about business and its relation to
the people which are worth the at-

lation is

accompanying map and it is estimated by the writer, from reason-

and 2,297

in operation

Survey, recently said some things

Virginia.

All mining in this district

The

estimated limits are shown on the

the year there were 797 coke ovens

of

of

probably the

shallowest basin in the county.

can be

Big Business and the Public

kell

the

it

exception

and they will compare
favorably with the famous Pocahon-

anticline.

lying between

was from Canadian mines and 54.6
per cent, imported. At the end of

sippi River,

the largest

basin,

coals,

the

during 1914, about 45.4 per cent,

the

smokeless coals of Sebastian
County, Ark., they have no equal
as a steam coal west of the Missis-

the northwest outcrop of the Milton

Spiro

by

out

the

countered.

The

to exist but has

followed

writer.

and that operations are
soon to start with machine mining.
No operations have been made on
installed

known

is

been

said

About 3 miles

that

where coal

595

The

public can-

not be left out of the reckoning, and
that

well-remembered

toward

the

public

so

attitude
tersely

ex-

pressed 30 years ago by a pioneer in
railroad affairs does not pay divi-

dends today."

:

:
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Electric Shot Firing in Kansas
Method by Which Shots are Fired
in Order From Outside the Mine
Bs Clark

THE

methods of mining and of

shooting

used

many

many

adopted.

of gas at the working face, and the

ing the coal

This

from the blown-out shots
are some of the dangers which con-

40 inches long
and 2j/2 inches in diameter. Stemming is generally dirt from horsebacks, but it is quite probable that
coal dust is also used.
That too
much powder is used is easily shown
by stating that only 12 tons of coal
are produced per keg (25 pounds)
of powder. In one instance a weigh
boss who also had charge of the
powder, stated that as much as 300
pounds of dynamite per day was
used in the mine at which he worked.
The result of such conditions has
been to cause the death of many shot
firers and to produce too much slack

firers.

precautions have been
However, the only sure

means of preventing injury while
employed seems to be the absence
of all persons from the mine while
shots are being fired. This can be
accomplished by the use of an electric firing device operated from out-

the

is

of the

method now

of

experiments

result

carried on by the Hamilton Coal and

Mercantile Co., of Weir City, Kans.

The

apparatus

slightly modified

usedf has been
and now gives en-

tire satisfaction.

Shooting

flying coal

front the shot firer, but windy shots
and mine explosions, which occur
occasionally, are even more dangerous.
These either kill instantly, or
fatally burn the victim, or failing in
this, the shot firer is left to succumb
to the effects of

The

under the old system is as follows
the miners have completed
their work for the day, have loaded
their shots, and have left the mine
the shot firer enters the mine. His
sole duty consists in lighting the
fuses of the shots which the miners
have prepared.
The natural tendency is for him to fire the shots as

off the

solid

practi-

is

complete

although

mine.

it

is

prepares

hole,

loads the shot.
the

prohibited

The miner
his

The

by the
shot

drills the

and

cartridge,

shot firer lights

leading to the cartridge.

fuse

The method,

in a slightly different

form, is followed in other states, but
perhaps with somewhat different re-

During the

sults.

1902 to

interval

from

66 shot firers were
killed in the coal mines of southeast
Kansas. Ten shot firers were killed
during
alone,

1913,

winter

the

and

if

the

of

1911-1912

number

killed since

that time were added to the

would be

found to

be

list

much

it

in-

There are several mines
which have succeeded in gaining bad
reputations as places where from six
to twelve shot firers have been killed
since the mine was opened, and that

creased.

•Lawrence, Kans.
tElectric Shot Firing, by Lucius
I
L. Wittich,
Vol. 33, p. 213 (December,

Mikes and Hihekau,
J9I2).

may

quickly as possible, so that he

cally universal in southeast Kansas,

state law.

afterdamp.

practice of firing the shots

After

side the mine.

The adoption

and in addition much
used illegally in shoot-

in the injury

shot

the present methods of mining are

used

company,
dynamite

Defective and short fuses, pockets

has been recognized for a long time

and

within a period of about 8 years.

southeast

in

Kansas resulted
or death of

B. Carpcnlei*

his

work and

leave

the

That

Shot

black powder

used, some CO is formed.
The
heating of the coal by the powder
is

CH^ and
H. In some cases an explosive atmosphere results. The second shot
now explodes, and if all is well there
may be no explosion, but suppose
also results in setting free

that

the

shot; that

second

shot

is

a

windy

paid at the rate of

danger is not too great a hazard, but
in mines which have been the scene

two or three explosions the price
demanded may reach as much as $10
to

As

firers are

$3.34 per day in mines where the

This practice results in stirring up
dust with the first shot and at the
same time increasing the temperature of the room.

size of

is

coal.

of

has

The maximum

cartridge allowed

this is not the best pracbeen thoroughly proven.

tice

is

$15 per

The
trical

shift.

first

installation of an elec-

shot firing device in this

field

was at Hamilton mine No. 8, near
Arma, Kans. It has also been installed in a mine of the McCormick
Coal Co.
Schietzel

The system is that of the
Company and depends

upon the action of a so-called spark
box for its success. The system has
been thoroughly tried out at this

mine and has proven

successful.

simply shoots out a

In detail, the operation of the plant

long tongue of flame, which will igany gas liberated by the first

Hamilton mine is as follows
There are two leads of No. 10 B. & S.
copper wire extending into the mine
and one common wire or return.

is,

it

nite

shot,

The

and

in

addition

explosions

so

some

dust.

commonly met

with in this district are the result of
conditions of this kind.

A

at the

One

lead wire goes to the east side

miner is
allowed to have 25 pounds of powder in the mine with him, the powder

common

being delivered at his switch by the

the other to the west side.

and the other to west
into

wire

splits

two wires, one

side.

The

bottom
the east and

at the
to

The

lead
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common

wires and the

wire are con-

rough an iron conduit
down the slia^t and are connected to

ducted

tli

against / by a spring not
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shown

in

When shooting, the current is
turned on, the solenoid is excited

of

new

is

left

and pulls up the plunger F, allowing

other 6-foot, flexible, gap, -witch is
located some 120 feet furtlur m the

around

as well as to prevent the premature

and press

is

of the plunger in falling will hit

down

it

B

such that
broken, the base

position

the circuit

during the day while

A

to fly out, pulling

a

into

when

the miners are in the mine.

G

the trigger

These two switches aic to
serve as protection from lighu. r,?f,
firing of shots

to turn his

switch.

a three-pole switch located about 30
feet from the shaft bottom.
An-

mine.

him

the drawing.

B

against C, thus

Common Wire

room and

to put in a
then given 180 feet

is

wire, which is connected and
hanging on supports at the
neck of the room, and is uncoiled as

needed.

When

the wire

is

30

the

pulled,

room

is

and the

feet is discarded,

finished,

20 or

last

because the

wire

is

then

wound up and

in-

The

sulation has been shot away.

to be used in

leaaf Wire In

cop-

He

kept

is

Very

another room.

little trouble is encountered in the
rooms, except in those cases where
the miner changes the wires after

ground wire which extends
through the entire mine serves as a
protection from accumulated static
per

the shot firer has put

charges.

them

in place

From this gap switch the wires
extend to the east and west sides of
the mine. The wires are carried on

Fuses of the Red
Spitter type are used.
The miner
loads and connects his own shots.
Not more than 2 per cent, of the

insulators for a part of the distance,

shots

within the room.

but for a large part of the

way

they

The

fail.

shots are fired in the evening

are allowed to rest on the floor, with

after all the

them from
the cars, and to keep them from
coming loose. This means of carry-

out of the mine.

as to see that there are no

ing the wires

the mine, and also that the wiring,

pieces of slate to protect

found to
work very satisfactorily and in addition it is not expensive. The ground
wire is generally carried under the
head of one of the rails, and is connected to each of the spark boxes by
a switch beneath the box, Fig. 1.
The spark box is the controlling
has

the shot firer to

been

THE COLLICRV CNOINCtR.

Fig.

passage of the firing current and insures that the shots connected to the
box nearest the shaft, on either side
of the mine, shall be fired first, and

current in the

that each

This

box

shall operate in turn.

consists

essentially

of

a

spark box solenoid A, which raises
and drops the plunger F, depending

on whether the current is or is not
passing through it; the trigger G;
into the box, D, out
the lead wires

H

box

of the

to the shooting circuit,

box; the common
wire E the conducting lever B and
the connecting plates C and /.

and /

to the next
;

is

when the
The path

not again excited

again closed.
// to

The

to

new

circuit

of the

position of things

C and out through /.
G projects outside the

after firing

back
the

fi

trigger

box

men

in

and must be pushed

to its original position before

box can be operated again. This
from a prema-

shots he must go through the mine
and connect the shot wires to the
spark boxes, and at the same time
throw out the ground switch beneath each box. He then comes to
the shaft, throwing in the 6-foot,
flexible, gap, switch, and the threepole switch, and comes to the surface, where he starts the dynamo,
tests the circuit, and fires the shots.
The shots are tested by passing a
current from a single dry cell
through the circuit supplied by each

protects the shot firer

spark box, before the shots supplied

ture shot.

by that box are

The spark boxes
the

main

east

are located along

and west

entries.

One

proves
fired.

The

If the test

fired.

satisfactory

shots

the
are

shots
fired

are

alter-

box supplies each front and back
entry on either side of the main

nately on the east and the west sides

entry.

After completing the firing the
shot firer goes immediately into the
mine, pulling the three-pole switch

The

;

In shooting position the arrange-

Spark Box

to the wires of the shooting circuit,

is

a

1.

making the connection to the next
box. The solenoid, being connected
is

is

the shots as well

spark boxes, and other apparatus
good order. Before firing the

chanical device which controls the

It

the duty of

It is

fire

are in

me-

factor in this system.

men have been checked

lead wire and

the

common

wire are covered by the same insulation so that the insulation

cut

flows through the part B, through /

is

and out through D. A shunt is run
from D to the solenoid and back to
the common wire E; B is held

amount of wire

in

must be

order to connect the room

ment of the parts is as shown by the
accompanying drawing. The current enters through the lead wire H,

wires.

When

a

room

is

turned, the miner

given 50 feet of No. 10 insulated
iron wire, and an iron conduit carries the wires under the track. This
is

enough

to allow

of the mine.

and the 6-foot, flexible, gap, switch,
and then he goes to each spark box,
and disconnects the firing wires and
throws in the ground wire switch.
This completes his duty unless he
notices any falls of rock or, in extreme cases, fire, and these he should
report

when he reaches

the top.

;
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at
Scranton, Pa., from
which 150,000 cubic yards of rock
and soil have been removed. While
the company had been contemplating stripping operations for some
colliery,

time, the beginning of the

work was

induced by the desire to extinguish
a mine

fire,

which had not yielded

to

ordinary treatment.

The National colliery is an old one
and much of the ground has been
worked over. At this point the Big
bed approaches close to the surface.
One of the distortions of this bed is
shown in the wall of the strip pit as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
At this point
bank is about 60 feet high.
Below the Big bed and separated
from it by rock, varying in thickness from 1 to 10 feet, is the New
County bed. The Big bed is here
from 12 to 20 feet thick and the
New County bed about 8 feet thick.
the

Fig.

1.

Showing Distortion of Big Bed at National Stripping

The common ground wire through
was made necessary by the

the mine

fact that a

good ground could not

be obtained in the mine. When the
apparatus was first installed there
were two or three premature explosions, the cause of

which was hard

but which was finally
attributed to the accumulation of

to

explain,

static charges on the spark boxes
and the lead wires. Thereupon the
ground wire, which is an uninsulated
copper wire, trolley wire size, was

The boxes

installed.

are connected

to this

ground wire by a switch be-

neath

the

boxes.

The

wire

duced more lump coal than was formerly produced. The firing of the
shots has no apparent bad effect on
Fuses
are
obtained
the
roof.
through the company and are furnished to the miners at cost; wire
also

is

furnished to the miners, some

5,000 feet per

month being

used.

Stripping at the National
Colliery
The

IVritlen for

The

D., L.

opened a

Colliery Enginetr

& W.

strip

pit

R. R. Co. has
at

its

National

The

fire

originated

New

is

Current of 20 to 30 amperes at 175
is used.
It is probable that not
more than 50 to 75 volts is necessary
to produce sufficient pressure to

overcome the resistance of the firing
circuit. .4 ampere is sufficient to explode a fuse, while .9 ampere is sufficient to

It

is

has re-

duced the price of mining the coal
by 1 cent per ton over the cost
under the old system, because of the
saving in wages paid to shot firers
it, has eliminated the danger to the
shot firers and in addition has pro;

Fig.

2.

Two Beds

New

fire was
County bed; at

Until rather recently, the

confined to the

volts

giving entire satisfaction.

the

covers a space of 300 ft. x 800 ft.
Apparently the fire was not caused
by ignition from the surface, as the
coal under the burnt dump heap was
not ignited, though the rock over
the coal was calcined by the heat.

grounded at the top of the shaft. It
has proved absolutely satisfactory
and there have been no further
premature explosions.

work a box.
At the present time the system

in

County bed at some unknown time
in the past and from some unknown
cause. The only definite knowledge
on the subject is that it has been
burning for several years and now

of Coal Exposed in Stripping
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bore holes did not reveal

least,

presence in the Big bed.

its

had

Water

of the hole.

from

is

supplied

been found impossible to work in
the immediate vicinity of the fire
because of the high temperature,
and bore holes were put down with

the

Lackawanna

the idea of reducing the temperature

against a head of

by increasing the
did

increase

It

They

ventilation.

the

ventilation

River by

a

two-

stage centrifugal
pump operated
about 140

The

but

feet.

stripping

is

doing so increased the draft, intensified the fire, and formed channels through which the fire was

done by contract.
Speaking g e n e r -

communicated to the Big bed.
Attempts to extinguish the fire by

the

in

water have been only partly successful,
as the water drains away
through the old workings and
through fissures and does not submerge all of the burning coal.

At
the

the present time

fire

of

holes

have been sunk

from the surface

at selected points

until eight holes

have been

drilled,

four 14-inch and four 18-inch.

All

New County

bed,

of these reach the

and average about 90 feet in depth.
Openings reached by two of these
bore holes have been filled and the
third hole

The

is

now being

is illus-

country costs from
15 cents to 25 cents

yard for soil
and from 25 cents
per

35

to

The surface
1 and 3.
broken down by jets and

in place.

While this operwas under-

ation

taken with the
immediate purpose
o

f

extinguishing

this fire, the possibilities

coal

bore holes.

The

entrance of coarse material is prevented by the grating over the top

strip

pit
Fio.

for the purpose of

taking

to

revealed by

have induced the
company to open
it

soil

washed down

per

cents

yard for rock, both

trated in Figs.
is

in

anthracite

another

flushed.

operation of flushing

stripping

ally,

are being reached by flush-

Drill

ing.

some parts

599

out
at

Flushing Soil Into Bore Hole

pillar

from the Big bed.

eration

3.

present

is

This opvery

small

and only about eighteen 2-ton cars
per day have been taken out.

This

number

soon be increased to

will

about 50 cars.

At

this

point the

has been worked by underground methods. However, a con-

coal

siderable

amount of

pillar coal still

remains near the surface and this
can be reached quite economically
The overburden at
by stripping.
the point shown in Fig. 4 is about
.

and the coal is from
This pit is only
feet distant from the

15 feet thick

12 to 20 feet thick.

about

650

breaker.

impossible to say

It is

how much

stripping will be done as there

is

no

means of knowing accurately how
much coal remains in the ground.
old maps seem to be either
lacking or defective, and prospect

The

drilling
it

is

considered impractical, as
to outline the

would be impossible

by
method without sinking such
large number of holes as to

coal pillars of the old workings
this

a

make
Fig.

4.

Face of Big Bed Exposed in Stkipping

the cost of the process pro-

hibitive.
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Water and

Boiler

June. 1915

Its

Treatment

Mechanical and Chemical Methods of Removing Injurious
Materials from the Water or Rendering Them Harmless
By

THE
and

on "Boiler Water
Troubles" in the pre-

article

tation,

Its

alkali.

ceding issue outlined some of
the effects produced

upon

boilers

necessary
use

common

water

in

intended

add an

to

coagulants

This heating of the feed-water re-

is

sults in the depositing of a portion of

the treatment of

the scale-forming substances or in-

of

for

domestic

pur-

crustants.

steam

If live

used as

is

poses, but not in treating that in-

the heating medium,

tended for boiler uses.

raise the temperature of

of these troubles can be

sometimes used to removed solid impurities. But in most
cases any solid impurities which will
not settle out of the water are allowed to go into the boiler, from
which they are removed by blowing

water to a considerably higher point
than can be attained with exhaust

following article

is

designed to

mitigated by treatment of the water.
It is possible to divide the

meth-

ods of treatment roughly into two
classes: those employing physical
means, and those employing chemical

However, these two

means.

The

M. Young

The
show

impurities in the feed-water.

how some

by

quite

is

it

C.

it

make a sharp

distinction

between

them. It is possible also to consider
chemical treatment under two heads,
distinguishing between treatment in-

is

out.

The use

not possible to

overlap so that

is

classes

Filtering

among

the

in two advanwater enters the

the

first,

boiler at nearly boiling temperature

and the

strains produced by the entrance of cold water are prevented.

Second, bicarbonate of calcium and

side the boiler and outside of it. In
any case the method to be employed
depends upon the character and

carried in suspension in the water

quantity of the impurities present,

enter cracks which are occasionally

and the quantity of water

formed

of graphite

particles

This results

steam.
tages;

magnesium are decomposed, and calcium and magnesium carbonates

no chemical action. It is sometimes
added to boilers to remove and prevent scale. Its action is said to be
fine

the feed-

may

treatments because the graphite has

that the

possible to

physical

of graphite in boilers

be mentioned

it is

out in the heater.

settle

temperature

which

is

calcium

practically

sulphate

insoluble

settles out.

Also the

raised to the point at

and

If sufficient

becomes

time

and prevent the
closing of these cracks by the depo-

the

Treatment.— "SoMA impurities causing turbidity or muddiness
of the water can frequently be removed by settling. This is true only

new scale-forming material
in them.
In this way cracks spread
and the graphite also finds its way

are separated from the water,

between the scale and the metal, with
the result that fragments of scale

terial.

handled.
Physical

in case the suspension of these solid

in the scale

sition of

due to the movement of the
water which prevents their settling.
This treatment is purely physical.
In some cases these impurities do

fall off.

not settle out completely on stand-

formation of

bodies

is

ing and

it

is

necessary to add a

This is
some chemical substance which,
when added to the water, forms a
precipitate which entangles the suspended solid particles and carries
them to the bottom with it.
The coagulants most used are
aluminum sulphate and ferric sulphate. When these are added to an
alkaline water a bulky precipitate of
aluminum hydrate or ferric hydrate
is formed.
If the water is not sufficiently alkaline to cause this precipicoagulant

to

the

water.

Another
is

effect of graphite,

which

believed by some to be the most

important,
that

the prevention of the
scale.

It

numerous

the

graphite

form

is

suspended

nuclei

is

thought

particles
in

of

water

the

upon which part of the

such that the precipitated incrustants

nearly

all

Some

will,

tirely

insoluble,

amount of
the

with

boiler,

the

and a very small
formed in

scale will be

as

these

are

increasing

deposited

concentration

due to the evaporation of the water.
Fig. 1 shows a feed-water heater so
designed that the water is exposed in
trays

to

The

trays

are

hasten

precipitation.

easily

removed for

cleaning whenever necessary.

the metal.

treatment, which embodies both

chemical changes,

the heating of feed-water.
quite

of course, remain

calcium carbonate nor calcium sulphate is en-

thin

A

is

in the water, as neither

creasing the amount deposited

physical and

it

remove from the water
of the scale-forming ma-

possible to

incrustants are deposited, thus de-

on

is al-

lowed in the feed-water heater and
mechanical arrangements are

be

to

also

this

commonly done

This

as an

is
is

econ-

omy, because, by the use of exhaust
steam to heat the feed-water, a considerable portion of the heat value

of the exhaust steam

may

be saved.

Chemical

Treatments.

— Chemical

treatments are those in which substances

added to the water react

chemically with substances already
dissolved in the water, forming

new

which are removed or
which are less harmful than the

substances

original impurities.

;
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the most

common

impurities in

the feed-water are the incrustants, so

common

the most

treatment

always due to carbonates, and
ordinary

cases

these

are

601
in all

bicar-

greatly to be preferred, and this

is

method

rected toward the removal of these.

bonates of calcium and magnesium.
Total hardness is determined by

analyses

The treatment

based upon the
possibility of such decomposition
and recombinations of substances in

adding

forms.

solution

determination

that

mon

substances

insoluble

of the most com-

of such reactions

tween

di-

is

One

are formed.

is

calcium

that be-

is

water a standard soap

to the

solution

until

shaking will

a

formed by
minutes.
This

lather

last

5

coming into use
some cases the

is

extent.

In

to a great
results of

expressed

are

in

Parts per million

is

instead of parts per cent,

the

quantity

of

both
used

because

substances

deter-

calcium and magnesium compounds

mined by analysis, commonly found
in water, is so small that it would

form insoluble soaps, and

be expressed as a small fraction of a

in solution

is

possible

because

and any
soluble carbonate, such as sodium
carbonate.
Here the reaction if
sodium carbonate is used is
CaSO^ + A'a^COa = CaCO^ + Na^SO^
sulphate

The calcium carbonate

/RETURNS OR
CONDCNSATC

(

practically

is

while the remaining sodium sulphate is very soluble.
insoluble,

It would seem to be a very simple
matter to add to any water containing calcium sulphate a quantity of

sodium carbonate
the

cipitate

The

sufficient to pre-

calcium

carbonate.

as

comes from the fact
that an excess of sodium carbonate
is itself harmful to the boiler, therefore it becomes necessary to add
difficulty

only

a

quantity

sufficient

reagent

to

of

due to the presence of calcium
Besides

phate.

the

overcome the troubles
this,

sul-

the use of an

Fig.

1.

HoppES Feed- Water Heater

excess of any chemical involves an

unnecessary expense.

a matter for careful study, and the

no lather is formed until a certain
amount of soluble soap exists in the
water. Therefore, enough soap solution must be added to combine
with the calcium and magnesium
compounds present before any soap

treatment of any water should be

can exist in solution in the water.

This

of

necessity

adapting

the

treatment exactly and carefully to
the quality of the water treated,

makes

the treatment of boiler water

attempted only after a careful ex-

While

in

The simplest valuable tests which
can be applied to water are those for

expressed in parts per cent., in water

alkalinity,

acidity,

An

examination

and
with

hardness.
respect

these three properties alone

foundation for a

sufficient

is

to

not

scientific

treatment of the water, but will

il-

lustrate the procedure necessary.

These

tests are

made by

the addi-

tion of standardized liquid reagents.

Acidity

is

commonly determined by

confusion

when

is still

easily

waters

analyzed in different countries are

The

parts per hundred

also

is

very

common.

Either of these expressions in deci-

mal form

is

preferable to grains per

Hardness

in grains per gallon is

also expressed as degrees of hard-

ness
is

;

that

bonate, or

stroying

One

one degree of hardness
grain of calcium car-

is,

equal to

1

its

equivalent in soap-de-

substances,

per

gallon.

grain of calcium carbonate

equivalent

to

1.36

grains

is

calcium

Imperial

sulphate; 1.10 grains calcium chlor-

gallon and United States gallon are

magnesium carbonate
magnesium sulphate;
and .95 grain magnesium chloride.
Whenever the treatment of a
boiler-water supply is undertaken by

compared.

British

not the same, therefore the expression of grains per gallon

must be

referred to the kind of gallon con-

the use of a standard solution of

sidered.

NaOH,

quired

methyl orange or phenolphthalein being used as an indicaAlkalinity is determined by
tor.
Alkatitration with standard HCl.
linity in natural water is almost

may

This

largely adhered to.
to

is

method of ex-

older

pression as grains per gallon
lead

The expression
thousand

most analytical work the

content of the substances sought
the

grain per U. S. gal-

lon equals 17.138 parts per million.

gallon.

amination.

analysis

One

per cent.

A

calculation

is

when analyses made

countries are

also

re-

in other

compared with those

made in the United States.
The expression of the results

of

water analysis in parts per million

ide

;

1.20

.84 grain

grains

a responsible person, the water

is

examined, not simply in
the manner indicated, but it is
analyzed for all of its constituents,

carefully

and the treatment

is

founded upon

:
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the results of this analysis. In order
that the best results possible shall

be obtained,

it

is

absolutely neces-

sary that the treatment be exactly

and

suited to the particular water

be

treatment

the

that

carefully

followed.

Frequently the character of the
changes either rapidly or
slowly, and a treatment which is
suited to one condition will not be

water

suited to

another because the re-

agents added are not proportioned
to the dissolved substances in the
water.
little

If this is the case either too

or too

much

of the chemicals

will be used, with the results that the
treatment is incomplete and the

June, 1915

ments and groups into hypothetical
compounds, and some chemists do
so, arranging them for instance into
calcium carbonate and calcium sulphate, etc. Such an arrangement is
not necessary and is likely to be

The treatment most commonly
that addressed to the

is

re-

moval of the scale-forming com-

As we have

pounds.

seen, these are

calcium

and

magnesium,

calcium

of

carbonates

principally

and

these metals.

It

necessary that

is

In some cases the quality of the
water supply changes rapidly and

moved from

is
discharged
into
waste
streams from which boiler water is
taken. To illustrate, one large user
of water, who when operating at

trial

develops

capacity

horse-

40,000

power, examines the supply twice
per day, and the treatment is modified to suit the conditions.

On

the

other hand, some waters

such as
those from deep wells, are almost
constant in composition, and treat-

ment once found

satisfactory

may

be followed without change for a
long time.

Among
minations

the

more common

besides

those

deter-

already

mentioned are those of sulphates
and magnesium. S0^ is determined
by precipitation with barium chloride.
Magnesium is determined by
precipitation with sodium ammo-

nium phosphate.
It

the
lies,

is

also desirable to determine

silica,

iron and aluminum, alka-

and chlorides; so that a deter-

mination

sufficiently

complete

to

hydrate

is

used as the precipitant,

much calcium

twice as
existed

cause

in

the

is

precipi-

form of carbonate as

the

water,

original

has

precipitation

be-

been

caused by the union of the added
calcium with the excess COj of the
calcium bicarbonate. If exactly the
right amount of calcium hydrate is
plete

but calcium

indus-

apparent that, when calcium

added, the precipitation will be com-

substances.

when

is

Treatment is based upon the formation of insoluble compounds of
the chemical added not only shall

especially

+2CaC03+2H^
It

sulphate.

troubles due to the impurities of the
water are only partially removed, or
an excess of reagents is added to the
water with the result that trouble is
caused in the boiler by these added

frequently,

+NaiC0z+2H£)
MgHi{C0i\+2Ca{0H)i=Mg{0H)t

tated in the

inaccurate.

used

Cam(C0s)2 +2NaOH = CaCOt

these ele-

It is possible to distribute

produce a compound which

is

tically insoluble, but that this

be cheap.

ical shall

ous

There are varicompounds,

calcium

insoluble

bonate,

mation of sodium acid carbonate,

boiler water as the car-

NaHCOs, this substance breaks
down into sodium carbonate, water,

commonly
is

best

practically

and the reagents necessary

to cause the precipitation are very

On the other hand, magnesium can be partly precipitated as

cheap.

compound

the carbonate, but this

somewhat

ever the reaction results in the for-

re-

is

because this

insoluble

prac-

chem-

and there will remain in the
water only that amount of calcium
carbonate which is soluble in water.
If sodium hydrate is used, sodium
carbonate is formed in the water.
This will remain in the water and is
itself harmful in the boiler.
When-

soluble and

it is

desirable to precipitate

is

therefore

magnesium

and CO2. Another objection to the
use of sodium hydrate instead of calcium hydrate is its greater cost.
However, as will be seen later, there
are some circumstances in which the
formation of sodium carbonate is
desirable.

Bicarbonate of

iron

frequently found, though

can be done very cheaply.
The carbonate used as a precipitant is sodium carbonate in its crude
form of soda ash. The other of the

not in very large quantities.
is

treated

in

calcium bicarbonate.

When magnesium

bicarbonate

magnesium carbonate.
stance is somewhat

stances are also used.

therefore

Calcium

and

may

magnesium

present, the addition of

bonate

produces

it is

a

is

sodium carof

precipitate

This

sub-

soluble

and

necessary to add lime

bicar-

water to precipitate the dissolved

be precipitated by the

magnesium carbonate as magnesium
hydrate.
Magnesium carbonate
would be decomposed by heat.
MgCO^ + Hfi = Mg(OH)^ + CO^
The magnesium hydrate is a scale

of sodium carbonate according to the following reactions:

addition

CaHi{C03)i+NatC03 = CaCOi

+2NaHCOs
MgH2{COi)i+Na^Oi=MgC03
+2NaHC0i
and in both

This

the same manner as

two most common reagents is lime,
CaOH. Caustic soda, barium compounds, sodium fluoride, trisodium
phosphate, and several other sub-

bonates

is

commonly

as the hydrate, and fortunately this

forming substance.
These reactions

2NaHCOi=Na2COi+COi+H^
They may

would show free acidity, iron and
aluminum, calcium, magnesium, alkalies {K and Na) CO^, SO^, and CI,
and in some cases other substances.

the addition of sodium hydrate or
calcium hydrate, as follows:

by

CaHiiC0t)i+Ca(0H)i=2CaC0t

+2H.P

the

the adjustment of the treatment to

serve as a foundation for treatment

also be precipitated

illustrate

necessity of exact calculations and

cases,

the water.

Calcium sulphate is precipitated
by sodium carbonate as follows
CaSO, + Na.CO^ = CaCO^ + Na^SO,
Similar reactions take place with

all

:

:
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compounds but the
commonly met

soluble calcium

sulphate

apparent that the sodium
and calcium change places and that
there will remain in the water the
with.

It is

sodium salt of the acid originally
combined with the calcium. All of
these sodium compounds are very

They

soluble.

accumulate in

will

the boiler, and the quantity in solu-

must be reduced by blowing

tion

CaSO^ + Na^CO^ = CaCO^ + Na^SO^

the one

is

off

603

It

also

is

possible to treat this

cipitate the calcium sulphate.

ists in

too

If

little

lime water

used,

is

some of the bicarbonates will not be
decomposed and will enter the
If too

boiler.

much

is

used

it

will

blown out with fresh water.
Another complication resulting
from the breaking up of calcium

too

the incrustants will remain in the

sulphate

go

ity of

by

calcium sulphate
presence

the

increased

is

of

with the amount of
in the water. This

bility increases

sodium sulphate
calcium
solved

carbonate,

sulphate,
scale.

the

in
is

which

is

dis-

sodium

of

solution

deposited in the boiler as

This, however,

is

unavoid-

form

little

into

scale in the boiler.

soda ash

water, and

if

too

is

used,

much

is

If

some

used

it

the boiler where the

of

will

CO2

will attack the iron.

sodium

the

sulphate formed and that the solu-

necessary to precipitate

the bicarbonates.

itself

the fact that the solubil-

NaOH

water by adding lime water and soda
ash. The lime water will precipitate
the calcium and magnesium bicarbonates and the soda ash will pre-

the boiler and replacing the water

is

from the action of the 6 molecules
of

It is possible to

use sodium hy-

drate and sodium carbonate in such

a

way

as to obtain exactly the result

desired.

The sodium carbonate

re-

When

As-

of

by the
Such a water may

precipitated

it is

is

necessary to neutralize

it

Lime or limestone

alkali.

are

the cheapest available substances for this purpose, and the lime

and

cipitate the calcium sulphate.

molecule

calcium sulphate alone ex-

water,

water it
with an

and caustic soda

utilized to pre-

1

result from the action of a stream of
mine water containing free sulphuric
acid upon the calcium bicarbonate
of a stream with which the mine
water mingles, or upon limestone.
There would then be in this water
calcium sulphate and probably also
iron and aluminum sulphates.
When free acid is found in the

acts

is

necessary in

It is

add

to

use of soda ash.

from the reaction between
calcium and magnesium bicarbonates
sulting

case

this

is

more

Sulphuric acid

rapidly.

commonly met

the only one

with,

apparent that the neutralization of this acid with a calcium
is

it

able.

sume

Trisodium phosphate is sometimes used to precipitate calcium
and magnesium compounds.
The
advantage of its use is its almost
complete removal of the incrustants.
However, its cost is considerably
greater than that of lime.
The following examples are given

contains calcium

bicarbonates

bining with the substances dissolved
in the water as to prevent the for-

to illustrate the care necessary

in

of

mation of a

proportioning the chemicals used

in

with CaH^iCOs)^, and 2 molecules
in that with MgH^iCOs)^.
But we
have only 1 molecule of CaSO^.

They are based upon
work done by Kalmann;* embodied
the treatment.

and Softening of Boiler
Feed-Water" by Edmund Wehrenin "Analysis

fennig.

Assume

magnesium bicarbonates are present and
are precipitated by the addition of
that calcium and

caustic soda as follows

CaH{Coi)i+2NaOH = CaCOs

MgHi(COi)2+WaOH^Mg{OH)2
+2NaiCOi+2H/)
apparent that one molecule of
sodium carbonate is formed in one

It is

case and two in the other.

Assume

also that the water contains calcium

sulphate and that this
cipitated

is

to be pre-

by sodium carbonate as

follows

for example

*MitteiIungen dcs technologischen Gewerbmuin Wien, IV. Jahrgang 1890.

sulphate, calcium

magnesium

bicarbonate, and

bicar-

bonate in the proportions:

If

molecule CaSO^
molecule CaHiiCOi)^

1

molecule

we use

MgH^iCOg)!

NaOH

to precipitate the

we shall have 1 molecule
Na^CO, formed in the reaction

Therefore it is necessary to use a
combination of NaOH and CaOH.
By using 2 molecules of each we

break down and precipitate the
bicarbonates and have 1 molecule of
Na^COg to react with the CaSOf
Suppose we have:
3 molecules CaSOt
1 molecule CaH2(C03)2
shall

molecule MgH2(C0s)2
need 3 molecules of Na^CO^ to
1

We

precipitate the

CaSO^ and

number which

will result

this is the

from the

addition of 6 molecules of

NaOH.

Suppose the water contains:
4 molecules CaSO^
1
1

compound

will result in the

tion of calcium sulphate.
it

is

forma-

Therefore,

necessary to use soda ash to

precipitate this.

1

1

molecule CaH^^COi)^
molecule MgHiiCOs)^

The CaSO^
Kunu

the water

that

In some cases
to

add reagents

it is

found possible

to the water in the

boiler for the purpose of so

scale.

com-

Where this can be

done, the treatment of the water

is a
very simple matter, as no machinery
is

required.

Where
it

is

plant

the water

quite polluted,

which the water can be

in

treated before
It

is

necessary to install a treating

is

it is

fed to the boilers.

apparent that such a plant

should possess two characteristics in
a high degree.
reUable and

it

That is, it should be
should be automatic.

If it is to be automatic it must be
mechanically operated, and since the

water has to flow into the plant and
out again, it is apparent that the
motion of the water can be used to
operate the mechanical equipment of

What

the plant.
plished

is

reagents,

the

is

to be

preparation

accomof

the

which are commonly soda

ash and lime, the accurate propor-

requires 4 molecules of

tioning of these, their complete mix-

be formed

ture with the water, and the complete

Na^COj, but only 3

will

;

from the

The

the

of

separation

water

purified

precipitate.

solution of soda ash

pre-

is

pared by weighing out the required
amount of the substance and adding

amount of water, in
which it is quite soluble when agitated. Lime is best used in the form
it

to a certain

of lime water, because

impos-

is

it

a milk of lime of

to obtain

sible

uniform strength, while a saturated
solution of calcium hydrate is constant. This is prepared by agitating
quicklime or hydrated lime in water

and
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using

clear

the

after

liquid

the water contains anything capable

explosions

of acting as an electrolyte, for ex-

was

ample

there will be electrolytic

salt,

composition between the tubes and
plates or between the rivets and the

Even the

action.

difference in

between different parts of

plates, or

may cause
The common remedy,

same tube or

the

this action.

and one which
erly applied,

plate,

successful

is

The

zinc in the boiler.

tacked and

must hang

is

at-

A great

deal of ingenuity has been

making mechanical

exercised in

rangements which

insure

will

water

the

remedies,

and

with 1913 was 12 per cent.
of

The exact figures for the number
men employed are not yet availbut taking the estimates

able,

and their

show the

with 747,644 in 1913.

water and must be
discussion of boiler

troubles

intended to

of

the

states

number

of

men

The

proper proportioning of the chemicals to the supply of water.
The substances which have been

importance of careful investigation

of

serve as a guide in the planning of

pared with 3.73 in 1913.
Excluding 1912, when

from oak
At first thought

treatment for a boiler water supply,

was

recommended
scale

for

range

boilers,

in

prevention

planks to potatoes.

and the exact

fitting of

the case.

is

but

It

hoped that

is

it

a remedy to

not full enough to

it

will indicate

would seem absurd to expect results from a great many of the subwhich have been used,
stances

the necessity of very careful

partly because of the nature of the

alls,"

substances and partly because of the
exceedingly small quantity of any

ices

it

active material contained

in

when treatment

is

the

of

desirability

work

undertaken, and

avoiding "cure

and of relying upon the servthose who have made a

of

scientific

study of the subject.

them.

It is possible,

new branch

of

Coal Mines
During 1914

Fatalities at
Bu
It

Albert

fatalities in coal

prevention of separation of
crystalline precipitates by very small

States in

amounts

Among

colloids.

protective

of

these protective colloids are

one other class of
troubles which deserves mention,
namely those due to electrolytic action.

It

is

is

well

known

that

when

two different metals are immersed
in an electrolyte and electrically connected, a current will flow, and that
one of the metals will be dissolved.
The electrolyte must be something
capable

of

attacking

one

of

the

if it atacks both, it must
one more readily than the

metals, or,

attack
other.

In the boiler

we have

brass

tings exposed to the water, and

mines in the United

1914 were 334 less than

the

rate

men employed,
is

lower than any year since 1903.

While there was a reduction of
number of fatalities, there was also a reduction of
12 per cent, in the

10.5 per cent, in the production of

The United

coal.

States Geological

estimates

production

the

compared with 570,048,125 tons

The

1913.

for

fatality rate per 1,000,000

was
With the

tons of coal produced in 1913
4.89 and in

exception of

was

4.41, the

1914, 4.81.
1912,

when

1914 rate

is

this

rate

the lowest

yet recorded for the United States.

The amount

with 2,785 for 1913.

fatality

in

of coal produced per

1914 was 208,078 short

Coal-dust explosions, 96 per cent.
haulage, 1 1 per cent. and falls of

which with the exception of
the largest on record. The
production per fatality in 1913 was
204,685 tons; 1912, 226,469; and in

roof and pillar coal, 10.6 per cent.

1907, 144,325 tons.

The principal causes of accidents
show a material decrease were:

that

;

The

net

fatalities

decrease,

was

in

underground

365, or 14 per cent.

There were 331 fatalities due to
gas explosions as compared with 91
in

1913,

240.

Of

making a
the

net increase of

total

gas-explosion

were

tons,

1912

is

There were 316 lives lost in diswhich more than five men
were killed at one time as compared with 464 in 1913, a net reducasters in

tion of 148, or 32 per cent, in this
class of accidents.

not possible to attribute these

due to four
serious
explosions.
There were
slight increases in accidents due to

lower rates to any one particular

•Mining Engineer of the United States Bureau

assigned in part to any one of the
following agencies or to a combina-

fatalities,

261

fit-

if

1,000

the 1914 rate of 3.30 per 1,000

during the preceding year, the total
fatalities being 2,451 as compared

certain vegetable extracts.

There

H. Fat*

gratifying to note that the

is

deals with colloids, suggests the possibility of

3.27 per

for 1914 as 510,000,000 short tons as

which

chemistry,

fatality

becomes 3.30 per
1,000 men employed in 1914 as comtherefore,

rate,

Survey

however, that some of
were really obreported
results
the
tained and really due to the peculiar
substances used. The comparatively

as

and using the same
as employed in 1913
for the other states, gives an estimated total number of employes for
the year as 742,868 as compared

its
is

both underground and surface accidents at coal mines as compared

be successful, the zinc

in the

The preceding

ar-

or about 3 per cent.

5,

net decrease for the year for

furnished by the inspectors for part

electrically connected to the boiler.

settling.

was

increase

The

42 per

or

while on the surface the net

dissolved instead of

is

To

the iron.

zinc

There

electricity.

accidents

shaft

in

ties

cent.,

prop-

hang a piece of

to

is

if

and

also a net increase of 26 fatali-

of

Mines.

It is

influence.

They may, however, be

;
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tion of all of

them

closer and

:

by the

careful inspection

more

state

Field Coal-Dust Explosion

in-

Gallery

A

better enforcement of laws
and regulations by the operators; a

spectors

;

cheap and easily constructed
gallery, for demonstrating

realization of the dangers attendant

the

miners'

his

daily

work

and his efforts to reduce accidents
due to the educational campaign
conducted in his behalf; the ex-

CoAL-DusT Explosion Gallery

explosives

;

humidifying

dusty

mines first-aid and rescue training
which saves lives that might otherwise be lost by reason of injuries
received
the enactment of industrial accident compensation laws
and last but not least the spirit of
cooperation on the part of all con;

;

cerned.

Miners

Who Don't Mine

There are nearly a hundred thousand employes in the collieries of
the anthracite coal fields of Pennsyl-

who mine no

vania

number

1913,

in

The

coal

dust

at

The

gallery

is

constructed

of

rough 1-inch boards, nailed to timber sets of 3" X 4" material, erected
on 6-foot centers.
The gallery
measures 7 feet wide and 6 feet high,
inside of the timber sets, and should
be approximately 85 feet long. This
length

may

be reduced somewhat

if

necessary.

Six inches beneath the roof are
placed shelves of 1" x 12" material,

which are supported, one at each
timber set, by means of two nails
driven into each of the uprights.

The

gallery

is

ends, and 12 feet

cannon,

left open at both
beyond one end a

consisting

of

a

discarded

ing cannon, which can be supplied

The men

by the Bureau of Mines upon payment of transportation charges, is
set on timbers so as to be a foot
above the ground level with the

coal are the

army

the

of

men

bore hole parallel to the axis of the
gallery.

From

in front of the can-

ventilation,

non, and extending to a point 3 feet

main-

within the gallery, a platform on

tenance, and the preparation of the

which to place dust is erected. A
heavy wire is fastened to an eyebolt,

who

are

employed

transportation,

at

drainage,

coal for market outnumbers by over

18,000

the

men who

mining and loading

are

coal.

actually

the rear, so as to allow a recoil of

from

1

foot to 2 feet,

which by means

of the heavy wire attached to the

dust shelves will effect the

dump-

The Explosion

the latest figures

miners with state certificates and the
miners' laborers. There were 44,346
miners in 1913 and 33,973 miners'

by a
on the top side near the edge
away from the cannon. The cannon
is braced loosely by a timber, extending from it to a pile of dirt in

to Fi

9-inch liner from an explosive-test-

was 96,991.
who mine and load the

Thus

of

meets, has been designed

exact

coal.

available,

laborers.

field

and tested with satisfactory results
by Messrs. George S. Rice and L. M.
Jones, of the Bureau of Mines.

— Ready

tended use of safety lamps in doubtful mines; the use of permissible

explosibility

shelves, being attached to each

nail

wooden

upon the miner

in

606

screwed into the front of the cannon,
and is stretched over all of the

ing of the dust

when

Each

shelf

the cannon

should be
heaped with the dust to be tested
and placed on the four nails of each
timber set, so as to be nicely balanced thereon and yet to be easily
dislodged by the recoil of the cannon. More of the dust should also
be heaped on the platform in front
of the cannon, extending from the
cannon for about 15 feet, so as to
propagate the flame from the cannon to the dust within the gallery.
Roughly, 200 pounds of coal dust
is

fired.

will be required for

each demonstra-

Cannon should be charged
with 1 pound of "FFF" black powder tamped with 3 pounds of clay.
tion.

When

the cannon

is

fired, all of

the dust shelves should fall so as to

prepare a cloud for the propagation
of the flame throughout the gallery.
If the coal dust is inflammable, the
flame will pass along the dust in

front of the gallery and will then
be sent through the cracks between
the boards of the sides and roof and
finally

emerge

at the opposite

end of

the gallery.

Wet

the boards before each test

to prevent their taking fire.

::
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Steel- Wire Hoisting
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W»

the value of

find

First,

Ropes

as

follows

Wz={Wi+Wi)
Rule for Finding the Load Stress and the Required
Diameter, Together With a Practical Illustration

sin <i>+ft {Wi-\-Wi)

(W^i+W^»)

(cos <^4-.05)-

5

gt
g being the gravity factor, approx-

Bu

THE

F.

working load in tons of

W.

Stxrf*

Let

imately 32.16.

Wi = the

weight

W^j = the weight in tons of rope

capable of sustaining, is eleven
times the square of. the diameter of

W^8 = the resistance in tons of

rope

is

of

the rope

is

1.58

sheaves
tons.

diameter.

the

increases, the

load

with weight of mineral
and receptacle and speed of hoisting
remaining constant.
increases,

in

moving the load

of mineral;

the weight of the receptacle,

weight of the rope, the track

engine

it

<

= the

pulle3rs,

/.

resistance of the sheave fric-

is

r=the

dependent upon the resultant

of all the forces

journal bearings.

acting

An

upon the

sheave acting vertically, the pull of
the rope in the direction of the mine,
and the pull in the direction toward
the winding dnmi. The weight of
the sheave and the difference in pull

between the two directions of the
rope line will have but
upon the amotmt of

problem

is

simplified

= the

exact analysis

would involve the weight of the

little

are practically correct

if

neglect the weight of the sheave

/(= .1

in the case of a bucket, cage, or

« = the

between

lines of

either

the

the rope on

side

of

the

period equal to the period of acceleration.

This will

= cos

\ a = the

sum

of the

cosines of one half of

each

Wz = A

write

of

.

becomes necessary to eliminate the

unknown term Wj

L

the value of

in order to express

directly in

the

different

W^2=-^^^-- =
Substituting tV
Wi = .000072

L

line of the rope;

(1) for

coefficient of

by the

sheave

/(

express the value of the load stress

known

coefficient

of

track

theoretical

diameter

of the rope in inches;
rfj

= the

00079 di^i?

L,

j^_

By substi(3)
W2 in the equation

and solving

AW

i

(2).

for d^.
.

for L.

{l+2f.Icos\a)

(l-t-2/.J cosia)
in which all the terms are known from

the stated conditions

friction;

di=the

quantities:
*PtofeMor of Civil and Mining Bnsineering, Michigan College of Minee.

= the

known

l-.OOOOmD

friction;

For the derivation of the rule to

.

LD

tuting this value of

= the

A,

= 2 Af. {W1+W2) v cos ^ a
Then by summation, L=A {Wi+Wi)
(1+2 f. I cos \a) (1). And it now

different sheaves in the

/i

of

(W^2-J-Wi),and sheave

we
and

for winding

with a cylindrical drum.
After finding the value

angles produced

directions.

of

5==—

make

terms.

sheave;
2'

in

/«=.015 in the case of a skip on
wheels running on steel rails.
The value of 5 may be fovind with
svifficient acciu-acy by assuming a
uniform acceleration during a certain
period, then a uniform speed during
a certain other period, and then a
uniform retardation during a final

friction

angle

two

on skids or

skip running

re-

consider the pull equal in the two

on a hoisting rope in terms

depth of the shaft in

feet;

The

and the

winding

<^=the angle of the shaft
below the horizontal;

influence

friction.

total time of

in seconds;
r'

Approximate
be assigned as

= .015;

speed;

The

sults

time in seconds re-

time required to come
to a stop from full

acceler-

ation.

tion

at-

to attain the
speed S, and suppose
this to be equal to the

the

friction,

and the mass

been

has

quired

the journal friction of the sheaves

and

per second after

tained;

consists of the weight of the mineral,

may

guides;

the normal speed of the

we mean the
be overcome by the rope

of varying influences.

on the rope;

speed of winding in

feet

the load stress

resistance to

expressed in
This is the load

stress

S = the

of the

friction

by the square
As the diameter

of

be

value

follows

L = V73+the

pounds per foot in length multiplied

By

to-

guides;

itself.

The weight

this

let

average values

H^i+W2

tion

the weight of the

and

and to the friction
on the track or in the

gether with the resis-

part of this load

gt

<^

tance due to accelera-

the mass

ance has been made for bending stress
on account of sheaves and winding

A

H-.05)H

(cos

<^-|-/«

represented by A. The term .05
makes allowance for friction in the
guides when <^ = 90 degrees.
The friction factors are found to be
somewhat variable under a multitude

suspended;

the rope in inches, after due allow-

for factor of safety.

—
5

attached to the rope;

is

dnmi and

Find the value of sin

tons

in

2,000 pounds, that a hoisting
rope made of the best plow steel,

commercial diameter

of the rope in inches.

di= V(-iVL).

(4).

Probably this value
not a commercial diameter.
The commercial diameters vary by
tV inch from | inch to f inch, by

of di

is
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\ inch from f inch to If inches,

by \ inch from If inches to 2J

and

inches.

Make (4 = the commercial diameter
next higher than di, unless the latter
should happen to be found an exact
commercial diameter.
fixed,

„.

2=

Kr

Then with

l.mdiD.

tuted in equation

(1)

Make di=\\

inches, the commerdiameter of the rope that will be
required to do the work.
cial

Li=1.2092X

(5)

,,, 1.58X2.25 X4,500\
11

+

the

-

2,000
this value of

When

d^

„. -_^
j =22.97tons.

27000

load

on the rope

stress

starting.

Wi

is

and Li

substiis

made

Safety Inspection System of
the Susquehanna Coal Co.
By EJaln

a).

(6).

For example, Fig. 1 if the angle of the
shaft is 70 degrees, the depth 4,500

THE

Susquehanna Coal Co. was
on August 1, 1913.
There are at present 50 of these inspectors employed in the various
mines of the company. In the Wyoming Division there are 24, whose
constant and only duty is to look

They

after safety.

"the

called

feet,

from starting to stopping, the time
to develop tmiform engine speed
10 seconds, the angle between the
rope

lines over the head-sheave
60 degrees, the weight of cage and
loaded car totals 11 tons,

W^i

= ll;

unin-

they

make

taken

a report of the prein

the

to the fire boss in the

he

tells

interest

They

of

report

morning and

them of the places that are

noted when he
made his morning examinations, and
of the orders he issued to the miners
dangerous,

as

he

when they reported
It

is

to him.

the safety inspector's duty

and see whether or not the miner has complied with the orders
issued by the fire boss. He is also
supposed to examine the miners'
places for gas and to test the roof
first,

r = 70;
= 4,500;
<^ = 70°;
a = 60°;

I>

every time he enters a place. He
also examines the traveling roads,

_,.^

4,500

5 = —-.;,- = 75

60
Then i4=sin 70°

ft. sec.

to take care of

he finds a dangerous
condition existing whereby an accident is liable to occur, he has it
remedied immediately, or orders the
place stopped until the necessary repairs are made.
law

If

mine

also notes whether the

complied with

regard to
safety holes and clearance for the
passing of moving cars, whether
is

abandoned workings
whether head-blocks

in

are

fenced,

and safety
catches are in position, whether cars
are properly blocked, and whether
men travel on places prohibited by
law, whether second openings are
available and in good condition, and
whether timber or materials are un-

He

loaded too close to the road.

then, to visit these dangerous places

«=10;

_

the

men how

also familiar with the various escape

safety during the day.

the time of hoisting 70 seconds

to

structs the

their places.

These men are directly under the
charge of the mine foremen, to
cautions
Diagram of Hoist

are sometimes

aid

first

traveling roads, manways, and second openings, in his district, and
makes note of conditions and in-

jured."

whom
1.

in-

commenced

A"

After he has visited the dangerous
he inspects all the places,

places

He

C. CtirfW

employment of safety

spectors in the mines of the

,

Fig.

at

(5).

the corrected load stress,

cos \

607

is

ways and return airways so that he
can lead the men out in case an accident happens to the hoisting ma-

He

chinery.

makes note of

also

places that are in need of timber,

and

reports

them

to

the

proper

official.

There are also placed

in conspicu-

ous places in and about the mines,
various signs calling the attention
of the men to the dangers that sur-

round them
and along

in their

the

working faces

traveling

roads.

Signs are also placed showing the
men the different manways, second

openings and means of exit from the
mines.

Captions on pay checks and due
bills are

constantly calling the

men

aware of the dangerous condiunder which they labor for

their sustenance.

LetB = l+2/. Jcos|«;
5 = l+.03cos30 = 1.026.

and is constantly on the alert for
danger from any source; in other
words, he is looking for trouble.
If the miner has not started to
comply with orders previously is-

Then,

sued to him, the safety inspector

spicuous places on the outside, for-

+ .015

(cos

70°

75^

+ .05)+.321.6;= 1.1785.

(1)

(3)
(4)

L = 1.1785 X 1.026 (W^i + W.,)
= 1.2092(^1 + Wi)\
=
Wj 000072X4, 500 L=.324 L;

directs

make

and instructs him how to
himself safe, or takes

such

action as the circumstances warrant,

.

L= 1-.1.2092X11

= 21.88 tons;

324X1.2092

,

/21.88

,

1.41 inches.

^'=V"ir=^

but

all

for safety.

•District Safety Inspector, Wyoming Division,
Susquehanna Coal Co. Instructor of Practical
From
Mining, Nanticoke Vocational Schools.
a paper on "Safety First," read before Nanticoke District Mine Institute, February 20, 1915.

to be

tions

Electric signs are

displayed at the entrance of every
colliery yard, and in the most con-

men to be careful.
Forever they are appealing to the
man's higher and nobler side warning him to be careful, not merely
ever telling the

for himself alone, but also for his

and
workmen.

wife

family

and

his

fellow

—
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The

movement

safety-first

men

only applies to the working

not

Gas Caps and Gas Dis-

but

charges

company.

also to the officials of the

In examining for gas in a certain

cuss causes and conditions that pro-

duced accidents, and precautions and

heading on one occasion, the writer
was surprised to discover a twofold

suggestions are oflFered for preven-

combination

tion of similar accidents.

flame on the testing lamp was reduced to a non-luminous one. Di-

Bulletins are issued

the
of

superintendents,

different

whom

in turn sends copies to

mine foreman
mine foreman
sistants,

then

together,

was a cap having a brown or reddish-brown tint, and surrounding
and above this peculiar cap was the

The
as-

and safety inand reads the

on the causes of accidents
and methods to be used to prevent
them, which precautions are strictly
bulletin

enforced.

Examinations on mine law, for the
officials,

are held at stated periods,

which examinations the attendance of every man employed in an
official capacity by the company is
demanded.
at

Therefore

it

can be seen that edu-

cation and efficiency are

non-luminous flame

rectly over the

each

his

calls

to

The

cap.

each

in his district.

bosses,

fire

spectors

and sent

gas

a

of

demanded

of men, and officials alike, for the

prevention of accidents in our coal
mines.
not the intention of the writer

ordinary gas cap.

This

unusual

puzzled

cap

the

and he naturally wondered
what conditions were the cause of
His
such a peculiar circumstance.
surprise was intensified when upon
other subsequent occasions he observed the same gas cap combination at the same place and also in an
writer

He

adjoining heading.

has also ob-

served this reddish-brown cap

when

no ordinary gas cap could be disWhen making examinacerned.
tions

the places mentioned

at

the

observed tongues of
flame, of the same reddish-brown
tint, shoot up from the non-luminous
writer

has

or educated miner never gets hurt.

cap and for some distance within
the ordinary gas cap, and he assumes there is an undoubted con-

Sometimes

nection

It is

of this article to say that an efficient

unfortunately

such

an

one occasion within the wriexperience a heading had been

fenced off owing to the presence of

Sd John Thompsor^

dis-

Meetings are held frequently to

On
ter's

gas at

its

extreme end.

The heading

was ventilated by a 7-horsepower
fan exhausting air from a range of
air pipes 12 inches in diameter and
about 450 yards in length. Being
.

familiar with the place, the writer

knew

that the gas

was issuing from

a cavity in the roof about 30 yards

from the extreme end of the heading. He went to examine the cavity
and upon reducing the flame of his
lamp to a non-luminous one, found
to his surprise that there was hardly
any gas to be observed. But in the
course of a few seconds he observed
gas beginning to show, and the cap
formed to steadily increase until it
indicated
five

;

percentage

a

of

nearly

but after attaining this size the

cap began to diminish until there

was barely

visible

any indication of

gas at all. As long as the writer
could take observations, this rise and

was repeated, and
was somewhat similar
to the crest and trough of a wavelike movement.
Sometimes the gas
fall
its

of the gas cap

repetition

cap rose to such an extent as to indicate the presence of gas at its lowest
explosive point, and the writer was

transitory

fortunately able to observe several

usually

tongues and the more stable internal

alternations of the rise and fall of

an accident that was unavoidable,
not due to ignorance of danger, or

reddish-brown cap.
In a coal heading where gas is
present and a cap is shown and

the cap before his light

the consensus of opinion that

where dust

particles are in suspen-

to

efficiency is the largest factor that

sion in the

air, it is

accident happens, but

careless
It is

it

is

methods used.

Man was not
He may have some

contributes to safety.

born

efficient.

physical

or

mental

men must be

become

trained and

the reddish-brown tongues of flame

ascended

accidents are ever to be reduced to

within

minimum.
The originators of the safety-first
movement and the men who are try-

places

and
around the mines, are endeavoring
to do this. But the man at the coal

the air.

the

to

prevent

accidents

in

face or along the road, or the driver,
or door boy, or whoever he may be,

must also do
movement.

possible to see

the flame of such particles shoot up

educated to do their work in a systematic and intelligent manner, if

ing

these

from the non-luminous flame and
within the gas cap, and generally
ascend to the apex of the cap, but

characteristics

that lead to efficiency, but to
efficient

between

his part in this great

did

not

usually
for

a

do

but

so,

limited

only

distance

the cap.
Moreover, the
where these flames were observed were wet to such an extent as

to prevent dust particles floating in

This phenomenon was observed
with a Wolf naphtha lamp, admirably adapted for such a purpose.
"Read, March 27, before the South StaffordWarwickshire, and Worcestershire branch

shire,

of the National Association
agers.
Colliery Guardian.

of

Golliery

Man-

was eventu-

ally extinguished.

To prove

the sensitiveness of gas

pressure the

following incident

good example. In a
certain heading a little gas was discharging from a break in the roof.
As water also issued from the same
will serve as a

break, the discharging gas

made

a

noise of effervescence, and the water

had a frothy appearance. Nearby
was a pump operated by compressed
air.
As soon as the pump began to
work and exhaust air was driven
from its cylinder, the gas ceased to
discharge from the crevice.
The
added pressure of the exhaust air to
that of the atmosphere in that locality was enough to counterbalance
the pent-up energy of the gas in the
crevice.

From

a practical standpoint the

variability

of

a

gas

discharge

is

somewhat important;

for a

man

ex-

amining for gas in a cavity from
which it exudes, might conclude that
no gas was present if he happened

make

to
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observation

his

Ferro-Conc rete S haft Linings
Section, Sug-

M.

gested by a French Engineer,

the

at

moment when the disgas was at its minimum

Z

Plan of Using Segments of

Gillieaux

psychological

depression, and he would justifiably

OF ALL

was no immediate
danger. But a man making another
observation immediately after;, might

has the advantage of
in proportion to
cheapest
being the
of the maproperties
the resistant

charge of

there

conclude

find the discharge at its

maximum

and he might rightly conclude that
the evolution of dangerous condi-

was

tions

from

the systems employed
lining shafts, ferro-con-

for

terial,

to the space occupied

has

ing

though
of

stances,
light is

of a

so easy with a reduced lamp

flame.

writer has sometimes endeavored to ascertain whether it is possible to obtain an approximate idea

The

as to the quantity of gas present by
observing the height of the luminous flame at the moment when the

gas cap vanishes or loses

From

ity.

its visibil-

his observations

he has

the conclusion, somewhat
come
empirically he admits, that when the
to

gas cap vanishes with a luminous
flame of about yi of an inch, there
present nearly 2i/^ per cent, of
gas and when the gas cap vanishes
with a luminous flame of about Yz
air
of an inch, there is present in the

is

;

more than 2>4 per cent, of
the limit fixed by statute as a

I section,

arranged at right

Reinforcement consists of S irons,
extending

bottom

rib

from
of

top to the
segment, with
hooks, arranged

the
the

simple
symmetrically to the

auxiliary
THE COtUEKT tNCOEt".

Vertical Section

Vertical Section
OF Z Segment

The

the nose pieces and

OF

Mold

usual plan of using segments

with butt top and bottom joints is
attended with certain inconveniences, including leaky joints and the
necessity for providing temporary
scaffolding when, as is generally the
case, the work of lining the shaft is

commenced
downward.
fects, the

at the top

To

and continued

obviate

these

de-

author has devised a form

of construction in

which the seg-

section, each being

ments are of Z
hooked on to the next higher memjoints
ber, and thus making closer
than are ordinarily possible.
strong crown ring is fixed

A

the rock at the

and

head of the

in

lining,

the sinking has suffiprogressed- a series of the

when

ciently

segments

suspended

Z-shaped

des Ingenieurs
•Read before
Bruxelles.
sortis de I'Ecole Polytechnique de

is

the Association

first named, in
narrow or throat

With regard to the weight
and dimensions, it is advantageous
that each unit should cover the larsections.

gas,

line.

in certain special cases ribs

or

preferable.

slightly

demarcation of the danger

X

angles to the shaft wall, might be

prevalent that render it a somewhat
risky proceeding to reduce the flame
to a non-luminous one, seeing that

him in difficult
and the extinguishing

the one most suitable for obtainautosuspension,
satisfactory

is

gas in the air-current is abnormally
high it can be seen burning on the
ordinary flame of the lamp.
Sometimes conditions may be

place

set, it

The reason for the adoption of
Z section was that this type

necessary to reduce the
flame upon the lamp to a non-luminous one, whereas if the percentage of

may

cement

the S or

is

circum-

the

binds the lining firmly to

straining the upper portion.

detect a small quantity

the extinction of the observer's light

When

the rock, and fresh segments can be
hung on below without fear of

and as the percentage of gas present
becomes relatively lower, it requires
a relatively lower flame upon the
lamp to discern and render visible
it

several rings have been

segments.

the

more readily it becomes visible
upon the flame of the testing lamp

of gas

ring

plugged, and a semifluid mixture of
cement and sand is injected into the
cavity through the holes provided in

the

To

first

sinking pro-

the annular space between
lining and the shaft wall is

the

the lining, a thickness of 8 to 10
inches being as efficient as 14 inches

the percentage of gas
present in the air-current of a mine,

cap.

the

set up,

The higher

its

When

tion.

by

of brickwork.

possible.

form the

As

ceeds fresh rings of segments are
hooked on to those already in posi-

crete

and

this ring, to

tubbing.

of

gest possible surface, within reasonnot
usually
is
It
limits.
able
desirable for the weight of a segment to exceed 600 or 700 pounds

corresponding superficial
area to be about 7 square feet.

and

To

the

facilitate the injection of thick

the injecting holes are
tapered outward, and sloped downward. Their position should be as
low down in the segment as is prac-

grouting,

ticable,

and their diameter should

correspond to that of the feed-pipe.
To enable segments to be hooked
on to those above, a small amount
of play must be allowed for between
the upper sloping surface of the top
rib and the corresponding slope of

the bottom recess into which
so that the nose can

slip

it

fits,

into the

^e igttieryEngineer
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channel prepared for

without

it

The same

culty.

applies

diffi-

the

to
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means of a

The

cradle.

latter

is

lower slope of the bottom rib and
corresponding lower slope of
the recess in the upper portion of
the next lower segment.

triangular in shape, and curved at

The key segment of a
necessarily of somewhat

the

ring

different

shape to the rest, in order to

With

tate its insertion.

is

form a sup-

the bottom in order to

To

weak spot

ring; but this effect

may

bing, the vertical joints should be

staggered with relation to those of

/!/i>

,

a^Afo/c/

When

in each

1H[ COLIICIV (RSINItll

Through
Mold

Suspension

Cross-Section

Ring

cord.

the

matic core of slightly larger size

loosened,

may

slackened the cradle swings to the
center of the shaft, ready to be

To
rope;

hoisted

up

be used for the

Before

introduction of the cement grouting,

operation

may

be sup-

pressed at the point where the hole
is

intended to be cut.

The

concrete

is

introduced

into

the molds in an almost dry state and
is

well

The

rammed.

reinforcing

irons are inserted one

by one, and

as soon as the segment

is

it is

completed

taken out of the mold.

The suspension

crown

consists of a channel-iron ring with

external

bedded

radial

arms

horizontally

in a thick layer of concrete

at the top of the shaft.

detach the segment from

when

and

Tie-rods

(old rails, etc.) are sometimes driven
through the unusued cement channels in the segments into the rock.
Being subsequently embedded in

cord
rope

retaining

the

the

is
is

commencing

circular hole

dug

is

actual

the

sinking the

of

a

shaft,

for the founda-

Then,
when the shaft has been sunk a few
tion of the suspension ring.

yards, the ring

put into position

is

and the
arms or beams on which it

rests are laid

with their ends care-

fully secured in the

of the

first

groove provided

The upper hooks

ring of tubbing are then

lowered into the channel of the suspension ring, which has been filled
with thick cement. The weight of
the segments forces out the cement,
which runs down and fills up all the
interstices.

Each segment

tested to see that

and,

if

not, is

it

hangs

wedged

then

is

vertically,

until

it

does.

much

extent, play the part of spikes hold-

cement would be required to

fill

ing the segments in place.

In order

up, a grid of cross-bars

is

to prevent or correct any deforma-

the tie-bars, to support a

number of

tion of the circular section of the

stones (put in from the open side),

gether into a solid mass.

diameter as the shaft.

ing segment

down

The

concrete.

success of the injec-

and the rate at which it can be
performed depend on the care with
which the staging is fixed.

To enable the grouting to be
poured into the space behind the first
the next set of rings,

of

wooden

plugs are inserted through the cen-

channels

of

the

lowest

ring,

is

The

is

it

on

is

is left

which should be
to prevent choking

for the concrete,
sufficiently fluid

the passages.

When
sinking

the injection
is

is

completed,

recommenced, the base of

the existing lining being protected,
if

necessary, with temporary timber-

Fresh rings of tubbing are put

ing.
in,

in the

same way

as before, as

sinking progresses.

From the
Z segments

technical standpoint, the

give a perfectly homo-

to-

clos-

tilating pipes, compressed-air pipes,

put in at a point

where the rear cavity

free passage to the next ring

and are cheap, the
temporary lining being
saved. The system enables all the
shaft fittings, such as ladders, ven-

laid

which the cement then binds

segment a rigid ring of the same
are lowered

As

tral

so large at any point that too

The segments

erected underneath.

is

each segment is put in, and this
staging is caulked, a layer of tow is
placed on it and covered with a little

which plugs reach down as far as
the tow on the staging, and form
cores. When these are drawn out, a

If the cavity behind the segments

well to insert after each

staging

radial

forcement, and they may, to some

it is

tight.

in the center of the hole,

the grouting, they serve as a rein-

shaft,

it

three or four rings have been

tion

again.

for that purpose.

or

ring

up the whole

make

and introduced through the special channels
left for that purpose in the others.
To close the open space at the bottom of the lowest ring, a temporary

for the ends of the buntons, a pris-

or the reinforcing irons

fill

rock, for the upper ring,

the segments to provide lodgments

may

and

top between the crown and standing

obviate the need for cutting through

in each block

will then

joint

put in, the injection of grouting is
begun, this being poured in at the

molds, wooden liners being inserted
to produce the necessary recesses

be inserted into each mold of
those segments that will support the
buntons. The passage thus formed

and

the

of

is

To

first ring, and similarly with all
subsequent rings. As each segment
is hung onto the one above, a thick
cement is placed in the recess in the

the

latter,

be min-

pieces.

In

from slipping, a hinged ledge
bottom of the cradle is turned
up and secured by means of a wire

imized by staggering these joints.
The segments are cast in ordinary

and to shape the nose

are

joints

hemp or tow.

at the

suppressed, the edge being beveled
true, results in a

these

latter

this object,

it

the segments,

of

caulked with tarred

putting in the second ring of tub-

facili-

This arrangement,

prevent the injected grouting
at the vertical joints

from escaping

prevent the

port for the block.

the inner flange on one lateral edge
of the first segment of each ring is

inwards.

To

the shaft, and put into position by

the smallest.

geneous
cost

etc.,

lining,

of

to be placed in their

position

as

permanent
and

sinking proceeds;

:
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the rock water being held back, the
cost of

pumping out the

shaft
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made may be misleading because

of

damp meter

is

much more

portable,

variable conditions, such as height

more

duced, a whole series of small econ-

of testing flame used, kind of

omies being effected which, in the

and

and practically independent of the
personal element.
This has been

aggregate, considerably lessens the

percentages, especially those above

tried in the laboratory with satisfac-

relative expense of the installaton.

3 or 3j4 per cent., it is possible to
obtain great variations in the height

tory results.

is re-

oil,

For the higher

size of wick.

of the cap by relatively small varia-

Gas-Detecting Apparatus*
Firedamp

contains

occasionally

other gases than methane and varying amounts of hydrogen, carbon

and

dioxide,

justify the

but so rarely as to

air,

common assumption

firedamp

is

and air.
While

it is

that

a mixture of methane
true that

some of these

occasionally found have a
lower explosive limit than methane,
it is also true that they give better
caps for the same percentage of gas,

gases

and therefore,
methane, there

estimated

if

as

no great proba-

is

bility of their

occurring unobserved

in

quantities

sufficient

cause

to

damage.

With

in

flame.

the height of the testing

much more

reliable to

detection having any practical value

First, flame testers, includ-

ing safety lamps of various types.
Most of these serve a double purpose, giving light and at the

same

time indicating the presence of gas,
and can, with care, test down to say

1

one of the more modern lamps burning lighter fuel could detect less
than 1 per cent.
Apparatus Depending on Rate of
Diffusion.

—The

the density.

Any

apparatus of this

even
if
calibrated
with
methane, could not give reliable rekind,

sults

mine where other gases

in a

are present unless these gases could

medium.

the porous

Indicators depending on combusresulting

Third, ap-

types.

resulting

increase

in

temperature,

decrease in pressure, or decrease in

volume measured.
cal

detectors

ments."

Flame

Fourth,

electri-

"hot-wire

instru-

or

Testers.

—There

is

still

a

methane present and the

increase

in

temperature,

decrease in pressure, or decrease in

volume, include probably the most
accurate forms of instruments for

of water that must
hoisted out of the

mines

anthracite

of

Pennsylvania

has increased nearly 10 per cent, in
the last 10 years, and will continue

making the mining of
more expensive.
It has been computed that
every ton of coal removed from the
to increase,

anthracite

constantly

mines involves the removal of a ton
of water every year thereafter until
the mine and all workings connected
with it are worked out and abandoned.

greater capacity than the old ones

them are suitable
work or for
work on the surface, and so far as
known none of them have been successful for use underground by orfor

laboratory

—These

Electrical Detectors.

really

both of which also use an electric

they replaced, beside the huge water

In 1904 the capacity of these

hoists.

pumps

was

745,690

gallons

per

minute as against the 1,037,009 gallons per minute recorded as their
capacity in the last annual report of
the Pennsylvania Department of
Mines.
All

of

pumping

this

capacity,

current, in that instead of measuring

necessary to meet periods of "heavy

change produced in the gas
sample itself, the physical alteration
produced in a hot wire due to the
combustion of the gas is measured.
Such an instrument as the Liveing

water,"

the

rndicator

is

satisfactory for a con-

the surface, but

it

carry underground.

is

The

The

is

not in use

all

the time.

quantity of water actually de-

livered at the surface in 1904

446,120 gallons
years later

it

per

minute.

was
Ten

was 489,600 gallons

per minute, or about 250,000,000,000

too clumsy to

This is equal to
a year.
approximately 950,000,000 tons a

Also the zero

year, or thirteen

recently invented

Ralph

gallons

many

rating alters after a time.
35-11—5

The quantity
pumped and

only

siderable time in a laboratory or on

•From a lecture by W. G. McMillan, Professor of Mining, University College, Nottingham.

be

tunately most of

amount of gas present from the
Estimates thus

Mines

In 1904 there were 846 pumps below ground and 10 years later there
were 929 pumps, many of them of

the detection of methane, but unfor-

persistent tendency to estimate the

height of the cap.

Water From Anthracite

rate of diffusion of

gases varies as the square root of

come under head of combustion apThey differ from the
paratus.
Chatelier and Haldane apparatus,

Webster

in

per cent., and with

rate of diffusion of gases, including

paratus depending on the slow or
rapid combustion of the gas, and the

said that the principal use for such

apparatus

important.

see as low as

dinary persons.

eon, and

of these instru-

ments has had a prolonged trial
underground.
It perhaps may be

use at the present time, could easily

2 per cent, or even 1 per cent.
Second, apparatus depending on the
appliances of the Ansell, McCutch-

reliable,

is testing for gas in mines
which electrical safety lamps are
used and the entire elimination of
anything in the nature of a flame is

tion of the

first, flame in some form of safety
lamp; second, analysis.
Methods suggested and in operation may be classed under four

None

more

judge from the density of the cap.
It has been found that any one with
ordinary vision, with most lamps in

It is

be removed before passing through
certain possible exceptions

there are only two methods of gas

heads.

tions

easily handled,

fire-

coal.

and a half times as

tons as the total output of

^e (gftieryEngineer
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The Cover Page

THE

cover page this month shows an explosion

in

of Mines for use at first-aid contests and whenever

some of the
phenomena of a mine explosion and the consequent conis

mining towns. It
do what banks do,
And there can be no doubt
that the opportunity to save and receive interest on savings would be welcomed by many miners. It would lead
to greater contentment and greater industry and there
would be less willingness to interrupt the savings by
taking a day off now and then. Also a thrifty, contented camp would offer an uninviting field to the
this is not often the case in purely

the gallery designed by the United States Bureau

it

June, 1915

desirable to produce, on the surface,

This gallery ought to be of practical value
showing the preparedness of first-aid teams and
should also be of interest in adding to the realism of

ditions.
in

would seem to be possible,
pay interests on deposits.

at least, to

agitator.

contests.

It might be possible to go even further than the
promotion of saving and offer some safe field of invest-

It is good for a man to buy something if the
thing bought will be of permanent use to him, or something that he can turn into money again without loss.

ment.

On
WOULD

Encouraging Thrift

be a very interesting thing to

ITpart of a miner's wages
When

him.

of a miner

is

more than he needs for the decent support

What becomes

of a family.

know what

saved and put to work for
the coal business is at all good the pay
is

but more waste

of the rest?

Some

save

it,

it.

It

would certainly be worth while, considered as a matter

of business only, to encourage saving and investment on

There is many an operator who
would find a much greater reward in knowing that he
was helping to make men self-respecting, better men,
and better citizens.
the part of the miner.

The frugal, thrifty man is respected. He does not
need to be miserly, but he must not be wasteful, for
though a free spender may have many companions, he
have many sincere admirers. The man who
saves for some object works more regularly and carefully than the spendthrift; he is more dependable.
He
is self-respecting and commands respect.
Much is being done to improve the living conditions
of miners.
Houses are better than they were. There
are gardens in some camps, with free seeds and free instruction in gardening.
There are playgrounds and
moving picture theaters. These things go far toward
improving the life of the miner, and the companies that
are doing them are receiving benefits in steadiness and
contentedness second in importance only to the knowledge that something of the old conflict between laborer
and employer is disappearing.

Scientific

will not

Is

it

not possible to go farther than this and encour-

Talking and urging would do little good.
when he sees candy to
buy and nothing else to do with the pennies, does not
persuade him to save them. But if he has a bank to put
them in where he can see them accumulate, and knows
that he can use them when some greater want is felt, he
age saving?

Telling a child to save pennies,

The same thing is largely true of
watch the savings accumulate and
while they add to the pile, it is doing work

really learns to save.
adults.

know

They need
that,

and earning

Some

to

interest.

coal mining towns offer such incentives, but

Management

and every workman about a mine
EACH duty
perform. There are right

has a cer-

and wrong
ways to do everything. The fundamental principle
of all work that is to be executed correctly, is an intelligent knowledge of that work.
tain

When

to

a

man

instance, in the

starts laying track or timbering,

mines for his

first

time

—

is

for

he accom-

panied by a finished track layer or timberman

who

acts

as an instructor for a day or

When

a certified

two ?
coal miner is assigned

to a

room

and told to mine the coal there, does the company appoint
a man to stay with him for on^ or two shifts to see that
he cuts the coal in accordance with its rules and regulations? "He is supposed to know how to do these things"

company

the

will say.

Yes, but does he

know ?

Doubtless there are superintendents and mine fore-

men by

the scores, yes hundreds,

who

can

cite instances

where accidents might have been avoided had
that

workman known

this or

his business as he ought.

In view of such conditions existing in and about our
coal mines, there needs to be something added to the

many

safety campaigns now in existence. Safety should
be the goal of every organization, but safety is only
predominant when every factor leading to its consum-

:
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mation is conscientiously attended to. Unquestionably,
the most potent factor is the human element. Then, with
that in mind, develop that factor first, insure not its

would be unreal, but its cultivation
lines and the others will take care of

perfection, for that

along

scientific

Economy

THE

In a recent issue of a popular magazine
esting article on "Scientific Management."

an

is

The

inter-

subject

broadly discussed and the beneficial results obtained
in the Link-Belt Company's shops, clearly outlined.
Men producing 60 to 80 pieces of work per day under the
previous system,

now

number

turn out more than double that
proportionately greater wages.

and receive
There is no driving, no speeding up to make a record,
only the application of scientific ways and means together with a clear brain and an industrious nature on
the part of the workman.
results are amazing, so

why

not apply

it

to coal

mining? At first thought, the manager thinks of the
arduous work that daily falls to the lot of some of the
men about the mines, and he says "it can't be done."
But it can.

Kentucky Mining
The summer meeting

Institute
of the Ken-

tucky Mining Institute was a success.

was held on May 14 and

Pineville,

in

ner of the

l5, at

the southeastern cor-

state,

where the valleys

are narrow and the

hills

rise 2,000

above the streams.
The meeting opened with an excursion on a special train provided
by the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

The

trip

occupied

all

of the

and extended from the
mines at Straight Creek to Benham.
At Coxton the party stopped for a
first

day,

shade of
apple trees.
The hosts were Mr.
K. U. Meguire, president of the Harlan Coal Mining Co., and Mr. John
W. Williams, president of the Lick
Branch Coal Co. Music was furnished by an excellent band from
delightful

lunch

in

the

the Arjay mine of the Continental

Coal Corporation.

About 200 people

were in the party.
Saturday morning a session was
held for the reading of papers and
Mr.
the transaction of business.

manager of
the Crescent Coal Co. and president
of the Western Kentucky Operators'
Association, was elected president
F. P. Wright, general

for the following year.

Prof. Ivan

is

coal mine,

is

means the

loss of its cost plus the profit, if any,

on the
and the increased cost of handling fuel and
ashes. Unnecessary waste in repairs, due to carelessness,
and in supplies, are also worthy of attention.

On another page we publish an article on "Keeping
Power Plant Accounts," by Charles J. Mason, which
we commend to mine managers generally. The system
described by Mr. Mason is simple and can easily be
adapted for use at any mine.
at a large

power

the accounts for

F.

Bosworth,

Middlesboro, Ky.
"The Coals of Eastern Kentucky,"
Frank Haas, consulting engineer.
Consolidation

Coal

Co.,

plant,

manager, Goodman Mfg. Co., Chi111.

"The Coal Fields

of Harlan CounKentucky," Walter R. Peck, consulting engineer. Big Stone Gap, Va.
"The Coal Fields of Perry County,
Kentucky," William J. Von Borries,
ty,

consulting engineer, Louisville, Ky.

"The Growth of the Coal Industry
Eastern Kentucky, and What
This Means to Louisville Manufacturing and Commercial Interests,"
Frank H. Cassell, sales director,
Belknap Hardware and Mfg. Co.,
Louisville, Ky.
in

has been in use for years
excellent results.

In the afternoon a state wide

first-

was held under the joint
auspices of the Kentucky Mining
Institute, the American Red Cross
and the United States Bureau of
aid meet

The events were interesting
and some excellent work was done.
Mr. E. B. Sutton, of the United
States Bureau of Mines, had charge
Mines.

Much

of the actual contests.

credit

should be given to him and to those

who

assisted in the training of the

teams and

in

making arrangements

for the meet.
it might have been better
have allowed 3 days for the meet-

Possibly
to

Straight-Face Min-

It

and Mr. Mason personally kept

some ten years with

Fairmont,

ing Machine," H. H. Small, sales
cago,

excessive use of fuel

excess,

Legislation and Its

W. Va.
"The Goodman

The

the steam plant.

Effects on Southeastern Kentucky,"

Joe

the difference

One of the last things to receive attention, and it
by no means an unimportant means of waste at a

Presentation of papers:

Senator

mean

between profit and loss, and in all cases they mean either
a diminished loss or increased profits.

The next meeting will be held in
December, probably in Lexington.
Papers were presented as follows
Address by the Mayor of Pineville, Hon. White L. Moss.

State

Mines

present conditions the savings due to careful atten-

reelected secretary-treasurer.

"Good Roads

at

day of "rule-of-thumb" methods of arriving
mines has long since passed. Under

P. Tashof, of the State University,

was

feet

road.

Steam Production

at costs at coal

is

It

in

tion to economical details frequently

themselves.

The
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ing as there was not sufficient time
satisfactorily visit any of the
mining plants. When a meeting is
confined to 2 days, it seems necessary to slight some part of it, and as
there is no part which can be
to

slighted without impairing the value

of institute meetings,

it

would seem

more time so
that there can be more papers and
more discussions, more time to visit
plants, and more time for the firstbest to give a

little

aid meet.

This was the

first

meeting of the

Institute to be held in this district.

The developments there are comparatively new and are growing

^e QffieryEngineer
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be very interesting
which the next

It will

rapidly.

to see the expansion

few years are sure to bring. Kentucky has immense deposits of available coal and,

covering

if

present conditions

activities along lines on
which he has long been regarded as

neer with

authority."

now

With Secretary Lane's approval,
Director Smith has designated H. D.

and

McCaskey

she

will

the Division of Mineral Resources

West Virginia and even

of the Survey to succeed Mr. Par-

continue,

transportation

soon
Pennsylvania in production.

new

as geologist in charge of

Mr. McCaskey brings

ker.

to

his

position experience, not only as

a geologist of the Geological Sur-

and section chief
since 1912, but also as a mining
engineer in the Philippine Mining
Bureau from 1900 to 1903, and as
chief of that bureau from 1903 to
1906. Mr. McCaskey will also continue his work upon the metallic resources of the United States and
Mr. C. E. Lesher has been designated to take up the coal work
specialized on by Mr. Parker.
vey

W.

Resignation of Dr. E.
Parker
Edward W. Parker,

Dr.

statisti-

cian in charge of the division

of

United
States Geological Survey, and for
Resources

Mineral

many

the

of

years Government coal statis-

tician,

has resigned his position to

become the head of a Bureau of Stafor

tistics

The

Anthracite

the

object of this bureau

and

to

its

advantages

before

fuel

consumers. For the present Doctor
Parker will be located in WilkesBarre.

In transmitting the resignation to

Secretary

Lane,

George

Director

Otis Smith expressed his regret both
personally and as a public

official at

"this termination of Mr.
long and efficient service.

Parker's

statistician of the

PERSONALS

As

Government

At

coal
since

the recent annual meeting of

Van Horn,

E.

S.

assistant chief

engineer of the Delaware

Horn's

office will

retired.

tors

All others of the old direc-

were

reelected.

S. C. Thomson, late consulting
mining engineer to S. Neumann &
Co., and Mr. J. N. Bulkley, late con-

sulting

mechanical

engineer

to

Parker's

the

General

Equitable

of the annual report 'Mineral Re-

George

and impor-

At the

New

and electrical
Mining and

Building,

120

York.

stockholders
Crucible

the

Joseph

the

present

board of directors were reelected.

The

latter then reelected the present

officials for

another year.

O. L. Remington, general manager of William McLean & Co., Melbourne,

Australia,

is

and methods of
throughout the coal mining

chinery,

F.

as

Black Hawk Coal Co., Castle
Valley Coal Co., and Panther Coal
Co.,

F. Keiser, formerly super-

dent E. F. Carpenter,

the publication by him in the engi-

owned by John Davis, Charles D.

own

Parker

is

standpoint,

new connection with
coal

however, Mr.

to be congratulated in his

interests,

the anthracite

where he

will

con-

Norton, and others.
E. F. Saxman, former president of
the Saxman Coal and Coke Co.,

W.

Va., has been

made

vice-presi-

dent and general superintendent of

Ebensburg Coal

mining
fields of

Healy has resigned his posivice-president and general
manager of the Consolidated Fuel
J.

tion

the Ellsworth colliery near St. Clair,
Pa.
The colliery was formerly

his

this

the various states.

coal testing and conservation, and

From

visiting

country and investigating American
engineering methods, modern ma-

His duties

coal mining and production.

Va.

of

Co.,

papers on

W.

Co.,

intendent of the Pine Hill Coal Co.,
Minersville, Pa., has purchased

studies of

West

recent annual meeting of

at

In the nature of public service
should also be mentioned important

tant.

many

Van

be at Scranton, Pa.

go with the Excelsior Pocahontas

Dixon

Broadway,

neering press of

Mr.

of chief engineer.

office

the

in

in

& Hudson

Coal Co., has been promoted to the

and Coke Corporation, held
at Philadelphia, Mr. A. G. Edwards
was elected a director to succeed
Major Everett Warren, of Scranton,
nia Coal

contribution to the present standard

work by Mr. Parker

H.

Evans, Albert H. Jones, John W.
Luteman, Joseph W. Rymer, and
James N. Stein.

the stockholders of the Pennsylva-

joint offices as consulting engineers,

sources' has been large

cates of proficiency were William

Coal Co. at Excelsior,

Survey

Mr.

in the program of University
Extension outlined by the School of
Mines. Those who received certifi-

to

Finance Corporation, Ltd., London
and Johannesburg, have opened

1908,

work

Virginia, has resigned that position

1890 and as chief of the Division of
Mineral Resources of the Geological
since

Robert M. Black, Assistant Professor of Mining, closed on April 21.
This course is the second year's

E. C. Lambert, state mine inspec-

may

for the use of anthracite by

laying

is

Hill

The University of Pittsburg's
evening course in Principles of Coal
Mining, at Irwin, Pa., conducted by

tor of the Twelfth District of

a wider

cultivate

Co.,

Oak

Coal Co., near Minersville, Pa.

to ex-

be convincing of the benefits of anthracite as compared to other forms
fuel,

&

Madeira-Hill

superintendent of the

Field.

is

publications and literature as

field

1907

since

tend the use of anthracite by such

of

R. H. Buchanan, formerly engi-

tinue his

production

of

cost

rival

June, 191S

Co., at Clover, Pa.

all

of

Lake City, Utah.
be assumed by Presi-

Salt

will

who

will

move

from Salt Lake City to Hiawatha,
Utah. Robert M. Magran has been
appointed general superintendent of
all these mines.
It is believed that
the

injunction

proceedings against

the consolidation of the four

com-

panies will soon be dropped and the
concerns united under one head.

:

June, I91S
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In the examples the gravities

cited.

Lubricating Oil Tests

on the
Saybott Universal Viscosimeter.
From this tabulation it can readily
be seen that if one has been securing
an oil, let us assume of 28° gravity,

Importance of the Viscosity Test in Determining the Use to Which an Oil is Suited

Among
seller

of

C. Merchant*

the features very often
both by the buyer and

discussed

lubricating

oils,

and but
all) by

understood (if at
either of them, is the matter of
physical tests. These cover gravity,
slightly

(or burn), cold test (divided into "pour chill" and "cloud"),
flash, fire

and

viscosity.

Gravity Test.

—

^This

monly expressed

test

is

com-

Baume

in terms of

we may

determining viscosity,
that

it is

quantity of
ture

time

of

oil at

requires

that

given

a

a given tempera-

run

to

say

number

represented by the

seconds

of

aperture of given

size.

through an
There are

makes of viscosimeters

several

viscosity

were determined

readings

Bu R.

The

are in terms Baume.

for

and each naturally has
its corps of adherents and exponents,
but undoubtedly the one or ones
nearest the extreme of desirability
this purpose,

not by any means safe to assume

it is

that the purchase of the oil of 25°

(greater weight)

gravity

dication that he

is

is

an

in-

receiving an oil

of greater viscosity (more body).
is
if

It

perhaps quite true, however, that
a given volume of crude oil were

charged for

distillation to be

made

into several different grades of oil,

and the process of manufacture from
inception to conclusion for the various different grades were all manip-

or specific gravity scale, and in the

should

United States indicates the relation
in the weight of the oil to a corresponding volume of distilled water.
If at a temperature other than 60° F.
it is corrected to this standard tem-

plicity of operation, consistent

with

ulated practically alike, the varying

the possibility of duplicating

own

gravities of the final products

perature.

Flash and Fire Tests.

—The

initial

the lowest temperature

flarsh test is

which sufficient gas is driven off
from the volume of the oil to cause
a momentary firing from a small
flame applied by the operator. The
at

fire test is

a completion of the oper-

ation with intervening flashes after

the

initial

one, as the temperature

the volume of
and remains burning.

rises, until
fire

Cold Tests.

ing this test

—Information
is

oil

takes

useful as indicating

the temperature condition in which

may

the

greatest

In most cases

tests.

lubrication with

external

of

viscosity

oil,

its

sim-

is

pos-

most important consideration but, probably through lack of
knowledge and information regardsibly the

all, it is

more frequently the

much

that

stress

is

the

on the

laid

gravity test and nearly as

case

much on

cates

the

highest

which a cloud
parent

first

indi-

temperature at
appears in trans-

oil.

Viscosity

Test.

—The

viscosity

of

an oil is an indication of what may
be expressed as the fluidity, the
or the cohesiveness of the
molecular constituents of the oil.

the usual commercial practice

in the petroleum business is to refer

Baume, we use
means of identification more

to gravities in terms
this

As an

•Abstract from paper read before Chemical
Society Northeastern Pennsylvania, April, 1915.

portion

by

distillation,

we

other

would then receive the apparent

lated

statement.

in-

by the tabuThis assists the

layman toward an inclination
lieve the lubricant

to be-

with the darker

lighter colored product, yet the fol-

lowing tabulation will show how
absurdly erroneous this idea may be
Gravity

Viscosity

Color

28.1
29.6

62 at lf0°
250 at 100°

Deep red
Light ambet

indication of the lack of con-

sistency applying to the relation of

mind a more or

less popular,

Table
Gravity

Baum6

but not

might be well to mention the
with which the term
heavy is incorrectly used, as intending to apply to other than the weight
It

frequency

I

Viscosity, Seconds
at 100' F.

of the
25.0
26.5
27.1
27.7
28.0
28.1
28.5
29.5
30.0

183
100
665
460
285
62
236
200
184

body,

Crudely explaining the method of

and the

lation,

another method of

color has a higher viscosity than the

fire test.

gravity to viscosity, and having in

which

however, a portion of

reached a complete or finished state by one process of distiloil

viscosities as indicated

at

sometimes expressed as (1)
"pour" test, which shows approximately the lowest temperature at
which oil will just pour; and (2)
"chill" or "cloud" test,

If instead,

crude

tion of the physical characteristics

frequently than specific gravity.

are

tive viscosities.

consistencies in gravity relations to

is

it

be used without congealTests in coning or solidifying.
nection with this item of information
the oil

would

be a rough guide to their compara-

seldom favored with even a thought by the
immediate buyer or seller. While in
such cases as involve any consideraing this essential,

As
regard-

embody

necessarily correct, opinion that oils

with heavier gravitation than others
should possess higher viscosities, a
few pertinent examples. Table 1, are

oil

;

correctly

it

may

be asso-

ciated with gravity, but when applied to viscosity it is very likely to
be misleading, and we would suggest

the terms viscosity or

body or thick-

ness.

In this immediate discussion we
treating the average general

are

proposition of external engine and

machinery

lubrication,
IConUnueJ on Page 625)

and

will

;

;

:

;

: ;
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February 7, 1871, patents Nos. 111,614
and 111,615 which patent the writer
has made and used with very successful results in the burning of pulverized cement in the rotary kilns.
Also J. G. McAuley got out a
patent No. 247,570 patented Septem-

Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining, or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department.
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily
for publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by correspondents.

—

ber 27, 1881. J. G. McCauley also
got out patent No. 441,688 for the
burning of pulverized fuel in the
boilers, he also got out patent No.

have

= 20X.62 = 6.2

s

feet

the

or

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—Will

you please solve the

height of the seam.

The

following questions
1.
If an airway is to be
high and to pass 10,000 cubic
air per minute at a velocity
feet per minute, what must

6

feet

feet of

of 300

be

its

width?
rock falling from

If a piece of

2.

the roof to the ground had attained

a velocity of 1,200 feet per minute

when

it

struck the floor with a force

equal to 5,00Q pounds, give weight
of the rock, the time it was in fall-

energy, or capacity of doing

work, of a body at a given height
and let fall, cannot be expressed in
pounds, simply, but only in footpounds, which is the product of the
weight of the body into the height
through which it fell, or the product
of its weight divided by 64.4 into
the square of the velocity in feet per
second which it acquires after hav-

Then:

5,000

Henry Hennessey
Uniontown, Pa.
Ques.

1

may

foot-pounds

=

av

Wt =

5,0 00X 64.4

400

air

in

per

feet

minute.

W = the width, the area = 6

Substituting again,
X 6 fF = 1,800 IV.

W

IV.

10,000 = 300

= 5.56 feet, or the width of the

airway
Ques. 2. The velocity = 1,200 feet
per minute = 20 feet per second.
Velocity = g

t;

g = acceleration (32.2
ond per second)
/

feet per sec-

= time in seconds.

Substituting, 20 = 32.2
t

t.

Let s = the distance the rock

and by the formula

j = J^

z/

fell,
f

we

first

two

its

velocity

when

it

passed

point?

There has been a controversy over

One person

velocity required

is

says the

467.8 feet per

second, while another claims 451.7

second to be correct.

Please enlighten

and

me on

this sub-

oblige.

pounds.

A. C. D.

Altroy

The question may be solved very
simply in the following manner

Burning Pulverized Coal

Assume

—I notice in the May issue
The Colliery Engineer you

Sir:
of

have an

article

on "The Burning of

Pulverized Coal," by R. C. Carpenter and F. R. Low, read before the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers at St. Paul, Minn., June,

You

speak

of

acceleration

g

first point.

Fj = velocity at second point.
Since the distance between the
two points is 1,000 feet and the time
taken to cover that distance was 2
seconds,

—„

— = the average velocity

the

^'f^'X2seconds = distance;

work done by Hurry and Seaman,
engineers of the Atlas Portland Cement Co. This is rather misleading
as a man named Thomas R. Cramp-

fully described in this patent. He
also got out a patent in this country
is

the

Let Vi = velocity at

-

particularly

that

= 32.2 feet per second per second.

1914.

ton got out a British patent No.
2,438 dated June 22, 1877, for the
manufacture of Portland cement; it

= .62 second.

falling freely passes

this question.

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Since the area equals the width
multiplied by the height, and assum-

body

ject

= 806

you please solve the

Mountain Park, Alb.

Substituting, 10,000 = 300 ^.

ing

A

feet per

a = cross-sectional area of airway
of

—Will

points 1,000 feet apart in 2 seconds.

X 202 = 5 000 foot-pounds.
64.4

q = quantity of air, in cubic feet
per minute

velocity

Sir:

following problem

806

Wt

mula

V=

Ventilation

Editor The Colliery Engineer:

the

pounds or the weight of the rock.
This result can be corroborated by
the second method, as follows:

be solved by a forq =

Philadelphia, Pa.

6.2 feet

and the thickness of the seam.

1890,

2,

which patent most cement companies
in the United States are using today.
These are facts. Kindly give this
space in your paper.
William H. Harding

What was

ing fallen the given distance.

December

dated

441,689
Ventilation and Mechanics

:

June, 1915

THE LETTER BOX

ing,

:

or

-X2 = l,000;
Vi-\-Vt= 1,000 feet per second.
Since acceleration g = 32.2 feet per

second per second,
Then,

1^.-F. = 2X32.2 = 64.4 feet per
second

:

:

June, 1915
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or subtracting,

Thirty-Three Years

V^i+Vs= 1,000.0

F.+ V',=

2F,=
is

a

Geologist

64.4

One

935.6

= 467.8

feet per second, which
the velocity required.
1^1
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most valued rewards
is the respect and
of his coworkers
and,

of the

of the scientist

good

will

;

capitalized on this basis, Capt. Baird

Mine Management
Editor The Colliery Engineer:
Sir
In your May number a correspondent asks for an answer to the
:

—

There

is

seldom gathered together

such a company as met in Pottsville,

on April

24,

on Captain Halber-

how you would

develop, ar-

manage

a

gaseous and dusty mine to insure
freedom from accumulation of gas
and dust and the danger incident
thereto, keeping in view safety and

economy?"
Lay the mine out

Club, a dinner was given by Captain
Halberstadt, at which were present

doors,

regulators,

an assemblage of

clean so as to

subside

evenly

over

Employ an

the

gaseous character of the mine. Install an ample ventilating plant of
good design and an efficient watering system. Employ an ample numofficials,

that the

a whole and in detail

may

mine

as

be care-

and daily inspected. Cooperate
with and instruct officials and workmen in their duty, and lay down
fully

rigid regulations for the guidance of
officials

and workmen and see that

quickly

with

long remembered both by Captain

Capt. Baird Halberstadt

Halberstadt and his friends.
invitation

stadt's

to

celebrate

the

Congratulatory telegrams or
ters

pointment to his first commission on
the Second Geological Survey of

General A. W. Greeley, the Arctic
explorer; Robert A. Quin, manager
of the Susquehanna Coal Co. Rufus

Rear Admiral Robwas
the guest of honor and there were
geologists and other scientific and
mining men from all parts of the

Pennsylvania.

ert E. Peary, the Actic explorer,

country.

The Southern Anthracite
which

Pottsville

is

Field, of

the center, has

much

of Captain

of regret were received

;

managing editor of The
J.
Colliery Engineer Doctor Hovey,
;

a distinguished geologist

Science in Dublin.

This question was asked May 7,
1915, at the Pennsylvania Bituminous Mine Foreman's Examination.
The answer given above is taken
from the ones used by the examiners

opments by the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal and Iron Co. have uncovered many remarkable geological
conditions there, and to show these
to an interested and understanding
audience, a trip was arranged by
W. J. Richards, president and general manager of the P. & R. C. and
I. Co., who has long been an inti-

The following
who were present

per cent.

Hope

it

asked for

will please the

one who

it.

Miner
Luzerne Mines, Pa.

mate friend of Captain Halberstadt.
The guests were received infor-

who

cabled

from the Island of Barbadoes; and
Edward Hull, LL. D., F. R. S., F. G.
S., etc., formerly Director of Imperial Geological Survey of Ireland
and Professor of Royal College of

Halberstadt's labor, and the devel-

10

from

Foster,

been the scene of

It carried

let-

thirty-third anniversary of his ap-

the regulations and provisions of the
mine law are vigorously carried out.

to correct the papers.

and

speeches

humor and the celebration, as a
whole, was an event that will be

op-

power consistent with the

ber of mine

flew

drawing all pillars
have the overlying

worked-out areas.

of note in the

esteemed for his personal qualifications and honored for his abilities
The dinner was
in his profession.
a happy occasion, at which the time

brattices,

Equip the mine with locked safety
lamps, safety explosives, and shot
firers. Keep the mine in good physicondition,

men

and mining world such as
could be gathered only by a man
scientific

etc.

erating

some of the party went
mine and after they came
out a lunch was served. Next they
visited the Ellangowan stripping,
Shenandoah, Ashland, Heckscherville Valley, and Pine Knot colliery,
returning to Pottsville by way of
Hill colliery

In the evening, at the Pottsville
in separate dis-

with an ample number of airCarry the air
ways throughout.
about the mine in energetic quantities by well-built overcasts, stop-

strata

demonstration given by one of the
Reading first-aid corps; at Maple

Cressona.

tricts

cal

At

and mined by daylight.

into the

range, equip, officer, and

pings,

ered

Suffolk they were entertained by a

as a millionaire.

Pa.,

question

"State

Halberstadt should regard himself

mally at the Pottsville Club on the
evening before, and early in the
morning of the 24th were taken in
automobiles to view the various operations nearby. At Bear Run stripping they saw the coal seams uncov-

is

a

list

of those

Rear Admiral Robert E. Peary, U. S. N.
George Otis Smith, Ph. D., Director, U. S.
Geological Survey. Marius R. Campbell,
Coal Geologist, U. S. Geological Survey.
Prof. Frank Knowlton, Paleontologist,
U. S. Geological Survey and Curator,
U. S. National Museum. Prof. George H.
Ashley, Administrative Geologist, U. S.
Geological Survey and former State GeolDr. Alfred H.
Tennessee.
ogist of
Brooks, U. S. Geological Survey and Geologist in Charge Division Alaskan Mineral

Resources.

Dr.

W.

C.

Mendenhall,

;

U. S. Geological Survey. Frank Sutton,
Geographer, U. S. Geological Survey.

Edw. W. Parker,

Statistician, Chief of
Division of Mineral Resources, U. S.
Geological Survey. Charles Enzian, U. S.
Prof.
Bureau of Mines, Wilkes-Barre.
Henry Kummel, State Geologist, of New
Jersey. Prof. Thomas L. Watson, Professor of Geology, University of Virginia
and State Geologist, of Virginia. Dr. I.
C. White, State Geologist, West Virginia.
Dr. Edw. B. Mathews, Assistant State
Geologist of Maryland. Prof. Frank De
Wolf, Director, Geological Survey of
Prof. H. A. Buehler, Bureau of
Illinois.
Geology and Mines, Missouri. Prof. W.
0. Hotchkiss, State Geologist of Wisconsin.
Prof. R. C. Allen, State Geologist of
Michigan. Dr. H. L. Fairchild, Professor
of Geology, University of Rochester.
Dr. Gilbert Van Ingen, Professor of Geology, Princeton University. Dr. Charles
Professor of Chemistry,
E. Munroe,
George Washington University.
Prof.

George W. Littlehales, Hydrographic Engineer, U. S. N., and Professor of Nautical Science, George Washington UniverDr. W. R. Crane, Professor of
Mining Engineering, Pennsylvania State
College. Dr. Frederick B. Peck, Professor of Geology, Lafayette College. Prof.

sity.

Andrew

S. McCreath, Industrial Chemist
and Commissioner, Topographic and Geologic Survey of Pennsylvania. Prof. Bailey Willis, Geologist, Washington.
Capt.
A. F. Lucas, Mining Engineering, Washington.
Frank L. Hess, Mineralogist, U. S.
Geological Survey.
Floyd W. Parsons,
Editor in Chief, Coal Age, New York.
Frederick W. Saward, Editor and General
Manager, Coal Trade Journal.
W. J.
Richards, President and General Manager
Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.
S. D. Warriner, President Lehigh Coal
and Navigation Co.
Edwin Ludlow,
Vice-President Lehigh Coal and Naviga-

tion Co.
W. C. Whildin, Mine Superintendent Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.
Thomas Fisher, General Manager Berwind-White Coal Mining Co.
Morris
Williams, President Susquehanna Coal Co.
Robt. A. Quin, Manager Susquehanna
Coal Co. Frank A. Hill, General Manager
Madeira-Hill Coal Mining Co. John J.
Tierney, Vice-President and General Manager Crozer-Pocahontas Co. E. A. Delaney,
Chief Engineer, Berwind-White
Coal Mining Co. George M. Keiser, General Manager Pine Hill Coal Co. Jas. B.
Neale, President Buck Run Coal Co. Wm.
Auman, Superintendent Susquehanna Coal
Co., Lykens Division.
D. V. Randall,
Superintendent Susquehanna Coal Co.,
Lytle Division.
V. Corde Snyder, Superintendent Lehigh Valley Coal Co.,
Snow Shoe Division.
W. R. Reinhardt,. Superintendent Susquehanna Coal
Co., Shamokin Division.
Reese Tasker,
Mining Superintendent P. & R. C. and
1. Co.
George S. Clemens, Mining Engineer P. & R. C. and I. Co. Claude F.
Lewis, Division Superintendent P. & R. C.
and I. Co. Wm. P. Smythe, General Superintendent St. Clair Coal Co. Jos. H. Garner, Division Engineer P. & R. C. and I.
Co. John F. Bevan, Mining Engineer, P.
& R. C. and I. Co. E. E. Kaercher, General
Superintendent P. & R. C. and I. Co.
George B. Hadesty, General Superintendent P. & R. C. and I. Co.
John H.
Pollard, Division Superintendent P. & R.
and
I.
Co.
P.
C.
Jones, Paymaster P. &
J.
R. C. and I. Co. John Wood, Superintendent of Shops, P. & R. C. and I. Co.
Francis Critz, Assistant Superintendent
Shops P. & R. C. and I. Co. A. G. Blake-
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Chemist P. &. R. C. and I. Co. W. H.
Mechanical Engineer P. & R. C.
and I. Co. J. P. Jennings, Electrical Engineer P. & R. C. and I. Co. James Morris, Secretary to President P. & R. C. and
I. Co.
E. Turk, Superintendent ShaJ.
mokin Division, P. & R. C. and I. Co. R.
H. Buchanon, Superintendent Oak Hill
Coal Co. A. E. Lehman, Mining Engineer
and Topographical Geologist, Philadelphia.
ley,

Lesser,

BOOK REVIEW
A

review of the latest books
on MininK and related subjects

Edwin M. Chance, Consulting Chemist,
Wilkes-Barre. Horatio Morris, Superintendent Madeira-Hill Coal Mining Co.
Edwin C. Luther, Engineer, Sheafer Estate.
Arthur W. Sheafer, Mining EngiWm. A. Cochran,
neer and Geologist.
Wm. S. Pugh,
Civil and Mining Engineer.
Civil and Mining Engineer, City Engineer
of Pottsville. Chas. W. Wagner, Division

Engineer Northern New York Development Co. Edw. Brennan, President and
General Manager, Greenough Coal Co.
Hon. James E. Roderick, Chief 9f Department of Mines of Pennsylvania. M. J.
John
Brennan, State Mine Inspector.
Herbert
Curran, State Mine Inspector.
Kynor, Engineer, Lehigh Coal and NaviHon. MacHenry Wilhelm,
gation Co.
Judge of Orphans' Court. Hon. R. H.
Koch, Additional Law Judge, Schuylkill
Hon. Chas. N. Brumm, AddiCounty.
Law Judge, Schuylkill County.
tional
Wm. S. Leib, General Manager Schuylkill
Electric Railway. Wm. B. Rockwell, General Manager Eastern Pennsylvania Railways. E. L. Herndon, Treasurer Eastern
Robert Allison, Mechanical
Steel Co.
Engineer (retired). Port Carbon. W. H.
Stout, Agricultural Geologist, State Board
of Agriculture. Wm. H. Lewis, Coal OpHarry Hunter, Asherator (retired).
land. Col. James Archbald, Engineer GiHon. F. Pierce Mortimer,
rard Estate.
Mayor of Pottsville. Hugh Dolan, City
Commissioner. Hon. A. L. Shay, former
Additional Law Judge, Schuylkill County.
S. Ulmer, President Miners' National
Bank. C. T. Brown, Cashier Pennsylvania National Bank. J. W. Fox, Secretary
and Treasurer, Safe Deposit Bank. B. J.
Smith, County Commissioner.
T.
C.
Mould, Architect. Dr. J. B. Rogers, PresiJ.

dent Board of Health. Dr. L. T. Kennedy. Dr. W. C. Bowers, Superintendent
Insane Hospital. C. W. Unger, Paleontologist. Dr. H. J. Herbein, Secretary Board
of Health. James R. Williams, Galena
Signal Oil Co. Frank Muehlhof. Capt.
C. M. Wilhelm, Troop C, State Police
Force. Capt. S. B. Edwards. J. J. McRnight, Superintendent Pottsville Gas Co.
Rev. Dr. James F. Powers. D. W. Kaercher, Esq., Solicitor Girard Estate.
Geo.
M. Roads, Esq., Solicitor L. C. and N. Co.
Dr. G. H. Halberstadt, Surgeon P. & R.
C. and I. Co. First-Aid Corps. Mr. G. A.
Muehlhof, P. & R. C. and I. Co. Dr. A.
L. Gillars.

Hon. James B.

Reilly.

W.

G.

Gregory, Land Agent, Estate of P. W.
Sheafer (deceased). B. S. Simonds, Probation Officer.
H. I. Silliman, Editor
Pottsville Journal. A. H. Roehrig, PottsJournal.
Chronicle.
A.

ville

R.

C. Shearer, Evening
Tiley, Ashland Tele-

H.
George H. Steidel, Borough Engineer of Minersville. Hon. C. A. Snyder.
Capt. Harry Chambers, U. S. N.
Hon.
gram.

R. D. Heaton.
Daniel Dufly, Member
City Planning Commission.
T. B. Van
Buren, Division Engineer P. & R. C. and
I. Co.
George D. Evans, Mining Engineer.

Wm.

Coal Co.

Wells, Engineer, Pine Hill

The Mining World Index of
Current Literature Volume 6,
covering the

half of the year

last

By George

1914.

E. Sisley, asso-

Mining and Engineering World.
The Mining World
Co., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 200
pages. Like its predecessors of the
series, this volume contains refer-

ciate editor of the

ences to practically

ing

with

the

all articles

of

subjects

metallurgy,

engineering,

mineralogy,

geology,

etc.,

deal-

mining,

mining
which

have appeared anywhere in the
world during the period covered. In
this

volume nearly

all

of the entries

contain brief digests of the articles

This greatly increases the

treated.

value of the book.

Houses
letin 87,

Mining Towns.

in

Bul-

H. White, 60 pages,
Issued by United States

by

J.

illustrated.

Bureau of Mines.

Few

publications have been issued

that are

more

interesting than this

distributed by
the
Bureau discussing mining towns.
Not only are town sites, street

one

recently

of sidewalks

systems, construction

and gutters,
but

alleys,

the

also

houses, materials

advantage

discussed,

types

of

construction,

for

frame

of

Considerable

etc.,

different

houses,

attention

is

etc.

paid

to

the lighting of houses, position and

spacing of windows, doors, and
ficial

illumination.

feature

special

every detail

is

of

Sanitation
the

arti-

a

is

bulletin,

as

covered in a thorough

manner.
Lastly, detailed plans of various

cottages

are given.

Many

of

the

suggestions contained in the bulletin
are incorporated into these tracings,
features being:

special

well-constructed

substantial,

foundation

walls

double flooring lined with paper;
large window area with weighted
sashes

;

usefully

lights; etc.

located

electric
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Exhaust Steam Turbines
Wriittn for The Colliery Engineer

matically

Steam turbines are being quite
introduced in the mining
field and sometimes result in considlargely

erable economies.

This

is

26 inches.

is

quite no-

when

A

Live steam

admitted

the load

is

to

the

is

619
auto-

turbine

above 350 amperes.

turbine of this type and size run-

ning at full load of 200 kilowatts
with 2-pound pressure and 26-inch

pumped out

of the mine

anyway and

condenser is
simply a matter of pipe connection
so that it is unnecessary to charge
delivery

its

the

to

the circulation of water to the tur-

A

bine.

vacuum pump

small

is

ticeable in the case of low-pressure

operated in connection with the con-

which take their steam
from the exhaust of some non-condensing engine or pump.
Any

denser.

turbines,

steam engine

ordinary engine takes

its

but

The

a heat engine.

is

steam

hausts

it

that

14.7

is,

pounds per square

inch.

The temperature of this exhaust
steam is then approximately 212° F.

its temperature is reduced to nearly that of the atmosphere and its pressure to a point
approaching absolute zero, more or

a condenser,

power

is

can

be

the load on the

is

rope.

Two com-

pressors have been shut down, with
two 150-h. p. boilers and one smaller
boiler.

The

saved.

work

principal

interest

at

this

the fact that a very cormine water is used in the

is in

plant
rosive

by condensing the

saved

down and

replaced endless

to operate the

It is, of course, true that this

been

using similar equipment at a mine
at Irwin. Here electric haulage has

condenser than is lost in exhausting
the steam at atmospheric pressure,

work

has

other boilers has been decreased.
The Westmoreland Coal Co.

according to the operaSince

requires less

The condenser

been shut

tion of the condensing plant.
it

is

replace compressed-air locomotives.
This has permitted shutting down
two large locomotive charging compressors which consume about 300
One 300-h. p. boiler has
h. p. each.

and each pound of steam contains
about 75 1,000. foot-pounds which is
entirely lost. By passing steam into

less nearly,

further favorable fact

examined several times since its installation and no damage is apparent.
This installation supplies current
to four haulage locomotives which

at,

atmospheric pressure,

at

is

poses.

100 pounds pressure and ex-

say,

A

mine water is not corrosive
good enough for boiler pur-

that the

The water is so bad that
pumps and pipes are wood lined.
The main pumps discharge through

steam, no matter whether a reciprocating engine or turbine is used, but
there are many cases where engines

condenser.

are being used which are running
non-condensing, where a low-pres-

a cement-lined bore hole and in this
case, as in that previously men-

the

Fig.

sure

Such

installed.

ment

can

turbine

be

additional

equip-

results in saving a large part

of the energy of the exhaust steam
which passes through the turbine.

The expense

involved consists of the

capital invested, the cost of repairs

and depreciation, and cost of pumping water for the condenser.
Two installations of this type will
illustrate

the possibilities.

Penn Gas Coal

Co.'s

1.

Eductor Condense*

conveniently

At

mine No.

steam per kilowatt hour. The steam
goes from the turbine to a Wheeler
surface condenser which takes wa-

from the mine pump at the
bottom of 200-foot shaft. The conter

designed to use 700 gallons
per minute at full load, assuming the
temperature of the water to be 70° F.
denser

the

2, at

Irwin, Pa., a 200-kilowatt Kerr tur-

takes about 38 pounds of

vacuum

It is

is

apparent that one of the pos-

for economy in this case
the fact that the water has to be

sibilities
is

3 pounds per square
at the turbine

inch and the vacuum

In

this

in order to obtain the

however,
head for operating the
water is pumped into
the
condenser
case,

necessary

a small standpipe, made from two
old Cornish pump barrels so placed
as to give a head of 21 feet at the

with

condenser,

pounds, which
purpose.

pressure

a

is

sufficient

This water

is

of

9

for the

raised

from

a depth of 180 feet by a pump having a capacity of 850 gallons per

a

The condenser used

Schutte

&

Koerting

is

Eductor,

which jets of water issuing through small nozzles at a
velocity due to the pressure of 9
pounds per square inch entrain the
steam coming from the turbine. No
Fig.

delivering 364 amperes at 550 volts.
The back pressure of the steam at
is

pumped

from the mine anyway.

minute.

This runs
geared
to a
at 3,600 r. p. m. and is
gendirect-current
Crocker-Wheeler
erator running at 900 r. p. m. and
bine has been installed.

the turbine

tioned, the water has to be

Fig.

2.

Kerr Turbine-Generator Set

1,

in

vacuum pump

is

necessary.

The

water
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is

discharged into a well, the

inary report by George H. Ashley in

pipe dipping below the water and

Bulletin 541-F.

forming a water seal. Water flowing from this well passes the boilers
where it washes away the ashes.
The condenser gives a vacuum of
about 26 inches. The nozzles on the

The coal has been known in
Rhode Island for 150 years or more

condenser are practically the only
part affected by the acid water and
these last about 2 months. The cost
is

$36 per

and during the last 100 years scores
of attempts have been made to mine
it
commercially in many places.
With one exception these attempts
have not been successful, and most
of the mines have been abandoned
within 3 years.

set.

In this plant, steam

taken from

is

In general

it

has been found that

the exhaust through a T, but as no

Rhode

used there is no back pressure and no pressure on the turbine.
The cost of a complete turbine inis

and that the cost of
handling, on account of the large
quantity required to produce a given
amount of heat and the higher per-

about $45 per kilowatt for the 200-

centage of ash, will be greater than

$40 per kilowatt for
the 300-kilowatt size, and $35 per

that

kilowatt for the 500-kilowatt

from 40 to 80 per cent, of the heat
units produced by the coals with
which it necessarily must compete.

valve

is

mentioned

stallation of the type

kilowatt

size,

In each of these cases,

size.

may

it

be

emphasized that exhaust steam is
used and that the work done by this
steam

is

The

a direct saving.

cost

of the turbines and the generators

would be

practically

same

the

high-pressure steam were used.

each

case

water

the

pumped from

has

the mine.

if

In

be

to

Practically

the only difference between the two

and

installations is in the condensers

both cases the operation of these
is very inexpensive so that the work
done by this steam by virtue of its
in

more

complete

cooling

is

very

to

Island anthracite

is

difficult

handle,

other

of

when burned

coals
it

;

furthermore,

can produce only

may

be said to show
about two-thirds the heat value of
In general

it

Pocahontas coal and when the extra
and ash is
reckoned it may be estimated that

cost of handling the coal

Rhode Island

anthracite will yield

not over one-half the heat afforded,
dollar

for

by Pocahontas

dollar,

the

courtesy

copy of the bulletin may be obtained free on application to the
Director of the Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C.

OBITUARY

Island anthracite has long

been a puzzle to mining
Is

it

making

Rhode

it

be

refractory lin-

ings for blast furnaces?
cite field,

men and

a fuel or can

After a

Island anthra-

the character and qualities

of the coal, and the results of tests
of its use in house and steam fur-

naces and in the making of briquets
and coke, the United States Geological Survey has published a prelim-

for

the

Mammoth,

resigning in 1891, to become identified

with the Oliver-Snyder Steel

He

Co. interests.

assisted

in

the

erection of the Oliver coke plant and
in 1899

was made general superin-

tendent of the three plants of the

company.
His untimely death shocked his
many friends. None of them can
he

realize that
perils

give

in

way

his

who

faced so

many

mining career would

to financial trouble.

The

Coal Mining Institute of America,
of which he was a founder and a
most active member, will miss him.

Many

its members will recollect
was ever ready to help with
from his long and
suggestions
varied experience in coal mining and
coke making, and will hold him in

of

that he

JOHX

E.

John E. Curran,

CURRAN
state

mine inspec-

tor of the 18th District of Pennsyl-

May

1,

at his

home

in

Mr. Curran was a native of Coal
where early in life he entered the mines and by close appli-

FRED.
Frederick

C.

KEIGHLEY

Charles

cation rose to the position of state

Keighley,

60

the coke plants of the Oliver-Snyder

Island Anthracite

Co., at

Castle,

years old, general superintendent of

study of the

superintendent

Coke

C. Frick

Pottsville, Pa.

of

Mr. A. P. Cameron, general superintendent of the Westmoreland Coal
Co., and Mr. K. Witmer, master mechanic of the same company.

best used for

he become

H.

vania, died on

obtained through

capitalists.

River, Pa., returning almost
2 years later to the superintendency
Later
of the Youngstown works.

A

The information given above was

Rhode

into the coal business for himself at

Toms

grateful remembrance.

coal.

largely saved.

Rhode

came superintendent of the mines of
the Mahoning Coal Co.
In 1881 Mr. Keighley was made
superintendent of the Youngstown
Coke Co. and soon afterwards went

Steel Co., committed suicide on the
morning of April 14. Mr. Keighley,
it is believed, was driven to suicide
as a result of worry over financial

matters.

He was

born at Victoria Terrace,

Keathley, Yorkshire,

and was educated
schools

until

his

in

May
the

parents

5,

1855,

English

came

to

America and located at Youngstown,
Ohio, where he completed his education.
He took up the study of
mining engineering, and in 1876 be-

mine inspector.
When a young man he became
mine foreman in one of the mines in
under the
Reading Coal and
Iron Co. He was then transferred
to the Otto colliery of the same company as general mine foreman and
later to the Eagle colliery of the
same company.
In 1903 he was elected state mine
Heckscherville
Philadelphia

inspector,

Valley,

&

being

mine inspectors

among

the

to take office

first

under

the elective system.

Mr. Curran's term would have expired on December 31, 1915.
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Selected From

Foreman and

—

Those Asked

Various States in

Boss in

Fire

Examinations for Mine

at

QuES. 1. If you had charge of a
mine and the fan engine suddenly
broke down, what would you expect

cover 20 acres, of which 40 per cent,

be the condition of the ventila-

of air will be released from the old

to

How

would you continue to
run the mine the rest of the day?
Ans. The condition of the air
would depend upon the kind and
amount of gases given off by the
coal and whether the mine was laid
tion?

—

way

out in such a
tilation

If there

outside temperatures,

it

is

possible

that a fairly strong natural current
of air might be set up, the direction

flow being determined by the

difference

depth of the shafts,

in

whether the mine or the outside
temperature was the higher, etc.
If there was no natural ventilation
there would, in any case, be a
gradual rise in the temperature of
the mine

due

air,

to radiation of heat

and floor. If the
fan was of the blower type the reduction of pressure, due to its shutting down, might release more or
As even soless gas from the gob.
mines
generate a
non-gaseous
called
detected
might
be
gas
methane,
little
in the workings, even if (when the
fan was running) none had been
found before. If the mine was ordinarily gaseous it might require but
a few hours for the atmosphere to

from the

ribs, roof,

become highly explosive.
In answer to the second part of
the question no mine should be run
;

when

the fan

is

shut

down

or the

from any cause.
In a mine where the
thick, the old workings

ventilation stopped

QuES.
coal

is

into the

2*.

—

6 feet

to

make them

what volume

to 29.5 inches,

new workings?
As 60 per cent,

—

Ans.
been

removed

has

workings, the total

them

of the coal

from the old
volume of air in

43,560 X 20 X 6 X .60 =3,136,300

The volume

of this

increase

will

X 7^^ = 3,189, 700
The volume of
the new workings

when

air,

from

drops

pressure

30
to

the
29.5

to

3,136,3000

ceding question

cubic feet, about.
air released into
will

be 3,189,700

If the air released

:

from the old workings contains 5
per cent, of gas, and if the fall of
the barometer

regular so that

is

it

takes 5 hours for this mixed volume
of air and gas to escape,

cubic feet

of methane

how many

will be

added

to the air-current per minute;

what

must be the volume of the air-current in order that the amount of
methane in it does not exceed threetenths of 1 per cent.; and what will
be the velocity of the air in the return which has a cross-section of
X 10 ft.?

—

Ans. The volume of mixed gas
and air released per minute will be
53,400 ^ (5x60) = 178 cubic feet.
Since this contains 5 per cent, of
gas, the total quantity of methane

be 178 x

set free will

.05 = 8.9

cubic

8.9 cubic

constitute but

must be

—

If the ventilation in

increased

without

how may

it

increasing

power ?
Ans.

—The amount

the

may

of air

a
be

be

the
8.9

.3

larly applicable to return airways
which, as they are rarely visited, are

too

commonly clogged by falls of
In some cases, entries may be

straightened

feet

may

of gas

per cent, of the air-

volume of the

latter

- .003 = 2.%7 cubic

feet.

so

that

the

will

air

have a less distance to travel, and
bends may be rounded to reduce the

To

friction.

increase the quantity

of air reaching the face,

brattices

overhauled and made
tight to prevent leakage.
In addishould

be

tion

the

to

foregoing, the current

should be divided into a series of
splits instead of being conducted in
a

continuous

into a
its

own

power

will

the

air-current,

for

the

greatly

in-

circulated

air

mine

the

each with

districts,

separate
of

through the

dividing

number of

quantity

same

current

By

workings.

be

creased.

QuES.

5.

—

If in

making your ex-

aminations of an entry that has 36
working places, you discover that 28
of

these

places

contain

a

large

amount of gas, where would you
place the warning board?

Ans.^Iu

a case like this, the dan-

ger board should be placed at the
mouth of the entry, and not a board
at the

feet per minute.

That

4.

insufficient,

slate.

—

ft.

QuES.
mine is

by cleaning up the airways and so
them.
This is particu-

- 3,136,300 = 53,400 cubic feet.
QuES. 3*. Referring to the pre-

6

say, 50 feet, per minute.

enlarging

cubic feet.

inches,

In the return, the velocity of the
would be 2,%7 h- (6 x 10) = 49.5,

air

increased by reducing the resistance

is

current,
•These questions are modified
of more general interest.

the barometer drops

if

;

that natural ven-

was considerable difference between the mine and

its

from 30

might, in part, do the work

of the fan.

of

are pillars

1914

mouth of each room.

If the

presence of dangerous amounts of

gas in so

many

places

is

unusual,

it

might be well to place the danger
board at the mouth of the mine, so
{Contlnaal on "Paft 630)

:

Automatic Section
The Westinghouse automatic insurecently patented, can

lator, Fig.

1,

be inserted

in trolley wires

desirable

when

energize

to

where

a

it

section

the trolley passes on to

it

and the only chance for the
switch point to turn would be for
the entire rail to turn with it.
times,

Insulator

is
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and

A

rounded base, or pivot lug, on

flat

the butt end of the latch,

fits

into

and interlocks with the base plate.
The base plate is undercut on the

normal running current does not exceed 30 amperes at 600 volts or

less.

Because of the heavy starting current taken by induction motors which
are thrown directly on the line, it has
been customary to use fuses whose

was

capacity

far in

excess of the

normal running current, and thereby
the motor was afforded no overload
protection under running conditions.
This is one great objection to the
ordinary open or enclosed, fused,
air-break switch used for starting
small motors of this type.

The use
Fig.

Westinghouse Section Insulator

1.

of this type of starter per-

motor to be fused for
proper overload protection without
mits

the

blowing the fuses on starting the
to

deenergize

passes

mine
is

It

off.

it

when

the

trolley

promotes safety in
where a branch

installations

to be energized

only

when

the

bottom to
standard
the web.

motion

over the base of a

fit

and slotted to receive

rail

This allows
of

the

all

necessary

switch-points

makes imperfect alinement impos-

rocker that the trolley operates.

under hard usage.

In

one position the blade connects with
copper contactors.
In the other
there is no connection. There is no
arcing at the switch contact, because
the rocker is always energized and
the switch connection is always
opened or closed while the trolley
wheel is on the rocker.

The

sible.

than that of

other types.

The upkeep

ligible, in fact,

nothing at

is

period.

but

locomotive is on that branch. Leakage losses and dangers of contact by
persons passing under the trolley
wire are thereby averted when the
locomotive is not on the branch.
The circuit is opened and closed
by a switch blade mounted on a

Its first cost is less

motor, and at the same time affords
ample protection during the starting

The Lunkenheimer
Exhibit

neg-

are no bolts, rivets, or strap irons to

At the San Diego Exposition the
Lunkenheimer Company are exhib-

shear or to install and to wear out

iting their entire line of valves of all

all.

There

descriptions,

water

columns,

and

gauges, whistles, injectors, ejectors,
bronze fittings, oiling devices, grease

Condit "I" Oil Starter
The demand

for a fused oil switch

for use in starting small induction

motors which are thrown directly on
the

line,

without the use of a start-

cups, and the like, in great variety.

The exhibit is neat and attractive,
and the strength, durability and
workmanship of Lunkenheimer
products

is

self-evident.

Clinton Latch

Frequent mishaps at mine switches
have led the Clinton Switch Co. to
produce a latch that is simple and
yet effective

when

safety

is

consid-

ered.
Fig. 2.

It consists of three distinct parts

the latch, the base plate, and the
bridle lug.

base plate

The construction of the
makes the alinement of

the latch and the rail correct at

all

ing compensator,
dit Electrical

is

Mfg.

Lunkenheimer Exhibit at San Diego Exposition

met by the ConCo.'s type "I" oil

starter.
It

is

designed for motors whose

Portable Electric Drills
The Western Electric Co. in its
new Temco line has designed an
electric

portable drill to give long
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service under severe conditions and

hard usage.

The

design and

light

drill is

in

compact

in

The
making

weight.

weight is evenly balanced,
handling easy. An electric switch

is

some inquiries for
demand was not

there were

bars

the

enough

623
larger

insure stiffness and rigidity, while

great

the curvature from the head to the

to justify the production of

and operators had

to build

to suit their requirements at consid-

by which the motor may be reversed
when the drill sticks. Whether working at high or low speeds, a touch

erable expense.

the switch

loosening

the

reverses the motor,
drill

or

sending

it

ahead as required.
Such drills are indispensable
where holes are to be drilled or
tapped and the material cannot be
taken to a drill press. The motors
are built to operate with either direct

will enable the screenings to

up bars

conveniently placed near the handle,

of

shank

a larger section, and manufacturers

petition

the

in

However, keen comcoal

more

necessitated

industry

has

prepara-

careful

tion of coal, especially in the larger
sizes.

This has resulted

in a wide-

spread demand for a larger screen

The Phillips Mine and Mill
Supply Co. has designed such a bar,
4 inches deep, 1 inch wide across the
top and %e inch thick at the bottom.
It weighs 7.55 pounds per foot and
bar.

or alternating currents, at standard
voltages.
They are of the high-

commutator type having
forged nickel-steel shafts and builtup cores of magnetic steel.
The commutator consists of highly
speed

Fig.

get

The

away quickly and not wedge

its

on Power

Friction Clutch

Hammer

appeals to the user on

drill

35

JR

by mica.

account of

Haumu

between the bars.

conducting hard drawn copper bars
of ample carrying capacity forced
together under high pressure and
insulated

Friction Clutch for Power

5.

The

portability, lightness

v.-sstb-perft."
Fig. 4

is

made

in

frequent isolation of black-

smith shops and the objection to
overhead shafting has led to the
adoption of motor-driven power

hammers.

lengths up to

18 feet

6 inches see Fig. 4.
It is an ideal bar for screens with
wide spaces, as the depth of 4 inches
allows enough of the bars to extend

To

successfully obtain this drive,

&

Beaudry

Co. have designed a fric-

;

above the top of the bearers or supporting rods so that the corners of
large lumps will not catch at the
bearers and clog the screen; in fact
a spacing of 6 inches can be safely

accommodated without

make

having

to

provision for additional clear-

ance in the bearers.
When the notches in the bearing
Fig.

3.

Electric Drill

and application
of mining work.

in weight,
lines

bars are spaced at 1-inch centers, the
width of 1 inch across the top of the
in

many

screen bar

makes

it

possible to vary

the spacing of the screen by inches.

The new bar is interchangeable with
the Diamond bar and can be placed
Phillips Screen Bar
For many years, the screen bar
having the largest

section, in gen-

eral use was the Diamond top bar,
which is 2y^ inches deep. While

in the

same notches, as

its

shank has

the same taper and the same thickness at the bottom as the Diamond
bar.

The heavy shank and

the

shape of the head of the new bar

tion clutch. Fig.
in its design.

rate parts, viz.

5,

which

It consists
:

is

simple

of 8 sepa-

pulley, ring,

brake

cam, lever, roll, expansion
pin, and a washer.
The pulley runs loosely on the
section,

brake hub and
means of a grease

lubricated

is

cup.

by

When work-

ing, the operator has the hammer
under perfect control according to
the pressure he exerts on the treadle.
The brake is automatically released

when

the

hammer

is

in motion.

TRADE NOTICES
The Jeffrey Mfg. Co. announce the
removal of their New York branch
office from 77 Warren Street to 50
Dey Street. Mr. George H. Mueller
is the manager in charge of this
office.

;

The R. D. Kuttall Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., announce that the agency
of their products in the Chicago territory has been transferred to the

Westinghouse

Electric

and

Mfg.

Co., 39 S. LaSalle Street, Chicago,

"Wyoming" automatic

June, 1915

The Western Electric Co., in Kansas City, have moved into their newdistributing house at 608-610 WyStreet

andotte

opposite

the

old

building which served as their headquarters for the last 10 years.
The Maryland Coal Co., of St.

—

Goodman Mfg. Co. In the May
it was stated that the Goodman Mfg. Co. had presented one of
their latest model electric shortwall coal mining machines

the

testing

Company,

Link-Belt

the

University

of

purposes.

It

for

Illinois,

should

have

M. Goldman, author of the
"Heating Value of Illinois
Coals," an abstract of which appeared on page 494 of the April
issue of The Colliery Engineer,
Mr.

writes that the

son Co.

An

formula he devised. The formula
to, gave the comparative
heating value or number of B. T. U.

offered for $.01 at point of use.

The

—At

the

Oil Filter and Accessory Apparatus
for

Systems,

Oiling

Central

which are ob-

etc.,

by-product coking
In connection with the
process.
crude ammonia are shown the prodin

the

ucts of further refinement.

One

case

on exhibition by the Barrett Mfg.
Co. shows how the life of timber,
exposed to water, may be prolonged by the proper treatment with
creosote

The

oil.

longevity of the

wood is apparent. Specimens are
shown presenting a striking conbetween treated and untreated

wood when

subjected to

the same

conditions.

Ridgway Dynamo and Engine Co.,
of Ridgway, Pa., has closed a con-

Hamilton,

Co.,

Ohio.

Series

E

Mass.

Circular.

Easton Car and Construction

field,

W.

Co., of Blue-

Va., as exclusive agents for

f/ =

Epping-Carpenter
Pittsburg,

Piston

No.

Pa.

Pump

=

G

of

Bulletin

No.

102,

Shoveling

Co.,

Knoxville,

Machines,

28

pages.

Clinton Switch Co., Clinton,
Ind. The Clinton Latch, circular.
Kerr Turbine Co., Wellsville,
N. Y. Economy Turbo-Pumps, 22
Jeffrey

Mfg.

Co.,

Columbus,

Single-Roll Coal Crusher, 31

;

U. per pound, limiting
minimum guaranteed by bidder;
T.

B.

maximum

imum

£

=

allowable percentage

max-

guaranteed by bidder

percentage of ash at which value
of coal as fuel disappears = 40

per cent.

Fixed charges
b = rate

per ton for barge service

= 20 cents
; = rate

;

ton-mile

per

for

barge

—

towage 34 cent downstream
and 3^ cent upstream
= miles of barge towage to point
;

in

Pumps.
Bulletin
End-Packed Pot Valve

Myers-Whaley

pounds per ton (2,000 pounds)

= percentage of ash, limiting

of delivery.

Pattern

104,

pages.

value

of ash

Co.,

Pumps. Bulletin No. 103, CenterBulletin
Packed Plunger Pumps.
No. 109, Centrifugal Pumps.
Tenn.

heating

of B. T. U. offered for

p = price per ton expressed in cents

A

Best Feedwater Regulator, 12 pages.

Ohio.

&

52 pages.

International Mill and Timber Co., Bay City, Mich. The Famous Fifty Sterling System-Built
Homes, 72 pages.
McDonough Automatic Regulator Co., Detroit, Mich. World's

pages.

appointed

Catalog of Rail-

Co., Easton, Pa.

way Equipment,

T

=

En-

F.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
Stephen H. Meem

has

Corliss

Sturtevant Co., Boston,
The Fan that Won the Suit.

B.

Vinton Colliery Co.,
Vintondale, Pa., for two 26" x 28"
four-valve engines rated at 600
horsepower each, but which will at
times be called on to deliver 900
horsepower each for 2 hours.
The W. H. Nicholson Co., of

tract with the

number

$.01 at point of use

Rentschler

Owens,

Heavy Duty Hamilton

tained

V = comparative

pages.

gine Releasing Valve Gear, 14 pages.

coal tar, benzol,

includes

^-[-'i-1 -\-b-\-rm

32

Panama-Pacific Exhibition a joint

A

formula

TU

V=

Richardsox-Phoenix Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Peterson Power Plant

exhibit of the American Coal Products Co. and Barrett Mfg. Co. is ex-

large block
tremely interesting.
of soft coal is displayed and with it
are shown the crude ammonia, crude

complete

which is common along river mines
and is expressed:

Catalogs Received

HoovEN,

Exhibit.

Interesting

Commonwealth Edi-

not responsible for the

is

referred

Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. A. H. Sherwood.

J.

factors pertaining to barge service

of

The Wilson-Snyder Mfg. Co. and
the Wilson-Snyder Centrifugal Pump
Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., have opened
a branch office at 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York City,, in charge of

Illinois

article

read loaned instead of "presented."

Michael, Pa., has placed an order for
two 150- foot longwall coal conveyers

with

the

to

Department of Mining Engineering
of

Heating Value of
Coals

eliminators,

steam separators, and steam traps,
in the southern portion of West Virginia, western Virginia, and eastern
Kentucky.
issue,

111.

;

;

XSeQtfietyEngineer
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trast

;

:

When
by

the

method of delivery is
b, r, and m are

cars, the factors

omitted.

It

will be noted that the

above formula was devised for comparing bids, and all the variables
ash, the calorific value and price
per ton should be merged into one
figure, the number of B. T. U. fur-

—

—

Accordingly, this
1 cent.
formula has been devised in which
the inverse ratio between the ash
and the calorific value has been
nished for

maintained and reflected in the cost
of heating value for a standard commercial unit.
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Lubricating Oil Tests

suggesting

iConUnued /torn *Pagt 615)

endeavor to show
conditions

such
should be the

preeminent consideration.

Theoret-

molecular construction of

ically the

petroleum

oil is

spherical and these

roll on one another, following the ball-bearing principles of

molecules

low friction

While

coefficient.

friction coefficient

is

low,

less there is still friction
less in a light-bodied oil

more viscous

oil.

We

this

were

if it
;

utilization

but

is

it

than

in a

have, there-

and

is

Doctor Thurston, than whom perhaps no greater authority on lubrication has been known, that the consumer should utilize the least viscous oil that will keep the two metal

enable the

surfaces separated.

stant presence and interference between the metallic surfaces to be
lubricated, thereby permitting an oil

It is quite true,

due to speed, weight,
etc.,

oil

that a so-called highly viscous

may

be necessary to

fulfill

that emphasis be placed

lubricated, but also this oil friction.

fact that

Generally speaking the higher the

than just separation.

the less viscous should be the lubri-

the reason for which

the

is

greater internal friction of one oil as

which

to another,

is

due

surfaces,

fit,

ing friction of the metal parts to be

speed of the opposing metal contacts

nothing

it is

upon the

more necessary

is

The method by which
oil is

this

lubricating

introduced to the engine parts

has a great bearing on the grade and
viscosity of the lubricant

which may

If for instance the oil

be utilized.

be applied through the medium of

and this feature is the regulator of, and is determined by, the
This being the case,
oil's viscosity.

the

in

;

quickly

a

mechanism the
nature in

its

or

sliding
oil

oil

viscosity that
i.

e.,

due

at various intervals,

able that a

prob-

is

it

more viscous

would

oil

oil

to retain its position

;

of less viscosity.

Economy

of

power

to

forwarding

influ-

ence of the moving contacts.

it

fluenced

duction in viscosity of

oil.

There are several local conditions
which must be considered in the seadapted for the
A product ensatisfactory in one place may

lection of oils best

lubrication involved.
tirely

be criminally wasteful in another,

can be understood readily that
is no advantage in having the
metal surfaces separated by any
space which is greater than that
It

Probably the Fan
You are Looking For

there

you don't need more than 250,000 cu. ft. of air,
a chance for a Mine Fan deal that will save
you money.
If

here's

minimum

space required for comand absolute non-contact. If
the body of the lubricant is of a vis-

We

have several fans that are top notch in every
respect except the price. They have been in
service but a short time and are good as new. Our
usual guarantee of efficiency goes with them.

plete

cosity greater than that necessary to

perform

this

minimum

Robinson Fan,
ft.

internal oil friction.

—

separation,

the user automatically increases the

This results

in

16'

20X20

of air.

X 8' with

a capacity of 250,000 cu.

direct driven

steam engine.

•

a greater pull on the power plant to
overcome this feature, and is un-

Robinson Fan, 14'X16' which produces 200,000
ft. of air.
16X 16 direct driven steam engine.

necessary and represents wasted en-

Capel Fan,

The average consumer may

ergy.

that the point involved

is

too

fine for material consideration;

but

feel

when

it

is

realized,

especially

in

having considerable lubrithat every addimachinery,
cated
tional ounce of oil too viscous for the
situation represents additional waste,

be considered.

In

cu.

X 8' with capacity of 250,000 cu. ft.
water gauge. Direct driven steam

16'

of air at 4"

engine 20X18.

Let us know your requirements, anyhow.
don't

fit

we wUl

tell

full descriptions.

plants

this fact should

generation

may

be inby the lubricant and the
system of lubrication employed, is
incurred by utilizing a continuous
system instead of the spasmodic,
with the proper corresponding retherefore, in so far as

will

it

moves quickly forward
to the

oil

you

No

so, frankly.

If

the fans

Or ask us

for

obligations.

Robinson Ventilating Co.
8045 Jenkins

Arcade

re-

between the surfaces to be lubricated
until renewed or replaced by the succeeding drop whereas, in the latter
method, the flow of oil insures a con-

the fol-

replace and accept the position vacated,

sight-feed cup, so ad-

internal

sufficient

should be of such

rapidly succeed itself;

lowing

revolving

common

justed as to permit of one drop of

bear

sistance to separation (viscosity) to

simply desired

to the molecular cohesiveness of the

product

if a continuous
system was employed. By the former method each drop of oil added

be necessary than

must

requirement, and

compared

thin

with different phaseology the principles, sponsored by the late eminent

fore, to consider not only the resist-

cant,

of

term is used comparatively,
simply intended to reiterate

oils, this

why under

viscosity

the

625
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Whatever your
Water troubles
GonsultGRAVER
J-

V

June. 1915

Our Laboratory

is

at

your disposal with-

out charge.

Our Chemists

are

Specialists

on water

analysis.

Our Engineers have solved so many tough
water problems that the problem that looks
so hard to you may be easy for us to solve.

Bartlett-Graver
Water-Softener

6- Purifier

rJ
is

a mechanical-chemical system

bines, segregates

which com-

and precipitates hardening

ingredients and other impurities in water.
It is several steps in advance of any other
system, because, frankly, it embodies all the
good features of all the rest and avoids a lot of
queer blunders that the older systems adhere
to for "tradition's sake."

Put the water problem up to us that

is

worrying you most.

Our findings and advice may save you thousands of
Our Blue Book on Water and its Treatment will
you.

dollars.

interest

Free.

Wm. Graver Tank Works
4806 Todd Ave.
East Chicago,

Iiuliana

:

June, 1915
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even though

be a high quality

it

oil

For instance, some
features governing the selection of

of

class.

its

may

be cited as illustrations
Steam Cylinder Oils. Moisture in

oils

—

steam piston travel speed reuse of
exhaust steam temperature and ve;

;

;

827

steam; size and weight of

locity of

and Australia. The importation of
amounted to 11,572 metric
The Manila
tons, worth $43,017.
Gas Co. manufactures about a thousand metric tons of coke and has a

coke

pistons.

and

Engine

Speed

close or loose

Oil.

method

fit;

— Speed;
of appli-

cation; style of engine; weight and

pressure of parts, etc.; and type of

by-product plant using Australia
Coal retails at from $6 to
$7.50 a ton. The Manila gas-house
coke sells for $15 per ton while the

coal.

filters.

best Connellsville coke brings $30.

THE MEN AT THE FRONT
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Coal Resources of Canada
By Ftof^ D. Aia»^

Men Whose

Help You Need in the
Buying and Installing of Equipment.
Where They Are and What They Do

Canada
WHILE
dant

contains abunof

supplies

Roy

man

Jacoby, a

with a broad

knowledge of coal stripping work
and equipment, has taken the place
of Richard Blight, in the Chicago
branch of the Marion Steam Shovel
Co. Mr. Jacoby's experience in the
excavating

of

designing

actual

equipment and

its

made

much sought

his advice

operation,

are

headquarters

about half of his time

of

an Annapolis man and received his electrical education at the

Brandt

is

United States Naval Academy, clas&

Beginning

&

H. Coffin

15, 1915, Francis

Co.,

Board of Trade

spent in the

N. Y., for the sale of the Dean
Tube Cleaner and the Hays
Mr.
Gas Analysis Instruments.
falo,

Boiler

the

Seattle

Coffin

is

well

known among

coal

in

Pennsylvania, and

the addition of

power plant equiphim in

mining men

branch.

ment

Alfred Kauffman, who formerly
looked after the Link-Belt Co.'s

an unusually favorable jwsition to
serve the mining operations in the
territory he covers.

business in the eastern coal mining
fields, and particularly in the West

Virginia

field, is

now

department for a number of years,
from which he was promoted to take
charge of the erection work. His
the industry unto learn that
glad
doubtedly will be
and
competent
his
in recognition of
viceelected
been
has
he
able work
president of the Link-Belt Company.
friends

in

Wm.

C. Brandt, formerly of the
Philadelphia office of the Electric

Storage Battery Co., manufacturers
of the Ironclad-Exide Battery, has
35-11—6

than

1

Dominion situated in Nova
and
New Brunswick, while
Scotia
lie in Alberta, much of
cent,
87 per
this coal being in very remote disof these provinces.

The

No
cially

coal

the best quality and in the most acand those which are

cessible regions

nearest to what are and always will
be the great centers of population in

in

the Philippine Islands in

Cebu, exploration work
has been carried on under the direction of the division of mines of the
1913.

Bureau

On

of

Science.

During

the

year ending June 30, 1913,
459,583 metric tons was imported
fiscal

with a value of $1,196,959. About
65 per cent, of this came from Japan,
and the balance, except in insignificant quantities, came from China

They

the Dominion.

speaking

are, therefore,

the

generally,

deposits

from which coal can be delivered
most cheaply. When coal can no
longer be obtained from these districts, or if for any reason it becomes more difficult to extract coal,
the price will tend to

coal

or

quality.

easily

beds,

less

often

differing

thickness

in

Selection

of

the

and
most

worked bed for mining may

make impossible
coal

rise.

bearing district, the
usually contain several

a coal

more

was produced commer-

now being worked

coal seams

are those which contain the coal of

distinct

Islands in 1913

less

per cent, of the coal resources

measures

Coal in the Philippine

show

1913,

of the

In

vice-president

of the Link-Belt Co. and in charge
of operations in Indianapolis. Mr.
Kauffman served in the engineering

many

to his other lines places

Congress,

logical

tricts

May

the

meeting of the International Geo-

of 1911.

sent the William B. Pierce Co., Buf-

Richard Blight, formerly of the
Chicago branch of the Marion
Steam Shovel Co., has been ap-

manager

Mr.

Building, Scranton, Pa., will repre-

coal stripping districts.

pointed

stone Building, Pittsburg, Pa.

While

in
is

after

Pittsburg sales office in the Key-'

Chicago,

by coal stripping companies.
his

has

been made manager of their new

with

connection

in

more

Inves-

or less inaccessible regions.
tigations

the

coal,

coal beds are chiefly in

the

recovery

from other beds, with the

result that a

of

final

very small percentage

of the coal in the area is won.
Again, there are beds of coal in
Canada which are so thick that it is
difficult,

some cases imwork the whole thick-

in fact in

possible, to

•From addrcM before Commisrion of Conservation. Ottawa, Jannarr 19, 1915. From Bnlletin.
Canadian Mininc lutittite, Ifarcii. 1915.
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quently the upper or lower part of

up any coal seam, which plans must
be approved by the Chief Inspector

the seam alone

is

of Mines.

the rest behind.

In such cases,

ness of the seam at once.

Conse-

worked, leaving

when

the workings collapse after the cessation of mining, there

is

a serious

danger of losing the coal

The

other half of the seam.

the

in

loss,

however, even under these circumstances can be minimized if a proper
and uniform plan of working the

seam

adopted from the first.
be said that in the coal

is

may

It

Nova

amount of

Such supervision

not required

is

and
Saskatchewan, the opening of which
is just beginning and whose mineral
wealth is the property of the Dominion Government by whom the
provinces

the

in

right

Alberta

of

mine for coal

to

certain

in

areas for a certain definite term of

years

leased.

is

The duty of the inDominion Gov-

spectors under the

ernment

principally

worked. If the coal is burned in
gas producers and the gas so obtained used in internal combustion
engines, a higher efficiency, amounting to about 30 per cent, of the
energy in the coal actually mined, or
about 15 per cent, of the energy
locked up in the coal of the whole
area is obtained. This is a distinct
advance in efficiency but still represents an enormous waste.
It is a
waste, however, which at the present
time we are unable to avoid.

collect

In Canada by-product ovens are

at

royalties, while the functions of the

as great as that which has
been extracted. This is apart from

Provincial Inspectors are principally

used by the Dominion Coal Co., at
Sydney, and by the Algoma Steel
Co., at Sault Ste. Marie, but these

and

miners.

of

fields

coal which

Scotia the

has been wasted

is

least

addition to the coal neces-

in

sarily

in

left

the mine under the

method of mining employed.
of

waste

this

years

earlier

province

when

took
of

place

Most

mining in
was no

there

the

in

this
effec-

At

governmental supervision.

the

is

not

mining

From

controlled,

is

^0 per

'•^A w ^^.i

at present in

Canada,

by-products, as against 730 which
do save these valuable constituents
of the coal.
In Western Canada
there are 1,935 ovens of the former
class and none of the latter.
Mr. E. E. Lucas, manager of the
coke ovens of the Dominion Coal
Co., estimates the saving effected by
the use of the by-product oven to be
$1.93 per ton of coke made.
The
by-product coke ovens of the United
States produced in 1912 ammonia
and ammonium sulphate to the value

pany operating under lease from the
government of Nova Scotia must
submit in advance the plans which
opening

There are

possible.

burned under boilers in the usual
manner, only about 12 per cent, of
if,

in

are the only ovens of this type in

the Dominion.

2,024 ovens, which do not save the

total

proposed to follow

wasteful

mined and

And

is

and

the coal which

the

it

the

of

Thus the mining methods

the present time, every mining com-

tive

safeguarding

physical

are

to

as

efficiency
is

the

is

developed.

usually the case, only

cent, of the coal is taken

the mine, there

6 per

is

is

from

secured only about

cent, of the total efficiency of

coal

^1 «,; wii.if\«i wm^

obtained

in

the

ii 4,;.

area

of $9,519,268.

How Long

Does

YOUR

Pipe Last?

you could install a pipe line that would last a hundred years you wouldn't consider first cost, would you?
If

Cast Iron Pipe has a record of 250 years of uninterrupted service underground, under pressure.

For some years past in England
and Germany, attention has been
paid to the problem of securing the
largest

possible

yield

ammonia

of

from coal during the process
coking.
With the methods

of
of

coking ordinarily adopted at the gas
works in these countries only about
one-sixth of the nitrogen in the coal

It defies all

the elements that are so destructive to

other kinds of pipe, especially around mines and mills.

is

obtained in saleable form as an

ammonium compound.

It

has been

found, however, that by employing
The follomne makers of Cast Iron Pipe and FiUings are independent of each
other and competitors; inQuiries may be sent to any or all of them with
assurance of prompt and full response:

Amaricao Cast Iron Pipe Co.
Birmlnffham, Ala.

Donaldson Iron Co.
Emaua, Lehigh Co., Pa.

Glamorgan Pipe

& Pouodry

Co.

MaaaOlon Iron & Steel Co.
MaMillon, Ohio

certain

improved methods the yield

ammonia may be increased by as
much as 200 per cent.
The provision of an adequate supof

ply of cheap

fuels

for

the plains

Lynchburg, Va.

Jamca

B.

Clow & Sooa

Chicago.

III.

Lynch bunr Foundry Co.
Lynchburg, Va.

U. S. Caal Iron Pipe & Fdry. Co.
PhUadelpbIa, Pa.

Canada is an important
problem.
Large areas of these
provinces are underlain by beds of
districts of

subbituminous coal and lignite

mated
tons.

to

As

contain

esti-

100,000,000,000

yet practically all the fuel

;

^e QffieryEngineer
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in that portion of the plain east of

Brandon is imported from the
United States, while that used in the
country west of Brandon comes
from Rocky Mountain coal fields.
In either case, the cost of transporis high.

tation

The beds

in these districts

have

not been extensively mined, largely

because of the absence of timber,
and also because the coals are of a

lower grade than those from the
Because of their
disintegration on exposure to air,

Rocky Mountains.

briquetting would be necessary

make them

available

to

domestic

for

and for the generation of power
they would need to be briquetted or
use,

used in the gas producer.

A

series of trials recently carried

out by Doctor Porter and Professor

Durley, of McGill University, for

The

Bull

Dog

Electric

Dip

Pump

No

car necessary. Simply use two square
axles and four car wheels. Slots in base hold

pump securely on axles.
The Safety-First Pump; all
the

gears are completely enclosed.
Every detail developed for
easy handling and severe service.

pumps for every other
Centrifugal, Steam, Electric.
Also

the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines at Ottawa, show that

mine

service:

Write for the Details.

these fuels are excellently adapted
for use in the gas producer and are

Epping-Carpenter Pump Co.

thus well adapted for the production
of power.

The

ting

commercially

a

in

manner has not
Note. It is

—

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvsmia

question of briquetprofitable

yet been settled.
interesting to

note

that Alberta produced in 1914: lig1,697,401

nite,

1,953,367

tons

tons;

tons;

bituminous,

anthracite,

170,971

coal used in coke, 44,249 tons

;

coke

produced,

29,058

tons;

bri-

quets, 109,082 tons.

Principal Sources of Coal
Dust in Collieries
Undercutting

1.

and

loading

coal.
2.

drift

Hauling coal
mouth.

The

3.

to the shaft or

disturbances

caused

by

the traffic of men, horses, and cars.

Gradual disintegration due to
air-slacking and pillar work.
4.

The

third annual joint field meet

United States Bureau of
Mines, the American Mine Safety
of

the

and the California
Metal Producers Association will be
held at the Panama-Pacific Exposition, September 23 and 24.

Association,

YouGH

Special

Boiler Feed Pump
Self Grinding Valves and Seats, for hot or
All water valves are in a Separate Water
Valve Chamber; only the plungers work in cylinder. All
Ground
parts arranged for quick access and easy handling.

With Bronze
cold water.

steam joints on steam end.

Will
Built in long stroke, which reduces wear of Pump.
run very slow and continuous when feeding boilers, and very
economical in steam. A Boiler Feed Pump should run slow.
Complete Details of
other Model Mine

Boyts, Porter

Pumps

this

and

sent on request

and Company

ConnelUville, Pa.^ U.£>.A.
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Examination Questions

a higher percentage of methane to

The miners should be kept from

underground
pure air on the sur-

the place and a line of brattice car-

the other hand, the pres-

along one side of the entry. This
work should be done with safety
lamps or, better, with electric-lamps.

that no one could enter the work-

than

uncommon trouble was discovered and the

face.

ings until the cause of the

danger removed.
QuES. 6. What proportions of
atmospheric air and methane are
necessary to form an explosive mix-

—

At what

ture?

point

is

the explo-

—

Ans. It is impossible to give a
answer to this question as so
much depends upon conditions that
In pure air and
are not stated.
using an electric arc to ignite the
direct

it

is

possible to secure a slight

explosion

does in

it

On

ence of coal dust increases the ex-

When

the air

degree

when

reached
cent, of

way

7.

—If

an

same

open

light

is

placed in a large body of marsh gas

(CH^) unmixed with
would be the result?

air,

what

Give your

—

Ans. A light placed in a body of
pure methane would be instantly extinguished, as this gas does not con-

oxygen which

QuES.
ports
.35

QuES.

10.

Ans.

—

If the air-currents

there

steel

bands, even under strong in-

ternal pressure. The steel bands hold
the pipe securely intact. An outer
coat of imperishable asphaltum gives
positive protection against outside

elements.

Get the complete details of Michigan
Pipe.
We welcome hard cases—
especially, when other wood pipe has
failed.
Ask for our New Jmne Pipe
Book.

Michigan Pipe
Bay

Company

City, Michigan

al-

8*.

—The

that the

is

necessary

mine chemist

return

air

per cent, of methane.

re-

contains
If

the

mine no old workings as they have,
and always have had, live air-currents passing through them or, in
another way, the parts of the mine
from which the coal has been extracted are used as an intake, which
is perfectly proper.
Old workings
;

are only dangerous

blackdamp

is free from sap.
The
acid water cannot go through to the

have

no objection at all to the
In fact, from the stand-

is

practice.

Then,

— timber that

safe to pass a cur-

ways been carried through the old
workings and the proportion of
methane is below the danger point,

how many

Michigan Pipe

it

doned portions of a mine and then
it to the face of the work-

the daily output of coal

Only first-growth timber (Tamarack
and White Pine) is used in

Is

conduct
ings?

Acid-Proof Pipe
—

—

rent of intake air through the aban-

volume

of

air

in

circulation

is

150,000 cubic feet per minute, and

given

from gas,

return at that point, and the pre-

Only Timber
Free From Sap Makes
That's the BIG difference between
Michigan Pipe and the ordinary wood
pipe one of the reasons why Michigan Pipe is proof against the strong
acid waters of the mines.

free

point of ventilation there are in this

reasons.

tain the

is

a cross-cut should be driven to the

vious cross-cut closed with a perma-

it does the lower explosive
asked for in the first part of

QiJES.

as the face

to the face

nent brattice.

is

as

limit

As soon

contains 9.46 per

it

from the cross-cut

explosibility

of coal dust, affects this in the

for combustion.

requires

of

ried

pure, the maxi-

oxygen, presence of inert gases or

bon dioxide

air, it

is

methane; but a shortage of

the question.

mine

enor-

so

mously, that even 1 per cent, of gas
is considered highly dangerous in
dry and dusty workings.

burning with as little as 4.5 per cent.
of gas, and an explosion, but not
with great violence, at 5.5 per cent.
Competent authorities give the
lower explosive limit at 5 per cent,
and at 6 per cent, of gas, and others
place it at over 7 per cent.
It will
be found that, owing to the deficiency of oxygen and the presence
of inert gases like nitrogen and carin

methane

of

plosibility

mum

sive mixture greatest?

gas,

an

cause

(CanUnaeJ from 'Page 621)
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is 3,000 tons,
cubic feet of methane are

when they are

not ventilated, in which case they
are sure to become filled with either

if

or

the air

methane,
is

or

both.

diverted from

its

off

by the mine per day and
per ton of coal produced?
Ans. The volume of air passing
through the mine in a day of 24
hours is 150,000 x 60 x 24 = 216,000,000 cubic feet. The volume of
methane given off per day would,

regular course through these work-

—

the face, there will be grave danger

thence, be 216,000,000 x .0035 = 756,-

QuES. 11. The temperature at the
airway of a mine is 60° F. and
80,000 cubic feet of air per minute
is
entering the workings; what

000 cubic feet.
The volume of gas per ton of coal
produced would be 756,000 h- 3,000
= 252 cubic feet.
QuES. 9. If you were acting as

—

fire

boss,

200 feet
found in

and had an entry driven
off the last cross-cut, and
your examination that the

entry contained explosive gas back
100 feet from the face, how would

you proceed?
Ans. There is something wrong
with the foreman or with the mining
law when entries in gaseous mines

ings and afterward

is

lead back to

such a time as the noxious
gases have been swept out of the old
workings, when the danger will
until

cease.

—

inlet

should be the quantity at the outlet
the temperature at that point
70° F.?
if

is

—

Ans. The pressure remaining unchanged, the increase in volume is
proportional to the absolute temperatures at the intake and return, and
is

—

are driven 200 feet ahead of the

air.

80.000 X^^J-"t|^ =81,538 cubic feet.

460 -f- 60

—

How would you proceed to erect a regulator in one of a
QuES.

12*.
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pair of entries so that each might
receive the same quantity of air, and
what calculations would you make?
Ans. I would not make any cal-

—

Let the entry through
which the greater volume of air is
passing be called B; it is evident
culations.

that the quantity of air passing in

must be reduced

this entry

in order

to increase that passing in the other

At some convenient

entry A.

B

in

.uliipl<

point

sed Steel and Stucco

securely fasten two pieces of

the entry at dis-

scantling across

tances of 6 inches to 9 inches from

For mines, industrial plants, etc., and wherever a number of houses of similar design
are desired, such groups can be built
fireproof, permanent, indestructible and at low cost^
by means of

the roof and floor, respectively, and

—

to these nail pieces of plank set ver-

As

tically.

the planks are succes-

KAHN

sively nailed on, the quantity of air

A

passing in

will be increased while

that in

B

grows

smaller.

decreased as

is

The

Inflammable wood joists and studs are replaced by all-steel members, cut to
length and requiring no work at the building site.
They are erected without
riveting, punching or bolting, by a perfected standard connection.
The only tool
required is a hammer.
Hy-Rib steel sheathing is quickly attached by bending
down prongs on the members; and the stucco, plaster or concrete applied. Kahn
Pressed Steel houses compare favorably in cost with wood and take less than half
the time and labor to erect.
Ordinary mechanics can build them from our
complete erection diagrams.
Detailed information forwarded FREE to interested persons. Write today.

area

its

nailing

of

planks should be continued until the
quantity of air passing in the two
entries

the same, or as nearly the

is

same as

necessary.

is

regulator

the

desired,

is

Representatives in Principal Cities.

or shutter,

sliding door,

elaborate

more

a

If

Trussed Concrete Steel Company

of

size

opening between the planks may be
used to estimate the size of the
shutter.

QuES.

13.

—^What

—
Pressed Steel Construction

Dept. M-85, Youngstown, Ohio

would be the

thing to observe on entering
each entry for examination?
Ans. The first thing to observe
first

—

would be whether the usual quantity
of air was passing; if not, an investigation

the

into

should be

made

cause

of

this

before inspecting

the rooms for the presence of gas.
QuES. 14. Two airways each

—

have an area of 64 feet and their
lengths are each 3,000 feet, one circular and the other square; is there
any difference in their rubbing surfaces?

Ans.

If so,

how much?

—The square airway

-\/6i
is

has the

=

8 feet long;

bing surface
square
'

is

Drawings,

Plans; Etc.

the only automatic photographic copying inachine in existence. The
Pioneer protected by the Beidler United States
is

—

and foreign patents.

No Plates, No Films, No Dark Rooms
objectionable features of ordinary
Copies of any and
written, printed or drawn matter, whether
contained in loose sheets or bound volumes,
made the size you want in a moment's time.
All the

photography eliminated.
all

Any one can operate a RECTIGRAPH! Simply press the
button on the motor operated machine or turn the crank on
the hand operated one.
Direct, durable, permanent copies from any size original,
enlarged or reduced as desired. Positive
Machine illustrated
or negative in color and position.
size
copy
up to a maximum of 12" X 16*. Other
any
makes
stock sizes 1 1*X 13' and 18*X 24*. Special sizes upon order.

Haod Operated

its
;

is

size for filing

and

office

in the original presents

perimeter
its rub-

and

drawings, tracings, maps, plans, blueprints, etc., making them uniform
purposes or for reference purposes in the field. The amount of intricacy
difficulty to the

no

SPEED

ECONOMY

ACCURACY

EFnCIENCY

32 x 3,000 = 96,000

feet.

The circumference

Rectigraph

You can "Rectigraph" your

side of the square airway

8 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 32 feet

Records,

The Rectigraph

made actual size,

larger rubbing surface.

Each

Photograph Your Maps,

of the circular

airway is Cir. = -y/^^
= V4X 3. 1416X64 = 28.37

X

area

feet;

and

jt

the rubbing surface of this airway

28.37 X 3,000 = 85,110 square

feet.

is

WHAT YOU GET

IS

AN ABSOLUTE FACSIMILE

The Rectigraph Process is used by hundreds of Mining Companies, Engineering Companies, Industrial
Corporations, The United States Government, Railways, Contractors, etc., etc. YOU can use a
Rectigraph to advantage. Our illustrated booklet contains full details. Write for a copy. Send us
an original and we will "Rectigraph" it for you to show what can be done upon your own
work.

No

-*

importunity.

RECTIGRAPH COMPANY,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Hence, the square airway has the
rubbing surface by 96,000

larger

- 85,110 = 10,890 square

A

—

discover that the ventilation has
been interrupted by the stopping of
the fan or otherwise what would be
your method of procedure?
;

—In

a case such as this the

only course

is to

keep the

men from

velocity of 7,000 feet per minute

nearly 80 miles per hour, that of
a hurricane, and work would be imis

they are admitted, a second examination should be made.

QuES.
gas and
point,

4

ft.

16*.

mixture of marsh

most explosive
passing along an airway

air

is

X 5

per

—A
at

its

at a velocity of

ft.,

What

minute.

will

volume of the current
creased

the

until

marsh gas

in

it

is

if

500

feet

be

the

it

is

than 2

propagate an explosion in the presence of inflammable dust?
What

would be the velocity of the increased air-current, and what kind
of lights would you use for working
on the entry?

—

Ans. The exact percentage of
methane that will propagate an explosion in the presence of inflammable dust is not definitely known,

under 1 per cent. the Consolidation Coal Co. endeavors to keep
the percentage of methane in the
return at not over .35 per cent. Assuming that an average of these
but

is

;

figures of .675

culation

may

the mine
feet

allowable, the cal-

be made.

The volume
bic

is

would

dents due to derailment, and permits of higher speeds and greater

QuES. 17*.—A barrier pillar 25
feet thick is left between two coal
properties, the boundary line between them being 1 mile long. How

That

this

methane

volume of gas should be

.675 per cent, of the air-current, this

must have a volume of 946 ^ .00675
- 140,000 cubic feet per minute.

The

Ans.

—The

6 feet thick and

is

volume of coal

Assuming

feet.

in the

the weight of a cu-

bic foot of water as 62.5 pounds,

The number
pillar

of tons of coal in the

18.

—Give

the names, sym-

bols or formulas of (a) the

and

(h) the rare

Ans.

— (a)

common

mine gases.

The gases always

pres-

ent in the air, both within and without the mines, are, oxygen symbol 0,
nitrogen symbol A', methane for-

mula

CH^, and carbon dioxide
formula CO^.
To these three is
commonly added carbon monoxide,
which is really (and fortunately) a
rare gas as it is formed only under
unusual conditions; its formula is

CO.
(b) The following gases are
uncommon or occur in very

velocity of the current

would

mouths

throughs

rooms

of

(if

burning

of

or

break-

the right distance

at

apart), should be kept clean of rub-

and should be whitewashed

bish,

electricity

available,

is

The

front of them.

heavy,

on

laid

ties,

of derailment

is

mum

light

rails

sound,

closely spaced

they

;

if

may

hung

in

should be

and

large,

so that the danger

reduced to a mini-

and the road bed should be
kept in good repair.
The speed at which man trips may
be safely run depends upon the condition of track and rolling stock.
;

With a
cars

strictly first-class track

there

seems

no

reason

and

why

speeds of 8 or 10 miles an hour are
not perfectly safe; but everything
considered, 4 to 5 miles

is

perhaps

safer.

either

small

some of them are given
by the coal and others are formed
the

intended as safety or refuge holes
from passing trips. These may be

have an incandescent

= 36,126 tons.

QuES.

50 feet and on the wide side, should
be made a series of openings into
the rib not less than 4 feet in depth

the

be (892,000 x 81) +2,000

will

output. The passageway secured as
described should be kept clean so
that there is nothing to be stumbled
over. At regular intervals of about

1

cubic foot of the coal will weigh
62.5 X 1.3 = 81.25, Say, 81 pounds.

by

feet of

seam

pillar is 5,280 x 25 x 6 = 892,000 cubic

500 x (4 x 5) = 10,000 cuper minute.
At its most

X .0946 = 946 cubic
passing per minute.

tons of coal are there in this

has a specific gravity of 1.3?

off

be, in this air-current, 10,000

main-

velocity as this.

of air circulating in

explosive point, methane constitutes
9.46 per cent, of the air.
There

feet, is

tained along one rib for the entire
length of the road; also, a straight
track reduces the number of acci-

quantities;

is

space of not less

and better 3

feet,

have to be of the portable electric
storage-battery type, as no oil safety
lamp would remain lit at any such

in-

percentage of
not sufficient to

—

The entries should be
driven straight so that the track may
be laid nearer to one side, so that a
clear continuous

Assuming, however, that
could be used, they would

pillar if the

before

?

Ans.

lights

many

and

what should be the speed of the

possible.

found

remedied;

5) = 7,000 feet per

trips

the mine until the trouble has been

and

(4x

-r

minute.

feet.

QuES. 15. On your examination
of a mine generating explosive gas
you find the ventilation in good
condition, and no places containing
any accumulation of gas, but as you
are about to admit the workmen you

Ans.

be 140,000
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explosives:

Acetylene, C^H^

; ethane, C^H^
; ethylene (defiant gas), C^H^; hydrogen,

H; hydrogen sulphide, H^S; nitric
oxide, NO; nitrogen dioxide, NO^;
sulphur dioxide, SO^.

QuES. 19.—What arrangements
would you make on haulage roads
for the safety of drivers and others
?
If employes are taken into the mine
on empty trips, hauled by electric
motors or other mechanical means.

Effect of War
The statement is made by Dr.

C.

Schroedter, in Stahl und Eisen, that
the Germans now hold control of
about 40 per cent, of the aggregate
industrial activity of France.

figures are based

These
upon the percent-

age of steam plants under German
It is claimed that Germany

control.

controls 68.8 per cent, of the coal,
78.3 per cent, of the coke, 90 per
cent, of the iron ore, 85.7 per cent,

of the pig iron, and 76 per cent, of
the steel ingots.

Minesw Minerals
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Which Shows Many Economical Features
Writien for

of the most encouraging

At

Rossiter,

The ColUery Engineer

Bituminous

coal industry

recently erected a

the attention

the

Pa.,

signs in connection with the

Coal

new power

the equipment of which

one manifestation of
the progress which is converting the
production of coal from a commercial adventure with something of a
gambling element
about it, to a

complete.

This

stable

is

may

well serve as a

was

has

house,

not yet

is

This, though not large,

ilar structures in
It

Clearfield

Corporation

being paid to the development of

power.

Plant

Installation of the Clearfield Bituminous Coal

Corporation,

is

Power

Rossiter, Pa.,
A New

ONE

Scran ton, Pa.

laid out

model

for sim-

the coal districts.

by Mr.

J.

W.

Wetter,

first

working

concerned, and most

is

Mines
pillar coal.
and 4 are near the power
house and the line to No. 1 is fed
with direct current from the converThe line from No. 4 is fed
ter.
directly from the generators with
of

output

its

Nos.

is

1

alternating current at 2,300 volts.

Because of the

approach ing
abandonment

industry

leaks are stopped

No. 4,
thought

and demonstrated

to

economies

sive

which

in

visible

A
the

of

production
ton

of

of

chargeable
power
the

a
is

to

175-horse power

consumpand,

tion,

ment* consists of
two 275-volt generators driven by
belts
from one

the

coal

rapid

induction motor.

with

The

devel-

opment and adoption of mechanical

Fio.

cost thus chargeable is increased; therefore anything tending
to decrease the cost of power production is of great importance. In
total

places the old style of

power

house, dirty, dark, poorly arranged
and inefficient, is still found, but
fortunately

the power plants

being installed are entirely
date,

well

arranged,

clean and efficient.

1.

Rossiter, Pa.,

Power Plant

well

now

up

to

lighted,

chief engineer of the company, and
the apparatus was furnished by the

power

Scranton Electric Construction Co.

is

This plant serves three openings,
known as mines 1, 3, and 4. These
really constitute one mine, as they

lightning arrester.

are connected.

The

coal

from

all is

brought to one tipple. The capacities of these mines are, No. 1 about
1,100 tons. No. 3 about 900 tons,
and No. 4 about 500 tons. No. 4 is
practically exhausted as far as the

COPYIIiaHTXO »T INTIUNATIONAL T«XT»OOK COMPANY.

ALL RIOHT*

house

and

by

12,000

from the
current

the

This

stepped up to 6,600 volts.
protected

No.

line to

3 extends
feet

devices, the proportion of the

many

expen-

machinery
and the

converting equip-

large part of
cost

unwise

install

there,

adopted.

of

was

it

an

is

line

electrolytic

The other

lines

are protected by multi-gap lightning
arresters.

Another

Juneau openThis car-

line to the

ing has just been finished.
ries 2,300 volts.

The power house

and

tractive building.

The

HSMVID

built

is

light yellow brick

is

of

a

a very .at-

stack

is

also

of brick, 125 feet high, 6 feet 6 inches
in

diameter at the top and

is

beauti-

The building is finished
with whitewash made after

fully built.

inside

the government formula, and every

inducement
it

is

as clean as

being offered to keep
it

now

is.

The

walls

room are provided
with abundant window space, well
of the turbine

Fig.

2.

day time. The windows have steel
sashes and. are glazed with wire
Incandescent lamps are used
glass.
These
at night and on dull days.

shown

The

in Fig. 6.

of light from the rows of
lamps along the walls intersect in
the line of the ceiling lamps and
those of the ceiling lamps in turn

cones

reach the walls at the elevation of
the wall lamps.

With

this arrange-

found that the room is
thoroughly lighted and, a very important point, is practically without
shadows.
The roof is supported on 24-inch
I beams.
These are heavier than

ment

it

is

same strength but
space, and their use

trusses of the

re-

quire less

re-

sulted in the saving of about $400
in the cost of the walls.
is

The

floor

of 3-inch reinforced concrete on

structural steel supports.

plant

400-horse-

three

has

water-tube

fuel is almost entirely track clean-

marketable

ings,

by a rope operated by a small hoist
located in the boiler room, from
which point the dumping of ashes

ized with valves so that

3.

boilers,

only

when

there

being

coal

Keeler
Ashes
with Ajax shaker grates.
drop from the ash pits to a car in
the tunnel under the boiler room
floor.
The car is to be drawn out

Fig.

will be well lighted during the

are placed as

The
power

Mine Car

placed, so that the interior of the

room

July, 1915
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is

used

a failure in the

supply of track cleanings, old

and other combustible
All pipe

is

completely sectional-

be cut out, thus

it

Fig. 4.

any unit can

will be possible

to cut out of service

Behind the Switchboard

ties

refuse.

any one of the

Cable Supports

two

into the car can be controlled.

three boilers, either one of the

will be

feedwater heaters, either of the two

Fuel
brought to the plant by a
monitor hauled up grade by a rope
operated by the same hoist used to
pull ash cars from the tunnel.
As
the empty monitor will run out from
the power house by gravity and the
empty ash car will run back into its
tunnel by gravity, the arrangement
will be very simple.
This monitor
will

dump

automatically

fuel bins opposite the boilers.

place of

dumping

will

the

into

The

be controlled

by triggers operated from the floor.
Fig. 5 shows the concrete trestle
for the fuel monitor.

the

is

required to

and one

boilers

man

to

operate the hoist, the whole boiler

room can be run by two men at
most, and probably during most of
the time one

man

can do

all

the

work.

One

of the most important points

about this plant

is

In some plants the effect of loss of
heat in the steam pipes on the cost
of

power production

is

neglected,

but here every measure for economy
is being taken and the steam pipes
are insulated with felted sponge.

Two
The

turbogenerators

electrical

600-kilowatt,

three-phase

are

the fact that the

used.

end of each has a
2,300-volt,

generator,

60-cycle,

con-

direct

nected to the turbine and running at
3,600 revolutions per minute.
Curtis turbines are used.

As only one fireman
tend

condensers, or either turbogenerator.

These

are rated for 150 pounds pressure

but are run at about 170 pounds.

They

are run condensing but the exhaust lines are fitted with automatic
valves which instantly open the ex-

when the
Each turbine is furan emergency stop

haust to the atmosphere

vacuum

is lost.

nished

with

which automatically shuts

off

the

July, 1915
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steam in case of overspeeding. This
is fitted with two springs.
One
to shut off the steam at 10 per cent,
overspeed and the other to operate
stop

at 15 per cent, overspeed in case the

should

first

After the machine

fail.

has been stopped by this trip, it can
be started by opening the throttle
valve by hand.
The apparatus is
similar in

what

it

All

machinery at the plant was
manufactured by the General Elecelectrical

Co.

Exhaust steam from the turbines

pump

is

connected.

All condensing

equipment was suppUed by the Alberger Pump and Condensing Co.
From the condensers, water goes to
a hot well, then to the pump which
raises

on

it

room

floor,

water

well

is

This tower

is

The cooling water

enters the con-

about 88 degrees and
leaves them at about 93 degrees.
These temperatures will of course
at

with

4

furnished inside

l"x4" cedar
with

inches

Air

is

boards,

spaced

alternating

layers

forced through the

tower by two disk fans, placed
opposite

sides

near

in

bottom,

the

driven by a 440-volt induction

mo-

The water supply
practically

with

no trouble

boilers,

good and

cuiting of the air in times of ex-

tremely cold weather, when, without

condensers,

or

feed-

Concrete Trestle

vary considerably at different seaThe condenser
sons of the year.
water is cooled in a spraying tower
the rear of the power

house and shown

in

Fig.

1.

The

would
and

to condense

freeze the moisture in the air.

A

motor generator

kilowatt capacity
outside lines.

set

of

300-

used to supply

is

No. 1 mine and the
has an extra large

direct current to
It

synchronous motor for power factor
This supif necessary.
plies current at 275 volts.
correction

Two

25-kilowatt exciters are pro-

vided, one driven

Fic.

6.

Showing Arrangements of Laups

by turbine and the

other by an induction motor. The
first is used when the main genera-

and the other is used
have been brought up to
speed and have been excited by the

tors are started

water heaters. Little trouble would
be experienced in the boilers and
feed-water heaters because, as has
been said, the supply of fresh water
is

only about 10 per cent, of the

The tanks shown

were a water treating plant

after these

turbine-driven exciter.

The switchboard

is

of the remote-

hand-operated

control,

wire on the

front

No

type.

section

the

of

board carries more than 440 volts
and all but one of the connections
carry only 110 volts.

Fig. 3

shows

the space between the front and rear

The water is
supply the town.
pumped up to the tanks located on a
hill shown in Fig. 1, from which the

boards

town

danger to which the operator is exposed is much less than it is when
the older form of switchboard is

is

supplied by gravity.

The generator bearings

are cooled

by water which after leaving the
bearings goes to the entering line to
the cooling water system.

situated at

this precaution, the generators

become so cold as

in Fig. 1

5.

Substation

7.

experienced

is
is

used for water from a source which
has been abandoned for boiler water
supply, and is now used only to

Fig.

Fig.

tor.

total evaporation.

1

the short cir-

19 feet in diameter,

It is

cooling-

bine.

Dampers permit

distributed over the

32 feet high.

water circulating pump and the hotwater pump are mounted on the
same shaft with a small steam tur-

densers

middle one for the entering air and
the two outside ones for the return

from which

The

three compartments, the

tower.

taken by the boiler feed-pumps.

evaporation.

These conduits are

sides.

air.

This reservoir is provided with a
float valve which allows the admission of enough fresh water to make
up for losses. It has been found
that the addition of fresh water
amounts to about 10 per cent, of the
total

posite

with nozzles on one side. The force
of the water leaving these nozzles
causes the arms to revolve and the

to the feedwater reservoir

the boiler

it is

into this cooling

made with

crossed.

goes to two "Spiroflo" surface condensers to which one dry vacuum

pumped

is

tower under pressure and enters a
central hollow shaft at the top of
which are hollow arms provided

accomplishes to

the magnetic circuit breaker.

tric

water

635

The gen-

mounted on concrete
from the floor.
generators
are cooled by air
The
led through conduits which pierce
the walls of the building on two operator sets are

piers separated

the

of

substation

switch-

board with the operating rods on
the floor.

used.

With

this

form of board,

All A. C. circuits are fitted by

Each

and generadisconwith
tor circuit is provided
necting switches, so that it can be

oil switches.

line

entirely disconnected

of

the

from the

rest

board in case repairs are

necessary.

A

Tirrill

regulator

is

We QtfieryEngineer
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used to maintain absolutely constant
voltage under all conditions.
The

board carries a curve-drawing watt
meter and an integrating watt meter.
The basement of the building contains the two condensers, pumps,
and the step-up transformers used
on the line to No. 3. It is intended
soon to place shower baths in the
basement.
One thing to be especially com-

mended

is the fact that the ground
around the power house has been
fertilized and seeded so that a good
sod will be produced. This is something which is going to be done

much more commonly
than

it

in the future

has been in the past.

Those

companies which have succeeded

in

shown

This substation also feeds a
1.
The wiring is

pipe.

from any mine.

cut off

At present most of
machinery used

the mining

driven by elec-

is

some air
punchers used, especially for working pillar coal. Compressed air is
furnished by a 1,500-cubic foot Ingersoll-Rand cross-compound combut

tricity,

are

there

pressor, belted to a 200-horsepower

Some

induction motor.
are

still

of the fans

which are of a large diameter, are
be replaced at once with modern

to

100fans driven by
horsepower slip-ring induction mo-

placing the

pay financially in the increased
work done by cheerful and contented men.

as the latter are abandoned.

substation situated almost over the
present face of No. 3 mine and two

miles from the power house.
substation

operation

This

power for the
mining machines in

supplies

of

No. 3 and feeds the trolley wire
about half-way back to the power

The

company
steel cars

has

decided

to

and these are

re-

wooden

cars as rapidly

cars are made, on the

the

wooden

Steel

same model

as

cars, of plates stiffened

Fig. 2 shows the
Sixty-pound rails have been
placed in No. 1 mine.
In No. 3
mine the old rails, weighing 25 to
30 pounds, are being replaced with
60-pound rails.

with angle irons.

cars.

All

used

available
to

make

means
the

are

being

generation

of

power as economical as possible.
Labor saving devices permit the re-

neatly

mum.

built

of

Current
reaches the station at about 6,000
brick.

There are two transformer
one being intended as a reserve.
These sets are similar to the one
used in the power house except that
volts.
sets,

the

alternating

current

enters

at

about 6,000 volts.
Current is carried into the mine
through a bore hole 250 feet deep.
Six cables are used, three positive

and three negative, and each 650,000
circular mils in area.

The

positive

cables are insulated with varnished

cambric capable of resisting 6,600
volts.

The

negative

cables

triple-braided weather-proof.

cables are supported on
resting

on

concrete

are

These

wooden bars
pedestals

as

the intended changes

duction of the labor cost to a mini-

The machinery is all of the
form and most efficiently designed, and is working in the most
latest

satisfactory manner.

new

plant will

tons.

Not only

the coal industry.

mechanically

efficient

plant

can

with

be

chinery, but

it is

as

is it

as

such

a

existing

ma-

well built, neat and

well kept.

Examinations on the Mine

Law
The

Susquehanna

Coal Co. is
completing a series of examinations
of its mine foremen, assistant mine
foremen, fire bosses and safety in-

on

Many

Law.

the

Anthracite

of these

Mine

men have been

employ of the company for
long periods and passed their state
examinations many years ago, and
in the

The transmission wire is
No. 3 copper. The substation as
shown in Fig. 7 is substantially and
house.

all

This plant
at Rossiter is a good example of
what modern engineering can do for

spectors

fortably, but that such outlays actu-

at present one

When

driven by steam, but these,

adopt

The company has

day.

consume about 20

only a satisfaction to know that they
are helping employes to live comally

The old power
consumed 65 tons of coal per

so arranged that the current can be

tors.

not

plant

are completed, the

strongly to the fact that

is

bring each boiler up to the most
efficient conditions.

part of mine No.

high-speed

it

cables are in-

from the casing of the borehole by a 6-inch vulcanized fiber
sulated

some idea of appreciation
of neatness in mine camps testify
initiating

The

in Fig. 4.

JnLT, 191S

Flow meters

are being installed on all steam and

water lines so that the behavior of
each unit will be exactly known.
Draft gauges, made by the Precision Instrument Co., are attached

management of the company

the

wanted to make sure that they were
conversant with the mine law as it
is today; the results have been most
gratifying.

Certain pages of mine law are as-

signed as the subject matter for each

examination, and the employes

who

occupy the responsible positions
are given 3 months to prepare for
the first test. The examinations are
given by the division superintendents, and are written.
They are
held on idle colliery days, or at
night, and the entire mine law germane to their duties is covered in the
series.
The interest and study
shown by the employes has proved
highly satisfactory, and in one of
the divisions that reported recently

only three

men

scored less than 100

per cent.

to the fireboxes,

and the flue gases
are analyzed by a very convenient
portable apparatus made by the

same company. With this equipment it will be possible to know

how much water each boiler
evaporates, how much coal it burns,
exactly

the draft in each firebox, and the
composition of the flue gases. With
this

information, the engineer can

The

quantity of soot deposited in

a boiler increases as the draft under
the firebox diminishes, but the flue
dust increases as the draft increases.

Both soot and
conductors.
of silver
ity

is

bad heat

100, the heat conductiv-

of carbon

tion

flue dust are

If the heat conductivity

is .03,

and a combina-

of soot and ashes about

.55.

:
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The Hojo Coal Mine,

in

Japan— II

Found After the Explosion, and tfte
Methods Employed in Investigating Its Cause
Conditions

^'

•

By S. Meguro*

IS a very

ITexamine

difficult

matter to

parts of a mine as

all

extensive as

Hojo

colliery, the

wave had great intensity,
where the flame had ignited
the coal, etc. When by such means
the working place or gallery in
which the explosion originated is
plosive

adheres to the roof, but

places

attached to the under sides of the

underground area of which is 39
acres and a long time is required to
examine one by one all the miners
This inquiry was
and officers.

made from

really finished in a short time, as the

engaged

miners actually at work on the day
of the explosion were all dead, with
Though
the exception of 20 men.

possible

;

these

men were

questioned,

it

was

soon evident that the true cause
could not be learned from them.
Also, as it seemed doubtful that
such a simple inquiry and short examination of the mine would reveal
the real cause of the explosion, I

definitely

in that place

source

of

concerning
'such

fire,

blasting,

spontaneous

from

can be

the miners and officers

lamps,

safety

inquiry

learned,

all

as

electricity,

combustion,

sparks

and the secret
carrying of materials which might
falling rocks,

cause

fire.

INVESTIGATION OF THE DIRECTION
OF EXPLOSIVE WAVE

The

general principles followed in

applied in this case the same method

determining the direction of the ex-

used in investigating the cause of
the explosion in Futase colliery in

plosive

February, 1913.

Explosion and Its Vicinity.

My

an examination of the condition and position
of the adhering coke scale, and also
of the condition and location of
haulage
rails,
blown-out
props,
engines, pumps, tools, brattices, ven-

method consisted

doors,

tilating

air

in

crossings,

stop-

lamp lighting places, smoking
places, underground offices, falls of
By the exroof, and dead bodies.
the
judgment,
ercise of care and
in
waves
explosion
direction of the
can
mine
different
parts
of
the
the
It is then plotted on
be learned.
direction of the exmap
and
the
the
plosive flame will be known. Morepings,

over,

by

this

study,

with

the

consideration of the amount, form,

and position of the adhering coke
scale,

it

will

be easy to distinguish

(a)

wave are
Initial

as follows

point of origin and

the reverse, or

lee,

good coking
quality, and there is abundant dust,
the adhering particles usually form
If

•Chief Engineer of Fukuoka Komusho.
Inspection Office of the Department of
culture and Commerce.

35-12—3

Mine
Agri-

collars.

In general there are five kinds of
coke produced in a coal-dust explosion,

among which

coal

the

is

of

a thick loosely cohering scale. The
coking of this scale has been carried

only so far as to render the grains
plastic enough to cohere and to stick
to

lightly

the

contains

A

surface.

detach

and

slight

break

the

luster is dull

and the ap-

The

scale often

pieces

of

shale

ments of rock and wood.

or

frag-

Again, at

the point of origin the scale rarely

the

and

first

second are found at the point of
origin or in

The

first

its vicinity.

kind of coke scale apmud upon the

pears like a splash of

surface of a wall, and usually adheres to the ribs and to a less exto the roof.
It indicates an
abundance of dust and intense heat,
but not much movement.
The second kind of coke may be
found near the origin of the explosion, or where there have been secondary explosions.
It adheres to
the exposed surfaces of the walls
and timbers facing the source of explosion.
This coke is less friable
and consists of dust caked by the
melted bituminous matter. It indicates an abundance of dust but not
much movement.

tent

(b) Point Distant

Origin.

—When

From

a

the Point of

proceeds

flame

wave or a
blast preceding the flame stirs up
the fine coal dust from the roof,
through a gallery, the

sides,

and

propagation
locity
finally

is

is

If the

new

flame

out

sup-

is

dust cloud,

continued,

increased,

rushes

air

and forms a dense

floor,

cloud of dust.

plied with such a

The

of

seen only a

tion.

scale.

point

sides of the tim-

has been some reflex ac-

less there

pearance granular..

the

the

few scattered particles of coke, un-

third explosions, the point of flame
propagation, places where the ex-

origin,

its vicinity,

ber, there are usually

secondary explosions, the point of

of

tl)e

bers and walls, particularly upon the
This coked scale
upper portions.
faces the originating point and may
be as much as J4 inch thick. But on

will

point

of

—At

coked particles are projected directly
upon the exposed surfaces of tim-

touch

the

Point

Original

or

usually

is

the

its

ve-

and the flame
of

the

shaft

through the least
resisting parts of the mine. In this
case, as the velocity is great, coked
scale is not deposited on surfaces
facing the advance of the explosion,

mouth,

passing

but adheres as a rule to the reverse
or lee side. The scale is uniformly
thin and bright.

The explosive wave is not produced by adding a volume of gas
from outside, but arises from the
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fact that, as the mine air is heated
by the flame, its temperature becomes very high, reaching 1,000° C.
to 2,500° C. and its volume expands
from three to seven times its original

After the explosive wave has
passed, the heated gas is cooled by
bulk.

the surrounding rocks and begins to
contract, creating a partial vacuum.

In order to

fill this vacuum the air
track the reverse of that
of the explosive wave, producing a

moves

in a

strong current. When this reverse
current of the air attains a considerable velocity it carries fine coal
dust with

on the

and deposits the dust
or reverse, side of the

it,

lee,

props.

the coal cokes well, forming

If

large grains, like that of Yubari or
Futase, it is easy to determine with

the naked eye.

But as the Hojo coal

does not coke at all and its grain is
very fine, it is not easy to determine

whether
only

it

way

coked or

is

The

not.

coke scale
from coal dust in the mine is by the
fact that the coke scale has a metallic luster when illuminated by an
to distinguish

lamp, while the coal dust
dull color. In the most im-

electric

shows a

portant case, samples were collected

from both sides of props and examined under a microscope or
analyzed chemically.

The

reverse

current

does

not

necessarily return over the path of
the explosive wave, but in order to
fill

the

vacuum

the air comes from

the nearest point

ing face near,

it

;

there

if

is

a work-

frequently happens

that the current carries in tin cans,
etc., from the working faces to the point of reduced

baskets, papers,

At

pressure.
particles
in

the

may

ribs

this
stage coked
be driven into crevices

or into

cracks

in

the

timbers.

As
wave

it no longer deposits
coked dust on the sides of timbers
facing the wave, except occasionally
as scattered particles, but forms thin
scales, often bright, on the reverse

filhllli,
iiiiijihjj}
V o * - *
rfA**^/**'^"*

the velocity of the explosive

•

*

increases,

sides of timbers or projections.

At points

distant

from the

origin,,

although the flame diminishes
tensity,

yet

if

the

wave

still

in in-

pos-
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sesses its full velocity, the corners of
brick walls and surfaces of timbers

are shaved as

if

upon by a sand

ally decreases

to die out,

ing present for the combustion to go
on.

Much

care

required to avoid

is

the coked dust does not adhere to

the mistake of ascribing this form of

This shaved

the lee side of timbers and projec-

coke to the point of greatest

blast.

but adheres to the side facing
wave.
Also if the explosive

tions,

the

in-

tensity of explosion.

When

the coke

is

cooled in transit,

third kind of coke belongs to

The

this stage.

erally

bright

enough

to

particles are gen-

and

always

form a thin

coke indicates the

final

f^.

close

scale.
Such
sweep of the

wave too strong

explosive

on surfaces facing the
deposits of coke

deposition

on the

When

lee side.

the flame reaches a newly

formed dense dust cloud
secondary

Si?

I

m

wmi

causes a

The

explosion.

scale adheres

it

w

io

to allow

wave but forming
scale

and begins

they had been acted

surface always faces the direction of
the explosive wave.

The

wave gradu-

locity of the explosive

Fig. 4.

coked

on surfaces facing

w, explosive wave;

Elevation of Pkop and Plan of Gallery

p, props; a,

coked dust adhering to sides facing the wind.

this

wave reaches out

to the foot of the prop, after striking

shaved

to some wide opensuch as the working face in the
longwall
system,
after
passing

it

ing,

the force of the wind and

through a narrow entry, then the ve-

pyramid as shown

shows the forms of prisms, prismand similar shapes, according

locity of the wind rapidly decreases
and the coked scale adheres to surfaces directly facing the wind as il-

trates into a

secondary explosion, but as the velocity of the

wave

is

great at this

stage, the adhering scale

away by

is

oids,

to the relative position of the scale
to the direction of the wind.

At

stage the position of the scale

on

necessarily

the

lee

is

side,

this

is

required to find out the

true direction of the
stage.

The

wave

at

this

relation of position of

scale to the direction of the

The

not

but

mainly it faces the direction of the
wind or faces parallel to the wind.
For this reason a very careful investigation

lustrated in Fig. 4.

wave

at

in

fourth kind of coke

this

is formed
Minute globules of

stage.

coke from ^2 inch to %6 inch in
diameter are produced if the coal is

cells.

Such globules

Sometimes they
by melted
bituminous matter and hang down
as shown at a Fig. 5, and may be
found on the roof between timbers
or on the lee side corners of the gal-

2.

Relation of Position of Scale to
Direction of Explosive Wave

w, direction of explosive wave; S, point of
secondary explosion; p, props; b, coked scale deby explosive wave w; a, coked scale
lorming prisms caused by secondary explosions.
posited

air.

are attached to the roof

lery.

If the globules fly as far as

the gas at the end of the gallery

form of a

in the

it,

down

at a in Fig. 6.

wave peneroom or other portion

of the mine and dies away, the sup-

coke particles are found hanging in
loose threads from the roof.
This
evidently the result of deposition

is

of coke particles in

This

is

still

air after the

called stalactitic

DIRECTION OF EXPLOSION WAVE

at-

tach themselves to surfaces facing
the wind, as showu in Fig. 5.

falls

ply of oxygen being insufficient to
allow complete combustion, then the

carbon.

or more air

and

the explosion

are nearly hollow, consisting of one

through the

Fig.

When

explosion.

because they are cooled in transit

m//mmmmm/mlmmwmWm//Mmiim^^

the lee side of

These globules are
perfectly round and their interiors
strongly coking.

These globules are like tiny balloons and do not adhere together,

f

loses its plasticity

The

investigation of the direction

of the explosion

wave was

carried

out according to the principles just

mentioned, taking into consideration
the amount of adhering coke dust,
its

position,

its

form, the position of

articles dislodged

by the explosion,

This investigation
was commenced immediately after
the explosion, and progressed with
the work of exploring the mine until
the present time
(February 12,
falls

of roof, etc.

1915).

gas explosion.
This kind of coke was observed in
the explosion of Futase colliery, in

The New Kuroki
1.
New Oyama incline.

w, direction of explosive wave; p, cross-section
of prop; b, the coked scale deposited by the
secondary explosion; the dotted part being
shaved away by the force of the wind and leaving a prism.

February, 1913.
The fifth kind of coke also be-

Figs. 2

coke is formed where the flame of
the explosion has lingered and the
adhering coked dust has ignited the
standing coal, sufficient oxygen be-

by arrows on the underground map,
originated at the working face of the
7j/2 oroshi, or incline, on the right
16th kata, or level, and blew from
right to left, through every level
from right 12j4 level to 17th level.

they
TNI COLUI*' CNOil

Fig.

Stage

this

and

is

3.

illustrated

in

3.

(c)

Points Farthest Distant From
When the ve-

the Point of Origin.

—

may

cause

a

longs to this stage.

This kind of

The explosive wave,

The wave proceeding

incline

and

as indicated

to

the

left

/

:
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through the left 15th level and blew
in the 2d New Oyama incline to the
2d New Kuroki incline from the
upper to the lower portion. In this
quarter of the mine, the falls of roof

and the amount of cohering coke
dust were very abundant.
Now the reasons for deciding upon

July. 1915

and that the surface was
Also that abundant coked
dust was attached to both walls.
But from the fact that two coal cars
on the track of the 16th level, and
the brattice which had been constructed in front of the face, had all
been broken into small pieces and

adhering coke

very scanty

ignited

cline,

coked.

or absent, because of the dampness

is

There-

of this quarter of the mine.
fore,

from the study of the adhering

coke, I cannot at

determine the
wave.
Notwithstanding the above objection, it bedirection

came

all

the

of

from

evident

the

precise

afterward made that
the coal car filled with coal and the
timbers were all blown against from
investigation

WWIllllflinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

below upward. Accordingly, I have
determined that the wave in the 4th
incline moved upward.

\V

Again in the 15th left level the
wave blew upward from the interior.

mmirmmimmmMimm

THE COLLIEKV CNGINCCR.
Fig.

Fig. 6

5

coke globules hanging from roof.
bt same attached to surface facing wind.
«', explosive wave.

a,

a,

coke pyramid.

P. prop.

has been used as a main
haulage road for coal produced from
incline

w, explosive wave.

the 7y2 incline as the point of origin
of this explosion are as follows

blown against the

face,

clay in front of the face

and that
was blown

evident that the ex-

only

against

it,

from the 16th level, is 9 feet
36
wide and 8 feet high. Its dip is

plosion

wave blew toward

This

extends

iy2

incline

feet

18

At present a small

degrees.

quantity of water has accumulated
at the bottom of the working face.

The

coal in the roof of this place

had been ignited and coked. The
bituminous matter melted by the
heat of ignition was hanging down
from the roof like threads to the
length of 1 inch. A large amount of
coke and soot had adhered to the
face and to both walls of the incline.
Since there were no props at the
face, there was no opportunity to
adhering coke scale, but in the
neighboring gallery there was coke
find

scale deposited

the

upon the surface of

wooden "road." This coke

faces
7j/2.

toward

The

face

the

of

scale

incline

brattice in the incline 7j^,

From

it

is

siderable falls of roof occurred at

or this

every intersecting point of the incline with levels 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and

coked scale
on the
reverse side only a few scattered
grains will be found, indicating an
abundance of coked dust and intense
On
heat, but not much movement.
the front surface (which faces away
from the end) of three props which
were standing on the left side of the
working face at the 16th level, a
thick coke scale was found, while on
the back surface, which is the surface toward the end, there were only
a few scattered grains of coke, perfectly round in form.
vicinity, a thick attached

faces

the origin, and

From

these facts

it

that

is

clearly evi-

dent that the end of the 16th level

been

From

these facts

ascertained that the explosion

it

is

wave

of origin and that

the true point of origin must have
in the

neighborhood of incline

In the 4th incline, the

moved upward.

wave

clearly

But though adher-

passed out from incline 7^.
It was thought possible that the
working face of the 16th level was a

coke scale could be plainly
recognized up to the 11th level, from
the 10th level, where a fault is
passed through, to the 8th level

examined this
It was found

where a self-acting plane is located,
and to the communicating road of

point of origin and
face very carefully.
that the roof coal

I

had been intensely

great violence.

that, in the place of origin

it

side wall of incline

cline ly^.

Hence
wave exhibited very
For this reason con-

dust was abundant.

fine coal

the explosive

evident

blown against the right
7^ and that part
of the 16th level facing toward inpieces and

New Kuroki incline and 2d
New Oyama incline, accumulated

the 2d

is

was not the point

of planks,

this face.

the fundamental principles

of adherence of coke,

props, and straw
been
broken into small
matting, had
built

New Kuroki incline and the
New Oyama incline, the wave also
blew upward. As the New Kuroki
In the

ing

the 7th level of the right

Mata

in-

also below 9th, 10th, and

Uth

At the 4th level an overcast
brick was thoroughly blown

levels.

built of

up,

and

the wave, after having wrecked a

100-horsepower electric hauling enand its room, passed out
through the Oyama incline and
gine

Kuroki

incline.

On the other hand, in the New
Oyama incline, which is parallel to
New Kuroki incline and was used
drain pipes and cables,
was no considerable accumulation of coal dust, and the fire of
the explosion was very weak and
could not sweep away the props
which had been set in that incline,
and caused a roof fall only at the
11th level and right 3d level. Moreover, the amount of adhering coke
was so scanty that it could scarcely
be determined that the wave moved

only

for

there

upward.
In the
incline,

left
left

quarter of
11th

level,

wave

New Kuroki
10th level,

blown
toward the left from the New
Kuroki incline. In every incline it
blew upward, especially in the left

9j/2

level,

the

had

;
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diagonal incline it blew from below
upward. It passed through left lOj^
level, second incline; left 9th level,
first incline,

the overcast of the 5th

and 4th

641

4th level of Kuroki incline, was to-

fire in

wood

combustion;

and combined
with the wave which came from the
lower portion of New Kuroki incline, passing through the broken

away, leaving
slight traces of them. The surfaces
of books were burned black, but
dynamite in the room remained un-

overcast at the 4th level.

exploded.

level

level;

As the above passage, before the
explosion, corresponded to the re-

New

turn airway of the 2d
incline quarter,

Kuroki

the gas emitted

if

and

blown

The wave which moved up
incline,

the 4th

two parts at the
One passed up the New

split into

8th incline.

Oyama

incline after passing

through

the self-acting plane of the 8th level
the other went out into the 7th level

the explosion of this time, the return airway, which had a direct con-

of

greatly destroyed by the violence of
the explosion wave but, on the con;

airway was not destroyed
at all and there was no adhering
coke scale. The props remained in
trary, this

place in the greater portion of the

The above

airway.

show

facts evidently

that the gas which issued from

incline

4j/^

did

not

originate

the

explosion.

In

the

Kuroki

interior

portion

New

of

incline at the left 10th level,

spontaneous

combustion

had

oc-

curred a few years ago.
At that
time all passageways, which com-

municated with the gob fire, were
filled by sand flushing; and at the
left 9y2 level, 2d incline, left 11th
level
and left Diagonal incline,
which also communicated with the
sand flushed part, pack walls were
constructed with shale and plastered
over with clay and lime. Now on
examining these pack walls, it was
found that they had undergone no
changes, hence it could be clearly
recognized that the

fire

of the ex-

plosion did not originate from the
fire

communicated from

this

spon-

Right Mata incline.
This
road is a gob road with an abundant
accumulation of coal dust and gas.
the

When

the

flame

the explosion

of

reached this point,

generated a
secondary explosion and the wave
blew out the 7th incline of Right
Mata incline in one direction, and
it

on the other side the wave blew over
the same road as before in reverse
direction, that is, from right to left
and finally passed out the 1st incline
after passing through the 5th level,
4th incline; 4th level, 4th rise; and
3d level. As in the gob road there
is a smell of spontaneous combustion, the passage is always warned
against.

Though

it

was advisable

In the four inclines, the Togo,

and large accumulations of gas
the top of the falls
cessible.

When

oughly opened,

the
it

made
road

will

it

is

at

inac-

thor-

be examined

again.

Each different district of the mine
was examined with the same care
as to details, and all the facts as to
damage done by the explosion, the
deposits of coke and dust, etc., were
carefully noted.

In every case the route of the ex-

shown by

the arrows on the map, from

its

con-

thought to have been; and while
there were indications of a number
of secondary explosions, there was
none where conditions permitted the
conclusion that it could have been

resulting

props,

the

from blowing away of
abundance of adhering

coke, etc.

Especially the
located

office,

between the 3d

which was
level and

;

6, safety

where the original explosion was

the original one, except at the face
of incline

7j/2,

as already stated.

4,

Spontaneous

lamps.

Combustion.

Spontaneous

combusion

had

oc-

curred in this mine a few years ago

New Kuroki
where the coal
seam was ground to dust by a fault.
at the interior part of
incline, left 10th level

The temperature

at

that point in-

smoke and

creased gradually, and
fire

resulted.

At

that

time,

as

a

method of extinguishing the fire, a
gallery was opened near the fire and
completely

surrounding

it.

This

was packed with sand flushing and all passageways communi-

gallery

cating with the flushed gallery were

packed with shale and stone and
plastered over with clay and lime.
I examined the plastered dams of
left 11th level and New Kuroki incline.
Left Diagonal incline, left
10th level, 2d incline, left 9th level,
and 3d incline, and found that the
walls had undergone no change.
Therefore, it may be recognized that
spontaneous combustion here was
not the source of

the violence of the explosion

dicated by the extensive roof falls

ing materials
.

electricity;

3,

bringing in fire-produc-

explosion.

falls

nection with the part of the mine

in-

5,

time of the explosion great roof

Kuroki, Oyama, and the 1st, the
wave blew from below upward, and
is

stones;

blasting;

spontaneous

1,

sparks produced by

2,

that this road be examined, at the

plosion could be traced, as

taneous combustion.

mines, viz.:

falling

1

from the 2d New Kuroki incline, left
21st level, and 4 1/^ incline, had caused

nection to the gas, must have been

INVESTIGATION OF THE CAUSE OF
IGNITION
There are six principal sources of

broken to pieces. Six tables,
35 chairs, and 5 boxes were all
broken into simple fragments of
tally

fire

causing the

Also the odor of spontaneous
combustion was once emitted from
the gob road of the 8th level of New
Kuroki incline, but up to this time
no fire had occurred.
Therefore,
this road cannot be recognized as
the source of fire. This is the more
certain as these two places are far
distant from the origin of the explosion as previously stated.
2.
Sparks From Falling Stones.
There are some who insist that the
explosion at Senghenydd, which
killed 439 men on October 14, 1913,
was caused by a spark from falling
stones.
Though sparks may be
caused by falling stones, it is doubtful whether these sparks can ignite

gas.

In

Hojo

colliery there

was a

abundance of fallen rock
caused by vibration of the explosion,
and it could be seen that nearly all
of these falls had not occurred begreat

#
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fore the explosion, but there

that

in advance from that
was caused by the exploAll the rock of the roof, how-

which
whose

fell

fall

sion.

ever,

no

is

distinguishing

of

possibility

consisting principally

soft,

is

Nanaheda coal seam and

the

of

which do not emit such

shale, rocks

sparks as the hard rock of the Carboniferous formations at Senghen-

Moreover, as at the point of

ydd.

7^

origin incline

to right 16th level,

was not observed any great

there
fall

.
.

of rock,

is

it

apparent that the

blasting

must

be done,

to

is

all

miners

places

safety

to

retire

July, 1915

at

a

proper distance; but here all the
dead bodies of the miners were
found at the working face, so it is
evident there was no blasting hence
;

it

truly believed that this explo-

is

sion

was not caused by

—

Kuroki

two miners
were dishonest and deceitful and
disliked to travel this distance they

might have violated the regulation,
both miners were honest
and upright and always strictly obtigation,

served the regulations of the mine.

Hence,

4

and 6

A. M.,

The

a. m.

object of

examination of the body was to

find matches, tobacco, tobacco pipes,

ried

it

seems that no miner carfire-producing

in

to the statement of the police officer

who examined

tobacco

of exam-

bacco, etc.

running conditions
never emitted any sparks at all, and
as their superintendence and management are perfect, the explosion
was not caused by a spark from an
electric machine.
Moreover, since
at the point of origin no electrical
machine was in use, it is apparent

ination consists of passing the hands

fire in this

over the clothes of miners, one by

to

der

electrical

ordinary

was not the cause of the

electricity

explosion.
Blasting.

4.

the

operation

—As

has been stated,

which

dynamite,

pouches,

one, and

if

might

miners

the

The method

about them.

any one has

etc.,

secrete

in his pos-

it

is

taken out and minutely

Though

examined.

the bodies of

all

miners were examined in this way,

no offender was discovered.
When a police officer examined

leaves

it

performed

a charge

is

charge of miners. When
to be fired, the blasting

overman

is

required to examine the

If the amount of gas
found is below 1 per cent., he uses
an ordinary fuse and dynamite, and

bodies which was daily performed at
the mouth of the shaft by an officer

air for gas.

ignites

it

with a joss

stick.

the percentage of gas

is

When

over

1

or

Hence the

tions are rigorously prohibited,
if it

rises

nication

As

is

above 3 per

cent,

instantly cut

and

commu-

in force in the mine,

it

is

effect

believed

that the explosion did not originate

from blasting operations.
At the point of origin of the explosion there was a hole 1^ feet
deep and at the end of the right 16th
level, one hole 1 foot 4 inches and
another 1 foot 3 inches deep which
had not been charged. Whenever

be

to

delivered safety lamps,
cleaned and tested according to the
regulations, to all

men who

entered

trical lamps, 3 total, 687.
Furthermore, according to an inquiry of the
examiner of safety lamps, there
;

were no violations
of

delivering

in the

The lamps

lamps.

procedure

and

cleaned

tested

of the miners

working

its

prac-

comparatively

small, I have carefully investigated

end of the 16th
that

it

is

men were

off.

these regulations were strictly

overman of safety lamps, F.

Katsuki,

result

the six miners at incline

blasting opera-

first

1914,

of the colliery seems to be a formal

gas

cent.,

the

—

For the
December 15,

business, and as he thought
tical

2 per

Safety Lamps.

6.

shift of that day,

in incline 7j4 and at the
end of the right 16th level were
found after great trouble and carefully examined with the following

inspection of miners'

V/z per cent, he uses an electrical
blasting machine. If the content of
is

believed not

Wolf lamps, 37; Cambrian, 3;
Clanny-Thomas lamps, 644; elec-

dead bodies.
However, there has
not yet been found any fire-producing material, such as matches, tobacco, etc., but an abundance of
playing cards, dice, "cash," etc., for
use in gambling.

in

is

be the carrying of matches underground.

same

explosion, he inspected at the

time the belongings attached to the

in

Hence the source of the
explosion

the bodies of miners killed in the

this

is

blasting

at-

the mine in the following numbers:

by an officer
called a "blasting overman," who
does the blasting himself and never

mine

of

belongings

the

tached to the bodies of both miners,
they had not carried matches, to-

session a parcel or something in his

pocket

materials

Again, according

such as matches.

machines and motors used in this mine
are of a gas-proof type, which unElectricity.

the

If

the inspection of the bodies of the

this

3.

a distance

incline,

of 2,100 feet.

miners at the mouth of the upcast
shaft was conducted at 3 a. m.,

from

—The

New

of

but according to the careful inves-

blasting.

Bringing in Fire-Producing Materials.
On the day of the explosion
5.

explosion was not caused by sparks
falling rock.

of incline 7)^, where the smokers
worked, is at the right 9th level

while

One

the

in the

that

two of these

over a year and the other about 6
months.

when

had reinspected
incline 7^/^, I examined the place
with great care but found no fireproducing materials, such as
matches, tobacco,

smoking place

I

etc.

to the

The

nearest

working face

Glass cylinder and wire
gauze perfect. Slight
amount of coke dust
adhering to the inside
of the gauze.
Glass broken. Coal dust
and coke adhering to
the inside of the gauze.
Slight depression in the
outer shell, otherwise

Incline 7i

193

Incline 7 J

1.099

Incline 7 J

581

Right 16th level...

254

perfect.
Perfect.
Shows
teration.

Right 16th

habit of smoking,

others

did not smoke.
of the two had been employed

Further,

Result

of

Lamp

with the result

level

known

7^

No.

Working Place

and the

level.

.

933

Glass

Right 16th level.

.

645

Perfect.

cylinder

Roof

It is

no

al-

perfect.

of gauze burned.

No

change.

worthy of notice that a

slight

quantity of coke dust adhered to the
inside of the gauze of the

lamp No.

July, 1915
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193, notwithstanding that the

the glass

itself,

lamp
and the
showing no

cylinder

were perfect,
change on the outside. After taking
out the coke dust from the gauze
and examining it under a microgauze,

scope, it was clearly found that it
was burned coke dust which entered
the interior of the lamp with the gas
in the form of fine coal dust and

Coal Fields of Sou th America
The Coal Bearing Regions of Peru and
Ecuador—Quality of the Coal— Importations
Bii

Wllhat Cr€tl€» Burmitht

PERU

has fifteen principal coal
bearing areas.
Of these the

province of Cajatambo,

Department of Lima contains

seam

is

an impor-

At Oyen the

tant coal region.

coal

exploded in the inside of the lamp,
changing the coal dust to coke and

several important fields, the prov-

over 8 meters thick. The
deposits are 200 kilometers from the

inces of Parquin

port of Huacho.

attaching

this

to the inner walls of the

it

gauze.

Hence, the source of fire in the
explosion seems to be the explosion
of gas and fine coal dust in the inside of the lamp. Furthermore as a
check, I examined many lamps from
every part of the mine, selecting
such as had a considerable amount
of coke dust on the outside of the
lamp, though the glass cylinder and
gauze were perfect. On opening the
lamps and examining the inside of
the gauze, I could not find cohering
coke dust on the inside of the lamp,
which showed clearly that gas and
coal dust had not exploded inside of
lamps.

these

Among

the

many

lamps, only lamp No. 193 has coke
dust on the inside of gauze, therefore

have concluded more and

I

more

surely that the source of the

the explosion

fire in

is

the explosion

and Quiruragra in
Department having one of the
largest and foremost coal fields in

coal occurs.

Peru, the estimated coal reserve of

.75

which

per cent, carbon, exists in Cajambamba province. In Chota province,

On

the Department of Junin are 1,200

square

formawith coal running 50 to 60 per

tions,

is

16, states that the dip side of

ton-

Pacific

Coast,

in

the

:

fixed

17.5;

carbon,

76.5;

In the province of Santiago de

Chuco the

coal formations occur in

a basin of 24 square kilometers, with
beds 3 to 5 meters thick. In places

complete exploration has been im-

even 12 meters thick.

possible.

tains a high per cent, of fixed car-

is

still

so obstructed

Simply because some trouble
makers have been found among educated miners is no indication whatever that a majority or even a ma-

these coal seams are said to be 8 and

bon.

The

from

the

district is

port

of

The

coal con-

129 kilometers,
Salaverry,

via

Motif.

overwhelming that just the contrary
is the case, and we find the large
coal companies not only expending

The provinces of San Pedro and
Otuzco contain coal beds, in Otuzco
up to 6 meters thick. The coal averages 60 to 70 per cent., and as high
as 90 per cent., fixed carbon. Near
Huaiday is a bed of coal of very
high quality, 1.5 meters thick, and a
The
lower bed 2.3 meters thick.

money

coal

terial

percentage of educated miners
The evidence is

are of such a class.

to

educate

almost begging
night schools.

their

them

men, but
to

attend

reserve

mated
In

A bed of anthracite.
meter thick containing 84 to 87

245 kilometers from the Pacific, four
seams of anthracite are said to occur, ranging from 4 to 20 meters in
thickness.

The

coal reserve

of

this

field

is

esti-

over 15,000,000 tons.
the Department of Ancash,
at

is esti-

at 700,000,000 tons.

Among
containing

Departments

other

the
coal

are

Lam-

Piura,

Huanuco, Huancavilica,
and lea; in the Andes and near the
headwaters of the Amazon, the Departments of Amazonas, San Martin,
and Loreto. There is also coal on
the eastern slope of the Andes in
Apurimac and Cuzco; as well as in
Puno, north of Lake Titicaca; and
Moquegua, and on the coast at
Morro de Sama in the Department
bayeque,

of Tacna.
Z. Borlkjof, quoted in

sources of the World,"

by
roof falls and the gradual accumulation
of
mine water that its

the mine

In the Department of Cajamarca

mated

600,000,000 tons.

Along the

ash, 6.

May

coal

Department of Tumbes, occur coal
deposits 450 square miles in area.
The coal beds are exposed at tide
level and also outcrop in the adjacent hills and ravines.
In the Department of La Libertad, province of Pacasmayo, there is
a coal field extending from the coast
to Cupisnique and Trinidad.
At
Cupisnique there is a seam of coal
The analysis of this
.6 meter thick.
Moisture and volatile
coal shows

the lamp.

from Mr. Meguro, dated

of

The estimated

carbon.

cent,

nage

kilometers

matter,

letter

720,000,000 tons.

is

the east slope of the Andes in

of gas and coal dust in the inside of

A

is

is

"Coal Reauthority

for the foregoing statements.

The

total coal reserve of

Peru

is

estimated at 2,039 million tons of
anthracite and bituminous coal.

Thus,

it

seen that Peru con-

is

tains a considerable coal reserve, but

as yet but
This being so,
is there at present much chance of
these Peruvian coals competing with
these

coal

fields

are

slightly developed.

Peru from forConcerning this
subject Eduardo Higginson, Consul
General of Peru, at New York City,

coal imported into

eign

countries?

stated to the writer that transportation facilities

from the coal

to the coast cities are as yet so

and carrying

compete to any exBut as the
become developed and

tive coal cannot

fields

poor

rates so high that na-

tent with foreign coal.

coal

fields

:

transportation

and

coal

is

other

mineral

metallic

made

the

easier,

non-metallic
deposits

and

will

crease in importance and value.

considers that this

in-

He

the time for

is

Americans to grasp the opportunities awaiting them in Peru for he
thinks that, as soon as the European
war is over, Germany and England
will endeavor to enter the field.

So
in
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transportation

until

facilities

Peru are greatly improved the

importation of coal will

"The average

continue.

price of coal at Cal-

U. S. Vice-Consul Gen-

lao," states

Hamilton Jones in Special
Consular Reports, No. 43, Pt. I.,
"is about $15 per ton of 2,000

eral

pounds.

Cardiff coal in 100-ton lots

sometimes

The

for

sells

North of Quito, at San Antonio
de Pomasqui, are beds of anthracite.
Coal is reported to have been
found at Calacali, Latacunga, Rio
Puncuyacu, and Nanegal.
But though coal is thus known to
occur, there are no coal mines
actually in operation in Ecuador.
These statements are made on the
authority of "Coal Resources of the

World," and information furnished
the writer by the Pan-American
Union.
Since no coal is mined commerEcuador, the supply has
to be imported, the value of the imin

cially

and the countries from
which the coal comes being shown
portations

in the following table:

$12 per ton.

stock usually carried in Callao-

Lima,

Ecuador

about 10,000 tons."
The following statistics furnished

1911

Total Importation

$107,930

the writer by Pan-American

show

distinctly

up to now have
Peru with coal

led

in

$53,000

Germany

209

United States

54,000

Total tons, in 1912
Total tons, in 1913

32.486
30,891

supplying

1912

"The

U.

$1,466,227

$ 80,242
12,070
70,732
23,458
43,596
21,591
183,930

$106,603
38,259
77,933

Values by Countries:
Chile

France
Netherlands
Great Britain
United States

At

least while the

45,266
768,424

European war

continues these figures will of neces-

become greatly changed. It remains to be seen whether the United
States can reap any advantage in
this branch of our South American
sity

export

of coal,"

General
Robert B. Jones, of Guayaquil, in
Special Consular Report, Vol. 43,
Pt. I, "are the Guayaquil and Quito
Railway Co., and the Guayaquil Gas
Co. Approximately 80 per cent, of
the coal is steam coal and 20 per
cent, gas coal.
The quality is fair.
The steam coal is delivered in lightstates

Belf^um

largest consumers

1913

$757,239

S.

Vice-Consul

and Quito Railway Co., and the gas coal at the
wharf of the gas company."
ers of the Guayaquil

Care of Air Compressors

field.

Air cylinders, receivers and pipes

ECUADOR

The Colliery Engineer

In

Campbell's plastic clay.

fitted for
is

the purpose to

go somewhat

saving effected by
door over the old style
"bricked-up door" for beehive ovens.
It has been truly said that any
kind of a mechanical door will effect
a saving over the brick door, but it
is the purpose to show the advanthis type of

tages

doors

of

of

The

experiment.

objection has been

raised that they were too heavy and

that the cast-iron fingers on the in-

would burn

may

tions

much more than half the
weight of the original McMurray
type will stand the wear and tear,
and it is seriously considered to
of not

make them

of light steel instead of

cast iron.

Furthermore,

to

be so close together

of

The

prevent "hot spots."

Mangan,

and

coal

is

Biblian,

where

the

said to be of excellent quality.

where an abundant supply of pure,
cool air

may

be obtained.

If these

is not more than 50
miles south of the Guayaquil and

precautions are not taken, there is
danger of the production of carbon

Quito Railway, but due to lack of

dioxide from the heated carbon de-

transportation facilities it has been
impossible to develop this coal field

posits.

with

chines.

This region

profit.

if

This

supplied

may
to

suffocate miners

underground

ma-

has de-

if

a

good

daubing mixture is used.
There seems to be no question but
that the solid-back door with a solid
one-piece lining, is the most economical to install and operate, and the
door manufacturers are making

province

should be located

it

veloped that the fingers do not have

material

intake

If so,

Mr. E. C. Auld, construction engineer of the H. C. Frick Company,
has overcome them, having designed
and patented a much lighter castiron door with replaceable fingers.
Indeed, it is now found that doors

deposited carbon, and organic dust.
air

These objec-

off.

be well founded.

Coal occurs in quantity in several
Cojitambo,

McMurray

the

which are no longer a matter of

places in Ecuador, especially in the
at

It

into

detail as to the

of an air compressor should be frequently cleaned of accumulated oil,

Canar,

for

December, 1914, there appeared an
article on "New Developments in
Beehive and Rectangular CokeOven Equipment," in which attention was drawn to mechanical doors

side

Imports of Coal Ikto South America
Peru

Coke Ovens
Wrtacntot The Collkru Engineer

type,

is

Union
the countries which

Mechanical Doors vs. Brick
Doors, on Beehiive

The

them.

is

function of the lining
to protect the

door and

The Campbell

been found to serve
even when applied as

plastic clay has
this purpose,

thin

as

The

old

lj4
tile

inches to

1^

inches.

were 3 inches
and to make them

linings

or 4 inches thick,
any thinner is difficult for the brick

manufacturer, especially

if

two dimensions are large.

the other

..

^e ^f/iery Engineer
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ASSUMPTIONS

Doors can be easily lined with the
prepared clay, which is inexpensive
and easily kept. In case it gets dry,
a little water makes it plastic again

with solid-back doors and drawing
5 tons of coke from 200 ovens per

application.
A
for
ready
bucketful with a trowel will make
the necessary repairs to several hun-

day for 300 days per year, and
showing a saving of 1 per cent, coke
yield, with coke at $2 per ton.

and

dred ovens on a day's run.
ful record

shewed that

A

A 400-oven beehive plant equipped

care-

THE SAVING

repairs to the

1%

200 X 5 X 300 X

linings on 12 doors for a period of

4 months, cost $1.50, the damage being due chiefly to scraping the lining

annually.

against the oven wall.
One thing that should

yield

The

in

coke

based on the conservative
1 per cent., or 100 pounds

commend

saving of

the solid-back mechanical door to

per oven.

the beehive coke oven operator,

200 pounds of coke will
be saved per oven over the "bricked-

the saving in coke yield.

is

Careful

have shown that this saving
amounts to from 100 pounds to 200
pounds of coke per oven. Table 1
shows a fair average over a consid-

tests

erable
Table

number

1.

of tests.

Test of Brick Door *ND Solid-Back

Door

from 150

The

probabilities are that

to

up" door, especially if the latter is
poorly daubed and not watched.
Good loam for daubing brick doors
sometimes is not available on the
plant, and the chances are that the
coke operator has not figured out
that it would pay to ship in A 1 loam

SoUd-Back

Door

Wet

Dry

Wet

Dry

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds
14,760
9,942

Coal charged

Coke drawn
Loss in burning.

.

Yield of coke
Yield of ashes
Volatile matter
Moisture in coal
.

.

.

.

.

14,336
9,434

14,570
10,010

14,043
9,492

463

437

390

366

4,355

4,465

4,170

4,185

Per

Per

Per

Per

Cent.
67.35
3.13
29.52

Cent.
65.80
3.05
31.15

Cent.
68.77

Cent.
67.58
2.60
29.82

2.87
5.11
6.00

Moisture in coke
Moisture in ashes.
.

2.67
28.56
3.62
5.18
6.28

These operating difficulties are
overcome by the use of the mechanical solid-back door with a daubing

test,

on a dry

watching to see if the holes in the
daub are all stopped. Sometimes it
is very difficult to see if they are all
closed on a "bricked-up" door. The
only sure
at

basis,

night

way to
when

detect air leaks

the

incandescence

door.

In this discussion, the qualification is clearly made, that a saving in

from the mechanical door is 71 pounds smaller
than in the brick door, which is a

a solid-back door or by the use of a
which prevents air
lining,
solid

will

door.

The ash

pile

natural conclusion, since

all air

are stopped by the solid back.
safe to say that a saving of
cent, in

leaks
It is
1

per

coke yield will be effected by

the use of the solid-back door, which
amounts to 100 pounds per oven on
a 5-ton per oven basis.

The coke

stands high in the oven next to the
door. As one progressive operator
puts it, "It's no trouble at all to get
a

good wagon with the solid-back

door."

The saving
as follows:

is

further exemplified

be admirably suited in
cost and that of operation, but

it
may show an insidious loss in
Lack of ashes is not
coke yield.
always a criterion of a good coke
yield, for loss in yield is sometimes
deep seated, when aeration and tem-

perature cause a loss of carbon that

made only by

yield can be

the use of

and change what otherwise would
be a

profit, into a

disheartening loss

days of a close margin of
From this time
profit at the best.
of coke per
100
pounds
forth, every
in these

going to count, and the opgets it is most likely to
remain in the beehive coking game

oven

is

erator

who

At the

the longest.

process

best, the

beehive

a wasteful one.

is

The work

of operating mechanical

aod bricked-up doors is
shown in Table 2. The table shows
Table 2
Brick Door

Mechanical

Minutes

Putting up door
Leveling by hand

Door
Minutes

I

b
1

2J

12

7i

a total saving in time per oven of
AYz minutes for the mechanical
door, which, on a 200-ovens-per-day
basis,

13^

amounts to 825 minutes, or
With a good system of

hours.

mechanical handling the saving in
time is probably nearer 5 minutes
per oven.

with the conseleaks through
of the coke in
out"
"cutting
quent
the charge.
of
top
on
and
front
Open-back mechanical doors with

Operating Charges
One door complete with handling apparatus

loosely fitting or cracked tile for the
lining, are perhaps as bad as the

"'•'"•''

it,

old style "bricked-up" doors daubed

not worse, no matter
how efficient they may be otherwise
in effecting a saving in operating

with loam,

if

and material

costs

One

lining of

Campbell

plastic clay

t20^

Total
Cost for 400 ovens at $20 each

$8,000

ir\-%
* Door
depreciation on
$8,000 at 25 per cent, per

Interest

annum

'

'

'

*^?-i?
1-20

'

Door

and

is

240,000 door cubes at $15 per
$3,600
1,000 (4 per oven per day)
Loam, 80 pounds, for brick door
2,400
and 20 pounds for iron door.
Loss in yield of coke at 1 per cent. 6.000
.

$12,000

*^,VAW

txiu

$2,600

cost.

mechanical cokeoven doors, the question of saving in
coke yield is of prime importance.
operators
coke-oven
By-product
In

It

such losses that undermine the
economies of the coking operation
is

is

be noted that the solid-back
door shows an increase of 1.78 per
cent, coke over the "bricked-up"
it

first

beehive operators?

may

door

material prepared expressly for the
Such an oven needs no
purpose.

from the oven shows through the
In this yield

A

doors

for the purpose.
Brick Door

the significance of air leaks.
shouldn't

otherwise ought to go into coke.

saving

foregoing
is

X $2 = $6,000

know

Why

installing

$12,000 - $2,600 = $9,400, or a return of 117 J^ per cent, on the investment of $8,000. In other words, the
installation of mechanical solid-back

doors will pay for
1
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itself in less

Powdered Coal

than

BsW.L.

year.

In this estimate of savings, it is
figured that the average life of a

The door
last
much

The

cost of fuel for the 65,000

steam locomotives in use in the
United States will approximate from

door and lining
probably
will
itself
This
high charge of 20 per
longer.

$250,000,000 to $275,000,000 per annum, and now represents about 25

replacements

per cent, of the total transportation

5 years.

is

cent, should cover

all

to the lining in labor

and repairs

New A 1 loam

material.

at $1 per ton delivered.
is

and

probably

It

the

loam for luting the

little

The

sides of the mechanical door, even
though mechanical aerators at the
top are employed. At present the
air supply over the door is regu-

by the steam loco-

fuel used

motives today

minous

is

tained

principally

bitu-

and secondarily, anthracite, fuel oil, lignite, and coke,
depending on the most readily availcoal,

able local supply at the lowest cost.

In some cases anthracite, coke, or
is used at relatively higher

fuel

economies

running as

high as 50 per cent, in metallurgical
work.

While mechanical undercutting
and shearing of coal prior to blasting

account expenses.

figured

away from

not possible to get

use of a

is

powdered coal have long been rec-'
by mechanical engineers,
and utilized with the result of ob-

ognized

Roilmori*

is

the process followed in the

mining of approximately one-half of
the total coal produced, the practice
of "shooting off the solid"

still

pre-

where the payment for mining is on the "minerun" rather than on the "screened"
vails,

particularly

basis.

The grade

of the output

is

fuel oil

therefore reduced by the larger pro-

door,

cost than that for the local fuel, due

portion of fine coal, and by the lump

which requires luting with loam.
Labor is not shown in the estimate.
It is assumed to be the same in each

to legislative requirements, with re-

coal being so friable as to disinteg-

and

rate rapidly through transportation

lated as in the "bricked-up"

spect to smoke, cinders, sparks,

The

case.

A plant

existing

of the assumed size would

coal,

lignite,

x 300 = 300,000

tives

is

200 x

produce

5

and handling.

fire restrictions.

on

means for burning

Therefore the mechanical produc-

locomo-

tion of coal has materially affected

and coke

in

grates, either

hand or

mechanically

ton of coke would be 9,400 ^ 300,000
= $.03.

used successfully and rather exten-

thus shown that the saving

It is

by the mechanical door

effected

is

over 3 cents per ton of coke produced.
One conservative operator
using mechanical doors says it is
easily 5 cents per ton,

ton

and a nickel a

a big item in the cost of coke.

is

One can
ment

how

easily see

correct

is

his

state-

the increase in

if

fired.

While powdered coal has been

many

sively for

years in cement and

metallurgical furnaces,

its

more nearly obtain the

possible to

used in this

any other known means.

The
of the

article.

use for

steam making purposes has been
limited, due to the lack of practical
development.
Coal in a finely divided or powdered state represents the most advanced method for producing perfect combustion, thereby making it

200 pounds of coke
per oven instead of 100 pounds, as
yield should be

full

heat value of the fuel than by

While a

plastic clay for lining doors

cubic inch of solid coal exposes only

McMurray

6 square inches for absorption and

type

manufac-

is

the grade of coal produced, by in-

creasing the percentage of dust and

tons annually, and the saving per

slack which in

some instances

is

as

high as from 45 to 55 per cent, of
the total mine output.

The

generally

unsalable

or

recognized waste,

otherwise

low-value

mine products, such as culm,
slack, mine sweepings, and dust, all
of which are suitable for converting
into powdered form, represent practically the same acreage and mining
cost per ton as the commercial
grades. Moreover, by powder mining and mechanically excavating
coal in a fine state suitable for powdering, out of shallow, faulty, and
otherwise undesirable or abandoned
coal

now

tured by the Harbison-Walker Re-

liberation of heat, a cubic inch of

operations,

fractories Co., of Pittsburg, Pa.

powdered coal exposes from 20 to
25 square feet, which enables the
more uniform gas production from
the volatile matter in the coal and
the more prompt and perfect intermingling of gas and air, thereby improving combustion and reducing

going to waste could be advantageously mined and utilized.
Furthermore the annually increasing expense to produce the
inferior coal, due to the timbering of
underground roadways to make accessible the more remote workings;
pumping of water out of active as
well as dead sections furnishing air

is

prepared especially for this work,

so that there

and no
in

It

but

is

fire-cracks

big areas.

shrinkage

little

when daubed on

Furthermore,

special binder to hold

it

it

has a

together.

smoke.

The

value

of

coal

produced

Canada is 26 per cent, of
of the mined products of
try.

The mineral

in

total value

of

products.

the

fire

by heavy

is

no

inter-

fuel

that

is

;

to live as well as unprofitable sec-

that coun-

mittent charges of fresh coal, as is
the case with hand or stoker firing

fuels altogether,

on grates, and consequent produc-

gases

tion of lost heat.

for

including natural gas and petroleum
with the coal, have a value of 29 per
cent,

Furthermore, there

cooling of the

much

total

for

These advantages from the use of

mineral

•Supervisor

&

of

Ohio Railroad.

of the

Fuel

Consumiition, Baltimore
Abstracted from Transactions
Railway Fuel Association.

International

tions

to
;

prevent the formation of

pumping

surface

refuse into mines

protection;

increased

development cost preparatory
to taking out coal; and generally
higher costs due to improved means
initial
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and methods for mining and for the
security of labor so em-

greater

now make

ployed,

it

the railways utilize

essential that

possible of

all

the inferior grades and qualities of
local

fuel supply, in order to con-

the

serve

better

mine output for

commercial revenue tonnage in the
domestic and foreign trade.
It has generally been thought that
for the burning of solid fuels in
powdered form in suspension, a bituminous coal of less than 30 per
volatile matter could not be
used with satisfactory results.

cent,
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same percentage of moisture, the
about double this for

loss of heat is

each

of

when

loss

further

is

in-

Labor
Maintenance and supplies

heat above the temperature of the
escaping smoke box gases.
How-

Interest, taxes, insurance,

ever,

by

drying

the

grinding, the cost
will be

coal

before

for the

former

almost saved in the decreased

power necessary for pulverization
and in the improved combustion resulting from the greater degree of

fuel into a gaseous state

regards the desired pro-

has not been found to be
essential.
Your reporter has been
informed that satisfactory results
are

now being

obtained in locomo-

from semibituminous
coals analyzing as low as 21 per
cent, volatile and having 15 per cent,
ash and moisture, which is powdered
tive

practice

veying, storage, and combustion.

With

respect

specified,

is,

complete

artificial

heat before grinding

when burning

it,

this is

it,

or

an item of

cost that cannot be eliminated, re-

gardless of whether coal

on grates or
undried coal

is

in suspension.
is

is

When

itself, which means an added quantity of coal to maintain the temperature, which is reduced about 72° F.
for each 1 per cent, of moisture en-

As
by feeding additional

trained.

overcome

fuel with the

cannot

is

not necessary
it

coals, lignite,

and peat of

relatively

lower cost per ton than

more

readily salable commercial

the

fuels.

Coal dust was first mentioned as
a dangerous element in England at
the beginning of the Nineteenth
Century.

Since that time, France,

Germany, Belgium, and the United
States have all actively investigated
characteristics.

its

fineness,

In general, any organic dust of
suspension, and
fineness,
certain

the greater the assurance

that every particle will burn instan-

taneously

when suspended

in its air

This will require that a
crushing,

storage,

drying,

grinding, and conveying plant be installed.

With regard to the cost for preparing powdered coal, this will vary
with the cost for the raw coal and
However, a
its moisture content.
general average from available data
covering periods of the past 5 to 10
years at cement and metallurgical
plants will enable the following con-

assuming the
cost of the raw coal at from $1 to $2
per short ton, and that it will require
crushing and have a moisture content of from 5 to 10 per cent., when
servative

estimate,

placed in the dryer.

temperature,

an

affinity

is

explosive, as

Capacity of Plant in
Short Tons Per Hour

Average Total Cost for
Preparation Per Short Ton

2

3
4
5
10

25

The

From 25
From 2
From I'i
From 14
From 12
From 10
I

to 50 cents
to 45 cents
cints
to
to 35 cents
to 30 cents
to 20 cents

fuel required for drying the

coal will average

from

cent, of the coal dried.

1

to 2 per

it

has

for oxygen, as for ex-

ample, the inflammable dust in grain,
soap, sugar, planing, and other
mills.
In fact, almost any organic
combustible material may be considered as explosive under certain con-

ditions of fineness, suspension, ex-

and inflammability, although high velocity of air-current
Large
is unfavorable to ignition.
particles of dust burn comparatively
slowly and cannot produce an expansion,

plosion, because the period required

for their complete combustion
long.

However, very

fine

is

too

dust sus-

pended in nearly still air may produce an explosion, because the area
of its surface and the volume of the
volatile matter disengaged are much
larger in proportion to

(both free and comevaporated in the furnace

this cannot be

while this

most advisable, inasmuch as the
greater degree of and uniformity in

the moisture

bined)

for

burned

fed into the furnace,

screenings

run-of-mine,

slack, grades of coal that

is

suitable

that

need

the

in order to effect its combustion,

through a 200-mesh, and 95 per cent,
through a 100-mesh screen.
In general, powdered coal, to give
results,

to

grinding the coal to the fineness

supply.

the best

sweepings,

tuminous

so that about 65 per cent, passes

combustion and the least trouble
with ash and slag, should contain
not more than 1 per cent, moisture,
and be of a uniform fineness, so that
not less than 95 per cent, will pass
through a 100-mesh, and not less
than 85 per cent, through a 200mesh, and not less than 70 per cent,
through a 300-mesh screen.
As to the need for drying coal by

more than

the ability to utilize

and

powdered
offset by
mine refuse and

cost for preparing

coal should be

fineness of the artificially dried as

portion of volatile matter, while desirable,

The

100

compared

during the process of grinding, con-

teristic as

to convert the

and depxcciation ....

Total

30
30
26
6

be utilized to good advantage otherwise, and inferior grades of subbi-

bustion as practicable, this charac-

powdered

is

Pit Cent.
10

Fuel for drying
Power for operation

applied to the usable

creased

as early during the process of com-

the object

distribution of the total cost

be approximately stated as:

per cent, of moisture, which

1

percentage

with the moist coal.
Moreover, the dry coal will readily
flow and give less trouble through
tendency to pack, clog, and adhere

As

The

may

its

contents

than the large particles, and the air
and volatile matter are more inti-

mately mixed when ignition occurs.
Finely divided coal dust gives off
gas at normal atmospheric temperature, but any pulverized coal coarser
than that which will pass through a

number 100-mesh screen is liable
to explosion only when distilled by
the heat or compression of a pri-

:

mary
will
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The

ignition.

Your

than what

reporter has been given to

mine

the

into

direct

from

the

100-

understand that in the application of

breaker, and none accumulates on

screen carries no danger unless

New York Cencombination
of the
tral locomotive, a
methods
has
long- and short-flame

the surface.

pass through

mesh

finer

combined

in a

dry

a number

state, in floating

suspension in nearly still air and
mixed with the requisite amount of
oxygen at the requisite temperature

produce "chemical
primary ignition.

tension"

to

powdered coal

been used.

The

Powdered coal may
of two generally
methods

Culm

Disappearing

Piles
The magazine writers' mountains
of culm are gradually disappearing,

defined

Many culm piles have been burned
and many others are on fire. Most
of these fires were due to the spontaneous ignition of the culm, a fact
which has been the cause for the ad-

or

be burned by

either

to a

vancement of many original theories
on spontaneous ignition. It is generally accepted that spontaneous ig-

nition

due to the coal heating

is

Using

this

as a starting point, the theorists

have

gradually by oxidation.

given the cause as the oxidation of

decay of timbers,

fine coal, of pyrite,

thrown as refuse among
the culm, and finally dead mules.
Each one of the theories advanced
is possible and it may be that alone
oily waste

a***l.->^*f:'^'

or

in

combination

originated the

One
prolific

*'^^Si^^P^?^^'^*%5-"-3?^&-

bustion

these

things

fires.

writer states that the most

cause of spontaneous com-

was

fallen

timbers

and

brush covered by culm piles, and
dirty oily waste thrown as refuse

among
A

The

Disappearing

Culm

Pile.

It

Once Covered All the Ground Here

or long-flame method,

first,

constitutes a progressive burning of

the coal, and

is

used in cement and

other stationary or open-hearth furnaces,

when

the character of the lat-

work, or both,

ter or of the

that an elongated flame

may

is

such

be de-

veloped and continued well through
the furnace.

This combustion

is

ac-

complished by projecting the primary air which carries the fuel into
the furnace with high velocity, the
additional air (about 75 per cent.)
required for combustion being blown
or induced into the furnace from

Scranton

at least in the vicinity of

and Wilkes-Barre.

The

chief cause for their disap-

pearance

depicted

is

of the April

on the cover

Colliery Engineer,

The

namely, by hydraulic mining.

washed down by a
stream of water which carries it also
culm bank

is

to a trough.

If the

trough

clined the material flows

culm

is

cannot

flow,

working

in a

in

is

in-

by gravity
washery.

to the elevator boot of the
If the

a position where

long

scraper

trough carry

it

lines

to the

it

od, has been the latest development,

washery.
The fine material discharged from the washery is allowed
to flow through pipes into the mines,
where it fills up excavations and

and

makes

other sources.

The
is

second, or short-flame meth-

used

in

metallurgical

and

it

similar metal heating work, and un-

pillars.

der boilers where a similar furnace

flushing.

volume obtains and the least cutting
action upon the brick work is essenThis process involves a flame
of relatively short travel, and con-

tial.

sists of admitting the entire air supply needed for combustion into the
furnace with the fuel at low velocity.

possible to take out coal

This

is

known

as

culm

Another cause for the disappearance is that small coal once

thrown on the bank as culm is now
saved and marketed; the material,
which is fairly good coal but not
marketable,

is

used by the operators

for steam purposes

that

is

;

finally,

too dirty for use

the culm.

now

Anthracite com-

all
timber and
brush from areas where they store

panies

is

material
flushed

clear

make culm piles.
Another writer states that "it formerly was the practice when a mule
died to simply dump it on the pile
and cover it over with the culm that
was unloaded on the dump. Decomcoal or

position took place heating the car-

That increased the rate of dewhich further raised
the degree to which the carcass was
heated, until finally there was sufficass.

composition,

cient temperature to set the carcass

on

fire and so ignited the culm pile."
This theory is chemically correct,
but who ever saw a dead mule?

Timber in Coal Mines
The amount of timber used
mines

in

approximately
1 cubic foot per ton of coal mined.
The bituminous coal mines in Pennsylvania use about
cubic foot,
and all bituminous coal mines about
^ cubic foot per ton of coal mined.
The cost is about 6.5 cents per cubic
foot for round timber and 20 cents
anthracite

is

^

per cubic foot for sawed timber.
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Harlan, Ky., Coal Field
General Description of the Field, Its Drainage,
Topography, Mineral Resources and Development
Bu

THE

purpose of this paper

is

to

give a general description of

thiis new coal field, which has
become of great importance in the

last few years; its drainage, its
topography, its mineral resources
and their development.
The information for this paper

many

has been secured from

differ-

Topography.

services

for

different

—

This coal field is
one of high steep mountains with
numerous spurs, with narrow valleys along the streams.
However,

main streams

the

will all permit of

construction

railroad

reasonable

figure,

room

the

for

a

very

also

give

at

and

necessary

mining

plants and their villages.

The mountains,

ent sources, besides that obtained in

professional

R. Peck*

iV.

to 2,300 feet

rising

above the

from 2,000
valleys, ex-

corporations and individuals in the

pose a great thickness of coal meas-

Professional paper

ures that carry several beds available

last

10 years.

County, Ky., a distance of some 18
It has several leading ridges

miles.

of

several

miles

crossed by one

length.

in

It

is

wagon road and by

several bridle paths.

The Cumberland Mountain
from

tends

ex-

head of Cranks
Creek into Tennessee, and although
crossed in two places by a wagon
road and several paths, yet it is
almost an impregnable barrier.
The Pine Mountain, although
crossed by several wagon roads, will
for some time bar any other connection between the Harlan coal
field
and that of the Kentucky
the

No. 49 of the United States Geological Survey and Bulletin No. 12 of
the Kentucky Geological Survey
have been consulted, as have several

for cheap drift mining.

individuals interested in this

field.

Town

Harlan

head of the Poor Fork of the Cum-

upon

berland

will give a general idea of its topog-

The Harlan

coal field

County, Ky., and

is

in

is

the eastern part

The

all

the foot of the southern slope of the

as

Cumberland Mountain
berland

Valley

Louisville

&

the

is

Division

Nashville

Cum-

of

the

Railroad;

while at the base of the Little Black
Mountain is found the Virginia &

Southwestern Railroad, a branch of
The two
Southern Railway.
mountains mentioned above, form
an almost impassable barrier between these railroads and this coal
field.
On the northern side of this
field, we find the long straight crest
of the Pine Mountain effectually
blocking this field from any railroad
from that direction. These two barthe

Black
extends

passable,

Cumberland Gap coal field.
It is separated from the railroads of
Virginia, constructed some 25 years
ago, by the Cumberland, or Stone,
and the Little Black Mountains. At
of the

Big

Mountain,

the

highest in the field and almost imto the State

River,

a

from

Harlan

Line Spur at the
distance

proximately 50 miles.

of

ap-

This moun-

backbone of the coal
field.
It is crossed by one wagon
road, opened many years ago when
tain

the

is

the supplies for this field as well

many

for the Kentucky River
were wagoned from Lynchburg, Va., and other railroad points
in that state. This is the road from
A
Stonega, Va., to Whitesburg.
few bridle paths cross the Big Black
section

at different points.

The

Little

Black Mountain ex-

tends from Harlan
miles

to

the

Town, about 52

Double,

its

junction

River.

The map
it

raphy.

of

this

coal

several elevations

field

has

and they

main
which is the
the Cumberland
River, which unite near Harlan to
form the river proper. Poor Fork
follows the base of the Pine and Big
Black
Mountains;
Clover
Fork
drains the watershed between the
Big and Little Black Mountains;
Martin's Fork and its many tributaries drain the territory between
the Little Black and Stone Mountains and the Martin's Fork Ridge.
It

will also give the

drainage of the
three forks of

Geology.

—The

field,

geological

ture of this coal field

is

struc-

that of a

with the Big Black Mountain, near
Keokee, Va. The elevation of the
mountain here is 4,100 feet above
Although high and
level.
sea
rugged from Harlan to near the
head of Clover Fork, it drops until
at Morris Gap the wagon road to
Virginia crosses the mountain with

flat-bottomed syncline with its axis
almost parallel to the Cumberland
River and Poor Fork. From this

ture

a very easy climb.

ell's

winds of the Cumberland

The Martin's Fork Ridge, and
main spurs, extends from near Har-

riers

forced

the

railroad

entering

this field to follow the route that na-

picked centuries ago for her
drainage, that is to follow the many
River.

Consulting engineer. Big Stone Gap, Va. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the Kentucky

Mining

Institute. Pineville.

May

14, 1915.

lan in a southwest direction to the

head

of

Martin's

Fork,

in

Bell

axis

the

rocks

rise

with

slight

grades, until they are sharply up-

turned in the Pine Mountain by the

Pine Mountain Fault, and in the
Cumberland Mountain by the PowValley Anticline.

The

outcropping rocks in the
mountains of the field are sandstones, shales, clays and coal beds.
At several points, high in the moun-

^c ^ffieryEngineer
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impure

been found an

has

tains,

Fork Ridge

July, 1915

be found more than

will

limestone bed, about a foot in thick-

a score of coal seams, of which half

ness and remarkable for the abun-

may have commercial

dance

of

stratum

limestone

The same

fossils.

its

reported

is

as

having been located at only one
Wise County coal fields
of Virginia, on the Pot Camp Fork
of the Roaring Fork of Powell's
point in the

River, but here

more of

it is

a sand-

vidual parts of the

and

shales

name by which they are locally
known and correlating them with
the

in the

are

upper two-thirds, sand-

stone beds are plentiful, averaging

from 20

to

100 feet in thickness.

The lower part of

the section

not

is

only principally sandstone, but contains some fairly coarse conglomerates;

it

contains

coal in this

little

below drainage or upturned at sharp angles in the enfield

and

is

flanking mountains.

The

United

Survey
fossils

states

Geological

States

that a study of the

found indicates that

nia.

The formation

Lee conglomerate.

adjoining

the

of

in

the

lower

known as the
Above this con-

is

glomerate occurs about 2,300 feet of

occur in the Lee Conglomerate, but
they are generally believed to be
worthless in this

In the sev-

field.

hundred feet of strata between
the Lee Conglomerate and the Harlan coal bed, no coals of importance
are known, although on Martin's
Fork and in one or two other localities a seam of from 2 to 3 feet in
eral

thickness has been found.
sence of a workable
interval

seam

Pottsville

formation,

as

the

highest rocks in the Big Black are
at its top.

In

all,

this

formation

about 4,000 feet in thickness.
To properly lay out mines,
necessary that the direction

is

is

magnitude of the inclinations of the
beds and the location of the major
lines of elevation and depression be
known. Other conditions permitting, a mine should enter the coal
bed at its lowest point, thus allowing the grades to be in favor of the
loaded cars and drainage by gravity.

Because of the gentle and gradual
field and the
fact that the main coal beds lie
above drainage, many favorable locations present themselves for inexdip of the strata in this

pensive drift mining.

—

Coals.
In the 2,000 and more feet
of exposed strata between the foot
and the top of the Big and Little

Black Mountains and the Martin's

this
it

Coal Beds With Interval
(Note. —-This

Section Ascending

is an average section, and therefore
of the field the interval will vary from
the one given here.)

some parts

Thickness

Coal Bed
Lee conglomerate, base
Hance formation
Mingo:
Harlan coal seam

in Feet

630
4
120
3
5

to
to
to
to
2.5 to

Leonard coal seam
Interval
Kellioka coal

seam

6
160
5
60
7

Catron:

20 to 40

Interval
coal

seam

splint coal

seam

McKnight

and

ab-

in

of great interest, as

is

3 to 4
180 to 230

Interval
it

The

shows that the famous Imboden
seam of Wise County, Va., has deteriorated and either disappeared or
become insignificant here.

in

Low

Interval
Dean or Wallins coal
Interval
Limestone coal seam

3to3.5
400

seam

3.5 to 9

200
3.5 to 6.5

Hignite;
Interval

200 to 250

Cornett coal seam

3 to 7

40 to 80
4 to 9
500 to 700

Interval

High

splint coal

seam

Interval

Top

of the Big Black

Mountain.

—

The Harlan Seam. The Harlan
coal bed is the lowest of the present
workable seams of this field and is
undoubtedly the one of most value.
It outcrops from 400 to 500 feet
above drainage on the Big and Little
Black Mountains and the Martin's
Fork Ridge near Harlan, and yet
carries from 1,000 to 1,500 feet of
cover and underlies large areas in
each
their

of

Ewing creeks), it will very probably be found to be the most valuable coal when sufficient prospecting
has been done to prove

it

properly.

On Ewing

Interval

the

coal

fields.

the

all

rocks of this basin are of the age of
the Pottsville Group of Pennsylvapart of the section

seams

the

There are coal seams known to

sandstones

about equally developed, the sandpredominating.
probably
stones
The lower third is mainly sandstone,

and

Commenc-

ing with the lowest, they will be
discussed in ascending order, using

stone than a limestone.

The

value in indi-

field.

Harlan coal bed has not been
opened and prospected as it has
been around and above Harlan. In
this district (the area drained by the
waters of Forresters, Wallins, and

the

three

numerous

mountains and

spurs.

In the western part of the

field

the

Creek it is now being
mined by one company and here
shows a clean section of 33 inches.
Also near this mine and some 200
feet under the Harlan is found a
36-inch seam of practically clean
coal.
The 36-inch coal has been
opened in only two places, but appears to be regular and is very probably the same seam reported from
openings on Martin's Fork. A thorough investigation may prove it to
be of value in certain parts of this
coal

field.

At the junction

of

Clover

and

Martin's Fork, in the Big and Little

Black Mountains and in the Catron
and Ewing Spurs of the Martin's
Fork Ridge, is found the best development of this coal bed. Here it
maintains an average thickness of
4 feet of clean coal, and is being
mined by 12 companies.
Passing eastward up Clover Fork,
this coal bed maintains a good
mining section until Yocum Creek
is reached, where the only opening
made on the seam shows it to be
seriously
contaminated by shale
partings, but as only one opening
exists on this side of Yocum Creek,
and the many openings made between Jones Creek and Yocum show
a good mining section, it is believed
that the opening showing the shale
partings is an abnormal one and that
eventually it will be proved that the
bed is of great value in this vicinity.
In Virginia, across the Little Black
Mountain from the head of Yocum
Creek, this coal bed shows a thickness of 3 feet 6 inches of clean coal,
and is known as the No. 3 seam of
the Pocket Field of Lee County, Va.
This coal bed goes under drainage
on Clover Fork about 14 miles
above Harlan, just below the mouth
of Seagraves Creek, and at this
point it presents a clean mining sec-
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tion of 3 feet

6 inches.

eastwardly,

rises

and

it

From

here,

with the stream

never far below the water
few feet at Fugitt Creek
and approximately 120 feet at the
is

a

level,

mouth

of the Left Fork of Clover
Fork, near the Morris Gap.
At Keokee, on the Virginia side

of the Little Black Mountain, this

bed is mined as the Wilson seam
and shows 7 feet of coal with 15
inches of shale about 1 foot from the

651,

It
is
high in volatile hydrocarbons; low in the harmful ingre-

sulphur, and exceptionally
from earthy impurities. As a
domestic and steam coal it should
rank high, as its hardness, ease of
ignition, low ash, low sulphur, high
B. T. U., and the fact that it will not
clinker unless mixed with a considerable amount of impurities, will
dient,

a

free

bench, but the upper part of the
seam is ribbed with slate partings.

commend

to all consumers.

it

sents a

the
pre-

tion of this great thickness

because

worthless,
partings.

Above

Looney

is split

it

neither of which

the

usually

mouth

into

is

is

many

of

two benches,

valuable.

Martin's Fork and

its

tribu-

shown

of the

seam

in this dis-

are not as free from impurities,

such as slate partings, as is the coal
bed on Clover Fork, but nevertheless this coal bed will be a very
valuable one in this district.

The

chief characteristics of this

coal bed are the

main

same as those of the

coals of this entire coal

The Kentucky
describes

it

Geological

field.

Survey

very well in the follow-

ing statement:

black

"A

fracture

coal,

brig'ht,

pitch-

generally

cu-

and

irregular; very little
apparent
but some granfibrous coal

boidal

Pound

phur

ular pyrites."

This coal

is

hard,

lumpy and

of

the block type, similar to those of
the Kentucky River and the Elk-

horn coal

fields.

It

2.60
2.32

32.71
34.98
37.95
36.39
38.70

1.56
1.40
1.79

of Coal

58.47
57.99
58.44
56.86
57.45

6.22
4.71
2.05
5.35
2.06

13,904
14,038
14,600
14,152
15.389

.69
.69
.42

Because

Leonard, Kellioka and Upper Seams.

The Leonard

coal bed, so named by
Kentucky Geological Survey because of its development about
Leonard Post Ofiice on Clover Fork,

has marked ver-

cleavages and mines in large,
smooth-faced blocks, very different
from the softer coals of the Virginia

tical

near the mouth of Child's Creek,

lies

120 to 150 feet above the Harlan.

On

Clover Fork, this bed

Yocum

recognized on

is

first

Creek, show-

ing a 3-foot clean section. Going on
up Clover Fork, the bed increases
in thickness, but also carries some

At

slate partings.

Child's Creek

it

shows a good mining section, but
from here toward the head of Clover
Fork it shows only a thin worthless
one that

section, or

is

badly ribbed

with partings.

On

Clover Lick and Big Looney

creeks

Poor Fork

of

varying

section,

but

it

shows a

in

Benham

6 inches of clean coal is
Martin's Fork this bed
is reported, usually from 50 to 80
feet above the Harlan, and of 3 feet
This bed is the No. 4
in thickness.

Spur 3

feet

On

found.

seam of the Pocket Field, and there
shows a thickness of 30 inches. It
(Avhas the following analysis:
erage
3.32;

of

matter,

volatile

carbon,

Moisture,

samples.)

16

ash,

57.95;

38:72;

3.33;

fixed

sulphur,

minable

small

of

openings,

the

bottom

number of

small

value in this district

is

known at present.
Around Harlan it is found high

in

its

not

the mountains, and

thought to be
either too thin or badly ribbed with
is

be of

much

value.

However, passing on up Clover
Fork a 3-foot 6-inch minable section
is shown on Jones Creek.
Between
Bailey and Seagraves creeks it
again shows a thin section.
At
Child's Creek it shows 3 feet of
clean coal.
It is mined at Darby,
across the mountain, showing from
2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 6 inches of
clean coal.

Above

the

bed has been opened
in many places, as it produces most
of the fuel used by the citizens in
this section.
These openings show
that the seam maintains an average
thickness of a little less than 4 feet,
although in many places a greater
thickness has been found. The sectrict

Per

Sul-

Ash

Matter Carbon

slaty

of Big

taries this coal

tions

Fixed

tile

ture

mining section of from 4 to

even reaching a thickness of
12 feet in places, but the upper por-

5 feet,

On

B. T. U.

Vola-

Mois-

a

rule,

slate partings to

Analyses of the Harlan Seam

floor.

Along Poor Fork, below
mouth of Big Looney Creek it

In the western part of the coal
under discussion it presents, as

field

Child's Creek this coal bed

increases

in

thickness,

many

in

showing over 4 feet of workable coal, and reaching a maximum
of 4 feet 6 inches to 5 feet on the
Razor Fork. At Keokee the coal
mined runs from 5 to 7 feet with a
2- to 4-inch parting which increases
to the east. It shows 4 feet 6 inches
of clean coal on Little Looney
Creek, Va., and is mined at Roda,
Va., as the Taggart seam, with a
places

thickness
places

of

6

but

feet,

in

some

contaminated

seriously

is

with a parting near the center.
This bed reaches its maximum development in the Poor Fork district
in Benham Spur and Looney Ridge,
where it maintains an average
mining section throughout this area
of 5 feet 6 inches in thickness and is

practically

without a parting.

In

the Martin's Fork district this seam

has not been opened to any great
extent, but the mining section is
from 3 feet to 4 feet 6 inches. Fol-

lowing

is

the analysis

17 samples.)
tile

matter,

58.92;

ash,

:

(Average of

Moisture, 3.42; vola38.79;
2.29;

fixed

carbon,

sulphur,

.65;

poun^ of coal, 14,554.
The McKnight coal bed lies about
50 feet above the Kellioka and

B. T. U. per

.65.

The Kellioka
proximately

and West Virginia coal fields. It is
well adapted to shipment and for

Leonard.

domestic use.

Wise and Lee

It

coal bed occurs ap-

30
is

feet
above the
found throughout

this field as well as in the fields of

counties, Va.

reaches a workable thickness only

Looney Ridge and Benham Spur,
where it shows an average of 3 feet
in

^e QnieryEngineer
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b inches of clean coal and will be of
some commercial value in the large
area of these two mountains.
The Low Splint coal bed is the
middle seam of a group of three
seams covering a vertical distance of
120 feet, the lowest of which is 130
feet

Low

ness of this seam, the
is

The

above the Kellioka.

about 3 to 4 feet with a

ing

some

in

thickSplint,

part-

little

and

sections,

again

Wallins Creek.

made

in

show

The few openings

the Martin's

that as a rule this bed

:

lins coal

bed

is

the

is

generally

field

known through

as the Wallins coal.

fireclay coal of the
field,

it

this

It is

the

Kentucky River

the No. 7 of the Pocket field of

Lee County, Va.
This bed reaches

chemical

.619.

very

—

The Limestone Coal Bed. This
bed derives its name from its proximity to the fossil limestone,

This doubt-

50 to 100 feet above.
less is

some

the Smith 11- to 13-foot coal
at the

It is

head of

the

Parsons of the Wise

County

Field.

In the high knobs of the Little
Black Mountain, at the heads of Yo-

cum and

Childs creeks

Clover

of

Fork and Straight Creek of Powells
River, the seam shows from 4 to

with

steam fuels they should and do rank
They are good coking coals,
as has been proven by the coke of
Keokee and Roda in Virginia, and
Benham, Kentucky.
high.

All the coal beds

black,

lustrous

variety;

easier than the splint,

18

Mountain

eral years

inches from the bottom, leaving a

worthless.

top bench of 7 feet of practically

sents a 5-foot section.

with

section

clean coal.
tain,

been

pected, but one

that there

is

parting

6-inch

Lying high

has

it

a

is

in the

sparingly

mounpros-

safe in assiuning

a large workable area

of this seam in the Reynolds and

In the Harlan district
in the Little

it

has been

Black Mountain

Branch, showing an upper
bench of 4 feet 4 inches of coal with
a 6-inch shale parting 8 inches
in Kitts

from the floor and a lower coal
bench of 1 foot 2 inches, separated
from the upper by 1 foot 4 inches of
shale, coal, and bone.
It has been
exposed on Turtle Creek, presenting
a workable section.

Going to the east up Clover Fork,
it shows sections in the Little Rock
Mountain of from 3 feet to 3 feet
6 inches of coal, but at all points has
one or two partings which lessen or
destroy its value. In the Big Black
Mountain it has not been exposed

is

usually

thin

In Looney Ridge

it

and
pre-

This seam

be of value in small

limited

—

The Cornett Coal Bed. The Cornett coal bed takes its name from
the owner on whose land it was
It is

next to the bottom of

a group of 4 or 5 beds

all

of which

above the valleys, the Cornett and
the upper one only will ever be of
commercial value.
The bed lies
about 200 feet above the fossil limestone, and varies in thickness from
3 feet 6 inches of clean coal to 7 feet

with partings.

The High Splint Serf.—The High
lies so high that it overreaches the most of the Little Black
Mountain, although there is considerable area between Jones and Days
Creek of Clover Fork, where it
shows a thickness of from 5 to 6
Splint bed

Throughout

the

field

this

there are numerous small seams oc-

on

—For

sev-

when Mr.
Asher began the construction
of 13 miles up Cumberland River
from Wasioto on the Cumberland
T.

J.

\'alley Division of the Louisville

Nashville

Railroad

to

installing

very

one

diffi-

typically

to build a railroad until

County.

9

the

was made

which he was

feet.

mines

companies and individuals
have been acquiring lands in Harlan
County. But no successful attempt

erties in Bell

of about 3 feet of
but because of their height

Fork Ridge it is found with a
mining section that will compare
with

History of Development.

show a thickness

seam has been sparingly opened, but
it shows a thickness of from
5 to

favorably

more

is

coal,

with a workable section.
In the Grays Knob of the Martin's

cult to

it

less

is

the latter part of 1908,

areas.

found.

Potato Hill Ridges.

opened

will

it

vari-

cally,
in
varying
proportions
throughout the field. One is a hard,
dull gray splint that occurs in layers
of from less than an inch to a foot
or more.
The other is a softer,

crush and
a coking coal.

thickness in the Wallins Creek sec-

show two

of coal quite different physi-

eties

6 inches of coal in many of its
openings, although usually parted
with a little slate. In the Big' Black

tion of the field, presenting a 9-foot

Pennsyl-

the

As domestic and

vania gas coal.

very probably

the No. 10 of the Pocket Field, and

comparing

composition,

favorably

5 feet

maximum

its

the coals

all

carbon, 53.611; ash, 5.590; sulphur,

Pucketts Creek.

Kentucky Geological Survey, but

companying analyses,

of this field are typical gas coals in

on Grays Knob and

Bed.—Tht WalDean coal of the

found

is

throughout the
section,
varying from a few inches to 3 feet
in thickness, but all of doubtful
utility.
As may be noted from accurring

4.004; volatile matter, 36.176; fixed

scribed.
IVallins Coal

Fork Ridge

The
with a good mining section.
Moisture,
following is the analysis

showing only 2 feet 6 inches. Because of the thinness of the other
two seams they will not be deThe

July, 1913

&

two plants
on his prop-

This was known as the Wasioto &
Black Mountain Railroad and the

& Nashville Railroad
over and completed the road
to Benham then a branch was conLouisville

took

it

;

up Clover Fork to Ages.
This branch was put into operation
August 3, 1912. In the summer of
1913 a branch line of 3 miles was
built up Martin's Fork and put into
structed

operation that winter.

As soon

as it was known that the
would be completed to these

railroad
different

companies
first to

points,

several

were

operating

organized.

The

begin shipping coal was the

feet.

Fork Coal Co., now the
Wallins Creek Coal Co., which is

Besides the coal beds mentioned,

located on Terry's

Terry's

Creek, and about

Fork of Wallins
mile from the

1

1

;

;

^e (gffieryEngineer
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This company

station of Wallins.

is

mining the Wallins seam, having a
mining section here of 5 feet 10

The

inches.

output

daily

653

Near the mouth of Kitts Creek, on
the south side of Clover Fork, is
located the Clover Fork Mining Co.

is
700
equipped with
shaker screens, and four grades of
coal can be made; the incline is

This operation was started about the
same time as the Harlan Gas Coal
Co.
This mine is on the Harlan
seam, which at this point has 50

about 6,000 feet long, the upper part
being a gravity plane and the lower
an engine plane.

inches of clean coal.

tons;

the

tipple

On Ewing

is

Creek, about a mile

from the river, is the plant of Moss
& Son Coal Co., formerly the Wilhoit Coal Co., operating on the Harlan seam, which has a clean mining
ZZ

of

section

commenced

This plant

inches.

to ship coal in the win-

The

ter of 1911.

daily output

is

300

tons; the tipple has shaker screens

and

four

grades

made; a gravity

of

can be
used to

coal

incline

is

They

put the coal on the tipple.
operate

their

own power

house,

using both motor and mule haulage,
and undercut the coal.
At Harlan, on Clover Fork, is the

Coal

Republic

formerly

Co.,

the

Harlan Home Coal Co., operating
on the Harlan seam in the Little
Black Mountain. The Harlan seam
here has a mining section of 4 feet
6 inches of coal with a 4-inch parting 1 foot from the bottom. This
mine did not ship any coal until late
in 1914, and now has a daily capacity of 150 tons.

The

shaker screens; the coal

tipple has
is

brought

by a wire-rope tramMule haulage is used, but

to the tipple

way.

power
power

is

purchased

from central

station for cutting, etc.

On

Clover Fork, about 1 mile
from Harlan, is the mine of the
Harlan Gas Coal Co., formerly the

Harlan Town Coal Co. The first
shipment of coal was made July 7,
1912.

The mine is in the Little Black
Mountain on the Harlan seam
which here has a thickness of about
The tipple is
feet or more.
equipped with shaker screens, and
numerous grades of coal may be
shipped a gravity incline is in use
the output is 1,000 tons and upwards
4

;

per day
erates

;

its

the

company owns and op-

own power

house, using

the power for cutting and haulage.

—

35-12

The

coal

is

delivered to the tipple by a gravity
incline;

screens

;

is

cutting,

power

On

has
shaker
about 800 tons
purchased for haul-

tipple

power

daily;

age,

the

the output

is

from a

etc.,

central

station.

is

Fork

the mine of the

Rex

Coal Co., formerly the Lynn Hollow
Coal Co. This company is mining

Big Black Mountain on the
Harlan seam, which has a thickness
in the

The output

of 3 feet of clean coal.
is

distance

above

mine

this

be found the two operations of
the Lick Branch Coal Co., Coxton

mine on the Little Black side, and
Kayu on the Big Black Mountain.
Both mines, which were installed by
the Harlan Coal Mining Co., are on
Harlan seam, which at Coxton is 50
and sometimes as high as 54 inches
thick at the Kayu mine it is about
;

48 inches, both clean sections. The
coal is lowered to the tipple at both
mines by disk retarding conveyers.
In addition

the north side of Clover

at this point

Some
will

about 200 tons per day

;

a gravity

to the retarding conveyer at the Coxton mine a belt is
used to put the coal at the proper
height for the shaker screens. Mar-

cus screens and a loading
in

Kayu

use on the

power
power

is

tipple.

boom

are

Electric

purchased from the central
and used throughout

station

both mines.

The combined output

and mine
the tipple has bar screens mules are
used for haulage and compressed air

line of railroad,

punchers for the undercutting of the

Clover Fork,

coal.

Ridge Coal Co. The Harlan seam
in this mine presents a mining section of about 4 feet of clean coal.
The daily output is about 300 tons.
A gravity incline and shaker screens
are used. Mules are used for haulage and the coal is worked by pick
mining and on the solid.
On Catrons Creek of Clover Fork
are located the two mines of the
Catrons Creek Coal Co. The Harlan seam here is 4 feet of clean coal.
The coal is lowered from two mountain sides to one tipple which has

incline connects the tipple

;

On the Big Black Mountain,
about a mile above the Rex Coal
Co., is the mine and plant of the
Golden Ash Coal Co. The Harlan
seam is being mined with a thick-

The

ness of 3 feet of clean coal.
daily output

day

;

is

the mine

spring of 1914.

about 300 tons per

was

A

started

in

the

gravity incline

is

used to put the coal on the tipple,
which is equipped with shaker
screens.
is

At

present,

used and the coal

mule haulage
is mined by

is

from 1,200

to 1,300 tons per day.

At the end of the present branch
is

on the north side of
the mine of the

Ages

in

shaker screens. The daily output is
about 1,000 tons. Mule haulage is
used and the coal is shot from the

central

solid.

pick and on the solid, but

it

is

un-

derstood that electricity will be put

and power purchased from the
power plant.
The Wallins Creek Coal Co.,
mentioned above, has a mine on
Clover Fork also, and here mines
the Harlan seam on the Big Black

Mountain

side.

The

company

started to ship coal in the winter of
1913.

The seam mined

A

clean coal.

is

3 feet of

gravity incline lowers

The R. C. Tway Coal Co., formerly the Pineville Coal Mining Co.,
is located on the east side of Martin's Fork about 3 miles from Harlan.
This company is mining the Harlan
seam which here has the total thickness of 5 feet 8 inches, with an
8-inch parting 2 feet from the bot-

is

tom or nearly

equipped with shaker screens. The
output is about 300 tons per day.
Electric power is purchased for

gravity incline

operating coal cutting machines and

and pick mining

for haulage.

put

the

coal

to

the

tipple,

which

5

feet

of coal.

A

used to lower the
coal to the tipple, which is equipped
with shaker screens. Mule haulage
is

is

is

used.

The

about 500 tons per day.

out-

The Looney Creek Coal Co. is loLooney

cated on the north side of

Creek, mining the Kellioka seam in

This seam here has
The
a thickness of about 6 feet.
present daily output is 250 tons, but

Looney Ridge.

this year will see

tons.

A

it

increased to 600

gravity incline

is

used to

put the coal on the tipple, which is
equipped with shaker screens; the
coal is undercut, and mule haulage
is

July, 191S
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used; the company has

its

own

power house.
About 3 miles up Looney Creek
from Poor Fork is located the plant
of the Wisconsin Steel Co., at Ben-

ham, which

is

at present the

the railroad up Poor Fork.

end of

To

give

good description of this plant
would take up too much time and
only a few of the essentials of interest will be mentioned here. This
plant was started in 1910 and was
a

nearing completion

when the railThe Kellioka

road was finished.
and the McKnight coal beds are
both worked at this plant. There
are 408 coke ovens and coke, steam
and domestic coal are shipped. The
coal is conveyed by a retarding conveyer at the mine on the Kellioka
seam, and that part of the "D" or
McKnight seam that is used in the
ovens is chuted down, but a gravity
incline

is

ments.

used for railroad

ship-

The McKnight seam here

has a thickness of 46 inches, and the
is 5 feet 6 inches.
The
on the Kellioka seam is
equipped with shaker screens. Electrical equipment is used throughout
the mine and modern mining prac-

The Harlan County Coal Co. has
been organized and plans to put in a
plant on Catrons Creek and mine the
Harlan seam.
The King-Harlan Coal Co. has
been organized and has leased the
Harlan seam from the New York

&

Pennsylvania Coal Co.
& Pennsylvania

The New York

Coal Co. propose to construct about

from Ages to

5 miles of railroad

Clover Fork to Yocum Creek and up
the creek. This is to develop their
land at this point.

The Kentucky

Utilities Co.

has a

from its central
power station in the Pocket Coal
Field down Yocum and Clover Fork
transmission

to Harlan.

line

This

line will eventually

be extended to Varilla.

The only

6

is

the Louisville

Nashville, and for 23 miles of

length

it

follows the Poor

its

Fork of

On

the Cumberland River.

miles there will be very

opment of the

built,

of the United States.

the Louisville

&

If

Nashville or

the Southern would have to obtain
control of

it.

The road

mind

one that
Southwestern Railroad at Keokee, Va.,
tunnel the Little Black Mountain at
the Morris Gap on the head of
Clover Fork and following Clover
Fork, would connect with the Louisville & Nashville at Ages, or build
on down the Fork to Harlan, then
swing up Martin's Fork until the
Falling Water Gap in the Stone
Mountain is reached. Here another
short tunnel would bring the road
back to Virginia, and following
in

is

would leave the Virginia

down

&

the Poor Valley for a short

Cumberland Gap, Tenn.,
would connect with the Southern
and also with the Louisville & Nashdistance to

railroad in this coal field

at the present time

tire section

At
way and
ville.

this time a free right-of-

a cash bonus awaits the

23

individual or railroad that will put

devel-

through the construction and operation of this proposed railroad line.
Branch lines will eventually be

this

litt-le

it

coal beds, with the

exception of the highest seams, as

somewhat upMountain

head, and

up Catrons, Turtle, Crummies
and Cranks creeks of Martin's Fork,
and up Wallins and Forresters of
the main river.
Wide Market Available. With the

perhaps through the Proctor Gap,

railroads laid out, this brings us to

down

the markets, and after

the lower strata are

turned

from

the

Pine

Fault.

This line will eventually be extended up Poor Fork to
the North

its

Fork of the Pound

River in Virginia to a junction near
Breaks with the Carolina,
the

&

Ohio

A

built

—

all

no matter

how much coal we have or how good
it is or how favorable our railroad
facilities are, we must have a mar-

Kellioka

Clinchfield

tipple

branch line of necessity will be built
up Clover Lick Creek and the one up
Big Looney extending to the proper-

ket.

Wentz interests.
Fork and Martin's
Fork there are at present 5 and 3

West, where it has to compete with
the cheaper coals of western Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Part of the tonnage goes to the
South and Southeast, but the great
markets of the Carolinas and the

The town

of

Benham

is

in reality

a model mining village, with the
most of the modern conveniences
that have of late years become
necessities.

It

has a good hotel and

a very good Y.

A

M.

C. A. building.

complete waterworks system has

been installed for domestic use and
fire

ties

of the

On

tices govern.

protection.

—

Proposed
developments show that the Banners
Fork Coal Co. has been organized
and intends to build about 3 miles of
railroad up Wallins Creek, and develop a tract of the Wallin coal.
Proposed Developments.

Railroad.

Clover

miles of railroad, respectively.

The

largest areas and the best coal in the
field are found on these two streams
and the mountain sides also contain
large areas of good hardwood tim-

It seems that either the railroads are not ready for this coal and
timber to go to the markets, or they

ber.

The bulk of the coal from this
must now go to the North and

field

off from this field.
However, the railroad line mentioned above and a connection with
the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Railroad would make these markets

seaboard are cut

have failed to recognize a very
valuable railroad proposition.
On
these two forks of the Cumberland

available.

a railroad could be constructed at a

business, should be partly filled with

moderate cost that would

coal

find

few

equals as a freight road in this en-

In the near future the seaboard
Panama and other foreign

trade, the

from

this

field,

for with the

quality of the coal produced,

it

is

^e (gffieryEngineer
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safe to assume that it can compete
with any coal in any market, barring

excessive

means

freight

roads to place

its

and
must have

rates,

that this field

this
rail-

coal in the best

markets of the world.

The following statement

of ton-

nage from Harlan County was obtained from Mr. C. J. Norwood,
Chief Inspector of Mines for the
State of Kentucky, and shows the
commercial coal mined in the differ-

with

sufficient
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speed to send the

Approved

cars on the

empty track, it is disconnected from the trip a few feet
from the switch and runs ahead.
The wheels strike dog A, Fig. 1,
throwing the switch to empty track
and at the same time lifting dog B
to an upright position.
The motor
is then coupled on to the loaded

Electric
ratus

Appa-

The Bureau of Mines has recently
approved, for safety, practicability
and

efficiency, the miners' portable

cap lamp manufactured by

electric

the Edison Storage Battery Co., of

Orange, N. J. Approval No. 10 has
been issued to that company. The

ent years:
Tons
In
In
In
In

1911
1912
1913
1914

25,814
384,427
775,333
1,250,310

The paper would not be complete
without mention of the town of Harlan, in the center of the coal field at

the junction of Clover and Martin's

Fork, and just a little over a mile
above the junction of these two with
Poor Fork. Ten years ago it was a
scattered, straggling mountain village, today is a city with beautiful
residences and many good stores
and office buildings, and with the
proposed developments in the way
of street improving, waterworks and
sewer completed, it will be a city in
every

respect,

large coal

An

a

metropolis

of

a

field.

COUJCKt IMOIMUn

Fig.

A switch that is automatic and
can be relied upon is much needed
Millhouse &
in the coal industry.

Automatic Switch

tipple,

only bulbs so far approved for use

shaft bottom, or whatever the case

with the lamps of the company are

may

"26-V" bulbs manufactured by
Independent Lamp and Wire
Co., 1733 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
The Bureau has also approved, as

and

trip

be,

starts

back for the

as soon as the string of

empties has cleared the switch.

In

B

motor wheels strike
which throws the switch

its

original position for the

so doing, the

dog

the

back to

ting equipment manufactured by the

impossible to

mont, N. H., consisting of the following parts: One explosion-proof
electric motor; one explosion-proof
starting rheostat and fuse; one explosion-proof cable reel. The use of

It is practically

foot.

injure either of the switch points or

the adjustment by running through
points

the

when

closed,

as

the

have designed such a device
any motor parting or
turnout where it is necessary to

the proper position.

make

little

the motor with a trip of

approaches

the

parting

gaseous

can be readily thrown, by pressing
down on the proper dog with the

Ball

When

in

mines, an explosion-proof coal cut-

easily operated

to be used at

empties

use

for

and

is

wheels always throw the switch into

flying switches.

the

the

permissible

loaded track.

The switch

Automatic Switch

1.

There

is

prac-

no upkeep save applying a
oil occasionally and keeping it

tically

from accumulations of dust and

free
dirt.

Fig.

2.

Details of Operating Mechanism

Sullivan Machinery Co., of Clare-

all
tial

of these parts
to

the

is

considered essen-

permissibility

of

the

Approvals Nos. 100 and
100-A have been issued to the Sullivan Machinery Co.
equipment.

—
JuLV, 1915
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Benzine Substitutes for

Lamps

Safety

light of the ordinary benzine flame

The mix-

(height 34 millimeters).

more readily than a benzine
when the lamp is swung; nor
does there seem to be any serious
risk of corrosion of the gauze by
out

flame

consequence of the growing
scarcity of benzine in Germany, a
number of experiments have been

ture does not ignite so readily as

made

paper-strip,

sulphide

lighters.
The wick burns away
more rapidly than with benzine, flat

The consumption

made

unsuccessful trials with a mixture of
25 parts of ordinary benzine and

wicks needing renewal every 4
weeks, and round wicks every 2

of alcohol (commercial 96 per cent,

composed of 2 parts of
and 3 of benzol. Better

months.
The cotton wool in the
lamps does not clog, at least within

the most satisfactory results being

In

to ascertain the best substi-

tutes for or adjuncts to this oil, for

Beyling

use in safety lamps.

75 of an

oil

scrubber

oil

results

benzine; nevertheless, certain ignition

is

obtained with paraffin-strip,
and metallic-spark

final

obtained with 60 per cent, of benzol

cent, of benzol are practicable.

because

either

else

the

diminishes

it

in intensity very quickly in conse-

quence of the heavier
remaining behind in the
the lighter ones burn
With regard to the

Fig.

Method

Apparatus for Raising Shaft Gate

1.

first.

precautions

necessary

when

used, the lamps should be

alcohol-benzol

rinsed out with benzol and provided
with fresh cotton wool and wick,

because any residual benzine present

tained

mix with
owing
in

the

the (95 per cent.)

to

water con-

the

latter.

The

must be water-white and
impurities (90 per cent,

mercial

benzol

is

benzol

from
pure comfree

suitable),

since

these would soon cause the wick to
crust and also give a smoky flame.

The lamps must be

Gates
The method

l]

4|
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Fig. 2

lamp whilst

away

well

cleaned

months during which the

the 3

trial

The flame does not exhibit
any greater tendency to smoke than
the benzine flame, nor does it smoke
lasted.

the

gauze

or

glass

In

cylinder.

even safer than the
benzine flame, nor does its higher
firedamp,

it

is

temperature make the lamp appre-

As

ciably hotter.
is

a gas detector

it

quite satisfactory, for while the

greater

rather

brightness

of

the

turned-down flame dims the flame
cap in presence of 1 to 2 per cent, of
methane, the cap is clearly discernible

when 2

the air;

per cent,

is

present in

and with higher percent-

each shift, the wick being
rubbed over with a wire brush, and
the wick dust wiped out clean. Any

ages the flame

greasy deposit on the igniter must
be removed by means of a rag
soaked in benzol. Given these pre-

Dobbelstein experimented with
mixtures of benzine, and the first

cautions, the lamps will burn well

tained

after

for 10 hours at a stretch, a

number

having been in daily use for 3
months. Round burners give a light
equal to .6 Hefner standard candle,
and flat burners one equal to .9 Hefner, or about three-quarters the

of Raising Shaft

^j

constituents

mixture

alcohol,

Guar-

Colliery

TNI COUItRT (RtlNtER.

from the

light emitted is too feeble

will not

power

On

benzine, crude benzol, and petroleum

the

and

cent, of alcohol,

dian.

the other hand, the use of heavy

is

30 per

10 to 20 per

benzine, additions of

commencement, or

above type of mixture,

spirit) to the

charring the wick.

a partial substitute for

inadvisable,

of benzine can be

further reduced by the addition

ing for at least 20 hours without

mixture is best adapted for the
purpose in view, under certain pre-

is

di-

distillate.

of .45 Hefner, and capable of burn-

this

As

the

a flame with an illuminating

and the

conclusions arrived at are that

cautions.

the carbon

in

10 per cent, of benzine, which gives

consisting of 75 per cent, of alcohol
cent, of benzol;

still

of

present

distillate,

were obtained with a mixture

and 25 per

the combustion

actly the

is

extinguished in ex-

same way as the benzine

flame.

fraction
in

(b.

the

light benzol.

below 80

p.

distillation

A

°

C.)

ob-

of crude

sufficient light for

of raising shaft gates

1 is used at the
Lucerne mine of the Rochester &
Pittsburg Coal and Iron Co. at its
upper shaft landing. A rope is run

illustrated in Fig.

from a timber somewhat above the
through a small pulley attached to the gate and to a ring
which encloses the hoisting rope.
gate,

when

This ring

is

reaches

and the gates are

The

it,

device

reliable,

lifted

is

the cage
raised.

very simple, perfectly

The

and wholly automatic.

gates are always closed

when

the

cage is below this landing and they
are always open when it reaches the
landing.
Fig. 2

is

A

device

illustrated

in

used for raising the gates

A nut travels
along on a threaded bar.
As it
at the shaft collar.

it raises this, and
compressed air is turned into the
cylinder which
raises
the gate.
When coal is being hoisted the nut

passes the trigger

passes this point so rapidly that only
a

little air is

admitted to the cylinder
is not opened.
When

and the gate
the cage

is

stopped at the surface

the valve remains open long enough

underground use was furnished by
mixtures containing up to 45 per

to cause the raising of the gates.

cent, of the last-named constituent,

pointed out by Mr. George

and 55 per

mer, chief engineer of the Rochester

cent,

of benzine.

The

flame lights easily, and does not go

The use

&

of

these

devices

was

W.

Bry-

Pittsburg Coal and Iron Co.
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Exhibit of Bureau of Mines at Panama-Pacific Exposition

Panama-Pacific Exposition
A

Description of the Principal Features

Relating

to
dp

THE

and the popumagazines have made

daily press

lar

known

the

principal

features

and the general setting of the Panama-Pacific Industrial Exposition,
which, therefore, needs here only a

passing word by

way

of introduc-

Mining Building and its
contents.
A visitor should by all
means enter first the main or Scott
tion to the

Street entrance, so that the

pression

first

im-

may t^e comprehensive and
may get an idea of the

so that he

general grouping of the buildings

and their architectural and
setting.

entrance

Directly
is

the

artistic

facing the main

Tower

which are hung 135,000

657

of Jewels on
specially cut

the

Mining

Industry

special Cornspondent

At the

prisms in the colors of the ruby,

dustries facing south.

emerald, sapphire, topaz, diamond,

end of the rectangle is the Machinery
Building and across the west end
and at some distance from the others

This
and other precious stones.
tower is 435 feet high and beautiful
in the sunlight, the appear-

east

ance at night under the variously
colored search lights is indescrib-

the Fine Arts. Just south of the
Education Building is the Horticulture and south of the Manufacturers

ably beautiful.

is

as

it

is

The Exposition
ranged

in

a

palaces

rectangle

are

with

•

the Festival Hall.

These build-

ar-

ings cover 110 acres and cost $5,-

the

000,000 to build.

Mining and Metallurgical Palace in
the northeast corner, facing San
Francisco Bay on the north. The
other palaces in this group of eight
are Transportation, Agriculture, and
Food Products facing north Education and Social Economy, Liberal
Arts, Manufacturers and varied in;

is

They are connected

by colonnades and separated by
most beautiful gardens in which are
appropriate and well-executed statuary. At the east end of this general
group is the amusement portion
called the Zone and west of the main
central group are the state and foreign buildings.

July, 1915
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The

and

Mining

Metallurgical

Building cost $359,445 and covers an
area of 172,555 square feet. At the
southwest corner of the building is
the Court of Abundance designed by

Louis C. Mullgardt in the Spanish-

were invited

in

participate

to

about twenty mining machinery and
safety-appliance companies contributed about $21,000 toward the cost
of construction and for the main-

Moorish type of architecture. This
is considered by many the choicest

tenance of the Mine during the Ex-

architectural feature in the Exposi-

companies

in addition to

scriptions

furnished ore, coal, and

tion

and one of the towers

is

shown

on the front cover of this issue.
From the mining standpoint the
most prominent feature in the buildis undoubtedly the exhibit of the
United States Bureau of Mines
shown in Fig. 1. This is near the
north entrance and is easily located
by the head-frame shown in the
This exhibit can be
photograph.

ing

divided into three parts

The Mine

:

which is underground, the general
mining activities of the Bureau, and
the general metallurgical activities.

The Mine

undoubtedly the most
most popular exhibit in the building, if not on the
Exposition grounds. The only other
exhibit that competes with it in
popularity is probably the Panama
The
Canal exhibit on the Zone.
Mine is not a model, but a reproducis

striking as well as

tion in full size of entries, drifts,
stopes,

sent

from

and rooms selected
phases

different

to repre-

of

different sections of the

States and in

it

mining
United

hibit is to

The
show

several mining

cash sub-

make
Mining ma-

other materials with which to
the exhibit

realistic.

chinery and safety appliance companies in addition to their cash
subscriptions also furnished apparaIt is estimated that Mr. H. M.
Wilson, engineer in charge of the

tus.

Bureau, wrote at least 10,000 letters
in arranging for the exhibit in addition to making a trip throughout
the United States for personal consultations relative to the matter.

The Mine

is

built

in

filled

free

from water, pumps are

stant operation.

Owing

in con-

to the na-

object of the exthe general public

ing system that has been provided.

shown

full-sized

ture

of

the

filled

the actual conditions inside a mine,

The approximate

cost of the

and the designers have been most

was $14,000 and

its

successful

in

land

dredged in from San Francisco Bay,
and as the lower level of the mine
floor is 6 feet below sea level and
only about 300 feet from the Bay,
water seeps through the sand, and to
carry on the installation two shafts
had to be sunk through the quicksand and a boxed ditch laid to drain
the area on which the Mine was to
be built. In order to keep the Mine

ground a very
offensive odor would be present if it
were not for the adequate ventilat-

are

machines and appliances as used by
the miner.

The

position period.

faithfully

portraying

underground conditions. The engineers of the United States Bureau of
Mines formulated the plans for the
installation of the exhibit and the
installation was carried out under
the supervision of the Bureau in
cooperation with Mr. C. E. van
Barneveld, Chief of the Mines and
Metallurgy Division of the Exposition,
who most earnestly and
faithfully assisted the Bureau in
gathering the exhibit and in its installation.
As there were not suffi-

Mine

operation and

maintenance have cost $7,000. The
stopes and rooms were designed by
the contributing mining companies
interested, who furnished drawings;
and in many instances framed timbers and other supplies were sent

cient Federal funds available for the

from the mines, as well as the ore
and coal used in the installations.
This material was generally put in
place by the employes of the Bureau
of Mines from the drawings furnished by the mine owners.
Ten
men are constantly employed in the
mine under the direct orders of a
mine foreman, and on several special

a number of

days the attendance has been as high

display as designed,

mining and machinery companies

as 18,000 people.

Entrance to the Mine is secured
which leads

the

Ten mining companies and

exhibit.

either through a drift,

to a stairway simulating a slope en-

which has
been very cleverly designed, so that
as one enters the mine cage a panoramic effect is produced as of looking out of a window. Then the cage
door is closed and a canvas panotrance, or through a shaft

rama composing the walls passes
slowly at first, then more rapidly
and meanwhile the cage shakes as if
it were being rapidly lowered, then
the cage appears to gradually descend and finally it reaches the bottom of the shaft not far below
where one has entered it. The plan
of the underground workings is
shown in Fig. 4. Although the mine
is lighted by electricity, the trip underground is made more realistic by
each person being handed either a
Koehler safety, Ceag electric, or a
Baldwin carbide lamp, which lamps
are displayed by the manufacturers
in

booths near the foot of the slope

stairway.

These booths, which also

contain various lighting devices and
appliances used in a mine lamp room,

occupied by the Life Saving
Devices Co., the Concordia Safety
Lamp Co., the Mine Safety Appliances Co., and the Baldwin Carbide
are

Lamp

The Mine Safety Appli-

Co.

ances Co., in addition to
devices,

also

shows

its

lighting

the

storage-battery cap lamp, the

Edison
Lung-

motor, Fleuss breathing apparatus,

and the Bacharach air meters and
pressure gauges. Across from the
lighting devices are the underground
magazines for powder and for caps,
Figs. 2 and 3, exhibited by the Ensign-Bickford Co., the Coast Mfg.
and Supply Co., and the Hercules

Powder Co.
Readers of The Colliery Engineer, although primarily interested
in coal mining, will find much of interest in the ore mining rooms and
stopes, which permit an excellent
comparison to be made with coal
mining methods. It is seldom that
coal and ore mining methods can be
seen so closely side by side as they
are in the Mine, where underground
conditions have been so faithfully
reproduced that an excellent idea
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can be obtained of either phase of
mining.

The

Goldfield ConsoHdated Mines
Goldfield, Nev., shows a

stope in which all timbers and other
accessories are exact reproductions

A Powdu

Fig. 2.

and Ingersoll

and

drills

a

small

Sirocco fan are included in the exhibit.

An

underground Mesabi iron mine,

the Lincoln mine at Virginia City,

Minn.,
lin

is

shown by Jones

Steel

trates

Co.,

the

Fig.

5.

square-set

&

Laugh-

This

A

sion.

The

actual mining

photograph of the model displayed
by the anthracite companies at the
St. Louis Exposition.
The impression given by this display to one not
familiar with anthracite conditions
is

merely a thick steeply inclined

bed of coal, and the questions asked

of

mining mass iron ore deposits.
The Copper Queen Consolidated
Co.'s mine at Bisbee, Ariz., is a most
realistic exhibit, as ore was brought
from the mine and placed in the
mine walls and faces most naturally.
COAL MINING EXHIBITS
Coal mining is represented by five
rooms showing mining methods in
mining

is

Pa.,

moth bed nearly

with

a
of

W. Va. This coal seam has a
parting in the center, and a
Jeffrey-Drennan turret coal cutter is
mont,
slate

mounted to cut in this parting. In
the same room the Fairmont Mining
Machinery Co. exhibits an electric
coal auger and a portable electrically
driven pump, also steel mine ties.
The Consolidation Coal Co. also has

collection

of

photographs,

and diagrams, all in charge
of a most competent attendant. The
large full sections of coal have been
gotten out and transported to the
charts,

Exposition at a very considerable
expense and trouble.

Room

Mam-

gangway

vertical

cross-cut from the main

room in the Elkhorn, Ky., mines of
the Consolidation Coal Co., of Fair-

esting

represented

which shows the

Magazine for Caps and Fuse

a booth in which full sections of its
coal are shown, as well as an inter-

only by an exhibit of the Lehigh
Coal and Navigation Co., of Lansford,

Fig. 8 shows a reproduction of a

at the south entrance to the building

different parts of the United States.

Anthracite

is

Fig. 3.

illus-

method

method

by the ore mining men who visited
showed that it did not
give the same insight into anthracite methods as did the exhibits
from other coal fields.
the exhibit

not shown, excepting by means of a

Magazine

Waugh

of those used in the mine.

mine

bed.

659

to a top split of the coal
timber chute is shown loading into a low bituminous mine car,
giving not a very realistic impres-

of

Co.,

the

shows the method of
Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries Co. mines located
in the famous smokeless Pocahontas
working

"Mlllll
Fic.

4.

Plan of Mine

11

in the

Xgc (glliergEngineer
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West

coal field in southern

A

shortwall

shown and the value
is

Virginia.

machine

Jeffrey

is

of the exhibit

greatly enhanced by a series of

showing

six diagrams

in detail the

method of working. The other coal
exhibits would be much better understood

were

they

if

by

accompanied

such

similarly

plans

and

drawings.

-ivii.-i,

Joshua Hendy Iron Works and the
hoisting engine by the Denver Engineering Works. A Leadville drillcolumn hoist is exhibited in the
winze shown in Fig. 6, also a number of

drills.

Ventilation,
ing.

and Light-

Drainage,

—As noted before, the Mine

is at

lower level than San Francisco
Bay, and though it has a concrete

a

The Southern Wyoming Coal Oproom
typical of conditions in the Rocky

floor to

Mountain subbituminous mines
Rock Springs, Wyo. The mine

one a 1,000-gallon capacity ByronJackson centrifugal pump and a
smaller one a 10-gallon pump connected direct to a Westinghouse motor.
There is also a 150-gallon
Jackson sinking pump. A 300-foot
single-stage air compressor of the
General Machinery and Supply Co.
is bell-connected to a 75-horsepower
Westinghouse motor and furnishes

erators' Association exhibits a

furnishes

place

that

Union

Pacific

fuel

for

at
at

the

Railroad, and while

to

very good as a whole,
shown is not of a type
be recommended in coal mines, as

it

is

the exhibit

is

the mine car

mits

of slat construction that per-

much waste along

the road and

greatly facilitates the production of

A

dust.

post auger drill

is

shown

in

The

For

necessary.

pumps

The

thin

seam of

the

gangway

coal, the coal reaching

through

a

central

chute with a manway alongside. At
the face are several forms of coal

This

is

one of the best

re-

fact that the

is

however, by

the Sirocco fan at the surface near
the hoisting shaft, while a
of

The

equipment

mechanical
is

of

represented in the Mine by

the following items:

Haulage and Hoisting.

—Two Bald-

mine locomotives are
shown, one a 42-inch gauge trolley

win

electric

gathering

locomotive

operated

on

the track leading from the neck of
Collieries
Pocahontas
Co.'s
room, and a similar make 24-inch
gauge storage-battery locomotive is
represented as pulling the car from

the

the Bunker Hill

&

Sullivan stope.

All of the track and ties used in the

mine are of

A

Canton, Ohio, automatic mine door is
operated on the track along which
the 42-inch gauge trolley gathering
locomotive runs. The mine cage referred to above is made by the
steel.

full-size

below

Excellent ven-

working conditions, but owing to
the difficulty in reaching the working face up the low chute very few
visitors will see and appreciate fully

mines

Here

excellent

mining and concenby the Utah Copper Co., at
Bingham Canon and the Nevada
Consolidated, at McGill Flat, Nev.

films of copper

tration

The operations

at the mills of these

companies at Magno and Garfield
are also shown.
Other reels show
the quarrying and dressing of Bedford limestone in Indiana, the use of

productions in the Mine of actual

the exhibit.

shown each day most

are

"movie"
7.

the Bucyrus shovel in stripping coal

Mine

tilation is maintained,

the

this pur-

water level probably accounts for
the very natural mine odor which is
the first thing that strikes a person
entering the Mine.

is

theater in the Mine, Fig.

available,

the air necessary to operate the drill

Pacific Coast Coal Co.'s ex-

represents a steeply pitching

drills.

is

pose there are two

equipment of the Mine.

operation.

hibit

keep out the water, constant

pumping

grounds

position

1915

number

and

iron, the various uses of explo-

sives,

mining scenes and

also coal

the processes of concentrating car-

and extracting radium and
Bureau of Mines
Denver. One exit from the
through the radium booth
the
visitor
can . examine

notite ore

radium

salts in the

plant at

Mine is
where

through the glass the various radium salts and compounds.
The exhibit of the Bureau is intended to show an outline of the
various activities of the Bureau. It
contains in addition to the entrances

and other accessories of the mine,
cabinets having a good selection of
safety lamps and other lighting devices.
Various explosives and the
ingredients used in their manufacture are shown, also timbers treated

make

to

Mine

American Blower Co. has also exhibited an excellent model of a reversible mine fan.
There is telephonic connection
throughout the mine and with the
surface plant by means of Western
Electric
mine telephones.
This

and ore such as molybdenum, vanadium, and other rare metals, and a
rescue hospital and various types of
oxygen breathing apparatus.
The testing and use of explosives
is shown by photographs as is also
a welfare exhibit which includes in
addition to photographs a map
showing the design for an industrial

company

village.

smaller

fans

of

similar

placed at various points in the
assist

in

the

ventilation.

The

also has exhibited a new
rescue telephone which can be carried by a rescue party, and commu-

prevent decay, samples of coal,

By

simultaneous flashes of

small electric lights the point on the

map and

the

photograph

of

the

nication can be had from a central
point outside of a mine or of the

building located at the given point

danger zone with each member of a
rescue party by means of an ingenious device which allows each

different features of welfare exhibit

member

the explosibility of coal dust, also

of a rescue party to be in

constant
base.

As

communication

with

map

are shown.

In this

are brought out consecutively.

paratus

is

shown

way
Ap-

for demonstrating

the

the model of a dust barrier as de-

a rescue party retreats in-

veloped by Mr. George S. Rice and
other engineers of the Bureau. The

stead of attempting to save the cable
it is cut and abandoned.

One

on the

of the best patronized and

most instructive places on the Ex-

oxygen breathing apparatus are the
Fleuss, Proto, Draeger, and Westfalia types.

We (gfliergEngineer
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The

shown

metallurgical exhibit,

beyond the

aims to
demonstrate the activities of an actual working laboratory and to
photographs,
charts,
show
by
in Fig.

models,

1

aisle,

the processes related to

etc.,

the investigations being carried out
by the Bureau. There are two gen-

Service,
pital in

661

which has equipped a hosone corner of the Bureau of

in connection

almost

Mines exhibit.
Next to the Bureau of Mines exhibit

maps,

Survey,

showing

diagrams,

charts,

feature

indicating

Exposition,

of

the
the

that

manufacturers of such machinery
have grown tired of the Exposition

that of the United States

is

Geological

with the Mine are an

negligible

form

by

photo-

advertisement.

of

the

In

Transportation Building the General
Electric
Co.
has exhibited one

graphs, and models, the activities of

I* i

Fig.

5.

Lincoln Mine

eral divisions of the exhibit

One

:

Fig.

branch

that

and

which

and 2 p. m.
the visitors in the Mining Building
are attracted by an explosion which
is heard in one of the surface build-

esting

hydrometallurgy

representing

another

at 11 A. m.

A

ings of the Mine.

first

of

the

government

cousin to the mining

There is one most intermodel of thawing frozen
ground in Alaska and an appropriate
Alaskan panorama showing the
various methods of mining in use in
industry.

metallurgy.

fire

Every day

is

loud report

is

Next

to the Geological

a model post office and

thereupon

miniature mint

superintendent

the

in

charge of the Mine telephones into
the Mine to determine the cause of
the trouble and then calls up the

rescue corps of the Bureau, which
comes from what seems a far off
part of the grounds with the large

white auto truck.
a complete outfit

in

Survey is
nearby a

operation coining

a medallion souvenir of the Exposition.

The mining machinery

Winze

gauge trolley type
locomotive and a combined trolleystorage type 42-inch gauge locomotive with an Edison storage battery.

The same company

exhibits

aside from those already mentioned

the

Placed in a concrete tank and elecoperated, it digs gravel

of rescue equip-

dredge.

which runs over the gold tables and
the tailings are stacked behind the

smoke room
for leaks, and after coming out enter the Mine and in a few moments
the

bringing

surface

on

a

various fictitious

wounds

the

United

States

Public

A

number of concentrating

tables

are exhibited, but general

and

mining,

concentrating and metallurgical machines are meagerly displayed.

of

Health

the

each

Building

afternoon.

a

are ban-

management

in

operates

California

daged, this first-aid treatment being
carried on under the

This dredge operates in the

morning and a similar one

stretcher.

Artificial respiration is applied

its

best exhibits to be seen anywhere.

This truck carries

victim

shows

Machinery Building the
Co. and the Western
Gas Engine Co. show gasoline hoisting engines. In the Mining Building the Pacific Pipe and Tank Co.
shows wooden pipe and various
forms of tank construction. In the.
center of the Palace of Mines the
Yuba Construction Co. has a working model of a gold dredge that is
most realistic and one of the very
In

to test their apparatus

to

also

mine lamp.

trically

supposed

Metal Mine

20-ton 42-inch

ment and a trained crew of ten men.
These men put on the artificial
the
enter
breathing
apparatus,

return

in

Doak Engine

that far north land.

followed by a puff of smoke coming
out of the building and immediately

6.

Fig.

7.

U.vderground Movie Theater

Near the east door the Hercules
Powder Co. and the California Cap

We 0ffieryEngineer
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Co. have an excellent exhibit show-

showing the methods of mining zinc

square-set timbering, cyanide plant,

ing different explosives and the in-

ground. An excellent display of photographs also gives the
entire process of prospecting, min-

vein geological models.

in sheet

gredients used in their manufacture,
a model of a black powder mill, a
magazine, and the models of testing
caps, and of using explosives. The

The

a magazine exhibit nearby.
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most interesting exhibit

Chamber

two

that

is

of Mines,

globes which
between the gold
output of the Transvaal and that of
the world.
By means of an automatic stereopticon, photographs of
underground methods of the Rand
are most strikingly shown.
The most extensive exhibit in the
Palace of Mines is that of the United
States Steel Corporation, which includes the iron and steel industry
from the prospecting for the iron
and coal to the utilization of the

show the

gilt

relation

finished products.

has

described

can

be

As

the

company

exhibit

in a
56-page pamphlet, it is manifestly
impossible in a single magazine
article to do justice to it as a whole
and only the salient mining features

^.

c

A

of the Transvaal

including

California exhibit contains an

excellent

It

in the Joplin

district.

Coast Mfg. and Supply Co. also has

f*

and concentrating

ing,

various glass models and skeleton

-^

^"^

r>-y|\^^H|

this

selected.

The Bureau

of

Safety, Sanitation, and Welfare has

a

1

large collection

of photographs,

tain the usual displays of ores and

proposed, but as yet untried, method

and safety appliances showing
the campaign that it is carrying on
for "safety first," rescue, and welfare work. This exhibit includes all
branches of the United States Steel
Corporation and only a small part

other mineral products and in some

of

impounding coarse tailings bedams and allowing the fine

several interesting models showing

'

K

J3BBBI ji:_„_^L

Fig.

The

various

good

cases

_i_

,-:..

Elkhorn, Ky., Mine of Consolidation Coal Co.

8.

con-

exhibits

state

collections

photo-

of

graphs and diagrams. A catalog of
of the rock piles would not be
of interest to the readers of this
paper and only the features that
have a direct practical mine bearing
will be noted.

many

In

the

New York

exhibit

the

Sterling Salt Co. has a model show-

ing

room-and-pillar

working a

flat

methods

of

deposit of salt 20 feet

thick at a depth of 1,000 feet

when

14 feet of the salt deposit

taken

The Worcester

lU

signs,

'

is

mine showing giants

at

work and a

hind

material to settle within barriers, so

The Mam-

as to enrich the land.

moth Mining Co. shows a mine entrance and a number of glass models.
In the California exhibit

is

also a

stamp mill and a collection of photographs by counties.
In the California Building there is the dredge
already noted and also a small stamp
battery that

is

operating.

The Nevada exhibit contains
wooden models of a proposed trian-

shows
the method of obtaining salt by
pumping by means of an ingenious
model which also shows the surface

gular timbering method, the original
squfire-set timber model from the
Corhstock mines, and a good collec-

preparation of table

Copper

out.

Salt Co.

salt.

In the

same state exhibit the WitherbeeSherman Iron Co. has a glass model
of

the

famous old bed magnetite

deposit.

In the Missouri space is a model
of the Oronogo Circle Mining Co.

tion of glass models.

Co.

shows

The Anaconda
its

products and the exhibit

is

various
particu-

mine models, which include a most elaborate stope model
of the Leonard mine showing all of
the timbering, a model of the Leonard pump station and head-frame,
larly rich in

is

devoted to mining, but there are
devices

safety

in

connection

with

hoisting and particularly with the

use of explosives.

The mining of iron is shown by a
comprehensive set of photographs
and charts. An excellent model is
shown of the large Sauntry Alpena

The transportation
shown by models, photo-

open-pit mine.

of ore

is

graphs of ore docks and lake carrying boats.
The mining of coal is
illustrated only by photographs, and
the preparation of coke by a very
complete working model of a modern surface coal plant in the Connellsville region.

All of the build-

an up-to-date plant are
shown, and the larries moving back
and forth give a realistic appearance to the model.
The United
States Steel Corporation also maintains a moving picture theater and
each day beginning at 11 a. m. the
ings

of

:

^e (Q((ieryEngineer
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following program of films is given
Ore exploration and mining methods; Scenes at the ore docks, metransportation

unloaders,

chanical

by boat and by railroad; Coal mining, coke manufacture, safety and
methods used in the
sanitation
Pennsylvania and West Virginia
coal fields; Blast furnaces, steel mill

Manufacture of wire and
wire fencing; National pipe, seamless tubes, pipe fittings, etc.; Concrete road making; sheet steel, tin
operations

;

663

each section of the model a description is given to him through a
telephone receiver that is placed in
his ears

and

in this

Exposition barker

is

way

the usual

done away with

The mining

exhibits are primarily

educational rather than of an adver-

and great credit is due
Director van Barneveld for gathering so large and interesting an exhibit under conditions that were far
from favorable.

tising nature

entire exhibit of the United
is

most ex-

and most

carefully

States Steel Corporation
cellent in design

displayed and
gretted that

it

more

is

was not

given to the coal mining part of the
An office
Corporation's activities.
is maintained in the exhibit and
through a number of attendants

every effort
visitor

and

is

to

Vertical Curve for Conveyers and Inclined Planes

only to be re-

attention

made to welcome
make plain to him

the
the

6p

The

TK.

Samptom

J.

lowered through a short

to be

is

distance.

We

it

coal in the trough at this point.

The following suggestion

is

prob-

recall

than a practical one.
rope suspended at each end,

A

hanging

one installation where

will

freely,

assume

the

shape of the mathematical curve,
catenary, the equation of which

is

The

to apply in practice.

difficult

curve most nearly approaching the

shape of the catenary is the parabola.
Our suggestion is then, to
build the conveyer on a parabolic
curve instead of on the arc of a

The

circle.

installation of the rope disk

conveyer as a retarder is becoming
a rather common thing where the
seam is high in the mountain and
coal

so

was frequently necessary for some one to "start" the
badly, that

ably more of a theoretical remedy

entirely.

plate galvanized sheets, tin roofing.

The

"ride" the coal, on the curve,

greatest

distance

be-

tween the two curves will be about

At this point the parasome distance above the cir-

the center.

bola

is

cular arc.

by the

If the riding of the coal

rope were caused by buckling of the
rope, added tension on the rope

(when hang-

the inclination of the trough of the

would tend

in

conveyer was 34 degrees and the dis-

ing freely), and produce the same

the Mining Palace a very compre-

tance from center to center of bull

result.
In other words, the rope
with sufficient initial tension to prevent buckling when the load is applied, could be made to coincide with

entire display.

The Japanese government has
hensive exhibit which

is

well worth

careful study.

In the Mining Palace the oil exStandard Oil Co. and

Union Oil Co. are

visiting.

The Standard,

well worth

one.

In a case of this kind the P. T.

in addition

showing its products, has a number of panoramas showing the
methods of drilling operations. The
Union Company has a most comprehensive panorama showing a CaliOther mineral
fornia oil field.
exhibits will be found in the AusCanadian, and California
tralian,
buildings, and also in some of the

tion of the tipple, etc.

Fio. 1

wheels 826
slope

feet.

At

was a small

the foot of the

river

—the
—

tipple

a large topographic

model of the Canal showing the
features in perfect detail.

A

novel

used to explain the exhibit to visitors who sit on an eliptical moving platform that moves
about the depressed topographic

method

model.

is

As

a person

comes opposite

the hillside, the intersection of the

"bottom" at a distance of about 275 feet from the bot-

two tangents can be computed.

tom

bull wheel.

parabola

It

was decided to bring the coal
the mountain and across the

conveyer, discharging on to a

is

inclina-

line

in the river

Moving pictures of coal mining
are also shown in the Illinois Build-

This

conveyer

the

was

other foreign buildings.

Zone.

The

having
been decided by the general slope of
of

tion

down

No description of mining would
be complete without reference to
the Panama Canal shown on the

is,

of course, determined by the posi-

to

ing.

it

a parabolic curve but not a circular

hibits of the

the

to raise

with

river

rope

a

disk

retarding
belt,

which carried it to the screens. The
trough was 18 inches deep, 12 inches
wide at the bottom, and 36 inches at
the top. The disks were 12 inches
in diameter, spaced 4 feet centers on

A

curve of 6(X)-foot radius was
used in crossing the river and bringing the conveyer line tangent to the

The
Wcis

its

x
But

discharging point.

greatest trouble encoifntered

the fact that the rope would

of a tangent to a

is

sy + b

==

(1)

be tangent to a
parabola, having its vertex at the
origin of coordinates and its directhis line is to

trix parallel to the

The equation

X

axis.

of such a parabola

4py

is

(2)

In which p = the distance from origin
to the focus.

The equation

a J^-inch rope.

horizontal, at

The equation

of a tangent to this

parabola at the point x", y",
= 2/. (y + y)
geometry x" = 2b;

.r.r"

By
x"

is

_

is

(3)

in

_

which

the abscissa of the point of

tangency and b the tangent's intercept on the

X

axis..

:

;

x'^sy'^-h

The summer meeting

/-?
=4
462 = 4

Also, in

Danville,

py"

a;''2

py"

= P-

or 6 =
,

b

P
-

Electric Co.

"Roof and Roof Intrusions," John

s

In which both b and s are known
therefore the constant p, in the paraBy
bolic equation can be found.
substituting for

x the values

deter-

distance

mined by the horizontal
between bents of the structure, and

may

be

solving for y, a parabola
traced which will fulfill all of the

above conditions.

A

somewhat similar problem con-

fronts

engineer

the

27, 28,

who

is

called

E. Jones, State Mine Inspector, Benton,

"Mine

With

Ventilation

Special

the state a great

nois Coal," C. A. Herbert.

"The Miners and Mechanics
Miners and Mechanics

case

tutes.

The

hanging rope

Y.

Williams,

Insti-

Director,
Insti-

There

curve.

There has been derived a formula
for "free hanging rope curves"
which is the outgrowth of a problem
presented to engineers in the Lake

seems to be an impression that the
Miners and Mechanics Institutes are
a part of the Department of Mining Engineering of the State University, and that the University is

The

shafts of this district are very

deep and
cases,

district.

to

curve.

It

a circular

it

is

necessary, in

many

use in them a vertical
was found that the use of
arc was accompanied by

attempting

discussion.

control

get

to

mining industry of the
at least, as

it is

institution

to

so.

the

common

The committee in charge of arrangements had planned an automothe vicinity but an
almost constant rain made this trip
stripping' of the

for a short time at the stripping of

the Mission Field Coal Co., where

We

are

in-

the

activities of this state,

looks as

When

it

which

if
is

some
con-

favor of the parabola.

sidered that a large part of the coal

S= T(cos a
w

producers of the state are in the

formula.

is

a curve plotted from this
In the comparison of the

parabola with the circular arc, the
load was not considered, it is uniformly distributed and the free

hanging curves (or the catenary) of
the rope would not be disturbed.

hands of receivers,

it

large

first

manufactured

revolving

is still

at

shovel

work.

A very enjoyable part of the
meeting was the banquet given Friday evening by the operators of the

Institute

1

Rivers Coal

In spite of the

unfavorable circumstances, this trip
was very pleasant. The car stopped

based upon the desire to do something to help the coal industry of

Fig.

Two

Co. was substituted.

district.

1)

in

impossible, and a trolley ride to the

can possibly be felt by the mining
department of the University, is

tan .9— sin «)(See Fig.

some of the strippings

and mines

mining

It really

give

dents.

wear on the rope, but increased dan-

help were needed.

cannot

schools

the

of

clined to think that the only wish

the state.

who

Such training as is being
given must lead to more economical
mining and to the decrease of acci-

ing wall, causing not only additional

in

people

them.

for any part in the control of the

This has recently been abandoned

many

are very eager for knowledge which

a rubbing of the rope on the hang-

ger to those riding in the shaft.
The first attempt to better these
conditions was the use of a compound curve of decreasing radius.

that there

state, so far,

possible for such an

do

shown

are in the mining communities of

bile trip to

paper gave occasion for

last

considerable

Superior copper

of the Insti-

it has met
with very enthusiastic success and

Montgomery, Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
"The Goodman Straight-Face Coal
Cutter," H. H. Small, Goodman
Mfg. Co.
"A Plan for Pillar Drawing in Illi-

Illinois

to the free

Wherever the work

the results have

R.

—a parabola would more nearly

University.

Reference to Blowing and Exhaust
Systems for Gaseous Mines," W. J.

tutes,"

—

As a matter of fact the
Miners and Mechanics Institutes are
not a part of the Department of
Mining Engineering of the State
ment.

tute has been carried on,

111.

upon to lay out a gravity inclined
plane, as it is frequently necessary to
in which
insert a vertical curve
conform

Illi-

Coal Co.
"Alternating Current and Its Use
in Mines," W. D. Cameron, General

bi

s~p
s

May

of the

was held in
and 29. The

A. F. Allard, chief engineer Bunsen

p
*

Institute

dition

papers presented were as follows
"Design of Concrete Mine Shafts,"

^-~:
b

Mining

nois

is not in a good confrom the standpoint of economics. Probably the Department of
Mining Engineering would be very
glad to feel no responsibility at all,
but, if it does feel any responsibility,
it may very reasonably hope that its
efforts may lead to some improve-

the industry

Meeting of the Illinois
Mining Institute

Substituting this value in

•
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The

present
is

membership of the

210 and about 100

tended

the

meeting.

meeting

will

be held in

at-

The next
November at

a place to be selected by the presi-

dent and executive committee.

must be adconsid-

Too much emphasis cannot be laid
on the importance of keeping the

ered further that in the room-and-

boiler tubes of fire-tube boilers free

mitted
is

that

the

not good; and

business

when

it

situation
is

mines of the state there are
very few cases in which more than
about 50 per cent, of the coal is recovered, it must be admitted that
pillar

from soot; anything that will facilworks to the benefit of the
user in reducing his coal bills and in
itate this

prolonging the

life

of the boiler.

July, 1915
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Different Grades of Oils Proper
of Application
Changes in Oils

—

Bv

THE

quality of different oils on

the market varies considerably

and they

may

be divided into

three classes, as follows:

High-grade

maximum

amount

power, and

all

of

and uniform

a

lubricating

highly specialized.

Intermediate-grade

of

oils

B.

Methods
by Wear

an

attractive

appearance.

Apart, however, from the coloring
that dark

generally true

it is

contain more
power than light-colored

lubricants

lubricating
ones.

nor so highly

Friction testing machines are to

be

Comparisons

discouraged.

'

.

Sc*

are sometimes colored to give

oils

them

good

quality, but not so high

in lubricating quality,

Thomm,

of oils artificially,

containing

oils

C. T.

Mines

of Oil at

The

this case are meaningless.

in

cases out of ten will not indicate that
the oil is unsuitable, but that some
mechanical defect exists in its construction.
It is not an occasional
hot bearing but the few degrees of
unnecessary frictional heat that are
wasted away in hundreds of bearings that determine the real standard

of lubrication.

By means

fol-

of accurate temperature

specialized as the high-grade oils.

lowing case will illustrate the dis-

tests

Low-grade oils made to suit conditions where first cost is the primary consideration, or where a

crepancies arising from the use of

nearly every case to

to advertise bids for oil according to

method. A certain government
employed an oil testing machine
with which competing oil products
were tried. The oils were intended
to be used on naval machinery. One
firm submitted a sample of highgrade dynamo oil which was quite
unsuitable for marine work, but

certain chemical specifications.

suitable

higher grade of
to advantage,

waste of

oils

cannot be used

owing

to unavoidable

or to unsuitable methods

oil

of lubrication.
It is

the custom of

practice
ical

many

wrong because

is

concerns

This

the chem-

composition does not show the

lubricating power.

It is possible to

high-grade oil on the
basis of chemical tests by means of
an imperfectly manufactured and induplicate

ferior
tests

a

article.

may

Thus

the

chemical

be the same but the results

this

testing-machine

the

for

which

were

it

however,

is,

parison

between

possible

in

make a com-

the

lubricating

qualities of different oils,

and

it

is

to be

recommended

made

as thorough and as careful as

possible

that such test be

on selected bearings.

These

temperature tests should be repeated
from time to time, with a view to
controlling the quality of the oils in
use.

If the

mechanical conditions do

at

not change, the rise in temperature

showed up three

of the bearings above the surround-

times better than the various marine

ing atmosphere should remain very

bearings,

high speed.
tested,

oils

It

running

including one

much higher

oil

of a

This proves

grade.

that the only accurate

way

of test-

is to try them under
working conditions, where they are

ing lubricants

nearly constant.

When a new motor exhibits a tendency to develop heat in one bearing, the latter should be examined
at once.

If

it

is

in

good

condition,

the cause of the heating will prob-

widely different in actual use.
Some people test oils by rubbing

to

directly in-

ably be found in the thrust of the

them

terested in the successful running of

armature shaft against the bearing,
which may result from either of two
conditions
First, the machine may
not be level and the shaft may dip
toward that end. Second, the mag-

in their hands, smelling them,

tasting them, and looking at their

more or

less

attractive colors.

A

heavy-bodied oil will feel excellent
between the fingers, but if it be applied, say, on a high-speed bearing
of a dynamo, the bearing will soon

be

u.sed.

When

talking to

machinery, one

is

men

often assured that

they have no trouble
that

the

without

;

the idea being

machinery
any unusual

operating

is

heating

bearings or engine parts. In

of

many

:

netic centers of the pole pieces

armature

constituents,

however, the mere
change from low-grade oils to better
grades had effected a saving in
power of 20 per cent. It is now
realized that there is something beyond having "no trouble," and that
a few degrees of frictional heat removed from every bearing in the
mill or shop means so much off the

axially,

an extremely doubtful method.
Oil cannot be judged by its color,
as it is possible to give it any desired
color.
Imperfectly manufactured

become warm.
an

oil

may

Smelling and tasting

give some idea as to

its

but even the best
trained chemists admit that this is

•Read,

Mining
Branch).

March 19, before the Association of
Electrical Engineers (West of Scotland

such

coal

A

plants,

bill.

troublesome

bearing

in

nine

is,

may

the pole pieces

actly centered

and

not be in line; that
in

may
their

not be exrelation

to

the magnetic center of the armature

and as the tendency of the

armature
netic

is

to run to the true

center,

tend to adjust

it

will

mag-

automatically

itself to that position.

This may cause the shaft collar to
rub against the bearings at one end,
and so cause heating of that bearing.

July, 1915
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Where low-grade mineral

oils,

or

those with mineral base and compounded with animal or vegetable

become
in the bearings, and necesfrequent
cleaning.
Such

are employed, they will

oils,

gummy
sitate

cleaning

unnecessary whep highare employed cases have

is

be employed, also that
the lubricator should be of a firstclass make of the mechanically opoil

erated forced feed type, capable of

furnishing a very sparing and uniform feed of oil into the main steam

grade oils
been known where such oils have
been in use for years without any

pipe, the oil being introduced into

necessity for cleaning out the bear-

use with a superheat should include
a fairly high flash point, and no ten-

;

ings and

However,

oil wells.

desirable

empty

to

it

is

bearings

the

every 3 or 4 months, and put the oil
through a suitable filter.
It will
then be as good as new, and can be
used over and over again, being
mixed with a little fresh oil to compensate any

The

loss.

question of the internal lubri-

cation of steam engines

is

of great

the

central

The

steam.

of

flow

characteristics of a cylinder oil for

dency to carbonization.

Most of the cylinder

intro-

oil

duced into a steam engine will be
carried through with the exhaust
steam, and in the case of surface

condensing engines, or where open
feedwater heaters are installed, there
is

a great probability of the

ting into the boilers, which

oil get-

would

more capable of destroying the good effects

erably,

of high-grade cylinder

than ap-

boiler explosion or furnace collapse.

wrong manner, or

Electrical treatment of the feedwater will extract every trace of oil.
In the case of jet condensing en-

Nothing

importance.

plying

in

it

a

is

oil

through unsuitable lubricators.
It has been found that the steam
itself, which goes from the steam
main into the engine and touches
every part of the frictional surfaces,
the best

is

medium

to the places
It is

where

surfaces

and increase the danger of

gines, the possibility of oil getting
into the boilers

very

is

with such large quantities of water.

needing

lubrication;
oil

When

the

feedwater

boiler

hard, and softened by a boiler

behind

the

clearance

and

piston

spaces

rings,

the

of

with the cylinder

oil

the cylinder

bricated by feeding the cylinder

oil

into the high-pressure steam main,

quite evident that, as the oil

gets thoroughly broken

steam, the latter
the

may

low-pressure
full

cases

it is

have

oil

into the

often arrive at

cylinder

lubricating

sufficient

effect

up

having

properties

lubrication.

In

to

many

not therefore necessary to
fed

direct

to

the

lower

stages.

In dealing with cases where superheated steam is in use, it is abso-

the

and forming
which is

will be insured.

engines are lu-

in

cylinders,

other places, amalgamating

in

deposits, the presence of

Where compound

is

com-

pound, and the boilers "prime," the
solid matters carried over to the
steam engine will deposit themselves

a good one, selected only for that
class of work, perfect lubrication

is

is

less

needed.

it is

and, assuming that the cylinder

it

much

than that in the case of surface condensing engines, as the oil is mixed

steam to be impermeated with the
oil.
This can best be done by the
use of an atomizer. The steam on
its way through the engine, will
therefore carry along particles of
oil which will come in contact with
all

decrease the boiler efficiency consid-

to carry the oil

important, however, for the

The advantages resulting from
manner of applying a high-

lutely essential that only the highest

grade of

often put

down
oil.

to carbonization of
It is

true that un-

this

grade cylinder oil are many.
(1)
There is no waste of oil as it is fed
It is in
into the main steam pipe.
direct proportion to the

made by

revolutions

when the
As the oil

feeding

stops

lubricator

engine comes to

number of

the engine; the

rest.

(2)

is properly atomized and distributed
throughout the body of the steam,
the main and the throttle valve will
be lubricated, and therefore easier
to handle, and wear will be reduced.
(3) Each engine will receive its

portion of the oil required for satisfactory lubrication, and it will be
found unnecessary to use the grease
cups for giving an extra dose of
cylinder

oil direct into

when

as

the

atomized.

oil

(4)

As

the cylinders,

not

is

properly

the steam

thor-

is

oughly lubricated, the valve rods
and piston rod when coming inside
the steam chest or cylinder will be
coated with a film of oil, and thus
receive their share of the lubrication,

which

in turn will

ter lubrication of the

mean

a bet-

gland packing,

whether metallic or soft. Accordingly, less wear of the piston and
valve rods will be apparent, and the
packing will have a longer life.
Hence, it will be necessary to apply
cylinder oil externally on the rods.
(5)

Owing

to better lubrication of

the valve glands and of the valves,
the reversing lever will be easier to

operate; and this

a point greatly

is

appreciated by hoisting engineers;
in fact, every

change

cylinder

or

oil

in the

grade of

the method

in

of

lubrication will always be noticeable
in the pull required to shift the re-

Owing

suitable or low-grade cylinder oils

versing lever.

may form deposits and carbonize,
but in many cases the deposit can be

which means less power
consumed in overcoming the fric-

traced to the boiler conditions.

tion,

The
gines

best practice for hoisting enis

to

employ mechanically op-

erated forced-feed lubricators feed-

ing the oil into the main steam pipe
through an atomizer. One oil feed
will usually do to supply all requirements for the internal lubrication of
the throttle valve, and two cylinders,
if the steam pipe goes to each cylinder through pipes of the same size.

(6)

to better

lubrication,

the

engineers

find

that

they

steam earlier when the
cage is nearing the end of its journey, and also that they can accelerate the engines and the cage more
quickly or with less opening of the
can shut

off

throttle valve.

In the forced lubrication system
of high-speed
gines the

under

oil

enclosed
is

pressure

steam en-

forced by a
to

all

pump

bearings,

;
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back to the oil suction
chamber, and in this way circulating
draining

continuously.

should be

every 24 hours, letting the water and
sludge run until clear oil appears.

The continuous

Oils for this purpose

made

tion of water

to withstand the ac-

and

air,

and must not
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system

the

in

circulation of oil

results

"breakdown" of the

in

a

final

due to

oil itself,

deteriorate with long use.

the action of heat, moisture, and

Water gets into the crank-chamowing to the presence of ill
fitting glands or "scored" rods. The
oil which is carried up from the

The

evidences

of

are,

increase

in

ber

crank-chamber and scraped
gether with the water,

off,

to-

should be

drained outside the crank-chamber.
Metallic packings are preferable in

such engines, as there

is less

danger

of "scoring" the rods than with soft

packing.

Every plant should have a steam
filter, so that the oil, which varies
from 1 to 6 gallons of oil per day
(according to conditions),

may

removed for subsequent treatment.
may be done in a steam heated
separating tank, and afterwards in a
good filter. The purified oil should
be returned to the crank-chamber at
the same time as the corresponding
quantity

is

drawn

off for treatment.

In this way the vitality of the oil is
maintained at a high standard.
The chief cause of water leaking
into

the

oil

is

usually

the gland

Steam passes from the
gland packings into the main bearings arid condenses on their surfaces.
In cases of exhaust and
mixed pressure turbines, it is parpacking.

ticularly difficult to prevent leakage

of condensed steam from the glands
to the bearings,

tendant

keep

and the engine

at-

should use great care to

this leakage as

Water may

low as possible.

also leak into the oil

from the water cooling coils in the
or from the water-jackets
of the main bearings.
oil cooler,

Where

a leakage of water into the
system cannot be avoided, a
water trap consisting of, say, 4 feet
of vertical 2-inch pipe with a 1-inch
drain cock at the bottom, and fitted
to the bottom oil tank or main oilreturn pipe has been found of great
service. The water, circulating with
the oil, will separate from it and
oil

drain into the trap; once there, it
cannot mix with the oil again. This

water trap should be drained twice

breakdown
and

this

viscosity

gravity, the development of consid-

erable

and the deposit of

acidity,

sludge or sediment.

The

length of

and the character of
the breakdown are dependent upon
its quality.
A high-grade oil, under
normal conditions, will give good
service for 10,000 working hours at
least; but under severe and very unfavorable working conditions, for
only 3,000 working hours at the
service of an oil

most.

A

be

This

air.

oil,

heated, will separate into three

distinct layers

:

At the

top, clear oil

somewhat
cloudy water; between the two a
slimy mixture composed of a numthe bottom, clear or

at

ber of indeterminate elements.

This

slime represents the "broken-down"
oil,

and may be due to

ability or imperfect

to

some chemical or

This

is

the case of a small turbine,

4 hours continuous running,

after

and of a large turbine after nearly a
whole day's continuous running.

The temperatures

are important
judging the efficiency of the lu-

in

brication and cooling,

and

is

it

a

wise precaution to take temperature
records every half hour, or every
(o) Temperature
main bearing (or of the oil
return from each main bearing).
(b) Temperature of the oil before
entering oil cooler,
(c) Tempera-

hour, as follows:

of each

ture

of

cooler.

the

oil

after

leaving

Temperature

(d)

of

the

the

cooling water entering the cooler.

Temperature of the cooling waIf any abnormal conditions arise in one of

its

unsuit-

cooling

oil

cooler,

as-

oil

sumes a temperature higher than the
normal, which in extreme cases

for the

starting
first

life.

up a new turbine

time, there are always

present in the circulating system impurities,

sand and

such as cotton waste,
dirt,

rust,

packing material,

etc.

therefore good practice to run

the turbine for

remove the

1

or 2 weeks, then

entire supply of oil

from

the system and recharge with new
oil.
The oil removed should be allowed to rest in a large tank to

separate

it

from the impurities.

After a turbine starts running, the

immedi-

will

By

intro-

ducing
high-grade oils
where
cheaper grades have been in use, a
reduction in temperature above that
of the

room

of

more than 20 per

conditions being the same.

the cooler; the circulating

When

records

ately locate the trouble.

electrical action

thereby decreasing the efficiency of

greatly impairs the

the bearings or in the cooler, the

temperature

cent,

the

in

coils

ter leaving the cooler.

manufacture, or

on the oil while in service.
"Broken-down" oil accumulates in
the most dangerous places, namely
in the pipes which conduct the oil
from the distributing pipe into the
main bearings. Partial stoppage of
the pipes may result. This oil also
accumulates, as a slime, on the water

It is

gradually in-

oil

(e)

sample of "broken-down"

when

temperature of the

creases and finally becomes constant.

has been obtained,

As shown
graphs, the

other

in the preceding paraoil

steam turbines
strain.

all

is

used in horizontal
subjected to severe

The general

belief

among

engineers in the past has been that

petroleum lubricating oils are indestructible.
This is very nearly true

where the older methods
Where,
however, the turbine is lubricated by
means of a circulating system in
which the oil is forced to the bearings under pressure, thence collected, filtered, cooled, and repeatedly returned to undergo the same
severe service, deposits may form
due to the breaking down of some
portions of the oil from the follow(a) Water; (b) solid
ing causes:
in practice,

of lubrication are employed.

impurities;

(c)

electric

action;

new oil.
Water has an emulsi-

(d) addition of

—

(o) Water.
fying effect on the oil, particularly
if
the water contains impurities.

Where

considerable

quantities

of

water leak into the system and emulsification takes place, the mixture
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becomes yellow or brownish-yellow
If a sample is taken out
in color.
and heated, it will separate into

trical current,
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and consequently pre-

vent the formation of a deposit.

New

Adding

(d)

Oil.

—Where

from the gear case, and another
for the motor bearings.
Where machinery works in

practically no water enters the cir-

dusty atmosphere,

milky water at the bottom, and a
spongy sludge separating the two.
The clean oil will be found darker
in color than the original, with a

culating system, and where there

cling to the

strong characteristic odor.

acidity.

clean

at the top,

oil

more or

It

less

will

have a higher viscosity and will contain a percentage of petroleum acids
as a result of the breaking down of
the oil from oxidation.

SoUd Impurities.—Owing

(6)

to

the high temperature at which the

passes

oil

through the circulating

system, the oxidizing effect of impurities

and

— such as iron oxides,
— considerable,

dirt, etc.

is

dust
par-

where ordinary oils are in
There is a quick darkening of

is

practically no waste or leakage, the
oil

become dark

time,

in

will,

in

may

arise

from any of the following causes:

The use

(1)

of an unsuitable slow

which means

creased power consumed by friction,

oil,

in-

condition smells "burnt" and throws
down a slimy deposit which often

and probably excessive carbonization.
The use of an oil con(2)
taining unsuitable fixed oils, which
cause the development of gummy
deposits and excessive friction. (3)
The use of an oil with too low a
flash point
this is dangerous, and

lodges in the

the result obvious.

increase in viscosity, the production

of a large percentage of petroleum

down of the
The oil in this

acids and the breaking

from oxidation.

oil

oil cooler.

(c) Electric Action.

—

If there is a

;

An

(4)

sive or irregular feed

exces-

this will give

;

which the magnetic

field

in

if

any, the best chance of

(allowing the water-jacket

tendant

out of

to get furred up, forgetting to put

balance, a so-called induced current

on the cooling water supply, etc.).
Carelessness on the part of the attendants in failing to keep the compressor discharge pipe and receiver
clean
when deposits, either on

is

produced in the turbine
In either case, the

is

shaft.

oil will

quickly

darken in color, increase in acidity
and throw down a deposit which
will coat all parts of the turbine with

account

which the

cessive

oil

comes

in contact, lodg-

formed.

This deposit is of fairly hard, brittle
nature, and a dark chocolate color;
it is difficult to remove, therefore
very objectionable.
The remedy is to insulate one of
the generator main bearings completely from the turbine bedplate,
including the connections between

With

the

oil

bearing.

oil

and that particular
Such insulation will pre-

pipes,

vent the formation of such an elec-

tear

is

of

are

easily

choked by the dust, but glass-bottle
needle oilers have proved very reliable and satisfactory in a good

many

They are, however,
be broken off and smashed.

cases.

liable to

Satisfactory lubrication of mine-

car bearings

important, as upon

is

that depends,

very frequently, the
output of the colliery. This subject
is very complicated, and cannot be
treated adequately in a few words.

Hand

oiling with oil or grease

wasteful, and

is

is

rapidly going out of

All the bearings of the cars
should be of the same design at the

use.

same mine, and arranged so that
they can be lubricated automatically.
If automatic oilers are used, they

should be designed so as to prevent
as far as possible dirt, coal dust,

and

cutters

They must be rugged and not easily
damaged or broken by a car jumping the track, or by the haulage

rule,

the wear and

give the attention

that

is

many

cases

have

Food Prices
For the eight years, 1907

to 1914,

while the lowest price prevailed in

The men operating them

lubrication

in

ex-

or

due to the rough conunder which they usually

do not, as a

which

ropes,

pulled oilers to pieces.

have been

great,

operate.

for a

food combined, the
highest price was reached in 1914,

oil

dust,

work

long period without being cleaned.

considering

1907.

coal

ditions

to

unsuitable

amount of

cooler.

ing particularly in the

render satisfactory

syphons

justment, and be able to

and
choking
the
Dust
entering
the
air
(5)
cylinder and accumulating there.
Inefficient water cooling, due
(6)
either to fault in the arrangement or
carelessness on the part of the at-

generator,

wells

in order

valves.

current generator, the current will

alternating-current

may

Oil

service.

oil

accumulating,

the dust,

shaft
down
through
the
through one of the main bearings, through the bed-plate, and up
through another main bearing back
into the shaft.
In the case of an

The

water from entering the oil container.
They should be easy of ad-

leakage of current from a directpass

a qualified success.
that the oil

use.

a considerable

this reason

In such cases it has been
found that when adding new oil a
dark deposit is precipitated throughout the system, due to the action of
the old oil on the new. Particularly
is this the case with heavy oils more
than with the lighter grades.
Trouble in air compressors from
a lubricating standpoint

a
to

ring oiling bearings have only been

must be cleaned frequently

acting heavy

oil,

and for

oil,

apt

is

color with a considerable increase in

ticularly

the color of the

dust

oil

really

most

necessary in order to prevent too
frequent breakdowns.
These ma-

each

was

all

This, however,
article.

5.3

in 1914.

Flour,

is

not true of

for

instance,

per cent, higher in 1909 than

Sugar, which reached a repoint, 145.3 per cent.,

markably high

August, 1914, was 7.9 per cent,
lower for the year 1914 than for the
in

one

year 1911, and was also lower for
the year 1914 than for the years
1910 and 1912.
All meats were

for the gear case, which should be a
heavy oil not liable to leak easily

higher in 1914 than in any of the
7 preceding years.

chines require two different

oils,

—
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FOR
a

First-Aid Number
The Colliery Engineer has

some years

number grouping the

special first-aid

events from

all

parts of the country.

The Colliery Engineer

will

If any organization condones the pracsupport to one of its members who may be
disciplined for such an act, that organization, instead of

laws changed.
issued

first-aid

This has met

the approval of those interested in the movement, since
it gives every one a chance to learn what all the others
are doing in the same line, and also it is a revelation to
the public at large as to the widespread interest in first
aid throughout the mining industry.
In accordance with this custom, the November nimiber of

tice or gives

being wholly beneficial to mine workers

is,

to this extent,

inimical to them.

Shooting

a

little

off

the solid

is

wrong.

cheaper in some cases, but

it

the product, and injures the roof.
safe,

It

may make

mining

is

mining

decreases the value of

Above

all, it is

and no practice which adds to the dangers

not

of coal

right.

be the "First-Aid

Number," and those connected with the

first-aid events,

where our representatives are not able to attend,
are invited to send reports and photographs to the editor,
so that all may have due credit for their efforts in the

Mr. Walsh and Colorado

especially

cause.

Dust Explosions

THERE
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THE

recent labor trouble in the Colorado coal fields

has been investigated, and Mr. Walsh, chairman of
the Commission, has decided that the Rockefellers
are very reprehensible persons. Not only has he so
decided, after what doubtless appears to him sufficient
consideration, but he has hastened to put his opinion

appears on another page an abstract of an

that the most terrible results of dust explosions have been

and it has been printed as if it were the
whole Commission, though it was not.
Doubtless there are two sides, at least, to the Colorado
matter, and nobody knows how many more. But the
reports of Mr. Walsh's behavior fail to show much desire
In fact, it looks very much
to see more than one side.

felt.

as

Bureau of ChemUnited States Department of Agriculture, on

address by David
istry,

J. Price, of the

Cereal-Dust Explosions.

This

is

published in a paper

devoted to the coal industry because

it is

in this industry

only a few years since the possibility of the explosion of combustible dusts has been recognized. Some of
the earliest investigations were induced by a disastrous
It is

and demonstrated that an explosion
was possible. Even after this the idea
that coal dust could be exploded met with much opposition.
Really the cereal dusts and others, such as straw dust
flour-mill explosion,

of fine cereal dust

are not so very different from coal dust in behavior or in
nature. Both are vegetable substances, combustible,
capable of yielding volatile combustible matter on heat-

Anything which

before the public

opinion of the

if the chairman of the Commission had decided in
advance of the investigation that there was only one side
worth looking for.
It is a pity that Mr. Walsh has not grown broader as
he has grown older. Some few years ago in Kansas City
he gave promise of becoming one of the nation's big men
big in mentaHty and broad in the handling of important

and industrial problems. But, his actions as an
and his published opinions indicate that he
not broad enough to see more than one side of a great

legal

investigator
is

subject.

We

men to deal with such things as
men of wide views, broad enough
things, men who are impartial and

need larger

and of being suspended in the air.
can be learned by study of cereal dusts may very prob-

the Colorado

ably prove of value in the study of coal-dust explosions.

honest with that integrity of intellect which goes beyond
mere business honesty. A judge was needed, but Mr.

ing,

situation,

to see aU sides of

Walsh showed himself only a

Shooting Off the Solid

THE

miner of bituminous coal who shoots

solid usually, in time, suffers for

it;

off

the

Unfortunately,

he is not always alone in paying the penalty for wrong
inflicted
practice, but, in many cases, injury and death are

on many

of his fellow workers.

mine laws of a state permit shooting off the solid,
both miners and mine officials should unite in getting the
If the

36-12—6

prosecutor.

There has been trouble enough between employers and
workmen. Every one who knows coal operators knows
that most of them would rather be fair than not, and
would rather help the laborer than oppress him. Most mine
workers, too, like most other workmen, would rather be
We do not so much need to know who is
fair than not.
wrong, so that he can be made the object of punishment
and hatred, as we need to know just how things can practically

be made better,

how something

of the old antagon-
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ism between capital and labor can be removed and that
cooperation instituted which will put an end to misunder-

and misunderstandings
is

standings and labor wars.

Reformers make plans and wonder
Investigators look at conditions

work.

are wrong.
society

But, there

is

Section of the A.I.M.E.

that at Lansford, Pa., on Jime 11.
One hundred eighty-six people availed

opportunity

to

inspect the plants of the Lehigh Coal

and

The

Co.

Navigation

see that they

slow work, but

human

plants

is

being superseded

The

visited were:

colliery,

shaft

having an annual

at the Old

Company Club House

Lansford.

President Saunders of the

at

Institute gave a short address.

small,

anthracite district

is

the methods and equipment
different

parts

are

quite

This meeting afforded an
unusual opportunity for the inspection of the collieries near Lansford

The Hauto power plant whose
30,000 kilowatts

is

and the ultimate capacity 100,000

and

Current is generated at
11,000—110,000 volts.
25 cycles,
The generators are General Electric

ance was largely from outside the

kilowatts.

by

driven

10,000-kilowatt

Water

Co.

of the

A

of Kentucky insists on education of

dam

of

70,000,000 gallons capacity.

Greenwood
loaded car

is

by an empty

Here the
bumped from the cage
colliery.

one, runs

down grade

to a chain hoist which raises it to a
steam-driven rotary dump from
which it goes by gravity to the shaft
house, where it is carried by a steam.

actuated transfer truck to a position
in front of either cage and runs to the
cage by gravity. One great advantage of the rotary

dump

is

the fact

makes the use of doors on cars
unnecessary. The circular picking
table in the tipple was given much
that

it

attention.

Rahn

colliery.

This colliery pre-

sents an appearance very different
from that of the average anthracite

siuface plant because of the absence
of steam machinery, everything being

by electricity. Hoisting is
done by 2,200-volt, 25-cycle, threedriven

phase, slip-ring induction motors with

the

children

of

.its

employes.

Schools are maintained and

if

it

is

company are

of this

Straight

To

Creek,

near

a considerable ex-

from the

tent they are isolated

rest

of the world, for the high mountains

make

railroad building difficult and

may

be necessary to go 400 or 500
where 60 miles in a straight
line
would be enough.
Wagon
roads over the mountains are few
and poor, but good roads will soon

miles,

be built with state

aid.

The attitude of Mr. Moss toward
the men and women of the camp is
shown in his encouragement of gardening. He tells the men to put in
their

Panther

on

of Kentucky.

idle

Then he

Straight Creek, Kentucky
The Continental Coal Corporation

reinforced-

hollow-buttress

concrete,

district.

daily

Hauto washery which has a

Valley

immediate

noticeable that the attend-

Education and Welfare at

capacity of 1,500 tons.

dam

was

Curtis

condensing turbines.

Bear Creek

it

world

Pineville, in the southeastern corner

it

diverse.

present capacity

The mines

750

is

output of 1,000,000 tons.
A very delightful lunch was served

Though the

The remolding of society
Modern business with its

by combination.

situated

Lansford

used in

persist.

proceeds.

ation, just as certainly as competition in the business

old antipathies

water rheostats.

it

unprecedented combinations has proved one thing, that
cooperation is better than competition, and in the end
strife between capital and labor must give way to cooper-

feet deep.

One of the largest meetings ever
held by a section of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers was

the

and

The

slowly.

Meeting of Pa. Anthracite

of

they do not

a wonderful inertia about

and changes come

themselves

why
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tells

days

in

their

gardens.

gives them free seeds.

them

to

come up

He

to the stable

on an idle day and get a mule to
draw a plow, and the company fur-

The churches are
doing a great deal to improve the

nishes the plow.

life

Of

of these coal towns.

course,

found that a miner's children are
persistently absent, the miner is

they are not confining themselves to
religious work, but are doing all

given a friendly warning.
does not heed

move on

to

this,

he

is

If

he

that they can do to brighten the lives

told

to

of the people of the coal

some camp where

tendance of school

is

at-

not so highly

regarded.
insistence
This
on
education
comes from General Manager White
L. Moss, who believes that children

should be in school, that the camp
should be attractive, that houses
should be screened (have you ever
seen a miner's house with a screened
porch? It looks good), that gardens should be planted, that the

women of the camp should know
how to make the houses attractive
with curtains and carpets, that moving picture shows should be given,
and that everything possible should

be done to break the crushing monotony of the life of the isolated
mining camp.

show them how

to live

camps and
more happily

with the things which they have at
hand.

The International Engineering Congress
The

International

Engineering

Congress consisting of the five International Engineering Societies has
issued a booklet giving a general
description of the meetings and
excursions which have been planned
for the convention

September 16-25.

A copy of this booklet can be obtained
upon request by addressing W. A.
Cattell, Secretary, International Engi-

neering Congress, 417 Foxcroft Building,

San Francisco,

Calif.

:
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D ust Explosions

Cereal

explosions occurred in separate plants

Investigations as to Explosibility of Other Dusts

Than Coal

T

Dust,

and the Causes
B»

of Ignition

study of cereal-dust explosions has been divided into two
the engi-

process, one was attributed to production of static electricity, and in
the remaining 10 occurrences it was

neering investigations which have to
do with explosions of this kind as
they occur in the field, the circumstances and conditions under which

not possible to establish a definite
cause of the origin.
Although it has been claimed that
sparks produced by foreign matter in

they occur, and the chemical side of
the problem, which includes the

the grain fed to the grinders might
not possibly be sufficient to ignite

laboratory experimental work.

the dust, the evidence in the majority

jJL

distinct sections,

A

first,

total of 19 explosions that

have

was conclusive

of cases referred to

occurred during the past 10 years
have been carefully studied and
investigated, with a view to deter-

as to this particular cause.

mining the causes and circumstances
under which they occurred. Of the

and a suspended dust

19 explosions referred

have
taken place since this work began
in August, 1913.
Since we have a
11

to,

In order

to definitely determine the relation

produced in

of the sparks

when the

feed

certain

grinding

York, at a time

had been shut

off

from

The

machines.

took place after considerable lapse in time after the
stream of grain had stopped entering
the machines. The possibility of
occurrences

"Davfrf J. Prtce*

HE

New

Western

in

this

manner
an

cloud,

experimental mill has already been
erected at Pennsylvania State College.

"static electricity" being produced

by the operation
plates of a

of the revolving

machine suggested

in a very preliminary

way

itself

at the

time of these occurrences.
Although up to that time experiments had not been conducted to
determine whether cereal dusts could
be ignited in this manner, it was
foimd by experiment that sufficient

be produced
a very small pulley and

static electricity could

by

friction of

belt to readily ignite natural gas.

was learned at

It

time that a milling
company in the South, engaged in
this

grinding cotton-seed cake into meal,
after experiencing

record of only 8 explosions of this

not possible to state at this
time what effect a high ash content
has upon the inflammability of

nature from

"cereal dusts," for no work has yet

the grinding machines,

been done along this line; but it
has already been found that elevator
dusts with as high as 16 per cent, of
ash are very inflammable and develop
high pressures on ignition.

wire connected to a rod driven in

1905 to 1913, and a
larger number in the short period
from August, 1913, to the present

we may

time,

reasonably conclude

that the recent occurrences have
been given special notice and attention since the study began, or that
modem advanced and improved mills
are

experiencing

more occurrences

It is reported that as a result of

killed

and 125

men were

injured, with a prop-

erty loss exceeding $2,000,000.

—

Supposed Causes. The establishing of a direct cause of a cereal-dust
explosion

by

investigation

directly

the occiurence has been
found in some cases to be extremely

following

difficult,

while in others certain lines

were distinctly defined and definite
causes could be fairly well determined.
The result has been that in a large

number

From

the

of cases the cause could not

be definitely established.
Eight explosions were thought to
have originated from sparks produced
in the machine during the grinding
•Engineer Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. DepartAbstract of address before
of Agriculture.
convention of Fraternity of Operative Millers of
America, Cincinnati. Ohio, May 26, 1915.

explosions

cereal-dust

sions,

have

a series of explohad prevented a repetition of

previous occurrences,

the groimd nearby.

by grounding
by means of a

This confirmed

the original theory and indicated the
practical success of a grinding device
of this kind.

The

already

that

possibility of static electricity

as a source of cereal-dust ignition

was very

clearly established

by an

this

explosion in the dextrine department

coimtry and abroad the following

of a starch factory in one of the

causes
1.

may

in

be advanced

Introduction of foreign mate-

rials into
2.

years

recent

in

grinding machines.

Use

of

open

lights or

naked

flames, such as oil lamps, torches, gas
jets, lanterns, candles,

matches,

etc.

3.

Property

4.

Electric sparks from motors,

fires.

fuses, switches, lighting systems.
5.

Static electricity produced

friction of pulleys

and

belts,

by

machin-

ery parts, grinding machines, revolving reels, etc.

The

first

four causes given

may

possibly be generally accepted but

the advancement of the last cause,
has
"static
electricity"
namely,

opened, as
ment

investigations

conducted relative to the causes of
occurred

of this nature at this time.

these explosions at least 80

It is

In

.

frosty

it

were, a

new

field.

1913, on a dry
morning in early fall two slight

September,

Eastern States in September, 1914.
The origin of the explosion was
traced to the production of static

by friction of particles of
on 80-mesh brass gauze
surrounding a revolving reel. This
reel was only revolving at the rate
of 16 revolutions per minute at the
time of the explosion.
electricity

dextrine

very great interest to note
with this explosion
that the company had grovmded this
reel to an overhead sprinkling system
It was
at the time of this explosion.
found during the investigation, however, that the connection was made
It is of

in

connection

from the journal box, and that a
heavy film of fresh oil surroimded the
shaft.
This was thought to have
served to insulate the shaft and allow
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the "static" to accumulate within
the reel until there was sufficient
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as used in these experiments, it would
be necessary to have only about
10 pounds of the dust in a closed

charge to ignite the dextrine dust.
It has recently been found by an
English scientist that if a cloud of

room 10 ft.XSO ft.Xl5
It

ft.

time that following the explosion in

wire becomes charged with electricity,

Peckham found

and imder certain conditions may
become so highly charged as to give

flour dust diffused with 2 cubic feet

Minnesota in 1878,

of

the explanation by stating that
difficulty to

bum a block of wood with

a lighted match. If we take a knife
and chip the block the shavings will
ignite more quickly.
We might make
excelsior and find it would ignite still
more readily, and so on by gradual
reduction to a degree of fineness
that the mass will

when we find
bum rapidly when

and

diffusion with air.

until dust is produced,

in suspension

The predominating

factor which

on the cover.

has been calculated
that a sack of flour suspended as dust
It

in 4,000 cubic feet of air

when

20X20X10)
generate

force

sufficient

2,500 tons 100 feet high.

Explosions have been produced at
the Pittsbtu-g Testing Station of the

Bureau

of

Mines when there was only

.032 ounce of coal dust suspended in
each cubic foot of air, or 1 poiuid in
500 cubic feet. In order to produce

combustion

it

takes

bum

oimce of the dust used.
In France ignition was obtained in
one instance with as low a weight as
.023 ounce of coal dust per cubic foot,
while at the
.04

German Testing

Station,

have been obtained when
otmce of coal dust was suspended

shown that many

together with the percentage of mois-

relatively

Preliminary

have
dusts have

experiments
cereal

a lower ignition temper-

oxidation and the degree of fineness

ature and produce higher pressures
than the coal dusts.
might

no

therefore conclude that the explosive

doubt a marked relation to the action
and nature of a dust explosion, and

limits would be lower with cereal dusts
than the figures given for coal dust.

the

of

dust.

All

these

have

We

are at present receiving careful attention

Ash

line.

Explosive Mixtures of Dust and Air.

Since experiments have shown that

the cereal dusts will ignite and propagate a flame,

it will

be of interest to

According

in

Coal

of .035 ounce per cubic foot of air

space and high pressures developed
with the mixttire. To obtain the

of coal must reach the

amount

of dust necessary to propagate a
In some of the experiments
flame.
the dust was diffused in the proportion

same proportion of dust and air,
producing a mixture as inflammable

Salle,

H. S. Hazen, secretary and general
manager.

Dan S. Girard has resigned his
connection as traffic inspector and
car accountant for the Consolidation
Coal Co. and has entered into salesrelations with the Blue Ash
Coal Co.

manship

A. G. Edwards was
Board of Directors,

elected to the

the recent

at

annual meeting of the Pennsylvania
C. & C. Corporation, succeeding
Everett Warren, resigned.

Manager

W. McKown,

L.

of the

Clark C. & C. Co., at Davenport,
Iowa, has resigned and will travel
for the Taylor Coal Co., of Chicago.
His headquarters will be at Davenport, as heretofore.

Kingdon Gould, a son of George
Gould, handed in his resignation
as president of the Western Coal and
J.

Mining Co.

at the annual meeting,
held in St. Louis, and W. J. Jenkins,

who was formerly vice-president
and general manager, was elected
president.
Arthur F. Barnes was
chosen vice-president to succeed Mr.
Jenkins, and the other officers were
reelected.

The company has

17

mines in Illinois, Missouri, Kansas,
and Arkansas and is a subsidiary of
the Missouri Pacific Railway.
The St. Bernard Mining Co., at
Paducah, Ky., has appointed Joseph
Mattison as local manager, succeed-

The H.

Engineer
of the Commonwealth Edison Co.,
coal carrying 40 per cent, ash has no
value.
Every per cent, ash in coal
to the Chief

the number of heat units,
by not carrying heat units, and
second by absorbing heat units.
Few seem to consider that until a
body obtains a uniform temperature

consider the question of the

La

has reelected R. B. Joy, president; F. W. Dennis, treasurer; and

ing Samuel P. Sturgis.

by the chemists experimenting

along this

Co.,

1

111.,

.123

advanced, including the amount of
volatile matter in the various dusts,
ture and ash; the rate, or ease, of

the oxygen

all of

in 1 cubic foot of air to completely

in 1 cubic foot of air.

been

room
would
to throw
(a

ignited

number

have

box with

would produce an explosion
two men standing

ignitions

theories

ounces of

2

ignited in a

determines the inflammability of a
dust and the action of a dust explosion has not been determined. A
of

Peck and

Profs.

that

sufficient to lift

we

might try for some time with great

when

air,

flame,

—

Nature of a Dust Explosion. It
has been difficult for many to understand in what manner a dust explosion can occur without the presence
of inflammable gas at the time of
ignition.
We may be able to simplify

The Carbon Coal

interesting to note at this

is

dust is blown against an insulated
conductor (a wire for instance) the

off sparks.

PERSONALS

cently

changes among

lessens

been
the

continues to absorb heat.

A

piece

same tem-

perature inside as outside before
radiates heat

most

effectively.

it

Frick Coke Co. rethe
following

its officials

:

Thomas

H. Doorley, superintendent of the
company's plant at Marguerite, has

first

it

C.

announced

appointed

Lemont

superintendent

of

D.
Callaghan, resigned. E. S. Wolfersberger, of Hecla, has succeeded Mr.
Doorley. Robert Ramsay, formerly
superintendent at Calumet, Mutual,
and United Works, has been appointed to succeed Mr. Wolfersberger.
G. W. EngHsh has been
plant, succeeding V.

^€ QffieryBtgineer
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promoted

from

superintendent

at

Oliphant to Wynn. J. A. Childs,
superintendent at Juniata, has also
been appointed the superintendent at
Bitner.

Moorhead; general manager and
treasurer George P. Cronk.
Directors: George C. Miller, William

Coal Co., has become the property
of the Mound City Coal Co., of

Miller, C. A. Miller, D. D. Mallory,

Herbert M. Wilson, engineer in
charge of the Pittsburg Experiment
Station of the United States Bureau
of Mines, has resigned from the government service to become the direc-

George P. Cronk, and

H. Lane, of Uniontown, super-

J.

678

J. B.

Moor-

head.

intendent of Oliver No. 3 plant of
the Oliver & Snyder Steel Co., has

The governor of Tennessee has
appointed Robert A. Shiflet as chief

been promoted to general superin-

mine inspector of that state, succeeding George Sylvester.
A. E. Thompson, formerly mine

tendent of the three plants of this

company, succeeding the

late

Fred

C. Keighley.

inspector

The appointment

of John Mitchell,

former International president of
the United Mine Workers, as chair-

man

of the

New York

State Indus-

for

the

Victor-American

Fuel Co., at Hastings, Colo., has
been appointed to the position of

deputy state coal mine inspector of
Colorado.

have been issued by

to the following who have satisfactorily passed the examination for

foremen of mines:
Cardiff;

John
A. Tidewell, of Emery

J.

Pass, of

Gap; I. S. Montgomery, of Cardiff;
A. C. Montgomery, of Harriman;
S. J. Ingram; A. M. Derrick; L.
Carroll; C. Bolin and S. S. Bledo, of
Rockwood.
W. H. Bradford, the Phoenix Coal
Co. and the Victor Coal Mining Co.
announce the consolidation of the
selling and mining departments of
those companies

be

to

known

as

Bradford & Co., Inc., with
Commercial Trust BuildPhiladelphia; 42 Broadway,
York; and Snyder Building,

W. H.

offices at

ing,

New

L. G. McCrum has
been appointed general manager of

Somerset, Pa.
mines.

The
moved

Crystal Block Coal Co. has

its main office
Welch, W. Va.
John R. Hoffman,
mining engineer for
phia & Reading Coal

from Gary

to

the
of

George
D.

D.

C.

Miller;

burg.

The Anthracite Mine

Inspectors

examining board appointed by the
Schuylkill County Court at Pottsville, Pa., announced the result of
their examinations on June 5. The
present inspectors, P. C. Fenton, of
Mahanoy City; A. B. Lamb, of

Shenandoah; James A. O'Donnell,
of Centralia; Benjamin I. Evans, of
Mt. Carmel; P. J. Friel, of Shamokin; and Charles P. Price, of LyKierkens, were again successful.
inside
an
present
nan Donahoe, at
foreman for the Lehigh Valley Coal
This
was also successful.
Co.,
the
succeed
will
Donahoe
Mr.
means
The seven
late John E. Curran.
will

be reelected without op-

&

Reading Coal and Iron Co., these
mine promotions were announced:
John Paul, outside foreman at Pine
Knot, to superintendent of the colthe Minersville district;

of

lieries

at Otto
Pine Knot;

Elmer Artz, outside foreman
colliery, transferred to

John Withelder, assistant foreman
at Otto, advanced to foreman.

M. Scollard, of Brazil, Ind., has
been appointed inspector of mines of
that state.

OBITUARY
JAMES CLARK HAYDON
James Clark Haydon, a pioneer
anthracite operator, founder of the
Jeanesville Iron

Works and

surviv-

ing member of the coal firm of
Robinson, Haydon & Co., New
York, died at his home in Jeanes-

May

ville, Pa.,

A

27,

aged 52 years.

native of Kentucky, Mr.

Hay-

don was educated as a civil engineer and began practicing his proRockport, Pa., when a

and Iron Co.

at

Richard Krapf, outside foreman
Phoenix Park colliery, of the
Philadelphia & Reading Coal and

Co., of

follows:

Mallory;

of

Philadelphia

young man. He took hold of the
Jeanesville mines in 1864, when the
original lease granted to William
Milnes in 1847 expired, and with

Frankand
officers
elected
Pa., recently
as

Department

the

head-

Pa.,

Pottsville,

fession

engineer.

directors

the

accident

position.

an office at Pottsville as consulting

lin,

of

Following his appointment
Mr. Henry announced the appointment of three additional mine inspectors as provided for by the new
mining code of that state. The men
appointed were J. G. Vaughan,
Charleston; Clarence N. Orr, Kingwood; Samuel McMahan, Wells-

men

Mr. Hoffman has opened

The Pennsy Coal

Chief

as

coal-mine

of

insurance.

for 30 years
the Philadel-

at Pottsville, Pa., has resigned his

position.

derwriting

From

Mines.

Certificates

ciated themselves for the joint un-

quarters

salary of $8,000.

the Tennessee Mining Department

known

to be

Earl Henry

ginia, has reappointed

May

newly-formed organization
as the Coal Mine Insurance Association. It is a combination of ten American and British
insurance companies that have asso-

tor of a

Governor Hatfield, of West Vir-

Commission, was made on
24 by Governor Whitman. The
term of office will be six years at a

trial

Pittsburg.

President,

vice-president,

secretary,

J.

B.

Iron Co., has been named chief coal
inspector for Madeira, Hill & Co.,
with headquarters at Pottsville, Pa.

He

entered upon his

June

A

new

duties

on

1.

deal has been closed

whereby

the property at Moundsville, W. Va.,
owned and operated by the Mound

Francis

at

Robinson,

organized

the

Spring Mountain Coal Co., to carry
on the operations. The Lehigh Valley Coal Co. bought the property in
1884,

and upon the expiration of the
assumed the

lease in the late '90s

operation of the colliery.
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In 1868 the Spring Mountain Coal
Co. bought a machine shop located
at Beaver Meadow and moved it to
Jeanesville, this forming the nucleus
of the Jeanesville Iron Works, now
a large manufacturer of mining maMr.
chinery and other material.

Haydon disposed
the concern

of his interest in

some time ago.
was one of

the

The

Col-

stockholders

original

of

Engineer Co., now the Inter-

liery

national Textbook Co., and through-

out his

remained one of

life

Colliery

Engineer's

and won every promothrough personal merit. Many

cite region,

tion

The Col-

of the older readers of

liery Engineer

will

recollect

his

frequent contributions to the Cor-

respondence

Department

of

journal, nearly 30 years ago,

Haydon

Mr.

himself one of the best informed
practical mine oflicials in the anthra-

were

signed

invariably

this

which
"Reese

Tasker, Fireboss."

As

a token of respect nearly every

colliery in the

Reading system was

The

staunchest

friends.

REESE TASKER
Reese Tasker, general mining superintendent of the Philadelphia

Reading Coal and Iron

May

31, 1915, at his

ville,

Co., died

home

and worked as

Bear Run

on

His

a

contract

fire

boss at

colliery at St. Nicholas,

position with the Phila-

first

&

Co. was
Nicholas

foreman

Reading Coal and Iron
as

fire

boss

colliery.

Maple

in

the

in that district at the

April

1,

time

now famous

colliery

1893, with headquarters at

but on December 1 of
was transferred to the
Gilberton district.
On March 1,
1897, he was made division superin-

Reese Tasker

on the day of his burial,
June 3. He was a prominent Mason,
being a member of the Mahanoy
City Blue Lodge, Chapter, and Commandery, and the Rajah Temple of
the Shrine at Reading, Pa.

closed

From

that time on

up
few years he
coke interests in

Decem-

ber 1, 1903, he became assistant
mining superintendent with headquarters at Pottsville, assisting John
Veith. Upon the retirement of Mr.
Veith on January 1, 1905, Mr. Tasker became mining superintendent.
Mr. Tasker's early education was
exceedingly limited, but by careful
reading and home study he made

in

or another.

water meter

recently at his

He was

home

in

Cynwyd, Pa.

called as an iron ore expert

Corporation.

suit

Government

against

He was

the

Steel

connected

with the United States Geological

Survey and made reports on iron ore
for the eleventh and twelfth census.

He was

is

a sort of cash register

for the coal pile, since

it

keeps a

record of the returns in amount of

water evaporated for the expendiWhen the evaporature for fuel.
is

low, the

owner or operator

will naturally look for the cause, as

John Birkinbine, a prominent
mining and mechanical engineer and
former president of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, died

dissolution

City to succeed

way

The measurement of water has become a subject of great interest to a
large number of people. The feed-

tion

JOHN BIRKINBINE

in the recent trial of the

the late John Skeath, and on

1873

Testing V-Notch Meters

St. Nicholas,

Mahanoy

the

superintendent of the Wheeler

had been active

that year he

tendent at

of

HENRY C. WICKHAM
Henry C. Wickham, pioneer coal
miner, born in Ireland, March 14,
1846, died recently at his home in
Philadelphia.
Mr. Wickham went

one

St.

and superintended much of the work. Mr. Tasker was made district superintendent
Hill

superintendent

Old Forge district, to which position
he was promoted several years ago.

coke plant.

He was mine

of the opening of the

of

position

until within the past

Schuylkill County, Pa.
delphia

Mr. Reid was a practical mining
man. He started as a door boy and
gradually worked his way up to the

in Potts-

Tasker was

miner, later becoming

of acute indigestion.

as

born in Glen
Glamorganshire,
South
Neath,
Wales, September 29, 1846. In his
early boyhood he worked in and
about the mines of Wales and when
15 years of age came to America,
where he was employed at Nanticoke,

employ of the Pennsylvania Coal
Co., died on June 5 at Scranton, Pa.,

to the Connellsville region in

&

Pa.

Mr.

JOHN W. REID
Superintendent John W. Reid, 57
years of age and for 44 years in the

the author of the chapters

on "Iron Ore" and "Mining Operations" and of "Beneficiating Iron
Ores" in the A, B, C of Iron and
Steel, just published by the Iron
Trade Review. He also had been
prominent as a hydraulic engineer
with special reference to power installations at Niagara Falls.

an inferior or unsuitable
tive

grates,

leaky

fuel, defec-

boiler

settings,

broken down baffles, soot and scale
on the tubes, improper methods of
insufficient
or improperly
firing,
handled draft, etc., and as these conditions are improved one by one, the
feedwater meter records the simultaneous improvement in evaporation, establishing a standard which
acts as a constant stimulus and incentive to effort on the part of the
boiler-room force. In other words,
although the owner or managing
engineer cannot watch everybody
and everything, the feedwater meter
can do

it

for him, so far as the per-

formance of the boiler
These facts are from a

is

concerned.

leaflet

"Test-

ing V-Notch Meters," by the Harrison Safety Boiler Works.

;
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among undergraduate
promote a greater
broad field of these

THE LETTER BOX

The

correspondents.

in

the

allied sciences.

social as well as the scientific

advancement of
Readers are invited to ask or answer any question pertaining to mining,
or
to express their views on mining subjects in this department.
All communications must be accompanied by the name and address
of the writei--not necessarily
'
tor publication.
The editors are not responsible for views expressed by

students will

interest

its

members

is

pro-

vided for.

The

members of the soDr. E. Haworth, State
Professor of Geology;

charter

ciety are:

Geologist,

W.

Dr.

K.

Twenhofel,

Associate

Professor Geology

Mine Management
Editor The Colliery Engineer:

Sir:

—In

answer

to

the Greens-

burg reader asking how

to develop
has been my experience
that the opening of a gaseous mine
should be planned to supply a large

a mine,

it

quantity of air to the several districts of the mine.
The general

Approved safety lamps should be
used and strict regulations enforced
regarding misuse or careless handling of the lamps.
No person
should be entrusted with a safety

should

include

at

least

the

system of mine roadways, the center entry being made
the intake airway and the main
haulage road, and the side entries
the return airways for each side of
triple-entry

the mine.

be

The

arranged

in

ventilation

separate

each district taking

its air

should

districts,

from the

main intake, and discharging
the main return.

it

into

Overcasts should be used in place
of doors wherever practicable. This
avoids the carelessness of doors being left open.
The air should be
distributed in quantities to

comply

with the law. The velocity of the
air should be able to sweep away
the smoke and gases accumulating
in each district.
Strict regulations
should be enforced throughout the
mines.

The working

face, together

should be sprinkled thoroughly beExperienced
fore a shot is fired.
shot firers should do the blasting

and use permissible explosives.
Haulage roads and traveling ways
should be cleaned regularly, and all
It
accumulations of dust avoided.
is most important to use dust-proof
cars for hauling the coal in the mine,
and it is also necessary to install an

efficient

tem.

spraying or watering sys-

G. B.

;

C. L. Allen

;

Mine Explosion

handled and under what conditions,

first-aid contest in

becomes unsafe. There should be
a proper system of distributing and
receiving safety lamps at the beginning and close of each shift.

At the

surface, efficient ventilation

apparatus

should

be

installed.

S. F. Kelly

;

Sammons.

of Big Stone

The Stonega Coke and Coal
Gap, Va.,

will

Co.,

hold a
In con-

July 2.
nection with the contest will be a
demonstration of the explosibility of
coal

by

dust

explosion

black

gallery

powder.

similar

to

An
that

described in the June issue of The
Colliery Engineer has been erected

This should consist of a modern,
improved type of centrifugal fan, to
be run on the exhaust system, but

for the experiment.

constructed so that

Classification of Technical
Literature

it

could be used

blow fan in case of emergency.
The mine should be equipped
throughout with efficient machinery,
tipple, and dumps.
The necessary
officials
are superintendent, mine
foreman, one assistant mine foreman, two fire bosses, one boss
driver, and one boss roadman.
as a

James F. McCluskey

A New Fraternity
A

professional fraternity;

Gamma
lied

Sigma

Epsilon, devoted to the al-

interests

of

mining,

geology,

and metallurgy has been founded at
the University of Kansas.
It is proposed to establish chapters in the departments of geology,
mining, and metallurgy in the leaduniversities
scientific
ing
and
schools of the United States and
Canada.
At present there is no such society
extant. It is hoped the organization
of

such

a

Delegates from about twenty na-

and scientific sociUnited Engineering
Society Building, 29 West 39th
Street, New York City, on May 21,
1915, to perfect a permanent organization, the purpose being to prepare
tional technical
eties

met

in the

a classification of the literature of

applied science which might be gen-

Cecil, Pa.

with

the adjacent sides, roof and bottom,

;

Carpenter

lamp until he gives satisfactory evidence to the mine foreman that he
understands
how it should be
it

plan

and Paleontology; R. A. Reynolds; H. E. Cnun;
H. R. Brown W. E. Rohrer C. B.

professional

fraternity

erally accepted and adopted by these
and other organizations.
By request, Mr. W. P. Cutter, the
librarian of the Engineering Societies' library, and a delegate from
the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, read a paper on "The
Classification of Applied Science,"
in

which, after describing the exist-

ing classifications, of one of which

he

is

the author, stated that, in his

opinion, no

one of

these, although*

having excellent features, was complete and satisfactory enough to be
worthy of general adoption.
He
outlined a plan
office

whereby a central

could collate

all

the existing

;
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with the help of

classifications, and,

in

specialists

the various national

might compile a
general system, which although perhaps not absolutely perfect, might
meet with general acceptance and
societies interested,

adoption.

The

present expressed

delegates

most hearty and

enthusiastic

per-

and Requireand Approval," has
just been issued by the United States
Bureau of Mines. The author is
H. H. Clark, electrical engineer.
The Bureau in this paper has applied the term "explosion-proof" to
motors constructed so as to prevent
for Mines; Conditions

ments

for Test

the ignition of gas surroimding the

sonal interest in any system which

motor by any

might be worthy of general adop-

plosions of gas or of gas

not

course,

they
promise at this early date, anything
more than moral support to the idea,
reserving for themselves and for
of

could,

tion;

their

societies

right

the

to

thor-

oughly examine any system that
might be evolved before recommending its adoption.

sparks, flashes, or ex-

and coal dust
occurring within the motor casing.
undertook to establish a
list of permissible motors the Bureau
made a large nvmiber of preliminary
tests.
No motors were approved as
a restolt of this preliminary investigation, for none of the motors tested
Before

was

it

considered to possess the char-

As a

acteristics of permissibility.

BOOK REVIEW
A

review of the

on Mioins and

latest

result

of

tests,

however,

it

lelated subjects

preliminary

these

was decided to make

tests to establish
fe

books

direct

a

list of

issued a
" Detailed

new

publication

entitled

Report
on
Boone
Coimty," by C. E. Krebs, issued
xmder date of May 25, 1915, containing 648 pages, and illustrated
with 43 halftone plates and three
figures of zinc etchings in the text;

two maps covering the
topography and geology of the entire
area in one sheet. The soil map is
attached to the accompanying Soil

also a case of

In addition to the detailed

Report.

and revision of all the rich
coal beds and other geologic formadescription

tion exposed in these counties, the

geologic
tours,

map

gives the structure, con-

and outcrops,

explosion-proof motors, and Schedule

"Fees for Testing Explosion-Proof
Motors," was issued. This schedule
gave the general conditions under
which motors could be submitted for
test and the fees to be charged for

No. 2 gas

The work contains 919 pages and
hundreds of illustrations. It is furnished with a complete index of
about 44 pages. The voliune is of
pocket size and bound in limp leather
it is also supplied with a thumb index.
The author of this work is a
member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and is also the
and editor

of the English

A

applicable.

have been prenumber
British
in
and metric
sented
both
of the tables

This work is intended to be
a successor to the well-known pocket-

units.

book by the late John W. Nystrom;
the plates and stock of that valuable
work having been destroyed by fire,
of the information

certain

therein,

been utilized with
modifications by Mr. Suplee. The
thumb index gives the heads taken up
in the handbook which are as follows:
Mathematics, Mechanics, Materialshas

contained

of Engineering, Strength of Materials,

Machine Design, Heat, Air, Water,
Steam Boilers, Steam
Engines, Internal Combustion Motors, Electric Power, and Cost of
Fuel, Steam,

Power.

The present

edition is the fourth

and contains an appendix of 40 pages.
This comprises

much

useful informa-

tion essential to the engineer.

Bulletin No. 12, Illinois Coal
Mining Investigations, Urbana,
III., describes coal

mining practice in

IV and is written by S. O.
Andros, who performed the necessaryfield work in connection with Prof
C. M. Yotmg and Dr. J. J. Rutledge.
The district includes all the mines
in seam No. 5 of the Illinois GeoDistrict

logical

Survey correlation operating

De

Fulton, Knox,
Mason, McLean,
Menard, Peoria, Sangamon, Schuyler,
Tazewell, and Woodford coimties.
Cass,

in

Witt,

Macon,

Logan,

thickness of the seam
4 feet 8 inches. It has a tmiform
appearance from top to bottom and
the coal is hard and massive. The

The average

is

roof has a black sheet of shale locally

edition of Reuleaux's Constructor, a

called slate, while the cap rock in

coal, as also that of sev-

standard work on machine design.

most

The

although in a few, there
grain micaceous sandstone.

with

many new

etc.

Price,

sections,

analyses,

with case of maps, de-

livery charges paid

by the Survey,

$2,

but for combination price with other
publications, see general circular of
publications.

Extra copies of geo-

map, $1 each, and of the topo-

graphic map, 50 cents each.

Technical Paper
sible

$5 net.

most generally

of the celebrated

eral other valuable coal beds, along

logic

making such tests.
Mechanical Engineer's Reference Book, by Henry H. Suplee.
Published by J. B. Lippincott Co.,
Washington Square, Philadelphia.

translator

are

permissible

2,

The West Virginia Geological
Survey, of Morgantown, W. Va., has

and formulas have been given
which in the judgment of the author
rules

"PermisExplosion-Proof Electric Motors
101,

title of

nature of

its

principally

the book suggests the
contents;

to

the

tables, formulas,

for

it is

devoted

presentation

of

and reference data

mechanical

author states that

engineers.
it is

purposely

in the portions relating to

The
full

machine

design and to such information as
will render it useful in the drawing

room and
ment.

in the designing depart-

In this connection only those

of

the

mines

is

limestone,
is

a

fine-

In many-

places of the district the coal sticks
to the roof

and

is

separated from it

with difficulty. There are other cases
where it is necessary for about 1 inch
of coal to be left up to protect the
roof shale from the moisture in the
air.

The

floor in

most cases

dark gray fireclay
badly when wet.

which

is

of

a

heaves

:

:
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The mines vary in depth from 60 to
570 feet, but all except two, are less
than 300 feet deep. In all closed
workings the 235 mines are worked
on the room-and-pillar system, four
mines are operated on the longwall
system.

The

There

one

is

in

blasting,

timbering,

and preparation

haulage,

of the coal.

It contains 23 illustrations

showing

every phase of mining discussed.

Power

usually

is

by

obtained

burned slack imder the steam boilers.
The largest installation of any mine
examined is 750 horsepower.

For the year ending June

30, 1912,

8,523,903 tons of coal were produced
in

this

The maps

district,

which

approxi-

is

mately 15 per cent, of the state out-

of the developed

677
fields,

and many prospective areas, are
bound in a most convenient form
and clearly show all the wells, pipe
lines, and land ownership.
This
feature

is

of the greatest value to

every oil operator or other person
even slightly interested in oil lands.

mining practice, ventila-

detail the

hoisting,

stripping.

on discussing

bulletin goes

tion,

In addition to the bulletin, a
folio

accompanies the report.

folio is highly interesting.

tains

map
This

It

con-

columnar correlation of the

geologic formation of the California
coast range, showing the oil horizon

and characteristic fossils.
Photographs are shown of fossils characof

teristic

California

formation.

Geologic sections of portions of Los
Angeles, Orange, Mantura, Monterey,

San Luis Obispo, and Kern

counties, are shown.

Geologic cross-

shown through several
producing regions in Monterey
and San Luis Obispo. Maps covering the Coalinga oil field, Kern
River, McKittrick and North Midway, South Midway and Sunset,
Lost Hills, Belbidge, and Devil's
sections are

put.

oil

Soil Survey of Logan and Mingo
Counties, W. Va. By W. J. Lati-

The Department

mer.

of Agricul-

ture has just published a bulletin
describing

the

important

coal

The

Virginia.

two

these

in

soil

counties

of

West

geological,

physical,

and climatical conditions are analyzed
and animal

cription of the plant
in that section.

To

the residents of

those counties this bulletin

and

interesting

life

is

both

instructive as well as

adding to the general knowledge of
the nation at large.
Petroleum Industry of California.

Bulletin 69, 500 pages,

Issued by the

Price $2.

lustrated.

il-

California State Mining Bureau.

In preparing this report a thorough review of the oil industry was

made and

all

of the

many

the subject are for the

time pre-

sented in a single publication.

It is

believed that the information will be
valuable to all persons who are inin

any manner

in

the

oil

The

The

extent and productiveness of

land in California

is

outlined.

cost of drilling wells and re-

covering the oil is gone into very
thoroughly. The financial or business aspect of the industry has received special attention.

consin).

The Polyporaceae

Calif.

The following

are bulletins of the

United States Geological Survey,
Washington, D. C.
Surface Water Supply of the
United States, Part IV, St. Lawrence River Basin, Water Supply
Paper No. 354.
Gazetteer of Surface Waters of
Iowa, 345-1.

The

Coalville Coal Field,

Mineral Deposits of Santa Rita
and Patagona Mountains, Arizona,
Bulletin 582.

Geology and Coal Resources of
the North Park, Colorado, Bulletin
597.

Northeastern California and
Northwestern Nevada, Bulletin 594.
Results of Spirit Leveling in

nesota, Bulletin 560.

Interesting drawings are

shown of

a

list

of the materials required for

Another

each.

with

necessary

drawing

together

of

material

bill

shows the plans for 750,000 barrel
oil

reservoir with a concrete lining.

Finally, a
oil

and

gas

map

of the California

pipe

lines

is

given.

Utah,

Bulletin 581-E.

given.

the rotary rigs in use, together with

of Wisconsin.

Mines and Minerals Resources of
Imperial and San Diego Counties,

Results of Spirit Leveling in Min-

The

Production

of

Sand-Lime

Brick, 1914.

The Production of Spelter in the
United States, 1914.
The Production of Lead in the
United States, 1914.
The Production of Copper in the
United States, 1914.
Contributions

Economic Ge-

to

Altogether the publication calls gen-

ology, Bulletin 580.

eral attention to the fact that a care-

United States Bureau of Mines
Coal Tar Products, by C. G.
Storm, Technical Paper No. 89.
Vapor Pressure of Arsenic Trioxide, by Welch & Dushak, Technical Paper No. 81.
Smelting of Copper Ores in Electrical Furnace, by Lyon & Keeney,

ful consideration of details underlies

uniformly successful operations.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
Report of the Canadian Depart1913, No. 285.
Preliminary Report on the Bituminous Sands of Northern Alberta,

ment of Mines. Year

Bulletin 81.

No. 281.

business of the state.

oil

Study of Methods of Mine Valand Assessment (Special
Reference to Zinc Mines of Wis-

Idaho, Bulletin 567.

phases of

first

A

uations

Den, Salt Lake, Whittier-FuUerton,
and the Santa Maria oil fields, are

together with a comprehensive des-

terested

:

State Geological Survey of Georgia, Bulletin 30.

Feldspar and Mica

Deposits of Georgia.

Report of Mine Rescue Station
Commission, Illinois, 1915.
Bulletins of Wisconsin Geological
Survey

Pencil marks can be removed
from tracings by wiping them with
a cloth dampened with benzine or
gasoline.

The

and

tracing

the

brightened.

ink

is
is

not affected
cleaned

and

:

..
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Electrical
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feeder ears similar to O. B. 10346, and in
no case must wire be hung loose or
wrapped around trolley wire or trolley

Equipment Rules

ears.

5.

Machine head cables must have
(such as style SS 52, MorganGardner Catalog) soldered on the end of
the cables where they enter the machine
terminal boards and reels. Long machine
cables must have one end soldered to
reel
the other end must have spring
clamps similar to O. B. 11433 where it
17.

Governing the Installation and Operation of Electrical
Equipment at Mines of the New River Company
These rules and instructions are intended to supplement the mine law and
the posted rules of the company. Should
anything in them conflict with the mine
law or the rules, the law and the rules
must govern and be followed explicitly.
S. A. Scott, General Manager.
The number following each rule shows
the relative weight of each rule in rating
by the company inspector.

MINING MACHINE WIRING
1.
All power circuit mine wiring must
be done with approved mine type insulators and pins as specified under the
headings Trolley Wire,
Pumps, and
Mining Machine, IS feet to 20 feet apart

where the roof

is

low,

and where the

sufficiently high to permit it, 20
feet to 25 feet apart.
10.
2.
The amount of wire in mines must
be minimized as much as possible, and
where circuits are no longer necessary

roof

is

the wire must be disconnected at once
and removed. The practice of leaving
wire remain in old breakthroughs, crosscuts, etc., must be discontinued and old
tie-wire, broken bonds, scrap trolley wire,
old cables and coils of old wire must be
gathered up and kept in an orderly manner where it will not be accessible to
every one. All scrap wire, etc., must be
disposed of promptly and not allowed to
accumulate in quantity. 25.
3.
All insulators for hanging machine
wire must be similar in size and type to
the O. B. No. 10630. 5.
4.
Only one wire is to be placed on an
insulator, securely tied with at least five
turns of wire on each side of the insulator.
The tie-wire must be of the same
size as the wire being hung, up to size
No. 4; when wire of larger size is being
hung No. 4 wire must be used. No hay
wire or steel wire of any kind shall be
used for tie-wire or conductors. 10.
5.
Where the wire of a cross-entry or
an entry from which rooms are to be
turned leaves the main entry, one single

pole quick break switch of 200-ampere
capacity must be placed on positive side,
when tapped to trolley wire and having
negative grounded to track.
But when
tapped to two wire feeder circuit, two
single pole switches of 200-ampere capacity each must be used.
One switch
on positive side and one on negative. 10.
6.
The cold or negative wire must be
put up and maintained with the same care
as positive wire and in no instance
thrown down along the entry or placed
underneath the road or track. All wires
when erected must be put up with care
and pulled up snug and taut to remove all
kinks and slack and not allowed to touch
slate,
coal, or timbers; but must be
erected and maintained at a safe distance
therefrom and not less than six (6)
inches apart.
The practice of using
jumpers, hanging wire on nails, or wedging insulators or cap pieces betwten
wires or between wires and coal, etc..
will not be permitted.
10.
7.
Under no conditions must live coils
be left hanging on rib at end of any
circuit and no wires are permitted to be
placed under the track at any point. 10.
;

nipples

8.
No rooms are to be wired unless by
permission of the company inspector, and
then only according to his instructions.
Entries must not be wired beyond the
last breakthrough, and no wires shall be
allowed in old return air-courses, or any
other entry or air-course unless it is examined at least once a week. By return

air-course, we mean the airway into
which the air goes after it has traveled
through the different entries of this particular split. 10.
9.
Where the wire crosses an entry,
whether the top is sand rock or not, it
must be shot out of sufficient height to
allow the wire being placed so there will
be no danger of any person coming in
contact with same. Where the height of
the roof will permit the wire may be protected by a board placed on either side of
the wire, instead of shooting the roof.
The wire must not touch the boards but
must be thoroughly insulated and well

separated from them. 15.
10.
The terminal ends of all large
wires must be securely anchored and
thoroughly insulated with a turnbuckle

and
dead

strain

insulator.

The

practice

of

ending on wood cross-pieces or
posts without the use of an insulator will
not be permitted. IS.
11.
In all entries where the height of
roof and the untrimmed sides do not permit the wires being placed over head,
they must be trenched in the rib and protected with a board not less than six (6)
inches wide carried on wooden pegs
driven in the rib. In wide places when
posts are set parallel to the track, wires
may be carried on back side of posts with
the protection of a six (6) inch board
nailed to the posts. 15.
12.
All wire joints of No. 2 wire or
larger must be made with brass sleeves
thoroughly and neatly soldered or with
approved connectors, such as Dossart
Type
two-way connectors. For smaller
size wires use regular Western Union
joints with no less than six turns on each
side and thoroughly soldered. S.
Where wires go through wooden
13.
or brick brattice work or other partitions
not exceeding ten (10) inches in thickness, they must be protected with porce-

A

lain tubes.
The tubes, if in wood partition must be held in place with tape.
If

brickwork, they must be cemented so
Where parare built after wires
have been erected, split tubes must be
used to avoid the cutting of wires. 10.
14.
Where wires go through stone
brattices exceeding ten (10) inches in
thickness the wires must be protected by
circular loom conduit.
Said conduit to
extend 2 or 3 inches through the partition
in

that they cannot be moved.

;

fastens to feeder wire. 10.
18.
Machines that are provided with
safety washers, or lugs, shall not be per-

mitted to run without them.
No solid
washers allowed, and extra safety washers must be kept with the machine at all
times.

10.

machine is out of commission
mine and is not to be used for a
period of two weeks or more, it must be
removed to the outside and kept under
If a

19.

in the

cover.

S.

The

size wire for mining machine
wiring must be in accordance with the
20.

following table
SSO-VoLT Circuit
Distance
Feet

No. Machine

2 Breast machines
1 Shortwall machine
1 Shortwall machine
2 Shortwall machines
2 Shortwall machines

2,000
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
1,000

Size

Wire

No.

2-0
1

276-VoLT Circuit
1 Breast machine
1 Breast machine
2 Breast machines.
2 Breast machines.
1 Shortwall machine..
2 Shortwall machines.
1 Shortwall machine.
2 Shortwall machines.
.

.

. .

1.000
2,000
1,000
2.000
1,000
1.000
2,000
2,000

5.

4
1
I

2-0
1

2-0
2-0
4-0

Total 200

RULES ON TROLLEY WIRE
Trolley wire may be suspended inside the mine on hangers lag screwed to
cross timbers or by suitable expansion
bolts held in the roof, or where the roof
21.

is high,
by special hangers carried on
pipe driven into roof or rib. The practice of screwing two or more hangers together must be discontinued, and where
two or more hangers are in use they must
be removed at once. 15.
22.
All new trolley wire will be 4-0, of
the standard grooved pattern; care must
be taken that no kinks, sharp turns, or
dents from come-alongs are made in it.

titions, brattice, etc.,

on either

side.

10.

In wiring all entries where there is
sufficient height with good roof, the wire
can be placed on roof on chain pillar side
of entry.
Care must be taken that the
positive or hot wire is placed next to the
rib, and the negative or cold wire is
placed not less than six (6) inches on
outside of hot wire. 5.
16.
All feeder wires when tapped to
trolley wire must be tapped with regular
15.

23.

Make

all

splices with

twenty (20)

inch trolley splice for grooved wire. Do
not use common ten (10) inch round wire
splice for splicing trolley wire. 5.
24.
The center of each hanger must be
plumbed seven (7) inches outside the
outer edge or rail, and trolley wire must
be hung at a uniform height above the
rail as nearly as possible.
Hangers are
to be placed about fifteen (IS) feet apart
on straight entries in low coal, and
twenty-five (25) feet in high coal. Considerable latitude will have to be allowed
as no specific rule can be made for distances apart of hangers, but the above is
a fair average when wire is erected and
maintained properly.
On curves the
(CanHiKiu/ on Page 687)
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Barr Pneumatic Light
Forging Hammer

maximum

blow

or

The

lighter blows.

679

and
works

shorter

foot lever

upon the market by H. Edsil Barr.

with about the same exertion required to run a sewing machine and
it follows the movement of the foot

The hammer

rapidly,

simple,

hammer

inexpensive

has

forging
been placed

recently

designed for doing

is

permitting

and more dependable and homogeneous forgings. A helper cannot
strike modern tool steel hard enough

draw

to reduce or

it

rapidly in one

heat.

any

striking

of miscellaneous light tool
dressing, welding, bending, straightall sorts

ening, forming, forging,

now done

etc.,

Improved Method of Baging Coal

which

many mine repair
shops by hand. The manufacturer
claims that the Barr hammer is parare

ticularly

The loading

at

intended

for

the

of bulk coal has been
reduced to a simple matter by the
advent of the mechanical wagon

varied

loader which has overcome the handicap of ground storage, and brought

and miscellaneous work for which
the operator would not buy ^n expensive belt-driven or steam hammer. The pneumatic hammer is free
from numerous working parts. It
embodies materials that are conducive toward standing the strain of
rugged use, such as the semisteel
castings, full chrome-vanadium and
high-carbon

forgings,

steel

it

in

consists of a heavy

loader.
Fig.

which drives the ram or hammer
head, and the movement of the ram
is controlled entirely by the operator

and

who

tools

Pneumatic Haumer

1.

number

blows without fatigue,
This is the

of

in rapid succession.

ideal

method of operation on small

tunity

and
is

parts,

as

better

The valve operation is such that
the ram is always clear up when the
air is turned on. The blow is struck

mers striking automatically.

lever,

and the

upon

which is held
upper position by a spring
of the

lever

release
in

its

in the

Control of the

oppor-

specting the forging and there
the chance of spoiling

rises

No

helper

is

it

required

as in

is

16

in.

actual

per

hour.

The

it.

operates

A
the

operation

with
has been
of over 21 tons
coal

screens

are

inter-

changeable for the various sizes of
coal from pea to egg, all of which are
handled with equal facility.

when

the

number of heats are greatly reFor plain work one heat is

duced.

that

necessary.

frequently

all

The saving

is

tire ease strike either the full stroke

duced delays, increased production

is

Efficient Small Air

Com-

pressor

Barr hammer is used, and the blow
is so powerful and effective compared with the blow of a sledge that
the

In

to flow over

motor

not

ham-

blow is absolute, and with a few
days' use the operator can with en-

front of the anvil.

are

given for frequently in-

the cylinder.

ram immediately

made

two men bagging,
bagged at the rate

In the cylinder operates the piston

by pressing the foot

buckets

in.

2-horsepower

cylinder.

under pressure to

essential features of an
and screening apparatus.

elevator

coal be

frame or housing, strongly reenforced inside, and supporting the

air

its

on a double strand of a
closed-joint chain, and the screen is
of the shaking type set at such an
angle that only by vibrating can the

with provisions for bolting down.
Cast with the anvil is a heavy box

which admits

all

The
X62

anvil or die block, cast solid and

the front, thus operating the valve

using

elevating

Scott's

presses the foot lever seen at

to the efficiency of the pocket.

an elevator to keep a
bagging bin constantly fuU of coal,
the equivalent of bagging from a
pocket has been reached.
The new Link-Belt loader consists

tool-steel dies, etc.

The hammer

up

By

apparent, not only in

labor and time of forging but in re-

The constant demand

for higher

and greater economy, and
the increasing tendency toward the
use of higher steam pressures has
led to the development of the small
steam-driven, high-speed, air compressor shown in Fig. 2 by the Inefficiency

gersoll-Rand Co.

"IngersoU-Rogler" air valves are
They allow of high speeds,

used.

^e 0ffieryEngineer
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high compression efficiency,
silent in operation, and
almost
are
of any operating
independent
are
Before adopting this
mechanism.
valve a thorough test was conducted
give

to determine the life of this type of

This

valve.

ning a

test consisted in run-

12-inch

stroke

compressor
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The results obtained
show conclusively that there is little

period of time.

tion wdth a
is

"Golden Glow" headlight

reduced from that of a 4-ampere

of

arc light to one-third of an ampere

wrought-iron and steel pipe under
In the second
like
conditions.
exhibit there is a specially designed

with a 36-watt bulb, or one-fifth of
an ampere with a 23-watt bulb.

durability

the

in

difference

system with the idea of
conducting actual service tests on
alternate lengths of wrought-iron

heating

In order that results
be obtained in a comparatively
short time air is injected with hot
water prior to its entering the pipe.

and

steel pipe.

may

This will hasten deterioration. It is
expected that before the exhibition
is over the coils can be taken down

and the

Portable Electric Drill and

Reamer
Although the portable electric
reamer shown in Fig. 3 was designed
for bridge construction work, it is
applicable for coal mines and all
shop work.
The motor, which is intended for
use on direct-current only, is of the
series-wound,

results displayed.

type,

and

is

four-pole,

air-cooled

entirely inclosed.

The

Fig. 2

400 revolutions per minute over a
period of 1 year, during which time
no valves were broken nor any adjustments required, and in the 2
years in which this valve has been
on the market practically no breakage has resulted.
The piston steam valves are balThis design permits of
anced.
high steam pressures
speeds,
higher
superheated steam,
of
use
and the
giving a higher
time
same
at the

under ordinary low-pressteam
conditions.
sure
Automatic cut-off control, giving
the highest possible steam economy
under conditions of varying load
or a varying steam pressure is part
of the general design. This control

efficiency

regulated by a centrifugal flywheel governor which acts to shorten
is

or lengthen the stroke of the piston
valve, thus changing the cut-off.

Furthermore, it is supplemented by
an air unloader assuring great economy whilst possessing a high degree
of automatism, which is essential in
a small compressor designed for severe duty, and generally subject to
considerable neglect.

National

Tube Co.

At the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
the National Tube Co. has two displays of interest. One shows a few
comparisons of wrought-iron and
steel pipes taken from actual service
after use during the same
lines,

New

Headlight for Mine

Locomotives
Mine operators who have long
wanted an incandescent mine locomotive headlight to replace costly
arc lights and inefficient carbon bulb
lamps, will be interested in the new

mine

Glow"

"Golden

locomotive

headlight recently announced
Esterline

Company,

by the

of Indianapolis,

in their catalog, No. 364-C.

This light
the "Golden

is

similar in design to

Glow" railway head-

which have been so widely
adopted in the last year and a half,
because of their mirrored glass reflec-

lights

tors

and fog

Exhaustive service tests
have preceded its

ing light.
of

this

penetrating, non-blind-

brush holders are mounted on fiber
blocks and the binding posts holding
the leads are designed to secure conThis
tact by compression springs.
arrangement eliminates the use of
nuts and screws, with which there

is

the possibility of loosening in service

and

motor.

becoming lodged in the
Four removable window

guards give access to the brushes,
thus enabling them to be replaced
quickly without removing the cap
or disturbing any part of the machine.
The switch used is of the
make-and-break
type with a
quick
one
of the side
lever
in
release
handles.

A

special

type of slip socket

is

used, which eliminates the drift key

lamp

armouncement, and the results indicate that mine operators can now
obtain equipment which will give
long bidb life, reduce maintenance
and current expense, and give a nondazzling,

keenly

penetrating

beam

illumination.

The new

headlight

is

really a

lamp

within a lamp, the interior lamp body
carrying

a

7-inch

mirrored

glass

and Mazda bulb, so suspended that the constant pounding
of mine locomotive service will not

reflector

break the filament.

and

Miners
can work in its beam at close range or
at considerable distance with equal
In fog or dampness it provides
ease.
projection not possible with any
dust-tight

white

light.

water-tight.

The

Fig.

3.

Electric Drill

It is practically

current constunp-

and holes in the spindle, and this
arrangement is calculated to prevent
dirt and grease from lodging in the
spindle. Chrome-nickel steel is employed for the gears, which are
fully inclosed in the lower head of
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the machine and are mounted on

Annular bearings
are used on both ends of the armature shaft and a ball thrust bearing
roller

bearings.

takes care of the spindle thrust.

The machine

is

revolutions per minute, with trans-

Lehigh, Mont., mines, including steel

formers and switchboard.

complete with screens, picketc., for 3,500 tons per day
capacity, and also a reinforced concrete and steel Stewart coal washery
with a capacity of 2,000 tons per day,

The New Run

tipple,

MacDonald,
W. Va., has contracted for two 150Co., of

kilowatt

a late product of

the Cincinnati Electrical Tool Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio,

681

who manufacture

a line of portable electrical drills
from J4 inch to 1J4 inches capacity
in steel; weight from 7 pounds up.
Power can be tapped from any incandescent lamp socket.

S5mchronous motor-generator sets, three-phase, 60-cycle, 2,200-

600 volts direct current, 900

volt,

The Link-Belt
Indianapolis,

Co.,

Chicago,

of

and Philadelphia, an-

and including mechanical dryer

for

revolutions per minute.

the washed coal.

The Westmoreland Coal Co., of
Pittsburg, Pa., has contracted for one

The Oregon-Washington Railroad
and Navigation Co., Seattle, Wash.,
has contracted for a 150-ton reinforced-concrete coaling station to be
located at Spokane, Wash.
This is

600-kva. high-pressure turbo imit.

The Lackawanna Coal and Coke
Wehrum, Pa., has bought one

Co., of

600-kva. turbine unit.

TRADE NOTICES

ing tables,

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation
Co., of Lansford, Pa., has purchased
one 500-kilowatt commutating-pole
and one 300-kilowatt commutating-

pole rotary transformer,

and switch-

a two-track station, automatic electric operation, and including sanding
facilities.

The Oliphant-Wasson Coal

Co.,

Vincennes, Ind., has contracted for
for their

steel tipple

new mine

at

noimces the following items of inter-

board.

Bruceville, Ind., built for duplicate

est:

equipment, consisting of two No. 3
Marcus combination screen and pick-

Up, Mont., has placed an order for a

The Alabama Fuel and Iron Co., of
Birmingham, has placed an order for
one 300-horsepower hoist motor and

$25,000 tipple and screening equip-

liquid control.

The Round Up Coal

ment.

Co., of

The Link-Belt Co.

Round

are the

and manufacturers.

designers

Woodward

The

Iron Co. has placed an

The

of Dante,

kilowatt

order for a duplication of their coal

ator

washery at Woodward, Ala.

This

volts.

includes duplicate orders for the

new

Wendell centrifugal coal
and multiple-compartment
Phelps

driers

jigs. The
Dodge Co. has purchased

similar coal-washing equipment for

Canon Fuel Co., at Dawson,
N. Mex.
The Westinghouse Electric
Mfg.
Co. annoimces the following sales:
A contract with the Stonega Coal
and Coke Co., of Big Stone Gap, for:
the Stag

&

Clinchfield Coal Corporation,

set,

Va., has bought a 200synchronous motor-gener-

three-phase, 60-cycle, 6,600

&

The Roberts
Schaefer Co., of
armounce the following

Ayrshire Coal Co., Oakland City,

has purchased a small Stewart

ing loading booms, for installation at

washed

W. Va.
The Kanawha Mine Car Co., of
Charleston, W. Va., announces the
changing of its name to Kanawha
Mfg. Co.
Armored Wire Rope. ^The tensile
strength of wire rope of standard
construction begins to decrease immediately it is put into service and

with

wooden

tipple.

a

new

three-track

Lorain Coal and
bus, Ohio, has

new mines

Dock

Co.,

Colum-

completed plans for
at Craneco,

W.

Va.,

including No. 4

Marcus combination

33,000—2,200-

screen and picking table and three

and switchboard; one 6-kilowatt

"RandS" patent loading booms for
lump, egg, and nut coal; also 400-foot
retarding conveyer, complete with

1,200

"RandS"

"Marcus" patent coal
with screening and picking
facilities, electrically operated and
equipped with "RandS " patent shak-

nection

volts to rotary voltage; six 200-kva.

275-volt,

three

veyer, etc., all to be installed in con-

their

60-cycle,

screens,

contracted

consisting of four-track steel tipple,

six-phase,

table

ford,

formers; seventy-four 50-kva. trans-

placed an order for two 200-kilowatt
commutating-pole rotary converters,

ing

cluding trip feeders, retarding con-

formers, single-phase, 60-cycle, 2,200

volt

mine for

The Elkins Coal and Coke Co.,
Morgan town, W. Va. (J. B. Han-

coal storage bins, etc.

combination trolley and storage battery gathering locomotive equipped
with two No. 904 motors and Ironclad Exide batteries.
The Mercer Iron and Coal Co. has

-shaft

and nut

direct-current 1,200 revolutions per

single-phase, 60-cycle,

new

700 tons per hour capacity, including
two No. 4 Marcus combination pick-

Harty Coal Co., Mullens, W. Va.,
has bought a No. 3 Marcus combination screen and picking table, in-

Ind.,

trans-

Va., has contracted for five- track

steel tipple for

items of interest:

coal washery complete with

33,000—2,200-volt

W.

patent loading booms for egg, lump,

verters, six-phase, 60-cycle, 275-voIt,

60-cycle,

Marcus screens to boiler house.
The Carter Coal Co., Coalwood,

Chicago,

Twenty-fotu- 150-kilowatt rotary con-

minute; nine 300-kva. single-phase,

ing tables for carrying slack coal from

Cottonwood Coal

Co.,

new

for

superintendent),

has

designing

and

the

building of a
tipple

Bretz,

—

frequently

is

quite rapid.

Stockett,

plant for

strand of the rope

be built for 400 tons per hour

capacity.

Mont., has piu-chased a

general

Waterbury Armored Rope (Gore
Patent) made by the Waterbury Company, 80 South Street, New York
City, embodies the first radical and
important improvement in wire-rope
construction in many years. Each

head-house, including dumping and
Entire plant
feeding equipment.
will

coal, etc.

is

wound with

—
^c (gUietyEngineer
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vArt having convex edges
and this forms a protective armor
which relieves the tensile strength of
flat
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steel

THE MEN AT THE FRONT

abrasive wear and retains intact
the strength of the rope until after

all

these flat wires have been

worn com-

Men Whose

pletely through.

claimed that the

It is

armored rope

life

Buying and

of this

in

the

Equipment.

Where They Are and What They Do

from two to three

is

Help You Need
Installing of

times that of similar quality rope of

standard construction.

The

detail of

Waterbury armored

rope construction which makes it
a practical rope for hoisting and

mining men with equipment made by

ford,

the convex edges of the
These convex edges
wires.

the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co. has made his headquarters at

been made

permit the flexing of the rope without
any creeping of the armor wires.
For severe usage in hoisting and
haulage equipments, dredging, steam-

27 Sheldon Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Mr. Hitchner formerly had his headquarters in Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles L. Miller, late of the

and other general

uses, it is far superior to the ordinary

Webster Mfg. Co., Charleston, W.
Va. office, and previously associated

rope of bare-wire construction.
Sanford-Day Iron Works.—An un-

with the Jeffrey Mfg. Co., is now
Scottdale
of
the
engineer
chief

hatdage

armor

shovd

is

service,

usually

comprehensive

catalog

of

and equipment has just been published by the
Sanford-Day Iron Works, of Knoxmine wheels,

ville,

Tenn.

trucks, cars,

How

attained under

mining conditions
attention,

high efficiency is
many varying

the

is

and every

given special

principle of the

"Whitney Wonder" wheel

is

ex-

plained in detail.

E. A. Hitchner,

Machine and Mfg.

who

serves coal

Co., Scottdale, Pa.

Philip N. Case, sales engineer for

the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., has
been placed in charge of all mine-car

West Virginia,
and the western part of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Gleisen, who formerly represented the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
in western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
West Virginia, will travel in the
applications in Ohio,

eastern part of Pennsylvania,

Increased Use of

Coke

York, and

in

Germany
Since the beginning of the war the
increased importance of the by-

products of the coke oven and gas
works in Germany has led to efforts
to increase the use of coke by concerns that heretofore have used only
coal. The government has begun by

mixing certain portions of coke for
use on its railways, and in its buildings, and the manufacturers are folThe coke
lowing this example.
ovens and gas works are now depended on to furnish three vitally
important products: explosive material, motor fuel, and nitrogenous
fertilizer.

It is

deemed imperative

the production of these byproducts be stimulated by the increased demand for coke. U. S.
that

Commerce Report.

New

New

Jersey.

Frank E. Getts, formerly district
manager of the Alberger Pvmip
and Condenser Co., Chicago, is now
general manager of the Electrical
Engineers Equipment Co.
sales

E. W. Swartwont, formerly of the
Nordberg Mfg. Co., Chicago office,

has become associated with Mr.
MacFaren, in the New York office
Enlarged offices
of the company.
have been taken in the new Equitable
Building, 120 Broadway, New York.
John E. Lord has taken charge of the

Chicago office.
H. T. McCaig, representing the
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg.
Co., in Iowa, has installed complete
mine telephone equipment with the
Gibson Coal Mining Co., of Des
Moines.
The following appointments and
changes have recently been made by

the Terry Steam Turbine Co. of Hart,

Conn.:

W. de Revere

A.

has

manager in
Chicago, and the offices have been
removed from the Peoples Gas Building to 524

district sales

Monadnock

Block.

Merton A. Pocock is now district
sales manager in the states of Minnesota,
North Dakota, and South
Dakota.

His

office is at

400 Endicott

Building, St. Paul.

This supersedes
a previous selling arrangement with
Robinson, Cary & Sands Co., of
St. Paul.

Joseph

Battles

is

district

sales

manager at Denver, covering New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, and the
western part of Nebraska. Headquarters at 326 First National

Bank

Building, Denver, Colo.

The Hawkins-Hamilton

Co., Inc.,

Lynchburg, Va., which sells a
complete line of power plant and
other mechanical equipment throughout Virginia and North Carolina, has
of

become the representative

recently
for the

Terry Steam Turbine Co. in

the state of Virginia.

Wm. G. Cummings has taken
charge of the Kerr Turbine Co.'s
business in

quarters
Pittsburg,
ticular

West

at

Virginia, with head-

2201

Pa.

Oliver

He

attention

to

will

Building,

give

par-

exhaust-steam

Mr.
Cimiinstallations.
turbine
mings was formerly general manager
of the Stone Fort Power Co., of
Tennessee, operating waterworks and
light plants.

Neil H. Brown, formerly Chicago
representative for the

Bury Com-

pressor Co., of Erie, Pa., has recently

been made sales engineer of the Erie
Pimip and Equipment Co. in northwestern Pennsylvania and western
New York.

^e (§f/ieryEngineer
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O. C. Mueller has taken charge of
the southern Ohio territory for the
B. F. Goodrich Rubber Co., succeeding Mr. Murray. Mr. Mueller special-

on conveyer and elevator belt
and installations.
The Southwark Foundry and Ma-

izes

A

M. Marshall

of Stewart

as

second great advantage is the
same forms can be used

fact that the

repeatedly and there

is

no loss of

lumber, so that this form not only
does good work but is economical.

Forms

practices

chine Co. has procured the services

683

same construction

of the

are used for lining the shaft during

Link-Belt Co., Chicago,
Circular

No. 221, 4 pages.
Loaders, 48 pages.

System,

111.

Wagon and Truck

Building,

Chicago,

111.

its Turbine and Centrifugal Pump
Department. All engineering matters relating to apparatus used in
conjunction with turbines will also

"Chicago Pneumatic," Class
Oil Driven Compressors,

24 pages.

Jeffrey
Ohio,

Mfg.

Colixmbus,

Co.,

Wagon and Truck

Bulletin No. 166, 24 pages.

Loaders,

Wagon

be supervised by him.

and Truck Loader, Bulletin No.

For many years Mr. Marshall was
chief engineer of the Cambria Steel
Co. and later chief engineer of the

16 pages.

Smokeless

He

Johnstown, Pa.

Coal

BOHANNON-DUGGER EaSER JoINT
vating Rails, Circular, Easer Joints,
16 pages.

Co.,

Detroit Twist Drill Co., 634-

most of the large steel plants and
has a broad knowledge of the best

646 Fort Street, West, Detroit, Mich.,
The New "Detroit" Quick-Twist
Drill, 37 pages.

practices in coal mining, by-product

manufacturing,

coke

power

operation,

steel

plant

and water

plants,

supply.

T

^^
Fig.

Forms

for Concrete Shaft

Lining
The form

illustrated in Fig.

1

is

with concrete.

The

by the

illustration.

placed

in

The

form

is

the concrete

is set

it.

As soon

construction

The forms
before use.

as the concrete

so on.

very

b,

at the center joint.
c,

and

d.

concrete to be put in as rapidly as it
set and, if smooth boards are

used for covering,

it

neatly finished wall.

finish.

pressors, 24 pages.

111.

Sullivan Air-Feed Stoping Drills,

12 pages.

In the cases

32 pages.

had been given a trowel

Com-

Leyner-IngersoU

Water Drill, Type No. 26, 4 pages.
Combustion Engineering Corporation, New York, N. Y. Bulletin
B2 Type "E" Stoker, 20 pages.
Sullivan Machinery Co., 122
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

gives a very

seen the wall was almost as smooth
it

New York,

Single-Stage Straight-Line Air

a

will

if

Waterbury Company, 80 South

In the particular case

this

Portable Acetylene Lights, 48 pages.

Knox Motors

Catalogs Received

Street,

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and
Cutting Apparatus, 32 pages. MilbiuTi Oxy-Acetylene Welding and
Cutting Torches, 4 pages. MUbum
Co.,

Springfield,

The Knox Tractor, 16 pages.
Sanford-Day Iron Works, Knoxville,
Tenn. Mine Wheels, Mine
Trucks, Mine Cars, and Equipments,
Mass.

are thoroughly greased

makes

The

Keystone grease was used.
This
might seem to be very expensive but
the forms had been used for one
shaft and were in condition to be
used again, with only one greasing.
The use of such a form allows the

as

Then the

N. Y. Waterbury
Armored Rope (Gore Patent) for
long, hard service, 32 pages.
Waterbury Fibreclad Wire Rope, 23 pages.
Ingersoll-Rand Co., 11 Broadway, New York, N. Y. "IngersollRogler Class Fr-I" Steam-Driven

swung inward

This releases

in.

is

simple matter as the piece marked a
is

put

is

position

the form can be removed.

construction

is

Alexander Milburn Co., BaltiMd. The Milburn Carbide
Miner's Lamp, Circular. The Mil-

more,

bum

removed, the concrete
poured, the next form removed and

braced, and the concrete poured in

behind

Plan of Foru

msisssm^imsmiim

shown

plainly

1.

sinking and are left in place until

lower form

used by the Clearfield Bituminous
Coal Corporation for lining shafts

165,

Co., Ensley, Ala., Perfection Exca-

familiar with

is

In-

and Oper-

structions for Installing

N-SO Fuel

of

Conemaugh

The

Bulletin

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
Fisher
ating

^\Vimim'y'^^\\\\\\\'a'^y-y-^^\^^^

manager

Storage

Sullivan Air Compressors,

Kerr Turbine Co., Wellsville,
Y. Economy Exhaust Steam

Catalog No. 25.

National Transit
Pa., Bulletin

Horizontal

Double-Acting,

No. 2-A,
tion,

Co., Oil City,

No. 404, Gas Engines,
Tandem
Four-Cycle
16

pages.

Foam Pumps,

Bulletin

Fire Protec-

Twin Duplex Piston Pumps,

4 pages. Bulletin No. 5, Tools for
Pipe Line Construction, 4 pages.
Bulletin No. 10, Individual Well
Pumping Rig, 4 pages. Bulletin
No. 102, Steam. Piunps Duplex
Direct Acting Klein Piston Type,
8 pages. Bulletin No. 103, Steam
Pumps Duplex Direct Acting Packed
Piston Separate Chest Type, page 8.

Ohio Brass Co., Mansfield, Ohio.
0-B Overhead Materials, circular.
Asbestos Protected Metal Co.,

N.

Asbestos Protected
Metal for Roofing and Siding, 62

Turbines, 14 pages.

pages.

Pittsburg, Pa.
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Answers to Examination Questions
Questions Asked at Examinations for Mine Foreman Held in
Scranton,

—

QuES. 1. An airway is
wide at the top, 10 feet wide
bottom, and is 6 feet high;
anemometer reads 280, what

5

feet

at the
if

the

is

the

quantity of air passing?

its

—The

average width of the
is (5+ 10) -r 2 = 7.5 feet, and
area is 7.5 x 6 = 45 square feet.

Ans.
airway

Assuming that the figures registered
on the dial of the anemometer are
correct, that

must be made

to allow for friction,

anemometer, the quantity
passing is 45 x 280 = 12,600

in the

etc.,

of air

cubic feet per minute.

QuES.

2.

—

If

you suddenly found

yourself in an explosive mixture of

and gas,
would do.

state briefly

air

Ans.

what you

—Remove the lamp from the

body of gas steadily and quickly,
and not in a jerky manner, or it may
lamp

is

flaming, place

Then

coat.

it

If the

under the

get out of the place,

disturbing the air as

little

as pos-

sible while so doing.

QuES.

3.

—

pounds per square

fan give 4 pounds pressure, what
will the fan give

if

increased to 70

revolutions ?

Ans.

—Theoretically,

the pressure

air in circulation,

and the quan-

foot.

Higli pow-

be satisfactorily calculated without
a knowledge of the use of logarithms.

QuES.

4.

—

If

9 cubic feet of gas be

exploded,

how many

flame will

it

cubic feet of

make?

—

ways,

would be

but

take air to the face, for this purpose
building a brattice along one rib.
As the chamber is very wide it

might be well
across

its

mine, a current of
into the

room

heat of explosion will be
of 4,300 de-

and as the increased volume

is

proportional to the absolute temperatures before and after the explo-

expanded volume will be

X^«±-*«0 =

95.14X10.78

lamps

light of electric

safety lamps

95.14

and

would

this

The work should be done by

further be assumed that

the neighborhood

could be forced

it

intake,

hasten the removal of the firedamp.

are

sion, the

a second brat-

up along the opposite side of the
room behind which the return air
would pass to the airway; by so

panded by the intense heat of the
explosion and that the flame will
travel through this enlarged mass of

gi^es,

to build a stopping

mouth and

the combustion products will be ex-

The

method

usual

doing, to reach the return, the air

have the same volume.

in

the

to conduct a current of in-

would have to sweep across the face.
If compressed air is used in the

through the mixture. Will

may

—

ous

methane

volume of 9 -r .0946 = 95.14. cubic
feet, and the flame of the explosion,
which must of necessity travel completely

—

QuES. 5. How would you proceed
remove a body of firedamp from
face of a chamber 40 feet wide, vein
2 feet high?
Ans. This may be done in varito

mixture will occupy a

sive point (9.46 per cent, of
in air), the

1915

tice

Ans. If it be assumed that the
gas and air exist at the most explo-

varies as the square of the quantity

of

19,

ers or roots, such as these, cannot

gas.
If 50 revolutions of the

and

greater than at 50 revolutions per
minute and is 4 x 1.713 = 6.852

It

pass the flame to the outside.

18

speeds is 70 -r 50 = 1.4, and -^ia^
= 1.713; hence, at 70 revolutions per
minute the pressure is 1.713 times

that no correction

is,

May

Pa.,

not in use,

QuES.
blast

6.

—

down

the

these

if

standard working-

may
If

or,

be employed.

you

failed to

bar or

suspicious roof, would

you stand one or two props ? Why ?
is a guard prop?
Ans. It would seem the best
practice to continue working at the
loose rock until it was forced down

What

—

rather than to resort to propping.

However,

if it is

not possible to dis-

But

lodge the loose roof, whether one
or two props (or even more) should

not realized in

be stood depends upon the thickness

and other dimensions of the slate;
which the question does not give.
A guard prop is a temporary post

in practice that the

mine explosions, and further, the gas
is not free to expand as it is confined
by the ribs, roof, and floor of the
gangway. It may be said, then, that
the volume of the flame will hardly

pressure varies about as the fifth
root of the eighth power of the

be less than 95 cubic feet and may
be as great as 1,026 cubic feet, al-

set as

not necessarily because the roof

though

known

tity varies as the speed of the fan.

= 1.026 cubic feet, very nearly.

On

this

this basis, the pressure

would be

found from the proportion, 50': 70^
= A:x, whence x = 7.84 pounds per
square foot at 70 revolutions per
minute.

But

speed.

it is

found

Now

the ratio of the two

temperature

is

this is highly improbable.

used to support the roof while the

miner

is

working

at the face,

and

is

a matter of precaution and
to be loose.

is
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QuES.

7.

—

you have a 4-inch

If

water gauge, what is the pressure?
Ans.— Since 1 inch of water

gauge is due to a pressure of 5.2
pounds per square foot, 4 inches of
water gauge represents a pressure of
4 X 5.2 = 20.8 pounds per square foot.
QuES. 8.—What should be
thought, talked, boosted, and prac-

—

Ans. Every employe should
keep in mind that he should take no

work nor

step in connection with his

do any other thing without

own

his

life

limb, or those of his fellow
in other

be the

9.

or

work-

words, safety should

consideration.

first

QuES.

first

that his actions will in

it

no way endanger

men;

—

(a)

Do you

systematic timbering?

believe in

{h)

Who

is

the best judge of the need of timthe

bering,

How

(c)

boss

or

the

miner?

often should the roof be

examined ?
Ans. (a)

—

I believe in

systematic

timbering in those mines where the
roof is as apt to fall in one part of
the

chamber as another and where

weak
either by
the

places cannot be detected

sight or sound. In those
however, where the weak
spots can be detected, these should be
made safe by taking down the loose
rock or, if this is not possible, by

mines,

propping

securely

dangerous

the

miner and the boss are
of equal intelligence, the former is
the better judge of when and where
timbering is needed, as he is con(&) If the

On

the other

many

ignorant

stantly in his place.

hand,

there

are

miners

apparently

learning

how

titabering

is

incapable

of

to care for their places

whose judgment as

to the need of

not to be relied upon;

in such cases, the

foreman must de-

cide.

How

often the roof should be

examined depends upon
etc.

the

if

when

roof cuts
air,

or

As

a general rule,

it

its

nature,

should be

examined before going to work in
the morning, upon returning at noon
or after any considerable absence,
and after firing a shot. If pillars
are being drawn in the neighborhood so that weight is coming on

3H2—

fl

if

it

has been jarred by heavy blasting in
the next place, etc., more frequent

examinations will be necessary than
would otherwise be the case.

QuES.

—How

of electricity are those necessary to
prevent men or inflammable material

coming

wires.

On

mine

is

contact with live

in

the other hand,

the

if

subject to outbursts of gas

that cannot be controlled,

and

if

such

would you prevent so many men from falling into

outbursts are of sufficient magnitude
to raise the content of methane to

shafts

the burning or exploding point, and

10.

?

Ans. The question is not quite
clear, and is taken to refer only to
accidents due to men at the surface
walking into unprotected
shaft
mouths, and not to accidents due to
defective cages or ropes.
cidents of the first kind

Shaft ac-

may

be en-

they are as liable to occur in one

if

part of the mine as another, then the
use of electricity is not allowable in

any part of such a mine except

in

small, low-voltage, storage batteries

supplying

current

to

electric

hat

Under ordinary conditions

lamps.

done away with if the shaft is
surrounded with a fence, or railing,

the ventilation

so constructed that men cannot
climb over, under or through it, and

and most of its primary
non-sparking gas-proof motors may be used for running small

tirely

there are a sufficient number of
topmen on duty at all times to prevent any one opening the gates.
The gates, of which there will be
two or four depending upon whether
caging is done from one or both
if

haulage

is

is

such that electric

permissible on the main

intake

splits;

pumps and

inside hoists

if

the places

where they are used are ventilated
by separate splits of fresh air, but
current should not generally be car-

sides of the shaft, should be of the

ried into the chambers, as it is not
usually possible to ventilate them as

type that can only be opened after

well as the gangways.

on the chairs at
the top of the shaft and which must

take care of his laborer?

the cage

is

QuEs.

at rest

Ans.

be closed before the chairs can be
so that the cage can de-

released
scend.

QuES.

11.

—What

right triangle

is

the area of a

whose base

is

15 feet

and perpendicular 10 feet?
Ans. The area of a triangle
base

which

is

and

the

perpendicular

otherwise called the

alti-

In the question. Area = J^
X (15 X 10) = 75 square feet.
tude.

QuES. 12.— How would you guard
against the misuse of electricity in
a gaseous mine?
Ans.— It does not seem to us that
the answer to this question hinges
upon the proper or wrongful use of
electricity, but upon whether it may
be used at all under conditions
which are not very clearly stated,
as the term gaseous is a relative one.

As long

as the percentage of gas in

is kept below that at which
can be ignited by an electric arc
due to short-circuiting a current of
the strength used in the mine, the
precautions to be observed in the use

the air
it

13.

—How

should a miner

—The miner can best protect
by

laborer

him

painstakingly

in-

and by
seeing that all parts of the chamber
are safe before he goes to work and
are kept so while he is on duty.
Qi;es. 14.

is

equal to one-half of the product of
the

his

structing

—

place.

(c)

place,

—

ticed?

seeing to

the

freshly exposed to the

685

in his duties

—^An

accident in hoist-

ing shaft causes the partition be-

tween intake and return to be
broken; the mine is very gaseous,
what would you do? State briefly.
Ans. This is evidently a catch

—

question as the
into

same

shaft, divided

two parts by an

air-tight (?)
used for both intake and return except while sinking" and then there is, of course, no
As the
mine connected with it.
partition, is never

conditions are impossible, there

no answer.
QuES. 15.
is

—What

is

quantity of air

traveling through a

gangway

12

wide and 7^ feet high, when
the anemometer registers 472?
Ans. The area of this airway is
12x7.5 = 90 square feet. If it be
assumed that the anemometer is exact and no corrections need be apfeet

—

;
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plied to

readings and that 472

its

represents the velocity of the air in
feet per minute, then the quantity of

circulation

in

air

will

472x90

be

- 42,480 cubic feet.

be divided into those which are
avoidable and those which are unavoidable. The first class are caused

and will materially reduce the avoidable accidents due to

by

the

—How

indifference,

or

carelessness

on the part
of the victim or some one working
with him; and some are due to igneglect of orders,

etc.,

so-called unavoidable accidents due
to roof falls

same cause.

times

of

In addition, during
drawing, the ap-

pillar

treatment for shock are not usually

for

careless-

proach of a squeeze, etc., more frequent visits should be made by the
foreman or pillar boss to the working places, that the men may have

had underground, the patient
should be wrapped warmly in whatever material is available and taken
to the surface.
This should not be

ness and disobedience of orders are

the benefit of his greater experience.

every 3

Of the deaths from car accidents,
the 30 per cent, that are classed as

would you
a person suffering from shock?
Ans. As
the
appliances
QuES.

16.

treat

—

for

to be

however, until the first-aid
treatment for bleeding (if this is
taking place) has been made.
At
done,

norance.

has been shown that,

It

the anthracite mines,

responsible
fatalities

for 2 out

from roof

of

every 10 accidents due to mine cars
and for 8 out of every 10 accidents
The
due to handling explosives.

number

of

may

due to igno-

accidents

be diminished by personal

the surface place the patient on his

rance

back with his head low.

instruction given to the

patient

is

If

the

able to swallow, give

him

stimulants of

some kind such

as hot

coffee or tea or half a teaspoonful

of aromatic spirits of

tablespoonful

of

ammonia

in a

Do

not

water.

any of the foregoing
be had if whiskey must be

give whiskey
are to

if
;

used, give one large drink.

Do

take off the patient's clothes

if it

be

avoided,

but

cover

heat to the

can
with

him

blankets, coats, and the like.

not

Apply

abdomen and the

chest

by means of hot water bottles, hot
bricks, by towels dipped in hot
water and wrung out, or other available means. The arms and legs may
be rubbed upwards if it is possible
to

do so without uncovering the
Do not apply heat to the

7 out

falls; for

by attendance

face,

men

at the

at night school,

by placing the incompetent with the
competent until the former have
learned their duties,

methods have been

etc.

tried

All these

and are be-

ing tried with considerable success.

But it does not seem possible to reduce the terrible number of accidue

dents

and
disobedience of positive orders and
carelessness

to

regulations.

It

is

own

are dangerous.
lightly

intelligence tells

him

Just so long as

men

value their

own

long will the

list

of avoidable

patient.

accidents be as great as now.

head.

present, the mine

QuES.

17.

—What^ are

the

three

greatest causes of accidents in anthracite mines?

Give the percent-

ages of each.
How would
reduce these accidents?

Ans.

you

—For a number of years past

the principal causes of accident have
been, in the order named, falls of

roof or coal, mine cars, and improper handling of explosives.

The percentage

of accidents due

to each of these causes varies

from

year to year, but those due to falls
of roof and coal are about 45 per
cent,

dents

little

man

but argue, or discharge a

caught violating the law or rules.
An arrest might be made, but it is
very difficult to secure a conviction.

Of

the deaths due to roof

some 30 per

falls,

cent, are classed as

avoidable, which merely

un-

men

be largely reduced

be kept in the best condition and
should be securely timbered, well
ditched,

cleaned,

and drained.

traveling on the haulage roads

work in places which
have not been made safe, to the

regular intervals, which should be

kept

whitewashed

and

Of

classed as unavoidable

mite.

It is

all

cent.
to their origin, accidents

may

are

to

really

firers to

do

the blasting does not, at present,

seem

possible

in

the

anthracite

regions.

Loss by Soot
So

far

as

the coal consumer

unavoidable.

favorable, a uniform system

of timbering will go a long way
toward diminishing the number of

is

concerned, under the worst circumstances imaginable he coald not

could not have been foreseen and,
hence,

be re-

unfortunate that the em-

ployment of skilled shot

those due to mine cars, about

Where

which are

may

duced by the use of first-class
brands of powder or high explosives, charged and fired in properly
placed holes, with detonators of the
proper strength, and preferably by
electricity applied from a distance,
and by the introduction of proper
devices for thawing frozen dyna-

acci-

per

of

the deaths from handling ex-

plosives, the 20 per cent,

lose

12.5

clear

rubbish.

per ton through smoke.

use of explosives, about

is

unavoidable these should have at
least 2^ feet clearance between the
car and the rib and should be provided with safety holes in the rib at

failure to provide suitable timber, to

number of

If

means that

they are due to the mine foreman
setting

may

are compelled to walk to

and from their work on traveling
ways separate from the haulage
roads. These traveling ways should

they are not due to the carelessness
of the victims.
In some instances

15 per cent.; and those due to mis-

As

At

foreman can do

men

poor systems of timbering, but there
are always some accidents that

of the total
;

and

lives

those of their fellow workmen, just
so

the

if

not possible to

have a foreman over every worker
to see that he does not do the things
that his

unavoidable

more than 20 pounds

of coal

The

great

occurs through soot whenever
the boiler surfaces become coated
loss

and thus prevent the heat reaching
the water. In one case the loss due
to soot was 13 per cent., or 260

pounds coal per

ton.

jS
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/Electrical Equipment Rules
iConllnutJ from "Page 678)

distance apart of hangers must be from
five (5) feet to eight (8) feet.
10.
25.
For attaching to timbers use barn
hangers similar to O. B. Fig. 9959 provided with two holes diametrically opposite,
use J4x2i4 gimlet point lag
screws, drilling holes for same with
y^
of an inch twist bit. Do not use track
spikes or nails for fastening hanger
bodies to timbers.
Do not use regular
expansion bolts nailed to header or cross
timber.
15.
26.
Frogs must be placed lyi feet in
advance of point of latch, and must be
held in horizontal position by properly
placing hangers on line and close to
frogs.

either side of cut out to give

drift

I

punch J^-inch

No

hole,

The one mine pipe that requires no
special treatment before or after lay-

11380
driving tool 20 wire, No. 11384
1 hand
ratchet square socket.
,0. B.
No. 11636
Cat.
1 taper punch ^-inch, No. 11691
5 5^-inch
square shank twist

—

1

ing Michigan Wood Pipe. You lay
Michigan Wood Pipe just as it comes
to you
and then forget it.

—

Michigan Pipe

drills
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

10.

through strain insulators. 10.
31.
Care must be taken that the trolley
wire clears the roof, so that the wheel
will not touch roof at any time.
10.
32.
Where feeders are used they must
be erected the same as main line, and
tapped in at intervals of two hundred
(20O) feet by means of feeder ears. The
practice of hooking a jumper around an
ordinary hanger will not be permitted.

Naturally Acid Proof

tools shall consist of the
following articles

bond compressor, No. 5437
3-pound ball-pein hammer
H-inch rat-tail file
wrench for fish-plate bolts
%-inch chisel
old man for holding
against the rail

the

j

takes care of Itself because it Is naturally
acid-proof, as well as immune asainst the
elements of earth and moisture.

rottinff

S. Co. cat.

page

&

1197.

S-

Heavy

hoops furnish a reinforcement
utmost strength. An armor of
imperishable asphaltum cement further pro-

Total 200.

MINE LIGHTING,
41.

White Pine and Tamarack timber— the Inside
of the pipe— make all the known and unknown
destructive forces of the most corrosive mine
water powerless.

ratchet

wire brush No. 5J4 Fig. 4131 P. G.

Frogs must be placed at each point
where branches leave main trolley, and

A

support.

Bonding

40.

27.

when properly placed will not necessitate
the holding of pole while passing over
frog at ordinary speeds. 10.
28.
Hand-operated
trolley
switches
and signal lights must be placed where
mules will pass under trolley. 10.
Trolley wire must be protected at
29.
switches, crossings, sidings or at any
point where it is necessary for men or
mules to cross under the trolley wire. 25.
30.
The ends of trolley wire must be
securely anchored and thoroughly insulated with turnbuckle and strain insulator similar to Fig. 9995 O. B. Co.
Turnbuckle must be fastened to S hook
wedged to roof.
three-bolt galvanized
clamp should be used for fastening end
of wire when wire is bent back on itself

it
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Where

it

is

ETC.

necessary

to
stables,

tects the heart of the pipe against all outside

elements.

wire

partings, slopes, curves,
pump
houses, etc., use weatherproof sockets,
No. 12 rubber-covered wire, and No. 4
porcelain knobs. Use leather heads and
nails for attaching insulators.
5.
42.
Under no conditions will wire be

In brief, are the reasons why Michigan
Pipe outlasts anythinsr of its kind; why
it meets all the hard conditions of the mine—
with least trouble and smallest ultimate cost.

These.

Wood

Do you want

permitted to be hung on nails, wrapped
around posts, cap pieces or timber of any
kind; but wire must be drawn up snug
and taut, placed on insulators spaced not
more than 15 feet apart. The wires to be
placed 4 inches apart and 1J4 inches from
surface.

steel

that insures

proof

In

full?

Just ask us.

Michigan Pipe Company
Bay

City, Michigan

25.

No

rosettes, snap switches, or ordinary sockets can be used in interior of
mine. 5.
43.

10.

33.
At the end of motor road where
machine lines ground to rail or at points
where rail circuit returns to plant, use
several bonded wires leading to return
and bond each individual wire into rail
in more than one hole; also provide cross
bonds at this point. 10.
34.
All track traveled by locomotives
must have both rails bonded. Cross bond
every fifth rail, making bond of sufficient
length that it can be bent down below top

6^~..2

of ties for protection. 10.
35.
Rails weighing 30 pounds and less
inust be bonded with i^B-inch channel
pins and 2-0 soft copper wire. 5.
36.
All 40-pound track must be bonded
with 8-inch concealed bonds of 4-0 capacity.

In Mine Ventilation

5.

All bond holes must be drilled to
exact size. Use soap water for drilling
rather than oil.
AH rust, dirt, oil, or
moisture must be removed from sides of
holes with i^-inch rat-tail file, before
inserting bond terminal.
Ends of rails
and splice bars must be thoroughly
cleaned with wire brush before making
37.

splice.
38.

Robinson Results
The smaller of these two fans is the

Robinson motor driven fan. The
steam driven fan was inadequate under the high resistance that
was developed by twelve years of mining at the Winbume Mine of
the Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corporation.
larger

The

smaller Robinson Fan is not only furnishing the required air, but
Smaller Fan, More Air, Less Power, Fewer Men.

operates at lesscost.

10.

Channel pin bonds must be placed
on inside of rails, and under the bolt
heads, and must be of such a length that
when placed there will be no kinks or
loops in the bond. 10.
39.
When cut-out switches are placed
in trolley line, hangers must be placed on

Our Fan Book

Tells

Why. Ask

for

it.

Robinson Ventilating Co.
8045 Jenkins

Arcade Bldg.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

/
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44.

Ordinarily

no switches or fuses

will be required, but where a large number of lights are used fuses and switches
can be used to advantage. 5.
45.
The practice of hooking ends of
light wires over power circuits tnust be

A WONDERFUL
INVENTION!

discontinued and connections must be
made with special clamps such as O. B.
No. 11160 current tap, clamped to feeder.
10.

46.
Where it is necessary to turn
lights on and off frequently in interior
of mine, knife switches must be used. 5.
47.
Where wire goes through stoppings or partitions in entering stables,

pump
used.

houses,

etc.,

porcelain tubes

must be

15.

All splices and joints must be electrically and mechanically secure without
All joints
solder, and then soldered.
must have an insulation equal to that of
conductor. 10.
49.
Care must be taken that all wires
are put up in a neat and substantial man48.

one wire to an insulator. 10.
Tie-wire must be of the same
50.

ner,

THE ONLY AUTOMATIC
PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYING MACHINE
Protected by Beldler Pstents

With

this machine you can duplicate your
important records without chance of error.
Any one can operate it successfully.

RECTIGRAPH

By

using the
you can
quickly secure exact copies of maps, plans,
drawings, blue prints, documents, specifications, orders, contracts, letters, cost sheets,
financial
statements, statistical reports,
invoices, ledger pages or any other subject
without chance of error, without the
necessity of letting the original leave your
possession and at a low cost.
Copies made
from loose sheets or bound books with

equal facility.

YOU CAN GET

ACCURACY— SPEED — ECONOMY— EFFICIENCY
By Isftalllnf

The

size

as wire being hung (No. 12 R. C.) with
no less than six turns of wire on each
Total 100.
side of insulator. 10.
The machine boss is responsible for the
operation and maintenance of all the maHis
chinery in and around the mines.
efficiency and value to the company is
estimated by the number of delays to the
machinery the cost of supplies per ton of
coal hauled or mined, and by the general
appearance and condition of the ma;

chinery.

The following rules are laid down for
his guidance in properly looking after the
equipment under his care
It is the duty of the machine boss
51.
to see that all motormen, machine men,
and pumpers oil and care for the machines they operate in the best manner
possible.
Motormen are required to make a
52.
daily report on the condition of their
locomotives, and the machine boss must
go over the reports and see that the repairs are made at once.
Bolts, nuts,
braces, etc., must be tightened up as soon
as they are found to be loose. IS.
LOCOMOTIVES

Mechanicallr focDs«d and insUDllr adjasted to reproduce aor copr to delioite scale.

The Rectisiaph is mechanically perfect, is easily and
QQickly operated either by band or electric motor. The
priotf prodoced are absolutely pcrmaoeQL

THE ENTIRE PROCESS OP PHOTOGRAPHY
IS EMBODIED IN THE MACHINE ITSELF
NO PLATES, NO FILMS, NO DARK ROOM
No Eiperience Necessary
Mistakes are Impossible.

tion.

Immediate, durable, per-

manent

(ac-simite copies made direct upon sensitized
paper ready for use.
Copies made actual size, enlareed
or reduced as desired.
Machine illustrated makes any
size copy up to maximum of 12* x 16". Other stock

sizes

upon

ll'xlS' and 18'x24*.

Special

sizes

Controllers must be opened and in53.
spected twice each week, or oftener if
necessary. 10.
Burnt or worn fingers and seg54.
ments must be replaced at once. Finger
screws must be adjusted to allow good
contact between fingers and segments and
then locked with jamb nuts. 25.
55.
The segments should be greased
sparingly with vaseline at each inspec-

made

Ofdet.

The Rectieiaph Process has proven tobeofinestlmablt
value to hundred* of Mining Companies, Eneineerins
Compaaies, Industrial Corporations, The United Sutes
Gorerament. Railways, Contractors, Public Service Corporations, etc, etc.
YOU can use a Rectigraph to
advanuite. ISFESTlGjITEIt Our illustrated Booklet will be sent upon request.
Send us an original to
"Rectigraph" (or yon to show what results can be
obtained upon your own work. No Importunity.

Charred wood is a good conductor
of electricity, therefore, burnt or blackened spots on the fingerboards should be
scraped cleari and then painted with an
insulating paint as soon as they develop,
otherwise the fingerboard will be rapidly
carbonized and destroyed. 10.
57.
The interlocking device between
controller cylinder and reverse cylinder
and the notching pawls on both cylinders
must be kept in good order and the locomotive must not be operated without
them.

ROCHESTER,

M, Y,

25.

Arc

10.

The wire between controllers, moand resistance must be connected as
shown on the manufacturer's blueprint.
(Blueprints can be procured by ordering
on your regular requisitions.) 20.
61.
The controller must be bolted fast
to the foot-pan of the locomotive and
properly braced to prevent it swinging
60.
tors,

about.

deflectors

10.

Care should be taken to see that
the controller case is thoroughly grounded
to the motor frame for the motorman's
62.

protection.

5.

Extra flexible No. 2 R. C. D. B.
cable must be used for all locomotive
wiring.
The ends of the cable must be
well soldered to prevent it from fraying
where it enters the terminal holes of resistance, field coils, finger bases and brush
63.

holders.

10.

If the cable is too large to

fit the
dipped in
solder and then filed to fit the lioles, or it
may be soldered to reducing nipples provided for the purpose. 5.
If the cable is too small for ter65.
minal holes it must be wrapped with wire
to increase the diameter and then dipped

64.

terminal

holes,

in solder.

it

should be

S.

Controller cables must be neatly
secured in a bundle by wrapping with
several layers of non-elastic webbing or
surgical tape. The tape should be saturated with air-drying paint. 10.
The cable tree must be clamped or
67.
otherwise supported in such a way as to
prevent it from coming in coritact with
the wheels, gears or brake rigging of the
locomotive. 15.
The resistance end of controller
68.
cables should be protected by asbestos
sleeving where they are exposed to ex66.

treme heat.

S.

and brush-holder cables
Field
must be fastened in the motor case in
such a way as to prevent them from rubbing the armature or commutator and
must be brought out of the motor case
through holes bushed with wood or rubber, and must not be brought out through
commutator hand holes except in an
emergency and then it must be changed
25.
at the first opportunity.
Controller cables should be con70.
nected to the field and brush-holder
cables with knuckle-joint connectors in
order that the joints may be easily broken
for removal of armatures and fields. 5.
All splices in the cable must be
71.
mechanically and electrically secured
without solder and then soldered. Splices
must be tapped with an insulation equal
to the balance of the cable. 5.
Resistance frames must be well
72.
supported and braced to prevent them
from swinging about and coming in contact with the locomotive frame or with
one another. 20.
Broken girders must be replaced at
73.
once. 5.
74.
Mud or dirt of any kind must not
be allowed to accumulate on or about the
69.

rcsistsncc

10
insulated tie-bolts through the
resistance should be tightened occasionally to maintain good contact between the
75.

grids.

and division plates
must be replaced as soon as they are
burned out. 10.
59.
The front and back of the controller must be lined with ^-inch asbestos sheet to prevent gas from the arc
58.

RECTIGRAPH COMPANY

10.

56.

reaching the iron, causing a short circuit

The

10.

Jumper connections from one resistance frame to another must be insu76.

lated with asbestos sleeving.

5.

maintained so
that it is possible to slide the wheels at
all times.
It should never be necessary
77.

Brakes

should

be

^e QffieryEngineer
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to resort to "bucking" the motors to hold
the trips. 30.
78.
Field coils should fit tightly between the pole tips and motor case to

prevent them moving with the attendant

danger of the insulation becoming chaffed
and grounding the cable. If the coils are
too loose, they may be tightened by placing liners of oil canvas between them and
the frame, or an extra layer of nonelastic webbing can be taped on the coil
and then saturated with insulating paint.
35.
79.
After replacing defective field coils,
they must be tested for polarity before inserting the armature in the case.
This
may be done by dropping the top half of
the casing on the lower half, short circuiting one brush holder on the other,
make the usual field connections, then put
the controller on the first point and try
the attraction between adjacent field tips
with a hammer. The pull should be uniform between any two adjacent field tips.

YouGH Mine Pump
Double Plunger—Wood Lined

35.

Built especially for the worst conditions of mine service.
No cast parts are exposed to the action of sulphur
water. Few parts, and of best grade material.

A

little experimenting will enable one
to detect a reversed field coil in this manner very readily. It is important that the
above rule will be followed and no excuse
will be accepted for armatures burnt out

owing
80.

For operation by either compressed air or steam.
Sizes ranging from 8 in. to 16 in. discharge 408 to
1632 gallons a stroke. Other sizes built to order.

—

to reversed field coils.

Armatures must be placed

in the

armature case before the pinion is put on
the shaft, and turned several times to ascertain that it revolves freely and does
not rub the pole tips, field coils or motor
case.
81.

Pumps

Details on Request

for all Requirements.

25.

Brush holders must be adjusted

clear the commutator from
inch and no more. 15.

%

to

82.
When brushes begin to fire, due to
high mica in the commutator, the mica
must be slotted at once. 10.
83.
A great deal of trouble due to
grounded field coils and armatures has
been caused by mud and water splashing
into the motor cases through the bottom
also
numerous armatures
handholes
have been ruined by pinion teeth, nuts
and bolts entering the motor case through
the commutator handhole and becoming
ground between the armature and pole
pieces, therefore, it is important that all
hand holes be covered except when the
motor is undergoing repairs. IS.
84.
Considerable armature trouble has
been caused by excess oil from the bearings entering the commutators and windings causing rapid deterioration of the

and Company
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insulation. 20.
In general, cup grease will be found to
give the best results on armature bearings if care is taken to push the grease
down on the armature shaft once or

twice each day. On motors where bearing construction requires a thin oil for
lubricant, care should be taken to reduce
the amount to a minimum consistent with
satisfactory operation of the bearing.
Armature bearings must be exam85.
ined frequently and replaced before there
is any danger of the poles being rubbed
by the armature. 35.
86.
Gear-cases must be kept on all
locomotives and must have a quantity of
clean oil in them. 10.
Sand must not be allowed to enter
87.
the gear-cases.

Driving wheel

of
it

one hundred or more years ago

was only a

makeshift

is

—used where

now preserved only

tires

in

At best

Museums.
be had.

cast iron pipe could not

Since the manufacture of Cast Iron Pipe began, two hundred and fifty years
ago, other makeshifts have appeared from time to time, served their temporary
purpose and been relegated to the limbo of a forgotten paA.

—

you have to use pipe for conveying water, gM or steam either above
remember that Cast
ground, on the ground, under the ground or under water
Iron Pipe made two and a half centuries ago is stdl in use, and that Cast
Iron Pipe is the standard conduit for all the world's great water and gas

When

—

supply and distributing plants.
of Cast Iron Pipe are independent of eacli otiier and
petitors! Inquiries may be sent to any or all of these with assurance

The following makers

of

U.

S.

Cut

Iron Pipe

&

Foundry Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

American Cast Iron Pipe Co.
Birminghanl, Ala.

prompt and

James B. Clow
Chicago,

com-

response.

full

& Sons
111.

Donaldson Iron Co.
Emaus, Lehigh Co., Pa.
Foundry
Glamorgan Pipe

&

Company
Lynchburg, Va.

5.

must be replaced before they are worn more than
^6 of an inch. 25.
89.
Wearing strips between wheels
and journal boxes must be replaced when
they are worn badly. 5.
90.
Journal-box lids must be kept on
88.
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Lynchburg Foundry Co.
Lynchburg, Va.
Massillon Iron

&

Steel

Company.
Ohio

Massillon,

July, 1915
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Ampere Capacity of Push

to prevent sand and dirt entering the
journal bearing. IS.
91. Journal boxes must be packed with
clean wool waste saturated with car or
other heavy oil, and must be reoiled once
each day or oftener if necessary. 10.
Axle bearings may be lubricated
92.
with cup grease or wool waste saturated
with heavy oil. 5.
Sanding devices must be kept in
93.
good working order on both sides and
both ends. 20.
Gathering motor reels should be
94.
inspected and cared for in the same manner as the other parts of the locomotive.
S.

Dirt and grease should be wiped
of the collecting ring insulations occasionally. 5.
Number 2 R. C. D. B. extra flex96.
ible single conductor cable should be
used on 2S0-volt locomotive gathering
reels and No. 4 on SOO-volt locomotives.
Suspension springs and bars must
97.

up or have liners taken from them when
they commence to pound due to worn

250-Volt Motors

SOO-Volt Motors

Horsepower

Horsepower

*5
7»
10
15
20
25
30

20
25
35
50
60
75

Horsepower

30
40
SO
75

15

40
50

100
125
150
200
300

100
125

grease.

be kept

starting.

10.

All locomotives must be equipped
with headlights, which must be maintained in good order at all times. 5.
All supplies and tools for locomo99.
tives must be kept in one place and in an
orderly manner. 15.
All unused material must be
100.
gathered up and put in its proper place
15.
after completing a repair job.
98.

101.

Armatures

must

be

com-

kept

pletely boxed up and in a dry place or
else be placed in a rack on the side of the
walls where they are not apt to be injured by water or heavy material falling

on them.
102.

10.

Wire hangers and clamps,

pieces

PUMPS AND STATIONARY MOTOKS

Pump and all stationary motors
103.
must be equipped with starting boxes of
ample capacity unless the motor is built
for starting without one, and in no case
must motors over 5 horsepower be started
without a starting box. 5.
Gathering pump motors, which
104.
are not of the self-starting type, should
be equipped with automatic starting
boxes. 5.
Water barrel starters must not
105.
be used except as emergency device and
then only for a very limited time. 5.
Starting boxes should be mounted
106.
on iron brackets which separate them
from the wall not less than six (6) inches.
5.

Starting boxes must be attached
supports by bolts or screws so that
they can be easily removed. 5.
108.
All stationary motors must be
protected with switches and enclosed
107.

to

109.

as to prevent it being broken. S.
116.
All motor leads must be soldered
into terminal lugs on the motor terminal
boards and on switches. 5.
Tie- wires must have an insula117.
tion equal to that of the conductor. 5.
118.
All joints and splices must be
electrically and mechanically secure without solder and then soldered. S.
119.
Joints should have an insulation
equal to the remainder of the wire. 5.
120.
All wires must be insulated where
they enter buildings, or pass through
walls, with porcelain tube or circular

motors which have one side

of circuit grounded to the rail near motor
will only require one S. P. switch and
one S. P. fuse block in positive line.
Motors which have an all-wire circuit
will require one S. P. switch and one
S. P. fuse block in each line. 5.
110.
The fuses must be placed between
the switches and the motors so that the
fuses can be replaced with safety when
the switches are out. 5.
111.
No single pole switch of less
than 75 amperes capacity can be used. 5.
112.
Fuses for motors must be used in
accordance with the following table: 10.

10.

must be covered
with strainers and be placed in as large
a body of water as possible to prevent
dirt being drawn into the pump.
10.
136.
All gaskets and joints must be
kept tight and free from leaks. 5.
137.
Gear-wheels must not be allowed
to run in mud or water. 5.
Packing, valves, springs, brushes,
138.
or other supplies must be kept in an orderly manner and must not be left lying
about the pump room and floor after

making

pipes

repairs.

10.

Old valves and pieces of brass

139.

must be taken outside of the mines when
they have been discarded. 5. Total 100.

MINING MACHINES
Mining machines must

140.

be

in-

spected frequently.

Armature fields must be looked
same manner as stationary

141.

after in the

motors.

5.

Wires must be soldered to mains
and run on insulators at least 4 inches
apart and 1J4 inches distant from the

Oil and dust must be kept from
accumulating on brush holders and in the
bottom of motor cases. 10.
143.
All bearings must be oiled frequently, more especially the cutter head
and armature bearings. 10.
Starting rheostats must be fas144.
tened to the frame of the motor securely.

surface.

10.

loom.

5.

122.

5.

Wire between switches and

start-

ing boxes and motors should be used in
accordance with the following table: 10.
Horsepower of the Motor

Size of

5 to 10

Wire B.

S.

Gauge

10
6
4
2

10 to 20
20 to 30
30 to 40
40 to 60

1

The same care should be exer123.
cised in changing stationary motor armatures and fields as with locomotives. 20.
All stationary motors are oiled
124.
automatically with oil rings and it is only
necessary to change the oil every few
weeks and replenish the supply in the oil
well occasionally. S.
125.
Motors should be wiped off regularly and oil must not be allowed to accumulate in the bottom of the field frame.

142.

Starting rheostat boards must not
145.
be allowed to become charred and
burned. 5.
146.
Safety washers or lugs must be
used on all machines; solid washers will
not be permitted. 5.
Extra safety washers must be
147.
kept on hand at all times. 5.
148.
All machines must be provided
with fuses of the proper capacity and no
other may be used. 5.
Machines must not be allowed to
149.
operate with dull bits. 5.
Field and armature leads must be
150.
supported in a neat way and must not be
allowed to hang loosely about the motor.
Steps must be taken to eliminate flashing
5.
at the brushes when it is observed.
Total 65.

C. V. Gould, a

Copper and carbon dust must not
be allowed to accumulate on the brushholder insulation. IS.
127.
Stationary motors should operate
practically sparkless, when the commutator is properly taken care of. Steps must
be taken to locate the trouble when excessive sparking is observed.
5.
Total
165.

PUMPS
128.

Pumps should be

cleaned and inspected regularly. S.
129.
Oil or grease cups should be provided for all bearings and care should be
taken to see that they feed properly. 10.
130.

Connecting-rods

must be keyed
0-

mining engineer of

the Salt Lake
Revieiv,sa.ys that the2,0CX)-acre property of the United States Coal Co.,
at Conroy, Wyo., contains eleven
Salt

5.

126.

10.

Pump

should be used

121.

of wire, insulators, etc., must not be left
Total 670.
5.
lying about the mine.

fuses.

Circuit breakers

113.

on motors over 25 horsepower. 5.
114.
Pump men and motor operators
must be provided with extra fuses, and
copper wire must not be substituted for
the fuse under any circumstances. 5.
Wire between motors and starters
lis.
and between switches and starters must
be run on porcelain knobs in such a way

in place.

Suction

135.

•Five-horsepower self-starting motors, both 250
and 500 volts require 35-ampere fuses.

5.

All gear-covers and guards must

134.

95.

when

10.

Plungers
must be kept well
packed and be lubricated with cup grease
or heavy oil. 15.
132.
Plunger glands must be pulled up
evenly all around when tightening packing and not allowed to bind the plunger
on one side or the other. 10.
133.
All gears must be lubricated with
131.

oflf

be maintained in good order to prevent
the motors from jumping excessively

babbitt or brasses.

Lake

City,

in

large seams, the aggregate thickness

being from 200 to 250 feet and has
an estimated tonnage of 500,000,000
tons. The largest seam is 84 feet in
thickness,

and

top to bottom.

is

clean
It

is

coal

from

classified

as

subbituminous by the United States
Geological Survey.

